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FOREWORD

The tenth International Conference on Lasers and Applications, Lasers '87, was held at
Lake Tahoe, Nevada, December 7-11, 1987. According to the opinion of most participants,
the program was solid, timely, and above all interesting. In addition, Lake Tahoe provided
all the right ingredients conducive to a pleasant atmosphere where discussions on laser
science and technology were stimulated in surroundings perfect for skiing and amicable
social interaction. To those interested in statistics, the program of Lasers '87 contained
some 360 papers and registered attendance was well over 500. This was despite adverse
weather conditions.

International participation was strong with the following countries being represented:
Australia, Belgium, Canada, China, England, France, Germany, Israel, Italy, Japan,
Portugal, The Netherlands, Scotland, Switzerland, USSR, and Yugoslavia. There were
official delegations from Portugal and the USSR. The Russian delegation included
scientists from the Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy, Lebedev Physics Institute, and
the General Institute of Physics.

Traditionally, this series of conferences has emphasized laser physics and technology.
As determined by the scientific nature of the program, there is no doubt that Lasers '87
provided further evidence of this emphasis. Indeed, a large proportion of the papers in
the program could be integrated in the area of laser development. This is evident by the
numerous and excellent sessions on topics ranging from VUV and x-rey lasers to far infrared
lasers. However, if we consider the vigorous representation of sub-fields such as ultra-
fast phenomena, nonlinear phenomena, spectroscopy, laser radar, laser medicine, adaptive
optics, and other applications, we should conclude that the conference provides a unique
forum for the review of recent advances in quantum electronics and related fields.

A characteristic of Lasers '87 was a series of superb plenary papers. The keynote
address was provided by Dr. Marlan 0. Scully, Distinguished Professor of Physics and
Director of the Center for Advanced Studies at the University of New Mexico and head of
the Theory Division at the Max-Planck Institut fur Quantenoptik. The paper by Professor
Scully was entitled "Laser Probes of the Micro and Macro Cosmos." This paper and other
plenary papers are included in these proceedings.

Papers submitted to the conference were reviewed in two stages. First, the papers were
promptly screened by the Program Chairman and then they were sent to the respective
session chairman for final approval. In cases of doubt, relevant members of the Program
Committee were consulted.

In regard to the proceedings of this series of conferences, it is fair to indicate that
many of the papers published in earlier editions enjoy excellent quotation status. This
is particularly evident in the field of laser development. This year, an effort has been
made to ensure publication of the Proceedings of the International Conference on
Lasers '87 in the early part of 1988. An additional modification is the organization of
papers by subject matter rather than by individual session. At the end of the proceedings,
the transcription of the discussion on strategic defense is included.

The theme of the panel discussion was "Maturity of Laser Technology for Strategic
Defense." This was a very well-attended event in which every panel member was given
approximately 10 minutes to outline his opinion. This was followed by an intense and some-
times rather entertaining question time. The Program Chairman is grateful to the panel
moderator Professor R. Sproull and to all the panelists, in particular Dr. E. Teller and
Dr. C. K. N. Patel.

The "Lasers '87 Award" consisting of a gold-plated plaque and a cash prize, sponsored by
EG&G Princeton Applied Research, was shared by the following papers:
"Phase Preservation in High Gain Raman Amplification"
B. W. Nicholson, J. A. Russell, D. W. Trainor, T. Roberts
(Avco Research Laboratory),
and C. Higgs (MIT Lincoln Laboratory)
"Photodynamic Therapy Using the Nd:YAG Laser and Q-Switch II Dye as a Chemosensitizing
Agent for Human Fibroblast Cultures..."
D. J. Castro, R. E. Saxton, H. R. Fetterman, and P. H. Ward,
(UCLA Medical Center)
Papers were nominated by the Program Committee and the selection process was done by a
subcommittee composed of Drs. M. Birnbaum, H. J. Caulfield, F. J. Duarte, L. Goldman, and
R. C. Sze. Papers by members of the Program Committee were excluded from consideration.



The success of Lasers '87 is due to several factors. First, the active and enthusiastic
participation of members of the Program Committee. In particular, I would like to thank
Drs. R. R. Alfano, J. J. Ehrlich, R. Gullickson, S. Scott, D. J. Spencer, C. Turner,
R. A. Walters, and R. W. Waynant. In addition, we were fortunate to have the support of
several organizations including Eastman Kodak Company, EG&G Princeton Applied Research,
U.S. Army Research Office, and U.S. Air Force Office of Scientific Research.

At Eastman Kodak Company, I would like to thank J. C. Kinard and Drs. J. Merrigan,
J. P. Terwilliger and B. B. Snavely. Also, I am grateful to the Eastman Kodak Company
Document Preparation Center for their diligent processing of many manuscripts.

Finally, on behalf of the Program Committee of Lasers '87, I would like to thank
Kathleen Corcoran from the Society for Optical and Quantum Electronics for an excellent
performance in handling the logistics of the conference.

F. J. Duarte
Program Chairman
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ON THE DETECTION OF GRAVITATIONAL RADIATION
BY MEANS OF A SIMPLE RING LASER SYSTEMS

Marlan 0. Scully and L. Z. Wang
Max-Planck Institut ffir Quantenoptik

D-8046 Garching bei Mfinchen
and

Center for Advanced Studies and
Department of Physics and Astronomy

University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131

Abstract

It is shown that a conventional laser gyro system can, in principle, serve as a detector of gravitational radiation. Such
laser devices could be quite sensitive.

We show, contrary to prevailing wisdom,' that a con-
ventional2 Sagnac ring laser gyro may be used as a gravita- 2 Ff
tional wave detector. This is of interest for several reasons. A T= I (M x J -d6 (2)

First, as we show in the following paragraphs, the X is the laser wavelength divided by 27r, and the vector "
class of devices discussed could provide sensitive detectors is formed from the time-space components of the metric,
of gravitational radiation [see MTW]. 3 Furthermore, op- i.e., go,.
tical interferometric" detectors of gravitational radiation
are very sensitive to fluctuations of the mirrors5 and future Let us proceed to calculate the metric, and therefore
such detectors will even be hampered by quantum6 uncer- the j vector for the case of a gravitational wave traveling
tainties of mirror position. As is well known, ring laser in the x, direction while the gyro is rotating about the zo
gyro devices are not so susceptible to this type of random axis as depicted in Fig. 1. In such a situation we may
noise. To see this, we need only recall that a laser gyro- write the metric for the gravitational wave as
scope functions' by propagating two oppositely directed
beams of light around the same optical path. These two [0 1]
beams reflect from the same mirrors differing only in their h = 0hsiwt-ko ()directions of propagation. Thus the two optical trains ex- 1

perience "identical" phase shifts due to random motion of L1
the mirrors. The Sagnac frequency shift between the two
light beams is measured by beating the counterclockwise h denotes the gravity wave amplitude. Transforming into
and the clockwise running waves on a photodetector where a frame rotating at a rate nl, the metric for the gravity
the heterodyne cross term wave driven gyro yields W', which is found to be

E. o. -- IE~ j jEI 0 , ole(1) + -hsin(,t - ki:)

measures the Sagnac beatnote At' which is proportional to [z.X .
the rotation rate. Since (kb _ the phases associated X [2sin202t - ysin' f1t I i
wIth the stochastic motion of the mirrors cancel. Thus
we see that the uncertainties (classical or quantun.) of the f 0 12h
mirror positions can cancel. + - -z + hsin(wt - kr-)

C C
Furthermore, ultrasensitives laser gyro's have recently a

been proposed6'" 0 for testing various aspects of metric x sin 20t + xcos' Ot (4)
gravity, e.g. the Lense-Thirring magnetic gravity effect
and as a means of putting tight new constraints on the
PPN parameter a of preferred frame cosmologies. where the wave vector in the rotating frame is

Clearly high risk-high payoff experiments of this type (k,, k) = (k cos fit, -k sin flt)
become more attractive if similar apparati could be used
for a variety of measurements, i.e. a single clas. of devices x and y are coordinates measured in that frame.
capable of investigating gravitational radiation, magnetic
gravity and cosmology, etc., would be of substantial in- Upon inserting Eq. (4) into Eq. (1) and carrying out
terest. With these motivations in mind, we next briefly the integration we find the phase difference between the
consider those aspects of the Sagnac physics relevant to counter propagating waves to be given by"
the detection of gravitational radiation.

The Sagnac phase difference A0 between the two
counterpropagating laser beams in a ring gyro is given by



16abfl interesting scheme has been suggested by V. Bragin-
Ac sky and M. Mensky (see MTW) involving a circular

40h f Fsinkb b 1 wave guide in which a unidirectional electromagnetic" f sin2t cos k b sin k.a wave has different parts of the wave train blue-shifted- k2 k, or red-shifted due to gravitational radiation. This

rsin k. a a scheme is clearly very different from the conventional
"+ sin 2ft I k2 - cosk a sink• bidirectional ring laser configuration envisioned here.

Further discussion on the connection with these and
2a c other experiments will be presented elsewhere.+ -- cos2 Fltcoskzasink~b
2b 2 3. For a review see: K. Thorn, Rev. Mod. Phys. 52, 285

+ -sin 2 Otsinkacos k,bI sinwt (5) (1980). See also the classic book by J. Weber, General
Jo Relativity and Gravitational Waves, Interscience Pub-

lishers, 1961, or Gravitation, by C. Misner, K. Thorne

We note that when the wavelength of the gravitational and J. Wheeler (Freeman, San Francisco, 1973), here-

radiation is large compared to typical gyro dimensions, i.e. after referred to as MTW.
ka and kb are small compared to unity, Eq. (5) reduces to 4. For an early discussion of laser interferometer detec-

16abfl 8abf[h tion of gravitational radiation, see R. Weiss, Mas-
A + c sin wt (6) sachusetts Institute of Technology Report No. 105,

X _ 1972. p. 54 (unpublished). For general background
.a.ngo g- .... we have found the article by K. Thorne, Rev. Mod.

(5) Phys. 52, 285 (1980) to be helpful. A more upThus we see, from Eqs. and (6), that a ring laser to date review of work at the Calfiornia Institute of
gyro could, in principle, be used as a gravity wave detec- Technology and at the University of Glasgow is de-
tor. However, ring laser gyros have not been previously scribed in the article of Drever, et al., and that of
considered as gravity antennas since it was thought that the Max-Planck Gravity Wave Gro-p in thý! paper by
the sum of the influence of a gravity wave on the various H. Billing, et al., may be found in Quantum Optics,
legs of the ring would cancel. Experimental Gravitation and Measurement Theory,

Rather than physically rotating the ring laser it is Vol. 94, NATO ASI series, edited by P. Meystre andexperimentally much more efficacious to use a nonrecipro- M. Scully (Plenum, New York, 1983). For a review of
cal element (or some other optical technique) to break the recent optical g-wave detection work see the articles

cal lemnt or ome the opica tehniqe) o beaktheby C. Borde and co-workers, in Ann. Phys. (Paris 10,
symmetry between the cw(+) and ccw(-) running waves. 20 (.
This will be discussed in a future paper. 201 (1985).

5. Actually, the cancellation of phase error is a somewhat
subtle problem and will be treated in more detail else-

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS where. In fact one may choose a circular (e.g. fiber
optics) path in which phase shift can be cancelled. For
the purposes of the present paper, we want to take aIt is a pleasure to thank D. Anderson, R. Chiao, D. simple system in which a gyro can be seen as a possibleFinley, J. Gea-Banacloche, G. Leuchs, L. Pedrotti, R.grvtwaedecoinpnil.

Price, W. Schleich, H. Walther, and the Max-Planck grav- gravity wave detector in principle.

ity wave group for stimulating and helpful discussions. It 6. For a very comprehensive and readable review of this
is also a pleasure to thank the Office of Naval Research subject including the work of V. Braginsky and co-
for their support of the UNM portion of this work. Pre- workers in the Soviet Union, as well as their own, see
liminary version of this work was presented at the 1985 the paper by C. Caves, K. Thorne, R. Drever, V. Sand-
Winter Colloquium on Quantum Electronics, Snowbird, berg, and M. Zimmerman, Rev. Mod. Phys. 52, 341
Utah. (1980).

7. The article by F. Arnonowitz in Laser Applications,

REFERENCES Vol. 1, Academic Press, 1971 is especially to be recom-
mended. A more recent review of the physics of ring
laser gyros by the University of New Mexico/Max-

1. Physics of Quantum Electronics Laser Gyro Confer- Planck group will be forthcoming shortly in the Re-
ence, Snowbird, Utah (1984) and; 1981 Nato Advanc- views of Modern Physics.
ed Study Institute of Quantum Optics and Experi-
mental General Relativity, Bad Windsheim, Germany, 8. See especially the paper by S. Ezekiel, et al., in "Laser
1981. Inertial Rotation Sensors," SPIE, Vol. 157, 69 (1978).

2. We note, however, that R. Chiao has made the in- 9. V. Braginsky, C. Caves, and K. Thorne, Phys. Rev.
teresting suggestion that more complicated laser gyro D15:247 (1977).
configurations, such as that associated with the light 10. M. Scully, M. Zubairy and M. Haugan, Phys. Rev.
paths following a figure eight or the stitches on a base- A24, 2009 (1981).
ball would be possible detectors of gravitational ra-
diation, see R. Chiao in proceedings of Laser Gyro,
Snowbird Conference, 1984; to be published. Another

2



GRAVITY WAVE LASER GYRO

yo

h ( ,t) o O cNONRECIPROCAL

/ \ ELEMENT

HE FERODYNE
DETECTOR

Figure 1: Gravitational wave propagating in 10 direction driving laser gyro of side 2a along z axis
and 2b along y axis, rotating in counterclockwise sense with rate fl. The counterpropagating waves
impinge on heterodyne detector which measures frequency difference between counterpropagating
waves and thus the rotation rate.
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COHERENT DYNAMICS OF LASERS:
A SCOURCE OF INSTABILITIES AND NOISE

Lloyd W. Hillman
School of Electrical Engineering

Cornell University
Ithaca, New York 14853

Abstract today, laser technology continues to grow
and mature. We find lasers at work in

Most laser applications require factories welding cars, in hospitals curing
precisely controlled light. We often find cancer, and in homes playing music. With
that the amplitude, frequency, and this long and fruitful history, a pragmatic
polarization of a laser randomly fluctuate, person will ask several questions: Why
This limits the laser's utility. Laser should laser theory be a hot topic? Is new
noise is frequently the result of outside fundamental progress being made? Who
disturbances and random perturbations, cares? These questions deserve answers; in
This paper reveals another source; erratic course, the answers raise new questions.
behavior can arise from the Oynamics
intrinsic to all laser. Laser theory Noise and Instabilities
predicts such behavior only if we retain
coherence in the dynamics. We review the Maiman's first laser opened a pandora's
basic principles of how light and matter box. Although the pumping pulse varied
interact and develop both the coherent and smoothly, the output of his ruby laser
non-coherent theories. In a laser, two consisted of a random train of spikes.
types of changes occur to the gain material Dynamically, the ruby laser was "noisier
due to its interaction with the optical than it should be . " Subsequent
field. The static gain saturates and the experimental observation of other lasers
dynamic damping rates of the gain medium systems gives evidence that this "noisier
change. This paper compares and contrasts than expected" conclusion is the general
the coherent and non-coherent theories and rule. This is all to familiar to anyone
discusses the onset of instabilities in a who has built a laser. What is the origin
simple homogeneously broadened laser, of this noise and erratic behavior? A

complete answer to this question depends on
Introduction the specifics of a given laser system.

Nevertheless, we can sepnrate the sources
How does a laser work? We all know the of erratic behavior into three classes:

answer. Or do we? On my bookshelf alone, stochastic, technical, and intrinsic.
I count seventeen textbooks with Laser as
the primary title. These books discuss Stochastic sources of noise are non-
many laser systems--gas lasers, solid-state controllable, random process. An example
lasers, dye lasers, diode lasers, and free- is spontaneous emission, which occurs in
electron lasers. All lasers amplify light all lasers. In addition, this class
by exploiting stimulated emission, includes such process as collisions between
Clearly, the diversity of laser systems molecules in gas lasers. Technical noise
shows that we understand the principles of sources are either controllable or
laser physics. A rational conclusion is avoidable. Cost, environment, and design
that laser theory is a mature topic; no new determine their contribution. Technical
fundamental progress is possible. noise sources include mechanical
Engineers and scientists need only to vibrations, impurities, pump noise, and
develop the technology that will optimize thermal drift. In addition, spatial hole
the gain and performance of a given laser burning and spectral hole burning are
system. This pragmatic viewpoint is technical noise sources. We can eliminate
partially true. We do understand the these two contributions by using a
quantum mechanical interactions that are unidirectional ring cavity and by choosing
necessary for optical gain. Unfortunately, a homogeneously broadened gain media.
we often neglect an important component,
namely coherence, when we model the The final source of erratic behavior is
dynamics of a laser. The absence of the intrinsic dynamics that govern the
coherence in the dynamical model leads to laser. Mathematically, we model a laser's
false conclusions about the laser's dynamics with coupled nonlinear
linewidth, noise spectrum, and stability, differential equations. How can this
Experimentally, we may therefore strive to deterministic physics be a source of noise?
achieve the impossible. This question is the key to why laser

theory is now a hot topic. A 1966 paper on
Maiman's demonstration of the ruby quantum fluctuations by Haken 3 furnished

laser' in 1960 verified the theoretical the first clue. Haken found that power
predictions of Schawlow and Townes. 2  Still fluctuations grow, or are unstable, when
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the light intensity is above a critical For a planewave traveling in the z-
value. A few years later, Risken and direction, we can express the electric
Nummedal 4 published a semiclassical model field as,
that shows this same instability. Most
notable is that these papers treat the full i[kz-wt-Q(z,t)]
coherent dynamics or Maxwell-Bloch B(r,t)=2Re1&(z,t)e [ (2)
equations. Previous theories dealt with
only the non-coherent population rate Upon propagation, the amplitude, &(z,t),
equations, which fail to predict this and the phase, t(z,t), of the field can
instability. Unfortunately, the majority change. Variation in the amplitude equates
of the technical laser community overlooked to either loss or gain; the phase change is
this work. dispersion. In a non-coherent model only

amplitude changes, or the absorption and
Risken and Nummedal attributed their emission of photons, enter the dynamics.

instability to the onset of self-mode- Coherent theory dynamically includes both
locking of lasers. 4  In 1975, Haken,5  amplitude and phase.
expanded the dynamical significance of the
instability. He demonstrated that the Atomic Dynamics of Matter
Maxwell-Bloch equations for a single-mode
laser are equivalent to equations studied Our next objective is to understand how
by Lorenz.' Lorenz's equations model light acts upon the matter, we rely upon a
hydrodynamic flow. They are of physical simple model based on atomic physics. Our
interest because they predict turbulent or material consists of an ensemble of non-
chaotic flow. By analogy, we pose the interacting atoms. Furthermore, we assume
question: Can the unexplained noisy homogeneous broadening and that all atoms
behavior of a laser be chaotic dynamics? are alike. With this model, the task is to
This is where new fundamental progress in find the induced polarization, which
laser theory is being made. History of appears in Eq. ().
this development is in review articles by
Abraham et al. 7 . 6 and Casperson. 9  Special Classical Theory of Resonance. Around
issues of journals,,0, I' conferences,' 2' ' 3  1900 before the invention of quantum
and books 4 1 5, 16 discuss the recent mechanics, Lorentz published an atomic
progress in the field, model describing resonant interactions of

light and matter.1 7  Atoms consist of a
Light-Matter Interactions positively charged nucleus surrounded by

negatively charged electrons. A net
In the preceding section, we made the separation of the electrons from the

comment that coherence is the key nucleus results in the generation of a
ingredient for describing erratic laser microscopic dipole. Lorentz assumed
dynamics. It is the purpose of this paper elastic binding between the electrons and
to compare and contrast coherent and non- nucleus. By combining Newtonian mechanics
coherent laser theories. We will explain with electromagnetic forces, Lorentz found
the physical origin of coherent laser that the atomic dipoles behave like driven
instabilities. We limit the discussion to harmonic oscillators. Hence, the
an ideal laser, one that has no technical polarization induced by the electric field
noise sources. We therefore present only obeys the equation
the role of intrinsic dynamics, which are
present in all lasers. (r,t)+ 2 i(rt)+ w2 P(r,t)= g l(rt) . (3)

Light Propagation
Equations (1) and (3) form the basis for

Before undertaking the prescribed task, the classical theory of resonant absorption
let us recall a few elementary principles and dispersion of light. This linear
about light-matter interactions. The first theory describes properly the coherent or
principle arises from everyday wave aspects of light-matter interactions.
observations--matter affects the With slight modifications in the electron's
propagation of light. One of the greatest binding potential, this theory becomes a
achievements in physi-s is the work of J. basis for nonlinear optics. The failure of
C. Maxwell. We all know that Maxwell's this theory is that it does not describe
equations describe how electromagnetic the quantum or particle aspects of the
waves propagate. For non-magnetic interaction.
dielectric materials, Maxwell's equations
reduce to a single equation for the Quantum Theory of Resonance: Non-
electric field, Coherent Theory. In quantum theory, we

again deal with the concept of resonant
"- 1 interactions; however, the physical picture

V2!(r,t) R- (rt) = (rt) (1) is different. We divide the interaction
into two parts. First, we treat the atomic

where P(r,t) is the polarization density of system of charged particles with coulomb
the material. The atomic properties of the interactions, but ignore any possible
material determine the relationship between radiation. Secondly, we consider the
P(r,t) and 3(r,t). dynamics that result when the radiation

5



part of the field interacts with the atom. physics. Lasers instabilities can emerge
For the present purpose, we need only from the intrinsic interaction between a
consider a single electron orbiting a fixed two-level resonance and a resonant optical
nucleus. Quantum mechanics tells us that field. By necessity, this interaction
the electron will only exist in special occurs in all lasers.
stationary states. Each state has a
specific energy. The radiation field Quantum Theorvyof Resonance: Coherent
causes the electron to undergo quantum Theory. Up to this point, coherence is
transitions. The state-of-the-electron absent in our quantum picture. Where is
changes through the absorption and emission the induced polarization that drives
of photons. Three processes describe the Eq.(l)? This question requires us to
dynamics: stimulated emission, stimulated rethink the absorption and emission
absorption, and spontaneous emission. process. Although it is the basis for much
These processes are resonant, in that the of our intuition, the photon picture
energy of the photon equals the energy conceals the important coherent or wave
change of the electron's state, aspects of the interaction.

A laser works by exploiting stimulated Recall that iantum mechanics yields the
emission. We limit our discussion to the stationary states for the electron .
case where the laser field is only resonant Associated with each state is a
with a single transition. This is the two- wavefunction: a solution to the time-
level approximation. We denote the upper independent Schrodinger equation. We
state, 12>, and the lower state, II>. To interpret the squared modulus of the
achieve optical gain, the rate of wavefunction as the probability density of
stimulated emission must be greater then the electron's position. Loosely speaking,
the rate of stimulated absorption. This the electron distributes itself around the
means that the population density of atoms nucleus. Figure (2) illustrates two
in the upper state, M , must be greater possible wavefunctions. The atomic charge
than that in the lower state, N, . It is distribution has no dipole moment when the
the inversion, the difference between the electron is in one of its stationary
two populations, that determines the gain. states.
Inversion: W = Mz - N, (4) When a radiation field interacts with

the atom, the electron's wavefunction
To create a population inversion, one must changes according to the time-dependent
employ a pumping scheme that involves other Schrodinger equation. The electron is n-
levels. Figure (1) depicts a pumping longer exactly in one quantum level or
method that uses four levels. The pumping another. Rather, it's wavefunction is a
is important in determining the overall quantum-state mixture or superposition. An
efficiency and dynamics of a laser. example of a mixed-state wavefunction
Nevertheless, we will drop the pumping appears in Fig.(2). In this superposition
dynamics in our model and deal with an
ideal two-level system. This fundamental Electron Charge
model contains the basic and necessary Wavefunction DistributionIf(x, t) r (X, t) 12

le>
Real 1>Lower State:

4-Level Laser ( -iW t

pump Laser

" i> 
Upper State:Ig> <X12) = 't,(x)e-iW2t

"Ideal" 12>
2-Level Laser Superposition State:: iwit+ - iw:t

PUMP Laser PY, e + T e !"p p LNet Dipole Moment

"'" . >I d(t)=(a(t)>=(-ex(t)>

Fig. 1. Two-level laser approximation. Fig. 2. Quantum picture of the coherent
Only the 12> to W transition interacts dipole. We illustrate two wavefunctions
resonantly with the laser's field. Real for an electron in state iI> and 12>. In
lasers systems, such as the 4-level laser, both cases the charge distribution is
use other levels to pump the gain medium symmetric about the nucleus. The quantum
into level 12> thereby creating an mixing of the two state by the radiation
population inversion. We model this with field results in charge distribution with a
an effective pumping process that transfers net dipole moment. The dipole's resonance
population from level 11> to 12> is at the transition frequency.
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state, the distribution of the electronic formidable task best left to computer
charge is asymmetric about the atom's simulation. Every laser system will
nucleus . This charge separation present a different set of technical
corresponds to a classical microscopic problems. We therefore limit our
dipole. For a two-level system, the discussion to the bare-bone model of an
dynamical evolution of the polarization and ideal homogeneously broadened ring laser.
inversion follow the equations,

Feedback Oscillators

i(r,t)+• 2 (r,t)+w2P(r,t)=-gW(rt)E(r,t)(5) Dynamically, how do the coherent and
non-coherent laser theories differ? We

and examine this question by noting that the
laser is an optical feedback oscillator.

2 Its operation principle is like any
Lr(rt) - i(rt).(r~t)--(W(rt)-Wq] (6) electronic feedback oscillator--

amplification plus positive feedback equals
oscillation. To illustrate this, we

We note that Eq. (5) is identical tc consider a ring cavity as shown in Fig.(3).
Lorentz's equation (3), except that the The gain medium amplifies the light; the
coupling to the field depends on the cavity mirrors supply the feedback. The
inversion. In fact, the quantum picture length of the cavity and the material
shows that the atoms coherently radiate dispersion determine the positive feedback
like a collection of classical dipole frequencies. We call this set of
oscillators. In Eq. (6) , we model the frequencies the laser's modes.
pumping by specifying a value for Weq; this
determines the uaisaturated gain. Equations The basic operation of a laser is
(1), (5) , and (6) form the basis of simple. A pumping process excites the gain
coherent laser theory. They are the most medium and creates a population inversion.
elementary description of resonant light- This sets a value for Weq in Eqs. (6) and
matter interactions. (8) and establishes the gain. The gain

medium amplifies optical fields with
A simple connection exist between the frequencies near the transition resonance.

coherent and non-coherent quantum theories. The inverse of the polarization decay
In many systems, the damping time of the time, (i/Tz), sets the bandwidth of optical
polarization, T2 , is much less than the gain. Coherent optical oscillation grow
lifetime of the inversion, Ti. The when the gain at a modal frequency is
polarization then adiabatically follows the greater than the total round-trip loss.
inversion and field. We approximate the This is the well-known threshold condition
polarization by replacing the dynamical for a laser. The lasing threshold is the
equation (5) with the constitutive same for both the coherent and non-coherent
relationship for its complex amplitude, theories.

k(r,t) = Xtw) W(r,t) &(r,t) (7) Pump

In Eq. (7), g(w) is the complex electric z0 1
susceptibility due to the resonance. The
atomic dynamics and optical gain then >
depends only on the inversion, namely,

L(r,t)=- W(r, t) I(r,t)-l1W (r,t)-W ] (8) Gain Medium
T T Amplification: E(l,t) = GIE(0,t--)I

c

Feedback: E(0,t) = JR E(l,t-L-)
where X(r,t) is the intensity of the c
optical field. Equations (1), (7), and (8)
are the basis for non-coherent laser 100%
theory.

Z=0 z=l
Lasers 1"namic % R, T

By laser dynamics, we mean the time L
evulution of the optical field and the gain
material. This also includes the reaction E(z,t)
of the laser system to noise sources. The Cavity Field
dynamics establish the amplitude stability
and spectral purity of the output field.
These parameters affect the sensitivity, 100%
reliability, and performance of devices
that use laser light. We obtain the Fig. 3. The parts of a siample ring lamer.
dynamics by self-consistently solving the The gain medium amplifies the field; the
equations that describe the matter-light cavity furnishes feedback. The laser is
interaction. In general, this is a therefore an optical feedback oscillator.
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In all feedback oscillators, non- fixed-frequency input, the amplifier will
linearities of the amplifier eventually either amplify or attenuate the signal's
limit the growth and amplitude of the amplitude. We can quantify the frequency
oscillations. The amplification process in dependence of the transfer function with
a laser is self-limiting because the light its complex poles. The poles characterize
actively modifies the response of the gain the decay rate of transients, or how the
material. We group these nonlinear changes amplifier relaxes to its stationary
into two categories: static and dynamic, response. It is the poles of the amplifier

and the feedback network that determine the
Static Change: Saturation stability of a feedback oscillator. In a

laser, the atomic relaxation rates fix the
As the intensity of the optical field poles of the optical amplifier and

increases, the gain of the material therefore determine the laser's stability.
decreases. We refer to this static change
as saturation. The gain saturation results Non-Coherent Theory_ Even though the
from quantum transitions between the upper coherent and non-coherent theories predict
and lower levels due to stimulated the same stationary oscillation, their
emission. This lowers the population decay to this state is dynamically very
inversion and hence the static gain. When different. In figure (4) , we give block
the saturated gain is equal to the round- diagrams that represent a laser feedback
trip loss, no further growth in optical oscillator. In addition to gain
field is possible. Gain saturation saturation, the strong monochromatic field
therefore stabilizes the amplitude of the in the laser dynamically alters the decay
light in the cavity. Again, we find that rates of the gain medium. This actively
the stationary predictions of the coherent alters the response of medium to other
and non-coherent theories agree. In this optical fields. In the non-coherent
stationary state, an ideal homogeneously theory, there is only one decay constant,
broadened laser oscillates at a single
optical frequency. An increase in the pump 1
or excitation rate leads to a proportional = ( 1 + Io ] (9)
growth in the light intensity. Does the
single-frequency oscillation remain
dynamically stable at higher pumping rates? We obtain this decay rate from Eq. (7). For
According to many textbooks, an ideal a fixed field intensity, the population
homogeneously broadened laser will only inversion exponentially decays to its
oscillate at a single frequency. 1 8  This stationary value. The damping rate
conclusion is wrong! It is this prediction increases as the intensity, I. , increases.
about the dynamical stability where the The non-coherent amplifier has a simple
coherent and non-coherent theories real-value pole. Because of this, the non-
disagree. coherent theory predicts that the laser is

always stable. When we solve the matter
Dyna~mic Change: Atomic Damp 1 and field equations self-consistently, the

non-coherent theory does predict relaxation
What determines the stability of a oscillations. These transient oscillations

single-frequency laser oscillator? The always decay leaving the single-frequency
theory of feedback oscillators provides the oscillation. To persist, relaxation
answer. The time dynamics of an oscillator oscillations require a noise source; this
consists of two parts, the stationary noise is absent in our ideal model.
oscillation (i.e. steady state) and the
decay of transients. A feedback oscillator Coherent Theory. In the coherent
is stable if the gain at all frequency theory, a second order, Eq.(5), and a first
except one is less than the round-trip order, Eq. (6) , differential equations
loss . Only one frequency or mode describe the gain medium. We can transform
oscillates, the others decay. This same these equation to three coupled first order
conclusion is true for a single-frequency equations. The new set of equations are
laser. To answer the question of the Optical Bloch Equations. 2 2 Since three
stability, we therefore must determine the degrees-of-freedom describe the gain, there
gain at other optical frequencies. This are three characteristic decay rates. The
problem is the same as finding the gain of coherent optical amplifier therefore has
probe field in a pump-probe experiment.1 9  three poles. As before, these decay rates
The field of the laser is the pump, other are intensity dependent. We obtain the
fields that satisfy the cavity-boundary three poles by finding the roots of a cubic
conditions are the probes. We refer the polynomial whose coefficients depend on the
reader to other papers for the specific field intensity.
details on this calculation. 20 , 2 1  In this
paper, we examine only the dynamical The question of the laser's stability is
difference between the coherent and non- now the same as a feedback oscillator with
coherent theories. a three pole amplifier, as pictured in

Fig. (4). One of the decay rates is always
Electrical engineers describe the real; however, the other two poles can be

behavior of an amplifier by it3 frequency complex. We identify these two poles with
response or transfer function. For a a resonance in the amplifier. The decay



Population Rate Equation answer for exact resonance. which means thnlaser's frequency and atomic resonance are

equal. The instability can occur when the
Gain Media laser's pumping rate is nine times above

lasing threshold rate. Mode pulling and
Xi -real r " detuning lowers this value.4.1 In addition,

technical noise lowers the instability
threshold. Computer simulation snows 'hat
the instability is hard or bistable. Once
unstable, the laser does nýt return to its
single-frequency -tate upon decrease of the
pumping rate. Noise therefore can drive
the laser into the unstable regire.

Bloch Equations What are thý laser's dynamically
characteristics when che single-frequenxcy
operaticn is unstable? How dce-s noise

Gain Media effect the stability ani dynarics? Thes"
are current research questlcns. Computer

X ,X2 ,X3 simulations find regular pulsed solutior,
bichro.Tatic solutions, and cnaotic
solutions. The whole nature of the
s. tions chang._ as we vary the atomic
re-,xation times, tn, -a'•ity round-trip
time, and tne cavity losses. The choice of
initial conditions in these numr-e icai
studies is important since m:ulti-stable

Fig. 4. Block diagrams for the feedback solutions are possible. It is clear that
oscillators. The amplifier for the non- lasers can operate in many states, only a
coherent theory has simple real pole. The fcw well understood. In addition, many
coherent theory' s amplifier has three lastrs systems do not fit the si.-ple two-
poles. This amplifier has a field induced level -odel. This inciudes gain *edia
resonance at the Rabi frequency. Resonant where stimulated emission occurs between
amplification occurs when a probe field's bands of levels. Example include the
detuning is equal to the Rabi frequency. vibrational-rotational bands of molecular

dye lasers2 4 and the conduction and valence
band of diode lasers.-, As we strive to
tame the erratic behavior of our lasers, we

dynamics asscciated with this resonance is need to keep in mind the impcrtant role
like the transient decay in a harmonic coherence plays in their dynamics.
oscillator. At large intensities, the
resonance becomes proportional to the Acknowledgments
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Abstract

Lasers provide nearly ideal systems for quanitative investigations of deterministic
nonlinear dynamics. Aspects of these developments in regard to instabilities and chaos in
single mode lasers are discussed for both 2 and 3-level systems

Introduct ion

Since its advent more than a quarter of a century ago, the laser has evolved as a
unique device for both fundamental investigation and applications in optical science and
technology. In providing a coherent and intrinsically stable emission, lasers are
fundamentally different from conventional light sources for which the excited atoms (or
molecules) emit spontaneously resulting in a signal comprising a statistical average of
random or uncorrelated emissions. However the conventional concept of laser emission as
an ordered and time invariant process provides a description of but one aspect of
operation. Motivated by profound mathematical discoveries in recent years which have
rcvol-tionised our understanding of nonlinear science, it has since been found that lasers,
along with many other nonlinear systems in a wide range of sciences, exhibit a rich
variety of dynamical behaviour which are common features of their operation. As well as
exhibiting regular and repeatable behaviour, these systems also exhibit unstable, even
chaotic, solutions. Furthermore the transition from stable to chaotic behaviour, on
varying a control parameter of the system, e.g. in a laser, cavity tuning, excitation,
etc., follows specific, well defined routes of temporal or dynamical behaviour which are
universal in the sense that they are independent of the physical properties of the system
they describe. It is these signatures which have been a major impetus to experimentalists
in the subsequent search for physical systems that exhibit these phenomena.

The recent exciting discovery that lasers exhibit such deterministic instabilities is
particularly significant since they provide nearly ideal systems for quantitative
investigations due to their simplicity both in construction and in the mathematics that
describe them. Following a brief overview of nonlinear dynamics, aspects of these
developments in regard to instabilities and chaos in single mode lasersare discussed for
both 2 and 3-level systems.

General Aspects of Nonlinear Dynamics

Unlike linear systems, nonlinear systems must be treated in their full complexity, and
there is no general analyticalapproach for solving them.

The temporal evolution in the behaviour of such systems can be characterised when
presented as a trajectory of a point in the phase space of its dynamical variables. If an
initial condition of a dissipative nonlinear dynamical system such as a laser is allowed
to evolve for a long time, the system, after all the transients have died out, will
eventually approach a restricted region of the phase space called an attractor. A
dynamical system can have more than one attractor in which case different initial
conditions lead to different types of long-time behaviour.

The simplest attractor in phase space is a fixed point; the nonlinear system is
-ittracted towards this point and stays there. For other control condit ions the s\stem
may end tip making a periodic mot ion. The limit or attractor of this root ion is a periodic
cycle called a limit cycle. However, when the operat ing conrdi t ions exceed a certain
crit ical value, the periodic mot ion of the system breaks dlown into a more complex chant ic
pat tern which never repeats itself. This motion represents a third kind (if attractor in
phase space called a chaotic or strange attractor.

These various types of a t raceor are shown in Fiq. 1 for the familiar mechanical
example of a damped, pfwriodi cally forced nonlinrea r ne ieillator, thbe D[i finq i sncillat or with
displa-ement x given by

3"+ kx + x= SonWt
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Its behav tour can be desr ibed bt the mot 1o1 ofi i lpol ril in 5 I t i'ee difill!;Io()fl ) h ie spa(i'i
whose coordinates are posit ion, velocity as d t [i,'( of 1tie iscI I t o irs inot I1(11. A f ilI poI ult
solut 0on is obt a i ned when t hoe fl'o r c i Iit) teIi i f i si t I, / rI, , i the F; tIf' t hii rn i' I lk I Tlt' t o a
unique S t abh e equ i I i hrr LB P )ri t (F ig. I (ai ' . I p; I 'I )IU I I IT ( I ii i f '1 !;L I !;I IIP,, h \ ti In
presence of the driving term over a range oit alues; oif k asoil B, tie limit i i' l' lII)ta i o 101I

be ing a Iso det ermined by the init ial , or sta irt coii dit ions , i j I . 1 ,i). Ft r it Io,r
parameter values, the range of which is quite exteIisi\e,, the h htiitavi(iuir tIreaks ; if(wlo Ir i t o
chaos. In a true 1 dimenis ional reIfre!; urit it iI 0 , rat her I han t hII 2 (Ii merIT;]P I I ia I 1 ) oa
F ig. 1 (c), the trajectory, in conto rast to those foir a liked piiil I nT t it n'I mu ITT t I , I i erer
intersects itself, consistent with aperiodic liehat iour. I ,.ide it I\ v ar stiles.1, or deIifrese
of freedom are the minimum to ensure non iiItersect iini iif t he I ra,'etiFry trc prhas;e iS)aIe.

A trajectory on a chant iI at t ract or exh it) its most of th le proipert i vs i nil I l I II' I
associated with random functions, alt hougih 110 randnmne.ls is ever eri) 1ii' 1 Ic 1 itiei.d the
equations of motion are purely determinist i: I lite random hehav iiouir emerges spiint aienoUs I
from the nonlinear system. Ovf er short times, the trajectory of each poiIIit call te fol IIowed,
but over longer periods smal I differences in posit ion are' great I ampl i fied mai king I tie
predict ions of Ioug-term behavciour impoosihle. Such arfitrriri y Iif esi iITit isI
conditions can lead to trajectories which after a su ff icient ly long t ile diceri'e wsiidel
in marked contrast to that of the fixed point sod limit c'yc le at tra't nrs; wcb i ch !se;ll I I
down to the same solutions.

Erratic arid aperiodic temporal behaviour of any cif the s sl3 ms' car ihbles imip lIesI; i

corresponding continuous spectrum for its fourier transform which is, therefore, also a
further signature of chaotic motion. However. oither factors iiIclT di-I g rioiise dani lead to
continuous spectra and distinguishing chaos from noisie is one oft the major problems of the
field. Hence, although t ime series, power spectra and routes to (chaos•
collectively prov ide strong ev idence of determinist i c hehav iour t orther Signat ures are
desirable for its full characterisat ion and in discriminat ing it from stochastic
behaviour. Here analysis of trajectories of a point in the phase opace of its dynamical
variables is required. H1owever, for a system with, say, N degrees of freedom it seemed
that it would be necessary to measure N independent variables; an awesome if not
impossible task for complex system. Consequently mathematicians have long tried to
develop practical techniques for extracting specitfic f init e d i men s i ooa I i n fo r m at i of i from
the limited output provided by experiment; typically the time record of a specific
physical observable; that is, one variable of the system, e.g. the laser intensit H. Here
embedding theorems have been recently used to reconstruct phase portraits from which
Lyapunov exponents may be determined that measure the average rate of exponential
separation or contraction of nearby points on the attractor. These measure intrinsical ly
dynamical properties, unlike power spectra, and provide guant itative measures bc which
chaotic motion may be distinguished from stochastic behaviour. The reader is referred to
references (1-4) for more comprehensive treatments on the general principles of nonlinear
dynamics

Chaos in Lasers

two-Level Laser

Chaotic behaviour in lasers may exist in even the simplest of systems; one it which
pop ulation inversion is established between two discrete energy IeCeIs Of' the miediiim and
where the lasing transition between these two levelIs is homogeieously hroadened aciid laoS ig

is o, a single mode 5 at gain centre. Prediction of such behavio r was ini it i L I Ia
identified by tiaken through the mathemat ical equ ivalence If t fhi' equil Ioni; de.itrihIlirl
laser action, the Maxwe l-Blnch equations, and o ftonsrý derive'd cara I Ie r bi I oreccr/ t o di t 1r i1 1)1
chaotic motion in fluids. These are

Maxwel I-B loch I oreinz

K- C + -P o - C + S7

DY 1 I A +1) - !1 > ALP /2k'
1 

-hiz

where for tihe Hax we I I - It li ' If I mt IIfl!; t ; Ill i ' i I Iy ir('H, m L i' . Y I ' I to, i er \ iat f'iof

at omic c pIilairis i Ii ii or) l is; I ; t he i iv• ri'at ifi poi oIiu ait Iiii livi'i, o i
0 

1-V- iI; Ii, 1) 1 oil
p a rameti e fc r, E t i th t l11 t ;IdI tIII, I[ i.i; h, tiI d H' t e t~ '. 1) i !; lhi, 1) it ) 1 1;1 ol in v Ir I-!. I i' i r ;in(] I ! tn lh(,

at oum iTT pc E Ia r I Silt i uI . C iii i S dIr' F I i(, IP't'r'II t \ o)i IIi' I L i'ii/ hlt;i il r hiL , i0 To t lhi'

equii va lens I e r I s e ; r s t f (iI t nat i t i I ' %I I I ' i Ii I is; \ , y IlndJ / ir'. I tit' I I I, I i(I I lip I I I IIi t, I

po la IrI i I i r of thIl fiielu'rit (i_ us t, aIol I ih ' ooii I hl l I l \ P I' !;i I TI I ,
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Fig. 2( a ,h c shows a ;egqii'riE i' atc e o l f i raj 'tor : I (I ine'f4r (r incg II ( '
cont rot parameter' r in t he I oron, en Iiiut Ikns. or i' r Iear ,er o a I1 ati jct Ir ier s ippi oa h
st able ego i I Ib r uim a t tie O rig i , q hi, t, 1o(p o iJ I o ('ai Ic I rai tur c Ir f t h has ii I I tI I r;It iIIn
be ing h. pe rbo I it' alholu t zero. Ft o- I he I a<;Ir (' iqu ra t ino I his S r 'ri' ri ol lds; I ( Io pi lilt I o t' (1)w
I as i nq t h resho Id for which t he rigs it ' of' I he icont ro I ptr inme t I r a !ser gi in

Siif fs F iCie I t t0 p r0duirCe la ' I gq. As- r" i u' I ' rcr s'!; ti t f b as li n it t t o I t i I r o' o irll) t o
create ran utiistabIe fixedt poist her'e bUt now W I 1ti two a0 dit ( ional imedI I tl i :( located in
the newt y fo Iried tI ' d I ro gh e( I ther s t (I f tie Ier1w ptF fIt w i oh i !- iow i :;a dli e poi jnt . hI s

iS i I ItLst rated i n F iq. 2 b) where t he sy I I, in even, t v r I I wet I I es t oi one Io r ot her of the two
-It'w anrd S ,oIel t rie L- f \ti p1o in t s depernd r n r o I Ihe , ii it i a, I I o ri r I t i oris . 1 h i t ror r o S ' pcitds t- o
d.c. or CoostI ant laS1 rig a; de fined b0 t FIhe pa roanetor e I a s Lw I one olr oftier of t hest, po ints.

Note the trajectIir{ies is P raotes ar soi Is do not spi roa in as sor the case of tie fIxte'I
p i 1 n t so t ut ion oif t tie Du f t i nq og s ( 1 1 tot t Pr s4h o w n In I i g . I a ',. Pi) ' I c to r1 I I I t Ih I ik of a
cornvent ional saddite shape coimprisiog n hiyperbol ic and iriverterLd hytpe'rtbol ic ftorIni i riniut-aIl 1y
perperndicular pliniews ond ct'innieon eted taritjent ilt I at fhe oiriqI l. Wlitfh the corvie of thei

inverted hyperhotIa tu rie ti op at its extreriiti arid fil lnit iin tie voIlunmie with siniilar
profiles l.,hbich a lIow f3he two hliper-iot ic curOee; tto merge into II topotogicat vo utme oCnt sees0
that a ba1ll placed at thIe origin is cont aiied t o move most readi ty down either side of th e
inverted hyperbota into one or otther of the troiiqhts formied by this volume. Chaotic
behaýioIur occurs at larger Vsalues tif the parameter r when atl three fixed points become

Saddles. Since none of the eguil i ibritum points are now attractinq, thie hehaviour
of the system cannot te a steady motitIon . Though perhaps di ff-icult tri visoal ise
tfopoflogilcaIlly it is then possible to find a regi on in tthis isurface enlosing all three
point s arnd large lenough so ttiat so t rajectory leaves the regisor. Thus aI i ni tisa
conditions out side the region evolve into I tie region and remaiin inside for all subsequent
time. A correspoindiog chaotic ' rajettory is shown in F ig. 2(c). A point outwardly spirals
from the proximit, of one of the new Saddle points until thbe moft ion brings it onder the
isf luence of tfhe symmetrie t caly placed saddte, the trajectory then being towards the ceonre
of this region from where outward spiral I ing again occurs. the spiralling out and
switching over contrinoes forever though the trajectory never intersects.

For tti- laser, such tiehaviour not ontI requiires a cavity wv tih high transmission but also
a gain of at least nine t imes that required to produce tasing making the experimental
real isat toir ofn sfuch operat ion rat her impract icat) 1e faor most lasers of this simple type. A
rijtable except ion are opt ically-pumped far-tinfrared molecular lasers which are discussed
be I owi.

Consequent 1 attention has been given to alternativye, though more complex systems.
gereral II with external control (tsee b elfow for which such restrict ions are in part
retIaxed. Invest igations here have yielded a wealth of ideotifiable dynamic instabitity
phenomena some in reasonable agreemento with theoret ical predictions . Recent rev iews of
therfe deve lopments are given in references (7-12).

Three-I eve t Laser

Real isat ion of instabi lily pheornena in I the system prescribed by liaken nevertheless
romai is especial tl appeal ing in view of its fundafiental sinlp icity and recently optically
pumped far infrared lasers have been ident i fied as perhaps the most promising candidates
in this regard.

I ýiidence for Lorenuz-type chaos inoln N t3 taser emit tig at 81 pm optically pomiped hbi an
0 laser has been recently reported . fig. 3, taken from this work, shows motion typicta

a Lor'enz ssteri, the Spiralling around two centres with random jumps from oner centre to
the flx'. tie1 abruipI transrition from stable to chaotic emission observed with increasirig
pump strength provides further support For I thi s interpretation.

Neverthteless opt icallt pumped systems ctrirpri',e three levels involving pump and laser
t rans;it )i(rns w•ith a cosinininir lievel r ( itq. 4, in set I . Ih e ciinse-quIenit cohe'rerit interaoct ions
beet weesL htose f Ii' I ds carf ilc s Io e rte rai) I y in f` od th fe S ha pe of t he qjn f Jfr t s r i tll t I fill) ,3ee' he I ow

from the Iorerlo ian profile of a two-level systeii . Irideed the equiivalenc' u f 5- to 2-tevel
schemes; is< ou]t po!;s0 hlb) for weak piimping anid iin riolecu I ar syst ems wheri tIr' polarisat Lor
ite-prhas Ir, dtrcay rate for I tie pump t r in t iion is5 cOTrIidIteIrat) l ýlrv ter I hirl th thaI ftor trhe
a s i nrg t rins I t I on- I'o' r i i I y re f; tL I rg IT) i ri hl'ofi'ron t i nii )p i nq

)fri i t r ef ;I i fir]q t hi' p il ip) I (Ina I I the ga i ri pe'ii rh i' i qi i 4 t in a s i ni t c poak at red;oiianri , ,
rdha a lro fri -;(t i f r o f 2 I1,e % e I !; < t 'e mrs 'fo a don b It' pi;ik . the se41, rat i on ot o,'hich I tt I -r I'ef, f; w I 1 , h

iuiJp I ; I p iria .p I f ftie .i - r fir i' ci n (I i n n i I i 1) 1' r f; i iO (ti i'vt e t; 1;h i. ' i l r i' I an41' t a I ()n !i g 1 I) f, i,1; 1 n rt t i' of
rrla i 411 1i t I tl p rig o w ih i) 4 ', r' n iiiri, i' fi onI' fI l'f i t I i t I' r or f o I I I I' I nell" i t r i'a!- d i )iili , a rl t I q . ig I 'I i I- t t t
I? a i h I!;p I I li , a I ~Ie f i'orril U'f il P en IPo I I ) P CI 1-0T ) )PI Wir h ('t In I he purnp arnd I; ; i ri itj I i, a ii!; t i ~i on ,.

I rii q Ij nI' [r' I hfi t hi f 1) 1 M ft fIiiim F t i at I d 1 lid t ftii i ii ;) i I ýif I nl I t I d Ir - I r i' t I '4); p i ,;)h I I , fI,' I I h ,

p r t i t I tI f t I~ o tII I i )1 n e I (I tfi n o I a!; 1' r ('i ) 4 f ii 4II I ;I rlt it I I f , r'; I (I r 1 f) i' f I I ') p Ii i I f It t trIi so
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shown in Iig. 4 wh ich also shows the mode I ine (dashed) wh ch (i dtf inns s inigle [ode pelrit lor,
on line centre. Ihe intersections of thie mode I ine with the dispersion curve deter c ijnle

those frequenc ies, which through the modi fied dispers ion, have the same wa, (I ergt h.
Evidently periodic and chaotic emission impl ies that the signal compri';es more than one

frequency. for low pumping (profiles 1) mode line intersection is; at line centre alone
giving stable emission. For pumping above values corresponding to curve 3, two addiIt ionral
mode line intersections with the dispersion curves occur, the corresponding laser emission
profiles showing emission at these new frequencies but not for, that at line cent re. the
laser signal then exhibits oscillations at the beat frequency (Rabi oscillationits)
constituting limit cycle behaviour. Over this range the osci I tat ion frequency i ncre;jses
with pump signal as the peaks separate until curve 4 when ttie mode tine hdispersion inter-
section frequencies lie just outside the lower frequency limits of the emission frequency
profiles when lasing terminates. Returning to conditions where the pump level i s just
insufficient to give further intersections than that at line centre (a pump level around
that for curve 3). it is in this region that chaotic emission prevai Is.

The mechanism behind the generation of chaotic emission here is ,urinohat similar to the
Duffing oscillator though here the oscillatory driving or forcing term is provided
internally by the Rabi oscillation. Noting that like all oscillators the laser has a
natural relaxation oscillation frequency (which normally relaxes to a d.c. signal or to
zero in the case of the Duffing oscillator (Fig. 1(a)) then when another oscillat ion is
impressed on the system (here Rabi oscillations) with frequency close to resonance with
the natural frequency (in Fig. 4 by decreasing the pump from 4 to around 5) the emission
becomes chaotic. Examples of the time series and corresponding phase portraits in 2
dimensions are shown in Fig. 5. The chaotic attractors in the second and third plots are
bounded top and bottom by corre.ponding limit cycle which dominates one or other of the
chaotic motions. The top limit cycle is that of sustained relaxation oscillations and
occurs on increasing the pump signal to a boundary or bifurcation value where the hitherto
steady signal bursts into periodic emission. A further fractional increase in pump signal
gives rise to the associated aperiodic signal (second row) and for a further increase
the aperiodic or chaotic attractor identifies more with the Rabi type limit cycle
behaviour which dominates for subsequently higher pumping (lower trace). As a laser
system with its own internal and yet controllable drive (the laser pump), it is a
particularly attractive nonlinear system for analysis and relatively easy experimentation,
providing along with these illustrations a wealth of other dynamical behaviour, for
comparison with the predictions and speculations of mathematical nonlinear dynamics.

Conc lusions

Nonlinear optics, in particular lasers, is proving valuable to the field of nonlinear
dynamics and deterministic chaos providing simple optical systems which exhibit the most
interesting classes of chaotic behaviour. On the other hand, lasers and related nonlinear
optical devices have a large and growing technical application, and the understanding,
control and possible exploitation of sources of instability in these systems has
considerable practical importance.

Of the wide range of lasers, optically pumped molecular systems represent perhaps the
canonical laser dynamical system, retaining simplicity in the underlying physics while
being amenable to a dynamical system's cs:I :i:ý at a level of, say, the Lorenz equations.
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Fig. 1. Behaviour of a Duffing oscillator; a) unforced behaviour showing damped
transient oscillation to a fixed point; b) coexisting periodic or limit cycle
attractors with different start. conditions, c) transients setting to steady state chaos
(from ref . I
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OPTICAL COMPUTING FOR SDI

H. J. Caulfield, Director
Center for Applied Optics

The University of Alabama in Huntsville

Huntsville, AL 35899

Abstract

SDI has recognized that computing complexity and speed must be increased substantially in order to achieve
its goals. Its critics claim those increases are impossible. Under its Innovative Science and Technology
program, SDI has sponsored a number of efforts in optical computing to address this problem. This paper
reviews three of the results of that effort. This selection is a personal one and in no way implies
judgement of the other efforts as less important. Rather the choices were made on two bases: my familiarity
with them and the span of approaches from analog to hybrid to digital.

The SDI Problem

As SDI is still a program being defined, it is as foolhardy to condemn to failure as it is to pronounce
it a success. A common thread through all proposed SDI methods is that computers (many of them--earth,
weapon, and satellite based) must receive a tremendous data flux and decide rapidly
(1) where the objects of interest are,

(2) which ones are reentry vehicles and which are decoys, and
(3) how to intercept and destroy the reentry vehicles.

The scenario and signals are only partially predictable a priori.

The Companion Industrial Problem

In manufacturing, the product is produced at a great rate. It is Important to sense incipient and actual
defects but to ignore other irregularities. These defects and irregularities are many and only partially
predictable a priori.

Number of Items Response Time A Priori Importance of
Either False

Knowledge Positives or
. ..... ...... False Negatives

SDI Huge Very Short Partial Many lives

Industry Huge Very Short Partial Many $

1. Problem Comparison

"Nation" Primary Purpose

USSR SDI (Their version L

Japan Indut•ty

Europe Industr .

USA Both. .

2. Major "National" Optical

Computer Errorts

An AnaloOpticsExample

What the Japanese call the Sixth Generation Computer, we call Artificial Neural Networks, or (my
preference) Neural Networks. Neural networks are based on our simple models of the brain--the only intelli-
gent computer known. It is the only approach known to solving truly massive problems which do not yield to
solution by traditional tree search, algorithmic methods. Furthermore, neural netwu,!-- nffer a response to
the most often used "proof" that SDI (whatever It winds up being) will not work. That "proof" is based on
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the supposed necessity of writing absurd numbers of lines of perfect computer code. In neural networks, we
write no code at all. Rather, we instruct the neural network. Your neural network was sent to school for
instruction not programmed by a schoolmaster. Furthermore, your neural network offers two other advantages:
(1) It is largely immune to localized failures. In your brain 100,000 neurons per day die without serious
effect on either your memory or your intelligence.
(2) It can react intelligently to new situations for which it was not trained.

Obtaining all of these advantages for SDI is clearly desirable. Obviously we need both great complexity
(number of "neurons" and number of interconnections) and great speed. Combining huge complex with great
speed requires massive parallelism.

Under SDI sponsorship, we have shown that an analog optical neural network cannot only exceed current
electronics but also vastly exceed conceivable electronics by allowing full parallel interconnect between
106 inputs and 106 outputs--a total of 1012 interconnects 1

. Thus the situation is as follows:

Neural Network Number of Interconnects Interconnects Per Second

Electronic Chip _ 104 108

Optical - 10,2 ~ lo0 7

Human Brain - lO's - 1016 " 1017

The advance due to optics is clear, overwhelming, and sustainable against all future electronics.

A Hybrid Example

Analog optics is always fast but never very accurate. In linear algebra processors the following approx-
imate equation holds:

c(R) a x(M) c(C),
where

c(R) = a measure of the error in the result,

x(M) = a measure called the "condition number" of the coefficient
matrix, and

c(C) = a measure of the inherent error of the computer error. In good analog optics, e(C) 0 0.10. To
achieve 10% accurate results we need X(M) - 1. Unfortunately in "real life" SDI problems X(M) will range
from a few hundred to infinity ("singular" matrices). This means analog linear algebra solvers for SDI are
guaranteed to give meaningless results [c(R) >> 1].

On the other hand, digital floating point processors are accurate enough but much slower.
Under SDI sponsorship, we have shown that we can combine the speed of analog optics with the accuracy of

digital electronics by a hybrid process. The computationally intense parts are done with fast, low-accuracy
optics. The accuracy-producing, comutationally-easy parts are done with a digital electronics. Even with
20% accurate optics, we can solve problems of any condition number

2

A Digital Exam ple

The first and only widely successful nonbiological computers have been digital. Over the last 40 years,
our skills in programming digital computers have grown immensely. Current multiprocessor and supercomputer
efforts may gain another factor of 1000 over the state of the art at the price of very large size and very
high pricetags.

Peter Guilfoyle of Opticomp has seen a practical method of using the massive parallel optical intercon-
nect capability of optics (1) to do digital computing. As-yet-unpublished work by Opticomp for SDI has
resulted in a working, high-speed, general-purpose optical digital computer. Several years more development
will be required to exceed current supercomputers at much less cost, but no new inventions are required.

Acknowledgement and Note

The SDI/ISI optical computing program is directed by W. Miceli of ONR - Boston. The overall SDI/ISI pro-
gram is directed by Dr. James Ionson. They are the individuals who should be contacted for information on
the total program content and goals. By any measure, however, the program has been a great success.

My work on this paper was sponsored by SDI through ONR under Contract No. N00014-86-K-0591 administered
by Mr. Miceli.
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ENHANCED SQUEEZING UNDER DEGENERATE PARAMETRIC WAVE INTERACTION

E. P. Gordov, A. I. Zhiliba, N. P. Konopleva

The Institute of Atmospheric Optics, Siberian Branch

USSR Academy of Sciences, Tomsk, 634055, USSR

Abstract

The study on the evolution of quantum fluctuations under the parametric wave

interactions is reported. The theoretical development does not employ conventional

approximations based on a given pump wave behavior and short-time expansion. Variations

of the pump wave are shown to affect the photon bunching and antibunching. They also lead

to squeezing of the fundamental mode in the process of its amplification or extinction.

Moreover, the variations of the pump wave in the course of the interaction are found to

limit the decrease or increase of the field quadrature component fluctuations.

Introduction

It is a well-established fact now that optical parametric processes are good candidates

for manifestation of the quantum nature of light. There are a number of theoretical

papers which have predicted that a significant degree of squeezing and antibunching

(superclassical bunching) can be reached using these processes. Common features of these

papers (see, i.e., Refs. 1-5) are the treatment of the relevant dynamical equations

written in the Heisenberg picture within the framework of the following assumptions,

namely, the pump wave is assumed to be fixed or the short-time approximation is to be

held.

Here the basic set of equations for the field amplitudes describing degenerate

parametric processes is analyzed without usage of the above -fpro--iation:. Th-.

statistical characteristics of the processes under consideration are calculated

numerically and a comparison with those determined for the given pump wave case is

performed.

Evolution of Quantum Fluctuations

The set of equations for the field amplitude operators derived in the Heisenberg

picture on the basis of the effective nonlinear Hamiltonian approach has the form

a, = -i 1laI - 2igala 2

a 2 = -2iwla 2 - iga (1)

Here 1 and 2 are referred to the generated and pump wave, respectively, g is the coupling

constant (the effectivity of nonlinear conversion).

At the initial moment of time, the waves do not interact and the density matrix of the

system p can be written as a product p = plP 2 . Averaging of the first equation from the

set over the density matrix P2 and the second equation over yields:
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a, = -iilaI - 2iga+<a 2 >, <a 2 > = Tr P 2 a 2

<a 2 > = -2iwi<a 2 > - ig<a2> (2)

The self-consistent set (2) describes time evolution of the generated wave amplitude

operator in the process of its interaction with the pump wave. In virtue of Eq. (2), the
latter can be treated as a classical electromagnetic field wave. The use of the Bogolubov

canonical transformation results in the following formal solution

t t

al(t) = e-iwlt[alch2g S a(r)dr - iei02a~sh2g S a(i)dr] (3)
0 0

Here a(T) = I<a 2 (T)>I. In the given pump wave, approximation a = const and (3) reduces to

the known solution from Ref. 1. Below the formal solution (3) is used for analyziqg the
degenerate parametric scattering (DPS) and degenerate parametric amplification (DPA).

The Degenerate Parametric Scattering

In this case, the pump wave interacts with the vacuum fluctuations in nonlinear

crystal, i.e. p1 = loXol. It follows from Eqs. (2-3) that the amplitude of the pump wave
obeys the closed integro-differential equation

t
a = -gsh4g S a(r)di/2 (4)

0

The use of iteration with the given amplitude as the zero approximation results in (4)

(1)
a (t) = a - (ch4agt-l)/8a (5)

This solution does not contain secular terms and describes the extinction of the pump

wave in the process at degenerate parametric scattering. Expansion of Eq. (5) in gt leads
to well-known Mandel results 5 obtained within the framework of the short-time

approximation.

The time behavior of the mean photon number of the generated mode on the frequency Wi
can be calculated from Eq. (3) and is of the form

<nl(t)>- sh 2 2z

z = 2gat - sh4agt - t)/4a (6)

It follows from (6) that t grows up to the time

to = arch (8a 2 + l)/4ag (7)

At moment of time to, all photons from the pump waves were converted into a new mode. The
conventional given pumpinq approximation corresponds to z = 2gat in Eq. (6). It is fairly
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clear that in this case the energy conservation law is violated. Figure 1 shows the time

dependence of <nl> calculated on the basis of pumping case.

<-u

fi 7 2 , ,

Fig.1 Fig.2

The variance of the photon number 1l <An2> - <nl> can be written as

61 = sh 4 z + sh 2 zch 2 z (8)

The computed results are given in Fig. 2. Here z is defined by Eq. (6). It is known

that 6 = 1 corresponds to the thermal source. It can be seen from Fig. 2 that the

generated wave exhibits the superclassical bunching. The variances of the quadrature

field components whose magnitudes indicate the possibility of squeezing of generated waves

are of the form

<x = ch2 z + sh 2 z + 2sin#Hchzshz (9)

<AX = ch 2 z + sh 2 z -2sinHchzshz (10)

where OH is the pump wave phase. The maximum squeezing is reached for

<Ax 2 > = exp(+2z); <Ax2> = exp(22z) (11)1 P~2>=ep2z

The plus and minus signs are referred to OH = r/2 and OH = -v/2, respectively. It can be

readily seen that for z = 2gat (the given pumping approximation) the wave is generated in

the ideally squeezed state (see Refs. 1,2). The influence of the pump wave variation

results in the increasing of the effect. The squeezing takes place up to the time to,

then this property of the field a1 disappears. It should be noted that the increase of

the nonlinear conversion effectivity g leads to the increase of to. The same occurs with

growing of the pump wave intensity. These results are illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4. The

curves show that for the region t - to there exists a significant discrepancy between the

given pump wave approximation results and those obtained here. The consideration of the

pump wave extinction makes the generation of the ideally squeezed states impossible.

Deqenerate Parametric Amplification

In this case, there are two incident wave frequencies 2w, = w2, and the initial state

at wave w is given as p1 = 10><0I, where Ij> is a coherent state. Due to the process of

nonlinear interaction, two possibilities appear for the wave with the frequency W1 . If

S= 201-02 = r/ 2 , the wave begins to amplify while for % = -r/2, it attenuates.
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Equation for a now has the form

t ta = g{j•I 2 exp(4g 5 a(t)dr) - a sh 4g S a(r)di} (12)

22

0 0

The first iteration of Eq. (12) yields

(1)
a (t) = a - jpj 2 [exp(-4agt)-l]/4a - [ch(4agt)-l1/8a (13)

It can be readily seen that expansion of Eq. (13) in gt degrees and averaging it over p1
lead to the esults coinciding with those obtained within the framework of the short-time

approximation.5

When the wave 1 is attenuated (s = -z/2), the variance 61 is of the form

51 (t) = (21pI2 + l)sh4 z + (61Ip2 + l)sh2 z - 21pI 2 ch 3 z - 61P1 2 chzsh 3 z (14)

=22g {at + I2 l-exp(-4agt) - 1 sh4agt (15)

4a 4ag 8a 4ag t(

Its behavior is shown in Fig. 6 in comparison with the results obtained for a fixed a.

When photon antibunching exists, however, its degree and duration are more moderate than

those for fixed. When the wave is amplified (O - r/2)

6, = (21Ip2 + l)sh4 z + (61p12 + l)ch3 zsh 2 z + 21p1 2 ch 2 zshz + 61I 2 chzsh 3 z (16)

and there appears the photon superbunching.

The variances of the quadrature components of a1 are of the form

<Ax2> = ch 2 z + sh 2 z + 2sintchzshz (17)

If ( v' w/2), then

<Axe,2> = exp(±2z) (18)
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Figures 7 and 8 show that in process of the degenerate parametric amplification the

possible squeezing is more moderate than squeezing calculated in the given pumping wave

approximation.
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Conclusion

The quantum consideration of degenerate optical parametric processes in the
approximation of self-consistent pumping field does not vary qualitatively the results
obtained in the approximation of the given pumping field. However, there are quantitative
discrepancies. The most important fact is that in the process of degenerate parametric
attenuation of fundamental wave squeezing became greater than the resulting one, obtained
in the approximation of the given pumping field. This is accompanied by the intensity
decrease of the fundamental wave.
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ON THE CHEMISTRY OF SUPERCONDUCTIVITY*

R. More and E. Teller
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

Livermore, California 94550

Abstract

High-temperature superconductivity is observed in ceramics with complex crystal struc-

tures. In each case, perovskite-like layers (CuO 2 ) are found next to cation-monoxide

layers (LaO or CuO). We suggest that Bloch wave functions in these two layers are hybrid-

ized. The interaction of the bottom of an energy band in the monoxide layer with the top

of the perovskite band gives rise to states with a low group velocity within these

layers. Superconductivity is explained by the strong interaction of these electrons with

loosely bound oxygen ions which leads to pairing and ordering of the electrons. Experi-

mental verification of this model may be obtained by observing the variation of the

current due to the dependence of the group velocity on the location of oxygen ions.

Introduction

The familiar properties of superconductors appear in La 2 CuO4 and YBa 2 Cu 3 O 7 at higher

temperatures and stronger field strengths than usual. The oxygen ions in these crystals,

related to the perovskites, are able to interact strongly with any charged particles. The

substances have a complex, layered structure.

We assume that the high temperature superconducting state is similar to that described

by Bardeen, Cooper, and Schrieffer, 1 with a limited set of free electrons participating.

We start by discussing the role of the perovskite layers (consisting of CuO2 ) and argue

that an interaction of the states of electrons in these layers with states in neighboring

layers is decisive in producing the observed effects.

In carrying out this program, we assume in some cases purely ionic configurations, as

for the ions Ba2+ and Y3+. For the copper ions, we consider energy bands filled with a

number of electrons not corresponding to an integral charge per copper ion; the same holds

for lanthanum. In the case of oxygens in the perovskite layer, we assume somewhat less

than two electrons per ion corresponding to some holes in the 02- shell. All this is

based on plausible speculations about the band structure. We feel that in these complex

ceramics, the uncertainties of a priori calculations leave some room for alternative

scenarios.

Theory and Discussion

it is not unusual, in describing conduction bands, to use hybrid wave functions on

single atoms. In the case of our special ceramics, we propose to form hybrids from elec-

tron states near the bottom of an empty band [on a Cu 3+ or La 3 + ion] in the monoxide

*Based on a discussion in August 1987 at Erice, Italy; completed in December, 1987.
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plane, and hole-like states from the top of an almost-filled band which results from

states of the 02- ions in the perovskite plane.

The hybridized wave function Vi can be written

S= am Om + ap 4p (1)

where Om is composed of states in the monoxide plane and 0p from states in the perovskite

plane. 2 For all three wave functions we write the two-dimensional Bloch functions,

i(kx x+ky y)

S= e fk(x, y, z) (2)

where the 2-dimensional wave-number 9 is near k = 0 in every case for the states of

interest. We shall show that the hybridization of wave functions in the neighboring

layers will reduce the group velocity of the carriers and enhance the interactionssthat
give rise to superconductivity.

The Cu ions in the perovskite plane shall be represented in a first approximation as

Cu 2 +. For the sake of clarity and completeness we discuss these electrons even though we
believe they do not contribute to superconductivity.

In the crystal field, the 3d and 4s electrons of copper are hybridized, and there are

nine electrons shared between these states. More specifically, the six orbitals repre-

senting the (3d, 4s) hybrid can be symbolized by (x 2 , y 2 , z 2 , xy, xz, yz). If one

considers the perovskite plane to be the x-y plane, the four orbitals (z 2 , xy, yz and zx)
do not strongly overlap electrons on the oxygen ions, and should generate bands which lie

at lower energies and are filled by eight electrons. The ninth electron is then in the
lowest part of the band formed from the (x 2 , y2 ) orbitals. 3 These carriers can explain

the observed linear specific heat and observed metallic conductivity.

In the yttrium compound, we assume the barium oxide and yttrium planes to be purely
ionic, and thus to have closed bands that require no further discussion. If there is no

deviation from stoichiometry we can describe the monoxide layer in the lanthanum compound
as containing La 3 + and in the yttrium compound as containing Cu 3 +. In the Y compound the
monoxide plane is represented in Fig. 1. The Cu ions have only two oxygen neighbors along

the x-axis within the xy plane. However, they have two further close oxygen neighbors

along the z-axis. Using similar arguments as for the perovskite plane we fill four

orbitals (y 2 , xy, yz, and zx) with eight electrons and obtain Cu3 + ions which one may

consider as a closed shell.

In this first approximation we should consider all oxygens to be in the 02- state.
Thus we have conducting perovskite layers with no other layers participating in the

conduction process.

However, there are also energy bands 4 formed from the 2p states on the oxygen ions in
the perovskite layer. These bands are filled or nearly filled and have their maxima at
k = 0. Of these the 2 pz subband is of special interest. We assume that the states of
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Fig. 1

this band have slightly higher energy than the 2 px, 2p subbands, for electrostatic

reasons. Indeed, the filling of all states (x 2 , y 2 z-, xy, yz, zx) would result in a

spherical electrostatic potential near Cu. Absence of some x 2 and y 2 electrons raises the

energy of the oxygen 2 pz state (relative to 2Px and 2py) both on account of electrostatic

terms and on account of exchange terms. (However, it should be pointed out that consider-

ation of the kinetic energy may change this argument.)

The superconductivity will be ascribed to holes from the oxygen 2pz band, appropriately

hybridized with electrons in the monoxide plane(s). In order to better understand this,

we show the nodes of the k = 0 oxygen 2p, wave functions as dotted lines in Fig. 2.

In Fig. 2, the plus and minus signs refer to the values of 0p above the node in the xy

plane. This wave function does not change upon displacement of the lattice by an integral

number of periods in the x- or y-directions. It therefore does correspond to zero wave-

vector in the plane; the indicated changes of sign are a consequence of the fact that this

state is at the top of the 2 pz band.
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nodes (Fig. 2) that are not occupied by Cu ions. Wave functions of this type are just

becoming available on the La ions in the 4f state with three nodes in the xy, yz, and zx

planes. We assume that splitting by the crystal field and resonance with 0plowers one

state so that it no longer lies above the 6s state of lanthanum as in the case of the free

ion. Another possible assignment would be a resonance with a 5d orbital on the La ion.

In that case only two nodes (yz and xz) are present. When Ba is substituted for La

hybridization with 4f or 5d orbitals would still be possible. On the substitution by Sr

the 4d orbital should be preferred. The role that Ba and Sr play in determining Tc will

be influenced by the wave function selected.

We, therefore, propose that 0pin (1) is a wave function near k = 0, composed of p
oxygen wave functions with alternating signs (Fig. 2), while Omis composed of 4f wave

functions on the La with xy, yz, and zx nodes in the layers on either side of the

perovskite plane.

In the yttrium compound (and the similar superconductors where rare earths are substi-
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tuted for yttrium) we assume that p in Eq. (1) is a wave function similar to that

discussed above but extending over two perovskite layers. The wave function bm extends

over a single copper monoxide plane lying between the two perovskite layers. Because a

BaO layer is found between the monoxide and perovskite layers, the interacting layers are

now second neighbors, and their interaction should be greatly weakened.

However, the perovskite layers are puckered, the oxygens being attracted toward the y3+

more strongly than toward the Ba 2 + icns. Thus the orbits to be considered for 0p are not

pure 2p, states but rather an appropriate linear combination of 2p, and 2s orbitals. One

linear combination extends toward Y3+, has lower energy, and is already occupied; the

other points toward the CuO plane and has its band maximum at k = 0 near the Fermi level.

This second band will be used for 41. With this choice, the interaction between Cu layers

is increased.

In the monoxide layers of the yttrium compound, we have assumed in first approximation

that the copper is present as Cu 3 +, and that the states (y 2 , xy, yz, and zx) of the 3d-4s

hybrid are filled, leaving the states (z 2 , x2 ) unoccupied. The wave function om in

Eq. (1) will now be composed of x 2 -type states from the bottom of the band formed near the

Cu 3 + ions in the monoxide layer. Indeed these x 2 -type wave functions overlap more strongly

along the x-axis than the states of z 2 -type, and thus the band formed from x 2 -functions

will have the lower band minimum at k = 0.

We observe by comparison of Figs. 1 and 2 that the 2p, band maximum wave function and

the 3d-4s x 2 band minimum wave function have the same symmetry so that hybridization is

permitted. The ratio of amplitudes of the coefficients in the lower hybrid state (near

k = 0) is:

aP Ei E 2 2 11/2 (3)
=[(Ea - m + Ei-(3)a m Z _ ' m x E i

where Ei is the interaction energy of 0p and 0m, and a is the energy-difference between

the levels, determined by the maximum energy in the perovskite layer Emax and the minimum

energy Emin in the monoxide layer. In the yttrium compound, Ei should be small due to the

distance of perovskite and monoxide layers and one should expect am >> ap. Thus the
hybridized electrons are concentrated on the monoxide layer.

We now consider the group velocity in the xy plane,

dE
vg - dk (4)

for electrons with hybrid wave functions of the form given in Eq. (1). A large group

velocity leads to large energy-denominators in the process of electron scattering by

lattice vibrations. This then implies that the states coupled in the formation of Cooper

pairs must be very near the Fermi surface. In our model for the ceramic superconductors,

and particularly for YBa 2 Cu 3O7 , the low group velocities will loosen this restriction on

electron pairing and thereby enhance superconductivity.

To calculate the group velocity from (4), we write
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E = ap 2 Ep + am2 Em + 2a pamEi (5)

where Ep and Em, which are the energies in the two layers, and El, which is responsible

for the interaction, can be expanded near k = 0 in powers of k. We have assumed app am to

be real.

E P= Emax _2kx2 
i 2 ky2

2mx(P) 2m y((P)

1¶2 kx 2  12 ky 2
Em = Emin + (m +2 mx (m) 2m y(m)

Ei = EO + akx 2 + 3ky2  (6)

Since in the perovskite layer we are near a maximum of the kinetic energy, the terms in

kx 2 and ky 2 appear with a negative sign. The structure is almost tetragonal, and, there-

fore, the effective masses in the perovskite layer are nearly equal: mx (p) - my(P). They

correspond to a band width of a few volts. For the lanthanum monoxide layer one can write

in a similar way mx (m) m y (m). The electron orbits in neighboring lanthanum ions will

probably overlap to a lesser extent than in the perovskite layer. We therefore assume

m(m) > m(p). The interaction energy, Ei, is smaller and its k-dependence may be

neglected, a 0 aE 0.

To obtain the group velocity, we calculate dE/dk from Eq. (5). This gives terms con-
taining factors SE/6Ep, SE/6Em, SE/Sap, and 6E/8am. However, the contributions from the

latter two cancel since ap and am are adjusted to give stationary values to E. This

gives, for the x- and y-components of the grour velocity vg,

Vgx =•2kx (mx (m) mx(P)):,

Vgy (2ky (m) - m(P))

According to (3) the amplitude in the perovskite layers is smaller, ap < am. But we

assumed m(p) < m(m). The group velocities may be interpreted as a superposition of a
smaller electron-like velocity j2k/m(m) in the monoxide layer with a higher probability

a' 2 and a faster hole-like velocity in the perovskite layer f12 k/mP) with a lower

probability ap 2 .

In the lanthanum compound, the formation of Cooper pairs may be understood as in the

BCS theory. The higher transition temperature Tc may be ascribed to low electron
velocities, partly explained by the participation of few electrons, and partly by the

cancellation of terms seen in (7).

The explanation of superconductivity will require phase-ordering of the electron pairs
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in three dimensions. The electron hopping (or kinetic energy) operator plays a key role

in establishing this long-range order. The wave functions of Eq. (1) will have to be used

to construct full three-dimensional Bloch functions.

In the case of YBaCuO 7 , the hiqh transition temperature (near 95 0 K) requires a more

detailed explanation and greater modification of the BCS theory. In the monoxide plane

the y 2 -states of the (3d, 4s) hybrid are filled, but the bottom of the x2 -energy band is

available. Crowding by the oxygen ions along the x-axis will cause the effective mass

mx(i) in (6) to have a low value, while my (m) will be large due to the small overlap of

the x 2 -type wave function in neighboring cells along the y-axis.

As a result, the group velocities (7) will behave quite differently in the x- and

y-directions. We have seen that ap should be small. In the expression (7) fr vgx, the

term containing ap2 may be neglected, and the electron velocity will be governed by mx(m)i
which is of the order of the actual mass of an electron. The velocities will be those of

electrons in common metals at appropriate kx values.

on the other hand, for the y-component, the two terms am2 /my (M) and ap 2 /my(P) in (7)

will be comparable. Thus, vgy may well become vera small. The energy may become

practically independent of ky, even for high ky-values. Contraction of Om on a single

line of Cu-O-Cu-O-Cu ions along the x-axis may become possible. Such a contraction

permits a strong interaction with the oxygen ions surrounding that line and a lowering of

the energy will result.

Appropriate occupation of states including those of high ky values could lead to

one-dimensional behavior of the electrons in the monoxide plane and to low x-components of

the velocity if the energy band is filled to a low level. Indeed, if a fixed fraction f

of the band is occupied, then the maximum k-value in the Fermi sea is proportional to

e1/3, Ei/ 2 , and e in three, two, and one dimensions. The velocities at the Fermi level

behave similarly and become small in the one-dimensional case.

In applying the Bardeen, Cooper, Schrieffer theory of superconductivity, 5 we have now a

strong-interaction situation because the electron-lattice coupling becomes stronger than

the kinetic energy of the electrons. In this case, the energy to break a pair of elec-

trons will be greater than kTc; there will be many paired electrons above the critical

temperature in the "normal" state; and the transition itself may be understood as the

establishment of ordering and phase relations between existing pairs. For a low density

of these bipolarons, the transition temperature will be inversely proportional to their

effective mass. These ideas are similar to the bipolaron theory. 6 The following

discussion will be given in terms of that theory.

Let us consider the localization and pairing of electrons along a Cu-O-Cu-O-Cu chain in
a more quantitative manner. Placing an electron near a Cu3+ ion, there will be four 02-

neighbors at distances of 2 A. Assuming a double charge on the oxygen and a restoring

force constant of 106 g sec- 2 (corresponding to an Einstein oscillator ot w 2 x 1014

sec- 1 ), one obtains a polarization energy of about 1 eV.

Due to the small effective mass, mx(m), the energy needed for loca~izing the electron
is greater than 1 eV, and the electron therefore should be spread over several lattice
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cells. Spreading the electron over n cells in the x-direction, the negative polarization

energy will vary as n- 1 , while the kinetic energy of localization changes as n-2.

For the bottom of the energy band, the minimum might occur for an n between 3 and 7,

giving a binding energy of about 0.1 eV. If not much more than 0.01 electrons per lattice

cell are available to fill the bottom oi ti,e energy band, then the polarons formed in this

way will not overlap. The binding energy of the polaron may have an isotope effect, but

if polaron formation has progressed far enough above the critical temperature, this need

not affect superconductivity.

'he total energy can be represented as

Ebipolaron = 
2 Ekin - 4 Epol + Erepulsion (8)

The positive kinetic energy term, Ekin, is that of two electrons. Polarization, Epol, by

two electrons gives a twofold displacement of the oxygens and a fourfold negative polar-

ization energy term which may stabilize the bipolarons. Finally, Erepulsion between the

two electrons is apt to prevent bipolaron formation in most substances.

The bipolarons need to be ordered to make the crystal superconducting. In our model,

the ordering is accomplished by the coupling of the bipolarons which extend along the
Cu-O-Cu-O-Cu chains in the monoxide planp with the two neighboring perovskite layers. The

amplitude in the latter is small, but the effective masses, my(p), as well as mx(P), are

small, and therefore the wave functions are not fully localized in the x- or y-direction.

Thus several chains in the monoxide layer interact with the same wave function in the

perovskite layer. In that way, they interact with each other, and phase relations can be

established. The interaction, Ei, can be assumed to be low enough to make the amplitude
ap in Eq. (1) small, but high enough to lead to an ordering at a transition point Tc near

100 0 K. One might assume Ei • 0.01 eV. The ordering need not depend on the isotope, and

Tc need not show an isotope effect.

The construction of the wave function Eq. (1) from contributions in the monoxide and

perovskite layers should help to avoid Peierls instability. Actually, in the monoxide

plane, the bipolaron is localized in the y-direction according to our model. Yet, through

the coupling in the perovskite plane, it remains mobile and can carry a current.

It is probable that for a phase transition and for establishment of long-range order,

three-dimensional ordering is required. In our model, we have only correlated the wave

functions in three neighboring planes. Such wave functions in the triplets of planes will

have to be superposed using phase factors eikz. The resulting superconductor will, of
course, be anisotropic, particularly in its magnetic properties.

If a rare earth atom is substituted for yttrium the transition temperature does not

change. Yet, ordering in the z-direction should depend on the coupling of the wave

functions through the yttrium layer or rare earth layer that has replaced it. In the

former case a 4d orbital on yttrium may be involved; in the latter case, a 5d orbital or,

more probably, a 4f orbital. The coupling should be altered by the substitution in either

case.

It is possible that phase-ordering of bipolarons will occur near Tc in the x-y plane.
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Onc& this ordering has proceeded far enough the coupling across the yttrium (or rare

earth) plane will become strong independent of the value of the local coupling constant

because an increased 2D correlation can easily compensate for a reduced z-coupling.

A remarkable observation of the elastic properties of the yttrium compound seems to

support the one-dimensional model of bipolarons. Below the transition point, the torsion

frequency increases by approximately 1%. If bipolarons extend in the x-direction, and if

interaction between these bipolarons is established by the phase transition in the

z-direction, then an increase in the torsion frequency should indeed be expected.

Measurements performed at Bell Labs 7 on nuclear quadrupole resonance give explicit

information on the location of the superconducting electrons. The relaxation time of

nuclear spins depends on the ability of adjacent electrons to accept very small amounts of

energy. For Cu 2+ in the perovskite plane, this relaxation time varies inversely with

temperature and shows only a small irregularity at Tc. The behavior is similar to that

found in common metals. But for the Cu 3 + excitations, the relaxation time is practically

temperature-independent above Tc, while below Tc, the relaxation time increases rapidly

with decreasing temperature. One may consider this as evidence that bipolarons, which are

ordered and frozen when superconductivity sets in, are found with highest probability in

the monoxide planes.

Recent observations (Walstedt et al., unpublished; Kohara et al., unpublished) raise

doubts about the assignment of observed resonances to the Cu ions in the monoxide and

perovskite layers. Our theory agrees with the original assignment. The observed relax-

ation times have been interpreted, so far, on the basis of the interaction of Gadolinium

f-electrons with the magnetic dipoles of the Cu nuclei. For a proper evaluation of the

relaxation times (longitudinal or transverse) the interaction through the hybrid wave

functions for electrons and bipolarons must also be considered. This could establish a

strong indirect coupling between the Gadolinium f-electrons and the Cu 3 + ions in the

monoxide layer.

In the search for superconductivity at even higher temperatures, high conductivities of

somewhat irregular nature were found when some of the oxygens in the yttrium compound were
replaced by fluorine.8 Zero resistance was reported at temperatures as high as 160 0 K, and

small magnetic anomalies showed up even above 300'K. The ion F- is more stable than 02-.

If the substitution occurs in the perovskite plane, fewer electrons may become available

in that layer of negative ions and fewer holes may participate in forming complex Bloch

functions. Other changes may be more important. Whenever a fluorine displaces an oxygen,

one more electron is injected into the system. Additional electrons may also be placed in

the x 2 - and y 2 -orbits in the perovskite plane. The result may be a higher or lower density

of bipolarons; this will influence the ordering of bipolarons and might account for the

observed phenomena above the critical temperature as well as for the increase in the

critical temperature.

The coupling between layers proposed in our model may depend on the location of the 0

ions. Such dependence might actually be observed. The symmetric vibration of two oxygen

ions on the z-axis located below and above a Cu ion in the monoxide plane may be excited

by irradiating the yttrium compound with two laser beams of different frequency, where the

difference of the energy of the light quanta equals the quantum of the vibration. Since

this vibration is apt to change the polarizability of the crystal near the Cu ion, an

effective excitation of the vibration should be obtained.
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One should expect that in the course of such a vibration, the values of ap and am will

change. The group velocity, vgy, in (7) may change in a sensitive way in the course of

such a vibration. Therefore, if a crystal carrying a strong superconducting current is

irradiated, the current is modulated by the vibration, and the frequency difference of the

two laser beams ,hould be emitted in the infrared. The emission should be polarized

parallel to the current and should be proportional to the square of the current.

In principle, the experiment can be carried out in a multicrystalline conglomerate, but

the small currents and correspondingly small emissions may make the observation difficult.

A further difficulty is that other nonsymmetric vibrations may be excited. Some are active

in the infrared and will emit even in the absence of a current.

The dependence of the current on the oxygen locations is hard to predict; at the same

time, if the right polarization and the right dependence on the current is observed, this

would give strong support to the model we are proposing.

Our model leads to a relatively simple coupling between oxygen-displacements and the

positions of bipolarons. For instance, one may find below the transition temperature Tc

that bipolarons are located in every second Cu-O-Cu-O chain while the oxygens in the

intervening Cu-O-Cu-O chains are polarized. This specific model relies on the bending

vibrations of oxygens with particularly low frequency and low restoring force. At the

same time bipolarons which are closest to each other in the x-y plane should be 1800 out

of phase. This would reinforce their action in the oxygens located between them. Thus

the bipolarons would form a superlattice with a period four times the lattice distance.

(We are, of course, considering relative displacements of nearby oxygens rather than

absolute displacements.) The superlattice may become visible in the diffraction pattern

giving maxima at 1/4 of the lattice distance in the reciprocal lattice of oxygen ions.

The intensity of the subsidiary maxima should, however, be extremely small. The

relative oxygen displacements are of the order of the zero-point vibrations and the

observed intensities should be proportional to the square of the displacement. This

results in intensities less than 10-3 of the regular interference spots.

If interference peaks indicating a superlattice are found this would show in an

explicit manner that high-temperature superconductivity is connected with a particularly

simple arrangement of the electrons.

Our model depends sensitively on specific properties of the lanthanum and yttrium

compounds. High temperature superconductivity seems, indeed, to be a rarity. It may

occur only under quite specific quantitative conditions. Those proposed in this paper may

not be unique. Other peculiar circumstances could well lead to pairing and ordering of

electrons at high temperatures and, thereby, to superconductivity.
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Abstract

Resonant photopumping is an attractive and potentially very efficient technique for
achieving x-ray lasing in plasmas. At the Naval Research Laboratory we are pursuing the
realization of one of the most promising photopumped schemes wherein heliumlike sodium pumps
heliumlike neon. The theoretical side of this research has revealed the conditions required
for the sodium and neon plasmas to maximize the possibility of photopumped fluorescence and
lasing. On the experimental side, a powertul (25 GW) z-pinch source of sodium line pumping
radiation has been developed and characterized. A separate neon plasma, driven by part of
the return current from the sodium-bearing plasma, has been deployed side-by-side with
respect to the sodium line source at a distance of 5 cm. The presence of photopumping has
been indicated in fluorescing spectra. The remaining steps toward achievement of an x-ray
laser are reducing the spatial separation of the pumped and pumping plasmas, increasing the
pump line power of the pumping, sodium-bearing plasma, and improving the uniformity and
stability of t0- neon plasma.

1. Introduction

For more than a decade, line coincident (resonant) photopumpi2 7 has been considered a
promising approach for realizing x-ray lasers in a plasma medium. All x-ray lasers to
date, however, have achieved population inversions either by electron collis onal excitation
or recombinatiol. Moreover, the shortest lasing wavelength yet obtained using resonant
photopumping is 2163 R, well outside the x-ray region. Perhaps the most attractive
photopumping scheme which could push the lasing wavelength an order-of-magnitudelshorter is
the use of the NP X Is -ls2p P 1 line at 11.0027 X to pump the Ne IX ls -ls4p P 1 line at
11.0003 R. At the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL), we have pursued this promising approach
in a coordinated experimental and theoretical program, and have made considerable progress
toward the qoal of an efficient, photopumped x-ray laser. In Section 2, the fundamental
theory of lasing in this scheme, the constraints imposed by atomic physics on the plasma
properties, and the diagnosis of the pumping (sodium-bearing) and fluorescing or lasing
(neon) plasmas are discussed. Section 3 deals with the experiments which have been carried
out using NRL's Gamble II generator to produce both the pumping and pumped plasmas in order
to demonstrate fltorescence. Finally, in Section 4 our principal conclusions and the
outlook for obtaining lasing using this method are summarized.

2. Theory of the Sodium-Neon Lasing System

2 The esTence of this approach to x-ray lasing is depicted in Figure 1. The very stron•
s -is2p P. line ofsheliumlike Na X lies at a wavelength which differs by 2 parts in 10

from that oi the is -ls4p P 1  line in heliumlike Ne IX. The existence of this line
coincidence and its significance for x-ray lasing were first pointed out by Vinogradov, et
al in 1975. This wavelength difference corresponds to only one Doppler width at typical
sodium plasma temperatures (200 - 500 eV) required to optimize radiation from the heliumlike
stage. Thus there is no question as to the adequacy of the wavelength match. The Ne IX
wavelength of 11.0003 A was calculated as describeY, in Refs. 9 and 10. The Na X wavelength
of 11.0027 A was calculated by Ermolaev and Jones. According to Martin and Zalubas, the
accuracy of such cglculations for a two-electron system in this atomic number range is at
least 1 part in 10 (i.e., much smaller than a thermal line Doppler width). Therefore,
sodium line radiation of sufficient power streaming into a properly prepared neon plasma
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would be expected to overpopulate the Ne IX n-4 singlet levels, leading to lasing in the 4-3
and -2 transitions, and possibly also the 3-2 lines. The lasing wavelengths would be
230 A, 58 X, and 82 X, for the 4-3, 4-2, and 3-2 transitions, respectively.

ls2p'P Is4p 'P
" 0

W~2310ANr/58A 82A

11.0027A
11.0003A

IS 2 'S0  Is 2 'So

He-like Na He-like Ne

PUMP LASANT

Figure 1. Simplified energy level diagram for sodium-neon resonant photopumping.

In the approach to fluorescence and ultimately lasing, we have followed a step-by-step
approach. First, develop and characterize an adequate sodium-bearing plasma pump source.
Then, develop and characterize a neon lasant plasma of proper conditions. Finally, deploy
the neon plasma close enough to the sodium plasma to facilitate resonant pumping - resulting
in fluorescence or possibly lasing. We now consider the desired characteristics of such a
system from a theoretical viewpoint. Section 3 describes the experiments and the results
obtained to date.

2.1 Desired properties of sodium pump source.

Detailed analysis of what is required for the heliumlike sodium line pump source has been
presented in Refs. 4 and 6. In brief, the gain achievable in the neon lasant plasma is
nearly linea5 in thb pump line strength. Therefore, the greater the power radiated in the
11.0027 A ls -ls2p P line of Na X, the better, with one caveat. If the sodium plasma
becomes so optically ihick due to size, density, or combination of both that the continuum
power becomes competitive with that of the resonance line, over the same frequency interval,
all of the Ne IX levels will be optically pumped, extinguishing the gain. In practice this
condition has not occurred in any laboratory sodium-bearing plasma, but it must be kept in
mind as higher power plasma configurations are designed.
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To obtain adequate pump power from a sodium-bearing plasma the density should be high and
the temperature should be in the upper end of the proper range for a substantial fraction of
the ions to be in the heliumlike stage. These factors promote substantial collisional
population of the upper radiating level without overionization into the hydrogenic stage.
In practice, an appropriate temperature range is 200-500 eV. Generally, the highest density
possible is desirable with the proviso, explained above, that the continuum radiation remain
well below that of the lines. Densities at least an order of magnitude higher than those
currently achieved (Table I) would be even more effective in generating pump power.

A sodium-fluoride capillary discharge plasma source has been developed and used on the
Gamble-II generator at NRL to produce a 4-cm long sodium fluoride z-pinch implosion. This
source is discussed in Section 3. Spatially resolved sodium K shell x-ray spectra have been
measured and used in conjunction with a detailed atomic model of sodium to determine the
properties of this plasma, which contain as many fluorine ions as sodium ions. Properties
of this plasma, based on the analysis of Ref. 13, are summarized in Table I below.

Table I. Properties of Sodium Fluoride Z Pinch Plasmas

Shot Diam.(cm) Pulsewidth(ns) Pump Line Yield(J) N (cm- ) T (eV)e e

A 0.22 20 610 3.6 x 1020 240

B 0.28 14 380 8.2 x 1019 490

C 0.32 17 350 6.7 x 1019 470

The quantities in this Table have been spatially averaged along the z-pinch axis. Ref.
13 should be consulted for the detailed spatially-resolved analysis. The pulsewidth given
in Table I is the full-width-at-half-maximum of sodium K shell radiation. Note that Shot A
was most effective in producing pump line radiation, converting 6% of the 10 kJ of
electrical energy coupled into the plasma into 610 J in the pump line. If a pure sodium
source were used, this efficiency is likely to increase to at least 10%, as half the energy
coupled to the sodium fluoride plasma is wasted in stripping and exciting fluorine ions.
Inspection of Table I reveals that for these z pinch plasmas, moderate temperature and high
density is most effective for x-ray production, as opposed to high temperature which in this
case is associged with considerably lower density. This behavior was also found by Gersten
and co-workers for aluminum wire z pinch plasmas.

2.2 Desired properties of the neon lasant plasma.

We now consider the neon plasma properties required for fluorescence and/or gain. The
lower lasing levels of this system are the n = 2 and n = 3 singlet levels of heliumlike
neon. It is clearly desirable to minimize the population of these levels. Therefore, the
neon plasma should remain at the lowest possible temperature that supports a substantial
heliumlike ground state population.4 Such a temperature range has been found to be 50-100 ev
by detailed numerical calculations. At these relatively low temperatures the collisional
excitation rates of the lower lasing levels are nearly negligible and t~e population
dynamics will be controlled completely by the radiative pumping of the 1s4p P level and
the resulting cascade. The optimum densities for the neon lasant plasma are controlled by
the usual tradeoffs. At high density, collisional mixing of the lasing levels spoils the
gain, whereas, if the lasing plasma density becomes too low, there are simply not enough
lasing ions 2 6 o suyport a significant gain. For Ne IX, the high-density cut off occurs near
N = 2 x 10 cm for the 4-3 transitions at 230 A but substantial gain may be possible,
d~pendfgg on 3 the pump strength, at considerably lower electron densities ranging down to
4 x 10 cm

With respect to the neon plasma size, the limiting factor is the optical depth of the
1-2 and 1-3 resonance lines which through photon trapping, can enhance the populations of
the n = 2 and n = 3 singlet levels, thus quenchigg the yain. Numerical calculations have
shown that 6optical depths up to about ten in the Is -ls 2 p P1 line of heliumlike neon can be
tolerated. This applies to a stationary plasma. Differential mass motions would relax
this limit as some of the photonT8 would be Doppler-shifted out of the highly absorbing line
core. At an ion density of 10 cm with 50% heliumlike neon, the optical depth limit
corresponds to a diameter of 0.7 mm, for the pessimistic case of a stationary plasma.

2.3 Theoretical fluorescent spectra and achievable gain.

If the pump line strength is expressed in terms of equivalent blackbody brightness
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temperature Tb, the gain in the 4f-3d singlet transition (230 A) is given approximately by

k(cm- 1 ) = 104 exp (-l1 2 7 /Tb(eV))

at the favorable electron density of 1019 cm- 3. We have assumed one-sided irradiation of
the neon in the above expression. Our best Gamble-II sodium implosions with a yield of
600 J in the pump line cannot be directly translated to monochromatic intensity because high
resolution line profile measurements have not been made. However, for the somewhat
conservative assumption that the sodium line is ten times wider than1 the neon pumped line
(due to greater Doppler and opacity broadening) a gain of 0.1 cm is determined for a
separation of 5 cm. This gain is inversely proportional to the distance between the plasmas
and directly proportional to the pump line yield. As a first step toward establishing the
presence of photopumping, calculations have been performed of the neon K-shell spectra
expected to be emitted from both pumped and non-pumped neon plasmas. The non-pumped neon
spectra are characteristically thermal, and the intensities of the heliumlike resonance
lines decrease monotonically with higher series lines. For neon plasmas 2umped 1 with the
Gamble-II source at a distance of 5 cm, the calculations predict that the ls -ls4p P1 line,
of Ne IX should be anomalously brighý for all temperatures from 50 to 150 eV. At the higher
end of this temperature range the ls - Is2p Pl line is brighter than the pumped 1-4 line,
but the pumped line is stronger than the adjacent 1-3 line. If the neon plasma temperature
is less then 100 eV, the 1-4 line intensity exceeds even that of the 1-2 line. As will
become evident in Section 3, types of fluorescent spectra corresponding to both the high and
low ends of this temperature range have been produced on Gamble-II, providing direct
evidence of x-ray photopumping.

3. Fluorescence Experiments

The experimental setup used for the fluorescence experiments is shown in Figure 2. The
Gamble II generator is located to the left of the figure and is charged negative with
respect to ground. An externally driven capillary discharge source injects sodium fluoride
plasma across the 4-cm diode gap. A confining nozzle (1 to 2-cm dia) restricts radial
expansion of the plasma from the capillary source. Up to 1.2-MA of current from Gamble II
is driven through this low impedance load to implode the plasma. The capillary discharge
source andlproperties of sodium fluoride plasmas imploded on Gamble II have been described
elsewhere. Such implosions have produced total sodium K-shell x-ray powers in excess
of 50 GW and sodium He-a pump line powers of up to 25 GW. Current from the Gamble II
generator flows from the wire mesh cathode through the sodium fluoride plasma and back to
ground through an array of current return rods equally spaced azimuthally around the axis.
For this experiment, one of these rods is replaced with a neon plasma column as shown in
Figure 2. Only a fraction of the total current flows through the neon. It is estimated
that about 200 kA of current is required to heat the neon to 50-100 eV temperature. The
neon column is produced by puffing gas through a fast opening valve and a 6-mm diameter
copper tube aimed as shown. The neon mass is adjusted by varying the plenum pressure
upstream of the valve. No effort has been made to optimize the gas flow (e.g., by using a
supers?9ic nozzle instead of an open tube), and as a result the neon implosions are far from
ideal. Currents through the sodium fluoride and neon plasmas are measured with the
Rogowski current monitors shown in Figure 2.

X-ray radiation from both plasmas was measured in the radial direction. The sodium
fluoride plasma was viewed through gaps between the current return rods. Diagnostics
included time-resolved x-ray diodes (sodium K-shell and neon L-shell), time-integrated
pinhole cameras (sodium K-shell and neon L-shell) and a KAP curved crystal spectrograph.
The spectrograph was aligned to the neon plasma in order to record neon K-shell emission.
The sodium K-shell emission, which reached the crystal from a different angle, was reflected
in second order and collected at a different location on the film, well separated from the
neon spectrum. The primary purpose of the spectrographic measurements was to detect
fluorescence through anomalously strong He-Y (11 A) line emission from the neon plasma.

Current and x-ray diode traces for a shot where the sodium fluoride and neon plasmas were
imploded are shown in Figure 3. A peak current of 1 MA flows through the sodium fluoride
plasma while only 150 kA flows through the neon plasma. The sodium implosion occurs 110 ns
after the start of the current with the emission of an intense burst of K-shell x-rays. The
neon implosion, as evidenced by the peak in the L-shell radiation, precedes the sodium
fluoride implosion by 25 ns.

The neon K-shell x-ray spectrum for this shot is compared in Figure 4 with the spectrum
from a shot where no sodium plasma was present. For the top spectrum in Figure 4, the
sodium plasma was replaced with a 1-cm dia metallic rod. The presence of both NeIX and NeX
line emissions in these time-integrated spectra indicates that the neon was significantly
hotter than the desired 50-100 eV temperature at some time during the implosion. The
spectrum without the sodium was produced with 240 kA through the neon. This spectrum is
more intense and represents a significantly hotter and/or denser plasma than the spectrum
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with the sodium pump. The top spectrum is representative of a thermal neon plasma, 1 3 ' 1 8

while the reversal in the ratio of the NeIX He-Y and He-A line strengths in the bottom
spectrum is striking in comparison. We have no reasonable explanation for the He-Y/He-9
line ratio exceeding unity in this spectrum except by resonantly photopumped fluorescence.
There is no spectral evidence of sodium or fluorine line radiation from possible migration
of sodium fluoride plasma into the neon implosion. Two points should be emphasized. First,
these spectra are densitometer traces, not x-ray intensities, so relative amplitudes of
lines will change upon further analysis without however changing the basic conclusion that
fluorescence is observed. Second, the spectrum is time-integrated, thus the strong NeX L-a
and NeIX He-a lines were probably emitted during the neon implosion (85 ns in Figure 3)
rather than at 110 ns when pumping occurred. Since the spectra indicate that the neon is
significantly hotter than the desired 50-100 eV at implosion, this delay in the sodium
fluoride implosion may allow the neon plasma to cool before the pump radiation is emitted.
We can speculate that a time-resolved spectral measurement would show a stronger fluorescing
He-Y line relative to the other NeIX lines in the spectrum at the time of pumping.

On another shot, the crystal spectrograph was configured to measure K-shell x-ray
emission in first order from both the sodium fluoride and the neon implosions. The relative
timing of the implosions was similar to that shown in Fig. 3 so that the condition of the
neon plasma could well be appropriate for fluorescence at the time of the sodium fluoride
implosion. 'rhe spectral film recording for this shot is presented in Fig. 5. The spectrum
is dominated by intense NaX and NaXI line radiation. Several of these sodium K-lines are
saturated. Because the sodium and neon plasmas are separated in space, their K-shell spectra

Ne, He- 7y

At K-lines - NaX

He-a
Na XI ,-pump

No K-lines

Figure 5. Film recording of the K-shell x-ray spectrum for a shot where both sodium fluoride
arnd neon are imploded. The neon He-Y line is just to the left of the Na XI Ly-o line. The
aluminum lines arise from the use of an aluminum nozzle.
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are riot coincident , even for the same wavelriigth . V;e( can calculate , kriowl ri.- tlhe coparal Ion
of the two sources, exactly where each neon line shoulce appear rellat lye to tlhe sodium l-ines.
The narrow line just to the left of the N~aXI L-a line appears at. cxact ly the locat ion wh-ret
the neon He- Y fluorescence line is expected . N~o emission was detecto, I tros i In the
NeIX He-a anid He-0 lines. The presenice of the flp-Y line arnd the ahbsencer of tV h- a arid1
He-19 lines are cy~sisty~it with resonance photopumpirig of a relatively cos]d (- eQ eV) arid
tenuous (N4e < 10 em-~ neon plasma. At higher electron densities, coll isionial coupling- in)
the cascade process would lead to detectable He-U arid He-9 emission.

i4. Conclusions arid Outlook

In summary, we have taken theoretical predict ions of resoniant photopumpiriC of' neon by the.C
sodium He-U Urine arid have devised an experimental system to test those precd lot lors. The
theory indicates that a reversal of the riornnal ratio of' the- He-7 arid He-P 11 ines due to coin-
ciderit photopumpirig should be detectable on Gamble II. fShe expoerirrierital ge-omet1,ry permits us
to drive different currerits through each of the plasmas on the same Gamble-IT shot arid
thereby to achieve conditions appropriate for fluorescence. Thie prel iminiary spectroscopic
results provide evidence for fluorescence ori some shots.

For_ýhe nominal separation of 5 cm between the sodium arid neon plasmas, a gain of about
0.1 cm in the i4f - 3d singlet lasirig transition Is theoretically obtainable with the opti-
mum experimental pump power. This gain is- proportional to the pump power, arid inversoly pro-
portiorial to the separation. Several imprcovements are planned to confirm the fluorescence
observations arid possibly to provide conditions niecessary for lasinig oni Gamble II. Wv.e plan
to improve the sodium pump by~replacing the sodium fluoride capillary discharge with a pure
annular sodium plasma source which is under development. Such a source will riot only
nearly double the pump line radiation by eliminating the fluorine, but beasofistn

annla shpearid uniform density, will produce better behaved, axal eimultaeofuis timpo
siorns which should further increase the pump line power. Improvements in) the neon plasrma1
include replacing the oiperi tube with ý ýýtinr-qenyio mirii-mnozzl, arid driving the neon plasma
independently of the Gamble II generator With an external capacitor bank. With bett er
collimated sodium arid nieon plasma sources, the distance be~tween the two plasmas may be
decreased by at least a factor-of-two.
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X-Ray Lasing In An Imploding Krypton Z-Pinch Plasma

J. Davis, R. Clark, J. Apruzese, and P. Kepple
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ABSTRACT Unfortunately, the history of these plasmas
has not made them prime candidates for x-ray

A scheme employing neonlike krypton ions laser gain mediums because of their unstable
is under intensive theoretical and behavior. A major reason for this
experimental investigation to determine the predicament is that pulsed power driven
feasibility of developing a pulsed-power material loads have not enjoyed the benefit
driven laboratory x-ray laser. The scheme of long years of detailed studies in target
depends on discharging 100's of kilojoules of design; a hallmark of the laser fusion
electrical energy through co-axial program. Recently, however, advances in the
cylindrical krypton gas puffs generating a technology of load materials and
dense, hot, uniform, homogeneous, and highly configurations combined with an improved
ionized krypton plasma. The outer plasma is theoretical understanding of the load
accelerated radially inward5 and achieves dynamics has led to a revival of the z-pinch
speeds approaching 4-5 x 10 cm/sec. When it plasma as a potential source of x-ray lasers.
impinges and stagnates on the inner plasma,
an inwardly propagating shock wave is Experiments at both the Naval Research
produced, and the inner plasma reverberates Laboratory (NRL) and Physics International
and bounces outward. Near the interface Company (PI) have indicated the possibilities
between the two interacting plasmas, and for this new emerging technology. At NRL the
along the axis, conditions appear to be sodium/neon system, which is the prototype of
conducive to the establishment of a the line coincidence photopumping schemes, is
population inversion with the subsequent under intensive investigation. Preliminary
emission of coherent soft x-rays with results appear to indicate that resonance
measurable gain. The theoretical analysis fluorescence 3 has been achieved in the pumped
and numerical simulations are based on a transitions. The scheme involves imploding
fully coupled self-consistent one-dimensional and heating a sodium plasma on the GAMBLE II
non-LTE radiation hydrodynamics model generator to temperatures commensurate with
including the effects of opacity and producing the sodium He-like resonance jump
radiation transport. The multi-level line to photopump the He-like Is -ls4p P
ionization dynamics is evaluated in the transition in a relatively cool neon plasma
collisional radiative equilibrium (CRE) in a side by side configuration. These
approximation for the manifold of both ground experiments are very encouraging and methods
and excited states distributed throughout the and techniques will continue to be
various stages of ionization. In addition, investigated in order to increase the power
particular emphasis is placed on the atomic in the pumping line sufficiently to achieve
structure of the neonlike ionization stage measurable gain in the lasing transitions.
which in our model consists of 48 excited Another series of pulsed power z-pinch
levels in j-j couwling. The evolution of the experiments at PI involves stagnating an
level pnpulations as functions of the various outer gas puff plasma onto a cylindrically
atomic processes provides information on the symmetric coaxial core plasma located on the
conditions necessary to establish population axis. Two different configurations have been
inversions and the emission of coherent investigated; the4 first involves concentric
radiation in the lasing transitions. At the krypton gas puffs and the second involves a
densities of interest the spectral line neon puff gas plasma stagnating onto an
profiles are represented by Voigt functions, aluminum coated parylene post on the axis.5

The krypton design explores the possibility
INTRODUCTION of creating an inversion and gain in the

lasing transitions of neonlike krypton. The
Since the successful laboratory experimental results are somewhat uncertain

demonstra --n of softx1ray lasing using a because of the existence of line admixtures
laser produced plasma , either as the gain at the lasing wavelengths. On the other
medium or as a broadband x-ray source to hand, the theory supports the existence of
photopump specially designed targets gain for a given set of implosion conditions
generating conditions conducive to lasing, a discussed in the text. Preliminary
number of alternative drivers have been experimental results from the second
proposed. Chief among the alternative configuration strongly suggests gain in the
technologies is the pulsed-power capacitively lasing transitions in lithiumlike aluminum as
discharged z-pinch plasma. In the past, the aluminum plasma expands, cools, and
pulsed power driven z-pinch plasmas were recombines after collision with the inward
developed as intense high brightness x-ray moving neon gas puff plasma. All these new
radiation sources for application in experimental results indicate that with
materials testing, spectroscopy studies of proper design, z-pinch plasmas have a
high-z ions, and x-ray lithography.
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promising future as a potential source for processes to create a population inversion in
laboratory x-ray lasers. the upper 3 p and 3d levels, which will

subsequently radiatively decay to the 3s and
In support of the experimental program 3p levels, respectively, in the lasing lines.

there has been significant advances both in The model used to describe the implosion
the theoretical and computational description dynamics is a I-D radiation hydrodynamics
of the dynamics characterizing a variety of model including a self-consistent treatment
load configurations and geometries. With of: (a) hydrodynamics and thermal
applications ranging from fusion plasmas to conduction, (b) atomic dynamics, and (c)
x-ray source development, the theoretical radiation emission and transport.
models vary in their degree of complexity
ranging from the simple Bennett pinch The basic hydrodynamic variables of mass,
equilibrium models to the sophisticated momentum, and total energy are transported in
multidimensional MHD models. The major one dimension using a numerical scheme with a
emphasis in the past, and to some extent sliding-zone version of flux corrected
today, has focused on the hydrodynamic transport. A special gridding algorithm is
behavior of the implosion/explosion used that moves zones in a Lagrangian fashion
phencmenology. For low-z plasmas, or more and adjusts the mesh in order to resolve
specifically hydrogen plasmas, radiation gradients in the flow. A single temperature
cooling is described by bremsstrahlung, and assumption is made in the core plasma, where
the MHD models do reasonably well in the equilibration time is of the order of
describing the plasmas evolution. However, picoseconds, and is adequate in the
for partially ionized higher-z plasmas stagnation region, where the equilibration
radiation loss from recombination and line time can be of the order of nanoseconds; the
radiation far exceeds any by bremsstrahlung time scale for significant changes in
and must be incorporated into the models temperature is about an order of magnitude
because it represents a major energy loss and longer. The local rate of change of energy
will affect the dynamics in ways that are resulting from radiation transport, trad,
obvious and in ways that are quite subtle, will be discussed below.
Although this problem is well recognized by
now, it is still inadequately dealt with; Most gas-puff implosion experiments
recourse is oftentimes made to models employ an azimuthal magnetic field driver,
involving blackbody radiators or LTE average whereas the calculations we will describe do
atom models. Radiative loss terms not consider the effects of magnetic fields,
represented by blackbody emitters grossly but instead assign an initial radial velocity
overestimate the radiation cooling rate and to the puff-gas plasma. This allows us to
provide an erroneous description of the study the physics of imploding plasmas in an
dynamics. Similarly, the average atom model idealized framework, without the
resorts to Local Thermodynamic Equilibrium complications of an external driver and
(LTE) arguments constraining the plasma to be coupled circuit. We have codes that include
in LTE and averages over the details of the magnetic field and intend to consider
atomic structure vitiating any meaningful more general configurations in future work.
comparison between theory and experiment. In a driven implosion with an optimized load,
Due to the efforts of the NRL group, major we expect a nearly uniform velocity to be
improvements have been made in the modeling ultimately achieved, but density and
of radiating z-pinch plasmas. The capability temperature gradients will be produced in the
now exists to model self-consistently the puff, particularly near the outer edge, where
full non-LTE radiation MHD behavior of z- Joule heating produces a layer of hot plasma.
pinch plasmas, including opacity effects on
the heating and cooling rates as well as the The atomic level populations in the
influence of radiation on the instability plasma are determined by a set of rate
growth rates. In an x-ray laser environment equations. For sufficiently dense plasmas,
the interplay and feedback between the atomic the effective population and depopulation
processes, radiation, and hydrodynamics is an rates are generally fast compared with the
extremely important and delicate interaction hydrodynamic response. Under these
that ultimately determines whether lasing circumstances, an equilibrium assumption can
becomes a reality. be justified, which involves dropping the

explicit time dependence. The plasma is then
To model the experiments at PI and in the said to be in collisional-radiative

spirit of our earlier work we investigate equilibrium (CRE), whereby the plasma
the behavior of a krypton gas puff plasma ionization state responds instantaneously to
impinging and stagnating onto another krypton changes in hydrodynamic quantities.
gas puff plasma located on the axis. It has
been found experimentally that upon collapse The atomic model for krypton consists of
the inner plasma has a strong stabilizing about 100 levels and 300 emission lines.
influence on the outer plasma and appears to This includes all the ground states and
retard the development of plasma selected excited states distributed
instabilities, creating a fairly uniform throughout the M-, L-, and K-shells. In
plasma in the interaction regipn where lasing addition, a detailed neonlike model in j-j
may thus be expected to occur. The strategy coupling containing an additional 48 excited
is to choose initial conditions such that in levels is incorporated into the overall
the interaction region between plasmas, the atomic model in order to provide a better
temperature and density support the existence picture of the dynamics of the neonlike
of sufficient quantities of neonlike krypton levels and the lasing transitions. The rate
for times long enough for the various atomic coefficients that are used to calculate level
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populations are obtained using various atomic transport of bound-bound radiation take into
calculational methods. The processes account Doppler and Voigt line profiles. The
included in this simulation and the methods method can treat comprehensive atomic models
used in generating the corresponding rgte and provides good overall energetics, but
coefficients are summarized elsewhere. An cannot calculate accurately certain spectral
abbreviated Grotian diagram illustrating the details and lines with very high optical
lasing lines along with their wavelengths and depths. Multifrequency transport of lines
spontaneous decay rates is shown in Figure 1. and continuum is adequate for the above but

requires lengthy computer simulations.

Results

1'2)3 The numerical simulations were performed
(3.0 for an outer hollow cylindrical annular
712i krypton puff gas with a galssian mass density

2p-3p24),distribution of 140 /igm/cm with its centroid
located 15mm from the origin and an inner
coaxial cylindrical krypton puff gas with a
gaussian mass distribution of 20pgm/cm with
its centroid located imm from the origin.
The configuration is schematically

(, /illustrated in Figure 2. The initial
temperature and particle density of the1 uff
gas and core plasma afj 2.5 3 ev and 2x10 cm

and 0.5 ev and 2x10 cm- , respectively.
A tenuous background plasma was placed
between the puff 7 and co~e plasmas with a mass
density of 5x10- gm/cm . The results of the
simulation are insensitive to this value,
which was chosen for numerical convenience.
Finally, the outer gas puff plasma is given
an initial kinetic energy corresponjing to a
radial implosion velocity of 4.5x10 cm/sec.

Figure 1. Energy Level Diagram for neonlike
Krypton.

Inner-shell opacities are included in the
model, since these processes are very
important in the cool, dense plasma regions.
Inner-shell photoionization cross sections F~T--N"]

for the neutral element arl calculated as T .
described in Duston et al. and the positions M7
of the ionization-dependent absorption edges .
in the low density limit are taken from the •4 Sx
HartreegFock calculations of Clementi and C •V
Roetti. INNER PUF

Radiation emission from and absorption by .6
a plasma are dependent on the local atomic I
level population densities. Except for
optically thin plasmas, the level populations
depend on the radiation field, since optical
pumping via photoionization and
photoexcitation can produce significant
population redistribution. Thus, the Figure 2. Initial conditions for Gas Puffs.
ionization and radiation transport processes
are strongly coupled and must be solved self-
consistently. In this model, an iterative
procedure is used, where level populations The outer plasma continues to move
are calculated using the radiation field from radially inward until its leading edge makes
the previous iteration, then using these contact with the boundary of the core plasma
populations to calculate a new radiation where it stagnates onto and begins to cause
field and recalculating populations until compression of the core. During this phase
convergence is reached, of the implosion, the kinetic energy of run-

in is redistributed into thermal, ionization,
A probabilistic radiation transport radiation and kinetic energy associated with

scheme is employed, which forms local angle the generation and propagation of weak shocks
and frequency averaged escape probabilities and rarefaction waves as well as the outward
for each emission line and for each bound- motion of material after the "bounce." This
free process. Free-free radiation is treated oscillatory motion continues until it is
with a multifrequency transport formalism, damped by viscous forces. As energy is
The escape probabilities calculated for the converted during the stagnation process
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photons are emitted over a broadband spectrum origin until about 34 nsec and the
extending from the visible to the soft x-ray temperature decreases. The plasma remains
regime preheating the core plasma which quite warm, however, a short distance from
itself begins to radiate. The interface the origin, where the density begins to fall
region between the interacting plasmas and, off sharply. By 33 nsec. the temperature at
especially, the compressed core plasma is the origin has dropped to about 150 ev;
where we expect conditions conducive to however, at about 0.025 cm the temperature
lasing to occur. peaks in excess of 700 ev. From the velocity

gradients at this time, it is evident that
The phenomenology of the assembly phase the plasma is compressing in the vicinity of

of the implosion dynamics is best the hot shell. Notice that the velocity is
characterized by the behavior of the negative (directed toward the origin)
hydrodynamic variables, particularly the everywhere at 33 nsec. Contour plots of
temperature, density, and pressure and the density and temperature over space and time
cooling rate by radiation. Specifically will be discussed below. By referring to the
focusing on the times corresponding to the contour plot of temperature, it will be seen
first assembly phase we present, in the next how the shell of warm Krypton evolves. Also
three figures, the temporal variation of note that because the gradients in
these variables as a function of temperature and density are in opposite
displacement, extending from the origin out directions the radiation cooling rate is
to 0.08 cm. The ordinate is normalized in subject to relatively large variations over
order to illustrate the behavior of all the relatively small gradient scale lengths.
variables on a single figure. The scale Just after 33 nsec, plasma near the origin
factor for each viriable is given by: begins to expand in a complicated fashion:
density x 1 gT4cm , telperature x 1 ev 1 1  parts of the plasma move outwards while other
pressure x 10 erg/cT7 , velocity I 10 parts are moving inwards. This behavior
cm/sec, and t r~ x 10 erg/sec cm . For produces compressions and rarefactions in the
example, from rgure 3, the graph •alue of core plasma leading to heating and cooling in
the velocity at 0.08 cm is 4.5x10 11 localized regions. At 34.22 nsec, it is seen
multiplied by the scale factor (10 ) yields on Figure 4 that plasma a short distance
4.5xi0 cm/sec, the initial velocity. (0.008 cm) from the origin is expanding

radially, while plasma is moving radially
inwards elsewhere. The contour plot of

hydro profiles 3temperature will clearly exhibit the

104 localized regions of rapid heating and

103 cooling from 33 to 36 nsec.

102 -- 7 F- tr- if- hydro profiles 34.22 nsec
l01 104. .. . .

too - 103

N 10210-0 1.

10-- 1-02 -

10-2 101

I 0~'100
1 0 -4. .. ... . .......

10-5 10-'

1 0 - 6 e 1 0 - 3 .......................... . ... • t o o lt
10-710-
0 10-5

0.000 0.020 0.040 0.060 0.080 10-6 t. '

displacemnt 1 0 -7

Figure 3. Hydrodynamic Profiles as a 10-8
function of Displacement at 32.98 nsec. 0.000 0.020 0.040 0.060 0.080

Based on the sequence of events, the displacement

following conclusions can be drawn from the
hydrodynamic profiles. Figure 3 presents a Figure 4. Hydrodynamic Profiles as a
snapshot view of the spatial variation of the function of Displacement at 34.22 nsec.
profiles at about 33 nsec into the
simulation. As the inward propagating shock
reaches the central axis at about 28 nsec, Relief of the very large pressure gradient

there is strong heating near the axis. The which built up at 34.22 nsec results in a

temperature reaches about 750 ev, but virtual stagnation at about 0.035 cm, shown

radiation cooling and hydrodynamic effects on Figure 5 at 35 nsec. elbmd , ilu. a-1uv119g

quickly reduce the temperature on axis. Ion radially outward within the region and

number density monotonically increases at the colliding with imploding plasma. As a
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result, a fairly broad shell of hot plasma increases where the plasma is compressing.
(lkev) has been produced. Since the ion These high pressures near the origin slow
density is fairly small over much of this down the incoming plasma creating velocity
region, the radiative cooling rate is gradients at about 33 nsec. Thus, kinetic
correspondingly reduced, and the high energy is constantly being thermalized in
temperatures can be maintained, this region, commencing just after the on-

axis assembly. Radiation cooling in this
hydro profiles 35.00 nsee region falls off sharply with radius

104 following the corresponding density falloff.
Just after 33 nsec, the plasma near the

103 origin exhibits both inward and outward
flowing plasma. This produces compressions

102 and rarefactions leading to heating and
cooling in localized regions. At just after

101 34 nsec, the plasma at about 0.008 cm from
100 --.------ -- the origin is expanding radially while

elsewhere the plasma is moving radially
10-1 inwards. From the contour plot of•Fs• .... temperature shown on Figure 6, it can be seen

10-2 that alternating rapid cooling and heating is
produced from 33 to about 36 nsec in

0o-3 localized regions. At about 35 nsec a
10-4 pronounced stagnation is produced, as warm

l0-4 plasma recoiling radially outwards collides
10-5 with imploding plasma. This results in the

formation of a fairly broad shell of hot
10-6 plasma (about 1 kev).

10-7 -The fraction of neonlike krypton ions in
"the ground state is showr on Figure 8. Since

10-8 ..... . the fractional abundance of neonlike ions is'
0.000 0.020 0.040 0.060 0.080 strongly temperature dependent and only

displacement weakly density dependent, it is not too
surprising to observe that the number of
neonlike ions tracks the temperature. The
greater abundances occur for temperatures inFigure 5. Hydrodynamic Profiles as a excess of about 400 ev which is about thefunction of Displacement at 35 nsec. temperature commensurate for the appearance

of neonlike krypton.
A novel way of presenting the results of Shown on Figure 8 are a number of

the numerical simulations is to illustrate localized regions where the fractional
by contour plots the behavior of the abundance of neonlike ions exceed 50 % and a
hydrodynamic variables. The contour plots few regions where it is upwards of about 70%,
complement our earlier figures as well as i.e., in those regions of the plasma anywhere
provide a better picture of the course of from 50 to 70 percent of all the ions are in
events. In the following figures time runs the neonlike ground state. A very propitious
along the vertical axis from 27 to 36 nsec situation, indeed, for our proposed x-ray
and displacement (or radius) runs along the laser scheme!
horizontal axis from the origin out to 0.08
cm. The values of the different colors are Conditions conducive to a population
coded on the Right Hand Side (RHS) of the inversion leading to gain in the lasing
figures. There are several ways to transitions were achieved for six of the.
understand and interpret the results. One of lines considered: the 172, 186 and 184 A 3 po
the easiest is to choose a time and then to 3s transitions, and the 172, 170 and 175 A
observe how the parameters vary from larger 3d to 3 p transitions. Reference to Figure 1
to smaller displacements and simply repeat shows the details of the respective 0
the process for increasing times. Also, much transitions. Gain contours for the 172 A and
of what has already been said is repeated the 184 A 3p-3s lines are shown on Figures 9
here in order to provide commentary with the and 10, respectively. Gains of one or more
results. The radial temperature history is occur in highly localized regions eventually
shown on Figure 6 over distances mainly achieving values in excess of 10/1m for the
confined to the compressed core plasma and 172 A line; and 3/cm for the 184 A line. The
the interaction region. atomic processes contributing to the gain are

predominantly due to recombination and
The brighter regions are primarily the electron impact excitation. The gain for the

result of compressional wave heating or weak 172 A line extends over the largest radial
shocks. The expanding darker regions later region extending from the origin out to about
in time extending from the axis outward 0.048 cm from 28 to 29 nsec. A more
reflect the effects of radiative cooling localized region 9ccurs from 34 to 36 nsec.
while the brighter regions from 34 nsec on Gain for the 184 A line, which is due
indicate heating due to weak shocks moving predominantly to electron collisional
outwards. The temperature peaks around 1 key excitation, is confined to a smaller region
in this region. The ion density is shown on peaking around 35 nsec. Note, that on the
Figure 7 where it is seen that as time scale on the RHS of the gain profiles some of
increases the density along the axis the values represented are negative numbers
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and correspond to the absorption of
radiation.

An identical simulation wgs performed for
an initial velocity of 4.OxlO cm/sec. The
reduced implosion velocity resulted in a
lower temperature and a correspondingly
smaller fraction of neonlike krytpon qear the
axis. The resulting gain in the 172 A 3p-3s
line is shown in Figure 11; gains in excess
of 5/cm are achieved over temporal and
spatial scales comparable to those in Figure
9. Gains in the other transitions considered
were somewhat smaller than thosý obtained at
an implosion velocity of 4.5xi0 cm/sec.

The major point to be made is that it is
possible to achieve a population inversion
and gain in all of the expected lasing lines
from our imploding plasma simulations. The
final confirmation of whether this approach
is feasible is currently unfolding with the
analysis of the experimental observations.
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Fig. 6 Temperature contours as a function of Fig. 9 Gain/cm contours of the 172 A line as a
displacement and time. function of displacement and time.

Fig. 7 Ion density contours as a function of Fig. 10 Gain/cm contours of the 184 A line as a
displacement and time. function of displacement and time.

LU

Fig. 8 Neonlike ion fraction contours as a function Fig. 11 Gain/cm contours of the 172 A line as a
of displacement and time. function of displacement and time. Vo = 4 x 107

cm/sPc.
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OPULATION INVERSION AND POSSIBLE LASING AT

150.6, i54.6 AND 187.3A IN PULSED POWER DRIVEN Z-PINCHES*
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Abstract:

The DNA/PITHON pulsed power generator was used to produce hot, dense, aluminum plasmas in
a Z- nch- onfiguration. The pinch produced 3-cm- and 5-cm-long Al plasmas with densities
- 10?u cm- and temperaturcs 500 eV, with a 25 ns duration. After the implosion, the Al

plasma expanded and coolea for the next 50 ns, producing Li-like Al XI ions by recombination
from He-like Al XII ions. A cime-gated, grazing incidence spectrograph captured three con-
secutive 25 ns duration spectra from the plasma. These spectra provide evidence for popula-
tion inversion and possible lasing at 150.6 (4d-3p) and 154.6A (4f-3d) in Al XI, and also at
187.3A (4-3) in Ne X. A rough estimate of the gain-length product for these lines is 3-4.
From measured K-line yields in neon, using branching ratios and detector response, it was
estimated that the total energy output of these laser lines Z 60 mJ/pulse. Further confir-
mation of lasing requires length scaling and simultaneous on-axis/off-axis measurements.

1. Introduction

Research is underway at NRL, Sandia Labs and Physics International to demonstrate pulsed
power driven X-ray lasers. Such lasers are inherently more efficient than laser-driven
X-ray lasers because focused electrical energy is the most efficient means for pumping an

active, X-ray laser mediuT. Several laboratories have demonstrated X-ray lasers driven by
longer wavelength lasers.T-5 Pulsed power driven Z-pinches can be used directly as the
laser guin media, or alternative y, the copious X-ray emissions from these pinches can be
used to photo-pump adjacent media. The research effort at PI has studied neon-like krypton
lasers in krypton-on-krypton gas puff Z-pinches, resonant photo-excitation of neon ions by
sodium ions from a Z-pinch, and recombination pumped lasers in expanding Z-pinches of neon
and aluminum. This paper reports time-resolved measurements of XUV emissions from recombin-
ing Ne and Al plasmas. Evidence is presented for anomalous brightness of the 4d-3p and
4t-3d lines of Al XI at 150.6 and 154.6A, and of the Ne X 4-3 line at 187.3A. The spatial
and temporal variations of these line intensities, when compared with several n = 3-2 and
n = 4-2 lines of Al XI and Ne X, suggest inversions and gains. Gain-length products of 3-4
are estimated. The energy/pulse in these laser lines is estimated to be Z 60 mJ.

2. Experimental Results

Figure I is a schematic drawing of the experimental configuration that was used to pro-
duce ghe Ne and Al plasmas. Neon gas puff Z-pinches are driven by the DNA/PITHON gener-
ator. Multi-megampere currents cause the puff to implode on to a 1.6-mm-diameter capillary
load on axis. The capillary is of low mass parylene with an aluminum coating on the out-
side. The neon implosion heats the Al to fo r M a lInear plasma, which is estimated to have a
density (during the 25 ns implosion) of Z 10 cm-i and a temperature of Z 500 eV. X-ray

spectra reveal that the Ne and Al plasmas are in K-shell ionization states during the 25 ns
implosion. After the implosion, the plasma at the capillary surface expands and cools,
producing Li-like Al from He-like ions and H-like neon from fully stripped ions.

The recombination thaL produces Al XI and Ne X ions proceeds in two ways: radiative
recombination favors the ground and lower levels of the recombined ion 6 thr~e-body recom-
bination favors the higher lying (Rydberg) levels. For densities 1 10 cm- and temper-
ature - 30 eV, it is estimated that strong population inversions can be produced in the
n = 4 levels of AL X1 and Ne X.

Figure 2 shows the arrangement of the diagnostics. X-ray spectra were obtained trans-
verse to the Z-pinch axis. A time-rebolved, X-ray pinhole camera also viewed the pinch in a
transverse direction. The grazing incidence spectrograph (MCPIGS) viewed the pinch along
its axis. A set of three cross-slits imaged the pinch on to the three framing strips Cf the
MCPIGS. In this manner, the time-gated spectra were also radially resolved. The radial

*Research supported by SDIO/IST and directed by NRE
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resolution was Z1 mm. The field of view covered by each strip was ± 4 mm about the axis of
the pinch.

Figure 3 shows 5 ns X-ray pinhole images of the neon-on-aluminum pinches. To the right
of the images is a trace of the timre-varying voltage from a filtered X-ray diode. This
X-ray diode detects X-rays with energies 1 1 keY, i.e., it is sensitive only to the K-shell
emissions of Ne and Al. As such, this diode measures the hot portion of the Z-pinch. The
temporal locations of the twelve 5-ns frames relative to the X-ray diode trace are shown
below this trace. The pinhole images are identified by frame number as shown. It is ob-
served that the pinch grows from the cathode end and is fully developed along the 3-cm
length of the capillary in frames 5, 6, and 7, which are coincident with the peak X-ray
emission. Also shown on the X-ray diode trace are three 25-ns time-frames, labeled A, B,
and C. These are the frames which were used to capture the XUV spectra with the MCPIGS, as
described later. Note that frame A includes frames 3 through 9 of the pinhole images.
Frames B and C correspond to the post-pinch, expansion phase, during which the K-shell X-ray
emissions are observed to be greatly decreased. During frames B and C, the aluminum and
neon plasmas expand and cool, allowing the Al XII and Ne XI ions to recombine to Al XI and
Ne X. Tho pinhole camera did not record plasma images during this recombination phase. The
homogeneity of the plasma must be measured by other means. Under the right conditions of
density and temperature in the recombining plasmas, recombination lasers are produced.

We turn now to the MCPIGS spectra. Figure 4 shows the three spectra from a 5-cm-long,
neon-on-aluminum pinch for time frames A, B, and C, as defined in Figure 3. In frame A very
few XUV lines appear, as the pinch is hot, most of the ions are in the K-shells of Al and
Ne, and the radiation is predominantly above 1 keV. A few Li-like Ne lines are observed,
extending to large radii (z 4 mm) from the pinch axis. In frame B, as the K-shell X-ray
emissions decrease rapidly (see Figure 3), the XUV emissions from the L-shells of the Al and
Ne increase dramatically. It is observed that the Ne-like emissions extend to large radii
from the pinch, while the Al lines are confined to the first millimeter or so in radius. Of
particular significance is the fact that the Al XI, 4f-3d and 4d-3p lines (at 150.6 and
154.6A) appear visibly brighter than the Al XI, 4d-2p line. This is very significant,
because the grating, detector and film response favor the 4d-2p wavelength. The anomalous
brightness of the 4-3 lines suggests a population inversion in Al XI. In the third frame,
C, it appears that the 4 d- 2 p line becomes brighter than the 4-3 lines. This is as expected
in a non-inverted medium, and rules out systematic effects as the cause of the strong
anomaly observed in frame B.

Digitized spectra from a 3-cm-long, Ne-on-Al Z-pinch are shown in Figure 5. These
spectra correspond to time frames A and B (as shown), with the continuum background sub-
tracted, and with the instrument dispersion as well as overall response unfolded. It is
pointed out that although they are not apparent in Figure 4, the 4-2 and 4-3 lines of Al XI
do appeac on the raw film in Frame A, and thus in Figure 5. The 4-3 lines are shown at
150.6 and 154.6A on the figure. A double arrow points to the 4d-2p line at 39.2A. It is
obvious from Figure 5 that the 4-3 lines are brighter than the 4-2 line in frame B, but much
weaker than the 4-2 line in frame A. This reversal in line intensities strongly suggests an
n = 4-3 inversion, and possible lasing at 150.6 and 154.6A. The results shown in Figure 5
were obtained with a 3-cm-long pinch. To examine whether a longer pinch would produce more
dramatic increases in the Al XI 4-3 lines, a 5-cm-long pinch was tried.

Figure 6 shows a single time-frame (corresponding roughly to frame B of Figure 5), of the
XUV spectrum from this longer pinch. Again, the 4f-3d and 4d-3p lines are the brightest
lines in thu entire spectrum. Both lines are more intense than the 4d-2p line, signif-
icantly more so than for the 3-cm-long pinch. The high intensity of the 4f-3d and 4d-3p
lines strongly suggests lasing. Figure 6 also shows evidence for possible lasing in Ne X on
the 4-3 line at 187.2A. The Ne X, 4-2, Balmer-p line is at 48.55A, which is not resolved
from the Al XI, 3p-2s resonance line at 48.3A. Although it is not obvious on the digitized
spectrum (because these spectra were averaged over radii up to 2 mm), the raw film from the
MCPIGS does resolve these lines, and the Ne X, 4-2 line is about half as bright as the
Al XI, 3 p- 2 s line. With this estimate, the Ne X, 4-3 line on Figure 6 is then a factor of
two to three times brhter than the 4-2 line. Under non-lasing conditions, the 4-3 line
should be three times weaker than the 4-2 line. Again, this anomalous brightness of the 4-3
line is presented as evidence for lasing at 187.2A in Ne X. The presence of many Ne VIII
lines in this frame suggests that the Ne X lasing might have occurred during an early
portion of the 25-ns frame duration. Finer time-resolution might reveal more striking
evidence for lasing. In any case, the factor of nine higher intensity of the No X, 4-3 line
implies a laser with a gain-length product of Z 3.

As a further check, a Z-pinch of pure neon was produced by imploding a neon-on-neon
doutle puff, with no capillary on axis. In this configuration, an annular, supersonic Ne
puff is imploded on to an inner coaxial Ne puff. A single 25-ns frame of the time-resolved
spectrum from this pinch is shown in Figure 7. Here it is clearly seen that the Ne X, 4-2,
Balmer-p line is brighter than the 4-3 line. This is as expected in a non-inverted medium
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and confirms the lasing observed in Figure 6. That is, errors in unfolding the instrument
response, etc., are not responsible for the anomalous spectra shown in Figure 6. In com-
paring the relative intensities of the No X, 4-2 and 4-3 lines, it is important to assess
the effects of optical trapping on these lines. A worst-case estimate of the 4-2 opacity
was made by assuming that recombination fed the n = 2 level as rapidly as the n = 3 and 4
levels. This gave the n = 2 level population during the 25-ns interval. For this popula-
tion, the line-averaged optical depth of the 4-2 line was estimated to be 0.01 cm-1. For a
plasma length of 3 cm, this gives an opacity of 0.03, which allows the neglect of optical
trapping effects.

A crucial test of whether the Al XI and Ne X lines are indeed lasing would be to simul-
taneously measure the XUV spectra on-axis and off-axis with two MCPIG spectrographs. These
measurements are planned tor the near future. Another acid test of lasing in such ASE media
is to perform a methodical length scaling. If the lasing lines exhibit exponential growth,
while non-lasing, optically thin lines show linear growth, lasing will be confirmed. For
example, the 4p-3s line of Al XI at 141.ýA is one such non-lasing line. Comparison of 4d-3p
and 4f-3d lines with this line would allow confirmation of lasing. Since these lines are
separated by only a 15A wavelength interval, the de-convolution of the spectograph and
micro-channel detector response is more reliable. At this stage, we offer the spectra of
Figures 5, 6, and 7 as tentative evidence for lasing at 150.6, 154.6, and 187.3A.

Another argument for lasing at 150.6 and 154.6A in Al XI proceeds as follows: the
absolute yields on the Ne X, 2-1 and 3-I lines (in the X-ray spectrum) were measured using
thermoluminescent detectors (TLD) and calibrated X-ray crystal spectrometers, as 2000 and
400 joules, respectively. These values are shown in Table 1. The table also shows yields
for several other lines, which are derived from these measured line yields. For example, by
a simple branching ratio from the 3-1 line, the Ne X, 3-2 line at 65.5A (in the XUV MCPIGS

Table 1. Measured and estimated line yields; NeX and AIXI.

Wavelength Yield
Line (Angstroms) (Joules) Method by Which Yield was Determined

NeX, 2 to 1 12.13 2,000 Thermoluminescent detectors (TLDs) and crystal

spectroscopy

NeX, 3 to 1 10.24 400 X-ray crystal spectroscopy and oscillator strengths

NeX, 3 to 2 65.5 16 Branching ratio from n = 3

AIXI - 4f to 3d 154.5 50 (into 4 n ster.) Estimated MCPIG response and intensity relative
OR to the H-like neon 3 to 2 line. (Lasing is assumed

AIXI - 4d to 3p 150.5 0.05 (lasing into 1073 ster.) into 0.001 steradian)

AIXI - 3d to 2p 52.4 12 Intensity with

AIXI - 3p to 2s 48.3 11 respect to

AIXI - 4d to 2p 39.2 9 NeX, 3 to 2 line

spectrum, Figures 5, 6, and 7) emits 16 joules. With this 65.5A line as a reference, the
Al XI lines listed in the table were all assigned estimated yields, by comparison with the
reference line in the XUV spectra. This comparison shows that the 4d-3p and 4f-3d lines
should have emitted 50 joules into 4 n steradians, to account for their relative strengths on
the film. But a non-inverted medium would allow these lines to emit no more than -1 joule
each, if the 4d-2p line emits 9 joules. There is clearly an anomaly. This anomaly may be
removed if the 4-3 lines were emitted into a smaller solid angle in the direction of the
MCPIGS spectrograph. The spatial localization of thý 4-3 lines on the film gives an est-
imate of the solid angle for axial emission of 1 10- steradian. With this small solid
angle, Z 50 mJ of emission on the 4f-3d line would account for the observed spectra. We
conclude that the anomalous brightness of the 4-3 lines in Figures 5 and 6 is consistent
with 50 mJ lasers emitting into a narrow solid angle in the direction of the axial, MCPIGS
spectograph. At a distance of 2.0 meters from the pinch (the location of the MCPIGS imaging
cross-slits), the "footprint" of these lasers is estimated to be z 7 cm in diameter. Since
the cross-slits were only 9 mm apart, alignment of the instrument with the laser beams is
clearly not a problem. Optical trapping of the 4d-2p lPne could also bu responsible for the
anomaly described above. The effects of opacity require a detailed atomic model.
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A rough estimate of the gain in these lasers is made as follows: from a simple branching
ratio one expects the 4d-2p line to emit about three times as many photons as the 4d-3p
line. Taking into account instrument response, we record the 4d-3p line as emitting nine
times as many photons as the 4d-2p line on axis. The 4d-3p line, therefore, is anomalously
bright by a factor of 27. A factor of 27 anomaly cor esponds to a gain-length product of
4.8. For a 3-cm-long plasma the gain is then 1.6 cm-i. It should be noted that optical
trapping of the 4d-2p line (which could be important in the Al XI plasma) would reduce this
gain. ý8 ch giin coefficients are consistent with recombination lasing, based on a density
of - 10 cm- and a temperature of - 30 eV. To reiterate, this gain estimate has neglected
the effects of opacity on the 3d-2p line, collisional excitation of the 3d level from the 2p
level, non-uniform plasma conditions, etc. A more rfined estimate requires detailed atomic
modeling. Such models are under development.

3. Discussion

Time-gated, XUV spectra from rapidly recombining plasmas of Al and Ne have shown that the
4f-3d and 4d-3p lines of Al XI are much brighter than the 4d-2p line. Also, the 4-3 line of
Ne X was shown to be brighter than the Ne X, 4-2 line. These anomalous line ratios, com-
bined with the spatial and temporal localization of the 4-3 lines, suggest inversion and
lasing on these lines at wavelengths of 150.6, 154.6, and 187.3A. Rough estimates of the
gain (- 1.6 cm- 1 ) and energy/pulse (Z 60 mJ) of these lasers is consistent with a three-body
recombination pumping mechanism. Further confirmation of lasing requires simultaneous on-
axis/off-axis measurements, which are in preparation. Length scaling is also planned. The
data presented in this paper are offered as early evidence for the first pulsed power driven
X-ray lasers. Even in their unoptimized state, these lasers have already produced power
levels (- 2 MW) comparable to those demonstrated at Livermore1'' using glass laser drivers.
The energy/pulse estimated for these lasers is a factor of 100 higher than that produced in
glass-laser driven X-ray lasers. The efficiency of this pulsed power driven approach is
higher. Saturation of these recombination lasers could produce - 1 J laser bursts.
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Figure 2. Schematic drawing of experimental apparatus used
to diagnose Z-pinch plasmas produced on PITHON.
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Figure 5. Digitized XUV spectra from a 3 cm long neon-on-aluminum Z-pinch.

The two spectrums each represent 25 ns of emission.
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Figure 6. Digitized XUV spectrum from a 5 cm long, neon-on-aluminum Z-pinch. The

emissions were recorded for 25 ns following peak X-ray output.
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Abstract

This invited paper describes recent experimental results demonstrating amplification of
spontaneous emission in the XUV spectral region. The gain medium is a rapidly expanding
recombining cylindrical plasma produced by laser irradiation of thin fibre targets.
Moderately large laser gain between 1-5 cm- 1 has been observed in transitions of hydrogenic
(C VI and F IX) and Li-like (AL Xl and Cl XV) ions. This work has been carried out at the
Central Laser Facility of the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory by various groups using the
high power VULCAN laser.

Introduction

In recent years, considerable progress has been made in the field of XUV laser research.
Amplification has now clearly been demonstrated in several discrete transitions in the
VUV/XUV spectral wavelength region between 50 to 250 A. In all the successful experiments,
laser produced plasmas were used as the qain media where pumping was achieved either via
collisions (Ne-like and Ni-like schemes 1 ,2) or via recombination (H-like 3 , 4 or Li-lik-
systems 5 ). This paper reviews the current status of the x-ray laser pr-n11:n carried out at
the Central Laser Facility of the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory by various university
groups and in-house RAL staff. The work concentrates on the recombination pumped scheme
and its isoelectronic scaling to shorter wavelengths. Both, hydrogenic (C VI and F IX) and
Li-like systems (Al XI and C1 XV) have been investigated in plasmas produced by laser
irradiation of thin fiber targets. The Li-like results will be discussed by P Jaegle else-
where in these proceedings. Preliminary spectrographic x-ray observations taken from
aluminium targets irradiated by a picosecond high power KrF laser pulse are described. In
addition, initial experimental results studying the hydrodynamics of ribbon targets are
given. Finally, a joint recombination-photopumping x-ray laser scheme for amplification in
the 'water window' is discussed.

Background

Highly ionized plasmas produced by optical lasers have long been identified as potential
media for laser amplification in the XUV spectral region. Population inversion can be
obtained either by collisional excitation, photo-pumping, or by recombination. In the
latter case, the inversion arises as the highly ionized plasma cools and recombines
preferentially into the upper states which cascade to the ground states. If the upper laser
level is sufficiently populated by collisional recombination and the lower laser level is
rapidly depleted by radiative decay, large gains can be developed on the 3-2, 4-3 and 5-4
transitions in H-, Li-, and Na-like ions, respectively.

Rapid cooling of the plasma is essential for the recombination scheme. This can be
achieved either by adiabatic expansion of a cylindrical plasma or by doping the plasma with
medium to high Z ions to increase the radiative losses. Adiabatic cooling has been exten-
sively investigated using the carbon fiber scheme. A thin carbon fiber 7 Pm in diameter
uncoated or coated with various elements is heated with a short 70 ps laser pulse. Due to
the small diameter of the fiber target, rapid expansion occurs resulting in an efficient
cooling. Secondly, the small mass reduced optical trapping of the lower laser level.
Computer simulations have well established the optimum energy content of the plasma as a
function of its mass and the duration of the heating pulse 6 . Two regimes exist; a thin
layer of the fiber target is ablated or the fiber is burnt completely. The first regime is
energetically advantageous. All the experimental results described in this paper were
obtained when a thin layer of the target was ablated.

The recombination scheme can easily be scaled to shorter wavelengths by moving along the
isoelectronic sequence to higher Z ions. The wavelength A is proportional toZ-. The
pump energy can be estimated by comparing the collisional radiative model and the laser
ablation model. The electron temporature scales as Teo< Z2 (from the CR model) and
Te 0< Z 2 / 9 14/9 (from ablation model). It follows that the required pump laser intensity
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scales as ne c< Z7 , consequently, to produce shorter wavelength x-ray lasers the heating
laser pulse must be of shorter duration and wavelength.

Facility and Diagnostics

The VULCAN high power Nd:glass laser is being used for XUV/x-ray laser experiments. The
laser provides 150 J in 70 ps pulses on target in six second harmonic beams. Each beam is
focused onto a cylindrical target by using a lens and off-axis mirror arrangement 7 . The
line foci are 7 mm long and 25 pm wide. The six laser beams are arranged as three pairs of
opposing beams. All the pairs are either superimposed or each pair can be spatially trans-
lated along the length of the target to obtain a longer line focus length. The targets are
aligned to an accuracy of a few microns in space and less than 1 mrad in direction by using
a split field imaging system.

The principle diagnostics are a pair of time resolving flat field XUV spectrographs 8 .
One of the instruments is aligned along the plasma axis, while the other views the full
length of the plasma at an angle of 35 degrees to the axis. The temporal and spectral
resolution of both instruments is 100 ps and 0.5 A, respectively. These instruments,
including filters, have been absolutely calibrated using synchrotron radiation 9 .
Additional diagnostics included x-ray pinhole cameras to measure the plasma length and
uniformity, and a plasma calorimeter array to record the laser energy absorbed in the
plasma.

Experimental Results

a) Hydrogenic Carbon (C VI)

Carbon fiber targets 7 pm in diameter were irradiated with one pair of opposed laser beams
for lengths up to 5.5 mm and with two axially displaced pairs for lengths between 5.5 mm
and 9.5 mm. The beams were masked to vary the irradiated target length and care was taken
to ensure that irradiation was as uniform as possible. The carbon fibers were supported at
one end only to provide unrestricted access to the XUV spectrograph viewing the system
axially. The incident laser energy was 25 J cm- 1 in 70 ps. With a measured absorption
fraction of about 10% of the incident laser energy, the absorbed energy was 2.6 ± 0.6 J cm-1 .
The heated plasma lengths were varied from 1.5 to 9.5 mm. The time resolved spectrograph
was absolutely calibrated with synchrotron radiation and after allowing for the measured
contributions to the H8 and HY lines of high-order grating reflections of resonance lines,
the absolute intensities of the Balmer lines were determined as a function of time for each
plasma length. Figure I shows the line intensities of He and H8 versus length 975 ps after
the peak of the laser pulse. A clear exponential growth of line intensity with length is
observed on the Ha transition at 182 A. The data was fitted by the function exp(gl-1),
resulting in a best fit of g = 4.1 ± 0.6 cm- 1 . This corresponds to an amplification of
about 50 in the longest plasma case. Computer modelling of the data predicts a gain
coefficient which is larger at earlier times and does not persist for as long as observed
experimentally.

b) Hydrogenic Fluorine (F IX)

The isoelectronic scaling of the hydrogenic recombination scheme to shorter wavelengths was
investigated by using fluorine as the lasant ion when carbon fibers 7 Pm in diameter were
coated with 0.5 pm of LiF. All six green laser beams were superimposed to give the required
energy per unit length and irradiation uniformity. The incident laser energy was varied
over a large range from 50 to 150 J cm- 1 , allowing the dependence of the gain as a function
of the input laser energy to be studied. The laser pulse duration was 70 ps. Axial and
transverse spectrographs were used to time resolve the emission in the range of 40-100 A.
a comprehensive set of data was taken for targets lengths from I to 5.5 mm. Analysis
of the pinhole camera brightnesses, relative intensities of H-like and He-like transitions
and laser beam energies resulted in the classification of three distinct regimes. These
three groups correspond to absorbed energies of 6 ± 2 J cm- 1 , 10 ± 2 J cm- 1 , and 14 ± 2 Jcm- 1 .
Although the absorbed laser energies were not measured directly, these values were derived
from the known absorption fraction, measured in similar fiber target experiments to be 10%
of the incident laser energy. Figure 2 shows the ratio of axial to transverse He intensity
at as a function of target length 250 ps after the laser pulse.

As clearly can be seen in figure 2, three distinct regimes are observed. In the very
low Ei/ case no amplification is observed. In fact, the measurements can be fitted by an
attenuation coefficient of -0.5 ± 0.5 cm- 1 . A large gain coefficient of 5.5 ± 1 cm- 1 is
observed for the medium energy range. Whereas, the gain coefficient is reduced to
3 ±1 cm- 1 for very large absorbed energies, indicating that the plasma is overheated.
These three distinct regimes are also observed when the intensities of HQ obtained from
the axial spectrograph are plotted as a function of target length. A similar behaviour of the
peak gain as a function of the coupled laser energy is observed in simulations. A
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one-dimensional Lagrangian hydrocode is used for modelling of the experimental data. The
code also predicts the three gain regimes as observed experimentally. See figure 3. Below
an absorbed energy of 4 J cm- 1 no significant gain is calculated. Whereas, a gain
coefficient of about 4 cm- 1 is obtained for absorbed •nergies from 10-15 J cm- 1 . The
gain begins to fall off for energies larger than 15 J cm-
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The measured peak gain as a function of time was also compared with the simulations for an
absorbed energy of 10 J cm- 1 . See figure 4. The code predicts a similar peak gain and is
in much better agreement with the experiment than in the previous carbon work. This is due
to the inclusion of Stark broadening and p-level splitting in the code. The measured peak
gain occurs, however, slightly later in time and has a broader temporal profile than the
code results. It is unclear whether the disagreement on the time behaviour is due to
incomplete modelling of the expansion, or to small scale laser plasma instabilities
affecting the uniformity of expansion at early times.
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c) Hyrdrogenic Aluminium (Al XIII)

Initial experiments have been carried out to study the ionization balance of an aluminium
plasma produced with a picosecond high power KrF laser. The use of picosecond short
wavelength laser pulses is essential for recombination pumped aluminium x-ray lasers with
the lasing transition in the water window. This is due to the strong scaling of the initial
electron density with atomic number (no ,xZ 7 ).
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Aluminium targets have been irradiated with 3 ps, I J KrF laser pulses. The laser beam
was focused onto the target with an f/2.5 aspheric lens. Irradiances of up to 1017 W cm- 2

were achieved on the target surface. The primary di&•nostics were time integrating and
time resolving x-ray spectrographs. These instruments allowed the electron temperature
and density to be determined via line ratios and Stark broadening measurements. The
diameter of the focal spot was measured with an x-ray pinhole camera. Figure 5 shows a
streak record taken of an aluminium plasma produced with an irradiance of 3 x 1016 W cm- 2

on the solid target. H-like and He-like transitions are clearly observed. Preliminary
analysis of the x-ray spectrum with RATION indicates a density of about 2 x 1022 cm- 3 with
a temperature of about 400 eV. The short picosecond pulse was, however, preceded by a
relatively large prepulse 10 ns in duration. Consequently, a large plasma corona was
produced before the main short pulse interacted with the target. The x-ray emission then
primarily occurs from densities near the critical density. When the prepulse was kept
small the x-ray spectrum was distinctly different. The Al He6 transition is now very broad
and intense, while the Al Hey and Ly6 lines are almost nonexistent. This spectral behaviour
is consistent with x-ray emission from very dense plasmas. These x-ray spectra are the
first single shot x-ray measurements taken on targets which were irradiated with picosecond
,aser pulses.

Hydrodynamics of Stripe and Ribbon Targets

Amplification with moderate gain has clearly been demonstrated on various discrete
transitions in the XUV spectral wavelength region between 81 A and 182 A. Population
inversion by recombination was obtained by rapidly cooling a cylindrical plasma produced
by laser irradiation of small mass thin fiber targets. This approach has, however, severdl
shortcomings. Not only are fiber targets difficult to handle, but also the coupling of the
incident laser energy is inefficient. Further, fiber targets are not very well suited for
multipass cavity operation. Consequently, initial experiments have been carried out to
investigate stripe and ribbon targets for recombination pumped x-ray lasers. In particular,
the hydrodynamic behaviour of thin foil formvar targets overcoated with a narrow stripe of
aluminium (50 om wide and 300 pm in thickness) and free standing At ribbon targets
(350 wm in thickness) was examined. Preliminary results show that the formvar targets did
not behave as expected. Laser energy spilling and lateral energy transport over onto the
plastic substrate seem to create two large regions of cold overdense plasma on either side
of the expanding stripe. This restricts the cylindrical flow causing a slower rate of
expansion and cooling than predicted by modelling. in addition to this, fluid instabilities
have been observed at the hot aluminium-cold plast. plasma interface. On the other hand,
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the expansion of the ribbon targets followed theoretical predictions more closely. Fiqurc 6

shows two optical Schlieren images of a laser irradiated aluminium ribbon target.

Joint Recombination-Photopumping Scheme

A novel x-ray laser scheme is proposed which is based on the adiabatically cooled
recombination laser, but augmented with a linc9 coincidence photopump. The photopumping
relies on the accidental coincidence between a transition in Be-like Mn which acts as the
pump, and either a hydrogenic fluorine or a Li-like calcium transition to obtain gain at
81 A or 39 A, respectively. In the first case Mn 1s 2 2s2p 3 P2 - ls 2 2s3d 313 3 pumps the
F IX Is - 3p transition, whereas in the latter case the Mn line is used to pump the
Ca Is 2 2s 2 S1/ 2 ,3/ 2 - Is 2 5p 2 p,/2 transition.

The experimental drrangement !w, the Li-like Ca laser is shown in figure 7. Three laser
beams delivering about 75 J in 70 .~s are focused on a CaF 2 coated carbon fiber. Th,,
photo:umping flashlamp separated from the fiber target by about 50 um consists of a I sim
thick plastic foil supporting a thin layer of Mn. Three laser beams are locused onto the
Mn target and are delayed 100-200 ps in time relative to the hemas which heat the fiber
target. Numerical simulations show a gain of about 2 cm-I is obtained when a photopump
of modal photon density of 0.01 is present. No gain is seen in the. simulations if the
photopump is turned off.
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PHOTOPUMPED SHORT WAVELENGTH LASERS IN XENON AND KRYPTON
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Abstract

We report studies of snort wavelength lasers in Xe IlI at 108.9 nm and in Kr Ill at 90.7 nm. The
inversion mechanism in these systems is inner shell photoionization followed by selective Auger
decay. Data presented include the demonstration of gain and the measurement of the upper and lower
level natural lifetimes of the laser transitions. Computer models used to simulate the output of
the gain demonstration experiments are discussed. These simple models can explain the observed
output, without need to consider any effects other than amplified spontaneous emission on the
dynamics of the system.

The first demonstration of a short wavelength laser pumped by Auger decay following photoionization was
recently reported by the authors. ' In this experiment, soft x-rays emitted from a laser produced plasma ionize
inner-shell 4d electrons in neutral xe,-on gas. The resulting highly excited Xel atoms rapidly undergo Auger
decay to various excited states of Xe++. The relative Auger decay rates ant' level degcneraclos are such that a
population inversion is created between the Xe+* 5sO5p 6 1 S0 and 5s'5ps 1P1 states, and laser gain is observed at
the transition wavelength of 108.9 nm. The analogous transition in krypton, Kr* 4s0 4p 6 ISO to 4sl4p5 'P,. is
similarly inverted at a wavelength of 90.7 nm. 2

The experimental apparatus used to demonstrate gain is shown in Fig. 1.1 A Nd-doped glass laser pulse (40-
70J, 0.1-1 nsec) is focused onto a tantalum target to form a thin. 9 cm long plasma soft x-ray source.
Radiation from the plasma ionizes xenon or krypton gas in a 3mmx3mmx9cm channel opposite the plasma and
1-2 cm away from it. The channel is covered with a 150 nm thick parylene filter which confines the active
region since it is transparent to the pump soft x-rays but opaque to the short wavelength laser radiation. The
excited length or the gain region is varied by shadowing portions of the channel from the pumping radiation;
emission from gas in the channel is expected to increase non-linearly with pumped length if there is laser ain.
The photodetector is a specially designed soft x-ray streak camera using a microchannel plate photocathode. The
camera views the gas in the channel through a vacuum spectrometer. The system has a spectral resolution of
1.5 nm, a time resolution of 200 psec, and is sensitive to single photons. The spectrometer is scparatcd from
the target chamber by a LiF window in the case of Xenon, and by a capillary array window and differential
pumping arrangement in the case of Krypton.

Gain is observed at both the Xe*÷ 108.9 nm transition, as seen in Fig. 2, and at the Kr** 90.7 nm transition.
as seen in Fig. 3.2 The data were fitted using a spectrally integrated brightness function,' which yields the
line center gain coefficient. The xenon data were taken using 55 J of laser pump energy in a I nsec pulse, with
a target-channel distance of 2 cm. The curve yields a gain coefficient of 0.8 cm- 1 . 80% enriched 136 Xe was
used for these measurements to limit the effects of hyperfine splitting on the gain of the transition. For
Krypton, no separated isotope was used, the pump pulse width was narrowed to 0.5 nsec, and the target-channel
distance was narrowed to 1 cm. The indicated curve (a) is a fit to data taken with 50 J of pump energy,
yielding a gain coefficient of 0.5 cm-I and (b) is a fit to data taken with 38 J of pump energy, yielding a gain
coefftcient of 0.7cm-1.

In the case of the xenon, ýhe output pulse width is generally about 600 psec. narrc .ing to 450 psec at the
highest intensities, and widening to somewhat over 1 nsec at the lowest intensities. A double pulse structure is
often observed at intermediate intensities, for which our best explanation is superfluorescent ringing. In the
case of Krypton, the pulse width is always less than 300 psec, near the resolution limit of our detector.

Measurements were made using 3 single end mirror with the xenon laser to enhance output in a double pass
geometry. The reflector used was a lithium fluoride window, which has a calculated surface reflectivity of
about 10% at 108.9 nm. 4 In this experiment, the pump laser is focused to a line 9 cm long inside a I cm deep
by 3 nm wide slot. Emission is observed from a region close to the plasma target. About 4 J of laser energy
is necessary to show substantial gain on the 108.9 nm transition in this geometry. Gain is measured by
alternately blocking and unblocking the mirror and varying the pumped length. As shown in Fig. 4, the mirror
enhances the output. Curve (a) is a fit to data with the reflector and curve (b) fits data without the reflector.
The relatively small enhancement of output intensity in the multipass geometry, relative to the measured gain
along the channel, may be explained by output saturation and the fact that gain is present in the system for a
time comparable to or shorter 'han the optical round trip time in the channel.

In addtion to studtjing these xenon and krypton trarCsitios, we searcied for other lines ir' trie wavelength
range of 50 to 100 nm in xeno-'. krypton, and argon. No otier lasing transitions were found in eitner tne channel
configuratior or in tie s;ct confiqurat:n using a 30j, 1013 psec pump pulse.
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The lifetimes of the upper and lower laser levels in xenon and krypton were measured using the technique of
time correlated photon counting 5 (TCPC) in conjunction with a high repetition rate laser produced plasma x-ray
source. 206 In TCPC, single photons are detected from the excited gas following repetitive impulsive excitation.
The time interval between the excitation pulse and detection of a fluorescence photon is measured and after
many detected photons, a histogram of photon arrival times is constructed showing decay of the excited state.
The apparatus is shown in Fig. 5. A q-switched, mode-!ocked Nd:YAG laser is focused oCto a rotating metal
target rod. ]he output of the laser consists of bursts of about 20 pulses at a 10 nsec interpulse interval, with
each pulse 100 psec long. The burst repetition rate is up to 500 Hz. Each pulse has an energy of up to 701iJ and
is focused by a 10 cm lens to a power density of about 1011 W/cm 2 on the target. Soft x-rays from the
resulting plasma excite gas surrounding the target, and fluorescence is detected by a microchannel plate
photodetector at the exit slit of a vacuum monochromator. The target cell is separated from the spectrometer
by a differential pumping system. Since some of the fluorescence lines have energies above the neutral gas
ionization threshold, the capillary array window is placed within 1 cm of the excited gas region to minimize
absorption. Care was taken to direct gas flow through the target chamber in such a way that debris from the
plasma does not clog the capillary window. The detection electronics consists of two constant fraction
discriminators, one triggered by a photodiode looking at the laser output, and the other triggered by the
photodetector after amplification. Discriminator outputs are connected to the start and stop inputs of a time-
to-amplitude converter, Whose output is fed to a computer. The data is then displayed and fit to an exponential
decay function.

The time resolution of the system was estimated by observing the emission of a short-lived transition in
Kr t* at 55 nm. Figure 6(a) shows this measurement. The resulting pulse has a FWHM of <300 psec and a
risetime of 125 psec. Figure 6(b) shows a measurement of the Kr+* 90.7 nm laser transition at 1 torr
pressure, along with the resulting fit to the lifetime. The observed lifetimes of the states vary with pressure
due to neutral gas collisional quenching; data is thus taken at several pressures and extrapolated to zero
pressure to get the natural lifetime. The upper state lifetimes in both xenon and krypton, and the lower state
lifetime of krypton, were determined in this manner. In the case of the xenon lower level, the system was
modified by the insertion of an electro-optic pulse selector, so that only one pulse in each burst is passed. This
was done since the upper level lifetime feeds into the lower level on a time scale similar to the 10 nsec pulse
separation, which would have made measurement of the lower level lifetime difficult to fit to using the
original setup. For both lower levels, the lifetime was fit to data at times after the upper level had
substantially decayed. The measured data including the lifetimes and the quenching coefficients is shown in
Table 1.

Computer simulations were developed to model the laser systems. These simulations involve two types of
calculations. The first is a simple, time independent calculation assuming instantaneous pumping of the xenon
gas by the plasma x-raus. This yields cumulative electron and ion densities, as well as the net gain coefficient.
The second simulation is time dependent and takes into account amplified spontaneous emission. This is done to
predict the temporal behavior of the output and to relate predicted local gain coefficients to the experimentally
measured gain of the system as determined by the gain curve fit.

In these simulations, we assume that the plasma spectrum resembles a blackbody emitter with a 30 eV
temperature and that the conversion efficiency of input laser energy to soft x-ray emission is 7%.7 By
calculating absorption of this radiation in the parylene filter 8 and in the gas (using cross sections9 for the 4d,
5s and 5p electrons), the densities of inner-shell and outer-shell ionized atoms and the total electron density
can be determined. Secondary electron production due to electron avalanche ionization is also taken into
account. Excitation densities include integration over the line focus geometry of the system, assuming the
plasma radiates uniformly in all directions. The population inversion density is calculated using relative Auger
decay fractions 2 ,10 of 0.044 and 0.051 for decay of the 4d hole state into the upper and lower laser levels, and
the gain cross section is calculated using standard formulas assuming Doppler broadening. Calculations for the
xenon gain experiment using this time independent model predict an exponential gain coefficient of 1.5 cm- 1

along the 9 cm channel. The excited state density along the slot is calculated to be constant to within 20% of
the average value over 80% of the slot length, and the maximum electron density is predicted to be
1 x 1015cm- 3 .

Since the observed output pulse from the xenon is shorter than the pump pulse, the gain computed above is
expected to be only a rough estimate of the actual measured gain. Thus we developed the time dependent model
to more accurately predict the gain observed, and also to enable us to understand the pulse width behavior of the
system under varying conditions. In this model, three major approximations are made to simplify the
implementation. First, the excited state density of the system is assumed to be uniform over the entire slot.
Second. the photon transit time through the slot is assumed to be small compared to the characteristic time of
both the pump pulse and the output pulse. And third, superfiuorescence effectsii are ignored and the output is
assumed to be determined solely by amplified spontaneous emission.

The time de-1ndon! model approximates the effects of amplified spontaneous emission on the dynamics of the
system by generating a function which, as a function of gain of the channel, approximates the number of photons
exiting the excited region for each spontaneous emission photon emitted in the region. 1nis function is generated
In ;wo steps. The first step is to do a Monte Carlo simulation to generate a distribution function of how far a
photon em;tted in a rarndrm direction from a random place in the channel will travel Cefcor exiting the region.
Then, for any give- gl.' vn the cianneK trts distrnlution fJtincrn is integrated to deteri-i "he average numrer
of photo's exiitng tie exc' ted reg;on. Also genrertýtd 1i this or,',cess is a function wn~ch d,.:o~s ho r'aM c!
these photons w i -x t ,n an r 3(r cone aro- ne a ir,. :))r( xi'r it I ng the Out put be[am cii eŽ .0. " iih ("ITQe'n' t
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This spontaneous emission enhancement function can then be used in a simple rate equation model determining
the dynamics of the system and the intensity of the output beam. In the simulation the upper and lower levels
are filled by Auger decay, and the upper level decays to the lower level through amplified spontaneous emission.
The Monte Carlo and rate equation codes can then be run for several different excited lengths, and the simulation
data fit to the same function the experimental data is fit to. Given a pump pulse length of 1 nsec and a total
pump flux identical to that determined in the time independent model, the time dependent model predicts a
fitted gain parameter of 0.95 cm- 1 . This is in reasonable agreement with the measured 0.8 cm- 1 gain. The
model predicts also that this measured gain is close to saturation in the system.

According to the results of the simulation, the output pulse length should shorten with increasing output
intensity until saturation, when the output pulse has a width of 430 psec. At higher output intensities the
pulse width again increases. Figure 7 shows the experimental pulse width data as a function of intensity; fits
to the time dependent model data are shown as solid lines. Curve (a) is the model result assuming the
predicted pump flux which, as discussed above, yields a reasonable fit to the intensity versus length data.
However, the pulse length in this simulation is longer and increases more rapidly with decreasing length than
the experimental data. By assuming only a 30% higher pump flux and thus higher gain, we obtain better
agreement with the data as shown by curve (b). Thus the behavior of the amplitude and pulse length of the
output can be reasonably accurately simulated using this model with only one empirical parameter. Although the
model involves many simplifying assumptions (for example, it ignores possible electron quenching of the laser
level) we conclude that amplified spontaneous emission is the dominant process determining the behavior of the
xenon laser system.

The model does not, however, predict the observed double pulse output. Possible explanations include non-
uniformities in the pumped gain region such as spatially dependent depletion rates, transit time effects,
electron quenching of the lower level or coherent effects. Superfluorescent behavior might be expected in our
high gain, narrow linewidth gain medium since the coherence time (which is on order of the upper state
lifetime) is longer than the optical transit time through the gain region. Double output pulses have been
predicted and observed in superfluorescent systems.1 1

Efficient extraction of energy from these laser systems is of interest not only in developing practical
applications, but also as a prototype for other photopumped short wavelength lasers. Sher, Macklin, Young, and
Harris 1 2 have demonstrated saturation and extraction of 20 jjJ of energy from a travelling wave amplifier using
the Xe 111 108.9 nm transition. Resonators are another possibility for extracting a coherent beam. Since the
transition is short lived and self terminating, any resonator would have to be either very short, or
synchronously pumped. In the case of short resonators, computer simulations may be helpful to determine the
tradeoff between high single pass gain and the reduced number of passes resulting from an amplified spontaneous
emission reduced gain lifetime. In the case of a synchronously pumped resonator, the resonator transit time
could be made longer than the lower level decay lifetime, and repetitive excitation pulses could produce gain
synchronously with a propagating pulse. This concept may be more practical with the krypton than with the
xenon transition, since it has a shorter lower level lifetime.

In conclusion, we demonstrated gain in two new short wavelength laser systems pumped by inner-shell
photoionization and Auger decay. We measured lifetimes and quenching of the important states, and
demonstrated the use of a reflector for multipass amplification. Time dependent simulations were used to
model the temporal behavior of these systems and to demonstrate that the primary effect determining the
output pulse length of the laser under our pumping conditions is amplified emission. Further studies could
include development of short cavity length or synchronously pumped resonators for these lasers, and the
extension of the Auger pumping scheme to shorter wavelengths.
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Tables

Transition Wavelength Lifetime Quenching Coef.
(nm) (nsec) (torr-sec)-

1

Xe Upper 5s 1 5ps 1 P1 - 5s 0 5p 6 1S0  108.9 4.75 ± 0.15 2.8 ± 0.2 x 10'

Xe Lower 5s 2 5p 4 3P% - 5s15pS 1P1  90.2 20.5 ± 2.0 2.3 ± 0.5 x 107

Kr Upper 4s'4ps IP1 - 4s04p 6 ISO 90.7 2.0 ± 0.1 3.4 ± 0.6 x 107

Kr Lower 4s 2 4p 4 'D2 - 4sl4p5 "P, 78.6 4.5 ± 0.3 1.8 ± 1.1 x 10,

Table 1: Lifetime data for the xenon and krypton upper and lower laser levels. The wavelength, decay time and
collisional quenching coefficient are indicated.

Figures

To detector

Pump laser beam
X-rays '

Target rod

3 x 3 x 90 mm channel

Figure 1 Gain measurement apparatus- showing the pump laser focused to a line on the target rod and the

emission of soft x-rays from the resulting plasma. The channel confines the observed remiuon of the

phototonized gas.
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Figure 2 Intensity as a function of pumped length for xenon emission at 108.9 rim. The solid line indicates

the fit to the data for a gain coefficient of 0.8 cm-1.
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Figure 3 Intensity as a function of length for krypton emission at 90.7 nm. Curve (a) indicates a fit to data

taken with a pump energy of 50 J yielding a gain coefficient of 0.5 cm-1. Cuive (b) indicates a fit
to data taken at a pump energy of 38 J yielding a gain of 0.7 cm-?.
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Figure 4 Intensity as a function of length for xenon 108.9 nm emission. Curve (a) indicates a fit to data

taken with a lithium fluoride reflector yielding a gain coefficient of 1.12 cm- 1 . Curve (b) indicates
a fit to data taken without the reflector and yields a gain of 1.09 cm- 1 .
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Figure 5 lime correlated photon counting apparatus.
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Figure 6 Time correlated photon counting data. (a) shows the time response of the system and (b) shows the

decay of the krypton g9.7 nm transition at 1 torr pressure, with a fitted decay time of 1.84 nsec.
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Figure 7 Pulse length as a function of output intensity for the xenon transition at 108.9 nm. The solid lines

are the model predictions. Curve (b) assumes a 50% higher gain than curve(a).
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Ab.siRACT

In the EUREKA EUROLASER Project it was required the study of excimer laser sources
with a final power up to 10 kw. At the same time the possibility of developing systems
with final power in a lower range has been investigated by some countries. The Italian
group has studied the general characteristics of a system deliverinq a beam with 3 kW
power.

The main features of the system will be: operation with a self-sustained discharge
pumpimg system after x-ray preionization, and optimazation for XeCl, but with the possi-
bility of operation also with F compounds.

During the development of the project, special attention will be dedicated to cavity
studies for the control of the beam quality, to kinetic codes for the control of the di-
scharge phenomena, and to specific studies for the control of pulse duration, both for
short and long pulses. Exploratory work on application studies is also foreseen all along
the development phase of the project.

Some information on distribution of the work, time schedule, costs and international
cooperations will be finally illustrated.

INTRODUCTION

With the declaration of Hannover signed on November the 6th 1985, eighteen European
countries agreed to start a scientific and technological cooperation which goes under the
name of EUREKA.

Subsequently, following the conferences held in London in June the 30th and September
16th 1986 the Eureka project was given a framework within which procedures for prepara-
tion, evaluation, financing and management have been set.

The countries which joined the Eureka prociram are listed in Table 1. The main objecti-
ves set up by the Eureka program are:
1) Increase the productivity and the competitivity of industries and national economies

on international market.
2) Increase welfare and occupation.
3) Control and exploration of vital technologies for European future development.

The organization structure is the following:
- a committee formed by the ministers of scientific research and technology in charge of

approving the presented projects;
- a committee of government's high rapresentative formed by people of outstanding poli-

tical and scientific weight capable of steering each national activity;
- a committee of government delegates in charge of each project capable to drag and enu-

cleate the interests of scientific community and companies toward an industrial compe-
titive project.

The main conditions set up for approval are the followings:
A belong to one of the Eureka specified areas of interest.
S Cooperation among some of the Eureka participating nations.
S Outstanding benefits of the cooperation.
A Development and exploration of new technologies.
A Assurance of a technological progress.
A Qualification of participants.
A Fair autofinancing of participants.
A Civil objectives only.
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EUROLASER (EU6)
OBJECTIVES AND ACHIEVEMENTS

At the date of september 15th 1987 the Italian partecipation to the Eureka approved
projects is related to an overall number of 47 projects. The laser field is covered by six
projects three of which have been a natural spin off of the Eurolaser (EU6) project.

The EU6 project was approved and took into consideration the definition phase for:

A) Present interests: Carbon dioxide laser; Solid state laser; Excimer laser.
B) Future interest: Carbon monoxide laser; Free electron laser.
C) Other lasers for industry

The originating partners for the Eurolaser (EU6) program were originally:
Federal Republic of Germany, France, Italy, United Kingdom

To this original set of countries other countries added later on to the definition
phase. They are: Austria, Belgium, Denmark, France, F.R.G., Greece, Italy, Netherland,
U.K., Spain.

The Eurolaser program has so far generated five indipendent laser programs as a natu-
ral spin off. Two C02 laser projects; two excimer projects and one solid state project.
(see Table 2 for general informations).

EUROLASER: EUROPEAN EXCIMER GROUP ORGANIZATION

An overall number of about 80 companies and scientific organizations have participated
to the Eurolaser excimer definition phase. The project was subdivided in work packages and
these workpackages grouped in five main areas. Each area was coordinated by one of the na-
tional coordinators as follows:
1) application and market analysis. (U. Schmidt - KWU - F.R.G.)
2) Excimer laser concept and system aspects. (E.J. Spalding - UKAEA - UK)
3) Excimer laser components. (T. Letardi - ENEA - Italy)
4) Excimer laser discharge (M. Gaillard - Laboratoires de Marcoussis - France)
5) Excimer laser optics (U. Brinkmann - Lambda Physik - F.R.G.)

The outcome of this work will not be described here. We will limit ourselves in this
article to describe the italian contribution to the definition phase of the Eurolaser
(EU6) excimer group which constituted the basis for the spin off of the EU213 Excimer la-
ser project (Hipulse) indicated in Table 2.

EUROLASER: ITALIAN EXCIMER GROUP ORGANIZATION

The participation of the Italian Excimer group to the Eurolaser excimer definition
phase brought up a proposal for a lower power excimer laser (3 kW) than originally propo-
sed by the enternational Eurolaser excimer group (10 kW).

The italian working group was organized in a way similar to the international working
group (Table 3) and each group of workpackages was headed by a coordinator. The coordina-
tors were in charge of coordinating the work performed by each company and scientific in-
stitution involved in the respective workpackages of interest. In the reference list are
indicated the contribution which made possible the completion of the italian definition
phase and which are the basis of this communication 1l through 20].

THE ITALIAN 3 KW PROPOSAL

1. General features
The cooperation among the italian participants brought up the proposal of a rare gas
halide (RGH) laser system which might deliver a laser radiation with a power of 3 kW.
This kind of high power UV laser output system could be very useful for industrial ap-
plication. In particular, if the system is combined with other laser technologies, the
high power laser beam can have different characteristics, such as:
1. the low far-field divergence (up to diffraction limit);
2. the wavelength tuning or wavelength shift;
3. the controlled laser output pulse duration (up to picosecond);
4. the spatially uniform intensity output.
A laser beam with these features is very attractive for material processing, photoche-
mistry and so on. ,t12
The mean power of a pulsed laser source can be increased varying the repetition rate,
which in turn effects the gas flow speed in the discharge region, or varying the ener-
gy p'r pulse.
In order to increase the energy per pulse the active volume must be increased, because
it has been experimentally verified that the efficiency decreases as the energy densi-
ty in the active volume increases, so that the energy per pulse must be increased with
the discharge volume at constant energy density. Currently, few J/l can be extracted
from an efficiently operated RGH source.
The maximum length of the active volume is limited by absorption processes and by con-
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siderations about the problems concerning the amplification of spontaneous emission,
to about 1 m. A further increase in the active volume can be done only increasing the
cross section of the laser beam.

2. Discharge region features
Usually the discharge transverse dimensions (H, W) cannot be too much different, so
that we can realistically assume H - W.
However, there are several factors which limit the discharge dimensions. We can summa-
rize them as follows.
1. Rise time of the discharge current in the laser cell. Indeed the discharge circuit

inductance, which the rise time of the discharge current is proportional to, is
increased with the discharge cross section. On the other hand, the useful pumping
time, for present systems, is always lower than about 1 psec, which imposes a li-
mitation on the inductance.

2. Skin depth effects, which limit the maximum height of the discharge to the pene-
tration of the current in the active volume. If we take the discharge conductivity
of 0.02/ ,1 • cm for the usual XeCl discharge, a simple estimation shows that the
skin depth is ,<, 20 cm.

It is well known that discharge in F, mixtures are less stable than in HCI mixtures,
and these limits, therefore, are mor- and more severe with increasing the active volu-
me. So, the active volume may be different for F9 mixture or HCI mixture. In conclu-
sion, in order to reach the final goal of a 3 kW laser system, we took into conside
ration two kinds of technologies, first: the hiah repetition rate laser, and second
the high energy per-pulse laser.
Tipically they might be (see Table 5)

no. I system:
1 J/pulse; reptition rate 3 kHz; active volume I Liter;

no.II:
10 J/pulse; repetion rate 300 Hz; active colume 10 Liter.

3. Optical cavity features
Usual configurations of optical cavities, such as stable configurations or plano-plano
mirrors, easily achieve divergence of the laser beam in the region of few millira-
dians, which means more than an order of magnitude higher than the diffraction limit.
However, the possibility of decreasing the divergnce is very attractive because in
this way the power density can be increased, with higher accuracy of material machi-
ning. Recently many schemes of unstable cavities have been used with excimer lasers,
both in the positive branch and in the negative branch configuration. It is now clear
that low divergence diffraction limited beams can ideally be obtained without serious
reduction of estraction efficiency. However, further studies still need to be done.
For some schemes there are problems of stability and criticiness (especially in the
positive branch), in other cases (negative branch, SFUR) there are problems of limited
volume of the mode. So, for large aperture systems further investigations should be
done in order to choose the best optical configuration.

4. Power supply features
Operation of the laser requires the utilization of an adequate power supply-system. It
consists of a Main Power Supply section (MPS). a Prepulse Power Supply (PPS), and a
X-Preionization Power Supply section (XPS).
MPS typical specifications might be the following: average power of 50 kW. voltage le-
vel on the storage line from 30 to 60 kV with a risetime of < 10 his. To fulfill these
requirements a resonant transformer command charging system will be employed, with the
benefit of a low voltage power section, solid state (thyristor) command charge switch,
with relatively high energy transfer efficiency. 16
The PPS section provides a voltage level ranging from 80 to 100 kV with an average po-
wer of 5 kW to the prepulse storage capacitor. Switching-mode systems could be emplo-
yed for optimum control and stabilization. Similary this solution will be chosen for
the XPS section, providing voltage levels between 150 and 200 kV and average power of
10 kW. 14

5. Switch features
One of the most important technological issues in high power pulsed gas lasers is the
problem of switching energy in a very short time from the source to the load. In this
respect excimer lasers requirements to the excitation process are extremely severe in
terms of peak current and voltage risetime. Usual high power switches employed so far
during the development of this class of lasers have been quite often at the limits of
the operative parameter ranges. In the last few years the general trend has been a wi-
de investigation on the potential advantages offered by magnetic materials (MM) in
comparison with traditional components such as Spark-gaps (single arc or in a rail
geometry) or Thyratrons. Indeed in suitable geometries a fast flux saturation produces
a sudden reduction of the imaginary part of the impedance opposed otherwise to the
current flow, with good risetimes and reasonable losses. Several companies have deve-
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loped MM for low losses high frequency operation. These materials can be divided in
two main classes: ferrites and steel alloys, allowing different choices in terms of
various parameters, such as saturation flux, unsaturated permeability, losses, design
geometries, hysteresis, loop shapes or others.
For all these types of different switching requirements MM will be employed both as
switches (MDS) or magnetic compressors (PDS, XGS) besides high power ceramic thyra-
trons. During the preliminary device development various MM will be tested to evaluate
their effectiveness in terms of switching time, losses and component lifetime.
On the other hand preliminary evaluations on the cost incidence of magnetic compres-
sors indicate the necessity to develop studies on the use of different pumping sche-
mes.

6. Energy Storage Systems Features
If we fix the efficiency of the laser system to a level of 2%, the storage capacitors
must:

1) Store an energy from 50 J to 500 J;
2) Transfer a power of 150 kW.

Solid state (mylar) or water capacitors may be used: stored snergy density in mylar
can be a little higher than in water, but the water capacitors are essentially
self-repairing in case of internal discharge, and can easily dissipate the heat. On
the other hand, water capacitors, for the reason of the limited insulating properties,
can be charged only for times not longer than few microsecond. So, the two system are
both attractive for an industrial system, and the final decision must be taken after
the collection of further elements. Any way, a suitable development must be undertaken
for solid state system in order to reduce the losses which limit the power handling
capabilities of most commercial capacitors, when used in fast discharge circuits.

7. Preionization System Features
Of the different preionization system, U.V., corona, e-beam, X-ray, only the X-ray
seems to be suitable for the preionization of large active volumes, especially, for
large volume or high pressure discharge systems.
Theoretical studies set a lower limit of Z 10' e/cm for the preionization density
to obtain uniform discharges and experimentally, it has been verified that, at least
for XeCl, 107 e/cm is a sufficient preionization density for this purpose.
From the experience gained up to now in X-ray preionized dischiarges, the voltage of
the X-ray tube must be in the region of 100 kV. Usually a stored energy of 10 J for
X-ray diode is sufficient for a uniform discharge in a 10-1 volume. I4
If we keep in mind that the discharge energy safely desposited in such active volume
can be of the order of 1 kJ, one sees that the power in the preionization system can
be of the order of percent of the power of the main discharge.
For efficient preionization, cathodes that can deliver current peak-pulses of ; 1 kA,
for 100 nsec, are necessary. Even if such cathodes are toaday existing (plasma catho-
des, cold emission cathodes, etc.) their ability to work in the kHz range for more
than 10 pulses must still be proved.

8. Automation of control features
Gas Mixture Processing
The laser will operate with several mixtures, depending on the required wavelength of
the output radiation. The conventional approach up to the present time is to create a
static fill of the appropriate gas composition and partial pressures and then recir-
culate the gas trough the electrodes by means of a fan and eventually a wind tunnel.
The following sequence of operations will be required: a) Evacuation of the laser
head; b) Fill up with the appropriate gases with controlled pressures; c) Recircula-
tion of the gas mixture in an appropriate gas purifier.

Starting program
After the gas fill is performed an automatic warm up of all the components will start.
The high voltage power supplies are set in a stand-by position until the gas flow sy-
stem and all the cooling systems are in operation.

Beam Characteristics
The output beam can be controlled for different possible applications.
The wavelength can be selected by a tuning system consisting in a selective cavity or
by changing the gas mixture. As the mirror reflectivities and spectral response are
different in the various cases an automatic switch is required. More complicated
automations can be optional if he optical cavity geometry has to be varied (stable
versus unstable resonators and so on). The optimization for different gas compositions
or different output characteristics may require the substitution of the electrodes.

Power Delivering Control
The laser output which reaches the working station must be controlled in several ways.
a) Energy per pulse, for the appropriate dose at each pulse, b) Average power, C)
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repetition rate, d) Sequences of pulses. This control will be determined by an ap-
propriate program, depending on the particular application which have to be performed
at the working station.

System Master Control
Automatic check of the following parameters at various points in the system will have
to be performed:
a) temperature, b) pressure, c) gas flow, d) cooling liquids flow, e) electrical
parameters.
Each check point must be indicated by appropriate displays with inaication of failure.
An intelligent decision has to be taken in case of failure to predict the kind of "in-
tervention' (complete switch off of the system, stand by, alarm and so on).

9. Recirculation features
The evaluations have been essentialy carried out by SNIA BPD 20 and we report here
some results.
The recircultion system of the EUREKA 3 kW excimer laser differs from those of pre-
vious, lower-power lasers mainly because the high gas velocity required in the di-
scharge region makes the power absorbed by the recirculation fan comparable to or
greater than the power absorbed by other subsystems of the laser. Therefore it becomes
necessary to adopt aerodynamical optimization techniques which were unnecessary in the
past.
Another consequence of the high gas velocity is that compressibility effects become
sianificant, and may lead to noticeable changes in temperature and pressure of the gas
through the system.
One problem that may arise because of the high power of the recirculation system is
vibration. Vibrations in a closed-loop recirculation system are caused both by the ro-
tating mass of the fan and by whistling in the ducts, and in a system of the size con-
sidered here are such that they must be explicitly taken into account in the mechani-
cal design of the wall ducts.
The evaluation of the possible laser parameters involved in the recirculation system
to try to assess aeneral performance criteria and make some trade off, starts from a
well known relation. 2i

M) 15I WHqo0

where:
$ z ,/2V12c - saturation energy

4o r 'a- N) 0  - small signal gain
T I- R - mirror transmittivity
A simple manipulation of (1) shows that:
P(L) _ RE V'A = laser power output where: (2)
A L. = gas flow cross section

S= gas flow velocity
L = active volume length
H = active volume height
W = active volume depth
Ej, = stored energy per pulse
RC = proportionality constant (function of resonant cavity characteristics)
In case of high frequency operation equation (1) is modified as fol-

lows: 22U

where:
K(EuF) (I/f)/t - clearing factor -

PMA wtL) total pAwer output at the P.R.F. in which laser starts arcing 21
j= Cas flow transit time

V•. L . H . W = volume flow rate
Pv = pump energy

pulse repetition frequency
A useful parameter in a recirculation gas systems is the energy ratio ER defined as
the ratio of kinetic energy flow rate in the highest-velocity (smallest area) part of
the hydraulic loop to the absorbed power.
The energy ratio of a given system becomes approximately independent of operating con-
ditions once a fully turbulent regime is achieved so that a useful comparison among
the proposed operating specifications in terms of power requirements may be obtained
The energy ratio is:

P(F)/P(R) = E (4)

where:
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P(F)= 1 WVdop. = kinetic energy flow in the fluid streem (5)
2

P(R) = power absorbed by fan
d = aas laser density
The value of E. is generally around 0.6 for small excimer lasers mean while reaches
values of 3 to 7 for well optimized wind tunnels. By use of equation (3) introducing
the values of V and of i." into (5) it is possible to express P(F) in function of laser
specifications and finally with (4) derive fan power

P(R) =(1/I)(1/EX)CK(pUH) P V(L)d12 E El L] (6)

Ep = total stored energy per pulse.
Using specifications given in Table 4 it is possible to derive Table 5 and Table 6.
Table 5 shows the energy flow rates for the two kind of systems taken into considera-
tion in Table 4 both for a low energy ratio and a high energy ratio. It is possible to
see that even in a well optimizes wind tunnel, fan power consumption can be a consi-
stent fraction of power input to the laser head depending on design and buffer gases.
Table 6 shows some evalutation about pressure drops and dimension of commercialy avai-
lable fans capable of satisfying the design requirements.
The design gas velocity in the discharge region of the EUREKA excimer laser is a
non-negligible fraction of the speed of sound. When the Mach number is not small,
noticeable changes in gas temperature and pressure take place because of compressibi-
lity effects. In particular, when the gas is accelerated from zero speed to a given
velocity its temperature decreases, in a manner that can be calculated from the Ber-
noulli equation and the equation of state when the flow is isoentropic, as it may re-
asonably be assumed in a well-designed contraction.
Table 7 schows the increments in temperature and pressure which are forseen to be man-
tained in the stagnation region (low speed part of the recirculating system) and par-
ticular at the entrance of the convergent leading to the discharge region if 500C and
2 atmospheres are to be mantained in the discharge region itself.

10. Cooling features
As can be observed, compressibility effects are relevant for the type I configuration,
in wich a temperature difference of 650C for argon ad 33 0 C for neon exists between the
discharge region and stagnation conditions. This temperature difference may be advan-
tageous in that a smaller heat exchanger is necessary.
The EUREKA excimer laser recirculation system must include a suitable cooling device
in order to dispose of the heat generated both by electric discharge and by friction
in the ducts.
In order to estimate the approximate specifications of the heat exchanger, the rele-
vant parameters are the thermal power to be transferred, the flow rate and temperature
of the two fluids, and the maximum allowable pressure loss due to friction, it will be
assumed that the coolant fluid is running water.
Typical values of the heat enchanger parameters for the different conditions foreseen
for the EUREKA excimer laser are collected in Table 8, for an inlet water temperature
of 20 0 C and exit gas temperature of 50 0 C at a pressure of 2 or 5 atm. In the same ta-
ble an estimated indicative value of face area is given

11. Overall recirculation system features
In table 9 are indicated the main components which make up the recirculation system
for type I laser. If a high energy ratio is to be achieved, each of these components
must be carefully designed and tested.
The possible locations of the cooling unit are indicated in Table 9 before or after
the fan or at the end of the second bend before the convergent. The overall size of
the loop may be of the order of 2 by 0.8 metres, indicatively.
A similar system for the type II discharge section configuration is also easy tc be
made. The main differences would be in the use of sharp bends with guiding vanes, pre-
ferable because of the thicker cross-section and use of a 3:1 rather than 4:1 diffuser
to shorten the loop (the somewhat worse energy ratio that this will entail, is proba-
bly tolerable given the lower power involved).
The overall size of the type II loop may be estimated in 3.5xl.5xl metres.
Of course, the dimensions indicated in these two examples are only indicative, and are
intended to serve as a guide in finalizing system specifications.
The discharge region is the highest velocity part of the loop and particular care must
be taken to design it in such a way to achieve good aerodynamic efficiency (energy ra-
tio).
Gasdynamic and electrical proporties must, be taken into account. For instance particu-
lar care must be taken in designing a high velocity region without protrusions, sharp
corners and sudden cross-section variations. A peculiar and important aerodynamic pro-
blem is that created by the release of energy from the discharge itself. The perfor-
mance of the downstreem diffuser might be strongly effected by such a behaviour and
even the energy ratio might be adversely influenced.
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The perturbation induced in the gas conditions by the electric discharge has been ob
served in the Past to effect unfavourably the stability of subsequent discharaes. Nu
merical simulations could be set up co study the evolution of this perturbation and
the recovery of uniformity.
Experimental tchniques to properly assess discharge behaviour by means of optical dia-
anostic of the active medium with holoaraphic interferometry will be implemented by

groups having already proven experience. 1,-A

12. Gas purification and material compatibility features
Gas purification and material compatibility are essentially engineering problems but
not less important ones. Gas purity is generally achieved by means of criogenic coo-
ling so to freeze compounds formed in the discharge region. The most harmful component
for the discharge region are nitrogen oxides from residual air and halides foat rea
ction of activated halogen atoms with the container walls. Elimination of the impuri
ties and replenishment of the consumed halogen donor (F, or HCI) can increase by seve-
ral time the duration of a gas refill.
Replenishment of the halogen donor is an easy operation requiring only periodic addi-
tions of F1 or HCI and does not require further discussion. A closed loop refrigera-
ting unit will be the best solution for criogenic cooling.
From the specifications of the EUREKA excimer laser it can be obtained that one passa
ge throuah the trap every 10 shots requires a gas flow rate of the order of 3 i1s for
both thE type I and type Ii discharge region configuration. Refrigeration of thisguantity of gas from +5O0 to -50 0 C requires a refriuerating power of between 400 and
1000 kcal/h depending on the composition and pressure of the laser mixture.
Material compatibility is of course another important engineering problem.
Most common metals of construction are self passivatina and compatible for use in a
pure fluorine environment. All metals burn in pure fluorine if heated to the ignition
temnerature, but of course self-ignition is inhibited in i mrxture 4f inert gases with
a low fluorine content because of the effect of thermal conduction.
Different is the situation in the presence od hydr,:fiuori: acil, which forms complex
compounds leaving the surface of the metal exozsed to further corrosion.
An important source of hydrofluoric acid is watcr im-, , tv which reacts spontaneously
with fluorine to form hydrofluoric acid. Mcistire -seif can also react with the pas-
sivating fluoride film, forming complex c1-mcwrni in ,iv,.no 'he metal zurface expo-
sed to further corrosion. Therefore ono imperar.o, -i.;cn 'b ne taken in fluori--
ne-handling systemo is to eliminate carefully any 'it mn.:5tu.
Depending on the composition of the *7as used diffe -. -erials are available the
most resistant of which are copper, brass and stdinj.-.
Among less common materials, tantalum displays a very *2:od resistance to hydrochloric
acid but is rapidly corroded by hydrofluoric acid, while a nickel alloy known by the
commercial name of hastelloy shows very good resistance to both compounds.

RESULTS OF THE MARKET STUDY

A market study has been commissioned to a specialized company to back up the technical
work of this proposal. 2e

Presently excimer lasers are mainly used for research. Also the excir.cr lasers instal-
led for industrial material processing purposes are nearly exclusively used in application
laboratories for process development and application studies. The same is true for medical
excimer lasers which are presently only used for experimental work.

In the future industrial, medical and measurement applications are to be expected.
Especially in industrial material processing high power excimer lasers (with an average
power in excess of 500 W) are expected to find applications as well as low power excimer
lasers.

Table 10 shows how this market study has been subdivided in application sectors to
properly assess the market potentials. We do not report here the complete results of this
market study which is a proprietary study but we show in Table llth the overall result of
the potential accumulated market for Europe up to year 2000, for low power (less than 500
W) and high power (more than 500 W) excimer lasers.

The results of this study are indicative of to day know how and dont take any notice
of improvements in the technologies and break through which are likely to happen in the
future years.

The analysis of present market potential shows that mainly low power excimer lasers a-
re expected to be needed. In addition to the general guidelines of low price/power ratio,
high reliability and up time, development of the application technology and systems suited
for industrial use (which is extremely important), the need to follow specific require-
ments are:
1) Good shot to shot repeatability is necessary for microelectronical applications (bet

ter than 2%).
2) A uniform beam profile is important for microelectronical applications.
3) Reduced linewidth (achieved e. g. by injection loking) is important to overcome the

imagina difficulties (it is very difficult to develop an achromatic lens of the requi-
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red size).
4) An up-time of 95% or more as well as an easy to maintain construction is required for

an integration of excimer lasers into production lines.
5) Lasers with long pulse length are needed for fibre optic~l beam delivery (i.e. for

medical applications), as well as for some material proceF ing and scientific appli-
cations.

6) In order to avoid plasma formation when strong focusing is necessary a high repetition
is to be prefered to a high peak power (e.g. for many materials processing applica-
tions)

CONCLUSIONES

A study has been carried out within the frame of the EUREKA organization to assess the
necessity and feasibility of a high power excimer laser of up to 3 kW output. The conclu-
sion has been that such a machine is feasible but that is worthwhile concentrating on lo-
wer power excimer laser (up to 1 kW) with peculiar beam and versatile characteristics.
This is the basis for the already started EUREKA EU 213 HIPULSE PROJECT.
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EUREKA OVERALL PARTECIPANTS

AUSTR IA LUX•EMBOURG
BELGIUM NORW4AY

CEE THE NETHERLAND
DENMARK FORTUGAL

FRANCE UNITED KINGDOM
FINLAND S2PAIN

FpP. .PNELEE
G7;REECE SW 12S

IRELAND TURKEY
ITALY

TABLE 1

EUREKA EUROLASER SPINNED OFF PROJECTS

CARBON DIOXIDE

EU 180.- 10 Kw CARBON DIOXIDE LASER AND RELATED SYSTEMS
PARTICIPANTS BELGIUM, AUSTRIA, ITALY. SPAIN
IN•ESTMENT 41.6 M.E.C.U.
DEVELOPMENT TIME 5 YEARS

EU 114.- INDUSTRIAL APPLICATION EVALUATION FOR HIGH POWER LASERS
PARTICIPANTS AUSTRIA, DENMARK. FRANCE. F.R.G., ITALY, SPAIN. U.K.- GREECE
INTERESTED BELGIUM
INVESTMENT 37.7 M.E.C.U.
DEVELOPMENT TIME 5 YFARS

EXCIMER

EU 205. - HIGH PLOER EXCIMER LASERS
PARTICIPANTS FRANCE. F.R.G., NETHERLAND
INVlESTMENT 14,6 M.E.C.U. FOR 30 MONTHS
DEVELOPMENT TIME 9 YEARS

EU 213.- HIPULSE ;HIGH PONER ULTRAVIOLET LASER SOURCE)
PARTICIPANTS ITALY. NETHERLAND
INTERESTED U.K.
INVESTMENT 10 M.E.C.U. PLUS OTHER 6 FROM U.K.
DEVELOPMENT TIME 4 YEARS

SOLID STATE

EU 226. HIGH POWER SOLID STATE LASER
PARTICIPANTS FRANCE, F.R.G.
INTERESTED ITALY, U.K., THE NETHERLAND, SPAIN
INVESTMENT 19 M.E.C.U.
DEVELOPMENT TIME 5 YEARS

TABLE 2
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EUROLASER ITALIAN EXCIMER WORKING GROUP

L: -FF1ICINE GA-'LILEC) I PERITO, 4. 1EO'. CA L I L ITN'I
APPLUtATIOýN S--TUDIES- ýSCITAAB. IE-2. PRF'ErfOIZATION SY _T EM IU I LE, E N -:A
GýALILEO. RTMI. 1ROM1E I AND: 1 IPR'IN

- MARKET ANAL'ISIIC 1ENEA, CUýE' KINFTI" 'FE AND ZI1M1ULATION ENEA;
DIfSCH'AR-GE RE']. DCL LEO, ENEA. OFF.
,3ALILEO)

=FICINF GALILEOD K URLA,'A!CCHIý NEW C'TIIEMEC CPUF. G;ALL' UNT OF
-GENERAL SYVSTEM DESIGN I E!.-, OFF. LECCE, UNDLV. CF BAPI

_3ALILEO' ENEA3
- YSITEM1 CONTROL AND AUTO)M. (C;OITAAB' ý.ENALETARDI,

SAFETY SYSTEM BEAM O ICR N AND CCNTRC L
EriINEERING (CONT&E. OFF.GALILLO - DIELECTRIC CC-AT7N(G_ _'E LENIA .--Fr.

,3AL ILE")
BEAM tD-UAL.ITY AND ODPT. 'DA". DESCUN

~.IRVIN SYSTEM 'FANTINli UATY LSYSTEM. UNTIV. OF PAVIA. GA;.LILE;O.
-MATERIAL COMPATIBILITY (SNIA BPD) ENEA)
-ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEM - WAVELENGTH SHIIFT IEQ)
- REIONIZATION ISYýSTEM ýIRIN. ENEA) ULTRASHOPT PULS-ES IUNIV.1cF RO.--ME 1. ENEA'

POWIER, SUý_PPLIERS ýELEN. IRVIN' OPTIC-AL CC':MI`ONE AND NNL INEArR CUiT.
SWITCHES iIE,- . IRVIN, ]ALILE'Z,
PEC:IRCULATION CYCTEM ýENEA. SNIA-BUDI.
LEO_'

-COOLING (SNIA-BPD)
G3AS PUP ICY S1N IA BPD 3

TABLEC

LASER SPECIFICATION

LASER POWER' P (LD 2 K
DISCHARG:E PCN',EF 150 11-
Ed 1 2 7/-ITRE
TYPE I IDI2rHRGE REGIOIN 3:-2_91f .

G'AS CIT'PED 2%Y rn/s
PULSE PEP. RATE 2 kliz 1 2/1

TYPE !I DISCHARGE REGION 10xI0xICO cmr
GAS S7PEED 100 mA 5
')ULSýE REP. RATE *70"' Hc- 10 J/P

G3AS: Ne. Ar PRESSURE t- ar

TABLE 4

KINETIC ENERGY FLOW RATE

TY!FE GA-' FPRES'. FPP E(R)EI>ER PP R ER-

Ara

I ~~Ne CI

II Ar
I, Ar 4 400ý

TAB'LE'
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LAN REQUIREMENTS FOR THE EXCIMER LASER RECIRCULATION SYSTEM

(ENERGY RATIO E = 5)

D=5CHAF.GE FLOW FAN APF. 'l:- IMATE A EF,' -PEE
REG C'1N RATE HEAL DIAMETEP FUER:

TYPE I I mc3s n. .m ?E am 00-200 Kw
:f water

TYPE 1: iC mc: Is ._m 10 1M -m i3 -3D Kw
of water

E'2,- -"
TABLE

COMPRESSIBILITY EFFECTS

DISCHARGE GAS MACH ¶IrMPER -- .. A. - C',
REGION GT "C. ET "tai-

f Me TS -2

IAr- -3 65 1. 2

lI Ar 2i j*3

TABLE

HEAT EXCHANGER SPECIFICATIONS

L'UCHARGE GAS a*FERATIMG FLOW TPANMFERPET: ECTI MACTEL
REGIO'N FPPECCU-E P:ATE HEAT FACE AF:EA

T7FE I He 3tr rn qc ' zt W

TYPE I No 5 bar c ':z M00 KYw is M1

TYPE I Ar t bar C mcls "'o KW 20 M-1

TYPE I Ar 5 tar mc..' 450 Kw ' ma

TYPE !I Ne 2 tar i'f m,:" 6• M w 5V8 Mra

I'YME II Ne bar 10 mc!s 19) KW 42 m.

TYPE Il Ar tar IC mc:- 10, vw ,, mc

TYPE II Ar 5 bar 10 m-.'s 190 Kw 4V m.

TALLE ?
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TYPE I RECIRCULATION SYSTE-M

7

GENERAL LAYOUT OF THE RECIRCULATION SYSTEM IN THE TYPE I CONFIGURATION.
1: DISCHARGE SECTION. 2: 4:1 DIFFUSER. 3: STRAIGHT DUCT. 4: 180 SMOOTH BEND.
5: POSSIBLE HEAT EXCHANGER LOCATION. 6: 35 CM-DIAMETER FAN. 8: FAN DIFFUSER AND
ROUND-TO RECTANGULAR ADAPTER. 9: POSSIBLE HEAT EXCHANGER LOCATION. 10: SECOND BEND.
11: POSSIBLE HEAT EXCHANGER LOCATION OR TURBULENCE-CONTROL HONEYCOMB. 12: CONVERGENT.

TABLE 9

APPLICATION SECTORS AND APPLICATIONS OF EXCIMER LASERS

APPLICATION SECTOR APPLICATIONS

MICROELECTRONICS LITHOGRAPHY, DIRECT WIRITING, ANNEALING, LASER
ETCHING, DOPING, DEPOSITION, LINK BREAKING, X-RAY
GENERATION

PHOTO CHEMISTRY ISOTOPE SEPARATION, CHEMICAL SYNTHESIS, CATALY-
SIS, POLYMERIZATION, MATERIAL PURIFICATION, SIN-
TERABLE POWDER PRODUCTION, PHOTODESTRUCTION OF
POLLUTANTS

MATERIAL PROCESSING CUTTING, DRILLING, WELDING, SURFACE ALTERATION,
ABLATION AND MICROSTRUCTURING, METALLIZING AND
DRILLING OF PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS, STRUCTURING
OF CERAMICS, POLYMERS, AND COMPOUNDS, MARKING

MEASUREMENT AND RESEARCH DYE LASER PUMPING, SPECTROSCOPY, LIDAR TECHNIQUES

TABLE 10
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MARKET FOR EXCTMER LASERS IN EUROPE

(ACCUMULATED MARKET IN UNITS)

APPLICATION SECTOR LOW POWER LASERS HIGH POWER LASERS
(LESS THAN 500 W) (MORE THAN 500 W)

MICROELECTRONICS
PESSIMISTIC 100 0
MOST LIKELY 1000 0
OPTIMIETTC 4000 250

PHOTO CHEMISTRY
PESSIMISTIC 0
MOST LIKELY 120
OPTIMISTIC 700

CUTTING, DRILLING,
WELDING, MARKING,
SURFACE ALTERATION

PESSIMISTIC 45 15
MOST LIKELY 130 130
OPTIMISTIC 630 540

MEASURMENT AND
RESEARCH

PESSIMISTIC 1500 10
MOST LIKELY 2500 20
OPTIMISTIC 3500 50

TOTAL
PESSIMISTIC 1645 25
MOST LIKELY 3630 270
OPTIMISTIC 8130 1540

TABLE 11
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High Power Excimer-Laser

H.-J. Cirkel

Siemens AG, HammerbacherstraBe 12 + 14, D-8520 Erlangen
Fed. Rep. Germany

Abstract

For excitation of high power excimer lasers a pulse forming network (PFN) has been developed
which is made up of a large number of paralleled waterline capacitors arranged normal to
the optical axis of the laser. An elongated x-ray gun employing a hollow cathode preicnizes
the laser of 45 cm gain length. Up to 4 J optical energy have been measured at 308 Im.
Between I J and 2.5 J the laser emits at other known rare gas-halides wavelengths for a
lower stored energy in the PFN. With an injection locked amplifier low divergence operation
has been achieved. The results of a 20 channel pseudo spark switch are presented and show
a current rise of 2.6-10 1 2 A/s for 100 kA peak current.

Introduction

For advanced industrial applications in the fields of material processing, photochemistry
and especially laser isotope separation, high power excimer lasers are of special interest.
Consequently the Kraftwerk Union group of the Siemens Corporation started a development
program.

System description

Figure 1 shows the components of a high power excimer laser. At about 5 cm distance the
laser head houses the elongated electrodes, the grounded one of which is transparent to
the x-rays for preionization. The pulse forming network made up of low inductance water-
line capacitors stores the electrical energy, which is transferred 'o the laser after
closing the switch S. The charging unit connected with the public grid provides the elec-
tricý 1 energy for the laser. For high rep rate operation a flow loop composed of blower,
cooler and gas processor produces a homogeneous gas flow through the laser head transverse
to the optical axis.

The aerodynamically designed bars of the laser head (fig.2) bear a shielding to prevent
against sliding sparks and the current returns from the grounded electrode to the pulse
forming network (PFN), consisting of many paralleled waterline cpacitors. These stripline
capacitors are stacked along the optical axis and use deionized water as a dielectric
because of its high dielectric strength of more than 100 kV/cm, high dielectric constant
of about 80 and its good cooling properties. A variety of low inductance switches such as
spark gaps, rail gaps, thyratrons or pseudo sparks can be used with this type of PFN.

The PFN composed of paralleled waterline capacitors of neglegible electrical length, is
formed by stainless steel plates immersed in deionized water and arranged vertically to
the optical axis of the laser 1. Different circuits of the PEN can easily be realized by
connecting the plates with the different electrodes El, E 2 of the laser head K and the
switch S. By choosing only current compensated geometries for the plates, all the inductance
of the excitation circuit has to be located in the laser head with its current returns.

The LC-inversion circuit (fig. 3a) allows doubling of the charging voltage across the
laser electrodes. The smallest unit representing this circuit is shown in fig 3b. Many of
this unit are paralleled in the PFN. The charge transfer circuit (fig. 4a) is also in
widespread use for excitation of excimer lasers. By changing the plate area and/or the
thickness of the dielectric, the capacitance ratio CL/CK can be varied (fig. 4b). so that
the measurable peak voltage across the laser electrodes is between one and two times the
charging voltage of the PFN. The ICT-circuit represents a combination of the above mentioned
circuits (fig. 5). The achievable voltage across the laser electrodes depends on the
capacitance ratios and is between one and two times the charging voltage of the PFN.

Because of the properties of the water dielectric pulse charging via a solid state capaci-
tor CZ and a switch SL is required (fig. 6). The electronic control of the laser triggers
the charging unit and the switch SL. After the energy transfer from the capacitor CZ Lo
the waterline capacitors the switch S is activated. In case of two thyratrons EGG HY 3202
or EEV CX 1625 being paralleled for the .witch, both tubes have to be synchronized actively
within + I ns. During the voltage rise across the laser electrodes the control unit fires
the x-ray pulse of about 50 ns halfwidth for preionization of the laser gas.
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X-ray preionizer

The required 100 kV voltage pulse for the x-ray gun is generated by a Pulse trans•former 2

of which the primary windings are the load of a pulse generator (fig. 7). Substitutin,- the
x-ray gun by a 50 Ohm or '00 jnr resistive load, the characteristics of the pulse trarnsfor-
mer are recorded (fig. 8). This type ot transformer, wIich can reliably be run at repetit-
ion rates up to several hundred Hertz, is characterized by a %cry low stray inductance and
a coupling of more than 99,9 %. Because of the problems associated with field emission
cathodes we have developed an x-ray preicnization unit employing a hollow cathode.

The hollow cathode turns out to be superior to the cold or field emission cathode (fir.9).
Progressing in time the x-ray gun with field emission cathode shows a degradation of its
emission caused by a melting and a concomitant sputtering from the thin cathode. Employing
the hollow cathode no decline in x-ray intensity is observed even after several million
shots and at repetition rates up to several hundred Hertz. A very stable and homogeneous
x-ray distribution along the optical axis of the laser is measured for this type of preion-
izer.

Results

The laser itself has been operated at low repetition rates with a gain length of 45 cm and
an electrode gap of 53 mm. Neon at 5 bar is used for buffer gas with 0.5 0/ to I 0Y Xe and
about 0.1 % to 0.2 '% HC1 and an addition of 0.02 % H2 . The inductance of the excitation
loop is measured at about 10 nH. According to the burn pattern of the laser pulse the dis-
charge width depending on the stored energy in the PFN varies between 40 mm and 53 mm. The
optical pulse Popt (fig. 10a) of nearly 60 ns halfwidth extends about 10 ns beyond the
exciting current pulse. After closing the switch the voltage UL across the laser electrodes
rises for about 200 ns until gas breakdown occurs and the laser current IL starts to pump
the laser (fig. 10 b). In the computer plot (fig. 10 c) the measured voltage is corrected
for the inductive voltage drop in the excitation circuit of the discharge. Immediately
after gas breakdown a constant voltage of about 100 ns duration is established feeding the
high pressure glow discharge at charpcteristic E/P values. The resistance of the gas dis-
charge collapses to 0.15 Ohm (fig. 10 d) uriven by an excitation circuit of 0.28 Ohm
characteristic impedance. Between 70 % and 80 % of the total energy dissipated in the dis-
charge is injected into the laser gas during the first current peak.

In the leading edge of the voltage pulse UL (fig. lOb) the laser has to be preionized by
the x-ray pulse of sufficient intensity. About 110 ns prior to the breakdown time (fic.t1).
which remains nearly constant during the experiments at about 180 ns after start of the
voltage rise across the laser electrodes, the laser has to be preionized for optimum per-
formance during a time window of about 50 ns duration. Under these conditions the laser
pulse of about 2.7 J shows an energy stability of 1.5 %, whereas at too late a timing the
strong fluctuating pulse energy drops dramatically associated with a very poor discharge
quality. Premature preionization leads also to an unstable discharge of low energy output.
The performance of the laser also greatly depends upon the properties of the PFN.

By the above described system output energies at low rep rate operation between 2.5 J and
4 J are achieved at efficiencies ranging from 2.5 G% to 3 %. At E/P values of 540 V/cm bar
- slightly dependent on the gas mix - the high pressure glow discharge phase of the XeCl-
laser is established at current densities of 410 A/cm

2
. The optical energy density varies

between 2.2 J/l and 3.1 J/l.

In addition to the XeCl mode this laser has been successfully operated at other excimer
wavelengths. For KrF the x-ray preionizer of 50 ns to 80 ns pulse width has to be timed
within 80 ns (fig. 12). At a charging voltage of 29 kV and about 110 J stored energy 3.1 J
have been measured for the XeCl-laser employing a plane-plane resonator of 5 % output mir-
ror reflectivity (fig. 13). The somewhat less efficient KrF-Iaser peaks for 30 /, output
mirror reflectivity at 2.5 J. Remarkable 1.5 J for the XeF-laser are achieved and in the
ArF- and KrCl-mode the laser still emits 0.95 Joule. For buffervas ail different lasers
use Neon. The maximum pulse length of about 50 ns has been achieved by the KrF-Laser
(2.9 bar Ne, n.1 % F 2 . 2.6 % Kr) compared to about 40 ns of the XeCi- (4.75 bar Ne) and
XeF-laser (4.0 bar Ne, 0.1 % F , . 0.25 % Xe). For the KrCl- (4.0 bar Ne, 0.05 % HCI, 3%X Kr)
and ArF-laser (4.0 bar Ne. 0.05 % F 2 , 4 '% Ar) the pulse length drops to about 30 ns.

Injection locked amplifier

Employing a plane-plane resonator the divergence of the laser is measured at several mrad.
To improve the beam quality a combination of an oszillator and amplifier is used
(fig.14). With an unstable resonator of magnification 8 the oszillitor starts emitting: at
some mrad. narrows after several roundtrips to some 100 prad, until in the trailing erlce a
divergence of less than 100 prad - about two to three times the dif'fraction limit -
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A v ery tu rbulien t zo ne w it h d is t rinct bo-iin da r i P ar es,; ext- ard.': at ti. he t u. t
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reprular shaPed compression wave and the concomitant w;nve n' ar.owet ten-ýure r 'J' -
Caction wave - develops within 10 ps . !bis wave of' I hirlier Aens i t-Y that, norut-e r
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Multi channel pseudo spark sw.itch

Besides high rep-rate operation high energy per, puls-e is also required Csr highI livera',e
ýower excimer lasers. The 4 J laser mentioned before has a hal fwidth of' aboýut 5C, as. and is
excited by a teak current of about 100 kA (fig. 18a). Two thyratt-cnis working- at -- xV are
usýed for the switch in the PFM, wired as LC-inversion circuit. The pea Ik current, In fo)rward
direction for one thyratron is measured at about 20.5 kA (tisý. 18bh the pea", teversc
current amounts to 8.5 kA. Besides these values a severe r ino ins st "essýes a1,-o the h'-
trons used in the 4 J laser. Within the rated sLnecific-ationis the thyrattorsý.- ate ore-ated
for a 2 J lag,-er.

A new switchingf element based upon the pseudo spark 4providesý a -solutior. to hissher teas,
and reverse currents. The pseudo spark is a low pressure -a, d isobarrse wors .Lng or, the Ieft
branch of' the Paschetn curve. By an insulator both elec~trodes are kent il a i sitance muohý
s-maller, so that an avalanche discharge bri do7ing both electrodes -t. the tttetpath
cannot develop' (fig,. 19). Whereas electrons traveling7 in the axis of the fac~n-g holesý is
the electrodes, can ionize the isas and thereby short the Lap.

Based upon this concept a new o-witching, eiement 5 has- been developed (f'ic. 2n) A I" Afer
trigg,.ering7 the device el ecttrons from the hol low cathode d isclha-r-ýe ate injeoýte: tiitlto the
axial field between the cathode and anode of' the switch and -ac-eleratfed in, tle ir field.
In the bacwsr* ace of the anode hig7h energy electrons, are collected on the s-urfan.e of' a
metallic oup. The pseuido spark switcoh is charac'. en zed by a very compact de: i:-n at 1 a1
commutaition phase of' less than 1 as: both prerequisitie-a fot a low l 'ndu-tance -w itph. F';
the hollow cathode structure lifetime limitino erosion process~es on the electrr Tha -1re
avol tjed. Al so large reverse currentoý do, not caus7e ayhr otes to.I tin
symmetric g~eometry a direct replacement of' the thyt-atron by tIhe sýeudo os istsibo

For- usýe in, hifoh r:o-wer excimer lasers7 a3 reudo spats s-witch cormruosci s( t )f'ed
rn..ssý in criraLLeL is'L, of' -pecial interest fi.21). Tti devi's e 'm' a !-ai.'a

.rwitrch but avoids' itsý technionj It awhacrs.
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GAIN, ABSORPTION AND SATURATION INTENSITY MEASUREMENTS OF A DISC,ýAP=E PMPEI,, X-RAY
PREIONIZED Xe-CC LASER

T. Letardi, P. Di Lazzaro, G.Giordanc, E. Sabia,V. Boffa*, S. Bcilanti*,
T. Hermsen*, C.E. Zheng**

ENEA, Dip. TIB, U.S., Fisica Applicata, C.R.E. Frascati,
C.P. 65 - 00044 Frascati, Rome (Italy)

Abstract

The small signal gain and absorption coefficients of a high uniformity, X-ray preionized
Xe-Ce laser have been measured. Their time evolution and wavelength depen(ence have been
simultaneously detected with high resolution.

Two distinct estimates of the saturation intensity were obtained by means of a Rigrod-type
analysis of the intracavity intensity and by using saturated gain measurements.

I. Introduction

We present the results of a detailed experimental study of the gain characteristics of a
high uniformity, X-ray preionized, self sustained discharge Xe-Cf laser, entirely realized at
the ENEA center of Frascati.

The laser system, described in Ref. 1,2,3 consists of a laser cell with an active volume
of about 1 liter (dimensions 3,5x3,5x80 cm3 ), filled with a gas mixture of HCe/Xe/Ne
(1:6,7:2019) at a total pressure of 4 atm. The active medium is uniformly preionized by X-
rays using a 3 kA, 50 ns pulsed plasma cathode and a resonantly charged tungsten target
anode.

In order to gain a deeper insight into the physical characteristics of this device, the
time and spectral dependence of the small signal gain and absorption coefficients together
with the saturation intensity have been investigated. Due to the intrinsic nonsaturable
absorption, the extraction efficiency of excimer lasers depends on the parameters go-,e and
)=go/a, where go is the small signal gain coefficient, a is the non-saturable absorption
coefficient and e is the active medium length. It is therefore necessary to know the temporal
evolution of these parameters in order to predict and to optimize the performance of any Rare
Gas Halide laser.

The time and spectrally resolved gain and absoption measurements were performed using the
frequency doubled output of a long pulse, flasa-pumped dye laser to probe the active medium
in the wavelength range around the main laser transition lines. Thus the high resolution
(.AA = 0,5 A) spectral profile of the gain and the time evolution (resolution iT = 5 ns) of
both the gain on the four B-X transitions and the absorption coefficients have been obtained.

Finally, two different measurements were performed to obtain an estimate of the saturation
intensity. Both make use of a Rigrod analysis of the intracavity intensity at different
reflectivities of the output coupler, but with the difference that in the first measurement
the saturation intensity was calculated directly from the measured output intensity by
solving the resulting transcendental equation, while in the second measurement the saturation
intensity was obtained from the mean intracavity intensity and the measured gain of a probe
beam.

Most of the measurements of g and a were performed at an energy deposition rate of 200
kW/cm3 , but some were done at 290 kW/cm3 and 350 kW/cm3 . These pumping rate density values
were obtained from a numerical simulation of the discharge circuit and checked by means of a
more direct method which uses the pressure jump in the laser cell during discharge '. All
measurements of the saturation intensity refer to an energy deposition rate of 350 kW/cm3 .

The paper is organized as follows: in sect II we describe the experimental setup and give
the results relative to the absorption and gain coefficient measurements, while sect III is
devoted to the measurements of the saturation intensity. Final conclusions are drawn in sect
IV.

* ENEA Guest

**On leave from Shanghai Institute of Optics and Fine Mechanics and ENEA Guest
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MeasIrement it : Anscorn or. Cze' -<P Iond tne Sm in,= a>_ CIf_•i~en-r

Experimental SetuD
The intensity -2 of a orobe laser bean a- te exit of an ar.nlvinc nedicn can rFe

expressed in terms of tnhE input intensirýy L",

i2 exp (go-() { (1)

where g. is a function of both the wavelength and time, while o is supposed tc be only time
dependent in the operating wavelength regicn; i is the active medium length. The exoression
(1) holds only for steady" state amolif~cat-or and if the condii:-n for the Probe beart.
intensity

I(z) << , 0 ' z < 1 (2)

is satisfied. The saturation intensity I. is a characteristic parameter of the acrive medium.
and in our case was of the order of 1 MW/,cm 2 . Before every set of measurements, the
fulfillment of condition (2) was checKed through the linearity of 12 versus :1.

The experimental setup is drawn in Fig. 1. The Phase-R DL 1100 flash-pumped dye laser used
in the experiment has a pulse duration which can range from 100 to 250 ns, by changing the
net gain of the active medium.

The small signal aain coefficient has neen measured in the wavelength interval 3075 A -
3085 A, while the absorption coefficient has been measured only for t > 3085 A. As a matter
of fact, for wavelenaths shorter than the emission peak (< < 3080 A), there is a long
fluorescence tail 5, primarily due to transitions originating from >' I vibrational leveel
in the B electronic state, which do not permit absorption measurement.

The maximum output energy ranged from 0.5 to 2.0 mJ, depending on the operating
wavelength. After the spatial filter P1 (see Fig. 1), a collimated laser beam with a 4 mm
spot diameter was available for the measurements. The probe laser beam power and wavelength
were monitored by means of an ITT FW1l4A photodiode and an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA)
respectively. The OSA was used in conjunction with a 0,75 m spectrometer with a 3600 rowsimm
grating, (overall spectral resolution: Ak=0.12 A) and an optical fiber allowed the beam
handling (see Fig. 1). Neutral density filters were inserted at the entrance of the Xe-CC
medium in order to limit the probe beam intensity and thus ensuring the gain linearity. An
optical filtering system behind the Xe-CC target, composed of a lens and a pinhole,
increased the signal to noise ratio, where the background noise derived essentially from the
Xe-Ce fluorescence. Finally the amplified beam was monitored by means of a second ITT
photodiode after attenuation to ensure that the detector working point was far away from
saturation.

Tne Absorption Coefficient a
The measured time dependence of the absorption coefficient for two different wavelengths
3125 A and 3140 A is reported in Figs 2 and 3 respectively.
The first was chosen because of the expected negligible gain at this wavelength 6. Corkum

and Taylor 7 assume that the absorption coefficients at these values and at 308 nm are the
same due to the broad band absorption spectra of the species (e.g. Xe+2 , C, Xe2Ce, Ne**)
which are thought to be important in the Ne based XeCe laser mixture during discharge e.
In the following we will use the measurement results on wavelength t=312,5 nm.
There is about 10% difference between the absorption curves on 312,5 nm and 314,0 nm, as can

tTRANSIENTI D•

RECOROER NF Fig.l Experimental layout for small signal
gain and absorption coefficients

OF measurement, where
L1 focal length = 20 cmPu2 BS2, L4 I A L2 focal length = 15 cm

A P2 A L L 3 focal length = 10 cm

F GSA. L4 focal length = 15 cm
P1 =pinhole 1, = 4 mm

AOP P2 =pinhole 1, = 0.5 mm
DPD = photodiodeOF = optical fiber

BS = beam splitter
F = UG11 Schott filter
NF = neutral density filters
A = aperture
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ie seen trom the i.: wnoich seems t: c:,:rm the tr,,a aand acsorpt L,: aser
transition 1ines.

A time interval : aooD: 500 ns was cov ered varyino the delay be tween hne discharoe
mreakdown and the proz, e ru.-se. Nc larger times were considered because n has been observec
that the measurements would be seriously disturbed because of the f-rmat on of
inhomogeneities in the refractive index of the mixture after about 500 ns, corresponding to
the base width duration of the current pulse 7.

As a result of these measurements, we calculated a peak value of the absorption
coefficient ( = 0,2- ! 0,02% cm at wavelength t = 312,5 n-m and with a pmwer deposition rate
cf 200 kW cm 3 .

As evident from the Figs (2,3) the absorption reaches a maximum value after the peak power
deposition, in a similar way as in )reviously published absorption measurements using e-beam.
excitation 9 and UV preionization 7, both at a much higher power deposition level (- 3 GW/C).
In particular, the two-component behavior of the absorption may be due, according to Ref. 7,
to Xe+ in the high E, P region and to Xe* 2 in the afterglow. This conjecture is supported by
the different formation onset times of the two mentioned species 0

The Small Signal Gain Coefficient 9o
Figures 4 and 5 show the measureMent results of the time behavior after the discharge of

the net gain coefficient go - a for two different wavelengths corresponding to the two main
laser transition lines, at a pumping rate deposition of 200 kW/cm3 . A maximum value of go =
4.7%/cm was obtained for A = 3079.6 A (corresponding to the main laser transition line) and
for a delay time of about 230 ns. Using the measured peak value of the absorption
coefficient, w- calculate a gain to loss ratio go/a = 18±1 at the peak of the gain.

The gain and absorption coefficients measurement was repeated at an higher pumping rate
density of 250 kW/cm3 , in order to check the pumping dependence of the coefficient ) = go/a.
Figure 6 and 7 show the time histories of the small signal gain at the main transition rine
and of the absorption coefficient at A=3125 A respectively. Both time behaviors resemble
those of the corresponding ones at lower deposition rate (Figs 2 and 4) and the resulting
factor . = go/a = 20±2 is the same (within the error bars) with respect to the above reported
) value at 200 kW/cm3 . This seems to be in agreement with the experimental results
reported in Ref. 9.

Figure 8 shows the net small signal gain coefficient as a function of the wavelength for a
fixed time delay of 230 ns. The corresponding measured XeCe emission spectral profile
reported in Fig. 9 is a type of multimaximum having peaks at 307.6 nm, 307.9 nm, 308.2 nm and
308.4 nm, confirming that the XeCe laser takes place in the form of the bound-bound
transition, as expected theoretically I1 To our knowledge it is the first time that the
gain profile of all four B-X transition lines have been clearly resolved for the Ne based
XeCC laser mixture (for He/Xe/Ce see Ref. 12). It should be mentioned that no attempt has
been made to correct this gain curve for the finite bandwidth of the probe beam, which would
probably result in more pronounced difference between the minima and maxima.

Finaily, in Fig. 10 we show the peak small sigrs a~in coefficie-: i'.t different enercv
,ceposition rates _1r the laser cell.

_ 0.1 0 ' .
7 )'3125.0A E A=3140.0 A

ae 0
UZ

z -o 0.1.
C-

DELAY~s) DEAY~ns

__ • m l0. I I 1 I I I I I I

+ ++
J1 0 0 0 0 0 0

DELAY 4ns DELAY (
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III. Measurements of the Saturation Intensity

To obtain an estimate of the saturation intensity of the mixture, two different
experimental measurements were performed. The first makes use of a Rigrod type analysis of
the laser output intensity of a plano-plano cavity, as a function of the mirror
reflectivities and the saturation intensity 13. Strictly speaking this method is only valid
under stationary conditions, but one can show that for our experimental conditions the steady
state approximation is well satisfied. Using a geometrical approximation one may write for
the right and left travelling intensities 1,(z) and 1_(z)

dl g, dl
= ~ 0=- ~(3)

I dz I I 1 dz
1+- +-

with the boundary conditions

I (L) = I (L) R2 Tf 2

1 (0) = 1_(0) R1 Tf 2

R1 and R2 are the reflectivities of the back and the output mirror respectively, and Tf the
transmittance of the quartz-windows in the gas chamber. Eq~uation (3) may be integrated to
obtain a transcendental equation in the variable 6 = I I/I . Solving this equation for 6 as
a function of the parameters R1, R2 ' T,, go and a, one may calculate the saturation intensity
from the measured intensity Ie at the exit of mirror M2. To determine the peak output
intensity, both the laser pulse shape and the total pulse energy were measured.

The values of the parameters used were

R, = 98% go = 8.9 ± 0.2%/cm

Tf = 99% a = 1.4 ± 0.3%/cm

while for R2 three values were taken, namely, R2 =10%, 23%, and 84%. The higher value of the
peak small signal gain coefficient with respect to the earlier measured g. is due to the
higher pumping rate deposition in this case (350 kW/cm3 ). This implies a correspondingly
higher absorption coefficient assuming a constant ratio go/a 9. The value of the effective
absorption coefficient was obtained by taking the sum of the intrinsic absorption coefficient
(0.5 ± 0.1%/cm) and the estimated loss due to diffraction (0.9 ± 0.2%/cm).

From these measurements three values for the saturation intensity were calculated (see
Table I) with a mean value of
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+0.3•

<I > = 0.5 tN1 (51

- 0.2

The error bars were calculated by finding the maximum and minimum values of Is, varying the
parameters a, g., and 1e within their error bars.

The second method uses the intracavitv intensity dependence of the gain c-f a prove beam.
Indeed, for the propagatico. of the probe beam with a sufficiently low intensi;ty I (.e.
Ic) we may write:

-=( 9.I6)
dz I + I 1Z• II

The intricavity intensity Ic(z) depends on the longitudinal coordinate z. H-Lwever, it car. be
shown that the error made in Eq. (6) by taking its mean value over the cavity length is
small, and hence the equation may be integrated to give for the amplified probe beam the
following expression:

= 11.4< >1pl 9" -. )( I expig.0 (7)l~t I neM 1+ <1 > I ul inep .(17

where g is the net gain coefficient of the probe beam. Using a modified Rigrod analysis 14

one may express Lhe mean intracavity intensity <I,> in terms of the intensitiy Ie at the
output coupling mirror M2 :

I--% H1*2*T )ý( NR + N H2 )
< > =__ 8)

S (1-H )T 'N R' .In -% K *R .R2T• 4

2 r 1 1 2 f

In this way, by measuring the amplified probe beam intensity Iout and the laser intensity Ie

at the exit of mirror M2 , one may calculate the saturation intensity.

Of course, this method depends heavily on the technical possibility of separating the
amplified probe beam from the much larger overall background laser intensity. This has been
achieved elegantly by means of the Brewster angle quartz windows W1 and W2.

The experimental set up is schematically drawn in Fig. 11. The probe beam was taken from a
Lambda Physik EMG50 XeCf laser with 17 ns (FWHM) pulse duration, which was attenuated (filter
A), recollimated (lenses LI and L2) and spatially filtered (pinhole PH) before entering the

PD2 A M1 M2 J

Xe-Cl GAIN MEDIUM

-- -- '' Xe-Cl

PDO A M4  - ' PROBE LASER
Ph L2  L1  A

Fig. 11 Experimental setup for the second measurement of the saturation intensity (see
text)
Mi = cavity back mirror, = lens (f=25 cm)

reflectivity 99% Ph = spatial filter
M2 = cavity front mirror J = joule meter Gentec ED-1000
M3 = mirror PD1 = reference photodiode ITT,
M4 = mirror FW-114A
A = neutral density filters PD 2 = signal photodiode ITT,
L! = lens (f=50 cm) FW-114A
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TABLE I: Results of first saturation TABLE I1: Results of second saturation
intensity measurement intensity measurement

R2 (MW/cm 2 ) Is(MW/cm 2) <l(Mw/em 2 ) R2 (%) (Mw/cm 2 ) •%/em) (Mw/cm 2 ) ds(Mw/em 2 )-- - { - -- ..... . . . .- . . . . . ._ - - - . . . . .

0.2,.0 +0.7

10 1.0± 0.2 0.4 110 1.0 +0.2 4.9±0.3 1.4-

i 0 -0.5

23 1.0±0.2 0.5 0.5.3 3.7 0.4 1.2' 1.2

-0. -0.2 i -0.4 -. .4

*0.4 i +0.5
84 0.26 ± 0.06 0.6 84 0.26±0.06 2.23±0.05 1.3•

-0.2 -0.4

late- cel . The otrher experimental conditions (mnrror= re lectivit, t impl:. :•te, etc.) weIe
ef7 unchanged wits resoect to the first measurement.

Due to tne different polarizations induced by 1I and W2 tne probe bean, and t-e inzrrca&rty
e.r. field are split at window W2' after which the cain is measured by photodiode PD1 .

The results of the measurements are shown in Table II and we calculated a mean value of
the saturation intensity of

+0.6

Acain, the error bars were calculated by finding the maximum variation in i., changing the
parameters within their range.

IV. Conclusions

The adsorption coefficient a and the small signal gain coefficient go have been measured,
both as a function of the time elapsed after discharge breakdown, and go as a function of the
wavelength. It should be noted that the time dependence of the absorption is rather similar
to that of the small signal gain coefficient go (width, onset time, peak time) leading to an
approximately constant ratio go/a with time.

Two different measurements of the saturation intensity were performed leading to the
values 0.5 Mw/cm2 and 1.2 Mw/cm2 respectively. However, ta.ing into account the rather large
error bars (see 5 and 9) these results are not really in contradiction but rather reflect the
considerable difficulty in measuring this quantity. These considerations are, on the other
hand, largely stated by the wide range of saturation intensity measured values, also for
apparently similar experimental conditions 7,9,15,16.
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Abstract

The use of saturating magnetic materials ip laser excitation discharge systems is
presented. Particular attention is given to the moct important parameters of magnetic
materials and to the analysis of some circuits such azý single and multi-stage pulse
compressor and pre-pulse isolation systems.

Introduction

The use of saturating magnetic materials in pulse forming circuits for the laser
excitation o • • fa v e valanche discharges is becoming an important area of
investigation . Such techniques find applications especially in the
excitation of excimer laser systems where pulse power requirements are esfy5 1}A( e f7
f)present, the two -. in t 5 hniques are in tne areas of pulse compression

and circuit isolation j. The idea of pulse compression is to use a saturating
inductance as a switch that will allow a slow charge of the pulse circuit through a
thyratron and subsequently provide a fast deposition of energy through a low inductance
circuit to the discharge. Such a technique, therefore, permits a comfortable dl/dt for the
thyratron, insuring long life operation, and at the same time deliver a short voltage
risetime and fast energy deposition pulse desirable for the excitation of excimer laser
systems. use of a saturating inductor as an isolator is an even more powerful
technique . The idea here is to overcome the necessity of charging the final stage
capacitors used for energy deposition to the gds breakdown volt?87 while the steady state
operating voltage of the discharge is some factor of four lower . The latter results in a
discharge power supply very far from a good current generator and, therefore, yields very
poor theoretical power transfer efficiences. The use of a saturating inductor as an
isolator permits the use of a separate low energy, high dV/dt pre-pulse and the subsequent
deposition from a low voltage main storage pulse power circuit.

While substantial successes are reported in the application of saturating magnetic
materials for these uses, very little discussion has been devoted toward elucidating the
details involved that lead to the successful implementation of these results. In this
communication, we wish to discuss, for example, the limits associated with the available
materials for the above mentioned uses, the losses associated with a saturating magnetic
inductance and the optimization associated with multistage pulse compressor.

Material considerations

Two general classes of materials are available: thof 4 ýf various ste?151lloys
including splat cooled amorphous metals such as Metglass and Vitrovac and those of
ferrites. The choice of the appropriate material depends on the speed of the circuit under
consideration ind the degree of compression or isolation required. The most impor t19 6 )
parameter to keep in mind is the relative permeability at the operating frequency
We make the important assumption of working solely with soft magnetic materials or, in
other words, to employ magnetic materials with a very natgm. (low coercive force)
hysteresis loop. As a rough criteria w- have Ic <I0 A/cm., . In this conditio°l8. 1
(see Fig. 1) we can define at a given frequency the "relative permeability" as
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u u/Prs= Pr pO=(I /)AB/AH, / (u= unsaturated)

S= r1 I= 0 ~(I/p0 )AB/l,• 1t (s= saturated)•r =r 0= '

where u = iree spa-e permeability= 4 10-7

tN,

i r

Coer no e
fre(HC)

Fig. I. Power losses during the switching time for a magnetic material device.
ilain losses arise only when the voltage starts to drop down and the current
starts to increase. T s= switching time, ger'rally<<Tsat*

It 's clear that under this approximation overmentioned and illustrated in Fig. 1, a
linearity between B and II is a good approximation and we can employ easier formulas in our
cicuits analysis. It is well known that j' is about equal or few times that of air. We
will call iji the following discussion "refative permeability" simply "permeability".

Another point to keep in mind is that although steel alloys have enormous
permeabilities at low frequ'ncies only the best materials have comparable values to those
of high frequency ferrites in the region of lOhlilz. and are unusable at frequencies in the
100Hliz. region. Depending on the annealing process the permeability for amorphous metals
-an be as high as as 600,000 for cases of square hysteresis loops and can also be made to
have constant permeability values in the region of 5 to 30 thousand up to frequencies near
the 100 Kllz. range. Low frequency ferrites generally have constant permeabilities with
values of I to 5 thousand up to I to 5 lh~z. High frequency toroids can have constant value
permeabilities of a few hundred at frequencies up to 10 to 20 M1Ihz. and even higher
frequency toroids with constant permeabilities of the order of 40 to 50 at frequencies up
to one to two hundred Mh}z. The difference between the unsaturated permeability and the
saturated permeability defines the change in inductance when the materials goes into
saturation and, therefore, defines the degree of isolation. The saturating flux, B ,
between the amorphous metals and the ferrites are not very different with the amorphous
metals having values about a factor of three higher. These are from .5 to 2 Teslas for
amorphous metals and .2 to .5 for ferrites materials. Thus, given a desired final saturated
inductance, the time to reach saturation is controlled by the unsaturated permeability
which controls the leakage current through the inductor and by the nature of the B-if curve.
The required amount of material necessary to hold off a given voltage is given by:

T B (T
sat s sat

(I/.4t) V(t)dt = Am • dl; w BA (l)

0 h(t=()

where V(t) is the voltage across the inductor; It is the time to saturation of the
material; sat

A is the total change in flux density and is (21B ) twice the saturation flux d
density if one initially reverse saturates the material.

t is the number of turns.

Thus, to reach a desired hold off voltage before saturation of the magnetic material,
both the saturation flux density and the cross-sectio:. il area are important parameters.
Arguments using Eqn. (1) are valid when the transition rime between unsaturated and satured
inductance is small compared to the overall resona,.ce charging time ('si t ). Vhen this is
not the case, as is sometimes true in fast compression stages and in pu se isolation
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systems, the details of the saturation process becomes important. Le will discuss in the
details of the transition region for different types of materials in a future paper.

The consideration of losses in saturating magnetic materials is a difficult task and
can be very different for the two types of materials tinder discussion. Hysteresis losses,
the integral of Bdil, which tend to be a constant per round trip of the hysteresis loop,
represent a small fraction of the energy transferred through the inductor if the current
through the inductor is many times that necessary to drive the mcignetic material to
saturation. This is usually the case for the circuits under consideration.

The other important loss is that due to the resistivity of the material. If we look at
the voltage and current characteristics as a function of time as in Fig. 2, we find that
most of the power loss ta• [ce when the inductance saturates. In steel alloys where the
resistivity (r .100l itLcm) is very low the material must be formed by laminations
with alternating insulating layers to allow voltage build up across the inductor structure.
Due to this very low resistivity huge eddy currents counter the driving current and
necessitate I1 values at the boundary of the lamination many times that of the saturating Hi-
field (If ) before a saturating wave launched in the medium travels across ( -i_ 4Sof

• magnetic material and saturates the whole thickness of the lamination
Eddy current losses in amorphous metals can be a substantial fraction of the storage

energy if care is not used in the design of saturaing inductors.6 In ferýW materials the
resistivity is rather large and can vary from 50 'o as high as 10 j-1 cm. and saturation
of the material medium can be determined purely by the rising local hI-field. Losses can be
ca- '` ated by integration in space and time using the local induced electric field in the
medi a and the resistivity. However, the calculation of the cal electric field is
complicated by the change in the local permittivity as sections of the medium saturates.
There is indication that the permittivity decreases at saturation. In addition, there are
frequency dependencies of the resistivity and permittivity caused by di fg •qs in the
resistivities , -6 •9ing grain sizes in the material at low frequencies and by a
phase lag loss that becomes important at higher frequencies.

V.,IP

yoltage

P"oer
loss

Current

L.-T, -

Fig. 2, Solid line: narrow hysteresis loop that allows to make the described approximation,
the linearity between B and It fields.

Single stagc pul.'" compression

We wish in this section to make the simplest circuit arguments for a one stage pulse
compression circuit. !ýe shall then present the first order arguments for the design of the
inductor dimensions and the necessary magnetic material characteristics. Figure 3 gives the
schematic for a single stage pulse compression circuit.

'IV

LL

S~-1

Fig. 3, Single stage pulse circuit diagram. I.- is only the grr und reference for the C1
charge. L. 1I. is the load, in part icular the yaser headh.
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For one hundred percent energy transfer efficiency C -C C-=C . The right part of the
circuit is isolated from the left by the unsaturated inductance of LU. For an efficient
charge of C2 , L 1 <<L 2 U. 2

In order to make I much larger than Ii, L 2 S<<LI'
For satisfying these ?wo inequalities we put:

L1 /L 2 S=L 2 U/L 1 rIO (2)
u u 2

Where: L2s=pOprs N t2 A /I Nt2 (3)
L2 =POYr Nt Am /ImFO N Am/lm (3')

With: Nt=number of turns ; Am=magnetic cross-sectional area; 1m=magnetic field path length

So, pr u must be at least equal to 100M(). We remark that the expressions given for (3)
and (3') are valid wneh soft magnetic materials are employed (narrow B-H loop). Under the
assumption that two parts of the circuit are isolated by the unsaturated inductance,
calling C1 2 =[ClC2 /(CI+C 2 )]=C/2, we can write the equation when the switch S1 closes at t=O
for II(t) with C initially charged to V by observation,

1 max

I(t)=VCmaxC 1 2 /Ll 1/2 sin(wt) (4)
)1/2.

where w1 =(I/LIC 1 2) . The voltage across the capacitor C2 , V2 (t), is then given as:

V 2(t)=V max (C12 /C 2)(l-cos(wlt) (5)

Assuming that the current required to saturate L2 is small compared to the peak
current through L after saturation, the voltage across the capacitor C V (t) is

2 3't 3.
approximately at ground potential and the current through L 2 before saturation is simply
written as

t

12 (t)=(I/L2u)f+2 (t')dt'=Vmax(Cl2/C2)L2ut-(i/wI)sin(wIt)) (6)

0

We define the "Pulse compression ratio" (i) as:

S=TI/T 2  (7)

where Tl=l/lwl; T 2 =(C 2 3 L2 S)l/2, C2 3 =C 2 C3 /(C 2 +C3 )=C 1 2 =C/2

It is clear now that T2 is the duration of the secondary current pulse of amplitude 12
after saturation of L Furthermore we immediatly recognize T =T by definition and from
Eqn(5) V (T 1 )=V ma(C /C 2 ) or the maximum voltage across the capacitor C 2 . If losses are
neglecteA and sinusoial waveforms are assumed, the law of conservation of charge gives:

1 1 T -I=12T2

and from (7) :
1 2 /11=(12 /1I1)(T I/T 2)=62 (8)

Thus, for example, a pulse compression ratio of 5 reduces dl/dt in the thyratron by
25.
Integrating Eqn. (1), (Faraday's law), we obtain the fundamental(- 4 )( 1 3 )(17 2 0)( 2 )-

N tA M=V maxTsat /2,B (9)

withAh::2B , biased magnetic core near the reverse saturation
AB=13 s, unbiased magnetic core

Thus, depending on the resonant charging time in the primary subcirciit, we are able
by means of Eqn.(9) to calculate the cross-sectional area of magnetic material (Am) that we
need in a given circuit. In Eqn. (9) the compression factor defined by Eqn.(7) does not
appear; by means of Eqns. (3),(3') and (9), and recalling Eqns.(7) and (2) with the
explicit expressions for T and T 2 , we have the required magnetic material volume for a
given single stage pulse compressor, as:
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Vm=(wT 2 /4)pO( l/AB 2 )(CV 2max /2)S 2 (10)

with: Vm=A M m, the magnetic material volume; C I=C 2 =C3=C, the capacitors.

An application of pulse compression is to allow a very slow charge of the pulse
circuit through a solid state switch instead of a thyratron and, subsequently to obtain a
fast deposition of energy to the discharge. General dI/dt requirement for an excimer laser
is lOOKA/lOOns. Unfortunately the maximum dI/dt for a high power solid state switch such as
a thyristor, is about IKA/ks, thus 4:.;1000 and consequently by (10), the required volume
and the associated losses become huge.

Multi-stages pulse compression

We have looked at the minimization of magnetic material needed as a function of the
number of stages and we have found that there exists a number where the magnetic material
needed is a minimum.
Figure 4 gives the schematic for a multistages pulse compression circuit:

KV.

C LLn

C1 C2 C3 C' Cn~l LASER

S LG C2 C ~LOAD

T/ 1
Fig. 4 Multi-stages pulse circuit diagram. L, corresponds to L in Fig. 1. and may

be high due to the slow current rise-'ime in the first stage.

We consider the circuit lossless (8)(l9), purely inductive and capacitive. For one
hundred percent energy transfer efficiency we put:

C1=C2=C3 ... C n+=C (

For such a multi-stage efficient resonant energy transfer system, the condition of
Eqn. (2) generalizes to

L /L.S=L.u/L rlO

L S/L S=L u/LbT r1(2

Ln-I n n n-IrlO

We realize a compression factor S with n-stages of different compression factor d 1

Moreover, the saturation flux Bs has the same value up to the final highest frequency
(but it is not necessarily the same material); thus we write

t = ,...,n3)V =_ kd. 2=k= d 2 d
m i l....n 1 1 -- i'..n i

where:V w = the total magnetic material volume

kmk ( 2 2 2(C/ 2,
=k_=u..a2/4 .. l.AB2 .C/2 mx the same value under our condition for each stage.

We demonstrated that V t is minimum when d. is the same for each stage.
Thus (13) become:

S=dn
Vmt= nkd2=nk(S 2 )I/n (14)
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Looking at the minimization of V t as a function of the number of stages assuming, as
+ m

currently done, n o R , we found that there exists a minimum for n given by the equation:

n=21n(g) (15)

Keeping in mind that n is the number of stages, as a result of (15), we take the first
integer that approximates (15). Generally the smaller number is picked to avoid building
one more stage. As a numerical example we take a compression factor, S=31, (6--.1000), and
with one stage only:

V - 1000
m

From (15) we have n=6, thus the total volume needed is from the second of (14):

V t 19
Thus it is clear that substantial material savings results in going to multi-stage

pulse compressors. The losses associated with increasing number of stages is counter-
balanced by the larger and larger losses of a single stage device as k increases.
In discussing some theoretical aspects of a multi-stages pulse compressor, it may be
convenient to give a first hint for a practical evaluation of the device expense; calling C
the "cost" for a required n-stages magnetic compressor, we havo:

C=nH(2 ) /n+nK (16)

Where: H1= magnetic material cost per stage.
T= capacitors cost per stage.

Minimizing (16) as done in (15), the minimum cost is given by the following equation
for the optimized number of qLages:

n=2ln(6)/[l+/(2 ) 1/n] (17)

Where:q= K/Il.
It is easy to recognize (15) for K=0.

Pre-pulse isolation circuit

Similarly, as done for obtaining equations (4), (5), and (6), we can write the equations
for the pre-pulse isolation circuit given in Fig. 5.

H.V.

Cs Lc Vm~x VI L V9  Cp VpMAx H.V.

Fig. 5, General pre-pulse circuit diagram. On the left hand part to respect L: main
storage energy subcircuit, generally set at low voltage. On the right hand part to
respect L: pre-pulse subcircuit or "spiker".

The conditions here are that C is slowly charged to potential V ma so that both V and
are at this potential. The storage capacitor of the pre-pulse circuit C (C <<C) is

c arged to V and is some factor of 4 higher than V . 1with tile circuiP voftages set at
these values~m~e pre-pulse switch is closed. , act s a high impedance barrier until the
laser gap breaks down. In this process L is driven in the reverse direction and if driven
to reverse saturation some of the energy in the pre-pulse will he dumped into the main
capacitor C. It is seen that there will be a substantial delay after the laser gas
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breakdown because the inductance L has been driven in the negative direction. The time
delay is the time necessar• to drive the inductance L to saturation in the forward
direction. Assuming that L successfully isolates the left part of the circuit, then we can
write the voltage across the laser (V ) as:

V (t)=Vmax+[(Vpmax-V max)(C p/(C p+C ))][1-cos(w pt)] (18)

with: C = laser head capacitors 1/
wg= l/[(L (C C /(C +C ))]MI2
LP= laserPhe~dgandPprg-pulse inductance

p

The current flowing through the inductor L is governed by the large unsaturated
inductance (Lu). We treat V as a time virygi vol tape cource in calculating the current
through the iiiductor L un tfe left hand part of the circuit. The capacitor C is a very
large capacitor compared to the capacitor in the pre-pulse circuit (C ) and thus
effectively acts as a short. The current flow in the left hand part o? the circuit then is
written as:

t

Ip(t)=-(I/LU I [V (t')-Vmax ]dt'=

0

=-[(V pmax-V max)/Lu][C p/(C p+C )][t-sin(w pt)/w ] (19)

We want to make sure that the magnetic core of L does not go into reverse saturation
until V =V . Otherwise, some of the energy in the pre-pulse will be dumped into thecapacitg mmax
capacitr and may adversely affect the breakdown of the laser gas. From Eqn. (18) we see
that V is reached in time,

T=•/w (20)p

The voltage V is given by,gmax

V gmax=V max+2[V pmax-V max[C p/(C p+C )] (21)

The current at T in the left hand part of the circuit is then,

I p(t)=-1[(Vpmax-V max)/Luwp 1[/(Cp +C )] (22)

The saturating inductance should be designed such that the inductance does not go into
reverse saturation when the current reaches I(T). Further, the pre-pulse should be set so
that gas breakdown in the laser medium is near V . After breakdown of the discharge theSma

laser gap becomes a low impedence source and powgr begins to flow from the main storage
capacitor, C, at time t=T. The current I is given as:

I(t)=(V max/Luw)sin[w(t-T)] (23)

with w=l/(LuC)1/2

Conclusions and Considerations

In both the pulse compression circuit and the pulse isolation circuit discussed above,
the initial function of the saturating inductor is to hold off a certain voltage. In pulse
compression L u must not saturate until V2 reaches maximum voltage, V (C /C 2 ), and,
similarly, in the pulse isolation circuit L must remain unsaturated u I 2 reaches V
as given in Eqn. (21). Equation (1) is a convenient form of the Faraday's lw that sho•T§x
easily allow us to calculate the desired aroa A for a given material with saturation flux
characteristics of B. In pulse compression where the pulse compression ratio is large,
that is, when the charging time is long compared to the saturation time, the integration
over t to T is easily determined since Ts is simply the time for V2 to reach maximumS ,sat2
voltage. However, when very fast voltage risaeimes are desired as in the last stage of a
pulse compressor chain (multi-stage pulse compressor), the pulse compression ratio must be
very small because, for examle, at 20H}z. ferrites with unsaturated p ru of only a couple of
hundreds are available. Thus, the best that can be achieved are compression ratios of the
order of 3. Under these conditions the exact time for T becomes ambiguous. In the case
of pulse compression we need to make sure that the induc or completely saturates before V.
reaches maximum voltage, so that the stored energy in C2 can be transferred more rapidly to
the load or the next pulse compression stage. If this is not done the partially saturated
core will transfer energy initially at slower ratr until the current through the core
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reaches levels to completely saturate the core. The trade-off is between saturating the
core slightly before C reaches maximum voltage resulting in decreased energy transfer or
saturating the core after C2 reaches maximum voltage resulting in increased energy transfer
time. Although this choice is relatively unimportant when the compression ratio is large,
it is very important when the ratio is only of the order of 3. Our preference for low
compression ratio situations is to sacrifice the amount of energy transferred rather than
the increased time delay.

For pulse isolation circuits we want the core as small as possible but at the same
time successfully isolate the pre-pulse from the main energy storage circuit. Further, we
do not want any of the core to reach reverse saturation during the rise of the pre-pulse
voltage across the discharge gap as this may result in possible dumping of the energy in
the pre-pulse into the main storage capacitors. Since the voltige risetime of the pre-pulse
is generally made as fast as possible, it is necessary to use fast ferrites which have
unsaturated nermeabilities of only a few hundred.

In conlusion we described the important parameters of magnetic materials for a proper
choice in pulse compression and in pulse isolation systems. We gave the explicit expression
for the magnetic material volume needed in a single stage pulse compressor and we obtained
a relation for the minimum magnetic material volume needed in a multi-stages pulse
compressor. We have given, also, the explicit expression for the current in pulse isolation
systems.

However, we have not discussed in detail the approximation to Faraday's law when the
time to saturation is comparable to the saturation time T ; we have not given the
explicit calculation of the change in permittivity for saurated and unsaturated material
that is important in calculation of resistivity loss in ferrite materials. Furthermore we
have not discussed changes in resistivity as a function of frequency.
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Abstract

An analysis is made of the lasing efficiency and spin-split spectra of the
XeF(B-X) system as observed in an e-beam pumped laser. The intricate rotational and
vibrational structure in the 351-nm and 353-nm lasing emission is investigated in an
attempt to gain insight into the processes responsible for the spectral features of this
laser.

Introduction

Since the first demonstration of improved performance of e-beam pumped XeF laser
operation at elevated temperature there has been considerable interest in trying to
understand mechanisms responsible for this performance improvement. At room
temperature, laser power is emitted predominantly in the 353 nm band on XeF(B,v'=O) --
XCF(X,v"=3) transitions. As the temperature is increased, the 351-nm band increases in
intensity. This band includes both (B,v'=l) -- (X,v"=4) and (B,V'=O) -- (X,v"=2)
transitions.

Several suggestions 1 have been advanced to explain the improved performance at high
temperature. Hsia et al. attributed the improved energy extraction to a combination
of increased vibrational relaxation within the B state and increased dissociative rate
of the weakly bound X state. Subsequent experiments by Champagne et al indicated
that a decrease in narrowband absorption with increasing temperature in the
351-nm band region might also contribute to improved energy extraction.

The objective of our experimental program was to obtain lasing spectra and
efficiency from 300 K to 450 K under consistent and reproducible conditions. To this
end, the electron beam parameters were held constant and the laser medium density was
kept at 3 Amagats to ensure the same pump rate at all temperatures.

Experimental Apparatus

The experimental apparatus used for the measurements is the Rocketdyne
electron-beam excimner laser (REBEL) system. The electron gun is driven ýy a three-stage
Marx bank which yields current densities at the anode foil of 10-12 A/cm . Typical
operating parameters of the electron-beam driver are a 270-390-kV voltage with a
0.25-1.0- .5 pulse length. The laser chamber consists of a Monel box 114 cm long with a
10- x 10-cm clear aperLure along the lasing axis. This chamber is separated from the
high-vacuum electron-gun chamber by a titanium alloy foil mounted on a hibachi frame.
An interior shroud 9 f nickel-plated copper limits the volume pumped by the electron beam
to 100 x 10 x 10 cm , and an 800-Gauss magnetic field is employed to improve the
pumping uniformity of the gas. The laser chamber has been operated at pressures up to 5
atm at 450 K. The experimental results reported in the present paper were obtained
using a Ne buffer gas at a density of 3 Amagats, a pulse length of l ;sec and gas mix of
Ne/Xe/NF = 99.425/0.5/0.075. For the gas volume corresponding to the aperture 9ver
which la~er energy is extracted, the average pump rate is approximately 90 kW/cm as
estimated by the standard technique of measuring the gas cell pressure rise in
conjunction with 3-D Monte Carlo electron-beam energy deposition calculations.

A flat/flat resonator with 100/50% reflectivities was employed in all the present
studies. For this resonator the threshold gain is approximately 0.35%/cm, which
ensures, at the above operating conditions, that the data were obtained well above
threshold with the medium well saturated. Lasing was restricted to a uniformly pumped
volume within the REBEL cavity by using 4-cm diameter mirrors. High-resolution,
approximately 0.05 A, spectra were recorded on film using a 1-m monochromator with a
1200-line/mm grating in fourth order. Both bands were simultaneously recorded.
Additin'illy, spectral data were simultaneously recorded with an optical multichannel
analyzer (OMA 2 system, EG&G Princeton Applied Research). The detector head was mounted
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on a 0.3-m monochromator operated in second order with a 2400-line/mm grating. To
monitor the consistency of the lasing operation, voltage and current waveforms were
recorded on each shot, and the temporal profiles of the 353- and 351-nm lines were
monitored using appropriately filtered vacuum photodiodes. The laser output energy was
measured with a volume absorbing calorimeter. A schematic of the apparatus is shown in
Figure 1.

Results

High resolution film spectra were taken at several temperatures between 3000K and
450'K, these are presented in Figures 2 through 5. It may be noted that at 300 0 K the
lasing emission occurs predominately in the 353-nm band. Only a weak lasing spike
appears in the 351-nm band at 300°K. As the temperature increases to 350 0 K a second
spike appears. Increasing the temperature even further to 45 0 °K shows the spikes
growing and some structure appearing between the spikes. The relative energy in the
351-nm and 353-nm band could be inferred from OMA data and corroborated by the waveforms
recorded with the appropriately filtered photodiodes. This data is presented in Figure
6, as lasing efficiency versus temperature. These results are in agreement with those
of Hsia et al. , in that the 351-nm emission increases dramatically with temperature.
The lasing efficiency of the XeF laser improves markedly because the energy in the
351-nm band increases while that in the 353-nm band remains virtually unchanged.

Some general qualitative observations may be noted. The structure and efficiency
of the 353-nm band at 450°K are very similar to those at room temperature. In contrast
the 351-nm spectrum is different in character from that of the 353-nm spectrum. At
elevated temperature the 351-nm spectrum is dominated by two strong spikes with some
structure between them. The 351-nm band also changes markedly with temperature growing
from a single spike at 300'K to two intense spikes with structure at T >4OO0 K.

Discussion

Potential energy curves of the molecular states important to the XeF laser are
shown in Figure 7. The 353-nm band emission comes primarily from the XeF(B,v'=O) --
XeF(B,v"=3) transition whereas the 351-nm band is composed of radiation from the
XeF(B,v'=l) --* XeF(X,v"=4) and XeF(B,v'=O) -- XeF(X,v"=2) transitions. Each
vibrational transition has four rotational branches: P , R , , nd Rf,.2 where
e and f represent spin "up" and "down", respectively, fo17th 6 --transitions.

A. 353-nm Emission

The 353-nm band is considered first. A typical high resolution lasing spectrum is
shown in Figure 8. The experimental spectra consistently showed modulations and peaks
whose positions were reproducible, independent of gas mixture, temperature and resonator
configuration. Thi modulations were also qbserved in previous experiments with an
unstable resonator . Tellinghuisen et al. have attributed these modulations to the
effects of cooperative lasing on the overlapped rotational lines of the 0-3 band and the
very high-J lines of the 0-2 band. An alternative mechansim for the modulations is
absorption due to rotational transitions in lIght diatomic molecules. It was recently
suggested that excited-state absorption of N is significant in thS 353-nm lasing
band when a substantial amount of N2 is added to the gas mixture. Another
possible mechanism for these modulations will be considered below.

The small-signal spectrum of the 0-3 band computed using the REXKAL code 6 '7 is
shown in Figure 9. The spectroscgpic constants used in this calculation are those
reported by Tellinghuisen et al 'I V13The four branches, R e R P , and P
and the corresponding bandheads for 131XeF are shown in FigUre L0. eThere aýe very
small wavelength shifts and a slight broadening of the transitions due to the multitude
of naturally occurring isotopes of xenon. The calculated small-s~gpal gain in Figure 9
includes these pressure broadening and isotopic blending effects, ' which are
insufficient to completely smooth the structure of the gain spectrum.

The 1-,s time integrated high-resolution spectrum displayed in Figure 8 shows
several clusters of rotational lines and suggests rotationally inhomogeneous laser
extraction. This type of broad,6omplex spectral structure has also been observed in
short-pulse (-50ns) experiments at moderate to high spectral rTolution.
Furthermore, low spectral resolution (-IA) gated-OMA experiments have shown that the
broad emission in our experiments occurs even during l00-ns time windows. From these
observations we conclude that the inhomogeneous lasing seen in Figure 8 is
representative of the spectra for much shorter time intervals, less than tens of
nanoseconds, and an indication of restricted XeF rotational relaxation. This conclusion
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is further corroborated by the recently reported spectral sweep observed in XeP.1 2

In addition, a comparison of the structure in the experimental laser spectrum of
Figure 8 with the structure of the theoretical small-signal gain spectrum of Figure 9
shows that the moderate undulations in the small-signal gain spectrum appear to be
accentuated in the laser spectrum. This accentuation, if not caused by absorption or
cooperative lasing on high-J (0-2) lines, could be interpreted as due to wavelengths
with slightly higher gain accessing neighboring rotational states to some extent but not
enough to lead to truly rotationally homogeneous narrowband emission. The energy stored
in XeF resides in a multitude of rotational states which must be collisionally coupled
on time scales that are short compared to the stimulated emission rate for narrowband
emission. Thus the appearance of several clusters (or even a broad smooth distribution)
of rotational lines lasing relatively independently suggests that the rotational
relaxation rates may be too slow in the B and/or X states to allow narrowband lasing.
This h ~olesis is supported not only by the recently reported spectral sweep observed
in XeF ' but also the well-known difficulty in achieving _ fic gnt
injection-locking when the small-signal gain - threshold gaii..

Another observed feature of the spectrum may be plausibly explained
by examining the relative positions og the rotational bandheads in the 353 nm band.
Although lasing is observed at 3531.6A, Which is the R bandhead, it is consistently
much weaker than that observed at 3531.8A, which is thE R bandhead. Both bandheads
originate from the lower rotational levels of the XeF(B,v'=0) manifold. While the
computed small-signal gain indicates that the gain is only slightly larger at the R
bandhead, lasing on the R bandhead is significantly suppressed. As shown in Figurg
10 the low-J R bandhead ýt 3531.6i is located at the far left of the rotational
structure and Aoes not overlap spectrally with the other branches, while the R
bandhead near 3531.8A overlaps with the P P, and R branches of the 0-3 ban3 .
Thus lasing at 3531.8A (R bandhead) opti~all accessEs XeF molecules in both the e
and f spin states, whereaS lasing at 3531.6h (R bandhead) does not optically access
both spin states. Since the e and f spin stateý are optically coupled at the R
wavelength but not at the R wavelength, saturation at the R bandhead at 3531.8 is
expected to be more cfficiegt than at the R bandhead at 3531.6A and may in turn
suppress Rf lasing. Collisional spin relaxation between the e and f branches
could also cause depletion of the f levels when the R bandhead begins to lase.
This tends to reduce the gain of the Rf bandhead. However, the rates for collisional
spin relaxation are expectd to be much slower than spin conserved rotational relaxation
and, as will be noted below, the laser spectrum at 351 nm tends to imply slow
collisional spin relaxation.

B. 351-nm Emission

The 351-nm emission includes rotational transitions of both the (B,v'=l)
(X,v"=4) and (B,v'=O)--(X,v"=2) bands of XeF. A typical high-resolution spectrum of
the 351-nm lasing emission obtained with the REBEL laser at elevated temperature is
shown in Figure 11. A REXKAL small-signal gain spectrum is shown in Figure 12, while in
Figure 13 are shown the corresponding I-4 and 0-2 rotational branches and bandheads
which can be correlated with the peaks of Figures 11 and 12. A very striking feature of
the REBEL laser spectrum is the lack of significant lasing at 3510.5 and 3510.9A, where
the predicted small-signal gain is large.

The lack of significant lasing in our data at 3510.5 and 3510.9X compared to what
might be expected on the basis of the small-signal gain calculation may be understood by
reference to Figure 13. The lower levels at these wavelengths are centered at a
rotational quantum number of 15 for the R branch and 5 for the R branch. Since
these rotational states are relatively faý from the dissociation Timit, during
long-pulse lasing a population will build up in these states and lasing action at these
two wavelengths will be affected by lower-level bottlenecking. Then lasing might shipt
to other spectral regions able to sustain gain during saturated extraction (e.g., high .1
bandheads, see below).

Some insight into other possible mechanisms for the suppression of lasing at these
wavelengths can be seen by referring to the energy level diagrams of Figures 14 and 15.
Strong lasing in the 0-3 band at 3531.8 - 3533.OA can decrease the gain on the low-J
R and Rf bandheads of the 1-4 band by two related mechanisms. First, the 0-3
lSsing emission originates from the rotational states of the v'= 0 level for J values
up to 30, as shown in Figures 8 and 10. Due to the finite rate of rotational
relaxation, lasing tends to depopulate the molecules with .1 above, but near J -30, more
than those above, but far from J -30. Rotational states in the vicinity of J. 45 of
the v'=O level, which are depleted by stimulated emission, are expected to be rapidly
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replenished by the efficijgt 1 ibrational-rotational (V-R) energy transfer from J = 1
-15 of the v'=l level. )' This transfer will be especially rapid for the low
rotational states of the v'=l level due to the high density of states and their near
resonance with the v'=0 rotational states. Consequently the low-lying rotational
states of the v'=l level are indirectly depleted by V-R transfer associated with 0-3
lasing, which in turn reduces the gain at the low-J R and R bandheads of the 1-4
band. This cascading process is illustratred in Figure 14. eSecond, a reverse effect
would occur in the XeF(X) state. The 0-3 lasing fills the rotational states up
through J-30 of the v"=3 level. The V-R relaxation in the XeF system is expected
to be somewhat slower than in the HF system due to its larger reduced mass. However,
because of the small energy defects of these rotational states and the low-lying
rotational states of the v"=4 level, near-resonant V-R energy transfer between them
would be efficient, as indicated schematically in Figure 15. This V-R relaxation will
tend to overpopulate the low-lying rotational states of the v"=4 level and decrease
the gain on the corresponding 1-4 transitions. Thus 0-3 lasing can decrease the gain on
the low J transitions of the 1-4 band by a combination of two effects: depletion of the
upper lasing level low-lying rotational populations and a corresponding buildup of the
lower lasing level low-lying rotational population. The combination of these two
processes is believed to be largely responsible for the absence of lasing at 3510.5 and
3510.9A when the 0-3 band lases for the conditions of the present experiments.

In contrast, Figure 11 demonstrates intense, relatively narrow-band, lasing at
3511.2A and 3512.6A. Reference to Figure 13 shows clearly that these peaks strongly
correlate with the high-J (i.e., J.50) R and R rotational bandheads,
respectively, of the 1-4 band. Although Ehese higR-J rotational transitions are
relatively unaffected by the V-R energy transfer process associated with the 0-3 lasing
discussed above, vibrational-translational (V-T) energy transfer will never-the-less
tend to populate the v"=4 level. Lasing (1-4) transitions with J, 52 areInbound and
should have ground states lifetimes of order of a vibrational period, < 10 s. The
1-4 lasing transitins between 40< .< 50 terminate 1 on rotational resonances which are
bound only by a small rotational barrier (< 100cm ) in the effective ground-state
potential, or, alternatively viewed, terminate Sn bound levels within about +kT/2 of
the dissociation limit. Tellinghuisen et al, have noted that the rotational
resonances lying above the dissociation limit can predissociate. More importantly,
molecules near the dissociation limit can dissociate quite rapidly via collisions at
high density. Collision-induced dissociation rates •9r molecules whose energies 1 are in
the ragge JD ± kT/2) were calculated by Yang et al,, to be of the order of 10
to 10 cm /•. At laser medium densities of 3-4 Amagat, these rates correspond to
ground-state lifetimes of 0.01-0.1 ns. Regardless of the predissociation rates fB
v"=4, 40< J <50, levels (very sensitive to the details of the effective potential
and J), the collisional dissociation rates appear to be sufficiently fast to ameliorate
bottlenecking.

Since the high-J rotational states of the v"=4 level can dissociate efficiently,
the effective ground-state lifetime for these high-J levels is much shorter than the
low-J v"=4 levels or most levels of v"=2 or 3, and lasing at 3511.29 might be
expect d to be more efficient than at other wavelengths. Similarly, the lasing at
3512.6A, which correlates strongly with the 1-4 high-J R bandhead, presumably should
be enhanced by reduced bottlenecking in the lower levels. However, from Figure 13, it
is clear that the 1-4 R-branch high-J bandheads are optically coupled with the gain (or
loss) associated with other low- to intermediate-J 1-4 branches. And furthermore,
lasing at the 1-4 high-J R bandhead (3512.6A) also couples to the net gain (or loss)
associated with several 0-ý transitions at J-valuep between 10 and 25. On the other
hand, lasing at the 1-4 high-J Rf bandhead (3511.2A) does not access any 0-2
transitions. The low-J spectral components at the high-J (1-4) bandheads may affect the
extraction efficiency to varying degrees at the e and f lines at different
temperatures.

The coupling to 0-2 transitions at 3512.6AP is probably the reason for the absence
of emission there at 300 K (see Figure 2). The reason for rather low energy at the
3511.24 bandhead is discussed below. In these experiments at approximately 90kW/cm3 ,
the 300'K lasing at 3511.2A occurred at a low level throuP out the 1 ,.sec pulse in
contrast to the behavior observation at higher pump rate. - The temporal dependence
of the 351-nm emission and the 353/351 energy ratio appear to be very sensitive to pump
rate and small signal to threshold gain ratio. The narrowness of •e spin-split 351-nm
peaks is attributed to fast rotational relaxation in the B state in conjunction
with rapid X state dissociation for at least the high-J component. The persistence of
lasing at both e and f hfh-J bandheads manifests a spin inhomogeneity due to slow
collisional spin relaxation.
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C. Discussion of Improved Efficiency at Higher Temperature

As was seen in Figure 6, the improved efficiency of the XeF laser at elevated
temperature results from an increase in energy in the 351-nm band. In particular, the
growth of the two narrow spikes at 351.12-nm(-I) and 351.26-nm( 2 ) account for most
of the increase with some weak emission occurring between the spikes. As was noted
above, the emission at 351.12-nm is due to pure v'=l -- *v"=4 transitions, primarily
many overlapping lines of the high-J bandhead of the R branch. The 351.26-nm
emission is due to a combination of the high-J R bandhead of the 1-k transition,
other low-J (C-4) components, and overlapping lises (10. J 1 25) of the 0-2 transition.

1. kl = 351.12-nm

The overlapping high-J 1-4 transitions, which terminate on rotational resonances
in the X state and account for about 60% of the calculated small-signal gain, are
expected to dominate the energy extraction at 11. Though lasing at couples
weakly to some low-J (1-4) transitions there is no coupling to the more highly bound 0-2
transitions. Therefore, it seems unlikely that the dramatic increase in
elevated-temperature energy extraction at X can be completely attributed to
decreased bottlenecking in the X state. RAther, it appears that shifts in the B
state vibrational and rotational populations, and faster V-R, V-T, and R-T rates play an
important role.

As temperature increases, the vibrational population of XeF(B,v'=l) tends to
increase due to enhanced vibrational Boltzmann factors for the B state population and,
perhaps, an increased B/C population ratio. Because the rotational levels of the XeF(B)
state are closely spaced, there is also a significant shift to higher J as the
temperatue increases and the rotational population increases for high-J. These effects
tend to increase the upper level populations available for lasing at +'I" The small
signal gain at A is, therefore, expected to increase somewhat as the temperature is
increased simply aue to population shifts in the B state.

This effect may at least partially explain the increase of small signal net gain
with temperature seen in earlier experiments by Champagne using an argon-ion laser probe
at 351.11-nm. In those studies, a strong absorption at room temperature in pure Ne
plasmas was seen. However, addition of NF or Xe to the Ne dramatically
decreased this absorption. A further reduchion in absorption in Ne/Xe and Ne/NP3
binary mixtures at 351.11-nm was observed as the temperature was increased to 150 C. As
noted above , substantial increases in small signal net gain in mixtures of
Ne/Xe/NF was noted . However, the magnitude of the increased gain appeareo
greater Lhan could be explained due to decreased background absorption alone. The
combined effect on background absorption at 351-nm of the addition of both Xe and
NP to Ne has not been determined experimentally. Since the addition of either
specie alone to Ne was seen to drastically decrease background absorption even at room
temperature, one might expect that the addition of both species together would reduce
absorption more than either alone.

Extensive modeling by Finn et al, 2 3 and Yang et al, 6 '7 has revealed that the
onlg specie that decreases significantly when Xe or NF is added to Ne is
Ne . Champagne~attributes the narrowband absorption to excited atom
absorption , Ne . In either case 2the most probabPe candidate absorber is expected
to be related to neon. Finn et al and Yang et al both predict that the broadband
absorption in laser mixtures at 351.11-nm is relatively low (gain/loss 10) at room
temperature. Further modest reduction at elevated temperature would not greatly
increase net gain or lasing efficiency.

In an attempt to clarify the situation, e-beam pumping of Ar/Xe/NF mixtures
was carried out to see if 351-nm band lasing could be observed at room temperature.
Since no neon was present and there are no known argon or argon-related narrowband
absorbers at 351-nm, there should have been no strong selective absorber to inhibit
351-nm lasing. No significant lasing at 351-nm was observed. In fact, the energy
ratio E(351-nm)/E(353-nm) appeared even smaller in argon than neon.

Therefore, we conclude that the increase in small 3ignal net gain at
observed with increasing temperature is due primarily to a real increase in ghin due to
population shifts rather than to a significant decrease in background absorption. The
increased small-signal gain at ' with a corrresponding increase in v'=l
production rate due to faster V-+' R-T, and V-R relaxation in the B state,
supports more efficient extraction by increasing the effective gain to loss ratio and
saturation intensity.
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2. X = 351.26 nm
2

The narrowband lasing emission at 351.26 nm is even more complex. Both high-J
transitions of the (1-4) R bandhead, (1-4) P (18. J, 21) lines and
overlapping 0 - 2(10< J <29) lines are contribaItng.

The high-J 1-4 transitions are to lower weakly bound states (as at ý ) and
should not be significantly affected by bottlenecking at any temperature. However, the
gain would be enhanced at high temperature by a population shift in the upper states
analogous to that described at A The 0-2 transitions at •^ do go to more
strongly bound lower states, theref~re, a global increase in the XeF(X) dissociation
rate with temperature would decrease bottlenecking and improve lasing for this component
of 2

Thus at X several mechanisms appear to improve energy extraction as the
temperature is rAised. B- and C- state population shifts and enhanced V-T/V-R/R-T
relaxation improve the 1-4 lasing component. Additionally, a global ground state
dissociation rate increase improves bound low-J (1-4) and (0-2) lasing contributions.

In view of the substantial differences in low-J gain (or loss) contributions
at 1 and A it is not obvious that the energy partitioning between
and X should ge about equal as appears to be qualitatively inferred by th1 film
spectrA of Pigures 3-5. Only minor differences in the film spectra peak hei'ghts were
observed with factor of two changes in relative Xe and/or NF concentration. Due
to the difficulty in interpreting film spectra, we are reluctaný to draw conclusions
about the relative importance of ground state dissociation versus upper state effects
with respect to enhanced 351-nm emission at elevated temperature.

Summary

A correlation between the experimental lasing spectra, the theoretical
small-signal gain, and the rotational branch structure of XeF has been described. The
absence of lasing at the low-J spin-split bandheads of the XeF(B,v'=l) to
XeF(X,v"=4) rovibronic transitions can be explained by near-resonant V-R energy
transfer associated with lasing at 353-nm on the XeF(B,v'=O) to XeF(X,v"=3)
transitions. Strong narrowband lasing on the highFJ spin-split bardheads of
XeF(B,v'=l) to XeF(X,v"=4) at 3511.2 and 3512.6A is attributed to rapid collisional
dissociation of the high-J lower laser levels near the dissociation limit and rapid
rotational relaxation in the XeF(B) state. Comparable lasjng intensities at the two
high-J (1-4) R and R spin bandheads (3511.2 and 3512.6A) manifest a clear spin
inhomogeneity End appea~s to indicate relatively slow collisional spin mixing rates for
the XeF(B) state. The collisional spin mnixing rate may affect the ability to obtain
efficient single narrow-line lasing in the 351-nm band. The essential absence of lasing
at the low-J Rf bandhead of the XeF(B,v'=O) to XeF(X,v"=3) transition is likely
due to optical coupling at similar and low-J of the two spin states for the (0-3)
transition, a mechanism which seems much less effective in the high-J (1-4) case due to
a large J difference between Re and Rf at 3511.24.

The improved efficiency of the XeF laser at elevated temperature results from
increased energy in the 351-nm band. This behavior was not found to 2 je very sensitive
to mix variations of a factor of two in Xe and NF concentration. The
enhancement results from upper state population shi~ts and faster relaxation rates as
well as faster ground state relaxation for low-J components of gain (or loss) at the
observed wavelengths of strong emission.
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Spectral Sweep in an Electron Beam Pumped XeF Laser

D. G. Harris, D. H. Burde, R. J. Malins,*
and J. H. Tillotson**

Rockwell International-Rocketdvne Division
Canoga Park, California 91304

Abstract

A spectral sweep in the 353 nm band of an electron beam pumped XeF laser has been
investigated. The time-integrated lasing spectra broadens as the pulse length, electron
beam pump rate, and intracavity flux are increased. Several possible explanations are
discussed.

The XeF laser is an efficient source of near-ultraviolet (UV) radiation (Ref. 1,2).
However, many proposed anplications require a spectral linewidth that is considerably
narrower than that obtained from a free-running laser. Injection-locking has been
demonstraLed to be a practical technique for controlling the linewidth of high power
lasers (Ref. 3). The efficiency with which this technique can extract energy in a narrow
bandwidth depends on the vibrational and rotational relaxation rates relative to the stim-
ulated emission rate. Unfortunately, there is little information available about the
rotational relaxation rates of the low lying vibrational levels of the XeF(B) electronic
state that are of importance to laser action. We have attempted to gain some insight into
the degree of inhomogeneous broadening of an electron beam pumped XeF laser by investiga-
ting the spectral evolution of the 353 nm band of the lasing radiation.

These experiments were performed using an electron beam Pumped XeF laser at the
Rocketdyne Experimental Laser Laboratory. This device is a versatile research tool having
a variable pulse length (0.25 to 1.0 microsecond) and adjustable electron gun voltage
(270 to 390 kV). The electron gun is driven by a three-stage Marx bank aný yields currents
at the anode foil of approximately 10 amp/cm2 . The laser chamber consists of a monel box
114 cm long with a 10 x 10 cm2 clear aperture along the lasing axis. This chamber is
separated from the high vacuum electron gun chamber by a Ti alloy foil mounted on a hibachi
frame. An interior shroud of Ni-plated copper limits the volume pumped by the electron
beam to 100 x 10 x 10 cm. An 800-Gauss magnetic guide field is employed to improve pumping
uniformity of the gas. The laser was operated at room temperature with a mixture of
NF3 /Xe/Ne in the ratio of 2/6/2600 at a total pressure of 3.4 atm.

A schematic of the experimental apparatus is shown in Figure 1. The principal diagnos-
tic instrument for these experiments was the optical multichannel analyzer (OMA 2 System,
EG&G Princeton Applied Research). With this instrument, we were able to obtain data on
the 353 nm band of XeF as either a 50ns time slice of the lasing spectrum or a time
integrated spectrum of the full lasing pulse. The detector head was mounted on a 0.3 meter
monochromator operated in second order with a 2400 I/mm grating. High resolution, time-
integrated spectra were simultaneously obtained on Polaroid type 55 positive/negative film
using a 1-meter monochromator with a 1200 1/mm grating used in fourth order. These spec-
tra also showed weak lasing on the 351nm band of XeF. To monitor the consistency of the
lasing operation, voltage and current waveforms of the electron gun were obtained on each
shot. In addition, the temporal profiles of the 353 and 351nm bands were monitored
using appropriately filtered vacuum photodiodes. The voltage, current, and photodiode
waveforms were displayed on high speed oscilloscopes. The lasing energy was measured with
a volume absorbing calorimeter. The energy deposited by the electron beam was determined
by the pressure rise technique using a 10,000 Torr MKS Baratron. For typical operating
conditions, the average Power deposited into the laser mixture by the electron beam was
approximately 90kW/cm3 .'

During the initial experiments, the integrated lasing spectrum of the 353nm band was
measured for several pulse lengths. These experiments were performed with a confocal
unstable resonator of magnification 2.7. Data from the OMA are shown in Figure 2 for
pulse lengths of 250, 500, and 750 ns. There is a distinct trend in these data: as the
pulse length increases, the red portion of the 353nm band is progressively more accen-
tuated. Emission in this band is due to transitions between the v = 0 to v = 3
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rotational manifolds of the XeF(B-X) transition. This shift represents a shift to higher
rotational levels as the pulse evolves. This trend was confirmed by the high resolution
film spectra. Further experiments were carried out using the OMA to obtain time slices
of the lasing spectrum. The OMA gate was set to obtain a 50ns wide snapshot during a
lasing pulse. By varying the delay between the initiation of the laser and the gating of
the detector window, a series of snapshots of the lasing spectra were taken, which spanned
the entire lasing pulse. The pulse-to-pulse reproducibility of the laser were verified by
the data from the other diagnostics. Characteristic results are shown in Figure 3 for the
M = 2.7 unstable resonator. These data show a definite shift of the spectrum to the red
portion of the band as the pulse progresses. The time slicing and pulse length variation
experiments were repeated with two additional resonator configurations that provided higher
intracavity flux: a 50 percent fee2dback stable resonator and a 70 percent feedback stable
resonator. These data show spectral sweeps similar to that observed with the unstable
resonator.

To compare the data from several resonator configurations, the spectral sweep was
auantified by dividing the 353nm band into five equal wavelength regions. The number of
detector counts in each wavelength region was determined and then divided by the total
number of counts in the entire band. Since the OMA curve represents time-integrated
intensity, i.e., energy emitted during the time that gated detector is on, the resulting
numbers measure the fraction of energy emitted in each wavelength segment during the period
of the detector gate. This procedure was carried out for each time slice and for each of
the resonator configurations. The results are presented in Table 1 and a graph of some of
the data are shown in Figure 4. It is apparent from Table I and Figure 4 that the magni-
tude of the spectral sweep as well as the speed with which it occurs increases with the
resonator feedback (i.e., as intracavity flux increases).

That a pulsed laser may exhibit a time-dependent lasing spectrum is not a new concept.
The behavior observed in XeF is reminiscent of, but may not be necessarily related to,
that seen in other types of pulsed lasers. For instance, smooth and continuous shifts of
the lasing wavelength are well know effects in pulsed dye lasers (Ref. 4,5). In addition,
the evolution seen here for XeF is similar to the line bopping phenomena observed in
pulsed chemical lasers (Ref. 6,7).

Bottlenecking of the lower level and depletion of the upper level are two possible
mechanisms that could contribute to the observed spectral sweep. (A 50'K temperature
rise is the maximum that can occur in the gas during the laser pulse from the electron
beam. Boltzman population shifts due to this temperature rise are insufficient to account
for the observed spectral shift). In the case of a bottlenecking mechanism, the stimulated
emission rate exceeds the rate of ground state removal. As particular rotational states
of the lower laser level become filled, the lasing action shifts to adjacent states in
the upper rotational manifold. Recent numerical and thermodynamical calculations modeling
pulsed chemical lasers have shown that bottlenecking can cause spectral sweeps even if
rotational equilibrium is maintained in both uppc- and lower laser levels (Ref. 8,9).
Upper state depletion can result when the stimulates emission rate exceeds the rate at
which an upper lasing rovibrational state is filled by relaxation from adjacent states.
Consequently, the upper lasing level is emptied and lasing shifts to adjacent transitions
in the rotational manifolds.

Neither of these possible mechanisms is consistent with our observations. Increased
pulse length allows a longer time for the spectral sweep to occur by both mechanisms and
would consequently result in a broader spectrum. The increased cavity flux caused by the
higher resonator feedback increases the stimulated emission rate and hence can terminate
lasing on a particular transition by more rapidly emptying an upper state (depletion) or
more rapidly filling the lower state (bottlenecking).

As a further examination, spectra were taken by varying the pumping rate (electron gun
current) while maintaining a constant 500ns pulse length. An attemut was also made to
measure the spectral and temporal dependence of the sidelight fluorescence. This fluo--
rescence is a monitor of the upper state population. It was found that the sweep increased
with increasing pumping rate, resulting in a wider time-integrated bandwidth. Unfortun-
ately, the result of the sidelight fluorescence were not conclusive, so that it was not
possible to correlate the rate of wavelength sweep with an upper state population redis-
tribution.

It is unclear if either of the above mentioned mechanisms can account for the observed
spectral sweep because of the complicated nature of the XeF spectrum. The XeF rotational
lines are closely spaced and collisionally broadened to th2 point of overlapping. One
therefore does not observe single rotational lines turning on and off as in a pulsed
chemical laser but rather a group of lines that sweep in intensity, with the location of
the group moving across the manifold. It is this aspect of the spectrum that makes it
difficult to differentiate between the nossible mechanisms. In the absence of detailed
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rotational relaxation information, an accurate kinetics model of this effect is not
feasible. We note however, a recent phenomenological model was developed by Juramy
et al., (Ref. 4) to analyze the spectral sweep observed in pulsed dye lasers. It was
demonstrated that if the spectral dependence of the emission and absorption cross sections
were taken into account, then a spectral sweep follows naturally from a rate equation
description of a homogeneously broadened laser. Moreover, their model predicts an
increased rate of spectral shift 1ýith increased cavity flux.

In summary, we have observed a spectral sweep in the 353nm band of an electron beam
pumped XeF laser. This sweep manifests itself as progressive broadening of the time-
integrated spectrum as the pulse length, electron beam Dump rate, and intracavity flux
increase. The spectral evolution could result from bottleneching in the lower level or
depletion of the upper laser level.
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Table 1. Analysis of Spectral Red Shift

% PEAK AREA IN REGION*

RESONATOR TIME SLICE, I 1 III IV V

UNSTABLE 0 TO 50 15.7 50.3 27.0 7.9 0.8
(M=2.7) 100 TO 150 8.9 36.8 34.6 15.9 3.7

200 TO 250 5.7 29.2 34.7 22.1 8.3

300 TO 350 5.1 27.0 34.1 23.2 10.6

400 TO 450 6.2 27.8 33.7 21.7 10.6

STABLE** 0 TO 50 17.1 39.7 28.9 11.6 2.6

(50% R) 100 TO 150 9.7 30.6 34.1 19.6 6.0

200 TO 250 4.9 22.1 32.7 26.9 13.4

300 TO 350 4.2 21.0 32.9 26.9 15.0

400 TO 450 - - - - -

STABLE**' 0 TO 50 14.6 40.4 29.2 12.5 3.3

(70% R) 100 TO 150 5.5 26.1 33.0 24.6 10.9

200 TO 250 3.5 20.7 32.1 27.8 15.9

300 TO 350 2.4 20.4 32.4 27.7 17.1

400 TO 450 2.6 20.0 33.2 27.0 17.2

*The (0 to 3) band was divided into 5 equal width wavelength regions;
Region I is the Blue most region and Region V is the Red most region.
Each Region is about 0.05 nm wide.

**For this resonator the output coupler is a 50% R Mirror.

***For this resonator the output coupler was a 70% R Mirror.
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Figure 1. Schematic of the apparatus used for the spectral evolution experiments.
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Figure 2. Lasing spectra of the 35mnm band of XeF for three pulse lengths.

An M = 2.7 unstable resonator was utilized.
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Figure 3. Lasing spectra of 353 nm band of XeF at several interval
during the lasing pulse. Time, t = 0, is the beginning
of the e-beam. An M = 2.7 unstable resonator was utilized.
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OPTIMIZATION OF ELECTRON-BEAM PUMPED EXCIMER LASER

T.F. Lowum and J.I. Swecker
Air Force Weapons Laboratory, AFWL/ARBM

Kirtland Air Force Base, New Mexico 87117-6008

Abstract

We significantly increased the output energy of an electron-beam pumped Xenon Flouride
laser by optimizing certain electron gun and gas mix parameters. The optimized e-gun
parameters include anode-cathode spacing, magnetic field strength, and cathode voltage.
The optimized laser gas parameters include NF 3concentration, Xe concentration, and total
pressure.

We found that the shortest anode-cathode spacing (9 cm), the strongest magnetic guide
field (1600 Gauss), and the highest cathode voltage (375 kV) gave the highest laser
output. The optimum gas concentrations were .05% NF , 3% Xe, with Ne added to bring the
total gas pressure to 60 psia. The energy degraded Ay 2% per shot with this gas mix.

Introduction

Electron beams are widely used to pump excimer lasers because of their scalability to
large volumes and long pulses. However, this type of laser Is often unpredictable and
unreliable. Much controversy also exists over the optimum concentrations of NF3 , Xe, and
Ne in a Xenon Flouride laser. In this work, we describe experiments to characterize the
electron gun and to optimize the concentrations of NF3, Xe, and Ne in the laser gas
mixture. Our aim was to find an optimum configuration for the laser in terms of energy
output and reliability.

Electron Gun Optimization

A ten-stage Marx tank, actually a pulse-forming network (PFN) or Guillemin Type C
network, provides energy to produce the electron beam. An individual stage of the Marx
circuit can be charged up to 100 kilovolts to provide a maximum voltage of 1 megavolt upon
erection of the ten stages.

The PFN feeds a cold cathode covered with a 10 x 75 cm piece of carbon felt. The
spacing between the cathode and the anode (the hibachi foil support) is nominally 10 cm,
but this spacing can be reduced by inserting a spacer behind the cathode. The A-K spacing
establishes the impedance of the diode, and therefore determines the fraction of the PFN
voltage delivered to the cathode. For example, when the A-K spacing is 8.9 cm, a PFN
charging voltage of 75 kV per stage delivers a total of 312 kV to the cathode. This
voltage produces a cathode current of approximately 9,150 amps. An external magnetic
field guides the electrons into the laser chamber and reduces scattering by the foil and
the high pressure laser gases (see Fig. 1).

The cylindrically shaped laser chamber is 125 cm long with a diameter of 15 cm. Since
the emitting area of the cathode is only 10 x 75 cm, the e-beam pumps less than half of
the total volume of gas. The energy deposited into the gas was determined by measuring
the pressure rise in the chamber due to heating of the gas by the e-beam. Neon gas was
used for energy deposition measurements since it is the major component of the excimer
laser gas mixture. Since neon fluoresces, the rise in pressure accounts for only part of
the total deposited energy. To estimate the loss to fluorescence, we measured the
pressure rise with nitrogen gas which is essentially non-fluoryscing. Allowing for the
slight differences in the electron stopping power of the gases , we found the amount of
energy deposited in both gases (neglecting fluorescence) to be approximately equal.
Therefore, the energy lost to neon fluorescence is small and was neglected in our
determination of the total deposited energy

To study the effect of the anode-cathode (A-K) spacing on laser output, the energy
deposited into the laser chamber was determined at different separations. Decreasing •he
A-K gap lowers the diode impedance, thus increasing the current emitted by the cathode
This current increase is somewhat offset by a decrease in the cathode voltage caused by
the lower diode impedance (due to the impedance mismatch between the PFN and the cathode).
However, if the A-K gap becomes too short, the cathode voltage arcs directly to the anode
and the diode shorts; the cathode will not produce an electron beam. Our measurements
confirm that decreasing the A-K gap results in more energy being deposited in the l]&ser
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chamber. Table I lists the results of these measurements. Although the change in average
cathode voltage and current was small, the energy deposited into the gas increased by 30%.
Laser output also increased 30% with the smaller separation.

TABLE I. Effects of Anode-Cathode spacing on electron beam parameters.

A-K Spacing IKavg VKavg VKpeak Edep

(cm) (kA) (kV) (kV) (Joules)
10.2 9.01 318 377 956

8.9 9.15 312 353 1242

The strength of the magnetic guide field was varied to determine its effect on energy
deposited into the chamber. As figure 1 shows, two magnets surround the laser chamber in
a Helmholtz configuration. These magnets serve the dual purpose of guiding the electrons
into the laser chamber and of increasing an electron's effective path length through the
gas. Each magnet has a maximum field strength of 800 Gauss (limited by the power
supply), so the total B field available is about 1600 Gauss. To vary the field strength,
one or both of the magnets were turned off or a resistor was inserted in series with the
magnet to decrease the current. Figure 2 shows the deposited energy versus field
strength. The curve suggests that higher magnetic field strength would yield
significantly more energy deposited into the laser chamber, but we are unable to explore
this with the current configuration.

Figure 3 depicts energy deposited into the laser chamber versus cathode voltage. Th•
theoretical curve was determined from the Child-Langmuir prediction for current density
measurements of cathode voltage and pulse width, and the transmission of the hibachi and
foil. We accounted for the increase in cvrrent density due to closure of the diode using
a 4-5 cm per microsecond closure velocity . Since the A-K separation is on the order of
one of the cathode dimensions and the c~rrent density is non-..-.iform, the Child-Langmuir
relationship is not strictly applicable . However, general trends are predictable. Note
that as cathode voltage increases, the data fall below the theoretical curve by an
increasing amount. This disparity arises because as cathode voltage increases, the
kinetic 6 energy per electron increases and more electrons impact the back wall of the laser
chamber instead of depositing all of their energy into the gas. Increasing the effective
stopping power of the gas (by increasing the depth of the laser chamber or raising the
pressure of the gas) would reduce this loss.

Gas Mix Optimization

After completing the characterization of the electron gun, we next optimized the
concentrations of NF 3 and Xe in our gas mixture. We knew that an optimum concentration of
NF3 and Xe had to exist, since both of the gases produce absorbing compounds when excited.
To find the optimum gas mix, we measured the output energy of the laser as the
concentrations of NF3 and Xe were varied. An off-axis, unstable, confocal resonator was
used to extract the energy from the gain medium. We aligned the resonator so that the
optical axis was near the foil (and thus near the electron gun). A Scientec 8" volume
absorbing calorimeter measured the energy in the 10x10 cm output laser beam. Figure 4
shows a diagram of the experimental set-up.

We first varied the Xe concentration, keeping the NF concentration constant at .085%.
Figure 5 shows the average output energy for the first &en shots at different
concentrations of Xe. The laser produced the most energy with only .2% Xe, a
significantly lower value than other investigators have reported.

Keeping the Xe concentration constant at .3%, we next varied the NF concentration from
.03% to .1%. As figure 6 shows, the laser produced the most energy wi4h the
NF concentration at .05%, which is also lower than "normal". Further tests confirmed
thAt the optimum concentration was indeed .05% NF / .3% Xe, but .2% Xe lowered the output
only slightly. We did all of these tests with the E-gun pumping level at 1200 Joules and
the total gas pressure at 60 psia. Additional tests indicated that this was also the
optimal gas mix for a wide range of pumping energies. We also measured the shot-to-shot
degradation of this gas mix. The energy output of the laser degraded approximately 2% per
shot, which is typical of NF 3 gas mixes
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Our opiwiuv gas concentrations were significantly lower than others rep•yted
elsewhere ' ' , but our total gas pressure was higher. In 1977, Champagne claimed that
an optimum number density of NF and Xe existed for XeF lasers. If this is so, then the
optimum concentration will change with total pressure. To allow comparison of our results
with others at lower pressures, we calculated the optimum number density (or partial
pressure) of both species. The corresponding optimum number densities at various
operating pressures are listed in Table 2. Our results agree favorably with those of
Champagne (NRL) and Feiock (Maxwell Labs) as shown in Table 2 also.

TABLE 2. Optimum Concentrations of NF3 and Xe at Various Total Pressures.

5 atn 4 atm 3 atm

% NF3 .041 .051 .068

% Xe .16-.24 .2-.31 .27-.41

Maxwell (1984)10 .067% NF3, .2% Xe

NRL (1977)11 .06% NF3, .18% Xe

Since the laser gas has greater electron stopping power at higher pressure, the
electron gun deposits energy into the gas more efficiently. At lower gas pressure,
however, the electron gun deposits energy more uniformly across the chamber. Figure 7
illustrates both of these points. The data taken at 50 psia show that a significant
number of electrons reach the far side of the chamber. Thus, many of the electrons strike
the far wall of the chamber rather than depositing their energy into the gas. The data
taken with a gas pressure of 60 psia show that the gain has decreased to almost zero at
the far wall of the chamber; the gas stops almost all of the electrons. As the two gain
curves in Figure 7 show, the gain is more uniform across the chamber at the lower gas
pressure, but higher total energy can be extracted at higher chamber pressure.

The pressure of the laser gas controls this trade-off between pumping efficiency and
pumping uniformity. An application requiring maximum laser output energy calls for the
highest possible gas pressure, while an application requiring maximum intensity uniformity
across the beam would call for a lower gas pressure.

Conclusion

Table 3 lists the parameters of the laser when configured for maximum output energy.
The laser output energy of 16.4 Joules represents an order of magnitude increase over the
output energy before we started the characterization and optimization work. The deposited
energy increased by 30% when we decreased the A-K spacing by 1.2 cm. The addition of a
1600 Gauss guide field increased the deposited energy by a factor of four. A higher total
gas pressure gives more efficient pumping because it stops more electrons, but a lower
total gas pressure gives more uniform pumping across the chamber. Optimization of the gas
mixture was the most significant factor in increasing the laser output energy. Our
optimum mix has lower concentrations of NF3 and Xe , but does agree with two other
investigations.

Additionally, we learned several things about the electron beam deposition. A small
decrease (1.2 cm) in the A-K spacing resulted in a 30% increase in deposited energy. The
addition of a 1600 Gauss magnetic field increased the deposited energy by a factor of
four. Finally, we found that deposition could be tailored by varying the total pressure
of the lasing medium. This implies that uniform and efficient pumping cannot be achieved
with a single electron gun unless the back wall of the laser chamber can be made to
reflect the electrons which strike it.
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Table 3. Optimum Laser Configuration.

Cathode Voltage 310 kV Gas Mix .05% NF3 / .3% Xe
Cathode Current 9.2 kA Chamber Pressure 60 psia
A-K Spacing 8.9 cm Pulse Length 1.1 microsec
Magnetic Field 1600 Gauss Output Energy 16.4 Joules
Deposited Energy 1450 Joules
Extracted Volume 7.5 Liters
Chamber Volume 18 Liters
E-Beam X-Section 10x75 cm
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Abstract

To increase the kinetics data base and refine the understanding of XeCl lasers, time-

dependent measurements of lower level xenon excited state densities in electron-beam pumped

XeCl laser mixtures have been performed. Measurements are obtained using hook

interferometry under nonlasing conditions at an average excitation rate of z250 kW/cm and

e-beam pulse widths of 0.4 and 1 #s. The population differences, AN , between four
different electronic transitions [three in the Xe*(Cs)-Xe**(6p) manifold, and one in the

Xe *(6s')-Xe***(6p') manifold] are examined as a function of halogen concentration. A
dramatic change in the excited xenon density, caused by a change in the energy flow
mechanism in the XeCl kinetics due to HCI burn-up, is observed. As long as a relatively

high HCl density exists in the mixture, ion-ion recombination reactions (e.g., Xe+ + CV-)
intercept dissociative dimer-ion recombination reactions (e.g., Xe2) and suppress the
excited xenon densities. When a certain amount of HCl is consumed, the energy flow channel

switches to dimer-ion recombinations, resulting in an abrupt increase of the xenon excited
state density.

Introduction

Historically, the understanding of XeCl laser kinetics has tended to lag the other major
excimer lasers. 1 The major differences between the XeCl formation mechanism and those of
others using fluorine as the halogen donor are as follows: 1) Reaction of the first

excitation state of xenon (5p 56s) with vibrational ground state HC1 is nearly thermoneutral

with respect to XeCl* formation. 2) The dissociative attachment reaction rate of ground

state HCI with electrons is much less than that for F2 . Several experimental and

theoretical studies have shown that high XeCl* formation yield can be achieved through

higher excited states of xenon 2 ' 3 and/or vibrationally excited HCI4 through the neutral

reaction channels. Only vibrationally excited HCI 5 ' 6 has a high dissociative attachment

reaction rate that results in efficient XeCl* formation through the ion channel. Numerical

kinetic models have been also developed for e-beam pumped XeCl lasers 7 - which are in

reasonable agreement with the results of laser experiments. However, measurements and

analysis of only the laser output characteristics are not enough to clearly characterize

kinetic processes occurring in the gas mixtures excited by the e-beams. In fact, some

inconsistent experimental results have been observed.9'10

To refine our understanding of XeCl lasers and increase the kinetics data base, the

fundamental kinetics parameters of time-dependent electron density and burn-up of HCI have

been measured at Spectra Technology, Inc. This paper presents experimental measurements of

the lower level xenon excited state densities in e-beam pumped XeCl mixtures.
As mentioned before, the density of lower level excited xenon is not a key parameter

with regard to XeCl* formation, because reactions with vibrational ground state HC1 do not

produce XeCl*. However, it is a key parameter to understand the energy flow from the

buffer gas system to the xenon system and the balance of the other reactions. Figure 1 is

a block diagram showing key kinetics pathways in Ne/Xe/HCI mixtures. In Ne/Xe mixtures

(without H11), neon ions and excited neons, produced by the primary electrons of the e-beam

and by high energy secondary electrons, produce xenon ions through three-body charge

transfer reactions and Penning ionizations. Xenon excited states are then produced through

dissociative recombination reactions with xenon-based dimer ions (Ne+, NeXe+). The

fraction of xenon excited states formed directly by electron collisions is negligible due

to the low density of xenon compared to neon gas in these laser mixtures.
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When a trace of HC1 is present in the mixture, dissociative attachment reactions with
vibrationally excited HCl control- the secondary electron density, and fast ion-ion
recombination reactions (e.g., Xe+-CI-) interrupt the usual recombination reactions of the
dimer ions. Therefore, if the measured xenon excited state densities in mixtures
containing H101 are lower than those in Ne/Xe mixtures by a factor higher than that expected
from just the quenching rate of excited xenon by HC0, then this is indirect evidence of

high CI- density. However, the dominant source of C0- is dissociative attachment from
vibrationally excited HC1 and there are experimental results indicating that the density of
vibrationally excited HCI is low. 1 0

Experimental Technique

Xenon excited state densities are measured using classical hook interferometry combined
with pulsed dye laser technology. The experimental apparatus and the principle of this
technique are described in detail elsewhere; 11,12 a schematic of the experimental set-up is
shown in Fig. 2. The total optical nath of the excited laser medium is 70 cm, and the e-

- 3
beam excitation rate is Z250 kW/cm

Figure 3 is a partial energy level diagram showing the transitions examined during the
experiment: 1) 823.2 nm (6s[3/2]o - 6 p[ 3 / 2 ] ); 2) 828.0 nm (6s[3/2]1 - 6p[1/ 2 ] 0 ); 3) 834.7
nm (6s'[1/2] - 6 p'[ 3 / 2 ] 2 ); and 4) 840.9 nm ý6s[3/2]0 - 6p[3/2] 1 ). Measured oscillator
strengths for these lines are 0.23, 0.12, 0.37, and 0.012, respectively. 1 3

Because hook interferometry gives the density difference between two states, to obtain
the absolute density of the lower state requires the upper state population to be either
negligibly small or estimable through other means. If the collisional mixing by either
neutral species or electrons is fast, the initial formation distribution will be quickly
reduced to a steady-state distribution. ComparinT collisional deactivation rate constants
and radiative li',-imes measured by Inoue, et al. with rates for stepwise excitations by
electrons, it is reasonable to expect that the later processes will effectively compete
with the former processes. If the distribution in the xenon excited state manifold is
characterized by a secondary electron temperature of 1.5 eV, which is a typical average
electron temperature predicted by our model for our experimental conditions, the upper
state density of the probed transitions would be 23%, 12%, and 36% of the lower state
density for the 823.2, 828.0, and 840.9 nm transitions, respectively. This represents an
upper limit for the higher state populations since other heating sources do not exist. In
fact, even if the electron mixing processes are dominant, the fast ionization processes of
the higher xenon excited states tend to decrease the population of the upper states.
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The analysis is further complicated by the fact that at least part of the xenon manifold
must be in nonequilibrium as evidence by the existence of infrared xenon lasers. Lasing
occurs between the 5d and 6p xenon excited states when mixtures of Ar/Xe or Ne/Xe at >1 atm
are excited by e-beam or e-beam sustained discharges. 1 5 ' 1 6

Therefore, in order to avoid biasing the data with an assumption of the upper state

densities, all the data presented in this paper represent the population difference, AN
between the upper and lower state of the transition examined.

Results And Discussion

Figures 4 and 5 show typical experimental results obtained at the 828.0, 823.2, and
840.9 nm transitions, for XeCl laser mixtures with an initial HCl concentration of 0.16%
and 0.08%, respectively. The XeCl laser mixture is 1.5% Xe in Ne diluent at a total gas
pressure of 3000 Torr. A normalized e-beam current pulse shape [400 ns (FWHM)] is shown at

the bottom of the figures. As can be seen in Fig. 4, the density differences of AN* (823.2

nm) and AN (828.0 nm) are relatively constant during the e-beam pumping, and decay rapidly

at the termination of the e-beam pulse. For 0.08% HCl (see Fig. 5), the AN density

increases abruptly at Z350 ns into the e-beam pulse. During the electron density
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measurements, the electron density also increases abruptly at a certain point during the e-
beam pumping. These points tend to occur at earlier times as the initial HCI concentration
is lowered. The consumption of HCl during the pump pulse increases the secondary electrons
and reduces the CV- ions resulting in an increase in electron-diner ion recombinations.

Also shown in Fig. 4 are results of measuring the AN density of the neon (3p[5/2] 3 -
3d[7/2]•) excited state transition at 837.8 nm. Since neon excited states are mainly
produced by high energy electron excitations, the neon excited state density does not
increase abruptly like the xenon densities, but rather follows the e-beamn pumping.

Figures 6 and 7 show time-dependent AN densities obtained under extended (1 jss) e-beani
excitation for an initial HCI concentration of 0.32% and 0.16%, respectively. Sidelight
fluorescence of XeCl*(B-X) is shown at the bottom of each figure with the normalized e-beam

current pulse. For 0.32% HCl, the AN density does not stay constant, but gradually

increases towards the end of the e-beam pulse. This gradual increase may be caused by an
increase in the gas temperature during the e-beam pumping which leads to a decrease in the

17 ,ion-ion recombination rates. For 0.16% 1101, the AN density increases abruptly at •600
ns into the e-beam pulse. The sidelight fluorescence for the 0.16% 1101 mixture begins to
decrease at approximately the same time as the increase of the AN density.

It is also observed that, if the HCI is consumed during the e-beam pulse, the lifetime
of the excited xenon is extremely long after termination of the e-beam pulse. A long
lifetime is also observed in halogen-free rare gas mixtures. Note in Fig. 1 that energy
transfer processes from excited Cl atoms are another possible path to form xenon excited
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states. To eliminate the effects of the halogen, Ne/Xe and Ar/Xe mixtures were examined,
and the results, are shown in Fig. 8. The xenon excited state densities increase quickly,
and a peak AN of •5 x 10l cm is observed at the end of c-beam pulse. For the Ne/Xe

mixture, the lifetime of Xe* (6s) is surprisingly long, and its decay behavior is not purely
exponential.

In neon based mixtures, the populations of heteronuclear molecules, such as NeXe+ or
NeXeC, are very low due to their low binding energies (<0.05 eV). In addition, xenon dimer
formation through three-body collision with neon buffer is also slow. Therefore, the
quenching rate of excited xenon is significantly low in neon based mixtures. Furthermore,
because the dimer ion formation rate is also low for the same reasons, the population of
xenon ions is quite high, and is balanced with the high density of secondary electrons
which exist even after the c-beam termination. Therefore, the slow feeding processes of
diner-ion recombinations continue even after the e-beam termination, and help keep the
xenon excited state density high. Moreover, because of the high density of xenon excited
states, Penning ionization (Xe* + Xe*) also becomes important.

As a result of these effects, energy circulates within the xenon ion and excited xenon
system, and is gradually quenched by very slow excited xenon diner formation and radiative
decay processes, thereby leading to long Xe* lifetimes. This interpretation is supported
by the results for the Ar/Xe mixture shown in Fig. 8. In Ar/Xe mixtures, the quenching
rate of Xe*, producing ArXe* diner, is faster than in the Ne/Xe mixtures because the
binding energy of the Ar-Xe diner is higher. Higher ArXe+ and Xe• densities in Ar/Xe

mixtures also tend to accelerate the decay of the electron density via recombination
processes that result in faster energy decay of the entire system after termination of the
e-beam pulse.

Conclusions

The time-dependent excited state density measurements of xenon in c-beam pumped
Ne/Xe/HCI laser mixtures as a function of halogen concentration have yielded important new
insights into the neutral and ionic kinetics occurring in these plasmas.
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As long as the HC1 density is high, secondary electrons and xenon ions are controlled by
dissociative attachment reactions with the halogen and ion-ion recombination reactions,
respectively. In addition, the amount of electron-dimer ion recombination is relatively
small, which results in low xenon excited state densities. When a certain amount of
halogen is consumed, the energy flow channel rapidly switches to the dimer recombination
channel and the excited state density of xenon abruptly increases. This increase of the
xenon excited state population is coincident with a similar increase of the secondary
electrons. A population increase of the higher level xenon excited states is also observed
as the halogen is burned up; this presumably results in an increase of photoionization at
the laser wavelength. This may contribute to the termination of the XeCl laser output
under high energy loading conditions.
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A XeCl EXCIMER LASER WITH AUTOMAT T C PREIONIZATION

J.P. SINGH
MHD Energy Center

Mississippi State University
Mississippi State, MS 39762

ABSTRACT

A high power, automatic preionization, discharge excited excimer (XeCl) laser is presented. Aluminum
electrodes 81 cm long and separated by 22 mm are mounted on Al-plates which are enclosed in a pyrex tube of
length 100 cm and diameter 15 cm. The electrical energy of 9J is dumped into a 107 cm3 discharge volume. 48
mJ of energy per pulse and a pulse-width of 15 nsec at 15 Hz are obtained.

INTRODUCTION

The excimer laser is one of the most powerful sources of coherent light energy in the ultraviolet region.
The most common excimer laser is XeCl (308 nm) which is used in spectroscopy, photochemistry, remote sensing
and to pump dye lasers. Two main techniques, discharge' and electron beam pumping-• are used in pumping these
lasers. An automatic preionized discharge pumped excimer laser is simple in construction.

During the past decade an enormous amount of work has been done on different excime, lasers. 3 - 7 Various
data have been collected to improve the understandinq of the kinetics involved in laser excitation. Different
techniques have been attempted for preionization to produce uniform laser discharqe. Work is still continued
to improve the efficiency, to improve the eiergy of the lasers-1 0 and to scale upir the laser for high energy.

This paper the will present a simple, high power automatic preionized discharge pumped excimer las'-. The
output energy dependence with various laser parameters .:il] be reported. The various attempts to improve the
pulse repetition rate and the lifetime of the gas mixture will also be reported.

DESIGN AND FABRICATION

Th. design of this laser is quite similar to the one reported hy Kearsley et al.- The cross-sectional
view of the plasma tube is shown in Figure 1. The discharge electrode system is designed with two Al-plates
of 100 cm x 14 cm. They are separated by 47 mm-with epoxy rods of diameter 25 mm. One of the electrodes is
an Al-rod of 6 mm diameter and 81 cm long which is attached to one of the Al-plates. Another electrode is
fabricated from an 81 cm x 25 mm x 20 mm rectangular Al-rod and an Al-plate of thickness 5 mm. These are
screwed to the middle of the second 14 cm wide Al-plate. The top of the 5 mm thick plate is a smooth arn-
slightly curved 'ogowaski profile at the edges. The ends of the other electrode are also curvwc to avoid the
arcing during the laser discharge. Two rows of 1? doorknob capacitors (Steatite and Porcelain Products Ltd.
type C725) are placed symmetrically on each side of the electrode. These dumping capacitors have total capa-
citance of 31.2 nF. The separation between the plate electrode and dumping capacitors is critical to
designing the laser. The capacitors should be close enough to the electrode to get the proper preionization
but far enough away to prevent the discharge from passing through the surface of the capacitor. The complete
electrode system is inside a purex cylinder of diameter 15 cm and length 100 cm. Two stainless steel plates
with 0 rings are clamped to the ends of the cylinder. These plates are used to connect the laser electrodes
to the capacitor and thyratron. The laser cavity is formed with an Al coated mirror of 2" diameter on one end
of the plasma tube and a quartz window on the other end.

The electrical circuit diagran of the laser is show, in Figure 2. A 30 kV, 200 mA power supply is con-
nected to a storage capacitor of 100 nF, 60 kV. The other end of the capacitor is connected to one of the
laser electrodes. The other electrode is grounded with the thyratron and power supply. A homemade inductor or
5 k long resistor is connected across the electrodes of the plasma tube. The anode of the thyratron is con-
nected to capacitor Ci and the cathode is connectod to the anode of the laser. Thyratron and storage capaci-
tor are placed close to the plasma tube and are connected with copper strip or aluminum foil to minimize
inductance in the discharging circuit. The hydrogen thyratron is triggered by a modified version of the
trigger pulsed r'rcuit of Ref. 12. The ignition coil is replaced with an EG & G pulse transformer.

OPERATION AND PERFORMANCE

The storage capacitor is charged from the H.V. power supply through the resistor R. Initially, the
eleccrodes of the plasma tube are at the ground potential. As soon as the thyratron fires, a potential dif-
ference develops across the electrodes. This potential difference transfers to the upper end of capacitors C2
and the top electrode which produces the breakdown of the gas medium. lhe capacitors C2 are charged through
the breakdown. The breakdown also produces ultraviolet photons which producc preionization of the gas media
between the electrodes. The energy from the capacitors C2 is transferred to the preionized gas mixture and
produces uniform discharge. The time lag between preionization and main discharge depends upon the laser
design but is typically 100 ns.

The variation of laser energy with discharging voltage and different gas mixtures has been studied to
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optimize the output power. Figure 3 shows the variation of relative laser energy with charging voltage at 35
torr Xe, 4 torr HCG and 2 atm He pressure. It increases linearly with voltages from 16 kV to 24 kV and shows
saturation atter that. The energy of the laser is measured with a Gentec energy meter (ED-200). Fiqure 4
shows the laser output energy at various total pressures and also HCI partial pressures. It increases a- He
pressure increases from I atm to 2 atm. From 2 atm to 2.5 atm it remains nearly constant and starts
decreasing above 2.5 atm. The power output has also been studied with varying HCI pressure in the gas mix-
ture. It increases up to 4 torr of HCl then remains the same up to 5 torr and start decreasing above 5 torr.
The uniformity of the laser discharge deteriorates at higher HCI pressurp and the electrical energy dissipates
in arcing rather than exciting the laser media.

The lifetime of the gas mixture is tested by monitoring the laser energy at different times. The plasma
tube is passivated a few times with a HCl and He mixture without running the discharge. The laser gas mixture
Xe: HCI: He; 35 torr: 5 torr: 2 atm is useJ to run the laser discharge. lnitially, the mixtures have not lost
long time. It has stabilized after few fillings and the power output with time is given in Fiqure 5. The
stabilized system runs up to 2 x 10 5 sh)ts in one filling. The laser power remains more than 90 percent of
the peak power. The optimum operating c)nditions are 35 torr Xe, 4-5 torr UCI and 2 atmospheres of He at 24
kV charging voltage. The pulse width is Fojnd to be 15 nsec and laser energy per pulse is 48 mJ. The laser
normally operates at 15 Hz but it can go up to 20 Hz.

The 6 mm diameter electrode is modified to produce uniform laser discharge at high pulse repetition
7Ates. 13 Four H carbon pencil rods of 15 mm length are fitted into the holes drilled 3 mm apart into the
electrode. This improves the laser performance at high repetition r3tes but the power output is reduced.
This laser can operate easily up to a PRF of 100 Hz. The gas mixture also deteriorates in shorter time than
the previous system. The ballasted resistance technique to stabilize the laser discharge, which is suitable
for the CO2  laser, is found to not be useful for excimer laser. The gas mixture from the plasma tube is
passed through a cooling system to a diaphragm pump which circulates the gas mixture. It improves the laser
performance at high pulse repetition rates but the life of the gas mixture is reduced. The preionization
system is also modified to get optimum laser energy. The bottom electrode is raised by 10 mm. Screws of 12.5
mm length are screwed from the top of the Al-plate to coincide with the upper ends of the capacitors. This
arrangement provides the preionization discharge in the middle of main discharge and has improved the laser
performance. This laser is being used at present to pump two grazing incidence dye lasers which are used in a
sequential two photon absorption spectrometer.
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Figure 3.
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HIGH POWER AND EFFICIENT X-RAY PREIONIZATION XECL LASER WITH

A PULSE TRANSMISSION LINE
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Laser Section, Radio- and Opto-Electronics division, Electrotechnical Laboratory,
Tsukuba, Ibaraki 305, Japan

Abstract

A high power and efficient X-ray preionized discharge pumped-excimer laser has been
developed. The electrical circuit of the laser system is composed of a pulse forming
line (PFL), a rail-gap switch and a pulse transmission line (PTL) to transform the PFL
impedance. In order to investigate the effects of the impedance transformation of the
PTL, two types of the PTL with the output impedances of 0.26 Q and 0.48 Q have been
employed. The system with a lower output impedance has produced the large laser
energies by 13-15 % in the range of the PFL-charging voltage from 228 to 400 kV at
HCI/Xe/Ne=4/20/4476 Torr. The maximum energy obtained is 50 J in an 85-ns pulse (FWHM),
corresponding to the peak power of 0.59 GW. The highest efficiency of 3.1 % has been
achieved with an energy of 17.6 J.

Introduction

Rare-gas halide excimer lasers with high-gain and broad gain-width are available
for efficient amplification of picosecond (ps) or femtosecond (fs) ultraviolet (UV)
laser pulses. Recently ps or fs laser pulses with very high peak power have been 1 - 3
produced by amplification systems having XeCl, KrF or ArF laser as the amplifiers

Since the excimer lasers have very short energy storage times, a device with a wide
aperture is necessary to obtain the output energy above 1 J in an amplified ps or fs
pulse. So far, an electron-beam pumping method has been mainly employed for a wide
aperture device with an active v~lume above 10 1 except for the discharge laser
constructed by Champagne et. al. . They have obtained a laser energy of 60 J in a 180-
ns pulse with a XeCl laser5 However, the detail has not been reported.

In the previous paper on an UV preionized discharge laser with a small active
volume, it has been demonstrated that the output energy comparable to XeCl or KrF laser
was produced by ArF laser in the high voltage operation. This result shows that the use
of the discharge lasers as amplifiers enables the efficient amplification of the ps or
fs pulses in the wide UV region of spectrum.

We ýave constructed an X-ray preionized discharge laser with a wide aperture of
10xlO cm as a gain amplifier of an excimer laser amplification system to obtain 1-J
class ps-pulses . The laser was designed to be operated at the high voltage of up to
400 kV. This lead a high pulse-forming-line (PFL) impedance compared with the discharge
impedance. In order to reduce the output impedance of the excitation circuit, a pulse
transmission line (PTL) to transform the PFL impedance has been inserted between the PFL
and the laser chamber. In this paper, we report the experimental results obtained at
the XeCl laser operations.

Laser design

The laser system constructed is schematically shown in Fig.1. The douole PFL with
deionized water as a dielectric has the capacitance of 52 nF and the line impedance of
0.87,?,. The PFL is positively charged by a Marx generator with the maximum output
voltage of 500 kV and the capacitance of 50 nF. The double transit time of the PFL is
90 ns.

The PTL interconnects the PFL with the laser chamber. The transit time of the PTL
is 45 ns. In order to study the effects of the impedance transformation of the PTL, two
types of the PTL have been employed. One of them transforms the PFL impedance of
z =0.87 ;1' to the output impedance of z t=0.48,', at the laser interface. The other
tflksforms z =0.87 ýý to z =0.26 outou

A rail-g p switch (RGS5uwtith 120-cm long electrodes separated by I cm was set
between the PFL and the PTL. The filling gas was sulfer hexafluoride and the maximum
pressure of 6 atm was filled at the PFL charging voltage of V pF=400 kV. The RGS was
operated with a self-breakdown mode.

The laser chamber of aluminum is designed for the maximum filling pressure of 6
atm. The laser electrodes are composed of a plain electrode with the thickness of 1 mm
and a high-voltage electrode with the length of 120 cm and the width of 17 cl. The high-
voltage electrode is contoured according to the expression proposed by Ernst . Both
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electrodes are made of nickel-plated aluminum. The maximum active volume observed was
about 10 1 with 10-cm electrode separation and 110-cm gain length.

X-rays for preionization are generated by colliding a cold-cathode electron-beam to
a tantalum foil with the thickness of 13 ýim. The X-rays generated at the tantalum foil
are attenuated by two 1-mm thick aluminum plates of an X-ray window and the plain laser
electrode. The X-ray generator was operated under the conditions of the maximum
accelaration voltage and electron-beam current of 180 kV and 6.8 kA. The pulse width
(FWHM) of the accelaration voltage was 1.0 is.
2 The X-ray dose measured inside the laser chamber was 120 mR in the area of 20x100

cm . The X-ray pulse observed by a photomultiplier had the pulse duration of 1.3 ps and
the intensity peak at about 0.3 us after the X-ray generation. The operation conditions
were fixed in the following experiments.

Output characteristics

The discharge uniformity and stability which have strong influence on the efficient
operation depend on preionization conditions. Figure 2 shows the laser output as a
function of the delay time td from the beginning of the preionization to the discharge
breakdown. The measurements were made at V =154 kV for a gas mixture of
HCI/Xe/Ne=2/20/2478 Torr. The laser output Us normalized at the laser energy of 10.3 J.

The nearly constant laser output is obtained in the wide time range of the delay
time from t =0.2 to t d=1.8 us. This seems to indicate that the sufficient preionization
has been acgieved. Because the X-ray pulse has the intensity peak at about 0.3 1s after
the X-ray generation and the pulse duration is only 1.3 os.

Three laser pulse shapes observed at the delay times of a, b and c are also shown
in the figure. The second pulse in the laser pulse shape observed at the time b has a
low pulse height compared with that at the time a, though the first pulses have the same
pulse height. In the laser pulse shape observed at the time c, the second pulse
disappears and the pulse width of the first pulse becomes narrower than those at the
times a and b. These variations of the laser pulse shapes suggest that the discharge
instability which affects the laser output occurs earlier as the preionization becomes
less sufficient.

The output energy of excimer lasers mainly depends on the energy deposited in the
discharge plasmas as long as the stable discharge are sustained. The increase in the
deposition energy caused by the increase in the total pressure and the reduction of the
output impedance contributes to the improvement of the electrical efficiency.

Figure 3 shows the laser energy as a function of the total pressure for z =0.26 Q
and z =0.48 P. The measurements were made at V =154 kV and a gas mixture 8Y
HCl/Xe1/20 Torr. The increase rates of the laseFinergy are 70-80 % for the increase
of the total pressure by 2.25 times. These imply that the electrical efficiencies has
been imprcved by 1.7-1.8 times. On the other hand, the reduction of the output
impedance leads to the increase of the laser energy above 13 % except for the total
pressure of 4500 Torr. The increase rate of the laser energy for z out=0.26 Q appears to
be saturated at the total pressure above 4000 Torr.

In Fig.4 are shown the voltage waveforms observed on the laser electrode at the
total pressure of 4500 Torr. The waveforms after the breakdown do not represent the
voltage between the laser electrodes. Because these waveforms include the inductive
voltages caused by the inductance ar ind the laser head. The breakdown at z out=0.48 Q
occurs at about 60 ns after the voltage is applied on the laser electrode.

The breakdown at z =0.26 Q occurs at about 120 ns. The long time till the
breakdown indicates tha•uthe breakdown voltage1 is too2 low. The breakdown voltage is 102
kV and corresponds to the E/N value of 6.4x10 V.cm . It is possible that this low
voltage has brought about any discharge instability. This may explain the saturation of
the increase rate of the laser energy for zout= 0.26 Q at the total pressure above 4000
Torr.

The laser energy deposited in a discharge plasma during lasing duration is
propotional to the charging voltage of an excitation circuit rather than the energy
stored in it. Because excimer lasers have a discharge characterisitic that the self-
sustaining voltage dose not change very much with the increase in the charging voltage.
Therefore it is predicted that the laser energy increases to be propotional to the PFL
voltage.

The measurements of laser energy have been made in the range of the PFL voltage
from 148 to 400 kV at a gas mixture of HCl/Xe/Ne=4/20/4476 Torr for z +=0 26 ' and
z t=0.48 P. The results of the measurements are shown in Fig.6 togeMr with a plot of
t9telectrical efficiency based on the energy stored in the PFL. The laser energy
increase linearly for both the output impedances as the PFL voltage increases. However,
the laser energies for zout =0.26 ', are large by 13-15 % compared with those for
z =0.48 K' except for V pF=148 kV. The maximum laser energy obtained is 50 J in an 85-
nsU1FWHM) pulse, correspon ing to the peak power of 0.59 GW. On the other hand, the
highest electrical efficiency of 3.1 % is achieved with the laser energy of 17.6 J.
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Summary

The X-ray preionized discharge pumped-excimer laser with a large active volume has
been constructed and the output characteristics of the XeCl laser has been studied. The
glow discharge with the active volume of about 10 1 has been successfully achieved by
the sufficient X-ray preionization. The variations of the laser pulse shapes observed
at the different delay times have suggested that the discharge instability which affects
the laser output occurs earlier as the preionization becomes less sufficient.

The effects of the impedance transformation of the PTL have been studied using two
types of the PTL. The laser system with z O=0.26 q has produced large laser energies
by 13-15 % compared with the system with z =0.48 f2 except for the operations under the
conditions of the PFL voltage below 154 kVo° the total pressure of 4500 Torr. The
reduction of the increase rate of the laser energy under the above operation conditions
has been considered to be due to the low breakdown voltages at z .0.26 2.

The laser system with the lower output impedance has produceM the maximum laser
energy and peak power of 50 J and 0.59 GW, and an laser energy of 17.6 J with the
highest electrical efficiency of 3.1 9.
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Fig.l Shcematic diagram of the X-ray preionized discharge-
pumped excimer laser.
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Fig.2 Laser output as a function of delay time from
the beginning of preionization to discharge
breakdown. Laser pulse shapes observed at the
delay times of a, b and c are also shown in
the figure.
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INFLUENCE OF UV-RADIATION AND SHOCK WAVES ON POPULATION INVERSION MECHANISMS
IN INERT GAS MIXTURE LASERS AND ACTIVE MEDIUM FORMATION IN SPER-LASERS

V.V.Apollonov, S.I.Derzhavin, A.M.Prokhorov, A.A.Sirotkin

General Physics Institute, Academy of Sciences of the USSR, 38 Vavilov Street,
Moscow 117942, USSR

Part.I. Investigation of population inversion mechanisms in inert-gas mixture

lasers pumped by optical break-down

ABSTRACT

The parameters are studied of active media (AM) of He:Xe (?)= 2.03; 2.65 4m) and He:Ar
1.79 lim) lasers pumped by C0 2 -laser induced optical break-down (OB) in the mixture of

these gases. The lasing is shown to occur as a result of action of UV radiation from a hot
OB plasma kernel on the gas mixture under conditions of plasma shock wave (SW) compression
capable of activating AM development.

It was shown earlier (W.T.Siljvast et al., V.A.Danilychev et al.) that population
inversion occurs in a recombining plasma of optical Lreak-down at the plasma scattering
ihto amfient buffer gas. However, detailed investigations verifying this mechanism have
not been conducted.

The present paper is concerned with the investigation of physical processes responsibl
for the active medium in lasers on inert-gas mixtures with helium pumped with OB. Lasing has
been attained on He:Xe mixtures ( . = 2.03 4m) and He:Ar mixtures ( )ý = 1.93 vim) . The CO 2-
laser radiation with a pulse duration 7- = 300 ns was focused by a cylinder lens into
a 0.8 mm-wide and 9 cm-long band on an Al target placed into the chamber filled with an
active mixture He-Xe = He:Ar= 1000:1. Lasing was observed in about 1 4s after OB.

The investigations of OB torch dispersion by means of a high-speed photorecorder have
shown that under the conditions of pumping,when lasing is observed, the torch does not
reach the region of the cavity caustic of He.Xe and He:Ar lasers, and vice versa, if OB is
large the torch reaches the caustic, i.e. lasing is absent. These facts contradict to the
assertion that lasing occurs in the OB recombination plasma. To solve this contradiction we
have made double-exposure interferometric investigations of the optical break-down plasma.

Comparison of lasing parameters with the results of interferometric investigations
of the laser AM has shown the coincidence of the lasing start with the time of shock wave
arrival to the region of the cavity caustics. In this case OB plasma does not reach the
lasing region and, thus, can not directly influence the population inversion formation.
At the same time low gas temperature behind the SW front ( Te 0.2 eV,match number M 5)
has shown that it can not serve either a source of AM pumping, or be the cause of high elec-
tron concentration ( ,/e-10 1 6 cm- 3 ).

In our experiments the presence of excited atoms in front of CW front was confirmed by the
glow of HeI, XeI, XeII lines without delay in respect to the occuring of OB. They could
appear in particular as a result of resonant UV radiation diffusion from a hot kernel of the
optical break-down plasma.

It is well known that the lasers operating on gas mixtures with helium, AM produced
as a result of Penning reaction of the working atom with excited helium, for example, He*+
Xe -P Xe + He + e. In this case the rate of the Pemming reaction, R = K<poH,4Ve
depends on the concentration of the particles Nj, and Nke involved in the reaction. With a
SW approach, the growth of the interacting particle concentration, a degree of compression

S= •/ < 4, and the gas heating Tn -0.2 eV may lead to a sharp increase of the Penning
reaction rate resulting in Xe(Ar) ionization. Due to a high He concentration in the
operating mixture, the electrons cool down in collision with He to the Tas temperature. An
overcooled plasma forms in the caustic region (Te - Tg -0.2 eV, Ne •0l 6 cm-3), in which
a recombination scheme of Xe(Ar) pumping may be attained.

Thus, we have shown that generation in lasers operating on inert gas mixtures occurs
as a result of action of UV radiaticn from a hot OB plasma kernel on gas mixture under the
conditions of plasma SW compression, as SW is capable of activating AM development. Such
high-power sources of UV radiation as electrical discharge and, especially, optical break-
down, can generate a great number of excited atoms in the gas mixture bulk, capable of
transferring the energy efficiently to the active atoms.
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Part II. MECHANISM4S OF ACTIVE MEDIUM FORMATION IN SPER-LASERS

V.V.Apollonov, S.I.Derznavin, A.M.Prokhorov, A.A.Sirotkin

General Physics Institute of the USSR Academy of Sciences, Vavilov str.39,
117942 Moscow, USSR

Abstract

investigation of active medium parameters of lasers witn segmented plasma sources of me-
tal vapors is presented. It is shown that in the process of active medium formation of SPER-
laser the following physical phenomena occur: preonization of the buffer gas; current dis-
persion through the volume of an expanding plasma; mixture of metal vapors and buffer gas
oy plasma expansion; plasmochemicai reactions that occur in the expanding plasma.

Papers /1-4/ present the data on the segmented plasma excitation and recombination laser
(SPER-laser) and the generation of transitions of atoms and ions into the IR, visible and

UV wavelengths ranges. The authors of /1-4/ suggest the following scheme of the SPER-iaser
active medium formation. When a high-voltage current pulse is applied to the ends of the
series of strips, high-density metal-vapor plasma is formed in eacn gap. This plasma (con-
sisting of an evaporised strip material) expands hemispherically, cools down due to the ex-
pansion and collision with the low-pressure buffer gas and recombines. The population inver-
sion on the atoms and ions transitions is formed as a resuit of recombination of the higher
stages of ion ionization.

However, there has not been research confirming the suggested scheme of the active medi-
um formationin the given type of lasers. rhis is the aim of this paper.

we used an experimental arrangement described in Fig.l. Active elements of lasers consis-
ted of a series (numbering 30 to 60) of metal (Cd, Zn, In) electrodes (12x2x1 mm3) positi-
oned on a glass plate so as to leave a 1-2 mm gap between them. They werer pumped by rectan-
gular current pulses In= 2 0' 5 0 0 A (V =i0-20 kV) of a 0.5t6 iusec. The axis of the laser reso-
nator was parallel to a series of metal electrodes with a distance between them r =0?20 mm.
The spectrum lines were selected by monochromator MDR-4, spectrograph DFS-452 and registered
by photodiode and photomultipiier. The dynamics of the plasma expansion was studied with the
help of the electronic -optical photoregister FER-7.

: • .. .. Photodiode

metal strhps | oscillator qlass plate

monochromator

Fig.i. Schematic diagram of the experiment

In this paper the spatiai-temporal distribution of the spectrum lines radiation intensity
of the metal vapor and buffer gas atoms and ions, plasma expansion dynamics, and SPER-laser
radiation parameters have been experimentally investigated.

The physical phenomema that occur during the SPER-laser active medium formation and are
oeyond the above scheme have been obtained from the analysis of the experimental data:

i. it is seen from a high-speed photo of the plasma glow (Fig.2.) that a snarp splash of
giow occurs on the forefront of the pumping current pulse. It is associated with tne buffer
gas ionization oy UV radiation /5/. Then the plasma obtained in the gaps between the elect-
rodes expands. The experiments with the intracavity laser spectrograph showed that immedi-
ately behind the forefront I the excited buffer gas atoms are registered fro r in the
range of 0-i6 mm. So the plasma expands in the preliminary preionized buffer gas.

z. The influence of an additional current pulse caused the plasma luminescence over all
its volume not featuring a typical glow shape when expanding. If the additional current pul-
se coincided in time with the generation collapse for any r without time delay. It is pos-
sible when the current flows through all the gained plasma volume simultaneously, or a hard
ionizer is involved. The character of the spectral lines radiation by the sharp current coi-
lapse was similar for ali r , that also indicates the current dispersion over the plasma
volume. Consequently, the pumping is accomplished wnen current pulse influences aii the ex-
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expanding plasma volume.
GEOWuf pZeonii..tcL,% ptC~fcQ 3. In our experiments the spatial-temporal

distribution of the spectrum lines intensity
'V" - I Jfor He I, He II, Cd I, Cd II was similar to
' I •that of the radiation in He-Cd(He-Zn) mixtu-

__ kres pumped by a high-voltage discharge /6/.
Their difference lied in the fact that the
beginning of luminescence of metal vapor
atoms and ions at different distances from

spozr qF electrodes was determined by the speed of the6 • plasma expansion. It is necessary to note
( I z that simultaneous luminescence of the metal

p sea Qsn vapor and buffer gas spectrum lines was ob-
i,•LAi served, i.e. in the process of plasma forma-

tion and expansion an effective mixing of me-
Fig.2. Schematic diagram of the high speed tal vapir and buffer gas occurs.

photo plasma glow. 4. Replacement of He by Ne in the buffer
gas reduced the spectral lines intensity from

the levels 9P, 8D, 6F 6G for Cd II (6P, 5D, 4F for Zn II), which can be populated as a re-
sult of the reaction recharge on He+ ions. The temporal character of luminescence changed

for the above lines. In case of neon, on the current breakdown there was not a durable after
glow characteristic of the He buffer gas, only a short recombinational splash was observed.

These experiments directly show that the process of metal ions production is connected
with the recharge reaction of metal atoms with the buffer gas ions. Other plasmochemicai re-
actions are also likely to occur.

5. It was found that the optimum duration of the laser pumping pulse 1 was nearly
equal to 3 sec. Plasma expansion velocity ' was about 4xi00cm/sec at In=iOO A and the
buffer gas pressure P -3 torr. During the :,, time the plasma expands to the dimensi-
ons of i0-15 mm and after the current breakdown the plasma cooling negins. Under these con-
ditionsthe estimation of the cooling velocity shows that the cooling by bumping collisions
is at least an order more effective than the expansional one.

From the experimental results given above it is possible to describe the following sche-
me of the active medium formation of the SPER-laser.

When a high voltage pulse influences the extreme electrodes of the active element, plasma
is produced in every gap oetween the metal stripes.It consists of atoms and ions of metal
vapor and buffer gas. Plasma expands into a preionized buffer gas. Metal ions occur as a
result of plasmochemicai reactions with buffer gas. At the end of the current pulse the plas-
ma is cooled in collisions with the buffer gas. Inversion may occur both as a result of tri-
ple recombination and plasmochemical reactions.

When studying the SPER-iaser spatial and temporal characteristics on atom transitions we
observed the oscillation region displacement in the process of plasma cooling (Fig.3 a);
an increase in the time delay of the laser radiation pulse compared to the pumping current
at a growing energy (Fig.4); generation breakdown by an additional current pulse (Fig.3b),
etc.

LmV'a2 L--1 M1

24 4 5- Mm .[MV

20

20 ao P ttp210 ti6

In[Al I Ij[%

Fig.3a. Oscilloscope trace output from SPER- Fig.3D. Oscilloscope trace output from SPER-
laser and current pulse. laser and an additional current

pulse.

The experimental data enable us to state that the population inversion in SPEER-lasers on
atom transitions is formed as a result of recombination of single ions, which, in turn. trnl
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occur occur due to the electronicel im-
pect, plismochemicel repctions
end elso recombinrtion of the high-

i est-stpge ions.
2 -n,.7A During the current pulse influ-

&•- 94 A ence ( 0-t, t,, ) the Cd end Zn
70 -4 ions mry occur through electroni-22-/ 4-i =•OA cel imprct Pnd recherge reoction

* ~5-.I•=IA end in plesme Pfterg]ow - due to
"/-�ln:'05A recherge Pnd recombinetion.

r The experiments with verious
50 buffer g-saes hove shown thet by

use of Ne the intensity of spontp-
neous line rpdiption is reducedtlmost by en order of mpgnitude,
the lines mpy be popul-'ted es P re-

30 /sult of rechprge with He-ions. And
such intensity reduction wps noti-
cepble both during the Pction of
the pumping current end in efter-
glow. It is nIso necessery to men-

to tion thpt when He wes chpnged by
Ne, rpdietion intensity of SPER-
loser on etoms trPnsitions wrs Pc-

Sif Z[,'3 tuplly inveripble, i.e. in the
first Ppproximption the number of
recombined single ions mey be con-

Fig.4. Phese distribution of the oscilletion region. sidered constpnt.
These experiments suggest thpt the

process of metel ion formetion through the recherge repction He+ +Cd -He + Cd+* (He+ + Zn
- He + Zn+*) is Plmost by en order more effective thpn thpt due to electronicel shock
or recombinetion.

In /7/ it wes Plso mentioned thpt the populption of levels wes rlso possible through
the Penning repction He(2 3 Si) + Cd(5 3 P 2 )- He + Cd+* + e.

In /3-4/ the generption in visible end UV wrvelengths renges is described. Let us con-
sider the question of probebility of populption of the upper leser levels, In III Pnd
Bi III, with the help of plesmochemicPl reections.

In Fig.5 pertiel energy level diegrems for In Pnd Bi Pre shown. It is cleer thpt their
structures Pre very much dlike. The ground stptes of In+ end Bi++ Pre positioned neer the
resonence with He+, thet is why the recherge repction is possible simulteneously with the
Penning ioni7etion.

It is noted in /8/ thet for these reections proceeding with the totel energy of electro-
nic shells preserved, fePture lerge cross sections (6' 10-15cm- 2 ).

More over, it follows from the diegrems (Fig.5) thet for the giveý elements the energy
gEps between the In++, Bi++ ground stptes end upper leser levels, 4f FO In II end
6f2FO Bi III, ere 20.08 eV end 20.114 eV, respectively, which ore nepr the r~sonpnce

with metpsteble He(2 S0 ) end He(2 Sj) stetes.
Consequently, the trensition excitption

Etev] should proceed effectIvely occording to th
following scheme He(2 SO) + in++- He + In+

in (He(2'S ) + Bi++ -He+ Bi').
Ro f__ This two-step process of recherging with

9f•/2 7j 3 fA • z Penning ioni7.tion with He+ ion end trensi-
OSA SS _ r-- tion of excitption from He metpsteble mey
2071AZ bf'2 lerd to selective populption of the upper le-

40 ser lpyers in InII Pnd Billl.
All mentioned ebove mpkes it cleer wh• no

Sgen rtion hls been ottPined on 2iIII(5fiFo
R0 e He+ __ -6p P) trensitions et *X - 2074 . This is

expleined through P greet difference between
the energy geps of the BiIII(17.04eV) lpyer
end He metestpble end, consequently, through

20 low-efficient excitetion trnnsmission.
Thus, the present peper shows thpt in the

14 process of octive medium formntion of the
10 SPER-leser the following physicel phenomenp

Pre observed: 1) preioni~ption of the buffer
In _ __ ges; 2) current dispersion through the volume

of en expending plesmP; 3) Mixture of metnl
vepors end buffer ges due to plesmP exprnsion;

Fig.5. PPrtiPl energy level diegrems in 4) PlPsmochemicP1 reections thpt occur in the
In end Bi. expending plesme; 5) Mostly collisionpl me-
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chpnism of plrsrne cooling. It hr's been noted thrt populpt~on inversion on Pto..i tr,-nsitions

is formed Ps P result of recombinetion of single ions, on ion trnnsitions - Ps r result

of rechprging rnd other pl-smochemicel1 repctions.
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CORE-EXCITED ALKALI ATOMS AND IONIC EXCIMERS AS V'UJV/XUV LASER SOURCES

L. Frey,* S. Kubodera, P.S. Millar, T. Petersen, G. Warwar, P.A Wisoff, and R. Sauerbrey

Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, Rice University,
P.O. Box 1892, Houston, Texas 77251

Abstract
The heatpipe cell used to produce the CsF vapor was builtThe feasibility of producing vacuum ultraviolet lasers using according to the design described in References 12,41. It consisted of

ionic alkali halide excimer transitions is discussed. Fluorescence at four arms, arranged as shown in Fig. 2, each about 40 cm long. A
185 nm due to the Cs 2 F- (2 Y112 , B) -4 Cs' F (2X1,2 , X) transition fifth arm was tilted at a 45' angle with respect to the plane defined by
hats been observed using a laser produced plasma to excit," CsF the four arms shown and allowed for visual inspection of the target.
vapor in a heatpipe. In addition, the prop, ,ed pumping or core- A tantalum target was mounted on a hollow stainless steel tube con-
excited alkali transitions by collisional energy exchange with taining an electric heater. This target rod was rotated by an electric
electron-beam excited rare gases is discussed. motor to provide a new target surface on successive shots. Te cell

was heated by ceramic heat,'is wrapped in thermal insulation material
Introduction and was capable of operation above 1000°C. In the present experi-

The interest in atomic and molecular processes leading to emis- ments, the heatpipe was typically operated between 700'C and
sion in the extreme ultraviolet (XUV) and the vacuum ultraviolet 800' C. At those temperatures, a CsF vapor pressure of several Torr
(VUV) has grown considerably because of their potential to Lead to could be achieved. Stable heatpipe operation was found for CsF
lasers in this spectral region. The extensive experimental effort in pressures between I Torr and 10 Torr, and the CsF pressure was
this area attests to the difficulty of obtaining an inversion between controlled by the He buffer gas pre.,sure.
states sel- , ited in energy by 10 to 100 eV. To obtain such short In the apparatus shown in Fig. 2, a 10 cm focal length CaF2
wavelength transitions, most approaches to date have been to consider lens was used to collect the radiation from the laser plasma zone and
core-excited atomic or excited ionic transitions. In the vacuum ultra- to focus it onto the entrance slit of a 0.2 m VUV monochromator with
violet region, however, another approach ! is recently been proposed, adjustable slits. The slit widths used in these experiments ranged
using Iexcited molecular species such as the ionic alKali halide exci- frona 100 lItm to 250 Itm, corresponding to a spectral resolution of
mers. The ionic alkali halide excimers (A 2+ X-) are isoelectronic between 0.3 to 1 nm. The tantalum target was placed about 0.5 cm
in structure to the well-known are gas halide excimers (Rg 0X-) from the optical axis of the spectrometer. Fluorescence was collected
and, th !fore, are predicted to emit in the vacuum ultraviolet on the from the entire interaction zone. A photo-multiplier tube equipped
A 2+ X , A+X transitions. with a sodium salicylate scintillator was used as a detector. The rise

This paper reports the first observation of fluorescence from the time of this detector was about 5 ns Single-shot temporally-resolved
Cs 2 - F- state at 185 nm using a laser-pr-.Auced plasma as the excita- observation of the fluorescence was possible using a high-speed
lion source. The dependence of the' .- ,c excimer emission on Csf storage oscillosccy-. Time-integrated spectra were obtained by a
vapor pressure and tempc-all) resolved emission from Cs 2+ F- _. boxcar integrator triggered by a pulse from the excimer laser.
reportd. In additi, to these molecular transitions, this paper will The emission spectrum obtained from laser-produced plasma
discuss a method of pumping core-excited alkali atom'c transitions excited CsF vapor at 4 Torr is shown in Fig. 3. A distinct peak at
using electron beam excitation. 185 nm is observed. The emission extends from about 190 nm to at

least 170 nm. The 185 nm fluorescence is the only emission detected
Ionic Alkali Halide Excimers between 200 nm and 150 nm. In addition this fluorescence exhibits a

Several groups have recently shown that inner-shell transitions temporal width of about 30 ns, as shown in Fig. 4. This is only
of atoms and atomic ions in the 10eV to 60eV range can be slightly longer than the excimer laser pulse, suggesting a short radia-
efficient4y 3 excited by the soft x-ravs emitted from a :aser-produced tive lifetime in qualitative agreement with the predictions of Ref. f1].
plasma.- The A 2+ X- states of the ionic alkali halides are similar The peneral shape and peak position of the fluorescence emission is
to an inner-shell ionization state of an atom in that the A2+X- states in good agreement with toe result reported in Ref. (51, where ion
constitute the next higher ionization limit of the neutral alkali halide beam excitation was used. The peak wavelength compares well with
molecule (A * X-) above the first ionization limit corresponding to the prediction of Ref. 11, and it may be concluded that the emission
the 4 ' N state. This can be seen from Fig. 1, which shows a calcu- is due to the ionic excimer transition:
lated potential diagram for the Cs 2' F- --+ Cs ' F transition. The Cs 2' F- -- Cs' F + hr.
similarity of Cs2+ F- to an atomic inner-shell ionized state sugge.,ts

that laser-produced plasmas may also be suitable for excitation of Since the ionic alkali halide excimers are isoelectronic to the
these ionic excimer states. .. tral rare gas halide excimers, the same molecular elc,.tronic states

The experimental apparatus used to pioduce Cs 2÷ F- is shown are expected. Based on the short lifetime of the Cs , F- state and
in Fig. 2. The output of an oscillator/ampitier injection-controlled its spectral width, the molecular band at 185 nm may be assigned to
KrF laser was focued onto a tantalum target inside a heatpipe cell the C., 2* F- (2y2 , R) - C-" F- (2 i, 2 ,X) transition. Contrary to
that contained CsF vapor. The KrF laser provided a 750 mJ pulse *he results shown in Ref. [51, no indication of emission at shorter
with a 25 ns pulse width at 248 nm in a 1.5 x 3 cm 2 rectangular wavelength was found, which may be due to the different excitation
mode. For mo-t of the experiments, the laser was operated at a 5-7 process.
flz pulse repetition frequency. The laser beam 'A as focused by a The rapid rise time of the Cs 2 ' F- (B) fluorescence suggests a
quartz lens with a focal length of 43 cm at 248 nm. The spot size in direct production mechanism or the ionic e--imer state by soft x-reys
the focus was determined to be approximately square with sides of emitted front the laser-produtced plasma. As shown in Fig. I, ground
100 .tm in length, which corresponds to a power density of appro-i- state CsF molecules are photoionized to the second ionization
mately 1 0 1 W cm-2 in the focus. potential 17 eV above the Lround state. Due to :h, "ma!' -eq li-

brium inter-nuclear distancq- of the B-state as compared io the neutral
CsF ground state, ionization should occur predominantly into higher*Permane nt address: Phvsikaluschcs tns~titu dcr Univcrsicit Wur.. urg, Ant

Huftand, f 8700 Wurzburg. F.R. Ge(rmny. vibrational levels of the B-state. Vibrational relaxation is slow at
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Of panicular interest is the transition

RI' (41i '5.5)'S kp 4,) - Rh 4
5

5 P 2  + 82.4 nni,

which has a cros4 section for stimulated emission of approxiniately
5 x 10-1ý cr0 - This trantsitioIn is shown in Fig. 5. This qluarter
les-el is at prime candidate for electron beami excitation ats a result of
its energy, being nearly resonant with excited levels of nteon. The
Rb 1?6 (4S 5C 4S,ý 121 lesel at 16.641 e V lies between thle
M,-(21) 'Is 'P,)) level at 16.71 eV and the Ne(2, 53N If',) level at

1 6.02 eV.

Tii affect the collisional transfer of energy from the excited
neiin levels to the Rh' quanter, Ae atnd Rh vapor mtust be nmixed in
an appropniate cell for election beam excitation. The experimiental
ipparaitmis is, shon in IIFig. 6. It c,,usisi. 1 i treated cell "ith at 50 polt
inconel foil Fr coupling in the electriin hearn The cell Caii be
operated tip to teniperatimrcs of 850" K. The heaited cell is tftertiall\
insujlated tnf,ni thle cathiode hoiusi ng by i ýna sill air 'aI [lie caifiodc
housing is sealed by at 50 pinl titniuni foil. Both thle foils 110 tile cdl
and (the cathode ho;usini arc supponcd by at IhhLiahi struiueire. 'Ilie
cell is, coupled to a VLIV detection ss stem., consisting of t a0( 2 tieter
vacutumt spectrometer amid appn prite afetectors For operituonr ii tire
spectral region below, 10)5 niii. Allrc nio wAindow nt,,erials ate ia~ili
able the spectroiieter jind rca, ion cell can hiolt be pressured sAiti
Nti lip to i ' atmn At (isi bul'ci j;as pressume. thme reac:tion (ell 1wi'
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Figure 1. Schematic energy diagram for t1e excitation and emission Figure 2. Experimental setup A focused KrF excimer laser gen-
process in Cs2*F-. Soft x-rays from the plasma photoionize erates a plasma on a rotating tantalum target inside a heatpipe cell.
Cs÷F- ground state molecules to the second ionization limit. The soft x-rays emitted from the plasma excite the CsF vapor, and
Fluorescence at 185 nm is observed on the ionic excimer transition the fluorescence in the VUV is recorded.
Cs 2+F- (Bj - Cs'F (X) + hv.
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Figure 3. Emission spectrum from laser-produced-plasma-excited Figure 4. Temporally-resolved Cs2+F-(f) fluorescence signal at
CsF vapor around 185 nm. 185.4 nm. The temporal width is about 35 ns (FW11M) which is

slightly larger than the laser pulse width. The increasing fluorescence
after about 300 ns is due to recombination of the expanding tantalum
plasma.
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RECENT PROGRESS ON THE LOS ALAMOS AURORA

ICF LASER SYSTEM

by

L.A. Rosocha and L.S. Blair

Los Alamos National Laboratory of the University of California
P.O. Box 1663, MS-E548, Los Alamos, NM 87545

Abstract However, because of a relatively low saturation flux,
Aurora is the Los Alamos short-pulse, high-power, large nonsaturable absorption losses, and the non-Arypton-luroraisde loser Ayamos st-se ,n hh-power, j storage nature (short excited state lifetime) of the laser

krypton-fluoride laser system. It serves as an end-to-end medium, the KrF laser must be scaled to large aperturetechnology demonstration prototype for large-scale sizes and operated in a long pulse (>100 ns) mode to

ultraviolet laser systems for short wavelength inertial siz e e rate d in en g (k J- M s) out o

confinement fusion (ICF) investigations. The system is Because efficient coupling of the laser energy to a fusion

designed to employ optical angular multiplexing and B arg e equires t lase puls e du rai n ewi th a e rgic
serial amplification by electron-beam-driven KrF laser target requires a laser pulse duration with an energetic
amplifiers to deliver stacked, 248-nm, 5-ns duration multi- component of -5 to 10 ns, a means of matching the target

ampifirs o dlivr sackd, 48-m, -nsdurtio muti- pulse duration requirement to the laser amplifier pulse
kilojoule laser pulses to ICF-relevant targets. This paper duration must be provided.
presents a summary of the Aurora system and a
discussion of the progress achieved in the construction At Los Alamos, we have employed the technique of
and integration of the laser system. We concentrate on optical multiplexing to accomplish this match because it
the main features of the following major system utilizes existing designs and conventional optical
components: front-end lasers, amplifier train, multiplexer, methods. Figure 1 shows the concept. The application of
optical relay train, demultiplexer, and the associated multiplexing to a kilojoule-class KrF/ICF laser driver will be
optical alignment system. During the past year, two major investigated at LANL with the Aurora system.
construction and integration tasks have been
accomplished. The first task is the demonstration of 96- The Aurora KrF/ICF technology demonstration
beam multiplexing and amplified energy extraction, as prototype system employs optical angular multiplexing
evidenced by the integrated operation of the front end, the and serial amplification by electron beam-pumped KrF
multiplexer (12-fold and 8-fold encoders), the optical relay laser amplifiers to deliver 5- to 8-kJ, 248-nm laser pulses
train, and three electron-beam-driven amplifiers. The of 5-ns duration to ICF targets. Aurora is being built in two
second task is the assembly and installation of the
demultiplexer optical hardware, which consists of over
300 optical components ranging in size from several
centimeters square to over a meter square. Lohget th

I. Introduction

KrF lasers are promising candidates for inertial
confinement fusion drivers (ICF) because they have thefollowing specific advantages: to .. p..rne o teo,,, /

* Short wavelength (which couples more efficiently to

fusion targets than either infrared or visible lasers);

o Decreased superthermal electron production;

Increased plasma penetration, which leads to high
ablation pressures; ,Targen

* Broad bandwidth (which tends to decrease
deleterious nonlinear plasma processes); Fig. 1: A schematic diagram that illustrates the concept of

"optical angular multiplexing. From the front end pulse, an
* High intrinsic laser efficiency; encoder produces a head-to-tail train of pulses that are
"* Economical construction cost; slightly separated in path angle. This pulse train is then

"amplified and the individual pulses are sent along appro-
* High energy scalabitity; priate flight paths such that all the pulses arrive at the tar-

"* Potential for repetitive operation. get simultaneously.
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phases: the first phase (which has been essentially uniform electron beam pumping of large laser
completed) includes the multiplexing and serial volumes;
amplification features, while the second phase includes * optical angular multiplexing and demultiplexing
the additional end-to-end demonstrations of demulti- systems that are scalable to large system designs;
plexing and delivery of laser pulses to fusion targets. The
system has been described in great detail in several . staging of large KrF amplifiers;
earlier publications. 1 -3 The main power amplifier in the uv pulse propagation over long paths;
system, the Large Aperture Module (LAM) has a laser
aperture of 1 m x 1 m and is the largest and most • alignment of multibeam systems;
energetic existing ultraviolet laser of its type so far
reported, having produced in excess of 10 kJ of 248-nm ° novel approaches to optical hardware that can lead
laser light when operated as a nonoptimized unstable to cost reductions for even larger systems.
resonator.4 '5  Figure 2 shows a conceptual layout of the Aurora

The Aurora prototype will demonstrate critical system as it is presently configured. This figure illustrates
technologies involved in developing KrF drivers for fusion all of the main optical and laser elements from the front
and will serve as a test-bed for some particular end through the the final power amplifier output, and on to
technological aspects of larger laser fusion systems. In the target system. The first phase part of the system
particular, Aurora will examine: employs the components from the front end to the LAM

, ,It 2 ~ • '-

IN'

Fig. 2: A conceptual layout of the Aurora laser system. All of the main optical and laser elements from the front end,
through the final amplifier output and on to the target are shown. Stage gains, number of beams, and beam energy are
indicated at various points along the beam path. Typical delivered energy at the target is expected to be - 5 kJ in
48 beams.
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output. In this phase, the basic approach is to replicate the years. Figure 3 shows an artist's conception of the
front end output using aperture slicers, beamsplitters, and second-phase Aurora system as it will appear with a 48-
mirrors to produce a 480-ns long pulse train consisting of beam demultiplexer and target building in place. As
96 beams each of 5-ns duration. These encoded configured, this system is designed to stack 48 of the 96
(multiplexed) pulses, which are spatially separated, are beams into a single multi-kilojoule 5-ns pulse at the fusion
then individually adjusted at the entrance pupil of an target.

optical relay system. The beam train is then relayed In this paper, we will present brief surveys of the front
through two single-pass laser amplifiers (the Preamplifier end, the amplifiers, the multiplexer and relay optics, the
and Intermediate Amplifier), a double-pass laser amplifier alignment system, and the demultiplexer optics. The tar-
(the Large Aperture Module), and delivered to the optical get system, and t h ipaexrotisT tar-
multiplexer (decoder). Beam train alignment to the get irradiation apparatus, which is adequately treated
multiplexer is accomplished with two automated alignment elsewhere, 6 will not be described here, other than to say
systems. One system points each of the 96 beams that considerable progress has been made in the

through the Preamplifier entrance pupil and the second installation of the target chamber and associated appara-

keeps the Large Aperture Module primary mirror aligned tus. Progress achieved in the construction, testing, and

in real time. In principal, a final optimized design output of integration of the laser system over the past year will also

15 to 20 kJ can be expected from the LAM. be discussed.
2. Front-End System

To deliver short-pulse KrF laser energy to fusion

targets, the system will require decoder (demultiplexer) The front-end system provides the initial pulse that is
optics to compress the multiplexed beam train and a target replicated and then amplified for delivery to the target.
facility to house and perform diagnostics on fusion targets. The Aurora front-end system is progressing in stages that
The second phase of Aurora will be concerned with an correspond to the two phases of the project. An interim
end-to-end demonstration of multiplexing, amplification, front end now provides 5-ns pulses adequate for startup
demultiplexing, and delivery of energy to target. Due to and initial integration of the amplifier chain. A front end to
fiscal and programmatic constraints, only 48 beams from be installed later (but developed during the past year) will
the set of 96 mutiplexed and amplified beams will be provide high-contrast ratio, pulse shaping, and bandwidth
demultiplexed and sent to target in the next one to two flexibility.

"LARGE APERTURE MODULE

DECODER BEAM TUNNEL \

" -FOLDRENCODE 96-CHANNEL

OPTICAL RELAY TRAIN MIRROR ARRAY

\,r"f' F "-" 12-FOLD ENCODER

•• DE FRONT-END OSCILLATOR AMPLIFIER , SAM AMPLIFIER

RECOLLIMATOR FRONT-END ROOM
DECODER OPTICS

TARGET.: ~ ~CHAMBER TARGET , •', \
BUILDING

Fig. 3: An artist's conception of the Aurora system with the 48-beam decoder and target building in place. Most of the

system is now built and is in the process of system integration.
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2a. Baseline Front End for Multiplexing 13XBeam SBSCell
Expander Aperture PhaseDemonstrations /Conjugate

Mirror
The first-phase front-end system uses Pockels cells to Puse Shape 25 clarizer

switch out a 5-ns pulse from a longer 25-ns pulse Out L n
produced by a commercial electric discharge-pumped, ,t LA nier
injection-locked KrF oscillator-amplifier system. The 5-ns Splitter 9%

pulse is then split into two identical 5-ns pulses that are 60% R 20 ns

then amplified by a commercial TEA KrF postamplifier and 7_
sent to the 12-fold encoder (multiplexer). The combined 10 mcc Shape
energy of the two pulses is approximately 250 mJ. The Lambda Physik Model 150

performance of the system (total energy, contrast ratio, 0 nics

and beam divergence) is determined by the character-
istics of the Pockels cell, the oscillator-amplifier, and the 2 X Beam Expander Scraper Mirrors Amptlier

To Make Two HR Mirrors
post amplifier. 3 X 3-cm Beams

Beam Size
After emerging from the second switch and polarizer To Encoder 2X3cm

set, the single 5-ns pulse is split into two identical pulses
by the beamsplitter and then passed through two parallel
electric discharge post amplifiers. Upon emerging from Fig. 4: Schematic diagram of the Aurora front end using
the post amplifiers, the two 5-ns pulses typically contain a Fig. chematic dimuoate Arora fronten ing
total energy of approximately 350 mJ; this is more than phase conjugation by Stimulated Brillouin Scattering
sufficient energy for the multiplexing demonstration. The (SBS).
shape of the 5-ns pulses emerging from the post
amplifiers is determined by the effective excited state the focus of this telescope stops the backward amplified
lifetime of the KrF gain medium (which is due to a short spontaneous emission (ASE) from damaging the
spontaneous lifetime of about 6 ns and the effect of telescope input lens if the oscillator fails to operate. The
collisional quenching). The KrF gain medium is in fact an beam is injected into the preamplifier by a 9% S-plane
energy storage medium with an effective lifetime of 2 - reflection from an uncoated wedged beamsplitter.
2.5 ns, which results in an amplified pulse with a strong
spike on the leading edge. After one pass of amplification, the beam is focused by

a 25-cm focal length lens into the SBS cell containing
2b. Advanced Front End for Taraet Shooting 20 atm of SF6 . The phase-conjugate reflection produced

when the medium reaches threshold is returned through
The above front-end configuration meets the the preamplifier, amplified a second time, and taken

requirements for the proof-of-principle demonstration of through the beamsplitter. The SBS pulse width can be
the technique of angular multiplexing, but will not be varied by attenuating the oscillator beam. This controls
adequate for the delivery of energy to fusion targets since the amount of time required to reach threshold in the SBS
the contrast ratio is only of order 100:1. To provide a high medium. The oscillator attenuation has been adjusted to
quality target-shooter front end, Stimulated Brillouin provide the required pulse width of 5 ns. This pulsewidth
Scattering (SBS) phase-conjugate mirrors have been is very reproducible (<0.2 ns pulse-to-pulse variation).
used to improve the baseline front end lasers.

The 1.5-cm x 3.0-cm output beam from the preamplifier
The modified front end 7 (which contains many is expanded with a 2x telescope to form a 3-cm x 6-cm

components common to the baseline front end ) is shown beam. This beam is split with a scraper mirror into trio
in Figure 4. It takes advantage of commercially available identical square beams of size 3 cm x 3 cm. Each of these
units, which are then appropriately modified. A Lambda beams is single-pass amplified through a separate
Physik Model EMG-150 KrF laser (which contains two Lumonics amplifier and delivered to the encoder.
discharge heads that are used as an oscillator-amplifier
arrangement) comprise the main components of the new The performance of the advanced front end shows
front end. The oscillator cavity, which consists of a 10-m improvement in several areas when compared with the
concave high-reflectivity mirror and a 60% reflectance flat baseline front end that used Pockels cells and polarizers
output coupler separated by 1.25 m with a 1-mm to create the 5-ns pulse. The prepulse has been reduced
intracavity aperture, was operated with a moderate as evidenced by an instrumentation-limited measurement,
amount of dispersion provided by a single prism. This which showed a prepulse energy of <10-4 of that in the
resulted in a bandwidth of -10 cm-1. The 10-mJ, 20-ns main pulse. Final beam quality from the amplifier is now
pulse from the oscillator is optically delayed by 20 ns to 1.5 times diffraction limited (1.5 x DL) as compared to 5.0 x
compensate for the built-in delay between the two DL previously. The output energy has been doubled and
discharge laser heads. A polarizer placed in the output the maximum pulse repetition rate has been increased
beam provides linear polarization. A beam-expanding from one pulse per minute to 0.5 Hz.
telescope then expands the beam to overfill the 1.5-cm x
3.0-cm cross section of the preamplifier. An aperture at
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p d c Amplifiers

The Kr/ArIF 2 gain medium in the Aurora amplifiers is
pumped by cold cathode electron guns, the details of i-
which have been described elsewhere. 1 ,8 In summary, -

the electron guns make use of planar cold cathode diodes
with graphite felt emitters ranging in emission area from
1,200 cm 2 to 20,000 cm 2 . The diodes are typically driven
by Marx generator-charged pulse forming lines (PFLs) of
low impedance (-2.7D for most amplifiers). The typical
electrical pulse length is 650 ns, the diode voltage 500-
650 kV, and the current density 25 A/cm 2 at the cathode.
Electron current is transported into the laser gas with
-50% efficiency through Ti foils and a hibachi support
structure. Externally applied magnetic guide fields of 1.5 4-
to 3 kGauss are used to provide uniform current delivery.

The main amplification chain for Aurora consists of four
electron beam-driven KrF laser amplifiers ranging in
aperture size from 10 cm x 12 cm to 100 cm x 100 cm. Fig. 5: Photograph showing the interior of the Preamplifier
These devices are specified the Small Aperture Module (PA) cold cathode diode.
(SAM), the Preamplifier (PA), the Intermediate Amplifier
(IA), and the Large Aperture Module (LAM). The

characteristics of these four amplifiers are summarized in
Table I. 7

Table I

Summary of Amplifier Specifications

Device SAM PA [A LAM

Pump pulse length (ns) 100 650 650 650

E-Gun voltage (kV) 300 675 675 675

E-Gun current in gas (A/cm
2

) 12 10 10 12

E-Gun area (M
2

) 0.12 1.20 1.20 2.00

Input / output light energy (J) 0.25/5 1/50 50/2k 2k/20k

Stage gain 20 50 40 10

Fig. 6: A photograph showing the assembled Intermediate
Laser aperture (cm x cm) 10x12 20x20 40x40 100x000 Amplifier (IA). The laser chamber, diode vacuum box, and

the guide magnets are visible in the foreground; the Marx
generator and water PFLs are slightly visible in the

Figures 5-7 show some of the amplifier hardware. At background.
present all amplifiers have been operated successfully as
lasers, although the pumping of the IA needs improvement
in magnitude and uniformity. The LAM is representative of 12-element beam train shown in Figure 9a is incident at

all of the amplifiers in the Aurora chain, except that the PA the SAM, amplified, and replicated into a 96-element

and IA use single-sided electron beam pumping and the beam train1 1 shown in Figure 9b. Amplification of this
SAM does not use a PFL. The theoretical performance of 96-element train is discussed in Section 5 of this paper.
these amplifiers has been discussed in detail else-

where. .9 4. Optical System

The actual performance of these laser devices has 4a. Multiplexer and Alignment Systems

been determined by experiments conducted to measure The Aurora optical system is representative of typical
the gain and by integrated 96-beam energy extraction angularly multiplexed systems. It is designed to match the
measurements. Figures 8a and 8b display the measured long amplifier electrical excitation pulse time, which is

values of small-signal gain 1 o for the PA and IA, while determined by electrical and laser kinetics considerations,
Table II gives the measured amplifier performance. The to the much shorter pulse times required for efficient
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Spatial Dependence of PA Small Signal Gain
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Fig. 8: Results of measurements of Aurora mid-chainFig. 7: Photographs showing (a) the assembly of a set of amplifier gain at low pump rate. (a) Spatial dependence of
improved LANL-designed PFLs for the Large Aperture PA small-signal gain at 80 kW/cm 3. (b) Pressure depend-
Module (LAM) and (b) the diode box, laser chamber, and
guide magnets. ence of IA small-signal gain at 40 kW/cm3.

coupling of the laser pulse energy to inertial fusion targets. relative to the later pulses so that they all arrive at the
This system uses angle and time multiplexing to perform target at the same time; (5) a set of final aiming mirrors
this match. Distance is used to provide the necessary time and focusing lenses that direct the beams onto the target:
delays needed to time-encode and decode a 96-beam and (6) three optical alignment systems that control the
pulse train of 5-ns pulses. The major parts of the system alignment of the encoder, the final amplifier feed mirror
are: (1) an optical encoder that replicates the 5-ns front- array, and the final aiming mirrors. Figure 2 has shown a
end output pulse to produce a 480-ns long pulse train conceptual layout of the optics in Aurora. Figure 10 shows
consisting of 96 separate beams placed head-to-tail in the key parts of the assembled multiplexer hfirdware.
time; (2) an angle encoder that spatially separates the Figure I I shows th'i automated multiplexer alignment
beams so that they can be decoded at some later time and system that can simultaneously align all 96 beams to an
also helps to direct the beams through the amplifiers- and accuracy of 3 to 5 prad in approximately 3 minutes: two
(3) a centered optical system that relays the beams other separate alignment systems will be required for the
through the amplifiers so that the beanis expand and fill fully integrated Aurora system.
the active gain volumes, (4) an optical decoder to
appropriately delay the earlier pulses in the pulse train
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Table It

Measured Performance of Electron-Beam-Pumped
Amplifiers

Device PA IA LAM

Marx charge (kV) 55 55 45 60

F2 (torr) 3.75 2.00 3.00 3.00

Kr (torr) 75 40 60 60

Total gas pressure (torr) 750 400 600 600

Depo.ited energy (kJ) 10 18 133 173

Volume (liters) 176 597 2000 2000

Specific energy (J/1) 56 29 67 87

Pump rate (kW/cm 3 ) 80 42 95 144

go(m-1 ), premix 2.06 1.33 2.05 Osc.

go(m-1), in situ 1.86 1.16 1.90 Osc.

Extracted energy (kJ) SSG SSG SSG 10.7

Notes:

1. Osc.: oscillator experiments.
2. SSG: small-signal gain experiments.
3. premix: premixed laser gas.
4. in situ: laser gas mixed in chamber.

The optical system (multiplexer, demultiplexer, and
associated alignment systems) have been described in
detail in other publications.'-3, 12 In this paper, we will
deal with recent progress achieved in the assembly of the
demultiplexer.1 3  Recently, several years of design,
procurement and assembly have culminated in the
accomplishment of a major Aurora milestone, namely the
installation of all of the demultiplexer hardware, which
consists of over 300 optical components ranging in size
from several centimeters square to over a meter square.
All optics are installed and all optical mount drive motors Fig. 9: (a) Twelve-element beam train incident at the SAM.
and motor controllers are installed and operational. (b) Ninety-six-element beam train incident at the PA.

4b. ODtical Demultiplexer System
position and spacing on the feed array are determined by

Because the ICF target requires a short pulse of -5-ns the recollimator array spacing and position. Each convex
duration, the 480-ns amplifier pulse must be compressed mirror in the feed array is 10-cm square. However, the
for second-phase Aurora. The synthetic long pulse which beams on the array are only 5-cm square. The radius of
feeds the LAM consists of a trair, of 96 separate 5-ns curvature of the convex mirrors is 5.99 m. Each feed
pulses. The 96 pulses that have been encoded in the array mirror points at the LAM and expands the 5-cm
multiplexer are then decoded in the demultiplexer to beam to 1 m to fil! the amplifier with light. The concave
compress the long pulse train into a single high-power 107-m radius of curvature LAM mirror causes the beams
pulse. This is accomplished by sending the beams along to converge along the path toward the recollimator array
different flight paths to the target. Initially, for budgetary (Fig. 13b) where the beams are again separated. The
and programmatic reasons, only 48 of the 96 beams will recollimator mirror spacing is 18 cm center-to-center. At
be decoded and delivered to the target. the recollimator array, the beams are 14-cm square. The

17-cm square convex recollimator mirrors have a 35.12-m
Figure 12 is a diagram that illustrates the demultiplexer radius of curvature. They recollimate the beams and

(decoder) layout. All 96 beams leave the last lens of the direct them toward the 61-cm square fold mirrors shown in
relay train (centered optical system), which is near a pupil, Figure 14. A view of the LAM feed array, recolliniator
at different angles separated by 1.8 mrad. They are array and fold mirrors is shown in Figure 15. The fold
directed toward LAM feed array (Fig. 13a), which is the mirrors point the beams toward the fine decoder,
first position after the centered optical system where the Figure 16, which takes out the beam-to-beam time delays
beams can again be individually pointed. The beam and direct the beams to the final aiming array shown in
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Fig. 11: The input pupil array alignment station feedback

Fig. 10: Ninety-six-beam Aurora multiplexing is accom- loop. A dichroic beamsplitter before the input pupil re-
plished with three systems: (a) 12-fold encoder (aperture flects collinear visible beams to a 96-spot focal plane on a
division), (b) 8-fold encoder (intensity division), (c) mask with benchmarks. The spots are image-processed
96-element, computer-controlled angle-multiplexing mir- and positioned relative to the benchmarks by driving the
ror array. input pupil array mirrors. From Reference 12.
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Fig. 12: Present 48-beam demultiplexer layout with one- -

sided target illumination (not to scale and only a few " ,
beams shown). A 240-ns delay is required; a 120-ns
delay is hidden in turn and grade change from a separ- Fig. 14: Fold mirror arrays showing the stands and light-
ation tunnel in the fine decoder wing. weight mirrors.

Fig. 15: A view down the beam tunnel showing the LAM
(a) feed array (left), fold mirrors (right), and recollimator array

(far background).

ii

(b) I•III

Fig. 13: (a) Ninety-six-element LAM feed array. (b) Forty-
eight-element recollimator array. These arrays are
assembled and integrated into the upstream optical sys- Fig. 16: The fine decoder stands and mirrors: these

tem. remove the 5-ns time delays between adjacent beams.
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Figure 17. The aiming mirrors point the beams through
the target lenses, shown in Figure 18, which focus all the
beams onto the target plane (at a best-focus spot size cf
200 pm).

The fabrication of these components has been
progressing for the past few years. The Aurora hardware
represents a reasonable assessment of the present off-
the-shelf industry capability, quality, and cost for large KrF
laser system optical components. Almost all parts were

specified to have a surface figure of at least X/10 or better
at 633 nm. This specification did not appear to drive the
cost. For all but the largest parts, we were able to check
the parts at LANL to ensure accuracy and quality.

The part-to-part tolerance for the convex LAM feed
mirrors, convex recollimator array mirrors, and the target
lenses were the most difficult to obtain and verify. The
lightweight pyrex mirrors that are shown in Figure 14
proved to be the most cost-effective approach for the

larger mirrors in the system. These mirrors now represent
a proven technology that can be applied to future systems.

Ongoing work on the optical system is concentrating
on the target alignment apparatus and the integration of Fig. 18: A view of the lens plate and the 48 target focusing
the optical system to the amplifiers, lenses.

5. Recent Progress in System Integration

The most significant system integration milestone For this demonstration, the front end, SAM amplifier, the
achieved during the past year was the extraction of 12-fold and 8-fold encoders, the Preamplifier, the optical
amplified 96-beam energy from the Intermediate Amplifier. relay train, and the Intermediate Amplifier were operated

as an integrated chain. The experimental setup is shown
in Figure 19. A 96-element beam train containing 256 J
was extracted from the IA output. Although this is not the
"design value of -1 kJ, it represents a significant step in
the integration of the entire Aurora laser system.

) At present, we have made some improvements in the
"4 SAM gain and are making some improvements in the PA

.... ,~, .. and IA that should allow the extraction of near-designS~energy from the amplifier chain. We are now preparing
another system integration experiment that will

.• .p • , demonstrate the integration of virtually all of the Aurora

£ system. In the upcoming experiment, the 96-element
beam train from the IA will be delivered to the
demultiplexer, where 48 beams will be decoded and
delivered to the target plane. A modest amount of
delivered energy (-100 J) is planned for this

1 demonstration. After that achievement, the LAM will be
SI Iadded to the system.

6. Remaining Issues

Aurora was built as an experiment to examine many of
S *, "the technology issues related to high power KrF/ICF

lasers. So far, we have demonstrated 96-beam
multiplexing and energy extraction, amplifier staging, and
precise optical alignment. Several other secondary
issues are also in need of examination to optimize the

Fig. 17: The final aiming mirror stand and the 48 mirrors performance of Aurora and to resolve potential problems.
that point the beams at the target focusing lenses. These are:
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Fig. 19: Ninety-six-beam energy extraction experiments are proceeding through the Aurora amplifier chain. Amplifier
chain performance to date: 256 J of 248-nm laser radiation has been extracted from the Intermediate Amplifier, driven
by the front end, multiplexer, Small Aperture Module, and Preamplifier.
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REPETITIVELY-Pt ISED EXCIMER LASERS
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Abstract

High repetition rate excimer lasers developed at the Kurchatov Institute of Atomic

Energy are discussed.

Introduction

The creation of the first rare-gas halide lasers in 1975 gave birth to new high-

efficiency sources of coherent ultraviolet radiation. The intensive development and

investigation of these lasers result from the possibility of their wide use in photo-

chemistry, isotope separation, microelectronics, laser purification of substances, laser

thermonuclear fusion programs, atmosphere and ocean diagnostics, etc. Such applications

are connected mainly with the use of the lasers capable of operating in repetitively-pulsed

mode.

The program on repetitively-pulsed excimer lasers has been in progress at

I. V. Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy since 1980. The simplest, reliable in operation,

electric-discharge lasers allowing a high average output power to be attained at a high

repetition rate were investigated first of all.

Experiment and Results

The various systems of space-discharge initiation with UV preionization were studied.

The results of the investigations showed that the excimer laser energy depends to a large

extent on the magnitude of their preionization homogeneity. Primarily this applies to

rare-gas fluoride (XeF*, KrF*) lasers, the preionization level of which is reduced due to

the intensive attachment of electrons to the donors of fluorine - F2 , NF 3 . The use of the

quadrilateral spark preionization in the lasers with metallic electrodes, as well as the

use of the dielectric surface discharge as plasma electrodes, and the UV preionization

sources placed as close as possible to the main space discharge zone, made it possible to

develop the excimer electric-discharge lasers with an energy of l-2J, an efficiency of

1-2% and a specific energy production of up to 6 J/l (on KrF2 molecule). It was shown,

with the gas mixtures of KrF and XeF lasers taken as an example, that under typical condi-

tions of power input (W > 2 MW/cm 3 ; E/N - 10- 1 6 V'cm2 ) the formation of numerous current

filaments with a cross-sectional dimension of - 0.1 mm in the space-discharge plasma is

the most probable reason limiting the duration of excimer molecule radiation (< 100 ns).

In the systems with plasma electrodes the increase in the power input as well as in the

space discharge duration and aperture was reached due to both the high homogeneity of UV

preionization and the principal absence of cathode and anode spots where the discharge

current could be localized promoting its own spatial contraction. However, though the

high homogeneity of space-discharge plasma is stable and conserved at repetition rates as



high as 10 kHz even without gas blowdown the lifetime of such systems is < 106 pulses.

This results from either the breakdown of the dielectric or the sputtering of electrode

materials on it.

In this connection the scheme with metallic electrodes, spark preionization and a

thyratrone as a commutator was taken to develop the reliable repetitively-pulsed lasers
with a large lifetime. The laser electrode systems contained two discharge gaps with a

common grounded electrode, the pumping made from two discharge circuits synchronized with

an accuracy of 5 ns. This makes it possible to realize the "master oscillator-amplifier"

scheme with a single laser.

The investigations have shown that the discharge resistance to the spatial perturbations

of the parameter E/N becomes very important in the repetitively-pulsed mode of the laser

operation. The accumulation of the acoustic perturbations from the preceding discharge
pulses leads to the nonuniformity of power input and limits the growth of the average out-

put power in increasing the repetition rate. It has been found that the discharge in

Ne-based gas mixture is more homogeneous than that in He-based mixture at the same, as

shown by the measurements, levels of acoustic interference ((6 N)/N - 1%). In contrast to
helium-containing mixtures, with Ne ai a buffer gas, the reduction of the output power per

pulse is small relative to the power produced in a single pulse even at a repetition rate

of - 500 Hz. The frequency at which the linear growth of average output power terminates

equals to 300 Hz and 500 Hz for He- and Ne-based mixtures respectively, the suppression

frequency being respectively 1000 Hz and 1200 Hz. The nonuniformity of the local power

input (6 e)/e due to the gas density perturbation 6 N/N is characterized by the parameter
£ = a(Qne/a(QnN), (A e)/e = e'(A N)/N. It has been shown by numerical modelling that

the less nonuniformity of the local power input (6 e)/e in the gas mixtures with Ne is

connected with the decrease of the parameter e(eNe/eHe - 0.6-0.7 at EHe - 40) due to

the weaker dependence of the Xe atom excitation frequency on E/N. The average power as
high as 420 W was attained using the gas mixture HCI:Xe:Ne = 1:10:1200 (at 4 atm) at a gas

flow velocity of - 30 m/s and a repetition rate f = 500 Hz.

The experiments were carried out to show the effect of the local temperature gradients

arising on the electrode surfaces due to the nonuniformity energy input into the discharge
on the discharge contraction at high repetition rates. The temperature gradients on the

cathode surface were modelled experimentally acting on the cathode by the focused XeCl-

laser beam with an energy e g* For different e the minimum delay time rd was determined

between the action on the electrode and the initiation of space discharge contracting due

to the formation of metal vapor on the cathode. Figure 1 gives the dependences of 7d on

e g for various cathode materials. The open signs above the curves given in Fig. 1 denote

the areas of 7d values at which the discharge was of space nature, the full signs below

the curves referring to the contracted discharge. When the energy eg increases above a

certain value ec at which the conditions of developed evaporation on the electrode are
g

realized the minimum delay time required to initiate the space discharge increases drasti-

cally up to 10-3 - 10-2s (Fig. 1). The measurements showed that the metal splash (10-7 -

10-5 g) from the area of high-current discharge channel localization is of the same order

of magnitude as that under conditions of developed evaporation realized in the experiment.
Thus, the cathode metal splash (10-7 - 10-5 g) in the area of high-current channel local-

ization is the sufficient cause of the discharge contraction in the subsequent pulses and

the limiting factor of the repetition rate (103 - 102 Hz). It is seen from Fig. 1 that
refractory metals are the most suitable cathode materials from the point of view of pre-
venting the discharge contraction in repetitively-pulsed mode. To check this fact the

experiments wiýth two similar discharge sections of a repetitively-pulsed excimer laser

were performed. The cathode in one of these sections was made of stainless steel and
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coated with tantalum foil. The differences in generation on the gas mixture HCI:Xe:He =
1:10:1000 at P = 2 atm manifested themselves at repetition rates f > 400 Hz. In this case

the energy production in the section with tantalum electrode was considerably, by 30%,
higher and the discharge was characterized by essentially less number of high-current

channels.

"4-3

0

A-3

APO AVml3

Fig. 1 The maximum delay time of discharge pulse relative to the moment of electrode
exposure with the laser pulse causing the discharge contraction in He as a func-
tion of the laser pulse energy. Cathode material: 1 - Cu; 2 - Zn; 3 - Fe;
4 - W.

Thus, it was shown that at high repetition rates (> 500 Hz) the space discharge is con-

tracted for two interrelated reasons: (1) due to the local nonuniformities of energy input

resulting from the gas density fluctuations caused in turn by acoustic oscillations and

(2) due to the presence of the locally-heated areas of the electrode and the metal vapors

in their vicinity appearing in the areas of increased energy input from the preceding dis-

charge pulses, which promotes the further enhancement of contraction. The inhomogeneities
of refractive index connected with the acoustic field in the resonator are responsible for

the observed dependence of radiation divergence on repetition rate at f > 200 Hz. As seen

from Fig. 2, curve 2, such an influence manifests itself for the laser Ne-based gas mix-

tures in the direction of the smaller divergence 0 = 2.5 10-5 rad in the laser beam cross-

section 4 x 1 cm2 in size. The theoretical analysis of divergence in terms of geometrical

optics correlating with the experiment shows that the value of divergence caused by the

acoustic waves in the direction transverse to the laser axis is determined in the following

way:

0 = ano  -th (1)
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This expression is true for Ax << a, X, where Ax = 2L Vano A A N/N. Here X and A N/N are

the wavelength and amplitude of the acoustic wave, respectively; L is the length of the
inhomogeneity zone; a is the laser beam width; A no = n - 1 is the difference of the
refractive index of an unperturbed medium from that of vacuum. The theoretical estimates

show t'hat the frequency dependence of divergence for the He-containing mixtures is

observable at f > 1000 Hz.

~10

0 /2J 250 5o75 7 500

Fig. 2 The experimental dependence of divergence of the XeCl-laser radiation in the
directions of minimum and maximum beam dimensions on the repetition rate for the
gas mixtures with Ne (1,2) and He (1,3) as a buffer gas.

In the case of a confocal unstable resonator with a magnification M = 12 the divergence

of radiation was 2.5 10-5 and 1.2 10-4 rad along two mutually perpendicular directions in
the laser beam cross-section 4 x l cm2 in size. These values are only 2-3 times worse

than the diffraction limit. In this case radiation energy amounted to 70-75% of that in

the case of the parallel-plate resonator (0.75 J and 0.2 J on Ne and He mixtures
respectively).

In the SRS (stimulated Raman scattering)-transformation of the XeCl-laser wide-band

radiation in compressed hydrogen (P = 10 atm) high energy efficiencies of transformation

were attained: 45, 40 and 28% in the first, second and third Stokes components, respec-

tively, with the total quantum efficiency exceeding 80%. It is seen from the dependences

presented in Fig. 3 that in repetitively-pulsed mode the efficiency of the

SRS-transformation to the second and third components decreases by 50% with the repetition
rate growing up to 500 Hz. The obtained dependences are accounted for by decreasing the

gain of the higher Stokes components due to heating of the medium in the repetitively-

pulsed release of energy.

The lasers developed were used in the works on laser isotope separation, chloroorganic

chemistry, study of radiation exposure of material surfaces, and atmospheric sounding.

Figure 4 presents the scheme of a universal mobile lidar on the basis of the developed

self-sustained compact XeCl laser. Parameters: a generation energy of 1 J, an average

power of 60 W, repetition rate of up to 100 Hz, a divergence along two mutually perpendic-
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Fig. 3 The energy efficiencies of SRS-transformation of the XeCl-laser radiation in H2
as a function of repetition rate.

ular directions of 1.2 10-4-1.5 10- 5 rad, and an efficiency of 1-1.3% (depending on repe-

tition rate). The lidar has two automated recording channels. The first channel receives

and records the signal of spontaneous Raman scattering (SRS) and the signal of fluores-

cence with the aid of a gated spectrum analyzer - a SRS lidar. The second channel is

designed for receiving and measuring the Rayleigh + Mic scattering signal on the frequency

of excimer laser radiation - a route lidar.

2

Fig. 4 The scheme of the universal lidar complex on the basis of the
repetitively-pulsed excimer laser: 1 - XeCl laser; 2 - telescope; 3 -

multichanhel spectrum analyzer; 4 - route lidar equipment.
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The lidar complex was used in the Chernobyl accident recovery works to monitor the

aerosol and gas conditions, to estimate the residual capacity of the heat source under

debris. The measurement showed that the aerosol fluctuations and gas composition above

the accident unit do not differ from the values specific for the given area.

In the course of works on developing the wide-aperture electric discharge lasers a gen-

eration energy of 20 J was obtained in a single-pulse mode on XeCl* and it was shown a

possibility of reaching an energy of - 100 J using UV preionization. Figure 5 presents

the scheme of the wide-aperture (7 x 7 cm2 ) discharge module of the repetitively-pulsed

XeCl lasers with a generation energy of 10 J/pulse. In our opinion it is not reasonable

to increase the generation energy above 100 J in the repetitively-pulsed lasers with self-

sustained space-discharge pumping.

2 C -- -

Fig. 5 The scheme of the wide-aperture (7 x 7 cm2 ) repetitively-pulsed XeCl laser with
an output energy of 10 J.

For further increase of energy per pulse and average power, work is in progress to

develop repetitively-pulsed lasers with electron-beam pumping.
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EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL INVESTIGATION OF E-BEAM PUMPED Xe-Cl LASERS
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Abstract

Parametric investigations of energy and spectral characteristics of the XeCl molecule

under e-beam excitation are presented.

Introduction

The creation in 1975 of the first lasers on rare gas halogenidesI has resulted in an

emergence of new high-efficiency sources of powerful ultraviolet radiation. Wide promises

for utilization of these lasers (medicine, semiconductor materials annealing, optical com-

munication and location, intertial thermonuclear fusion), associated with the spectral

range, high efficiency, the possibility of scaling, have given rise to a heavy growth of

investigations of excimer lasers energy performances at various ways of excitation. The

present-day stage of their development is characterized by widening a range of their appli-

cations, on the one hand, and depending the investigations of excimer molecular structure

and physical processes in an active medium, determining their characteristics, - on the

other hand. At present, the electron beam pumping of active medium provides the highest

output energy of laser radiation at a 10% efficiency with respect to an expended energy.

This makes it possible to consider excimer laser systems as a possible driver for LTS.

Among the family of rare gas halogenide lasers the most investigated are KrF-base mole-

cular systems.

XeCl lasers along with XeF are the most longwave high-efficient sources of powerful

ultraviolet radiation and due to less stringent requirements for radiation strength and

optical elements quality, are more promising in experiments asking for high quality radia-

tion brightness. Besides, the possibility of effective transformation of their radiation

into a visible region by combination scattering opens a promise for their applications in

optical communication and location.

The present paper concerns parametric investigations of energy and spectral character-

istics of the XeCl molecule spontaneous and induced emissions at an excitation of an active

medium by an electron beam.

The investigation results of the XeCl molecule spontaneous luminescence are presented

in the second part, making it possible to determine boundaries of a number of relaxation

constants and to establish their connection with a laser transition saturation intensity.

Here are also the results of direct measurements of a weak signal amplification factor;

and the nature of some absorbing components of visible and ultraviolet regions is discussed.

The third part considers spectral characteristics of spontaneous and laser radiations.

The comparison of observed radiation spectra with calculated ones was performed. Physical

factors stipulating the generation spectrum width in a dispersionless resonator were deter-
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mined.

In the fourth part, the results of parametric investigations of generation specific

characteristics are presented and the comparison with calculations according to the com-

plete kinetic model was performed.

Brief Description of Experimental Installation

To excite an active medium use was made of an electron beam with the following parame-

ters: the electron energy E -350 key; the pulse duration t = 30 nsec; the beam current
density j = 100-200 A/cm2 ; the outlet window cross-section 4.5 x 26 cm2 . In investigating

luminescence, within the range of pressures of >1 atm. to prevent against ASE, the excited

volume was decreased to the dimension 1 x 1 x 1 cm3 . Time characteristics of excimer mol-

ecules spontaneous radiation at pressures of 0.1-5 atm were recorded by coaxial photoele-

ments with time resolution of 0.5 nsec. To record luminescence at low pressures (<0.1 atm)

use was made of a preliminary calibrated monochromator - PEM system.

In experiments on measurements of active medium characteristics in the amplification
mode to generate sounding pulses use was made of the amplifier's active medium part. An

optical delay was selected so that the sounding pulse should get into the amplifier at the

moment of attaining the amplification factor maximum.

Relaxation Processes in XeCl Laser Active Medium

An efficiency of energy extraction in excimer lasers is mainly determined by an effi-

ciency of excited molecules formation, an intensity of saturation of laser transition, IS;
weak signal amplification factor, gs; medium absorption coefficient, a. In pumping an

active medium by a fast electron beam, the main channel of excimer formation is an ion-ion

recombination. In this case, excited molecules are formed in various electron (BI/ 2 , C 3 / 2 ,

DI/ 2 ), oscillatory and vibrational states.

The ruin of excimer molecules is due to the spontaneous radiation and quenching in col-

lisions with electrons and gas mixture components. Generation in excimer lasers occurs o-

the BI/ 2 -XI/ 2 transition. In this case, the particles of lower orcillatcry states only

(as a rule, levels with V = 0) take place in the stimulated emission process. Therefore,

the generation efficiency is determined by relation of constants of V-T relaxation, B-C

exchange, collisional quenching, and by spontaneous radiation and induced emission times.

Information on relaxation process constants can be obtained from an analysis of sponta-

neous luminescence time behavior after the pumping switching-off. By selecting appropri-

ately the mixture composition and pressure one can create the conditions when the lumines-

cence intensity drop is determined in the main by a given process.

A series of experiments measuring the XeCl molecule luminescence time drop o transi-

tions B-X, C-A enables us to determine boundaries of some constants (to draw conclusions

on relaxation processes):

1. For optimum laser mixtures (1-5 torr HCl (CCI )/50-200 torr Xe/l-3 atm Ar) the

effective quenching constant does not exceed 2 x 10- 2 cm sec-1.
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2. The effective relaxation constant (KvT + Koc) in collisions CC1 4 amounts to (5+1)
10-10 cm3 sec- 1 .

3. The quenching constant in collisions with Xe is <5 x 10-12 cm 3 sec- 1 .

4. The XeCl formation rate constant in terms of the halogen-carrier concentration is
_i x 10-9 cm 3 sec-l.

5. The radiation lifetime of lower oscillatory levels for C-state is -100 nsec.

6. The XeCl laser saturation intensity at pressures of 2-3 atm is mainly determined by

the B-C exchange rate.

To determine the value go, the weak signal amplification factor measurements were con-

ducted. The obtained values of go and ys are presented in Fig. 1. The assessment of weak
signal amplification factor/absorption coefficient ratio has shown that under experimental
conditions go/a-10-20. Besides, the Is dependence on pressure at an extrapolation at the
point P = 0 gives the laser level radiation lifetime value (B-state, V = 0) 7 = 11 + 3
nsec, coinciding with Refs. 2 and 3. In determining r from the ratio ys = hv/u7 use was
made of the value o = 4 x 10-16 (Ref. 4).

0 IS 2 P P Ou

(cmM) /2m
m-I) m•/€ ) ( .j )

I

0.2

0.5-

0.1

I S.

2 4 6 N.01 9 -3

Fig. I Saturation intensity-I , small-signal gain-go, and laser energy-P, as a function
of pressure for Ar/Xe/ECI 4 = 1500/15/1 mixture.
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The factor limi*l j the laser or amplifier output intensity is the nonsaturated absorp-

tion coefficient. The main contribution to absorption in XeCl lasers is believed to be
made by rare gas positive ions and chlorine negative ions. In addition to a wide-band

absorption of ions in the absorption spectrum observable are narrow-band absorption lines

stip,]ated by transitions between rare gas excited atom states. In investigating absorp-

tion spectra in the visible and near ultraviolet region (500-350 nm), we have found that

at mixture pressures of 1 atm the atomic absorption is transformed into the molecular

absorption of rare gas excited dimers. An evolution of lines Xe* 6S[l 1/2]2 - 7P [1 1/2)2
on crypton pressure is presented in Fig. 2 as an example. The given figure illustrates

the increase with pressure of KrXe* heteronuclear dimer molecular absorption portion. It
was found that the red breadth of rare gas atomic absorption lines and the appearance of

wide (A - 20 A) diffusion absorption bands shifted in the short-wave region are explained

by transitions between various states of rare gas homo- or heteronuclear dimers. Note,
that the photoionization of excited dimers by radiation with X<340 nm can make an essential

contribution to so-called "background" (AX1100 A) absorption observed during the pumping

pulse.5-7

A Itu0 lo 0 4630 16PO 4610

Fig. 2 Emission spectrum of Kr/Xe/NF 3 mixture near absorption transition 6S(I 1/212
-7p[l 1/212 of Xe*. Kr pressures (atm) are indicated by numerical symbols.
The pressures of the Xe and NF3 are 60 torr and 6 torr.

Spectra of Spontaneous and Induced Emission of XeCl Molecule

The XeCl excimer molecule is characterized by the weakly-combined X-state (De = 280

cm- 1 ), strongly distinguished rotational constants for upper and lower states as well as
by the low value of X-state oscillatory quantum (we a 26 cm- 1 ). 8 This results in a com-
plicated shape of radiation spectrum as consequence of which the refractive index disper-
sion in the amplification factor maximum can be different from zero as in the case of the

XeF molecule. 9 Then, under inhomogeneous pumping (along the cross-section) a
deterioration of the laser ray divergence is possible.

Experimental investigations of spontaneous radiation spectra were carried out within
the wave-length range of 300 < X < 311 nm under pressures of 15 torr - 4 atm and calcula-
tions of amplification and dispersion factors were performed making it possible to eluci-
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date characteristic features of the B-X transition and to assess the XeCl laser divergence

stipulated by the resonance dispersion.10

It was found that with the decrease in mixture pressure the effective temperature rises,

characterizing the oscillatory and vibrational distribution of particles in the excited

B-state. Luminescence spectra at low pressures (<0.1 atm) bear out that the formation of

XeCl * molecules at the E-beam pumping takes place in high-excited states. The calculated

model describing correctly the observed spectra was worked out. The calculation of active

medium dispersion, carried out within the framework of the model shows the possibility of

divergence deterioration due to an anomalous dispersion. For instance, on the transition

V = 0 V = 2 a+- the active medium length of 1 m and the condition of maximum inhomogeneity

of excitation along the cross-section (go = 0 on its edge) the light beam intensity on the

axis in the remote range can decrease approximately by 20%.

Based on experimental data and amplification spectral contour calculations the assess-

ments of excited radiation cross-section value, a, were performed on the frequency corre-

sponding to the amplification factor maximum. The range of a values amounted to (4-5) x

10-16 cm2 , which agrees with calculation results.

To predict the XeCl laser generation spectral width analytical expressions were

obtained, establishing the connection of active medium characteristics (weak signal

amplification factor, rotational relaxation time, lower level dissociation time,

amplification contour spectral width) with resonator parameters.11 It was shown that at

high intra-resonator intensities (>107 W/cm2 ) the generation spectrum width is determined

by the amplification contour deformation near the maximum due to a weak saturation of

rotational exchange rate. Besides, a heating of medium during the pumping pulse can lead

to displacement in the amplification factor maximum because of the chaijge in molecules

distribution function over rotational sublevels. This also results in the increase of

spectrum "width" at a time-integrated recording.

Specific EnerQy Characteristics of E-beam Pumped XeCl Laser

In experiments on specific generation energy measurements the laser aperture was

limited by diaphragms of d = 8 mm. The resonator optical axis, formed by a plane Al

mirror and a quartz plate, was at 1.5 cm from the accelerator output foil. The fast

electron beam current density was measured at the same distance from the foil. Apart form

the generation energy, under analogous conditions for a current density, pressure and
mixture composition, the measurements of XeCl molecule spontaneous luminescence intensity

were carried out on the B - X transition. In this case the excited volume was reduced to

dimensions of 1 x 1 x 1 cm3 .

A series of experiments on generation energy measurements from a buffer gas pressure at

various HCl contents is shown in Fig. 3. Besides, luminescence dependences on the B - X

transition are given in the same figure. The common feature at the content of HCI > 3
torr is the luminescence intensity saturation beginning from pressures of Ar 2.2 atm on

retention of the linear growth of generation. The similar behavior of the luminescence
and the weak signal amplification factor was observed also in mixtures with halogen-carrier

CC1 4 (see Fi~j. 1). The amplification factor saturation with the growth of Ar pressure can

be related to the increase in XeCl* quenching in three-body collisions:
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Fig. 3 The A: pressure depends on specific energy output - *, and fluorescence intensity
on B-X transition -A. The Xe pressure is kept at 60 torr.

XeCl* + Ar + Xe = Xe2 CI* + Ar

Besides, the Ar pressure increase on retention of the constant concentration leads to the

growth of secondary electrons concentration and, correspondingly, to the growth of quench-
ing portion by electrons. The retention of generation energy linear growth at the weak

signal amplification factor saturation is accounted for by the fact that the lifetime of
excited molecules due to an induced emission remains less than due to quenching collisions.

As is seen from Fig. 3 the specific energy output amounted to 8.7 J/l at P = 3.5 atm.

In determining efficiency with respect to the input energy to estimate the specific power

of contribution use is usually made of an empirical formula of the shape: 4

P = Kj Z Bi[Mil
i

where Bi is the specific power of the i-th mixture component depending on fast electrons

energy Mi is the i-th component concentration; j is the beam current density; K is the
numerical coefficient (usually 2-3) of fast electrons in the foil and gas, taking into

account scattering. The assessment of power input according to the empirical formula with

the use of beam current density measurements permits a certain arbitrary rul- because of

uncertainty in the correction factor K. Therefore, calibration measurements are necessary

on concrete installations. We have measured the specific power input in terms of pressure

drop in the excited volume. To provide homogeneity of the power input the laser chamber
was poured with paraffin except the channel of 1 x 1 x 25 cm3 close-fitting to the

accelerator input foil. The measurements have indicated that in our conditions the

correction factor K = 2.9. Thus, the XeCl laser generation efficiency at P = 3.5 atm and

j = 140 A/cm2 amounted to 7%.
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To compare with experimental results and to make more precise the XeCl laser model,
calculations of the kinetic model taking into account >50 elementary processes were con-
ducted. The main differences of the given model from that used in the paper 4 are the fol-
lowing:

1. The collisional exchange between B and C states in combination with V - T relaxa-
tion was included at the upper laser level.

2. The cascade excitation of HCl molecule oscillatory states (V = 1,2) was included
additionally

e + HCl(V) - HCI (V + 1) + e

3. The substitution reaction was included in the model:

ArCl* + Xe - XeCl* + Ar

4. The process being reverse to the XeCI molecule collisional decay in the ground state,
i.e., the recombination process of Xe and Cl atoms, was included

Xe + Cl + Ar - XeCl(X) + Ar

E

IB-X a.u.

63

4 
2,

I II I II

2 4 6 8 P]tCI' torr

Fig. 4 Comparison of the specific output energy (1), and fluorescence intensity (2) with
calculated result (3) as a function of the HCl pressure. The Ar and Xe pressures
are 2 atm and 60 torr.
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Figure 4 shows experimental values for generation and luminescence energies depending
on HCl content at P = 2 atm. Here, the calculated dependence Egen = f (HCl) is given.
The amplification factor calculated dependence has a similar form. The absolute value at

an HC1 optimum concentration at P = 2 atm came up to 0.17 cm-I, which agrees with the mea-
sured value (see Fig. 1). On the whole, the comparison of experimental results with cal-
culations has found a good agreement and has demonstrated acceptability of the kinetic
model to predict energy characteristics of e-beam pumped XeCl laser.
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Abstract

A substantial understanding of the hydrogen fluoride laser has resulted -from 17 years of research and
technology development. Particularly significant experiments have been conducted under the SDI in the past
year and a half, and others are imminent, addressing the limitations on power scaling with the retention of
high quality beam characteristics. It is clear from this body of work that the physics of these lasers allow
configurations of high power. Furthermore, recent developments establish the applications of stimulated
Brillouin scattering phase conjugation techniques to HF lasers. This allows systems of even higher powers and
larger projecting optics, along with reductions in requirements on laser optical quality, mirror figures,
alignments and stabilization systems. Attendant reductions in engineering risks and costs result. This paper
briefly reviews the basic physical processes of HF lasers, the approaches to and limitations on power scaling,
and the recent results and potential applications of phase conjugation techniques to these lasers.

I. Introduction

High power hydrogen fluoride (HF) chemical lasers have been the subject of research in the United States of
America for 17 years. This period has seen a methodical march to higher powers together with an increased
understanding of the limitations on power scaling and beam quality.1 The availability of high power devices
has also allowed development of the technology of associated target acquisition and beam projection systems,
and understanding of the effects of the high power beams on targets of interest. In recent years the more
substantial work on these lasers and associated technologies has been sponsored by the Strategic Defense Ini-
tiative Office in context with the requirements for space-based boost-phase ballistic missile defense (BMD).

Recently, significant technical achievements have occurred that establish the basis for very high power,
high brightness HF laser systems. Near-term, high-performance lasers in the range of megawatts, and project-
ing optics on the order of meters in diameter appear perfectly reasonable. At the same time, advanced tech-
nology work has established the physical feasibility of larger powers still, and high quality beams projected
from optics even larger. These advanced technologies may allow the systems to be built to tolerances at
mechanical rather than optical dimensional scales. Obviously this has important implications in behalf of
desirable physical, engineering and cost characteristics of far term, directed energy BMD.

These remarkable conclusions are drawn from work that has been accomplished on a number of programs involv-
ing large laser devices, large projecting optics and technology development for laser beam stabilization,
aberration control, pointing and tracking for space-based systems. Techniques have been demonstrated for
coherently combining laser cavities to achieve very high powers, and coherently combining optical trains and
elements to achieve very large projecting optics. Other programs have demonstrated the ability to build laser
devices and associated optical systems to loose tolerances and then use adaptive optics techniques to sense
and correct for the imperfections, and thus deliver nearly diffraction-limited beams. The techniques for
synthesizing laser cavities and optics, and correcting optical imperfections, have involved technologies for
wavefront sensors, deformable mirrors, and high frequency closed-loop stabilization systems. More recently,
nonlinear optics phenomena have been explored; they do the same things but eliminate much of the hardware
required for these functions--leading to significant engineering simplifications and cost reductions. This
paper will highlight the results of some of these investigations and show how they relate to and support the
projection to near-term and far-term capabilities.

In recent public information releases and reports, the American Physical Society has commented on chemical
lasers as candidates for BMD weapons that need from one to several orders of magnitude advance in power scale
from currently announced kW levels. 2 ,3 The statements would lead one to believe that the required advance-
ments will be difficult. The report was published in the summer of 1987. It is derived from reviews held in
mid-1986, on work essentially conducted up through 1985. This is a fast moving field. Inconsistencies exist
between APS press releases, APS council statements, and the report itself; these are, in part, a reflection of
the rapid advances that were occurring as the review and report writing were underway. More significantly,
work accomplished since the reviews clearly establishes a different basis from which to consider the ease or
difficulty of application to BMD.

This paper presents first the basic principles of operation of continuous-wave hydrogen fluoride (HF)
lasers, and the resulting approaches to power scaling. The technology inherently allows the production,
extraction into a laser beam and waste removal of enormous amounts of energy; these don't really limit power
scaling. The limitations for useful systems come with the requirement to maintain high optical quality at
high power, i.e., beam quality effects eventually limit the scale of individual devices. Two forms of devices
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are described. The linear device is so-called because the chemicals that provide the source energy are
injected as flowing medium from a linear plane array. Increases in the height, length and flow injection
characteristics provide for the scaling within this concept. The successful history, achievement of high
power and limitations within this concept are discussed. Next we describe the cylindrical laser; here the
cavity injection is accomplished from a cylindrical assembly that provides a radially outward flow, thus an
annulus of gain medium. This concept allows yet higher power scales, has other attributes favorable for space
applications, and is the subject of a major program currently underway. Finally we discuss the techniques by
which either of the basic approaches can be used as building blocks for coherent combination into very high
power devices. In this regard, we report particularly on recent results using st;iulatcd Brillouin scattering
(SBS) phase conjugation in HF lasers. These results establish the physical basis for very high power, very
high brightness systems, simultaneous with relaxations in requirements by factors of hundreds and thousands on
component and subassembly optical quality, mirror figure, alignments and stabilizations.

II. Basic Principles of Operation of HF Lasers

Elementary descriptions of continuous-wave hydrogen fluoride la.ers have been presented in several
places. 4 "7 We present here a brief summary to provide context for subsequent discussions of scaling
limitations. High power continuous-wave HF lasers use the chemistry

F + H2 - . HF* + H 32 kcal/mole

This reaction has the property that the energy release is found in the first through third excited vibrational
states, not in the ground state--an inherent, nascent population inversion from which to accomplish stimulated
emission. To establish this reaction in a laser optical cavity, two stages of combustion are used as shown in
Figure 1. The first dissociates a fluorine compound to make F; the second injects and mixes H2 in the laser
optical cavity.

This second combustion stage occurs in the midst of a mixing, supersonic flow field. Figure 2 shows typi-
cal flow conditions for an efficient laser. As the mixing, reacting flow field progresses, new excited state
molecules are born; the low pressure, cold temperature and continued flow expansion mitigates the depopula-
tion, heating and pressure rise that ensue. The result is a modest temperature and pressure rise through the
cavity as the excited states are depopulated by collisional deactivation, in competition with stimulated emis-
sion. First growth and then decay of excited vibrational-rotational states occur along the flow direction.
Interestingly enough the bulk of the cavity may not contain a total vibrational state population inversion but
still allow stimulated emission from a "partial" inversion. Figure 3 shows this situation, where population
inversion exists only for P-branch transitions, in which the rotational state quantum number increases as the
vibrational state quantum number drops (AV = -1, Aj = +1). The lower the rotational temperature, the higher
the gain for these partial inversions. It is these partial inversion P-branch transitions that are most com-
monly found in the multiline output of CW/HF chemical lasers (Figure 4). The use of the hydrogen isotope
deuterium produces, by the same processes but a different vibrational-rotational state structure, a different
laser spectral output in the range 3.6-4.1p.

Much of the attention of researchers has been directed toward producing a mixing, reacting supersonic flow
environment to provide scalable high-power density, high-efficiency, optically clean lasers. Unfortunately,
from an engineering point of view, these represent a conflicting set of requirements. Figure 5 is a view of
the flow in a supersonic HF chemical laser. In this laser, slit nozzles alternately inject F and H2 bearing
flows. At the cavity entrance, the dark streams are the unreacted core flows. The triangular bright regions,
which increase in transverse dimension along the flow direction, are the zones in which mixing, reaction, and
"excited HF production take place. Eventually, due to their increasing transverse dimension, these zones
coalesce. (The radiation observed in the figure originates from excited HF molecule overtone emissions oc-
curring along with the fundamental, but at visible wavelengths.)

To understand this complex situation, we have to look very closely at the processes occurring near the
nozzle exits. Figure 6 is a representation of what occurs here for three different conditions. Here we see a
combination of fluid mechanics, chemistry and optical physics phenomena. The nozzles have boundary layer
viscous flows and supersonic core flows. Base regions of the nozzle can provide for continued expansion and
cooling of the flow, but they set up recirculation zones that may entrain depopulated species downstream and
transport them upstream to the detriment of the optical gain. The nozzle boundary layer viscous flows persist
in the cavity and become wakes. As the supersonic flows enter the cavity, mix with adjacent flows, and
encounter the chemical energy release, supersonic shocks occur which are another source of local optical path
differences potentially detrimental to beam quality. To design a high-power laser, one has to understand this
flow field, the growth and decay of each vibrational-rotational state population, and the optical disturbance
features.

High efficiency requires good utilization of available reactants and a high rate of production of the
excited states species (rapid mixing and chemical reaction), a high rate of stimulated emission (high optical-
field strength), a low rate of deactivation (low temperature, low pressure), and rapid removal of depopulated
species (high flow-field velocity). These tend to create conflicting requirements. Rapid mixing and chemical
reaction argue for a fine mixing scale; however, small nozzles fill with boundary layer which gives higher
temperature, higher pressure, and lower Mach number. If one tries to promote rapid mixing with boundary layer
trip flows or transverse injections, the resulting shocks create temperature and pressure increases, and op-
tical path disturbances.
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The trend through the 1970's was to finer and finer nozzle scales, mixing promotion, and the heavy use of
diluent gas heat capacity. Wilson 7 reports slit nozzle structur.s with nozzle throats on the order of 0.1 mm,
nozzle exits varying from 1.0 to 2.0 mm, and boundary layer trip injection holes along the exit edges of the
nozzle blades. In addition, intricate blade internal passages and feed hole configurations exist if one
attempts to provide blade regenerative cooling through the use of the source reactants. However, these fine-
scale mixing laser configurations provide high density flows and allow large-scale HF and OF lasers with good
pressure recovery (lower exhaust pumping requirements). Nozzles of this character are used in the Mid-
Infrared Advanced Chemical Laser (MIRACL), currently located at the National High Energy Laser Systems Test
Facility at the White Sands Missile Range. In this laser, the design objectives of high power, high power
density, and high pressure recovery have compromised efficiency and, somewhat, optical quality. The gain path
length is several meters. The optics form a simple confocal unstable resonator, as shown in Figure 1. The
optical axis and the collimated output are aligned perpendicular to the flow direction and parallel to the
face of the nozzle array. In MIRACL, the small local flow wakes, created by the regenerative cooling struc-
tures integral to the small blades, are designed not to be aligned along the output pass. If they were, their
effects would reinforce and affect the output beam quality. By tilting the nozzle banks slightly, so as to
misalign these disturbances, and thus average out rather than reinforce their effect, a significant increase
in beam quality is realized. The MIRACL laser, which has been a successful scaling experience, has provided
dramatic and important data in behalf of the Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI).

As HF/DF laser technology has advanced, particularly on behalf of space-based applications, it has become
apparent that the fine-scale mixing nozzle is inappropriate. Fine-scale nozzles are filled with boundary
layer to the extent that low-pressure, high-Mach number conditions are difficult to achieve. Since space
lasers have their own natural exhaust pump and need no pressure recovery, they can operate at the high-
efficiency, low-pressure, low-temperature conditions provided by large-scale nozzles. Thus the technology has
turned in the direction of large primary fluorine nozzles combined with injection of the H2 or D2 through
hypersonic wedge structures located across the primary nozzle exit plane (but misaligned with reqoect to the
optical axis and/or output pass direction). This method provides a well-established supersonic f.w in the
primary nozzle, with relatively little boundary layer growth along the hypersonic wedges. Care has to be
taken to assure that the shocks created by the hypersonic wedges do not block the primary nozzle or create
undesirable optical path differences (OPDs) in the optical cavity. Large-scale nozzle, hypersonic wedge
injection technology is being incorporated in the SDI Project ALPHA.

The design problem for a high power, efficient, high quality, HF laser is technologically complex. It is,
of course, a matter of record that it has yielded to a combination of scientific understanding and engineering
verification processes which now result in efficient, high power, high beam quality HF laser designs. The
engineering process consists of constructing at modest scale a module of the combustor/gain generator configu-
ration. For example, the ALPHA verification module represents such a scale and is shown in Figure 7. Such a
module verifies structural, thermal, and flow-field engineering predictions. Furthermore, precise optical
measurements are made on the gain medium using absorption spectroscopy, optical interferometry. Power extrac-
tion is also measured. These data are used to verify the gain model predictions in the physical optics reso-
nator design computer codes for the growth and decay of each of the excited state populations along the flow
axis in both the small signal and saturated regimes. The measurements also provide verification of input to
the laser medium OPD models in these design tools. Thus, a rather explicit verification by measurement is
achieved early on, assuring that the large-scale laser design tools and processes used for later design
efforts are sound. The ALPHA verification module has been used in just this way, resulting in over 10,000
seconds of experimentation, to lay the foundation for the ALPHA laser. The results of the ALPHA verification
module establish that path lengths in excess of 20 meters through this high efficiency gain medium are
acceptable. Although flow structures such as those described in Figure 6 exist, an optically clean medium is
provided through the very low pressure, the low index of refraction composition (largely helium), and careful
attention to design detail. The effects experienced even with 20 meters of gain path length in a very high
power laser are small in magnitude and correctable with adaptive optics.

III. Linear Chemical Lasers

The linear chemical laser is shown schematically in Figure 8. The first of the large linear chemical
lasers was the Baseline Demonstration Laser (BDL) shown in Figure 9. In this case a cavity injector 10 cm in
height by 150 cm in length provides excited state HF for about 3 cm in the flow direction. This gain volume
is accessed by a simple confocal unstable resonator. A total flow of 0.45 kg/sec yields 100 kW of power in a
laser beam that is nearly diffraction-limited.

Scaling of linear chemical lasers has proceeded by means of the Navy-ARPA Chemical Laser (NACL) and the
Mid-IR Advanced Chemical Laser (MIRACL), which are shown in Figures 10 and 11. In each of these subsequent
lasers the flow density and cavity injection area were to provide both a larger gain volume and a higher den-
sity of excited-state HF. The NACL doubled the gain density and the gain length. The MIRACL increased (over
BDL) the gain height by a factor of 2.5, the gain length by 3.3, and the flux density of HF excited states by
3. The net result is a very high power level. The history of these advances spanned the years from 1973 to
1980. The associated program consisted of relatively straightforward technology development, engineering, and
major demonstrations. The mean deviation between planned and achieved schedules tor power demonstration was
1.7 months. All three of these lasers have been used in extensive test programs exploring the beam character-
istics, beam control technologies in behalf of pointing and tracking, beam propagation, and beam effects. The
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BDL and NACL have operated for tens of thousands of seconds. The MIRACL has been engaged in a substantial
test program at the White Sands Missile Range. Most recently, on MIRACL, the high power beam output phase
distribution has been sensed, and a deformable mirror has been used to actively correct phase front devia-
tions. A clear demonstration was made of the ability of this adaptiv2 optics technique to compensate for
mirror jitter and for wave front variations whose spatial dimensional scale exceeds that of the deformable
mirror actuator spacing.

The power scaling limitations of the linear bank laser have been addressed by the experiments on these and
other lasers. The power scaling is limited by effects on beam quality beyond the capacity for practical adap-
tive optics correction. The principal effects can be categorized as shown in Figure 12, and include:

"• Flow-field disturbances. These are described in Section II, and their effect depends on the total
cavity length.

" Mirror distortions. High reflectivity coatings determine how much power is absorbed into the mirrors.
The cooling design of the mirrors, typically multipass fine-scale heat exchangers, then determines the
resultant thermal distortion of the mirrors that is manifest as a wavefront aberration of the laser
beam. The thermal ripple on the mirror from the periodic nature of the buried cooling passages tends to
be the distortion effect most difficult to compensate with adaptive optics because of its small spatial
scale. High mirror incident power flux densities are acceptable in practical designs. 3

" Fresnel diffraction. A resonator cavity that is too long relative to its transverse dimensions suffers
excessive losses from diffraction of the mode outside of its geometrical optics envelope, followed by
impingement of the mode onto the surrounding hardware.

" Anomalous dispersion. Multiple longitudinal mode lasers can suffer from uncorrectable anomalous disper-
sion induced wavefront tilt associated with the presence of gain gradients if the cavity is too long.

"* Transverse spatial coherence. The resonator mode must maintain coherence over the entire mode cross
section for good beam quality performance. At some point, the transverse dimensions of the mode exceed
the transverse spatial coherence length.

In addition, there is clearly a limit to the flux density of HF radiation that can be achieved efficiently
and within a range of optically acceptable flow conditions. Theoretical limits for premixed flow conditions
range from power fluxes of 100 W/cm2 of cavity flow area at efficiencies of 600 kJ/kg of total flow to 600
W/cm2 at 300 kJ/kg efficiency. Since higher efficiencies are achieved at lower power fluxes, a trade-off
ensues. In practice, a fair fraction of the theoretical limit may be achieved.

The above discussion allows us to scope the potential power scale of the linear chemical laser. Even
higher power lasers appear reasonable. At values for the cavity height and length, a factor of two greater
than MIRACL, physical effects have not yet reached magnitudes where they are of concern.

IV. Cylindrical Laser

The cylindrical laser concept is shown schematically in Figure 13. Here the cavity injector is a cylinder
of revolution which injects the flow radially outward to form an annular gain region of excited-state HF. In
effect the height limitation of the linear configuration has been relaxed by forming it into a circumference.
Mode control and communications are provided by optical resonators of special design, one version of which is
shown in Figure 14. Curvature in the radial direction on the annular mirrors allows the mode intensity level
to be controlled on the compact leg mirrors.

It is easy to see how this configuration allows increased power scale. The same laser gain length that
gives us high power as a linear laser, for instance a 50-cm bank height, if wrapped into a 2-meter diameter
cylinder, provides 12 times the cavity injector nozzle area. This gives us many times the device power, with-
out increasing at all the nozzle power flux, cavity injector length, or the mode width and this is done with-
out increasing any of the effects delineated in Figure 12. Unchanged are the medium OPD, the mirror thermal
loading and distortion effects, and any of the other cavity gain length related phenomena. Thus, the
cylindrical laser takes us to a ten times higher power laser as far as limitations of physics are concerned.

Cylindrical chemical laser technology is under development in Project ALPHA, which has been designed,
fabricated, assembled, and is nearing test. Subscale testing of the cavity injector configuration and of the
optical resonator has essentially already confirmed the physics basis of the concept, and achievement of the
fabrication goals has established the engineering feasibility of the full-scale gain generator and optical
resonator harlware (shown in Figures 15 and 16).

V. Nonlinear Optics and the HF Laser

To build even higher power lasers, or to construct large scale systems from modules of smaller scale, the
concepts of coherently combining laser cavities and optical elements may be introduced. When done properly, no
beam quality effects are suffered beyond those of individual laser or optical elements. Economies are
realized in nonrecurring engineering, fabrication, and assembly costs. Shorter fabrication and assembly times
can be realized, and performance margins can be increased.
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A number of programs are underway in which various techniques for combining laser cavities and optical
elements are being successfully developed. A good example is the LAMP (Large Aperture Mirror Program), where
a 4-meter diameter mirror system has been designed and fabricated, and is in final assembly at ITEK. This
mirror, shown in Figure 17, has been constructed of conveniently sized segments, and has all the necessary
provisions to sense wavefront aberration and correct it by aligning the mirror elements to within a small
fraction of the HF laser wavelength (2.7 microns).

Quite recently, a new technology has emerged that will clearly enable the construction of systems of much
higher power and higher brightness while reducing the engineering complexity and cost. This is the
application of stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) phase conjugation techniques to the HF chemical laser.

Results from work on this technology have been presented in a number of forums within the past year and a
half, following the first achievement of SBS using an HF laser by research workers at thn Naval Research
Laboratories. 8 Subsequent work has resulted in the production of diffraction limited beams from aberrated HF
lasers by means of phase conjugation as well as from multiple HF lasers coherently combined by phase conjuga-
tion in a common volume. 9 Also, multiline lasers have been phase conjugated, 10 and essentially continuous-
wave operation (pulsed operation with a pulse length much greater than the phonon dephasing time) has been
demonstrated. 1 1 Coherent optical combination of beams, optical elements and jitter compensation have been
demonstrated.1 2 Very high power systems engineering design issues have been addressed and resolved.

The application of SBS phase conjugation to a high power laser is shown schematically in Figure 18. A low
power laser beam of high quality, represented by a flat phase in the figure, interrogates a high power laser
amplifier system. It picks up phase aberrations as it encounters optical elements and power (as well as fur-
ther phase aberrations) as it traverses the laser amplifier gain stages. The resultant beam is then focused
on an SBS cell to intensities where the SBS process occurs, typically 1-10 G W/cm2 . The retroreflected beam
has the conjugated phase property, i.e., it has the same phase distribution as the incident beam, but it is
now travelling in the opposite direction. Therefore, what was previously a phase retardation is now a phase
advancement of the same magnitude, and vice-versa. Thus, as the beam retraces its path and Pncounters the
same optical aberrations, its phase distribution is restored to a replica of the phase distribution of the
input interrogating beam. It is further increased in power by the effect of the laser amplifier stages. This
system provides a high power laser beam whose phase is a replica of an input low power laser beam. Further,
the low power laser, and the reflecting SBS cell can be quite inefficient without much degradation of the
total power of the system, since most of the system power is derived in the final pass. All aberrations that
are essentially static within the round trip transient time of the beam in the system are compensated. Typi-
cally this provides for a MHz bandwidth adaptive optics capability and includes not only spatially distributed
aberrations, but also all forms of jitter (tilts). The limit on the magnitude of the aberrations that can be
corrected is that which will allow a sufficient-focus within the SBS cell. This is required to achieve the
necessary intensities for stimulated Brillouin scattering to occur with high reflectivity.

The net result is that it is no longer necessary to have to design the high power optical system to toler-
ances of a tenth of a wavelength, with components thus generally toleranced to a hundredth of a wavelength.
The requirements on the high power optical system are literally relaxed by a factor of a thousand. One can
thus build a low power, high quality laser to interrogate a high power, low quality system and produce a high
power, high quality beam. As a result of the use of SBS, this may be done with relative ease.

Furthermore, the concept allows the combination of laser amplifiers and optical systems as shown schemati-
cally in Figure 19. Here is a single interrogating laser explores a parallel array of laser amplifier stages
and projecting optical elements, is phase conjugated, and results in a coherently combined set of amplifier
stages in the output pass. After all, the scheme of Figure 18 applies whether it is used for compensating for
aberrations in a portion of single mirror, or a segment; or sinilarly, for aberrations in a portion of a large
laser cavity, or an individual cavity in an array.

Figures 20, 21, and 22 show results from high-fidelity HF laser phase conjugation, coherent combination of
HF laser cavities, aberration correction of segmented optics performance, correction of jitter, and demonstra-
tion that high-fidelity continuous-wave operation SBS can be achieved. The latter is accomplished without
suffering a transition to forward Brillouin scattering by maintaining conditions in a steady flow rather than
a continuous-wave regime. This latter consideration adds the requirement for a flowing SBS cell with a medium
of acceptable optical quality. Interferograms from such a cell are shown in Figure 23. The net result of
this recent work has been to establish a design regime under which high-fidelity, continuous-wave, high-power,
HF laser operation can be achieved. This regime is indicated in Figure 24. Detailed discussions concerning
SBS experimental results, analytical techniques, and designs are being reported on a regular basis.

The introduction of the SBS process clearly allows the consideration of systems of hundreds of megawatts of
power and of tens of meters of projecting optics dimensions. Individual laser amplifiers of the cylindrical
configuration are combined using SBS to achieve this total power. Similarly, conveniently sized mirror sei-
ments are combined into what are essentially large phased arrays. Simultaneously, tolerances are relaxed on
optical components and assemblies to dimensions measured in millimeters and sometimes even in centimeters.
Wavefront sensing systems, along with high precision actuation and stabilization systems, are in many cases,
eliminated altogether.
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VI. Conclusions

Chemical lasers have good attributes for consideration in space applications requiring high power systems,
viz,

"* Direct conversion high efficiency of stored chemical energy to a laser beam

"* Scalability to very high laser powers by a direct increase in the reactant flow rates and/or exit area
of the unit reactor configuration

" Low index of refraction cavity composition and low density flow conditions that provide for nearly
diffraction-limited beam performance in very high power configurations

"• High performance reliability (simple, non-stressed hardware)

"* Lightweight, compact hardware without the substantial weights that tend to accompany electrical power
generation, high voltage conditioning or photoconversion processes

"* Compatibility of the space vacuum with low laser cavity pressure conditions, providing easy exhaust gas
pumping and high efficiency collisional deactivation conditions in the laser cavity.

In addition, a technology base has been established within the recent past that provides the physical basis
for scaling very large individual HF chemical lasers and the size of the associated projecting optical sys-
tems. Phase conjugation technology has been demonstrated that allows much larger systems with major relaxa-
tions in requirements that have made such very large systems appear difficult and expensive in the past. Much
of the work that leads to these conclusions is quite recent.
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Figure 11. Mid-IR Advanced Chem~ical Laser (MIRACL)
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Figure 15. ALPHA Cylindrical Gain Generator Assembly

Figure 16. ALPHA Annular Optics
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Figure 17. 4m Lamp Mirror
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SPACE BASED CHEMICAL LASERS FOR BALLISTIC MISSILE DEFENSE (BMD)

N. Griff, SBL Program Manager, Strategic Defense Initiative Office (SDIO/T/DE), Washington, D.C.

D. C. Kline, Director, Special Projects, W.J. Schafer Assoc, Arlington, VA

The paper begins with a brief review of the history of ballistic missile defense, including President
Reagan's dissatisfaction with the condition of an offensive dominated deterrence, which eventually led to the
formation of the Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI). Also discussed is the view that the requirements for an
early directed energy weapons (DEW) system are far different from those beyond the year 2000. Generalized
top level performance requirements for a Space Based Chemical Laser (SBCL) are then discussed, after which
the concept of phasing SBCL modules together on-orbit to obtain very high brightness systems is introduced.
A discussion of the application of SBCLs to the area of interactive discrimination is then presented.
Turning to SBCL technology readiness, chemical laser devices, beam control, large optics,
acquisition/tracking/pointing, rapid retargeting, and coherent beam combination are briefly discussed. To
complete the picture, a discussion of the survivability of SBCLs in the context of the entire SDI system is
presented, including possible adversary's responses, design features to increase survivability, and a
separate discussion of the threat of an adversary's ground based laser ASAT to an SBCL and SDI defense
system.

I. BACKGROUND

Soon after the conclusion of World War II scientists and the military in the United States and the
Soviet Union began to focus on the weapon potential that an intercontinental ballistic missile force
could provide. By the 1950's, both the US and the Soviet Union had developed a small force of
missiles armed with nuclear warheads that could threaten each other's heartland, thus ushering in the
age of nuclear destruction by remote control. It soon became apparent that a defense against this
near-instantaneous devastation was highly desirable, and both sides began working on ground based
ballistic missile defense (BMD) systems. Both sides later signed the Anti-Ballistic Missile (ABM)
Treaty in 1972 that limited each side to one ABM site with a total of 100 interceptors. The US began
the construction of their one allowed site in Grand Forks, North Dakota, but soon lost interest
because of the limited defense of the US population such a system could offer. The situation in the
early 1980's was that the US had no defense against ballistic missiles, while the Soviet Union opted
to complete their one authorized defensive site, located around Moscow.

After being elected to the presidency, Ronald Reagan became interested in the possibility that,
unlike the defenses technologically possible in the 1960's and early 1970's, new technologies being
developed in the US might actually be able to achieve population defense against a nuclear ballistic
missile attack. On March 23 1983 he announced his intention to establish a major research program to
investigate the feasibility of developing and deploying a ballistic missile defense, and established
the Strategic Defense Initiative Organization (SDIO) in early 1984. The short history of the SDIO is
familiar to all.

One of the new technologies that made the President feel that a very capable BED was possible was
directed energy weapons (DEWs). Throughout the 1970's, all three of the military Services had
aggressive programs in various DEW technologies aimed at tactical applications, mostly in the arena
of air defense. At the same time, the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) was
investigating the application of various DEW technologies to strategic problems, namely END,
anti-satellite (ASAT) and strategic air defense. Technologies being investigated throughout the DoD
spanned the entire spectrum of "conventional" DEW candidates. 1

In the context of ballistic missile defense, one point of possible confusion that has permeated many of
the discussions about the role of directed energy weapons, and space based lasers in particular, is a
delineation of near term versus longer term requirements for such systems. As one might expect, these
requirements tend to be not only worlds, but universes apart, depending on the points of view of the
debaters.

In fact, the phenomenon that is occurring is one that is totally predictable; in the early days of BED
and SDI very little was known about the physical nature of the adversary's threat with which SDI systems
might have to contend. This deficiency is of little consequence in the world of kinetic energy weapons
(KEWs), since if one can hit -.n ICBM or RV with almost any form of KEW, there is little doubt that
destruction of both objects will occur and the defense will be successful (in that engagement). In the case
of DEWs things are startlingly different. Depending upon the assumptions made as to the "hardness" (laser
radiation resistance) of an adversary's boosters, which remain the primary targets for DEWs when used as a

1 D.C. Kline, "A Case for Space Based Chemical Lasers in the Strategic Defense Initiative", Preprint Number
AIAA-87-1389, June 1987.
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weapon, systems capable of negating such targets range from something that could be available early to
systems that might take decades to develop. The truth is that as more information has been gained about the
hardness of boosters in both the near-term, and countermeasures to make them harder in the longer-term, it is
evident, with some fair degree of certainty, that the problem is not nearly as tough as originally
postulated. This is very important, since it not only reduces the requirements for an early system, but
allows a much more orderly transition from the near to the longer term DEW systems.

II. SPACE BASED CHEMICAL LASERS

UTILITY:

The extent to which a Directed Energy Weapon can penetrate the atmosphere has a significant effect on its
utility in the boost phase battle. In the case of the HF chemical laser this lower altitude limit can be
considered to be the cloud tops, where a significant amount of water vapor begins to appear in the
atmosphere. This is at an altitude of approximately 10 Km. Clearly, this constraint is not uniform, and
under some geographical and meteorological conditions high power HF beams can penetrate to an altitude of
several kilometers. It should be pointed out, however, that even at 10 K•. this constraint is not at all
serious, since missile detection at altitudes below the cloud tops is highly unlikely. This ability to
penetrate the atmosphere deeply without significant loss of laser energy allows SBCLs to be primary
candidates for the ABM boost phase battle.

Because of its desired low pressure operating regime for high efficiency operation and exhaust
management issues, space is a natural environment for chemical lasers. Since the conversion of
chemical energy to laser energy is relatively efficient, the Space Based Chemical Laser (SBCL) is a
particularly attractive option when one considers a space based defensive system involving directed
energy weapons (DEW). In ,eneral, the top-level requirements for a Space Based Chemical Laser are as
follows:

"o Many megawatts of operating power
"o Good bean quality
"o High reactant utilization efficiency
"o Lightweight components
"o "Agile" beam (ability to rapidly retarget)
"o High quality projecting optic (primary mirror)
"o High performance beam control and correction subsystem
"o Accurate acquisition, tracking and pointing (ATP) subsystem2

Chemical laser devices with good beam quality exist today that are very near the power levels expected to
be required for boost phase intercept up until the year 2000 and beyond. Specifically, the MIRACL chemical
laser, which was first tested in 1980 is within a factor of 5 or 6 of the power levels, and within a factor
of 2 of the beam quality, required for an early SBL system.

In addition, confidence is being steadily gained in new technologies, such as phasing individual modules
together on-orbit, that can allow an early space based chemical laser constellation to grow in capability
(brightness) as the threat responds so that no hardware obsolescence occurs. From the brightness equation,

P D2
B =------------------------ -

;-2 [1 + (BQ2 - 1) + Tj2 + `wfe2]

where B = Brightness (Watts/Stereradian)
P = Device Power (Megawatts)
D Projecting Optic Diameter (Meters)

= Wavelength (Microns)
BQ = Beam Quality (Dimensionless)
Oj = System Jitter (1 ;)

OWfe = Wave Front Error (1(7)

one can see that the projecting optic diameter is a major driver in achieving very high brightness
systems of interest for ballistic missile defense. The concept of phasing HF SBCLs offers the
ability to build and deploy "modules" in packages that can be made compatible with existing and
planned launch vehicle capabilities and assembling them together on orbit, thus allowing
(theoretically, at least) unlimited growth potential. 3

our confidence is based upon the results of snall scale experiments conducted at government and
contractor facilities at low powers, but which we believe can be scaled to high power lasers of interest. We
have, for many years, devoted substantial resources to building and updating very complex computer codes that
we have shown the ability to accurately predict the outcome when scaling from small laboratory experiments to
high powers.

2,3 op cit
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Another important utility area for SBCLs is interactive discrimination (IAD). From the time of the
Fletcher study to present, there has been a spirited debate both within and outside of the SDI community
concerning the issue of discriminating warheads from penetration aids and a variety of decoys that might be
deployed as a countermeasure to an SDI system. Many concepts have been investigated that have varying
degrees of effectiveness and utility in this role. Over the past several years the utility of using a multi-
purpose space based chemical laser as both a boost phase weapon and an interactive discriminator has been
investigated and appears to have great potential.

The interactive discrimination task with SBCLs and DEWs in general involves three technology areas - -

observables/sensors, target handling/rapid retargeting, and interaction phenanenology. The SDIO Sensors
Office is developing the space surveillance and tracking system (SSTS), which will allow the observation of
the interactively discriminating event - either burnthrough or large velocity vector changes in decoys
relative to RVs. Rapid retargeting has been discussed previously.

In the area of target interaction phenomenology, the DoD high energy laser program has a long history of
laser interaction with materials programs conducted under the titles of damage and vulnerability (D&V),
lethality and target hardness (L&TH), etc. Because most of these programs predate the SDI, they have not
dealt specifically with laser interactions with balloons and decoys made from a variety of materials in exact
ICBM geometries. However, much of the large volume of experimental work done for tactical and various
strategic targets and materials go a long way towards giving us confidence in our modelling and simulations
in evaluating SBLs and other DEWs in the IAD role.

One very attractive feature of the space based chemical lasers concept is that platforms which
participate in the boost phase of the battle spend most of their on-board reactants in the task of negating
boosters. However, the "absentees" (platforms that are on the other side of the earth at the time of launch)
can perform the task of discriminating RVs from penetration aids for eventual kill by kinetic energy weapons
as their orbits bring them into the vast midcourse battle space. Thus, for the price of a constellation that
can participate with the space based kinetic kill vehicles in the boost phase of the battle, we can also
achieve a very high discrimination percentage of the leakers into midcourse.

TECHNOLOGY READINESS :

The initiation of the major technology programs that are required to successfully demonstrate the
readiness of space based chemical lasers for accomplishing the BMD mission were undertaken in the late
1970's. These basic ground based programs, which were initially sponsored under the auspices of DARPA, are
now SDIO programs in their final stages and all have or will soon succeed in their technical goals. These
programs include the Alpha chemical laser device, Large Optics Demonstration Experiment (LODE) beam control
demonstration, and LODE Advanced Mirror Program (LAMP) large space based mirror, as well as an impressive
array of technology programs aimed at developing all aspects of the technologies needed to meet all of the
requirements stated previously for an SBL system.

The Alpha device, based upon subscale tests at the 20 - 30 Kw level, is projected to have excellent beam
quality (Figures 1 - 3). Alpha I was designed to be easily scalable to power levels more than a factor of 2
- 3 byond the power levels required for an early system, with little or no degradation in beare quality. It
should also be pointed out that the power level of the Alpha I device was set not by the maximum scaling
thought possible in 1980 when the program began, but by monetary constraints imposed by the facility cost to
simulate the vacuum of space.

Beam clean-up, or phase correction is required to maintain good beam quality within a laser system
designed for use in the BMD role. This requirement is more stringent for strategic defense than for a
tactical laser system because of the great distances involved in the engagements. For a space based laser,
for instance, the average engagement range for a constellation of approximately 50 platforms at 1000 Km
altitude is between 1000 - 2000 Km. In a typical tactical scenario, the ranges tend to be 10 - 20 Km. In
order to avoid unacceptable losses of energy, the beams must be near the diffraction limit. For space based
HF chemical lasers, this beam cleanup can be done in a very straight forward manner. This has been
demonstrated conclusively in the LODE program, in which a severely abberated beam was input to a combination
of small and large mirrors and the phase front "cleaned-up" to less than 1800 angstroms total error. In this
experiment, small high-bandwidth mirrors remove high temporal/low spatial frequency abberations and work in
conjunction with a large primary mirror with holographic optical elements and outgoing wavefront sensor to
correct high spatial/low temporal frequency abberations (Figure 4).

A critical component in the operation of a space based chemical laser system is the projecting optic or
"primary" mirror. The LAMP mirror, which is in its final testing phase, was designed specifically for use as
the primary mirror for a near term HF SBL demonstrator (Figure 5). LAMP is a 4 meter, high quality,
segmented mirror which has actuators that "deform" the mirror almost microscopically to correct for
abberations in the high power beam.

The acquisition, tracking, and pointing (ATP) requirements for SBLs (and GBLs) are well understood. The
final space component, be it an SBL platform or a GBL fighting mirror, must have a variety of sensors and
active illuminators (low power lasers) in order to effectively deal with not only the ICBM boosters but the
post-boost vehicles, and perhaps most important, midcourse objects including RVs, balloons, replica decoys,
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chaff, etc. To this end, all laser conceptual designs for operational systems include at least two and as
many as four different sensors and from one to three illuminators to maintain a robust capability across all
target types and variants. Typically, an SBL platform will have an unaided (passive) wide field of view LWIR
sensor to accomplish the acquisition and coarse track function. Once coarse track is established, a moderate
field of view aided or unaided M.{ER sensor takes over during the intermediate track phase of the engagement.
Finally, fine track is established using either an aided narrow field of view SWIR or visible sensor. This
hierarchy allows each SBL battle station to handle a large number of targets very efficiently. In addition
to the senors and illuminators described above, in the far-term such responses as rotating boosters have been
postulated causing the need for yet another illuminator/sensor combination - - a carbon dioxide laser radar
(1ADAR). The LADAR is useful in determining the direction of rotation of the booster, and has an excellent
capability to perform damage assessment in the boost and post-boost phases, and to aid in the discrimination
process in the midcourse phase of the battle.

The ability to retarget rapidly from one target to the next is a stringent requirement for any DEN'
system. As in the case of ATP, retargeting is accomplished according to a hierarchy based upon the angular
distance between targets. Almost all SBL concepts have gone to a three element telescope design in order to
allow very Lapid retargeting within the field of view of the telescope. This three element design allows
approximately +/- 10 milliradians retargeting through optical steering, which utilizes a small (appx 30 cm)
mirror with a high bandwidth to move the beam within the field of view. At the next level within the
retargeting hierarchy, the beam expander is used to retarget within a range of +/- 5 degrees. This is
accomplished via a gimbal between the main body of the spacecraft and the beam expander. At the final level,
the spacecraft itself is slewed to accommodate very large retargeting angles. Typical parameters for the
spacecraft slew are an acceleration of 3 deg/sec 2 and a velocity of 6 deg/sec. To further reduce the retarget
time, the spacecraft and beam expander can be kept in a continual (during engagements) predictive slew
pattern, such as the "sheepdog" in which the engagements are accomplished around the perimeter of an assigned
group of targets.

Combining beams coherently, which is a major growth option for space based HF chemical lasers has not as
yet been demonstrated at high power. However, great confidence has been gained in the ability to accurately
model the outcome of scaling to high power levels based upon subscale experiments using conventional Master
Oscillator/Power Amplifier (MOPA) technology and advanced non-linear optical techniques (Figures 5 & 6).
Such small scale experiments have been successfully conducted at both government and contractor facilities.
Thus, there is great confidence that this exciting new technology could be available for future generations
of space based HF chemical lasers when the higher power levels (and higher brightness) would be required to
defeat the responsive threat.

In the course of these major technology programs, much has been learned about what it will actually take
to manufacture and deploy a space based chemical laser. In fact, these programs, along with a multitude of
supporting technology ("tech base") programs, have substantially increased optimism as to the difficulty and
time required to produce a space based chemical laser system capable of accomplishing vital near-term
functions for the SDI. One example is the fabrication of large mirrors for a space based chemical laser
system. As recently as 5 years ago projections as to how long it would take to build enough mirrors for even
a modest SBL constellation were very pessimistic. Today, with the experience gained in the LAMP program,
projections are far more optimistic, and are to the point that by merely applying "brute force", that is
replicating existing optical fabrication processes, a production rate of at least several complete optical
systems per month can be attained with an investment in facilities of less than 1% of the total system cost.

SURVIVABILITY:

Functional survivability of a space (or a ground) based BMD system is critical. This is not to say, however,
that any given single component can or must hP ahle to be ahsolutely defendable against all possible threats.
By the very nature of military warfare, the appearance of particular weapon and/or sensor systems have
historically elicited a response, or counter-measure, from the opposing side. A strategic defense system
will be no exception. Some of the pertinent questions in this chain of measure, countermeasure,
counter-countermeasure, etc are;

A. What is the effectiveness of a particular countermeasure against the entire BMD system? Does
degrading effectiveness against one element of the defense actually enhance the effectiveness of
others?

B. What is the cost of implementing the countermeasure? What is the relative cost-effectiveness to the
offense of various countermeasures? Would it actually be more cost effective to proliferate
offense rather than pursue countermeasures?

C. What is th.e likelihood that the offensive countermeasures can be easily and cost effectively
circumvented by the defense (counter-countermeasures)?

D. How much faith does the offense have that they actually understand the details of how the defense
works, to the extent that they can accurately assess the effectiveness of postulated
countermeasures?

E. Are various countermeasures in consonance with offensive dogma, strategy, and political thinking?
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In addition to these questions, perhaps the most critical of all is "When can the offense have particular
countermeasures in place?" This question is especially relevant to the issue of survivability of a defensive
system during an early deployment. One fact should be kept in mind when considering the vulnerability of an
ABM system which contains one or more boost phase components; the system is designed to intercept the most
likely adversary response to the presence of an ABM system in the near-term - - direct ascent ASATs. In
addition, the initial deployment of the space components could be into orbits that are relatively
inaccessible to direct ascent ASATs and totally inaccessible to an adversary's GBL ASAT system. Later they
can be changed to more optimum operational orbits.

Specifically, for a Space Based Laser system, several factors must be emphasized. During quiescent
states, the space platform is "buttoned up", that is, there are doors and covers in place to protect not only
the optics, but the entire inside of the spacecraft. These protect the SBL from small particles of dust,
meteorites, and an entire array of active Sovi •t countermeasures that might be applied against the SBL
platform. During operations these covers are retracted and stowed. This is the period of time that the
spacecraft is the most vulnerable. To reduce vulnerability, the beam expander (which includes the large
primary mirror) is encased in a lightweight cylindrical metal baffle that limits vulnerability to the
direction the laser beam expander is pointing. This means that the acceptance angle into the beam expander
across the expanse of space is extremely small. It would thus be very difficult for an attacker to direct,
e.g., an unguided object "down the barrel" of an SBL.

Hardening to x-rays and other nuclear detonation products is a greater problem. In the case of x-rays,
the cylindrical baffle described above is also very effective, since it takes only minimal material to stop
the penetration of x-rays in the energy spectrum associated with a nuclear weapon. To successfully defend
against unshielded x-rays, optical coatings must be designed with radiation hardness ("rad hardness") in
mind. Hardening is a major technology area being investigated for all SDIO space (and ground) optics.
Programs exist to investigate hardening of materials against x-rays and lasers operating across a major
portion of the energy spectrum, as well as against electrons and other particles. Low "Z" materials such as
beryllium appear to have excellent properties for such environments and are being investigated in depth under
SDIO sponsorship.

The degree to which a relatively low to modest power level adversary DEW might be a threat to an SDI BMD
system depends on many eventualities. First, the effectiveness of such a countermeasure is lgritically
dependent upon whether the adversary's DEW is on the ground or in space. A modest brightness (10 w/sr) SBL
can, in principle, threaten almost all satellites in low earth orbit over a relatively short (24 hours)
period of time as its orbit passes within lethal range of an SDI satellite. Here, special long distance
keepout ranges could be established and used in conjunction with shielding and an effective shootback policy
that would limit the extent of damage caused by an adversary's SBL. However, the SBL ASAT can probably be
negated easily in a shorter time by the Space Based Interceptors (SBIs) that are also part of the SDI BMD
constellation. In addition, the policy of space denial for such adversary systems could be the most
effective (and cost-effective) course of action, albeit one with significant political ramifications.

An adversary's GBL ASAT presents a different problem. It has virtually an unlimited magazine and can,
over a longer period of time, address all satellites that overfly its location. Furthermore, a
neutralization attack on an adversary's GBL could be difficult and/or provocative. However, many obstacles
must be overcome before a GBL system becomes a threat to the SDI constellation. First, a GBL ASAT system
without space assets is limited to attacking assets that overfly its position. Second, since SDI assets will
be hardened against low level laser radiation, the GBL ASAT must be capable of substantial correction of the
extreme degradation of high energy beam through divergence caused by turbulence and nonlinear effects in the
atmosphere in order to threaten the SDI system at all. This will require high bandwidth real-time
measurements of phase errors introduced by atmospheric turbulence and correction of the outgoing beam phase
front. Practical limitations will preclude good correction beyond about 45 degrees of zenith under the best
of circumstances . Further, active counters to the pointing and tracking and turbulence measurement process
by the asset under attack are possible. In the longer term, when a more robust adversary's GBL ASAT might be
available, is it relatively straight forward to shield space assets with lightweight ablators that can cause
orders of magnitude increases in the required energy deposited by the GBL ASAT, thus making negation of the
SDI space assets extremely costly or impractical.

To enhance the survivability of all space assets, the SDIO is devoting major resources to various
technologies that will make it more difficult for the offense to neutralize BED conponents. These include;
lightweight physical barrier shielding materials, radiation hardened materials and optical coatings, hardened
electronics and sensor systems, lightweight ablative shielding materials, applied stealth technologies, etc.
In addition to these technology solutions to the survivability problem, various strategies and tactics are
being developed to minimize the impact of some of the counter-measures. Examples include; the establishment
of keepout zones around weapons and sensors, maneuvering spacecraft, rules of engagement, etc.

In summary, survivability is recognized as an integral part of the SDI BMD system. It is being pursued
vigorously along with performance, cost, and operational issues as the SDI architectures mature from the
conceptual design phase to the prototype phase and finally to the deployment phase.

III. CLOSING (OWNT

In closing, it is clear that the technologies required for a near term space based chemical laser system
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are among the most mature of all of the DEW candidates. In studies that have been conducted by the SDIO and
others, Space Based Chemical Lasers, based upon only modest technology projections that involve engineering
rather than physics issues, appear to be one of (if not the most) attractive DEW concepts for the SDIO's BMD
mission. The requirements for a militarily useful system utilizing these technologies in the SDI roles of
boost phase killer and midcourse discriminator appear to be within reach of a system that could be fielded in
the mid-to-late 1990's. In addition, technologies have been demonstrated at small scale that could allow the
direct scaling of these near term systems to systems of very robust capabilities for the longer term with no
hardware obsolescence.
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Figure 2 - Alpha Cylindrical Gain Generator
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Figure 3 -Alpha Resonator Annular Optics
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Figure 4 - Large Optics Demonstration Experiment (LODE)
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Figure 5 - LODE Advanced Mirror Program (LAMP) Mirror
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SHORT-WAVELENGTH LASER DEVELOPMENT

J. M. Herbelin
Aerophysics Laboratory, The Aerospace Corporation, P.O. Box 92957, Los Angeles, CA 90009

A subsonic laminar flamesheet facility has been developed for studying the reactive
flow between electronically excited nitrogen fluoride, NF(a), and ground-state bismuth.
Initial measurements are reported and are shown to agree qualitatively with a simplified
flamesheet model.

Introduction

Since its discovery, the reactive flow formed by mixing ground-state atomic bismuth
with electronically excited bismuth has been the subject of numerous investigations into
its potential as the power source for a continuous-wave (cw) visible chemical laser
system.' - The major accomplishments of those studies can be summarized as follows:
Theoretical and experimental confirmation of fast and efficient excitation of bismuth
fluoride, BiF(A); experimental confirmation that BiF(A) has a radiative lifetime of an
appropriate magnitude for continuous operation; measurement of slow, electronic quenching
of the excited state, BiF(A); measurement of fast vibrational relaxation rates for that
excited state; evidence of bismuth-atom recycling in low-density flows; demonstrated
scalability of excited-state BiF(A) through electrical initiation of a premixed combustive
mixture using TMB (trimethylbismuthine) as the bismuth source; and demonstrated scala-
bility of excited-state Bi(D), the precursor to BiF(A), in a supersonic flow.

Each of the above accomplishments represents a solid step toward the eventual demon-
stration of a chemical blue-green laser; however, three important questions must be
answered before feasibility and efficiency of a continuous-wave laser system based on the
BiF molecule can be determined:

1. Does the BiF(A) excited-state density scale in a cw mixing flame in a predictable
manner?

2. Is the recycling process of bismuth atoms via the reaction of BiF(X) with hydrogen
atoms? and if so, Is it effective in the high-density conditions required for laser
action?

3. Finally, Is the relaxation of the lower levels, the vibrational states of the
ground state, BiF(X), as rapid as was observed for the excited state?

In this paper, we report our initial efforts toward answering these critical questions.

Experimental Approach

To answer 1., the scalability question, it is necessary to study the interplay of the
chemistry and fluid dynamics in a simple flamesheet. Consequently, we selected an
experimental approach that relies on (1) independent control of the starting reagents, and
(2) the ability to completely characterize important NF(a A), Bi(D), and BiF(A) density
profiles within the flame. For these purposes, we designed and built a specialized sub-
sonic flow facility. A close-up of the reactor section is presented in Fig. 1.

In the reactor, the reagents are controlled as follows. Into a stream of fluorine
atoms, F, and difluoroamine radicals, NF 2 , which are flowing from right to le't in the
upper section, molecular hydrogen, H2 , is introduced so that the desired NF(a 6) is
prepared according to the following reactions:

k 1
F + H2 --- HF + H (1)k2

H + NF2 -. HF + NF(a A) (2)
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Fig. 1. Side view of reaction section of the fast-flow facility. Electronically excited
NF(a 1 A) (upper) is mixed with bismuth atoms (lower) in a carefully controlled
laminar flamesheet to produce BiF(A).

In the lower section, a stream of helium is passed over a specially designed bismuth
boiler to produce a uniform stream of bismuth atoms. The two flows are then carefully
joined to form a flat, laminar flamesheet in which the following reactions are believed to
proceed to produce a brilliant blue flame:

k3
NF(a A) + Bi -- NF + Bi(D) (3)

k
NF(a A) + Bi(D) -- N + BiF(A) (4)

k5

BiF(A) -- BiF(X) + hv (blue) (5)

The experimental setup to operate and characterize this reactor is depicted schemati-
cally in Fig. 2. The reactor is located in the center and is operated by a flow console,
which includes a flow-system computer to monitor 16 channels of data: the flow rates,
four temperatures, pressure, heater power, and spectrometer signals. The data are
recorded and stored automatically for posttest analysis.

To obtain the emission spectra, such as the BiF(A-X) spectrum shown in Fig. 3, we con-
structed and carefully calibrated a computer-controlled spectrometer, which is located to
the right in Fig. 2. The spectrometer is preprogrammed to record the desired spectra in a
minimum of run time, because the bismuth heater has a limited operating time at full-scale
flow rates.

Iý addition to the blue BiF(A) emission spectrum, emissions from the excited states of
NF(a A), Bi(D), HF(3), and N (B) are recorded. Figure 3 displays a close-up of a portion
of the BiF experimental (dotied) and simulated (solid) spectra used to determine the
rotational and vibrational temperatures of the molecule. The relative widths of the bands
are quite sensitive to the rotational temperature, which here is 600 ± 500C. The relative
heights of the band peaks fit a Boltzmann distribution at a slightly elevated temperature
of 825 ± 50 0 C. As expected, the vibrational distribution is quite sensitive to total
pressure, and at pressures below 4 Torr it no longer obeys a Boltzmann distribution. The
spectrum of Fig. 3 was measured at a total pressure of 6 Torr.

For this first series of experiments, the optical train of the spectrometer was
designed to scan its axis along the flow to record the integrated intensity as a function
of the flow distance. To obtain the detailed density profiles of the species across the
flamesheet, we employed an optical multichannel analyzer (OMA) mounted on a 0.2---m
Jarrell-Ash (J-A) spectrometer at a 900 rotation to the conventional position. Because of
the excellent response of the OMA in the blue, the spectrometer can be operated with arn.
aperture of less than I mm and thereby achieve a spatial resolution of -100 Pm for the
BiF(A) profile.
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Results and Discussion

Figures 4a and 4b present the transverse flamesheet profiles for Bi(D), BiF(A), and
NF(a A) for hydrogen-atom-lean and hydrogen-atom-rich conditions, respectiyely. The
profiles have been normalized for ease of comparison. The BiF(A) and NF(a A) profiles
were obtained directly from the OMA, whereas the Bi(D) profile was deduced from those two
profiles, ::sing the simple expression

[Bi(D)] = A[BiF(A)]/k 4[NF(a A)] (6)

in which the Einstein coefficient, A, and rate coefficient, k 4 , are known constants.
(This simple expression follows directly from the solution of the mass-transport-reaction
equations by applying the usual steady-state approximation.)
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Fig. 4. High-resolution transverse flamesheet density profiles for the Bi(D), BiF(A), and
NF(a 1 A) excited states: (a) experimental, hydrogen-atom-lean conditions; (b)
experimental, hydrogen-atom-rich conditions; (c) theoretical, hydrogen-atom lean;
and (d) theoretical, hydrogen-atom rich. The extra width of the Bi(D) profile
suggests bismuth-atom regeneration via reactions of hydrogen atoms with BiF(X).

Figures 4c and 4d present the results of a simplified flamesheet analysis we developed
for the purpose of guiding the experiments. For comparison, Figs. 4a and 4c are the
experimental and computed flame profiles for conditions that have been purposely adjusted
to produce a deficiency in hydrogen atoms. Under those conditions, the Bi(D) profile is
observed to be quite narrow, owing to the consumption of the bismuth atoms as they diffuse
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into the NF(a) stream. However, when the conditions are changed to ensure the presence of
hydrogen atoms, Figs. 4b and 4d, the Bi(D) profile is observed to increase in width and to
actually display a hump. The computed curve suggests that this hump can be attributed to
the regeneration of bismuth atoms via the reaction

H + BiF -- HF + Bi(S) (7)

But we must reemphasize that the Bi(D) distributions of Figs. 4a and 4b are deduced, not
measured. A direct measurement of the Bi(D) state remains to be done.

Because of weight and mixing considerations, bismuth-atom regeneration within the
flamesheet is absolutely essential to the efficient operation of a cw laser system. The
results give evidence of that regeneration.

Although the data are only preliminary, the results thus far obtained are encouraging.
Obviously, a great deal of work lies ahead to refine both the experimental measurements
and the modeling results before the remaining questions can be answered completely.
Nevertheless, the prospects of a cw chemical visible laser based on the NF(a)-BiF reaction
system continue to be promising.
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HIGHLY EFFICIENT CHEMICALLY PUMPED OXYGEN IODINE LASER

S. Yoshida, H. Fujii , S. Amano, M. Endoh, T. Sawano, T. Fujioka

Laser Laboiatory, lndustria' xise a,.ij I nsti tu.•
1201 Takada, Kashiwa, Chiba 277, Japan

Ahli±azl
A chemically pumped oxygen iodine laser has been developed with industrial application

of the laser in mind. The system has been operated employing 35 wt% hydrogen peroxide
rather than commonly used 90 wt% solution. Laser power as high as 270 W has beern extracted.
The maximum overall efficiency of 40%, which is almost twice as large as the previously
reported best data, has been achieved. Typical experimental data are analyzed in details.
It has been shown that the performance of singlet oxygen generator is a key issue of the
entire system. Using the present system, we have also performed a preliminary experiment of
material processing. A steel plate of 1-mm thick has successfully been drilled.

In±r•dur.ann
The chemically pumped oxygen iodine laser (COIl,) is a powerful and efficient radiation

source in the near infrared region. Among the currently available chemical lasers, the
COil, is the only laser that utilizes an electroni( transition of iasing medium. The lasing
action of this laser may be represented by the following reaction

H202 + 2NaOH + CI2 - 0 2 (Id) + 2Ht202 + 2>aCt (1I

0 2 ( Z) + 1(P 3 / 2 ) t 02 (1E) + I(P l/2) (2)

l(P 1/2) I(P 2/3) + hY (3)

The first reaction is an energy extraction process in which the chemical energy
originally contained in hydrogen peroxide is stored in the excited state oxygen (singlet
oxygen). The hydrogen peroxide solution should be alkalized so as to achieve realistic
reaction rate. The second reaction is an energy transfer process to generate the excited
state iodine atom which is the upper laser level. Since this is a reversible reaction, the
ratio of the concentration of excited state oxygen to that of ground state oxygen must be
sufficiently high in order to obtain high degree of population inversion in iodine atoms.
The excited state iodine then lcses according to reaction (3) and generates optical output
at 1.315 microns in wavelength.

The operating wavelength of COIl,, 1.315 microns, lies in the minimum loss range of
silica fibers as shown in Figure 1. Therefore it is feasible to transmit high cw output of
a COIL system through optical fibers with high transmission efficiency. The optical power
delivery through fibers offers many advanced technologies such as three dimensional
processing or remote processing of various materials.

Besides the advantage of fiber transmission, the COIL. wavelength is also attra,<tive from
the view point of laser-material interaction. Figure 2 shows the reflectivities of various
metals as a function of wavelength. As is seen in this figure, the reflectivity at 1.315
microns is much less than at the wavelength of CO laser, the most commonly used industrial
laser. Combining this effect with the better ?ocusibility associated with the shorter
wavelength, a COIl.. system may be expected more power effective than a CO2 laser system of
the same power level. In terms of medical applications, there are also some new exciting
applications of the 1.3 micron-radiation such as tissue fusion.

In spite of these fascinating properties, nobody has tried t,) apply this laser to
industrial applications probably because of some technical difficulties. This situation
motivated us to develop a stable COIl. device with its industrial applications in mind.
Thus we have dared to start a fairly long term project in which we attempt to develop a kW-
class COil system of reasonable operation duration.

As far as industrial applinations are concerned, the efficiency of the total system
becomes one of the most significant parameters because it is related to the dimension and
operation cost of the system. In the case of a COIl., experimentally achieved efficiencies

*Present address, Opto-Engineering Laboratory, Technical Institute, Kawasaki Heavy
Industries, l td. Kob', Japan
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are still far below the theoretically predicted limit for the time being. Therefore we
focus our primary effort on this subject, as the initial stage of the project, and have
developed a highly efficient COIL, system of a reasonable output range. The key to achieve
high overall efficiency of a COIL system is to develop an efficient SOG (singlet oxygen
generator), one which is efficient in that the ratio of the concentration of excited oxygen
to that of ground state oxygen is high. In fact, in our case, the performance of the SOG
almost governs the efficiency of the entire system as will be discussed later in this
p)per. -The reason for this is obvious if one recalls that the energy transfer reaction (2)
is a reversible process so that the ratio of excited oxygen to ground state oxygen is
important.

It should be noted that the operation cost is strongly dependent on the concentration of
hydrogen peroxide used for the excited oxygen generation. A solution of 35 wt%, for
example, is more cost effective than the commonly used 90 wt% solution by the factor of 5.
Thus we employed 35 wt% solution in our system. The only problem associated with employing
such a dilute solution is that it generates more water vapor which quenches the excited
state iodine and oxygen. We have solved this problem by designing the SOG and WVT(water
vapor trap) properly.

Exgripman±al
The schematic view of the present system is depicted in Figure 3. Excited oxygen is

generated in a sparger type SOG in which Cl 2  gas is introduced into the alkaline hydrogen
peroxide solution through 8-mm-dI !. teflon tubes. The WVT consists of five 36mmi.d.,

1200-mm long straight glass tubes arranged in parallel. The glass tubes are immersed in
ethanol which is cooled to dry ice temperature. The laser duct, made of poli-
vinylchloride, is 35-cm wide and 2 cm high. ine iodine injector is a 1/4-inch-diam. copper
tube placed horizontally in the laser duct. Holes of 0.5-mm-diam. are drilled on the
,Inwnstream-side of the injector so that iodine vapor may spout out into the active region.
The iodine .ontainer is heated up to 70 deg. by an electric heater. Nitrogen gas was used
to carry iodine vapor in the container to the iodine injector. A rare gas is usually used
for this purpose because the quenching rate of excited iodine is low, but we employed
nitrogen for an economical reason. We compared nitrogen with argon but did not see any
difference with respect to the quenching problem. The optical cavity of a 5-m curvature
total reflector and a flat partial reflector. The cavity length is 60 cm. The center of the
optical pass is about 1.5 cm down stream of the iodine injection point. The effective
pumping speed in the laser duct is about 80 I/s which is equivalent to flow speed of 10 m/s
in the active region.

9000 cc 35 wt% hydrogen peroxide and 1000 cc NaOH solution was initially introduced to
the SOG. Before starting Cl bubbling, the solution was cooled down to 253 K by bubbling
nitrogen which encouraged waver evaporation and thereby decreased the solution temperature
by removing the latent heat. During operation the solution temperature rose because of the
reaction heat and reached equilibrium at around 263 K. Our preliminary experiment has shown
that such a temperature rise does not affect system performance. When the alkalinity in the
SOG fell down, the same amount of NaOH solution was added so that the pH value of the
solution might be kept over 10. Excessive NaOH addition at one time caused eduction of
NaOH crystals. This was not observed when 90 wt% hydrogen peroxide was used. The solution
temperature rose above 273 K when alkali was added, but the initial temperature was easily
restored by nitrogen bubbling. The temperature recovery time in the case of 35 wt%
hydrogen peroxide was about half of that of 90 wt% hydrogen peroxide owing to higher
pressure of saturated water vapor.

RaPsu1is and disaussian
The COIL system has been operated many time with various operational conditions.

Controlled parameters include the pumping speed, iodine carrier gas flow rate, gas flow
velocity in the active region, total reflectivity of the cavity, distance between the
iodine injector and the optical axis of the cavity, etc. The discussion here focuses on
one specific run with a set of parameters listed in Table 1. This parameter set is not
optimized in terms of the flow velocity and the reflectivity of partial reflector. We need
more experiments to optimize these parameters.

To discuss the present experimental results we introduce several efficiencies defined by
following expressions:

Sr 02 Co/WC12 (4

exc = Wo2./W02 (5)
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=P/ (E W (1~ -710  (6)Sext L 02 02 exc exc
'I chem= P 1 / (E2 W 02 (7)

= ov PL/(Eo 2 Wc 12) (8)

wherP W. . WC12' Wo2 are flow rates of total oxygen, singlet oxygen, and input chlorine,
respectively, expressed in mol/s, E is energy stored in 1 mol singlet oxygen, and P is
laser power. We call 7 reaction efficiency, n excitation efficiency, 7, . extraction
efficiency, c chemical efficiency and 7 overall efficiency. The reaction efficiency
represents howc Ticiently oxygen is generatoe. The excitation efficiency is the ratio of
excited oxygen concentration to ground state oxygen. The extraction 8fficiency represents
the efficiency of optical power extraction from the excited iodine. 7 which appears in
the denominator of this expression denotes the minimum excitation ef icciency required to
obtain population inversion. The extraction efficiency is related to the efficiency of
singlet oxygen/iodine mixing in the active region. The chemical efficiency is the ratio of
laser power to the energy consumption rate .)f hydrogen peroxide whereas the overall
efficiency is the ratio of laser power to the maximum energy consumption rate of hydrogen
peroxide expected from the input Cl2 flow. The overall efficiency becomes equal to the
chemical efficiency if the reaction efficiency is unity. The overall efficiency can be
expressed by other efficiencies as

7 = 1 1 = $ (1 - 710 )(9)

ov r chem r exc exc

As we already pointed out the performance of SOG is a key issue of a COIL system. The
most significant parameter of a SOG is the excitation efficiency defined by eq. (5). We
evaluated this efficiency as the ratio of singlet oxygen pressure to total oxygen pressure
in the cavity. Singlet oxygen pressure was measured by a Ge detector which monitored the
1.27-micron emisso,,. Since direct measurement of total oxygen pressure is difficult, we
ea slired input Cl2 flow rate and total volume flow rate in the cavity, instead, and
calculated theoretical oxygen pressure using the Boyle-Charles law with the assumption thatthe reaction efficiency I See eq. (4)3 was 100%.

Excitation efficiency obtained in the present work is plotted as a function of Cl2 flow
rate in Figure 4. The data are fairly good as compared with previous data shown in Table 2.
The (lotted line in Figure 4 is a theoretical calculation which takes only homogeneous
quenching of singlet oxygen into account as deactivation processes. It shows fa -ly good
agreement with the experiment indicating that only homogeneous quenching is important as
loss mechanism of singlet oxygen. The discrepancy between the experiment and theory at
higher CI flow can be ascribed to poor reaction efficiency. In fact our preliminary

2 .experiments imply that reaction efficiency of the present SOG becomes slightly less than
unity for Cl2 flow rate over 400 mmol/min.

Laser power and overall efficiency are also plotted as a function of Cl flow rate in
Figure 5. It is seen that as C1 flow rate increases the laser power saturates and thereby
the overall efficiency decrease We ascribe this tendency to the dependence of excitation
efficiency on Cl 2  flow rate I see Figure 4 ]. To clarify this, the overall efficiency data
are plotted as a function of excitation efficiency in Figure 6. It is seen that the overall
efficiency increases in proportion to the excitation efficiency. This implies that the
performance of the SOG governs that of the entire system. It should be noted that the slope
of Figure 6 is the product of reaction efficiency and excitation efficiency I see •q. (9)
1. Assuming that the reaction efficiency is unity and that the minimum excitation
efficiency required for the population inversion is 25%, as Churassy et a). point out, the
extraction efficiency of the present experiment is evaluated about 55%.

Although the maximum laser power and overall efficiency under the present condition are
120 W and 24.8%, we have achieved higher power and efficiency as high as 270 W and 40%,
respectively, in other runs. Details of these results will be discussed elsewhere in near
future. Besides system analyses, we also made some preliminary experiments on material
processing using the present system. So far we could successfully drill a I-mm thick steel
plate with laser power of 60 W. Results of these experiments may also be presenrtd in
future.

Canali±sian
Having industrial applications in mind, we have operated a COIL. system with very high

overall efficiency. It has been revealed that a COIL can be efficiently operated with
dilute hydrogen peroxide implying that relatively high concentration of water vapor cal. be
tolerated in the active region. This is quite favorable from industrial point of view
because the concentration of hydrogen peroxide is a dominating factor of the operation
cost. 35 wt% solution, for example, is five times more cost effective than commonly used 90
wt% solution. It has been shown that the performance of SOG almost dominates that of the
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entire system. In fact, the overall efficiency of the presen* system was almost
proportional to the excitation efficiency. Comparison of experiments with theory suggests
that the only loss mechanism of singlet oxygen to be taken into account is homogeneous
deactivation. This makes system designing much easier. Being encouraged by the present
result, we plan to construct a system of higher power.
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C12 Volume Cavity Total Injector Iodine
flow rate flow pressure reflectace distance cell temp.
[mmol/min] [Els] [Torr] [%] [mm] [C]

200 109 0.95 0.15 21 60

300 123 1.25 0.15 21 60
400 141 1.80 0.15 21 60

Table 1. Operational conditions of present experiment

C12  Cavity Flow Excitation Laser Overall
flow rate pressure velocity efficiency power efficiency

Ref. [mmol/s] [Torr] [mis] El] [W] [%]

1 30 1.0 60 40 100 3.7

2 15 ... 50 30±10 10 0.7

3 19 0.9 ... 40 180 10

4 80 0.82 37 50 1080 14.9

5 2.6 2.5 8 <44 11.6 4.9

6 30 0.3 40 35 80 2.9

7 6.9 1.8 !5 >50 105 16.8

8 2.1 ... 6 43 25 13

9 1.2 20 40 5 4.4

10 1.2 1.7 4.7 >60 35 20.7

This Work 5 1.25 14.0 >75 192 40.1

Table 2. Typical COIL performances
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PULSE OPERATION OF A CHEMICAL OXYGEN IODINE LASER

Basov N.G., Kryukov P.G., Paziuk V.S., Vagin N.P., Yuryshev N.N.

P.N.Lebedev Physical Inst., USSR Acad.Soi., Moscow

Different methods of realizing a pulse repetition chemical oxygen-iodine laser(COIL)
are discussed. Energy characteristics and effioiency of such a laser are Significantly
improved when iodine atoms are fastly generated in the volume filled with singlet oxygen.
The pulse photolysis of the iodine containing species can be used for this purpose. The
scheme for obtaining high power nanosecond pulses is proposed. It consists of a multipass
ring amplifier and a second harmonic converter for extraction of output pulse.

CW Chemical Oxygen Io4ine Laser based on the fast energy transfer from an~eleotroni-

cally excited molecule 02( , ) to atomic iodine resulting in lasing on the I(5P 1,/ 2 ) --

1 2 K O3r 2
02(A) V I(2P3/2) - 02(2') + I(2p1/2)

I(5 2P•P,) transition is under investigation in the number of laboratories now.The attai-
nable'kup to now energy characteristics of sueh a laser are rather high: output power -
- 2 kW (TRW, USA), specific power 211 J/gr C1 (Keio Univ, Japan). The COIL may be placed
among other types of powerful chemical lasers? HF, DP-CO .

However, the COIL has a number of advantages. The b~sio advantage is a shorter wave-
length of lasing, 1.315 urn. This enables one to use glass and quartz optics and to trans-
port the laser radiation along the quartz fibers with small losses. Moreover, since the
laser operates at atomic transition under low pressure here arise some peculiarities co-
ming from a narrow generation spectrum. These advantages make COIL attractive for indu-
stry applications.

The future of such a laser might be quite promising if one could realize pulse-repe-
tition with high energy characteristic. Thus, the problem is to heighten the instant power
of COIL with high values of average power and specific energy being the same. In this work
we consider different ways of solving this problem. Note that all estimates were made for
the case of laser operation at T-300 K.

One of the means of realization of a pulse-periodic operation regime for gas-flow
COIL lasers is a preliminary mixing of singlet oxygen with molecular iodine and the con-
tinuous pumping of this mixture through the cell. When the cell is filled, the Q-switshing
takes place (in case of an ojoillator) or an initial pulse is applied (amplifilr). Besides
the pumping processes in 02( A )+ 12 system there occurs the relaxation of 02( " ) eleo-
tron excitation: 02(I,4 ) + I( 2 P1/ 2 ) K2 02 ( Z ) + i( 2P3/ 2 )

K =-10O13cm 3/s.
Tigi process limits typical dimensions of the active medirm aleo the flow by valueL
" Vv = , where V is the flow velocity, and V- -1/K [I( ,)J 1]/K2 (x) is chxraoteri--
sticime of the process. The energy E storedr•fi such an aotive medium is:

E- 02 (A ) S '

where S is the flow cross-section, and h is the energy of the laser radiation quantum.
The time of the stored energy release is determined by the time of excitation transfer
i.e. 1/K1 [I]. This value determines either Q-switched pulse duration, or the necessary
duration of the amplified pulse at amplification. Thus, the pulsed power achievable in
this case is: - M 02( 'A )]" S •n

Ppulse - lL 2 A ~S V'K 1 /K•.

Taking that ) f' 0 2 (1( )3j V is the CW limit power we obtain that maximum power gain is
equal to K/1L, or 7.7.10 * In fact, this gain would be less, because in order to achieve
sufficient hoftogeneity of the medium L must be taken less than Vreli

In this method the maximum pulse power and the pulse repetitiEP2 frequency are direc-
tly related to CW power, and the pulse power can hardly be increased at the given average
powers This follows from the fact that concentration of the atomic iodine determines both
pulse energy E, and pulse duration 's .. , and does not affect as a whole the value of
pulsed power. As a favourable oonditi;RI'Mle that either E, or T' . should be inde-
pendent of the iodine concentration. Then the pulsed power might b a1Afeased with chan-
ging of the iod`• concentration. This can be realised with respect to E, not V 1  0
Thus, we are rea0•y to accept the second variant of realization of the COIL pulse 80%i-
on regime.

According to this method, the laser volume must be filled with singlet oxygen in ab-
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sence of iodine. Immediately after filling the atomic iodine should attain the necessary
concentration uniformly distributed over the laser volume. This can be achieved by adding
iodine-containing substances to singlet oxygen. They do not react with it and do not cau-
se its desactivation. The mixture subjected either to the photolysis or e-beam expansion
yields the atomic iodine.

The relaxation of excitation in this case is determined by:

012(1 ) + 02(1 K3 +Oo2(l) 2

K3 = 2.10-17 om/o.

The time of 02(1A ) decreasing by e times is:

(r2) 14(el 1,7/K 3 102( )J initial

The time of the active volume filling, in the firet jethod, is determined by the atomic
iodine cncent~,ation, ang is equal to T' -1/K.[I . Since COIL is characterized by the
ratio [Ij/[Oo( ia )1- 19 the time of ffiing, &te second method, is higher by a fac-
tor of 1 7%11/K LOo • ý- 85. Thus, in case of the photolysis-produced atomic iodine the
volume of the active '-medium (hence, the stored energy) can be increased by nearly 85 ti-
mes, as compared to the first method. Note, that the optimal relation I / 0 for a pul-
se-repetition operation might be higher than that for the continuous operatign, and the
gain of the hybrid variant, might be higher as well. Since the pulse duration in this ca-
se is I/ I K too, the maximum power is 85 times higher as well. The atomic iodine con-
centration can be changed when the active volume is fixed. As a result, one can change
the pulse duration at fixed energy, i.e. the pulse power might be changed within a wide
interval at fixed average power.

The proposed method makes it possible to increase pressure of the active medium. One
can, thus, fulfill the necessary condition of mixed lasers (time of mixing is less than
time of relaxation) for higher pressures. This can open possibilities for other methods
of singlet oxygen production in COIL, as for example, the method of ozone photolysis,
which needs hightened pressures.

Unlike the first method, the second one reguires additional sources of energy to de-
compose iodine-containing substances. Let's evaluate the relation of energy yielded from
the active medium to the energy spent for the priparation of atomic iodine. The specific
energy E yielded from the active medium is [o (A)J . , where g is the coefficient
of singldt oxygen energy usage. In the photodi sociation of iodides the production of ato-
tac iodine per unit volume is estimated as EI]I'/ O/2 p , where A '4? is the UV quan-
tum of a photodissociation soarce oflA.hdeffiaefigy•.i a p s take tyR?9&1 val~es used in
wCOIL and photodissociation flash-- Mile lasers, i.e. 1IJ0 o(Z ) - 10, 0.4;

S,1. Then we get -80%o. The efficiency can be increases by using photodisso-
ýiRM~n sou'r'ces of higher efif~iency. Quite attractive are so called excimer KrF (A-=249nmn)
and XeI (A-253 nm) flash-lamps, whose radiation wavelengths are in the dissociation band
of iodine-containing substances, and their efficiency can attain 30%.

Another interesting property of pulse COIL is their ability to operate without low-
-temperature trap, which is meant to purify singlet oxygen from water vapours. Without
the trap the laser is simpler and more convenient in operation; the length of singlet ox-
ygen transport is shorter and the losses during homogeneous and heterogeneous relaxation
of singlet oxygen are smaller.

Besides, in order to provide steady-state operation of the laser it is necessary to
discharge the heat released in the reaction with 113 kJ/mole C12 thermal effect. The heat
is discharged either from the trap or the active mixture at low-temperature operation of
a singlet oxygen generator (SOG). The necessity of using a cooler in order to compensate
thermal effect of the reaction limits the laser efficiency.

Without the cooler the steady-state thermal operation is sustained by water evapora-
tion from SOG. The water vapours contained in the gas flowing from SOG are 2.7 times hig-
her than the conte~t of 0,. As a result, the operation of COIL in a conventional scheme,
i.e. mixing of 0 (A ) witi , proves to be quite impossible. This is explained by a sharp
retardation of the iodine diisociation in the presence of water.

The condition when the generation energy is independent of water content in the ac-
tive mixture has the form:

K1  [0 2 (A )] >>,
K q LH20J

where Kq is I(2PI/2) quenching rate constant during
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I( 2P1/ 2 )+ H20 K I( 2 P31 2 )+ H2 0

By substituting respective values in the above inequality one can see that it is well ful-
filled at the abovementioned water content.

The above considerations have been experimentally checked. In the experiments we used
the setups (Pig.l) of various scale: active medium volume from 300 ml up to 3 1, pumping

rate 8 1/s - 150 1/s. We made use of lon-
gitudinal germetry, ioe. the flux direoti-

Ri__ (R=99,9%,r•o0) on coincided with the laser optical axis.
Iodide dissociation wAs produced by using
xenon flash-lamps. For singlet oxygen pro-
duotion we have also used a bubble type

-OH FP-90000 S0G.
= OOJ Different iodides (CF I, CH ICCPqI,

C 1I) and their effioienc as tie iddine
a-;o_ donorg have been studied as well as
the dependences of the laser output ener-
gy and pulse shape on mixture composition,
the oxygen pressure#

The best results were obtained with
CH I. Under the same degree of iodide de-

"- To pump oolposition the output energy is decreased
S- Twhen CH I is substituted for CF I and

! 2 (R=98%,r=5m) CýFTI. The energy decrease depeids on oxy-
ien-pressure.

As was earlier predicted, the presen-
30 ,m ace of water vapour in the active medium ofA- Iif a pulsed COIL with volumic production of

attomic iodine weakly affects the laser
output energy (Fig.2): the laser operates

Fig.lSohematic layout of the successfully when the vapour concentrati-
experimental setup* on is three times higher than the oxygen

concentration. There is evidently no need
in a trap.

Like in CW operation regime the rise
of the pumping rate caused the growth in
the output energy that is related to the
growth of singlet oxygen concentration in
a flux.

* Maximal specific energy released was
80 •1.1 J/1 at the pressure: oxygen, 1.3 mm

Hg, CH 3I, 0.4 zufg and Ar - 2 mMHg. Measu-
rement of the iodide dissociation degree

60 gives 700% of intrinsic efficiency. Chemi-
cal efficiency 16% is not less than the

0. 35 Ton same best value for CW lasers.
W0 One can see that pulse-repetition

R =n12T0z COIL possesses a number of attractive fea-
tures$ the absence of traps, simple cont-

20 rol of the laser parameters. This could
widen the possibilities of its application.

SeThe idea of using COIL as a driver,
aZ r6 08 40 .2 /4 i.e. as a high-power laser which heats up

the target appears to be quite attractive
in view of the laser fusion researh, Such
opportunities follow from a high efficie-

Fig*2, Output pulse energy versus noy of COIL operation in the closed cycle.
the partial water pressure. The astimates made by Fiso and Heys /i/

show that at 30% efficiency of conversion
of 0 molecule excitation energy into the laser radiation, the total efficiency of the la-
ser 4ystem with allowance for energy expenses on the reagent reproduction, can be as high
as 6% even with the up-to-date technological base. Besides, quite possible is the const-
ruction of a hybrid system including and advanced photodissooiation laser (note that COIL
generation occurs at the same iodine atomic transition as the iodine photodissooiation la-
sers). To use COIL in the laser fusion it is necessary not only to implement pulse-repeti-
tion regime, but to obtain a nanosecond pulse with energy up to hundred kiloJoule.

Consider the feasibility. 1
Since the pulse duration is shorter than the typical duration of 02 ) - I trans-

mission, it is obvious that during a round-trip the amplified pulse may extract from the
active medium the energy fraction which nearly equals [I]/[[0 ratio. To extract the ener-
gy one should use multipulse scheme. This may be realised wih the help of a ring scheme
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(Fig.3). Here the perimeter exceeds"the value C•V, where C is the light velocity, I ,

the typical time C-Z-1/K. [0( 6 )]. The reqttifed number of round equalstO I/LIJ.
Such a scheme must include polariiational elements end optical shutters which c6n remove
the pulse from the ring and prevent the system self-excitation.

To remove the pulse from the ring one can use the conversion of nonoollinear beams
into the 2-nd harmonic (Pig.4). In this case the beams of both rings intersect in a non-
linear crystal at an angle precisely equal to noncollinear synchronism angle. Exact pern-

2

0,- -,-A5

output
A= 0,6575p.m

Pig.3. Ring scheme of the chemical Fig.4. Chemical oxygen-Iodine amplifier
oxygen-Iodine amplifier. - second harmonic generator.

1. Amplifier cell. 1. Beam splitter.
2. Burned shutter (space filter). 2. Amplifier cells.
3. Modulator. 3. Burned filters.
4. Cavity dumper. 4. Nonlinear crystal.

meters are chosen so that the pulses propagating in the first and second rings coincided
in a nonlinear crystal only after a given number of round-trips. Here the second harmonic
conversion would take place, and practically all the energy would be emitted towards bi-
sector of an intersection angle.

Since in low-pressure (< 100 mm Hg) COIL the relation r < 1/4c, (, w o is the li-
newidth of atomic iodine) is valid for a nanosecond pulse, there is a possibility of a
coherent amplification. Each round-trip will prc -e a two-fold energy, and this makes
possible to reduce the necessary number of rouncA ripe.

To realize the proposed ideas one should first of all have the active medium with
the required energy store. Fist and Hays saggested to use the active medium of the dimen-
sions1.7 X 3 m containing 10 mmHg 0 (O0( ( ) - 80%)and 0.3 mmHg I However, the rela-
xation time in such an active mediumis 8.6 ma. It is obvious that 9ven sound velocity
(300 m/s) of the flow might produce the active medium of - 18 cm, and this is far smaller
than the required one.

However, in the second method described above for the given pressure the admissible
time value is 500 times higher, and preparation of the active medium of needed dimensions
becomes quite a realizable task.

The formation of large volumes of active medium may be possible under weak relaxati-
on of the energy store. This imposes certain requirements on the selection of the iodide.
As noted above, the iodide should not cause the singlet oxygen relaxation and should not
produce atomic iodine in the reaction with It. In case of a chemical SOG, however, the
chlorine may be present in the working mixture. This imposes an additional requirement
upon RI it should be inert to Cl Alkyl iodides (CH I, C3 H 1I) have been found to react
with chloyine and produce atomic Kodine. The rate con~t@t 3f _he brutto-reaction
Cl + 0 ( ) + RI - I + products was evaluated 4110- cm a . The estimation of the
reiaxation time of energy store 1•n te mixture 0 ( A ) + RI + Cl shaws that chlorine
concentration must not exceed 10 'cm-*. At Phis case1 the rate ofignergy stqre losses is
comparable with that defined by process 0 ( A )+ 0 ( A ) -- 0 ( E ) + 0(Z ). Due to
the noted phenomenen the creation of pulse COIL requires the s~lection oi the type and
operation regime of a SO which ensures maximal utilization of Cl 2.

Reference
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THE NUCLEAR PUMPING OF LASERS - REVISITED

By Richard T. Schneider, University of Florida
and John D. Cox, General Imaging Corp.,

Gainesville, Florida

Historical Overview

Nuclear pumping of lasers began shortly after the first development of the laser in
1960. Nuclear pumping has been accomplished with both nuclear reactors and nuclear
explosives. In the case of nuclear explosives, stimulated emission with X rays has been
reported, but much of this work remains classified. This paper, however, deals exclusively
with reactor pumped lasers (rpl).

Experimentation in this field of research necessarily requires access to a reactor.
Therefore, only a few institutions have proliferated research and publications in this
area. These include the University of Florida, the University of Illinois (at Champaign),
NASA Langley Research Center, Sandia National Laboratories and Los Alamos Scientific
Laboratories. The Soviet Union has also had a vigorous study of nuclear pumping producing
significant results of their own. The focus of much of the previous work was to understand
the properties of nuclear excited plasmas and the measurement of small signal gain and
lasing. Only a few lasers were actually pumped with fission fragments (see Table 1), all
others used a simulation of the fission process where the reactor was only used as a source
of neutrons and the nuclear reactions simulating the fission process tob place in t e
laler cavjty. Two simulation reactions were used almost exclusively; B (n,alpha)Li and
He (n,p)T

The boron and fission reactions were accomplished with coatings and foils while the
Helium-3 reactions were in the gas phase. The reactors used were either bare core (Burst)
reactors such as the Godiva at Los Alamos and the Burst reactor at Aberdeen Proving Grounds
or the TRIGA type reactors found at the University of Illinois and Sandia. The Burst
react26 s are capabll of producing a 60 microsecond pulse of fast neutrons with a peak flux
of 0 neutrons m secHowever, se ove me tioned reactions require thermal neutrons. Thermalization schemes
used in conjunction with these flactor pulses produce a 200 microsecond pulse of thermal
neutrons with a peak flux of 10-.

Using typical cross sections and densities of boron, uyfnium and helium, one can
estimate the power deposition (using a thermal flux of 10 ) into a laser gas to be on the
order of 5 kw per cubic centimeter. As a point of reference, E-beam driven systems are
capable of power densities on the order of 1 Megawatt per cubic centimeter. The scaling
law of laser physics dictates that the lasing wavelength is inversely proportional to the
threshold pumping power to the fourth power (i.e., the threshold pumping power for an
ultraviolet laser is 10,000 times greater than for an infrared laser with a wavelength 10
times greater). Therefore, the laser wavelength range for reactor pumped lasers is limited
to the near infrared with only a few exceptions. The low power density coupled with the
typically low laser efficiencies have produced laser output powers on the order of
milliwatts.

Motivations

To nuclear pump a laser requires a substantial amount of justification as with anything
involving the use of a reactor. The promise of nuclear pumping is the ability of a nuclear
reactor to provide "limitless" energy and extremely high energy densities with a relatively
small mass (one gram of uranium stores as much energy as a ton of coal). This promise can
only be kept if the device is placed in a remote location such as in outer space where
shielding and other safety-related apparatus are minimal. In order to fully exploit the
energy reserves of a nuclear reactor and its capability to produce extremely high energy
densities, one has to optimize coupling between the reactor and the laser. It should be
borne in mind that 80 percent of the fission energy is invested in the kinetic energy of
the fission fragments. Therefore, it is this energy which has to be converted to laser
light, not the energy of the neutrons, alpha, beta or gamma radiation. In the case of gas
lasers, the fission fragment has to be able to interact with the gas atoms, and not as in
conventional reactors with a matrix of solid fuel. Consequently, conventional reactor
configurations are not suitable for nuclear pumping of lasers and new configurations have
to be found which allow the fission fragments to interact with gaseous laser media to form
a nuclear excited plasma. Nuclear excited plasmas have many unique characteristics, some
of which need to be exploited, others which need to be mitigated. The fission event, in
principle, is an ideal "driver" for producing excited and ionized species in a gas. Solid
and liquid media suffer severe radiation damage from direct fission fragment excitation.
The fission event produces almost every form of energy known, including two to three
neutrons to continue the chain reaction. The energy released per reaction is about 200
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NUCLEAR PUMPED LASER EXPERIMENTS
Fission Fragment Excitation

Research Wavelength Pressure Neutron Length of Peak Power Peak Power
group & site Flux Laser Pulse Deposited Total

(Pm) (torr) (n/cm sec) (0 sec) (W/L) (W)

Los Alamos & U. of Fla. (Helmick, Schneider)
4 He-Xe 2.508 200-350 2.4X10 1 6  135 3.3X10 5  

.1

Sandia Labs (McArthur)

CO 5.1-5.6 100 3.7X10 1 6  50 1.3X10 6  2.6

'He(n,p) 3 H Excitation

NASA-LANGLEY (Hohl)

He-Ne 1.117 400 7.65X10
1 5  

400 ....
He-Ar 1.270 466 1.8X10 6  220 1.0X105  .06
He-Cl 1.586 600 1.5X101 6  500 -- .04
He-Ar 1.791 200-3000 1.5X1016  550 -- .05
He-Xe 2.027 200-3000 1.5X1016 600 -- .085
He-Kr 2.520 200 1.5Xl11 6  200 -- .03

Los Alamos (Helmick)

He-Xe 2.024
3.508 580 3.5XI016 150 -- 1.0

U. of Florida (Schneider)
3 He-Ne .6328 300 -1012 C.W.

10B(n, ) Li Excitation

Univ. of Illinois (Miley, Deyoung)

He-N .9393
.8629 150 2.5XI0 6,000 3.OX1O 1.5mw

Ne-CO 1.45 2X10
14

He-CO2  
1.45 600 2XI01

4  
20,000

He-N 2 .9393 150 3.5X10is 9,000 1.5mW

Univ. of Ill. & Sandia (Miley & McArthur, Akerman)

He-Hg .6150 600 1.5X1016 400 3.OX105 1mw

Table 1

million electron volts. As pointed out above, the majority of this energy is carried away
by two fission fragments (lighter elements), each with an average kinetic energy of 80 MeV
and a charge of +20. In a gas where the average ionization energy is between a few
electron volts and a few tens of electron volts, a fission fragment can create 100,000 ion
pairs. To stop these fission fragments within a short distance (a few centimeters),
relatively high gas pressures (for lasers) must be used, typically several hundred Torr.
Nuclear excited plasmas can be characterized as collision dominated with very low
(equlibrium) electron temperatures (usually room temperature), but high initial electron
energies prior to thermalization.

A series of paradoxes are encountered when studying this phenomenon. Fission fragments
have extremely high energy density per particle, yet nuclear excited plasmas have modest
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power densities compared to E-beam and discharge excited plasmas. While the power
densities achievable with nuclear pumping are low, very large volumes can be excited (up to
several liters have been excited). Explosive-driven plasmas have incredible power
densities and rise times where reactor-driven plasmas have relatively lower power densities
and rise times.

The challenge to be met is to find laser media compatible with the reactor environment
which are scalable to high power and/or a way must be found to efficiently couple a large
percentage of the reactor power to the laser media.

Typical high-power lasers today are molecular systems (e.g., HF, iodine and CO
operating in the infrared which is convenient since these lasers require relativeiy low
pumping power. However, remote operation creates a brightness problem. Brightness is the
power density achievable by a light source in the far field. For the extremely large
distances encountered in space applications, the brightness of a light source is
diffraction limited, meaning that the maximum power density (in the far field) is limited
by the inverse of the wavelength squared. That is, a one micron laser can create the same
brightness as a ten micron laser with 100 times the output power. The operating wavelength
of the laser also affects the size of the optics needed as well. Therefore, another
criteria for the ideal nuclear pumped laser is that the operating wavelength must be short
(less than or equal to one micron). The list of possible laser candidates now becomes
small. Perhaps the best remaining candidates for such a laser are the excimers. The
threshold power density for excimers is quite high, however, typically in the 100 kw to 1
Mw per cubic centimeter range.

The reactor-laser interface is perhaps the most critical issue to be resolved. A way
must be found to deposit a substantial fraction of the reactor power into the laser cavity
at a power density sufficient to achieve laser action. At the same time, the
incompatibility of the reactor core and laser cavity must be mitigated. The ideal system
would be a self-critical reactor/laser where the majority of the reactor fuel is in the
gaseous state. Conventional reactor designs use a solid fuel where the high-quantum (MeV)
nuclear energy is degraded to thermal energy. Even if the critical mass of the reactor
were in the form of foils or coatings, at least half the energy would be absorbed in the
foil or substrate. The range of fission fragments in uranium is about ten microns. A
coating thin enough to allow most of the fission fragments to escape would be too thin to
provide any mechanical rigidity, an undesirable situation in the reactor core; therefore,
supporting substrates of considerable mass would be needed. The escaping fission fragments
also create sputtering effects in foils, another disadvantage.

Gas core and plasma core reactor concepts have shown promise. The gas core reactor uses
one of the only stable gaseous forms of uranium, uranium hexafluoride (UF ) In the
gaseous state, nuclear fuel can transfer all of its energy to the surrounging gas. If that
gas were a gaseous laser media, a homogenous reactor/laser could be constructed. A great
deal of research has been done on the effects ofIa~ding UF6 to a lasing gas and the
excitation of a laser media with fissioning UF The results of this research were less
than promising. Due to the many transitions t~e complicated UF 6 molecule has, it turns out
that most of the candidate laser gases are quenched by addition of small amounts of UF
There are two studies, • 8 wever, which show signs of success. One is the addition of UF to
an operating CO2 laser. Lasing was maintained with the addition of up to 2% UF6 .

Another slydy reports lasing of an Ar-(3%)Xe laser was maintained after the addition of
0.5% UF6 . In this case, 62% of the excitation was derived from the solid coating (UF 4 )
on the wall of the vessel, while 38% came from UF6 directly.

This limited success in using UF would have to be improved to the point that sufficient
UF6 gas can be added to achieve cri~icality. Studies that have been made on the various
gas core reactor concepts show thn UFA pressures required for criticality in gas core
reactors exceed five atmospheres. The question still to be answered concerns the amount
of quenching which would take Plicj4ajht, gse higher gas pressures.

Plasma core reactor concepts using atomic uranium have an operating
temperature of about 40,000 degrees C, way too high for a laser. Another name given to the
plasma core reactor was the nuclear light bulb. These gas core and plasma core reactors
were designed for the astro-nuclear program as fourth stage boosters for deep space

4sions. See Figures 1A and B. It would seem that direct fission fragment pumping of a
it•ar is a blind alley due to the incompatibility of the laser media and reactor core
environment.

One metiiod which shows promise in eliminating the reactor/laser incompatibility problem
yet can achieve fairly high coupling efficiency is the transfer laser concept. Here the
energy from the reactor core is absorbed by a working fluid and transferred to the laser
cavity outside the £?re. A nuclear pumped CO2 transfer laser was successfully demonstrated
by Schneider, et al . Flowing nitrogen gas was excited by fission foils and exhausted
through a nozzle to the laser cavity one meter away and mixed with CO and helium. During
transient, all of the excited states collisionally relaxed to a metas~able state which is
resonant with the CO, upper laser level. The overall laser efficiency can be quite high,
the theoretical limi• being 28%. A transfer laser of enormous power could be constructed
using the NERVA reactor, a solid fueled, gas-cooled astro-nuclear booster. Such a laser
would be capable of 100 Megawatts CW at 10.6 microns. This concept suffers from two
disadvantages; the wave length is too large (low brightness, large optics) and the use of
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Figure 1A and B

nitrogen as a reactor cooli3nt would require handreds )f to)ns of tflliri f-.r even 30 minuites
of operation. Thils is not any better' than what a chejaicrU 1:ser r~an dr,.

The transfer laser concept will not scale up unless Lhe "working fluid" is light
(elgctrornagnetic radiation). This concept, radiant transfer, was first proposed by Cox, et
al . In his proposed concept the colloidal core reactor was utilized. This reactor
employs a gas vortex (in this case Hie) which suspends small solid particles of uranium
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carbide. The temperature of the particles increases due to the fission process taking
place in the uranium and is allowed to raise to a value of 3000 degrees K.

A vortex is established by tangentially blowing Ile-jets into the reactor cavity. In
order to keep the vortex going, a like amount of helium (now containing a certain fraction
of solid particles) is removed, also tangentially, and is returned consequently to the
injection nozzle. Only a small fraction of the gas is circulated through this by-pass
loop.

The total loading of the reactor cavity in the form of uranium carbide particles (size
0.5-5 micrometers in dia.) is 4.5 kg. The expected power density is 20 kW/cm . Moderation
is mainly achieved in the reflector-moderator (Be). For control purposes, it is necessary
to generate 20% of the power in the reflector region. The reflector contains control drums
which serve this purpose.

Due to the centrifugal forces, there is a density gradient from the center of the
cylindrical cavity towards the outside. In order to prevent the hot particles from
contacting the outer wall, a series of small jets are utilized, which tangentially inject
helium to deflect the particles from the wall. Due to this, the center of the cylindrical
cavity is also virtually particle free.

Here a coaxial transparent sapphire tube is inserted. The center part of the tube
contains a laser liquid while the annulus oaittains a cooling liquid. The laser liquid is
described in the next section.

The soli particles will emit light corresponding to a 3000 degree K gray body. The
emissivity of the uranium carbide at this temperature is still uncertain, but it can be
estimated to be around 0.75.

The light emitted by particles in the outer layer is absorbed by the particles closer to
the center, which are, therefore, heated and reradiate the energy at their respective
temperature.

It is, therefore, advantageous to allow the outer particles to be heated by nuclear
energy to a higher temperature than the inner particles. Therefore, a radial reactor power
gradient is beneficial. This gradient is established due to the gradient in the density of
the fuel particles.

The coolant in the coaxial tubing can be D2 0 and can be used as a partial moderator-
reflector. The advantage here would be that neutron irradiation of the liquid is reduced.
Also useless IR and UV components of the blackbody light are removed, reducing heating of
the laser liquid. The proposed concept described above suffers from some near-term
problems. These are that the colloidal core reactor is not developed to a degree that it
will be available in the near future. Secondly, while plenty of laser liquids (especially
laser dyes) which can be pumped optically are available, most suffer severe radiation
damage. Only the a-protic Lewis acids have a chance to stand up to the severe radiation
environment. However, this has not been demonstrated yet. The liquid is an inorganic
sol4tion of phosphorous-oxy-chiride (POCl 3 ), zirconium tetrachloride (ZrCl 4 ) and neodymium
(Nd ). 2 0 The soluability of Nd in POC1 is not sufficient to obtain a good concentration
(3 x I0 /cm ) suitable for efficient laser operation. Therefore, zidconium tetrachloride
is added to ýhe solution and acts as a Lewis acid to increase the Nd concentration to
optimum levels. 3+ 3+

The absorption bands of the Nd ions in the POC1 3 :Nd :ZrCl solution are centered
around 550, 600, 750 and 820 mm. Blackbody radiation of about 1000 degrees K would serve
adequately to pump this liquid. See Figure 2. Figure 3 shows a schematic of the proposed
system.

The boiling point of uranium is around 4000 degrees K and most of the carbides and
oxides are somewhat higher. The melting point of tungsten is 3380 K. Therefore, it is not
inconceivable that a solid fuel rod with a tungsten cladding containing liquid U, UO or
UC 2 could be operated with a surface temperature around 3000 degrees K in a gravity- ree
environment. In this case, an appreciable part of the reactor energy would appear at the
wavelength of the pumping band of laser liquid. Of course, all of the reactor power would
eventually be radiated away as IR radiation. The unused part could be utilized for other
direct energy conversion schemes.

Declaring IR as the working fluid allows the removal of the laser from the reactor
environment without severe penalties, thus making it possible to pump other liquid laser
media as well.

Due to the inherent limited laser efficiencies, all laser liquids need to be cooled.
Low temperature waste heat rejection, which is a problem in space, is therefore limited to
the part of the reactor power absorbed by the laser liquid rather than the total reactor
power.

Conclusions

In the previous two decades of research a great deal has been learned about the
interactions of nuclear reaction products with laser media. The most critical issue has
not yet been adequately addressed, namely the development of a reactor suitable for pumping
lasers. Significant problems have been encountered where attempts have been made to add
UF to lasing gases. A successful combination of UF and a lasing gas could produce a
se~f-critical reactor/laser, perhaps the ultimate embodiment of the rpl.
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The only feasible alternative which maintains the promises of nuclear pumping is a
radiant transfer system. Solid-fueled "lightbulb" reactors are limited by their melting
points, thereby limiting the color temperature to 3000 degrees K, a marginally acceptable
temperature. Gas and plasma core reactors have much higher operating temperatures and
therefore are more suited for this purpose. However, development of such reactors will
require hundreds of millions of dollars. Subsequent development and testing could take a
generation to complete. Nevertheless, it is this approach which seems to have the most
promise for success.
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Refractive Index Gradients in Nuclear- Reactor-Pumped Lasers: Gasdynamic Effects
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Abstract

In nuclear-reactor-pumped lasers, the fission-fragment energy deposition is spatially nonuniform, with less energy deposited near the
laser axis than is deposited near the side walls from which the fission fragments originate. This nonuniformity causes gas to move toward
the laser axis and establishes mass density and refractive index gradients perpendicular to the laser axis. In order to understand this

phenomenon and describe it quantitatively, a numerical model of the gasdynamics of nuclear-reactor-pumped lasers has been developed.
The numerical model simulates the two-dimensional motion of a perfect gas experiencing fission-fragment energy deposition in a rectangular
or cylindrical enclosure. In addition to calculating mass density, temperature, pressure, velocity, and power density fields, ray-tracing

calculations are performed to determine the beam steering caused by the varying mass density. The simulation of a representative one-
dimensional rectangular case is found to 6- in excellent agreemnet. wth tI0 existing analytical theory. In this case, the ray-tracing
calculations indicate length limitations which result from internal focusing. Examination of cylindrical cases reveals that under certain
circumstances gas motion reduces the on-axis power density to zero, a phenomenon termed axis-shielding. This phenomenon never occurs
in rectangular cases. Simulations of experiments show good agreement between calculated and experimental Hhartmann probe refractive
index data.

1. Motivation

It is possible to pump a laser with the energetic products of fission reactions (fission fragments) induced by a pulse of moderated neutrons

from a research nuclear reactor. t 2 Such "nuclear-reactor-pumped" lasers can take advantage of the large energy densities associated wilt
nuclear power. 3 However, since the fission fragments typically enter the gas from coatings of fissionable material located on the side walls
of the chamber, the power density in the lasing gas is highest near the walls and lowest at the centerplane (rectangular geometry) or the
axis (cylindrical geometry). This nonuniformity produces small pressure gradients which cause gas to flow away from the walls and toward
the laser axis. Thus, fission-fragment energy deposition sets up mass density gradients perpendicular to the laser axis. Since the index
of refraction is related almost linearly to the mass density, 4 these gradients cause beam steering and under certain circumstances ma.
be strong enough to produce an effective focal length of the gaseous medium which is comparable to the chamber length. Quantitative
understanding of the temporally and spatially varying refractive index gradients in nuclear-reactor-pumped lasers is thus essential to the
analysis of resonator stability, mode seio"tion, adaptive optics compensation, and other optics-related issues.

Since the refractive index in a gas is related to the mass density, it is necessary to simulate the motion of the gas within a nuclear-
reactor-pumped laser in order to determine the refractive index field. An additional benefit of such a simulation is the determination of

Lhe power density field thruu,,l,uou the chamber. This is an important quantity since the amount of laser power that can be extracted from
the medium depends on the power density within the mode volume. Moreover, the spatial variation of the power density field is related to
the mass density field in a complex manner. As the gas moves and the mass density field changes, the power density field is also modified
since the power density at a point depends on both the mass density at. the point and the average mass density between the point and the
fission-fragment source, so a "static gas" calculation of the power density field can be significantly in error, especially when the deposited
energy is larger than the thermal energy originally present in the gas. Thus, t lie consideration nf v-dynamic effects is essential for correct
prediction of the power density field.

2. The Model Problem

Consider a gas obeying the perfect gas law and having constant specific heat. The gas is initially motionless and thermodynamically
uniform, and its viscosity and thermal conductivity are assumed to produce negligible effects over times and distances of interest. The gas
is enclosed in a symmetric rectangular box or cylinder (see Fig. I). The half-width or radius is denoted by L. the coordinate along this
direction by r, the height by If (H >> L for most geometries of interest), and the coordinate along this direction (the laser axis) by z. The
problem is assumed to be two-dimensional - variations in thermodynamic properties, energy deposition. and gas motion are not allowed
in the y-direction for a rect.angular box or in the 0-direction for a cylinder.

Some portions of the side walls of this enclosure are covered with thin coatitigs of fissionable material called foils. When the enclosure
is irradiated with a flux of thermal neutrons from a nuclear reactor, the foils emit fission fragments into the gas, as shown in Fig. I The
fission fragments follow straight-line trajectories after creation, the origins of the trajectories are distributed uniformly throughout the foil
volume, and the trajectories are isotropically distributed in solid angle. 7 To find the fission-fragment. power density Q(7. 2,.I) at a point
within the gas, an integral which sums tip the contriblitionls dQ at the point (x, z) at time I from each dV of foil material is perforrmed
over the foil volimeXS-

7

The power that an individual fission fragment can deposit at a givenl point in the chamber is not a conslant. Rather, it is proportional
to the mass density at the point and also depends on the line integral of hle mass density along the fissilo-fragment trajectory through
the gas, f pds, where ds is the incremental path length. This results fromr the fact that fissiion-fragmient energy deposition in a gas is
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characterized by a length scale, called the range, which is inversely proportional to the mass density: I Irpn/'p. where I, anil p., are t he
range and the mass density, respectively, for the gas in its initial state (the product Inp,, is a constant for a gas of given composition). (;as

near a wall with a foil absorbs more energy than gas further away (the length scale of comparison is the range). The pressure gradients

which result front this nonuniform energy deposition act to accelerate gas away from the foil. Near the foil, the mass density and hence
the power density which drives the motion are reduced by the gas motion as ti re passe, Thus. the gas motion and the energy' leposlt ion

are strongly coupled through the mass-density dependence of the range.
5

The following steps are necessary to evaluate the power density at a point. For each grid point at each time step, perform the volume

integral over the foil. For each (A' in the volume integral, perform the integral fpds from dVA' to the grid point, along the trajectory (note
that. this involves interpolating the mass density field since most fission-fragment trajectories do rot intersect grid points). In actuality, q1ch

a calculation is too comnputationally intense to be praý-tical. However, for the high-symmetry geometries discussed above, if the neut ron
flux (which induces the fissions) and the mass density vary slowly in the z-direction with respect, to In (usually a very good assumption).
then the full integral calculation can be replaced locally by a one-dimensional calculation.

The equations to be solved are given below.
ap V+ - P (I)

at

api-4 V. - pi IVp- 0 (2)

a,(~ ~2).Vpie p , ~2) -Q (31)

p= (h )Pe 0I)

Q(i.at) = Qc,h(t)g(z)f x:p(i, z,t) (5)

The quantities u, p, p, e, and - represent the velocity, mass density, pressure, energy per unit mass, and specific heat ratio, respectively
Here, Qo is the amplitude of the power density (essentially the amplitude of the neutron flux multiplied by a constant scale factor) and
has units of power per unit volume. The dimensionless functions h(t) and g(z) describe the temporal and spatial (along 1;,, iaser axis)
variation of the neutron flux. It is through the function g(z) that two-dimensionality is introduced into the problem - the problem is
one-dimensional when g(z) - 1. The dimensionless function f describes the variation of the power density in the x-direction and as such
depends on the values of the mass density at all points (i. z), where i represents any x-value between 0 and L. It is largest at the wall
(x L), and has a minimrnum at the centerplane (ir - 0), about which it is symmetric. The shape of f depends on the parameter L/ln in
the following way. When L/If is small, the amplitude of f is small and f is relatively uniform (df/dx 4. f/L everywhere). This is because
the fission fragments easily traverse the chamber. As L/It, is increased, the fission fragments cannot travel far into the gas, so the minimum
of f becomes relatively deep (dfl'dx >> f/L near the wall). The precise details of the function f have been published elsewhere.' ' The

boundary condition corresponding to no flow of conserved quantities across the boundary is it .i - 0, where it is the unit vector normal

to the boundary.

Equations (I) through (3) are convective equations in a conservative, Eulerian (nondissipative) form. The numerical technique used to
solve such a system should be conservative, stable, accurate, and monotonic. In the last. decade, a number of numerical techniques have been
devised that possess all four of these characteristics for multidimensional flows. Examples are Flux-Corrected Transport (FCT),2 ,- the

Piecewise Parabolic Method, and the Total Variational Diminishing technique. Strong evidence now exists demonstrating the superiority

of these techniques over traditional methods such as MacCormack, Lax-Wendroff, and upwind differencing2 Equations (2) through (.4) are
solved in the simulations presented below using FCT.

3. A Representative Simulation

Consider pure argon initially having a pressure of 50 kPa and a temperature of 300 K. Under these conditions the fission fragments will
have a range slightly under 5 cm in the gas.

5 ' The gas is contained in a rectangular box with a centerplane-to-wall distance of L -1 cm
and a distance along t lie laser axis of If 300 cmn. The ir-dimension was chosen so that the ratio L/Il wouhld be about 0.2. When this ratio
is between 0.2 and (0.3. it is fioind that the power deposited at the centorplane is maximized, as shown in Fig. 2 (it. is. however, always a

minirmimumn with respec t ti• t lie poi.wer density at ot her locations in the chabtuber). The z-dimiension was chosen t o be ext reriiely long for two
reasons. The first is tio allow t lie gas flow in the vicinity of z 150 cm to remain one-diimensional (unperturbed by end effects) during the
entire plse. Tlhe calculated gas flow in this region may then be compared to the one-dimerisional analytical theocry. The second reason is
to illustrate the length limitation placed on 11 by the mass density variation in the x directioi.

The fission fragments come from 13.5 mrn-thick U.IOS foils extending from z 50 cm t- z 250 cm in t lie side walls. The fioil thickness
was chosen arbitrarily to correspond to the maximui m distance 7 

a fission fragmenit can travel wit hin 1.7O0 f. Since I lie foils (lo iot extend

the entir- length of the enclosure, there will be very little energy deposition ini the top and bottotm 50 cm. Thus. the functiin 9(z) will le
almost zero from 0 cmi to 503 ci and frint 250 emu to 300 cmi anti be almost unity from 50 cm tno 250 cm in this case. The function u(1),

,Ahicl. describes tie lime dependence oif the pulse, is chosen for sirniplicity tol be unuity for times between 0 nis arid I ins (inclhisite) and zero
at all other timees The finction '(i) at. 0 ms is shown in Fig. 3 A valhe of t.A kW' ml was selected fur the quantity Q,-. Withi these

parameters, the pulse will deposit 0 5 J;ml on average in the gas

Figures I and 5 show the mass density and the powemr dernsity I the gas at Z 150 cni for several different I iuoes Note as expected
that the gas is moving toward the centerplane If an infinite amiint iif enecrg were deposited in the gas, the niass density fielid would reach
a limiting profile (shown in Fig. 4 as a dashed curve) The pouwer density fievi corresponding to this mrass den•itly field is uniform (1hown
in Fig. 5 as a dashed curve): at this; point further modifications of the msa- density are no longer possible since these modifications are
driven by the spatial nonuniformity of the power density field In the above case. the limiting profiles have not been closely approached
by the end of the pulse even though the amount of energy deposited is ahout ien times the thermal energy originally firesnt in the gas
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Further audit,on of energy would drive the mass density and pow'er density fields closer to their asyttvinptotic litnitit bu1)1!t lie ilapproachesi'a ll

be slow, as indicated by the figures. Figures 6 and 7, show the calculated moass dlensityv and power densityN fiell, in Hie gas at z 150C In'

and t -- I ms compar d to the analytical thIeor ,.v, The agreement oet ween theory and romiput at ion is excell~ent Figures 8 and 9 showk the

results of rav-trarone ~:alculationrs at 0.5 ills (halfway thlroiugh thle pulse) and I ins At 0 -) ins ilie ttiiiliimi. Ila'- ;ii rflet yie focal icrigth o f

about I7O cmi. anid at I ms this length has ileireaseil to roughly 80 ,it Thu~is. giviti lie- gas atui pumpingfitt iriiiliilos of t his case'. 1Awo uI IIf

be difficult to buildl a device exceedinug a meter or so in lentighI.

4. Rlectangular vs. Cylindlrical (Ceirret ries

It is instructive t~o nv,,-st igat ethe differences between reet anglirrr and cv linrolrial geonoet rips, espeeiallN since no analv teal thluort ex isis

for the rylindriral case. Consider -argon, iiiitially at 200 k Pa and 30t0 K The gas is contained cit her in thle rectangular box ile~cri led above

or in a cylinder wiithl a radius of L , 1 CM arid a height. of 11 -- 300 cm Thel( fissiori-fragnient range will now- be sli,.it ly over I crm. so the

fis;sion fragmoents can liust harelo, traverse thle dist ance front thle wall to thle e' nt erplanue or the axis. The fuuruetioi f ai t 0 ins i., shouwn for

both geometries iii Fig. 10, Note that. initially the cylindlrical f function is everyw here greater thlin t lie rectarigular f function (a point iTI

the cylinder interior is near to niore foil than is a point in the interiiir iif the rectanguilar box). All lither proplertieis of thle energy dleposistion

are the samne as in the prreviouis sect ion.

Figure I I shows the power density for hothI cases at I Iris (the crud of t(lie pulse).- Whereas thle power density il thle reeltangular case

has become more spatially uniform everywhere, this is not the sititat ion in the cylindrical case. Althiouigh thle power density field lias

flat teneil rot near thle wall, a region near tOli cylIinrder ax is is now receivinig abiso lutely no power.- 'Flu is axis-sIieild in g reusoIts frim ii li r' facti

that the quantity fL3 p dx / pC/u, increases with increasing timne for thle cylindrical case liy vorture of mass ciinservation1 (it is a con-i atii for

the rectangular case," also by virtue of mass conservation). When this quantity exceeds unity, t~he axis is shielded fromt receiving fuirth

piower. '[le on-axis power density as a function of titme is shown fin Fig. 12 for hothI cases. Although cases like these are riot likely to i

encountered dire to their initially low on-axis power densities, ray-tracing calculations are shown for echcl case at I Inis in Figs. 13 and II

The large amount of focusing occurring in these cases is symptomatic of the relatively deep minimum of the f function '[he parameter
spare in which axis-shielding occurs has not yet been delineated. Nevertheless, current numerical work suggests that it. is tiecessary (hut

ilot sufficienut) for L, ~to exceed 0.5 feir this phenonienion to occur.

5. S.'imulation ofE'xp~eriments

The sitniulation of one-dimensional cases provides insight into the interaction of the gasdlytatttics and thle fissiuut-foragonuent energy

deposition, bitt the motivationi for the development of t his nutmerical rniodel is thre simulation of proposei] audI performedcu experimuenuts
In most experiments, there will be important multidimensional effects. Sucrh effects arise mainly from twii soiirces. '[le first iruvrulves
the finite extent of the foils. Even if the foils lined the side walls eif the enclosure from top to bottomi. pointts withdin roughly I, iifthle

ends would receive less power than points furtrher from the ends. The reason for this is that these cud pointit, "see" a snmaller foil area

The counsequences oif this effect tend to be minor if the foil dimensions are much larger than In (t 'ypicallY the case). 'Tle seconii souirce'

of multidimensionality involves thre fact that in sonic reactor environments the neiutron flux varies siubst antially thlroiglioii thle dlevicec

Typirally, miist of this variation occurs along t~he z-ehirection: the neutron flux tends to be smallest near z () aiid z I ainif largest

near z11, 2, so again the ends receive less power thtan the middle (as an example. see Fig. 15). T'he effect of such variatiens is to set lip

pressuire waves which oscillate hack and forth in the c-direction. It is important to he able, to caleurlate these pressure waves arceiratel "v

.since the energy dlepoisition is usually inferred from pressure measurements; and it, is the energy deposition w~hich deterininte, the sc-dc, of

the mass density variations prodniced in the chamber. Moreover, the flow induced by these pressure variations enhlances energy t ransfe'r

friim the lint. gas to t.he cold walls, further affecting the mass density Field and hence the refractive inidex gradicnts.

An experiment was carried out at the following counditions,"3 The gas a-as argotn, Initially at 103.A kl'a and 300 K. '[le enclosure was

rectangular, with a cent erplani--ton-wallI disianre of 1,. 0.75 cmi and a distance along the laser axis of 11 0.5 crtu. [n this case the ratier

L. '1, was about 0 1, withbin the optimal ranige ouf values. Tlhe funcitions g(z) and h (f) for t his expterinient lire' 4imwn in Figs. 15 and 16. 'Thii
artuplitude of thle pumnping pulse was chosen to agree with experimientally measured pressure rise's for sittilar case's (a senisit ive' itdiicýt~or of
average eneirgy depositrion). hr, this experimtent . laser bueamns from a probhe based on a dlerivat ive oif thle H artmrrann t echunique't wxere' directed

throuighlitlie lase'r chamnber, cete itig it parallel tei thle laser axis at, several different J'-luucat iiiis 'Thle anigular illleet lion i of'achi prof)( i e'aint
that. residiteil from thle mass ele-nt~y variatrion %k as mieasuired as a fiunctciii of timep.' F ligurre 17 shouw's a ray-i racing I fartimario probi')
ralcuilat ion after the bulk of the erergy has bueen deposited in the gas. and Figuire 18 show-s a conoparisoi rif th le' '.perinienitially u lueasuirel

angular de'fl~rtrhos aniu the calciiWate'u values 'T'he agreemniunt is good for all probe' Iearnus aiil] is part erilarly gouru f'r pruulir lu-amll -is 'iriiuu

the eluamnier iiear the' cent erpl' ne'

6. Conucluisiouns

A iiii'ie'rial nitrafr irf twir-dipneniuinald gas fl-ia iiiiicerr'nti-rii~ru lasers hias b~ee'n developedrl 'Ii'uurimdl ,;l inositiilaivr ri-i iii-
giflar anud cylindri if geometries %lorlel toirlat uris anil available analyt cal re-suItsl ar' iii ecxe'llent agreemient . The oipt iuii rai -t ra~itue
eaiualuihties are' useful iii deline'at ing leei limtits oit lase. craianalrs rr'siiltiorg fronti fuuuuisiiig juroiiiieul liv ' lass (hr'ioi y irialuiwn- .sis-

s;hielding, a niew physical effect ocuucrritug ill -ert am u-vlindirie-al eases, hias been ilisciuveredi urinucricall 'v, atrl at o pf s iar u.' , i, trairot fur
the' onset rof this 1 uiietrnPiuieir1n has ber'rn tfe'trrniiiier Finualli - skiulilat~iun,t r4 r'xper'rueiits are ableh in rr'juruluiv u-r- jwrinicruiiial), tuuu;ki'nrr-i
refract v i'nidex dfat a.

A ckirlmw elg mentis

This work was ue'rforncien at Sandila Vat uirn-il Lalnurairuri s, suipjurorru t)y flit, I' S fIr'tiar'I'lr-ut of 1LJrur-rg uinficr eruniorirt uuuol'r-r

DE, AC'Mt 76D)f'O7~9
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Figure 7. Analytical and numerical values of the power density at Rectanaulr
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Figure 9 Light rays entering the gas parallel to the --axis (llartmann
probe) are deflected by the mass density grad eiets. At .(t rnis t ho liguire I¢0. The finct ion f(jx) at t 0 ins (p .p,) is shown for hothI

prob) ae dnpo,(]by fip assdenitygradent. A LOrnsthethe frectangiflar (solid curve) and cylindrical (dashed rurve) cases
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Figure II The power density at 1 ms is shown for both the rectan- Figure 12. The power density at x = 0 is shown as a function of time
gular (solid curve) and cylindrical (dashed curve) cases. Note that, for both the rectangular (solid curve) and the cylindrical (dashed
in the cylindrical case there is a region around the axis that receives curve) cases. The on-axis power density is initially higher for the
no power (axis-shielding). cylindrical case but falls below that of the rectangular case around

0.2 ms and vanishes at 0.4 ms.
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Figure 13. Ray tracing for the rectangular case at. I.Tins. Figure 14. Ray tracing for the cylindrical case at 1.0 ms.
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RADIATION EFFECTS ON NUCLEAR PUMPED LASER OPTICS

G. H. Miley, R. Chapman, J. Nadler, and W. Williams

The University of Illinois, Department of Nuclear Engineering
103 S. Goodwin Ave., Urbana, IL 61801

Abstract

Radiation effects on the optical components of a Nuclear Pumped Laser (NPL) system can
significantly impact the development of an NPL. For example, gain measurements of an NPL
medium can be deleteriously affected by transient radiation-induced absorption in the
window and/or substrate materials of the system. Estimates indicate that this effect can
reduce the relative gain in a typical NPL system form 1.4 to below 1.0. The transient
radiation-induced absorption in Corning 7740 (Pyrex) and Corning 7940 (fused silica)
resulting from neutron and y-ray irradiation has been investigated. Absorption co-
effecients have been measured at 632.8 nm for Pyrex and at 325 nm for fused silica during
and after pulsed reactor (TRIGA) irradiation. The absorption coefficient increases rapidly
to a maximum value during pulse irradiation, then decreases over a time period of > 1000 s
to a permanent value after the pulse. In general, the maximum absorption coefficient
increases with increasing accumulated dose and decreases with increasing temperature.

Introduction

Optical components of Nuclear-Pumped Laser (NPL) systems may be exposed to intense
neutron and y radiation environments. The radiation-induced absorption (a) in the window
and substrate materials resulting from pulsed irradiation can have a great impact on the
optical performance of those materials. Typically, a reaches a maximum value (Cimax)
during pulsed irradiation and then decreases to an asymptotic permanent value afterwards.
This phenomena can lead to a significant error in gain measurements in the development of
pulsed NPL laser systems unless corrections are made for the transient radiation-induced
absorption. In addition, laser operation itself can be severely effected.

A schematic of the mechanisms involved in radiation-induced absorption mechanisms is
given in Figure 1. Excellent review papers 1 , 3 on these mechanisms have been published
elsewhere and therefore only a brief description of the processes involved will be
discussed here.

Radiation-induced absorption is ultimately due to the formation of color centers.
y-rays interact with the material to produce Compton electrons and the neutrons interact to
produce secondary electrons. At the same time, the neutrons and Compton electrons cause
atom displacements to create defects in the material through momentum transfer. The
Compton and secondary electrons interact with the material to generate electron-hole
pairs. The electron-hole pairs can also recombine non-radiatively to create defects.
The electrons or holes then become trapped at the radiation-created defects of inherent
defects to form color centers.

The results of selected previous efforts on the radiation-induced absorption in optical
materials are summarized in Table 1. The results of this investigation are included in the
table for comparison with previous results, however only general comparisons can be made
since there exists no data to enable direct comparisoný can be made since there exists no
data to enable direct comparisons. The borate glass has a composition of 50% B203, 30%
Na 2 0, and 20% Al'J 3 and is useful in comparing Pyrex with fused silica since Pyrex has a
composition of 81% Si0 2 , 13% 8203, 4% Na2O, and 2% A1203; and fused silica has a com-
position of 100% Si0 2 . Most of the earlier efforts concentrated on the permanent absorp-
tion 1 ,2, 3 resulting from low dose rate steady-state irradiations. Prior studies of the
transient radiation-induced absorption in optical materials resulting from pulsed irra-
diation have been made at 215nm 4 and at 257nm5 . The present study focuses on the transient
radiation-induced absorption at 325 nm in fused silica (Corning 7940) and at 632.8 nm in
Pyrex (Corning 7740) as a result of pulsed reactor (TRIGA) irradiation. The radiation
characteristics of a TRIGA reactor pulse are given in Table 2.

The following example illustrates the effect of transient radiation-induced absorption
on gain measurements in an NPL media. Gain measurements of the XeF* 351 nm wavelength
transition in a nuclear-pumped 3 He/Xe/NF 3 media have been made at the SPR III reactor at
Sandia National Laboratory, Albuquerque, NM. 1 1  The peak relative gain (1 /1 o) was reported
to be 1.4 corresponding to an optimum peak gain of 0.007 cm- 1  for a laser cell length (L)
of 48 cm.

I/1o = exp (yL)
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Table 1. Previous Work on Radiation-Induced Absorptiont Table 2. TRIGA Reactor Pulse Characteristics

'max p Dose Radiation

Dose Dose Lnml Maera (Md Source BeU

1.16 .22" 633 Pyrex 0.5 Triga pres. Reactivity ($) 3.00

--- .14 6.0 study

.014 .0002* 325 Fused 0.5 Triqa pres.
--- .0002 Silica** 7.5 study Peak

.15 .07* 215 Fused 0.5 Triga 4
--- .04 Silica 150 Electrons 7 Dose Rate (MRad/s) 35

2.17 .75 257 Fused .05 SPR 11 I Thermal Neutron Flux (n/cm2s) 4.3x i0
1 5

1.35 .57 Silica .03 Fast Neutron Flux (n/ce2s) 4.Ox1O15

--- .036 215 Cryst. 60 6°Co 6

--- .025 257 Quartz

--- .022 325

--- .018 633 Total

--- .25 215 Borate 12 6
0

Co 7

--- .31 257 Glass 7 Dose (MRad) 0.50

--- .40 325

--- .13 633 Thermal Neutron Fluence (n/cm
2
) 6.2x10

1 3

--- .04 215 Fused 40 -Co 8 Fast Neutron Fluence (n/cm2) 5.7x101
3

--- .01 257 Silica
--- .005 325

--- .031 215 Fused 260 6
0
Co 9 Pulse Width FWHM (ms) 13

--- .009 257 Silica
--- .001 325

--- .044 215 Fused 10 e°Co 10

--- .029 257 Silica

--- .003 325

*max - maximum absorption measured during reactor pulse.

p - permanent absorption.

* - absorption measured 1000 s after the reactor pulse.
** - all fused silica in table is type-II (< 1200 ppm OH).

t - room temperature irradiations and absorption measurements.

The transient radiation-induced absorption in fused silica (Corning 7940) was also
measured at the SPR III reactor at Sandia National Laboratory, Albuquerque, NM. 5  The mini-
mum transmission (T,To) at 257 nm was reported to be 76% corresponding to a maximum absorp-
tion of 0.11 cm- 1 . Typical fused silica end windows used in these gain measurement
experiments were 0.5 in. thick (1).

T/To = exp - (at)

Thus, the transient radiation-induced absorption in the end windows would reduce the
measured relative gain ((I/Io)meas) in this example from 1.4 to below 1.0.

(I/Io)meas = exp (yL) exp - (at)

Experimental

A schematic of the experimental set-up used for the measurement of the transient
radiation-induced absorption in fused silica is given in Figure 2. A sample of fused
silica was placed in a multi-pass optical cavity which was then positioned adjacent to the
reactor core in the through-port of the TRIGA reactor. The multi-pass cavity utilizes a
Lissain,,-tvna raqnnatnr whirh increases the sensitivity of the absorption measurements -40
times due to an increase in path length through the sample. A diagram of the multi-pass
cavitly is given in Figure 3. The mirrors are uv-enhanced aluminum and the lens is fused
silica. These materials were chosen to minimize the effects of the pulsed irradiation on
the performance of the cavity.

Laser light from a He-Cd laser with a wavelength of 325 nm was directed through the
sample and multi-pass cavity. The output of the multi-pass cavity was then measured by
photodiode detectors and stored on a digital oscilloscope. A narrow band-pass filter (Ay
2.5 nm) was used to reduce the background signal due to the fluorescence of the sample. A
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laser reference signal was obtained by splitting the laser beam before it entered the
multi-pass cavity to correct for any changes in laser output.

The effects of the pulsed irradiation on the multi-pass cavity optics itself were
determined and found to account fo 3% of the total maximum absorption measured during the
reactor pulse and 75% of the total absorption measured at a time of 1000 s after the reac-
tor pulse. The absorption attributed to the cavity optics was subtracted from the total
measured absorption to yield the absorption coefficients reported for fused silica.

A parametric study of the transient radiation-induced absorption in Pyrex was conducted
prior to the absorption measurements in fused silica in order to identify the dominant pro-
cesses involved. The experimental set-up used for Pyrex was very similar to that used for
fused silica. However, the multi-pass optical cavity was not required for these measure-
ments due to the much larger absorption coefficients characteristic of Pyrex. A He-Ne
laser was used to provide the 632.8 nm laser light and a dielectric mirror with a maximum
reflectivity at 632.8 nm was used to reduce the background fluorescence signal. The
effects of temperature on the transient absorption in Pyrex was investigated by maintaining
the Pyrex at an elevated temperature during and after the reactor pulse. This was achieved
by wrapping the Pyrex with resistive heating tape and monitoring the temperature with
thermocouples.

Results

The radiation-induced absorption (a) in fused silica at 325 nm as a function of time
for a room temperature pulse is given in Figure 4. a reaches a maximum value (amax) of
0.0070 cm-I during the pulse then decreases to an asymptotical permanent value after the
pulse. a40 and cIo000 are the absorption coefficients at 40 and 1000 s after the pulse
respectively, and are labeled on the curve in Figure 4. For the fused silica, a decreases
to 0.0001 cm-I at a time of 1000 s after the pulse. This corresponds to a recovery of 99%.

The transient radiation-induced absorption in fused silica at 325 nm is compared to
previous work 4 at 215 nm *in Figure 5. The previous work was done on the same material
(Corning 7940) and at the same reactor (University of Illinois' TRIGA). At 215 nm, a is
found to reach a maximum of 0.077 cm-1 with a recovery of 531" to 0.036 cm- 1 . Since these
experiments were done at different times with different quality Corning 7940 and with dif-
ferent experimental apparatus, there remains some uncertainty about the validity of this
comparison. However, such a strong wavelength dependence for cmax is expected since a
similar wavelength dependence has been observed for the permanent absorption resulting from
low dose rate steady-state irradiations. The ratio of amax at 215 nm to amax at 325 nm is
11, whereas the same ratio for the permanent absorption is 13. The latter ratio was
obtained from averaging the three sets of values presented in Table 1 for the 6 0Co irra-
diations. In addition, the recovery of a proceeds slower and to a lesser extent at 215 nm
than at 325 nm. These results suggest that different color centers are responsible for
absorption at 325 nm vs. 215 nm.

The radiation-induced absorption as a function of time for a series of reactor pulses
is given in Figure 6. The pulses are 17 minutes apart with a dose of 0.5 MRad each.
Values of cmax, 040, and aI000 for each pulse in the series of pulses shown in Figure 6 are
given in Figure 7 as functions of dose. In general, a increases with increasing accumu-
lated dose. If the color centers are formed at the inherent defects, a would saturate with
increasing dose. If the color centers are formed at the radiation-created defects, CL would
be linear with increasing dose. The experimental data shows a combination of these trends.
At low accumulated doses, the color centers responsible for cmax (the short-term color cen-
ters) are formed at both the inherent and radiation-created defects. At high accumulated
doses, the short-term color centers are formed at only the radiation-created defects.
These results are presented in terms of amax/D, a40/D, and I1O0 0/D in Figure 8. CI1 00 0 /D
increases with increasing dose indicating that the material recovers to a lesser extent as
the accumulated dose increases. This suggests that the fused silica network bonds, broken
in the creation of defects, reform to a lesser extent as the accumulated dose increases
(ie., the annealing of the long-term color centers decreases as the accumulated dose
increases).

Some features of this data can be clarified by considering relative changes in a for
each pulse. a' is defined as the relative absorption coefficient. It measures the absorp-
tion as a result of one pulse in a series of pulses and is normalized with the transmission
through the sample just prior to the particular pulse of interest. a' as a function of
time is given in Figure 9 for a sample of fused silica that had previously received 1.0
MRad and 6.5 MRad. At the lower accumulated dose, a' recovers to a greater degree (99%)
than at the higher accumulated dose (73%). This again indicates that the annealing of the
long-term color centers decreases as the accumulated dose increases.

The value of a in Pyrex at 633 nm as a function of time at room temperature is given in
Figure 10. We see that a reaches a maximum value of 0.58 cm- 1 during the reactor pulse and
decreases to an asymptotic permanent value after the pulse. At a time of 1.5 s after the
pulse, a has decreased to 0.28 cm-1. The radiation-induced absorption as a function of
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time in fused silica at 325 nm and in Pyrex at 633 nm are compared in Figure 11 in terms of
a normalized a. It is observed that a for Pyrex decreases to 0.11 cm- 1 at a time of 1000 s
after the pulse corresponding to a recovery of 81%. Fused silica recovers slower but to a
greater extent than Pyrex. The recovery for fused silica initially has a time constant of
0.51 s which continuously increases to a value of 870 s at a time of 1000 s after the
pulse, while Pyrex starts out with a time constant of 0.092 and subsequentially increases
to 3000 s.

The value of amax for Pyrex at 633 nm as a function of temperature is given in Figure
12. At temperatures above 150 'C, amax decreases exponentially with increasing tem-
perature. A curve fit of the data yields the equation.

amax = 0.3 exp (-T(°C)/248.5)

The value of a' for Pyrex as a function of time after a reactor pulse (t = 0, d = -max)
at various temperatures is given in Figure 13. These curves illustrate the effect of tem-
perature on the recovery of a'. Pyrex recovers to a greater degree and faster at higher
temperatures. Indeed, a' recovers completely for temperatures above 400 'C. Figure 14
shows that a recovers 100% within 60 s at a temperature 400 °C.

Transmission spectra for fused silica prior to and several days after receivin, an
irradiation dose of 7.5 MRads are given in Figures 15 and 16. The radiation-induced
absorption in fused silica is found to be strongest for wavelengths from 200 to 350 nm,
much weaker for wavelengths from 350 to 700 nm, and negligible for wavelengths over 700 nm.
The observed transmission spectrum for irradiated optical materials is a summation of
several individual gaussian-shaped absorption bands resulting from different types of color
centers. Some color centers responsible for radiation-induced absorption in fused silica
have been identified.1 Perhaps the best known color center is the Ey center which absorbs
at 215 nm. E'y center is also the strongest absorbing color center which can be seen in
Figure 15. Other color centers that have been identified are the E'? and the B2 centers
which absorb at 225 nm and 245 nm, respectively. In addition, there is a color center,
which is ESR inactive and thus cannot be identified, that absorbs at 260 nm.

Transmission spectra for Pyrex prior to and several days after receiving an irradiation
dose of 6.0 MRads are given in Figure 17. Color centers responsible for the radiation-
induced absorption in Pyrex have not yet been identified. The observed transmission
spectrum for irradiated Pyrex shows that it absorbs strongly throughout the visible wave-
length region, decreasing with increasing wavelength. Comparing the transmission spectra
for Pyrex and fused silica suggests that there are more types of color centers formed in
Pyrex than in fused silica during irradiation. This result would be expected due to the
more comlex composition of Pyrex.

Conclusions

The transient radiation-induced absorption in fused silica (type-IIl) at 325 nm and in
Pyrex at 633 nm has been investigated. a for fused silica is found to reach a maximum
value of 0.0070 cm- 1 during a 0.5 MRad reactor pulse and then decreases to 0.0001 cm- 1 at a
time of 1000 s after the pulse. This corresponds to a recovery of 99%. a for Pyrex is
found to reach a maximum value of 0.58 cm- 1 during a 0.5 MRad reactor pulse and then
decreases to 0.11 cm-1 at a time of 1000 s after the pulse. This corresponds to a recovery
of 81%.

A previous study of radiation-induced absorption in fused silica at 215 nm found that a
reached a maximum value of 0.077 cm- 1 during a 0.5 MRad reactor pulse with a subsequent
recovery of 53% to 0.036 cm-1. The fact that a exhibits such different behavior at the two
wavelengths is characteristic of absorption by different color centers. The recovery of a
in fused silica is found to decrease with increasing dose. A fresh sample recovers 99%
after pulsed irradiation and only 73% at an accumulated dose of 6.5 MRad. This suggests
that the fused silica network bonds, broken in the creation defects, reform to a lesser
extent as the accumulated dose increases.

Temperature has been found to have an immense effect on the radiation-induced absorp-
tion. The maximum radiation-induced absorption for Pyrex during pulsed irradiation
decreases dramatically with increasing temperature. The value of amax is found to
decrease over an order of magnitude from 0.58 cm- 1 to 0.048 cm-1 as the irradiation tem-
perature is increased from room temperature to 450 °C. Also, a for Pyrex recovers to a
greater extent and much faster as the temperature increases. Indeed, Pyrex is found to
recover 100% within 30 s after pulsed irradiation at 450 °C.
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Abstract

Narrow linewidth and high efficiency conversion of stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) in
lead vapor heat pipe was observed using a narrow linewidth and injection locked XeC1
excimer laser system as the piuap source.

The XeCl laser was continuously tuned over its entire B-X gain curve, from the (0-0)
transition to the (0-3) transition, giving it a range of 0.8 nm (307.65 nm to 308.45 nm).
The laser linewidth was narrowed down to 2 mi (0.02 cm-1). The output energy was 310
mJ/pulse, with repetiLion rate up to 50 pps and good beam quality.

A lead vapor heat pipe operating at 1225*C was used as a single-pass stimulated Raman
converter, shifting the radiation from 308 nm to ,'59 nm. Photon conversion efficiency as
high as 75Z with slope efficiency of 80% was achieved. A wavelength control system was
incorporated to lock the wavelength within 2 mA.

Introduction

Stimulated Raman conversion in lead vapor heat pipe was shown to be an efficient process
for shifting the UV radiation of XeCl lasers at 308 nm to 459 nm Photon conversion
efficiency oJ 66% was obtained for a free running of XeCl laser with pump energy level of
330 mJ/pulses.

The stimulated Raman process is even more efficient for the injection-locked and narrow
linewidth operation of a XeCI laser. Photon conversion efficiency of 70% in the forward
direction and 5% in the backward direction was obtained.

The pump laser is an injection lucked XeCI laser, capable of providing narrow linewidth
down to 2 mA and tanable over a range of 8 A. The combination of master and slave
oscillator followed by a single-pass amplifier provided pump energy up to 310 mJ/pulse and
pulse repetition rate of 5C pps.

Th.* Stokes linewidth corresponds to the pump linewidth with some effect of gain
narrowing. There was no evidence of Doppler broadening or spectral splitting by the
different lead isotopes of ordinary lead.

The laser systemowas made to overlap and lock onto the atomic resonance adsrc-, tion line
of Cs vapor at 4593A.

The experiments reported in this paper were performed using a lead vapor heat pipe as a
single-pass Raman oscillator.

Experimental Set-Up

The schematic diagram of the experimental setup is shown in figure 1. The first XeCI
excimer l.oer is a Lumonics TE-861T-4 with high power injection-locked master/slave
electrode tssembly that was modified for wavelength tunability and narrow linewidth
operation 4  The master oscillator contains a 100-ci- F.S.R. etalon for selecting a
single transicion in the XeCl B-X gain curvet an 8-cm- F.S.R. etalon for line narrowing
down to 0.01 A, an optional etalon of 0.8-cm- F.S.R. for obtaining 2-mA linewidth, a 3-mm
aperture for mode reduction, and a flat resonator with 70% output coupler. The master
oscillator beam is then injected into an unstable resonator slave oscillator that has a
magnification of 4.5. Since both the master and slave oscillator are triggered by the same
thyrotron, the delay time betwcen them is fixed and determined by the ratio of the peaking
capacitor2 banks that are connected in series. For proper locking of the slave oscillator,
the unstable resonator cavity must be flooded by the injected beam prior to the excita-
tion. the output beam energy of the master/slave oscillator is 65 mJ/pulse, pulse duration
FWHIY of 20 ns, and the beam divergence is 0.15 mrad. The collimated beam is then passed
through a second Lumonics TE-861T-4 laser with high energy and uniform beam electrode
assembly used as a single pass amplifier. Since the XeCI amplifier operat-s below the
threshold for stimulated emirsion amplification, the properties of the incoming beam and
the outgoing beam are identical with the exception of the beam energy and pulse duration
(40 us FWHM). The 310 mj/pulse was obtained for an input beam of 65 mJ/pulse. The XeCI
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laser system can operate up to 50 pps, which is the upper limit of the amplifier. The
master/slave laser can operate up to 100 pps. The pump beam is steered and focused by a 5-
m radius concave reflector at the center of the lead vapor heat pipe. The lead vapor
region is 90 cm long and [" in diameter. Xe was used as the buffer gas at total pressure
of 60 to 70 torr at 1225 *CE.

Experimental Results

The XeCl laser system was used mainly as a 10-mA linewidth pump source. Blocking the
beam from the master oscillator allowed a direct comparison with a free running XeCl laser
operation.

Figure 2 displays the optical pulses of the pump UV, the Stokes, and the transmitted UV
through the lead vapor heat pipe. Set (a) is for the case of free-running operation and
set (b) is for narrow linewidth operation. The spikes on the traces for the case of narrow
linewidth operation are due to mode beating.

The narrow linewidth of the pump beam causes a significant gain enhancement in the Raman
cell. The threshold level of conversion, which is indicated by the peak value of the
transmitted UV is the case of free-running operation, was practically eliminated under
narrow linewidth operation. The moderate rise of the transmitted UV toward the end of the
pulse is believed to be due to depletion of lead atoms in the ground state near the focal
point.

As seen in figure 3, the improved performance of narrow linewidth operation is very
substantial. Energy conversion efficiency of 45% in the forward direction and 5% in the
backward direction was obtained. That energy conversion efficiency translates to 75%
photon conversion efficiency. This performance is about 50% better than that for the case
of free-running operation. The optimum temperature for the specific experimental apparatus
was 12250C. At lower temperatures, the Raman gain is smaller as a result of a lower number
densitz of lead atoms; while at higher temperatures, the absorption loss by lead dimer is
higher , resulting in a smaller overall gain.

The energy conversion efficiency of the Stokes beam to the depleted UV beam (UVin-UV
transmitted) exhibits the effect of lead dimer adsorption. At lower temperatures, below
1150*C, the lead dimer adsorption is negligible; therefore, the photon conversion
efficiency is 100%. As the temperature increases, the lead dimer number density rises
faster than the lead monomer number density. As a result, a large number of UV photons and
Stokes photons are lost to the lead dimer, and the efficiency of (Blue/depleted UV) goes
down. In the case of narrow linewidth operation, the conversion efficiency of
Stokes/depleted UV photons should be 100% at temperatures below 115002C. However, since
only the forward Stokes photons were measured, the efficiency indicated in figure 3 is a
few percentage points lower. The rates of decreased conversion cfficicncy of Stokes
depleted UV with temperature for narrow linewidth and free-running operations are slightly
different. For a free-running operation, a smaller number of UV photons are being
converted to blue photons compared to a narrow linewidth operation; therefore, a larger
number of UV photons are being adsorbed by the Pb 2 , which causes a slightly steeper
reduction in efficiency with temperature.

Figure 4 shows the large improvement in performance under narrow linewidth operation.
The slope efficiency for both types of operation are identicai (54%), but the threshold for
conversion that exists in the free-running operation causes a substantial reduction in
performance, in particular for low-level pumping.

jhg Raman convy~fer contains ordj8pry lead ,which is composed mainly of three isotopes
(PbLU , 23.6%, Pb-IV,' 22.5%, and PbL o, 52.3%) . The energy level difference between the
metastable state (dP ) and the- ound st• (3Po), whicp constitutes the Raman frequency
shift, is very simifar for Pbl and Pb (0.001 c !20 7 apart) . Pb~uI has a splitted
meifigt@je state. The energy level difference for Pb does not coincide with that of

S207 .n The &served Stokes spectrum did not show any additional structure due to
Pb2 0 7 . Since Pb2 "' composes less than 23% of the lead, each of its metastable state number
densities represents otbl° 10%. fs may not be sufficient to compete with the combined
number densites af P and Pb resulting in Stokes buildup only to the metastable
states of PbMob'2oV.

The dqppler broadening of the Stokes beam (459 nm) was calculated to be <4 mA
(0.01 cm- ), taking into account that both pump and Stokes beams propagate in the same
direction. The linewidth diagnostics showed that the Stokes linewidth can be narrowed down
to 4 mA, but since no further reduction of the pump linewidth was attempted, the Doppler
broadening of the Pb vapor was not measured experimentally.

The Stokes beam quality is degraded when compared to the pump beam quality. There are
several mechanisms that cause beam degradation.
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1. The high-gain, single-pass Raman oscillator builds up the Stokes beam from noise.
Since the stimulated Raman p~ocess is a highly nonlinear process, the spatial a~id temporal
intensities are not uniform. 3

2. The interaction length necessary for the Stokes beam to build up and the pumping
geometry will determine the Stokes beam divergence. Pumping levels well above threshold
will generally cause an increase of tbe Stokes beam divergence.

3. The index of refraction of lead in the metastable state is higher than that of lead
in the ground state; therefore, optical aberration within the converting medium exists too.

4. The nature of heat-pipe operation dictates an interface between lead vapor and
buffer gas mixture in the hot zone and pure buffer gas in the cold end zones. Since the
interface exhibits motion and the index of refraction is different on either side, the
interface causes mild optical aberration.

The XeCl laser was tuned to the (0-3) transition so the Stokes wavelength would match
the absorption line of Cs at 4593 A. The laser system was stabilized at that wavelength
using a control loop that tilted the intracavity etalon. 8

Conclusions

Stimulated Raman scattering in lead vapor for narrow linewidth XeCl lasers was superior
to that of free-running XeCl laser. Seventy-five percent photon conversion efficiency was
achieved at 310 mJ/pulse of pump energy and at lead vapor temperature of 1225 0 C. That
represents an improvement of 50% over the tree-running operation. The threshold level for
conversion is much smaller for the case of narrol linewidth operation, so Raman conversion
can be initiated at pump intensities of <50 Mw/cm .

Although no ordinary lead was used, the blue Stokes output was not broadened by the lead
istopes or by Doppler broadening. The blue spectrum output was slightly narrower than that
of the pump UV due to gain narrowing.

The tunability of the XeCl laser was over the entire B-X gain profile (-8A). All the
transitions (0-0), (0-1), (0-2), and (0-3) were made to lase under narrow linewidth
condition. The tunability range of the Raman beam corresponds directly to that of the pump
beam (-16A).

Repetition rates up to 100 pps did not affect the raman performance in any way. One
hundred percent locking of the slave oscillator was achieved with excellent wavelength
stability (< 1 mA jitters).
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Abstract

A diode pumped promethium based solid state laser has been proposed as a candidate
transmitter for a submarine communication laser system. The properties of many aspects of
this laser system are reported.

Introduction

The current submarine laser communications (SLC) transmitter which is now being
prototyped uses lead vapor to Raman shift the output of an XeCl laser into resonance with a
cesium atomic resonance filter. 1 ,2, 3 Advanced SLC transmitters will have to have improved
efficiency, lighter weight, superior operating lifetimes, as well as reduced system
lifecycle costs when compared to the current system. With these criteria in mind a program
was initiated at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) to identify candidate active
ions emitting at 919 nm that would allow a diode pumped all solid state laser to be
constructed. Such a system could access cesium atomic resonance 4 filters at 459 nm by
simple and efficient frequency doubling. After an extensive search to identify suitable
active ions having the potential for laser emission at 919 nm one promising candidate
emerged in promethium.

The possibility of using Pm3 + as the active-ion in a four-level room temperature laser
was first recognized by Krupke 5 in 1972. Using a Judd-Ofelt 6 , 7 analysis he was able to
conclude that the 5 F 1 - 5I5 transition of pm3 +:YAG at -. 92 pm is the analogue of the
4F3/2 - 4Ill/2 transition of Nd 3 +:YAG at 1.06 jm. The low-lying energy levels
relevant to laser operation are shown in Figure 1 for both of these ions. Following this
analysis by Krupke no experimental attempts at demonstrating lasing were reported primarily
because all Pm isotopes are radioactive and one would have to have a suitably strong
motivation to undertake the special procedures associated with its handling. Because of the
potential for 919 nm emission and an absorption band at -770 nm suitable for laser diode
pumping, sufficient motivation obtained for the LLNL program to focus on Pm for the SLC
application.

Before a Pm based system could be given serious consideration as a SLC transmitter it was
recognized that a number of key technical issues would have to be favorably resolved. As
these technical issues will form a basis for the rest of this paper, they are outlined now:

1) Ve.y little spectroscopic information on Pm was available. This required initiating
an experimental program to measure relevant spectroscopic parameters and identify
suitable (giving 919 nm emission) host materials.

2) Lasing of Pm3 + in any host had never been demonstrated. Such a demonstration would
allow a cross check to be made on the spectro-kinetic parameters derived in the
spectroscopy program.

3) Radiation damage issues pertaining to both the host material and the diode array
pumping laser needed to be addressed.

4) Suitable (emitting at 770 nm) long-lived diode array pump sources needed to be
developed.

Pm Spectroscopy
Figure 2 shows the only Pm3 + emission spectrum from a solid that was available prior to

the LLNL program. 8 The salient feature of this data for the present discussion is that
the emission wavelength of the Pm3 + 5 F1 - 5 F 5 transition in YVO4 is at 940 nm. Since this
is the transition to be used for our laser, the first goal of the spectroscopy program at
LLNL was to identify host materials that blue shift this emission by -21 nm. To guide our
search for likely host materials, projections of emission wavelengths were made using a
combination of the nephelauxetic effect 9 and the known emission wavelength of the NdJ*
4F3/2 - 4,11/2 transition in various crystal and glass hosts, as shown in Figure 3.
Host materials are arranged ii order of increasing Nd-ligand bond ionicity going toward the
origin of the ordinate axis. The regular blue shifting of the Nd emission with increasing
ionicity illustrates the nephelauxetic effect. Assuming the Pm3 + 5 F 1 - 5I5 transition
experiences such an effect simiidr to that of Nd and using the known emission wavelength of
Pm +in YVO4 projections of emission wavelength indicated likely materials giving 919 nm
emission would be fluoride crystals and glasses. These projections were followed up by an
experimental program done in collaboration with Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) in
which various glass and crystal samples doped with 1 4 7 pm were prepared. Figure 4 shows
one example of a projected and measured Pm3+ 5F1 - 5 1% emission spectrum from a sample
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projected transition wavelengths for various
host crystals and glasses.

of beryllium-calcium-potassium-aluminum (BeCaKAl) fluoride glass. This glass is being
considered as a host material as it emits at 919 nm.

Having identified several potential host fluoride glasses exhibiting useful 919 nm
emission, the next step in our spectroscopy program was to extract the spectro-kinetic
parameters of Pm3 + ions in these hosts that are relevant to a laser design. To accomplish
this, the Judd-Ofelt formalism was used. As this part of our program has been covered
elsewhere in the literature1 0'I 1 only a brief summary of the important results will be
given here:

1) The 920 nm Pm3 + 5 F1 - 515 transition is the quantitative analogue of the
1.06 5im Nd3 + 4 F 3 / 2 - 4Ii/2 transition.

2) The 5 F1 lifetime _ Pm3 + in a given host is approximately equal (within +10%)
to the 4 F 3/ 2 lifetime of Nd 3 + in the same host.

3) Excited state absorption cross sections near 920 nm are very small (-100 times
smaller than emission cross sections) in all host media.

In summary these results emphasize the similarity between our proposed Pm based system
and a system based on frequency doubling the common 1.06 pm Nd3 + 4 F 3 / 2 - 4Ill/2 laser
transition.

Pm3 + Laser Demonstration
A scientific demonstration of a Pm3 + laser allowed us to cross check spectro-kinetic

parameters dervied in our Pm spectroscopy program. The host material for these experiments
was a Pb-In-phosphate glass chosen primarily because of the ORNL group's extensive
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experience in fabricating it. A photograph of the actual laser sample is shown in
Figure 5. The dark coloration of the laser sample is due to radiation induced coloring
resulting from 1 4 7 Pm decays. Figure 6 shows a schematic diagram of the near concentric
resonator that was used to demonstrate lasing. The excitation source was a flashlamp
pumped dye laser giving 2 psec long pulses of up to 200 mJ at the excitation wavelength
of 570 nm. The mirrors were appropriately coated to give a high cavity Q on either the
5F1 - 515 transition at .93 pm or the 5 F1 - 516 transition at 1.1 pm and lasing was
observed on both these transitions. While the 1.1 pim transition had a measured threshold
pump energy of 44 mJ in agreement with our predictions based on spectro-kinetic parameters
derived from a Judd-Ofelt analysis, the .93 pm transition threshold pump energy of 115 mJ
was significantly higher than predicted. The reason for this discrepancy is likely related
to Figure 7 where it is seen that absorption losses due to the radiation induced coloring oi
the laser sample are significantly greater at .93 pm than 1.1 jim. Fortunately, we observed
that a modest increase in temperature effectively annealed out these radiation-induced
losses at the laser wavelength as also shown in Figure 7. In fact, it was anticipated that
heating the sample would be necessary to achieve lasing. However, we observed that several
tens of excitation pulses from the pump laser effectively bleached the radiation induced
coloring sufficiently enough to permit lasing without having to heat the sample. Whether
the .93 pm threshold effect is due to color center losses or population of the terminal
515 level due to sample photolytic heating is in the process of being resolved.

Pm Radioactivity
Because all Pm isotopes are radioactive it was necessary to examine possible deleterious

effects of decay processes in the laser host material (color centering) and on the longevity
of the semiconductor laser diode pump arrays. Table 1 lists all known Pm isotopes along
with their dominant decay modes and corresponding half lives. From the table it is seen
that only one isotope, 14 5 pm, has a sufficiently long half-life to make it suitable for
the SLC application. Although a process has been defined for the production of 1 4 5pm, the
LLNL program has used the shorter lived but more readily available 1 4 7 pm for all experiments
to date.

Table 1. All known Pm isotopes, their dominant decay modes and
associated half-lives.

Pm 144 Pm 145 Pm 146 Pm 147 Pm 148

363 days 17.7 years 5.5 years 2.62 years 41 days

C c 70 keV c 735 keV 3 224 keV B
and 40 keV

Preliminary analysis, based on literature data on color centering in fluoride dielectric
solids and 1 Mev-y irradiation of GaAs laser diodes, 1 2 suggested that the radioactive
decay of Pm would not significantly degrade laser performance.

Subsequent to having demonstrated lasing in the sample of Pb-In phosphate glass, host
materials have been identified in which absorption at the laser wavelength due to radiation
induced coloring is significantly decreased because the absorption peak of the coloring is
shifted further into the UV than it is in the Pb-In-phosphate glass. One of these samples,
a barium-zinc-indium-lutetium-thorium fluoride glass (BZILT) gives emission from the
Pm3 + 5 F 1 - 515 transition at the desired wavelength of 919 nm and plans are currently
being made to fabricate laser quality samples for further study.

To validate the projection on laser diode life insensitivity to Pm1 4 5 decay, commercial
laser diodes purchased from Spectra-Diode Laboratories (SDL) were exposed to an x-ray
spectrum approximating the spectrum that would be seen from 1 4 5 Pm decays. This spectrum
was tailored by filtering the output of a 60 keV x-ray machine through a 100 Pm thick Nd
foil giving rise to radiation peaked at 38 keY, a characteristic x-ray line of Nd. This is
the same x-ray line that dominates the decay spectrum of 1 4 5 Pm as it decays to 1 4 5 Nd by
electron capture. During this exposure the laser diode was repeatedly cycled in drive
current from 0 to a maximum of 100 ma generating a series of L-I curves, one of which is
shown in Figure B. These curves were then analyzed to extract the current threshold and the
slope efficiency. To date we have exposed a laser diode to 100 MRad of this 1 4 5 Pm radiation.
Within our experimental ability to measure the current threshold and slope efficiency (±3%
for both) we have not observed any degradation in these quantities. These experiments are
on-going and although we have not yet exposed a laser diode to the projected mission dose of
1 4 5 Pm radiation, we do not expect to observe any deleterious effects. We base this
projection on the so called "knock-on" model which is used to describe bulk radiation damage
in metallic crystals. Experimentally it has been observed that there exists a certain
threshold kinetic energy that must be transferred to a metallic nucleus to knock it out of
its lattice site, for example this is about 40 keV in metallic aluminum. 1 3
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Applying the same model to AlGaAs we project that an electron would require -370 keY of
energy to knock an Al nucleus, the lowest mass nucleus in AlGaAs, out of its crystal site.
Because the highest energy decay radiation roduced is 72 keV occurring in a few percent of
the 1 4 5 Pm decays which result in excited 145Nd nuclei that subsequently relax by emitting a
72 keV y-ray, we do not foresee any problems. In an effort to observe this threshold, we
have repeated the above experiment in which L-I curves are continuously generated while
increasing the x-ray energy. No degradation was observed in the lasing current threshold or
slope efficiency until the x-ray energy reached 110 keY. This again supports our projection
that the 1 4 5 Pm decay radiation will have no significant deleterious effect on laser diode
pump array lifetime.

Finally, one important spectroscopic consideration arising from the decay of 14 5 pm to
1 4 5 Nd exists. The tail of the Nd3 + ground state to 4 F3 / 2 excited state transition
has the potential to absorb at the laser wavelength of 919 nm. This loss mechanism in the
laser which will be most severe near the end of mission life, when the largest quantity of
1 4 5 pm will have decayed to 1 4 5 Nd, needed to be quantified. Because the laser wavelength
at 919 nm lies in the tail of the Nd transition of interest where absorption cross sections
are expected to be small, a cavity ring down technique was used to measure it. Figure 9
shows a schematic diagram of the ring down apparatus used. This technique relies on
injecting mode matched radiation into a very high Q optical cavity and then measuring the
decay of energy within the cavity. By measuring such a ring down with and without a sample
present in the cavity, it is possible to quantify very small absorption and scattering
losses. To measure the Nd 3 + absorption at 919 nm a sample of beryllium fluoride glass
containing .5 mole % Nd was used. Figure 10 shows measured loss in this sample as a
function of wavelength. The injected radiation in this case was generated by Raman shifting
the output of a pulsed dye laser. Based on these experiments, we have been able to conclude
that a typical Nd3 + absorption cross section at 919 nm is -2 x 10-23 cm- 2 and that
losses can be held to acceptable levels.

770 nm Diode Array Development
Finally questions concerning the lifetime and efficiency of diode laser arrays emitting

at 770 nm needed to be addressed. This work is being carried out by three companies under
contract to LLNL: McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company (MDAC), RCA/GE, and SDL. The
technique for shifting the output wavelength of an AlGaAs laser diode down to 770 nm uses a
combination of quantum wells and high Al content in the epitaxial layers. Primarily because
of the high Al content required in the epi layers, there were perceived problems regarding
device lifetimes and efficiencies. Questions concerning device lifetimes arose because the
increased Al content in the epi layers implies increased stress between these layers and the
underlaying GaAs substrate. Questions concerning efficiency arose because as the Al content
increases in AlGaAs the indirect bandgap becomes energetically more favorable. At 38 mole %
AlAs the indirect bandgap and direct bandgap have equal transition energies. Thercfore as
the Al content is increased a proportionally larger number of recombination events should
occur via the indirect bandgap. These nonradiative events do not contribute to the lasing
process and so should negatively impact on device efficiencies.

Figure 11 shows an example of an actual 2-dimensional laser diode array constructed by
RCA/GE using a rack and stack architecture. 1 4 As an example of the progress that has been
achieved to date this 2-dimensional array which measures .475 cm x .175 cm emits an
equivalent peak power density of 2.1 kW/cm2 . The overall efficiency of the array is 35%.
The emitted radiation has a spectral FWHM of 5 nm centered at 770 nm making it ideal for
pumping the Pm doped fluoride glass host materials that have already been identified.
Lifetesting of these devices is currently at the 108 shots level and on-going. Based on
results to date, it is our projection (and that of our contractors) that efficient,
long-lived pump arrays suitable for the SLC application can be achieved.

Conclusion
Our proposed system is the analogue of a frequency doubled, diode-pumped Nd 3 +:glass

laser system in which the Pm3 + 5 F 1 - 515 transition substitutes for the Nd 3 + 4 F3 / 2 - 4Ill/2
transition.

In summary, key technical issues associated with constructing such a Pm-based SLC
transmitter have been addressed, quantified, and favorably resolved. It is our judgment
that a Pm-based system can serve as a high performance SLC transmitter.
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Abstract

Recent success in high efficiency and high energy laser extraction of tunable
radiation in the blue-green C-A transition of XeF under intense, short-pulse electron beam
excitation has renewed interest in the possibility of similar performance in avalanche
discharges. We present preliminary results of discharge excited fluorescence studies in a
variety of devices having different degrees of energy loading.

Introduction
1

The recent work by Tittel, Sauerbrey, Nighan and co-workers on the XeF C-A
transition laser under intense, short pulse (IOns) electron beam excitation at pump
energies of 135 Joules per liter has shown efficiencies of 3 percent and energy extraction
as high as 4 joules per liter. These results are obtained with very complicated five
component gas mixtures that include argon as buffer with xenon, krypton, NF3 and F . The
most important addition is believed to be that of substantial amounts o; k~ypton wEiqh
tend to lower the absorption in the blue-green from argon species [Ar 2 ( Z ) a~d Ar]3  , to
drop the population of the B-state due to enhanced B-C state mixing by krypton and to
increase absorption at the B-X transition wavelength region due to the formation of Kr F2 .
In addition, there is increased gain on the blue side of the C-A band due to trimer
emission from Kr 2 F. Under e-beam excitation the B-X fluorescence steadily decreases with
increasing krypton pressure. The C-A fluorescence remains relatively constant as kinetic
code calculation shows that at room temperature over ninety percent of the population
starts off in the C-state. Time resolved gain measurements show that during the e-beam
excitation pulse there is net absorption with net gain taking place only in the afterglow
of the discharge.(Recently, results at Avco Everett Research Laboratory has shown that at
lower energy deposition rates substantial gain is observed throughout the e-beam pump
pulse using such five component gas mixtures as described by the Rice University and
United Technology work.)

Discharge Fluorescence Studies

The results of pumping with intense electron beams tend to indicate that to
successfuily implement similar results we need to deposit energies of the order of 10
Mwatts/cm in 10 nanoseconds and this needs to be done in gas mixes containing high
concentrations of krypton and at static filling pressures of 6 atmospheres. Several
fluorescence studies have been undertaken on thp XeF C-A transition in a number of
different discharge devices. This includes a long-pulse inductively stabilized laser head
at relatively low power deposition (500 kw/cc), a commercial Lambda Physik EMG-50 laser at
power deposition estimated in the region of 1 to 2 MW/cc, and a high power deposition
device with deposition densities measured higher than 20 MW/cc.

Some initial data was obtained in a long-pulse inductively stabilized device. The
power deposition is relatively low (approximately 500 KW/cc). Figure I summarizes the B-X
and C-A fluorescence data with a gas mixture of 8 torr F 8 torr Xe, 3 Atmospheres Ne and
varying concentrations of Kr. Stable self sustained discharge was obtained up to 200 torrs
of Kr with lOOns long electrical pulse widths. The limitation on stability in this
situation is believed due t,ý the weak corona type of pro-ionization. The rise in C-A and
the drop in B-X fluorescence as a function of krypton pressure confirms the initial
expectations of discharge laser pumping kinetics as indicated by the electron beam pumped
laser systems.
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A series of studies was undertaken in a comm) erc ia laser deevice (ainI)dad Physik E'M(;
50) at relatively moderate energy deposition rates which are est irmiated at 1-2 1 /cc. This
device uses arc type pre-ionizat ion and is capable of sustaining stable discharges with
krypton partial pressures up to 500 trrts. The electrical pulse width is 25ns and fie
buffer is used inl these studies. Figure 2 presents a typical time integrated fluorescence
spectrum. Figure 3 shows the flIiorescence variation as a function of krypton part ial
pressure in a gas mix of F /Xe /Total=5/20/25I)1)in with fie buffer. ['his device unf rtunately
is limited in both its pressure and power deposit ion rate capabilities. Note that the
results of Fig.3 shows rather rapid quenching of the B-X fluorescence as expected and
relatively slow decrease also in the C-A fluorescence. The relative insensitivity of the
C-A fluorescence as a funct ion of Kr partial pressure is in keeping with the explanation
given in electron-beam systems that most of the excited state population resides iln Lhe C
state. The gradual overall decrease in the total upper state density is an indication of
increased quenching as a function of krypton pressure and is an unfortunate observition
iind not in keeping with the data of the inductively stabilized long pulse device using Ne
buffer.

A device capable of high pressure operation but still with relatively short gain
length is equipped with an inductively stabilized electrode and operated with a peaking
capacitor pulse power setup that we hope will he able to operate in the lOMU'/cc power
deposition range. Using corona pre-ionization this device could sustain a stable discharge
with 3 atmospheres. Ne buffer gas only to 50 torrs of krypton partial pressure. It was
necessary to utilize an alternate form of pre-ionization. In the following fluorescence
studies the discharge is pre-ionized with a krypton fluoride laser operating at 248nm as
shown in Fig.4 and with the addition of trace amounts of fluoro-benzene in the gas mix.
Under this technique of pre-ionization we were able to control the discharge up to 300
torrs of Kr partial pressure and at total operating prefasures of over 6 atmospheres using
Ne buffer. 'fhe voltage and current measurements (Fig.5) give a power deposition into a
30cmX.5cmXlcm discharge volume of 20 MW/cc. at the peak of the current pulse. Under this
degree of power deposition the behavior of the C-A fluorescence with 10 torrs F 2, 10 torrs
Xe as a function of varying Ne buffer pressure and varying partial Kr pressure is given in
Fig.6. [n this case we observe steadily ihcreasing C-A fluorescence as a function of
inc reasing krypton pressure. Hlowever , the C-A fluorescence dropped prec ipitously beyond 4
atmospheres of Ne buffer gas. The charging voltage for all these studies were kept at
25Kv. It is not clear presently if this turn around in the C-A fluorescence can be
overcome if higher charging voltages are used.

Discussion

The data presented in thie above studies are a prelimi nary look into the possibility
of obtaining high laser outputs of tunable blue-green radiation using the C-A transition
of XeF with complicated multi-component gas mixtures and under the conditions of intense
power deposition. As can be seen the fluorescence behavior appears to be different using
neon and hel ium buffers. Of course, the behavior of different buffers need to he compared
in the same device which illu to this point have as yet to be done. The observation of
increasing C-A fluorescence as a function Kr partial pressure in the neon buffer
(discharges at low and very high power deposition rates imply that the C and B Ftate
popul it ons are much more evenly distributed than in tile case of electron-beann excitation
although the Ife buffer studies seem to be in accord with the e-beam excitation studies. We
are presently setting up experiments to look at the gain at the argon ion laser
wavelenvths and to see if we can successfully obtain blue-green lasing in the high
pressure device. We, however, do not look toward very strong lasing outputs because of the
relatively short gain lengths of the devices under study. We need to build a laser with
relatively long gain lengths using strong ,uniform pre-ionization with either x-ray or arc
type sources and at power deposition rates that have been reported here in order to see if
strong blue-green lasers in the Xet: C-A trainsit ion is a possibility.
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Abstract

The fidelity of the Raman amplification process was determined for high Fresnel
number amplification in hydrogen. Phase information on the input (414 nm) Stokes beam
is preserved to better than 0.1 waves rms.

Intr l'ii tion

Raman amplifiers provide a means of retaining input Stokes seed beam phase upon
amplification with good fidelity. Raman physics has two requirements to maintain the
fidelity of the phase: that the Stokes seed and the pump are correlated, and the pump
beam have a nearly uniform intensity.

The requirement of Stokes seed and pump correlation is two fold since they need to
be correlated in both frequency and time. The frequency correlation is simply that the
frequency of the pump photon minus the frequency of vibration of the hydrogen molecule
must equal the Stokes seed photon. Achieving pump and Stokes seed frequency correlation
was obtained by producing the Stokes seed from a portion of the pump beam in a focused
Raman cell, separate from the main amplifier. The temporal correlation is produced when
the Stokes seed beam and the pump beam arrive at the amplifier at the same time, within
the correlation length of the laser. This is achieved with optical delays.

Pump beam phase has often been stated as being unimportant in Raman amplifiers, but
this is subject to limits. The pump beam phase must be at least go enough such that
the phase does not convert (via diffraction) to intensity over the distances traveled by
the beam. This is the major reason for doing these experiments a large Fresnel number
Raman amplifier. Diffraction effects are more severe in smaller beams producing
unacceptable intensity non-uniformities. This is further compounded by the presence of
aberrations causing distortions of the Raman process.

Experimental Approach

These experiments were conducted on the AVCO Scale-Up XeF excimer laser (Figure 1).
It was opeated with a confocal, off-axis, unstable resonator with a sub-aperture output
window. With the full aperture window this is a multi-kilojoule device whereas in the
current configuration about 500 J could be extracted from the sub-aperture. The beam
quality of this sub-aperture beam is several times the diffraction limit (XDL),
primarily from uncorrected spherical aberrations and astigmatism. (With the use of
corrector optics, the beam can be made better than 1.2 XDL. However, these were not
used in this program.) Several optical components downstream from the laser further
degrade the pump beam to >100 XDL. This regime provides a stringent tesL of the Raman
theory.

A schemtic diagram of the optical train is shown in Figure 2. As the laser beam
exits Scale-Up a 5 cm piece of the beam is picked off the edge and sent to the the seed
generator sub-assembly. This beam is further split into a small (7 mm) diameter beam
for seed generation and a second beam (5 cm) with most of the energy. The smaller beam
is then focused into a cell containing 10 atm of hydrogen to produce a small amount of
Stokes radiation. The Stokes beam exiting the Raman cell is expanded to 5 cm and
combined with the rest of the pump beam which has just imaged through a transfer tube
which is under vaccuum. These two beams are then sized to 1 cm and passed through a
pre-amplifier hydrogen cell to increase the Stokes seed beam energy by an order of
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Figure 1 - View of the Scale-Up Excimer Laser used to preform high
Fresnel number Raman amplification.
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Figure 2 - Overview of the optical layout of the phase preservation
experiment. The shape of the subaperture on Scale-Up is shown to the
left with the pump and seed pick off cutouts shown. The two pass
interferogram (LUPI) is of the phase distorter plate also showing it
position in the layout.
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magnitude. The resulting beam can then be passed through a spatial filter, then a phase
distorting plate, and increased in size to match the pump beam. The Stokes seed then
passes through a dichroic mirror, is combined with the pump. then both are reduced in
size for the Raman process and passed collimated and colinear through the Raman
amplifier.

After the small beam has been picked off for the seed generator, the remaining pump
radiation encounters a 25 cm diameter aperture which defines the pump beam. It was then
reduced in size to 15 cm . passed through 4 Brewster angle polarizers and then on to the
dichroic mirror to combine with the Stokes seed beam. The optical paths of the pump and
the seed beams must be matched to 1 mm in order to meet the path matching requirements
of high Raman gain. This is accomplished by very accurate laying out of the optical
paths (typically less than 1 cm difference in 25 m) and the use of an auxiliary
broadband dye laser, with a short coherence length (0.1 mm), injected in both legs and
interfered to produce fringes.

For fidelity measurements, a surface reflection off the input window of the Raman
cell supplies the input diagnostic table with a sample of the pump and Stokes seed
beam. Further surface reflections are used to dump energy from these beams and direct
them toward two cameras which are filtered to pass only pump or Stokes light
respectively. The beams' near field images are recorded on Polariod Type 55 film for
later processing. A separate reflection is pointed toward a focusing mirror which then
aims the beam into a shearing interferometer. After the beam exits the shear grating it
is reimaged with a lens. passed through narrowband filters to select either the pump or
Stokes signal, and captured on Polariod Type 55 film. The output diagnostic table at
the rear of the Raman cell has a similiar setup for analyzing the beams after
amplification. Also there are a number of photodiodes around the room to record the
time history of the pump, seed. depleted pump and amplified Stokes intensity.

Results and Discussion

The first test of the system was to amplify a good Stokes beam with our poor pump
beam and demonstrate that there was no degradation of the Stokes phase. For this test
we took the 1.5 XDL output of the pre-amplitier cell to be our "good beam" (Figure 3).
The amplified Stokes was 1.7 XDL, with a system gain of >1000. When these two
wavefronts were subtracted the difference was 0.1 waves rms. We have attributed most of
this error to non-common optical components that the two diagnostic tables present.
This is not hard to imagine since typical errors in optical components are of order
0.02-0.05 waves rms. Since each diagnostic leg has several components, this could
easily account for the observed 0.1 wave rms difference.

GOOD QUALITY POOR QUALITY GOOD QUALITY
SEED BEAM PUMP BEAM AMPLIFIED STOKES BEAM

Figure 3 - Raman beam clean-up was demonstrated using an extremely
aberrated pump beam and a good quality Stokes seed beam to produce a
good quality amplified stokes beam. The shearing interferometry data
was fit to a sixth order pulynomial. The resulting wavetront was
Fourier transformed to provide the far-Lielu op- simulations shown.

Next we took a phase aberrator plate (a two pass LUPI photo is shown at the top of
Figure 2) and inserted it in the Stokes seed path. This distortion amounted to 1 wave
peak to valley with 2 cycles across the aperture (Figure 4). This was a wavefront error
of 0.55 waves rms (>100 XDL). T'- am r, Sfoko qhc-wp rhh t ame w,, f ronr or nr.
After Lite input and output wavefronts were subtracted the difference was 0.1 waves rms.
The previous arguments about glass differences in the two diagnustics legs, of course.
remain.
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PHASE DISTORTED INPUT PHASE RETAINED ON (WAVEFRONT FIDELITY Z 0.1 WAVES RMS
SEED BEAM AMPLIFIED STOKES BEAM IINCLUDING DIAGNOSTICS)

Figure 4 - Raman phase preservation was demonstrated using a phase
aberrator plate to distort the Stokes seed bedm and comparing the
input phase with the output phase. These data are 3D representions
of the phase with the full scale on the vertical axis being 2 waves.
The difference between the input and output phase is the final plot
with the vertical axis the same as the previous plots.

Conclusions

We have demonstrated phase preservation in a high gain (>1000) Raman amplifier. The
phase rreserved had 0.55 waves rms of aberration and the Raman conversion efficiencies
were high (40-60%).
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COPPER AND GOLD VAPOR LASERS:

RECENT ADVANCES AND APPLICATIONS.
C.E. Webb

The Clarendon Laboratory, Parks Road, Oxford OXI 3PU, England.

1. Pulsed Metal Vapor Lasers.

1.1 Principles of Operation.

In 1965 Fowles and SilfvastI reported observation of laser action on the 723nm trans-
ition of neutral Pb, excited in a pulsed discharge containing lead vapor and a rare gas
buffer. The lead vapor laser proved to be the forerunner of an entire class of lasers, of
which the copper vapor laser (CVL) and gold vapor laser (GVL) are the best known examples.

Laser oscillation on the green (511nm) and yellow (578nm) transitions of atomic copper
was first demonstrated by Walter et a1

2 
in 1966. The features which characterize the

operation of the CVL (and all members of the class cf "self-terminating"laser systems)
arise from the particular arrangement of energy levels in the atomic laser species.

Next5J • Highest

5 Levels

4- Pi4 n _ Y 30d4p

3-
eV 5 11

2-1 2  30'4s'
325

3128 Dr oFig.l.

Energy Levels
Atomic Copper.

CU
0_ Ground State 3d'0 4s

As shown in Fig.l, the lowest configuration of the copper atom h s one 4s electron
outside a complete sub-shell of ten 3d electrons, giving rise to the S½- ground state.
Just as in the case of alkali atoms, which also have one s electron outside complete
shells, there is a sequence of excited levels arising from configurations in which the
outer electron is promoted into orbitals of successively higher n and 1. In particular,
the first such configuration 3d 1 0 4p gives rise to a pair of levels 2 P3/2 and 2PI/2 which
are optically connected to the 3d 1 O 4s 2 S1 / 2 ground state by the strong resonance trans-
itions at 325 and 328 nm. However, the copper atom's energy lvel 2 diagram shows a feature
lacking in those of alkali atoms. In Cu, the configuration 3d 4s has an energy well
below the ionization energy, indeed it gives rise to 2 D5/2and 2 D3 / 2 levels only 1.4 and
1.64 eV above the ground state. The 2 D levels are fully metastable since optical decay
from them to the ground state is completely forbidden to electric dipole radiation since
they have the same parity (even) as the ground state. Moreover, if the central field
approximation were a completely valid description of the Cu atom, the 2 P--.2D transitions
would also be forbidden since they would require two electrons to jump simultaneously.
However, enough configuration interaction remains to provide moderate transition pro-
babilities on the laser transitions;

10 2 9 2 2 1
3d 4p 2P 3 / 2 -o 3d 4s OD5/2 511nm (green) (A)_ = 450ns

10 2 9 2 2 13d 4p P1 / 2  -o 3d 4s 0D3/2 578nm (yellow) (A)- = 6OOns.

ULder conditions of practical interest for CVL operation, the density of copper in the
vapor phase is sufficiently "iTb (1015 atoms cm 3 ) that radiation on the 2P --9 2S resonance
lines is compleLely trapped. The transitions from the 2 p to the 2D levels (i.e. the laser
transitions) represent the only effective radiative decay route for the upper laser levels.
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Because decay from the lower laser levels can )ccur 1n1l% via c' Ii i n, I pri ce's
which are effective only over relativei long timescoles, the' CVL in C''Imm mn With all l i-er

systems of this class completely fails to satisfy the necessary cenlitti on f1,r CW (,ooerati(on

-A1)-1> ( '2/ g!)%

in which A2 1 is the Einstein Coefficient for spontaneous emission, gJ and g92 are the re-
spective statistical weights of upper and lower levels, and Ir, i s the effective decay time
of the lower laser level under conditions of laser operation.

Although the cross-sections for collisional excitation of atoms by electrns ,do not
obey rigorously the optical selection rules (especially at energies near the threshold for
excitation) it is still true to say that collisional processes which involve the promotion
of an innei electron tend to be of low cross-section, while those corresponding to fully
allowed optical excitation of the outer electron are likely to have the highest cross-
ýection. Hence if a fast-rising pulse of current is applied to a disch•-ge tube contain-
ing a mixture of buffer gas (e.g. neon at 20-100 torr) and copper vapor (0.1 - 1 torr), the
rate of collisional excitation of the 2 p upper laser levels will exceed that of the 2D
lower levels provided 4 that the electron temperature remains above about 1.2eV. Thus, in
the early part of the discharge current pulse, which might typically last for 300-5OOns, a
substantial population inversion can be created.

The gain on the 511 and 578 nm transitions from 2p to 2D is sufficiently strong (104
per single pass) that strong oscillation builds up in two or three cavity Iound trip times.
Stimulated emission is by then dumping population into the 2D metastable lower laser levels
which have no means of disposing of it on t imescales of tons of nanoseconds. This pre-
cipitates a rapid switch in the behavior of the active medium - from high gain to high loss
- and the laser action self-terminates well before the end of the current pulse.

A schematic representation of this change from high gain to loss based on measurements
on a 40 Watt CVL by Lewis et a1 4 at the Clarendon Laboratory is shown in Fio.2.

4

a3 CHANGE OF time SCALE
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Fig. 2. Time Dependence of Gain/Loss in a 40 Watt CVL.

1.2. A Brief Histo,-y o, the CVL.

The earliest CVL, constructed by Walter et a1 2 in 1900, employed an alumina discharge
tube (10mm internal diameter and 80cm length) containing metallic copper pellets and helium
buffer gas. To bring the density o'- copper vapor up to the range required) for laser
operation, the tube was heated to 1500oC by an external oven. A year later the same
American group showed1 that operation in short bursts of pulses with a 1.25 kliz repetition
rate within each burst, could be obtained at an efficiency o)f 1.21" if the power needeod for
tie )ven was not included.

In 1972, another step forward was male by researchers in the USSR with the dem(onstra-
t ion by Isaev et al6 that not only was operat ion on an uninterrupted train of pulses
possible, but that by surroom' ling the tube with a thick layer of thermal in sulati-n, the"
heat from the dischargo was itself sufficient to bring the tube up t(o, and maintaiin it at,
operating temperature. By this means the Russian wo!rkers were able to demonstrate a CVL
of 15 Watts mean power and an overall efficiency of 1%.

In the mjid-1970s, the requirement arose Io.,: an efficient high power mIlt i-kilo)hortz
pulsed laser so(urce for pumping large arrays of dye laser amplifiers, in c,,nnc-cti,,n with the
Atomic Vapor Laser Isotope Separation (AVLIS) project at Lawrence Liverm ire Labo)ratory.
The CVL quickly established itself as the mist promi-sing contender for this applicationl.
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The AVLIS program7 provided much of tlh stimulus for CVL (tevelopirw'nt in the USA from 1975
onwards.

The next key advance was, however, to come from a group in Israel. In 1978 Smilansky
et a1 8 demonstrated efficient CVL operation in discharge tubes of considerably wider bhoa-e
(40mm) and higher pressures of neon buffer gas (above 100 torr) than had previously been
used. This demonstration of the volumetric scalability of the CVL showed that some pro-
cess other than wall collisions was active in depopulating the metastable 2D lower laser
levels in the interval between pulses. Later work at LLNL and Oxford 4 has provided
strong evidence that 2 D depopulation is brought about by superelastic collisions with
plasma electrons which are present in appreciable numbers throughout the inter-pulse
period. Similarly, the fact that the ionization does not decay completely between laser
pulses explains another surprising feature of Smilanski's results, namely the excellent
uniformity with which the discharge fills the 40mm bore tube. Discharges in such wide
tubes at these relatively high pressures of rare gas tend to be self-constricted and to
follow irreproducible tortuous paths between the electrodes. However, the ionization re-
maining from one pulse to the next provides sufficiently strong pre-ionization at the start
of each pulse to ensure that the discharge current builds up from an initial distribution
which is uniform across the tube diameter every time.

Continued development of CVL technology over the past ten years has led to devices of
high reliability and power capaoility. Since power can be extracted efficiently from
these devices when operated as single-pass amplifiers, it is possiole to couple many such
units into power amplifier chains as in the AVLIS demonstration facility at LLNL. Each of
the 80mm diameter amplifier units in the chain adds more than 200 Watts to the beam, re-
sulting in a combined output of 3kW from the array7 .

1.3 CVL Development at Oxford.

In a 1975 publication, Piper 9 described the construction and operating characterist-
ics of the first transversely-excited copper halide laser. Since that time the Gas Laser
group at the Clarendon Laboratory has continued to make contributions to the understanding
of CVL mechanisms and the development of practical CVL systems.

Based on those design concepts commercial production of CVLs and associated equipment
was undertaken by Oxford Lasers Ltd., starting in 1980 with the introduction of the Model
Cu25 laser, a CVL of 25 W mean power. Continued research and development at Oxford
Lasers Ltd has enabled significant advances to be made in CVL reliability and performance.
T~xfo (1987), the companv is the largest commercial enterprise specializing in the manu-
facture of CVL and GVL systems. To provide an indication of the performance characterist-
ics of a state-of-the-art CVL system, the parameters of the Oxford Lasers Molel Cu60 laser
(the highest power CVL commercially available)are listed below:

Average Power on 511 and 578nm combined --- 60 Watts
Green: Yellow power ratio --- 1.2 : I
Pulse energy -- 10mJ Pulse width --- 15-'`0 ns

Pulse repetition frequency --- 5-10 kHz
Timing jitter on command triggering --- lns RMS
Beam diameter --- 42 mm
Beam divergence (plane-plane cavity) --- 6 m rad
Beam divergence (unstable resonator cavity) --- 0.6 m rad
Power consumption (max) --- 8 kW
Cooling water requirement --- 3 lit/min.

2. Recent Advances in CVL Technology

2.1 Unstable Resonator Development.

When operated as an oscillator in the standard cavity, comprising one high reflectance
plane mirror and a plane silica blank as output coupler, a Cu 40 laser (the standard 40
Watt workhorse of the Oxford Lasers range) produces a beam which in the near field is uni-
form in intensity over its full diameter. However, as indicated in Fig. 3a, the far field
beam focus pattern is annular, and the divergence of the beam is about 6 milliradians.
The annular nature of the beam pattern produced under these conditions is, as shown by
Naylor 1 0 , due to the fact that the timing of gain depends on radial position within the
discharge tube. At the start of each pulse, the gain rises first at positions near the
tube wall, and there is a measurable delay of several nanoseconds before the gain at the
tube axis reaches comparable values. Thus, the radiation which 'seeds" the cavity is ASE
which has an angular distribution such that when imaged by a lens it appears to have oria-
inated from a continuous ring of "point" sources near the tuibe wall.
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Some improvement in beam quality can be obtained by provi iii no th, lal( ,r citlj ,. i,,n-
focal unstable resonator as shown in Fig. 3b. Unflrtunaltely the 1 iLht mlust m,Ik(, se rU
round trips within the cavity beffore the benefit -,f the angular hti scrimint ,n t, vi del by
the cavity becomes fully effective. Since the axial region ,f Cthe 4_Uom diameter dIts-
charge tube of the Cu40 shows gain for only about 7On s1, the nunbe r ,,f roundrt trip~s .. 1 theO -m
long cavity is restricted to perhaps four or five at most. The in dividual round trips arte
visible in the far-field focus pattern as a sequence o)f concentric ri ngq, with the, earliest
part of the gain pulse corresponding to the outermost ring and so ,n. Only the, very last
part of the gain pulse contributes to the low divergence component making up the central
spot. Under these conditions the mear, power of the beam withinl 0.2 milliradians is (,nly
10-15 watts.

A simple modification which yields a very worthwhile imprvemont is to) place the' small
convex mirror of the unstable resonator off axis as shown in Fig. 3c. Now the radiati,,n
which seeds the cavity appears to come from one pointlike source near the periphery (,f the
tube. Since the gain rises earlier in this region than at the axis o)f the tube, the time
available for the development of a low divergence beam is some iOns longer. Thus the
final part of the pulse contains a greater fraction of toe total energy, and the beam com-
ponent with a divergence less than 0.2 milliradians has a mean power in thie 17-2() watt
range. As indicated in Fig. 3c, the far field focus pattern in this arrangement consists
of a weak halo of light which has made only one or two cavity transits. However, the
bright spot of low divergence cavity-controlled light now lies on the circumference o)f this
ring and not at its center.

2.2 Injection controlled Oscillator.

A further stage in the improvement of CVL beam quality was brought about with the
development of the injection controlled device shown in Fig. 3d. In this arrangement the
beam from a small CVL (whose beam divergence is limited by intra-cavity apertures) is
launched into the cavity of a Cu40 laser controlled by an off-axis unstable resonator.
By adjusting the relative timing so that the discharge in the small laser module fires be-
fore that in the Cu40, it is easy to ensure that the main Cu40 cavity is filled with rad-
iation of low angular divergence before its gain pulse starts to rise. The coupling of
the cavities of the two laser modules is accomplished by positioning a beam splitter to
enable them to share the small convex mirror as an element common to both. With this
arrangement the Cu40 can now emit low divergence light over practically the entire gain
period, so that it produces a mean power in the range 30-40 watts in a beam of less than
0.2 milliradians divergence.

Extending this concept by using a Cu 60 module as a single pass amplifier following
an injection locked oscillator similar to that of Fig. 3d, Naylor, Lewis and KearsleyII

have recently demonstrated a device producing 100 watts mean output power, of which 80
watts is within a beam of 0.4 milliradians full angle of divergence.

2.3 Short-pulse CVL Pump Source for femtosecond Pulse Amplification.

Synchronously-pumped mode-locked dye laser systems produce trains of picosecond pulses
at a repetition rate of, typically, 80 MHz. Such pulses can be further shortened by
various techniques to durations of order lOOfs or less. However, each pulse in the train
contains very little energy, usually not more than one nJ. In order to bring the pulse
intensity up to the range where it is suitable for practi-al applications, it is necessary
to boost the pulse energy in a dye laser amplifier.

The choice of pump source used to provide the excitation for this final amplifier has
important consequences for the data rate capability. Early systems employed frequency-
doubled Nd:YAG lasers for this purpose, but their limited repetition rate (typically
5-30 Hz) meant that fewer than one in a million of the femtosecond pulses in the 8oMHz train
could be amplified, and the data rate is limited to that of the Nd:YAG laser.

The concept of using a CVL to pump a multi- ass dye gain cell to amplify a train of
fs pulses was introduced in 1984 by Knox et a112 of AT&T Bell Laboratories. The in-
crease of repetition rate of the pump laser from 10 Hz to 10 kHz immediately brings a
thousandfold increase of data rate, and a significant increase in the mean power of the
signal at the amplifier output. Moreover, since the recouvery time of the dye laser gain
is of order Ins, energy can still be extracted efficiently when a given fs pulse is passed
repeatedly through the gain medium up to six times during the time it is being pumped by a
single CVL pulse. However, there is a problem concerning the optimum duration of the CVL
pulse. If the gain cell of the dye amplifier is pumped for much longer than 12 ns then
two or more neighbouring pulses in the 80 MHz train will be inside the amplifier at the
same time, competing for the available gain. Obviously, this situation has undesirable
contsequences from the point of view of amplitude stability and reproducibility. To avoid
this, it is necessary to reduce the pulse length of the CVL to 12 ns or less, without at
the same time reducing its peak power.

Running the CVL at an abnormally elevated temperature can have some pulse-shortening
effect, but this expedient cannot be recommended since it shortens the life of the copper
charge and may damage the discharge tube.
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The .solution tii the problem, dIeveloped !'y Lem'i s and Nayir'' -, i t- lit ili /' t, I' he I it
swi tk.iing propc rtics of thfe CVL di scharge, '_lesc Ii ibed i n sect ion I . 1 and ['ig. 2. -iIve. I I
on it-, final t ronsit , the pulse from a CVL is ret urned thbrough the diischirei-e Lit iiapr
priaze t.imir 4j, its trailing edge will be strongly t ruticateil by ab'orpt ion, The IulSe' I S
thus shortenedC" With 'Lit r-educing its peak pnwei I. Figi. 4a. shows a simple arrlomen - Jor
implementi ng t hi s scheme , which involvu S not hing mo ro than remov(i ng the hi~ih reflect ajice
mirror to a distance of 1.7 -1 or so f roml the eeli ol thle discharge tube. To make a (:'ln-
x'enientl]y compact 1',utthe cavil v can be folded by plane rc fl1ectOr, as, Shown. Al so as
indicated in Fig. 4a. the pulse width on thre 5ll1nll transition obtajined ftinn a Cli4il laserI
mll,dif led in this way is 10ns F'IVIM, and the mcean vo~ever is 7 watts ont the gree,,n 1line onl Iy.

An improvement or) this schenie due1 to N aylo 4, comlbi ning the advant kaos of tile, oif-
axis unstable resonator with this pillse shortening techniq~e , is shown in Fig. 4b. Not
'mInlv has the pulse ene roy been inc reased while retaining the S-Illle pu~l so wilt h, but t he
OCuISsabi lit,,v of the beam has been improved by almTost an -Iriler of Inagni tude,

Still further imlprovemeint s on thils scheme are possible, which exp loit to Ifiil a A(',,antt -
ago the diffe rene- in rise time of i'ain at the li scilarne tube wall and axis. The best
results to date have been obtained with such a sciloile. As indicated 'nt Fin . 4c. this has
allowed a m-,ean power ot 12 wvatts, on the Sllnim transition iinly, to, be extracted from a
Cu40' lasr, - modulii, ii a beam of less than 0.4 iiilliradiins diivergen~ce.

3. Tile Golb Vapor Laser-.

3. 1 Lxc itat ion ,Iechmnisnis.

The gold vapor laser (GVL) is another member of the class if ',sel I-terniinat ing" laser
systems to iiave Coiin' appli-i at iIons outside thle laboratory. Gold lasers- kre simila r to
cpper I-sers in their clintrllCtion and operating characteristics. This close simlilarity
: iises tierakise gold i s the only element in the entire periodic table wvitih exactly the same
at Iangenlent ofI low ] vitrg atomhic energy levels as copp-r.

COPPER t.etVi GOLD

S'F

2 -D

Fig.5. Upper and lower laser
'S Orm~nd Sltde levels of CuL and Au.

As shown n 1 Fio, 5, which compares the energy levels of ALu anii Cti side by side, tire
con ficiitrat ion 5d1 t j uýs gives rise to the 2 i2ground state in ALu. However, tlie. 2p upp~er
loser levels of Aur which arise from the con ficurat ion 5(1 1 0 Op, are almost 1eV hi gher in

ole~~~ ~ rvtnt corsodn 
2 P levels in Cu, and show a miuch greater spi n-lorbi t splitting

as wouldl be exp~cted in a iieavie~r element. Simiilarly, thle 2D l~ower laser levels, lrhi ch
am ise from -)d( 0,eO2, aire separated by four times as great a sJplittim , as itn Clu. Thus,
whi1le the( 21]3/-) level of) Anr ( some 2.6eV above the gromund State) is 1eV higiier than tile
co rre spond ing level of Cu, the [f)-,2 level (at I1. i)-V ) i 5 somie (3 *4eV lower than] 1 t sCounter-
part1 in C01.

These sl inh t di -f ference s i n the energy level schemes if Cu and ALI do have some1 inter-
e st ing conse-quences for laser ope rat Iion it ihe two mietal yapoirs. in orider to p.ov ide
mfiificiont densit y (of gold vapor for l.Aser operation, the( tubr temperatuire has to) be in)-

c ra soil to 1000"0 C because gold' i s somewhat less vi I at ile than copper. At thliis t eiiperatuIire
tite teritclal population f" the 2)Iis si o-ni ficant , and relaxation of it-, piplm)iiaI bi]e-
I ween pulses is noilt t r'y effe4,ct i ye . As a con sequence, o sri 1LitLion on tlie( T'v 112 nmI t rans5-
itiimn of' Au (analogouis to -11 nn) in CuI) is difficuilt to obtain espec~ially inl diischaroce
tubes if bore much wider thain I 5mm at high repetition rates.
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In contrast, the emptyving of the 2D3//2 level of Au between laser pulses is ov,, m',r
effective than its Cu counel'rpart, with the result that the red 028 nm transitiio (,f Au
(the analogue of 578 nm in Cu) shows a constant 0.2% efficiency as the repetiti(,n rate••- a
42mm diameter GVL is increased from 5 to 2OkHz. Over the same range, the e fficioncy ,f a
CVL of the same size decreases by a factor of three, from 1.25% at 5kilz to 0.4%i at 2(lkHz 4 .

The fact that the efficiency of the GVL is lower than the CVL is partly due to techino-
logical considerations, since to avoid problems with laser tube construction materials the
discharge must be kept at temperatures which are slightly below optimum for laser ()peration
at 628 nm. Operation at temperatures above loOO1 C for brief periods is possible with a
consequent imoro>vement in efficiency as shown by recent experimental work carried: out by
Lewis et a1 1 5.

For practical nold vapor lasers the-, the constraints imposed by considerations of dis-
charge tube lifetime imply that efficiencies- for producing the red 628 nm output tre
limited to about half of that obtainable on the analogous yellow 578 nm transition of Cu.
Thus, while the Cu40 is capable of producing I8 watts of output on the copper yellow line,
a device of similar dimenýions operated as a GVL produces 9 watts of red light. With this
rating, the Oxford Lasers Model Aul{) has the highest mean power of any GVL currently avail-
able commercially.

3.2 Photodynamic Therapy.

Photodynamic therapy (P)T) or Photo-radiation therapy as it is sometimes called, is an
application where the red output () the gold laser is especially valuable. This form of
treatment for cancer relies upon the phototoxic effect produced by certain light sensitive
materials. At the moment, the best established of these is haematoporphryn derivative
(HpD), a natural chemical which is present normally in minute quantities in the blood. To
treat cancer, a large dose Of this chemical is injected into the patient. The bloodstream
carries it to all regions of the patient's body but after three or four days its concentra-
tion in normal tissue is somewhat lower than in the cancer tissue which cannot dispose of
it as effectively. At this point in the procedure the region of the patient's body where
the tumor is located is fl(ooded with light o)f a particular wavelength. The light doIes not
have to be applied in a highly localized fashion since it is not the cutting or vaporizing
action that is being used (as in the case of laser surgery with CO2 or Nd:YAG lasers) but
instead the light is used to promote a photochemical reaction deep within the volume of the
tumor. There is a real advantage in applying the light in a broad area over the region of
the tumor tissue; there may be small secondary infections in the region which are too small
to detect visually and yet may still be eliminated by the technique.

The HpD works by absorbing photons of visible light which excite it to a singlet state
from which it decays to a longer lived triplet state. HpD molecules in the triplet state
collide with 02 molecules in the bloodstream and pass on their excitation leaving the 02
in the highly reactive singlet delta state. In this form the 02 aggressively attacks
everything in its vicinity, which is mainly the cells of the tumor. The major effect is
to remove the blood supply to the tumor mass which then dies and is sloughed off to leave a
wound which scabs over and heals in the normal way.

The light which induces the photochemical activation of HpD must have a wavelength
short enough to access the singlet state of HpD, and yet long enough to escape absorption
in the haemoglobin component of blood. These considerations set limits of about 610 nm to
the short wavelength end and 640 nm to the long wavelength end of the spectral region that
can be used. The GVL, with its output at 628 nm is ideally matched to this requirement.
Gold lasers have been in use for several years now at treatment centers in the USA, Europe
and Japu. For further details, the reader is referred to the medical literature on the
subject .

Since the coherence properties of the laser are not used directly in this application,
it might be thought that an arc lamp might provide an equally effective light source.
However, to isolate the wanted spectral band from the output of a black body source in-
volves a massive task of filtering and cooling. Moreover, to obtain sufficient intensity
in the wanted band in order to keep exposure times within reasonable bounds implies the use
of an extremely powerful arc light.

Short exposure times are not the only advantage of using laser sources for PDT appli-
cations. The ability to launch laser light into narrow optical fibers with good efficien-
cy means that the required optical radiation (lose can be delivered to tumor sites anywhere
within the body accossible by endoscope. Also, by implanting several fibers directlv
within a tumor, it is possi, le " irradiate t large mass of tumor from several locations
simultaneously to ensure good penetration of light to all parts of the tumor. Fig. 6 shows
a () watt GVL in use at the ?,,yak South Hampshire Hospital in Southampton, England, which is
fitted with a fiber ,ptic d•elivery system pr(,viding output on four separate fibers simul-
taneously.
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Fig.6. Oxford Lasers Model AulO, Gold Vapor Laser fitted with
4-way Fiber Optic Delivery System (cover removed).
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Abstract 2. Properties of white-light laser

The original idea to use the negative Figure 1 shows the partial energy
glow for laser pumping is reviewed. Some diagram and laser transitions of three
successes in developing a He-Cd+ white- primary colours of Cd ion. As is clear
light laser and its application to a proto- from Fig.1, three colour laser transitions
type full colour printer are described, have different excitation mechanisms.
Some ideas for giving direct modulation Some proposals oq e t excitation mechanism
to the white light laser are proposed, are as follows(I2) )
A new candidate of a high-power white-
light laser consisting of Au(I):627.8 nm He+ + Cd ---- He + (Cd+)*(6g 2 G) (red)
(red), Cu(I): 510.6 nm (green) and
Sr(II): 430.5 nm (blue) is suggested. e + Cd --- 2e + (Cd+)*(4f 2 F°) (green)

Hem + Cd ---- He
Introduction

1. Definition of white-light laser He 2 m + Cd --- 2He3 + (Cd+)*(4d
9 5s 2 2 D)

The white-light laser oscillates on the e + Cd+ e (blue)
three primary colours simultaneously. In (fast) (slow)
the past ten years many researches on the
development of single gun system cw h wh where m means the metastable state and *
light lasers have been carried out.( )_ the usual excited state.
Some of them a rare-gas-mixtures as the Figure 2 shows the CIE chromaticity
laser medium" but others use a rare- diagram. Plotting the wavelengths of the
gas-metal-vapour-mixtures. The metal- three primary colours and connecting these
vapour are mixed with the rare-gases after corresponding points, one can get a tri-
being evaporated by an electric-oven or angle. The colours shown inside this
by discharge-heating itself. From the triangle can be reproduced by the three
point of view of pumping source, some of
them use the positive column in a low
pressure glow discharge with a skilful
optics 0), while the others use the nega-
tive glow mainly -fi•a(9 5 orm of the hollow-
cathode discharge I ... ________

The author and hi6 colleag;cs have been 26
successful in developing a white-light ..-- " -

laser by using the negative glow in a 25-

hollow-cathode structure with a He-Cd I fig.63

mixture. The wavelengths of oscillating 6361)

lines are 636.0 and 635.5 nm (red), 537.8 > 4f
and 533.8 nm (green) and 441.6 nm (blue). 5:0)
Using a white-light laser oscillator which • t
has (.milar construction as our original • 20 Ze2 s1
one( but was cultivated its performance /
by a manufacturing company, a prototype 2 -/ 24W5,"D
full colour imal printer has been success- 2
fully developed by a co-operation with

a Research Institute of another production 411.6
company. 15

In this paper, the principle of the
hollow-cathode type cw white-light laser is
explained, the system of full colour print-
er is described and the properties of its I lII(I4I5 --

products is discussed. New aspects on the Fig.1 Energy levels of Cd ion and visi-
white-light laser are introduced and a new ble laser transitions (wavelength in nm).
candidate of high-power white-light laser (1)endoergic charge transter, (b)thermal
is suggested. charge transfer.
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colours. Therefore it is clear from
produced by the He-Cd white-light laser.

Table I Possible applications of This is the main reason why we are keen to
white-light lasers use this laser to the colour holography,colour printer, color TV etc..

(I)Colour display : colour holography
large scale laser TV

(2)Medical field : diagnostics Applications of white-light lasers
surgeryhealing of wound skin A possibility of applications of white-cancer treatment light lasers is summarized in Table I. Of

(3)Full colour image printer these applications, a prototype full colour
(4)Three dimensional measurements image printer was realized. Its

(5)Multi-photon process(Isotope separation) specification('1  is as follows;

Resolusion : 32 dots/mm (holizontal)
32 lines/mm(vertical)

spot size 50 pm
output size 250x250 mm2

process time: 2 minutes

--He-Cdf533BA The system structure of the printer is
A,+ H /HCdB 537l shown in Fig.3. This system consists of
51'451 -- three units, (1)data input unit, (2)data

______processing unit, (3)printing unit.
08 In the data input unit, a colour scanner

JAPANESE for treatment of a colour image input, a
COLORT-V/ magnetic tape drive for "Landsat" data

0 I input and a floppy disc drive for
character data input are assembled.

The data processing unit includes three
S ,,900 , e0,d0units for handling red, green, and blue

04 0 He Cd65 colour data. The processed data are first
Ottg "Ems 63S 5•

Ar+ I80. 6 0 63601 stored in the hard disc drive (H.D.D) and

-6, Kr? are then sent to the printing unit
6471A synchronously by means of clock pulses

02 generated in the printing unit. Each data
44161 ...o signal drives its respective acoust-optical

10 omodulator (AOM).
00 0. In the printing unit, the white-light

00 02 04 06 08 laser beam is splitted into three beams by
X dichroic mirrors. Then, each beam is

individually modulated by data signals from
Fig. 2 CIE chromatici- the data processing unit. The
ty diagram showing individually modulated beams are combined
reproducing character- again by dichroic mirrors,finally resulting

istics of He-Cd+ laser
(solid line) and Ar+-
Kr+ laser (broken
line).

(1)g Data icnput unit) 1. . data1  Cl:•t, . .. d, t

( 3)Dta Pressintanl un itj ] G-1I [Cnr..) " "

Fig.3 Schematic dia-
gram of full colour I tr p tn~

printer He-Cd+ white /~___

K- H-- t,-,
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in a coloured beam. This coloured beam toward the cathode at Fig.5(a), the length
scans horizontally on the colour sensitive of the positive column (PC) decreases,
material that is mechanically shifted in vanishing when tl.c. anode is placed in the
vertical direction. Thus, a full colour Faradey dark space (FDS). More shorter
picture is produced. It takes 2 minutes electrode-spacing, Faradey dark space is
for a production of A4 size print, also vanishes and only the negative glow

(NG) as well as the cathode dark space
(CDS) remain. Using a pair of long plane

Historical review of white-light laser in a short distance like Fig.5(b), a long
optical path of a uniform NG is obtained in

1. Comparison of pumping plasma perpendicular to the electric field. Using
When the He-Ne laser was invented by a pair of plate or a pipe cathode like

Javan and his colleagues( 1 in 1960, an Fig.5(c), these are so called hollow-cath-
electrodeless rf discharge plasma was em- ode, a superimposed negative glow is formed
ployed as the pumping source as shown in and thereby an enhanced emission spectra
Fig.4(a). In this case the structure of being observed.
the laser tube is simple, a pure positive
column is obtained and problems caused by 3. Negative glow type lasers
electrodes, in particular by the cathode, In 1964, a negative glow type He-Ne
do not occur although some difficulties laser was developed by S.Kobayashi, who was
exist in getting impedance matching between one ofl1 he colleagues of Asami, and his
power supply and laser tube. group(I as well as by J.Smith inde-

On the other h Fig.4(b) shows the pendently. Kobayashi used a slotted pipe-
Asami's experiment'8%1 which is interesting cathode, while Smith used a parallel-plate
and important in comparison with Fig.4(a). hollow-cathode, the laser characteristics,
In this case, a Ne lamp was excited by a rf
power supply through the inner electrodes.
When the Ne lamp was excited by a low
frequency AC power, the colour of the Ne
lamp was usually red. Major components
of the emission spectra were from Ne gas.
However, when the Ne lamp was excited by a Helix-cathode
rf power, the colour of the Ne lamp changed
to blueish. Major emission spectra were
from Ar gas which was mixed into the Ne in
the ratio of about 0.1 %. rf

From these experimental results, Asami Ne+Ar

had suggested that one can control the
distribution of the emission spectra by
changing the frequency of the applied (a)(b)
electric field. He interpreted this
phenomenon was due to the change of
electron energies in the rf discharge Fig.4 Comparison of laser pumping
plasma, resulting in an influence to the source; (a)rf-pumped He-Ne laser(use of
dominant excitation cross-sections. the positive colum), (b)rf-pumped Neon

Another remarkable point is that there lamp(use of the negative glow).
exists only the negative glow in the Ne
lamp. Therefore, the spectra Asami
observed were emitted from the negative
glow only.

Futher interesting and important point
is the fact that a helix was already used
as one of the pair of the electrodes. The NG
helix has been revibed as a long helix-
cathode for a white-light laser very AG-I II

When Asami knew the invention of rf PC- -)
(positive column) pumped He-Ne laser, his
former experiences on rf excited negative (w
glow pushed him to attack developing a new FDS-NG -[ [ ll {l i l ii il
laser by using the negative glow as a pump- CD5
ing source since the negative glow has
different properties in electron tempera- (a) (b)
ture as well as in electron density from
those in the positive column. Since Fig.5 Discharge structure and light
then, our aim has been in realizing a nega- emission; (a)typical glow discharge, AG:
tive glow type laser. anode glow, PC:positive column,

FDS:Faradey dark space, NG:negative glow,
2. Principle of negative glow type laser CDS:cathode dark space, (b)prototype

The principle of the negative glow (NG) negative-glow laser, (c)principle of
type laser is shown in Fig.5. Shortening hollow-cathode laser.
the electrodes-spacing by moving the anode
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however, being similar between both.
Thus, Asami's idea to use the negative

glow for a laser became in practice. At
the same time, however, some disadvantages
in using the cathode region occured. For AUXILIARY THERM COUPLE
instance, mixing of the cathode vapour by ANOOE\ + + +
sputtering action, clean-up of the buffer
gas by getter action, absorbtion of the
buffer gas by cathode, as well.

4. Metal vapour white-light laser (a) CADMIUM PYREXGLASS HO

As far as we use the cathode region,
nobody can escape from the phenomena
mentioned avobe. So, we turned our
philosophy to use these phenomena in TC -

active. Against our expectation, however,
not enough vapor for laser oscillation was o °
obtained even using Cu, blass, Al cathode
as well. So, we moved to the use of Cd
which gave a laser osillation in a posi- (b) 5PACERZ Cd

tive column plasma.(
In 1970, many laser oscillations includ-

ing visible lines were obtained by Y.
S.Sugawara and their 8lleagues( in

Japan, by W.K.Schuebel( 2 u" in tY 1 t.S.A and
by F.M.Sem and his colleagues in the _0
USSR almost same time but independently by
using different hollow-cathode structure. Q ZL
In 1973, cw white-light laser oscillation Cd p IT
was reaid by K.Fuj ii and his col- (c)
leages () in Japan and S.C.Wang and his
colleagues(2) in the U.S.A.. In Fig.6, Fig.6 Tube construction of white-light
three types of white-light laser are shown, lasers, (a)flute type, (b)hybrid hole

type, (c)helix-cathodetype (p:helix-
pitch).

New aspects and developments

1. Direct modulation
As already shown in Fig.3, in the full

colour laser printer, the white-light laser
beam is splited into three colour beams,
then they are modulated individually in
accordance with the input signals. K G A
Instead of this system, if we can get a
colour beam directly from the He-Cd+ white -

light laser in time dividing method, the

number of modulator and controller and the 1
size of machine would be reduced to 1/3.

For this direct modulation, we are
trying to use three means for controlling
the electron energy of the discharge plasma (a
zone, and thereby to change the excitation
rate among the three colour laser lines
since they have different excitation mecha- /
nism as mentioned formerly in Fig.1.

Helix-cathode: The structure of the i. ,
helix-cathode type laser is shown in
Fig.6(c). Using a helix-cathode, (1)cath- ,

ode fall potential is controlled by chang-
ing the coil pitch, (2)it is convenient to
supply the Cd vapour into the hollow-cathde I
region through the helix by controlled _i
diffusion from the outer anode pipe where 0 X !
the evaporating Cd lining is fixed.

The helix-cathode was first used for Fig.7 Model of a grid-control discharge
lasny 2 scillation by Groseva and Saboti- (a)relation among currents, (b)spacial
nov instead of hybrid-hole hollow- distribution of electric field (Ek) and
cathode as shown in Fig.6(b). To control potential (V).
the coil pitch from outside the discharge
tube and to increase its frequency is the
problem to be solved for direct modulation.
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Grid controll: Another method to control
the electron energy (E/p value) is shown in
Fig.7, i.e., a grid electrode is inserted
in the cathode dark space. Using this
method we have constructed a cylindrical 1,VI

triode system and by changing the grid
potential the out tP( tl evel of the green
laser was changed.(L3) Similar experi-
ments on red and blue laser lines are under ___._..__

testing.
Endoergic charge transter(24): As shown

in Fig.1 , the red laser line is excited via
thermal charge transfer like fcilows;

He + Cd ---- He + (Cd+) *(6g 2G) 4/ P 1/2 3//2

If we use the kinetic energy of fast He
ions with its potential energy, it becomes /

possible to excite some levels lying higher 22

than that of He+ ground state, i.e., .3/2 Dd 6s

-,ý4 2 5/2
He+ + KE + Cd -- 3--

He + (Cd+)*( If --- nf 2 F) 3 C1eI. ^4u/.S..
3d2

0
4s 2S(2 5d4s 2 (79

The population density of the upper
level of red laser transition would be Fig.8 Partial energy levels and laser
enhanced via cascading decay from these transitions of Cu and Au atoms.
high lying levels. Standing on this
scheme, one could modulate the laser output
at the red lase) line by controlling the
speed of ions.

2. New candidate of high power white-liqht
laser

Cu(I) 510.6 nm (green), Au(I) 627.8
nm(red), and SrII 430.5 nm (blue) are a new
candidate of high power white-light laser.
The wavelengths of these lasers are plotted Recombinationi pumping
as almost same point as that of He-Cd+ J 2s 'R
white-light laser on the CIE chromaticity 16.73V /2,, ,
diagram shown in Fig.2.

Their output power level, however, is 16
higher than that of He-Cd+ white-light 1 5f

laser by a factor of 103, i.e., several 7p 6d

watts although they operates not on DC but 7s-
on pulse at high repetition frequency. 14 f-4f

The partial energy diagram and laser
transitions of Cu(I) and Au(I) are shown in supereIast e
Fig.8. In these lasers, the lower laser >- 12 6's col I sions

level is in metastable state, therefore C-0
they being operating essentially in pulsa-
tive. The width of the laser output is E
several nano-seconds. The relaxatiun of Wi 10 ,
the metastable state is promoted by colli- 5p
sions not only with the tube wall and/or p '.

other gas molecules but also with slow I d II 'a

electrons like follows; adta n d/• ,e/" reec ~ o
de-exc I I d-Ie I d tation

CI m

A M + e (lw-- Au + e 6 - 1 ,
(u I (slow) Au fast) 5.692 SrH GL 4p65s 'S,

where m means the metastable state.
This collision is called the super

elestic collision( 2 6) which was formerly
sorted as one of the second kind of colli- Fig.9 Energy level diagram amd laser
sions in the discharge physic 7 ) An idea transitions of Sr ion (wavelength in nm).
adding third gas like Cs or Ti for the
promotion of relaxation of the metastable
state by another second kind of collisions
are also suggested in Fig.8.

Figure 9 shows the energy level diagram
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ENGINEERING OF A MULTI-BEAM 300-WATF FLASHLAMP-PUMPED DYE-LASER SYSTEM

Patrick N. Everett, Staff & Byron G. Zollars. Staff

M.I.T. Lincoln Laboratory
P.O. Box 73, Lexington, Massachusetts 02173-0073

This dye-laser system will be used to conduct experiments at a field location. The engineering challenges will be
discussed, as well as a 1/3-scale system which has been built to test the approach and help refine the design. Progress of the
full system will be described. Operating performance of the 1/3-s,"ale system will be described in a separate paper.

The requirements include five separate output beams, with 5 to 10 J/pulse in each beam at 10 pps. The individual pulses
must be less than 2-jis FWHM, with a spectral bandwidth less than I nm. at about 500-nm wavelength. Most of the energy
must be within 20 times the diffraction limit. The goal is to have a significantly better beam quality. The system must
perform for at least 10 minutes at full performance under mission conditions. This implies that the system must be able to
run at equivalent of full power, without maintenance, for 30 minutes, allowing 20 minutes for final alignment and
adjustment. A sixth beam is being added to increase reliability through redundancy.

The flashlamp-pumped dye-laser approach was selected in 1984, when the program was started, based upon equipment
availability. Candela Corporation won a competitive procurement for a prototype single-beam module, and delivered the
equipment in October 1985. This equipment is shown in Figure 1. It is a modified version of their commercial LFDL-20
laser. Two heads were supplied to form an oscillator-amplifier chain. Each head is 2 feet long, with a pair of linear water-
cooled flashlamps. The dye flow is longitudinal in a cylindrical dye cell between the lamps. Camarin 504 dye is used.
dissolved in 50/50 methanol/water mix. Modulators contain capacitors which are charged to 40 kV from the power
supplies. The 500-J charge is switched into each flashlamp by triggered spark gaps. Circulator modules supply the dye and
coolant flows, and include cartridges of activated carbon to clean out degraded dye and allow the solvent to be used again.

When the prototype equipment was tested at Lincoln Laboratory, it performed well enough to be considered as the basis
for design of the system, but some deficiencies were noted. These included insufficient flow rate and thermal control, a
tendency to arc over, and insufficient rigidity in mounting of the dye-cell windows. Candela Corporation has now delivered
a second generation of equipment in which these problems have been addressed. This equipment is now in operation, and is
performing satisfactorily. Some minor improvements are still being made and tested. The final hardware is now on order
with expected delivery commencing before the end of 1987. Meanwhile the design of the 1/3-scale, and full-scale systems
have been proceeding with the help of the following corporations.

A& R Associates Coordination
A.L.E. Systems, Incorporated Additional Power Supplies
Candela Corporation Lasers & Consulting
Fels Company Flow System Fabrication
Neurocon (EMI Consulting)
Newport Corporation (Vertical Optical Table)
SAIC, Incorporated (Chemical Engineering, 1/3 Scale]
Sanders Associates, Incorporated (EMI Testing)
Stone & Webster Engineering Corporation (Fluid Handling Design)

A number of engineering challenges were recognized early in the program. The potential problem of flashlamp life was
disposed of early, by testing at Candela that showed the lamps would last much longer than 30 minutes at 10 pps with
insignificant loss in output. Beam quality has been found marginally good enough, with improvements expected. Optics
have been damaged by the high lasing flux, attributed mostly to parasitics, and sometime to poor quality coatings or dust.
The indications from this program and from elsewhere are that the optics should be able to withstand 10 J/cm2 with the

right care (2-jIm pulse). The level of oxygen absorbed in the dye solution is known to be a factor in the performance of some
laser dyes. More oxygen generally decreases dye life, but often increases output for the pulse lengths by acting as a triplet
quencher. In this type of system the dye is usually equilibrated with air, thus determining the oxygen content. Existing data
is insufficient to estimate the effect of equilibrating at the higher elevation where the experiment will be conducted. This
uncertainty will be dealt with by providing a pressurizable closed system to allow optimization of oxygen content. Other
engineering challenges will be dealt with in successive paragraphs.

Output of such a dye laser drops as a result of degradation of the dye solution under the intense illumination from the
flashlamps. The major problem arises from the degradation products which absorb light at the absorbing wavelength. With
the currently used dye solution (solvent is acetamide/water 30% by weight), we observe a 10% drop in output when the dye
solution has been exposed to about 1.5 kJ of pump energy per liter of total dye solution. At this rate an impractically large
reservoir of 30,000 gallons of dye solution would be needed to run for 30 minutes with no more than 10% drop in output from
dye degradation, if no real-time dye-solution regeneration were employed. For a practical system, real-time regeneration at
up to the full flow rate of 360 gpm will be needed. This will be accomplished by diverting as much of the dye flow from the
lasers as is necessary through a bank of activated carbon cartridges, as indicated in the flow schematic of Figure 2. The
condition of the dye solution will be continually monitored by a pair of in-line optical analyzers in a diagnostic loop. One of
these will have an optical path of 1 m, and will measure the optical transmission at 520 nm. This is sufficiently beyond the
lasing wavelength to be just clear of the pump absorption band. However It is also sufficiently close to the lasing wavelength
to catch the broad-level absorptions which will affect the lasing. It is found with this instrument that a 4% loss of
transmission correlates with 10% drop in lasing output. This transmission measurement will be the input to the control
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system which will regulate the speed of the pump that drives dye solution through the activated carbon. The system will
strive to maintain the 520-nm transmission at a level insuring no greater than 10% loss in lasing output on this account.
since the carbon removes dye as well as degradation products, another system is needed to replenish the dye. This will be
achieved by using the second optical analyzer, with a 1-mm optical path and measuring at 450-nm wavelength, to measure
the dye concentration. This will control the speed of a metering pump that adds dye concentrate to the system. This control
system will give automated maintenance of the dye solution under conditions of full-power output, idling at no output, or
running with varying numbers of lasers. Hence it will be a very flexible system.

Temperature and flow control must be sufficiently precise whether the system is idling in standby mode, operating
intermittently with a reduced number of heads, or operating with all heads at full power. Since temperature variations of
even less than 0. 1C are believed to have bad effects on the beam quality (as a result of refractive-index variation within the
dye cell), the system will be run with all fluids maintained close to the ambient room temperature, and to each other to
minimize temperature gradients. The power dissipation into the fluids will vary between 250 kW when running at full
power and maybe a few kW when idling. The schematic of Figure 3 serves for the dye and the coolant systems. In each case a
feedback system controls the flow of chilled water through a heat exchanger to restore the liquid leaving the laser heads to
the controlled temperature. The chilled water comes from a 10.000 gallon tank of water which will absorb the transient
loads of the system and itself be cooled at a slower rate by transferring the heat to external air by a lower powered chilling
system. Flow rate In each laser head will be maintained at the design value of 30 gpm for dye solution and 20 gpm for
coolant, independently of how many lasers are flowing, by use of inlet and outlet manifolds maintained at a constant
pressure differential. The speed of the pump will be automatically varied under the control of a feedback system to maintain
the optimum pressure differential. Electromagnetic Interference (EMI) is of concern. The curve of Figure 4 was obtained by
Sanders Associates when measuring the broad-band radiation from the Candela prototype system operating at reduced
voltage and pulse rate. Also shown is the target curve which is desired to ensure compatibility with other equipment at the
experimental field site. The situation is worst at 30 MHz, where the radiation was 100 db above target. Because of these
results we are being very careful about EMI precautions in the design, and will wrap a screen room around the laser
equipment.

Flammability of the dye solvent is of concern. The laser performance was initially demonstrated with a 50/50
water/methanol mix as the solvent for the coumarin 504 dye. More water helps beam quality, and reduces flammability but
at the expense of output energy. There were serious concerns about flammability of even the 50/50 mix (roughly the same as
100 proof Scotch). So we have tried to find a safer solvent. We found 50/50 ethylene glycol/water would give the same beam
quality, but with only 50% of the output energy. However recent tests with 30% by weight of acetamide in water, as a solvent,
have yielded the same performance as the methanol/water mix but at some loss in dye life. The lower dye life can be handled
by the cleaning system, so is acceptable. Because we have to provide for the possibility of a flammable solvent, the dye
handling room has been designed as a Class 1, Division 2, Cutoff room, with blow-out panels.

Space is very limited at the field site where the equipment will be installed. The space problem, as well as need for short
cables between Modulators and Laser Heads, and need for 144 individual fluid tubes, 24 high-voltage cables, and diagnostic
cables, to enter the laser heads, has led to a vertical optical table. The Laser Heads will be mounted on the front surface, with
the optics. The electrical and piping services and diagnostic cabling, will pass through from the back of the bench.
Additional space will be saved by using a newer design of power supply from A.L.E. Systems Corporation. In general the
design has had to be tight.

Because of the innovative features, and difficulty of doing development work on site. we embarked on a 1/3-scale system
at Lincoln Laboratory. The purposes are to make sure the approach is sound, characterize the laser heads at full repetition
rate. do development as necessary, and generate design information for the full system. The 1/3-scale system is now in
operation and is proving very useful in the above tasks. It is also providing a test bed for developing the diagnostic and
aligning techniques. It is providing valuable data to help fine-tune the design of the full system.

A photograph of the 1/3-scale system is shown in Figure 5. It uses a vertical table supplied by the Newport Corporation.
The laser heads are kinematically mounted on platforms and go through a standardized alignment procedure so that
minimal realignment is necessary when they are replaced. They are mounted within EMI enclosures (shown with covers
removed). The services penetrate the vertical table through wave-guide tubes which cut off escape of frequencies below 2 GHz.
The lasing light is likewise carried out through wave-guides to minimize EMI. The optical layout of the system will be
described in more detail when discussing the full system.

The dye-handling skid for the 1/3-scale system was designed and fabricated by SAIC Incorporated, and two views of it are
shown in Figure 6. It is about 6 feet tall, and contains the reservoir, variable speed pump, heat exchanger, carbon cleaning
system, and control equipment. It is situated in a Class 1, Division 2, Cut-off Room so that flammable solvents can be used.
The in-line optical analyzers, from Anacon Corporation are mounted on the wall above the dye skid, and are shown in
Figure 7. We believe that inclusion of such instruments to give real-time monitoring and control is a new development.
They are extremely useful in diagnosing problems as well as in controlling the cleanup and dye addition. The 1-m path
analyzer shows virtually 100% transmission when the dye solution is optimally clean, and about 96% transmission when
the degradation is such that the laser output has dropped by 10%. If this analyzer were to have a shorter path its
measurements would not be sufficiently precise.

The coolant skid is shown in Figure 8. It Is similar to the dye-skid except for the cleanup components. It also was
designed and supplied by SAIC, Incorporated. The photograph of Figure 9 shows the services behind the vertical optical
table of the 1/3-scale system. These services include the piping, manifolds, modulators, thermal equalizers, and
instrumentation including a flow meter for each fluid through each laser head. The thermal equalizers are heat exchangers,
one for each head, through which the dye and coolant going into a head are brought to the same temperature. This is
additional to the previously mentioned active temperature control. The piping to the individual laser heads is of polypro-
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pylene plastic to allow flexibility and minimize vibrations reaching the optical table. The wave-guide tubes can be seen for
taking the services through the bench to the laser heads. Unions in the piping allow disconnection of the tubing so that any
laser head can be withdrawn for servicing. Individual valves in all the lines make this practical.

The site where the equipment will be used is subject to some vibration. Measurements of vibration at the site. and
computer modeling, indicated that a steel and concrete monolith structure, built along the lines of those used by Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory for the AVLIS program would be suitable. The photographs of Figure 10 show the bench
under construction at the site, on a 3-foot thick concrete slab. Modeling indicates that all parts of the table surface will have
a directional stability within ±1 5 -g radians, which is within a diffraction angle of the 1-cm beam diameter that will be used
on the vertical table. The skin is of 1/4" steel plate, which acts as a former for the 18" thick filling of concrete. The first
photograph shows anchors being stud-welded at 1-foot centers on the back of the skin to ensure bonding to the concrete. The
second shows the plates going into position, where they are welded edge to edge. and held apart by spacer bolts on 2-foot
centers. The third photograph is looking down into the top of the bench, nearly ready for the concrete pour. The network of
anchors, spacing bolts, and wave-guide feed-throughs, which will be immersed in the concrete, can be seen within the bench.
The fourth photograph shows the back of the bench, and some of the wave-guide tubes can be seen. This construction is
sometimes referred to as Maginot Line architecture!

The proposed layout for the full-size optical table is shown in Figure 11. It closely follows the arrangement that has been
developed for the 1/3-scale system. The six laser beam paths can be seen, which are independently transmitted off the table
by the beam-steering mirrors at the top right-hand corner. Each beam comes from a laser made up of two laser heads within
a confocal unstable resonator with a magnification of approximately 3. This "double-dip" approach overcomes some of the
parasitic problems experienced with the original oscillator-amplifier approach. For alignment, a single over-sized argon-
ion laser beam passes through a series of beamsplitters which divert about 5% of the beam into each of the resonators.
through its annular output coupler. In each case, if alignment is correct, the "tag" beam condenses to the diffractive core as it
bounces back and forth within the resonator. It then expands again on successive passes until it emerges as a collimated
beam which duplicates the lasing output when the laser heads are excited. Consequently, as well as providing the alignment
aid for the resonators, these "tag" beams then propagate along the output paths of the laser beams, and allow successive
optical components to be correctly aligned all the way to and through the experiment. This one "tag" laser source thus
provides for the alignment of all six resonators as well as their output paths. The chain of beamsplitters which directs the
"tag" beams into the resonators also diverts a portion from each of the laser outputs, when they are fired, into the diagnostic
system at the top middle of the vertical table. These diagnostics include pulse energy, shape and timing. spectrum and
calibrated far-field distribution. The lasers are spectrally tuned using birefringent filters. These filters are placed slightly
off the optimal angle so that enough lasing energy is reflected into a TV camera to monitor the internal lasing energy
distribution. In addition, fiber-optic pickoffs transmit light from each of the 24 flashlamps, and are multiplexed into a
centralized lamp monitoring system for diagnosis of lamp health and aging. Current transformers are also included
adjacent to the lamps for monitoring the individual discharge currents. The diagnostic signals, wherever possible, will be
carried away from the vertical table area, and through the screen room walls, via fiber optics passing through wave-guide
feed-throughs. CAMAC equipment is being used extensively. The laser beams also will be propagated out of the screen room
through wave-guides, and individually transmitted to the experiment through spatial filters for cleaning up of the beams
and to give alignment references as illustrated schematically in Figure 12. The focal lengths are several feet. resulting in
large enough apertures that burning is not expected to be a problem if the materials are chosen carefully.

The screen room will be wrapped around the optical table area. as illustrated in Figure 13. Its floor will cover the concrete
slab which is under the vertical optical table. It will be carefully isolated from vibrations originating elsewhere. Over 200
penetrations are needed, including 48 pipes to flow about 600 gpm of fluids in and out.

The fluid handling equipment for the fixed system has been designed by Stone & Webster Engineering Corporation. and is
being fabricated by the Fels Company. Photographs of the equipment, near completion are shown in Figure 14. The first
photograph shows about 75% of the equipment. The other photographs show individual components. Note that the dye-
cleaning equipment, although sizeable, is a relatively small part of the overall system. It is believed that, with the lessons
we are learning, a future such system could be made considerably smaller. In this system we have had to design
conservatively because of lack of a design base of similar systems.

The piping within the screen room is also being fabricated by the Fels Company. Because of its complexity it is being
mocked up. at Fels. in a plywood model of the screen room area. A photograph of the mockup is shown in Figure 15 together
with a photograph of the back of the vertical table on site, now with the concrete poured. The wooden structure in the first
photograph is the model of the back of the vertical table. This area will be very full of equipment when all the pipes, thermal
equalizers, modulators and Instrumentation are in place.

In summary, a 1/3-scale system allowing four heads to be operated at full power, or six heads at reduced power, is now in
partial operation. Its performance will be reported in a separate paper. The full system is expected to be the largest
operational flashlamp-pumped dye laser system in the free world. It should be partially operational on site in March 1988.

and full operational later in 1988. At least 300-W average power should be obtained, mostly within 20X/D or better, in six
independent beams each running at 10 pps with more than 5 J/pulse at about 510-nm wavelength.

We wish to acknowledge assistance from the following: E. D. Ariel. R. E. Hatch. J. M. Mahan. J. L. Swedberg.

This work is sponsored by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency. Directed Energy Office, through the Department
of the Air Force.
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PERFORMANCE OF A PROTOTYPE MODULE OF A 300-WA•T FLASHLAMP-PUMPED DYE LASER

Byron G. Zollars. Staff & Patrick N. Everett. Staff

M.I.T. Lincoln Laboratory
P.O. Box 73, Lexington. Massachusetts 02173-0073

ABSTRACT

Recent performance measurements on a prototype module of a multi-beam, flashlamp-pumped dye-laser system are
discussed. Measurements of the total output energy of the dye laser, and its distribution in the far field are presented for
operation at a 5-Hz repetition rate. The implementation of a real-time dye-regeneration system and the choice of an
optimum dye solvent will be addressed.

A large, multi-beam. flashlamp-pumped dye-laser system is being constructed by Lincoln Laboratory for a field
experiment. This paper presents performance measurements that were made on a prototype module of this laser system. A
test bed has been assembled at the Laboratory that has the capability of supporting two of these dye-laser modules, and
implements many of the unique features of the final system, such as on-line laser performance diagnostics and the
capability to overcome the detrimental effects of finite dye lifetime during operation of the system.

The full-scale laser system must meet several requirements for ie proposed field experiment. A total of six laser beams
(one of which is a spare) must be able to operate continuously for 30 minutes at a 10-Hz repetition rate, with each laser
providing from 5-10 Joules of energy per pulse, with at least 2 Joules within a 10 X/D divergence angle. The lasers are
required to operate at a wavelength of approximately 500 nm, with about a 1-nm bandwidth. The requirements for
wavelength and bandwidth are not stringent, and are easily met with the present equipment. Since the prototype laser
module and the two-beam test bed discussed here were designed and built to satisfy the same requirements as for the full-
scale laser system, the measurements presented herein are indicative of the expected performance for the dye lasers that will
be used for the field experiment.

The laser system test bed has fluid control, cooling, and electrical support for two separate laser beams working at full
output power. There is also a provision for operating three laser beams at a reduced power level. This system has been
operational since June of this year with one laser beam installed, and has yielded valuable data on both laser performance
and engineering aspects which can be directly applied toward the design of the final laser system.

Among the innovative features of the dye-laser system is the ability to run the lasers for extended periods of time
without suffering the deleterious effects of dye degradation. Instruments monitor the level of photodegradation products in
the dye process stream and direct a fraction of the dye into a carbon adsorber, where the degradation products are removed.
Since the carbon adsorber also removes the laser dye, other instruments add the correct amount of concentrated dye
solution, keeping the concentration at the desired level. Other instruments continuously control flow rates and
temperatures of all the process fluids in the system.

Various diagnostic instruments also provide information on the status of the lasers. Quantities such as laser energy and
beam quality, flashlamp output in the dye-pump band, and spectral lineshape are recorded on a pulse-by-pulse basis, with
the aid of a Digital Equipment Corporation MicroVAX 11 computer. These data are tien used to determine the performance
of the dye lasers.

The configuration of the laser equipment is presented schematically in Figure 1. All of the optics in the laser system are
mounted on a vertical optical bench. Each dye laser in the system consists of two identical laser heads, which are mounted
within the same unstable optical resonator. Each taser hcd has a longitudinal dye flow, and is pumped by the output from
two close-coupled linear xenon flashlamps. The total pump energy provided by the four flashlamps in the laser is 2,000
Joules. The dye solution consists of Coumarin 504 in a solvent of 30 wt% acetic acid amide in water. The choice of this
particular dye solvent will be discussed later. Spectral control is provided by a single-plate birefringent tuning element.
Currently, two laser heads are mounted in the center beam position on the optical bench.

For the present measurements, the majority of the laser output is collected by a calorimeter, which measures the total
energy of each laser pulse. In addition. 1 small amount of the beam is collected and focused onto a CCD (charge-coupled
device) camera for analysis of the focal-plane image. This image yields information about the beam divergence of the dye
laser. Because the CCD camera is so sensitivc. we use an uncoated fused-silica wedge to attenuate the laser beam. By tilting
the wedge, beams which undergo successive reflections from the internal surfaces emerge at different angles. Each such
beam has a different and easily calculated attenuation. Another advantage of this technique is that the attenuation
produces no thermal wavefront aberrations.

Other beams from the attenuation wedge go to a spectrometer, a fast photodlode, and a second calorimeter which collects
the energy that passes through an aperture placed in the focal plane. This calorimeter is used to provide a radiometric
calibration of the CCD camera. For alignment purposes, an argon-ion tag laser beam can be injected into the laser
resonator, and upon exiting, can be used to align all of the elements in the optical train. In addition, an alignment telescope
is used for coarse boresight alignment of the laser heads relative to one another.
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Figure 1: Dye laser equipment configuration

Figure 2 shows the total output energy of the dye laser as a function of the electrical flashlamp pump energy. The
resulting curve providrs data on the efficiency of the laser. The lasing threshold is observed to be about 500-J pump energy,
and the efficiency at 2,000-J pump energy is about 0.35%. These data demonstrate that we can obtain about 7 J per pulse at
the maximum available pumping level, which falls roughly in the middle of the 5-10 J per pulse total energy requirement for
the lasers.
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Figure 2: a) Dye laser output vs. electrical pumping energy.

b) Efficiency of dye laser as a function of pumping energy.

In order to determine the beam quality of the laser, the output is focused to the far-field with a long-focal-length lens,
and the resulting focal spot is imaged with a computer-controlled CCD camera. This Image is processed by the computer to
yield energy-in-the-bucket curves, which are used to gauge laser beam quality. The CCD camera consists of a 64 x 64 square
array of pixels. Each pixel Is about 27 pm on a side, so the entire array is approximately 1.7 mm on a side. For the present
measurements, the CCD array subtends about 35 X/D.

The only way to obtain unambiguous energy-in-the-bucket results from a focal plane imaging device is to
radiometrically calibrate It. Figure 3 shows a schematic diagram of the apparatus used for our calibration procedure.
Approximately 3% of the dye-laser output is directed through a 2.0-meter focusing lens. and then into the fused-silica wedge
(attenuator) described earlier. Most of the light passes straight through the wedge and is collected by a calorimeter located
past the focal plane of the lens. A 1.0-mm diameter diamond aperture is then placed in this focal plane, at a position so as to
maximize the amount of laser energy transmitted through it. One of the output beams from the wedge, which has been

attenuated by about 106 is selected and directed into the array of the CCD camera. The CCD imaging array is also located at
the focal plane of the 2 meter lens.
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Figure 3: Apparatus used for radiometric calibration of the CCD camera.

During subsequent laser pulses, the focal plane image and the calorimeter reading are recorded. Since the dimensions of
the CCD array within the camera are well known, one can, with the computer, form a circular "mask" which is 1.0-mm
diameter and center this mask on the centrold of the far-field image. Now, the sum of the values of the pixels within the
mask correspond directly to the energy read by the calorimeter, which also records the energy falling within a 1.0-mm
aperture in the focal plane. The ratio of these numbers (and the relative attenuation in each path) gives the responsivity of
the CCD camera.

Figure 4 shows a typical far-field intensity profile as recorded by the CCD camera. These data are of a single laser pulse
taken from a run made at 5-Hz repetition rate. Integrating the pixel values contained in successively larger circles (centered
on the image's centroid) yields the energy-in-the-bucket data for this pulse, which is shown in Figure 5.

From a qualitative inspection of the far-field image, one might be tempted to conclude that most of the energy in the
laser is falling within approximately a 15 ./D divergence angle, since the values of those pixels outside this angle have such
small values. The radiometrically calibrated energy-in-the-bucket curve however, indicates that only about 4.3 J of the
total energy of 7.0 J falls within a 20 X/D angle, with the other 2.7 J of the beam energy falling within larger divergence
angles. which are outside the field of view of the CCD camera. This is a graphic example of the "fried-egg effect", and points to
the importance of using radiometrically calibrated far-field imaging devices for quantitative measurements of laser beam
quality.

It was rather disturbing to see that only a fraction of the total beam energy resided within a 10 X/D divergence angle,
especially since dye lasers that use unstable resonators are reputed to have almost diffraction-limited output. In our case.
we believe the main reason for our sub-standard beam quality is due to the flow of the dye solution through the laser head.
The dye encounters several short-radius bends, restrictions, and sharp edges at the input and output ends of the laser head.
and there is ample opportunity for flow cavitation and vortex shedding to occur. The resulting index variations in the
media impress wavefront aberrations on the laser output. The result is relatively poor beam quality.

To test this hypothesis, we injected the diffraction-limited argon-ion tag laser beam into the laser resonator and let it
sample the index variations of the laser media. This gives a simple probe of the 'baseline" beam quality we can expect to
obtain from the dye laser when it pulses. Figure 6 shows the results of such a measurement. The tag laser, upon emerging
from the laser resonator, is passed through the same far-field imaging apparatus used for the dye-laser measurements. The
beam quality parameter 0 (roughly the focal-spot diameter in units of X,/D) is then measured as a function of dye-flow rate
through the laser head. There is obviously a strong correlation between beam divergence and the flow of the liquid media.
This discovery has prompted a series of design changes to the laser head fluid distribution manifolds. Preliminary tests
with these newly designed manifolds show both a more uniform and higher dye-flow rate. In spite of the poor medium
quality at our operating flow rates, we can still attain approximately 3 J within a 10 X/D divergence angle, which exceeds the
basic requirements for the field experiment.

Also of interest is the fluctuation of the laser output energy during operation. During one data run at a 5-Hz repetition
rate, far-field image data was taken every few seconds. The results from these measurements are shown in Figure 7.
Measurements were limited to a repetition rate of 5 Hz because inadequate dye flow through the laser did not provide enough
exchanges of the dye medium between pulses at higher repetition rates. The graph shows the total laser output energy. as
well as the energy contained within divergence angles of 9, 14, and 18 X/D.

At the beginning of the data run, the repetition rate was slowly ramped from I Hz to 5 Hz and ramped back down to 1 Hz
at the end of the run. As a result, the first and the last few images were taken at repetition rates lower than 5 Hz. These
images seem to have a lower energy-In-the-bucket than images taken at 5 Hz, even though the total energy was roughly the
same. This is really an artifact of the energy-in-the-bucket measurement. During operation, the laser media acts somewhat
like a lens due to the thermal gradients induced by the flashlamp pulses. The amount of spherical power imparted to the
laser output by this "thermal lens" is roughly proportional to the average heat input, and hence the pulse repetition rate.
During these measurements, the CCD camera was placed at the optimum focal distance for operation of the laser at 5 Hz.
When the laser is operated at any other repetition rate, the degree of "thermal lensing" will be different, and hence the far-
field image seen by the CCD camera will be out of focus, leading to a lower measured energy-in-the-bucket.
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In an effort to measure the pointing-angle jitter of the laser, we acquired image data every few seconds during an
extended run at a 5-pps repetition rate. For each of the far-field images taken during the run, the centroid of the image was
found. Figure 8a and 8b show the pointing jitter about the laser axis in the X and Y directions during the run. There are no
observable systematic changes in the pointing angle; the jitter appears to be random. Figure 9 shows the two-dimensional
scatter of the centroid. About the X-axis, the standard deviation of the pointing jitter is 4.3 X/D, and for the Y-axis 3.1 X/D.
Both of these numbers represent an uncertainty in the pointing angle of less than 1/2 of the 10 X/D beam diameter. This
poses no problem for the field experiment. The laser head dye-flow modifications mentioned previously will most likely
also improve the pointing characteristics of the lasers, since the jitter probably Is a result of the tilt component of the flow-
induced aberration in the media.
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The finite lifetime of the laser dye against flashlamnp exposure Is a major concern in any large dye-laser system. The dye
lifetime, for our application, is defined as the total number of MJ of pump light, per liter of dye solution, necessary to bring
about a 10% reduction in the laser output. The dye molecules are allegedly destroyed in a photochemical reaction with
oxygen dissolved in the dye solution. This reaction produces compounds which absorb light at the laser wavelength, leading

to losses in the laser cavity, and hence lower output energy. It is also known that the solvent plays some part in the reaction,
since the same dye in different solvents exhibits different lifetimes.

Figure 10 shows laser energy as a function of flashlamp exposure for Coumarin 504 dye in 30% acetic acid amide and
water. The data was taken at Candela Laser Corporation (under Lincoln Laboratory contract) with a single laser head in an
unstable resonator. The dye lifetime inferred from these data is 1.5 kJ/liter. It is interesting to note the impact of this dye
lifetime on the operation of both the prototype and full-scale laser systems. With the 700 liter dye reservoir size of the
prototype laser system, if a real-time dye-cleanup system were not available, two laser beams, each running at a 10-Hz
repetition rate, would degrade to 90% of their initial energy after only 30 seconds. The full complement of 6 lasers running
at 10 Hz in the full-scale laser system would need only 1 minute to reach the same fate. But the lasers are required to run for
30 minutes before losing this much output energy. Another option Is to increase the size of the dye reservoir to obtain longer
effective run times. If this were done for the full-scale system, the dye reservoir would be required to hold 36.000 gallons of
dye solution! It seems clear that a real-time dye-cleanup system is the best option, considering the alternatives.

In an investigation of the role of dissolved oxygen on the dye lifetime. Candela removed oxygen (which is thought to be
one of the photodegradation reactants) from the dye solution by bubbling nitrogen through it overnight. The resulting dye
lifetime is compared to that obtained after bubbling air through the solution overnight. Figure 11 shows the results of this
experiment. In both cases, the dye lifetime Is about 1.5 kJ per liter, indicating that the formation of the degradation product
does not seem to depend strongly on the available dissolved oxygen. It Is also interesting that the energy decreases
uniformly after treatment of the dye solution with nitrogen. This is probab!y due to the fact that oxygen is necessary in the
dye solution as a triplet quencher for the dye molecule.
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Figure 11: Laser output energy vs. flashlamp exposure, after bubbling

air and nitrogen through the dye solution.

With such small values of dye lifetime, the effectiveness of the real-time dye-cleanup system becomes an important
consideration. Figure 12 and 13 show the results of measurements of the degradation cleanup capability and dye-addition
rate, respectively. Dye solution that had previously been degraded (by flashlamp exposure) to a level representing a 20%
laser energy loss is passed through the carbon adsorber at a known flow rate, and then returned to the reservoir. The
resulting exponential decrease in the concentration of the degradation component is plotted in Figure 12. The
concentration of the degradation compound is directly related to the laser energy loss, and is measured with a 1.0-meter
optical analyzer. Knowing the system volume and flow rate, these data yield information on the fraction of degradation
product removed from the dye process stream in a single pass through the carbon adsorber. The data indicate that from 95%
to 100% of the degradation component is removed by the adsorber in a single pass.

The carbon adsorber also removes dye with equal efficiency, so during operation of the laser system, dye must be added
to the reservoir to replace the amount that is removed by the carbon. In the prototype laser system, for example, if all of the
dye solution returning from the laser heads was passed through the carbon adsorber at maximum system flow rate, dye
would be removed by the carbon at 84 pmnoles/sec. For the real-time dye-cleanup system to work then. we must have the
capability of adding dye to the reservoir at least that fast Figure 13 shows a measurement of dye concentration vs. time
during the metered addition of a dye concentrate solution to the main dye reservoir. In this case the dye concentration was
measured by a 1-mm path optical analyzer. The slope of the curve shows the capability of adding dye at rates of 90
,L.noles/sec, which exceeds the removal rate by the carbon adsorb",. What these data demonstrate is that even under worst-
case conditions, where the dye during a single laser pulse is completely converted to degradation compound, we can pass all
solution returning from the laser heads through the carbon adsorber, removing virtually all of the dye degradation
component. Since we can add dye at least as fast as the carbon adsorber removes it under full-flow conditions, we are
assured of the ability to maintain a constant working dye concentration.
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During development of the prototype laser system, three different dye solvents have been used, each with its own
advantages and disadvantages. These are listed in the following Figure 14. The acetic acid amide solution seems to be the
best choice from a performance and safety hazard point of view, because of its non-flammable and non-toxic properties.
The short lifetime of C504 in this solvent is a drawback, but since the full-scale laser system is being designed with the
capability to remove degradation compounds, and restore the dye to the proper concentration at the full design flow rates,
the short dye lifetime will only result in additional cost due to increased usage of dye.

SOLVENT FIRE TOXICITY TOTAL ENERGY DYE LIFETIME

HAZARD ENERGY IN 10 I/D

METHANOL / MODERATE MODERATE 6 JOULES 2.5 JOULES 7.0 KJ/LITER

WATER

ETHYLENE- NONE MODERATE 3 JOULES 1.1 JOULES 4.0 KJ/LITER

GLYCOL / WATER

ACETAMIDE I NONE NONE 7 JOULES 2.5 JOULES 1.5 KJ/LITER

WATER

Figure 14: Comparison of three different candidate dye solvent solutions

In summary, we have made performance measurements on a prototype flashlamp-pumped dye laser. The laser has an
energy output of approximately 7 J per pulse, with more than 2.5 J in a 10 X/D divergence angle, and a pointing angle jitter of
less than 5 X/D. A dye solvent solution has been found which is non-hazardous. This solvent completely eliminates the
risks of the more traditional methanol-based dye solutions, with no apparent sacrifice in output energy or beam quality.
The shorter dye lifetime in the new solvent is mitigated by the use of a real-time dye regeneration system, which has the
ability of removing the dye photodegradation compounds from the laser during operation.

The authors wish to extend their thanks to Robert E. Hatch. Joseph M. Mahan. James L. Swedberg. and James J. Tynan
for their valued contribution to this project.

This work is sponsored by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency, Directed Energy Office, through the Department
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ABSTRACT

This paper reviews the research program in dye lasers and laser dyes at the U.S. Army
Missile Command (MICOM). The goal of this program is the improvement of energy, efficiency,
and service lifetime of flashlamp-pumped dye lasers. Topics that will be discussed include
the synthesis of improved dyes, spectral line narrowing, flashlamp improvements, and non-
liquid hosts.

INTRODUCTION

Research in the area of lasers has been carried on at MICOM for a number of years. In
the past several types of lasers have been investigated. This paper discusses current
research at MICOM in the area of dye lasers and in particular flashlamp-pumped dye lasers.

Advantages of Dye Lasers

Flashlamp-pumped dye lasers offer a number of potential advantages as compared to other
types of visible laser technology. Some of these advantages are summarized here:

"o UV To IR Spectral Coverage

"O Moderate Tunability of Individual Dyes

"o Wide Range of Waveforms
Pulses from Picoseconds-Microseconds
CW

"o Optical Simplicity

"O Potential Reliability

Applications of Dye Lasers

The unique characteristics of dye lasers give them diverse applications. Dye lasers
are currently being used, or evaluated for use, in such areas as laser induced chemistry,
medicine, spectroscopy, and communication. As an example of medical applications see the
paper by Jim Hsia of the Candela CorporationI. Several other applications of dye lasers
are discussed elsewhere in these proceedings2, 3 .

Problem Areas With Dye Lasers

For all of their advantages dye lasers require further development in a number of areas
in order to meet present and future requirements of both the civilian and military sectors.
Summarized below are a number of the problem areas with dye lasers:

"o Efficiency
Weight
Volume
Packageability

"o Dye Lifetime
Maintainability

" Beam Quality
Spatial Coherence
Temporal Coherence
Brightness

"O Scaling to Higher Energy/Power
Flashlamps

Linear
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Coaxial
System Complexity
Electrical
Fluid
Maintainability
Reliability

o Safety

Flammable Fluids
High Voltages
Carcinogenic Dye-

We at MICOM are working to address a number of these problem areas in our dye laser tech-
nology programs which will be described next.

Applied Research in Dye Lasers

MICOM is developing dye laser technology through both basic and applied research. This
section describes our applied research program and the following section describes our
basic research program. The objective of our applied research program is to develop dye
laser technology for the Army's needs. Our approach to developing dye laser technology
is to demonstrate that scaling of current dye laser technology can be achieved and to re-
duce the size and weight of dye laser devices by increasing the device efficiency and life-
time.

MICOM is exploring the potential of a number of innovative areas in dye laser technology
such as vapor phase dye lasers, fluorescence enhancement, multi-color dye lasers, and phase
conjugation. It is expected that this technology development program will yield more effi-
cient and reliable dye laser devices. This program is summarized as follows:

ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Transverse flow flashlamp-pumped, 7J/pulse, 1% efficiency, dye laser demonstrated.
Improved flashlamp loading and lifetime demonstrated. Conceptual design of efficient color-
agile system. (AVCO, 1984)

XeCL excimer laser pumped dye cell. Pump: wavelength = 308nm, energy = 4KJ, pulse
length = 650 ns. Output: 600J with R6G, wavelength = 590 nm, 816J with C102, wavelength -

480nm. (Western Research, 1986)

Design of 100J/pulse, 10Hz at 10% duty cycle, flashlamp-pumped dye laser. Less than 50
XDL, efficiency at least 0.8%, lamp life at least 10**5 shots at maximum energy. (AVCO,
Rocketdyne, 1987)

Design of iKJ/pulse, 1 Hz flashlamp-pumped dye laser. Less than 50 XDL, efficiency at
least 0.8%, lamp life at least 500 shots at maximum energy, sub-scale fabrication of 100
joule system, co-axial flashlamp. (Phase-R, 1987)

Demonstrated Stimulated Brillouin Scattering Phase Conjugation of a flashlamp-pumped dye
laser. Oscillator-amplifier configuration, •50% reflectivity, 1500 psi CH4, 300mj, 10-100
GHz linewidth. (MICOM, 1987)

CURRENT EFFORTS

"O Multi-wavelength dye laser
" Non-liquid hosts
"o Fabricate 100 joule per pulse, 10 Hz dye laser
"o Liquid slab dye laser
"o Improved excitation technology

FUTURE PROGRAM

"o Characterize 100 Joule/Pulse, 10 Hz Device"o Pursue Innovative Techniques
Excitation Technology

Linear Flashlamps
Co-Axial Flashlamps
Continue to Monitor Excimer Laser Technology

Radiation Transport
Coating
Reflector Geometry
Fluorescence Enhancement
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Basic Research in Dye Lasers

The goal of the MICOM basic research program is the advancement of dye laser technology
through the performance and advocacy of relevant basic research. This includes involving
the academic community in dye laser research through the use of contracts, Short Term
Analysis service contracts (STAS), colloquia, and session at international and national
conferences. Listed here are some details of the MICOM dye laser basic research program:

ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Several new dyes offering improved efficiency and extended lifetime have been synthesized
and characterized. (Various, 1986, 1987)

Stable, streamerless discharges obtained in dye vapors. (U. of I., 1986)

Narrow linewidth operation of flashlamp-pumped dye lasers.

Oscillator configuration: 250 MHz, 5 mJ, R6G.

Osc-amp configuration: 250 MHz, 600 mJ. (MICOM, 1986)

PHASE CONJUGATION

Objective: Improve the beam quality and volumetric efficiency by the development of SBS
phase conjugation technology and pseudo-phase conjugators.

Issues: Laser linewidth, pulse length, frequency stability.

Approach: New cavity configurations, injection locked oscillator-amplifier, improved
conjugators.

DYE SYNTHESIS AND CHARACTERIZATION

Objective: Develop more efficient, longer lived dyes spanning the near UV to near IR
spectrum.

Issues: Triplet state formation, triplet-triplet absorption, dye molecule photolysis,
dye molecule-solvent interaction.

Approach: Develop chromophores to move fluoresence band away from triplet-triplet
absorption band, investigate alternate solvents and cover gases.

NON-LIQUID HOSTS

Objective: Develop potentially low-cost, simple sources of dye laser radiation exploit-
ing proven solid-state technology.

Issues: Acceptable host medium, re-solvating dye media, poor optical quality.

Approach: Improve host materials, phase conjugation.

VAPOR DYE

Objective: Develop vapor dye laser radiation source of high peak power.

Issues: Discharge uniformity, dye molecule disintegration.

Approach: Develop stable, streamer free discharge in dye vapors, probe active medium.

This paper and the two dye laser and laser dye sessions at the conference are examples of
our desire to involve the academic community, as well as, commercial and government con-
cerns in dye laser research. Several papers in these proceedings are results of this
effort including a paper by Jim Bentley 4 which summarizes design tradeoffs which are
required in the synthesis of new laser dyes and a paper by Stephen Russell 5 which discusses
Stimulated Brillouin Scattering Phase Conjugation. Other papers related to this work
appear elsewhere in these proceedings. 6 -10

Conclusions

The U.S. Army Missile Command has a vigorous program in dye laser/laser dye research
in both basic and applied areas. We are actively researching, supporting research, and
encouraging research in dye laser technology in a number of areas including scaling of dye
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laser devices, Stimulated Brillouin scattering technology, flashlamp technology, improved
radiation transport, and non-liquid host technology. We are also actively pursuing laser
dye technology by seeking to have new dyes synthesized which offer improved efficiency or
improved lifetime.
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Abstract

A series of measurements aimed at characterizing spectral instabilities in narrow-

linewidth multiple-prism flashlamp-pumped dye lasers are presented. The discussion is

centered on the spectral instabilities observed when operating under conditions favorable

for double-mode (Av - 250 MHz) oscillation.

Introduction

RecentlyI we reported, for the first time, on spectral instabilities in long pulse

narrow-linewidth multiple-prism flashlamp-pumped dye laser oscillators. These instabili-

ties were observed in the form of a lower frequency modulation overimposed on the frequency

beating (Av - 250 MHz) characteristic of double-longitudinal-mode oscillation. Here, we

present and discuss a series of measurements aimed at understanding the physical origin of

these instabilities.

These experiments differ from other contributions in the area in several important

aspects. First, the degree of stochastic variability is reduced since we restrict oscil-

lation to the double-mode case. Secondly, this study refers to a long-pulse coaxial

flashlamp-pumped dye laser device which offers distinct difficulties in regard to active

medium uniformity and thermal stability. Further, this study was motivated by the neces-

sity of restricting the conditions originating the instabilities rather than by an interest

in studying stochastic processes.

Several previous experiments2-4 provide useful background information on different

aspects of performance variability in narrow-linewidth multiple-prism oscillators. Thermal

effects were measured and characterized in Ref. 2. Dependence of linewidth characteristics

on dye flow turbulence in high prf copper-laser pumped dye lasers is discussed in Ref. 3.

Evidence of variations in the mode intensity ratio, for double-longitudinal-mode oscilla-

tion, in an homogeneous gaseous medium is presented in Ref. 4. For a discussion of

stochastic processes in multimode grazing-incidence dye lasers the reader should consider

Ref. 5.

Experimental

The schematics of the narrow-linewidth multiple-prism coaxial flashlamp oscillator

utilized in these experiments is shown in Fig. 1. The multiple-prism expander incorporates

four right-angle quartz prisms with an apex angle of 42.70. The two small prisms have a
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hypotenuse of 15 mm while the hypotenuse for the large prisms is 50 mm. The grating

employed was 140 mm wide with 3000 Q/mm.

Coaxial flashlamp dye loser

M
50%

Grating

3000 1/mm

Fig. 1. Schematics of the multiple-prism Littrow coaxial flashlamp-pumped dye laser
utilized in these experiments.

The laser was a small coaxial device (Phase-R model 1400) with an active length of

16 cm in a 6 mm diameter bore. When lasing with near optimum intracav~ty beam expansion

(250 MHz < AP < 375 MHz), the energy output was in the 5 to 10 mJ range depending on the

dye concentration. Output beam diameter was -2 mm. Further experimental details are given

in Ref. 1.

Most measurements presented are in the form of temporal pulse shapes obtained with a

high-speed vacuum photodiode and a Tektronix 7834 fast storage oscilloscope.

Results

First we consider the stochastic nature of the variations as provided by a series of

observations while maintaining all operational parameters fixed. These results are shown

in Fig. 2. The experimental conditions here relate to a rhodamine 590 dye concentration

of 2.5 x 10-5 M, a lamp voltage of 16.5 kV, and an output energy of 6 mJ. The main feature

of these results is that intensity variations were found to be +5% and that the maximum

amplitude of the mode beating is -22 + 2% of the total intensity. Also, the pattern of

instability as determined by the lower frequency modulation of the mrde beating appears to

vary somewhat from shot to shot. Variations apparent in Fig. 2 are at ibuted to

stochastic processes.

The rather regular pattern of linewidth instability demonstrated in Fig. 2 is by no

means typical. Indeed, rather exotic modes of instability can be demonstrated as shown in
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Fig. 2. Four different temporal pulses characteristic of double-lonqitudinal-mode
osciilation. For all pulses conditions are identical. Thus, variations observed are
stochastic in nature.

Fig. 3. The modulation of Fig. 3(a) results at an excitation voltage of 17 kV, a tempera-

ture difference (AT) between dye solution and cooling water of -O.8 0 C, and misalignment of

the beam. The modulation of Fig. 3(b) was observed at a lamp voltage of 15 kV, AT -1.10C,

again under beam misalignment. The pattern of Fig. 3(c) is the result of the introduction

of an intrucavity aperture which results in a reduction of illumination at the grating.

As shown in Fig. 3(d), the amplitude of the mode beating oscillation and the presence of

the overimposed lower frequency modulation are reduced significantly by optimizing the

beam alignment and increasing the number of grooves being illuminated at the grating. The

results of Fig. 3(d) were obtained by illuminating ~20% more grooves than in the configu-

ration utilized to achieve the effects shown in Fig. 3(c).

Discussion

In Ref. 1 it was shown that under optimum experimental conditions these mr'ltiple-prism

oscillators can yield single-longitudinal-mode operation [see Fig. 4(a)], or when oscil-

lating in double mode, the temporal pulse can be indicative of uniform mode beating which
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Fig. 3. (a-c) Different temporal pulses demonstrating severe changes in the mode
intensity ratio (see text for explanation). (d) Amplitude of mode beating oscillation is
reduced due to the oscillation of a very strong mode in conjunction with a very weak
secondary mode. This is accomplished by nearly maximum beam expansion and optimum beam
alignment.

in turn is representative of an unchanging mode-intensity ratio (Figs. 4(b) and (c)]. The

lower frequency modulation, or instability oscillation (shown in Figs. 2 and 3), occurs

due to variations in the intensity ratio of the two modes as the laser pulse evolves.

Here we explore and describe possible mechanisms which may cause these variations in the

mode intensity ratin.

Two possible mechanisms that can cause the instability effect are mode competition

and/or frequency jitter. A description of a source of frequency jitter can be provided

following consideration of the linewidth equation4 for multiple-prism grating oscillators
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C

Fig. 4. (a) Smooth temporal pulse indicative of single-mode oscillation (from Ref.
1). (b) Stable double-longitudinal-mode oscillation at 10 ns/div (from Ref. 1). (c) Uni-
form mode-beating pattern at 20 ns/div (from Ref. 9).

r r m
A) = 40 C 1 km(ae/aX)G + 2 Z (+l) ( 1 kj) tan'l,m (dn/dX)]-l I)

m=l m=l j=l

Here, (aB/aX)G is the grating dispersion (either in Littrow or grazing-incidence con-

figuration), km the expansion factor provided by individual prisms, 'l,m the refraction

angle at each individual prism, and (dn/dX) is characteristic of the prism material. In

this equation the second term corresponds to the contribution of the multiple-prism

expander to the overall dispersion. This term can be made equal to zero6 - 8 by utilizing a

compensating configuration such as the one shown in Fig. 1. Thus, one can describe the

tuning characteristics of the oscillator using the grating equation. Under these circum-

stances it can be shown 9 that a beam angular displacement of only _10-6 radians can cause

a frequency shift of -250 MHz. Such frequency displacement, during the laser pulse, could

have a severe effect on the intensity ratio of two longitudinal modes separated by 250 MHz.

A further consequence of this effect could be frequency jitter resulting from displacement
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of the two modes in the frequency domain. Certainly, frequency jitter was observed inter-

ferometrically in association with temporal pulses typical of unstable behavior.9

From the results presented in Fig. 3 it is reasonable to assume that geometrical

effects, including beam displacement and spatial constraints on the expanded beam illumi-

nating the grating, influence the extent and magnitude of the instabilities. Indeed, it

is easy to demonstrate, via Eq. 1, that a reduction in the width of the expanded beam leads

to a broadening of the dispersive linewidth, which in turn allows the secondary cavity

mode to increase, thus reducing the intensity ratio that results in an increase of the

mode beating oscillation amplitude. 4 , 1 0 This effect can be emphasized by compa'-ing

Figs. 3(c) and 3(d).

using the simple notion of the dispersive linewidth being displaced in the frequency

domain in an oscillatory manner (at -20 MHz) while the two longitudinal modes remain sta-

tionary, we can closely reproduce the temporal pulse shapes of Fig. 2 using a two-mode

electromagnetic wave representation. 9 Here, omitting the high frequency terms, the inten-

sity due to the double-mode oscillation is written as E2 . (1/2)(E2 + E2) + EE 2 cos(cI -

w2)t, with the ratio of frequency jitter to cavity mode spacing represented by a sinusoidal

function, at a frequency of 20 MHz.

At this stage it is reasonable to assume that geometrical effects can cause the

instabilities demonstrated in Fig. 3. The next area of interest concerns the physical

phenomena that may produce the geometrical variations. In Ref. 4 it is indicated that

narrow-linewidth multiple-prism oscillators utilizing a non-flow gaseous medium do experi-

ence variations in the longitudinal-mode intensity ratio. However, these variations are

from shot to shot and do not occur during the duration of a single laser pulse. The work

discussed in Ref. 3 provides clear evidence that stable, single-mode oscillation is only

possible when the dye flow through the cell is free from turbulence. In Ref. 2 the impor-

tance of thermal stability is highlighted. From these premises it can be assumed that

stable linewidth operation requires thermal uniformity in the active medium and elimination

of turbulence. Certainly, these are two conditions which are not inherent in coaxial

flashlamp-pumped dye lasers. Here, it is not difficult to see that inhomogeneities in the

dye medium, caused by turbulence and/or thermal spatial differences, can force slight

deviations in the beam as the pulse progresses in time. To test this assumption, the laser

was operated under static dye conditions which in turn neutralized the turbulence. Under

these conditions the variations in the mode intensity ratio were reduced noticeably. 9

The thermal conditions in this type of flashlamp-pumped dye laser can be described

using cylindrical coordinates. If the initial and boundary conditions are independent of

the angular and z coordinates (the z coordinate in this case is the optical axis) the

temperature is a function of the radius and time only. Thus, under these ideal conditions

the equation of conduction reduces toll

av/at = Kfa 2v/3r 2 + (l/r) av/arl (2)
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By separating variables so that v(r,t) = R(r) T(t) a solution to this equation is of the

form

v(r,t) = E An J 0 (a. r) ean Kt (3)
n=l

where J0 is a Bessel function of the first kind. The final format of this solution depends

on exact boundary conditions. 1 2 Fcr the purpose of the discussion here we assume different

but uniform initial dye and water temperatures. For this case, Eq. (3) clearly indicates

that a definite temperature radial profile should be expected for ideal conditions of

spatial homogeneity of the active medium. Hence, the refractive index of the dye solution

should remain uniform for light propagating along the optical axis. All this is seriously

altered by the presence of turbulence since dye solution from different temperature regions

will be distributed at random.

As discussed in Ref. 1, a further source of instability is real time variations in

the pumping photon flux. Investigation of this phenomena will be the subject of future

experiments.

Conclusion

Measurements presented in this paper lead us to conclude that linewidth instabilities

in narrow-linewidth multiple-prism pulse dye lasers have definite physical origins and are

not purely stochastic in nature.

The type of coaxial flashlamp-pumped dye laser utilized in these experiment is a com-

plex device with thermal, flow, mechanical, and excitation variables which can all con-

tribute to the spectral instabilities. Our experience indicates that the design of a

vibration-free, nonturbulent, dye flow system should contribute toward the minimization of

the instabilities observed.

The present work was carried out in cooperation with R. D. Russell, S. P. Patterson

and J. E. Adams. Support from Battelle Columbus Division, and U.S. Army (contract

DAAL03-86-D-0001) is gratefully acknowledged.
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LONG PULSE DYE LASER
S. Edward Neister

President
Phase-R Corporation

Old Bay Road, New Durham, New Hampshire 03855
Abstra ct:
Coaxial Flashlamps are known for pumping organic dyes with high efficiency from 0.1us to

1.5us pulsewidth. The requirements and results are presented which permit efficient long
pulse operation into the millisecond region.

Long Pulse Dye Laser
One of the important requirements for making a long pulse flashlamp excited dye laser is

UV filtering.
At Phase-R Corp., we work with our all metal to quartz sealed coaxial flashlamp. For

best performance of the dye laser at high repetition rates and for long dye life, a triax
configuration is used. A triax is nothing more than another tube placed inside the coax to
permit an annulus for cooling water next to the flashlamp (Figure 1).

By controlling the temperature of both the dye and the water, excellent beam q.iality at
high rate is maintained. Adding caffeine to this cooling water areatly improves dye life by
filtering out the UV from the flashlamp (Figure 2,3).

Figure 4,5,6 presents some work that was done by some people at GTE. (I)* laser was
terminating at a pump intensity much greater than where the dye started to lase. But in
figure 5 when they filtered out the UV, the triplet quencher was more efficient and they
found that the laser pulse terminated at an input intensity of a little bit less than what
it was when it started. They concluded that triplet production had come to an equilibrium
and certainly was not increasing. As a result, there should not be any limit to the pulse-
width. However, efficiency is reduced by at least one order of magnitude.

We decided to test this concept in a 10 microsecond laser was made. The left picture in
figure 7 has only COT with no UV filtering. The rapid fall is indicative of triplet
absorption.

We next added caffeine to the traix cooling water. The right picture confirms the fact
that the UV was having an instantaneous affect on COT's rate of triplet state quenching.

The lower picture is a test to see if the triplet states do come to some equilibrium. We
made a PFN that produced two current pulses in the flashlamp such that the intensity in the
flashlamp is exactly the same on both. We got a startling result. The second laser pulse
had more intensity than the first.

This says there are some things going on with triplet states that we really do not
understand. In fact, what COT does with the material is quite dramatic. But we have come
to the conclusion that it is very important to eliminate the UV in all these organic dyes
and solvents. You have got to keep the UV away. When we say UV, we are saying below 3000A.

To further test the equilibrium theory, we made a 300us pulse. Figure 8 shows the laser
pulse which followed the light pulse. It appears that Papparlardo may be correct on having
no limit to the laser pulsewidth,except for the possibility of index gradient formation.

(i)* Long-Pulse Laser Emission from Rhodamine 6G: Romano Pappalardo, H. Samuelson,
Alexander Lempicki; IEEE Journal of Quantum Electronics, Vol. QE-6, No. 11,
Nov. 1970
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Fig. 4 Long laser emissioll. (a) •600 ps; from a r- 650.s'1FVIIM
pump. (b) Pump filtered with K-.CrO4 solution. Input 510 joules
with 524 uF. SLanlurd laser solution. Power levels of the pump
at threshold and termination are indicated.
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Fig. 5 Example of laser output t-lohly following pumping-piulse
oulline. Solution--5 X 10-4 Mu/ rlaodamine GG and 5 X 10-1 M/I
COT in ethanol. Cell-3 incht's long, with flat windows.
Pumping-FX 42 flashlamp at 144 ,uF and 288 joules; Corning
filter on fl-shlamp. (a) Laser outMU.. (b) Pump pulse. Note the
low level of the power for laser terflnnation, which is -60 percent
of the threshold power.
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Fig. 6 Efficiency curves for an ethanolic solution of 5 X 10-' M/I
rhodamine 6G. 3-inch cell, with flat windows; output-mirror
reflectivity 906.5 percent. Cavity It. (a) 5 X 10-8 M/1 COT;
GG 15 filters in the cavity. (b) Same, but Pyrex filters in thecavity. Note the improvement from (b) to (a). (e) 1.5 X 10-1 MA.
COT; GG 13 filters in cavity.
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A FLASHLAMP PUMPED ZIG-ZAG SLAB DYE LASER

by J.J. Dearth, V.V. Vaughn, R.B. McGowan
LSI, Inc.

1900 Sparkman Drive
Huntsville, Alabama 35816

J. Ehrlich and R.W. Conrad
MICOM

Redstone Arsenal, Alabama 35898

Abstract

A zig-zag optical path through the laser cavity can potentially reduce thermal
distortion. Presented is experimentation and analysis of thermally induced effects in a
flashlamp pumped zig-zag dye laser system.

1. Introduction

As a laser medium is excited through a series of repetitive flashlamp pulses, zones of
thermal energy concentration develop distributively from the outer edges of the dye medium
decreasing in thermal amplitude inwardly toward the center. A zig-zag path which deflects
throughout the dye medium from one dye cell wall to the other tends to average the thermal
energy concentrations throughout the cell thus reducing their net effect on the beam
quality. The work reported here extends the zig-zag principle from solid slab lasers to
liquid dye lasers. A zig-zag dye laser is constructed and the laser beam quality is
observed for both straight-through and zig-zag paths. Laser spots are photographed by a
35mm camera and by a high-speed framing camera. In addition, the flashlamp-pumped dye cell
is placed in one leg of a Mach-Zehnder interferometer and a duplicate unpumped dye ce'l is
placed in the other. The resultant fringe patterns, which reveal the thermal distortiu.ýs
of the pumped cell, are filmed at 5000 frames per second while the flashlamps are pulsed.
Fringes are filmed for straight-through and zig-zag paths. The zig-zag dye cell and its
associated flashlamp pumping system are described. The laser spot photographs are
presented, analyzed, and discussed. The Mach-Zehnder film is described and discussed.

2. Zig-Zag Dye Cell

The sides of a zig-zag solid laser slab have no reflective coating since this might
block some of the pump light. Instead, the beam is made to zig-zag by total internal
reflection. An exact dye-laser analog of this system would require a monolithic dye cell.
The only reported monolithic dye cells are liquid jets and solid hosts. A jet seems too
experimentally complicated for the zig-zag geometry. Solid hosts have other problems[l, 2,
3]. Therefore the zig-zag dye cell for this work is designed with walls. The refractive
index for a typical dye solution is near that of water which requires a wall material with
a refractive index less than about 1.1 if total reflection is to occur at a practical angle
with the liquid-wall interface. Instead of designing the reflection to occur at the
liquid-wall interface, the zig-zag dye cell is designed with the reflections at the outer
surface of the walls, which are made of vitreous quartz (n = 1.4585, at 0.55 micrometers).
The construction of the dye cell is shown in Figure 1. The dye solution, Rhodamine 6G in
methanol (n = 1.326), enters the lower fitting and exits the top fitting. A top view of
the zig-zag beam path through the cell is shown in Figure 2. A ray trace is shown for each
edge of the laser beam and for a central ray. The rays enter normal to the 50 degree
slanted faces and strike each side dye-wall interface at 50 degrees off normal. The
details of the wall reflections are shown in Figure 3. The rays are refracted upon
entering the wall to an angle 44.14 degrees off normal. The critical angle at the outer
surface is 43.29 degrees; therefore, the design meets the condition for total internal
reflection at the outer surface. Some unwanted reflection occurs at the dye-wall interface
since the refractive index of the wall is not a perfect match to the dye solution. These
rays are shown in Figure 3 as dotted lines for the case where light enters from the left.
The rays labeled a and b are calculated[4] to be about 1% of the incident light intensity
for vertical polarization and much less for horizontal polarization. The ray b' is almost
as strong as b. Rays a and b' are parallel to the main ray but are spaced 0.294" (7.47mm)
to either side of it. Since light also travels right-to-left in the laser cavity rays
similar to a and b' are produced, where the b' ray returning upon itself combines with the
ray similar to a, and where the a ray returning upon itself combines -ith the ray similar
to b'. However, rays outside the center 0.22" (5.6mm) of the laser beam have one sidebeam
blocked by the exit aperature, 0.514" x 0.866" (13.1mm x 22mm).
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3. Straight-Through Path

For comparison, the dye cell shown in Figure I is also operated with straight-through
alignment. This is shown in Figure 4. Note that the beam enters and leaves the faces at
58.47 degrees off normal. This yields an effective aperture of 0.268" x 0.866" (6.80mm x
22mm).

4. Flashlamps and Reflectors

Two 6" (15.2cm) linear short-pulse Xenon flashlamps (ILC L-6209, 6mm bore, 6" arc
length, 200 torr fill) provide the optical pumping for the zig-zag dye cell. Each lamp is
placed in a half cylinder diffuse reflector whose diameter (0.875") fits against the side
of the dye cell. The inside of the reflector is sprayed with barium sulfate and the lamp
is placed as close as practical to the back wall of the reflector. The ends of the
flashlamps (and leads) block the path of the beam. This obstruction can be avoided by
turning the beam with prisms as shown in Figure 5 for the zig-zag path and Figure 6 for the
stra .ght-through path. Alternately, a bent flashlamp requires no prisms as shown in
Figure 7 for the zig-zag path and Figure 8 for the straight-through path. A shorter
reflector accomodates the bent lamp. The reflectors are not shown in Figures 5, 6, 7, and
8.

5. Laser Mirrors

Flat, dielectric mirrors are placed to form the laser cavity as shown in Figures 5, 6,
7, and 8. One mirror is rated 100% reflecting and the output mirror is 80% reflecting.

6. Power Supplies

The flashlamps are fired in parallel branches by a single triggered spark gap in the
circuit shown in Figure 9, which is similar to Aldag[5], except that auxiliary spark gaps
are used to allow a DC simmer. Without the auxiliary gaps, the main capacitors AC couple
the flashlamps and only one lamp simmers at a time. The DC simmer supplies are shown in
Figure 10. The two supplies are functionally equivalent and each provides -1100 VDC into
an open circuit. The total energy into both flashlamps is given by 0.11 microfarads times
the square of the high voltage. The usual 1/2 in the formula is missing because 0.11
microfarads is available for each of the two lamps. During the interferometer experiments,
15KV, or 25 joules, is used. This is near the laser threshold. When photographing the
laser pulses, 20 KV, or 44 joules is used. The flashlamp pulse rise time is about 0.5
microseconds and the pulse width is about 2 microseconds, as monitored with a vacuum
photodiode.

7. Mach-Zehnder Interferometer

A diagram of the Mach-Zehnder interferometer is shown in Figure 11. Data is taken for
both straight-through and zig-zag paths; however, details of the paths through the prisms
and the dye cells are omitted from this figure. The dye cell path details are the same as
those described above using prisms except the zig-zag path has only three bounces. The
input beam is a 5mw, expanded, collimated, red He-Ne laser beam which is masked to the
rectangular shape of the dye cell entrance. This is split and passes through the two dye
cells before being recombined with a slight tilt between the recombining beams so as to
produce vertical fringes across the film plane of the 16mm Hycam camera. The beams are
carefully collimated to minimize the effect of any camera vibration on the fringes. During
a camera run the film rolls at 5000 frames per second and the lamps are flashed onto the
test cell. Any distortion induced by the flashlamps is then displayed in the fringe
pattern and recorded on the film. Note that the dye laser does not lase during this
pcocess since the laser mirrors are removed, but the flashlamps are pulsed as for normal
lasing. Note also that the Hycam camera contains an LED which places 1Oms timing flashes
on the film. A photograph of the dye cell and the duplicate reference dye cell as used in
the Mach-Zehnder interferometer is shown in Figure 12. Although the reference cell has no
flashlamps to obstruct the beam, turning prisms are still used with the reference cell to
match those used with the flashlamp-pumped ccll. The flashlamp reflectors for the pumped
cell are shown pushed back to reveal the dye cell. The diffuse coating inside one
reflector is also visible, but the flashlamps are lying (on the platform) between the
reflectors and the dye cell and are not readily seen in this view. Before flashing the
lamps, the reflectors are repositioned against the sides of the dye cell with the lamps
fitted through slots in the plexiglass holders which are bolted to the ends of the
reflectors. The red He-Ne laser with its collimating attachment can be seen in the
background of Figure 12.
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8. Mach-Zehnder Interferometer Results

Th2 flashlamp-induced perturbations of the interferometer fringe patterns are best
obser, d by projecting the 16mm film at the standard 24 frames per second. This was done
at the conference for a straight-through path and for a zig-zag path. (The film has also
been transfered to 1" and to VHS video tape.) A detailed description of the film shown at
the conference follows. The first part of the film shows the straight path case and the
second part shows the zig-zag case. The film runs about 3 minutes. The film starts with a
black leader showing only the lOms LED timing flashes on the left of the screen. A splice
passes and the before-pulse (actually between pulses) straight-through fringes follow. The
fringes fall in a rectangle whose height is about four times its width. Six or seven,
near-straight vertical fringes are visible. All the fringes are about the same width. The
fringes have a general curvature of about 1 fringe width where the convex side points to
the left. The fringes move left and right slowly, with a somewhat irregular periodicity,
by about one fringe width giving the appearance of a body rotating back and forth. The
fringes change curvature or shape perceptibly but by less than a fringe width. Then the
flash from the lamp is seen (it occupies only one frame of the film) and the fringes are
violently disturbed starting with the next frame. The shape of the fringes is virtually
lost with the structure becoming fine grained and irregular in both horizontal and vertical
directions. A typical feature is about 1/20 or less of the width of the rectangle. A
rapid succession of violent pulsations (in a few ms) are followed by slower pulsations
which gradually subside, with a "boiling" appearance, almost back to the prepulse
appearance in about lOOms. The first rapid pulsations have a noticable component of left-
to-right or right-to-left or horizontal-squeezing motion associated with them. A splice in
the film passes and some more black leader is shown--another splice--and then the before-
pulse (actually between-pulses) ziz-zag path fringes appear. The fringes fall in a
rectangle whose height is about two and one-half times its width. The film is somewhat
over-exposed. Six or seven, near-straight, vertical fringes are visible. All the fringes
are about the same width except perhaps slightly wider at the top. With the exception of
one short fringe in the lower left corner, the fringes have no general curvature, but there
is a kink about 10% down from the top; a second, slightly larger kink is about 20% down
from the top; and a third kink is about 10% up from the bottom. All three of these kinks
are less than about one fringe. There are also about five or six lesser kinks of about
one-third fringe. All the kinks are approximately located at equal intervals from top to
bottom. The fringes have the same slowly-rotating motion as the straight-through case
except the motion is about two fringes wide and has more-distinct changes in its
periodicity. After the flash from the lamp is seen (it occupies one frame), the fringes
react on the next frame; however, the disturbance is much less violent and it does not
change the basic shape of the fringes. A rapid succesion of pulses with the same, or a
closely similar, timing pattern as the straight-through case but with a more pure left-to-
right or right-to-left motion is seen. The motion appears to be mainly a rotation of the
fringes by two or three fringe widths with little distortion of the fringe pattern. The
rapid pulses are followed by slower "boiling" motions evident only as changes in the kinks
of one fringe width or less. These motions subside in about the same time as the straight-
through case, but their magnitude is much smaller. The overall visual impression is that
the zig-zag case is much more resistant to the disturbance than the straight-through case.

9. Discussion of the Interferometer Results

Since the 16mm frames are photographed 200 microseconds apart (5000 f/s), the
disturbance observed would occur after a laser pulse and some may be associated with the
flow of the dye solution. However, the film indicates that the zig-zag path is showing
resistance to the flashlamp-induced disturbances immediately after the pulse and later; one
can reasonably infer that the zig-zag path also resists disturbances during the pulses as
well. In addition, the observed effects are of direct interest to prepulse conditions in
the design of repetitively pulsed dye lasers. Note that the effects recorded on the film
are associated with mechanisms slower than the propagation of a shock wave. For example,
since the speed of sound in methanol (at 1 atm and 25 degrees C) is 1103 m/s, the crossing
time is given by lOmm/1103m/s = 9.1 microseconds (or 4.5 microseconds to "meet at the
center").

10. Laser Spot Photographs

Photographs of the laser spots are reproduced in Figure 13 for the straight-through path
and Figure 14 for the zig-zag path. The photographs are 35mm time exposures of a single
pulse. The target, placed 75 ft. from the laser, is a white poster board with vertical and
horizontal axes. Each axis is labeled at 2" intervals. A dot with a diameter of 1.4" is
located at the center. The effective exit aperture of the dye cell is 13.1mm x 22mm for
the zig-zag case and it is 6.80mm x 22mm for the straight-through case. This complicates
comparison of the two spots. However, since the smallest dimension, 6.8mm, is 12,363
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wavelengths, the divergence due to Fresnel diffraction is probably similar to that for a
half plane at each aperture edge. Consequently, the difference in the effective aperture
widths should not preclude comparison of the divergence angles for the two cases. The
divergence angles are computed from the photographs by subtracting the exit dimension from
the corresponding dimension of the spot, dividing by two, dividing by the target distance,
and taking the arctangent. ThL results are listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Divergence Angles. The zig-zag case is based on the centerT spot (see text).

zig-zag horiz-ntal divergence zig-zag vertical divergence

1.00 milliradians 1.24 millira-!ians
(1.56) (1.97)

straight-through horizontal divergence straight-through vertical divergence

3.26 milliradians 2.57 milliradians

As shown by Table 1., the straight-through divergence is 27% larger for horizontal than
vertical. The ziz-zag divergence is 20% smaller for the horizontal than the vertical.
This indicates that the zig-zag path reduce- the horizontal divergence compared to the
vertical divergence. The zig-zag divergence is also significantly smaller than the
straight-through case; however, the zig-zag spot may be under-exposed and this comparison
is thought to be less accurate than the first comparison of horizontal to vertical. The
corresponding zig-zag divergences computed from the framing camera picture below (which is
probably overexposed), are listed in parathensis in Table 1. These numbers indicate that
the zig-zag case has 52% less horizontal divergence then the straight-through case. This
is consistent with the first, horizontal-to-vertical ratio comparison above. The two side
spots for the zig-zag case originate as described in section 2, and could therefore be
eliminated by a better match between the dye-solution and the wall refractive index.
Consequently, the side qpots are not included in the size of the zig-zag spot.

11. Framing Camera Photographs

The framing camera photographs are shown in Figures 15, 16, and 17. Figure 15 is the
zig-zag case. tigure 16 is the straight-through case with no prisms. Figure 17 is the
straight-through case with the bent flashlamp and no prisms. Each framing camera picture
shows two exposures where the top exposure is earlier. Each exposure is 200ns duration and
the two exposures are taken SOOns apart. The target is the same as above. The extra
horizontal black or very white lines which extend completely across the exposures are
electron shadows of the control grid in the image converter tube and can be ignored. The
straight through cases show redistribution of the beam energy during a single laser pulse.
The first exposure of both straight-through cases shows a "diffraction-like" pattern but
only to one side. The prism reverses the image, so the pattern is on the same side both
times. Since it is only on one side, and only on the first exposure, it is thought not to
be ordinary diffraction, but perhaps some type of flashlamp-induced beam wander. This
pattern is not seen for the zig-zag case, indicating resistance to the flashlamp-induced
disturbance during one laser pulse.

12. Practical Considerations

This design allows fine dust from thb' barium sulfate to collect on the dye-cell walls
which causes the zig-zag output to decrease from shot to shot and to drop below threshold
after 5 to 10 shots. This makes it hard to control the exposure of the phot-graphs. Some
sort of protective window or an air blast, is needed to keep the walls clean. Since total
internal reflection is extremely sensitive to dust, the amount surficient to stop lasing is
invisible. Also, the glue used for this cell frequently leaks. It holds the walls in
place, but has smill leaks requiring frequent repair. A more appropriate glue is needed.
Alignment of the zig-zag laser cavity is difficult with a red He-Ne laser due to dispersion
and absorbtion. An orange He-Ne laser is effective for this purpose. A photograph of the
alignment beam is shown in FLgure 18. The beam is visible in the dye by fluorescencc and
at the points of total internal reflection by scattering. It is not visible in the quartz
wall. Alignment of the zig-zag Mach-Zehnder interferometer required three days per
experiment with only three bounces. Appreciation is expressed to Aubrey Askew for aligning
and operating the system. He discovered the dust problem, too.
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Abstract

This paper describes an extensive study of polymers as host materials for laser
dyes in flashlamp-pumped systems. The first part of the paper discusses the differences
in optical properties between polymers and conventional liquids. In the second part.
data are presented on the laser performance of selected dyes in polymethyl methacrylate
(PMRA) under flashlamp pumping. Finally. modeling and analysis are presented to explain
the observed differences between the laser output in PMMA and in MeOH/H 2 0.

Introduction

The use of polymers as host materials for laser dyes or saturable absorbers is
relatively untapped. Such solid systems have the advantage of being lightweight,
storable, inexpensive to fabricate and safe to handle. For dye lasers, a major benefit
is that the need for a dye-flow system (and its attendant complexity) is avoided.

There have been a number of papers in the literature on the performance of
dye-doped polymers under laser pumping. 1 - 7  In the past several years, much of it has
appeared in the Russian and Japanese literature. 3 - 7 There is relatively little
information, however, on the laser characteristics of flashlamp-pumped samples. 8 . 9

The purpose of this paper is to describe some recent results that we have obtained for
dyes in polymers under conditions of flashlamp excitation. The paper is divided into
three parts. The first section details the major differences between polymers and
conventional liquids as hosts for laser dyes. The next section presents some results on
laser performance for Rhodamine 590 (R590) and Coumarin 540 (C540) in polymethyl
methacrylate (PMM1A). Finally, we present some modeling and analysis which indicate
where the problems lie in achieving laser output in polymer hosts which is comparable to
that obtained in conventional liquid systems.

Factors Affecting the Laser Output in Polymer Hosts

We began by characterizing the properties of several optical polymers for laser
applications. In comparing these candidates with liquids, significant differences were
apparent in the areas of near-UV absorption, index-of-refraction gradients, bulk
transmission losses, and differences in dye spectral properties. Each of these is
discussed in turn below.

Bulk Absorption in the Near UV

Three of the most common optical polymers are PMMA. polycarbonate and
polystyrene. All three show significant absorption in the near UV. The most
transparent of these, PMKA. is opaque below about 290 nm. depending on the thickness.
This is a problem for flashlamp pumping of laser dyes because of the high blackbody
temperatures required for efficient lasing (- 25.000 K). At these temperatures, the
flashlamp output is rich in the UV. where most dyes absorb strongly. The bulk
absorption of the polymer effectively excludes pumping in these bands. In the case of
MeOH. for example, this UV cutoff is down around 210 nm. depending on the optical path
length. Saturated polymers such as polypropylene would be expected to be more
transparent in the UV than PMMA, however these materials have problems with high haze
levels due to the presence of microcrystalline structures. Even "clarified"
polypropylene is far too hazy for laser applications. At present, this issue of UV
transparency is unresolved for the polymers. In a later section, data are presented on
the effect of this bulk absorption on the unsaturated gain of the laser.

Optical Homogeneity

A second factor affecting the output of solids versus liquids is that of
index-of-refraction gradients, which are much more severe in the polymers. Figure 1
indicates schematically what we have observed for both rods and sheets of PMMA. The
sample behaves as a thick, negative lens in which the index gradient becomes larger as
one approaches the boundaries of the piece. For purposes of modeling, we have
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approximated the index variation as being parabolic. The parameter "a" in the figure is
a geometric scale factor and is a measure of the homogeneity of the sample. That is.
the larger the value of "a'. the more homogeneous the material. In this paper, we will
discuss the rod geometry only. and the variable r is the radial distance from the rod
axis.

It is important to determine the impact of this static lensing behavior on the
resonator design and the ultimate performance of the rod. For this reason, we devised a
simple technique to measure the parameter "a" for our samples. The setup is depicted in
Figure 2. Because the rod is a negative lens. the position of the focus in arrangement
#1 occurs at a greater distance from the positive lens than for arrangement #2. This
difference (y-x) is used to calculate the lensing effect of the rod. Using the
parabolic model and geometrical optics, one can obtain formulas for L_ and "a" in
terms of readily measurable quantities. For our specimens, values of "a" typically fell
in the range of 20-30 cm.

Assuming a parabolic index variation for the rod, one can determine the stability
regions for a resonator in which the rod is imbedded. In Figure 3. we present the
results of such an analysis for the symmetric resonator in the inset. The lenses are
assumed to be close to the rod with the reflectors in turn close to the lenses. As is
seen from the figure. the stable region is bounded by the functions coth(D/2a) and
tanh(D/2a). As D/2a becomes greater than about 2. the range of values of nof/a for
which lasing can occur becomes quite small. In view of the dynamic lensing that occurs
during pumping, there is a practical limit on the length of the rod that can be lased
efficiently in such a resonator. For rods as long as 40 cm and values of "a" on the
order of 20-30 cm. it is not difficult to find suitable regions in which to work. The
labelled rectangles within the stable region of Figure 3 represent regions in which we
have tested laser rods. The point to be emphasized here is that the homogeneity of the
laser rod must be characterized first and then a resonator designed around it. Note
that a resonator consisting of flat reflectors is not stable for finite values of "a".

Experimental evidence supporting the above model is given in Table I. The first
three columns refer to the resonator used. with the last giving the relative output.
The resonators are arranged so that increasing applied curvature runs downward in the
table. The data show that a minimum amount of applied curvature is needed before lasing
can be obtained.

Table 1. Effect of Resonator Design on Lasing of R590 in PMMA

RESONATOR: RELATIVE OUTPUT:

OUTPUT COUPLER MAX R LENSES

R = 0.50 (FLAT) FLAT none DID NOT LASE
R = 0.50 (FLAT) 20 m none DID NOT LASE
R = 0.50 (FLAT) 10 m none DID NOT LASE

R = 0.60 (3.12 m) 10 m none 0.12
R = 0.40 (3.12 m) 10 m none 0.28

R = 0.25 (FLAT) FLAT 2. +250 mm 0.42
R = 0.50 (FLAT) FLAT 2. +250 mm 1.0
R = 0.75 (FLAT) FLAT 2. +250 mm 0.86

Bulk Transmission Losses

Another factor which differentiates polymer hosts from liquids is that of bulk
transmission losses. The presence of inclusions and bubbles in the polymer gives rise
to absorbing and scattering of light in excess of that observed in liquids. This is not
a fundamental property of polymers, but rather represents what is presently available.
Our better undoped samples show a bulk transmission loss on the order of 0.5 - 1%/cm.
We have not been successful in lasing specimens with losses greater than 2 or 3%/cm.
Measured losses are higher when the dye-doped rod is pumped.

Figure 4 shows that distributed losses can have a severe effect on the measured
output of the rod. In the figure, the extraction efficiency - is plotted as a
function of the ratio of distributed loss to unsaturated gain (Go/go). This
efficiency is defined as the laser output flux optimized with respect to feedback and
normalized to its peak value (at zero loss). The relationship in the figure can be
derived using a Rigrod analysis as described in reference 10. Note that when
(Go/go) = 0.5. the output is down by about an order of magnitude. Even when
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110/o = 0.1. the output is cut in half. For convenience, several data points
generated in this study have been included. The solid-phase results reveal an
extraction efficiency which is down by a factor of three or four compared with that for
conventional liquids. As will be shown later, the problem resides both in excessive
losses and with a decrease in gain.

Differences in Dye Spectral Properties

The last major issue in comparing solids to liquids relates to differences in the
spectroscopic properties of the dye because of the change of environment. The different
polarity will lead to a solvent shift of absorption and emission bands (including
excited-state spectra). The rigid matrix of the polymer can affect the fluorescence
quantum yield by reducing the mobility of certain substituent groups. The dynamical
behavior may also be affected, since the rates for intersystem crossing and
triplet-state quenching can be different. A representative sampling of the spectral
data we have obtained is presented in Table 2. The major item of interest is the
difference in fluorescence quantum yield between liquid solvents and PMMA. In the case
of the rhodamines, there is a slight decrease. For Coumarin 540A and Fluorol 555.
however, there is an increase in going to PMMA. This is probably due to the decrease in
mobility mentioned above. All other things being equal, these dyes should perform
better in PMMA than in EtOH or MeOH.

Table 2. Spectroscopic Properties of Selected Dyes - Liquid versus Solid Host

DYE SOLVENT ABSORPTION EMISSION 11F REFERENCE

'kmax kmax
(nm) (nm)

R590 MeOH/H 2 0 530 555 0.93 This work.
PMMA 533 556 0.81 This work.

C540 MeOH/H 2 0 470 510 0.62 This work.
PM14A 450 This work.

C540A EtOH 423 530 0.38 II
PMMA 415 499 0.98 12

F555 MeOH 442 0.68 13.14
PMMA 430 492 0.88 13

R640 MeOH 575 0.94 12.14

PMMA 581 601 0.75 12

Experimental Results on Laser Performance in PMMA

In this investigation, two coaxial lamps were used for the lasing tests. The
experimental setup is depicted 'i r.•,LCe :. To ;n-ri ?- r-racavity losses, all
surfaces exposed to air were AR-coated for the appropriate wavelength range, and an
index-matching fluid was used between rod and windows. Based on the dimensions of the
lamps, rods of 18 cm and 42 cm lengths could be pumped. In both cases, the diameter was
0.95 cm. Because of heating of the rods during pumping, all data were taken
single-shot, with adequate time between shots for equilibration. The energy input for
the smaller coaxial lamp was fixed at 60 J; the larger lamp was operated at 360 J.

The usual testing procedure was to measure the "a" parameter for a given rod as
described earlier and then choose lenses which allowed operation well into the stable
region. A sample trace showing the power output for an 18-cm rod is presented in
Figure 6. In this case the dye solution was Rhodamine 590 in PMMA (1.1 x 10-4
Moles/lite-). The upper trace shows the current pulse through the lamp for purposes of
reference: - e time scale is 200 ns/division. For this pulse, the measured output was
in excess of 50 mJ with a temporal width of 300 ns (FWHM). Figure 7 shows similar data
at the same sweep speed for a 42-cm rod. The dye solution was Coumarin 540 (C540) in
PMMA at a concentration of 1.4 x 10-4 Moles/liter. The energy output was 50 mJ with a
pulse width of 475 ns.

An obvious issue in a solid-state dye laser is that of degradation of energy
output. In the case of the 18-cm R590 rods. the observed degradation was relatively
graceful. The value of the degradation rate varied somewhat from rod to rod, but fell
in the range of 1.5 - 1.9%/shot. Typical data are depicted in Figure 8. in which the
output was followed for more than two dozen shots. There are strategies for extending
dye life, such as using modifying additives to prevent the formation of free radicals in
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the vicinity of the dye molecules. Gromov et al.5 have reported some success in this
area for their laser-pumped system.

Knowledge of the degradation rate is important in its own right, but it also
allows correction of the data for shot number. For example, information on internal
lasing parameters can be obtained once the effects of output degradation have been
corrected for. In particular, it is of interest to extract data on the distributed loss
and the unsaturated gain for the polymer rods and conventional liquids.

Rigrodl 0 has analyzed the case of homogeneously broadened lasers with uniform
distributed loss. In his treatment, he obtains an approximate expression for the laser
output power as a function of saturation flux. distributed loss. unsaturated gain and
mirror reflectivity. We have used this relation to obtain information on the gain and
loss parameters in both PMMA and MeOH/H 2 0. The basic procedure is to measure the
output of the laser as a function of mirror reflectivity and fit the results to the
Rigrod relation. An example of this is given in Figure 9. The data are presented for
R590 in PMKA at a concentration of 1.1 x 10-4 Moles/liter. The plot shows the energy
output as a function of mirror parameter X = -In (v'-R). For purposes of reference.
X = 0.35 corresponds to a reflectivity of 50%: higher reflectivities are to the left of
this point and lower reflectivities to the right. We note that a very good fit is
obtained for this sample when the unsaturated gain is about ll%/cm and the distributed
loss is about 5.5%/cm.

Table 3 is a summary of some of the results that we have obtained using this
approach. Note that the first two row entries correspond to R590 in MeOH/H 2 0. with
the next three for R590 in PMMA. For the first four entries, the concentrations are
nearly the same. and so meaningful comparisons can be made. The second column of the
table indicates any special conditions or changes that were made in the composition of
the sample. The third column reports the bulk transmission loss measured by passing the
beam from a HeNe or other light source through the sample. Fresnel losses were
compensated for by measuring the transmission through different lengths of the
material. This loss may be termed static or small-signal, since the sample is not being
pumped. The next column shows the dynamic loss as obtained from the fitting described
in connection with Figure 9. This loss can easily be higher than the static one because
of the onset of time-dependent processes such as triplet-triplet absorption. The last
two columns contain data on the unsaturated gain (obtained from the fitting procedure)
and the extraction efficiency (as defined in Figure 4).

Table 3. Summary of Gain and Loss Parameters for Solid and Liquid Hosts

DYE SOLUTION CONDITIONS SMALL-SIGNAL DYNAMIC UNSATURATED EXTRACTION
LOSS (cm-I) LOSS (cm- 1 ) GAIN (cm- 1 ) EFFICIENCY(nI)

R590 in no UV 0.018 0.19 0.48
MeOH/H 2 0 filter
7.5x10- 5 M/1

R590 in Pyrex as - - 0.012 0.11 0.45
MeOH/H 2 0 UV filter
7.3x10-5 M/1

R590 in PMMA 5 percent 0.006 0.028 0.077 0.16
7.5x10-5 M/% HEMA

R590 in PMMA 10 percent 0.010 0.034 0.082 0.13
6.8x10-5 M/t HEMA

R590 in PMMA 10 percent 0.013 0.05f 0.113 0.09
,1xlO- 4 M/t HEMA

C540 in PMMA - 0.010 0.014 0.025 0.06

1.4x10-
4 M/1

Analysis and Discussion

A number of trends can be discerned immediately. First. the extraction
efficiencies of the solid samples are comparable to each other, but are a factor of
three or four lower than those for the liquids. These data points are in fact the ones
plotted in Figure 4. The effect of the exclusion of the near-UV bands of the 6ye is
relatively pronounced. When pyrex was introduced to filter out the UV from the liquid
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sample, the unsaturated gain dropped from about 19%/cm to about ll%/cm. In the case ot
the polymer host, the value was found to be about 8%/cm for a comparable concentration.

The dynamic losses in the PMMA samples are about twice as large as those for the
liquids. These values are also several times larger than the small-signal
measurements. Finally, there is experimental evidence that the dynamic loss scales with
concentration. (See, for example, the data for R590 concentrations of 6.8 x 10-5 and
1.1 x 10-4 Moles/liter.) Together, these observations imply that there is a
time-dependent loss, related to the presence of the dye, which is not as pronounced in
the liquid. An obvious explanation is that the effects of triplet-triplet absorption
are more severe in the solid matrix. This may in turn be due to one or more of the
following: a faster intersystem crossing rate, increased triplet-triplet absorption at
the lasing wavelength, or a reduced triplet quenching rate in PMMA. Since the quenching
of triplets in liquids is effected by the diffusion of molecular oxygen into the
immediate vicinity of the dye molecule, triplet quenching may be inhibited in the solid
matrix.

For dyes in which the formation of triplets is not a major issue, the dynamic
losses may remain small. This may be the case for example in C540, for which the
small-signal and dynamic losses are nearly equal. This particular dye, however, has a
relatively low gain in PMMA.

Summary

The principal results of this investigation may be summarized as follows:

1.) Index-of-refraction inhomogeneities, if symmetric enough, can be
accommodated by resonator design. Our modeling of resonator stability is
consistent with the experimental results to date.

2.) The ratio do/go for R590 in PMMA is several times higher than that
in MeOH/H 2 0. This is a major factor limiting efficient performance.

3.) For our R590 specimens, the value of ao is dominated by time-dependent
(dynamic) losses. A possible cause is triplet formation during the pulse.

4.) For a number of dyes of interest, the fluorescence quantum yield in PMMA
is higher than the analogous values in liquid solution. Such dyes may
perform better in PMMA than in EtOH or MeOH.

5.) Rods as long as 42 cm have been lased with a suitable resonator.
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SOLID HOSTS FOR DYE LASER RODS - PART 1
CRITERIA FOR CHOOSING A HOST MATERIAL

George F. Erickson, Staff Member
Los Alamos National Laboratory

CLS-6, MS J564
Los Alamos, NM 87545

ABSTRACT

This paper will attempt to provide selection criteria for polymers as hosts for flashlamp-pumped
dye laser rods. The properties of transparent polymer materials are compared with typical
inorganic crystal and glass hosts

For some time now, our group, at the Los Alamos National Laboratory has been interested in trying to produce high
quality inexpensive dye-doped laser rods. The potential low cost, in volume production of dye-doped plastic rods,
combined with the wide variety of lasing wavelengths available from dyes was the primary driving force for this effort. The
applications have been for both single and multiple shot operation, with fast flashlamp pumping. In the single shot case, if
the dye-doped rod was damaged or destroyed after lasing once, this was acceptable as we were trying to get rather large
power outputs from the rods. Since we needed simple, inexpensive, storable and compact systems, flowing liquid dye
solvents were ruled out. This left us with the need to find suitable dye hosts that were solids with the necessary high optical
quality. Organic polymers, namely plastics, such as the acrylics have been looked at for some time for these sorts of
applications by other groups world wide.

As one gets more deeply involved with the problem of plastic dye laser hosts, a number of problems become apparent
sooner or later. Aside from the need for very high optical quality in the plastic rods, one encounters problems with the
ii,.iure of plastics as a class, when compared to inorganic crystal and glass laser hosts. Althongh dye-doped plastic
materials may appear attractive at first glance from a potential low cost standpoint, particularly in volume production, a
comparison of the physical properties of plastics versus inorganic hosts leads to some serious consequences. If one looks
at the coefficient of thermal expansion and the thermal conductivity of plastics versus inorganic glasses and crystal hosts
(Table 1), one sees that the coefficient of thermal expansion for plastics is, in general, one order of maqnitude greater

TABLE 1.

PROPERTIES OF PRINCIPAL OPTICAL PLASTICS
AcrWic StyNne NAS SAN POlycarbonaote TPX ABS ADC Gloss

Polymethyt Polyst rene Methyl Styrene (Lexan) MethylDentene Allyl BK 7

Methocrylate (Dylene) Methocrylote Acrnlonitrile (Merlon) (TPX) Diglycot

(Lucite) (Sqyon) Styrene (Lustron) Cortoncate

Units (Plexgiass) (Lustrex) Cop00yrner (Tyrl1) (CS 39)

Refractive Index, n

nd(589 3nm) 1491 1 590 1533-1 567 1567- 1571 1586 1467 1538 1504 1517

nc(656.3nm) 1488 1585 1558 1563 1581 1464 1501 1514

ng(486 tInt) 1496 1604 1575 1 b78 1598 1505 1510 1 522

AbbeValue. Va 614 3t 1 35 378 115 114 56 646

Rate of Change

In Index
tth Templ•rature ar/dt .105/.C -85 120 -140 -118to -1443 43 03

Coeffcient of Linear
Exnranslon cm/cm' 10-5/,C 674(o 70-C 60-80 65-67 66-7C 083 114 071

25 to 75°C

144

75 to 125°C

Deflection Temperature

3 64, min 264 psi ýC 92 82 99 104 142 90

3 6F/mln 66 DwC 10, 110 100 146 84

Recommended MOx

Cont SOerie Temp °C 92 82 93 79-88 124 100

ThermalConductity Col/se, CrrvC'10
4  

406 243 4 ' 29 4 40 5 266

Haoe % 2 3 3 3 3 5 12 3

Luminous Transmittance % ThckneSS 92 88 90 88 89 90 79-90 e) 93 9 Q

3 1 75ymr

WOate Absottorrn 8• meeO 03 02 011* 02035 015 02

24 hr r. 23'C

Moad Shritkage % 02-06 0206 02 22-06 05(07 1-530

• nurnnous Transmnitto•nce 79% thickness 6 35n, 90 06%., ti ckness$ 0381tmm
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for plastics than for the inorganic glasses and crystal hosts. The inverse is true for the thermal conductivity of plastics
versus inorganic glasses. The thermal conductivity disparity of plastics, compared to many of the single crystal inorganic
hosts such as sapphire and the garnets, is even more extreme because of the abnormally high thermal conductivity of
these materials due to lattice phonon conduction. The change of refractive index of plastics as a function of temperature,
dn/dt (Fig. 1), is closely related to the coefficient of thermal expansion. The combined effects of these two properties, as it
affects plastic dye laser rods, is to aggravate the thermal stability problem by about the product of the dn/dt and the thermal
conductivity ratios as compared to inorganic glasses or crystal hosts. The net result is that the optical thermal stability of
plastic dye laser rods is about two orders of magnitude poorer than inorganic glass rods, approaching three orders of
magnitude poorer than sapphire.

The overall effect of this very !;evere problem is that unless dye-doped plastic laser rods can be stored in an
isothermal environment for a considerable length of time prior to firing the flashlamp, the optical properties of the plastic rod
will be essentially useless if anything ,Jose to a few times diffraction limited output is needed. In the case of repetitively
pulsed plastic dye laser rods, the thermal effects would be catastrophic.

A further problem related to the physical properties of plastic dye laser rods is the mechanical stability of the laser rod
and cavity. Plastics are far less rigid or stiff than inorganic glass or crystal rods. Physical support under stress, vibration, G
loads, etc. of plastic rods will be much more of a problem than conventional incrganic rods. Thermal gradients are apt to
cause rod bending, which will throw the optical cavity out of alignment. Plastics are softer and scratch more easily than
glass and most crystal hosts. About the only advantage the plastics have to offer, as far as physical properties are con-
cerned, is resistance to mechanical and thermal shock and impact breakage. Being organic, plastics are also subject to
photochemical damage. In addition, the laser dyes will undergo photochemical damage or bleaching. Photochemical
damage of dye solutions is a problem in which the chemistry of the dye and the solvent system are synergistically inter-
related. Polymerization without the use of initiators is desirable to obtain the best dye stability. For one shot applications,
this is not too severe a problem if the rods do not bleach in long-term storage.

Probably more work has been done on acrylic, PMMA systems by numerous groups around the world than most other
plastic systems for dye laser rod applications. Polymethyl methacrylate is by far the most common plastic in use for optics
as it machines and polishes well, is easily moldable, has good environmental stability, and can have good uv transparency.

Acrylic's optical transmission is better than most optical plastics and can have low light scattering if clean and free of
particulates (see Fig. 2). The optical damage threshold if clean is also quite good. The optical homogeneity of good quality
molded acrylic optics is typically nearly two orders of magnitude poorer than good quality optical glass (see Table 1).
Acrylic optics, even in well annealed, have considerable stress birefringence which is hard to remove. Adding the correct
amount of a suitable plasticizer can correct the stress birefringence but can cause other problems such as loss of uv
transparency, and poorer mechanical properties as well as possible interactions with the laser dye.

PMMA as such is a good solvent for the Coumarin family of dyes but is not a good solvent for Rhodamine or Kiton Red
dyes which require more polar solvents. Dye triplet state formation is often aggravated in plastic host solutions. Very
recently, Dr. Rob Hermes of our Laboratory, has produced some extremely fine quality acrylic copolymer rods with good
solvent properties, even for dyes requiring polar solvents.

In addition to PMMA, we have looked at a number of other polymer systems as candidates for plastic dye laser rods.
We looked into some clear epoxies, a rigid polyurethane-polyester copolymer sold commercially by the name, Calthane
3200, and a number of organic glasses of the glycerol borate family. We also ordered some samples of some commercial,
fluorescent dye loaded, extruded, PMMA rod from Bayer AG through their U.S. subsidiary, Mobay Corporation. This
commercial, fluorescent, plastic rod and sheet is available in seven colors from deep red to violet and is very inexpensive.

The epoxies had little to commend them for our application as we had trouble with dye-hardner interactions, fairly poor
ultra-violet transmission, poor optical quality, and poor solvent power for dyes requiring polar solvents. The Calthane 3200
looked somewhat more promising in that the uv transparency of this material is quite good. We never were able, however,
to get good optical quality from this material and the solvent power for dyes needing polar solvents was again poor. The
Bayer-Mobay commercial, fluorescent, PMMA extrusions had two problems. The material had both a fluorescent and a
nonfluorescent dye dissolved in the host PMMA and the optical quality of the extrusions was very poor.

The family of organic glasses based on borate esters of polyhydric alcohols was rather interesting in that these
materials could be produced with a hardness ranging from a brittle glass at room temperature (glycerol borate), to a high
viscosity liquid at room temperature (propylene glycol borate). The third member of this group is ethylene glycol borate
which is intermediate in hardness or viscosity betwcen the brittle glycerol borate and the syrupy propylene glycol borate.
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These three borate esters can be mixed together in any proportions to temper the hardness of the resultant organic
glasses. We hoped that these organic glasses would be containable as very high viscosity semisolid glasses inside fused
silica cylindrical dye cells which would behave like rigid dye rods. The severe T.C.E. mismatch between the high
expansion organic glasses and the fused silica would be relieved by flow in the organic glasses. An expansion space for a
bubble is needed to prevent cracking of the dye cell when subjected to temperature changes. The viscosity of the organic
glass is so high as to prevent convection from disturbing the optical quality of the laser medium. The glycol borate esters
are again poor solvents for dyes requiring polar solvents but their uv transmission is quite good. This exercise was not
successful for a number of reasons. The most severe problem is that these glycol borate esters seem to produce a swarm
of tiny gas bubbles when subjected to the intense light of the xenon flashlamp and these bubbles can't be removed from
the optical path without remelting the organic glass tr reduce the viscosity to a low value.

One other possibility came to mind while we were working on plastic laser rods. The severe problems with thermally
induced optical inhomogeneities in any high T.C.E. and low thermal conductivity, plastic dye laser rod might possibly be
sidestepped by making a rigid, bonded, fiberoptic bundle, laser rod. This rod would have a dye doped, higher refractive
index, plastic core material, surrounded by a clear, undoped, lower index, plastic cladding which constitutes a very thin
coating between the adjacent dye doped core fibers. The solid matrix of cladding would couple the pump light into the
matrix and the individual dye doped fibers would be mode coupled to one another by the evanescent wave penetrating the
thin cladding between adjacent fibers. This would tend to prevent all the individual fibers in the bundle from lasing
unsynchronized with one another which would make the entire fiberoptic laser bundle act as a more or less incoherent light
source. If the evanescent wave coupling between adjacent fibers in the matrix works, the optical coherence should be
greatly improved. The partitioning of the laser rod into many small lasing regions, each isolated from its neighbor, except
for the evanescent wave coupling, would permit fairly large refractive index gradients across the cladding to exist without
disturbing the lasing medium, which is the individual high index dye doped fibers. Since each fiber is bounded by the
steep index gradient at the core cladding interface, the laser light would be trapped and confined to the fiber it originated in.
The laser cavity mirrors would have to be in contact with the cut and polished ends of the laser fiberoptic bundle.
Transverse pump light should be well coupled throughout the bundle. There would be an effective change in the cavity
length across the width of the fiberoptic bundle when subjected to a temperature gradient, however, to what extent these
different coupled lasers can synchronize with slightly different cavity lengths is unknown at this time.

Fabrication of such a structure although complicated might not be as difficult to accomplish at a reasonable cost as it

may seem at first glance. Individual dye-doped plastic fiber with a higher refractive index than the clear cladding material

could be produced in long lengths. The thin layer of clear cladding could be applied as a dip coating and cured or dried by

solvent evaporation. This thinly clad fiber could then be bundled and pressure bonded, perhaps by warm isostatic pressing

of warm extrusion to form the laser fiberoptic bundle. This material could then be cut to length, polished and have the flat-

flat cavity mirrors cemented on the ends. The cavity mirrors may be able to be simply deposited on the polished ends of the

bundle by physical vapor deposition methods and further reduce the cost of the fiberoptic laser rods. If this scheme works,

it pretty much sidesteps most of the thermal problems associated with ordinary plastic dye laser rods. This system could

possibly operate as a ring laser since a curved optical path could lase in a fiberoptic bundle. This device might have some

interesting possibilities.

Table 1, Figures 1 and 2: "Optical Plastics: Properties and Tolerances," The Photonics Design and Applications

Handbook, Book 2, 33rd Edition, pp H225-H230 (1987).
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SOLID HOSTS FOR DYE LASER RODS - PART 2
SOME EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

George F. Erickson, Staff Member
Los Alamos National Laboratory

CLS-6, MS J564
Los Alamos, NM 87545

ABSTRACT

This paper will describe some of the attempts and problems encountered in producing high quality polymer
dye laser rods. Purification methods used on the monomer materials, curing agent problems, and gamma
radiation curing are considered.

In the last paper, I tried to give an overview of the problems that exist with polymers as hosts for dye laser rods. In this
paper, I will try to be more specific as to the experimental pitfalls that can occur and some of our attempts to circumvent
them.

Since much of the effort by other groups working on this problem was concentrated on acrylics because of their
generally desirable optical properties, we proceeded in this direction also. Our first problem was to prepare some clean,
inhibitor free, MMA monomer. We used one of the recommended procedures of solvent extracting out the inhibitor, which is
usually a hydroquinone type material, with an aqueous alkaline brine solution. The inhibitor-free MMA monomer, which
then contains some water, was dried over anhydrous potassium carbonate and stored in a refrigerator until needed. This
material after decantation contains considerable obvious suspended material which is mainly potassium carbonate. Since
we wanted to work with small batches at a time, we were reluctant to set up an elaborate filtration system to filter batches as
small as 50 ml of MMA monomer and dye solution only to have to clean up the entire filtration system for another batch
using a different dye. We felt that for the initial trails, removing most of the suspended material by using a clinical centri-
fuge might suffice at least until we saw how well this method worked. Since we were only using small batches anyway,
15 ml polypropylene capped centrifuge tubes seemed like a good dual purpose container. The MMA dye solutions could
be spun in the centrifuge tubes and later cured in the same tubes. Castings of this size would provide material from which
one or two small laser rods could be machined. The centrifugal cleaning did seem to provide quite particulate free material
with very little effort.

Our first tries at polymerizing some MMA monomer were done using small amounts of benzoyl peroxide as the
initiator. This was an unqualified disaster as Fig. 1 will show. From this first trial, we found that peroxide initiators can
bleach dyes, that the polymerization exotherm of MMA is hard to control, even in 15 ml quantities and that the polymeriza-
tion shrinkage of MMA is very large, like 20%. We also found out that MMA while being a good solvent for the Coumarin
dyes is a poor solvent for dyes like RG6 which require polar solvents. After some further trials with PMMA we looked for a
polymer system which was easier to work with and had a very low shrinkage during polymerization.

Our plastics sections at the lab advised us that perhaps a rigid urethane-polyester copolymer which they liked, which
is available commercially by the name of Calthane 3200, might be worth a try. Calthane 3200 has low shrinkage, a low
exotherm, good clarity, can be cured overnight at room temperature and is generally quite easy to work with, except that
vacuum deairing is difficult. Again Calthane 3200 is a good solvent for Coumarin dyes and does not seem to damage them
in any way. However, it too is not polar enough to dissolve much RG6. After considerable experimentation with the
Calthane 3200, we made a number of castings in the centrifuge tubes that were freed of any suspended material and any
tiny air bubbles by using the centrifuge.

We gave some samples of this material to our optician to have him cut and polish the ends of the as-cast rods so we
could look at the internal optical quality. Figure 2 shows a view through the Calthane 3200 rod using a beam expanded
He-Ne laser. The optical quality is so bad that it was impossible to even get a fringe pattern using the Zygo interferometer.
Looking through these rods with the unaided eye, it was even difficult to clearly see objects across the room. Although the
overall clarity of the rod was quite good as indicated by the amount of light scattering using a He-Ne laser, the index of
refraction striations inside the rod were so severe as to render the rod totally useless for laser applications. All further
attempts to make good quality rods from Calthane 3200 were also unsuccessful for the same reason.
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We also tried to use a colorless epoxy system. The suggested material, DER 332 warm cured overnight with
Jeffamine T-403 hardner produces clear castings with little shrinkage. This material also dissolves Coumarin dyes quite
well. We were able to get some R6G into this epoxy system by using a trace of ethanol as a dye solvent before adding the
concentrated dye solution to the resin mixture. This resulted in an instant pH color change in the R6G to a nonfluorescent
unusable form as the T-403 hardner is quite alkaline. Changing to an acidic hardner, hexahydrophthalic anhydride
(HHPA), allows the Rhodamine to remain undamaged but the uv transmission of the epoxy is reduced. These epoxy
systems even with the amine hardner have a much poorer uv transmission than either the PMMA or the Calthane 3200.
Furthermore, the optical quality of these epoxy castings were not much better than the Calthane 3200 ones.

Using small amounts, up to 10% in the case of PMMA, of ethanol as a polar solvent addition, even if it doesn't inhibit
the cure of the polymer system is not a long-term solution to the polar solvent problem in any of these systems. The ethanol
is volatile and will slowly diffuse out to the surface of the rod causing dimensional changes as well as the loss cf the solvent
needed to keep the Rhodamine or Kiton Red in solution. Attempts to use less volatile polar solvents such as ethylene of
propylene glycol were unsuccessful as the glycol was either immiscible in the resin system, or inhibited the cure. Ethanol
merely acted like a volatile plasticizer in the PMMA system.

We returned to the PMMA system again with the hope of curing the MMA monomer in such a way as to avoid the use
of initiators, the exotherm problem and also to circumvent the severe shrinkage problems. The idea was to zone cure MMA
at room temperature from the bottom up using a narrow ring of gamma radiation from a radioisotope source. The poly-
propylene centrifuge tubes would be lowered at a controlled rate through a ring-shaped gamma ray source that is con-
tained in a lead shield. Since the free radicals produced by the ionizing gamma radiation will initiate the polymerization of
the MMA at room temperature, the MMA monomer cures from the bottom up, taking up the shrinkage in a linear fashion. As
a matter of fact, the castings produced by this radiation zone curing process actually expand slightly, probably due to the
swelling of the cured PMMA by the fresh MMA monomer at the zone curing interface. The radiation dose required to initiate
the polymerication of the MMA is on the order of 104 to 105 rad, which does not seem to damage the dyes we have tried so
far. The curing zone seems only to be about a millimeter or so thick if the source is configured correctly and has the cor-
rect gamma ray energy to just penetrate the sample. For the size of these 15 ml centrifuge tubes we are using, the radio-
isotope thulium 170 seems to be a good choice. Figure 3 taken from the "Chart of the Nuclides" shows that Tm 170 is
easily made by neutron irradiation of natural thulium metal foil in a nuclear reactor for a few days. Tm 170 has a half-life of
129 days and emits a rather complex spectrum that consists of an 84 keV gamma ray and a couple of betas at 0.88 and
0.97 MeV. Since thulium metal is rather reactive it must be clad in thin aluminum to prevent shedding radioactive thulium
oxide. The Tm 170 source will be in the form of a ring, which is about 1 in. in diameter and 0.5 in. tall. This will allow the
caps of the centrifuge tubes to pass through the ring source in the lead shielded irradiation facility.

The other radioisotope choice is tantalum 182 which has a considerably more penetrating gamma spectrum as seen
in Fig. 4. Ta 182 is also easily made by reactor irradiation of natural tantalum metal for only a few hours. Ta 182 has a half-
life of 114.5 days and has a gamma spectrum consisting of several gammas over 1 MeV as well as tantalum and lead "K"
line x-rays from the lead shield. Since tantalum metal is quite corrosion resistant, cladding of the tantalum metal tubing is
unnecessary to prevent any contamination problems. The more penetrating radiation spectrum of the Ta 182 source will
probably lead to a thicker gelling zone than in the case of the Tm 170 source as the more penetrating Ta 182 radiation will
make it harder to control the sharpness of the radiation zone inside the lead shield.

Figure 5 shows drawings of the radiation polymerization facility. Shown are the stepper motor drive that turns a lead
screw, which will lower the centrifuge tubes through the ring radiation source contained in the lead shield cask. Figure 5
also shows some details of the collet which grasps the top caps of the centrifuge tubes. The trip through the ring radiation
source should take a few days to a week depending on the strength of radiation source. The steel clad lead cask will weigh.
about 1200 pounds. This facility is about complete. Only the pouring of the lead and the machining of the cavity in the lead
shield have yet to be done plus the final assembly of the parts.

Figure 6 shows a photograph of an early experiment using a somewhat weaker Tm 170 cup shaped source used to
cure some MMA containing a little ethanol as a solvent for some Rhodamine. The centrifuge tube, in this case, was not
able to be lowered through the ring source. Only the bottom end of the centrifuge tube received the highest dose. This
sample was removed from the source every day and examined. Each day when the sample was examined, the centrifuge
tube was inverted and tne thickness of the solid-liquid interface was clearly visible. These daily steps are about 1 to 2 mm
thick and are clearly visible in this photograph taken by the fluorescent light coming from the Rhodamine in the PMMA. The
sample was illuminated by filtered uv light in a darkened room.

The last thing that I want to cover very quickly is our attempts at making organic glasses from glycol borate esters. As I
mentioned in the previous paper these materials can be made in a wide range of viscosities or hardnesses. They are
simply made by boiling together the glycols and/or glycerine mixed with boric acid in the correct molar ratios. The mixture
is heated in a glass beaker while being constantly stirred with a magnetic -ti ing bar, until a temperature of about 265'C is
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reached. The Coumarin dyes can then be added as the material is cooling down but is still a low viscosity liquid. These
materials have good uv transmission but are poor solvents for dyes like R6G or Kiton Red which need polar solvents. R6G
and Kiton Red can be dissolved in these glycol borate organic glasses if a small amount of unreacted glycol is used as the
dye solvent. A few drops of a very concentrated glycol dye solution can be added to the glycol borate as it is cooling down
while still being stirred. This does work but one runs the risk of devitrication of the organic glass at a later date if very much
of the unesterified glycol remains in the glass.

These organic glasses are very moisture sensitive and will devitrify and turn into a white crystalline mass if not
completely sealed from contact with the air. As I mentioned in the previous paper, these organic glasses seem to generate
a cloud of fine gas bubbles when subjected to intense flashlamp light which is a major drawback. This material has to be
sealed inside a fused silica or glass dye cell to provide mechanical support and moisture exclusion.

So far our best looking rods by far are the PMMA copolymer material produced by Dr. Rob Hermes. This material is so
new that we haven't had a good chance to get it to lase yet with flashlamp pumping (see Figure 7).

Note Added in Proof: Since this paper was presented at Lake Tahoe, we have had the opportunity to achieve laser
action in one of Dr. Hermes PMMA copolymer rods using flashlamp pumping.

I wish to kindly acknowledge Dr. Shen Shey of the DARPA Directed Energy Office for funding part of this work.
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Figure 1. Runaway exotherm of PMMA in an early experiment.
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Figure 2. Shows poor optical quality through a Calthane 3200 rod.
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Figure 6. Gamma radiation cured PMMA fluorescing with uv light.
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Figure 7. Sample of Dr. Rob Hermes new copolymer rod.
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Saturation Characteristics ot U. Dyes
for ps XeCI Laser Pulses

M. Watanabe, A. Endoh and S. Watanabe

The Institute for Solid State Physics, The University of Tokyo
7-22-1 Roppongi, Minato-ku, Tokyo 106, JAPAN

Abstract

The peak power of lTW was obtained in XeCl with the pulse width of 310fs and the ASE
background of less than 3%. The property of ASE was analyzed for different gain. Based
on this analysis, the ASE coupling between stages was completely suppressed by an
appropriate spatial filter along with a relatively low gain operation. The saturation
characteristics of UV dyes were investigated and analyzed for subpicosecond pulses. BBQ in
cyclohexane showed the satisfactory performance for a saturable absorber in contrast and
transmission.

Introduction

A multi-terawatt excimer laser i an attractive light source for studies of multiphoton
ionization and x-ray laser pumping . The development of such a system is now in rapid
progress in our Institute at a picosecond and subpicosecond time regime. The schematic
diagram of the laser system is shown in Fig. 1. All the amplifiers including an electron-
beam pumped amplifier have been already completed. In the initial experiment an outp
energy of 350mJ was obtained in 20ps at KrF with two wide-aperture discharge amplifier.
A synchronously pumped mode-locked dye laser was employed to reduce the pulse width to a
subpicosecond region. The amolification of subpicosecond pulses has been performed in XeCl
by using a partial system including two wide-aperture amplifiers. A peak power of ITW was
obtained in 310fs with an amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) background of less than 3%.

In this experiment,the obtained output energy of 300mJ was restricted by the requirement
for ASE to be suppressed to a level of practical use. Spatial filters with suitable design
were proved to be effective for suppressing ASE. But in some cases, especially in a double
pass configuration along with a relatively high gain operation of amplifiers, the use of a
spatial filter with a low divergence angle is difficult due to the limited distance between
passes. Then the employment of a saturable absorber is required to decouple each pass.

In this paper we report the operation of a subpicosecond high power laser system in XeCl
with an emphasis on the property of ASE and the saturation characteristics of UV dyes for
subpicosecond pulses, which are desirable as saturable absorbers.
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Fig.2 Sc •matic diagram to generate
suhpicosecod pulses at 308nm.
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Subpicosecond pus generation at XeCI

The schematic diagram to generate 308-nm pulses is shown in Fig. 2. The synchronously
pumped dye laser generated subpicosecond pulses at 616nm. The frequency doubled output of
a mode-locked cw Nd:YAG laser (Spectra Physics series 3000, PRF 82MHz) with a fiber pulse
compressor (Spectra Physics 3690) was used to pump the dye laser with a pulse width of
typically 3.5ps. Autocorrelation measurements showed the output pulse of the dye laser to
have an actual pulse width of 320fs with some temporal wings present. The spectral width
was 12.5A. A single pulse among the pulse train was amplified in a four-stage dye

amplifier chain, which was pumped by a 5.5-ns, 75-mJ XeCI laser. Kiton Red 620 and
Sulforhodamine 640 were used alternatively along the stages of the amplifier chain. The
growth of ASE was suppressed because the spectral gain peak of Kiton Red 620 is closely
positioned to the absorption peak of Sulforhodamine 640. Malachite green saturable
absorber dye jet was also used between the second and third stages. The output energy was
130pJ with an ASE background of 3%. The pulse width was 500fs at this stage. The output
was frequency doubled in a imm-thick B-BaR O. crystal with an efficiency of 18%.. Then, the
output UV pulses were amplified by a two-s age high repetition rate preamplifier, which was

triggered by a single thyratron and has active lengths of 30cm and 60cm, respectively. The
longer laser had a double pass configuration and the pulses were spatially expanded and
amplified with the cross section of 1.5cmx2cm in the final pass. The spatial filters were
inserted between each pass. A typical output pulse energy was 3mJ with a negligible small
content of an ASE background. The measurement of the pulse width was made at this stage by
the autocorrelation method with two-photon ionization in triethylamine vapor?,

9
•n Fig. 3 the

autocorrelation trace shows a pulse width of 310fs. Figure 4 shows that the spectrum of the
amplified pulse contains three of the vibronic components constituting the XeCI gain
spectrum.
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Fig.3 Autocorrelation trace of amplified 0-1, 0-2 and 0-3 components of B3-X transition

UV pulses. The sech2 pulse was assumed, were observed.

Measurement and analysis of ASE

In the preliminary amplification experiment, the first wide-aperture amplifier was used
in a double pass configuration without a spatial filter between passes. The input pulse
energy from the front end was 2.5mJ with a pulse width of l.ips. However, this pulse
accompanied a 0.4-mJ ASE background because spatial filters were not employed in the high
repetition rate preamplifier stage in this experiment. The input beam was expanded to
30cm- and fed to the first pass. The beam cross section was maintained in the second pass.
An total output energy of 730mJ was obtained at a gain of 6.57/cm but this was dominated by
the considarable content of ASE. The ASK energy was 510mJ, which is 2.3 times larger than
the picosecond pulse energy, while the ASK energy was 8.5mJ with the picosecond pulse energy
of 5lmJ before the second pass. Therefore, the serious decrease in contrast of the
picosecond pulse energy to the ASE energy occuired in the second pass.
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To understand the property of ASE, we measured the dependence of ASE on c-iin in the wide-
aperture amplifier. The input pulse width was shortened to subpicosecond and its ASE
background was reduced to a negligible small value by introduction of spatial filters
between each pass of the high repetition rate preamplifier. The ASE energies at different
gain are shown in Fig. 5 along with the saturation curves. In Fig. 6 the relation between
ASE and gain is shown S be in relativelX)good agreement with the calculation based on the
model of Ganiel et al. The used data are as follows, the radidtion life time in upper
state of Lr=40nz, _4e •pper state life time of 7 u=2.5ns, the stimulated emission cro~s
section of T=2.6x10 'cm and the resultant saturation intensity of I =1ih j/ F-7u=0.8MW/cm .
The diameter and active length are 7cm and 80cm, respectively. The fypical pulse wiith of
ASE ( ,Jt) was measured to be 40ns. The gain depletion due to ASE is proved to be
negligibly small in such a relatively low gain region. Figure 7 shows the calculation in
the case of small signal gain of 10,1/cm. The gain depletion is within 10, over the almost
entire region along the gain length. From this analysis, the ASE from the amplifier itself
is shown not to be crucial at a relatively low gain. The most serious problem of ASE
occures in the case where ASE originating from the former stages is further amplified in
the next stage. The serious domination of ASE in the preliminary amplification experiment
is explained by this analysis. The energy growth of ASE is much faster than that of a
subpicosecond pulse because the effective saturation fluence of ASE, which is defined by I x
jt, is much higher than the saturation fluence of a subpicosecond pulse (E ). The acceptable
input ASE energy is severely limited by this fact. The acceptable input ASý energy is easily
estimsted by a simple calculation. In usual case ASE from the former stage is amplified in
an unsaturation region by a factor of exp(g *L), where go in a small signal gain coefficient
and L in an active gain length. For exanoye, if we limit the final ASE output to less than
30mJ, then the input ASE energy is limited _o 3 7 0yJ at a small signal gain of 5.5,/cm.

In the multistage amplification system like Fig. 1, the ASE background originating from
the former stages should be completely suppressed before feeding a subpicosecond pulse to
the final amplifier. Therefore, the use of spatial filters between each amplification stage
is essential, to obtained an output pulse with good contrast. But in a double pass
configuration the introduction of a good spatial filter, which is usually long, is difficult
due to the limited distance between the first and second passes. Then the effective
saturable absorber is required for the another approach to suppress ASE.
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Saturati, n characteristics of UV dyes

We investigated the saturatic, characteristics of various dyes for subpicosecond pulses.
A schematic of the measurement is shown in Fig. 8. The subpicosecond pulses from the front
end were spatially filtored and focused by a 1-m lens on a 1-mm dye cell. The input
fluence on the dye cell was varied by changing the position of the cell along the focusing
beam.

First, we measured the absorption characteristics of solvents. The measurements were
carried ou, with three well-known dye solvents (cyclohexane, dioxane and DMSO). As shown
in Fig. 9, a rapid i2creazc of absorption was observed in all solvents as the fluence
exceeds tens of mJ/cm . Beyond this value, evaporation occurec' in all solvents.
According to this data, we used cyclohexane as a solvent through this experiment. The
saturation characteristics of BBQ, PBD and BPBD in cyclohexane are shown in Fig. 10. All
dyes have the similar saturation fluence. dBQ in cyclohexane shows the best performance
among them. A transmiss'on contra-t of 6.u wa.i obtained with a saturated transmission of
55%. We compared saturation characteristics of BBQ for short (subpicosecond) and long
(tens of ranosecond, which is a typical puise length of ASE) pulses. When we assume a 60-
ns pulse as a long pulss)and calculate the effective saturation fluence (I -At) from the
steady state -measurement , the effective saturation fluence •f a long pulse is about two
orders of magnitude higher than the saturation fluence of a subpicosecond pulse (E ). It is
shown in Fig. 11 Th'refore, the subpicosecond amplification system can be operated at the
condition, where ASF is absorbed in an unsaturated region although a subpicosecond pulse is
absorbed in a saturated region.

The saturation characteristics were analyzed by a two-level scheme with a constant
absc-ption independent from dye levels. The pulse energy loss rate through the dye solvent
is expressed as

dE NhL' Ed-z=_ --- " ( l-exp( -P) )-A. m
dz s

wl -e E is the fluence, N is the total population density of dye,hl) is the photon energy and
A ýs the constant absorption coefficient. The first and second term show saturation and
constant loss absorption, respectively. The curve (a) in Fig. 12 is the calculation in
the case of BBQ followina the above equation. If we tak into account a nonlinear absorption
of cyclohexane, whic1 _s shown again in Fig.12, we can almost explain the behrvior of the
measurld absorption characteristics of BBQ in cyclohexane with E of 1.9mJ/cm and A of
2.4:m w' ch is showr as the curve (b) n Fig. 212. The same f4WLing was carried out with
PBD in cyc±jhexane, resultinR in E of 2.OmJ/cm and A of 3.8cm , respectively. With a
dense dye solution of 3.7ZlO M, the contrast ratio of transmission became about three times
larger than that of 2x10 M although the dicrease of saturated transmission from 5 5 ' to 38fý.
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Fig.8 A schematic of the measurement.
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based on a two-level scheme with a constant absorption.

Subpicosecond amplification in wide-aperturo amplifiers

The block diagram of the subpicosecond amplification experiment is shown in Fig. 13.
The two wide-apcrture amplifiers have an identical specification of an actigý length of
80cm, a cross section of 7cmx7cm and capability of 14J/pulse as an oscillator. Both were
operated at a reduced gain level based on the measured data of ASE. The beam from the
fron• end was spatially filtered and expanded to fill the almost entire cross section of
40cm of the wide-3perture amplifiers. The syllchr ism betw(,en each stage was within los
jitter and the details will be described e [sewhere. The rail-gaps of both wide-apertuit
amplifiers were triggered by a single 711kV pulse g(encrator which was also triggered by a KrI
laser. The Kr) laser was triggered by a thyrat ron and operat ed with an unstable resonator.
The synchronism among the entirre system was b,,sically cnsured by t he precise t imlng betwe ce
four t hyrat rcot- i v(l l 1dsers . The relat ivo t ,mporal relation ()f I he UV opt ical pulses
itnclud ing s1b)pi(uos(-co)nd p 1 Is'-s and AS FKs fro)m amp II f I (r-s was always mo n t t or,,I 0l) the
" S ciIlI9Jram t oge,( h q i wit)1 the trigger Ias-c by a combina! ion of WV I ibel s and a single

phototube. The oscillogram at a Stilt t t ining) is shown in Fig. 14(a).

The critical issue in short. puls- rimpI i il-at tol is to supprt .s:; Ai•" , a; Miertt Ilo TI a tDoy .
An abs spt ion i1n gain mediom is nlt i I il itin fact or of e-nergy ,xt ract botr I11 , Ischar )
lasers. In this experl clt, the )ldl i•il fillte which lim its i he f ull h(IV'rt r c-, aigqI t

30tO1 rad an wal;s -mpl,)y,.,l before thhe I int-l -impl if I, i . I- I I AIti :li']SlSS1OS ft -;Itb 1  Ccl's'c(1112i
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The amplification charicteristics in the second wide-aperture amplifier are shown in Fig.
15. The laser was operated with a gas mix of 2.5Torr HCl, 15Torr Xe diluted by Ne at 4
atm. An output energy of 300mJ was obtained for an input energy of 45mJ. Then, the peak
power corresponds to lTW with the pulse width of 310fs. An ASE background was measured at
im from the exit window ot the final amplifier. When the final amplifier was operated at a
relatively low gain of 4.8%cm/cm, the ASE background was reduced to less than 10mJ, which
is 3% of the total energy. If the final amplifier is operated at the higher gain of
6.5%/cm, an output energy will increase to 400mJ, while an ASE energy will also increase to
30mJ.

To determine the origin of the ASE, we investigated the ASE coupling between the two wide-
aperture amplifiers. The explicit change of the ASE background from the final amplifier
was not observed between simultaneous operation, Fig 14(a), and independent operation, Fig.
14(b). Then the main contribution of ASE in this experiment was proved to originate from the
final amplifier itself. But in the further critical condition, especially including a
double pass configuration and a higher gain operation, the use of saturable absorber, which
is discussed in the previous section, is essential to avoid the ASE coupling between
passes.
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Conclusion

The peak power of 1TW was obtained in XeCl with the pulse width of 310fs. The ASE
background was less than 3" in energy. Based on the ASE analysis, the contribution of
ASE from the former stage was completely suppressed by using an appropriate spatial filter
together with relatively low gain operation of the former stage. The investigation of
saturation characteristics of UV dyes were carried out for subpicosecond pulses. From the
measurement BBQ in cyclohexane showed the satisfactory performance for a saturable absorber
in contrast and saturated transmission.

The similar amplification experiment will be done in KrF including a 23cmx23cm electron-
beam pumped amplifier, where a multiterawatt peak power is expected.
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A LONG PULSE DURATION, GOOD BEAM QUALITY, SUPERSONICALLY "SCANNED BEAM" DYE LASER
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Avco Research Laboratory/Textron

2385 Revere Beach Parkway
Everett, MA 02149

Abstract

This paper describes a new generic approach for obtaining an energetic, good beam qual
ity, long pulse duration, laser pumped dye laser which avoids thermal distortion, optical
window burning, and triplet problems. A small spot which is axially illuminated on the
face of a wide dye cell with a pump laser, and the axis of a laser cavity are overlapped
with a system of fixed mirrors, and scanned together across the face of the cell by means
of a common rotating mirror. This system maintains a fixed direction and axis for the
incoming pump beam, the remainder of the cavity, and the outgoing laser beam. The small
area (_ 10- 2 cm2 ) of the illuminated spot results in a high cavity flux (- 2 MW/cm 2 ) which
permits efficient energy extraction. However, the scanning of this spot over a relatively
large area (- 2 cm2 ) during the total pulse duration greatly reduces the net local
fluence, and hence, thermal distortion, optical component damage, and triplet state
losses. Furthermore, since the lasing spot moves faster than the speed of sound, the liq-
uid does not have time to expand, and acoustic disturbances are left behind. Conceptu-
ally, this system is the equivalent of many continuously multiplexed, small, independent,
low energy density lasers, each of which is only pumped for a short time. With this
approach, efficient lasing occurs in a relatively large-area, slow moving gain medium, and
fluid-dynamic heating is not a limiting factor on waste heat disposal.

Introduction

"The objective of this work was to obtain the requisite information for the credible
design of a repped long pulse duration (- 100 iisec), tunable pulsed dye laser system
capable of operating at significant power levels (- 30 kW peak, 300 W average) with good
beam quality (- 4 X DL). These performance criteria are deceptively difficult to
satisfy. Good beam quality, tunable, CW dye lasers 1 . 2 have been known for a long time,
however their output is limited to a few watts. 3, 4 . 5 The pulsed transverse flow
flashlamp pumped (Mark V) dye laser 6 previously developed at AVCO and EXXON for laser
isotope separation has met the tuning and power capability requirements. However, its
beam quality seriously degrades for pulse durations in excess of a few microseconds. The
most attractive option is a laser pumped laser configuration which utilizes one or more
Mark V dye lasers operating in a long pulse mode to pump an optimally designed good beam
quality dye cell system. Both the pump laser and the dye cell present technical prob-
lems. However, the pump laser(s) can Le multiplexed, and do not need to have good beam
quality. This paper is concerned with the dye cell, which has the more demanding
requirements.

Technical Issues

An examination of the relevant rate constants indicates that the circulating flux or
power density within the dye/solvent gain medium must of the order of 2 MW/cm2 in order
to achieve saturation and thereby avoid the losses associated with spontaneous decay
within the relatively short lifetime of the excited state dye molecule (< 108 seconds).
This requirement for high lasing fluxes, and its companion requirement for high pump
fluxes leads to three potentially serious technical problems when pulse lengths are
stretched to the 100 microsecond range, and as a consequence the fluence in the gain med
ium and on nearby optical components approaches 100 joules/cm2 . These problems involve;
(1) Triplet state losses, (2) Damage to optical components, and (3) Thermal gradient
optical distortion.

Triplet State Losses

It has long been recognized, 1 that in the absence of an effective triplet quenching
mechanism, excited dye molecules will eventually accumulate in triplet states and termi
nate lasing if the lasing pulse length is long relative to excited state life times. This
is not a problem for very short pulse duration lasers. However it has, on occasion,
caused difficulties with I microsecond pulse length systems, and could be a more serious
problem for 100 microsecond systems. Fortunately, for many of the common dyes. triplet

*Retiree and consultant to ARL
"*Retiree, currently at Candela Corp.
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losses can be controlled by the presence of quenichers such as dissolved oxygenB within

the solvent. For this reason, triplet losses were of secondary rather than primary
importance in determining our approach. (Triplet losses were not found to be a signifi
cant source of difficulty in these laboratory investigations.)

DamagejTo Optical Components

For conventional dye cells, the - 100 joule/cm2 fluences associated with these long
pulse durations push the damage limits of window and coating technology. For a given
fluence. the optical damage mechanisms are a decreasing function of pulse duration, how
ever this ameliorating effect has not been found to be adequate for CW dye lasers for
which it was eventually necessary to resort to free jets 9 . 1 0 in order to bypass the win
dow burning problem. Unfortunately, this free jet approach is much less attractive for
higher power lasers which require larger beam areas over which the optical quality of a
free fluid surface mus, be maintained for beam quality considerations. (Because of thp
approach which we ultimately selected, optical damage will only be a significant issue for
the pump laser.)

Thermal Gradient Optical Distortion

Thermal gradients in the gain medium constitute the dominant limitation on beam quality
with long pulse lasers. These gradients produce local variations in the index of refrac
tion which in turn distort the wavefront. The amplitude of the phase shift associated
with this distortion is given by equation I.

dn 1
d N ý -%T eq. 1)

The amplitude of the phase shift measured in fringes AN is proportional to the pro
duct of the temperature sensitivity of the index of refraction, dn/dT, and the temperature
variation, AT, multiplied by L/\, the length of the optical path within the gain
medium as measured in wavelengths. This phenomenon was analyzed extensively, It has two
components, corresponding to slow effects occurring on the interpulse time scale, and fast
intrapulse effects occurring during the laser pulse.

lnterpulse Thermal Effects The interpulse effects associated with residual heat in
the system occur on a relatively slow time scale. They are primarily of concern to flash
lamp pumped lasers where the optical path lengths are long. (- 50 cm), and where differ
ences of as much as .01°C can cause significant effects. Fortunately, these temperature
uniformity requirements are greatly relaxed for laser pumped lasers where the dye cell
need only be a few mm in length.

lntrap use Thermal Effects The principal technical difficulty arises as a consequence
of waste heat deposition which occurs within the active part of the lasing medium during
the pulse. The resulting optical distortion is exceedingly difficult to correct with
external optics since, with conventional dye cells, its amplitude is determined by the
time integral of the pump power which increases monotonically. This effect is described
by equation 2 below.

d P•

.aN n.eq. 2)
d'' E C' Q

It is important to note that the distortion amplitude, AN, measured in fringe
shifts does not scale with optical path length. Instead, the terms involving
temperature rise multiplied by path length are replaced by a term involving volumetric
heat capacity, pCP, and lasing efficiency, t, multiplied by the pulse duration,
T, and by the ratio of Pq, the intracavity lasing flux (MW/cm 2 ) to the "0" of
the optical cavity. This dependence imposes a very rigid set of boundary conditions
since the flux, I'9, must be large enough to achieve saturation, and the cavity "Q"
is limited by absorption, and by mirror and window lossoe;. To put. this into
perspective, we estimate that a "conventional, 40% efficient, tOt 1isec pulse
duration, laser pumped laser, with 2 MW/cm 2  of circulating flux, and a "Q" of 10 would
exhibit 3u fringes of phase shift making the attainment of 4 X ID1. beam quality highly
unlikely. Furthermore, the detailed spatial distribution of the res;ulting distortion
would be difficult to control since the dominant [,art of the index of refract ion
variation is due to thermal expansion, and time 1t,, rndont acoui;t io #oft ects come into
play once the pulse length is long enough tor a od wave1 to travol aJ dti:;ace1
comparable with the system dimensions.
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Approach

We considered a number of approaches including the use of high "Q" cavities, the use
of rigid wall dye cells in combination with with very uniform waste heat deposition, the
use of water-based dye solutions at close to O°C where the coefficient of expansion is
very small, the use of high speed jets as with CW dye lasers, and finally the
multiplexing together of a large number of acceptable beam quality short pulse duration
lasers. The high "Q" approach involves lowering the gain per pass, and was rejected
because of absorption in the dye solution as well as because of optical component
limitations. The rigid wall dye cell approach was rejected as being unrealistic in its
spatial energy deposition uniformity requirements. The water based dye solution
approach was rejected because the available dyes exhibited poor efficiency, lifetime,
and solubility in these solutions. The high speed jet approach works for low power CW
lasers where the spot sizes are small, so that the optical smoothness requirements of
the fluid surface are reasonable, and a combination of diffusion and flow at a modest
speed can serve to remove excess heat. It does not, however, scale to larger area spots
where thermal diffusion would be negligible, and where the requiLement for increased
flow speeds leads to excessive viscous heating of the fluids. The multiplexing of dis-
crete individual short pulse lasers can be accomplished with rotating mirrors, however
it rapidly leads to unacceptable system complexity.

The "Scanned Beam" Dye Laser

Generic Concept

Although it might have been possible to achieve our objectives by some combination of
the above approaches, a more promising generic option involved replacing the fluid flow
method of heat removal with an approach wherein the optical axis of the laser is moved
through the fluid at speeds in excess of the speed of sound in the fluid by means of a
single rotating mirror. This novel scheme, which is illustrated in Figure 1, also over
comes the triplet and optical damage limitations, and is the conceptual equivalent of
several hundred continuously multiplexed, small, low-energy density, independent lasers
each of which is only pumped for a fraction of a microsecond.

Referring to Figure 1. we see that a small spot which is axially illuminated on the
face of a wide dye cell with a pump laser, and the axis of a laser cavity are overlapped
with a system of fixed mirrors, and scanned together across the face of the dye cell by
means of a single common rotating mirror. This system maintains a fixed direction and
axis for the incoming pump beam. for the remainder of the cavity, and for the outgoing
laser beam. This is accomplished by locating the rotating mirror surface at the center
of curvature of the rear mirror. The use of a small-area (- 10- 2 cm- 2 ) illuminated
spot on the dye cell leads to high cavity fluxes (_ 2 MW/cm 2 ) which permit efficient
energy extraction. However, the scanning of this small spot over a relatively large
area (- 2 cm2 ) during the total pulse duration greatly reduces the net local
flence, and hence, both thermal distortion, and optical component damage as well as
triplet state losses. At any fixed location on the dye cell, the total dwell time of
the illumination is only about 1/3 of a microsecond. Since the lasing spot scans the
dye cell at speeds in excess of the speed of sound, the liquid does not have time to
expand ahead into the fresh dye solution and acoustic disturbances are left behind.
Furthermore, since the "Scanned Beam" dye laser is a quasi-steady state device, any
remaining intrapulse thermal distortion is proportional to the instantaneous power level
rather than to its time integral from the beginning of the pulse. To the extent that
the power is constant.any remaining thermal distortion is therefore more easily
corrected with external optics. The relatively poor beam quality pump laser output is
aligned with the fixed external part of the resonant cavity, which defines the lasing
axis, and focused into a small spot on the dye cell with low f number optics. Figure I
shows the beams combined with a pierced mirror, however they can also be combined with
dichroic optics, and they need not be paraxial.

Experimental Configurations

Figures 2 and 3 illustrate two experimental configurations which were investigated in
this laboratory. The thin 20 cm wide transverse flow dye cell shown in Figure 4 was
available from previous unrelated experiments. Figure S shows the remainder of the
apparatus. For the initial experiments, a 100 Hz rotating mirror assembly designed for
laser printer applications was purchased from a commercial source. It worked as
received, but was subsequently modified by the addition of coated optics. The timing of
the pump laser was controlled by a delay generator triggered by a He Ne laser beam which
was bounced off of the rotating mirror. As expected, our results were completely
insensitive to the location of the small (- I mm) lasing spot on the surface of the
relatively wide (- 20 cm) dye cell. The spot whose dimensions and location were
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determined by the imaging of the pump beam aperture. Representative system parameters
are given in Table 1 below which contains some limited information on the pump laser as
well as on the dye cell output.

TABLE I. REPRESENTATIVE SYSTEM PARAMETERS

PUMP LASER (508 Lim)
o Flashlamp Pumped, Transverse Flow Dye Laser
o Coumarin 504 in 50% MEOII/50% [1O (3 x 10 b M/Q)
o 250 mJ in a 2.5 us Pulse (100 kW)

(By End of Program. Long-Pulse Operation Extended to 50 vs at lO0-kW Power
Level)

DYE CELL OUTPUT (570 nm)
o End Pumped (Depth Varied from 2 to 5 mm)
o Rhodamine 590 in 50% MEOH/50% H20 (9 x 10-5 M/1)
o Temporal Output of Dye Cell Tracks Pump Beam over Times >> Dwell Time

Cavity Optics - In the Edge Coupled Configuration (see Figure 2). the resonant laser
feedback was provided by the relatively small fraction of the total radiation that
passed through a small hole in the beam combining mirror, and the primary output was
derived from the light that is reflected from the feedback mirror. In the Stable
Resonator Configuration (see Figure 3), the feedback was provided by the coherent tuned
diffraction from the grating, and the output was provided by the zero order reflection
off of the grating. In an alternative untuned stable resonator configuration, we used a
partially reflecting output mirror as the feedback element. Optimum performance was
obtained when the cavity lenses were located at positions corresponding to those situa-
tions in which the lasing spot on the dye cell was almost exactly focused back on
itself. This is a consequence of the very small spot size at the dye cell, and the
large distance to the first lens in the cavity optics system, and is in essential agree
ment with the results of a more detailed gaussian wave front calculation. The image of
the lasing spot was greatly magnified at the feedback point, a necessary criterion for
avoiding optical damage to the feedback element due to excessive fluence.

Punp Laser Although the beam fluence was insufficient to burn the pump beam aper
ture, it was demagnified (- 4 X), and intensified (- 16 X). by the pump beam imaging
optics.when focused into a spot on the dye cell. For the purpose of these studies, the
Mark V pump laser operated in a repped mode. and typically delivered 100 kW pulses of
three to eight microseconds duration. Fifty micros-Žcond pulses were obtained from a
Mark V laser in a separate series of experiments, but the resources were not available
to combine these two elements. It is important to note. however, that even a three
microsecond pulse duration is very long in comparison to the total illumination time for
a spot on the dye cell which is approximately 1/3 of a microsecond. Furthermore, it was
observed that, in every case, the temporal profile of the dye cell output closely
tracked the temporal profile of the pump laser indicating that steady state operation of
the dye cell had been achieved.

Experimental Results

Baseline Experiments - Figure 6 displays the results of a series of measurements per
formed with the Edge Coupled Configuration (see Figure 2) which related the output power
and conversion efficiency to the dimensions of the lasing spot as determined by the pump
beam optics. These results were obtained with a 2 mm depth (lye cell containing a
/xlO 5 molar concentration of Rhodamine 590 dye dissolved in a 50 -- 0 methanol water
solvent mix. They have been corrected for losses occurring in uncoated output optics.
and clearly demonstrate efficiencies in the range of 40%. The overall results of these
investigations are summarized in Table 2, which presents typical performance data for
the scanned beam laser. initial tuning investigations were undertaken, however the
results, which were preliminary, are not presented here.

[ABIIl E . SCANNED BEAM I[ASER PERFORMANCE

PUMP BEAM Al DYE CEILL
Input Power 100 kW
Beam F luence 2.5 J/cm2

Scan Velocity 2.5 x 1. 5  cm/sec - 2 x Sonic Velocity)
Beam i;ize (.0(8 cm (orizont al) x 0).16 cm (Ver t i(al)
Beam Area 0.012O8 cm2

Beam Flux 1.6 MW/cm1
2

Dwel I Time 0. 12 1:o
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TABLE 2. SCANNED BEAM LASER PERFORMANCE (Continued)

OUTPUT BEAM
Beam Fluence 2.0 J/cm2

Cavity Length 660 cm
Size at Dye Cell 0.08 cm (Horizontal) x 0.16 cm (Vertical)
Size at Rotating Mirror -- 1.5 cm Diameter
Efficiency

Edge-Coupled 40-50 Percent (Broad-Band)
Stable Resonator 30 Percent (Broad-Band)

Output Power
Edge-Coupled 40-50 kW (Broad-Band)
Stable Resonator 30 kW (Broad-Band)

Beam Quality - 2.5 X DL (Horizontal)
- 5 X DL (Vertical)

Scan Velocity Effects - The effect of scan velocity, as shown in Figure 7, was particu
larly interesting. Because of the long length of the optical cavity, this laser was
unusually sensitive to the optical quality of the gain medium. The observed correlation
between the onset of lasing. and the condition when the scan velocity exceeds the sonic
velocity in alcohol water mixes (Which was characteristic of all our data.) is strong
evidence for the basic validity of the generic scanned beam concept for controlling intra-
pulse optical distortion of the gain medium. The observed dependences on scan velocity
and spot dimensions were in rough agreement with a crude model which relates lasing effi-
ciency to the fraction of the spot area which was unperturbed by shock waves.

Beam Quality Measurements - The beam quality was evaluated in a series of farfield
measurements which determined the fraction of a focused beam, as projected by a telescope,
that passed through a slit of a given width, located 6 meters away from the source. The
results which are shown in Figure 8, were obtained with a dichroic mirror in place of the
apertured combining mirror. The dotted vertical line corresponds to 4 X DL. The
horizontal and vertical dimensions were treated separately, and the beam size was taken to
be that dimension through which 90% of the full beam was transmitted. The hypothesis that
the spatial quality of the beam is determined primarily by the size of the source was con-
firmed by far field observations in which a reduction of the spot height from 1.6 mm to
0.8 mm improved the beam quality in the vertical direction from 4.5 X DL to 2.9 X DL
without producing changes in the horizontal beam quality.

Summary and Conclusions

The data obtained clearly demonstrate the concept of the "Scanned Beam" Dye Laser.
This generic concept has enabled us to overcome the problems of window damage, thermal
distortion, and triplet state accumulation that have previously limited the power and beam
quality of long pulse tunable laser devices. The close temporal tracking observed between
pump and output pulses for times long compared to th2 dwell time of the lasing spot demon-
strates the establishment of the quasi-steady state condition which produces long pulse
capability, The dependence of performance on scan velocity (see Figure 1) dramatically
demonstrates the control of acoustic disturbances in the gain medium.

Energy conversion efficiencies of up to 50% were obtained at the 50 kW peak power out-
put level with the untuned edge-coupled configuration. This configuration appears to be
superior to the stable-resonator configuraticn.

Good beam quality (- 4 X DL) is achievable for the duration of the pulse. However,
the farfield results indicate that further increasing the size of the spot in order to
increase the power level above 50 kW will involve some compromises in beam quality.
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BEAM DIVERGENCE THEORIES FOR PRISMATIC PULSED DYE LASERS

F. J. Duarte

Photographic Research Laboratories - Photographic Products Group
Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, NY 14650

Abstract

Simple beam-divergence geometrical theories are compared with a complete
transfer-matrix approach. A generalized transfer matrix for a typical intracavity laser
multiple-prism beam expander is derived.

Introduction

Return-pass linewidth estimates in multiple-prism dye lasers use the expression
Aw = AG (ae/ax)-, where the differential term refers to the total dispersion provided by
the tuning elements in the cavity, and AO is either calculated assuming Gaussian-beam
propagation or obtained from measurement. 1  The usual approach to calculate AO is to
employ the geometrical expressions derived by Littman and Metcalf. 2 in this paper we
derive a generalized transfer matrix for an intracavity multiple-prism laser beam
expander. This result is then applied to a double-prism dye laser oscillator using
typical geometrical dimensions. The overall transfer-matrix result is then compared to
the divergence estimates using the Littman and Metcalf approach. We conclude that present
uncertainties in measurement do not allow a distinction between the slight differences
between the two theoretical methods.

Theory

The approach of Littman and Metcalf 2 involves a convolution of the entrance (A01 ) and
the exit (A8 2 ) slit function. For the case of a cavity length (d) much greater than the
Rayleigh length,

AG = [(X/(, w)) 2 + (w/d)2], = (w/d) [1 + (d/LR)2]h (1)

where LR = (w w2 )/X, and w is the beam waist at the dye cell. It can be easily seen that
under these conditions (d/LR >> 1) this equation can be approximated to the well known
far-field expression

A0 Z w/LR = X/(T w) (2)

For the case of d << LR, it is shown in Ref. 2 that

AG = [(w/d) 2 + (w/d)2]½ = [('2)/(7 w)](LR/d) (3)

which reduces to

ae = (X V2)/(i w) (4)

for LR = d.

The ray matrix approach for a simple mirror-end cavity incorporates the expression for
the beam size at a distance from the uye cell
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w(B) = w [A2 + (B/LR)2]J (5)

where the transfer matrix is given by

A =]ý I x (6)
c D 0 1

If we consider a very thin dye cell with the output mirror quite close to the cell, we
obtain

40, = w(B)/B = (w/LR) [1 + (LR/B)2]J

thus, using B = x and d = x, we obtain

A9 = [(w/d) 2 + (w/LR) 2 (1 + (LR/d) 2 )]½ = (w/LR) [(LR/d) 2 + (1 + (LR/d) 2 )]½ (7)

for d >> LR, the far-field divergence is given by A6 X /(r w), as before. For d « LR

M [(Xr2)/(r w)] (LR/d) (8)

which is the Littman and Metcalf 2 result. For the case of LR = d

Le= [O'3)/(, w)] (9)

which differs slightly form to the well known geometrical result.

Now, we consider a narrow-linewidth hybrid multiple-prism grazing-incidence (HMPGI)
oscillator of the type shown in Fig. 1. For the prismatic beam expander the single-pass
transfer matrix can be derived utilizing the analysis for tilted interfaces introduced by
Turunen 3 and Tache. 4 For the case of right-angle prisms oriented for orthogonal beam
exit, as used in intracavity laser beam expanders, the matrix can.be written as

81B [ Q/(k n)]1DJ= /kj(10)
C Di /k

where k is the expansion coefficient, Q the path at the prism and n the refractive index.
This result can be extended to a practical multiple-prism beam expander composed of r
prisms separated at a uniform distance D. Assuming an equal path length at each prism,
the resulting matrix becomes

r r r m -2 r r-l m -2[' B ] km (Q/n)[ mi km El( kY) + I n km E kn ) Y1]Dm 1 = M=l j=l M=l m=l j=l

r -
C D 0 I km)

m=l
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pump beam ....... grating

Tuning mirror

Fig. 1 Schematics of the hybrid multiple-prism grazing-incidence laser-pumped
dye laser oscillator considered here. In these experiments the distance between
the dye cell and the first prism was - LR (from Ref. 7).

r
Here, the overall prismatic magnification is given by5 M = H km, and

m=l
km = (cos' 1 m/cosol m), where Ol'm is the angle of incidence, and Oi m the corresponding
angle of retraction:

For a double-prism expander where kI = k2 and M = k, k 2 , the ray matrix at the plane of
incidence is given by

[A B] =[ (2/n) (I + DI2 + D

Thus, the Gaussian beam at a distance x from the expander (that is located at a distance L
from the dye cell) is given by

w(x) = w [M 2 + (B/LR)2]½ (13)

where

B = [ML + D + (Q/n) + (Q/nM) + (x/M)] (14)

hence

w(x) = w M [1 + {HM2 Ln + DnM + MQ + Q + nx]/(nM2 LR)} 2 ]½ (15)

Thus, an expression for the overall cavity aibpersion is given by

O = (w/LR) [I + (LR/B) 2 
4 (LRM/B) 2 ]. (16)

In the absence of prisms, L = D = Q = 0 and n = M = 1, so that B = x and Eq. (16) becomes
identical to Eq. (7).
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Now, for large beam expansion factors typical of laser-pumped pulsed dye lasers and a

finite cell-prism length B _ ML, so that

AO = (w/LR) (1 + (LR/L) 2 + (LR/ML) 2 ]½ (17)

for the case ML >> LR, then

48 = [X/(rw)] [1 + (LR/L)2]k

For the far-field case, L >> LR, the well-known result AO a X/(vw) is obtained. For L <<
LR we get AO = [X/(vw)] (LR/L), and for LR = L we obtain AO = XV2/(Iw).

From this formulism we can work out AO for any value of M or L. For instance, in the
case of flashlamp-pumped pulsed dye lasers, 10 < M < 20, and LR can be a few meters. So
for L • 1 cm, LR >> ML and AO G (X/rw) (LR/L).

Note that if we differentiate Eq. (15) (as suggested in Ref. 6) so that AG1 =

[aw(x)/ax], we obtain

AO = (w/M LR) H(I + a 2 + a 4 )/(l + a2)]½ (18)

where a = (M LR/B), and B is given by Eq. (14).

For the case of large beam expansion we have B ý ML. Thus, if L = LR, we get a = 1 and
AG = [X/(M r w)] t3/2. Further, in the absence of the beam expander, M = 1,
D = Q = L = 0, and x = d; thus, in Eq. (21) we obtain AO = [/(Ir w)] t3/2 for LR = d,
AO = [X/(r w)] (LR/d) for LR >> d, and AG = r/(r w) for the far-field case.

Experimental

To test the difference between the geometrical and the transfer-matrix approach, we
measured the beam divergence and the linewidth from the HMPGI cavity shown in Fig. 1. In
addition, identical measurements in a pure grazing-incidence oscillator were also
performed. In all cases the Rayleigh length was determined measuring the beam size at the
dye cell using a Galilean telescope which provided a X 20 magnification. Thus, LR was
determined to be - 0.11 m. For the grazing-incidence laser the cell-grating length was
made equal to LR, and for the HMPGI oscillator the cell-prism-expander length was made
equal to LR-

The excitation source was an excimer laser (XeCl B2E4 -X2E, transition at
X = 308 nm). As discussed in previous publications the pump beam was a narrow horizontalstrip (10 mm wide x 0.5 mm high).

The grating utilized was a 50 mm wide holographic grating with 3000 Q/mm. In both
cases close to 50 mm were illuminated on the grating. The two small prisms employed were
made of quartz with an apex angle of 42.70 and an hypotenuse of 15 mm. The overall beam
expansion factor was about 20.

The dye used in these experiments was Kodak coumarin 102-T dye (MW = 311.32) at a
concentration of 4 x 10-3 M in ethanol. Beam divergence was determined photographically
at the far field, and laser linewidths were measured interferometrically. All
measurements were performed at - 480 nm.

The most important, and difficult to assess, experimental uncertainty in these
experiments should originate in spatial variations of the pump excimer laser beam which in
turn can induce changes in the dye laser beam waist. Thus, the condition of L = LR
not always be satisfied.
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Results

Table I lists calculated beam divergenc- (AOC), measured beam divergence (ABE),
calculated linewidth (AvC) and measured l.ewidth (APE) for the two types of
narrow-linewidth oscillators utilized in this experiment. It is immediately apparent that
both measured beam divergence and linewidth are lower'than the calculated values.
Additional information should include the calculated linewidth using the experimental beam
divergence. These values are 1.68 GHz and 1.82 GHz for the grazing-incidence and the
HMPGI dye laser, respectively. For the grazing-incidence cavity AOC -1.7 mrad using
Eq. (4).

Table I

Cavity AOE(mrad) Aec(mrad) AVE avC

Grazing- 1.1 2.11 1070 MHz 3.24 GHz
Incidence

HMPGI 1.2 2.11 1070 MHz <3.24 GHz

Discussion

A comparison between the different approaches to calculate A6 indicates that the
Littman and Metcalf and the transfer-matrix treatments provide similar answers for the
case of simple mirror-mirror or mirror-gratinq cavities where beam propagation is throuqh
homogeneous media. A slight difference of V2 arises between the two approaches when the
case of d << LR is considered for cavities incorporating multiple-prism beam expansion.
However, for the case yielding the lowest AO (d >> LR) the two methods provide the same
prediction.

Experimentally, it is observed that for both type of cavities the beam divergence
approaches its diffraction limit. This is attributed to multipass effects. 7 - 1 0 The main
difference between the two cavities was a larger standard of deviation in the case of beam
divergence measurements corresponding to the HMPGI oscillator.

A description of the multipass effect can be found in a previous paperI1 where it was
shown that, when dispersive elements are introduced in the cavity, a multipass analysis
yields the following equation for linewidth:

r r m
AX = (Ae/R) [ H km (38 /aX)G + 2 Z (+ 1) ( H kj) tan4,lm (dn/dX)]-i (19)

m=l m=l j=l

where R represents the number of cavity return passes. In this expression Ae is given by
Eq. (9), (see Table I for results).

The R factor indicates that multipass effects can reduce the beam divergence when
intracavity dispersive elements are utilized. A similar conclusion was reached following
an intuitive description provided by Sze 9 with the added observation that R can only
reduce AO until the diffraction limit is reached.

In this discussion we have not considered possible astigmatic aberrations. Astigmatism
in prismatic systems may be neutralized by making one of the prisms exit faces convex
cylindrical.

1 2
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Conclusion

The transfer-matrix approach predicts values for A8 which are only slightly different
from the values predicted by the simple Littman and Metcalf description. Further, the
discrepancies between predicted and measured beam divergence are far more significant than
the differences between theoretical expectations. Thus, either theoretical approach can
be used to estimate the likely beam divergence; however, for a more accurate estimate of
laser linewidth the measured value of A8 should be employed. The complete transfer-matrix
formulism for the multiple-prism cavity, provided here, yields results compatible with the
well known geometrical approach 2 when the parameters corresponding to the multiple-prism
expander are given values consistent with a free-space cavity.

Finally, it should be indicated that the lowest beam divergence can be assured using a
cavity length greater than LR. The problem here is that often, for single longitudinal
mode operation, the shortest cavity length is desired.
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INTENSE PICOSECOND LIGHT GENERATION BY AMPLIFIED SPONTANEOUS EMISSION

P. Sperber, W. Spangler, B. Meier, and A. Penzkofer
Naturwissenschaftliche Fakult~t II - Physik,

Universitdt Regensburg, D-8400 Regensburg, Fed.Rep.Germany

The picosecond pulse generation in longitudinally pumped dye laser generators and ampli-
fiers is studied. Frequency tunable pulses between 720 nm and 940 nm are generated with a
picosecond ruby pump source. Energy conversion efficiences of approximately ten percent are
obtained. Besides the amplification of spontaneous emission, the seeding pulse amplifica-
tion of picosecond light continua is discussed. The simultaneous occurrance of resonance
Raman scattering is studied.

1. Introduction

The amplification of spontaneous emission allows the generation of frequency tunahle
picosecond liqht pulses iii dye solutions it populdtoGn inversion is caused by excitation
with picosecond pump sources -11. Longitudinal 1,4,5,11, transversal 2' 3' 1 2 , and travelling-wave
transversal 6-10 pumping arrangements have been used. In transversally excited dye cells the
duration of the amplified spontaneous emission signal is restricted by the transit time
through the pumped region, and two pulses are emitted in opposite direction. The travelling-
wave transverse pumping applies a grating for matching the propagation of the pump pulse
to the amplified spontaneous emission signal. High gains are achieved in transverse and
travelling-wave transverse pumping since excited-state absorption of the pump pulse has
negligible influence on the transverse amplification of the fluorescence signal. In a longi-
tudinally pumped dye cell the excited-state absorption at the pump-laser frequency VL re-
stricts the amplification of the fluorescence light.

In this paper a versatile longitudinally pumped dye laser generator-amplifier system is
described. The drawbacks of excited-state absorption at vL are avoided by splitting the
pump pulse to pump a generator cell (amplification of spontaneous emission) and a chain of
amplifier cells (signal amplification). The spectral narrowing and tuning is achieved with
a grating spectrometer. The reamplification of the spectrally narrowed and tuned signals
gives nearly bandwidth-limited intense picnsecond light pulses.

2. Experimental

A schematic of the experimental setup is depicted in Fig.l. The pump pulses are genera-
ted in a passively mode-locked ruby laser (wavelength XL = 694.3 nm, duration At = 30 ps).
The generated ASE signal in the generator cell G is collimated (lens L2) and ampiified in
the longitudinally pumped dye cells Al and A2. The spectrometer SPl is used for spectral
narrowing and tuning. The reamplification of the narrowed signal occurs in the dye cell A3
which is excited with an amplified fractio- of the picosecond ruby pump pulse.

3. Dyes

The investigated dyes are listed in Table 1 together with some spectroscopic data. The
absorption cross-sections aL at the pump laser frequency v L are measured with a spectrophoto-
meter. The excited-state absorption cross-sections 0 ex are determined by intensity depen-

13 ASE
dent transmission measurements . The excited-state absorptions aAe of the generated light
are determined by simulating the light generation in the generator cell 4 . The fluorescence
lifetimes are measured with a streak camera at low dye concentrations. The fluorescence
quantum efficiencies are measured with a spectro-fluorimeter 15. The stimulated emission
cross-section spectra are plotted in Fig.2. They are determined from absorption cross-sec-
tion spectra and fluorescence quantum distribution measurements according to 16- 19

n Fx 4 E(X)qF femE(X)dX r abs ()
a = F dA ()

em nAT 4F fem (m 4dX 'abs A

nF and nA are the average refractive indices of the solutions in the SI-S0 emission and the

S0-S, absorption band, respectively. E(X) is the normalized fluorescence quantum distribu-
tion em E(A)dX = 1).

4. Results

The amplification of spontaneous emission in the generator cell is studied first. Then
the signal amplification, the spectral narrowing and tuning as well as the reamplification
are investicgted. The alternative technique of intense fre,1u'ncy tunable picoE,-,ond pulse
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generation by seeding pulse amplification of picosecond light continua is discussed shortly.
The concurrent resonance Raman scattering is mentioned.

4.1 Amplified Spontaneous Emission in the Generator Cell. In the generator cell the
fluorescence signal is amplified in forward direction. The dashed curves of Fig.3 display
the normalized fluorescence spectral distributions WFL(X)/Wrkwithin an acceptance angle of
AC=6'. The solid curves show the normalized spectral distribution 2n E( M= W (E)/' WL of the
amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) signals for 'OL 4x10 Wlcm . L iS tME pump pulse
energy at the entrance of the generator cell. The amplification and spectral narrowing of
the fluorescence light are clearly seen. The ASE spectrA are influenced by the applied dye
concentrations. Higher dye concentrations shift the emission spectra to longer wavelengths
because of fluorescence reabsorption (no curves shown) . The wavelength-integrated ASE energy
conversion efficiency WASE/WL vers~as input pump pulse peak intensity is displayed in Fig.4
(circles and solid curve) for 10 molar DDI in methanol.

The amplification in forward direction reduces the divergence of the ASE signal. The
divergence AC versus 'OL is plotted in Fig.5 for 1.- molar DDI in methanol (circles and
curve 1).

The spectral bandwidth reduces with the pump pulse intensity (gain narrowing) and the
emission peak shifts to shorter wavelengths (bleaching of reabsorption) . This behaviour is
shown in Fig.6 for 10-4 molar DDI in methanol. The spectral distribution of the generated
spectrum is strongly structured when the observation angle is narrowed to the coherence
angle Aocoh = XA$E /d (d is approximately the beam diameter of the pump pulse) . The statisti-
cal nature of the spontaneous emission and the coherent amplification are responsible for
the fluctuating structure20,21 Integration over the full divergence angle results in a
rather smooth spectrum 14 .

The pulse duration of the ASE signal is shortened with rising pump pulse intensity.
The circles and curve 1 of Fig.7 depict the dependence of the ASE pulse duration on the
input pump pulse peak intensity for 2-10-3molar rhodamine 800 in methanol. The dash-dotted
curvai, represonts the pump pulse duration. When the observation angle is narrowed to the
coherence angle the temporal pulse shapes are structured. The pulse shapes are rather
smooth when the ASE signal is integrated over the full divergence angle.

4.2 Amplifier Chain. The following results belong to the amplified ASE signal behind
the second amplifier of Fig.l. The ASE signal behind the generator cell is collimated to
improve the overlap between ASE signal and pump pulse cross-section.
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Fig.2: Stimulated emission cross-sections of investigated dyes. 1, rhodamine 800. 2, DDI.
3, HITCI. 4, HDITCI. 5, IR 140. 6, styril 9.

Table 1: Investigated dyes (all dyes supplied by Lambda Physik).
ME = methanol. EG/DMSO = 1:1 volume mixture of ethylene glycol and dimethyl sulfoxide.
DDI = l,l'-diethyl-2,2'-dicarbocyanine iodide. HITCI = l,1',3,3,3',3'-hexamethylindotri-
carbocyanine iodide. HDITCI = l,l',3,3,3',3'-hexamethyl-4,4',5,5'-dibenzo-2,2'-indotricarbo-
cyanine iodide.

L ASE

Dye Solvent a yex Lex T q
[cm] [cm

2
] [cm

2
] [Ins]

DDI ME 7.6×10-16 5x10-17 6x10-17 0.017 0.004

Rhodamine 800 ME 2x10 -16 8x10-18 1.3x10-17 1.54 0.16

HITCI ME 3.1.10-16 8.5x10-17 1.3xl0-16 0.46 0.12

HDITCI EG/DMSO 2.2x10-16 8.5x10-17 1.1x10-16 0.22 0.057

Styril 9 DMSO 3.9×10-'7 6x10~17 - 1.2×10-16 0.39 0.05

IR 140 EG/DMSO 1.15X10-16 1.15X10-16 7x10-17 0.24 0.047

The dash-dotted curves of Fig.3 show the normalized spectral distributions WAMP(X)/WL
at IOL• 4xl09 W/cm2 . The signal amplification versus pump pulse intensity (OL is intensity
in front of generator cell) is indicated in Fig.4 (dots and dashed curve).

The divergence of the amplified signal is reduced drastically as is seen by the dots and
the curve 2 in Fig.5 (AO - d/kGA , d pump pulse diameter, 1GA distance between generator cell
and amplifier cell A2).

The spectral widths are slightly narrowed in the amplifier cells (Fig.3) . The wave-
length peak positions are practically unchanged. The spectral shapes are slightly smoothed
due to gain saturation.

The duration of the amplified signals is shortened and becomes approximately equal to
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the pump pulse duration as is seen by the triangle in Fig.7.

4.3 Tuning and Reamplification. The spectral width of the amplified ASE signal is typi-
cally 15 nm (Fig.3) and the duration is approximately 30 ps. The pulses are spectrally
narrowed and tuned by passing through the spectrometer SPi. The spectral narrowing causes
energy loss. The energy is restored by reamplification in the dye cell A3. The spectral
narrowing, tuning, and reamplification are illustrated in Fig.8. The energy of the reampli-
fied pulses is rather constant over a broad spectral range (higher gain at spectral wings
since gain saturation occurs at the center spectral region).

4.4 Seeding Pulse Amplification. Besides the amplification of spontaneous emission
the amplification of weak picosecond light continua 22 in dye cells may be applied to gene-
rate intense frequency tunable picosecond light pulses"'14 ' 2. In Refs.11 and 14 the pico-
second light continuum is generated in the ruby amplifier by focusing the selected single
picosecond ruby pulse o0 the oscillator into the ruby amplifier. The main difference bet-
ween amplified spontaneous emission and seeding pulse amplification (SPA) of a picosecond
light continuum in a generator cell is the small divergence angle (AOSPA - AO0, open tri-
angles and curve 4 in Fig.5) and the short duration (AtspA < AtL , open caro in Fig.7).
Behind the amplifier cell A2 the beam divergence (filled triangles and curve 3 of Fig.5) is
slightly cnlargcd and the pulse duration (filled caro in Fig.7) approaches the pump pulse
duration.

4.5 Resonance Raman Scattering. The ASE signal behind the generator cell is free of
Raman lines in all experiments. At the position of the pump pulse peak intensity where the
Raman amplification is highest, the ASE signal is still too weak to show up as an amplified
Raman signal. In the seeding pulse amplification of picosecond light continua, Stokes Raman
lines of the dye molecules have been observed upon the amplified continuum at high pump
pulse intensities in some dye solutions 11,14. Behind the amplifier cells the same Raman
lines were found upon the amplified ASE signals 1,14. The Raman transitions are resonantly
enhanced by the SO-S, absorption of the pump laser 24 .
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5. Conclusions

The described dye generator-amplifier system allows the generation of intense, frequency
tunable picosecond light pulses over a wide spectral range. With picosecond ioby pump pul-
ses the frequency region between 720 nm and 940 nm was covered with 6 different dyes (in
addition to Fig.3 5×10-4 molar rhodamine 800 extends the spectral range to 720 nm and
5x10-4 molar IR lA0 extends the ASE signal to 940 nm). A conversion efficiency of approxi-
mately 10 % was obtained (relating to the pump pulse energy behind the ruby amplifier 1).
Using other pump sources (second harmonic of mode-locked ruby laser, mode-locked Nd-lasers
and their harmonics) the spectral region may be extended from the near ultraviolet to the
near infrared spectral region over the full spectral range of available laser dyes or satu-

rable absorbers 25-29. In contrast to dye laser oscillators the picosecond dye laser genera-
Lors may be operated as well with laser dyes of nigh fluorcscencp quantum efficiency and
with saturable absorbers of low fluorescence quantum efficiency (short fluorescence life-
time TF, e.g. DDI in methanol) 6' 9 . The generator efficiency is expected to reduce only if

T <At,
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FA
DYE VAPORS-NEW NONLINEAR OPTICAL MATERIAL FOR VIS, UV AND VUV GENERATION?

K. S. Aleksandrov, A. S. Aleksandrovsky, S. V. Karpov, V. F. Lukinykh,
S. A. Myslivets, A. K. Popov, V. V. Slabko

Institute of Physics, USSR Academy of Sciences, Siberian Branch,
Krasnoyarsk State University, 660036, Krasnoyarsk, USSR

Abstract

Complex organic molecules with delocalized r-electrons can display strong optical non-

linearities and phase-matching. First experiments on frequency-mixing and THG in the UV

and VUV have confirmed advantages offered by this new class of nonlinear optical gaseous

media.

Introduction

To obtain large nonlinear optical response in gaseous media narrow multiphoton reso-
nances are generally used. The available choice of suitable atomic media is rather

scanty. Experiments with two-atomic molecular gases, having a relatively simple spectrum,

showed that due to vibrational-rotational broadening of the molecular transitions their

resonant nonlinear susceptibilities are essentially lower compared to the atomic ones. 1 -3

This paper shows that, on the contrary, very high nonlinearities can be inherent in

multiatomic molecules with double-conjugated bonds despite of the wide vibrational-

rotational broadening of the electronic transition. 4 - 6 The presence of delocalized

r-electrons leads to a substantial increase of the electric dipole moments of the transi-

tions which compensates for the resonance broadening. The elementary qualitative theory

developed describes the nonlinear optical properties of the molecules discussed. The

experimental results on the frequency-tunable UV and VUV generation in the wavelergth
range 176.5-178.6 nm confirm the theoretical predictions. Nonlinear susceptibility has

been measured for two representatives of this class: naphthalene and paraterphenyl.

Simplified Theory

A most simple treatment of the molecules with double-conjugated bonds and delocalized

n-electrons is offered by a quantum mechanical model of the electron motion in an infi-
nitely deep potential well. Within this model the wave functions 4/n and the electric

dipole moments of the transitions dmn are written in terms of the molecule length L as
follows 4 :

1 n
1/= sin (n -),

o for even (m + n)

[L 2eL I
dmn =J �m x Odx = - for odd (m + n)
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i. e. dmn - L

Hence the third-order nonlinear susceptibility x(3) has the form:

X(3 - dmn - L4

the estimations show that the value of x(3) for the molecules with double-conjugated
bonds, even under nonresonant conditions, nay be expected to be comparable with that for
metal atoms under exact two-photon resonance.

Experiment

The nonlinear susceptibility x(3) has been estimated in paraterphenyl

CIO and naphthalene vapors in the experimental schematic

2w + 2w - w = 3w where w is the frequency of the Nd:YAG laser radiation. In paraterphenyl
vapor the frequency 2w was tuned into the two-photon absorption band while in naphthalene

vapor the resonance was absent. 8

The nonlinear sus-eptibility of the paraterphenyl molecules has been measured to be

X(3) . 4 x 10-31 ESU which appears to be much larger than the resonant X(3) for the sim-
plest molecules NO (x(3) = 10-32 - 10-33) and CO (x(3) ý 2 x 10-34)1,2 as well as the

nonresonant X(3) of the dyes. 4 This magnitude is commensurable with the quasiresonant

X(3) of alkali atoms 6 and resonant X(3) of alkali earths. 3 The value of X(3) in
naphthalene is about an order of magnitude lower than that in paraterphenyl. Thus the
experiments have proved that double-conjugated bonds and a two-photon resonance ensure

the increase of X(3).

VUV Generation

Naphthalene molecules were used to generate frequency tunable VUV radiation 2W + 2W +
2w = 6w where w is the Nd:glass laser frequency tunable within the luminescence band.
Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the conversion efficiency versus the cell temperature (Fig. 1)

and the VUV output wavelength (Fig. 2).
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As seen from the figures, the conversion efficiency is a maximum at the cell

temperature

t = 55 0 C (N - 4 x 1016 cm- 3 )

aud is practically independent of the converted radiation frequency (Fig. 2).7 The tuning

range of the VUV radiation depends on that of the converted radiation.

Conclusion

The estimations and preliminary experiments carried out have confirmed that the mole-

cules with double-conjugated bonds are the promising nonlinear media for the VUV

generation. This new class of nonlinear gaseous media is advantageous (low temperature,

chemical inertness) over the traditional metal vapors used for this purpose.
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STATISTICAL PROPERTIES OF PULSED DYE LASER RADIATION

E. Berik and V. Davidenko
Institute of Physics, 202400 Tartu, USSR

Abstract

Single-shot spectral measurements of the radiation of an excimer-pumped dye laser were

performed with a high-resolution multichannel recording system in order to determine the
influence of mode fluctuations and spectral instabilities of the cavity transmission band

on an average laser linewidth.

Introduction

The spectral distribution of the output energy - one of the most important character-

istics of any tunable pulsed laser - is usually described by one single parameter only,

i.e. the linewidth (FWHM) measured by averaging over a large number of pulses. 1-3

However, the averaged value, obtained in this way does not take into account the spectral
individualities of a single shot observable, for example, through a Fabry-Perot interfero-

meter. Thus, a multipulse summing does not give an adequate description of laser proper-

ties and one can obtain the same linewidth for a broad-band and spectrally stable lasing
as well as for a narrow-band line, shifting from pulse to pulse.

The averaged linewidth is sufficient if the laser is used in linear spectroscopy, but

to apply it in nonlinear or coherent spectroscopy one must know the radiation properties

more adequately. A detailed understanding of the factors determining the output linewidth

is useful also for laser designing.

Theory

The spectral distribution of the energy of the pulsed laser is stochastic, each pulse

having its own evolution in time, the resulting spectral form and an individual spectral

position of the center of the line. In general, the recorded intensity on the wavelength

X can be written as follows:

I(X) = E In(X, t)dt (i)
0

where the behavior of the function In(X, t) depends on a number of stochastic and

deterministic processes.

Here we consider a case most typical of multimode pulsed dye lasers, when the number

of modes is of the order of 5 - 25. Theoretical estimation of the linewidth have been

performed already in the first publications concerning this type of lasers. 4 ' 5 By using

a standard set of parameters (lasing wavelength X, cavity length L, grating angle 0,
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transverse size of the excited zone d and beam expansion ratio M (Fig. 1)) the values
have been obtained which correlate well with experimental results. The most correct

expression for the laser linewidth, or, more exactly, for the Hansch-type cavity trans-

mission band A) has been obtained in Ref. 6. It has been shown that dependence can be

written as

AX = X/M tg 0 [(X/d) 2 + (d/2Lef) 2 ]i (2)

where Lef =Lo + LI/M Lo is the distance between the active zone and the beam expander.

Fig. 1 Dye laser cavity parameters.

To minimize the cavity bandwidth and, accordingly, the laser linewidth one can alter

all the multipliers in expression (2). However, they have different ranges of influence,

therefore the increasing of the angular dispersion of the grating (tg 0) is the most
reliable and independent way to compress the linewidth. Any possible limitation is caused

by the grating properties only (finite length of substrate, surface curvature, etc.).

The enhancement of the beam expansion coefficient M also leads to a proportional

reduction of the single-shot linewidth. However, the averaged linewidth will decrease to

a definite level determined by spectral instabilities of the cavity transmission band,

caused by the mechanical vibration of elements.

The expression under root has a minimum when d = (2 * X • Lef)1, and to optimize the

laser spectrum one has to choose a proper concentration of the dye.

All the characteristics mentioned above reflect the deterministic properties of the

laser cavity. The individuality of each separate shot ensues from the real condition of

pulse evolution. These are mainly the mode fluctuations and spectral instabilities of

the cavity transmission band. The nonreproducibility of the spectral form of each pulse

is determined by stochastic processes of the mode formation due to the quantum noise.

All the modes inside the cavity transmission band have the same gain because of the broad-

band profile of the amplification of the active medium usually used in tunable lasers.

The shot lasing time does not allow the noise-induced laser spectrum to be cut off in the

smooth form of the cavity transmission profile. Therefore, the spectral form of separate

shots may vary essentially, obeying statistical laws.

Spectral instabilities of the cavity transmission band, caused mainly by the vibrations

of the diffraction grating, lead to nonregular shifts of the laser line. The result is

the spectral broadening of the averaged profile of laser output radiation.

Both statistically described causes lead to the individualities of single pulses and
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to the linewidth broadening and can not, thereby, be separated from the averaged value of

the linewidth. The determination of the magnitude of the mechanical instabilities of the

laser cavity is important for a proper choice of the expansion ratio M. Modern types of

beam expanders (multiprism, reflecting telescopes, etc.) 7 , 8 permit one to get a consider-

able value of M without any sufficient aberrations and losses of energy. However, the

enhancement of M and thus the reduction of the single-pulse linewidth do not remove the

vibrational line broadening and the ratio AX/S can be much more than 1. Here AXE is
the averaged linewidth measured in traditional manner,

N N
AX = f E In(X)dX/E 1, (Xmax)

0

AX is the averaged linewidth of a single pulse

N N fO0.

a[ = Nz Axn]/N = CE In(X)dX/In(Xmax)]/N
0

Wyatt, in Ref. 9, had AX••AX = 2.5 when using a prism beam expander with M = 250. Such

spectral behavior of the laser line makes impossible the application of the laser in many
fields of spectroscopy. it is reasonable for commercial lasers to restrict M to the level

where the difference between AXE and &X is less than 20 - 30%.

The task of this work was to distinguish the role of different factors in the line

broadening of the pulsed dye laser and to determine the optimal value of the magnification
of the intracavity beam expander M.

Experimental Details

The tunable lasers used are excimer-pumper dye lasers VL-10 and VL-18, developed in

the Estonian SSR Ac.Sci. 1 0 , 1 1 The lasers have modified Hansch-type oscillators with high-

order ruled gratings of 600 groves/mm and multiprism achromatic beam expanders. The

lasers are of a similar design of mechanical construction and optics, except the expansion
ratio M. VL-10 is provided with a four-prism 40-fold beam expander, VL-18, with a five-

prism expander with M = 100. The lasing wavelength was chosen near the maximum of the

tuning curve of Coumarin 47 dye (X = 460 nm, 0 = 55.80).

The source of excitation was an excimer laser ELI-3, also produced in Estonia.10 To

eliminate the negative action of thermooptical effects on dye laser spectra the pumping

energy was reduced to 3 mJ. 1 2 The spectral distribution of the single pulse was recorded
with a 1-m home-made grating spectrophotometer provided with a diode array. The resulting

spectra with a resolution of 2.2 pm were sampled and displayed by a multichannel analyzer
TN-7200 (Tracor Northern). The spectral calibration of the recording system was performed

with the aid of a broad-band laser radiation, passed preliminarily through a 20 mm-basis

Fabry-Perrot etalon. The system permitted the recording of single-pulse and averaged

spectra of the dye laser and the processing of information.

Results

The excimer and dye lasers were stabilized by one-hour operation with the repetition

rate of 10 Hz. The stability of the pulse energy under these conditions was better than
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5% (90% of pulses). The lasing spectrum of one of the pulses was recorded in the MCA

memory. The linewidth of the pulse was calculated after svbtracting the background as a

ratio of the area of the spectrum to the amplitude at the maximum. The spectral forms of

separate pulses were very individual, one could see asymmetrical lines or the lines with

two maxima. Otherwise these were very narrow lines with high amplitudes (Fig. 2). The

variety of the lineforms observed correlates well with the results of Ref. 13, where a

4-1

4-,

0 15 30 4 7, A )

Fig. 2 Lineforms of successive laser pulses.

similar spectral method was used for the investigations of mode interaction in a pulsed

dye laser with a grazing incidence grating. The 5 - 10 pulse-averaged spectra looked
much smoother, and after the accumulation of 30 - 50 shots the lineform became

reproducible and near-Gaussian.

A

0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 J4 0.81.C I

Fig. 3 Histograms of relative linewidth AXi/AX of VL-10 (a) and

VL-18 (b) dye lasers.

in Fig. 3, the results of a statistical processing of 100 independent measurement

cycles are depicted. One can see that even a stabilized laser system has a two-fold

variation of the linewidth as a result of the fluctuational formation of lasing. The

standard of deviation of the linewidth for both lasers were calculated (see Table)
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Table STATISTICAL PROPERTIES OF DYE LASER RADIATION

Laser M AX AN 6X/AX (A - A )/AX AXc

(pm) (pm) (pm)

VL-10 40 9.0 9.5 0.15 0.05 3.0

VL-18 100 3.7 4.7 0.17 0.25 2.9

The magnitudes of AXE for VL-10 and VL-18 dye lasers were determined by the accumula-

tion of 100 successive pulses. This averaged value takes into account the lineshifts and

is equivalent to the ne obtained by the traditional methods of recording. Because of the

short recording time one can neglect the line-broadening caused by slow thermal processes.

Discussion

The difference between AXE and AX for the VL-10 dye laser is less than 5%. It shows

that the contribution of the mechaincal vibrations of the cavity in the line-broadening

of the laser with a 40-fold expander is very small. One can say that the jumps in the

spectrum of a conventional dye laser, observed visually, are the consequence of mainly

the fluctuational migration of the energy inside the line profile and thus the reduction

M does not lead to the proportional decrease of spectral instabilities. (The reduction

proportional to M½ is possible owing to the increase of the number of lasing modes.)

The standard deviation 6X for VL-18 is the same as for the laser with M = 40. The

difference in AN, obtained for VL-10 and VL-18 lasers is equal to 2.3, which indicates a

small influence of the quality of the optics used. However, the difference between AXE

and AN in case of VL-18 laser with 100-fold expander exceeds 25%. This is a contribution

of the spectral instabilities of the cavity transmission band AXc. It can be defined as

AXc= (AXE2 - C.A2)½

For the lasers VL-10 and VL-18, that have the same constructions, the calculated values

of AXc are respectively 3.0 and 2.9 pm. The good coincidense of the magnitudes of AXc

for different lasers confirms the correctness of the method used.

We can draw a conclusion that for an average-cost commercial pulsed dye laser it is

reasonable to use beam expanders with the expansion ratio M . 100, as it does not lead to

the broadening of the averaged linewidth. Though the measurements were performed by means

of a dye laser with a Littrow-mounted grating, the way of the formation of the cavity

transmission band does not affect on the statistics of laser spectra. Thus, the results

should be valid for other types of selective laser cavities as well.
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FLUCTUATION PROPERTIES OF LIQUID RING LASER WITH AN INJECTED SIGNAL

V. S. Smirnov, A. Z. Fazliev
Institute of Atmospheric Optics, SB USSR Academy of Sciences,

Tomsk, 634055, USSR

Abstract

The effect of the external-signal intensity and tuning off from resonance on the sta-
tistical properties of strong and weak fluctuations of a liquid ring laser with an external
signal generating in the counter wave mode has been described.

Introduction

Dye lasers have shown good promise as light sources for laser spectroscopy. This is
due to their high emitting power, adequately broad operating wavelength range, continuous
laser frequenvy t,"-ing capability, and other favorable properties. The majority of the

experiments using dye lasers employ intracavity laser spectroscopyI' 2 based on wide-band
radiation sources. On the other hand, narrow-band dye lasers generating homogeneously

broadened linewidths appear to be valuable tools for laser reception spectroscopy (LRS) 3

that permits an insight into the fine structure of the stimulated Brillouin scattering.
LRS provides for the amplification of the induced Rayleigh scattering components without

distortion of spectral line shape within the ring laser. Krivoshchekov et al. 4 reported
LRS theoretical and experimental analysis, using a ruby laser as an emitter, and showed

potentialities of this method. However, the feasibility of other light sources for that
matter has not been studied.

The object of the present report is to consider statistical and spectral characteristics
of a dye ring laser with an injected signal since the knowledge of these properties appears
to be essential in designing LRS experiments. The results obtained show the possibility
of changing the spectral properties of the laser in the counterpropagating regime. In

particular, the emission linewidth can be decreased by increasing the injected intensity.
The maximum narrowing is limited by the existence of the noise-induced transition between

the laser modes and determined by the equality of time scale for the first-passage time

(FPT) and the time required for the steady-state laser spectrum to develop.

A dye ring laser with an injected signal also permits an experimental observation of

short switching times for the lasing regimes. Importantly, short FPT's can be achieved
for high pumping power. It should be noted that FPT in dye lasers tends to shorten only
when the pumping level is reduced. 5 -7 However, low pumping values lead to considerable
color noise, which precludes from consistent analytical investigation of large statistical

fluctuations.

In the discussion below the formula for FPT in a injection-locked dye ring laser is
reported. Also examined is an unconventional exponential dependence that occurs when the

laser detuning is taken into account.
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Dynamical Behavior of Injection-Locked Dye Ring Laser

The equation of motion for the coherent amplitudes Zq of the counterpropagating waves
in a homogeneously-broadened dye ring laser with an injected signal are given by the
relations 8 :

-azq = + (1)
a at az*

where P is the cavity linewidth. The right-hand side of Eq. (1) is represented as a gra-
dient of the complex-valued potential I due to the choice of the laser model, assuming
that the lasing frequency coincides with the injected frequency w.

In this case

a. - 62 go
S= (1 + i8)#, a - -, 2'=_____

1 + 62' (1 + 62)2
(2)

Z (- a + (0/2)(IZq1 2 + 21Z.q12)) IZq1 2 2Vno (ReZ

q=± q / + 62 ( + - nZ+).

Here 6 = (w - wo)/7i is detuning from the atomic transition frequency wo; 71 is the lumi-
nescence linewidth; ao, po are the pumping and saturation parameters, respectively; no is
the injected photon number.

The dynamic behavior of the laser radiation is considered in the coordinates

Z+ = x + iy, Z_ = zeif (3)

Eq. (1) rewritten in this coordinate system have the form

P (LOŽ -&~ )a , ao_ 4
2 3ax ay Ta (4)(3 + 2a az"(5

2=- + ax ' 2 z az

The simultaneous Eqs. (4)-(5) contain an integral of motion

* - 61nZ = Const (6)

There are a few steady-state solutions to Eqs. (4)-(5) but only two stationary points
specify steady-state laser operation in the running wave and counterpropagating wave
regimes.

The metastable state with coordinates

= -( 1  = (H - 2x2)(1 + 2) (7)
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corresponds to the counterpropagating wave mode. Here R = (ao - 62)/Oo is the photon num-

ber in the wave (in case no = 0); the angle 81 is given by the relations

nn= o 4 (ao - 62 )2Cos301 = n_, nc - 1 00 ,0j01£• (8)

The running wave regime (the wave Z+ follows the direction of propagation of the

injected signal) is characterized by the stationary point

x= Co s ), y1 : -6x, Zo = 0, Cos3Bo = _ (9)

For no injected signal (no 0 0) the counterpropagating mode is replaced by the running

regime (the wave Z_ travels in the opposite directions).

A specific feature of the bistable laser behavior model is the existence of the transi-

tion between the classical lasing modes. The steady-state transition trajectory passes

through the saddle point

s = 32ECOS, Ys = -6xs, zs = (Bi - 2x2)(l + 82). (10)

The lasing condition reads ao > 62. The region where the counterpropagating regime is

found to occur is determined by the relation no < nc. Figure 1 shows the injected photon
number no and the square of detuning 62 for which the counterpropagating operation is sta-

ble (the region under the curves ao 0.1 and 0.01). It should be pointed out that under

curve A, the stationary point (7) is a node, while above curve A it is converted into focus,

corresponding to the escape from the frequency-locking regime. 9
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The knowledge of the potential 0 appears to simplify the analysis of the statistical
properties of the injection-locked dye ring laser radiation. It is known that the mean
laser intensity, field correlations, laser fluctuation spectra are entirely determined by

the power series expansion coefficients for the potential in the neighborhood of the sta-
tionary points. 1 0 The expansion of the potential up to the second-order terms (Axe = x -

xel e = l,s) is given by the formula

S + ale (X)2 + a 2e(y,)2 + af 3 (Az )2 + 2al 3 Ax6 Az6 +

with the coefficients aij of the form

all = ((R - x 2 )(l + 62) - 26 2 x 2 )0, a 1 2  = -26px 2 , a 3  = 2(1 + 62 )(R - 2x 2 )p,
(12)

a 2 2 = ((n - x2 )(l + 62) 26 2 x 2 )0, a 1 3 = 40xz, a 2 3 = -46#xz.

The height of the potential barrier surmounted by the system during the transition induced
by large statistical fluctuations is a critical parameter that specifies the FPT exponen-
tial part. When the counterpropagating mode switches over to the running wave regime the
barrier height can be found from the expansion

3 pn2S -nln =x 2+ ) n+ + (13)

Steady-State Fluctuation Spectra

The fluctuation properties of the laser radiation are discussed on the basis of the
model of a laser with no detuning.12 This simplifying assumption does not impose any

stringent restrictions except for the calculation of the mean FPT where the extension to
include the nonresonance is not trivial.

Running Wave Regime

In the vicinity of the steady state (9) the spectral laser fluctuation density is given

by the formulae:

(6Z 2 )-+ d d (6z2)- 2d

S-O) 2 + a 2 (+ - wo) 2 + b2  (9 - )2 + c2'
(5e) bO + 2a 1'J -Wo bG(l

where a = ap(l + 2COS0o), b = (2Cos290 - 1), c =--1 + 4Cos20o), d is the diffusion

coefficient.

The laser linewidth due t6 amplitude fluctuations is found to increase with the injected
intensity.

Counterpropagating Modes

In the neighborhood of the steady state (7) the laser fluctuation characteristics are
of special interest because of the anticorrelation of the amplitude fluctuations. The
fluctuation properties are determined by the relations:
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) [ V(n_l - n+l) 1 v(n- 1 - n~l) 1(S2 dq 2B +÷ 2B

( )Z )2 (15)S(F - WO) W • ( O) + .

(6Z+6Z_)- = 8dov 'n+1 n._ [ - + (16)B (W- _ Wo)2 + a,,2 (L _ Wo)2 + &,)2,

13i •3 n~) 2 + 64n~ln 1 . (17)A = L--(3n_1 + n+l), B = L-- v(n_1 - n+1l 4~l-.(7

Eq. (15) shows the spectral tluctuation density to be the sum of the three Lorentzian lines.

The third line results from the wave-phase fluctuations. For the wave Z; the line con-
tributing to the wing of the spectrum has a width of &j+ = A + B, whereas the pedestal is
formed by a narrow line with a width Aw_ = A - B. The phase fluctuations are responsible

for the central part of the spectrum.

2219 AW+

2

21J

Fig. 2 The laser linewidth due to the amplitude fluctuations versus the injected
signal intensity, a is the pump parameter, 0 is the saturation parameter,
n=

The linewidth variations characterizing the spectrum with an injected output are

depicted in Fig. 2. For low intensity no the contributions from the amplitude and phase
fluctuations are approximately the same, whereas for no falling at the neighborhood of the

critical point nc the shape of the peak is entirely determined by the line with width &.,_.

The maximum narrowing is limited by the time scale of large statistical fluctuations, i.e.

the following equality is valid

1(18)
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where T is FPT. Figure 3 plots the laser fluctuation spectrum as a function of the
injected output. The curves show the feasibility of controlling the laser spectral
parameters by means of a weak injected signal.

dd
dd

Fig. 3. Counterpropagating mode fluctuation spectra as a function of n0 in units
nc. (i - n 0 01 nc, 2 - 0.09, 3 - 0.25, 4 - 0.49, 5 - 0.81). v is the cavity
linewidth, is the diffusion coefficient, Zq is the coherent amplitude (q =

Large Statistical Fluctuations

By large statistical fluctuations we mean fluctuations causing steady-state transitions
to occur. The main quantity characterizing the fluctuations is the mean first-passage

time T which is the solution to Pontryagin's equationl3:

d a2 + a a2 + 2k 2il2 + 2i T (19)

ax2  az2  y2  ax ay az v

The solution of Eq. (19) based on the hypothesis of the most probable transition tra-

jectory is derived elsewhere. 1 4 The mean FPT formula reads

T r+lr-1 (1 + /2 l d2( s-exp (20)
r+s r-s + r))dr2rld--2 r+/ d

where

a•3
r+ = VX2 + y 2 , r- = z, f'(xe) 13

a11 - Xe

we = (all + a 3 + v(a{l - a5 3 ) 2 + 4(a{3 ) 2 ), (21)
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d2 o = 203 (n, + n- + 8f' v/n~n + 2n-jf') 2 ), (22)

dr2

where A0 is the barrier given by the Eq. (13) for 6 = 0.

The effect of detuning of FPT for an injection-locked dye ring laser can be calculated

with an exponential accuracy. Clearly, the potential barrier height is effectively

increased

T _ýexp ( dAO 2) d )
In conclusion, the difficulty of calculating the preexponential factor stems from the

fact that the dimensionality of Eq. (19) is increased. To solve the problem would require

additional hypothesis.
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RECENT RESULTS IN VUV LASER SPECTROSCOPY

C. R. Vidal
Max-Planck-Institut fijr extraterrestrische Physik

8046 Garching, West Germany

Abstract

A short summary describing the technical parameters of typical, state of the art vuv sources is given followed
by a brief review, which is restricted to the most recent developments in vuv laser spectroscopy.

Introduction

In recent years the field of vaccum ultraviolet (vuv) laser spectroscopy has matured to a point where it has
promoted the field of laser spectroscopy to new spectral areas. This field requires first of all the ability to gener-
ate tunable coherent vacuum ultraviolet sources of sufficiently small linewidth and then to apply them to the nu-
merous techniques of laser spectroscopy where the wavelength region of the vacuum ultraviolet tends to favour
different mehods than in the visible part of the spectrum. It is by no means intended to provide an exhaustive
coverage of the field of vuv laser spectroscopy since extensive reviews have just become available.

Coherent Vacuum UV Sources

Coherent vuv sources can basically be generated in two different ways. First of all, in systems like the H 2 and
the CO lasers or the noble gas excimer lasers substantial population inversions can be achieved, and these systems
are able to provide peak output powers well in excess of several megawatts. However, these laser systems have
only a very limited tuning range and a large linewidth and are therefore not very suitable for high resolution laser
spectroscopy. For the latter application coherent vuv sources using the methods of four wave mixing in gases have
proven to be by far superior. These methods have recently been reviewed by Jamroz and Stoicheffl, by Vidal 2 , and
by Hilbig et al. 3 .

Since these extensive surveys a few important, new developments have occurred which are worth mentioning.
Using the technique of pulsed nozzle beams4 for eliminating the window problem, Kung and coworkers succeeded to
build highly efficient vuv sources covering the XUV spectral region below the lithium fluoride cut off limit around
106 nm . Compared to differentially pumped systems pulsed nozzle beams have the great advantage that these
windowless systems require moderate pumping powers because the nonlinear medium is only "switched on" during the
duration of the laser pulses suoplying the fundamental waves. Similar results have also been reported by Hilber et
al. 6 , who investigated pulsed nozzle beams and a differentially pumped gas cell containing krypton which had a pin
hole at the detector end of the gas cell. Systems of this kind are presently able to provide a linewidth of about
0.1 cm-1 and smaller and typically 1010 to 1013 photons per shot at a repetition rate of a few Hz. This is an
ample intensity for many techniques in laser spectroscopy. In addition, accurate calibrations of the absolute
wavelength can easily be performed by calibrating the fundamental waves against the secondary length standards of
the iodine or tellurium molecules 7 .

In view of a recent study on the short wavelength limitations of four wave mixing in metal vapor inert gas
mixtures8 , it may appear surprising that the two-photon resonant sum frequency mixing in krypton turns out to be
so efficient. As an explanation one has to keeR in mind that krypton around 70 to 100 nm is almost an ideal "low
loss medium" as postulated by Junginger et al.J having a small one-photon as well as a small two-photon absorption
cross section so that one obtains a rather favourable figure cf merit 2 . This is a direct consequence of the location
of the resonance line which tends to lower the two-photon absorption cross section as well as the sum frequency
mixing coefficient. The latter two quantities are responsible for the figure of merit.

Using the fundamental equations of nonlinear optics and different normalized density profiles characterizing
pulsed nozzle beams, Bethune and Rettner' 0 succeeded to obtain a reasonable agreement with the experiments. The
results are remarkable because pulsed nozzle beams operating with krypton alone are by no means homogeneous and
phase matched nonlinear media and it is somewhat surprising that these inhomogeneous media with a fairly small
column density are capable of achieving the reported conversion efficiencies. The influence of inhomogeneities on
the phase matching was first investigated by Puell et al.""p1 2 for nonlinear media with density gradients at the
ends which give rise to an asymmetry of the phase matching curve, but do not noticeably lower the maximum
overall conversion efficiency.

Vacuum UV Laser Spectroscopy

The previously indicated laser systems have in recent years been extensively used in various laboratories to
perform laser spectroscopy in the vacuum ultraviolet part of the spectrum as reviewed by Vidall3. We will mention
in the following only some of the recent developments.
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In trying to reach atomic or molecular energy levels above 6 eV multiphoton spectroscopy was the first laser spec-
troscopic method used. Later two step exitation methods have also been successfully used which in conjunction with
coherent vacuum uv sources had the additional virtue of pushing the effective cutoff limit well beyond the lithium
fluoride limit around 106 nm14 . As first shown in the visible part of the spectrum two step excitation experiments
or as they are also called, two colour optical optical double resonance experimentsl5, have the valuable property of
being a state selective method. It has been for this reason that Miyazaki et al. 1 6 tried to perform state selective
spectroscopy on highly excited states by making optogalvanic double resonance experiments in which the collisional
excitation in a plasma gives simple and cheap access to highly excited states. Unfortunately, due to the large
Coulomb cross sections the collisional coupling of the laser excited state with its surrounding states is so large that
state selectivity could only be demonstrated at very low electron densities on the example of the N2 molecule 1 7

where the collisional rates were minimized.

In this context it is now worth noting that Danzmann et al.1 8 have recently succeeded to perform Doppler-free
two-photon polarization spectroscopy in an arc plasma. The result of their experiments are shown in Fig. I where
the Lyman a profile of hydrogen is shown for an electron density of 5 x 102 2 m- 3 and a temperature of 11 000 K.

Ne5 -- 10" m-n xxxx meosured

T 11000 K - calculated

0.2

THz_' L

0) b)
0',

243 nm
0: 1

-4 -2 0 2 fHz 4 0

Figure 1: Lyman a line profile obtained with Doppler-
free two-photon polarization spectroscopy. The measure-
ments are taken from Danzmann et al. 8 .

In this case the thermal Doppler profile would have been about twice as wide as the measured Stark broad-
enend profile of Fig. I. For practical applications this result is extremely valuable because it allows one to deter-
mine the electron density even for situations where the Stark width is much smaller than the Doppler width and
where a deconvolution would be rather inaccurate. In addition, the Lyman a line has the virtue of being theoret-
ically the simplest one among all hydrogen lines.

In the light of the two-step excitation experiments the Doppler-free results are very interesting also from a
different point of view. In the new method the measured signal is generated by the instantaneous electric field
amplitudes which give rise to the two-photon absorption, whereas the two-step excitation relies on the time inte-
grated population densities which have been accumulated in the intermediate state up to the time interrogated by
the second laser and which is therefore very susceptible to a collisional population from neighbouring states and to
velocity changing collisions.

With the new technique employing two-photon absorption one can anticipate state selective experiments on
highly excited states which in some applications remove the necessity of performing experiments in the vacuum
ultraviolet part of the spectrum. In particular, one might be able to perform state selective experiments on highly
excited states in plasmas such as highly excited states in refractory metals or other sputtered materials.
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In their two-step excitation experiment Klopotek and Vidal1 4 have demonstrated for the first time a technique in
the vacuum uv which they call "laser reduced fluorescence". In this method the fluorescence from the intermediate
state which has been populated in the first excitation step, is modfied by the laser excitation in the second step. In
particular, the fluorescence from the intermediate state may be strongly reduced pumping an autoionizing or pre-
dissociating state in the second step. Recently, this technique has been used again by Spong et al.1 9 for conven-
iently analyzing core-excited levels of neutral rubidium which are otherwise difficult to reach.

In trying to push the vacuum uv laser spectroscopy further into the xuv range Kung et al. 2 0 succeeded to
perform spectroscopy on the Rydberg states of H 2 by stepwise resonant two-photon ion pair production obtaining
Fano-line profiles and lifetimes.

As a natural extension of the fluorescence measurements, Strobl and Vidal2 l Derformed lifetime measurements
of individual rotational vibrational levels of the perturbed a' 3 r +(v=14) and the e? E-(v=5) states of the CO mol-
ecule. For this application the state selectivity is absolutely essential. The results of their measurements are shown
in Fig. 2. Depending on the interaction of the singlet and triplet states, the lifetimes of neighbouring levels may
vary significantly giving rise to a very intricate pressure dependence which defies a simple Stern Vollmer analysis.
For this reason all measurements were done under collision free conditions using a pulsed nozzle beam or a low
pressure gas cell working at a pressure of about 5 mTorr and lower. As is well known, lifetime measurements are
the most sensitive method of detecting weak perturbations of individual levels and are certainly more sensitive than
the detection of energy level perturbations. Figure 3 shows the inverse effective .lifetimes as a function of pressure.
It should be noted that at elevated pressures the temporal decay of individual levels cannot be fitted by single
exponential decays. This indicates a rather extensive coupling between levels of sufficiently different lifetimes.
Levels with longer (shorter) lifetimes than the lifetime of the level to be investigated, act as reservoirs (sinks)

-which supply (remove) additional population density extending (shortening) the measured radiative decay rates. It is
"for this reason that a state selective measurement of individual triplet levels is absolutely crucial and this experi-
ment serves as another striking example to demonstrate the new possibilities of vuv laser spectroscopy.

2.5 (1/!)ll°° i

CO a' 3 -,÷(v 14)

•te3E , 5)

1F, J 4S"- . _ "•' .... F2: J 5

f F3 : J 1>-I
f- -F 2 : J 5

F3 : J = 12
~F2 : J3 13.

0.5 ;-zFj 3 9 -ý
F: FJ 1 10
F 1 : 3 - 11

2o. 0 0.5 PCo [Torr1

Figure 2. Measured and fitted radiative lifetimes for Figure 3. Anomalous pressure dependence of the
three different fine structure components of the inverse effective lifetime for several levels of the
e 3 E -(v=5) state. The measurements are taken from a' 3 Z +(v=14) state. The measurements are taken

Strobl and Vidal 2 1 . from Strobl and Vidal 2 1 .
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The rather limited scope of this review served primarily the purpose of indicating future trends and new develop-
ments in vuv laser spectroscopy, and it also becomes evident that due to the different spectral range with its very
different spectroscopic technology, other techniques will be favoured compared to the visible part of the spectrum.
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UPCONVERSION COEFFICIENT MEASUREMENT IN
TM3 +,HO 3+:YAG AT ROOM TEMPERATURE

G. Kintz, I. D. Abella,* and L. Esterowitz
Naval Research Laboratory

Washington, DC 20375

Abstract

Energy transfer processes in rare earth doped crystals are very important in understand-
ing the laser properties of these materials. Recently, laser diode pumping of solid-state
laser materials has renewed interest in the study of energy transfer in rare earth doped
crystalline hosts. In codoped thulium-holmium YAG, an energy transfer process, upconver-
sion, is important in determining the threshold for continuous-wave laser emission at
2.1im with laser diode pumping as well as the storage capacity of this material for
Q-switched operation. The upconversion from the upper laser level in the holmium ion acts
as a loss mechanism affecting the room temperature 2.1im laser output. Spectroscopic
measurement of the dominant upconversion process in four different concentrations of
Tm,Ho:YAG are conducted. The concentration dependence of the upconversion effect indicates
that the mechanism is a dipole-dipole interaction.

Introduction

Upconversion or cooperative-luminescence to higher energy states in rare-earth doped
crystals can be an important process in determining the laser performance in many materials.
1-J It has also been shown that upconversi n can populate the upper-state laser levels not
normally reached by direct laser pumping. ?-7 In some cases, however, upconversion can act
as a loss mechanism by depopulating the upper laser state, which increases the threshold,
as in the room temperature operation of TmJ+:YAG at 2.lvm. 8 , To optimize laser design
parameters such as sensitizer and activator concentrations, it is important to characterize
the upconversion process by a detailed measurement. In this paper, we report experimental
measurements of the upconversion coefficient, a., for four samples of Tm3 +,Ho 3 +:YAG with
different concentrations. The analysis is base aon the solutions of the rate equations
modelling the populations of the interacting levels in the Tm-Ho system. The four concen-
trations of Tm,Ho:YAG are listed in Table 1.

3 H4
S=0.785;Lm'[

5\7 F 517
A J t'1. ILM2.1 m

518 2H61 I8

Ho 3+ Tm 3+ Tm3+ H0 3+

Fig. 1. The pumping diagram for the Tm, Ho:YAG system.

*Navy-Asee Summer Faculty: Permanent Address: Dept. of Physics, Univ. of Chicago, Chicago
IL 60637
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Energy Transfer in the Tm-Ho System

The relevant energy levels of the Tm 3 +, H0 3 +:YAG system are shown in Fig. 1. Several
energy transfers are important in the operation of this system with laser diode pumping.
In addition to upconversion, cross-relaxation and non-resonant energy transfer affect both
the laser properties of this system as well as the analysis of the data in the upconversion
measurement.

The first energy transfer process important in this laser system is the cross-relaxation
from the 3 H4 level. The 3 H4 absorbs the pump light from the laser diode. The cross-
relaxation process produces two excited thulium ions in the 3 F 4 level for each ion excited
to the 3 H level. The quantum efficiency of the pumping process, rP, is not the same for
each sample due to the concentration dependence of the cross-relaxation process. At high
concentrations, the quantum efficiency of the pumping process approaches two. Laser
experiments have shown that np is at least 1.76 in the 5.7% Tm, 0.36% Ho:YAG sample. 1 0

Calculations based on the lifetime measurements of the 3 H4 level, the known radiative
branching ratios, the low concentration lifetime, and the multiphonon decay rates from the
3 H4 level, estimate the quantum efficiency of the pumping process to be 1.9 for the 5.7%,
0.36% Ho:YAG sample. An estimation of the quantum efficiency of the pumping process for
each sample is shown in Table 1.

The second important energy transfer process in this system is the non-resonant energy
transfer between excited ions in the thulium 3F 4 level and the holmium 5I7 level. If the
transfer between the thulium and holmium ions is rapid compared to the lifetime of the
thulium and holmium levels, the levels can be treated as being in thermal equilibrium. 1 1

The populations of each ion can be calculated using a Boltzmann distribution over the
individual Stark levels of each ion. The fractional populations, fT- and fH1, in each ion
compared to the total population in the thulium-holmium manifold for each concentration are
calculated and shown in Table 1.

The measured upconversion process is shown in Fig. 2. An ion in the 517 level of holmium
interacts with a thulium ion in the 3 F 4 level. The thulium ion decays to the ground state
while the holmium ion is excited to the 5I5 level. The holmium 5I5 level decays back to the
Tm-Ho manifold by the emission of phonons, with a quantum efficiency of near unity. Because
of the loss of excitation out of the Tm-Ho manifold (i.e. the upper laser level) this pro-
cess is a loss mechanism and raises the threshold for a continuous-wave laser and decreases
the storage capacity of the 5I7 level.

A second upconversion process involves an ion in ýhe 517 level in holmium and a ion in the 3H4 level in
thuliLun which results in green fluorescence fron the S2 level in holmium. There is rapid decay from the
3H4 pump band due to the cross-relaxation process so that we can ignore the second upconversion process in
the analysis of the data. Observations of the fluoresence ftom the •H4 level in the 5.7% Tin, 0.36% Ho
sample also indicate that this is not an important process.1 Ignoring this upconverjion effect may not be a
valid approximation for the 1.5% TM, 0.2% Ho sample due to the long lifetime of the H4 level (-t = 400 jis) at
this low thulium concentration.

3 H- 514

5I5

3ZF4 517

Trn3+ Ho 3+

Fig. 2. The upconversion process measured in the experiment.
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The rate equation describing the time dependence of the population in the thulium-
holmium manifold, nl, can be written, 1 2

di•ll Fp _ 1 -• (j1(1_-7j/ )f 1jf o 1
dt P -Tr,2,.TinItol (1)

The upconversion loss term depends on the product of the populations of the holmium ions in
the 5I7 level and the thulium ions in the 3 F level. The quantum efficiency, nr of the
decay from the 5I5 level to the Tm-Ho manifold is assumed to be 1. The lifetime of the Tm-
Ho manifold, T, is measured and shown in Table 1. The pump rate, FP, is calculated via

Fp = Ic 2
a~p (2)

where I is the intensity of the pump beam, a. is the absorption coefficient of the pump
beam, and hv p is the energy of the pump photons. In steady-state the equation can be
readily solved,

n1 = alifT fHo((1 + 2alFpfTmfHoT2)1 1). (3)

The fluorescence from the Tm-Ho manifold is proportional to nI. In the analysis of the
data, the fluorescence intensity is plotted verses TpT.

Sample r ( ms )q fHoI fTm a (Cm3 s-1 )

5.7% Tm, 0.36% Ho 8.5 1.9 0.57 0.43 (3.0 ± 1.2) x 10-17

5.7% Tm, 0.06% Ho 12 1.9 0.18 0.82 (1.1 ± 0.4 ) x 10-17

10% Tm, 0.1% Ho 8 2.0 0.17 0.83 ( 2.9 ± 1.2 ) x 10"

1.5% Tm, 0.2% Ho 10 1.2 0.74 0.26 (0.8 ± 0.3) x 10-17

Table 1

Experimental Set-up

The experimental set-up is shown in Fig. 3. A 200 mW laser diode array is used as the
pump source. The beam is collected, collimated and focused into the sample. The incident
power was measured for each data point, and for each sample the absorption coefficient was
measured. A I --, -lif- was -',s'd to restrict the observed region in the samples. The
fluor_.scence signal was filtered by a Ge filter and focused onto an InAs detector. The
signal was measured with an oscilloscope. The beam parameters were measured 1 2 and then were
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calculated for a focus at the slit in the YAG sample (n= 1.8). Using the absorption
coefficient, the incident power, and the pumping geometry in the region of observation, the
average pump rate was calculated. The signal was then plotted versus the average pump rate
in the sample. The fluorescence signal as a function of pump rate times the lifetime of the
manifold for the 10% Tm 0.1% Ho sample is shown in Fig. 4. The steady-state solution to the
rate equation was used to fit the data points with a weighted least squares program. The
calculated values of al are shown in Table 1. The average pump rate in the crystals is not
well known due to the complicated spatial distribution of the laser diode array. This is a
major source of error in the experiment and accounts for the large uncertainty in a1.

LDoer Power InAs Oscilloscope
Driver Detector

filter

,- -1 mm aperture

Laser Diode Tm,Ho:YAG
crystal

Fig. 3. The EKperimental Set-up

In a separate experiment, the upconversion coefficient was measured for the 5.7% Tm,
0.36% Ho sample using the time dependent solution to the rate equation describing the
population in the Tm-Ho manifold. A Q-switched Alexandrite laser with 200 ns pulse duration
was sampled by an energy meter, and focused onto the Tm3+,Ho 3 +:YAG sample. The fluorescence
at 1.88 pm was selected by a 0.23 m infrared monochromator. As in the previous experiment,
the same collection optics and slit to restrict the region of observation were used. The
signal from the detector was amplified and recorded by a transient digitizer averaged over
500 shots. The laser was operating in a TEM0 0 mode, and the calculated beam waist of 91 wm
compares well with the measured value using a scanning pinhole. From the measured pulse
energy, the measured absorption coefficient, and calculated beam waist, the distribution of
absorbed photons in the region of observation can be calculated. Six waveforms were taken
at different average energies. The same rate equation was used to fit the time dependent
fluorescence decay, and the calculated value of a1 is the average of the calculated values
for each waveform. The uncertainty in the calculation is possibly due to the large (30%)
fluctuations in the shot to shot pulse energy. The agreement between the two methods is
very good, for the time dependent method a, (4 + 1) x 10-17 and for the steady state
method a1 = (3 + 1.3) x 10-17. The value of al calculated by Fan 1 2 is 2.4 x 10-17.

2 3 4 5 6

I 7-,r ( x 10I' (I c ')

Fig. 4. Data for the 10% Tm, 0.1% Ho sample.
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Concentration Depenr.ehnce of Upconversion

An important part of this work is to determine the concentration dependence of this
upconversion process. If the upconversion process is a dipole-dipole interaction, the
upconversion coefficient should get larger as the product of the concentrations. In Fig. 5,
the upconversion coefficient is plotted verses the product of the concentration of the
thulium and the holmium, and the curve is approximately linear. However, a more precise
measurement of the upconversion coefficient is needed to actually determine the concentra-
tion dependence. In addition, the effects ?f rapid migration among the thulium ions 1 4 , 1 5

and higher order electrostatic interactions16 may effect the concentration dependence of the
upconversion.

I5

4 4

0

3

0.5 1 1.5 2

nTm X nHo (%2)

Fig. 5. Plot of the upconversion coefficient verses the product of the thulium and holmium
concentrations, (in % doping squared). The data points marked by circles, *, are measure-
ments from the steady-state experiment, the data point marked by a square, is from the
time resolved measurement, and the data point marked by an open circle if from Ref. 12.
The straight line is a weighted least squares fit to the five data points discussed in the
text.

Summary

In summary, the upconversion coefficients for four different concentrations of Tm 3 + Ho 3 +:
YAG are measured. In addition, a preliminary determination of the concentration dependence
of the upconversion effect indicates that the upconversion involves a dipole-dipole inter-
action between the thulium and holmium ions. The effect of upconversion on the laser
performance of the 2.1 pm transition must be modelled in detail to optimize the thulium
and holmium concentrations to achieve the best performance of this potentially very
efficient diode pumped laser system.
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MATERIALS SELECTION AND OPTIMIZATION OF DIODE-PUMPED LASERS

J. T. Lin
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ABSTRACT

The critical issiues of materials selection for diode-pumped miniature
lasers are discussed quantitatively by a mathematical model. They
include the emission cross section and fluorescence lifetime of the
rod, the spectral-matching of the rod-absorption and diode-emission
wavelength, optical coupling, spatial(transverse coordinate) mode-
overlap of the pump and the signal beam, total cavity round-trip loss
and the pumping power density. Optimal conditions are discussed for
low threshold and high slope efficiency. Various assumptions in
previously reported model are removed in this model for larger
validily regime including pumping power far above threshold. The
optical materials discussed in this paper include the high-efficiency
nonlinear crystals of KTP, potassium niobate and MgO-doped lithium
niobate. Various diode-pumping schemes including SHG and sum-
frequency-mixing(SFM) for both internal and external cavity are
presented for a variety of laser host crystals (such as YAG, YAP, YLF,
BeL) in various dopants (such as Nd, Ho, Er, Tm, Cr). Analytic and
numerical results for the threshold power, slope efficiency and output
power are presented.

I. INTRODUCTION Furthermore, in comparison to the
direct output of diode-laser, diode-pumped

In this paper we shall first discuss lasers provide the following advantages:
the advantages of diode-pumped lasers and
their aplications. The critical issues of (1) wider wavelength ranges may be achieved
materials selection for diode-pumped by pumping Nd, Ho and Er-doped rod for
systems including laser host crystals and 1, 2 and 3 micron lasers (see table 1)
nonlinear crystals are presented in Section and frequency doubling for visible
II. Various schemes for miniature lasers sources (see Table 2),
using frequency conversion techniques for (2) High frequency stability and good beam
the generation of IR and visible coherence quality,
soures are shown in Section III. In Section (3) High energy storage and short cavity for
IV, we present a rigorous model which Q-switch, and
predicts the output power and slope (4) beam multiplexing and frequency mixing.
efficiency in diode-pumped systems
including the effects of transverse mode APPLICATIONS
overlap, spot waists and the focal geometry' The unique features of diode-lasers and
of the pumping and signal waves and the Toe-umpe lers omise-vars
round-trip cavity loss. Optimal conditions diode-pumped laers promise various
for various system parameters are derived applications which include but not limited

within this model. Finally, tunable to:

coherence sources using high-efficiency (I) space-qualified (compact, long-lived)

nonlinear crystals such as KDP and KNbO in communication,

diode-pumped systems are discussed. (2) coherence sources for micromachining.
microsurgery, detector and fiber char-

ADVANTAGES OF DIODE-PUMPED LASERS acterization, atmospheric studies,
(3) optical disk recording and image

The advantages of using laser-diode as processing, printing, bar-code reader,

a pumping source versus flash-lamp pumping (4) detector calibration, finger print

may be summarized as follows: detection, trace gas detecion,
(5) spectroscopy and optical damage

(1) fundamental mode operation, testing, chemical reaction dynamics,

(2) compact and long lifetime (10,000- (6) ranging, tracking, surveying,

50,000 hrs), (7) injection seeds for high-power lasers
(3) High gain /efficiency and low threshold (8) all-solid-state tunable laser systems

(4) easily temperature-tuned, using harmonic generation and optical
(5) passive air cooling of the pumped rod.
(6) efficient laser mode matching volume II. CRITICAL ISSUES OF MATERIALS SELECTION

and very high pumping density (for
focused end-pumping systems). We shall now discuss the critical
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issues of materials selections for both
laser host and nonlnear crystals.[1-38] In
a previous paper, [38] we have discussed As shown in Fig. 1, various pumping
the selection rules for nonlinear crystals, geometries may be achieved by using one orwe shall now summarize the materials goere a eahee yuigoeo
weection sh le now ari the d - materalase more than one laser diodes as the pumping
selection rules for the diode-pumped laser sources. The advantages and specific
host rods as follows: features of these schemes are summarized as

(1) high optical coupling using gradent- follows:

index lens (GRIN) or microscope (1) Scheme (A) provides the first demonstr-
objective lens (SELFOS), ated pumping scheme which promises a

(2) good spectral-matching of the pumped very low threshold power and frequency
rod (absorption spectrum) and the stabalized fundamental mode.
pumping diode (emission spectrum), (2) With a Q-switch, scheme (B) promises

(3) good spatial mode-matching between the output with high peak power, short
pumping beam and the signal (lasing) pulse duration, passive air cooling,
cavity mode, TEMOO-mode and good pulse to pulse

(4) coating of the entrance surface (HT at stability.
the pump and HR at the signal (3) The intracavity SHG provides high-
wavelength) and the outcoupling mirrors efficient visible source from the diode
(with transmission of 1% to 5% for 20 -pumped rod, where very high
mW to 500 mW pumping diode), circulation power inside the cavity

(5) low threshold and high slope makes the SHG conversion very
efficiency. efficient. However, instability caused

by mode-mode(longitudinal) competition
Item (5) is characterized by may be a problem.

transmission of the outcoupling mirror, (4) Scheme (D) of intracavity SFM provide
round-trip-loss of the cavity, emission the image feature of spectral-matching
cross section and fluorescence lifetime of between the peak absorption wavelength
the rod, the spot sizes of the pump and of the rod and the lasing wavelength,
signal beam and the mode-matching examples are 809 nm and 946 nm, where
(spatial and spectral) of the system. noncritical-phase-matching crystals of
Quantitative discussion by a mathematical KTP and potassium niobate may be used
model will be shown in Section IV. respectively. [39)

(5) The external cavity SHG, scheme (E) has
Various laser host crystals have been several advantages versus the

pumped by laser diodes with emission intracavity SHG of scheme (C): (i) the
wavelength of 780-810 nm. Results are IR source from the diode-pumped laser
summarized in Table 1. (1-251 may be optimized indenpendently with

the SHG cavity; (ii) high-power diode
The nonlinear crystals suitable for array may be incorporated into this

frequency conversion of diode-pumped lasers scheme by using side-pumping; (iii)
using second harmonic generation (SHG) and mode-mode competing in scheme (C) may
sum-frequency-mixing (SFM) include be avoided.
KTP, KNbO , MgO-doped and proton-exchanged (6) Frequency doubling of the direct output
wave-guided lithium niohate. [26-37] Blue from diode lasers(780-860 nm, 904 nm
green (or visible) sources in diode and/or etc) requires a better optical coupler
dye pumped systems are summarized in Table and high-efficiency nonlinear crystals,
2. The conversion techniques shown in Table such as potassium niobate and proton-
2 include internal and external cavity SHG exchanged lithium niobate in a wave-
direct doubling of lasert-diodes, SFM of
the pumping diode and the diode-pumped guide geometry. organic crystals such
output, SFM of diode lasers and the two as DAN and PNN with nonlinear
photon processes in diode pumped rods. coefficients hundreds times of that of

KDP may also be good candidates.[38]
We should note that to achieve high (7) Tunable diode lasers in the visible

conversion efficiency, the noncritical spectral regimes may be achieved via
phase match (NPM) condition is usually SFM of two diodes which are temperature
required. This NPM may be achieved in tuned in the ranges of 780-860 nm with
temperature-tuned crystals. Examples tuning range of 0.3 nm per degree.
are: (1) 188 d C for SHG of 1064 mm Noncrititical phase-matching conditionsusing potassium niobate and 107 degree C using KTP and potassium niobate
using MgO-doped lithium niobate; (2) room crystals have been defined for this

temperature NPM for SFM of 809 nm and 1064 scheme, see Ref.[39] in this Proceeding.
nm using KTP, SFM of 659nm and 1318 nm (8) High-power IR sources at 1, 2 and 3
(i.e. tripling of Nd:YAG at 1318 nm) using micron may be achieved by side-pumped
potassium niobate(KN), (3) room temperature slab geometry as shown in scheme (H)
NPM of SHG of 860 nm using A-cut KN and 986 whose output may be in conjunction with
nm using B-cut KN, and SHG of 1340 nm schemes (B), (E) and (F) and (G) for
(output from Nd:YAP) using B-cut KN.[39, visible lasers.
40). Greater details for tunable diode- (9) The double end-pumping og scheme (I)
pumped lasers (visible to IR spectral promises an alternative of side-pumping
ranges) using nonlinear crystals may be for high-power diode-pumped lasers.

found in Ref. [39]. However, volume-mode-matching of the
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Table 1. DIODE-PUMPED LASER CRYSTALS

DOPANT LASER HOST MAJOR EMISSION FLUORESCENCE PUMPING REF.
CRYSTAL WAVELENGTH(um) LIFETIME(ms) (um)

Nd: YAG 0.946,1.064,1.319 0.23 809 [1-5]
glass 1.053 0.3 800 [6]
YLF 1.047,1.053 0.5 791 [7-9]
YAP(YALO) 1.08 ,1.34 0.18 808 [10]
YV0 4  1.064,1.34 0.095 809 [11-13]
BeL 1.08, 1.34 810 [14]
Mgo:LiNbO3 1.085,1.387 0.085 813 [15-17]
LiNdP4 0,2 1.048 0.32 810 [18]

Ho: YAG 2.1 (770 K) 5.0 785 [19]
YLF 2.06 (77' K) 0.05 785 **
YAP 2.92 0.9 808 **

Er: YAG 1.65/2.94 9.1/0.1 - **

YLF 1.73,2.8 4.3 797 [20]
YAP 1.66 0.13 808 **
glass 1.54 - 904 **

Tm: YAG 2.02 16 785 [21]
YLF 2.31 - 781 [22]

Ho:Tm: YAG 2.09 785 [23]
YLF 2.08,2.31 791 [2A]

Cr:Yb:Er glass 1.54 - [25]

Cr:Tm: YAG 2.02 - **

YAP 2.27 0.77 -**

Cr:Nd: YAG 1.064 0.21 -**

YAP 1.064 0.18 -**

Er:Ho:Tm: YLF 2.07 (770 K) 20 -**

* Note that except the indicated low temperature cases, all are
operated at the room temperature. The pumping diode wavelengths are
optimized at the absorption peaks of the rods. However, for those laser
hosts with broad absorption bands the exact pumping wavelengths of the
diode lasers are not critical.

** Work may be done but has not been reported at the present time.

pumped rods must be optimized for IV. THEORY OF DIODE PUMPING
efficient output.

(10) High-power IR source with high beam We shall now present a rigorous model
quality and frequency stability may be for the quantitative discussion of the
achieved via the injection-seed scheme critical issues decribed in Section II.
(J). The seed-generator may also be in Previous theoretical analyses of diode-
collaboration with scheme (C), (D), pumped lasers for the threshold pumping
(E), (H) and (I) for optimal power and slope efficiency are based upon a
operation. Furthermore this seed may simplified model which envolves several
also be used in the conventional assumptions: [3,18,41]
flash-damp-pumped lasers for high
quality output. (1) Steady-state solution for the

population inversion and the photon
In addition to the above described density, in both time and space,

schemes, beam combination and frequency (2) high-Q cavity or low round-trip loss
complexing may also be achieved in system, where the low-gain approximation is
conjunction with optical fibers. Finally, valid,
tunable all-solid-state miniature lasers (3) effectie or average pumping rate is
with output spectra of 400-700 nm, 1-5 used to eliminate the z-dependence of the
micron are possible when the appropriate gain function, [18,41],
laser host crystals and nonlinear crystals (4) z-dependence of the Gaussian waist of
are available. For example, using KTP or the pump and the signal beam is
other high-efficient crystals as the ignored, [18],
intracavity optical parametric oscillation (5) The calculated slope efficiency is
(OPO) crystal in the diode-pumped lasers valid only near the threshold, where the
(cw or pulsed operation) may be a potential first-order expansion of the saturation
technique for this purpose. term in the overlap function is used, [41]
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Table 2. Blue green lasers from diode/dye-laser pumped systems

Laser Material Pump Conversion Nonlinear Output Ref.
Source Technique Crystal (nm)

Nd:YAG diode SHG(l) KN 473 26
diode SFM(1) KN 436 z7
diode SHG(2) MgO:LN 532 17
diode SHG(3) MgO:LN 532 28
dye SHG(2) KTP 459 29
diode SHG(2) KTP 459 30

Nd:YLF dye SHG(l) MgO:LN 523.6 8,15
Nd:YAP(YALO) diode SHG(2) KTP 540 31
Nd:MgO:LN dye SHG(self-doubling) 598 15
Er:YLF dye Two-photon process 549.8 32
Nd:YLF dye Two-photon process 523.6 9
wave-guide DSHG LN 420 33
diode-laser SFM KN 430 34
diode-laser D&HG KN 414 35
diode (direct output) from AlGaInP 600,680 36,37

* notations used in Table 2:
SHG(l):intracavity second harmonic generation (SHG)
SHG(2):external cavity SHG
SHG(3):external ring cavity SHG.
DSHG:direct SHG od diode-laser at 840 nm
SFM(l): sum-frequency-mixing of diode laser (at 809 nm)

and diode-pumped Nd:YAG (at 1064 nm)
SFG(2): SFM of diodelaser (at 809 nm) and diode-pumped

Nd:YAG (at 946 nm)
MgO:LN: MgO-doped lithium niohate crystal.
KN: potassium niobate crystal.

(6) a confocal geometry is assumed, where
both the pump and the signal beams are 2 2
focused at the center of the rod. (z)= [ N•/1np, wp,(z)], (5)

In the following model, we shall remove where D=1 for unfocused plane wave case.
the assumptions of (3)- (6) and still
obtain some tractable analytic results in Substitution of Eqs.(2)-(5) into

Idition to the numerical results. Eq.(l), we obtain the equation of motion
The time-independent, steady-state for the signal power

signal intensity of diode-pumped system may
be described by

dI/dz = gI/(l+sI) - dP/dz = [G exp(-ez)F(z)-r ]P, (6)

where g is the unsaturated gain function where F(z) is an overlap function given by
proportional to the pumping rate, s is a
saturation parameter and T' is a loss • O
constant. Assuming Gaussian transverse F(z) = mB e dx (7)
profiles for the pumping beam and the i PP× x
signal beam (normalized forms): where we have defined m=Bp/Bs and

I(r,z) = P(z) fs(r,z), (2.a) 2
Bs(z) B(z) = /w 5 (z). (8)

g(r,z) = G exp(-oCz) fp(r,z), (2.b)

where cC is a absorption coefficient of the
pumped-rod and the normalized Gaussian We note that Eq.(6) can be solved only
functions are defined by numerically due to the complicated z-

2 2 dependence of the overlap function F(z)
fps = exp(-2'r/w,,(z)] )/wý 5  (3) whose integration over the spatial

transverse coordinate, x=r , general can
and the z-dependent beam spot sizes are not be solved analytically. For the special
related to the waist radii (located at the cases of integer values of m, the analytic
focal point) by expression of F is available.[10] For the

perfect mode matching case, m=l,
2 2 2

wp,()=,, 1+~z(-z,, ()F(z)=[I-In(I+sPB)/sPB]/sP. (9)
with a z-dependent parameter of (n,, being
refractive index)
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We shall now calculate the F-function and 2
in turn the output power, threshold power 1 < PI < 1/[l- A2 /4 Al A3 ], (15)
and the slope efficiency as follows. For
systems with low singlw-pass gain, the
steady-state output power may be obtained and the threshold power may be easily found
by equation the sound-trip gain to the to be 1/Al, by equating P2=0 in Eq.(11).
sound-trip loss, i.e. dP/dz=O in Eq.(6),
and yield For a typical high-Q diode-pumped

cavity with an outcoupling mirror
transmission T, the explicit forms for the

r2L output power (Pout) and the threshold power
(G/)) F(z) exp(-c•z) dz = 1, (10) (Pth) may be rewritten as: (18]

0

where 4 is the total round-trip loss Pout =T P2 (16)
including the cavity internal loss and the k 2LT•[
outcoupling mirror transmission (T) loss,
i.e., � =2r L + T, L being the rod length.

We shall now derive some tractable Pth - (17)
results by Taylor expansion of the 2L A1
saturation term in Eq.(7), up to the
second-order, which is valid for sPB<l. The
integration of these expanded terms may be
done exactly and Eq.(10) becomes a second- where • = (2 r L + T) is the total round-
order polynomial of sPB which may be easily trip cavity loss and Y and Z are the
solved as follows emission cross section and the flourescence

2 1/2 lifetime of the rod.

P2 = [b-(b -4c) ]/2, (11) The slope efficiency, based upon

where P2 and Pl are the reduced output Eq.(11) then may be exactly solved

power (by twice of the saturation value 2s) d (Pout)/d (Pin)
and the normalized input power (by the
threshold value, 1/Al) and 2 2 1/2 2

b = A2/A=, (12.a) (T/6)(Al /A3)/[(b -4c) P1 ]. (18)

c = (Al/A3)(1-1/F.L), (12.b) We should note that Eq.(16) reduces to

that of Ref.[18] for the near threshold
and the coefficients of As may be case, i.e., A3=0, P1=1/Al. Our results for
integrated numerically the slope efficiency and the output power

are still valid for input power above

2L =(mB2L( exp(-c( z) threshold, defined by Eq.(15).

A = mB dz, (13.a) The complexity of the above described
0 Ep calculations is mainly caused by the z-

dependence of the Gaussian waists of the
beams which are strongly coupled to the

2 (2L[ exp(-Ccz) exponentiallay-decaying absorption of the
A2 = M5 ) dz, (13.b) rod (or the pumping power). By further

0 =(m+2)EpEs assuming the averaged (over z) beam waists,
the As coefficients in Eq.(13) may be
obtained analytically and a simplified

3 e expression for the threshold power may be

A3 = mB 3 2 dz, (13.c) obtained.

0 (m+3)EpEs /f \

where Pth = \ ---- )--- i ( ) Twp OR + 1)/z (19)

2 where the averaged quantities are
Ep,s(z)=[Wp,s(z)/Wp,s] (14) defined by

- Z L 2
other parameters are previously defined in Wp = 2
Eqs. (4), (5) and (8), noting the z- 0
dependence of m(z)=Bp(z)/Bs(z)

2 2
In Eq.(11), the normalized input = Wp [ 1 + DL /12], (20.a)

(pumping) power should be restricted in the
range of 2 2

D = [ Ap/ T nPWp J, (20.b)
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2 lifetime( Z ), see Eq.(17). Therefore laser
i Ws /Wp (20.c) rods with longer lifetimes are preferred

for achieving lower threshold. Examples
based upon Eq.(17) are shown in Table 3.

and the total absorption efficiency is
given by

Table 3. Relative threshold power(Pth) for

' 2L e dz El - exp(-Uz)J/, . (21) various diode-pumped lasers.
0 Laser Rod X(nm) Z(us) (xlO gcm') Pth

The major features based upon Eqs. Nd:YAG 1064 230 2.4

(10) -(21) may be summarized as follows: Nd:YLF 1047 480 1.8 0.64

(1) To reduce the threshold power, we may
use a smaller transmission(T) of the Nd:glass 1053 315 4.2 0.42
outcoupling mirror, typiically (0.1-0.2)%, 1
or maximize the overlap function Al which Nd:YAP 1080 170 3.7 0.88
in turn is a decreasing function of the
beam waist. See Eqs. (13) and (17). Results based upon the numerical

(2) Small T reducing the threshold power, expressions of Eqs.(11) - (16) are shown in
however it also reduces the slope Fig. 2. We note that these results are
efficiency, see Eq.(18). Therefore the valid for the situation where the Taylor
optimal condition for the choice of T expansion of Eq.(7) is relevant, i.e., when
depends upon the pumping power. By sPB is smaller than 1. This approximation,
choosing a larger T (2-5t), slope up to the second-order expansion of sPB, is
efficiency may be significantly improved much better than that of the reported
but high threshold power is also expected. first-order expansion.[18, 41]. In general

the double intergration defined by Eqs.(7)

(3) The slope efficiency in general is not and (10) should be solved for results valid
a constant. The nonlinear slope is caused for all ranges of sPB.
by the input-power-dependence term in
Eq,(18) which may be ignored only near the Futhermore, to remove the low-gain-
threshold, in which pl = 1/Al and the approximation used in Fig. 2, Eq.(6) should
discussion in (2) is quite true. be solved numerically for both the forward

and backward signal beams in the cavity.
(4) Based upon Eq.(20), there is an optimal The strong z-dependence gain function may
pump waist which provides the minimal waist be rigorous included by considering the
and hence reduces the threshold. By following travel wave rate equations for
minimizing Eq.(20), we obtain the optimal the forward(Pt) and backward(P-) power of
waist of the pump the signal:

F ]i/2 O +4 =
Wp = (fpL/(4IF TE n)] , (22) dP/dz = ± ( G- r ) P (23)

which depends on the laser rod length(L), where the two-direction gain function G±

where the pump waist is assumed to be (z) has a strong z-dependence due to the
located at the center of the rod, i.e., z = Gaussian overlap function F(z) and the
L/2 in Eq.(4). We should note that this end-pumped absorption coefficient.
optimal condition is obtained within the Numerical investigation based upon above
frame of averaging procedure and the equations are in progress in our
strong-coupling between the beam waist laboratory.[42].
expansion and the exp(- z) absorption term
is ignored. The true optimal condition REFERENCES
should benumerically solved based upon our
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Fig. 1 Schematics of diode-pumped miniature lasers at various pumping
geometries (the advantages of various schemes are discussed in the
text): (A) IR source in CW operation, (B) pulsed operation, (C)
intracavity SHG, (D) intracavity SFH, (E) external cavity SHG, (F)
frequency doubling of direct output of diode laser by high-efficiency
nonlinear crystals or wave-guided crystals, (G) SFM of two diodes, (H)
diode-array-pumped slab laser, (I) double end-pumping and (J)
injection-seeded diode-pumping.
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plane z=O) and pumping power 1.2 times of threshold at various pumping
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Injection-Seeded Nd:YLF Q-Switched Laser

G. Ball,a W. Seka, and S. Letzring
Laboratory for Laser Energetics

University of Rochester
Rochester, NY 14623-1299

Abstract

We report on the operational characteristics of a single-mode (axial and transverse)
Q-switched Nd:YLF laser of milli-joule output energy which is injection-seeded by a
diode pumped mini Nd:YLF master oscillator.

We have investigated the operational characteristics of a single axial and transverse mode Q-switched
Nd:YLF laser (slave laser) which was seeded by a miniature Nd:YLF master oscillator. The latter was optically
pumped by a diode laser. It was found that linear slave laser cavities are ill suited for this purpose since the gain
characteristics of Nd:YLF force linear polarization within the active medium. The resulting spatial hole-burning
severely degrades the single mode output but a unidirectional ring cavity alleviates this problem completely. The
unidirectional operation is easily achieved by a compact (and inexpensive) intracavity Faraday rotator which also
very effectively isolates the diode from the slave laser. In addition, simulations have shown that this configuration
combined with a biased, slowly rising Q-switch (tr = 100 ns) is optimal for injection locking.

Longitudinal mode-matching between the master and slave laser is achieved via a piezo-driven mirror in the
slave laser. Single axial mode operation is observed over a range of -30 per cent of the free-spectral range (FSR) of
the slave laser. It was found that, in general, the limitation on the injection seeding range for single-mode operation
comes from simultaneous injection into two neighboring modes albeit with rather different final amplitudes.
However, the mode beating due to these neighboring modes are easily seen even at intensity differences of 100:1 and
concomitant 20 to 50 ns differences in pulse buildup times.

The output characteristics of the slave laser can either be given in terms of the contrast of the single-
mode output to the multi-mode (noise) background or the single mode pulse buildup time. The former is difficult to
measure while the latter is easily accessible and compared to existing theory. Simulations based on Siegman'sl
phasor analysis yielded tuning dependent pulse buildup times which are in excellent agreement with our
experimental results.

The Esherick-Owyoung 2 feed-back system developed for a strain-induced birefringend Nd:YAG master
oscillator is easily adapted to Nd:YLF although the detailed shapes of the polarization and frequency dependent
reflection from the master oscillator differ from those published by Esherick and Owyoung. This feedback system
yields a signed error signal which controls the piezo-driven slave laser mirror and allows operation of the master
and slave laser right on resonance.

This work was supported by the U.S. Department of Energy Office of Inertial Fusion under agreement No. DE-
FC08-85DP40200 and by the Laser Fusion Feasibility Project at the Laboratory for Laser Energetics which has
the following sponsors: Empire State Electric Energy Research Corporation, General Electric Company, New
York State Energy Research and Development Authority, Ontario Hydro, and the University of Rochester. Such
support does not imply endorsement of the content by any of the above parties.

a present address: United Technologies Research Center, East Hartford, CT.
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DESIGN OF ANNULAR TYPE OF SOLID STATE LASER FOR A FEW KILOWATTS

Youichi Takada, Hideaki Saito and Tomoo Fujioka

Laser Laboratory, Industrial Research Institute
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Abstract

A laser with an annular solid-state gain medium is shown to be suitable for a solid-
state laser above a few kilowatts.

Design of solid-state gain medium

Recently, much attention has been paid to high average power lasers above 1 kW for their
applications in 2 material processing. Presently, YAG lasers with an average power above 1 kW
are realized. * These YAG lasers have three or four YAG rods, which are typically 150 mm
long and 8 mm in diameter, in line in their cavities. For high power solid-state lape 6 s, a
zig-zag slab solJ-state gain medium was proposed and has been studied in the past.
Here is proposed and discussed an annular gain medium as another type of solid-state gain
medium suitable for high power operation.

The pumping power per unit length is limited in a conventional rod gain medium. The
maximum pumping power per unit length doesn't depend on the diameter of the rod and given
by P =8t(1-V)kO/(0r0E). where 0, v, E are the thermal expansion coefficient, Poisson's.max
ratio and Young modulous, respectively, and ý, k, 6 are a heat to pumping power ratio, the
thermal conductivity and the rupture stress, respectively. A rod gain medium doesn't have
therefore power scaling with the diameter. It also doesn't have unlimited power scaling
with the length, because amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) and parasitic oscillation
increase exponentially with the length and because thermal lensing and thermal
birefringence increase linearly with the length. One of solutions to these problems is the
zig-zag slab gain medium. This type of medium can eliminate thermal lensing and
birefringence at least in ideal condition. On the other hand, the problem of enhanced ASE
and parasitics, which appear naturally between two parallel side surfaces that are
optically flat must be overcome for high power oparation using the slab gain medium.

An annular gain medium shown in Fig. 1, which we propose, is superior to a rod gain
medium, or to a zig-zag slab gain medium, regarding a few properties. They are;

a) Power scaling with the cross section of the gain medium
An annular gain medium has power scaling with the outer diameter, because thermal

stress depends only on the thickness of the annular medium and the gain volume
can be increased by enlarging the outer diameter without increasing thermal stress.

-_

Fig.I1 Annular gain medium Fig. 2 Cross sections of annular and
slab gain media
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b) Low ASE and pa'rasitics
An annular gain medium shows far lower ASE and parasitics than a slab gain

medium becuase of two reasons. One reason is that an annular gain medium doesn't
have wide area of two parallel side surfaces between which ASE and parasitics grows
but an slab gain medium has them. The other is that an annular gain medium has in
the cross section of the gain medium shorter streight optical path along which both
ASE and parasitics grow than the slab gain medium, as shown in Fig 2, where the
optical path is denoted by a broken line. The path length in the afiný'Ar gain
medium is, roughly speaking, one-third of that in the slab gain medium, if same
area and thickness are assumed for cross sctions of an annular and a slab gain
med i a.

c) Good use of material
If, again, same area and thickness are assumed for cross sections of an annular

and a slab gain medium, the transverse dimension of an annular gain medium is,
roughly speaking, only one-third of that of an slab gain medium. This is an advan-
tage of an annular gain medium, especially if the medium is made of a crystalline
host material.

Because of these superior properties of an annular gain medium, design of a solid-state
laser above a few kilowatts become possible using an annular Nd:YAG rod. Here is assumed an
annular Nd:YAG rod which is 22 mm in outer diameter, 14 mm in inner diameter, 126 mm long.
Thermal stress that is generated in it by optical pumping is shown in Fig. 3, where a
pumping power of 30 kW, a heat to pumping power ratio of 0.05 are assumed, the inner and
outer side surfaces are assumed to be adiagatic and cooled at a constant temperature,
respectively. Largest thermal stress appears on the outer side surface and is about one-
half of the raptured stress. A pumping power of 60 kW can be used without breaking the
annular Nd:YAG rod if both of its side surfaces are cooled. A Nd:YAG laser has typically a
output power to pumping power conversion efficiency of 3 %. Therefore, an output power of 2
kW may be expected using this annular Nd:YAG rod with a pumping power of 60 kW.

Both a rod and an annular ga0 2 media show thermal lensing and birefringence. Lensing
effect may be evaluated by (n 2 ) 1, where n is the thermally changed refractive index and
I is the medium length.1 1 The thermally chanjed refractive Index n2 is given by
n2 = 2(dn/dT)ST/(nR9 ) for a rod gain medium of the radius R, and n2 = 2(dn/dT)ST/(nt2) for
an annular gain medium of the thickness t, where n is the refractive index of the medium
and ST is the largest temperature difference in the medium. l0 2 conventional rod and an
annular gain media have the maximum thermal stress and (n 2) I shown in Fig.4, where the
stress is represented by a broken line and (n )1/2 1 is represented by a solid line. In this
calculation, an annular Nd:YAG rod and assumei conditions are the same as mentioned above
and a pumping power of 30 kW is assumed. A conventional rod is assumed to have the same
gain volume as the annular rod and Its diameter is varied to show the dependence of thermal
effects on the length. Uniform pumping of 30 kW is also assumed. Both of the thermal stress
and lensing effect of the rod gain medium can not be reduced at the same time, as is clear
from Fig.4. On the other hand, a quite low lensing effect is realized on the annular gain
medium without increasing thermal stress. Thermal birefringence follows the simillar
discussloin. It is then concluded that an annular gain medium shows lower thermal effects
than a rod gain medium.

Cony. Rod Annular Rod
I.D.=14mm

1.0 O.D. 22 mm

E
-2.0

-- ,/-1.00 ,"
0U

7 8 9 10 11 B 12 16
Radius (mam) Diameter(ram)

Fig. 3 Thermal stress In the Annular Fig. 4 Thermal stress and lensing effect in
Nd:YAG crystal a rod and an annuar Nd:YAG crystals
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A laser with an annular gain medium

A laser with an annular gain medium outputs an annular beam. Its beam divergence in th.
far field is not sen-itive to the beam outer diameter but mainly determined by its
thickness, as shown in Fig. 5, where the vertical axis Is the beam divergence (half width)
and t is the thickness of the annular laer beam in the near field. In this calculation, a
flat wave front and a uniform beam intensity is assumed on the annular laser beam in the
near field. Figen mndp of an annular stable resonator has been also studied analytically.
The mode is approximately is an "annular Hermite Gaussian" mode, if the thickness ot the
annular beam is sufficiently smaller than its mean radius. Especially, the fundamental mode
is the "annular Gaussian" mode. The design of such annular stable resonator is then
completely the same as that of a conventional stable resonator.

ý t =O.l

02

o • Fig. 5 Beam divergence of an annular
L laser beam

04
0.5

0 2 4 6
Outer Radius (cm)

Summary

It has been shown that an annular gain medium is expected to have better power scaling
than a rod or a zig-zag slab gain media. Output power of 2 kW has been shown to be
possible using an annular Nd:YAG rod that is 22 mm in outer diameter, 14 mm in inner
diameter and 126 mm long. An annular gain medium has been shown to have lower thermal
lensing and birefringence than a rod gain medium. Beam characters of a laser with an
annular gain medium is also discussed.
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RESONATORS WITH INTRACAVITY OPTICS FOR SOLID-STATE LASERS
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Abstract

A unified formulation for the analysis of linear and ring stable resonators containing a
lens of variable focal length, which represents the rod of a solid-state laser, and other
intracavity optical systems is presented. The stability, the mode spot sizes, the dynamical
stability and the misalignment sensitivity are investigated and general properties valid for
any resonator are derived. Some important practical consequences for resonator design are
discussed. A new figure of merit for solid-state laser materials is introduced and criticAl-
ly evaluated for different crystals and glasses of practical interest.

1. Introdwction

The rod thermal lensing plays a fundamental role in determining the performances of cw or
high repetition rate solid-state lasers because of the considerable values of dioptric power
that can be reached even at moderate pump power levels. Since the dioptric power of the rod
is proportional to the lamp input power, beside the gain of the active medium, also the res-
onator stability,the mode spot size,the diffraction losses,the resonance frequencies and the
sensitivity to misalignment depena on the pumping rate. The resonator design is further com-
plicated by requirements of large volumes of the fundamental mode, dynamical stability, and
low misalignment sensitivity. Many solutions and different design ideas for stable resona-
tors have been proposed: compensation of thermal lens', 2 concave-convex resonators', dynami-
cally stable resonators', 5 , telescopic resonators 6',. The sensitivity to misalignment has
been also studied by several authors 8 -' 0 and has been demonstrated to become a key factor
for designing stable resonators with large mode volume" -13. At present, the understanding
of simple stable resonators only containing a variable lens and the optimization procedure
for linear dynamically stable resonators with large mode volume and low misalignment sensi-
tivity are well established"- 13. However, improvements of the performances of single trans-
verse mode solid-state lasers will probably require some additional intracavity optics (such
as lenses, telescopes, adaptive optics), as the experimental results obtained with telescop-
ic resonators have demonstrated.

The purpose of this work is to present a unified analysis, which prescinds from the par-
ticular configuration and considers multielement stable resonators in their generality. Us-
ing the matrix approach for gaussian beam propagation, basic properties regarding the reso-
nator stability, the mode spot size in the rod, and the misalignment sensitivity are derived,
both for linear and ring resonators. It is also shown that the pump power stability range is
a typical character of the laser material and is independent of the particular resonator
configuration.

2. Preliminary remarks

To allow a very general analysis of solid-state laeser resonators only two elements have
to be considered: the intracavity optics and the rod. A generic optical system is described
by the suitable ray transfer matrix and any possible misalignment of some element is treated
using a 2xl vector in addition to the usual 2x2 matrix appropriate for aligned systems. For
a generic optical system, the position and the slope of the rays, measured with reference
to the optical axis of the aligned system, at the output plane (xo, 6o), are related to the
corresponding quantities at the input plane,(xi, 6i), by an equation that, like for perfect
alignment, is linear, but non longer homogeneous:
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(oc) A B )(xi) + (s)( = 1 >Z + C)(1)
60 C D 6io

The elements of the misalignment vector give the position and the slope of the output
ray when the inpuL ray coincides with- t-,: G reference axis of the system. Being Eq. (1) lin-
ear, the misalignment vector of an ensemble of optical elements is the sum of the output ray
vectors obtained assuming an input ray coincident with the reference axis and taking one
misaligned element at a time. In practice, s and a result in linear combination of tilting
angles and displacements of the various decentred elements.

The rod, which for a uniform pumping has a parabolic radial refractive-index profile can
be treated as a thin lens provided that the distances are measured with reference to the
principal planes of the rod, whose positions are independent of the pump power. The focal
length is given by

1 - k 
(2

1_ 2 (2)
f 7r2 in

where r is the rod radius Pin is the electrical input power to the lamp, and k is a constant
related to the opto-mechanical properties of the laser rod and to the pumping efficiency.

3. Stability and mode volume

A generic resonator of a solid-state laser can be modeled, as shown in Fig. 1, by two
plane mirrors that enclose a lens of variable focal length f between two generic optical
systems.

As a function of the rod dioptric power, there are always two stability zones of the same
width given by"•

1 1 21 2
I, -imin.,(3)

The spot size w. of the TEMoo mode on the lens, calculated by assuming that a Gaussian
beam reproduces itself after one round trip, is given by

W4= - 2X)2  

(

r (T2 - u2)(n2 - v2) (4)

where:

+ - +(5)

A, Bi s, A2  B2  S2

C , Di 1 C2 D2 Or2 1

f 3 2

Fig. 1 - Linear resonator with an internal lens of variable focal length f and other in-
tracavity optical systems. The arrows indicate that the matrices and the vector
represent the paths from the lens to the mirrors. The dashed lines are reference
planes.
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The diagram of Eq. (4) as a function of q, i.e., of the rod dioptric power 1/f, is plotted
in Fig. 2(a). This plot shows that the spot size goes to infinity at the stability limits
and reaches a minimum in each stability zone. In correspondence to the minimum of w3 the
resonator is dynamically stable since the spot size in the rod is, at the first order, in-
sensitive to variations of the rod focal length. Equating to zero the derivative of Eq. (4)
and solving for q gives:

= ± (IuvI)'. (8)

(a) W3

I I I
'CI

ZONE I ICI ZONE

(b)

tI I / ~
-V -U U v

ff

Fig. 2 - Spot sizes and misalignment sensitivity of a linear resonator with an internal
variable lens for uv>O and luj<ivi as a function of q (dioptric power of the
lens shifted by a constant amount). (a) Spot size on the lens. (b) Absolute
value of the focal length of the optics between mirrors (including the mirrors'
power) which determines the misalignment sensitivity. The dashed vertical lines
correspond to the dynamical stability.

The value w30 of the spot size w3 for both these values of 9 is

W2 = 2A 1w130 (9)

f

where A(l/f) is given by Eq. (3). The above relationship indicates that, independently of
the resonator configuration, the volume of the TEMoo mode in the rod at the dynamical sta-
bility is inversely proportional to the range of rod dioptric power for which the resonator
is stable. The proportionality coefficient depends only on the laser wavelength.
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4. Pump power stability range

A more practical expression for the stability range is obtained by expressing the rod
focal length as a function of the pump power. Combining Eq. (2) with Eq. (9) yields

A P. ( r__ (10)
in k %W30

For single-transverse-mode operation, on the assumption that the rod represents the limiting
aperture of the resonator, the ratio r/w 3. ranges at most from 1.2 to 29 ,1, 11. Therefore
the pump power stability range for dynamically stable TEMoo lasers is a characteristic of
the laser material that does not depend on the resonator configuration.

To give some interesting numerical examples, we have considered a few solid-state materi-
als of practical relevance, namely Nd:YAG, Nd:glasses (from different manufactures), Nd:Cr:
GSGG, and Alexandrite, for which, assuming r/W 3 0 = 1.5, we have calculated LPin from the
data available in the literature. The results are summarized in Table I.

Table I: Pump Power Stability Ranges AP.in

Laser Material APin (W)(a) Reference

Nd:YAG 313 [15]
Nd:Glass-Shott LG706 70 [2]
Nd:Glass-Kigre Q-98 134 [2]
Nd:Glass-Hoya LHG8 154 [2]
Nd:Cr:GSGG 53 [16]
Alexandrite 3 7 3 (b) [17]

5 2 7 (c) [17]

(a) r/w 3 . = 1.5

(b) Pump pulse energy 400 J

(c) Pump pulse energy 200 J

Among Nd-doped materials, Nd:YAG presents the wider range, while the glass Shott LG 706,
together with Nd:Cr:GSGG, show the smallest interval of pump power. This is related to the
thermal focusing of glass and GSGG that is much stronger than that of YAG. In the case of
glasses, the stronger thermal lensing is essentially due to the much smaller thermal con-
ductivity (one tenth), even if a contribution comes also from the broader absorption bands.
In the case of GSGG, the main factor is the enhanced thermal loading due to the presence of
the broad red and, particularly blue, pump bands of Cr; however, a contribution comes also
from the smaller thermal conductivity (about two thirds of that of YAG). For Alexandrite,
the dioptric power has been found' 7 proportional to the product of the square root of pump
pulse energy by the average pump power; accordingly, we have reported in Table I two differ-
ent values of APin corresponding to different pump pulse energies. Pump power stability
ranges of Alexandrite are even larger than that of YAG; this essentially depends on the ther-
mal conductivity of Alexandrite which is about twice that reported for YAG. In general, de-
pending on the material and on the pumping efficiency, typical pump power ranges for stable
operation in single mode vary from a few tens to a few hundred watts. The stability range
might be extended by increasing the ratio r/w 30 , which implies either multimode operation or
an inefficient utilization of the rod volume. This makes it evident that no optical compen-
sation of the resonator, no matter how it is done, can effectively increase the stability
range of a dynamically stable TEMoo solid-state laser. The solution should be based on the
use of athermal rod materials or on the reduction of the unused radiation absorbed by the
rod. It should be noted, however, that since the relative stability range APin/Pin decreases
as the average pump power increases, the limited stability range may become a problem mainly
for cw or high-repetition-rate lasers.
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5. Misalignment sensitivity

The additional power losses introduced by misalignment of some component of the resonator
essentially arise from the displacement of the mode axis, and of the field pattern, on the
plane of the limiting (mode-selecting) aperture, which in sol-d-state laser having a mode
that fully utilizes the active material is generally constituted by the rod cross section.
The position and the axis of the resonator modes coincides with the ray that retraces itself
after one round trip around the resonator, which for a perfectly aligned resonator obviously

coincides with the optical axis of the system. If we denote by the posiLion and the

slope of the axis at the reference plane marked by 3 in Fig. 1, the solution of the self-
consistency equation gives

X3/ D2 CY1 + Djo 2

(: = -C _C20 + (Cl - Dl/f)0 2  , (11)

where C = - DID 2 (I - v) is the element 2,1 of the ray matrix from mirror 1 to mirror 2 (see
Fig. 1). The detailed expression cf t"e position of the mode axis as a function of tilting
and displacement of each decentered element can obviously be calculated only when a particu-
lar resonator configuration is specified. However, it can easily be shown that the effects
of the mirror misalignment are given directly by Eq. (11) by substituting the tilt angles of
mirror 1 and 2 for a, and 02, respectively. It is obvious that, whichever element is mis-
aligned, the dependence of the axis displacement on the rod focal length is always contained
only in the denominator C. The behavior, as a function of q, of Il/CI, which is the absolute
value of the focal length of the optics between mirrors (mirrors' power included), is also
shown in Fig. 2(b). From this figure it is apparent that one of the two stability zones,
denoted by zone II, is much more sensitive to misalignment than the other, denoted by zone
I. In particular, the presence of the asymptote in zone II might be troublesome, especially
when the stability range is small, as, for instance, in high-power cw lasers.

6. Ring resonators

The model of a generic ring resonator is shown in Fig. 3. The laser rod is represented
by a thin lens of variable focal length f, the remaining optics is described by a single
matrix and any misalignment is represented by a single misalignment vector. In this case, as
a function of the rod dioptric power, there is only one stability zone, whose width is

1 1 4
Af 1 B (12)

The condition for self consistency of the Gaussian beam after one round trip yields for the
spot size w3 on the lens

SA BS
c DD

3 f

Fig. 3 - Ring resonator with an internal lens of variable focal length f and other intra-
cavity optics. The matrix and the misalignment vector describe the ray path
from the lens to the reference plane (dashed line).
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w4 2A) B•w3B.(13)
B4-(A+D- 
B)2

2

As ior linear resonators, the spot size on the lens goes to infinity at the stability limits.
Witiin the stability zone, as a function of the rod dioptric power, the spot size w3 reaches
a minimum, which corresponds to the dynamical stability. Equating to zero the derivative of
Eq. (13) and solving for 1/f gives

1 A+D (14)
f B

It can be easily shown that, unlike linear resonator, the point of dynamical stability is
always at the center of the stability zone. The stationary value w,, of the spot size on the
lens is

2 4X 1
w0 T (15)

f

where A(l/f) is the width of the stability zone given by Eq. (12). Thus, in correspondence
to the same stability range the stationary value of the spot size at the dynamical stability
is V7 times larger for ring resonators than for linear ones.

Consider now a generic misalignment represented by the vector (sG) (see Fig. 3). The posi-

tion and the slope of the mode axis in the plane of the lens, (3) , where the limiting ap-S03
erture is assumed to be, can be calculated with a procedure analogous to that adopted for
linear resonators and can be expressed as

X3) 1 (I -D)s + Bo f

(2 -3 (C-D/f)s + (l-A+B/

where Q = 2-A-D+B/f.

The behavior of x 3 and e3 as a function of tne rod dioptric power is similar to that of
a linear resonator; in particular, in this case also, the misalignment sensitivity diverges
in correspondence to a stabiiity limit.

Another interesting properties is related to the integral equation of the modes and to
the diffraction losses. On the assumption that in the resonator there is only one limiting
aperture of diameter 2a placed in the plane of the lens, the integral equation for the res-
onator modes can easily be written expressing the Fresnel integral in terms of the round
trip matrix elements"8 . It can immediately be shown, through a simple variable substitution,
that this equation becomes equivalent to that of a symmetric linear resonator having the
apertures on the mirrors and characterized by g parameters g, = g 2 = A+D-B/f, and by a Fres-
nel number N = a 2 /XB. Thus, the round trip diffraction losses of the ring resonator are
equal to the one-way losses of the linear resonator and can immediately be obtained, as well
as the mode pattern, from the literature. In particu-ar, a dynamically stable ring resonator
results to be equivalent to a confocal resonator and thererore present the same good mode
discrimination properties.

7. Conclusions

A unified formulation for the analysis of resonarors containing a variable lens and an
arbitrary number of optical systems has been presented. The interrelationships between mode
volume, dynamical stability, and misalignment sensitivity are formulated through simple
equations. Two fundamental properties independent of the resonator configuration are pointed
out: (i) in dynamically stable lasers the TEMoo mode volume is inversely proportional to the
input power stability range, (ii) if the TEMoo mode fills entirely the rod, the input power
stability range depends only on the optomechanical properties of the rod material and can
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thus be considered a novel figure of merit of the laser material. Any resonator may operate
in two regions of substantially different misalignment sensitivity. A critical comparison
between the thermal focusing in a few crystals and glasses has been also carried out. The
results should serve as a basis for further developments and for improved design of single
transverse mdoe solid-state lasers.
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Abstract

Room temperature vibronic laser action in trivalent chromium ion-doped forsterite (Cr3+:Mg 2SiO) is reported
for the first time. The free running pulse laser emission is centered at 1235 nm of the broad 4T2+*4A2
fluorescence band with a bandwidth of - 22 nm. The spectral range for laser emission is expected to cover
the 800-1350 nm range if the parasitic absorption may be minimized, making it one of the most widely tunable
solid state lasers.

In this paper we present the first room temperature vibronic pulsed laser operation of Cr
3
÷-doped

forsterite (Cr
3
+:Mg 2SiO.). Forsterite is a naturally occurring gem", 2 

which can be grown by the Czochralski
method.' The single crystal of Cr

3
+:Mg 2 SiO used for spectroscopic and laser action measurements was grown at

the Electronic Materials Research Laboratory of the Mitsui Mining and Smelting Co., Ltd., Japan. The crystal
is a 9 mm x 9 mm x 4.5 mm rectangular parallelepiped with the three mutually orthogonal axes oriented along
the b, c and a crystallographic axes of the crystal. The crystal contains 0.04 at.% of Cr

3
+ ions, which is

equivalent to a chromium ion concentration of 6.9x10'6 ions/cm3
.

The room-temperature fluorescence and absorption spectra of Cr
3

+:Mg 2 SiO• for E || b crystallographic axis

are shown in Fig. 1. The fluorescence spectrum of Cr
3

+:Mg 2SiO was excited by the 
4
88-nm radiation from an

argon-ion laser and recorded by a germanium photodiode detector-lock-in-amplifier combination at the end of a
0.25-m monochromator equipped with a 1000-nm blazed grating. The room-temperature spectrum is a broad band
covering the wavelength range 700-1400 nm. The room-temperature fluorescence lifetime is 15 us.

2.4 8

ABSORPTION

1.86

O FLUORESCENCE
z0

r 1.2 4 Uo z
0 Z
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0.6 2 u
0
D
_j
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WAVELENGTH (nm)

Fig. I Absorption and fluorescence spectra of Cr
3

+:Mg 2SiO4 at room temperature. Both the spectra were taken
for 9 1I b-axis and excitation along a-axis. The thickness of the sample along a-axis is 4.5 mm.

The absorption spectrum was taken with a Perkin-Elmer Lambda-9 spectrophotometer along the 
4

.5-mm path
length of the sample. It is characterized by two broad bands centered at 740 nm and 460 nm attributed to the
4A2 .- T2 and 'A2 44T, absorptive transitions, respectively, of the Cr'+ ion. The broad, weak absorption band
between 850-1150 nm is not observed in the excitation spectrum.

3  
This indicates that the origin of this
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absorption is not transitions in Cr
3

+ ion, but in some other impurity ions, e.g., Fe3+ in the host crystal.4 It
is evident from Fig. I that this background absorption overlaps a significant spectral region' of Cr 3

÷:Mg 2SiO.
emission, and inhibits laser action in that region.

The experimental arrangement for investigating the laser actions in Cr'*:Mg2 SiO4 consisted of a stable
resonator formed by two 30-cm-radius mirrors placed 20 cm apart. The mirrors were dielectric coated to
transmit the 532-nm pump beam, and to have high reflectivity in the 1150-1250 nm spectral range. The
reflectivity of the back mirror is 99.9%, while that of the output mirror is - 98% for normal incidence over
the specified wavelength range. It is to be noted that this spectral region does not correspond to the peak
of the fluorescence spectrum, but was chosen so that the background absorption is minimal. The sample was
longitudinally pumped by frequency-doubled 532-nm, 10-ns full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) pulses from a Q-
switched Nd:YAG laser (Quanta Ray DCR-i) operating at a 10-Hz repetition rate, employing an unstable resonator
configuration. The pump beam was linearly polarized along the b axis and propagated along the a axis of the
sample. It was focused 3 cm before the sample by a 25-cm-focal-length lens. The radius of the pump beam at
the center of the sample is - 600 om. The output from the laser cavity was analyzed by a 0.25-m
monochromator and monitored by a germanium photodiode detector. The output of the detector was displayed on
a fast oscilloscope. No dispersive element was placed in the cavity and the laser operated in a free-running
pulsed mode.

Pulsed laser operation was readily obtained for pumping at or above the lasing threshold of 2.2 mJ. A
single output laser pulse was obtained, implying a gain-switched operation which is a consequence of pump-
pulse duration being shorter than the lasing-level lifetime. The amplitude and duration of the laser pulse
varied, as expected, with the pulse-to-pulse energy fluctuation of the pump laser. The temporal duration
(FWHM) of the output laser pulse varied from 200 ns at the threshold to 100 ns at 2.4 times the threshold
energy. The delay between the peak of the pump pulse and the peak of the Cr

3
+:Mg 2SiO laser pulse also varied

with pump-pulse energy, from 700 ns at the threshold to 200 ns at 2.4 times the threshold energy. This
indicates that the laser cavity is highly lossy, and several hundred round trips are required to build up the
laser oscillation in the cavity.

The laser threshold and slope efficiency were measured for the cavity used in this experiment and the data
is displayed in Fig. 2. The laser oscillation starts to build up at an absorbed input energy of 2.2 mJ. The
measured slope efficiency of 1.4% is rather low, and indicates large losses in the cavity. These losses
include - 13% reflection loss from the uncoated sample surfaces, scattering from inhomogeneties in the
crystal, and a large mismatch between the size of the pump beam and the Cr'+:Mg2 SiO, cavity modes in the
sample.
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Fig. 2 The output energy of Cr
3
+:Mg 2SiO laser as a function of input energy.

The spectrum of Cr
3

+:Mg 2Si30 laser is shown in Fig. 3, for an absorbed pump energy of 3.4 mJ. The spectrum
peaks at 1235 nm and has a bandwidth (FWHM) of 22 nm. The spectral range is limited at the high energy end
by the mirror transmission and the impurity absorption, while at the low energy end by the mirror transmission
as well as by the decrease In fluorescence intensity.
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Fig. 3 The spectrum of free-running Cr 3 +:Mg2SiO. laser for the resonator configuration described in the text.

In summary, pulsed laser operation has been obtained in Cr 3 +:Mg2SiO at room temperature. The laser
emission is centered at 1235 nm and has a bandwidth of - 22 nm. The spectral range for laser emission is
expected to extend from 850-1300 nm if the parasitic absorption may be minimized by improved crystal growth
technique, making it one of the most widely tunable solid state lasers in this spectral region. The large
fluorescence bandwidth of the crystal promises ultrashort pulse generation through mode locked operation.

The research is supported by National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Army Research Office, Hamamatsu
Photonics KK and CCNY Organized Research.
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LOW JITTER PASSIVE MODE-LOCKING OF A Nd:YAG LASER
UTILIZING ACTIVE Q-SWITCHING

A Summary By Stanley J. York
Laser Applications, Inc. Division of Lasermetrics, Inc.

3500 Aloma Ave., Winter Park, FL 32792 (305) 678-8995

This paper describes a method of actively Q-switching the gain of a pulsed laser cavity in order to achieve

a synchronizable mode-locked pulse train derived from an intracavity dye cell. Effectively, a synchronizing
trigger pulse is generated before the onset of laser action.

Introduction

A typical passively mode-locked pulsed laser can be made to emit a train of very short, high power pulses
each time the flashlamp is fired (Figure IA). But because of the inherent instabilities present in such
a system, the time "window" where the mode-locked pulse train appears can be many orders of magnitude wider
than the pulse train itself (Figure 2). This can make it very difficult to synchronize an extracted pulse
to an external event.

Figure 1 A and B

E ] [ J J j Shown here is a typical mode-locked
pulse train obtained from a pulsed
Nd:YAG laser system (A), and :he
results of longitudinal mode

T beating (B). The hump in the
baseline of the lower trace is
due to higher-order longitudinal
mode pulses appearing more closely
spaced than the two strong modes

E and the comparatively slow responseSof che photodetector at these
higher frequencies.

T

FIG. I

MODE LOCKING WINDOW
125pS

.LASER THRESHOLD Figure 2:

This shows a typical flashlamp

firing envelope, the pump level
of which is chosen to produce an

oscillator energy just above laser
threshold. The mode-locking windowI? in this instance is 125 uS wide,
which is vastly greater than the
typical mode-locked train envelope

/ (70-100 nS. FWHM).

TIME

FIG. 2
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There are many variables in any pulsed laser system that can cause the instabilities mentioned. Among these
are:

a) Instantaneous rod temperature and its effects on the beam integrity within the cavity.
b) Absorption of light energy in the coolant surrounding the laser rod and flashlamp.
c) Lamp aging.
d) The transverse and longitudinal mode structure of the laser beam.
e) The discharge capacitor bank voltage.

Each of these problems are discussed in more detail.

The rod temperature cannot be held constant during a lamp firing pulse because of the energy being delivered
to it by the flashlamp. This is a readily acceptable cause of instability due to the thermal gradient setup
in the rod at the moment of lasing. The rod behaves as a long focal length positive lens, converging the
beam and causing some of the reflected rays to re-enter the rod off axis, altering the energy distribution
of the beam. Because of the changes in the energy distribution, the gain of the cavity can be slightly
different from shot to shot. This, in turn, will affect lasing threshold, causing the mode-locked train
to appear earlier or later, depending on the direction of change of gain. Mode-locking on pulsed systems
is normally accomplished just above lasing threshold. Higher levels than this may cause multiple pulse
trains to appear.

The absorption of light energy by the water coolant surrounding the laser rod and lamp can change, though
usually on a long-term basis. Any particles suspended in the coolant could sweep past (or even adhere to)
the rod and lamp. A mass of suspended particulates could absorb a large proportion of the available light
energy, thereby affecting the rod pumping level.

As a lamp is used, its electrodes gradually lose the surface protection they had when new. The instantaneous
temperature within the lamp body is high enough to vaporize a small portion of the electrodes with each
firing, and the metal vapors are deposited onto the walls of the lamp, causing a gradual buildup that will
reduce the output energy of the lamp over a period of time.

The mode structure of the beam can have an effect on the mode-locked train. If some high energy hot spots
occur in an otherwise low energy pulse field, they can seriously reduce the total energy within the beam,
and a pulse train of low amplitude results. This is a common occurance in a multimode laser beam. It would
follow from this, that the amplitude stability is very dependent on the uniformity of the beam spatial
profile. It is also a well known fact that the damage threshold of an optical surface is much higher in
the case of a TEMoo beam than for a multimode beam (Reference 1). For these reasons, the mode-locked pulsed
laser should always be made to operate in a TEMoo mode. If more than one strong longitudinal mode is
present, it too can deteriorate the mode-locked train (Reference 2). In this case, a second series of pulses
can be detected in between the main pulses of the train (Figure 1B). The pulses may or may not be of equal
amplitude. When this does occur, pulse frequency is apparently doubled and individual pulse extraction
becomes difficult because of the now shorter time interval between pulses. One way of reducing this
longitudinal mode beating is to reduce the number of parallel surfaces within the oscillator cavity. This
can be done by adjusting the oscillator mirrors to produce an off-axis beam (Figure 3) the amount of skew
is minor, and a 1/2-1 degree tilt should suffice. Alternatively, using a rod with wedged end faces has given
the same experimental results.

Figure 3

This illustration shows
the laser beam entering

FRO0NT MIRROR the rod off axis. In this
REAR MIcase, the displacement

angle is greatly
exaggerated where normally
one degree should be enough

to reduce the number of
ROD LS longitudinal modes present.

OPTICAL BEAM

AXIS AXIS

F4.3
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Discharge capacitor bank voltage variations have the greatest bearing on mode-locked train jitter since lamp

pump energy is proportional to the square of the applied voltage. Any variations seen here will be directly
reflected in the emergent beam. The mode-locked laser, as stated earlier, is operated just above laser
threshold. A slight variation in bank voltage can put the rod into a lasing or non-lasing energy level,
giving occasional loss of output. This is a major disadvantage of working so close to laser threshold.

Of these instabilities, the two influencing mode-locking the most are the mode structure and discharge
voltage.

Theory

These experiments were performed to determine if the gain of the system could be controlled until a
predetermined time had elapsed (allowing the rod to become fully populated) such that the rate of change
of energy buildup within the cavity would be more uniform. This would allow the mode-locking to take place
within a narrower time window.

By pumping the lamp near to the maximum capacity of the power supply used, it was felt that voltage
variations would be kept to a minimum. Therefore, the energy being delivered to the lamp would be more
closely controlled. (In the system used, the voltage charge on the capacitor bank is detected by a
comparator circuit that gives a constant error signal across the range of charge voltage. Operating the
system near to maximum will thus produce only a small error voltage on the capacitor bank. Energy is
proportional to V

2 
and, since dV is a smaller proportion at higher voltages, dV

2 
would also be small.) This

would then eliminate, as far as possible, one of the main instabilities.

The Optical Cavity

Figure 4 shows the experimental setup used. In a normal pulsed Q-switched system the Pockels cell and
crossed polarizers are usually placed on the fully reflecting mirror side of the laser head in order to
achieve maximum contrast ratio in the beam (Reference 3 and 4). This affords the highest energy pulse,
consistent with shortest pulses time (typically 10-20 ns, depending on system configuration).

1 2 4 3 4 5 6 7

S J
1~ ~ ERLZ~ __

Figure 4:
CONVENTIONAL 0-SWITCHING ARRANGEMENT

Illustrated here is the

comparison of optical cavities
1 4 2 3 5 6 7 between conventional

Q-switching, and Q-switching

SN ZZ and mode-locking together.
Notice how the Q-switching
elements have been split (see

MODIFIED 0-SWITCHING ARRANGEMENT text).

I FRONT MIRROR
2 SPATIAL FILTER
3 LASER ROD
4 VERTICAL POLARIZER
5 POCKELS CELL
6 HORIZONTAL POLARIZER FIG. 4
7 REAR MIRROR
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In this configuration however, the Q-switching elements have been split to allow some laser leakage. This
was done to reduce the contrast ratio (and therefore the gain) of the system, when the Pockels cell switches.
[(During the course of these experiments, several mirrors and a Nd:YAG rod suffered damage to the 9ptical
coatings when the conventional Q-switch layout was used. Estimated power densities exceeded 2.5 x 10 W/cm

2

at the time of these tests.)]

The spatial profile of the beam is controlled by the inclusion of an intracavity mode selecting filter 0.059
inches in diameter. This maintains a TEMoo beam profile.

The equipment used in these experiments was all standard Laser Applications products with no modifications.
The laser system was a Model 9401 high pulse rate laser utlizing a 4 x 79 mm Nd:YAG rod with 1° wedged faces.
The Q-switch and driver electronics were standard Model 1059FV Pockels cell, Model GP4 high voltage pulse
generator, and Model 8905B high voltage decoupling network. The polarizers were 10 mm calcite cubes AR
coated for a 1.06 um. All optical components were mounted on e single rail extrusion 2 meters in length.
The modular design of the equipment makes it very easy to change cavity configuration without seriously
affecting the alignment.

The dye concentration was increased from the normal strength in order to suppress the weaker longitudinal
modes, which along with the I' wedged rod faces, appeared to work well in minimizing the secondary pulses
mentioned above.

During the alignment and optimization procedure of the cavity, it was noticed that the mode locked pulse
train timing would change with respect to the Pockels cell firing pulse. This can be easily explained as
the result of increasing gain allowing the intracavity energy to build up to lasing levels in a shorter time
and a reduced gain building up energy in a longer time (Figure 5 A and B).

Figure 5 A and B:

This illustration shows how the
mode-locked train appears on

__T an oscilloscope triggered from

the pockels cell high voltage
pulse. As any of the gain
changing parameters (bank

--500ntS|typl- voltage, mirror alignment, etc.)
are adjusted, the pulse train
envelope appears to "walk" toward
or away from the synchronizing

T high voltage pulse (A). The

optimum position for the pulse
OPTIMUM LESS THAN train is as short as possible
CONDITIONS OPTIMUM without incurring distortion

FIG.5 to the baseline (B).

Observations and Conclusions

The four photographs that follow show a series of multiple exposures of the mode locked train as seen on
the highspeed oscillascope. In each picture, there are approximately 30 superimposed pulse trains. This
was done to see how much spread there was in the pulse train timing. It can be seen from these photographs
that as the -ain of the system increases, the closer the mode locked pulse train appears to the Pockels cell
trigger pulse.
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Photo 1 Photo 2

Photo 3 Photo 4

In Photo 1, the pulse appears approximately 3-4 us after the Q-switch pulso and, bearing in mind that the
pulse train is only 60-70 ns wide, the timing jitter is about 10 times the width of the train. The timebase
scale here is 500 ns per division.

In Photo 2, the laser gain has been increased by changing the discharge capacitor bank voltage only, all other
operating parameters were left untouched. Note that the pulse train appears 800 ns after the Q-switch pulse,
and that the timing jitter is down to about 200 ns. This is still not optimized, the timing jitter being
3 times the width of the mode-locked train. Timebase here is 200 ns per division.

In Photo 3, the cavity is almost optimized. The gain was increased by increasing the discharge voltage a
further 5% over the last photograph. Notice now that the delay after the Q-switch pulse is only 500 ns and
that the timing jitter is down to approximately one round trip time in the cavity.

Photo 4 is a 5x timebase expansion of the third shot and shows again, approximately 30 superimposed pulse
trains. Where successive pulses have overlapped, there is a reinforcement of the image showing low timing
errors. The broad baseline is due to multiple overwriting. Timebase speed here is 20 ns per division, and
the timing jitter is ± 10 ns or one round trip time of the cavity.

Controlling the gain of the pulsed laser system in the aforementioned manner has yielded some unique and
surprisirg data about the operation of the system. The aim of the experiment was to see if a more predictable
pulse train could be produced if the gain of the system were controlled, and it would appear to be a
successful venture.
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Abstract

An electronic feedback method for the control of output pulse shape is presented that has been successfully implemented on
the Nd:glass Chroma laser at KMS Fusion, Inc. With this technique, well controlled high-power pulses in the 10 to 300 us
pulselength range, with pulse energies up to 2 kJ, have been produced. Three sampling photodiodes are used at various points
in the laser system; signals from these photodiodes modulate the radio-frequency signal that drives the acousto-optic modulator
in the master oscillator. With proper amplification of these photodiode signals, the system can compensate for relaxation
oscillations and other instabilities in the master oscillator and for gain fluctuations in the subsequent power-amplification system.

Introduction

The Chroma laser at KMS Fusion, Inc., is a high-power master-oscillator power amplifier (MOPA) system originally designed for
inertial confinement fusion experiments. The laser system was therefore designed for output pulses of nanosecond or shorter
duration. Recently, however, experiments have been performed in support of strategic defense and related technology1 that
required long (0.2 to 300 j.s) pulses. Operation of the laser over these long pulselengths allows many more time-dependent pulse
distortions to develop that hinder pulse-to-pulse repeatability and impede subsequent data analysis. The method described here
was developed for use with laser output pulses in the 10 to 300 us pulselength range.

The Chroma Laser Facility

The layout of the Chroma laser is shown in Figure 1. The system consists of a Nd:YLF master oscillator and a series of
Nd:glass laser amplifiers and beam-control optics. When they leave the system, the two main target-illumination beams have the
characteristics shown in Table 1. A third diagnostic beam, with somewhat less total energy, is also available. The system can be
operated at either the fundamental 1.053 Mm Nd:YLF wavelength or at the second harmonic (0.527 Am).

-1PIAI ] p -A

SSF.

CM XTAL

M ow

4. P0.ALSM0*

VP mTL FRYER

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the Chroma laser facility. A pulse from a low-power Nd:YLF oscillator is amplified through a
series of Nd:glass amplifiers.
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Table 1. Capabilities of the Chroma Laser

Pulse Length IR (1.053 14m) Green (0.527 jtm)

20-100 ps 1.8 TW 1.3 TW
0.5 ns 500 J 300 J
1.0 ns 800 J 400 J
200 ns-300 us 2000 J

The master oscillator design, 2,3 shown in Figure 2, contains both an acousto-optic mode-locker and an acousto-optic 0-switch
for short-pulse operation. For long-pulse operation, the mode-locker can be disabled and two etalons inserted into the laser cavity
to select a single axial mode of the resonator. The oscillator is pumped with a 3.5 ms constant-current flashlamp pulse that
allows the oscillator to operate at up to 10 mJ per pulse.

AO E1  YLF AO MO AOML = Acousto-Optic
MR ML r, Rod E2  Q-Sw Modelocker

AOQ-SW = Acousto-Optic
0-Switch

E1 , E2  = Etalons
MG, Mr = End Mirrors

RF Flashlamp RF
Pulse

Timing, Control and
RF Drive Electronics

Figure 2. Chroma master oscillator design. An acousto-optic modelocker and Q-switch are available for short-pulse operation.
Two etalons are available for selecrion 3f a single longitudinal mode for long-pulse work.

The uncontrolled output pulse shown in Figure 3 is typical of pulses generated during long-pulse operation of the oscillator. An
appropriate-length portion of such a pulse is selected by Pockels cells and then amplified in the glass amplifier system. It can be
seen from the oscillograph in Fig,,re 2 that the uncontrolled oscillator pulse contains some features that make experiments
difficult. Most notable are the relaxation oscillations, which cause spikes at the beginning of the pulse that are about an order of
magnitude higher in intensity than the steady-state value. These oscillations, which occur at a frequency of about 20 kHz,
dampen out significantly within a few milliseconds, but can easily be reinitiated by any disturbance within the resonator. Less
obvious from the figure are mechanical and thermal fluctuations, which cause intensity variations in the frequency range of
500 Hz to 5 kHz.

Figure 3. Oscillograph of the uncontrolled Chroma oscillator output. Relaxation oscillations cause spikes that are about an
order of magnitude higher in intensity than the steady-state value.
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Time-dependent gain fluctuations in the Nd:glass amplifiers also cause unwanted intensity fluctuations in the laser output. The
amplifiers are pumped with flashlamp pulses that provide nearly gaussian temporal small-signal gain profiles of about 200 ts full
width at half maximum. Amplifier small-signal gait, variation combines with saturation effects at high power levels to provide gain
that can vary dramatically during a typical long pulse. An example of these gain variations can be seen in Figure 4. The top
oscillograph trace shows the laser output pulse and the bottom trace shows the master oscillator input pulse.

The output shown in Figure 4 is typical of the laser output in the absence of feedback control. Not only does the laser output
vary with time, making data reduction difficult, but pulse-to-pulse variation in total output energy can be as much as 20%. The
purpose of the feedback loop is, therefore, to eliminate these intensity fluctuations and provide a well controlled, predictable
laser output.

Figure 4. Bottom oscillograph trace: 250 As portion of the oscillator pulse selected by Pockels cells. Top oscillograph trace:
Same 250 Ms pulse after amplification in the Chroma amplifiers. Effects of both flashlamp-pumped amplifier gain profile and
gain saturation can be seen in the high-power pulse.

Feedback Method

The feedback employed for control of the Chroma laser uses three separate sampling photodiodes at various points in the
laser system. Signals from these photodiodes modulate the radio-frequency (RF) signal that drives the acousto-optic modulator
(0-switch) in the master oscillator. A block diagram of the system is shown in Figure 5.

To Target

I Pulser

Q.Switch • Laser J' Pockels - lLaser
Oscillator Cell, Arpini -D

SAmplifiers

So urcexere

Figure 5. Block diagram of the laser feedback system. Three sampling photodiodes (PD1, PD2, PD3) are used to control laser
output.
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The first p,.jtodiode is iocated immediately outside of the oscillator cavity and monitors the light reflected from an input
Pockels cell polarizer. The signal from this photodiode is amplified and fed into an RF mixer that modulates the RF signal to the
0-switch. The bandwidth of this first loop is limited only by the response time of the acousto-optic 0-switch (which is
approximately 0.2 gs becaise of acoustic transit time in the device). This loop virtually eliminates relaxation oscillations in the
oscillator, even thoughi it has a somewhat slower response time than ,,•ost previous feedback schemes that use Pockels cell
modulators.

4
.
5 ,6

Figure 6(a) is an oscillograph of the signal from photodiode #1 after this first feedback loop is closed. Although this first loop
compensates for relaxation oscillations, lower-frequency intensity variations can still be seen in the oscillator pulse. Attempts to
increase the gain in the locp to compensate for lower-frequency variations force the system into high-frequency (1 MHz)
feedback loop oscillations before the low-frequency variations can be controlled.

A second feedback loop is used to compensate for low-frequency intensity variations. Signals from the two photc.;iodes used
in this loop are filtered through a low-pass filter (3 dB point at 300 Hz). One photodiode (#2 in Figure 5) samples the laser beam
reflected from the output Pockels cell polarizer, while the other (#3 in Figure 5) samples the laser beam at the end of the laser
amplifier system. The oscillator output, sampled by photodiode #2, is stabilized by the feedback control well before voltage is
applied to the Pockels cell that switches the pulse input to the amplifiers. Figure 6(b) shows a resulting controlled oscillator pulse
approximately 3.5 ms !,ng that was recorded by photodiode #2.

When high voltage is applied to the Pockels cell, the laser beam propagates through the output polarizer, eliminating the
signal to photodiode #2 and transferring the entire low-frequency control of the laser output to photodiode #3. This photodiode
then drives the oscillator output to compensate for gain changes in the amplifier system. An example of the signal recorded by
photodiode #2 when the full feedback system is in operation can be seen in the lower oscillograph trace in Figure 6(c). The
upper trace in this figure shows the output of the oscillator during tne same period. As can be seen, the response of the
oscillator compensates for the gain fluctuations in the amplifier system, resulting in a square pulse at the output of the system.
By varying the reference signal in the feedback loop, virtually any desired pulse shape can be produced at the output of the
laser.

a) b) c)

Figure 6. Operation of the Chroma oscillator with feedback control. (a) Oscillator output after closure of the first feedback loop
as monitored on PD1. Relaxation oscillations are eliminated. (b) Oscillator output after closure of the second feedback loop as
monitored on PD2. Low-frequency distortions are now controlled. (c) Chroma operation with entire feedback system in
operation. Top trace: Portion of oscillator pulse selected for amplification. Bottom trace: High power Chroma output as
monitored on PD3. The feedback system causes the oscillator output to compensate for variation in amplifier gain re.ulting in
a flat high-power output pulse.

Results

Results of interest were obtained from both the oscillator and the system as a whole. Figure 7 shows oscillographs of various
waveforms generated in the oscillator, along with the RF signals to the 0-switch that were needed to produce them. It is
interesting to note that only a small amount of RF modulation is needed to produce dramatic modulation in the oscillator Outpdt
at relatively high modulation frequencies (Figures 7(b) and 7(c)), while much larger RF variations are required for low-frequency
modulation (Figure 7(a)). This effect is due to the dynamics of energy storage in the lasing medium.

a) b) c)

Figure 7. Cscillographs of modulated oscillator output. Top traces show oscillator output. Bottom traces show RF drive to the
acousto-optic modulator. (a) 3.5 ms square pulse (b) 5.6 kHz triangle wave (modulation depth > 90%). (c) 5.0 kHz square wave
(mndulation depth > 95%). Modulated oscillator output with nearly any electrkicy producible waveform is possible using this
feedback system.
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Examples of high-power laser output pulses obtained using this technique can be seen in Figure 8. Similar results were
obtained for both single-frequency operation and trains of mode-locked pulses. Square pulses varying from 8 to 250 A~s have
been produced, as have triangular pulse shapes (which have proven useful for certain power-scaling measurements of nonlinear
processes). Comparison of Figures 8 and 4 illustrates the extent of feedback control possible with this system.

a 

bc

Figure 8. Examples of high power laser output pulses achieved on Chroma with this feedback technique. Top oscillograph
traces: high power laser output. Bottom oscillograph traces: oscillator output used for amplification to produce the pulses
shown above. Pulse parameters: (a) Single frequency; 270 J; 250 As. (b) 100 As train of 140 ps modelocked pulses, 700 J total
energy. (c) Single frequency; 75 J; 250 As at base. The feedback system allows precise control of the laser output.

Conclusions

The performance of the Chroma laser in long-pulse operation has been significantly improved by the addition of the feedback
system described here. Relaxation oscillations and other intensity variations in the master oscillator have been eliminated.
Arbitrarily shaped pulses 10 As to 10 ms long with pulse energies up to 10 mJ can now be consistently produced by the
oscillator. The system also compensates for gain fluctuations in the amplifier system, allowing for production of arbitrarily shaped
high-power output pulses 10 to 300 As long at energy levels up to 2000 J, with shot-to-shot repeatability within a few percent.
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SPATIAL DEPENDENCE OF ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD IN LOADED Q-SWITCHED LASER RESONATORS
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Abstract

Procedure for calculating the spatial and temporal distribution of electromagnetic field
inside Q-switched stable and unstable laser resonators is developed. The influence of
different aperture sizes and laser pumping on the laser pulse energy, beam divergence and
intensity profile is in good agreement for the studied case of a Nd:YAG laser.

Introduction

Steady state laser mods if epty and active laser resonators have been extensively
treated in the literature1  . These modes can then be used to describe laser output
in steady state operation. The mode structure of the output beam determines the spatial
coherence properties of the laser output and is therefore a basic measure of the quality of
the laser beam. These properties are of equal importance in the case of Q-switched lasers
as well. Due to lack of published model computations of such systems we set out to
calculate in the simplest possible model the spatial behaviour of Q-switched pulsed lasers,
with Nd:YAG as a particular example.

The laser pulses in such lasers build up in a few roundtrips. The influence of the
initial spontaneous emission is expected to be strong. The space between the mirrors in the
laser is divided in equidistant planes with active medium in between.

N X

I
N N

1 I IN XI

Figure 1 :Laser model. Electric field is calculated on planes denoted by solid limes.
Active medium is located between these planes and is denoted by dotted lines.

The active medium is described by the population inversion only and is treated by a
single rate equation. Electric field E corresponding to the spontaneous emission
contribution is defined as two dimensional complex variable with random phase. This igi~i~l
spontaneous emission field is free space propagated by Fourier transform algorithm ''.
The free space propagated electric field is corrected for amplification in the active
medium. Before the next free space propagation the spontaneous emission contribution is
added. In the last step new population inversions in each volume element are calculated.
At the mirrors the electric field is partially reflected and partially transmitted. The
phase of the reflected electric field is corrected for mirror curvature. This procedure is
repeated until the laser pulse is formed. This is only a brief description of the method
used, details will be published elsewhere.
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Results

The above method has been used in the case of the two dimensional unidirectional ring
laser resonator with plane mirrors and Nd:YAG as active medium. Initially the laser medium
is pumped above threshold. During the pulse evolution the pumping process is neglected.

Sr
- 0 1 2

-1 0 1 -2 -1 1

m mstance 5 mm) Itonce [mm.

Figure 2 :Instantaneous electric field power and and phase of the electric field plot for
two dif fere• p~pulation inversions:
a) N=4.6.10• 3m- (left side)
b) N=6.4.10 2 3 m-3 (right side)
Laser lenght is 168mm, output mirror reflectivity 15.2%, aperture diameter 2mm and active
medium length 50mm.
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Figure 3 : Near and far field fluences for different population inversions and laser
resonator with length L4168mm, output mirror reflectivity 15.2% , aperture diameter 2mm andactive medium length 50mm.
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Calculations have been mali fyr a set of different initial population inversions above
the threshold value(N=4.5.10 m- ). Typical instantaneous power proportional to E 2, and
phase at the peak of the laser pulse for tw different initial population inversions are
shown in figure 2. At lower pumping (N=4.6.l0233 m-3) the electric field power is bell shaped
and phase is nearly constant in this region, indicatipg h.gh spatial coherence degree. The
electric field power at higher pumping (N=6.4.10"m- ) shows two peaks, which are
represented with two flat regions in the phase profile. The shape of power and phase
profiles changes randomly in time.

Fluences have been obtained by summing up the instantaneous power profiles in near and
far field respectively. Near field fluence (fig. 3) is bell shaped only for pumping at
laser threshold. With increasing pumping the near field patterns show many peaks. The far
field fluences are single peaked with increasing divergencies with increased pumping.
Diffraction limited operation is achieved only for pumping at threshold.

The influence of aperture diameter on spatial properties of laser beams has been iudied
as well. The initial population inversion has been set just above threshold(N=4.5.10 m-).
Diffraction limited operation is achieved for aperture diameter smaller than 2.3mm. With
apertures smaller than 2.3mm the near field fluences are bell shaped, for bigger aperture
diameters laser output contains many peaks (fig.4).
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Figure 4 : Near and far fied fluences for different aperture diameters and initial
population inversion N=4.5.10 2m 3 , resonator length L=168mm, output mirror reflectivity
15.2%, active medium length 50mm and plane mirrors.

Numerical results have been experimentally verified for the case of Nd:YAG laser with
plane mirrors and electro-optic Q-switching. Near and far field energy distribution in
laser beams have been measured by Spiricon 16*16 pyroelectric array. Calculated and
measured divergencies are shown in figure 5. F.;markably good agreement is obtained between
calculated and experimental values.
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Fig. 5 Divergence of laser beam as a function of aperture diameter. Solid line denotes
diffraction limited output, calculated values are denoted by crosses, experimental values
by circles.

Experimental values have been obtained as a cross section through the laser beam center
in a direction perpendicular to the flash lamp-laser rod axis. Experimental energy
distributions in near and far field in the flash lamp-laser rou axis show more peaks due to
increased inhomogeneity of laser rod pumping in that direction. Calculated beam
divergencies are smaller than experimental ones due to asumed homogeneous pumping in our
model.

Conclusions

We have described a new procedure for calculating electromagnetic field distributions in
pulsed Q-switched lasers. The influence of laser pumping and aperture diameters on spatial
properties of laser beams has been studied. Experimental results are in good agreement with
theoretical predictions. This model can be used for computer modelling of properties of
laser beams from Q-switched lasers.
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Abstract
Surface emitting diode lasers have attracted recently much attention because of their

potential as high-power monolithic two-dimensional arrays for both incoherent or coherent
applications, and optical interconnects for integrated optics. Compared to the more
conventional rack and stack approach to 2-D arrays, monolithic arrays offer reduced testing
and production cost per unit area for large arrays. Several approaches to monolithic
surface emission are available: vertical cavity, and grating and etched mirror outcouplers,
and these are described in this paper. TRW results using 45 degree etched micromirrors for
the fabrication of a monolithic 2-D array of 64 GaAs/GaAlAs diode lasers are reported.

I. Introduction
A monolithic two-dimensional (2-D) diode laser array can be obtained by wafer-scale

integration of diode lasers which emit light perpendicular to the wafer surface. Two basic
approaches are available. In the "vertical cavity" configuration,l, 2 the cavity is short
(usually less than 10 pm) formed by mirrors at top and bottom surfaces of the wafer (Figure
1). In the "horizontal" cavity configuration, the cavity extends along the plane of the
active layer, (thus offering a high gain-length product), similarly as in the more
conventional edge-emitting laser•._ Surface emission (SE) is obý 8 id by light deflection:
using either grating outcouplersP-7 or etched mirror deflectors - .

In addition to their use for construction of monolithic 2-D arrays, surface emitting
lasers are of interest for other applications, such as optical interconnects and signal
processing devices. This paper summarizes recent advances in monolithic surface-emitting
arrays, and describes TRW's progress in the fabrication of 45 degree deflecting micromirrors
and a large (64 element) 2-D array.

II. Approaches to Monolithic SE Lasers

Vertical Cavity
In the vertical cavity configuration (Figure 1), the optical cavity is formed by mirrors

at top and bottom surfaces of the wafer 1 . The electrode diameter is limited by
spontaneous emission to about 20 pm, and the thickness of the gain region (in devices with
top injection) by the injected carrier diffusion length to several micrometers. This
results in low gain-length product, high threshold current densities, and low output
powers. High reflectivity mirrors are required to lower the threshold current. CW
operation was obtained recently in a lateral buried hetero structure (LBH) which provides
highly efficient carpier confinement and increases the length of the gain region through
transverse injection . CW threshold current 2mA has been obtained at room temperature,
with far field angle 7 degrees (Figure 2).

SiO 2/TiO 2 DIELECTRIC MULTILAYER

LIGHT OUTPUT Au/Ge ELECTRODE

-• -GaAs SUB

-- 6 pim~ j- n-Ga0, 7AIG. 3AS
p-Ga 0g.AI0 .4 AS
n-Gao0 8 10 04 S

ACTIVEREIONn-Ga08AI0a4AS

ACTIVE REGION (p-GaAs) Si02
Au/Zn RING ELECTRODE

FIGURE 1. CIRCULAR BURIED HETEROSTRUCTURE SURFACE EMITTING LASERS
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Ogura et al. Presented at Device Research Conf., Santa Barbara, CA, June 22, 1987
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FIGURE 2. GAAS/ALGAAS VERTICAL EMITTING
LASERS WITH /4 MULTIPLE LAYER REFLECTOR

Grating Outcouplers
In addition to the advantage of having a long cavity, grating outcouplers (Figure 3) offer

wavelength stability and narrow beam divergence in direction perpendicular to the grating
lines. The wavelength stability derives from frequency selective coupling of the forward and
backward propagating waves. After the pioneering work in 1975, '4 periodic gratings have
attracted much recent attention.•- Using distributed Bragg reflector (DBR), a 0.25 degree
x 8 degree narrow far field pattern for a single emitter, and an angular d'vergence as low as
0.05 degrees for a linear array of fine grating outcouplers were produced.ý However,
threshold currents tend to be high, and efficiencies low for grating coutcouplers (102 mA and
3.7%, respectiyely, for a 4 pm ridge DBR with a 300 pm long electrode and 300 pm long second
order grating) . Kojima et al 7"' recently obtained CW operation of DBR and distributed
feedback (DFB) lasers at room temperature. To improve the outcoupling efficiency, an output
window was etched underneath a metalized grating of a DFB laser to force both orth~gonal
emissions through the substrate; however, the threshold ?urrent was high (13 kA/cm ) and
slope efficiency low (0.05 W/A) in these early attempts.'

Cr/Au HR COAT

2ND ORDER ''

SUBSTRATE

AuGe/Ni/Au

FIGURE 3. DISTRIBUTED BRAGG REFLECTOR SURFACE EMITTING LASERS
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45 Degree Mirror Outcouplers
Etched mirror lasers are variations of, and offer similar benefits as Fabry-Perot cavities

with cleaved facets. The cavity is formed by etched semiconductor-air interfaces, with the
guided emission rotated by monolithic 45 degree micromirrors.

Figure 4 illustrates two etched mirror geometries. In Figure 4a, the micromirrors are
outside the resonating cavity, and emission is through epilayers. Laser performance depends
very stf~nyny on quality of the etched mirrors. Using mass transport techniques, Liau and
Walpole I produced very smooth parabolic mirror deflectors, and fabricated 2-D arrays
(112 lasers on 1 mm x 3 mm area) GaInAs P diode lasers. An average CW output of 14 mW per
laser and an average optical flux of 37 W/cm have been obtained when the array was
operated one section (approximately 14% of the total area) at a time.

Emission from epi Side Emission Through Substrate

S U B S T R A T E 
S U S R T

(A) (B)

FIGURE 4. Two DIMENSIONAL SURFACE EMITTING CONFIGURATIONS

USING 45 DEGREE DEFLECTING MICROMIRROR

Mass transport techniques are not adaptable to GaAlAs, and ion beam etchina or ion beam
assisted etching (IBAE) must be used instead. Windhorn, Goodhue, and Donelly?2,13 used
IBAE process to fabricate a 22 element (5 p stripes• array. The array had 3.2 amp threshold
current; the average optical flux achieved 160 W/cml was limited by the availability of the
highest (pulsed) current used, 10.5 amp, in these experiments.

In Figure 4b, the mirrors are inside the resonating cavity, and emission is through holes
etched into GaAs substrate. Although there are diffraction losses between the 45 degree
micromirror and the air interface, the losses are low (the estimated penalty for threshold
current is less than 20%), and can be tolerated for short pat length. The through-substrate
emission was first proposed and demonstrated by Springthorpe

III. Fabrication of Deflecting Mirrors
The main issue which determines performance of surface-emitting lasers is the quality of

the deflecting mirrors: surface smoothness and passivation, accuracy of 45 degrees, and in
case of through-substrate emission, registration of deflecting and outcoupling mirrors. TRW
has addressed all critical technologies for the development of deflecting mirrors, and
fabricated both through epilayers and through substrate emitting lasers.

Emission Through Epilavers
Using ion milling technique, TRW has fabricated1 4 , 1 5 both the vertical facet and 45

degree deflecting mirrors simultaneously. A typical scanning electron micrograph (SEM) is
shown in Figure 5. The smoothness of the etched mirrors is excellent. The laser
performance approaches that of a side emitting laser (Figure 6). Figure 6 shows L-I curves
of 10-element linear arrays (total width 50 pm) of cleaved and etched lasers. Currents at
threshold differ by less than 20%. The experimental differential efficiency was lower for
the etched laser because there was no AR coating on the 45 degree micromirror in these
arrays. The projected (corrected by the ratio of total to partial reflectivity of uncoated
45 degree mirror) differential efficiency approaches that of the cleaved laser.
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FIGURE 5. SCANNING ELECTRON MICROGRAPH OF THE ION MILLED MIRRORS
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FIGURE 6. POWER-CURRENT CHARACTERISTICS OF A CLEAVED-ETCHED LASER

Figure 7 shows the top view of a typical TRW fabricated through epi emitting 2-D array.
Each bright area represents emission of a 10 element array. The observed uniformity of the
light intensity over the wafer surface indicates high degree of fabrication uniformity.
This can be also seen from L-I characteristics of several lasers (Figure 8) which were taken
at random locations on the wafer surface. For a (2 x 5) two-dimensional array of
10-element lasers (total one hundred of 3 Am-wide stripe lasers), the output power was over
1.7 W for 500 nanosecond pulses at 100 Hz. TRW has recently fabricated also a (4 x 16) 2-D
array of SE emitters, with each emitter consisting of 10 pm wide stripe lasers, and 100 Am
center-to-center spacing between the emitters. The cavity length was 250 Am. Figure 9
shows 128 bright shots corresponding to two-sided emission from each laser of the array.

Sii

FIGURE 7. THE TOP VIEW OF A 2 x 5 SUReACE EMITTING LASER
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Another important issue for the fabrication of large arrays is the uniformity of the
processed wafer. Typical wafer size processed in our laboratory is 0,5 in x 0.75 in. Each
wafer contains hundreds of lasers. Uniformity and reproducibility studies performed at TRW
showed that from a good wafer, typically more than 95% of devices lase, with threshold
currents within 10% of each other.

Emission Through Substrate
For long pulses, high repetition rate, or CW operation, arrays with through-epi emission

are inadequate because the waste heat must pass through GaAs substrate (which is
comparatively thick, thickness > 100 ym, and a poor thermal conductor), resulting in
excessive overheating. The thermal dissipation issue is similar here as for all lasers
mounted epi-junction up. Lasers with emission through substrate (Figure 4b) are mounted
junction side down directly on the heat sink, thus offering a solution to thermal problems
associated with through-epi emission.

The 45 degree micromirrors are internal to the laser cavity. The outcoupling mirror is
etched through GaAs substrate to GaAIAs stop-etch epilayer. This results in mirror-like
surfaces for the outcoupling mirrors, shown in Figure 10.

One of the critical issues for substrate emitting lasers is the angular precision of the
45 degree deflecting mirror. To minimize transmission and diffractive losses (between the
deflecting and outcoupling mirrors), the angular tolerance must be limited to less than 2
degrees. This puts high requirements on the fabrication process.

The first through-substrate emitting laser fabricated in our laboratory demonstrated
very promising results. A typical L-I curve of a laser with one cleaved and one etched side
is shown in Figure 11. The threshold current density is about 100 mA for a 10-stripe array,
compared to 70 mA for a cleaved-cleaved array from the same wafer. The differential quantun-
efficiency is about 10%. This is rather low; however, the orientation of the deflecting
mirror was only 40 degrees for this laser, which degraded the laser performance.
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FIGURE 10. THE ETCHED FACET FOR VERTICAL EMISSION THROUGH SUBSTRATE
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FIGURE 11. L-I CHARACTERISTICS OF VERTICAL EMISSION THROUGH SUBSTRATE

Near field patterns obtained from a (2 x 4) 2-D array (each array element consisting of a

10-stripe linear laser array shown in Figure 12b) are shown in Figures 12c and 12d. Figure

12c resolves emissions from two closely 'paced array elements which are overlapped in Figure

12d.
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II

FIGURE 12. NEAR FIELD PATTERN FOR 2x4 VERTICAL EMISSION ARRAY

(THROUGH SUBSTRATE)

Another issue which must be addressed before large 2-D arrays are fabricated, is the
plating of thick electrodes. TRW is developing this and other critical technologies, and is
planning to fabricate a large 2-D array of through-substrate emitting lasers for pumping of
solid state lasers.
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RESPONSIVITY AND NOISE PROPERTIES OF A ItPlIILY STABILI,1E1) MIOMI POINT CONTACT
DICOlE FOR II GHp-I POWER zmID iR DETECTION AND MIXING

C. Yu, and C. S. Tan
Department of Electrical Engineeoing

Greensboro, NC 27411

Abstract

'1though election tunneling devices, such as the MOM point contact diode, ha,,e proven
to have fast response and be easy to fabricate, they are also plagued by fabrication rela-
ted inst ab iL it i eQs and non-reproducibD iI it ics that rondei them impract ica i and not amenable
to invest igat ions re.arding their basic operating mechanisms. Mcchanisms such as thermally
asistcd tunneling, plasmon conduction and irradic switching impair diode responsivity
and increase noise. We have arrived at a highly stabilized MOMI point contact diode a fter
extensi\ve research that has reduced or eliminated most of the instabilities. The deliberate-
Iv hooked whisker tip has removed expansion due to radiation heating, thus enabling us to
study- the thermally assisted tunnelng mechanism. The well controlled etched whisker tip
geometrv enables us to clarify the role of plasmon conduction and plasmon modes in the
tunneling Junction. The known junction geometry aids in the understanding of switching and
its prevention. Experimental results are presented on our study of these mechanisms with
the stabilized diude.

Introduction

The metal-oxide-metal (MON13 point contact tunneling diode with its long, slender whisker
antenna at I sharp and delicate electrolytically etched tip in contact with a thin native
metal oxide layer as the insulating tunneling barrier, has demonstrated its superior per-
formance as a room temperature detector-mixer ,operating from rf to the near infrared with
riljmig bandwidth reported in the hundreds of gigahertz. However, these highly desirable
detector features, such as the long antenna with an extremely sharp tip for concentriting
and enhancing the incident radiation field near the tunneling junction, are the very cause
of structural instab litieý that haýce hampered, if not, totally ruled out the practical us-
of such a diode. These fztmrication related problems have also rendered study of diode basic
operating mechanisqms almost impossible. Attempts have been made by various research groups
to arrive at other configurations, such as the discontinuous metal film diode I and the
edee MOM - planar structures with some degree of success by trading eluctr-cal performance
for mechanical stability.

We have long held the opinion that the MOM point contact diode is simpler to analyze and
stabil ize bD virtuL of its simple struc-ure of a single Junction. This was borne (-it in
our -accessful fabrication of a stable diode. This also provides us with the oppo, tunitN
to further improve thDe performance of the diode by the fact that we now have a handle on
investQigat ing the bas diode conduction mechani isms , since most instabilities have been
removed.

Mla Jor instabilities of the diode have been identified by us to be mech,o cal, thermal and
electrical for a typictl1 •MOM diode made up of a tungsten ,hisker and a nickel post with a
t:n layer of natural nickel oxide. Bv a sx-stematic implementation of the electrol*%tic etch-
in}l 1procedure, control of the oxide Ilaver thickne&;s and controlled hooking of the etched
tip w¢ith prescribed shape, we have been able to produce and reproduce highly stabilized,
hoiked-tip point contact diodes with responsivity comparable to diodes with unhooked tips.
Such hooked-tip diodes are hiighly immune to normal nechanical vibrations, electrical shocks
or uncontrl oled switching and ,mbient or incident raliation hea(ting, thus the potential for
hi ebh power operation. These di ades have thus been sub iected to CO, laser if'riadiation for
the purpose, of establishing diode perform;ance parameters.

CO l.aser and Diodes with Ilnhcoked lips

:he tpica Illy tinstablii ed MOM point cent ,a t diode consi .ts of I tungisten whiske-r an11d a1
0 il I post Otxh n ido laVer rlounttd is.ý shis'rl in Fig. 1. Thhc whi sker tip is moved
Snt, con ta:Ict with the nickel post hN" a ditflcrentl a l m i c-rome er, a1nd the entire diode mount
1 v 71crmom imiipul itd hv ]n x e z tr s,,l: t ion stai'e such that tle tip w il he i 1 1 ;oni :atCd hv
i I cu>eI d L I :I>.t1- ,:,. h , dC 1t st c t th ý t(.,, n > a n i tapp),d fr om the l;N(i connflector mlown. Ihe

Sl:aser b,:et i> - l, ,pp l Ind tocmlicd.
I 11 1- •? l -! Itt- li lti1 :ltt.::L pt t : 1t 1" ,lcttctliTn i.,ith the ship-tip, uinsta ll iz ,d

lb, .. 'v' I t t s n I Ia lv ma1 skiod I o at 1 1i bnt jul 111 b t c
I" it in' Ii i c I \I T'i in 1F1 0 . 1, 11(Lk l_ the l l-J 'Ia - t'r bea n1 ot

b Iopp,-. t -i . i. .n I I] till ri..'i~l-.i du; mo ll I 1 \ ý I
t -. e,'! , [ - -• ,t l l t I tI, t-hili t ip nade li L irra',li{It i•n . lb.. tUTnl: -

, ,I I, fip ti h 1 i it d i I A- I. t I II, I I)trt 11. , 1 ' 1.t%-, tr till t 11
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contact is made with actual nickel surface. The latter then acts as a heat sink, cooling
the tungsten tip in contact with it and causing it to contract. The electrical short is
then broken, and the tip resumes detection. The removal of the heat sink, however, causes
the tip to heat up aind tip expansion ensues. This heating and cooling cycle repeats
in a periodic fashion, hence the periodic signal even in the absence of chopping. This
periodic signal persists even chopping resumes, and there is no correlation between their
frequencies. However, as chopping rate increases, the detected laser signal frequency
begins to follow the former, as is evidenced in Fig. 4. Here, thermal effect still persists
as gently sloping envelopes, on which the detected signal rides as ripples. The envelopes
are indications of diode resistance states under heating. As is even more vividly demon-
strated in Fig. 5, where the I-V characteristic of the diode is monitored in ccnjunction
with the detected signal. The ever changing resistance state of the diode reflects also
irradic switching of the diode, as reported by others in Fig. 6. Threshold and memory
switching of MOM structures has been extensively reported , as the result of Joule heating
by the incident field that exceeds the heat dissipation of the insulator, causing junction
resistance to drop rapidly. As the ac field decreases in its cycle, the conduction channel
cools down, and the high resistance state is restored. The high temperature state causes
metal diffusion from the electrodes into the insulator, creating a conducting channel
heavily doped with electrode metal particles. This discontinuous metal filament or channel
gives rise to a nonlinear I-V characteristic, as charge carriers are forced to tunnel
through high resistance insulating gaps to adjacent metal islands.

The Highly Stabilized MOM Point Contact Diode

Our major efforts in thc stabilization of the point contact diode involve control of the
whisker tip etching parameters, which in turn control the hooking parqmeters and oxide
layer penetration depth of the eventual diode. By careful control of the immersion depth
of the tungsten whisker into the 3N KOII solution, it is possible to control the shape of
the etched tip as shown in Fig. 7. The optimum shape of the tip is deduced from its hooked
shape after the tip has been mounted and brought into contact with the nickel post. It is
clear that the slenderness of the initial tip controls the ultimate hook shape, as is seen
in Fig. 8. For instance, Fig. 8 a indicates a blunted and damaged tip after contact; b
and c show acceptable hooks, while d implies the tip is overly slender that leads to excess-
ive hooking.

CO., Laser and Diode with Optimally Ilooked Tip

Once an optimum slenderness is established, the whisker is mounted and brought in contact
with nickel oxide layer, the penetration of which is carefully executed with the differen-
tial micrometer. Hooking of the whisker tip results from such a contacting process with an
optimum shape that bears no damage to the tip and a minimum radius that places the tip at
the closest proximity to the contact area.

Such a diode is then illuminated with focused chopped or pulsed CO laser radiation.
Detection is observed at various laser power levels and chopping speeds. Typical oscillo-
grams are shown in Fig. 9. At higher laser power, the frequency of the detected signal foll-
ows that of the chopper with a certain degree of distortion, indicating lingering thermal
effects. However, at lower laser power, the detected signal is quite well formed. This
encourages us to make further refinement to the shape of the hook with expected result
shown in Fig. 10. We can finally conclude that we have arrived at a simple design for a
highly stabilized MOM point contact diode that can detect at reasonable laser powers.

Study of Diode Basic Parameters

The stabili-ed diode has been illuminated with 5 usec pulsed CO? laser radiation and
also chopped cw CO, laser beam. The pulsed laser radiation does nog ntroduce an heating
effect, so that hegting of the diode can be furnished by the cw laser. It is found that
the diode sees very little thermal assisted tunneling effect, since it demonstrates highly
sensitive detection characteristics to polarization or angle of incidence of the laser
radiation impinging on the diode junction region. It is thus concluded that thermally
aissjsted tunneling, if it exists, pl;iys a minor role in the diode performance.

In view of the thermal origin of threshold and memory switching of the diode, as anti-
cipated, the diode experiences little irradic switching unless laser heating is excessive.
!:urther work is in progress to renmove totallV or utilize this type of switching by design-

ing MOk¶ electrode geometrN mnd barrier thickness.
Since for frequenc ies ralnging, from the mid in fr;ired to the visible, election coiiduction

on the hlisker tip is nonohiTc , but by surf ace p1a >mmius 1 excited by the incident rad lit-
ion, mectal ;,ttcnuation is dominant. lb i loss Calm he circumvented be forc mug the maioor
portion Vf the energy in the surface plasm sons to be carried in thie 1ieCIectri1c :aroi0mid the
antenna . lThe tip shape factor is thus ain iimportanrit con0mderl&;ititon In thli ia-'5pect. [li'
polarizat ion- s.nsit ive datai on detect ion is ilrie;idv an indicait ioi of tic ir !T rt irit rolen
the tip shape oi plasmon conduction . , % 1,ll proceed further w11iih thle Co Icl atlom ,I' th,
antenna pattcrn with the shape of tie etchcd wmis or tip.
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These surface plasmons must then be guided by the whisker tip antenna and be efficient-
ly coupled to the modes allowed in the MOM junction region in the form of a cavity bounded
by metals at the two ends and filled with the thin layer of insulating oxide. The plasmon
modes can no longer be excluded from the metals, leading to a very high anticipated junction
attenuation. Impedance matching between the antenna and the junction cavity is thus a key
factor in efficient coupling of plasmon modes to junction modes. We have observed some de-
grree of degradation in diodc responsivity due to hooking of the tip as compared to time sharp
tip diode. In the case of the sharp tip, the cavity is virtually absent so that plasmon
modes couple directly across the junction gap to the other electrode, resulting in very
efficient coupling. On the other hand, the rounded knee of the hooked tip and the flat
surface of the nickel post forms a well defined cavity, leading to high attenuation of the
plasmon modes when coupled into this cavity due to very lossy metallic boundaries. A more
exhasutive analysis and experimental verification is required to assess quantitatively the
impact of hooking in this respect. Preliminary results have already indicated that excessive
hooking renders the diode totally inoperative as a detector.

The junction plasmon modes modulate the electric field on the insulating barrier of width
much shorter than a wavelength. An optical voltage due to the surface plasmon can thus be
defined. This optical voltage oscilates at the frequency of the applied electromagnetic
radiation and modulates the effective voltage across the barrier. The current through the
barrier is hence also modulated, giving rise to a nonlinear I-V characteristic. The recti-
fied component of this current is detectable and is proportional to the incident radiation
power. Thus, study of the coupling between plasmon modes and tunneling electrons is of
importance.

Conclusions

It has been discovered so far that simple hooking of the etched whisker tip without
blunting has produced highly stabilized MOM point contact diodes against mechanical, thermal
and electrical instabilities. As a natural next step, we have ventured into a closer look
at the underlying diode operating mechanisms. Preliminary indications point to possible
removal of thermally assisted tunneling and threshold switching as pluses and some degree
of degradation in detection efficiency due to poor nlasmon mode to junction cavity mode
coupling as minuses. It is hoped a better understanding of correlation between diode struct-
ure and diode performance may lead to a hook that is not only mechanically and electrically
optimum, but optically as well.
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Abs tr acat

Fol lowing an overview of TEA COt2 laser development a c~omparison of slidinrg spark array.
co rona and semi conduc tor p rei anise rs was carried OUT Urs inrg a compaCt , ') ('il di scha rge
volume, TEA I'2 las er. The corona t echn igcue was Found toa prov ide t he best pre ion ise r, wi th
goad pitlISe toa ponIse repeatability ('- 2%) over a wide voltage operating range from a simiple
and reliable device. In view of* the potential longl ife and robostness-of all solid state
drivers, such a unit was developed far this laser. This has a wallplug efficiency similar
to that of the conventional thyratron and IIV PISU driver.

Tnt induct I On

The first lransverý,elv Excited Atmrospheric lTEA) pressure [02 laser was reported by
Beaulieui in 1970. the major problem in obtaining a TEA discharge was the dif-fic-ulty in
preventing The preferential formation of' arcs rather than a diffuse disc-harge. Beaý)Uli1cPa
prevented this by using a series of resistively ballasted pins for the anode, thus
preveniti 2q the tiigh local currents associated with an arc discharge. In the same year
Eaflamme proposed an al1te rnat ive s tat)iIiisa t ior) techn igue osing a law-voltage discharge
between a third elect.rode and The ca thode to prov ide a un iform electron distribotion piriorr
tro the main discharge 3 thus enabl ing a uin iform dti scha rge to t ake pl ace . The following year
I arriherton arid Pearson proposed a third discharge schreme utilising a triqger-wire suspended
on either wide of the electrodes mid-way between them; again to provide a preliminary
ionisinig discharge. They' claimed that this technique enabled higher concentrations of CO
t o he used Aresult irig in a greater output pouwer per unit discharge volume. In 1972 Javan
ar(Id t ev i n e propose(ai t he passibhili t y of [I ph toa-ioni s in g t he gas voilIume Triorrar toa di scharge
by either a two photon prrocess act ing on the [U arnd N 2molecules or a one photon process
act jog on an easil y 5 ioniisabta. addit ive. The moloig year they demonstrated a photo-
initiated discharge utilising fri-n-Propytamine (InPA) as the easily ionisable additive.

In 1973 Wiegand at al . 6, 7 identified the major ionis involved in the discharge kinetics
arid proposeid that a high negative ion conc-ent rat ion would lead to discharge instability'
airid event ua I \ are i g. They alIso i dentif~iead t he for mat ion aof Oxyglen ais a result oif ['02
d I sso i a t ionit -

a+ C' [U =C + 0I

I i 1976 5h i PIts, a t a I. 8showed t hat 12-2`, U concentrat ion in the lasinrj gas would lead to
arec d i sc h arge F fo rma t i on.

The above summary out l ines some of the earlIy expierimeantal and Itheoret ic~al (davaeliiprmerrts
a;sorc iait ed w it h TEFA f' l 21a se r s, l e adin g t o t hre i defIrt i f ic(a t i rn o f tireI f,*oIj ITowIrfill prirb I errrs-

a)The need t o h e abIe tir iititain a Hi i1 fior rm di t fus f ctp i s cfIta r qje w it h h i (j h [112 cancerit oti is

(b The need t o s u p p res p U;ý f o rmat Inn by COl2. itis .9oeioat i oni t o enablIe s e aIed( pf otnperat ion

Attempts toi rentrice C 0 I di soci' jot Ion hove inc loude t ihe 0drYj ioni of [C is tro)ioas the1
d i qsoeca.i`i ''ilt 2 rifi~ an c'I ejr P qit. I'* ir n tlie re ver,1se d i re t in , titn' ;Irl (I ( r It I IhT ir~
uip" 0 a nd t-he rise ni f uritta I y n; t si t o r r'cumh i ne tI irpa ( ii n son r, i t Hii or) ' p i ire

22

Pi[e rsi o r srit r oii ins a kepy for'i t o r i ii (Itu I arm liit i r)[ig fI h' et et, f xtprr f ot f t l ip 1) ibo I pirir un, t I i ner p ( I r1) t

asri (It ouirr r e p o r I, daet a i I s wnork ri or, r' i 'it iiiio t n iii I It, (It i r u'r il f) ýirr r r i son if var i ori L 1 r 1)v' i () ri I o r
srij i t ohb I a f i r a r or m p are t s P' a I a d ItI A I i a p

F oir h i r~li pir I 5 p r at PF; ' > k I t k / ; t [if, I I tav f i min o )f t hru t liv rn nit I Crri 111 1 !3 eir ;ill hr ci' rime

a I i m r t i rig f a rt ii r aru n r i it r, ' i iti f tI' he t i'r i ; i t etri pnilri !; ! r o f i I I sir I i (I !;t at r' it dr i vii, ; ri i'p r

the 'r t ri l er f) r r rin I t try' r atI ; irr n i; 1 rid lI PY ' dll it r i r' i t ri;' I ar r rtu r'r d fr i) ii'. (,;i lt i 'l 1 11 1 mu t eri l In (il
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I ie (plpei I s ,s/r A d it I i t s
Group Y ear Nla. PRF Pre ion i sat ion BIved Rate Ca I a I st

Stark et al.9 1975 2 Hz Trigger-wire 2 x 10 6 C ). I22

Stark et al 10 1978 1 IIz S1 iding-spark 5 x 10} hot Pt

Pace et a I.1 1978 100 Hz l rrd Elect rode 2 x 106 tl2, ['[U

tenyuk et al *.2 1980 500 Hz Spark 2 1/ron iriPA, It 2

Rickwood et at. 1982 5 kHz Semiconductor I) . /Min

14 6Pace et aI. 1982 2 Hiz Sil icon Carbide - 10 arit) + Pt

Stark et al. 1983 311 Hz Semiconductor 2 x 1(07 Stnl + metal

16 7
Marchetti et aT. 1985 1 kHI Corona 2 x I10 H2

Table 1. Important Compact Sealed/Semi-Sealed CO2 TEA Lasers.

The second part of the report outlines work conducted on the development of an all solid
state laser driver circuitc. Ihis b tit i 1 ises a semiconductor device to switch a long low
voltage pulse onto a high voltage transformer. [he high voltage puIse generated is then
subsequently compressed in time by successive magnetic compression st ages to provide a
pulse of sufficientiy short duration to drive the laser. (h e teVbngqte of using y7 series
of saturable inductors to obtain pulse compression was first proposed by Melville18 in 195)1
and the first all solid state CC2 lEA laser driver sas 9 reported by Shimada et al. in 1985.
This was used at a PRF of 1 Hz. In 1986 Baker et al. reported an all solid state driver
with a PRF of = < 50 Hz.

Preionisat ion

Experimental Details

There have been many preionisation techniques applied to TEA CO lasers; these have
included various spark systems, corona, semiconductor, e-beam, alpha-particle and x-ray
systems. Pos 0 oflthese ars 2unsuitabte for comrnct lasers and we have concentrated on
sliding spark I corona and semiconductor systems.

The pre ionisers were tested ina an axial flow IFA laser, consistinrg of two stainless steel
electrodes utilising a simple radius of curva5tre approximation to • Chang profile. These
defined a discharge volume 9.5 x 0.6 x 0.8 cm (1 x d x w) = 4.6 cm . A standard 12:14:74
CO02 :\ 2 :He gas mix flowing at 10 L/Min was used. bhe resonator wasformed W, a gold plated
mirror (R = 10 m, reflectivity 99%) and a flat ZnSe output coupler (reflectivity 85'`, at
10.6 ipm) to provide a 15 cm cavity.

The sliding spark preionisation consisted of 2 loogitudinal spark arrays, each of four
2 mitM tungsten spark gaps mounted 25 mm from the laser axis. The preion.sat ion and main
discharge circuits 'Fig. 1a(), wa re independent , to enabtle the delay between the preionising
and main discharges tor be varied.

The corona preiontisat inin consisted of two etched dloubtle sided peb's each ruttning I Ithe
length of the discharge in r er c ot rontact wit h the elect riodes . Itie i r desiqrt was sit 1 ar
to that of IHasson and !rrink . ihe back surface of the preinniserr; wars contnecc ed ito the
latter anode ulsi n(Ii btrass shim sheet to provide low induct itrnce. 11e di scthargqe ci rtcui I uscd
is showni in I ig. l b1 .

Ihe set mi cntrr(1tf c Ior pre i fin i sat 1 on was prov id(Ic(d by V I Wt I x 0 ..2 x )1 ,iii pieces of (I 1 12-cm
ge rman ium placed di rect I ly n cont act wit th both elcc trodi- ls or ei t he r F di If' on I lie (Ii rcho ryce.

Re rtu It s

Ithe or t imuom delay he t wer t' [ife p rcc i tri s ng arnd mai n (Iit t hrwbri r fIe to r I the sl i d intq slta r'k
p re i iont i ser's wars fot ein(I to be • 51) n0 i 0 . F ,i g . 2 airti ( shoti t fie 'in', r , q y tt I) ti t tid ren I at
ef ft ' c eperi if's fi fr I lhe var i oiuts p rei on 1sf- .F, r II wa t oirid hI thhat f ' f is m x i titiiti PHI fit r I f '; I (I i i (Il
spark array v was il 17z c ompare v (It 11 25 Iz p w'e r st[1l) I Ii nitatt i i Il" h i ft I f;,; I 'itf,;. IA
dark depotsit f(ocrtmit, (In the I i ,P rode alit lot tr f ;dIIs I r s t i 'tirk wa!; ii r oje, miid thhI; Irf to i

reduct i on in ti I hi' rO t p itt cnii ' It I i q . , rt , ; tj I I i n (I t h i I lie ner e d I'i r'I t i' I I h(,' i' I i'•' It rndi,' ; ;f
r eeiit I ar il-Itervr v 'i 1 11 1ft i (I eI'r '; i I I ( it (iif i r'(-( c r w i ft lhI to It he r I w oit r , i s() i r Si i );tr t•;t r .
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D i scuss ion

In directly comparing the output energy I-esult s for the three (-vt ;it core itiu;t he t aken
because of the change io electrical circuit bet ween the ofIid Iiq d p;io Irk systyti aId(I the I otF
preionisers. the lower maximum PRI and the deposit formed O1 tVie elect ro(deop;, h 0t W,(Pr (Id

us to believe that this preionisation system dissociates the CO, more thao the other
systems, with the Oxygen formed react ing witth the tunogsteu pins tio form turogsteri oxide
which is the deposit on the electrodes. Ihis deposit ioiis has bees obsered pred iou.us
It was found tha t he fT i g hen t e fficiency was tib t a jIP ii W 1 It t he s fit di rni spark t echrli I gUe

whilst the semiconductor techniglue provided the fowest eff icient'. thie re I i a fbit , it of lIh
spark system was riot very good, due to the need to regufarfy cfean the efet' rodeoo flIh
corona technique 1 as found to be very reliable, with the curreot preIoi lsPr s hay ing
operated for > 10 shots with no evidence of- 'ny deLeriorat ion. fIased inr of tIer peopesf;
results, it has been assumed that the semiconductor is as reliable. A coITparisotn i if

simplicity of use and re lat ive costs was made andc a summary of the conc10us5 on,0 t o th is
comparison is given in Table 2.

Property Sl idinrg Spark C'orona Germanium

Simplicity E xtra circuit ry Simple Simple

CO2 dissociation High
1  

Low low

E ffi c i enc Ber st Mde rat e Lcow

Voltage range Limited Wide Wide

Pulse reproduccbi lit> 5% 2" 2%

Maximum PRF
2  

18 ilz 25 liz 25 11z

Relative costs fti gh L o w Moderate

Reliability Poor Ver good Very good

1 Provides oxide contamination

2 For 10 L/Min gas flow
3) limited by HV power supply

Table 2. Summary of Preionisation Techniques

As a result otf these invest igat ions, the corona preioniser was chosen the most
suitable for our purposes. ft should be noted however that other, authors have shown
that higher resistivity semnicooductors produce better preionisation than the low resist i, ity
type used by us.

Fo lowing on from this work, invest igations were carried out into upt imising the
dischTarge circuit t and thefinal circuit is shown in Fit1 . 5, where Cstore and Cpk ha\,e the
vatues 201 nf anid I .2 nF respect ivefy. The laser was af so tgrat ingq turneld, tt sep if an SLMI
Output could t)e ottaiined. A typical pulIise is shown in Fig. 6 and the P tUning range ofI the
laser in F ig. 7. Nit 9 pm I inies were obt a i ned t hecaiute tLhe Spt t put cOtup ) e r was cOat ed fri r
11 pmn on I . A suinmaryv of the laser ch raat' f r i o iti s it qjiven i, i Tilt f e I. It shoi ld he riot cit
that these ft gores are for the 12: 14 : 74 Ct] :N 2 tHe mix arict for fitan uiopt imii se d cat t V
arrangement . The 1 rliser was t psI ed us ing o0fier gas lITi x L?; aria d i il w s found I t t I ti d i i 1chitirge
was stable frTr mo!;t tas mixes tried irrI:ludiIFir tIhose with high LIIZ (orrt'eItrta t oss a I' 'IT' .I>

Dl ofsr' IT rtj v\ ofI u i1' 4 . 6 'itt

Pr e i orii is o r IT Of, t tn

Cav it>y f engt h
ira ta i nf I tn ri t d 1 8 1iii
tint ined 15 C Frt

Peak power 2010 kW
Pulse S rl'pr if'y 1f8 fit
Max I tiltm p s f s 1'ate 7tT It7
O pI i ntm opt m rat iiq v of lta e 1(f kI
Inpuf eIter-ry terns I leof 100- 57l) ,J I
Wallj I uIt1 off Iiit'sI c' 25

1 [ I FI I t I, (I IT r ', ft• t ' I If i o 1 f; Ir (f ;IC i f lo w .

I aft h I 1 . I rse I 'ip)ft ' I f I r-f I i rtit.
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In this form the laser wla's used to invest igate two photon abssorpt tori in IiSb arnd a report

of this work will appear elsewhere.

All Solid State Driver techniigOes

Experimental Details

As mentioned above it was decided to investigate all solid state drivers becausife of
their potential longlife aiid cheapness compared tuoonvent io a I thy rat ron and 1{V PSIJ
drivers. They are also more resistant to large reverse currents than the convent ional
ci rcu it. Ferrite cores were chosen for the satu rat i [ig itduc tors because thet aore read i I
available and have lower losses than the alternat ive amoajhouis metal cores. The design af
the cores was based on the h-core design of Baker et al.

A simpI i f ied c i rcu i t i s shown in Fi g . 8 , where 1 52 , 5 3 a re t he sa t Ura t rig in odu t o rs
the circuit uses demand charging to resonantly charge Cs.tore which is then dIscharged
through the high voltage transf ormer into ('1. S1 is designed to saturate whefi C1 is ftu ly
charged, enabling C71 to charge F72 through SI in a time fl = T(Sl (sat; x C2 2;.. When faUly
charged, 52 then switches enabling C3 to charge up. When C13 is fullt charged, 53 satuIate.s
enabl ing C73 to discharge itito the Iotad. For pulse compr'esron to occur at eacht at the
stages S o(sat) > 52(sat) > S3(sat).

B e a a I tos

Figs. 9-12 show the change in t he voltage pulse Os it proqressive lI paspI ;e ; down the
high voltage ci rcuit at C1 -C 5 and t he laser head respect i ve I y . A Sa m ars r t hipe eFfect Of
the various stages is given in fable 4.

Stagelse FRWt at it F finicleui'\

Transformer 6 u5 - 70%o

51 2. 5 Ua 2.6 96%,,

S2 0.L8 S 2.9 7

IS 0.2 pS 4 'a}

a nr I n des e t Pff c t of peak i n q c an p a c it o r

IatitIe 4. C'ompress lori Stage Pnrf'orrtirtce.

A compariston with the convent ional I , P513 and thyratrori t ech[itigque as a funict itOnt of
stored energy is hiowtr in F iq. I 3. is ing the sol id state driver the laser has beenr
successfully run at a PRE of 70( tlz, I aited by tte gas flow, and the puttser has been
tested intoi a resoist t 1e load at PRFI 'S ip to 500 Hz with no obvious; protlePns.

D i scUas ion

F rom F ig. 15 we see that the voitpt)it from the magnetic system is mort dependent oar the
stored energy than the rconvent onanI dtischirge techniique. [his is because thi effic i'enc
Of the compressor sttanges falls away guite rapidly when they art' Operated awa( front t heti
dtesigui specitfication. [he magnetic pulse compressors were found to he beltween 7 5r% and 96'
' fft i c ent, rdepetdi trig otn the sta (te. wth i ast I tie hi gh voI t aige t rans formic r watt oan y I 7(1%
e ft if tel I . These va lues are not the ops i t im .ui particularly for the trant ;for- r sitage, which
is cu r rent I y be inrg r eYes igried arnd art effit'iency if - 96% should t te fetas; ) t le(, for t IIs
at t qge . Btiker et a I. Found that the slow ris frig edige oft thbe vo I t aTie pt t U e c r eat t' d
prr)b I em s wi f h fhi r t;pa rk pr e ort i tsa t i ort system I tad i ntg to ditscuhia rge tinifn rtti it, ptr tftt m,3s
ttowe ve r. we ha vep found that using the corona tt t hniqi e oiit 1 ne abr ve, rio problems coho v C si
far ar isen. It is noti c'eable that t h i a) I !;o I td s tot e dtr i vetr ttaj; the ttat re pf ifi'M' cv it;
the convertiorati O ta P51 and thyt at ron ci rrcii t for on triptit etierlý) of 1.4 J, dleFpi t e ttI'e
I ; sfs's in the cir citt I t' I enliert f s. This suttgges ; s I ha t ei ,tie Ihe hi' I s e r pit I si' f rom t tif' i II
sit I I d s fat te dr i ve r t tit ip I ' pll i nit ti t hte latte r hetid t ic rt e ef f i c i ciit it t iht I t' v rat ron
iti r ive'd 'J l Ise o r t that f or tIe i fti aI t t titer dtI si' hairge q(- vi t 1 h Li; c , P lPt' I N r gie I thi at r or)

duiqc-harge v\olime repr P tuS a ssigni t rcanrt e eri' lovss flts qaS cI I rrent 1 I riring

It1 v e stt Ig at ep i

F'lit t io t It o n

Fuor t ie tatser heaiud t it oder rc)rn; i 'drat ion , the t ciro titi i 1)re IotIrt !tt i ll Iti ' hnl1 Itl1' w;tiý I' ;f'O
over t he s I i di rig spar k aril t•tI'm • t t o r fir I ectnirI glet; tiu t';t it;P ftt I t a ; I I I I It , t1 i , I ItIP

re tI h In p re p at i r tt t o nt s i trip I y . An all so I i d st ate dcr ive r i' i rit t I art j t; dptuti;tri ;i t (-u t o
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70 Hz on the laser head with an ef ( ilercy e( uivalent to thalt of the Cir1venrt 1u, Il\ M L P J
and thyrat ron pulser s, ste r.

F U IU re d e 1 eI )men ts w i I I inrrorporate t hene d e ; i e, i ;i a sea I oIl hi qh repel i I In F.; I
a se r.
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TE Co. LASER DFVPLOPMENT AT THE DEFENCE RESEARCH ESTABLISHMENT, VALCARTIER

Paul Pace, Pierre Mathieu and Silvester Wong

Defence Research Establishment Valcartier
P.O. Box 8800, Courcelette, P.O., GOA IPO

Abstract

This paper presents a summary of results achieved in the development of TE CO. lasers
sources. Sealinq techniques (catalysts), frequency amility, graded reflectivity optics,
miniaturization, and mode selectioi will be Iiscussed. An indication o" future research
areas will also he discussed.

Introduction

This overview summarizes the work carried out at the Defence Research Establishment
Valcartier during the past several years concerning the development and study of CO 2
lasers. These lasers have been developed for transmitters in coherent detection radar
systems as well as miniature rangefinder systems and various other applications involvinq
pulsed and CW CO 2 lasers. The studies have included the investigation of lifetime charac-
teristics, frequency stabilization, sealing techniques, beam quality, pulse characteristics
and waveguide laser development.

Unstable Resonators with Graded Reflectivity tVirrors

To improve the near-field beam quality and other drawbacks to standard unstahle
resonator CO 2 lasers, DREV has investigated the use of graded reflectivity mirrors in a
Cassegrain resonator. 1 This allows the production of a fundamental transverse mode of
large cross-sectional area. For the preliminary investigations, the test laser had a 50-cm
long optical cavity and a 2 x 2 x 30 cm3 TE-CO? main section. The unstable resonator
configuration used mirrors with a Gaussian reflectivity profile and a magnification of 1.2.
It was found that in a full-anmle beam divergence of 1.3 mrad, the gaussian mirror system
contained 70% of the total laser output while only 30% was obtained for a conventional
unstable resonator and only 3% for a stable resonator was measured. By usinrT injection-
locking techniques or hy using a short-laser cavity, single-mode operation has been
achieved. Using heterodyne detection, "chirp" rates as low as 60 kHz/ljs 2 have been
measure . These low "chirp" rates are a result of having a large laser mode. 2 Also, it
is expected that a pulse-to-pulse frequency instability of 500 kHz can be obtained. There-
fore, this laser source can produce an output with almost all the desired characteristics
for a laser radar transmitter and it may also be useful in applications involvinq velocity
measurements.

Catalyst in CO. Lasers

About 10 years aco, DREV supported the industrial development of a TEA-CO 2 laser using a
hot-platinum catalyst to minimize gas consumption. Although beinq very effective, large
amounts of power were required to heat the catalyst and then cool the nas after it had been
in contact with the hot platinum. More recently, we have developed a catalyst consisting
of stannic oxide and noble metals. 3 The use of catalysts based on SnO 2 was first reported
in the United Kingdom in 1983. 4 Tests have also been carried out by GEC Avionics where an
SnO 2 catalyst on a monolith gave more than 5 x 107 pulsed at a 30-Hz pulse repetition rate
in a TEA-CO 2 laser. NASA Lanqley Research Center has also tested a Pt-SnO2 catalyst in a
commercial TEA-CO 2 laser with excellent results.

We have also developed and evaluated SnO 2 catalysts as well as bimetal and trimetal
materials. Efficiencies 2-3 times greater were found for the bimetal and trimetal product
over the monometal catalyst. Several experiments have been carried out in which the
catalyst powder was contained in the hollow centres of sintered stainless-steel filter
elements and placed in miniature TEA-CO 2 lasers. With no forced aas circulation, it was
found that 5 a of catalyst were required to maintain the lasers output at 90% of its
original value at a pulse repetition rate of I Hz over 106 pulses. More recently, we have
carried out the experiments in a modified Lumonics A20 TEA-CO 2 laser. The laser was
capable of onerating at an output level of # I J/pulse and at a nulse repetition rate of
50 Hz. For the initial experiments, 15 q of catalyst were placed in the stainless-steel
elements and then mounted in the laser enclosure in direct contact with the hinh-speed
transverse eas flow. No additional heatino or oas circulation was provided. The results
of a typical experiment are shown in Fimure 1. Tests have also been carried out to more
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than 2 x 106 pulses over a period of three Iays. It was noticeo that there was almost a
complete recombination of the dissociation products durinq the 16 hours that the laser was
off overnight. It is therefore feasible to considerably -?'uce the gas consumption of a
commercial laser using moderate amounts of catalyst. ThiF would obviously have an imnact
in the operating and maintenance cost of these lasers.

100
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S70
w
> -a- WITH FLOW

4 60 -- NO CATALYST
W - WITH CATALYST

50

40-

0 200000 400000 600000 800000

NUMBER OF PULSES

Figure 1. Relative Laser Output VS Number of Pulses "With Flow" indicated a 'make-up' flow
of 14 i/min. The laser was completely sealed for test with the catalyst

Injection Locking and Mode Selection in TEA-CO2 Lasers

In the past, DREV has devoted a considerable effort to the development of frequency
stabilized sources for applications involving heterodyne detection methods. Theoretical as
well as experimental studies have been performed in the areas of injection and mode
selection in TEA-CO2 lasers for stable, unstable and varial le reflectivity unstable
resonators. Models based on the competition between the injected signal and spontaneous
emission have been developed to describe the transient evolution of the different field
amplitudes and phases together with their effect on the inversion. 5

Results have been obtained over a wide range of injection levels, detuning frequencies
and resonator types.

The results indicate three zones of operation: a frequency-locking zone, a
mode-selection zone and a region were the injected signal has no effect. It has been found
that, because of the transient nature of the TEA laser, a competition between the noise and
the injected signal takes place and a pulling of the injected signal carrier frequency
toward the resonator mode frequency occurs. The competition between the noise and the
injected signal will determine which one will grow more rapidly and depopulate the active
medium. The noise amplitude is generally much weaker than the injection level although its
effective gain is higher. The injection field is stronger, but its net gain is smaller
because it suffers a phase change through each cavity transit and therefore it is no lonqer
in phase with the original injection frequency. Depending upon the injection level and
cavity detuning, either the noise or the injection signal will reach saturation first.
Thus we must have high injection levels and small cavity detuning to obtain the desired
result. Also, the time-varying phase experienced by the injection signal becomes a
frequency modulation that pulls the frequency of the field toward that of the nearest
resonator mode.

Experiments have been performed with several, different TEA-CO 2 lasers. The latest
version was based on a modified Lumonics R20 laser that produced an output of 1 J/pulse at
a 50 Hz repetition rate. An optimized, variable-reflectivity unstable resonator was used
in these experiments. A typical result for this as well as other systems is shown in
Figure 2. The ordinate represents the difference between the TEA-laser-pulse frequency and
the local-oscillator frequency and the abscissa shows the resonator-modle frequency. Zones
of single-mode operation are shown for two different injection levels.
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As can be seen from Figure 2, the cavity frequency and3 the heterodyne frequency are
linearly related with unity slope. Therefore, the frequency of the TFA nluise follows that
of the TEA resonator inside as well as outside the sinnle-mode zone. ý'r all in~er-tion
levels investigated, the TFA pulse is influenced by the injectinn signal, b1ut it- Frequency
is that of the cavity mode and not that of the injection signal. The Frequency lnckini
range could not he studied experimentally because of the resolution -' the -quipment.

Another observation is the assymetry of the mode selection range about the zern-heat
frequency. We believe that this can be explained from a chirp cause by the decreasing
electrons density during the tail of the excitation pulse. This effect has been explainedl
by Willets and Harris. 2 This chirp occurs during the time when there is a competition
between the noise and the injected signal and results in the TPA laser frequency being
lower than that of the injection signal.
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Figure 2. Experimental plot between the TEA laser pulse and a local oscillator as a

function of the relative cavity detuninq frequency

Miniature Sealed CO 2 Lasers

Several applications have been envisaged for small, sealed and portable CO2 lasers. The
most prevalent at the present time are target designation and rangefinding. These
applications pose some unique and challenging requirements on the laser design. These
volume efficient lasers must maximize optical peak power while at the same time optimizing
the pulse shapes to conform with the optical detection system in use. Typically, optical
pulse widths are in the range from 35-70 ns with rise times less than 25 ns. The exact
shape of the pulse is also important. Pulses with a minimum tail duration are renuired if
we wish to reduce the short range hackscatter. The laser must also operate in sealed-off
conditions for several million pulses.

In the design of a laser that will be used in a transportable apparatus, several factors
have to be addressed. A significant effort was placed on the development of a modular
system, economic construction, ruuqed and reliable nerformance, a wide temperature ranoe of
operation and resistance to harsh environmental conditions. The laser discharge was based
on the standard technique or capacitive corona nreionization. We used nickel electrodes
defining a discharge volume of about 0.6 x 0.6 x 13 cm3 . The electrodes were profiled to
give a uniform discharge. The laser resonator was formed using a total reflector and a
partially transmittina output coupler separated by about 20 cm. The total reflector is a
gold-on-copper lesign with a radius of curvature of 10 m. The output coupler was flat
germanium window with a reflectivity of about 70ý. The entire electrode structure and
preionization were mounted inside a stainless-steeL box of dimenqions 5 X 4 x 20 cm 3 . A
catalyst was also included to promote long operational lifetimes. The stainless-steel box
was designed in two sections. It was laser welded after the electrodes and catalyst were
inserted. The high voltage electrical feed through was also welded to the laser enclosure.
Finally, the laser mirror and output coupler were hard sealerd to the enclosure using a
low-temperature soldering technique.
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To simplify construction and reduce the overall complexity of the laser we have used a
pressure-relay initiated discharge system. The PFN consist of an energy storage capacitor
(> 2 nF) and the relay. The capacitor is charged to voltaqes of about 20 kV by a switching
supply operating in the demand recharge mode.

The laser produced output powers of about 100 mJ when operated at atmospheric pressure
with a mixture IHe:N 2 :CO 2 =50:10:40. A low concentration of the N 2 was used to reduce the
duration of the pulse tail. Beam divergence was measured to be about 5 mrad and the FW}lIM
of the initial output spike was 37 ns. Operation to over a million pulses has been
obtained and shelf life of six months has been demonstrated. The tests on storaqe
lifetimes is continuing.

Supra-Atmospheric CO 2 -TE Lasers and Frequency Conversion by
Stimulated Raman Scattering and Four-Waves Mixing

Frequency agile laser sources are needed for remote detection o' atmospheric pollutants
and qases,for laser photochemistry, for isotope separation and for military applications.
In most of these applications, narrow-bandwidth high-energy output at the resondnce
vibrational frequency of selected molecules are needed. The spectral region of interest is
roughly the 2 to 10 pm band. Since the different molecular lasers (CO 2 , CO, HP, DF) cover
only a relatively small portion of this band, methods have to be devleoped to increase the
spectral coverage. Nonlinear-ontical methods (harmonic generation, parametric mixina,
stimulated Raman scattering) can be used but much work is still needed in order to fulfill
the requirements.

Because of its high efficiency and relatively broad gain-bandwidth, the CO 2 laser is one
of the best pump source for frequency conversion. On the one hand, high conversion
efficiency (> 30%) have been achieved by stimulated rotational Raman scattering in H2 and
D2 by using multiple pass cells. 6 Output in the 13 to 18 and 11 to 14 pm band was thus
achieved. On the other hand, resonant and near resonant pumping by a CO 2 laser of molecu-
lar gases like NH3 , CF4, CH 3 F, OCS, C2 D2 and their different isotopic species has led to a
large number of discrete laser lines in the 10 to 20 pm band. 7 Particularly interesting
are the recently observed effects in NH 3 and CH 3 F in which four-wave mixing was demon-
strated. In these experiments the absorption of one pump photon nearly resonant with an P
branch absorption line led to the simultaneous emission of two rotationnal transition
photon in the far infrared (FIR) and a P branch photon in the mid infrared (r!IP). 8-9
Since at the end of this process the molecule is in the same energy level as at the
beginning, no saturation or depletion of the molecular levels is observed. This may lead
to very high-efficiency conversion of the pump photons at hinh power levels.

If any of the frequency conversion technique, and particularly the last one, can provide
an efficiency of 50W or more, then it could probably be a basis for a "beam-cleanup"
system. In such a system, a poor-quality beam, but high-power pump pulse is frequency
converted to a high-spatial-quality output beam. Raman "beam-cleanup" systems have been
shown usefull for improving the output of excimer laser systems. 10 They could also he
usefull for improving the beam quality of large aperture high energy C0 2 -TEA lasers.
Theoretical as well as experimental studies are needed to investigate the possibility of
using the four-wave-mixing technique for beam "clean-up" systems in the infrared.

If any of the frequency conversion techniques we have discussed, the tunabilitv of the
pump source is of prime importance. For this reason the sup ra-atmospheric pressure, CO 2 -TE
laser has proved to be the most versatile mump source. iI Work at DREV on this type of
source goes back to the mid 1970's. 12 More recently we have built a supra-atmospheric
pressure CO TE laser of a modern design which produces up to 1.2 J pulses in 50 nsec from
a 1 x 1 x ý5 cm3 , 12 atmosphere gain section. This laser is now being fitted with a 6X
telescopic resonator and a 100 mm wide grating to produce narrow-band (.03 cm- 1 ) = 400 mJ
pulses tunable over about 60 cm- 1 in the 9.2 to 10.8 pm band. It will be used to investi-
gate the possibility of efficient frequency conversion and "beam-clearup" by nearly
resonant four-waves mixing in molecular gases.

Discussion

During the past several year, DREV has placed a considerable effort on the development
of CO 2 laser technology. Developments such as the TEA laser, miniature laser teciioloclv,
graded reflectivity mirrors, frequency control techniques, sealina and catalyst technology
as well as a general understanding of CO 2 laser physics has been the result of the pro-
gramme. At the present time, CO, laser technology is reaching a mature st-•c 'f it-c lnl-
opmenf . As a result we arc uow :LurfL.i4 tLC ý'Iý Odi OL L L, inito othier wavehandjs of
interest. Nevertheless, work is continuing in the development of high-power and hibh nulse
repetition-rate waveguide CO 2 lasers. Pulse rates approaching 30 k~lz are nossible with
average output enerqies approachina 1 kW.
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It is hoped that this innovative technology will help to provide solutions to many
scientific, industrial and military needs.
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ULTRASTABLE CARBON DIOXIDE (CO2) LASERS*

Charles Freed
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Abstract

This paper reviews the spectral purity, frequency stability and long-term stabilization of CO2

isotope lasers developed at MIT Lincoln Laboratory. Extremely high spectral purity and short-term
stability of less than 1.5 x 10-"3 have been achieved and will be discussed. A long-term

stabilization technique, which was used to line-center lock any regular or hot-band CO2 isotope laser
transition, is described. A brief description on using CO2 lasers as secondary frequency standards is
also given.

Spectral purity and short-term stability

The theoretical linewidth of a laser above threshold was first derived by Schawlow and Townes'
as:

smhf f 2
Af = p 0 (Q) (1)

P e
0 c

where Af is the full width between half-power points of the laser output (FWHM); a, h, fo, Po, and

Qc denote the population inversion parameter, Planck's constant, the center frequency, power output
and "cold" cavity Q of the laser, respectively.

In a well designed small C02 laser the "cold" cavity Q is given by:

27iLf
o (2)

Qc cT
r

where L, c, Tr denote the cavity length, velocity of light and mirror transmission,
respectively (diffraction losses are usually negligible compared to output coupling loss). In a small
CO 2 laser with L = 50 cm, Tr = 5%, Qc is of the order of 107; thus for a typical power output of 1
to 10 Watts (which is easily obtainable with a small TEMooq mode C02 laser) the quantum nhase noise
limited linewidth is less than 10-6 Hz.

In actual practice, however, so-called "technical" noise sources dominate
2

,
3 

over the quantum
phase noise limited Schawlow-Townes linewidth. Examples of technical noise sources are acoustic and
structure-born vibrations, power supply ripple and noise, etc. These can cause frequency
instabilities by perturbing the effective cavity resonance via the sum of fractional changes in the
refractive index n and the cavity length L.

A f (An AL (3)
n L
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As an txample, a chang- of only 10-' Angstrom, about 1/1000 of' the hydrogen atomic diame-te-ýr, in a
50 cm long CO2 laser cavity will cause a frequency shift of approximatc-Iy 6 Hz. A b Hz vari ition 1r.
the approximately 3 x 0" Hz frequency of CO, lasers corresponds to a frractionai instability of 2 x
10-13. A frequency stability at least as good as 2 C 10-•' is impl•, i Fig. 1, ,hiocf snows the real
time power spectrum of the beat signal between two ftte running lasers, designed ;ard buil t 3t i'!"
Lincoln Lanoratory. The frequency scale ii Fig. I is 500 Hz/cm, indicating that the optical
frequencies of the two lasers producing the beat note were offset by less than 3 x 10 Hz. The
discrete modulation side-bands were primarily due to line frequency harmonics, fan noise and s1ow
drift; however, each spectral line was generally within the 10 Hz resolution bandwidth of the spectrum,
analyzer. The measurement of the spectral width was limited to 10 Hz resolution by the 0.1 s
observation time set by instrumentation and not by the laser stability itself.

Laser stabilities are most conveniently measured by heterodyning two lasers, as is shown in Fig.
1
; 1w-v-r, the results are not altogether foolproof because the disturbances causing frequency jitter

of the lasers may be at least partiaily ccrrelated. In an optical radar one may compare the laser
with its own output delayed by the round trip time to and from the target. Hence, effects due to
disturbances with correlation times less than the round trip time of the transmitted signal will be
included in the measured beat note spectrum.

Figure 2 shows a greatly simplified block diagram of a 10.6 Wm laser radar at the MIT Lincoln
Laboratory Firepond Facility',' in Wpstford, Massachusetts. In Fig. 2 wavy and solid lines denote
optical and electrical signal paths, respectively. The 0.5 meter local and the 1 .5 meter power
oscillators were designed and constructed at Lincoln Laboratory2

',
6

. The higher power oscillator was
phase-locked to the local oscillator with a fixed 10 MHz frequency offset between the two lasers.

The frequency stability of the C02 laser radar facility at Firepond was verified from
observations on GEOS-III, a NASA geodetic satellite equipped with an IRTRAN II solid cube corner
retro-reflector. Radar returns from GEOS-I1I have been used to determine the radial velocity of the
satellite using Doppler measurements, and to set an upper bound to the laser oscillator instability 7

.
During these measurements the satellite range was 1063 km, which corresponds to a round-trip signal
travel time of 7.09 milliseconds (ms). During these measurements the constant frequency, amplified
C02 laser output signal was chopped by means of a duplexer so that a 25% duty cycle pulse train
consisting of 4 ms duration pulses 16 ms apart was transmitted to the orbiting satellite.

The spectra that result from a radio frequency (R.F.) test signal of 4 ms duration processed in
the same manner as the optical radar data are shown in Fig. 3. In Fig. 3, the horizontal rows
simulate logarithmic displays of the power spectra of a consecutive sequence of radar return signals;
this type of display is the Doppler-time-intensity (DTI) plot in radar terminology. The sine'
function shape or the spectra due to the 4 ms pulse duration is quite evident. The average spectral
width 10 db below the peak is 383 Hz, and the standard deviation of the spectral width is 5 Hz.

Figure 4 shows the DTI plot of the actual CO2 radar signal return from GEOS-III at a 1063 km
range. Notice the striking similarity to the simulated DTI plot in Fig. 3, which was obtained from a
high quality frequency synthesizer (that was also part of the radar receiver). A comparison of
Figures 3 and 4 shows that the -10 db average spectral width of the radar return signal broadened from
383 to 399 Hz and the standard deviation of this spectral width increased from 5 to 18.5 Hz. These
figures thus indicate that the short-term stability of the entire CO, radar system, including round
trip propagation effects caused by fluctuations in the atmosphere, was better than 1.5 x 10-l3 for the
7.09 ms roundtrip time duration.

Figure 4 also shows that the standard deviation of pulse-to-pulse centroid jitter of the spectra
was 117 Hz during the test run. No effort was made to line-center stabilize either one of the lasers
since the longterm stability of the free-running laser was more than adequate for typical optical
radar applications. However, as mentioned previously (see Fig. 2) the power oscillptor was
phase-locked to the local oscillator with a fixed 10 MHz frequency offset between the two lasers.
Figure 5 shows the real time power spectrum of the beatnote of the two phase-locked lasers. Note that
the horizontal scale is only 2 x 10-2 Hz/division and the vertical scale is logarithmic, with 12.5
db/division. Figure 5 indicates that the jpectral width of the beatnote was only 9 x 10-3 Hz at 60 db
below the peak. This implies that the full spectral width between the half maximum points (FWHM
bandwidth) was only about 9 x 10-6 Hz. It took 26.67 minutes of measurement time to obtain just a
single scan with the frequency resolution of Fig. 5. Since tracking even by a very good servo system
would still be limited by qontum phase noise, the narrow linewidth in Fig. 5 is an indirect, but
clear confirmation of the high spectral purity of CO, lasers, as predicted by the Schawlow-Townes
formula.
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Laser design

Figure 6 illustrates the most basic CO2 laser structure developed at MIT Lincoln Laboratory',6
about twenty years ago. In order to achieve maximum open loop stability, , very rigid optical ravity
design was chosen, which utilized stable materials. Four thermally, magnetically, and acoustically
shielded low expansion superinvar rods define the mirror spacing of the optical cavity. The mirrors
are internal to the vacuum envelope, and are rigidly attached to the composite granite and stainless
steel mirror holders bolted to the four invar rods. In spite of the rigid structure, LYie laser design
is entirely modular, and can be rapidly disassembled and reassembled; mirrors may be interchanged, and
mirror holders can be replaced by piezoelectric and grating controlled tuners. It should be noted
that the philosophy and many other aspects of the stable CO2 laser design may be easily traced back to
the original He-Ne laser design of A. Javan.

Figure 7 shows a 1.5 m piezoelectrically tunable laser which is offset-locked to a 0.5 m local
oscillator reference in the coherent CO2 radar at the Firepond facility of Lincoln Laboratory.

Figure 8 illustrates a grating controlled, stable, TEMooq mode laser. Many variants of these
basic designs exist both at Lincoln Laboratory and elsewhere. This particular unit was built for high
power applications, such as optical pumping and frequency shifting. The first order reflection of the
grating was coupled through a partially reflecting output mirror. For heterodyne spectroscopy,
zero-order output coupling is preferable. Some of the lasers also have short internal absorption
cells, which may be utilized either for frequency stabilization or for very stable high repetition
rate passive Q-switching.

Long-term, line-center stabilization of CO, lasers

The width of the Doppler broadened gain profile of a CO2 laser is about 53 MHz. Thus the CO2
laser may operate anywhere up to at least tens of MHz away from the center frequency of the
oscillating transition. In many applications it is therefore desirable to find a narrow reference
line within the operating frequency range of the laser and lock to this reference. Attempts to use
CO2 itself as a reference via either the Lamb dip or the inverted Lamb-dip techniques

8 
yielded rather

poor results due to the fact that the lower state vibration-rotational levels of the CO2 laser
transitions do not belong to the ground state, and therefore the absorption coefficient of low
pressure room temperature CO2 at 10 Wm is very low. This in turn will cause difficulty in the
observation and utilization of the inverted Lamb-dip resonance directly in the full power output of
the CO2 laser. These difficulties were overcome at Lincoln Laboratory in 1970, when it was
demonstrated9 that the standing wave saturation effect can also be detected by observing the change in
the intensity of the 4.3 jim spontaneous fluorescence emission over th- entire (001) - (000) transition
band as the laser frequency is tuned across the Doppler profile of the corresponding 10 pm absorption
line. The change in the entire band is due to the fact that radiation-induced change in the
population of an individual rotational level is accompanied by a change in the populations of all
rotational levels of the same vibrational state; this is caused by the coupling among the rotational
levels, which tends to maintain a thermal population distribution. Figure 9 graphically illustrates
the experimental arrangement in which low pressure, room temperature CO2, serving as the saturable
absorber, is subjected to the standing wave laser field generated in a stabilizing cell placed either
internal or external to the laser cavity, with the laser oscillating in any preselected (0001) regular
or (0111) hot band transition. In the vicinity of the absorption line center a resonant change in the
4.3 pm fluorescense signal appears which is analoguous to a Lamb-dip.

Figure 10 illustrates the Lamb-dip like appearance of the resonant change in the 4.3 Pm
fluorescence signal as the laser is slowly tuned in frequency. By applying a small frequency
modulation to the laser as it is tuned in the vicinity of the absorption line center, the derivative
of the 4.3 pm signal is obtained, as illustrated in Fig. 11. The 4.3 pm derivative signal in Cig. 11
was obtained by applying a ±100 kHz frequency modulation to the laser at a 260 Hz rate. 1.75 W of the
laser's output was directed into an external stabilization cell which was filled to a pressure of
0.034 Torr with pure room temperature CO2. It is a straightforward procedure to line-center stabilize
a CO2 laser by using the 4.3 pm derivative signal as a frequency discriminant in conjunction with a
phase sensitive detector. Any deviation from the center frequency of the lasing transition yields a
positive, or negative, phase sensitive detector output voltage which is then utilized as a feedback
signal in a servo-lo~p to obtain the long-term frequency stabilization of the laser output."- 0

Figure 12 shows the block-diagram of a two-channel heterodyne calibration system in which two low
pressure, room temperature CO2 gas cells external to the lasers were used to line-center stabilize two
grating controlled stable lasers filled sequentially with 9 different CO2 isotopic species.
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Figure 13 shows a photograph of the optical portion of the two-channel hetrodyrfe '.,litior
system which was instrumental in obtaining the absolute frequencies, band centers, and rutt i,)nai
constants of the nine CO. isotopic species" during the last few years. In essence, optical
heterodyne techniques were used to generate and accurately measure with frequency counters over nine
hundred beatnotes between pairs of line-center stabilized grating controlled C0, isotop, lasers.

The spectrum analyzer display of a typical beritnotl is shown in Fig. 14. Note triat the S/N ratio
is greater than 50 db at the 24.4 GHz 'eat frequency of the two laser transitions.

Figure 15 illustrates the time domain frequency stability that has been routinely ac(hieved with
the two-channel heterodyne calibration system using the 4.3 cm fluorescence stabilization technique."
The open and filled circles represent two separate measurement sequences of the Allan Variance of the

frequency stability

M

oy(I) = 1 1 (Y 2 () )
y 2M j=1 ,

Each measurement consisted of M=50 consecutive samples for a sample time duration (observation tim-)
of T seconds. Figure 15 shows that oy < 2x10-1 2 has been achieved for Pz1Os, which means that a
frequency measurement precision of about 50 Hz may be readily achieved within a few minutes.

The triangular symbols in Fig. 15 represent the frequency stability of a Hewlett-Packard (HP)
model 5061 cesium atomic frequency standard as specified in the 1987 HP catalog. Clearly, the
frequency stabilities of the CO2 and the cesium stabilized systems shown in Fig. 15 •re about the
same.

The upper bound short-term stabilities, as measured in the laboratory (see Fig. 1) and determined
from CO2 radar returns at the MIT Lincoln Laboratory Firepond facility (see Fig. 4) are also indicated
by the two crossed circle symbols in the lower left corner of Fig. 15. It is quite obvious that at
least two to three orders of magnitude better short-term stabilities have been achieved in a CO2 radar
compared to Microwave Systems.

The frequency reproducibility of the two-channel, line-center stabilized CO2 heterodyne
calibration system is indicated in Fig. 16, which shows a so-called "drift-run" taken over an 8/12
hour period beginning at 1 p.m. The frequency stability measurement apparatus was fully automatic' 2

and continued to take, compute and record the beat frequency data of the two line-center stabilized
CO2 isotope lasers even after about 5 p.m. when everybody left the laboratory. Approximately 100
seconds apart a data point was printed out which represented the deviation from the beat frequency
which was averaged over 8 1/2 hours. A measurement time of T=1Os and 14=8 samples were used for each
data point, yielding a measurement accuracy much better than the approximately ±1 kHz peak frequency
deviation observable in Fig. 16. Most probably this frequency drift was caused by small voltage
offset errors in the phase sensitive detector driven servo amplifier outputs which controlled the
piezoelectrically tunable laser mirrors. Since 500 volts was required to tune the laser one
longitudinal mode spacing of 100 MHz, an output voltage error of t2.5 mV in each channel was
sufficient to cause the ±1 kHz peak frequency deviation observable in Fig. 16. By monitoring the
piezoelectric drive voltage with the input to the lock-in amplifier terminated in 50 Q (instead of
connected to the InSn 4.3 pm fluorescence detector) it was detemined that slow output voltage drifts
of up to ±2.5 mV were indeed present in the electronics, which correspond to ±5 ppm drifts in the
output. Note, that no special precautions were taken to protect either the lasers or the associated
electronic circuitry from the temperature fluctuations in the laboratory which were rather significant
(± several OC). Substantial improvements are possible with more up-to-date electronics and
temperature controlled environment; these would indeed become necessary if the emphasis would change
toward the creation of a primary frequency standard.

Perhaps the greatest advantage of the 4.3 pm fluorescence stabilization method is that it
automatically provides . nearly perfect coincidence between the lasing medium's gain profile and the
resonance of the saturable absorber, since they both utilize the same molecule, CO2. Thus every P and
R transition of the (00O1)-I and -Il regular bands and the (01'1) hot band may be line-center locked
utilizing the same stabilization cell and gas fill. Furthermore, the saturation resonance is detected
separately at the 4.3 wm fluorescence band and not as a fractional change in the much higher power
laser radiation at 10 Lm. At 4.3 wm, InSn photovoltaic detectors are available which can provide very
high, background limited sensitivity.
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CO. isotope lasers as secondary frequerncy standards

In CO2 molecular lasers transitions occur between two vibratioral states. rirce -, 1 cc.t1ona

state has a whole set of rotational levels, a very large number of laser lines, eacn w tri a ii <',crint

frequency (wavelength) can be generated. Moreover, isotopic substitution of the xvg-r, (-/rrbon

atoms make 18 different isotopic combinations possible for the CO2 molecle. Approximat ly o to i5C
regular band lasing transitions may be generated for each of the COU isotopic species. By u1ng
optical heterodyne techniques, the beat frequencies between laser transitions of inaiviluaily ilne,-
center stabilized isotopic CO2 laser pairs were accurately measured. As a result, the -absoute
frequencies, vacuum wavenumbers, band c~nte.s, and ro-vibrational constants for CI

2
2E' 2 , 13 c16 ,

I
3
C'102, I

2
C1 8

02 1201702, 1601cIo, IO1cISo, 1C'60,2 and "C"'0 2 ,have beun simulturinously
calculated from well over 900 beat frequency measurements." The accuracies of these frequency
determinations are, for the majority of the transitions, within about 5 KHz relative to trhe primary _s
frequency standard. Consequently, in the 8.9-12.3 um wavelength region linu-center stabilized 202

isotope lasers can be conveniently used as secondary frequency standards. One can also utilizc
difference frequencies and harmonics of CO, lasing transitions to synthesize precisely known reference
lines well beyond the 8.9-12.3 pm range. Figure 17 graphically illustrates the frequency dnd
wavelength domain of the nine CO2 isotopic species which were measured to date. 4r,1 60 extends the
wavelength range to well beyond 12 pm, while 1

2
C8()0 transitions reach below 9im.

In yet another project at MIT Lincoln Laboratory the equivalent of a programmable, and highly

accurate infrared synthesizer was developed'" as shown in Fig. 18.

The synthesizer output is derived from a lead-salt tunable diode laser (TDL); a small portion of

the TDL output is heterodyned against a line-center stabilized grating controlled CO (or CC)
molecular laser. The beatnote of the two lasers is detected by a high speed HgCdTe (varactor)
photodiode. The detected beat frequency, which is generally in the 0 to 18 GHz range is further
heterodyned to some convenient intermediate frequency (I.F.) using readily available commercial
R.F./microwave frequency synthesizers and wide-band double balanced mixers. The 1.F. output is
amplified and amplitude limited by means of low-noise, wide-band amplifiers and limiters. The limiter
output is, in turn, used as input to a wide-band, delay-line type frequency discriminator (200 to 600
MHz typical bandwidth). The output of the frequency discriminator is further amplified by means of a
servo amplifier/integrator, the output of which is then used to control the current which determines
the output frequency of the TDL. By closing the servoloop in this fashion the TDL output is frequency
offset-locked to the combination of CO, (or CO) laser, R.F./microwave synthesizer, and the
center-frequency of the wideband I.F. discriminator which is monitored by a frequetcy counter. The
entire infrared synthesizer system shown in Fig. 18 is controlled by a computer. If, for instance,
the microwave synthesizer is frequency swept under computer control, the I.R. output frequency of the
TDL would be swept too in synchronism with the microwave synthesizer, since the frequency
offset-locking servoloop forces the TDL output to maintain the frequency relationship

fTDL f C02/CO ± f synthesizer ± fI.F. counter (5)

In Eq. (5) above, the frequency of the R.F./microwave synthesizer is predetermined by the operator or
computer program, the I.F. frequency is very accurately measured (and averaged if so desired) even in
the presence of appreciable freqency modulation (which may be necessary in order to line-center lock
either or both lasers); thus the absolute accuracy of the TDL output frequency, fTPL will, to a very
large degree, depend on the absolute accuracy, resettability and long term stability of the reference
laser(s). The most accurate results obtained to date were aý,iieved with the use of C02 reference
lasers.

Conclusions

C02 lasers have demonstrated greater spectral purity and better short term stability than any
other oscillator at any frequency. These results were confirmed by laboratory measurements and also
deduced from analysis of C02 radar returns from orbiting satellites. A long-term stabilization
technique, using low pressure room temperature C02 gas as a reference, was also developed so that

long-term CO2 laser stabilities at least comparable to commercial grade atomic clocks can be also
achieved. By using a line-center stabilized, two-channel C02 laser heterodyne system, •0e absolute
frequencies of lasing transitions and the ro-vibrational constants of nine C02 isotopic species were
determined to within about 5 kHz relative to the primary cesium frequency standard. These results
allow the C02 system to be used as a secondary frequency standard in the infrared spectrum. Further-
more, the results described in this paper were achie,'ed with laser designs and components which were
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developed 15-20 years ago. Extensive experience, grnled by working with thece laaro .1.early ni

that at least one to two orders of magnitude iiprov'ments uf both shor't-tform arid long-term at.;Ib t
should be achievable with improved designs.
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EXPERIM•NTAL AND THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF COI
IJNDER BLACKRnDY OPTICAL EXCITATION

J.M. Sirota and W.H. Christiansen
University of Washington, FL-10

Seattle, WA 98195

Abstract

A series of experiments and modeling were performed in order to define the properties or
CO-Ar mixtures as active medium for a blackbody radiation pumped laser. The vibrational
temperature of the first excited state of CO(Tvi) was measured by the spectral line reversal
method. Values of Tv I close to the temperature of the pumping blackbody cavity were
obtained. The spatial dependence of the absorbed power per unit volume was calculated and
experimentally verified. Pumping container diameters of several centimeters are possible,
using high Ar content mixtures. The vibrational distribution and its time dependence were
calculated by means of a numerical method that solves the rate equations of the system.
Glood agreement between measured and calculated values of Tvi was found. Radiative trapping
is proposed as a method to increase the energy storage time after pumping.

Introduction

The optical pumping of lasers using a black body cavity heated by solar radiation has
been proposed as an efficient method to convert solar energy into laser light 1 . Several
experiments have been performed to show the feasibility of the concept, and lasing in C02
and N20 and their isotopes was demonstrated 2 . While the performance of these mixtures was
found quite satisfactory, the limiting factors for the absorbed power density were
identified. Because the relatively fast V-T deactivation rates of these lasants the pres-
sure of the gas could not be increased above the 10-20 torr range, limiting the number den-
sity of active molecules and also the broadening of the absorption lines.

Carbon monoxide presents much lower V-T deactivation rates, allowing higher densities and
broader absorption spectrum. The absorbed power density and vibrational energy storage
times can he considerably larger than for C02 and N20 species. Also, because of its high
quantum efficiency, a large fraction of the pumping power can be extracted as laser power.
Due to the slow V-T processes, other laser schemes could be envisioned, such as transporting
the excited gas and transferring the energy to other lasants, or lasing separate from the
pumpinq region. Approximate evaluations for the efficiency of CO lasing in a blackbody
pumped system have been made in Ref. 3, and values as high as 60% for high pressure opera-
tion were obtained. We report here the results of the first series of experiments and
modellinq aimed to define the properties of Co in a black body pumped system. Measurements
of the vibrational temperature of Co and optical pumping profiles, and calculation ot the
vibrational population distribution and its time dependence are presented.

Vibrational Temperature Measurements

The vibrational temperature associated to the population of the first vibrational level
of the CO molecule partially defines the vibrational population distribution4. Its measure-
ment is necessary to evaluate the absorption and storage of energy under radiative pumping.
The spectral line reversal technique 5 was applied here with that purpose. In this technique
light from a reference blackbody is passed through the sample. The reversal condition is
rnbtainpd when this radiation is unmodified by the presence of the radiating gas sample. In
this situation the characteristic temperature of the system under study is equal to the tem-
perature of the reference blackbody.

The experimental set-up is shown in Fig. 1. A cylindrical electrically heated oven pro-
vides the pumping radiation. The gas mixture (CO-Ar) is flown through a sapphire tube sur-
rounded by a cooling jacket. The components of the mixture are of research grade purity.
The measurement entails observation of the gas as it exits the pumping region. The cell has
calcium flouride windows and a small thermocouple monitors the gas translational
temperature. The reference blackbody is a small oven in which the temperature is electronl-
cally controlled. While lenses are shown in the figure, reflective optics are used in the
setup. The bandpass filter allows radiation from 4.65 im to 4.85 Pm to reach the detector.
All the high intensity lines of the R band of the v=l to 0 transition fall into this range
at the temperatures of the experiment. The accuracy of the method is determined by the 5/N
ratio of the detector and associated electronics, and by the ratio between the equivalent
linewidth of the gas and the bandwidth of the filter. The expression for the relative error
in the measurement of TvI is given in the appendix.
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The values of Tv•1 measured for several pressures and mixtures are shown in Table 1, tor
1500°K pumping hlackhody temperature and 30 0 3K translational gas temperature at the cell.
Vibrational temperatures as high as q5 0 °K were measured, which iim,, 1V temperatures ot 1300'K
inside the pumping region in a steady state situation. The operating pressures arý a least
one order of magnitude higher than those allowed by C02 and N2() in former experiments . Low
concentrations of CO in the mixtures allowed deeper optical pumping. A more detailed
analysis of this effect is made in the next section. Calculated values for Tv 1 are also
listed in Table I. These values were obtained using the mode described in section 4.

VIBRATIIOAL T•RTUPE %EUTUf
TEMOPARCTIPi'

BY LIftE IWERSAL FU1i1D RFFEPENCE - CONPTOLLIE

BLACYPOPY

COOLING
JACKET ELECTRICALLY HEATEO OVEN TFST

SAPPHIRE TUBE L CELL

TO VACUUPI PUeP

BIA ,CKBODY 
HPF

PURIFICATION CAVITY

GAS ,,M• SYS IEll$

BANDPASS FILTER

[ [rCK-I A~mIFI• • E-AU DETECTOR

RFFERFNC•

SGNAL DIFF. OSCILLOSCOPE

AIMP. L -

Fig. 1. Experimental set-up.

TABLE I. Vibrational ternoerature (TVI) of CO @ the test cell.

TB3pumping=1500 K, Tgas= 300 X, CO-Ar mixtures

of CO Pressure Cooling jacket TV1 meas. TVI calc
(Tort) material (K) (±5%) (K)

15 200 Sapphire* 950 955

^0 100 " 900 935

20 200 " 900 930

30 200 850 880

20 100 Quartz** 600 595

30 100 " 550 570

* Transmittance 9 4.67 14m = .77 (measured value)

Transtmittance @ 4.67 -m = .10 (measured value)
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Optical Pumping Profile

The spatial distribution of excited molecules is determined, in part, by the spatial
dependence of the optical excitation inside the gas mixture. Thus, as a first approxima-
rion, a one-dimensional calculation of the absorption of radiation in CO-Ar mixtures was
performed. Argon presents a very low V-T deactivation probability in collisions with CO and
its addition widens the spectral absorption lines of CO by collisional broadening. This
yields an increase in optical depth without deleterious V-T losses. The power absorbe( per
unit volume was calculated using standard expressions for the integrated intensity of the
hands, for Lorentzian spectral line profiles. A similar calculation, but for the total
power absorbed over a certain distance, was carried in Ref. 3.

The spatial pumping profile for the one-dimensional case is shown in Fig. 2. The func-
tion G represents the power absorbed per unit volume at position x, normalized to the value
of power absorbed per unit volume in the optically thin limit. The abscissa parameter (Z)
is the product of the distance to the wall times the percentage of CO in the mixture. As
can be seen, for mixtures containing high Ar fraction the e-folding distance is of the order
of centimeters, and independent of total pressure. It must be noted that a small value ot Z
does not necessarily mean low density of CO molecules. The total pressure, and thus the
number density of CO, can be increased without modifying the spatial pumping profile. The
spatial pumping profile for CO2 for the same conditions is plotted in the same figure for

comparison.
An experimental set-up was built to verify the accuracy of this calculation (Fig. 3). A

rectangular cell contained the gas mixture. Infrared pumping radiation originated by an arc
lamp was focused into the cell, and the spontaneous emission radiation of the gas was
measured in the perpendicular direction. The position of the measurement point was varied
along the cell. The filtering and detection scheme was similar to the one shown in Fig. 1.
Proportionality between spontaneous emission intensity and power absorbed was assumed tor
these measurements. The results obtained for mixtures with 5 and 10% CO are shown in
Fig. 4. They have been normalized by dividing the signal at position X by the value for the
signal at X=O. Good agreement between the calculated and measured spatial dependence pro-
files can he seen.
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Measured spont. emis. values for 5% CO mixture. (normalized)
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Numerical Model

The rate equations for the vibrational states were formulated and solved to predict the
population distribution under and after blackbody pumping. These included multilevel radia-
tive excitation, V-V interlevel energy transfer, and V-T processes. The rate constants were
calculated using experimentally proved kinetic models 6 , 7 . The number of vibrational levels
was adjusted according to the characteristic vibrational temperature (Tv ), as to include
many upper vibrational levels in the Boltzman region of the distribution. The steady state
and time dependent solutions of the system were found using an initial value solver for
stiff systems. Figure 5 shows an example of the steady state solution for a hypothetical
case of 2lo 0°K blackbody temperature, 2000K gas temperature, and one atmosphere total
pressure. It presents the very well known distribution for anharmonic oscillators in a non-
equilibrium situation. The small signal gain was calculated for the more intense rotational
lines for several vibrational transitions, giving values of the order of 0.15%/cm. The
model also permits one to calculate the time evolution of the distribution. Figure 6 shows
the time history of Tvj as the gas flows through the experimental set-up shown in Fig. 1.
In this particular case the gas spent 2.5 radiative lifetimes (optically thin value for v=l
to 0 transition) in the pumping region, and achieved a vibrational temperature of 1100 0 K for
1500°K blackhody pumping temperature. The values of Tv 1 for the test cell position for dif-
ferent cases are the ones listed as calculated values in Table 1.

As the V-T deactivation rates are very small for this molecule, and diffusion and wall
deactivation can be made negligible at high pressures, the decay of stored vibrational
energy downstream of the pumping region is dominated by radiative losses. Thus, radiation
trapping schemes are needed to transport the excited gas efficiently. The time dependence
of the total stored vibrational energy after the pumping for two radiative trapping condi-
tions is shown in Fig. 7. The first case corresponds to the optically thin condition and
the characteristic time of decay is very close to the radiative lifetime of the first vibra-
tional level. In the second case, the expressions derived by Holstein 8 were used to calcu-
late the equivalent radiative lifetime for each of the lower levels for this optically thick
case, adding the effect of 99% reflective walls. As it can be seen, this simple scheme
allows considerable increase in the storagc. time.
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Summary

The vibrational temperature measurements have demonstrated the feasibility ot exciting
carbon monoxide to vibrationat temperatures close to that of the pumping blackbody cavity.
Snme preliminary measurements have also shown that the decay of stored energy is dominated
by radiative losses. The optical pumping profile calculations and measurements have shown
that large pumping containers (several centimeters diameter) can be used, and that high
number density of carbon monoxide is possible by maintaining high Ar content in the mixture.
The implemented code for the rate equations allows prediction of the vibrational distribu-
tion and its time dependence. The calculated values for Tv1 agree with those obtained
experimentally. While the radiative lifetime of CO is inherently large (30 ms.), it is
still possible to effectively increase it by radiative trapping, for energy storage or
transfer purposes. The simple scheme proposed yields e-folding times of 0.5 sec., and it
will be experimentally tested. V-V energy transfer by isotopes, and enlargement ot storage
times by addition of N2 should further enhance the advantages of this molecule.
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Appendix

Line reversal method. Its accuracy.
Consider the following one-dimensional case:

Radiation from B *TBB Gas sample .

reference Blackbody @ TGAS I '(x=d)

x=0 x=d

Assuming uniform gas temperature and density, the integrated rediative transfer equation is:

lV(x=d) = Rv(TGAS)(l-exp(-avd)) + Bv(TBR)exp(-ad) (1)

where TV is the specific intensity; BV is the thermal equilibrium specific intensity, a, is
the absorption coefficient of the gas at frequency v, TBB is the reference blackbody temper-
ature and TGAS is the characteristic temperature we are interested in measuring. Thus, when
TGAS = TRt,

T v(x=d) = RV(T R ) (2)
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which is defined as reversal condition, and TpR at this point is called the reversal
temperature. As Rv(TRR) = Rv (TBp) = const. over all the observation bandwidth Av, the
inteqration of equation (1) over Av yields:

I•0 (d)Av = Pvo(TCAs) 6v + RVO(Tpp)(Av-5v) (3)

where r = rAv (I-exp(cavd)) dv (4)

Trying to find the blackbody temperature that verifies Eq. (2) , we will be limited by the
resolution of the system, and measure in fact

Ivo(d)-Av = Pv 0 (TpR)Av(lt! ) (5)

where y is the resolution of the detection system. Thus, in this situation TBB * TGAS- Let
us define AT = TRB-TGAS. As y << 1 we can expand Hv(TGAS) as function ot Bv(TbB). Replac-
ing (3) in (5), expressing RB(TGAS) as function of Bv(TRB), and after some rearrangement we
obt a in

T TR (-exp(-hv°/KT pBk) y (6)

TBB hv6

which defines the relative error of the measurement.
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SURFACE DISCHARGE PREIONIZED CO2 LASER DEVELOPMENT *

M. John Yoder, Raymond B. Schaefer. James O'Brien, and James Connolly
W.J. Schafer Associates. 321 Billerica Road

Chelmsford, MA 01824-4191

Abstract

A novel technique using a surface discharge preionizer and dielectric discharge plasma
electrode was used to excite a pulsed CO2  gas laser. In this approach, a plasma electrode
is created by a discharge on the surface of a dielectric substrate. The plasma electrode
serves both as the UV preionization source and the conductive electrode. This paper pre-
sents experimental results of a program to demonstrate high energy loading and high energy
extraction from this type of electrical discharge in CO2  gas mixtures. The results demon-
strate an input energy loading in a discharge volume of 7cm x 7cm x 86cm (4 liters) of
approximately 200 J/L/atm, an output laser energy extraction of 47 J/L/atm, and an electri-
cal efficiency of 25% at 0.5 atmosphere gas pressure. Discharge times from one microsecond
to 25 microseconds were obtained. The voltage and current characteristics indicate that
this is a non-self-sustained electrical discharge. This surface discharge approach elimi-
nates the need for a separate preionization source and specially contoured oversize elec-
trodes. Much simpler, more reliable and more compact repetitively pulsed lasers for com-
mercial and military applications can be constructed using this technique when compared to
electron-beam-sustained or conventional U.V. preionized lasers.

Introduction

Large volume, near-atmospheric pressure discharges in gases are difficult to obtain.
Due to the electrical nonconductivity of the gas, initial electrons must be generated for
current conduction. During the discharge the free conduction electrons are lost due to
electron attachment and recombination and must be replaced to "sustain" the discharge. In
self-sustained discharges electrons in the high velocity "tail" of the Maxwellian drift
velocity distribution generate new electrons by collisions with neutral atoms or molecules.
Unfortunately this mechanism of electron production is inherently unstable. Statistical
fluctuations in electron production lead to higher than average electron density in certain
small volumes. These higher electron density regions subsequently generate even higher
electron concentrations, which lead to high localized regions of conduction and constric-
tion of the volumetric discharge into an arc.

An example of pulsed self-sustained discharge .Is the U.V. preionized discharge shown
schematically in Figure Ia(l) The source of the initial alectron distribution is a spark

Formation Steady state I lermination
R Operation

HV Energy I
SStor e 50

Ne ork (b )I
Switchl 0'

"PFN" • \ \• 4I

""0 catho-

Spark Array"P reR eniznr -

A 4 8 12

Figure 1. (a) Typical U.V. preionized laser. (b) Typical voltage and current
waveforms. Approximate electron densities are also shown. (See
Reference 1).

SSponsored by Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency Contract No. DAAHOa-86-C-y073 and

WJSA internal research and development funds.
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trodes. Large optical cross-section lasers have been demonstrated up to 15cm x 15cm, and
large volume devices up to 15cm x 15cm x 80cm (18 liters) have been surface discharge
pumped. Energy loadings in the range of 200 to 350 joules per liter atmosphere have been
obtained with high energy extraction values of 30 to 48 joules per liter atmosphere and 15%
to 25% electrical efficiency. The present research has reproduced many of these previous
results and has extended the discharge times to long pulse lengths.

There are a number of issues that have not been addressed in this or previous research.
The optimum operating parameter space in terms of pressure, gas mixture, discharge parame-
ters, etc. have not been mapped. The quality of the laser in terms of gain uniformity,
density uniformity or farfield beam quality has not been documented. Long lifetime elec-
trode performance in excess of 104 shots has not yet been demonstrated. Candidate dielec-
tric substrates such as Teflon, G-10, glass, quartz, ceramic, etc. have been used but not
fully characterized. The basic discharge physics of this technology is not yet well under-
stood. Finally, to these authors knowledge, no closed cycle, repetitively pulsed devices
nave been constructed.

Summary and Conclusions

Surface discharges have been shown to be efficient ionization sources due to their close
proximity to the laser gas, high ultraviolet intensity, and the substi te induced spectral
enhancement. Very high electron densities of about 1011 electrons per cubic centimeter
were generated in the gas. Very long discharge pulse times in excess of 20 microseconds
were demonstrated. These are very stable discharges for long pulse or large volume pumping
at near-atmospheric pressure. High input energy density loading has been demonstrated as
well as high output energy extraction and electrical efficiency. Output energy extraction
with this relatively simple system is comparable with values obtained only with large
electron-beam-sustained lasers or very carefully designed and aligned U.V. preionized
lasers.(

2 2 )

One of the most important attributes of this surface discharge technology is the sim-
plicity and compactness of the electrodes. Long pulse or large volume self-sustained oper-
ation using either U.V. spark, x-ray, or electron beam preionization requires very careful
design of the electrode profiles to eliminate discharge instabilities. These designs
result in long electrode fall-off contours that must be at least the width of the discharge
region on both sides of the electrode. The alignment of the electrodes must be very pre-
cise and must be maintainable in non-laboratory systems. By contrast there are no such
requirements for surface discharge plasma electrodes. No electrode profile fall-off
regions are necessary and alignment requirements are not severe. Packaging this technology
in a repetitively pulsed fieloable or marketable device should be much easier and compact
than with conventional spark array, x-ray or electron beam preionized lasers or electron-
beam-sustained lasers. Potential applications include long range laser ranging or wave-
length conversion. Surface discharge lasers may also be useful for coherent CO2 laser
radar applications since long pulses are required for good velocity discrimination.
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Figure 10. Input voltage, input current and output power waveforms fo- long
pulse discharges.

follow the input current waveform profile. The measured output energy for these traces was
about 60 joules, thus achieving an energy extraction of about 27 joules per liter atmo-
sphere. (Note: the entire discharge aperture of the laser was larger than the optics so a
small correction factor was applied). The small signal gain was not measured but is cal-
culated to be about 2.5% per centimeter. The operating voltage of the discharge divided by
the gas density (particles per cubic centimeter), or E/N, is measured tn be approximately
2x10-1 6 which is significantly lower than the expected "glow voltage" of about 3x]-1 6 .

Contrary to expectations, U.V. preionized discharges using the plasma electrode do not
behave like self sustained discharges. There are several notable differences: (1) there
is no overvoltage spike; (2) the current rise is slow; (3) the operating E/N is lower than
the glow voltage; (4) the electrode profiles and alignment are not critical. The lack of
an overvoltage spike could be explained by the fact that surface discharges radiate much
more ultraviolet radiation than spark arrays, thus directly generating electron densities
in the range of 1011 to 1012, but the other differences are not easy to explain.

Two possible explanations for this discharge imply that it is a non-self-sustained dis-
charge. Hypothesis zI: The discharge may be photon-sustained in direct analogy to the
electron-beam-sustained discharge. In this case the intense ultraviolet glcw of the sur-
face plasma generates electrons via photoionization until the electron production rate
equals the loss rate due to attachment and recombination. This hypothesis is consistent
with all of the above four observations. Hypothesis =2: An electron cloud is created at
the cathode, and the electron lifetime is long enough that when the anode to cathode accel-
eration voltage is applied, a significant number of electrons reach the anode.( 9.1 0 ) Since
the electron mean lifetime is approximately 4 microseconds for this mixture and gas pres-
sure,("' ) and the mean electron velocity at these applied voltages is about 5x10 6  centine-
ters per second,(l?) then the mean electron drift distance is calculated to be approxi-
mately 20 centimeters. The anticipated initial current rise time in this hypothesis is
approximately 2 microseconds due to the finite velocity of the initially generated electron
cloud. This hypothesis is also consistent with all four of the above of observations.
Further experiments and/or calculations are required to discriminate between these two
hypotheses and definitively explain the discharge.

Previous and Future L.J Surface Discharge Laser Research

Extensive CO2  research using this technology has been carried out in the Soviet Union
since about 1975 and a large number of research papers have been published.(1 3  17) Surface
discharges are also applicable to pumping excimers and photodissociation lasers.(18 2 1 )
Surface discharges have been used both as preionization sources as well as plasma elec-
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Figure 6. Schematic cut-away drawing
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Figure 7. Electrical circuit for surface discharge laser using plasma
electrodes. Cl= .5 Fd, C 1 .l371LFd, R1  = IK12, P2 = IKU,
S1 = S2 = Modified Maxweli-Air Gaps

calculation. No gas mixture or discharge optimization variations were carried out. The
operating pressure was limited by the available capacitors, switches, and voltage supplies.
Higher pressure operation should be possible.

Long pulse operation was demonstrated using a 1.5 microfarad three section pulse forming
network (PFN). In this case the discharge cavity was 7cm x 8cm x 86cm (4.8 liters) and
operated at 0.5 atmosphere pressure with a 1O:5:2::He:N2 :CO2  mixture plus TPA. The pres-
sure was again limited by the available capacitors, switches, and power supplies. Voltage,
current, and output power traces are shown in Figure 10. The pulse width was about 25
microseconds at the half power points and was limited by the available PFN. The voltage
measured directly at the electrodes rises rapidly and then remains high. There is no volt-
age overshoot. The current rise and fall are gradual. These rise and fall times are not
determined by circuit inductive effects but rather by the discharge characteristics and the
waveform of the applied voltage. The photon drag detector trace shows the output power to
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A single pulse laser employing a surface discharge electrode and a conventional con-
toured brass electrode was set up (similar to Figure 4b). The dielectric electrode was
made by chemically etching copper-clad fiberglass circuit board to form a surface discharge
of area approximately 7cm by 107cm. This extremely compact and simple to fabricate elec-
trode and the rest of the laser are shown in Figure 5. An outer plexiglass box is used to
enclose the electrodes and the laser gas. The facing brass electrode is 107cm x 19cm in
area, with an elliptical contour (quasi-Rogowski). It had a flat discharge area of 86cm x
8.3cm. A diagram of the discharge electrodes and discharge volume is shown in Figure 6.

The basic configuration of the electrical circuit is shown in Figure 7. The surface
discharge capacitor (0.137 microfarads) was charged typically to 35 kV and had an energy of
84 joules. Voltage traces showed surface discharge pulse lengths of approximately 0.7
microseconds. The presence of CO2 in the gas mixture causes the surface discharge to break
up into closely spaced streamers at 0.5 atmosphere pressure. The uniformity of the laser
preionization, however, is still better than that obtained with discrete sparks.

The main discharge capacitor was 0.5 microfarads and was charged typically to 35 kV for
a stored energy of 310 joules for the short pulse tests. Voltage and current traces were
obtained from a Tektronics Model P6015 voltage probe and a Pearson Model 110 current coil.
An Analogic Data Precision Model 6000 multichannel analyzer was used to collect and process
the experimental results. Key features of this discharge shown in Figure 8 are the absence
of an overvoltage spike and the gradual rise of the current waveform. The integrated input
power (energy) was about 280 joules and the measured output energy (using a Scientech Model
364 energy meter) was 70 joules. The gas pressure was 375 Torr and the gas mixture was
5:5:1::He:N2 :CO2  and contained a trace amount of TPA. Thus for this 5cm x 7cm x 86cm (3
liters) discharge, ti'e input energy loading was about 190 joules per liter atmosphere and
the laser efficiency was 25%. The output energy extraction was about 48 joules per liter
atmosphere. Computer code calculations based on the measured input parameters exactly pre-
dict the measured output energy. The output laser waveform was monitored using an
Edinburgh Instrument Model PDM-2 photon drag detector. A typical output waveform is shown
in Figure 9. The shape of the output flux waveform also agrees well with the computer code

FEEDTHROUGH MODIFIED UPPER COVER PLATE

GROUNDING CIRCUIT

7 ,I, .D MOUNTING PLATE

, I

SURFACE DISCHARGE
SD ELECTRICAL SUBSTRATE ASSEMBLY
INPUT BUS (2). ..

. -_NYLON MOUNTING TAB

S~REGION
(2.75" x 42.00")

/EXISTING C02 LASER ANODE • -OPTICAL PATH

HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT ASSY (4)

Figure 5 Single pulse laser configuration showing the surface discharge
assembly.
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Figure 3. Schematic diagram of a surface discharge and the associated
electronics circuit.

dielectric toward the anode. The surface discharge forms at relatively low voltages com-
pared to the breakdown voltage for the anode to cathode gap spacing due to the capacitance
between the electrode and the back-plate. Because of surface vaporization the conductivity
of the plasma is largest near the surface so the discharge remains confined to this region.
The radiation spectrum contains a strong continuum in addition to bright spectral lines
characteristic of the substrate material. In particular, use of silicon containing
dielectric materials matches the U.V. photoionization absorption spectrum of C02 and easily
ionizable additive gases such as tri-n-propylamine (TPA). The radiation intensity of the
surface discharge depends on several variables including the electric circuit, gas
composition and pressure, substrate and electrode materials and geometric arrangement. The
radiation intensity can be made very high and can be characterized by the U.V. radiation
intensity in the spectral rcgion of 15Onm to 300nm as being equivalent to blackbody
radiation at a temperature of 50,O00K or more. The electron number density in the surface
plasma approaches that of the background gas and is typically 1018 to I109 electrons per
cubic centimeter.

Experimental Design and Results

In analogy with U.V. preionized lasers the surface discharge can be used in any of sev-
eral configurations shown in Figure 4. The most obvious is that of Figure 4a which simply
replaces the spark array by a surface discharge. More novel configurations are shown in
Figure 4b and 4c in which the surface discharge serves not only as a preionization source,
but also becomes the conductive (plasma) electrode.

CONVENTIONAL APPROACH PLASMA ELECTRODE APPROACH

NOANODE

SINGLE SIDED-, -I

ANODE CATHODE
-(b)

CATHODE

Figure 4. Alternative discharge DOUBLE SIDED
configurations for surface
discharge preionized and
pumped lasers.

ANODE
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array located, in this case, behind the anode. This spark array generates an electron con-
centration of about 107 to 108 electrons per cubic centimeter by photoionization of the
gas. A high voltage is subsequently applied from a capacitor bank through a high voltage
switch such as a spark gap or a thyratron. The optimum high voltage pulse waveform shown
in Figure lb has a short duration "spike" which is 1.5 to 2 times higher than the equilib-
rium "glow voltage" steady state. During this overvoltage spike the electron density ava-
lanches a factor of 103 to 104 to an equilibrium value of 1010 to 1012 electrons per cubic
centimeter. During the steady state, electron production just balances electron losses.
These devices work well but due to the inherent instability of this type of discharge,
oversized, carefully contoured and well aligned electrodes are required to provide very
uniform electric fields. Electrode widths are typically three times the discharge width.
Arcs will still form but at longer and longer times (depending on the uniformity of the
electric fields, ionization, and the gas density). In any given device the discharge is
terminated before the arcs have a chance to form. lhe discharge characteristics of note
are the initial overvoltage spike, the rapid increase in electron density during the spike.
the rapid rise of current and the equilibrium "glow voltage" characteristic of each gas
mixture and pressure.

Other types of preionization involving x-rays, electron beam injection, and U.V. surface
discharge arrays are possible. In all of these cases the initial electron density is
higher than with spark arrays so electron density avalanching requirements are not as
severe.

It is also possible to sustain the electron Histribution by using an external source.
This type of discharge is called an externally sustained or non-self-sustained electric
discharge. An example is that of the electron-beam-sustained discharge shown in Figure
2a(2 . In this case a broad area beam of electrons is obtained from a high voltage elec-
tron gun. The electrons are accelerated from the cathode through a vacuum and penetrate a
thin foil into the discharge volume. These (primary) electrons generate a larger number of
secondary electrons in the gas which are accelerated by a set of discharge electrodes at a
much lower voltage. This second discharge collisionally excites the gas internal energy
levels and heats the gas. The electron production mechanism is thus decoupled from the
laser pumping mechanism and the resulting discharge is inherently very stable. Typical
current waveforms are shown in Figure 2b. A constant voltage is applied to the gas from a
capacitor. The square wave pulsed primary electron current from the electron beam results
in a GRADUAL rise in the secondary electron current until the loss rate (which depends pri-
marily on the instantaneous electron concentration) equals the secondary electron produc-
tion rate. Electron conduction occurs at any voltage and usually is maintained lower than
the glow voltage of the gas to prevent arcing. The primary disadvantage of this type of
externally sustained discharge is the large, complex, high vacuum, delicate and marginally
reliable broad area electron guns that are required.

Surface Discharges

Very high intensity discharges( 3 -8 ) can be obtained on the surface of dielectric materi-
als by the circuit shown schematically in Figure 3. Two conductive electrodes are placed
on a thin dielectric surface in contact with a conductive "backplate". A voltage of sever-
al tens of kilovolts is applied through a switch from an external capacitor. Due to the
capacitance between the cathode and the back-plate (at anode potential) a discharge occurs
in the form of a diffuse series of streamers which propagate along the surface of the
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Figure 2. (a) Electron beam sustained laser. (b) Typical electron current
and main discharge current traces. The applied sustainer voltage
is constant.
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TUNABLE SFUR TEA CO2 LASER
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Abstract

In this communication we r~port the results of Lhe fltsL Lunable TEA CO2 laser usina Self-
Filtering Unstable Resonator (SFUR).

By this technique we obtained tunability over 64 lines, single transverse and longitudinal
mode operation and diffraction limited divergence.

Introduction

Active remote sensing of the environment requires efficient laser sources with high pulse
energies, wavelength tunability, short pulse-lengths, low divergence beams, single transverse
and longitudinal mode patterns, mechanical stability.

To attain these aims, we developed a new design of a TEA CO2 laserl to be used as a LIDAR
transmitter in the infrared spectral region.

The laser cavity is a Self Filtering Unstable Resonator (SFUR)2,3 which provides transverse
mode selection, good far field brightness and efficient energy extraction. This source has
also been made line tunable over a broad emission spectrum, for exploiting multi-gas
detection capability in the ENEA IR DIAL (Differential Absorption Lidar) system.

In this paper we present the operating principle of the laser resonator and the
experimental results, together with numerical laser fields computations.

Operating Principle

The SFUR is a negative branch confocal unstable resonator with a field limiting aperture
of radius "a" placed at the common focal plane of mirrors M1 and M2 (fig. la).

To understand the cavity behaviour let's consider a plane wave proceeding from the right
toward Mp: it is at first diffracted in passing through the aperture, then reflected on
mirror M1 and shaped in a Airy pattern with its first zero at ro = VT(0.61fVA). If we
choose a = ro only the Airy disk is allowed to pass beyond the aperture.

Reflection on mirror M2 magnifies the field which is partly extracted by Mp and partly
transmitted through the aperture, starting a new roundtrip cycle.

f2

Fig.l The tunable SFUR TEA
SMp M2 CO2 laser: a)basic de-

•/ • sign, b)lens-grating
2a assembly 2replacing end

mirror M , c)low pres-
a) sure cw C02 cell in-

serted for longitu-
dinal modes

I I

b)

_ ~LI

* ENEA Guest
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Laser Design

The optical elements forming our cavity are actually:
1) Mj: a fully reflecting copper mirror with a focal length fj = 62.5 cm, PZT controlled;
2) Mp: a flat copper mirror, placed at the cavity confocal point, with a central aperture

radius a = 2 mm, which selects the lowest order transverse mode for X=10.6 pm, and
is also the output coupler;

3) M2 : a ZnSe lens plus plane grating (150 grooves/mm) assembly (fig l.b). The lens focal
length (f = 500 cm) reproduces the confocal condition, at the location of Mp, with a
total cavity length L = 312.5 cm. Rotation of the grating allows for line selection.

Experimental Results

Our tunable SFUR configuration provides high energy extraction efficiency over 64 lines on
branches P and R both at 9 and 10 pm (fig. 2), the maximum output energy being E = 3.8 J for
the 1OP20 line. The pulse length for all the lines is around 80 ns.

The beam divergence has been evaluated by reconstructing the beam profile in the focal
plane of a lens (f = 10.7 m) placed close to the extraction mirror: we measured the energy
transmitted by a 1 mm diameter pinhole, scanning across the beam, and fitted the experimental
points with an Airy curve, as shown in fig.3:

AM)= C I [,1Y)j2 1z 
(1)'C2Y C3

where J1(y) is the Bessel function of the first kind of order unit and C1 , C2 , C3 are best
fitted by the computer routine to the experimental data. The l/e 2 Airy radius turned out to
be wf = 5.3 mm leading to a far field divergence half angle ()= wf/f = 0.5 mrad. We also
measured the beam profile at various distances downstream of the extraction mirror Mp,
finding best fit values wo = 6.4 mm a z0 = 6.7 m for the waist and its distance from Mp,
respectively.

Numerical Simulation

Experimental results have been checked by a numerical procedure which computes the field
amplitude and phase inside and outside the cavity, by solving the Fresnel diffraction
integral 4 .

In the following, we shall consider complex field amplitudes Ui(r,4) (i = 1, 8) before and
after each cavity element, where r and P are polar coordinates in the plane normal to the

40
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Fig. 2 Line emission spectrum of the SFUR laser.
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Fig. 3 Beam profile measured with 1 mm pinhole fitted by Airy curve (o = experimental data).
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Fig. 4 Lens equivalent circuit of the SFUR Resonator.

propagation axis. Referring to fig. 4 (which is optically equivalent to fig l.a), a complete
radiation roundtrip can be disassembled in the following steps:

a) truncation of the incoming field Uo by the aperture:

Uo(r,4) for r < a

U I(r,lp4 (2)

0 forr - a

b) propagation through a drift space d = f, (Fresnel integral):

U2(r 4) = r'dr'Jn(krr'/d) U1(r',4)e k (3)

where n is the mode index;

c) phase shifting by cavity mirror M1 with focal length fl:
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-, IIH•Z (4)

U3(rF) = U2(r,4p)e

d) propagation through d = fl, which completes the half roundtrip:

a 1k. tr
2

+ r2 I/ (5)

U4(r V) = r'dr'J,(krr'/d) U3(r',4)e
0

An identical sequence can then be written with f 2 instead of fl, leading to complex ampli-
tudes from U5 up to U8.

Starting with a plane wave, iteration of equations (2), (3), ... etc. leads, after few
roundtripsS, to the fundament-al stationary solution6 . Actually, the numerical calculation is
stopped when

max Us(r,4) - U0 (r,4)" F
overr,4 I - <E

where c is a preassigned precision limit and the eigenvalue F is computed as the mean value
of IU8/UOI over r and 4.

The eigenvalue integral equation arising from the above equations can be also written as

FU°(r'c )= I U°(r"J ')" K(r,4',r',4')drd4' (6)

where K(r,4,r',)') is a suitable cavity kernel 7 . Use of equations (2) to (5) instead of (6)
allows for field computation in arbitrary points along the resonator: moreover, we have a
large flexibility in changing cavity parameters such as focal lengths, drift distances,their
ratio, total cavity length, pinhole dimension.

Solutions involving higher order modes can be found by subtracting the previously
calculated modes from the initial plane wave.

The output beam field distribution is obtained by propagating the complex amplitude U8 ,
after extraction by mirror Mp, for an arbitrary drift "d", by means of integral (3). Figure 5
gives a sketch of beam profiles, computed at various distances from Mp, from which we
extracted some of the l/e 2 half widths plotted in fig. 6 together with the fitting function:

20m

1 10M

Fig. 5 Computed normalized beam intensity profiles at various distances from the extraction
plane.
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Fig. 6 1/e 2 half widths as derived from computed intensity profiles (e) together with fitting
function (7).

w(Z)= Wf1 + I1  - Z-•ZojJ/ 
(7)

00

Best fit values for the waist and its distance from Mp turned out to be wo = 6.9 mm and zo
- 8 m, respectively, in good agreement with experimental measuraments. Minor features of
actual beam shapes can possibly be traceable to the active medium, whose non linear gain
effect is going to be incorporated in a further version of our code.

Single Mode Operation

Single longitudinal mode emission is required for heterodyne LIDAR detection. We achieved
mode locking by inserting a low pressure (10 torr) CO 2 CW section in the short arm of the
resonator as shown in fig. 1c, and are at present improving the long term stability of this
technique.

Conclusions

This new laser cavity design will extend the multi-gas detection capability of our IR
LIDAR/DIAL apparatus, providing a diffraction limited lowest order TEM0 0 mode beam tunable
over more than 60 lines. Single longitudinal mode locked pulses are also available for
optical heterodyne detection of LIDAR echoes.
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SMALL SIGNAL CAIN OF C0 2 -LASERS PUMPED BY A VOLUI,'iE SELF-SUSTPINED DISCHARGE

V.V.Apollonov, G.G.BPitsur, K.N.Firsov, I.G.Kononov, A.M.Prokhorov,
V.A.YPmschikov

Generpl Physics Institute of the USSR Acpdemy of Sciences, Vpvilov street 38,
Moscow, 117942, USSR

Abstrect

A smPll signal grin hps been investigEpted of volume self-sustpined discherge CO 2 -lasers
with the input energy density of up to 700 J/l.Ptm. It hes been found that the volume
self-sustpined dischprge initiption by means of r low-current electron berm or preliminary
discharge gap filling with electrons in the regime of P pulled voltege front provides P

more homogeneous pumping of the -ctive medium thpn the UV preioni7ed TEA dischrrge. The
8.2 m- 1 gmin hPs been Pchieved in e He-free mixture.

Introduction

Smell signpl grin is one of the besic pprameters of P C02-lser ective medium. It shows
the mpximum rpdiption energy which mey be extracted from the unit nctive volume. Therefo-
re, if P suppression technique for pprssitic oscilletion is established, high gmin media
Pre fpvoureble for efficient energy extrection by s-turpted omplificPtion. Moreover, smpll
signal gmin is the nonlinenr function of the input electricel density (W), end the upper
limit of this value shows the volume discharge homogeneity for the mixture under conside-
rption.

It is well known thpt the upper limit of smell signpl grin is Pbout 12 m" for the ele-
ctron beem controlled dischprge, wherees this vplue does not exceed 5 m-1 for the volume
self-sustpined discharge (VSD) devices /l/. This drestic difference of the gein upper li-
mits for two types of discherges is usuplly eccounted for by P high E/P retio (E - elect-
ric field, P - totrl gas pressure) reguired for VSD form~tion ens support. This vrlue is
higher t~len thet required for the optimum pumping of the C02 end N2 molecules into the ex-
cited vibrptionel stptes.

Addition of properly chosen low-ionized orgenic subst-nces (with ioniTetion potential
less than 7.6 eV) to the laser mixture Pllows to reduce significantly E/P operetionpl vy-
lue in the self-sustpined discharge end simultaneously incre-se smell signel gmin end to-
tel duration of the stpble VSD /2-6/.

Investigations of the smell signpl grin upper limit for the doped self-sustrined
disch-rge Pre of grept interest, Pnd experimentpl study of this pmrmmeter is the subject
of this report. It is useful to me-sure tle m-ximum gnin for typicel lhrge volume rmplifi-
er conditions - Pt the pumpint, pulse duration more then 1 us. The most serious problem in
this case is to provide stmble discherge formetion with high homogeneity of the rctive
medium Pt the pumping energy density of obout 700 J/l.etm.

VSD formption methods

In systems with UV-, radioisotopic mnd X-rry preioni-ption one of the mmin reasons
which meke worse the medium homogeneity and limit the duration of the disch-rge volume
stage is the form-tion of uncompleted chmnnels nerr the cathode vone before the beginning
of their mvnlpnche multiplicntion beceuse of drift in the voltoge front /7/. 7'e shell con-
sider below the methods of formetion of VSD which mpke possible to overcome this difficul-
ty.

In C0 2 -losers with UV-preioniP-tion from the side of the cpthode the cnthode 7one homo-
geneity becomes much better on rddition of low-ioni7ed subst-nces into the mixture. It is
nssocinted with on increase in the concentration of photoplosme in the vicinity of the ce-
thode nnd with the emergence of mechanisms distorting the electric field in the disch-rge
gop (due to the photoplesmP polpri•ption) which prevent the electron flow off from the
cathode. In our experiments we used Xe-flesh lamps -s P source of UV-rrdintion. The VSD
wrs initiated in the volume of 1t20 1 in the ordinpry regime with P short front of voltege
The experimental set up is shown in Fig.1e (emplifier 1).

When the VSD is formed by menns of a preliminrry disch'-rge F-p filling with electrons
in the regime of P speciplly extended voltpge front the cothode 'one practicolly looses
no electrons /6/. In this cese formetion of inhomoteneities ossoci-ted with the c-thode
structure becomes much less probable due to reduction of the elee:tric field strength on
the cathode by the volume chprge Pnd to the low overvoltnre in tne rop. Fif.1 b shows the
scheme of the amplifier in which VSD is formed in the vwry dizcusqed .,bove (nmplifier 2,
volume 2t12 1). The ruxiliery week-current volume disch-rge disposed under n mesh cathode
initiated by e bprrier discherge v,'s used ns e source of electrons for filling the npm
gop.
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Fig.1. Scheme of excitption of r volume self-sustrined dischprge:
p - by pctive medium preioni-ption with UV rpdiption,
b - by prelininrry discharge gEp filling with electrons,
c - by preioni-ption with Pn electron berm;
1 - Pnode, 2 - cthode, 3 - electrodes for Pn Puxilipry dischprge, AD - 'uxili-

Pry disch-rge, EB - electron berm.

The problem of inhomogeneities in the vicinlty of P cpthode is Plso solved due to P

lorge initipl concentration of electrons (- 10' cm- 3 ) Pchieved on initiption of VSD by P
week current bepm of rccelerpted electrons /5/. In this cpse there is practically no over-
voltpge in the discharge grp Pnd the energy is introduced into the VSD plpsmp Pt the qup-
sistptionpry v"lue of E/P, which is determined by the gps composition. This method Pllows

to schieve the durption of P stpble VSD combustion of - 101us /5/. In our cpse the elec-
tron bepm density in the gEs chpmber wrs ~ 15mA/cm2 , the nctive volume - 16e . The sche-
me of the set up is shown in Fig.1 c (pmplifier 3).

Mepsurement results Pnd discussion

Most of the experiments hpve been crried out with the 0.5-0.7 Ptrn totpl pressure of
He-free mixtures Pt the pumping durption of 1-3/us. Triethylrmine or tripropylpmine (vpp-
or pressure - 1 torr) were used Ps low-ioni~ed odditives.

Smpll signal grin wps mepsured with r chopped OV CO2 probe liser bepm operpting on
P(20) rotptionpl line of 10.4/um bpnd. The dischprge wps Pssumed to be sufficiently homo-
geneous if the Pverpge input pump enerty for plpsmp without contraction exceeded

600 J/l.Ptm. Doped os well Ps undoped mixtures were used in the electron-berm preioni7ed
Pmplifier.

For oll methodes of VSD formption the mpximum vplues of the smell signpl gEin hpve been
Pchieved with P lpser gps mixturer of CO-:N2 -1:1. Fig.2 shows the experiment-l dependence
of the pumping energy on the sm'll signpI g0in for this mixture doped by tiethylpmine (so-
lid lines (1-3) nre for 'mplifiers 1-3, respectively). The broken line (4) wps obtained
under the spme conditions with P usual UV-preioni7ed double-dischxrge lpser with P weVk
level of preionizption (Lpmberten-Peprson type device with Pn Pctive volume of 1.8 ). It
is clepr from curves (1-3) th-t for the studied pumping energy densities the sm'll signpl
gpin increoses with increpsing pumping energy Pnd becomes spturrted Pt W-500600 J/l.rtm.
For Lpmberton-Peprson system the grin is mpximum Pt W- 400 J/l.ptm Pnd decrepses with the
further input energy growth. The comp-rison of lines (1-4) shows the -dv'ntpges of the me-
thods using VSD initiption by menns of electron-bepm Pnd preliminnry dischprge gEp filling
by electrons in the regime of extended voltpge front in compprison with the widely used
UV-disch-rge preioni7ption in the regime of - very shprp voltrge front.

The mpximum smoll signpl gmin vplue of 8.2 m-1 hPs been obt-ined in the electron-beom
preioni-ed device with P doped mixture. For the undoped -ps the measured g'in v"lue w1s
.- •.5 m- 1 with C02 :N 2 :He - 1:2:3 lpser gEs pressure of 1 etm the smnll signPl gmin of

6 m- hes been echieved it W-350 J/l.ptm. The gmin vrlue does not decrepse for more then
20% Pt the increpse of totrl pump pulse durption from 3/us to 9/us.

The present dptp show thet the usurl disch-rEe formetion with week preioni-etion c-nnot
provide plesme homogeneity end high gEin. Applicption of VSD formrtion methods discussed
in our peper allow to improve dischprge homogeneity to reduce the level of interelectrode
gpp overvoltPge end optimi7e the regime of pump energy input for VSD plpsma. As P result
high gmin significrntly exceeding the vrlue of 5 m-1 , which wrs supposed to be the upper
limit, hps been Pchieved for the doped ns well Ps undoped mixtures even Pt lerge pump du-
rption.
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Fig.2. Amplification coefficient ot vs specific energy contribution into the dis-
charge.

Conclusion

Thus, it has been demonstrated in our paper that with a uniform enough pumping of the
gas mixture the small signal gain upper limit of Vi'J C0 2 -lasers is significantly hihea
than 5m- 1 irrespective of the discharge initiation method. The gain coefficient of 8.2m-i
close to those achieved experimentally in the electron-beam controlled discharge lasers
with sufficiently small active volumes /1,8/ has been obtained.
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Abstract

The quantitative u,'.elopment oF the theinal lens is described. Techniques for
obtaining accurate values of vibrarional-translational (V-T) and, less obviously,
vibration-vibration (V-V) energy transfer rate constants are detailed. It is shown that
initial, transient cooling of a medium does not require an endothermic energy transfer ster
between upper levels, but may often depend upon a fine kinetic balance between higher level
relaxation and equilibration with the translationai energy bath. In the case of low
molecular weight gases such as helium it is clear the V-V energy transfer can have a lower
rate constant then V-T transfer! These techniques are shown to give similar results, in
well-characterised systems, to other large perturbation approaches.

Examination of the time constants, for the several gas dynamic processes involved,
indicates that energy transfer processes will generally be separable from the thermal
diffusivity contiolled return of the system to ambient conditions. Analysis of the
thermal diffusivity controlled decay of the thermal lens signal is shown to permit accurate
(within 5%) measurement of thermal diffusivities, non-invasively and even at elevated
temperatures. Where heat capac-ies are available, thesc can be converted to Thermal
conductivity coefficients. Anisotropic thermal diffusivities can also be measured in a
variety of phases.

Introduction

The coaxial curs lens and its refraction and reflection variants are increasingly
being recognised - valuable, non-invasive, diagnostic for an ever-widening range of
phenomena. From one or two papers per .nnum in the 1970's, the work in these areas has
grown to >100 papers per annum. Accordingly, in the short soace available, it will be
possible to deal with only a small part of the field. This covers a range of gas, liquid
and solid phase systems quantitatively and will be described here as an indication of the
accuracy and versatility of the technique.

Experimental

Only coaxial beam geometries will be considered in this discussion. Two lasers are
required. One must be pulsrd and of pulse length short in comparison with any kinetic
event which is to be monitored and a duty cycle low enough to allow the system to relax
completely to its initial state between pulses (e.g. 20-50 half lives of the decay between
pulses). This "pump" laser must also have a high quality TEM beam profile. The reponse
time of the experiment will vary as the square of the radius of this profile at the l/e
point, Fo that this diameter must be small enough to allow observation of the desired
kinetics. It is immediately obvious that, even with good optics, work in the infra-red
will he sloweý than work at visible wavelengths because of the larger diffraction-limited
spot sizes obtaining at the longer wavelengths. The "pump" laser should, ideally, be
tunable tc, allow very specific transitions to be "pumped".

The second "probe" laser requires high roi-ting and intensity stability, a stable TEM
beam profile and is best to be in the visiole wavelength range. This facilitates
alignment andl allows use of cheap lie/Ne lasers and fast photomultipliers.

The two lasers are mixed coaxially on a beam-splitter transparent to one and refloctiv. 0
to the other (e.g. a Ge plate transparent to CO laser radiation and ieflecting 632.Rnm
light). Th "i cmp" laser beam is brought to a beam waist (by telescope or simple lens; -
apertures shf tl] be avoided ) in the, sample -cel which Is of such a length that this waist

is paral lel to + i% or better throughout the coll . This cell can be mounted in an oven
for high temperature work. The probe lase:r is unfocussed and, after passing through the
cell, Ls centred on a 25om pinhole masking a 632.8nm n. rrow bandpass filter covering the
)hotocatiode of , fast photomultip• ier ,ube. I ' the sample temper ture rises as a result

of the, enoroy, deposited in the Gaussian "pump" 1ase, profi]Ie, the "probe" 1aý ,r will
diverge. This leads to a drop in signal at the photomultipliet. This is t med the rise
of th,, thermal lens signal. Eventual] > the photomulti.Plier signal relaxes to its initial

-t and this is tormeýd the decay of the thrrma] lens signal . Gnera1]y, the ri set ime of
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the lens signal is several orders of magnitude faster than its dck,,ay. According ,' he
signal is best recorded by a real time, waveform diqitiser capable of operat ing with d(ill
timebases (one fast for the risetime data, one slow for the decay). The trigqgr to thls
instrument is obtained from the rising edge of the "pump" laser pulse via a -erI ' fa t ( .g.
photon-drag) detector. The trigger pulse is delayed so that it signals the t im-has,
change-over of the signal averager, but includes some pre-laser pulse data which is used as
a baseline for the signal analysis. The 16 bit data are stored on floppy disc For
analysis as set out below.

In the gas phase there are several time constants which influence the inti'rretation of
the data. These are:

Pressure wave '1' = R /c [c = (RT/iM)2]
V-T i'. g
Diffusion R 2 /14 D
Thermal conduction fk R 1P /4k

Where R is the "pump" laser beam lie Gaussian radius, c is the speed of sound in the
sample, 9 D is the gas phase diffusion coefficient and k is the thermal diffusivity of the
sample.

For ideal gases, it has been shown 1,2 that k /rD =2' which is close to unity.
However, for most gas phase work, , <<«f'..- In the gas phase, energy transfer rates
increase with pressure whereas thermal diýfusIvity decreases with pressure. A pressure
range can be selected, therefore, where these two rate processes can be sufficientl';
different that they can be treated quite separately. The thermal lens signal risetime and
its decay are accordingly analysed independently.

At high pressure, energy transfer rates may become so fast that T5 approaches-. The
signal is then said to be acoustically limited. This occurience is easily detected in the
signal by appearance of an "overshoot" at the signal maximum .

A complytF description of the thermal lens signal strength has been presented
previously - . If E is the energy remaining in internal modes of the sample molecules
at time t, and the process of energy release is pseudo first order,

Y/(to) I /rs) exp (-to/T ). ...................... (I)

The time depend( ce of the temperature rise in the sample region can then be expressed as

f(t) = (1/{,r+ tr) 2  (to0)i/ -to/(t +7 )12 .. ...... (2)

Here 7is the thermal decay lifetime of the thermal lens signal given by
2

C R P/4RTK.. . ............ (3)P g

where P is the pressure, T, the absolute temperature and, K, the thermal conductivity
coefficient of the sample.

The thermal lens signal strength may now hr defined in terms of S, the fractional
modulation of the probe laser

S = ............ (4)

Here = sample optical eýxtinction coefficient in reciprocal length units, I length of
the thermal Ions cell, I, distance from the thermal lens cell output window to the pinhole
and? is given by:

/6 (°0 RT /C Tp f6t) srt.g o s ~g•~gp Ts s "

Here p sample refractive index, p , T the sample pressure and temperature at which
this refraction index obtains, T = Phe -ctual sample temperature, R the gas constant , and

6 = P-I.s

Figure, 1 shows the quality and sensitivity of fit obtainailre with this anal'sis
appl iedL to the r isetime of the signal . In th- case of SF, que nched hy th- ir, rt qcasos,
the important e.nergy transfer processes in the ccl I arr

ii. S SF *
- •F6* + F • 2F (k)

F 2 51 1
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Figure 1. Fractional signal modulation, S, as a function of the dimensionless ratio t/p.
for 1 Torr SF 6 + 252.4 Torr Xe at 330K. The best fit is where VT/ P (eta) = 6.5. p

k 2 is obtained from the slope of the plot of the pseudo first order rate constants, for
a series of studies at constant SF pressure and variable inert gas pressure, against the
inert gas pressure. The intercepts of such plots are kI [SF 1, so that a plot of such
intercepts, obtained from studies with different base pressurgs of SF 6 , against the SF6'
pressures used, yields k I. The results are summarised in Table 1.

Table 1. Rate constants k2 for SF6 + inert gas
quenchers and kI for self quenching. * = ref 3.

Inert PT P•*
Gas ps Torr .s Torr
Xe 6250
Xe 4 3 4 7 a
Kr 2147 3040
Ar 409 470
Ne 233 194
He 41
SF6 42 + 15 122-182

The results for SF indicate that the mechanism follows the Ehrenfest condition for
these gases. From Able 1, it is clear that this technique agrees satisfactorily with
totally different approaches.

The energy transfer in the case of SF6 follows a mechanism which is simple overall, but
much toT complex to analyse in detail due to the high density of energy levels around
1000cm . However, in the case of CO2 such detailed analysis is possible. Additionally,
many of the rate constants are already available in the literature, io that few variables
are availahle for fitting observed4 to predicted thermal lens signals. In a series of
studies on pure CO an endothermic dip in the signal is observed and the signal shape is
very sensitive to ?he choice of parameters used to define the mechanism. Figure 2 shows
the enerqv levels relating to these studies.

It hag been shown 4 ' 9 that

6•.,/gN = (,- Ej) + e E, (4÷'-) - r 4,3 +÷K•(ý /( +s) ]/(• •)

+ +~ [ ý a) 4. f35
+ +ehs 1+ ~~( K2- A/(-L +-54)/V3 4ý' 1
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Figure 2. Energy levels for CO 2 , N2 and CO.

Herec. and 3 are the roots of the equation,

p2 + (h + h2)p + h 2(h h 3 0 and

h =k +k + k ML
k x3 n+ x4 XO 0

2 ox
h =k Mg'.

3 X0 0 k -E x"a4dh4 d= Ex3 k 3 + E 4 kx4 - Ek10 x

and
h 5 = k10 (l-x%)-

Fortunately, it is possible for the modest modulations involved (<50%) to equate the
thermal lens signal to ET, so that the above relation can be solved numerically. k .
denotes the rate constant for the relaxation of level x (001) to level n. The value of
k x + k . is the V-T relaxation rate constant for the 001 (x) level of CO2 ' i.e. 2832 ps
Torr. k 1 = 512 ps Torr. k is the quenching rate constant for a diatomic buffer gas, if
present, and M is its pressure. E is the lowest energy level of the CO (667cm ).
The nOO levels are assumed to equilibrate rapidly with the OnO manifold wih which it is
connected via Fermi resonance. The model used to derive the above equations also assumes
that, following the act of absorption of the "pump" pulse, the 0nO stack of levels V-V
equilibrates instantly within itself (and with nOO). This is followed by equilibration
with the 001 level and the translational bath. In order to achieve a good fit with the
experimental signal shape, it is necessary to set k x = 80% (k x + k ). It should benoted that this is the only variable used in the curve fitting apartxfrom a normalisation

factor to scale the observed maximum signal to the experimental modulation maximum.
Clearly, the endothermic route from the 001 level to 040 is not favoured although it is
nearer resonance with the 001 level, nor is this endothermic step significant in producing
the observed thermal lens endotherm. Instead, this arises from the relaxation via
translational to vibrational transfer, initially faster than V-V transfer from 001. In
the case of N quench gas, the endotherm is more pronounced, because the 001 population is
further depleýed by the fast, resonant equilibration of this level with the N2 V = 1 state.
Figure 3 shows the quality of fit obtainable in this case.

With CO quench gas, the 001 equilibration is endothermic by 206cm-1 compared with the
18cm for N2. In this case, a fast initial exotherm is apparent in the thermal lens
signal. The magnitude predicted is 206/1046.58 of the 6% modulation, i.e. 1.2%. The
observed value is i%! The exotherm in the case of N2 was of the order of the noise
level 0.2%. Table 2 lists the data obtained from these studies' 1 ,5, 6 .

Here, k is the rate constant for the quenching of the excited state of the quench gas by
CO 2 . T the case of CO this value carries an error of 40%. The V-T quenching value of
He is very high, but is as accurate as the other values above, the typical error being <20%
for kx3 and 10% for kl0.

Figure 4 shows the quality of fit to the CO data.
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Figure 3. The best fit (full Figure 4. The best fit (full
line) curve for 144 Torr CO 2+ line) curve for 744 Torr C02+
445 Torr N2 . 154 Torr CO.

Table 2.

Quench kx3 kl0 k

Gas s- Torr 1  s-Torr 1  s-Torr 1

He 45 1500
Ar 60 27
S60 45 >15000
c6 450 160 10000

The routine use of equation (4) to determine thermal conductivity would be tedious, but
in cases whererk>>T's (and this is generally true above -50 Torr) this equation simplifies
to

[(l-S) 2-1] 2 = t/(rc) + I/C

where C is a constant independent of time. Clearly, plots of the left side of this
relation versus time will be linear and the ratio of intercept/slope gives 7. Further
plots of T against pressure yield K, the thermal conductivity coefficient, from equation
(3). Figures 5 and 6 show such plots for the inert gases. In these cases, ITorr SF6 was
added to absorb "pump" laser radiation. With the pressures used, this introduces <1%
error.

Table 3 lists the results and compares these with the best current values obtained from
transient hot wire measurements .

Table 3

Gas K/ Khot wire*/
3 -1 -3 -1 -1

10-WM K 10 Wm K

Ne 48.20 48.21
Ar 18.48 17.27
Kr 10.05 9.23
Xe 6.02 5.35

High temperature operation with the heated cell allows measurements on systems where
transient hot wire equipment does not perform well because of the restricted, low range of
vapour pressur-.

Table 4 lists the results 7 for a variety of compounds.
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Figure 5. The SF6 + Ar system for 30, 54, 113, 160, 210,
266, 324, 385 Torr, in order of decreasing slope.
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Figure 6. Plots of against pressure for SF 6 + Ne, Ar,
Kr, Xe in order of increasing slope.

Table 4

Cyclopropane 1 1 Ethyl chloride 1 Toluene -1
Temp./K K/Wmi K Temp./K K/Wmi K Temp./K K/Wmi K

291 15.17 291 12.5 364 21.62
323 18.33 329.5 14.96 385.5 23.51
329.5 22.54 348 19.31 419.5 24.44
362 33.24 365 20.23
413 41.88 390 21.15

414 25.44
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Nit-obenzene was also examined 7, but, since there are Ino heat capacity data, th- thermal
diffusivitv was all that could be calculatod. 0.339Ns was obtainod at 421jK. More
complex systems can also be studied with the thermal I ,ns technique. Methanol vapour
exists as monomer, dimer and tetramer, the equilibirium constant ci erending on teme(ýrature
and the relative concentrations of these species depending on pressure,. Figure 7 shows
the T versus P plot for this system

10.

1 - b

ImS

2.

100 20D 300

P /Torr %I

Figure 7. 7 versus pressure for methanol vapour at 341K.

The thermodynamics of this system are well characterised. At high temperature, the
molar heat capacity is nearly constant because the methanol is nearly pure monomer.
However, at lower temperatures the "molar" heat capacity varies in a very non-linear way
with pressure. Figure 8 illustrates these effect..

c5
CP

45.

200 1.00 601

P/Torr

Figure 8. The variation of heat capacity of Methanol vapour
with pressure. (A) = 321K, (0) = 341K, (X) = 377K, (0) = 405K
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Since the Y/P plot is linear, it is clear that the thermal diffusivity is independent of
pressure. Consequently, the thermal conductivity coefficient will follow the heat
capacity variation with pressure.

It is possible to "pump" molecules indirectly by the stimulated Raman effect using two
pulsed lasers tuned so that their frequencies differ by that of a Raman transition in the
sample q. This allows energy transfer from Raman level to be monitored directly and the
lens signal maximum is useful in recording the Raman spectrum if one of the pulsed lasers
is a scanning dye laser.

The thermal lens technique has been extended to studies in the liquid and solid phases.
In laser eye surgical procedures 0 where high power laser pulses are projected through the
cornea and lens of the eye, thermal lens effects in these will destroy the precise focus
needed in e.g. the drilling of 50.m diameter holes in the uveal mesh through to Schlemm's
canal in an effort to alleviate open angle glaucoma. The minimum time required for these
lens effects to relax to ambient conditions is determined by the thermal diffusivity of the
cornea. This was measured for Rabbit and baboon corneae. These are somewhat variable,
but values were all within the range 1.5 - 3.0 seconds for Vk. These compare with the
values 1.79s, 1.82s and 3.04s for water, Barany's solution and chloroform respectively.
All theserk refer to a 2mm beam diameter. The last three values reproduce within +2%.

In the solid phase, anisotropic, partially oriented polyethylene terphthalate sheet was
examinedD. If the pinhole at the photomultiplier is replaced by a slit, the thermal lens
experiment gives a signal containing most information on processes occurring in a direction
orthogonal to the slit. Accordingly, the thermal diffusivity of the polymer sheet was
measured parallel and perpendicular to the orientation direction for a variety of stretch
ratios. The orientation ellipse of biaxially drawn sheet could be obtained and the clear
correlation was observed between orientation and enhanced thermal conductivity. Being
non-invasive and far faster and easier to use than alternative approaches, the lens
technique is particularly suitable for quality control applications in this context.

Finally, one effect which emerges from the above is that the maximum temperature in an
absorbing medium depends strongly on the energy transfer/thermal diffusivity kinetic
balance. For example, it is customary to add an inert buffer gas to a gas phase
photochemical system to increase its heat capacity and thus lower its temperature when
probing the thermal component of the mechanism. However, this approach is far too
simplistic. Increasing buffer gas pressure increases the release rate of energy to
translational degrees of freedom and slows thermal diffusivity. On-axis temperatures will
increase as a result and only the increasing heat capacity will counteract this1 2 . For
0.5 Torr SF + Argon buffer gas the peak, on-axis temperature is reached when 20 Torr
buffer gas kave been added and proceeds to decrease only when this pressure is exceeded.
Details of the calculations have been given elsewhere2.

Conclusions

The bricf review of quantitative applications of the thermal lens technique give above,
while far from exhaustive, clearly shows why this non-invasive, versatile technique is
gaining popularity as a diagnostic approach in many, diverse investigations. No attempt
has been made to be comprehensive and only lack of space has prevented this and
necessitated omission of much fine work of other authors for which we hope we shall be
forgiven.
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C02-LASERS FOR INDUSTRIAL MATERIALS PROCESSING

G. Herziger, P. Loosen
Fraunhofer-Institut fUr Lasertechnik, Steinbachstr.15, D-5100 Aachen, W.-Germany

1. Introduction

The driving force of the laser-development program being outlined in the following is
given by the interaction phenomena of laser radiation and matter such as surface Znd plasma
absorption, heat conduction, melt dynamics and plasma formation. As a guiding example for
the different types of processing (cutting, welding, surface treatment etc.), welding with
CO,-laser radiation will be used in the following.

Absorption of high-intensity laser radiation is a nonlinear function of laser intensity
/2/. In order to achieve high energy coupling into metallic materials and to overcome the
generally low natural surface absoption, the laser has to exceed a certain threshold
intensity, which is for welding of steel within the range of 1 - 2 * 10' W/cm' /1,2/. For
laser-system development this implies, that not only the increase of laser power is an
important objective, beam quality in terms of the capability of focussing the beam down to
small spots, may also be significant in order to reach the threshold intensities for
processing with high energy coupling.

Generally this threshold intensity is dependending on:
- variations in the surface quality and materials parameters of a workpiece, which occurs

frequently in industrial environment
- periodic and turbulent melt dynamics in the processing zone
- laser-power fluctuations caused by processes inside the laser source or induced by

radiation reflected from the workpiece to the laser system (optical feedback /8/).
Knowledge and control of these processes may be important in order to keep the processing
result within the given limits independent of the changing boundary conditions. In Fig. 1 a
laser-system for flexible laser-manufacturing is proposed, which is capable to react on
processing parameter fluctuations by control in a closed-loop feedback circuit. Similar
systems have been demonstrated for applications like soldering /18/ and hardening ,'19/,
where the time constants for the processes are mainly determined by heat conduction and are
lying in the ms-s range. The modulation bandwith of CO,-laser-systems, nowadays used in
industrial materials processing is in the range of several kHz, which is suffic-ent for
regulation of these slow processes whereas regulation of fast melt dynamics and plasma
processes requires modulation frequencies in the range of kHz to several hunderts of kHz,
which cannot be achieved with commercial laser systems for industrial applications.

In the following some areas of fundamental research and development are discussed, which
may contribute to the design of a laser-system for flexible laser manufacturing: control
of intensity and optical feedback, increase of beam quality and modulation bandwidth.

2. Laser Diagnostics

In Fig. 2 the scheme of a beam analysing system is shown, capable of controlling the
intensity distribution of focused as well as unfocused laser beams /4/. The system consists
of a rotating hollow needle with a pin-hole in its surface directing to the laser beam. By
rotating the needle through the beam cross-section and stepping the whole set-up through
the beam, several tracks (typically 40) can be picked up and displayed on a personal
computer. With this system, measurement of the intensity distribution, the beam radius as
well as the divergence up to laser powers of several kW can easily be achieved.

The results of analysing a CO2 laser with an output power of 1,500 W in the focal plane
of a 5 inch lense is illustrated in Fig. 3 showing the intensity distribution similar to a
TEMI0* mode. In this way several commercial CO, laser systems have been analized with
regard to their normalized beam quality, which is given by:

* A 1K =- --
iT w. 0

(X - wavelength, w - beam radius, 0 - far field divergence)

In contrast to the unfocused beam, where the far field divergence is not easily to obtain
due to the large Rayleigh length, measurement of the divergence behind the lense and
measurement of the focussed diameter can easily be achieved with the presented diagnostic
system. In Fig.4 the measured normalized beam quality of different commercial laser systems
is shown as a function of the rated laser power, and is compared with the theoretical
figures. The normalized beam quality decreases with increasing rated laser power, by reason
of beam distortions due to interaction of the beam with the amplifying medium /6/ and the
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output window /7/. Lasers with a nearly Gaussian intensity distribution (TEMO) have been
found so far only up to a laser power of about 2 kW, a limit which is mainly given by the
high power load of the partial transmitter.

In general it is not sufficient to analyse the beam parameters of a laser system in the
nonprocessinq case as described in Fig 4. Fig. 5 shows time-resolved measurements of the
total beam power and the polarization state of a CO. laser system at total absorbtion of
the laser by a beam stop: the total beam power and polarization state are nearly constant
in time. In the case of partial reflection of laser radiation from the workpiece to the
laser system the laser parameters may change drastically. This can only be detected by
on-line diagnostics of the laser during processing, which is illustrated in Fig. 6, showing
laser diagnostics during welding of aluminium. The total laser power as well as the polari-
zation state show a chaotical temporal behavior /8/ whereas the averaged polarization
remains constant. Sometimes the signal of the detector d,, indicating the polarization
state, increases to the level of the signal of detector d, what means that the polarizat-
ion plane of the laser has turned by an angle of 900. This, as well as the fluctuations in
total beam power may have an influence on the processing results. The influence of the
polarization state e. g. on cutting quality and efficiency is well known /9/, in laser
welding with special process- and laser- parameters likewise results have been found /10/.

A simple model of optical feedback (Fig. 7) is used to discuss the basic characteri-
stics of polarization change by optical feedback /11/. Polarization dynamics is described
with a rate-equation model by assuming two orthogonal polarization modes containing the'
photon densities q. and q,. The flux of these photons towards the workpiece is modified and
partially reflected from the interaction zone, described by the coefficients R- • The basic
characteristics of feedback induced change in polarization state may be disculsed with the
stationary solution of this equation system (Fig. 8).

Without optical feedback the laser system operates in this example with a polarization
ratio (q,/q,) of 0. With optical feedback a change of polarization takes place. The extend
of the polarization change depends on the coefficients R,, and R,,, describing the coupling
of photons of one polarization mode with the other by the workpiece. The greater this
coupling (summarized by b,), the greater is the change in polarization. Concerning the
parameter b. this behaviour is just reverse. A great coefficient b., which means large
differences between the photon lifetimes in the resonator, is damping the polarization
change by optical feetback. The case of random polarization occurs for equal or nearly
equal resonator losses for the two polarization modes (-r = T2). At a given coupling
constant b, the polarization state tends towards mode 1, when the feedback coefficient R,,
is increased. This is also true in the reverse sense for increasing R,,.

As a conclusion of the foregoing, a laser system is driven by optical feedback into a
polarization state, which has maximum reflexion and therefore minimum absorption at the
workpiece. A possible way to avoid this sterte is to chose the differences in the time
constants T. and r, appropriatly, e. g. by ad.oted choice of material and coating of the
folding mirrors.

3. Excitation Technics

The main objectives of excitation technics developement are to increase the homogenity
and stability of the discharge, which are essential prerequisits for high beam quality.
Furthermore, increase of the electrical power density and operating pressure may contribute
to the design of more compact laser systems, because raising the electric power density and
operating pressure reduces the size of the active medium as well as the blower size
(convective cooling is proportional to the product of pressure and pump capacity). An
additional advantage may be seen in the fact, that the laser relaxation time decreases at
higher pressure levels, allowing higher modulation frequencies.

Conventional dc-excitation, widely used in industrial CO,-lasers, allowes operation at
power densities and pressures in the range of 10 W/cm' and some tens of mbars resp.. By use
of a highly-turbulent swirl flow, generated by flow-shaping elements within the discharge
tubes of an axial-flow laser /12/, the parameters for homogeneous and stable discharge
operation could be raised to about 18 W/cm' and 90 mbar for the electrical power density
and operation pressure resp. (Fig. 9).

With rf-excitation these figures could be increased considerably. In Fig. 10 the
operating range of dc- and rf-excitation, known from the literature and own experiments, is
indicated. Electric power densities up to about 50 W/cm' and operating pressures exceeding
200 mbar in homogeneous and stable discharges have been demonstrated. Additional advantages
of rf-excitation arise by : low gas consumption and contamination when using capacitive
coupling in the plasma.
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The selection of an appropriate excitation frequency is governed by plasma physical,
technical and economical aspects. Plasma physical processes, determing the choice of
frequency are discharge stability, sheath thickness and plasma absorption length. In order
to describe their frequency dependent behaviour modelis have betn developed or modified
/13/. One basic example of these investigations will be discusscd later on. Additional
technical and economical demands are given by:

- Cheap and reliable design of rf-generator, e.g. the use of magnetron microwave sources
may have significant advantages in terms of cost reduction

- Simple, cheap and reliable design of matching network and coupling structure
- Capability of achieving high modulation bandwidth and short-term power increase.

Some of the coupling structures tested in the frequency range from some MHz up to GHz
are schematically drawn in Fig. 11. A coupling structure which is today widely used in
industrial high power CO, laser systems with axial gas flow is scetched in Fig. Ila: a
simple structure which works well with the usually used generators in the 10 - JO MHz
range. At high power densities and operating pressures plasma inhomogenities may occur due
to the slightly inhomogeous field distribution of this coupling structure. A similar
coupling structure used for transverse flow lasers is shown in Fig. llb. Inductive coupling
of RF may be obtained with the structure in Fig. llc, resembling a slow- wave structure
used e. g. in travelling wave tubes in the several hundred MHz to the GHz region. Problems
may occur with this structure due to radially inhomogeneous electrical field distribution,
especially at very high frequencies. A structure in resonance for the radio frequency is
shown in Fig. 11 d. This structure in combination with adjusted ridges has successfully
been used with frequencies in the 500 MHz range /14/.

In order to describe the characteristics of coupling structures and rf-driven plasmas, a
model has been developed /5/, consisting of the equations for charge-production and
-relaxation, gas dynamics as well as equations describing the coupling-structure equivalent
circuit shown in Fig. 12. The equivalent circuit includes the stray capacity cs, the
coupling capacity c, and the plasma, built up by the complex impedance ZPL.

With the aid of this model, design and optimization of coupling structures and matching
networks under consideration of frequency and power-density dependent plasma behav our is
possible as illustrated in Fig. 13 with an example of the power-dependent complex impeL 'nce
of a rf-discharge (27 MHz) in an axial-flow-CO,-laser. For a complete coupling of rf-power
into the plasma in different operating regimes, design of the rf-generator and the matcning
network has to take into account the variing impedance shown in Fig. 13.

With Fig. 14, where the calculated electrical field in the discharge is given as a
function of the electron density for two excitation frequencies (27 MHz and 500 MHz), an
important basic feature of frequency-dependent plasma stability may be discussed.
Increasing power density in the discharge increases the plasma conductivity and therefore
reduces the electrical field. For a rf-frequency of 27 MHz this happens for this example at
electron densities above 10' /cm'. In comparison, at higher frequencies the total current
is mainly determined by the capacitive part C of the complex impedance. The electron
density and therefore the plasma conductivity has to be increased to a greater extend to
contribute to a reduction of the electrical field strength in the discharge. On the other
hand, reduction of the electrical field strength with increasing power density is an
important plasma stabilising mechanism and contributes to the adaption of the electrical
field to changing gas density, which is essential e.g. in high-power systems with gas flow,
where a decrease of gas density in direction of flow takes place, and where a nearly
constant ratio of E/N is maintained by the processes just discussed. Control and stabili-
zation of discharges may therefore become more complicated with increasing excitation
frequency.

4. Laser Modulation

Following the discussion in section 3 (Excitation Technics), rf-excitation has several
advantages with respect to high modulation bandwidth (high transmitter modulation
bandwidth, operation pressure and electric power density). A typical rf- and laser-pulse of
an axial-flow type CO,-laser is given in Fig. 15 /15/. The rf power can be switched within
very short times (bandwidth up to 200 kHz) whereas the laser shows the characteristic delay
time at the beginning of the pulse and decay time at the end of it. For the type of
modulation needed to regulate materials processing, the decay time at the end of the laser
pulse is of main importance. Therefore the processes leading to a decrease of this decay
time are chiefly investigated. Among gas temperature and gas mixture the operating
pressure of the laser discharge determines the decay time. In Fig. 16 measurements of the
laser power decay time as a function of pressure are shown /15,16/. The decay time is
mainly determined by collision processes in the laser plasma, the time -onstant for this
processes is proportional to about the inverse of the operating pressure. With pressures up
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to 200 mbar, which can be achieved with rf-discharges as it was shown in section 3, laser
power decay times in the range of 10 ps can be observed. This is still above the decay time
of the rf-generator, which is in the region of several us for the used 27 MHz type.

Fig. 17 shall illustrate a method of modulating a high-power CO,-laser by means of
modulating resonaLor parameters: in this example the resonator losses have been modulated
by an oscillating resonator mirror with a frequency in the region of the laser-resonance
frequency /17/. The picture shows the theoretical and experimental laser power, which is
completely modulated with a frequency of about 100 kHz.

6. Conclusion

Laser-materials interaction phenomena indicate, that materials processing in a controlled,
feed-back system may be advantageous. Additional elements of a laser source, suited for
materials processing are: beam diagnostics (on-line or off-line resp.), high beam quality
and modulation capability. With respect to the latter, rf-excitation has several advan-
tages, however the optimal excitation frequency with respect to physical, technical and
economical demands have not yet been finally fixed. This is the subject of current
investigations.

This work was granted by the "Bundesministerium fur Forschung und Technologie der
Bundesrepublik Deutschland, FKZ 13N5382"
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Abstract

Experimental and theoretical studies have been carried out to evaluate a potential
performance characteristics of a downstream-mixing CO2 gasdynamic laser(GDL) equipped
with a screen nozzle and a passive supersonic diffuser, and utilizing high-temperature
decomposed gas of liquid N2O as the donor gas. A small-signal gain coefficient up to
0.5 %/cm and a laser output power as high as 10 kW have been measured with a typical
operating condition of a total mass flow rate of 2 kg/s and a gas mixture of mole
fraction of 11.3%COz/65.1%N2 /O.3%1•f0/23.3%0 in the laser cavity. In order to explain
the experimental results, a mixing loss factor is introduced in an analytical model
incorporating the three-temperature kinetics model combined with the gradually-mixing
model utilizing a specified mixing length and a mixing rate. The studies have shown
that significant laser potential performance exists for the downstream-mixing CO, GDL
utilizing the decomposed gas of the liquid N1O as the donor gas.
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I. Introduction

A significant reduction in weight and volume of a downstream-mixing COz gasdynamic
laser(GDL) system is possible by replacing N2 gas by liquid N2 O utilizing a combustion
with an appropriate fuel.' In the nozzle expansion of the donor gas including
contaminants such as Ct), HO, and 02 generated by the combustion, vibrational energy is
lost from the hot N, gas through collisions especially with COz and HzO gases. These
collisional processes deteriorate the laser performance of the mixing GDL system. It
is, therefore, required that the mixing GDL system be incorporated with a combustion
technique which produces the donor gas with as small amount of contaminants as possible.

The main purpose of this research program is to investigate the feasibility of the
high laser performance of the downstream-mixing GDL system utilizing high-temperature
decomposed gas of liquid NzO as the donor gas for its compactness.

2.The Laser System

A schematic diagram of the downstream-mixing GDL system is shown in Fig.1. The
system consists of a supplying system of the donor gas and the laser gas, a combustor
generating the donor gas by the decomposition of the liquid N20 with a small amount of
gas mixture of CO and Hz, a downstream-mixing screen nozzle with 10-degree half-angle
conical nozzle units, a multimode single-path laser cavity, and a passive supersonic
diffuser. The donor gas includes non-preheated N, gas for dilution. The additional
N2 gas requires only small percentage of the overall mass throughput, because the N, gas
itself is used for the pressurization in the supplying system.

-zf7ý ombuso
run V s creeM liaserl

S•• ••. •••/•_.• iffuse•

P\,

•ressurized N, up 9

Fig.1 Schematic diagram of the downstream-mixing

CO2 gasdynamic laser
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A photograph of the GDL system is shown in Fig.2. The supplying system, the laser
cavity, and the cavity duct are mounted on a stand. The stand is approximately 1.5 m
wide, 2.5 m long, and 1 m high. The gas flow passing through the cavity duct and a
silencer is exhausted directly to the atmosphere. The laser cavity is 75 cm in length
and 3.5 cm in diameter, and it contains the gas flow of 52 cm in length along the
optical path.

.'silencer supyn

duct

Fig. 2 Photograph of the downstream-mixing
CO, gasdynamic laser system

3.Maser Performance

Fig.3 shows donor-gas combustion characteristics of the liquid NzO with the gas
mixture of CO and Hz for various stoichiometric ratios 0. Mole fractions of Nz, COZ,
OZ and H2 0, and combustion temperature at a combustion pressure of 100 atm are computed'
by an equilibrium combustion model described by the follwing reaction equation,

1OON2 0 + 0 (99C) + HZ) " lOON2 + 0 (99C02 ) + 0 (Hz0) + 50(1 - 0 )Oz. (1)

Several experimental studies on the combustor have been performed in order to establish
a stable combustion with a relatively low stoichiometric ratio. As a result, a stable
decomposition of the liquid N2O has been realized with an extremely small amount of gas
mixture of CO and Hz, corresponding to a stoichiometric ratio as low as 0.06.
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Fig.3 Combustion characteristics of
liquid N2 O and mixture of CO+Hz

Fig.4 shows a comparison of measured gain distributions along the gas flow with
calculated ones under a typical operating condition described in the upper part of the
figure. A maximum gain has been measured to be 0.5 %/cm at point in the laser cavity
7 cm downstream of the nozzle exit plane .

In order to explain the experimental results, small-signal gain coefficients have
been computed by the three-temperature kinetics model 3 combined with the gradually-
mixing model 4 utilizing a specified mixing length and a mixing rate. A mixing loss
factor C is introduced in the analytical model to evaluate the effect of translational
gas temperature increase caused by the kinetic energy loss due to the turbulence
generated by the velocity difference between the two supersonic flows. The mixing loss
factor in the mixed flow region is defined by the follwing equation,

u = (1 - •)uo, (2)

where u is a flow velocity with a mixing loss, and u, is that without the mixing loss.
A decrease in the small-signal gain is associated with an increase in the mixing loss

resulting in the static temperature increase which enhances collisional deactivation of
the upper laser level population as well as depression of the small-signal gain. When
the mixing loss factor C is specified to be 1.5 %, the calculated gain distribution is
best-fitted to the measured ones.
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Fig.5 shows calculated maximum-available-laser-energys distributions along the gas
flow under the typical operating condition. A specific maximum-available-laser-energy
of 10 kJ/kg has been calculated with the mixing loss factor ý of 1.5 %. It is known
that a specific laser power on the order of half of the maximum-available-laser-energy
can be extracted from a well-designed laser cavity.' Consequently, a predicted laser
output power approximately amounts to 10 kW with a total mass flow rate of 2 kg/s.

15atm A,/A* = 75
1750 K A/Az = 75 1predicted laser power

donor gas 1.3%C = -0.5 X Emax X
i 1l.7 kg/s4m 65.1%N, PL

se0 3 Has 0 = -0.5 X lOkJ/kg X 2kg/s
S/-2.3%0, 1k

450 K Xm = 40 mm

2.0 H c 2 cavity diameter= ",cavity diameter 0

o measured I M --- 15 ______-nglos1.5 :calculatedl miXIng loss W

K mixing loss •I 051 " -O0 1.01
0 .

MH-, 1.0 1-!
0 •.5.• 1.0% ;2.0%

ro ,,I 1 , .5', n0 I I50I II10
W C I I I 5.EI2 .05051

0 0 5 20 % 10 dontra ditac 50/10
downstream distance X/h

Fig.4 Comparison of measured gain Fig.5 Calculated maximum available
distributions with calculated ones laser energy distributions

Fig.6 shows experimental laser output characteristics for various output mirror
reflectivities under the above mentioned operating condition. A maximum laser output
power of 10 kW has been obtained with a 92.5-% reflectivity output mirror. The result
is in good agreement with the calculated laser output power. This indicates that the
analytical model is quite capable of predicting the gain and the available energy.

A solid curve is fitted to the measured powers using the Rigrod power extraction
model" in order to calculate a saturation parameter. As a result, it is found to be
as high as 6.0 kW/cm2 with the measured small-signal gain coefficient of 0.5 %/cm.
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Fig.6 Laser output characteristics

Typical oscillograms are shown in Fig.7 for the laser output power and the static
pressures in the combustor and in the laser cavity. The cavity is evacuated down to
40 Torr with the establishment of the stable decomposition of the liquid N2O at a
pressure around 120 atm. The laser output power of 10 kW is obtained for one second in
the continuous wave mode.

: 10760

,•. 600 •
• 400 •

*'T-4

0 0
;- 12020 .
4 80- -60

0,ý-

0 0.5
t (s)

Fig.7 Typical oscillograms of laser output power and

pressures in the combustor and in the cavity
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4.Concluding Remarks

A further optimization of the experimental parameters such as the reduction of the
the mixing loss is yet to be performed to investigate an ultimate laser performance
potential of the downstream-mixing GDL system utilizing the high-temperature decomposed
gas of the liquid N2O as the donor gas.
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REGENERATIVE CO2 AMPLIFIER OF A NANOSECOND PULSE TRAIN

V.V.Apollonov, A.M.Prokhorov, V.R.Sorochenko, Yu.A.Shpkir

Generpl Physics Institute , USSR Academy of Sciences, Vpvilov st.,38, Moscow, USSR

Abstract

Regenerptive omplificption of P nanosecond pulse trPin in the 50 1 Pctive volume C02
loser hps been investigpted both numericPlly Pnd experimentplly. The Prep in which RA tp-
kes plpce wos determined when vprying the injected rpdi-tion pprpmeters. The nonosecond
pulse trpin utili7Ption Ps Pn injected rodiption instepd of monopulse wps shown to brooden
significpntly the injection time "window" Pnd to enpble vpription of Pn individual pulse
time structure in the output trpin.

Introduction

Nenosecond pulse regenerptive Pmplifiers have been developed by mpny reseprchers /1,2,3/
The obsen-e of Pny switches or modulotors in the resonptor, which limits both beem Ppertu-
re Pnd intensity, enpbles the construction of C02 regenerptive Pmplifiers with lprge volu-
mes or Ppertures of the Pctive medium. A 200 J trpin of npnosecond pulses generoted in P

30 1 Pctive volume CO2 loser wos reported in /2/. In order to cprry out P number of physi-
cpl experiments it is of interest to obtPin P npnosecond pulse train with P higher energy
Pnd wide range of time structure vpription. For expmple, successive interpction of the
electron beem with the lpser trpin of pulses in the spme focol volume (s.c. cyclic occele-
rption) should permit to significuntly increpse the efficiency of lpser Pccelerption of
pprticles /4/. It is effective to use numericpl cplculption of the regenerotive omplifico-
tion (RA) process in order to estimote the borders in which RA tPkes ploce Pt the vpried
injected rpdiption pprometers /5,6/.

The present peper reports the numericol cplculption results ond experimentpl reseerch
of RA in the CO2 laser with o 50 1 volume Pctive medium (Li), moreover the injected rpd* -
otion was P nonosecond pulse troin with on interpulse time intervol AT - 2 /c (where ý1-
is• •e 14 resonotor length), obtpined in p sepprote regenerotive omplifier (22). The Pim

of the reseprch wps the determinption of the RA Prep borders, Ps well Ps the study of the
chonges in the pulse train envelope ond omplified spontpneous rodiotion (ASR) level by the
voription of injected rediotion pprometers.

In /6/ we reported the results of numerical colculotions of nenosecond pulse RA in the
1.8 1 octive volume TEA-C0 2 loser with o stoble resonptor. In the present ppper the some
numericol cplculotion olgorithw wps used /6/, but some chonges cpused by o significont
difference between the octive medium cross section si7e Pnd injected beom dipmeter Pnd
olso the type of injected rodiotion (pulse train).

Specificolly, the following items hove been token into considerotion:
1. The injected rsdiotion groduplly fills in the fundomentpl trpnsverse mode of an un-

stpble telescopic resonptor.
2. The resonotor is divided into 2 ?ones in which only one or two oppositely directed

rodiotion fluences propogote.
3. The injected rodiotion is a nonosecond pulse troin with the envelope close to the ex-

perimentol doto (Fig.1).
Let us introduce the following designpti-

one: Ti is the instont of injection of the
first pulse in the troin into Ll resonator in
respect to the pump pulse storting, Thr is
the instont of the threshold goin in 1 El
is the injected rediotion energy. Note tho
the prprmeters of the resonptor Pnd octive
volume used in the cplculptions correspond to
tne experimentpl set up.

One of the nmin pprometers of the RA sche-
me is the injection "window", thot is the re-
gion of Ti voriotion ot P fixed Ei, inside
which ASR level does not exceed P given volue.

- - - In the present poper we obsume that inside
the injection "window" the rotio of the pulse

Fig.1. Nanosecond pulse train injected into troin moximum pulse peok power PN (N is the
LI. number of the moximum pulse in the troin) to

the ASR power PASR exceeds 10. According to
/3/, in this cose the following propogotion
of the rpdiption through the srturobie Pbsor-

ber (8+10 torr SF6 + 6 Ptm He) ollows to obtoin the rptio K-PN/P&SR ,104 in the output,
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this vplue is sufficient for the mpjority of physicpl experiments.
The calculation results for the cpse Ti. Tthr Pre shown in Fig.2. The PN vplue grows up

with P decrepsing injected trPin
P r"W/ peek power Pi (Fig.2,a), beceuse
NL ASMA the mpximum output train pulse

120 is formed at P higher Pmplific-
tion of the octive medium. PN
reaches P maximum vplue simultp-
neously with K p~rmmeter •t P1 "
-I0-3W (Fig.2,b). Note that with

80 Pi decrepsing from 1 to IO- 3 W
80 (Fig.2,e) the penk power PASR

Plso decreases, but the total
ASR energy, EASR, in the LI pul-
se grows up. (See Fig.2,c) pres-

40 enting the dependence of A -
- Etr/Etr+EASR on Pi, where Etr

P Iis the totpl energy of the Ll
SA pulse trPin). This is due to P

more intensive spturption of the

10-4 10-2 102 104 FtLw) Pctive medium.
It follows from Fig.2,b thpt

K) 10 if Pi; 2.10-5 W, thpt is
K the minimum injected energy *

3.10- 1 3 J.

r'0 The trPin envelope form de-pends significpntly cn the Ei vy-
lue. For Ei -1.5.10bJJ (experi-
mentel dptp) the front pepk of
the envelope is insignificently

20 higher thpn the main pert of the
envelope due to the shift of the
generption stprt into the time
intervel with P smeller Pmplifi-
ction (similerly to the genere-

10 -tion of P smooth long pulse Pt

one longitudinel mode performen-
ce of the injection locked leser
Fig.3,P). When Ei is Pttenupted
up to 1.5.10- 9 J the first pepk

""4 2 power is much higher then the
1  10 1 10 PI(W) "teil", but the ASR level incre-

eses (K•15 ) (Fig.3,b).
A Thus, in order to obtein me-

1.0 ximum output peek power the injer
cted power must be fpr lower
thpn thet needed for e complete

(C) suppression of ASR (AI•I). If
0.6 the output peek Power hes e mpxi-

mum, A1 Is only About 0.4 (Fig.
2,c).

The numericpl celculptions
heve shown thpt, unlike /5,6/,

0.2 injection window is not symmet-
ric relptive to Thr, i.e. for

L___ Ei- 1.5 mJ.Tthr- 1.5./usec <
io-4 10-2 1 102 101 P (W) Ti <Tt- +0.75/usec. This diffe-

rence • cused by the use of

Fig.2. Dependence of P1i P (a), K = P/PASR (b) and the pulse trein %s injected redi-
UAS etion, insteed of monopulse /5 6/.

A = 2 tr/r +iASA (c) on P. - peak power of the If the velue TiM - Ti +AT(M-1)
injected train. <Ttq ( M is the number of pul-

ses h the trein), then the
trein pulse with j number will
be ettenupted by the resonetor

losses proportionolly to the number of pesses through the resonetor in the time intervel
from TiJ - Ti +AT (j - 1) to T . Therefore, the lest pulse in the trein hes the mini-
mum losses end in numericel cal6t•ftions the injection of the lest trein pulse with the
Pddition of ll previous pulses with different ettenuetion in the resonAtor hes been con-
sidered. An equivelent power of the pulse injected Pt e TiM instent depends not only on
the trein meximum pulse pepk power Pi, but also on the resonetor peremeters, Ti, end
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the troin envelope form. At
7 r d07 the other porometers fixed

P / to0 [Wlcn 1 J the left border of the "in-
jection window" moves further
from Tthr with on increase in
the full durption of the inje-

6 (0.) cted troin. If Ti> Tthr only
2t3 first pulses in the troin
influence the RA process due
to P ropid increpse of the

4 light intensity in the reso-
nptor Pfter the threshold.

Note thpt in the vicinity
of the "injection window" bor-
ders the dependence of K upon
Ti is similpr to taot shown

2 in Fig.2,b. When Ti opproi-
ches the border K increpses
from - 12 up to the moximum
volue - 20 and then rppidly
drops down.

10 20 ,0 40 50 60 n. Thus, when nonosecond pul-
se trPin is used Ps injected

r/w,' rodiption instepd of monopul-
12. Ir se (with the spme pepk power

12 Pi) "injection window" broe-
dens by the vplue close to
the full durption of the in-
jected train ( -1.0 /psec in

the present cpse).

Experimentol set up

The C02 laser (Li) with P
8. 20x20x125 cm3 ective medium

hps operoted in P self-sus-
teined discherge regit ini-
tipted by on electron beom,

( with P low-ioni7Ption odditi-
6 ve (triethylsmine) in P ges

mixture /7/. The telescopic
resonptor mirrors were dispo-
sed Pt the edges of e 2m3 vo-
lume ges chpmber. The resona-

4 tor length 11. 8.6m, megnifi-
cption M-2.1, mirror opertu-
res 20 end 9 cm. The injected
rpdiption wes introduced into

2 resonptor through P 4 mm dip-
meter hole in the concave mir-
ror center (Fig.4). The Ll
worked on the C0 2 :N 2 :He .
-1:1:3 (1 etm) ges mixtures

- with triethylpmine (TEA) od-

10 20 2i0 40 50 L ditive (1 torr), C0 2 :N 2 - 1:2
end C02:N2= 1:4 (0.Stm) with

Fig.3. Calculated envelopes of nanosecond pulse train (solid TEA (1 torr) end H2 0 (2 torr)
line) and amplified spontaneous radiation (AOR) /7,8/. Pump energy of the oc-
(dashed line) for two values of i: a) i=1.5.10-T, tive volume wes up to 10 kJ,
b) •i=1.5.10- 9 J, ( n - number of a pulse in the electron bepm energy did not
train, P.- power density of the train pulse with exceed 200 KeV. Mpximum out-
the n-th number). put energy of LI ws= f2OOJ

for C0 2 :N, . 1:4 mixture.
The rp ietion injectedinto

LlwaSthe nenosecond pulse troin generpted in TEA C02 loser (L2) with P 1.8 1 ective volume
similor to /9/. The L2 rctive length wps 50 cm, resonrtor length 12- 1I with o 1 cm ec-
curecy. When opereted on the C0 2 :N2:He-1:1:3 (1 etm) mixture end 160 J/l pump L2 output
energy wes z 0.2 J et the fundomentsl trensverse mode. Nenosecond pulse trein (Fig.1)
wes formed on injecting into the L2 resonptor o 3 ns durption end ebout 10-1 2 J pulse cut
off by electroopticPl switch (SI) from the 1 W OV C02 loser (13). The L3 genereted St P
10 P(20) line. Pulse durotion in the trein wos close to 2 ns due to the soturption effect.
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Fig.4. `xperinental set up.

The contrast ratio of the train peak power to the L ASR level exceeded 200:1 (measu-

red by Tektronix 7104 oscilloscope). High peak power oi the L2 train ( - 10 + 10( W) was

much higher than the Li spontaneous emission power at the injection instant, that is why

the experimental set up exhibited a very reliable performance and the "injection window"

was rather wide.
Photon drag detectors PD-i and PD-2 have been used to control the Li and L2 radiati-

on . The L, energy was measured by a communicating B bolometer connected with a resista-

nce bridge. BI was calibrated by the calorimeters matrix. The energy measurement accuracy

was 15%. L1 , L2 and SI , as well as the oscilloscopes to control the set up parameters

were synchronized by a many channel delayed pulse DPG generator.
1hen L1 worked on the CO2 :N 2 :He= 1:1:3 p = 1 atm mixture, RA "window" was

Tthr1 . 6 pisec <Ti <Tthr+O.6 ,msec for Ei=1.5.10-3J. Fig.5,a presents the L, radiation os-

cillogram for this value of Ei and Ti= Tthr-
For T = Tth. = Q 6 t 0.7psec RA took place in L, (that is KI0 ) when 2i was attenu-

ated up 0o 1.5.10-11J. With smaller values of E0 the "injection window" width was close

to th- experimental jitter of Ti= + 100 nsec, tkat is why it was difficult to determine

an exact value of EI . With an optImum value oV ½l= 1.5.10-10J PN had the maximum about

1.5 times higher than its value at Ei= 1.5.10- J. Fig.5,b shows the train of pulses at

E 1.5.10-9J. *SThus, the experimental values of the "injection window" and minimum Ci , as well as

the train envelopes for two values of S. are close to the calculated values.

When the Li resonator length is variid relatively to 11, the output train pulses are

broadened at Ehe base due to the delay of each successive pulse in the input train to

the previous one having completed its cavity roud trip (Fig.6,a).At a significant diffe-

rence in the resonators' lengthes 4t = 21 2 /c - 21 1 /c -V- (iT- is an individual pulse

duration) each pulse in the output train is also a train of puises separated by a at

interval (?ig.6,b). The train of such a type may be of interest for different experiments

of radiation interaction with matter.
Conclusion

Thus, in the present report:
1. The borders of regenerative amplification regime in the 50 1 active volume CO2 laser
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Fig.6. L1 radiation oscillograms for the case 12 1 11.

are determined both numerically and experimentally at varied parameters of the injec•.ed
radiation (which is a train of nanosecond pulses).
2. The nanosecond pulse train utilization as injection radiation instead of monopulse was
shown to broaden significantly the "injection window" and to enable the individual pulse
time structure changing in the output train.
3. The possibility of controlling the peak power and envelope form in the train, as well
as the amplified spontaneous emission level by varying the injected power was demonstra-
ted both numerically and experimentally.
4. The numerical calculation results correspond satisfactorily to the experimental data.
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Abstract is difficult to obtain information about the plasma center.
Results are reported of an attempt tc measure the ion Neutron analysis methods can only be used in D-D and D-T

temperature in the TCA tokamak by collective Thomson scattering plasmas with sufficiently high neutron flux.
of the radiation of an optically pumped D2 0 far infrared laser. A reliable temperature measurement via collective scattering

Consistent results are obtained in the correct range of of laser light has not yet succeded on a tokamak. This fact alone
temperatures. While the precision obtained so far is still suggests that it is obviously not a simple technique. Potentially
unsatisfactory, there are no indications of any adverse effects the method has sever.J advantages:
precluding a precise measurement with a more sensitive does not disturb the plasma
state-of-tt.e-art detection system. good temporal and spatial resolution

Time- and frequency resolved measurements of the direct method (does not rely on model assumptions)
far-infrared laser emission proved that the bandwidth and the eventually other parameters can be measured
frequency shift during the pulse (chirping) are still acceptable simultaneously (ne, Te, Zeff, BP)
for a collective Thomson scattering experiment. insensitive to neutrons

During this study we showed that the emission frequency insensitive to small populations of non-thermal particles
depends on the intensity of the pump- and the FIR beam as well as We will briefly review some important points to consider for
on the D 0 r-essure. We also observed an influence of the time the set-up of a Thomson scattering experiment to determine Ti.
history of the emission resulting in a doubly-peak..d pulse shape 1) The scattered radiation observed is essentially due to the
of the FIR laser. electrons. The mobility of ions is so much smaller that their

contribution is negligible. Hence one tries to observe the ion
Introduction motion by collective scattering from the electron clouds which

Measuring the ion temperature of a tokamak plasma by form around each ion in order to shield its charge. The scattering
Thomson scattering will be of particular interest to plasma scale length is thus much larger than in the non-collective
physicists as soon as a precision of about 10% can be reached by regime, which means that also the laser wavelength has to be
this method. Our preliminary results showing scattered spectra larger. If one does not want to work at FIR wavelength, very small
do not achieve this goal yet. For this reason the emphasis will be scattering angles will be required. This results in a loss of
on the development of the tools, mainly the optically pumped resolution and problems with stray light.
far-infrared laser where we encountered a few quite interesting 2 ) Because of the small cross-section for Thomzon
problems. scattering, the scattered intensity is very small. The ratio of the

The presentation is divided into two parts: power collected by the detection system to the incident laser
1) Development of a plasma diagnostic experiment to power is typically (as for example in our case) of the order of

measure Ti by collective Thomson scattering. 10-14. Hence a powerful laser system in the FIR and a very
2) time-resolved linewidth and lineshape measurements of a sensitive detection system are required.

pulsed optically pumped far-infrared D20 laser. 3) A careful study is required to make sure that the signal
containing the information on the ion temperature is not masked

T. measurement by collective Thomson scattering by contributions due to other effects in the spectral region of

In a tokamak plasma, the ion temperature is an important interest. Significant undesirable contributions could be due to
parameter ard considerable efforts are made to develop methods scattering from impurities or microturbulences, ECE radiation
that can provide measurements with good temporal and spatial and parasitic stray light. Under certain conditions, the influence
resolution. Since Thomson scattering of ruby or Nd: YAG laser of the magnetic field can distort the thermal spectrum. Most of
radiation has become the standard method to measure the electron these effects influence the central part of the observed spectrum
temperature, the question arises whether the same method could only. In the range from 600MHz to 2GHz offset from the D20
be used to determine Ti? Before discussing the problems laser frequency which we use for the evaluation of Ti we only
encountered, we will first compare the different available have to consider the influence of the magnetic field, whereas the
methods and their advantages and disadvantages. Four of the main other perturbations can be neglected.
methods are listed 'n table I. 4) The laser beam should have a spectral width considerably

The most commonly used method is based on Lharge exchange smaller than the width of the scattered spectrum and it should
neutrals. On JET, for example, five neutral particle analyzers also be stable in frequency. Otherwise a complicated
are installed which look at different chords. The beams are mass deconvolution procedure is required, with all the associated
and energy resolved and recorded with channel multipliers to uncertainties. The second part of the paper deals with this
obtain the temperatures of both ion types, the density ratio and subject.
the fast ion distribution function during additional heating. The We have developed a system which in principle is capable of
limitation, at least in large machines, is given by the opacity of measuring the ion temperature in a single shot. In practice we
the plasma to neutrals escaping from the central plasma. haven't achieved this result yet and we are currently

Spectroscopic techniques have also been used with success. investigating why this is so.
The main drawback is that the method gives the temperature of Figure 1 is a schematic of our set-up. The system is installed
the impurity ions in a particular ionization state and additional on the TCA tokamak, a medium size tokamak used mainly for
measurements or assumptions are required to obtain T1. heating experiments. An optically-pumped D20 vapor
ýmpurulies are also concentrated at the plasma edge and hence it far-infrared laser produces pulses of 1-2J within lys. The
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Collective Thomson Scattering Experiment on TCA

TCA TOKAMAK

, D20 FIR LASER

HETERODYNE DETECTION SYSTEM

LOCAL OSCILLATOR

Configuration of the experimental system showing the CO 2 oscillator, the e-beam amplifier
operated in a triple-pass configuration, the FIR laser with unstable resonator, the scattering
arrangement on the TCA tokamak and the heterodyne detection system consisting of an optically
pumped CD Cl laser as local oscillator, a diplexer and a multi-channel receiver system with a
Schottky diode mixer.

beam is focused by a parabolic mirror into the center of the The width of the band indicates the error bars obtained from
plasma and scattered radiation is observed at 900. A shallow repetitive measurements at fixed plasma conditions. The ion
conical pyrex beam dump is used to absorb the main beam and the temperature could be obtained with 10% accuracy in this case. In
detection system looks at a deeply grooved Macor ceramic viewing an actually measured spectrum the error bars should be of
dump. The purpose of these two devices is to suppress stray light comparable size.
as much as possible. We use a heterodyne detection system with In Fig. 4 we show the results of a scattering experiment
an optically-pumped CD Cl FIR laser used as local oscillator. Its obtained from a single shot. The background, obtained from the
emission is combined with the scattered radiation in an optical average of nine acquisitions before and nine acquisitions after the
diplexer and mixed in a Schottky diode. The resulting IF signal laser pulse, has been subtracted. A fit for a plasma density of
centered around 3.6GHz is amplified and split into a range of 20 5"1011cm-3, an electron temperature of 800eV, a Zeff of 2.5 and
different channels, each 80MHz wide. After amplification and a toroidal magnetic field component of 1 .5T at an angfe of 10 with
integration the signals are digitized by CAMAC units and sent to respect to the direction normal to the scattering plane, suggests
the local computer for analysis. an ion temperature of 390eV. The observed fluctuations of the

Calculated spectra for H and D plasmas, respectively, are signal are obviously much larger than predicted. However, the
shown in Fig.2. In each case three curves are presented referring ion temperatures obtained by fitting the spectra of five different
to different conditions (only one half of the symmetric spectrum shots are quite consistent with a mean of 280eV and a standard
is shown.) Curve 1 gives the spectrum for a pure plasma deviation of 25% for a single measurement. Also shown in the

containing only a single ion species. Spectrum 2 is obtained when figure is a fit which does not include the effect of the magnetic
small concentrations of impurity ions are included. The species field. The correspondence with the measured data is obviously
and concentrations were chosen in agreement with typical much worse, suggesting that magnetic field effects are indeed
tokamak plasma conditions (Zeff=2 .5). Finally, curve 3 shows a important for the particular geometry used in our experiment.
spectrum that also takes into account the influence of the This adds an additional uncertainty, mainly due to the averaging
magnetic field which becomes important when k.LB. over a range of angles. At this stage it is difficult to discuss

The combination of these effects leads to a considerable systematic effects; it is more useful to compare error bars in
distortion of the central part of the spectrum out to about order to find out how far away we still are from a measurement.
600MHz. In order to avoid complications in the analysis, like The answer is: a factor of 5 to 10. Possible ways to achieve this
multi-parameter fits, the central part should be excluded from required factor are the following:
an evaluation of Ti. A variation of the temperature of the majority 1) At present the laser power is not limited by the pump
ions affects essentially the wings of the spectrum. laser system, but by the damage threshold of the FIR laser

We have developed a computer code based on a Monte-Carlo entrance window. Modifications of the optical system could
technique to simulate the signal statistics and the background alleviate this problem.
noise encountered in a scattering exporiment. In Fig 3 we show a 2) Our detection system does not represent the state of the
spectrum for our current experimental conditions (the central art. At present systems of similar design achieve NEPs which are
part, which is not used for the analysis, has been omitted), but up to 10 times better.
assuming a somewhat better sensitivity of the receiver system. 3) With the installation of a mirror in the place of the
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Zeff2.5,' B =1.5T, z(k,B)=880 ) for a hydrogen plasma (a) and a deuterium plasma (b). In
curve 1 neither the effect of the impurities nor of the magnetic field are included, in curve 2
impurities are included but not the magnetic field effect and curve 3 includes both effects. In the
shaded region other contributions (parasitic stray light, microturbulence) will be noticeable.
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could be obtained with 10% accuracy in this case. Zeff= 2 .5 . Curve 2 also includes the magnetic field effect

(BT=1.5T, Z1.5(B,k)=89 0 ).

viewing dump radiation with an oppositely directed wave vector The experiment was carried out using equipment of an earlier
could be collected and sent towards the detection system. In this Thomson scattering feasibility study. The basic differences were
way the amount of collected radiation could be doubled. the following :

4) With several mirrors of our optical system being no e-beam laser, but 6 TEA CO2 laser units
attached to the structure of the tokamak, which is exposed to large FIR laser pumped by 2 beams
forces during a discharge, there may be a dynamical energies lower: C02: 2 times 60J, D2 0: approx. 200mJ
misalignment which is difficult to estimate. (During earlier during 1 Vs (2 to 3 modes)
experiments we had severe problems caused by eddy currents in stable resonator configuration
our full metal mirrors which consequently had to be replaced). spherical metal target used to scatter some laser energy

Taking all these improvements into account it should be into the detection system
possible to get into the region where Ti can be measured in a strong attenuation of the beam to protect the detector
single shot. It should be pointed out at this stage that a first
demonstration of this method has been reported by a group at MIT In many respects the equipment was not optimised for these
[1]. Due to severe problems with parasitic stray light and the time-and frequency- resolved measurements. In particular, the
electron cyclotron emission background caused by the strong 80MHz spectral resolution, defined by the width of the channels,
magnetic field on Alcator C, an evaluation of Ti could not be was insufficient to resolve individual resonator modes separated
attempted. While we are still reluctant to call our results a by 40 MHz. Hence mode competition effects could not be directly
Ti-measurement, we have not run into any problems which could observed. Only shifts of the envelope of the spectral emission
preclude such a measurement with a more sensitive detection profile could be observed. The temporal resolution of 31ns was
system. defined by the 32MHz sampling rate of the CAMAC units with 8

TIme-resolved linewidth and lineshaoe measurements bit resolution. Since the laser was optimised for long pulse
In this second part we report time-resolved linewidth and operation (approx. ills) this time resolution was adequate to

lineshape measurements. The main purpose was to investigate the follow the temporal evolution during the pulse. Signal analysis
spectral purity and stability of the D2 0 laser emission was performed at the intermediate frequency by seven coaxial
frequency. In optically-pumped FIR lasers, especially it they are filters, with a bandwidth of 80MHz each. Four channels were
pumped off-resonance, there are several mechanisms which can centered around the Raman frequency and three around the line
lead to chirping or to a time variation of the width of the center frequency. Digital oscilloscopes were used to record the
emission profile. The peaks of the gain profile vary in frequency pulse shapes of the CO pump laser and the D2 0 FIR laser. For
due to the AC Stark effect induced by the pump and far infrared numerical analysis all data were transferred to a PDP-1 1
laser fields and also due to saturation mechanisms. If single mode computer.
emission is not imposed by external means, mode competition At each D2 0 gas pressure of interest a series of typically ten
effects also profoundly alter the gain profile. laser shots was fired. The raw data show the time evolution of the

In our experiment the scattered radiation has a spectral width FIR power for each frequency channel with a resolution of 31ns.
of the order of 1 GHz. If the frequency variation of the laser does A separate calibration of the total gain of each channel by means
not greatly exceed 10%, hence about 100MHz, we estimate that of a black body source allowed scaling of the signals so that
the complications of a deconvolution procedure can be avoided, spectral profiles could be obtained.
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Results and discussion
For narrow band FIR emission single mode pumping is

essential. It has been shown theoretically [2) that two pump
modes create multiple FIR gain peaks separated from each other 1 C02 LcC ,r p,!ý;,

by the intermode spacing and not just two peaks at the U) ,Inqle mode b) muiti-mod,

corresponding Raman frequencies. This is due to nonlinear
effects resulting from the induced beating of the population
densities. Hence one would expect broad band emission in the FIR
as soon as the pump beam is multimode. This is indeed observed.
We show in Fig. 5 the recorded signals of 7 channels for two 0 06 1,8 0 06 12 18
consecutive shots. On the left hand side the pump pulse was single time (psI tindeps)

mode, wheras on the right hand side the modulation of the pulse 2. Spectroa aonlysis of 020 eLmsslon

indicates multimode operation (beat signal not resolved). 1.
Each channel was 80MHz wide and is labeled by the offset of 400 MHz

its center frequency from the Raman frequency. While the three
channels around the line center, namely 400, 320 and 240MHz,
quite clearly show a signal on the right hand side (multimode 01 ,• t• 0
pumping) there is, apart from an initial spike, practically no
signal in the single mode pump case. The presence of the spike
indicates that a mode on or near line center starts to develop, but 1 1.
is rapidly and efficiently suppressed by the Raman mode. Also, 320MHz

for multimode pumping, the emission around the Raman 5

frequency shows a larger spectral spread. 
fine

Figure 6 shows a series of curves representing the D2 0 laser center 0
emission as recorded by 4 spectral channels covering a band of
320MHz around the Raman line. Each curve corresponds to a

over 10 shots. The curves are arranged to form a 3D-plot. The 240MHz
30 curves refer to the falling part of the C02 pulse and to a 5 5
pressure of 3.5torr. The emission maximum occurs quite clearly
at the Raman frequency for the weak pump intensities and is 0 il 0
shifted outwards by a full channel width at maximum pump
power, a clear indication of the pump induced AC Stark effect
[3]. The behavior is similar during the rising part of the CO2 (01 60

pulse. However, the maximum frequency shift is smaller in this . 800MHz
case. It seems that the short rise time (300ns) of the C02 pulse 301 30
is insufficient for the buildup of new modes at a shifted
frequency, whereas this does take place during the lls long tail 0--.-. , 0-
of the pump pulse.

In Fig. 7 we again show data for 12 averaged shots and for a
pressure of 1 torr. This time the FIR power is plotted as function 60 60

of frequency and time. Again, FIR emission starts at the Raman 0 MHz
frequency where a local maximum is rapidly reached (peak 1), 30 Raman 30

earlier than the peak of the pump pulse occurring at the time of line
280ns. Even with the limited resolution, the frequency shift 0- 0 ..
towards a new maximum (peak 2) at an offset of -80MHz and at a
time of 770ns is clearly visible. Later, at decreasing pump
power, the FIR frequency of maximum emission shifts back 60 60

towards the Raman frequency. A third local i. aximum (peak 3) -80 MHz

is reached late in the pump pulse, at 1.41ts. The emission 3 30

spectrum is noticeably narrower during this part where the
pump power is fairly constant. Obviously rapid variations in 0

pump power are not favorable for a stable and narrow emission
profile. Flat-topped pump pulses would probably give much 60 60
better results. - 160MHz

Figure 8 shows the major results summarized in three 30 30
curves for each 020 pressure investigated. On the left hand side VV _
the FIR power integrated over all spectral channels is shown as a 01_
function of pump power during the full pulse duration. In thi, 0 06 12 18 0 06 1Z 10

representation we obtain curves that show a hysteresis-type tme (Ps) tine (psI
behaviour. Certain points, equidistantly spaced in time, are
marked for comparison with the middle and right hand side
diagrams. These show the frequency and power of the emission
maximum as function of time. The analysis of these diagrams

reveals the following facts: EJgr.e5
When we follow the time evolution of the FIR power in case The signals recorded in each channel (correctly scaled) for two

(a) (going round the curves in the sense of increasing numbers of shots: the pump pulse was single mode on the LHS and multi-mode
the time markers) we note a distinct pressure dependent on the RHS. (Note that for clarity negative signals are not shown.
behavior. The small spikes close to the base line at 320MHz in Fig. 5a, for

At low pressure the FIR power increases steeply as function of example, are within the noise level, with a similar amount of
pump power before it levels off, indicating a saturation effect, negative going s *,,es.)
During the time interval of decreasing pump power the FIR
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Averaged spectra of ten shots at a D2 0 pressure of 3.5 torr, presented as function of pump power,
for the falling part of the pump pulse only.
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FIR emission as function of frequency and lime. (Average of twelve shots at a pressure of 1 torr).
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Table I Frequency and time-resolved investigations of an optically
pumped FIR laser have been carried out using a heterodyne

Charge exchange Penetration problems for large, dense receiver with spectral resolution of 80MHz. Some of the observed
neutrals plasmas. Can be improved by active beam effects can be explained, at least qualitatively. Several others are

techniques. not, at present, well understood.
Stable operation of the laser with a spectrally narrow

Doppler broaden- Needs separate measurement of impurity emission profile involved the following considerations: high
ing of spectral density profiles to determine spatial location pressure operation (about 8Torr) is required for frequency
lines of the impurity lion. stability. But a compromise has to be found if high output power

is required in addition to a stable frequency and narrow
Collective Potentially a promising technique, but in bandwidth. In our system maximum output power is achieved
scattering of spite of the investment of much effort, still to around 4 torr. Rapid variations of the pump power are
laser light be demonstrated in tokamaks. undesirable and could be avoided by flat-topped pump pulse

shapes, which are, however, not easy to produce.
Neutrons Promising for D-D and D-T plasmas. Needs The pump induced Stark effect has clearly been demonstrated.

high resolution neutron spectrometers. However, the FIR power can also shift the frequency; in fact for
certain combinations of the two effects a shift in the opposite
direction to the Stark shift can be obtained.

A much weaker emission has occasionally been observed at the
emission is considerably lower. The situation is reversed at high line center frequency. It is rapidly and efficiently suppressed by
D2 0 pressure (8torr). Only at the intermediate pressure of 4 mode interaction effects, except in the case of a multimode pump.
torr (which yields maximum FIR energy output per pulse) does If observable, the line center emission also manifests a Stark
the FIR power follow the pump power almost linearly. At low shift in the direction opposite to the Stark shift of the Raman
pressure the Stark effect appears to be quite important. At 0.5 frequency.
torr the FIR radiation develops at a frequency which is shifted by Saturation effects are observed at low, but not at the higher
80MHz from the Raman line center and stays there. The FIR pressures.
grows very rapidly into a saturated region where it remains up A double-humped, pressure dependent temporal pulse shape is
to the peak of the CO 2 laser pulse. It then decays almost observed. Except at 8 torr the trough between the pulses seems to
proportionally with the pump. occur at the time of maximum frequency shift and thus is

At 1 torr the FIR power still grows rapidly and shows signs of probably linked to the buildup of new, shifted frequencies.
saturation. The emission peak is initially at the Raman frequency Repetition of these investigations with a detection system
and moves outwards to reach a maximum shift at the time when which allows resolution of individual modes (resolution
the CO laser power has returned to one quarter maximum, but 10-20MHz) could be extremely valuable. Much of what remains
the FIR laser power is still about half its maximum. After this at present somewhat speculative could then probably be
point the frequency rapidly returns to the Raman frequency and a explained.
secondary power peak develops. Hence a doubly peaked FIR pulse And finally, as an answer to the original question: The
is observed whereby the two peaks occur at roughly the same frequency stability and spectral width of our D2 0 laser are just
frequencies, good enough for the Thomson scattering measurement. Any

This double peaked structure is also observed at 4 torr and possible improvements, however, would be quite beneficial.
again the two peaks occur at similar frequencies, while the time
of the intervening trough coincides with the time of maximum References
frequency shift. During the first 400ns the pump and FIR powers [1] P. Woskoboinikow, W.J. Mulligan, J. Machuzak, D.R. Cohn,
grow and decay almost in proportion to each other. R.J. Temkin, T.G. Sollner, B. Lax, "385 Micron D2 0 Laser

At high pressure (8torr) two peaks are still observed, this Collective Thomson Scattering Ion Temperature
time with slightly different frequencies; the second one is Diagnostic", 11th EPS Conf. Contr. Fusion Plasma Phys.,
displaced inwards, towards the line center. The FIR power Aachen, paper E21, (1983).
remains at a high level for an extended time. Hence FIR pulses [2] M. A. Dupertuis, R.R.E. Salomaa, M.R. Siegrist, "Two-mode
with long, reasonably flat top can be obtained under these Optical Pumping of a Laser", IEEE J. Quant. Electron.
conditions. QE-20(4), 440-449 (1984).

At 8 torr we also note that the frequency remains fairly [3] R.L. Panock, R.J. Temkin, "Interaction of Two Laser Fields
constant, at least up to the second maximum. Later a frequency with a Three-Level Molecular System", J. of Quantum
shift towards the line center position is observed. This is only Electron. QE-1a(6), 425-434 (1977).
the case at 8 torr, whereas for all lower pressures a shift in the [4] R. Behn, M.A. Dupertuis, P.A. Krug, I. Kjelberg, A.S.
opposite direction is observed. Salito, M.R. Siegrist, "Time-resolved Linewidth and

A more detailed account of this experiment including a Lineshape Measurements of a Pulsed Optically-pumped far
theoretical analysis and interpretation of the observations is Infrared D2 0 Laser", to be published in the March 1988
shortly to appear in print [4]. Special Issue of the Journal of Quantum Electronics.

Conclusions
We have reported a first attempt to measure the ion

temperature in the tokamak TCA by collective Thomson scattering
of far infrared radiation. The ion temperature has been obtained
by fitting theoretical spectra with Ti as free parameter to the
measured data. Consistent temperature values in the correct
range are obtained, although the precision is still unstatisfactory
and a more detailed analysis of systematic errors has to be
carried out. Replacing the current detection system with one
representing the state-of-the-art would allow us to measure the
ion temperature with a precision around 10%.

A particular problem in connection with this experiment has
been investigated in detail: the width and stability of the emission
frequency of the D2 0 laser.
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A STABLE, HIGH POWER OPTICALLY PUMPED

FAR INFRARED LASER SYSTEM

Jam Farhoomand* and Herbert M. Pickett

Jet Propulsion Laboratory

California Institute of Technology

ABSTRACr

We report the generation of 1.25 watts of CW laser power at the 119pm (2522.8 GHz)
methanol line. The maximum frequency fluctuation of the free running laser is less than
±100 KHz per hour. This laser has also been tested on numerous other lines ranging from
403.7 GHz (HCOOH) to 5260 GHz (CH3oD) with improved power and stability.

I. INTRODUCTION

Within the last few years, CO 2 pumped far infrared (FIR) lasers have been improved to
generate higher CW output power. These lasers, used mainly in plasma diagnostics
experiments, have generated laser radiation close to 1 watt CW at the 119pm methanol
linel. The main objective in improving the FIR lasers has been, so far, to increase the
output power with little or no attention to their absolute frequency stability. With
the development of tunable laser sidebands systems and their applications in spectroscopic
studies 2

,3,
4

, the frequency stability of the FIR lasers has become very important.
Following the work of Mansfield et al.

1 
at Princeton, we have successfully developed an

FIR laser which generates 1.25 watts CW laser radiation at the 119pm methanol line with
CO 2 pump power of 125 watts. The maximum frequency drift of this laser has been measured
to be within ±100 KHz per hour at this laser frequency.

The details of the design and performance of this laser have been published
previously

5
. In this paper we present the main features of this system.

II. DESIGN PARAMETERS

The optical layout of the system is shown in Fig. 1 and a summary of the laser
parameters is given in Table 1.

ZEOODRBEAM
_p_.• O T] [[ H g C d T e

I F] DETECTOR

ETALON
(BURLEIGHI

POLY
WINDOW COOLING WATER HR LASER

EMT

POWER L. . . .. .\ZnSe
METER Zn S.
(SCIENTECH 31) GAS INLET INVAR ROD PUMP FLAT OR

BREWSTER

Figure 1 - The optical layout of the Far Infrared laser system.

*Presently with Sterling Software at NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field California
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TABLE 1. FIR LASER PARAMETERS

Pumping: Coaxial, input and output hole coupling.

Pump optics: Folded with 1 m focal length gold coated
spherical copper mirror.

Resonator: Pyrex, 240 Cm long, 3.4 Cm ID. Coaxial
water jacket.

Input coupler: Flat gold coated copper mirror with 5 mm
on axis hole. Water cooled.

Output coupler: Flat gold coated copper mirror with 10 nun
on axis hole and a Z-cut quartz window with
dielectric coating. Water cooled.

Adjustments: Gimbals (Lansing) on input and output, coarse
and fine (EMT, MPB Technologies) length
adjustments. All within the lasing medium,
no bellows.

Windows: ZnSe Brewster input, high density white
polyethylene output.

III. POWER MEASUREMENTS

All the power measurements were done using a Scientech 361 power meter with the
corresponding correction factor at l19pm wavelength as given by Foote and Hodges 6 .

We measured the FIR output power vs the CO 2 pump power with and without the
addition of a buffer gas. To see the effect of the resonator wall temperature, the
temperature of the cooling water was also varied. All the data were taken at constant
300iým Hg methanol pressure. Both the FIR cavity length and the CO 2 frequency were
adjusted each time to optimize the FIR power. The results are plotted in Fig. 2.

1300 1 f f
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11000 WITH He, 50C

900

go -O NO He, 5PC

0 ~700
NO He. 2C

~600
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400

300-

200

100
20 40 60 80 100 120 140

CO2 LASER POWER (W)

Figure 2 - FIR laser power at the l19;,m methanol line vs the CO 2 pump line.
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As indicated by the graphs in Fig. 2, the FIR output power was increased by more than
50% by the addition of He as the buffer gas. This increase in power is attributed to
breaking of the vibrational bottle-neckl'7, 8 . The maximum FIR powcr with the addition
of He was measured to be 1.25 watts. The optimum power was obtained with 125 watts
of CO 2 pump power, the FIR resonator wall temperature of 5'C, the methanol pressure of
300wm Hg, and the total methanol and Hie pressure of 550pm lig. All the power measurements
are consistent with the results obtained by Mansfield et al.

The FIR power was also measured as a function of the methanol pressure having a 115
watts of CO 2 pump power. The test was done without the addition of a buffer gas and the
peak power was obtained at 300-m Hg. The results are plotted in Fig. 3.

Table 2 is a summary of the optimum power performance of this laser.
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200
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Figure 3 - FIR laser power at the l19pm methanol line vs the methanol pressure with 115
watts of CO 2 pump power and no buffer gas.

TABLE 2. POWLR PERFOIhiANCE

FIR Power: 1.25 Watts CW with He. 0.8 Watts CW
without He.

FIR Frequency: 2522.8 HGz, 119pm. Methanol line

Buffer Gas: Helium

Methanol Pressure: 300 micron Hg.

Pressure +I He pressure: 550 micron Hg.

Resonator Wall Temp: 5 degrees C.

Pump: CO 2 , 9 P36, 125 Watts. Locked to an
external Fabry-Perot etalon (Burleiqh
CFT 500 IR).
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IV. FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS

We measured the frequency stability of the laser by monitoring the frequency of the
absorption line of SO 2 at 2442.3 GHz. This was done by mixing an 80.5 klystron with the
2522.8 GHz laser line and generating sidebands at 2442.3 GHz and 2603.3 GHz

2
. Using the

lower sideband, we scanned the klystron through the absorption of SO2 and measured the
line frequency. The measurement was repeated every 15 minutes for several hours on
different days. By measuring the SO 2 line frequency as a function of time, we determined
the maximum fluctuation of the laser frequency to be less than ±100 KHz per hour.

We have also tested this laser at other laser lines with different lasing molecules
such as HCOOH, CH 2 F, CH 3 OD, 

1 3
CH 3 OH, etc. all with improved performance. The frequency

fluctuation of the ilaser at lower frequencies is far less than ±100 KHz per hour and it
roughly scales with frequency as expected. The results are summarized in Table 3.

TABLE 3. FREQUENCY PERFORMANCE

Stability: Free running. ±100 KHz/hour maximum at
2522.8 GHz (119 Pm CH 3 OH). (Better than
2.5 parts in 107.)

Lasing Range: Tested from 403.7 GHz(HCOOH) to 5260 GHz
(CH 3 OD) on discrete lines.

V. SUMMARY

Far Infrared CW laser radiation of 1.25 Watts has been obtained at the ll19m
(2522.8 GHz) methanol line with a C02 pump power of 125 Watts. This is the highest power
and the conversion efficiency reported to this date on this laser transition. The
maximum frequency fluctuation of the free running laser is measured to be less than
±100 KHz per hour. The improved performance of the FIR laser was achieved by:
1) Using reflecting optics wherever possible to minimize CO 2 mode degradation caused by
damaged anti-reflection coating of transmitting optics. 2) Enclosing the input and
output assemblies within the lasing medium to minimize the external effects on the cavity
length as well as eliminating the mechanical instabilities associated with the use of
bellows. 3) Cooling the input and output couplers to ensure frequency stability.
4) Cooling resonator wall to 5'C and adding He as the buffer gas to break the vibrational
bottle-neck. The combined pressure of the CH 3 OH and He was about 550L•m Hg.

This laser, which has also been tested at other frequencies ranging from 403.7 GHz
to 5260 GHz with improved results, will prove to be essential in generating tunable
laser sidebands for spectroscopic measurements or other experiments which require a
frequency stable FIR source.
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Abstract

Far infrared lasers are useful research tools in solid state physics. To underline this,
we discuss a number of reasons for this usefulness and illustrate these with results ob-
tained in our laboratory. In parficular, EPR in rare earth compounds has been extended
to high magnetic fields. !his helps to separate nearby lines, to decompose complicated line
structures, to saturate the magnetisation and to extend the region in which the energy
levels can be mapped. Ferromagnetic resonance in metals is illustrated for the case of
nickel. The effect of intrinsic damping is more pronounced at higher frequencies. Cyclo-
tron resonance in semiconductors is illustrated fcr the case 4f HgCdTe, using an unconven-
tional technique, i.e. FIR thermomodulation. The influence of high magnetic fields on the
antiferromagneti traihsitions of one-dimensional systems as T11MC and CMC (which are exam-
ples of one-dimensional Heisenberg systems) were studied in the FIR. Organic crystals
showing one-dimensional behaviour were studied in the FIR for special effects of a gliding
charge density wave on the a.c. conductivity at high frequencies and for the effect of the
so-Lalled spin phase transition.

Introduction

Several interactions in the solid state fall into the frequency range of the far in-
frared, broadly defined as the wavelength range between 30 ,m and 3 mm. Examples are mag-
netic interactions between electron spins, related interactions with the crystal field,
e 2rgy levels in semiconductors, and the average phonon energy at ordinary temperatures.
This research has greatly benefited from the development of convenient sources of far in-
frared radiation, together with improved methods of detection and infrared optics. The
first practical far i-'rared laser was the HCN laser developed by Gebbie [1]. The opti-
cally pumped FIR l1er was developed shortly afterwards [2] and is now in general use.
In this devi-e, laser action is obtained between two rotational sublevels of a suitable
vibratioi. 1 level in a molecule. Excitation of this vibrational level is obtained by tu-
ning the pump laser precisely to the energy of this level. A grating tuned CO laser is
commonly used for this purpose. A recent compilation [3] lists over 3000 FIR lines that
can be obtained in this way in the wavelength range 10.332 im to 2.923 mm with continuous
pumping. This large frequency range, together with reasonable power outpu4 (typically

z
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B (Tesla)
3 3 3. 3igure 1: EPR signal in LiTbF, at 4.2 K,

3.3 3.4 3.5 3.6 showing hyperfine structure. This was

taken with the HCN laser at 0.337 mm
wavelength.
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Figure 2: The lowest energy levels in Figure 3: Resonance signal in LiHoF4
LiHoF ' versus magnetic field. The ver- at 4.2 K, taken with the optically
tical lines indicate the observed tran- pumped laser at the 0.513 mm wavelength
sitions. of HCOOH. The signal corresponds to

a transition of the ground doublet.
Two sets of hyperfine lines c~n be iden-
tified, one in which the nucleat spin
is changed and one in which it is unaf-
fected.

10 mW) and stability, make the optically pumped FIR laser an excellent tool for solid state
research. We want to give some general ideas on this research and illustrate it with
examples from the research done at our laboratory.

EPR in High Magnetic Fields

The resonance condition for a paramagnetic resonance signal can be written in its most

simple form as

gipB (B)

where , is the resonance frequency, B the magnetic field and g the "g-factor" of the spin
under study. There are several reasons for using very high magnetic fields in these expe-
riments:

i) The separation in field between two lines with closely spaced g-factors is in-
creased. If a resonance signal is composed of several lines, the study of the diffe-
rent contributions becomes easier in a high field.

ii) If magnetic coupling between the different spins in the solid is appreciable, the
line width may be decreased by using high magnetic fields. This can be of great help
in decomposing a complicated line structure e.g. for the analysis of hyperfine split-
ting.

iii) In many materials there is a considprable difference between the applied magnetic
field and the actual field seen by the ions. This difference is related to the mag-
netization in the sample; it becomes constant in sufficiently high magnetic fields
where the magnetization is saturated. The correct g-factor can be obtained from the
slope of the resonance field versus frequency in the high field range.

iiii) The analysis of a complex energy level structure is easier when the behaviour of
the resonances can be followed over a larger field range.
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In very high magnetic fields, the resonance frequencies are usually shifted into the far
infrared. Thus the optically pumped FIR laser is a most suitable source of radiation in
the high field range.

This can be illustrat-ed with experimental results obtained at our laboratory. For
fields below 7 T, we use a superconducting magnet and bolometer detection of the chopped
laser radiation. For higher fields up to 50 T, a pulsed magnet is used. The very high
power required to generate such strong magnetic fields is obtained from the discharge of
a capacitor bank (5 kV, 50-1000 kJ). Instead of continuous cooling, the coil is precooled
by liquid nitrogen, and the energy is absorbed adiabatically by the heat capacity of the
coil. The field is recorded by an inductive probe, calibrated with the DPPH resonance,
and the infrared radiation is measured by a fast detector (InSb, GaAs and Ge:Ga). Recent-
ly, experimentation and data reduction has been greatly facilitated by digital recording
and data processing.

Fig. 1 shows the EPR signal of LiTbF, [4]. Thanks to the relatively high magnetic
field, the lines are sufficiently narrow to observe the hyperfine structure.

The energy level structure of LiHoF, is shown in fig. 2. The doublet and the two lowest
singlets are in the range of our d.c. spectrometer. A typical experimental result is shown
in fig. 3 [5].

The complicated energy level structure of LiErF. has been studied in both d.c. and pul-
sed magnetic fields [6]. The results are shown in fig. 4 together with theoretical pre-
dictions.

A number of unexpected effects have already been observed: crystal deformations in
TmVO4 [7] and non-stoichiometry in DyAlG [8]. These effects could only be seen in the far
infrared part of the spectrum.
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Figure 4: Measured energy levels versus magnetic
field in LiErF4 (dots). The full lines indicate
the theoretial behaviour.
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Ferromagnetic Resonance in Metals

In all the ferrromagnetic metals of the 3d group, the intrinsic damping of the ferro-
magnetic resonance absorption is proportional to the frequency .. This type of damping
is described by the Landau-Lifshitz damping parameter A:

dM/dt =X/(Y Ms)MxdM/dt (2)

where M is the magnetization, y the gyromagnetic ratio and M S the saturation magnetiza-
tion. The Landau-Lifshitz parameter does not depend on the frequency; for most of the 3d-
metals it is only slightly dependent on the temperature.

In order to retrieve the intrinsic lifetime of the ferromagnetic magnon modes from the
lineshape of the FMR absorption, additional contributions to the line shape must be taken
into account. Due to eddy currents induced by the motion of the magnetization there is
an additional damping which is proportional to :/ý, . The effect of the intrinsic damping
is more pronounced at high frequencies and thus at high magnetic fields because it is pro-
portional tob.

Our measurements at fields up to 35 T show that the temperature dependence of the Lan-
dau-Lifshitz damping is reduced at higher frequencies (Fig. 5). At microwave frequcrl-
cies the Landau-Lifshitz damping at low temperatures is 8 times stronger than at room tem-
perature. At 469 GHz and at 685 GHz, this ratio is 3.0 and 2.0, respectively.

Several theories were developed to explain this behaviour. our results are in best
agreement with the theory of Korenman £9]. He showed that the Landau-Lifshitz damping is
due to the relaxation of tie conduction electrons if the Fermi surface is strongly depen-
dent on the direction of the magnetization. This damping mechanism is proportional to the
dynamic conductivity which is limited - due to the anomalous skin effect - to a value pro-
portional to the cube root of the frequency. This theory fits our results at FIR frequen-
cies as well as those obtained at microwave frequencies. This particular damping mechanism
becomes important in Ni at temperatures below 150 K and is limited at around 70 K as the
propagation constant bottoms out sooner and therefore the increase in damping at lower tem-
peratures is reduced.

Uth 4 .2 K
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Figure 6: Thermomodulation voltage versus
magnetic field of HgCdTe, measured -with the

100 1020050 Joptically pumped laser.
0 50 101020 50 K

Figure 5: Landau-Lifshitz damping parameter as a function of temperature. Data with * and

o are at 425 GHz and 693 GHz, respectively. The full line approximates the microwave data.
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Semiconductors

In semiconductor physics, FIR radiation is used in the first place to study cyclotron
resonance of conduction electrons. The resonance frequencies give information on the ef-
fective mass of different types of charge carriers and on the non-parabolicity of the ener-
gy bands. The measurement of the linewidth is a contactless method for determining the
electrical resistivity. The first experiments were done in 1956 on InSb [10]. A great
many experinental results have been published since then [11], and the technique was exten-
ded into the megagauss range [12].

At our laboratory, we recently measured cyclotron resonance in the narrow gap semi-
conductor HgCdTe in an unconventional way i.e. by means of FIR thermomodulation. As the
sample is heated locally by the chopped laser beam, this results in an oscillatory thermo-
electric voltage across the sample. At resonance, more radiation is absorbed and thus the
heating and the thermoelectric voltage is increased, resulting in fairly strong resonance
signals with a good signal-to-noise ratio. By changing the chopper frequency, it can be
verified that the signal is indeed of thermal origin and not photovoltaic which would not
show the thermal inertia. A typical result is shown in fig. 6. The resonances at 0.66 T
can be identified as conduction electron resonance with an effective mass of 7xlO3 m
The resonance at 0.43 T can be interpreted as a resonance between impurity levels. How-
ever, it cannot be completely excluded that this second resonance is due to a second laser
line which is simultaneously excited by the same pump line. This occasional ambiguity is
one of the drawbacks of the optically pumped FIR laser.

In a FIR transmission experiment, several resonances in a ptype GaAs/GaAlAs heterojunc-
tion were observed [13). These experiments were done in both pulsed and d.c. fields; expe-
rimental results are shown in fig. 7. Besides cyclotron resonance, both spin-flip and har-
monic transitions have been identified, and there are a few resonances at the highest
fields that have not yet been theoretically explained. These experiments are still in pro-
gress and will be extended to include heterostructures and semimagnetic semiconductors.

Low Dimensional Systems

TMMC (tetramethyl ammonium trichloromanganate) and CMC (cesium manganese chloride) are
examples of one-dimensional Heisenberg systems. These were studied in the temperature
range from 4.2 to 300 K, in order to observe the influence of very high magnetic fields
on the antiferromagnetic transition [15]. Due to the strong absorption at resonance, the
line shape is strongly distorted, and there is a "forbidden" region with total reflection.
Another distortion of the lineshape results from the fact that the sample dimensions are
larger than the wavelength. An example of an experimental recording is shown in fig. 8.

A class of materials which promises interesting results in the FIR resonances are the
organic crystals. Many of these behave as quasi-onedimensional systems. They exhibit
a rather peculiar behaviour of the electrical conductivity as a function of temperature.
Tentative explanations for this are given in terms of phase transitions. These inlcude
transitions from insulator to semiconductor and further to metallic behaviour. In some
cases a superconducting state has been demonstrated. EPR at FIR frequencies could be a
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Figure 8: Absorption spectra of TMMC with the
magnetic field parallel to the c-axis, using
the HCN laser at 0.337 mm wavelenath.
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Figure 9: The most pronounced of several fea- I I I I I
tures seen in the transmission spectrum of 1.3 1.5 1.7 1.9
[Pd(C 6 H12 N 2) ]Br 1. 7 7 at 1.5 K, using the optical-
ly pumped FIR laser at the 1.899 mm wavelength

valuable tool to investigate the so-called spinphase transition, manifest as a change in
the magnetic susceptibility. This transition can occur at different temperatures than
those where the conductivity changes. Furtheraore, there is a theoretical prediction that
effects of a gliding charge density wave could become visible in the FIR. We are currently
studying [Pd(C 6 H1 ,N 2 ) ]Br. 7 7 a mixed valence palladium complex of cyclohexanediamine. A
preliminary study has revealed interesting features in the transmission vs. magnetic
field. The most pronounced of these is shown in fig. 9.
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Abstract

Submillimeter wavelengths (0.1 mm - 1 mm) are particularly suitable for the
interferometric measurement of electron density in magnetically confined plasmas. The most
commonly used sources are optically pumped molecular lasers such as the C0 2 laser pumped
formic acid and menthol vapour lasers. It is shown that a formic acid vapour laser can be
operated simultaneously on three lines of a rotational cascade sequence. As there is an
almost constant difference in frequency between adjacent cascade transitions for the nearly
symmetric top formic acid molecule, a low frequency mixing product at about I MHz is
produced when the three lines are incident on a non-linear detector such as a Schottky diodeý
Utilisation of this phenomenon to achieve a phase-modulated interferometer is proposed and
the design of such an interferometer is discussed.

Introduction

The submillimeter wavelength region of the electromagnetic spectrum (0.1 mm < X < 1 mm)
is particularly suitable for the interferometric measurement of electron density of
magnetically confined plasmas encountered in controlled fusion research. The wavelength is
sufficiently short that beam bending by density gradients is negligible; on the other hand
the wavelength is sufficiently long for fringe shifts of the order of 1 - 10 fringes to be
generated in typical situations.

A common technique is to use an interferometer where the phase difference between the two
armps is modulated' at a frequency of '10 kHz - IMHz. This can be achieved by generating
two beams at different frequencies, f, and f 2 . As shown in Fig 1, one beam (fl) passes

fD f2

plasma

Fig. 1 A phase-modulated interferometer using two beams of different frequencies.
One beam (fl) passes through the plasma while the other (f 2 ) follows a
reference path. The line integral of electron density along the beam path
through the plasma is determined by comparing the fringes from detector D2
with reference fringes from detector D1 .
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through the plasma while the other (f,) traverses a reference path. The two beams are then
combined and detected by a square law detector. In the absence of the plasma, there is a
constant rate of change of phase of one beam with respect to the other leading to a beat
signal from the detector at the difference frequency, f, - f 2 . When the plasma is present
any change in electron density causes a change in phase of the beam passing through the
plasma which in turn causes a change in the phase of the beat signal. If some of the input
radiation at each frequency is split off to produce reference fringes using a second
detector (see Fig. I1 , the line integral of electron density along the beam path through the
plasma can be determined by comparing the phases of the two beat frequency signals.

An interferometer of this kind has been used by Veron 2  who produced a beam at an offset
frequency by splitting off some of the laser beam and reflecting it from a rotating grating.
In this way two beams with a frequency difference of up to about 1 MHz can be obtained using
a single laser. A similar result has been obtained by Wolfe et a13 who used twin CH3OH
lasers pumped by a single grating tuned CO2 laser. By careful control of the small
difference in resonator length between the two lasers, two beams with a constant
frequency difference of the order of 1 MHz were produced.

This paper describes a method of obtaining a phase-modulated interferometer using a
single optically pumped formic acid (HCOOH) vapour laser operating simultaneously on three
lines of a cascade sequence. Phase modulation at a frequency of -1 MHz is achieved as a
result of the mixing of the three lines in a non-linear detector.

The Laser

The CO2 laser pumped formic acid vapour laser has four strong lines at 394 pm, 419 pm,
and 513 pm. In each case, as a result of an absorption line of the HCOOH molecule closely
coinciding with a CO2 laser line, molecules are excited from a rotational sublevel of the
ground vibrational state to a rotational sublevel J of an excited vibrational state thereby
creating a population inversion between rotational levels J and J-1 as shown in Fig. 2. It
is also possible that, due to rotational relaxation, population inversions may be produced
for cascade transitions i.e. between rotational levels J-1 and J-2, J-2 and J-3, etc.

excited AJ
vibrational state J-1A2 -

A3 
J-3

CO 2 pump

ground

vibrational state

Fig. 2 Energy levels for an optically pumped submillimeter laser.

The HCOOII laser used for these studies is pumped by a 30 W beam from a grating tuned CO2
laser focused through a small hole in one of the resonator reflectors, a polished, gold-
plated copper mirror. The other reflector, the output coupler, is an aluminium strip
grating' deposited on a fused quartz substrate, the rear surface of which is coated with a
layer of Teflon approximately one-quarter-wavelength thick to minimise the effect of
multiple reflections of the submillimeter beam within the substrate. The output coupler is
mounted on a translation stage which is driven -ixially to acquire laser resonator
interferograms (submillimeter output power as a function of cavity lenqth). A Pyrex
waveguide of length 1.5 m and internal diameter 48 nm was used in these studies. A detailed
account of the performance of the laser is available elsewhere'.
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Decreasing laser resonator length

Fig. 3 Laser interferogram for a HCOOH laser pumped by the 9R(20) line of the
CO 2 laser. In addition to modes of the directly pumped 433 pm line this
shows the EH11 mode (arrowed) of its 446 pm cascade partner.

At submillimeter wavelengths, where the separation between adjacent laser cavity modes is
much greater than the linewidth of the lasing transitions, laser action is usually possible
on only one transition and mode at a time. Figure 3 shows a laser resonator interferogram
when the laser is pumped by the 9R(20) line of the CO2 laser, the large peaks being due to
the EH1 1 dielectric waveguide mode of the 433 pm transition which is directly pumped by the
CO2 laser. However, it is evident that lasing also occurs on its 446 Pm cascade partner
(the EH11 mode of the 446 Wm line is arrowed in Fig. 3). The presence of another lasing
wavelength is easily detected due to the different spatial periodicity of its modes in the
interferogram. It is clear that when lasing occurs simultaneously on both transitions the
total output power increases to a level significantly greater than the sum of the powers of
each transition lasing alone. This effect, which can be used as a means of extracting more
power from the laser, is discussed at length elsewhere6.

When the cavity is simultaneously resonant for the same waveguide mode of two different
transitions the cavity length must be equal to half-integer multiples of the wavelengths
for each transitions. Thus for wavelengths A1 and A 2, simultaneous resonances will occur
for cavity lengths which are separated by intervals of

X1  2

2(A 1 - X 2 )

For the two lines under consideration this interval is equal to 7.3 mm.

Figure 4 shows a Fabry-Perot interferometer scan of the laser output when the cavity
length is set to a value corresponding to the largest peak in Fig. 3. A third line which
is at a measured wavelength of 460.5 ± 1.0 lim is also present. This wavelength is consistent
with the calculated value of 460.004 um for the next cascade transition obtained by
Dangoisse et a17 . The simultaneous resonance of these three wavelengths in the laser
resonator is a result of almost constant difference in frequency between adjacent cascade
transitions for the nearly symmetric top HCOOH molecule. Similar results have been observed
for the cascade sequences starting with the 394 vim and 419 pm transitions but not for the
cascade sequence commencing with the 513 vim transition6. In each case, no evidence was
found of the third transition of the cascade sequence lasing alone, suggesting that
stimulated emission on the transition above was necessary for achieving a population
inversion.

When all three lines of a cascade sequence are allowed to fall on a non-linear detector
such as a Schottky diode many mixing products are generated. If fl, f 2 , f 3 are the
frequencies of the three lines there will be a mixing product at frequency f, - 2f 2 + f3
arising from the fourth order term in the Taylor expansion of ýhe diode characteristic about
the bias point. Because of the almost constant difference in frequency between adjacent
cascade transitions for HCOOH, f, - f 2 Z f 2 - f 3 and as a consequence the frequency of this
mixing product will be very low. For all three sets of cascade sequences this frequency
has been measured to be -1 MHz.
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Decreasing Fabry-Perot spacing

Fig. 4 Fabry-Perot interferogram of the submillimeter laser output when the
resonator length is adjusted to be resonant simultaneously for both the
433 pm and 446 vim transitions. (This is length which corresponds to
highest peak in Fig. 3.)

Application to Interferometry

It is proposed that a HCOOH laser operating simultaneously on three lines of a cascade
sequence be used as the basis for a phase-modulated interferometer as shown in Fig. 5. The
beam from the laser, consisting of three frequencies, f, > f 2 > f3 , is split into two
beams. One beam is incident upon a Fabry-Perot etalon which allows passage of f 2 only
through the plasma, rejecting f, and f 3 . The other beam is incident upon a Fabry-Perot
etalon which allows passage of f, and f3 while rejecting f 2 . The beams are recombined for
detection by a Schottky diode or some other non-linear detector (D 2 ). A time varying phase
change f(t) due to the plasma will appear as a phase change of 2p(t) in the beat frequency
signal from the detector at frequency f, - 2f2 + f 3 . A reference beat frequency signal can
be readily generated by splitting off some of the original beam to a second detector (DI) as
shown in Fig. 5. Comparison of the zero crossing times of the two beat signals allows ý(t)
to be determined with a time resolution equal to the beat frequency period.

f 1,f2,f3

FP 1

FP2 " f2 - lllv•
S" plasma

Fig.5. Schematic diagram of an interferometer using simultaneous triple cascade
operation to achieve phase modulation. FPI is a Fabry7Perot etalon which
passes f2 and rejects f, and f3 while FP2 is a Fabry-Perot etalon which
passes f, and f3 and rejects f2.

As the beat frequency is the result of differences amor much higher frequencies, very
small changes in these frequences will result in siqnificant change in the beat frequency.
Changes in the laser output frequencies will occur due to frequency pulling effects
associated with any variation in formic acid vapour pressure (which affects the Q of the
pressure broadened rotational transitions) and any variation in cavity length (which affects
the cavity resonance frequency). However as such frequency changes will occur on a time
scale long compared to the beat period, they are not expected to be a problem.
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Conclusion

It has been shown that it is possible to operate an optically pumped formic acid vapour
submillimeter laser simultaneously on three lines of a rotational cascade sequence. These
three lines produce a beat frequency in a non-linear detector at about 1 MHz. A phase-
modulated interferometer for the measurement of plasma electron density, based on this
phenomenon, has been proposed.
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Abstract

Three IR and FIR based diagnostics will be developed and installed on the Advanced
Toroidal Facility (ATF) at ORNL. An interferometer operating at 119 ýIm will measure plasma
density along 14 vertical chords across the plasma cross-section. A small-angle Thomson
scattering experiment using a 10.6-ýim pulsed laser will determine the feasibility of
measuring alpha particle distribu~ions in a burning plasma. Plans are being developed for
installing an FIR-based scattering experiment on ATF to measure density fluctuations.

Introduction

New fusion devices are being designed and constructed which place demanding requirements
on the design and operation of laser based plasma diagnostics. Increased plasma densities,
density gradients, and surface curvature are pushing the usable wavelengths toward smaller
values in order to avoid serious refraction effects. Most severely affected is the FIR
interferometer system because of the critical nature of the beam path. New interferometer
systems are being developed at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) for use on the next
generation of plasma devices. 1  A system has been designed and is being installed on the
Advanced Toroidal Facility (ATF) that is based on a high power FIR lasers system operated
at 119 rim. Development work is underway on an IR system at 10.6 pm for installation on the
Compact Ignition Tokamak (CIT) and other burning plasma devices. 2

Many of the new generation of plasma devices will have sufficient density and tempera-
ture to be near or in the burning plasma regime. In these devices alpha particle produc-
tion and heating will play a major role in the physics of fusion confinement. To assess
the effects of alpha particles several alpha particle specific diagnos~ics are being
developed. At ORNL a pulsed carbon dioxide laser source and a complex filter and receiver
system is being developed and tested for use in measuring small-angle Thomson scattering
from plasma electrons which will prove the feasibility of using a similar system for
measuring alpha particle distributions in a burning plasma. 3

To understand the important role that ion waves, density fluctuations, and ICH driven
waves play in confinement and heating in a fusion device, direct measurements must be made
of these properties. Future plans for the ATF device include installation of an FIR scat-
tering experiment to fill these needs. Several options are being considered and which
design will be chosen will depend on budget levels, time restraints, and needs of the
experiment.4

Interferometer

The laser source for the interferometer system is a dual optically pumped FIR cavity
system. The carbon dioxide pump lasers are illustrated in Fig. 1 and feature a modular
design, no internal Brewster windows, ground potential end electrodes, and a fully isolat-
able center high-voltage section. Preliminary tests have shown stable operation on the 9P36
line at power levels in excess of 150 W. External optics for the pump laser beam are all
reflective to eliminate distortion from the effects of high power on transmission optics.
The FIR cavities are 240 cm in length and 2.3 cm internal diameter. Output powers on a
daily basis exceed I W cw with maximum power levels reaching 1.26 W. External Stark cell
stabilization provides stable output for periods in excess of two hours.

*Midwest Technical, Inc., Oak Ridge, TN 37830.

**University of North Carolina, Asheville, NC 28814.

tTennessee Technological University, Cookeville, TN 38501.
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Fig. 1. Modular CO 2 laser design capable of 150 W cw output on the 9P36 line.

The laser systems are located on the ground floor two levels belc'v the floor of the ATF
device (Fig. 2). Beams are focused through a 12-in.-diam. pipe to the ATF area and the
main beam is refocused onto a set of beam expansion optics (Fig. 3) located on an 18 ft
high stand directly over the upper vacuum interface window. The expanded beam measures
approximately 2 cm by 45 cm. After passage of the beam through the plasma and the lower
window the beam is combined with the reference beam which has gone through a similar set of
optics. An array of optical elements divides the beam into 14 separate channels and
focuses each channel's beam onto the corresponding Schottky diode detector. A portion of
the probe beam is split off prior to going through the plasma and is mixed with the
reference beam to provide a reference for the phase. Data will be analyzed by the Vax com-
puter network and the resulting temporal density profile will be available to experimental
users immediately after the shot.

BEAM

BEAM EXPANSION SPLITTER

OPTICS

J -- FOOR • • • REPEXENCE

REFERENCE REAM
', BEAM

SCHOTTET-OIOOES~DETECTOR ARRAY

AF BEAMNONTWNS

FRFR M LASER
SYSTEM

Fig. 2. Installation layout of the Fig. 3. Optics configuration for the
FIR interferometer system on ATF. FIR interferometer to be installed on ATF.

Alpha Particle Diagnostics

A diagnostic system for the measurement of fusion product alpha particles is under
development at ORNL. The purpose of the diagnostic is to measure the density and velocity

distribution of fusion product alpha particles; the slowinlg down of these particles from
their initial 3.5 MeV energy is crucial in a fusion reactor to heat the fuel and maintain
ignition.

The diagnostic is based upon the Thomson scattering of 10.6 •om CO 2 laser radiatio•n
(Fig. 4). A high power, long pulse•, CO2 laser as a source for this radijation has ee~n
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Fig. 4. Schematic of the alpha particle diagnostic system.

constructed and tested. Initial tests of a commercial TEA 103 laser modified by the addi-
tion of a low pressure cell within the cavity produced 8 Joule pulses up to 2 Asec long.
This laser used unstable resonator optics which generated a small beam divergence (2 x 10-4

radians). However, a single wavelength could not be consistently produced. This problem
was solved by removing the low pressure cell and injecting a low power, cw, grating tuned,
waveguide CO 2 laser through a small hole in the back optic. This technique produced the
same results for the pulsed laser as the low pressure cell operation except the wavelength
was now consistently fixed at 10.6 pm.

Detection of the scattered radiation is to be made with a series of heterodyne detectors
which make use of the lengthened laser pulse to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. The
local oscillator for each detector is to be a separate laser with a wavelength near the
10.6 pm C0 2 laser. The spectrum of the scattered radiation will then be measured by the
selection of a series of local oscillators. To measure the alpha particle velocity distri-
bution will require observation of approximately a 20 GHz shift from the 10.6 pm source.
Tests of the detector subsystem have found that with commercially available detectors (here
used as mixers), the heterodyne quantum efficiency can exceed 40%.

Thomson scattering which is characteristic of the alpha particle velocity distribution
will only occur at small angles (typically I'). This requires a special consideration in
maintaining detector alignment and a reduction of stray laser radiation. To maintain
alignment, an automatic tracking system is being designed which also serves the dual func-
tion of supplying a continuous calibration of the detector quantum efficiency.

To reduce the stray laser radiation, an absorption cell consisting of hot CO 2 gas is
being developed. Tests of a prototype cell were able to reduce stray laser radiation by a
factor of 20 with negligible (<(%) reduction of signal from a black body source; the
heterodyne local oscillator for this test was a sequence band CO 2 laser line shifted 11 GHz
from tie source CO 2 line, thus representing a central frequency of the alpha particle
spectrum.

Far Infrared Scattering

The need for more information about the role played by fluctuations and plasma wave phe-
nomenon in the confinement of a fusion grade plasma has encouraged interest in a scattering
experiment which can characterize the parameters involved. So far scattering expeliments
have been limited and little data has been gathered from any major confinement device that
was well enough diagnosed to provide adequate information for complete analysis. A far-
infrared scattering device is being designed to diagnose the ATF device. Because, of the
magnetic field configuration and the limited access to the plasma there will be severe
limitations to the design and capabilities of the system. However progress has been made
in evaluating the requirements and a preliminary design is underway.
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Conclusions

During a perioo of time when construction was underway on the ATF device, devwlopment
work was done on providing three new diagnostic systems capable of yielding data on den-
sity, fluctuations, and alpha particle production. Each of these systems will ex2ee(ded the
available state-o'-the-art design limitations and will provide a new level of diagnostic
support for fusion energy research.
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Abstract

Ultrafast laser technology encompasses both the generation and diagnostic techniques of picosecond (10-12 S)
and femtosecond (10-15) laser pulses, and their applications in direct temporal studies of extremely rapid
phenomena in nature. The new frontier in optics emerged with the discovery of high-power picosecond light
pulses in 1966, and developed by the ever enthusiastic search for increasingly higher temporal resolution has
evolved over the last two decades to the point where pulses as short as 6 fs have been generated. This
presentation highlights the state of ultrafast pulse generation and detection, reviews some key spectroscopic
techniques, and describes self and coupled modulations and laser cancer diagnosis.

Introduction

Many fundamental processes in the submicroscopic world are extremely rapid ranging from femtoseconds to
picoseconds. From such primary processes as transfer of excitation in the visual pigment that initiates
vision, to such exotic events as electron-momentum relaxation in semiconductors, there is a plethora of these
ultrafast phenomena in various disciplines of science and engineering.', 2 The relevant time scales of a number
of these processes from many diverse fields are presented in Table 1:

Table 1. Relevant Time Scales of Typical Fast Processes

EVENT TIME(S)

Biology
Vision _10-_ - 14

Photosynthesis, relaxation processes -10-9 - 10-12

Electron transport steps in reaction centers _10-12

Chemistry
Singlet-triplet nonradiative transition -Io-'° - 10-"

Molecular reorientation in solvents ~I0-12

Photodissociation, photoionization -lo-12 - 10-,3

Solvent caging, H-bonding -1o-13 - 10-14

Transition state _10-12 _ 10-14

Physics
Thermalization of hot electrons I0-13

Vibrational dephasing in excited molecules ZI0-13

Fluorescence risetime -3x 10-4
Relaxation of electron-momentum distribution -2x 10-*4

Electron-electron and electron-hole scattering -10o-1

Electronic cloud deformation -10-15

A major breakthrough in clocking fast events in the time domain occurred in 1966 with the discovery of
mode-locked glass lasers producing light pulses several picoseconds in duration. The advent of high power
picosecond pulses in turn revolutionized the field of nonlinear laser spectroscopy. Many nonlinear effects in
condensed matter, unobserved in the past, were discovered which in turn helped the generation of even shorter
pulses. One particularly major example which has shaped the growth of ultrafast laser technology, is the
discovery in 1970 of self phase modulation (SPM) responsible for the generation of ultrafast white light or
supercontinuum pulses.-'4 Self phase modulation has turned out to be a key process for femtosecond pulse
generation. Methods of mode-locking developed rapidly, and by 1972 continuously mode-locked dye lasers were
producing pulses on the order of a picosecond. This laser was improved further leading to the j .. eratlon of
pulses shorter than a picosecond in 1974. The developments of the colliding-pulse mode-locking te.chnique in
1981 pushed the limit of attainable pulse widths even shorter to less than 100 fs. Novel shaping and pulse
compression techniques' have led to the shortest reported optical pulse width of 8 fs and now down to 6 fs!

The field of ultrafast laser spectroscopy developed to clock extremely fast events directly in the time
domain.',2,' Over the past two decades an impressive amount of new information on rapid phenomena in matter,
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including molecular dynamics in liquids, relaxation and transfer of excitation in physical and biological
systems, kinetics of chemical reactions has been obtained using sophisticated and novel optical techniques.-,2,'
While the early picosecond research could pro% Je qualitative information and set limits for some of these
processes, higher resolutior and better tech,..ques today make detailed quantitative studies possible. A
history of the progress achieved in the capability of measuring faster events with increasing temporal
resolution is presented in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1 Progress in measuring time.

New frontiers in Ultrafast Laser Spectroscopy will undoubtedly arise with the discovery of new phenomena.
It has the potential to revolutionize the testing of high-speed electronic devices, refine our understanding of
quantum and optics theories, increase data transmission capacity in optical communication using coupled
modulation, open new fields in optical switching and computing, and medical diagnosis. We will focus some of
the clocking methods, describe applications of nonlinear coupled phase modulations and cancer medical
diagnosis.

Ultrafast Spectroscopic Techniques

In order to clock extremely rapid phenomena in nature several general ultrafast interrogation techniques
have been developed and successfully used. These are streak camera, optical Kerr gate, up-conversion gate,
excite-and-probe technique and transient grating method, to name a few. In this section we present a brief
description of only the streak camera, optical Kerr gate, and excite and probe.

A. The Streak Camera

The technique most widely used for ultrafast luminescence measurements incorporates a streak camera.',
2 

In
this technique, shown in Fig. 2, light emitted from a sample photoexcited by an ultrafast laser pulse, is
focused on to a photocathode. Photoelectrons are released by the photocathode. The flux of electrons
emitted is proportional to the light intensity hitting the photocathode. These electrons are accelerated and
then deflected by an applied voltage which sweeps the electrons across a phosphor screen. The electrons
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released at different times from the photocathode strike the phosphor screen at different positions. This
causes a track, or streak, which has a spatial intensity profile directly proportional to the incident temporal
intensity profile of the luminescence. This phosphorescent streak is then analyzed electronically by a video
system. In one shot, a complete fluorescence profile in time can be measured. The temporal resolution of
streak cameras commercially available approach one half a picosecond with UV or IR spectral sensitivity.

TRIGGER - SWEEP

GENERATOR MICROCHANNEL PLATE

SWEEPING /

ELECTRODE PHOSPHOR SCREEN

INCIDENT , -

PHOTOCATHO ?ACCELERAO
DE MESH

Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of -treak camera

B. The Optical Kerr Gate

The earliest ultrafast luminesc(nce studies utilized the optical Kerr gate
7 

which consists of a Kerr active
liquid, such as carbon-disulfide (C' 2 ), situated between two crossed polarizers (see Fig. 3). Because of the
crossed polarizers the gate is naturally closed. Under the action of an intense electric field associated
with an ultrafast laser pulse, the molecules of the liquid experience a short-lived induced birefringence.
This causes light, which happens to be passing through the Kerr shutter at the same time as the laser pulse,
to become elliptically polarized. A portion of this elliptically polarized light is then able to pass through
the Kerr gate. Thus, light can only pass through the gate when it temporally coincides with the intense
gating laser pulse. The intense laser pulse can be used to carve out successive portions of the temporal
profile of the emitted luminescence by varying the delay time of the gating pulse, using a movable prism.
Typically, this takes 100 measurements to form an intensity profile in time. A wavelength spectra, at a given
delay, is obtained by using a spectrometer and video system.

KERR SHUTTER

Gating Pulse

Fluorescence Signal
' ~YX

Polarizer Liquid Cell I Analyzer Detector
(C S')

Fig. 3 Optical Kerr gate
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The resolution of the optical Kerr gate depends upon the duration of the gate pulse and/or the
reorientation time of the molecules of the active Kerr medium. For CS2 , one of the fastest Kerr active media
available, the reorientation time is 2 picoseconds. Using polymers the resolution can be on the order of 100
fs.

C. Excite-and-Probe Technique

The excite-and-probe technique is a sensitive spectroscopic technique to study the kinetics of the excited

states of matter.' 2
,'

7  
In excite-and-probe measurements, two incide,,t ultrashort light pulqes spatially

overlap on the sample under investigation. The intense pump pulse excites the sample. The changes initiated
in the sample by the pump pulse are monitored by the weaker probe pulse. The time evolution of the excited
state is investigated by varying the time delay between the pump and the probe pulses. The probe pulse may
be used to monitor such processes as induced absorption, bleaching, induced Raman scattering...

Excite-and-probe technique has been widely used to study the time behavior of excited states of a variety
of biological, chemical and physical systems. Although the basic principle is the same, there is a wide
variation of the experimental arrangement. The pump and the probe pulses may, in principle, be derived from

two different lasers, but for picosecond or femtosecond applications it is extremely difficult to synchronize
the timing of the two pulses to below 5 ps. So, for ultrashort time resolution both the pump and the probe
pulscs are gcnerally derived fro- the same p, .: laser pulse to give femtosecond resolution. Nonlinear
frequency shifting techniques like harmonic generation, sum and difference frequency generation, stimulated
Raman scattering, ultrafast supercontinuum, to be described next, are used to generate the pump and the probe
pulses of desired frequency. If time and wavelength resolved absorption spectra of excited states are
required the probe pulse may be frequency broadened by self-phase modulation in a suitable media. The excited
state is interrogated by the ultrafast supercontinuum probe pulse and a spectrograph or an optical
multichannel analyzer is used for recording the absorption spectrum. A simultaneous three-dimensional
recording of intensity, time and wavelength is thus obtained with a resolution of - 20 fs.

Applications

A. Self and Coupled Modulations

Nonlinear optics is an important field of science and engineering because it can generate, transmit and
control the spectrum of laser pulses in solids, liquids, gases, and fibers. When an intense laser pulse
propagates through such materials, it changes the refractive index. This in turn changes the phase, amplitude,
and frequency of the incident laser pulse. A phase change can cause a frequency sweep within the pulse
envelope. This process is called self-phase modulation (SPM) and is shown in Fig. 4.

LEADING zn °W-E 2

EDGE Fig.4: Self-phase modulation: index change, time derivative

of index, and frequency chirp in time.

Photons at the laser frequency can also parametrically

generate photons at Stokes and anti-Stokes frequencies in an
" -~angular pattern due to the required phase matching condition.

t2 t The four-photon parametric generation process usually occurs

together with the SPM process. These processes are mainly

responsible for generation of the ps-fs white light

supercontinuum (see Laser '85).

dct When two laser pulses of different wavelengths propagate
simultaneously in a condensed medium, coupled interactions
(cross modulation and gain) occur through the nonlinear
susceptibility coefficients.' These coupled interactions of

12 two different wavelengths can introduce phase modulation,
amplitude modulation, and spectral broadening in each pulse
"due to the other pulse.',

9  
We will discuss three recent

observations of spectral broadening arising from the coupled
interaction of two laser pulses with different wavelengths.
These processes have been termed: cross phase modulation and

induced phase modulation.

W-u~h.When a coherent vibrational mode is excited by a laser,
stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) occurs. SRS is an important

ANTI- process which competes with and can couple with SPM. The

STOKES interference between SRS and SPM which causes the change of

f t f SPM the emission spectrum and the phase modulation of pulse
Senvelopes is called cross-phase modulation (XPM). The

t Stokes pulse broadens due to a combination of XPM and Raman

parametric amplification. The sp~ctr'al broadening measured
about the SRS wavelengths in liquids and recently in glass

STOKES fibers originates from both SPM and XPM processes.8

S FM
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Another important spectrally broadened process similar to XPM is called the Induced phase modulation
(IPM). The experimental arrangement of this process is similar to the optical Kerr effect, namely, a weak
pulse at a different frequency propagates through a disrupted medium whose index of refraction is changed by
an intense laser pulse, The phase of the weak optical field can be modulated by the time variation o' the
ind-x of refraction originating from the primary intense pulse. Both the weak And strong pulses are produced
outside the medium and can be controlled by the researcher. (See article by Ho and Alfano In Laser '87, this
conference for details.)

The spectral broadening of picosecond and femtosecond laser pulses is called the supercontinuum in
condensed matter due to SPM covers a frequency band up to 10,000 cm-' from uv to IR with picosecond to
femtosecond pulse durations. Over the years, this ultrafast supercontinuum pulse source has been applied to
time resolved absorption spectroscopy, nonlinear optical effects, pulse compression, squeeze states,'

0 
and

fiber diagnostics.
9  

The frequency broadened pulses can play an important role in ranging, imaging, remote
sensing, communications, and other fields."

1 
It is a key process behind the generation of 8-fs laser pulses.'

The newly observed induced spectral broadening due to XPM and IPM has important features for communications
and signal processing by allowing pulse coding in differerL frequency regions and solitons generation. On the
one hand, SPM, XPM, and IPM in optical fibers could be a source of noise on signals due to interference in
multi-band communications and signal processing applications. It could be used to code and switch information
from one frequency to another.

8

B. Time Resolved Fluorescence Spectroscopy from Lung and Breast Cancer Tissues

Recently, there have been major breakthroughs in the use of laser spectroscopy as a unique and sensitive
approach to reveal changes in the physical and chemical properties that occur in healthy and abnormal cells in
tissues. Alfano and coworkers"3

,
1

4 have established that the fluorescence spectroscopy and fluorescence
recombination relaxation times from malignant and normal rat tissues were different. The differences were
attributed to the transformations of local environment surrounding the fluorophors assigned to be flavins and
porphyrins in the normal and cancerous rat tissues. Most recently, we have extended our laser spectroscopy
research from animal to human tissue".'s Three different wavelengths were used to photo-excite the spectra
from normal and tumor lung tissues. The fluorescence kinetics from lung tissues was also measured.

An Argon ion laser beam at 514.5 nm, 488 nm and 457.9 nm was focused on the front surface was collected
and focused into the entrance slit of a double spectrometer. The output of the PMT was connected to a lock-
in-amplifier and an X-Y recorder combination to display each spectrum. Picosecond time resolved fluorescence
measurements were performed using a streak camera system and 

8
-ps pulse at 530 nm from a mode-locked glass

laser. The tissue samples were solid chunks, not cut to any particular specificity and were a few millimeters
thick. No chemicals or dyes were added.

Typical fluorescence spectra from normal (N) and tumor (T) human lung tissues are shown in Fig. 5. The
principal spectral peaks excited at 457.9 nm are located at 496 nm, for normal tissues, and at 503 nm for
tumor tissues, respectively. There is one subsidiary maximum located at about 605 nm in the normal lung
tissue spectra. The tum r tissue spectra only showed a monotonic decrease with less structure. Similar
results are obtained for 488 and 514.5 nm and for breast tiqsues.

SL The fluorescence profiles in time for spectral band at
wavelength center at 600 nm excited by 8 picosecond 530 nm503 laser pulse. The profiles were found to be nonexponential

< in time. To fit the curves, a double exponential
I(t)=Afe_(t/lTf)+Ase-(t/T1s) was used where -tf and -rs are the

_ LT decay times for the fast and slow components. The
fluorescence decay times of the fast and slow components
from the normal lung were about 220 ps and 2650 ps,Srespectively, while the fluorescence decay time of the fast

and slow components for the tumor tissue of the lung were
,LN about 120 ps and 2600 ps, respectively.

SThe experimental results using 457.9 nm excitation for
lung tissues indicate about 7 nm spectral red shift from

S06normal to tumor lung tissue spectrum. A red shift of 6 nm
was also observed using 488 nm and 511.5 nm excitation. Av blue shift was observed in rat kidney tissue. The tumor
lung tissue spectra are much smoother than normal lung

[ .I L~___ L---[-LJZ tissue spectra. The lack of structure at 605 nm in tumor46 o5U 5;u 5800 620 660 tissue may be associated with intensity and bandwidth
V.AVELENGTH (rn) increase of the second band at wavelength center at 555 nm

or decrease in the native porphyrins. The observed 6 nm red
shifts of the main peak and the smoothing of spectra for

Figure 5: Sto.,dy state laner fluorecence tumor lung tissues are attributed to the physiological and
spectra of ;itjmnr lung tissupa: labeled (a) biochemical transformation of the lung cells from the
LN=normal (1 Tw) and (b) LT=tumor (10mw) normal tissues. The observed red shifts in the main maxima
excited by 1'7.9 nrn, my 2,.nnitivity. of the human lung tumor spectra suggest an accumulation of
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negative charge ions in the malignant cells' intracellular environment. The flavin band observed for the
normal breast tissue near the 515 nm peak exhibits a blue shift of about 10 nm in the tumor tissue spectra.
This is opposite to the red shift observed for lung tissues. This blue shift may suggest a buildup of positive
ions in the breast tumors. The time-resolved fluorescence shows that the decay time of tumor tissues is
faster than that of normal tissues. This suggests an enhancement of the nonradiative processes in tumors.

Research at the IUSL is supported by AFOSR, ARC, NASA, NSF, ONR, SDIO, and Photonics Management Corporation.
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APST-PACT

Time-resolved absorption using probe wavelengths of 2.5 - 5.5 um has been used to study
photoexcitations of the quasi-one-dimensional semiconductor, trans-polyacetylene. The
experiment has 0.5 ps resolution, sufficient to observe a 0.5 - 1 ps decay of photogenerated
Su-Schrieffer charged soliton pairs which form after intrachain electron-hole pair excita-
tion. The decay is nonexponential and due to geminate recombination. The tunability of cur
infrared probe permits us to observe spectral relaxation during solition formation which
corresponds to conformational equilibration of the solitons. Saturation of the absorption
is due to volume filling of the lattice by charged solitons and provides an estimate of the
third order nonlinear susceptibility of trans-polyacetylene.

I. Introduction

The photoexcitations of organic semiconductors are very different from the traditional
electron and hole picture. 1  The quasi one-dimensional nature of organic polymer chains
leads to a strong propensity for free electrons and holes to be dressed by the lattice and
to form quasiparticles such as polarons and bipolarons. In trans-polyacetylene, the unique
symmct.y between degenerate ground states permits charged soliton pairs to be the energetic-
ally preferred excitations. 2  These take the form of mobile domain walls between the two
ground states (bond alternation phases) coexisting on a single chain. The existence of
photogenera'ed charged solitons has now been well documented 3 , 4 experimentally. They are
characterized by a midgap absorption around 0.5 eV. Studies of the picosecond dynamics of
that absorption5 ,6 have established that both intrinsic 2 and defect mediated 7 mechanisms
contribute to charged soliton photogeneration. The intrinsic solitons are from intrachain
electron-hole pair excitations as described by Su and Schrieffer. 2  Previous work suggests
that these form in <10-13 seconds 2 , 8 and decay in -0.5 ps. 6  The purpose of the present
paper is to investigate the formation and decay of these photogenerated lattice
deformations.

In order to measure these directly, we have developed an apparatus capable of monitoring
subpicosecond transient absorption in the mid-infrared where charged solitons absorb. In
section II, the apparatus is described in detail. Results on both the spectroscopy and
dynamics of the photoinduced midgap absorption in trans-(CH), are presented in section
III. These are obtained with 0.5 ps time resolution and interpreted in terms of formation
and decay of charged solitons.

TT. Experimental

The experiments were all performed on thin films (41000A ) of Shirakawa polyacetylene 9 on
glass slides. These are grown as cis-polyacetylene and thermally isomerized to the trans
form. The chain directions are thought to be primarily in the plane of the substrate but to
be isotropically distributed in that plane over the laser spot size (-I mm). The samples
are sealed under vacuum in glass ampules and studied at room temperature. It was previously
determined that there was very little temperature dependence to the behavior of the
photoinduced absorption in question.6

The method we have chosen to generate probe frequencies in the mid-infrared is based on
the technique of optical parametric generation in nonlinear crystals. Instead of building
up from vacuum noise, however, we "seed" the parametric conversion with a white light
continuum generated by self-phase modulation of intense light in a water cell. This permits
us to use short crystals so that group velocity dispersion does not degrade our time
resolution.

A schematic of the apparatus is shown in Fivure 1, and a detailed description can be found
elsewhere. 1 0 , 1 1  A dye laser is synchronously pumped by a fiber compressed and frequency
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doubled CW modelocked Nd+ 3 :YAG3 laser. The dye laser operates around 585 nm and has pulses
of <0.3 ps duration and InJ energy with a repetition rate of 82 MHz. A dcubl• Q-switched
Nd+ 3 :YAG laser is synchronized to select 10 pulses por second for amplification to the
millijoule level. Spatial filtering and saturable absorbers are used to discriminate
against amplified spontaneous emission and 350 fs pulse durations are routinely obtained for
the amplified pulses.
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Figure 2 illustrates the photoinducee change in infrared transmission for Si (a) and
trans-(CH)x (b). The transmission drop in Si is primarily due to free carrier absorption
and its onset is presumed to represent the instrumental resolution of the apparatus. The
free carriers ar• long-lived (ns) so that the derivative of the absorption turn on should be
the cross-correlation between visible and infrared pulses. The probe wavelength of 2.8 pm
(.t4 eV) is at thp maximum of the charged soliton absorption as determined in previous
work.•-6 Figure 2(b) shows that the absorption onset in polyacetylene is instrumentally
limited and that the fall occurs in <I ps, but in a non-exponential manner. The rise of
<<0.5 ps is consistent with the predictions of numerical simuiations?,S, 1 3  based on the
Su-Sohrieffer-Heeger Hamiltonian1 • which show that the domain walls form in •I00 fs. The
rapid decay of these pairs suggests geminate recombination of the charged solitons by an
electron hop as discussed by Kivelson and Wu.ls From our data, we estimate the survival
probability of charged soliton pairs to 10 ps to be ..02 + .0•. Fewer than five percent
escape and their contribution to.nhoec-"n dictivity on timescales. >10 ps is.. 'uestionabl• 1 •
The non-exponential decay has been ascribed to one dimensional diffusion limited
recombination kinetics.1
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Figure 2. (a) Photoinduced transmission decrease due to free carrier generation in Si.
Pump wavelength is 585 nm and probe wavelength is 2.8 pm.
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Figure 2. (b) Photoindueed transmission decrease due to charged soliton pairs in trans-
polyacetylene. Pump wavelength is 585 nm and probe wavelength is 2.8 jim. Zero
of" time is chosen arbitrarily as maximum of photoinduced absorption.

In previous work,5,j6 we showed that the spectrum of Su-Sehrieffer charged soliton pairs
at 5 ps ws clo-e to that of isolated charged nclit-i,3ctoserved milliseconds ..fýer photoexci-
tation.18 This is consistent with the idea that the charged solitons are well formed within
about 100 fs and do not interact very strongly.
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Figure 3. Spectral relaxation of the transient madgap absorption in trans-polyaoetyl.ene.
Signals at a each delay are normalized to the photcinduced absorption at 0.44 '-V
(2.8 urn) . 'Ihe dashed line repre.e:-;ts the millis econd delay nhctoinduned
absorption as obtained from reference lý.

Shank et al. 1 9 did photoinduced absorption experiments probing between 0.8 and 1.4 eV, and
have observed a similar red shift in that band edge transient abscrption at short times .
They did not assign the absorption band and ascribed the spectral relaxation to cooling. We
believe that these concomitant rapid decays of red shifted absorption support the
picture 6 , 15,16 of the 1 .4 eV transient as bound neutral soliton pairs formed by rapid
geminate recombination of separating charged soliton pairs. The red shifted absorption of
neutral soliton pairs would be associated with charged solitons which recombine before their
conformation relaxation to equilibrium has occurred. This supports cur previous
conclusionS, 6 

that Su-Schrieffer solitons are a precusor to the 1.4 eV transient.

In our previous work, we established that the transient midgqp absorption dynamics' and
transient bleaching recovery dynamics 8 

were similar. This is merely a reflection of the
high quantum yield for charged soliton pair generation. The onset or saturation ef the
absorption and bleaching also occur at the same intensity, and we have shown the saturation
mechani-m to be volume (phase space) 2 0 

filling by charged solitons. 6
2

1  
From the magni-

tude of the bleaching we can estimate tne value of X(-3) to be .10--8 eou. The large
susceptibility hias to do with the fact that the solitons are delccalized so that each
absorbed photon creates two solitons which occupy some 30 lattice sites and perturb 'In even
longer length of chain. The low saturation intensity and rapid recovery of the absorption
make this type of system an excellent candidate for optical switching applications.
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Abstract

We have recently expanded our previous work on the dynamics of coherunt longitudinal
optical phonons in compound semiconductors, to include studies of the interaction of these
phonons with one- and with two-component plasma. We find an unexpected difference in tne

effect of the two types of plasma; namely, we find that a two-component (e-h) plasma does
not chang Lie phonon lifetime but instead hinders the formation of the coherent phonon
state, while a one-component plasma does not hinder phonon generation but markedly changes
the phonon lifetime.

Coherent Phonon Generation

The standard technique to determine the "lifetime" of optical phonons is to measure the
spectral width of the incoherent Raman scattering cross section. Since spectral width and
temporal duration are related by a Fourier transformation, information on the temporal
duration of the optical phonon excitation can, in principle, be obtained in this way.
More recently it has become apparent that we may circumvent the transformation by simply
making measurements of the optical phonon dynamics directly in the time domain. Since,
however, optical phonon "lifetimes" are of the order of picoseconds, experimental tecn-
niques capable of resolution within that very short temporal domain have had to be
developed. Modern synchronously pumped mode-locked dye laser systems have proven to be
the answer. Since phonon energies correspond to the far infrared (FIR) region of the

electromagnetic spectrum, it would be necessary to construct a picosecond source in this
spectral range. Unfortunately, to date no such source has been demonstrated. On the
other hand, many pico- and even femtosecond lasers with energies in the visible spectrum
have been demonstrated. It is, therefore, possible to use nonlinear difference mixing of
two visible laser frequencies to ftrm a FIR excitation source of phonons providing the
phonons involved are Raman active.? The apparatus involves dual synchronously pumped dye

lasers which produce synchronized trains of pulses with picosecond and (subpicosecond)
duration at two different wavelengths. We have used such laser systems to generate near-

zone-center coherent optical phonons in GaP, ZnSe and ZnTe through coherent Raman
excitation (CRE), and to study the subsequent dynamics of the coherent longitudinal
optical (LO) phonon state, plus the response of the electronic system to nonlinear
excitation. These investigations were carried out directly iT the time domain through
time resolved coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (TRCARS) . Only the results on GaP
will be discussed here.

Coherent Raman excitation (CRE) and coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS1 are
articular forms of nonlinear mixing of laser fields. Two electromagnetic fields E and

S, with photon energies h_ and rw5 and wavevectors k , k , can in general give rise to a
series of nonlinear interactions in a solid. One inte~action leads to a virtual
excitation of the electronic system at a frequency w-w . Of particular interest here is
the case in which w -w corresponds to a Raman activý v~brational excitation. In theX s +•
resultant CRE, the energy h(w -W ) and wavevector q=ky-k of the active mode are in the
ideal case exactly specified, ana the phase space availagle to the excited vibrations is
severely limited. In this sense it differs markedly from stimulated and spontaneous Raman
scattering for which the available phase space is much larger. Thus, the occupation
probabilities of the components of the coherent state produced through CRE may be very
high as compared to those of incoherent Raman excitation. Generation of intense coherent
oscillations by CRE was first described for molecular systems by Garmire, et al.2 Large
amplitude coherent excitation of lattice vibrations was soon thereafter described by
Giordmaine and Kaiser.

3

The coherent excitation may be probed by a third laser field, i , whose energy Mw is
taken for convenience to be nw . The nonlinear interaction of thiR field with the P

coherent lattice vibrations results in yet another nonlinear polarization which drives an
electromagnetic field with energy hwc=n(2w -W ). It is further rejuired through
wavevector conservation (the phase-matchini condition) that k =k +k -k , where k and
are the wavevectors associated with the probe pulse and the anti-Stokes pulse, r~spee- c
tively. The probe technique clearly involves coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering,
giving rise to the CARS designation for the entire nonlinear process.
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The coherent phon)n state mentioned above is defined by a superposition f f states ot
different occupation probabilities, but whose component states have, at least initially, a
tixed relative phase relationship among each other. Thý resultant excitatLion of the solid
resembles most closely a classical harmonic oscillator.

The experimentally observable parameter in the CARS experimenc is the intensity of the
TRCARS signal at the energy 6w c =h( 2w Y_ ). This intensity is proportional to the absolute
square of the nonlinear polarization inauced in the vibratinal and electronic systems due
to the threý laser fields 9V , s and t Thus an expression for this quantity can be
written as, SI~~t&t++ [ 4 + -(3)t+

Ic(At) = AS f dt E .(t+At)X[N( 4 .q)Q(t) f t)(t)] 2  
, (1)

In Eq. (1), the factor S goes to unity as the phase mismatch Ak goes to zero, At is the
temporal difference between the probe pulse and that of t and 5 (which are set as close
as possile. to zero time overlap, 5t=0), N is the number wf prnmitive cells per unit
volume, Xeff is the effective third-order nonlinear electronic susceptibility, q is the
unit phonon polarization vector, R is the Raman matrix element and Q is the displacement
amplitude of the coherent phonon state.

It is clear from Eq. (1) that there are two contributions to I (At), i.e., one due to
the response of the lattice and one to the response of the electronic system. The duality
can be clearly seen in the experimental results as illustrated in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1. Logarithm to the base ten of the normalized cars signal, I(At), as a function
of the delay betweeni the probe pulse, E (t), and the coherent LO phonon generation at
At=0. p

Figure 1 illustrates typical normalized TRCARS intensities as a function of the time
delay At between the two pump beams (E., E ) relative to the probe beam (E ) for the of
GaP held at 4.2K and 300K, and with ý 'w w so that the coherent LO phongn state is
excited. The two components of I (At? ale dearly visible. The first component near
At=0, which can be independently Sbserved when w w w , is a slightly asymmetric "bell-
shaped" curve. This component of I (At) is attribsutehoto the nonlinear, electronic
response of the crystal. The remaining part of I (At) decreases exponentially with delay
time for At>>o and can be observed to do so over Several orders of magniti,-e. Thus for
these experimen al conditions the time interval over which the coherent pnonun state is
observed to decay is long compared to the time intrrval over which the purely electronic
signal is observed. The slope of the logarithm of the "phonon" part of Ic (At) is then
equal to the dephasing time, traditionally referred to as T 2 /2.

In general, phonon dephasing in ;olids results from scattering at crystal boundaries,
lattice imperfections, electronic carriers, or through population decay brought about by
anharmonic interactions. The relative contribution to the dephasing by these scattering
sources depends on the particular crystal under investigation. We have demonstrated
earlier 1 ' that for particularly pure samples the dephasing can be demonstrated to arise
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almost exclusively from anharmonic decay of the LO phonon into acoustic phonuns. In the
particular case of GaP it can, moreover, be shown that the dephasing occurs preiominantly
through the decay of the zone center LO phonon into two longitudinal acoustic (LA) phonons
each with half the LO phonon energy, and with equal but opposite signed wavevectrs.

Under these circumstances, the rate of LO phono:is at some te:nperature T, relative to
that at I-OK, depends solely on the occupation probability of the LA phonon states. This
ratio can, therefore, be determined directly from Bose-Linstein statistics. As can be
expected, the higher the ambient temperature the shorter is the dephasing tine (see Fig.
1) . A comparison between experiment (symbols) and (solid line) for a range of ambient
temperatures from 4.2K to 300K is summarized in Fig. 2.

The temperature dependence of T 2 /2 has also been determined through linewidtn
measurements of the spontaneous Raman scattering intensity. The results are displayed in
Fig. 2 as crosses for LO phonons in GaP. For completeness we giso include similar data
for a different crystal in GaP as reported by Bairamov, et al. marked BPTU in the figure.

Note should be tdken of the following additional results depicted in Fig. 2. (i) the
results of the linewidth studies agree among the two experimental groups, and
(ii) agreement also exists between the results obtained from the linewidth and from the
temporal measurements. It should be further noted that the temporal measurements show
quite clearly that the coherent LO phonon state is not destroyed as a result of the
dephasing process, rather <Q>2 persists through many orders of Ic (At) and simply decreasesits magnitude exponentially.
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Figure 2. Temperature dependence of the phonon dephasing time as measured by time
resolved CARS (solid circles), and by incoherent Raman measurements of linewidths (open
squares, open circles (Ref. 8)).

Electron-Phonon Dynamics

As already noted above, coherent phonon dephasin9 may be caused by phonon interaction
with electronic carriers. We have argued elsewhere" that the LO phonons under
investigation by our methods cannot interact with single particle states near the band
edge. Thus the dominant carrier-phonon interaction observed in the experiments must
p.oceed via the collective states of any plasma which is present.

We report here on a recent comparison between a phonon interaction with a one- and a
two-component plasma. At the time of the writing of this paper, a part of these results
are rather new and not yet fully analyzed. All the same, the preliminary analysis
suggests a marked difference in the characterization of the resulting carrier-phonon
interaction.

In a recent papers 1 ' 9 we discuss briefly the creation of a two-component (electron-
hole; e-h) plasma in addition to LO phonons created through coherent Raman excitation.
The experiment of Ref. 6 is different in a number of ways from the TRCARS measurements
described above. In this case the two laser beams with jZ and were generated in dye
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lasers pumped by a pulsed N2 -laser. Moreover, detection of the LO phonons and the LA
phonons produyed hrough LO phonon decay, is accomplished through vibronic sidebanu phonon
spectroscopy. I Coherent phonon generation proceeds through nonlinear interictiurin in
GaP of pulse trains emitted from two dye lasers driven sinultaneously by 5 ns dur.tion
pulses from a N2 -laser. One dye laser is operýted at a frequency ,o,= 18,275 cw- , whnc:j
together with another lIser at w = 18,322 cm-, makes up the diffe nce frequency
W = - a 403 cm require8 to excite coherent LO phonons. The maximum enerjy per

Her wp~se If 6- ý,j resulting in an initial LO phonon concentration
nLO 5 x 10 cm , located within the overlap volume of the two laser beains.

The laser operating at w also serves to excite the luminescence fron the bound exciton
in GaP (zero phonon line at 18,688 cm- ) with which the vibronic sidebands are
associated. In Fig. 3 we present the observed dependence of the anti-Stokes vibronic
sideband intensity, as measured at the LO and the LA peak frequencies, as a function of
the power in the s-laser when the power of the I-laser is fixed at 135 MW/cm.

It can be shown 9 that the intensity of the anti-Stokes vibronic sideband should bu
proportional to the product of the power of the two lasers (I and s lasers) whic:i drive
the coherent phonon generation. The results shown in Fig. 9 obviously disagree with this
prediction. Moreover, it was observed that vibronic sideband bandwidth was essentially
independent of the laser interactinn.

We have shown in reference (9) that these observations can be accounted for by the
presence of an e-h plasma generated by the photoexcitation of electrons from the valence
band to the conduction band of GaP followed by decay of these hot carriers to the band
minimum at the X-point. The excitation occurs most likely through two-step, two-photon
absorption; i.e., w + wI and/9T )W+w . The plasma itself contributes to the third order
electronic susceptiillity, )( , ana, in effect, screens the coherent phonon generation
process, but does nothing to the phonon lifetime. The solid and dotted lines of Fig. 3
represent a theoretical fit to the experimental results. (The dashed line should be
ignored in the present context.)
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Figure 3. Dependence of the vibronic sideband peak intensity for LO (curve a) and LA
(curve b) phonons as a function of the s-laser peak power. The I-laser intensity fixed at
135 MW/cm2 .

Most recently we have also measured the dephasing time and the linewidth of coherent LO
phonons in n-type GaP in the presence of a one-component plasma (at the X-point minimum)
produced by thermal excitation of donor electrons into the conduction band. Forward
scattering incoherent Raman spectroscopy was used in the linewidth measurement. Corres-
ponding dephasing times were converted into linewidth measurement and also displayed in
Fig. 4. The results of three different samples are shown. The data in an und ed simple
(curve a) repeats the results of Fig. 2. The other two samples contain 3.2x10 cm
(curve b) and l.lxl0 cm- (curve c) impurity concentrations. It is observed at
temperatures below - 80K that the linewidth is essentially temperature independent. This
region is tentatively assigned to the effects of impurity scattering. At - 100K thermal
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excitation of the carrier commences and reaches a maximum near 150K. Thereafter the donor
states approach depletion (- 250K) . The dashed lines in Fig. 4 have been arbitrarily
drawn to emphasize these effects. Note that the linewidth varies strongly with the
carrier concentration. But it is observed that the integrated intensity of the signal is
not affected by the carrier concentration.
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Figure 4. Dependence of the Raman linewidth on temperature for samples of varying

concentration of donor states.

Thus we have observed a significant difference between the effects of one- and two-
component plasma on the dynamics of coherent optical phonons in Gap. We are currently
examining various factors which might contribute to this difference and hope to report on
the resolution of these differences in the near future.

The author wishes to thank J. Kuhl and S. Mehta for their collaboration in the
measurements on the one-component plasma. The author is also grateful for support through
NSF DMR8603888.
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Abstract:

The population relaxation time of non-equilibri-i LO phonons with wavevectors
perpendicular to the layers of GaAs-Al (ai_xAs mul ple quantum well structures has been
measured by time-resolved Raman scattering on a suopicosecond time scale. The, experi-
mental results have revealed the generation as well as decay of these excitations, and
TO ý 

6 ps is deduced for their population relaxation time at T V 80K. This observed
liretime when compared with that in bulk GaAs, implies that the zone-folding effect plays
little role on the determination of their lifetime. From the estimated rise time of the
anti-Stokes signal, the average electron-DO phonon scattering time for electrons occup,-
ing the unbound states is determined to be T PeO,=0.2ps. These measured TLO and T e1-LO
have been found to be independent of either the width or the depth of the GaAs quantum
wells.

Recently, the dynamics of photoexcited carriers in semiconductors and semiconductor
multiple quantum well structures (MQWS) has attracted tremendous attention, and much
valuable information about electron-phonon, electron-electron and phonon-phonon
interactions has been obtained.I- 3 This information is both of fundamental interest and of
great usefulness to modern ultrafast device applications such as optoelectronic devices.
The development of picosecond/subpicosecond laser systems has made time-resolved Raman
spectroscopy a powerful tool for probing the time evolution of nonequilibrium excitations
in these materials, in particular, when the pump/probe configuration is employed. For
example, time-resolved Raman scattering has been used to interrogate the generation and
decay of non-equilibrium DO phonons in GaAs;4 6 the average electron-LO phonon scatter-
ing time5 and the population relaxation time of LO phonons4 in GaAs have thus been
directly measured. In this paper, we have used time-resolved Raman scattering as a probe
for the population relaxation time of non-equilibrium LO phonons having wavevectors
perpendicular to the layers of GaAs-AlxGal_xAS MQWS. The experimental results have
revealed the generation as well as decay of these excitations, and T LO , 6ps is deduced
for their relaxation at T =80K. From the estimated rise time of the anti-Stokes signal,
the average electron-LO phonon scattering time for electrons occupying the unbound
states has been determined to be TeILQ =0.2ps. These two time constants have been
found to be independent of both the t ickness of the GaAs quantum wells and the aluminum
concentration of the Al xGa lxAS barriers.

The ultrafast pulses used in the experiment were generated either from a DCM double-
jet dye laser (for measuring the population relaxation time of LO phonons) or from a
DCM double-jet dye laser (for measuring the average electron-LO phonon scattering time),

which were synchronously pumped by the second harmonic of a cw mode-locked YAG laser.
The pulses had an autocorrelation full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 800fs, 4.8ps for
double-jet and single-jet dye lasers, respectively. The average power was about 60mw
and the repetition rate was about 76MHz. In our experiment, two successive ultrashort
pulses with the same frequency and intensity but different polarizations were used to
pump and probe the GaAs-AlxGa_ As MQWS.The first pulse (pump pulse)sets up the non-
equilibrium excitations (i.e.,-ZO phonons) and the second pulse (probe pulse) detects
these excitations through spontaneous anti-Stokes Raman scattering. These two beams,
after being suitbly polarized, were made to overlap on the surface of the samples. An
appropriate analyser was placed in front of the entrance slit of' the double mono-
chromator so that the scattered signal from the pump pulse was effectively eliminated
while the scattering from the probe pulse was allowed to be detected. The anti-Stokes
Raman signal was collected in a backscattering geometry and by a computer-controilld
Raman system. In ordtr to take advantage of the resonance enhancement, the dye lasers
were chosen to operate at fiw - 1.92eV very close to the E +A[ gap of GaAs.
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The undoped
GaAs-AlxGal-xAs £QWS in-

vestigated in this work
were grown by molecular-
beam epitaxy on a (001)-
oriented undoped GaAs
substrate. They consist
of '30 periods of 100- T
thick AlxGa lxAs (x 0.25eV
varies from 0.1 to 0.3) 1
and different thickness of CB
GaAs layers ýwhich ranges
from 50A to 300d). The FW= 92eV
samples were mounted on _1

the cold finger tip of a
liquid nitrogen dewar.
The effective temperature 1eV
of the laser-irradiated 1.5OeV
area was estimated to be
about 80K. The average
photoexcited carrier
density was about 10 1 7 cm-3
and the occupation number 0.059eV
of the excited non- VB
equilibrium LO phonons
was about 0.08. ALGAAS GAAS ALGAAS

The wavevetors of the
non-equilibrium LO phonons
probed in the backscatter-
ing configuration are
perpendicular to the
layers. We believe that
these LO phonons are Fig. 1: Conduction-band (CB) and valence-band (VB)
generated as follows: profiles of the GaAs-AlxGal_xAs MQWS demonstrated in this
The photons from the dye experiment. The electrons photoexcited to the continuum
lasers optically excite states will lose about 0.25eV of their excess energy
the electron-hole pairs before they are trapped inside the wells. Here, the band
with an excess energy; in off-sets have been assumed to be 70-30% for conduction and

polar semiconductors such valence bands, respectively; and effective masses have
as GaAs, the carriers been taken to be 0.0 6 7me and 0.45me for conduction band
lose their excess energy electrons and heavy holes, respectively.
primaril by emitting LO
phonons.ý However, once the
electrons are trapped inside the GaAs quantum wells, they are restricted to move within
these two-dimensional layers. We can classify the thermalization of the electrons inside
the wells into (1) intersubband transitions and (2) intrasubband transitions. For
intersubband transitions of electrons, it is not difficult to realize that the LO phonons
emitted cannot contribute to our light scattering measurements for the particular sample
parameters used. For intrasubband transitions of electrons, conservation of momentum
requires that the LO phonons emitted during their thermalization to the bottom of the
subbands propagate almost along the layers. These LO phonons which have wavevectors
almost parallel to the layers cannot be involved in the backscattering geometry employed
in our experiment. Therefore, as indicated in Fig. 1 (for samples with x- 0.15) only
about 0.25eV (or about seven times the LO phonon energy) can be used to generate LC
phonons which are active under our current experimental measurements.

In Fig. 2, the anti-Stokes signal (monitored at 295cm- 1 ) is plotted as a function
of the time delay At between the pump and the probe pulses for a GaAs-AixGai_xAs MQWS
with x ý 0.15 and well-width = 200A. Here, the time delay is taken tn be the time interval
between the peak intensity of the pump and that of the probe pulses. The scattering
intensity increases very sharply from negative At and reaches a maximum at At=1.5ps, then
decreases slowly to the background level at large At. This variation )f the .signal with
time delay provides direct evidence of' the gen(ration and relaxatior fr the nron-quillb-
riun LO phonons. The rise of the signal represents the growth o' the LO phenn n population
as a result of' the emission of' the LO phonons by the phtcexcited hot electrons, a3d the
subsequent decrease corresponds to the relaxation of these LO phonons.
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Because the pulse
width of the single-
jet dye laser used
in this measurement
is about 3ps, we do
not th tnk that the
average electron-LtO
phonon scattering
time can be estimated
from the observed
rise time of the U
anti-Stokes signal. 260
it's determination _J
will be postponed
until a double-jet Z

dye laser is employed. 0_ 0

Cl)
The decrease of

the anti-Stokes signal C/) 0

which has been stated LU d S

to indicate the Y 170 1
relaxation of the non- 0
equilibrium LO U)
phonons is supported
by Fig. 3 in which I-
the logarithm of the Z
si'nal is p~otted
against the time delai 100-
At. The data points -10 -5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30
are very well repre-
sented by an expo-
nential of the form DELAY TIME (ps)
exp(-At/x ), with
T 6ps. The fact
that this value is
very close to the -,'ig. 2: Measured anti-Stokes Raman signal vs the time delay At
population relaxation for the LO phonons of the GaAs-AlxGaixAs MQWS at T=80K. The
time of the LO phonons background counts are indicated by a dashed horizontal line.
observed in bulk GaAs, Filled circles represent data points.
suggests that the zone-
folding has little
effect on the popula-
tion relaxation time of the LO phonons having wavevectors perpendicular to the layers of
GaAs-Alx~alixAs MQWS.

Fig. 4 shows the anti-Stokes Raman signal as a funtion of the time delay At between
the pump and the probe pulses for the same sample as in Fig.2, but a double-jet dye laser
which has pulse width of about 0.5ps is used in making the measurement. We observe that
it takes about 1.5ps Cor the population of nmn-equilibrium LO phonons that have wave-
vectors perpendicu!cr to the layers to reach its maximum value. Because as discussed
before the number of Raman-active LO phonons emitted by the carriers is about seven,
the average electron-LO phonon scatterng time for elejtrons occuping the continuum states
is deduced to be 20C±50fs. The fact that this measured value of the average electron-LO
phonon scattering time is about the same as that (%,165fs) found in bulk GaAs demonstrates
that the presence of' the wells has almost no influence on the relaxation of the carriers
occupying the continuum states.

We have also carried out similar experiements on samples that have
aluminum concentration x ranging from 0.1 to 0.3 and well-thickness from 50A to 300A.
The experimental results have shown that both the average electron-LO phonon scattering
time for electrons ocrupying the unbound states and the population relaxation time
for LO phonons having wavevectors perpendicular to the layers of GaAs-Al x Gai-xAS MQWS
are rubher insensitive to these parameters.

In conclusion, the population relaxation time of non-equilibrium LO phonons with
wavevectors perpendicular to the layers of GaAs-AlxGai-xAs MQWS has been measured by
time-resolved Raman scattering on a subpicosecond time scale. The experimental results
have shown that the zone-folding effect plays little role on the determination of their
lifetime. The average electron-LO phonon scattering time for electrons occupying the
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T=77K GaAs-AIlGajAs MQWS

4 x4 X=0.15
C
SWELL-WIDTH= 200A
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F4q. 3: The logarithm of the anti- Fig. 4: Spontaneous anti-Stokes Raman signal of

Stokes signal is plotted as a LO phonons having wavevectors perpendicular to
function of the time delay At. The the layers is plotted against the time delay At

experimental data are well re- for a GaAs-Al Gal xAs MQWS sample with x×0.15
presented by a straight line. From and well-thicknes_200A. The rise of the signal

the slope of this straight line, is well-resolved and has been used to estimate

the population relaxation time of the average electron-LO phonon scattering time

the LO phonons having wavevectors for electrons occupying the unbound states in

perpendicular to the layers is GaAs-AlxGal_xAs MQWS.
determined to be about 6ps.

unbound states is estimated to be about 200fs. The measured values of the population

relaxation time of LO phonons and the average electron-LO phonon scattering time has

been found to be independent of either the width of the GaAs quantum wells -r the

aluminum concentration of the barriers.
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DISPERSIONLESS-LIKE PROPAGATION of INDUCED SPECTRAL BROADENED PULSES in ZnSe
(Non-Phase-Matched Second Harmonic Cross-Phase-Modulation)

P. P. Ho and R. R. Alfano

Institute for Ultrafast Spectroscopy and Lasers, and Photonic Application Laboratory
Department of Electrical Engineering, The City College of New York, New York, N.Y. 10031

Abstract

Ultrashort pulse propagation of non-phase-match generated second harmonic and its induced spectral
broadened laser pulses have been directly measured in ZnSe. Newly generated wavelengths from 500 nm to 570
nm in ZnSe by the pump 1054nm pulse appear to be emitted at the same time as the 1054 nm pump pulse. The
observed temporal property of these newly generated wavelengths can be explained by the destructive
interference and parametric amplification of the non-phase-match generated cross-phase modulation waves in
ZnSe. This modulation can lead a new way to optically encode ultrafast information.

I. Introduction

New laser frequency generation processes`
6 

by ultrashort pulses in condensed matter provide scientific
knowledge of the wave interact'on i.; matter as well as technological applications in lasers and optical
communications. Self-'-

3
, induced-',', and Cross-'

3
-phase modulation processes are responsible for wide

spectral band ultrashort laser pulses generation. Self-Phase Modulation (SPM) occurs when an intense laser
pulse propagates through a medium and disturbs the refractive index where in turn changes the phase,
amplitude, and frequency of the incident laser pulse. This causes a frequency sweep within the pulse
envelope. Induced-phase-modulation (IPM) occurs when a weak pulse at a different frequency propagates
through a disrupted medium whose index of refraction is changed by an intense laser pulse. The phase of the
weak optical field can be modulated by the time variation of the index of refraction originating from the
primary intense pulse. Most recently, cross-phase-modulation (XPM) was observed in optical glass fibers
from the coupled interactions between stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) and SPM. The spectral width at the
SRS wavelengths in liquids and glass fibers was broadened twice more than the spectral width of the incident
laser. In this paper, we report a new class of XPM of a weak non-phase matched second harmonic pulse was
produced from the propagation of an intense picosecond laser pulse through ZnSe crystals. The spectral
broadened pulse spread from 500-nm to 570-nm was found to travel at near the same speed as the 1054-nm pump
pulse in ZnSe.

In table 1, phase modulation Table 1. Types of Spectral Broadening frou Phase Modulation Processes

processes responsible for the
spectral broadening from various
susceptibilty coefficients are CULN OTT RE

summarized. The bracket indicates Sol&-Phase Modulation (SPM) [pJ -- > [a,± 0.,] SPm

the intensity of laser pulses at a
given frequency. In the SPM
process, the spectral broadening lnduced Phase mlodulation(IPM) [. ] -- > ± A !PP

process involves only one X,
principle wavelength. In the IPM
process, strong and weak laser -- 0 sPM
pulses at different wavelengths weak

are generated outside the
interaction material. Then pulses where a, >

enter the sample to induce [1,]3[,] -- [, ± ,3 sPM
additional spectral broadening on X' ÷[, ± 3 IPM
the weak pulse. In the Raman-XPM
process, a principle wavelength where A>> U)

generates a Stokes Raman line and
its width is broadened through the Cross-Phase Modulation (XPM)

coupling of the laser wavelengths R.-±n OPM 1.,] -- U [aPt A• SPM

and internally generated Raman t,

wavelengths. In the SHG-XPM
process, the second harmonic
generaLed ilside the sample where 0R -2

becoming spectral broadened from
the primary pulse. This is Second Harmonic OPM [.,1 -- U i., ± 0w,]

similar to Raman-XPM with SHG
pulse replacing Raman pulse. - [
However, SHG-XPM has a unique X,

dlspersionless-like propagation ------ [2, , xP
property.

.here A.. - 1.000 ce-.
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II. Theory of XPM

In the theoretical analysis of Raman-XPM, the spectral bandwidth of the Raman line is increased as the
pulses travel in the medium. By assuming the phase matching and neglecting group velocity dispersion and
higher-order Raman processes, a coupled wave equation can be written as

3a,/3n = i [6(la~lj + 21ai 2j) a, + • a, ], (la)

;a,/3n = i [B(la 2 12 + 21a,12) a 2  + p* a,] (1b)

where 0 is proportional to the phonon amplitude and 3(p/a = -p i 6 a2* a,, a, and a2 denote the pulse
envelope function of the incident laser and the first Raman Stokes, respectively. A predicted ratio of the
Stokes spectral width to the primary spectral width without dispersion is

X = Raman /tLaser w 2 [1 + (6/2 )
2

]1'
5 

, (2)

where B = 3 n2 w
3/(r n. 02),

6= C2 3
/(16m p 0 n, c

2 
r

2),

and w incident laser frequency, Q phonon frequency, p : effective oscillator mass density, n. : linear index
of refraction, n 2 : nonlinear index of refraction, C ; coupling strength between the phonon field to the
electromagentic field, and F : phonon decay rate. Using the values for parameters in Equ. 14, such as : w =
3.54xI0o

5 
sec-', Q - 8.3xl01 3 

see-', P = 1 (estimated), C = 106 (estimated), no = 1.5, n 2 = 1.2x0'-
3 

esu, and r =
5.7 x 1012 sec', we can obtain the ratio X = 2. The spectral broadening of the Raman line is larger than that
of the laser line. The measured ratio of these spectral broadening was 2.9 ± 0.1 in agreement with XPM
theory.

In the SHG-XPM, when an intense laser pulse propagates through non-centrosymmetric media where both X
2 

and
X' are operative, coupled spectral broadening around the non-phase matching second harmonic frequency occurs.
An approximated first order partial differential equation1 2 

of the wave equation with slowly varying time and
space envelope function is used. High order derivatives of the wave equation are neglected. If the SH signal
is weak in comparison to the pump pulse, the quasi-linear partial differential wave equation can be written
as12

3Eol/z + 1/v , 3E,,/3t = I Y !Eo 1 2 E10 (3)

DE2 0/3z + 1/v 2 ýE20/3z = i a El 0
2 

exp[-i(k2 -2k 1 )] + 2i¥ I E01 [2 E20 - a E20  (4)
SHG XPM Absorption

where E10 and E20 are the electric field envelope amplitude of the pump and the SH frequencies, respectively;
v, and v2 are group velocities for w and 2

w, respectively; and k, and k, are wave vectors for w and 
2
w,

respectively; a is the absorption coefficient at 2w; o = 0owicx/2; X : second order nonlinearity; Y =
3w1,

2
oX'/8k,; X

3 
: third order nonlinearity.

By assuming the pump laser intensity to be constant, a -> 0, and X
3 

> 0, the solution of E,0 from eq.4 can
be expressed as :

E2 ,o(t-z/v 2 ) = iwcx
2 

10z E1 , 2
{1[t-z/v 2- z'(I/v,-I/v 2)]1 exp-i(k2 -2k,)z' dz' . (5)

If X' and a are non-negligible, the solution of E2 0 from the coupled eqs. 3 and 4 can be written as
12

E20 = io A0 exp[-ctz + i(2YA0
2
) f0z F2 (U+ z') dz'] x

foz F2(U+ z') exp[12YAo
2 

F 2
(U+nz')Z'- i~z'] exp[az'- 2iYAo2f 0oz F 

2
(U+nz")dz"] dz' (6)

where U = (t-z/v2 )/r; n = (n 2-n,)/c-r; C = (n 2 P-n p) 2w/c; n,,np, n 2 , and n2 p are the group and phase indices of
refraction at w and 

2
w, respectively; Ao is the initial magnitude of w-pulse; F is the primary pulse shape

envelope; T is the pulse duration.
In both cases (X

3 
=0 and X'= nonzero real number), the observed temporal distribution of SHG and SHG-XPM1

2

have shown a destructive interference pattern as long as the non-phase matched coefficient : k2-2k, is large
enough In comparison to the lenght of the crystal. Since E,,o2 is an even function and exp-i(k2 -2k,)z' is a
sinusoidal function, when k 2-2k , is nonzero for a non-phase matched condition, the SHC emitted at the crystal
exit surface at time t is an integrated solution of eqs. 5 and 6. For a given length z = L, if the phase
factor exp-i(k2 -2k,)z' oscillates over more than one period, the integration washes out which results in E20,
becoming zero due to the summation of many SH pulses generated at different z' with + and - phases. This is
a destructive interference phenomenon. Only at the entrance and exit parts of the crystal, part of the SHG
pulses will not be cancelled out from the free space boundaries. As long as the group index difference and
the crystal length are large enough such that (n 2 -n,)L/c > r,, two separated peaks should be observed in time
under the assumption of a non-depleted input and no absorption of the incident pump pulse. These two peak
will be separated in time by AnL/c. For example, in a ZnSe crystal, using I = 1054-nm, r, = 6/V2tn2 ps, and
ný-nj - 0.77 the length of the crystal should be greater than 4-mm for a clear obsevation of two peaks. The
newly generated SHG and XPM wavelengths appear only to be generated at the entrance and slit surfaces of the
crystal. The absorption coefficient a only affect the two peak ratio.
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III. Experimental of SHG-XPM

An 8-ps 2-mj 10514-nm laser pulse was weakly focused into the ZnSe sample. The spot size at the sample
was about 1.5-mm in diameter. The second harmonic produced in ZnSe samples was about 10-nj. The incident
laser energy was controlled by changing the neutral density filter.
The output signal was sent through a 1/2 meter Jarrell Ash
spectrograph to measure the spectral distribution of the signal (Q'2 m
light using poloroid films and optical multichannel analyzers. Eoam
A reference pulse at 527 nm was produced in a KDP crystal.
Using a beam splitter, 10514-nm and 527-nm pulses were separated
into two different paths. The weak 527-nm reference pulse was
used for calibration and traveled through a fixed distance in-
air to set the zero reference time for the streak camera. Only E(Lo=09m
a 10514 nm pulse was used to pump the ZnSe samples. TheEoe O9m
temporal profile and the propagation time of pulses which exited
from the sample and the reference pulse were measured by a
2-ps resolution streak camera system"4 . Polycrystalline ý ',e
samples of 2, 5, 10, 22, and 50-mm thickness were purchased (5C) ,62. m-
from Janos Inc. and a single crystal ZnSe of 16 mm thickness EooO2m
was grown at Philips".

A. Spectral Behavior The spectra were measured using
photographic films and OMA for non-phase-matching SHG and Eioeo=2MIT
induced spectral broadening generated in a 22-mm long ZnSe (d)
crystal by a 10514-nm laser pulse. The spectra from ZnSe and (Quartz)
quartz samples are displayed in fig. 1. The salient features of
ZnSe spectra indicate that the extent of the spectral broadening 56n 57m A
about the second harmonic line at 527-nm depends on the 6n50 m
intensity of the incident 10514-nm laser pulse. When the
incident laser pulse energy was 2mJ, there was significant 527nm
spectral broadening of about 1,100 cm-' on the Stokes side and
770 cm-' on the anti-Stokes side. There was no significant Fig. 1. SHG-XPM spectra of a 22-mm
difference in the spectral broadening distribution measured in ZnSe excited by 105 14 -nm laser pulse of
the single and polycrystalline material, different intensity. In (d), ZnSe

The spectral broadening generated by sending an intense 80P crystal was replaced by a 37-mm long
527-nm 8-ps laser pulse alone through these ZnSe crystals was quartz crystal.
also measured to compare with the - ± 1,000-cm-' induced
spectral broadening discussed in the last paragraph. The
observed spectral broadening was only -200 cm-' when the pulse 'E... EEEC
energy of 527-nm was over 0.2-mJ. This measurement suggests
that the self-phase modulation process from the 10 nJ SH-1 pulse
in ZnSe is insignificant to be the observed - 1,000 cm-' of ISB. (a)
The second order nonlinearity :Pockels coefficient rijik Of ZnSe
is about 2x10-12 in/V " and the third order nonlinearity :n 2 -
1 O"esu. Replacing ZnSe with a quartz crystal, only a narrow 10
line of 527 nm was observed in fig. 1d. This observation can be
explained by the lower n2 value of quartz which is about 50
times smaller than n2 Of ZnSe. It follows that Av(quartz) is 50(b
times narrower than Av(ZnSe).

B. Temporal Behavior The temporal profile and propagation -

time of a weak 527 nm calibration pulse, intense 10514 nm pump 0 53
pulse, and induced spectral broadened pulses propagating through
a 22-mm ZnSe polycrystalline sample is shown in fig. 2. When a
weak 3-nj 527-nm cal!Dratlol pulse propagated through the 22-mm
ZnSe, a time delay of about 2149-ps was observed (Fig. 2a). A
pulse delay of - 189-ps at 10514-nm was observed in fig. 2b when-__
an intense 10514-nm pulse passed through the crystal. In fig. 2c
and 2d, the propgation time of 530-nm and 550-nm are displayed,
respectively. The salient features of the trace in fig. 2d 055
indicated that the XPM pulses are emitted at nearly the same
time as the 10514 -nm incident pulse (fig. 2b).(d

The temporal behavior of the pulse shape and duration of a - A . -
selected 10-nm band portion centered at 530-nm produced from 270 170 70
the 10514 -nm generated spectral broadening shown in figs. 2c and TIME (ps)

2d is quite different from that of the 10514-nm pump pulse (fig.
2b) and a weak 527-nm calibration pulse (fig. 2a). The - 60 pa Fig. 2. Temporal profile and
long emission tall (from 2149 ps tc 189 -,!! is the r esult of SHG propagation delay time of (a) incident
of the 10514-nm pulse at different locations inside the ZnSe. 527-nm (b) incident 10514 -nm (c)
The additional sharp spike located at 189 pa is coincident with generated 530-nm and (d) generated
the time that it takes the 10514-nm pulse to propagate through 550-nm XPM in a 22-mm ZnSe measured
the crystal. Fig. 2d displays the temporal profile of an XPM hy a 2 ps resolution streak camera.
pulse centered at 550-nm with a 10-nm bandwidth. The reference pulse time was obtairod

by removing the ZnSe.
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The emission time for all the SHG, the spectral broadening about SHG, and the 1054-rnm pump pulses in the
crystal were near the same. The duration of the 550 ne pulse is - ps wnich is abou t half the dura tio n of
the incident 105

4
-nm pulse. The spectral broadened 500-nm pulse showed a similar characteristics as that of

the 550-nm pulse.
The difference in the propagation times of a weak 527 nm calibration pulse (fig. La) and a 1054 nm pump

pulse (fig. 2b) through a ZnSe crystal can be accounted for Ly group velocity dispersion. The measured group
refractive indices of ZnSe obtained from data displayed in figs. 2a and 2b can be fitted to be ng,sz. = 3.39 and
nlg,1o0. = 2.57, respectively. These values are in good agreement with the calculated values

1 5 
from the

wavelength dependence of the group index of refraction :ng~527 = 3.35 and ngios• = 2.58. Therefore, dispersion
can account for the difference for in propagation time for pulses at different wavelengths which pass through
ZnSe. However, a sharp spike of the SHG and the ISB pulses generated in the crystal appears to have
nearly the propagation time as the pump 1051 nm pulse (figs. 2c and 2d).

IV. Discussions

Experimentally, E2 , 0
2
(t-z/v 2) generated in TnSe crystals were directly measured by a streak camera. The

time t is the only variable in eqs.3 and 4 after integration which is determined by the streak camera. The
envelope function of the 105

4
-nm pump laser pulse has been measured to be a Gaussian function

1 6 
with -r1 =

6
/

1
22n2 ps. Sharp spikes of the generated 550-nm and 530-nm displayed in figs. 2d and 2c which appeared to

be emitted together with the 1O054-nm can be responsible by the imaginary part of X• term in XPM. The
imaginary part of x3 

in ZnSe most likely arises from the two-photon absorption. This lead to an amplitude
gain equation for the SHG-XPM signal at 550-nm as E(XPNI) - exp(x

3
jE 1 ol2). That may be why there is only a

sharp spike appeared to be emitted at the end of the crystal or travelled at the same speed as the pump
wavelength.

Several mechanisms which may account for the observed dispersionless-like propagation of the SHG and the
spectral broadened pulses relative to the 105

4
-nm pump pulse. The first possible model is the enhanced

surface phenomenon such as the SHG of the 3PM process of 1054 nm. However, three observations contradicted
the surface model. First, the output intensity of the ISB pulse was found to vary linearly with the sample
thickness from 2-mm to 22-mm. Second, there was no difference in the output intensity or time dynamics of
ISB when the ZnSe as placed in ethylene glycol or CS 2 to reduce the index mismatch between the crystal and
air. Third, using different ZnSe crystalc with varied surface roughness, the output spectral broadened signal
intensity remained to be the same. These three observation may rule out the possibility of surface effect.
The second possibility is the compensation of the group velocity dispersion in ZnSe by the negative nonlinear
index of refraction. In the the negative n2 model, the delay time of the ISB should be sensitive to the 10514
nm power density (incident energy). However, no apparent change wac observed in our measurements. The third
possible model is the two-photon-like excitonic polariton'

7
. This model is also ruled out from a temperature

dependent measurement of the output signal strength. The output spectral broadened pulse intensity remained
the same from ~40K to 300

5
K.

V. Summary

Spectral broadened second harmonic XPM pulses seem to be emitted at the same time as the primary pulse
and are independent to the crystal structure, surface roughness, and temperture. The observed temporal
behavior of XPM pulses propagation can be a signature of all ultrafast nonlinear non-phase matched frequency
generation processes. These temporal and spectral behaviors of non-phase-matched XPM may have an impact in
optical communications and information coding.
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NONLINEAR BEAM PROPAGATION IN SEMICONDUCTORS
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We present a detailed characterization of the output of
passive semiconductor based optical limiters. These
devices utilize two-photon absorption along with
photogenerated carrier defocusing within the material to
limit the output fluence and irradiance. In addition to
protecting downstream optical components, the focusing
geometry combined with these nonlinearities make the
devices self-protecting. Such devices have a broad working
wavelength range since both the initial two-photon
absorption and the subsequent carrier refraction are
slowly varying functions of wavelength. For example, ZnSe
should have a useful range of from 0.5 to 0.85Mm. In this
material, we have observed the onset of limiting at input
powers as low as 80 Watts using lOns, 0.53Mm input pulses.
At the same wavelength using 30ps pulses into a monolithic
ZnSe limiter, limiting begins at L-300 Watts or l0nJ. We
also monitored the output spatial energy distribution
along with the temporal response at each position using a
2 picosecond resolution streak camera. We find that the
output fluence along with the output irradiance is
effectively limited below detector damage thresholds over
a four orders of magnitude input range. Additionally,
since both two-photon absorption and the associated self-
defocusing increase with decreasing band-gap energy,
similar devices using narrow gap semiconductors should
have considerably lower limiting thresholds.

I. Introduction
Passive optical limiting results from irradiance-dependent nonlinear optical

processes in materials.1,2 The ideal optical limiter has the characteristics shown
in Fig. 1 . It has a high linear transmission for low input (eg. energy E or power
P), a variable limiting input E or P, and a large dynamic range defined as the ratio
of the E or P at which the device damages (irreversibly) to the limiting input.
Since a primary application of the optical limiter is for sensor protection, and
damage to detectors is almost always determined by fluence or irradiance, these
are the quantities of interest for the output of the limiter. Getting the response
of Fig.l turns out to be possible using a wide variety of materials; however, it is
very difficult to get the limiting threshold as low as is often required and at the
same time have a large dynamic range. Because high transmission for low inputs is
desired, we must have low linear absorption. These criteria lead to the use of two-
photon absorption (2PA) and nonlinear refraction. In this paper we present the
detailed operational characteristics and a theoretical description of optical
limiting devices based on 2PA and the subsequent photogenerated free-carrier
defocusing in semiconductors. Such devices can be made to bave low limiting
thresholds, large dynamic ranges, and broad spectral responses. For example, a
monolithic ZnSe device limits at inputs as low as lOnJ (300W), and has a dynamic
range greater than 104 for 0.53pm, 30ps (FWHM) pulses. Also, the input/output
characteristics of this device should not change significantly for input
wavelengths from 0.5 to 0.85Mm. While the devices demonstrated operate in the
visible, we give theoretical arguments why considerably lower limiting thresholds
should be obtainable in the infrared using narrow band-gap semiconductors.

II. Background
Early observations of irradiance-dependent phenomena related to optical

limiting were in liquids.3,4 In 1964, Leite ei. al. used "self-action" (nonlinear
refraction) as a means to measure very low absorption in liquids.$ In 1966,
Reickhoff reported irradiance dependent self-defocusing in liquids.6 One year
later Leite et al. demonstrated an optical limiter which used thermal blooming in
nitrobenzene and, along with a spatial filter, regulated the output power of a cw
argon laser to 30mW. 7
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In 1980, CS, was tested as a limiting medium.s The experiments, using a focused
geometry similar to that of Leite et. al. but with nanosecond pulses, showed that the
mechanisms which limit the transmission of this device are self-focusing and
absorption associated with the resulting laser-induced breakdown.8', 9 An apparent
advantage of liquid based limiters is that they self-heal, allowing high dynamic
ranges limited only by damage to cell windows. The response time has been shown to
be 2ps in the visible.1O Even larger nonlinearities were found at 10pm using CO2
pulses which demonstrates the potential of extremely broad-band operation."1
Additionally, the limiting power can be varied by adjusting the concentration of
CS2 in solvents. However, the critical power Pc is often too high for many
applications (eg. Pc t-8 kW at 0.5pm) and can only be raised by mixing with solvents,
not lowered.

Large refractive nonlinearities (several orders of magnitude higher than that
of CS,) have been found in liquid crystals; however, this occurs at the expense of
speed (response times usually nanoseconds or longer).12-14 When picosecond pulses
were used in a comparative study of limiting in seven liquid crystals, Soileau ei. al.
found that two-photor absorption was responsible for the limiting behavior.15

Atomic vapors have also been used to build optical limiters. Bjorkholm el. al.
built a device utilizing self-focusing in sodium vapor due to near-resonant
excitation at a wavelength of 590nm.16 This device also exhibited optical
bistabil ity.

Some of the largest nonlinearies exhibited to date are in semiconductors.'7
Unfortunately, from the standpoint of optical limiting, these extremely large
nonlinearities are associated with near band-gap resonance and thus are in a region
of relatively high linear absorption. In addition solids undergo irreversible
optical damage. Even so, using other mechanisms, effective limiting has been
demonstrated. In 1969, Geusic et. al. reported limiting behavior in Si attributed to
stepwise nonlinear absorption with 1.06pm radiation.1' Later, Boggess et. al. showed
fluence limiting in Si which was due to a combination of nonlinear absorption with
a refractive contribution induced by the photoexcitation of free carriers.' 9 Power
limiting experiments were conducted by Ralston and Chang in a series of
semiconductors such as CdS, GaAs and CdSe.2 0 This was the first report of the use of
two-photon absorption (2PA) for optical limiting. Those studies utilized
nanosecond pulses where absorption by the 2PA generated free carriers was
significant. In addition, though not noted at that time, the refractive index
change caused by the photogenerated carriers was strong and also useful in the
limiting process. In particular, this defocusing limits the transmitted fluence.
Another type of limiter, which uses the combination of 2PA and nonlinear
refraction at 10pm was developed by Walker et. al.21 This device relies on the etalon
properties of the nonlinear sample, and the device also exhibits regions of
bistability." While this device has the advantage of not requiring a spatial filter
(ie. it is a true power limiter as opposed to a fluence limiter), the range of input
energies over which limiting is obtained is small. Boggess el. al. were the first to
use the combined effects of 2PA and carrier defocusing to obtain optical fluence
limiting.23 The geometry used was to focus picosecond 1.061m pulses onto the
surface of a thin sample of GaAs, refocus the beam, and monitor the transmission of
an aperture. Since the damage prone surfaces are subjected to the maximum fluence
of the input pulses, the range over which these devices function without incurring
damage is low. What we have found, is that by using thick samples, the large
nonlinearities of the semiconductor can actually be used to prevent damage. 24 The
trick is to simply focus the light tightly into the bulk of the material. Nonlinear
absorption combined with nonlinear refraction keep the irradiance within the
semiconductor below the damage threshold and the device is self protecting. One
problem now is that the wave equation can no longer be separated into two
propagation equations, one for the irradiance and one for the phase. This makes
even numerical solutions very difficult. However, we find the analysis of thin
limiters qualitatively describes the operation of thick limiters.

We nave recently used this combination of nonlinearities to build optical
limiters for the visible based on ZnSe and ZnS.2 4 These work exceedingly well for
picosecond inputs where carrier absorption is negligible while carrier defocusing
is still strong.2 5 Figure 2 shows the geometrical arrangement of a monolithic
optical limiter. The device acts as a unity power inverting lens for low inputs.
For high inputs the beam is depleted by 2PA and is defocused following the path
shown schematically by the dashed line in Fig.2 . Figure 3 shows the output fluence
as detected through an aperture, as a function of the input energy of 30ps, 0.53pm
pulses. The laser used in the picosecond experiments is a passively mode-locked
Nd:Yag laser with a single pulse switched out. Residual linear absorption of
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.!02. A schematic of the monolithic optical lnimiter showing optical paths for low
(solid line) and high (dashed line) inputs.

3. A plot of the output of a monolithic ZnSe limiter(interpreted as the on-axis
fluence detected through an aperture) as a function of the input energy of 30ps
FWHM, 0.53,um pulses.
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t-0.4cm-l in the chemical vapor deposited ZnSe causes the linear transmission at
low inputs to be t-30%. The limiting begins at -10nJ input which corresponds to t-300
Watts. Note the change of scale in Fig.3. If the original scale were continued, and
the ordinate were three inches, the page would have to be extended for nearly 20ft.
The slope shown is indeed extremely small. The device was tested up to a few
hundred microjoules input, demonstrating a dynamic range of greater than 104.
However, the device was not tested to destruction and it should withstand pulses
of a few millijoules input. In what follows we describe in greater detail the
operation of this device, its limitations, and possible extension to other
wavelengths using the results of a fundamental study of 2PA and self-refraction in
several semiconductors

III. Mechanisms
As will be seen, the primary limiting mechanism is two-photon-induced free-

carrier refraction. In earlier work we measured the 2PA coefficients 6 of ten
different semiconductors. These experiments were performed on thin samples
(1-5mm thickness) using collimated -lmm beam radius picosecond pulses. In this
geometry self refraction is "external", the sample acts as a thin lens, and the
transverse Laplacian can be neglected in the wave equation for propagation within
the nonlinear material.26 This allows separation of the wave equation into:dI

dz -- II2 (1)

and
do -_-N = An , (2)
adz

where I is the irradiance, a the linear absorption coefficient, 'D the slowly
varying phase of the field, -y the Drude contribution to the index change including
band-blocking, An the change in refractive index, and N is the density of two-
photon generated free carriers. 2 The equation governing the carrier generation,
with hw the photon energy, is:

dN 12 (3)
dt 2hw

In writing equations 1-3 we have made use of the fact that for picosecond pulses
free-carrier absorption can be neglected, as we experimentally verified.27 We also
verified in 4-wave mixing experiments that recombination and diffusion of free-
carriers can be ignored within the 30ps pulsewidth. Nonlinear refraction (Eq.2),
observed in free-space propagation experiments, was entirely explained by carrier
defocusing. This last observation allowed us to neglect bound electronic self-
focusing. Carefully collecting all the transmitted energy on large area uniform
response detectors in the very near field allowed us to use Eq.l and measure the
2PA coefficients directly. Using measurements of 6 for ten semiconductors we
verified that,

F Z2 E1

' =Epn2Eg 3

where n is the linear refractive index, and E is related to the transition matrix
element and is nearly material independent.P7 The function F 2, as calculated for
two simple parabolic bands, is given by;

F2 (x)=(x-l)1 /2 /x5 . (5)
The constant of proportionality in Eq.4 found in these experiments is (3.1±0.5)-103
where Eg and E are in eV. Using these results we can predict 2PA coefficients for
other materials at other wavelengths as shown in Fig.4 given only n, E, Ea and hw.
Figure 4 is a log-log plot of the data shown to emphasize the primary dependence of
6 on E . Our data is enclosed within the dashed box. The solid line has a slope of
-3 and best fits the data within the box. It is extended to higher and lower values
of E in order to predict P for other materials. Toward higher values of E we are
no longer looking at semiconductors but insulators (e.g. ADP, KDP, SiO2 ).28 The fact
that even here 6 is given, in most cases, to within better than a factor of four is
quite remarkable. Toward the left, however, there is little available data except
for InSb at 10Mm. 29 The line goes through the "center of mass" of these points even
though this is nearly a four orders of magnitude extrapolation of 0.

In addition to measuring 2PA, defocusing caused by the 2PA generated carriers
was measured by monitoring the free-space propagation in the near field.30 Figure
5, taken from Ref.30, shows the normalized near-field spatial energy distribution
for low and high input irradiance picosecond 1.06Am pulses transmitted through a
2mm thick CdSe sample and propagated a distance of 0.5m. The solid line is a single
parameter fit for the defocusing produced per carrier (,I in Eq.2) given the 2PA
generation rate (Eq.3) as measured in Ref.27 and shown in Fig.4 . This defocusing
agrees with Drude theory including interband blocking (see Eq.7 in section VI).
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4. A logarithmic plot of the scaled two-photon absorption coefficient f as a
function of the band-gap energy Eg in eV. E is nearly material independent
(=21ev), F2 is a function of the ratio 2hw/Eg , and n is the refractive index. The
straight line is a fit to the data within the dashed box for a line of fixed slope
-3. The data to the right of the box is taken from reference 28 using the third (x)
and fourth (-) harmonic of 1.06pm picosecond pulses. The data to the left of the
box is taken from reference 29 using 10Am nanosecond pulses which carefully
accounted for free-carrier absorption.
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5. Vidicon scan of 92ps FWHM 1.06Am pulses of spot radius w0=l.0mm transmitted
through a 2mm thick sample of CdSe and viewed at a distance of 0.5m behind the
sample. The dashed lines are for a) IGW/ cm2 and b) 30MW/CM2 . The solid lines are
theoretical fits for the defocusing per carrier. This figure reproduced from
reference 30.
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6. A schematic drawing of the thick limiter geometry. The solid line shows linearbeam propagation for low inputs, and the dashed lines show the beam for high
inputs.
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IV. Application to Limiting
Looking at Fig.5 we see the fluence limiting possibilities of a semiconductor

based limiter. Not only will 2PA deplete the transmitted beam, but carrier
defocusing spreads the beam in space, thus, reducing the energy density. Such
limiting using thin samples has been demonstrated by detecting the energy
transmitted through an aperture after free-space propagation.23 Limiters used in
this thin sample "external" self-refraction geometry have been extensively
analyzed by Herman et al. 31 ,32 The limitation of such devices is their low dynamic
range. Since the light is focused onto the sample in order to get a low limiting
threshold, the fluence is high on the damage prone surface, and irreversible
damage occurs within one or two orders of magnitude of limiting.23 A method to
alleviate this problem is to use thick samples (thickness larger than the depth of
focus), and focus into the bulk of the material reducing the irradiance on the
damage prone surface. We find that this geometry, shown in Fig.6, gives something
extra. Not only is the irradiance reduced on the surface, but for high inputs the 2PA
and defocusing reduce the irradiance in the bulk preventing damage. This happens
while maintaining a low limiting threshold. Unfortunately, Eq.l and 2 are no longer
valid and a quantitative description is difficult. What happens can be
qualitatively described as follows.

At very low inputs, the thick limiter acts linearly as does the thin limiter. For
inputs near the thin limiter' s threshold, the thick limiter behaves linearly except
in a region near the focal position as determined by linear optics. Only in this
region (within the focal volume) does the irradiance become high enough to have
significant 2PA along with subsequent carrier defocusing. Thus, it is not
surprising that the threshold remains constant to within a factor of two to three
as the position of focus within the thick limiter is varied. This is shown
experimentally in Fig.7 where the limiting threshold is plotted as a function of
the position of the linear focus with respect to the front surface of a 1cm thick
ZnSe slab.25 At higher inputs the irradiance becomes large enough to have significant
2PA well in front of the linear focal position. This has two consequences. First,
the beam at focus will be depleted making it more difficult to damage. Secondly,
and more importantly, the negative phase change induced on the wave front by the
photogenerated carriers negates the beam convergence prior to focus. The beam is
defocused and damaging irradiances are never reached within the material. The
dynamic range is now only limited by front surface damage. In principle this
threshold can be made arbitrarily high by making the optics larger.

Figure 8 shows the output of a thick limiter device using an aperture placed
o30cm behind the second lens. The limiting is very weakly dependent on the focal
length of the second lens and the distance to the aperture. Also shown is the
limiting effect of 2PA by itself when all of the transmitted energy is collected.
The primary limiting mechanism (fluence limiting as shown in Fig.8) is seen to be
defocusing. Using limiters in this configuration with picosecond 0.5Mm pulses and
tight focusing, we have obtained limiting energies down to L-14nJ, corresponding to
a peak power of =400 W, with a dynamic range of ý--03. With nanosecond pulses the
limiting power is actually reduced. This is true because for a fixed irradiance
longer pulses create more free-carriers, as shown by Eq.3, which more effectively
defocus the beam; thus, the fluence at some distance toward the far field will be
limited. Figure 9 shows the limiting energy obtained with 18ns FWHM 0.531m pulses
focused into a 1cm thick ZnSe slab as a function of the linear optics focal
position. The limiting energy of less than 2AJ when focused in the bulk,
corresponds to a peak input power of less than 100 Watts. Again, the device was
self protecting in the bulk.

We have done experiments using picosecond pulses to give approximate scaling
relations to optimize limiting by changing the focusing geometry and sample
thickness.25 If the only limiting process were 2PA (eg. as occurs in many liquid
crystals"s), the limiting energy EL would be independent of the focusing geometry.
This is true since the irradiance I is proportional to i/w 0

2 (w0 is the spot radius
at focus) while the effective interaction length in the sample is the depth of
focus which is proportional to w,2 . Thus, the product 8iL (L is the sample length),
which determines 2PA (see Eq.l), is independent of the focal length. As shown in
section VII, if self-defocusing is dominant even at the limiting threshold, we
expect EL x w, . Indeed, our experiments confirm the importance of self-
refraction, however, the results for the limiting energies in ZnSe using two
different focal length lenses more closely fit an even stronger dependence on spot
size (nearly w0

2 ).26 Assuming that we focus as far into the sample as possible (ie.
on the back surface), we have the limiting energy independent of T but proportional
to w.. The damage energy ED , however, depends on the beam area at the surface,
which is proportional to LM/w,2. This gives us a dynamic range ED /EL that depends
on L'/w,3. While the data giving this empirical scaling relation are limited, and
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extrapolating the results is suspect, it is clear that tight focusing (small w0 )
and thick samples should give a larger dynamic range and lower limiting threshold.

V. Monolithic Limiter
These design criteria were taken to the extreme by making the monolithic

limiter shown in Fig.2 . This design takes the damage prone surface as far from
focus as is possible while maintaining high irradiance within the bulk, thus,
maximizing the dynamic range. The output of the frequency doubled single pulse
mode-locked Nd:YAG laser was collimated to a spot size w0 (HWl/e2M) of 1mm and
directed into the device. Two devices were made, one of ZnSe and one of ZnS. We have
previously reported25 (see Fig.3) the ZnSe device to have a limiting energy of
_al0nJ, which corresponds to -300W for 30ps FWHM input 0.53pm pulses, and a dynamic
range of greater than 104. Optical damage to the bulk of the material is prevented
by the combined effects of beam depletion due to 2PA and carrier defocusing prior
to the focal position determined by linear optics. This monolithic limiter is,
thus, self-protected against high irradiance picosecond pulses. It was expected
that the device would also be self-protected against nanosecond pulses as was true
when we focused less tightly into plane parallel ZnSe samples. Unfortunately,
however, both devices suffered bulk damage. When we focus extremely tightly as in
the monolithic device, the focal volume becomes so small that the temperature
change due to nonlinear absorption of the more energetic nanosecond pulses may
give rise to a thermal nonlinearity which in ZnSe is a self-focusing nonlinearity.
The thermal self-refraction for very tight focusing may overcome the free-carrier
defocusing and cause beam collapse and damage. The problem can be overcome,
however, by using materials with a negative thermal nonlinearity or by not
focusing as tightly. Not focusing as tightly though, raises the limiting energy.25

VI. Band-gap and Wavelength Dependence
The dimensions of the ZnSe and ZnS devices were slightly different so that,

accounting for the different refractive indices, the calculated (by linear optics)
spot sizes in the center of both devices, were the same. The behavior of the ZnS
device was qualitatively similar to the ZnSe device; however, the limiting energy
EL measured under similar conditions was 130nJ , a factor of 13 higher than for
ZnSe. A reason for the large difference in limiting energies is the dependence of
nonlinear refraction on band-gap energy. Using the model first calculated by
Auston et. al., 33 the nonlinear refractive index is given by;

An 8wP 2 e 2N 1 13n(hw)2Eg 9) l(w/Eg)2  (6)

where n is the linear refractive index, P the Kane momentum parameter (ED=2P 2m/h2
with m the electron mass), and bw is the photon energy. From Eq.3 the carrier
density N is given by;

t

Thus, N and hence An is proportional to p/hw, so that using Eq.4, we obtain the
frequency and band-gap dependence of the index change as;

An = E (2hw/Eq-1)3/2 (8)
An (w) 8 -(hw/Eg)'

The laser frequencies are the same (fzw=2.34eV), but the energy gap for ZnSe is
2.67eV compared to 3.66eV for ZnS. Therefore, for identical pulsewidths and
irradiances An(ZnSe)o-8.3xAn(ZnS). This accounts for most of the factor of 13
difference in measured limiting energies. As the 2PA coefficients of the materials
differ by less than a factor of three (PZnSe=5.5cm/GW, #ZnS=2.Ocm/GW), we conclude
that the primary limiting mechanism is the 2PA induced free-carrier self-
refraction.27

If we assume that the limiting begins when the overall change in phase A4 is on
the order of 21r, and occurs within the depth of focus z,0=ww 0

2/A , we have the change
in optical path length An z0 a A (see Eq.2). For a fixed ratio hw/Eg , this
assumption using Eq.7 in Eq.6 along with 0 c Eg- 3 gives the limiting energy EL I
w0, (ow)5 / 2 w, . The diffraction limited spot radius w0 is proportional to A giving
the scaling relation EL x (hw) 3/ 2 . We see immediately that we cail expect much
lower limiting energies at longer wavelengths using narrow gap semiconductors.

Figure 10 shows the dependence of An (Eq.8) on the incident photon energy for
ZnSe. This highlights the flat response of the limiter over almost all of the range
E /2 < huW < Eg. The sharp rise in An from zero at hw = 1.33 eV indicates the onset

2PA at the two-photon resonance. The flat region between 1.55 and 2.4 eV
(corresponding to A=800 to 500nm) results from the slowly decreasing generation
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rate combined with the slowly increasing free carrier refraction in this frequency
range. As the frequency approaches the band-gap resonance, an rapidly increases.
However, linear absorption will dominate in this region, which is undesireable for
limiting. This figure clearly illustrates the broad-band nature of the two-photon
induced free-carrier nonlinearity employed in these limiting devices. In what
follows we show the results of a careful characterization of the output of the
ZnSe monolithic limiter for picosecond input pulses in both space and time.

VII. Temporal and Spatial Response
If we place a vidicon at L-2.8m behind the ZnSe device (toward the far field) we

see the fluence limiting characteristics of Fig.1l . Here the temporally
integrated spatial energy distribition is shown as a function of position for input
energies from 13nJ to 6lpJ. For .he data shown, no filters were changed in front
of the vidicon. As the input energy is increased, the energy simply gets spread out
in space, limiting the fluence and thus protecting the sensitive vidicon
photocathode. If we just look at the on-axis portion of this light through a 0.4mm
aperture, we get the input/output characteristics shown previously in Fig.3 .

Sending the pulse through the limiter onto the entrance slit of a 2ps resolution
streak camera allows us to look at the spatial and temporal energy distribution
simultaneously on the vidicon screen. What we see at low inputs, shown in Fig.12,
is the Gaussian spatial distribution and a nearly Gaussian distribution in time. At
higher input (Fig.13), as the pulse develops, the energy spreads out in space into
two "wings". At still higher energies shown in Fig.14, the energy appears to be
nearly uniformly spread in space for later times in the pulse. This is clearly
advantageous from the standpoint of protecting optical components. In order to
compare these results with the thin sample results, Fig.15 shows the spatial
energy distribution at various times for a 125#m spot radius beam traversing a
0.3cm thick ZnSe sample and propagating llcm in free space to the streak camera.
While there is certainly a quantitative difference in the output, qualitatively the
results are remarkably similar. This gives us confidence in using the analysis for
thin samples to predict the performance of thick limiters.

Figure 16 shows the transmitted temporal structure of the output of the ZnSe
monolithic limiter for a 20J input pulse at various positions in the beam. The
reference beam shows the position of the center of the pulse in time (ie. when the
beam is detected for low input). We see the center far advanced in time and
advanced to a lesser degree as we look farther out in the beam. The original beam
only extended 1mm. What is happening is that at very early times in the pulse Zor
high input, 2PA creates free-carriers which defocus subsequent parts of the pulse.
This defocusing increases with time since the carrier density increases with the
time integral of the square of the irradiance over time as given in Eq.7 .
Therefore, later portions of the beam spread out more in space and the irradiance
as well as the fluence are limited.

VIII. Conclusion
We have developed a quantitative understanding of two-photon absorption (2PA)

leading to a predictive capability. That is, given n, E., Ep and hw we can give the
2PA coefficient. We understand the associated defocusing as being due to the 2PA
generated free-carrier Drude/band-blocking effects. We have used a combination of
these two nonlinearities to build optical limiting devices. By employing a "thick"
limiter geometry where we focus tightly into the semiconductor material, we have
greatly extended the dynamic range of these devices. Defocusing by two-photon
excited carriers makes these devices self-protecting. We have obtained limiting
energies as low as lonJ which corresponds to -n300 Watts for the picosecond pulses
used, and the dynamic range is greater than 104. In the case of nanosecond pulses,
limiting powers below 100 Watts were obtained. We have determined that there are
no possibly damaging hot spots in either space or time. Since 2PA is broad band,
these devices are broad band (eg. ZnSe should work from 500 to 850 nm). Also, from
our study of the band-gap energy dependence of two-photon absorption and the
scaling of the resulting nonlinear refraction with wavelength, we expect limiters
using narrow gap semiconducting material will have considerably lower limiting
inputs in the infra-red.
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A DESIGN OF OPTICAL SWITCHING ELEMENTS
THROUGH LASER SUBHARMONIC PHASE SHIFTS

K.P. Chung

Bell Communications Research
Morristown, New Jersey

ABSTRACT

An experiment designed to explore a new approach in optical switching

element is presented. The new mechanism involves digital locking of phase

shifts of subharmonic waves generated by nonlinear optics. The physical

phenomenon of phase locking of subharmonics is analyzed.

The design sheme has several advantages over many of of the methods

tried in other laboratories, in term of cascadability and elimination of
electrical devices in computationally critical paths. Certain problems of

alignmnents and timing control are discussed.

t. INTRODUCTION.

Recent advances in fiber optics have resulted in high speed communication, while VLSI
circuits are still mainly responsibie for computation. Aside from the necessity of conversions

between electric and light signals, which require additional components and degrade performance,

there are basic limitations of the semiconductor circuits which cannot be overcome in the current

state of the art.

As chip size and circuit density increase, the communication bandwidth of the

interconnections between the chip and the outside world become severely restricted and expensive,

due to the limited number of pins available and the complications associated with circuit layouts

for communication purposes. In this regard, recent work on optic interconnects may be helpful to
a certain extent, even though the necessary technology is still in its infancy. To what extent the

emerging technology of optical interconnect will alleviate the communication bottleneck of the

current generation of IC circuitry remains to be seen in the next few years.

The question whether optical switching is ever going to be feasible or is even a good idea has

been debated for sometime. The history of optical switching is long and frustrating. Any attempt

to substitute integrated circuits wholly or partially and thereby improve upon the technology has

been beset by a different set of problems [1].

The primary requirements of optical switching elements are cascadability, speed, parallelism.

and compactness. The quality of signal should be maintained without degradation along successive
steps. Also, the nature of input and output signals should remain the same for simplicity in

integrating elements. For example, if the digital input state is coded in terms of phases, output

states should not be distinguished by different amplitudes. The output should also maintain the

same frequency profile. Some of the schemes in the literature indeed violate cascadability in the

sense described above.

2. SUBllARMONIC WAVE P1ASE SHIFT

This paper presents work done to come up with a new idea on how to utilize nonlinear optics

for optical switching. For this purpose, degenerate parametric oscillation is investigated as a

means of subharmonic wave generation. Then a mechanism for controlling the phase shift of the

generated subharmonics is predicted. Once this process is accomplished, the paper shows how to

implement optical switching in this framework.

The initial phase of the work is concerned with the establishment of basic principles without

much attention given to neatness and compaction. The experiment in the first stage is conducted

in bulk optics. Subsequent phases of the work will focus on the realization of the same ideas in

integrated optics. In recent years, lithium niobate wave guides have been successfully used for

observation of harmonic wave generatic;, parametric oscillation, parametric fluorescence ,-nd

other related second-order phenomena by V*. Sohler and his colleagues [2].
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Parametric oscillation in mechanics was studied as early as the l9th century. In Melde's

experiment, the string attached to a tuning fork is given a periodic variation of tension by the
vibrating tuning fork. If the tuning fork vibrates at frequency 2f, the string vibrates at steady
state with a second subharmonics of frequency f (Fig. 1). When the string is made to oscillate at a
steady subharmonic frequency, there is an ambiguity in the phase shift of subharmonic waves, as
noticed by M. Faraday and Lord Raleigh [3]. In the cage of 2nd subharmonics, there are two
possible phase shifts, different from each other by - radians.

In general, 'or the generation of nth subharmonics, there are it possible phase shifts,

2 - 1.- 2.-
0, -. - _ III -.

where i, = it - I.
Incidentally, no such ambiguity arises in harmonic waves.

For the purpose of this paper, the rest of the discussion will be confined to the 2nd
subharmonic case only, with the understanding that corresponding circumstances for other
subharmonics may be valid also.

It is not hard to see the origin of this ambiguity in terms of classical damped oscillation.
Suppose that a classical mechanical damped oscillator withoit a driving force has a spring

constant modulated at frequency It. The equation for displacement can be written in the form
d 2 h dh il +(r I -2 iii- )/ 1
(it 2 (it

where K is a damping constant and it is a modulation index.

The consequence of the parametrically driven oscillation is that under certain conditions
sustained oscillation at frequency i' is possible. For a proof, let us assume a solution of the form

h = A . (os( t 4-- )).

After neglecting nonsynchronous terms for oscillation frequency of ," -4- i', we have
"" tr H t - o I . {•t o) t w ,'t

(, t, - e) + l e - ike 0=( (2)

Thus the steady-state oscillation is possible if

w = 1(3)

IV 2= iP

(1L = ii'

0 0 or 7

The condition a = uI' indicates the threshold strength of the pumping to overcome the losses.
If the pumping power is stronger, the generated subharmonic wave will get stronger in the linear
region but eventually will stabilize to a maximum amplitude for subharmonics because of the
nonlinearity. The classical equation can be more precisely studied for small modulation parameter
It( ?,! /2) in terms of Mathieu's equation and Hill's techniques [4]. For strongly nonlinear cases,

certain interesting analytical results can still be obtained along the lines of analogous electrical
circuit problems as in the work of radio engineers many years ago [5].

The analysis presented above applies in general to an oscillator whose energy storage
parameter is modulated at pumping frequency I-,. In order to extend the analysis to optical
physics, it is convenient to consider the parallel RLC circuit. If the capacitance iL modulated in
the form

U = (' I - - sin (r , (I1

then the voltage across the circuit can be written, for _ A( as
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d'2 d_ V _ 1(- ! I
(it I dl L ('0 (

This equation is similar in form to the parametric oscillation equations already discussed.

For the purpose of relating nonlinear optical properties to the mathematical forms as above,
let us consider a nonlinear medium in which the polarization P' is induced with a second order term
in applied field E.

) V - ,t' .

If a parallel-plate capacitor of area .1 and separation . is filled with a nonlinear medium with the
polarization indicated above, the capacitance is

-1 1 dk,IL
( =%(l + -(- - (7)

When the externally applied electric field is given by

then the capacitance becomes

(()(I )().-I . tE o
C -- sill I. t

S P

This expression has the same form as equation (4). Therefore, the application of an electric field

with a pumping frequency of , to nonlinear dielectric material is seen to be formally equivalent in

a mathematical sense to the time modulation of capacitance in lumped RLC circuit.

The phase shift of the subharmonic wave being generated is normally determined by the

phase of the noise at the moment when the subharmonic wave is beginning to form. However, the

ambiguity in phase shift of a factor of -, for 2nd subharmonics can be removed by an application of

a seeding wave whose frequency is the same as that of the subharmonic. The amplitude of the

seeding wave should be comfortably above the noise level but is small in comparison to the

pumping wave amplitude. The timing relation between the pumping wave and the moment of

subharmonic wave creation at threshold has to be satisfied. The seeding wave is required to

overlap in time the particular instant when the subharmonic wave appears at threshold.

One factor of importance related to phase stability is the accuracy required of the seeding

wave phase shift. It can be shown that if the seeding wave has a phase shift falling in the range

- (I 0 -( then the induced subharmonic phase will stabilize to .3. For the seeding

"2 "2
7, 3 7.7

wave phase shift range ao -- - 0 k 0 + -, the corresponding subharmonic wave will settle
"2 2

with a phase shift of 3+ t,. Thus, there is considerable latitude in the phase shift of the seeding

wave. This effect will help in maintaining phase shift relations in successive steps of the cascading

sequence.

3. IEXI'IRIMENTAL SETUI'

The experimental configuration for observation of the locking of the second subharmonic

wave phase shift is schematized in Fig. 2. The second subharmonic wave is produced through the

degenerate parametric oscillation in which the signal and idler frequencies are the same. The

pumping source is the frequency-doubled beam at 532 nm of a Q-switched Nd:YAG laser source at

1064 nm.

The purpose of Q-switching is twofold. It will better meet the high power need for efficient

nonlinear bulk interaction and also provide the pulsing of the pumping wave for new seeding at

each pulse, as long as there is no leak between pulses. The nonlinear material is a barium borate

crystal (BBO). For type I phase matching in which the incoming beam is extraordinary while both

signal and idler waves are ordinary, the collinear phase matching angle between the optic axis and

the incoming ray is approximately 22.9 degrees.
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The source beam is divided into two parts by the beamsplitter. The seeding wave is first
generated in the crystal and, after passing through the filter for elimination of fundamental
frequency, is modulated by an electrooptic phase modulator to either 0 or -. This phase
modulation pattern is determined by the square wave voltage pattern generator attached to the
phase modulator. The pattern generator and Q-switching signals need to be synchronized.
Generally the input voltage pattern provides the input information to be processed in the
experiment. The delay component between BS1 and BS2 in the schematics is to synchronize
seeding and pumping. Note that the same crystal and filter are used for both creation of the
seeding wave and later subharmonic phase control.

As shown in the schematics, the delay component between BS3 and BS4 is to delay the
reference beam so that it will arrive at the beamsplitter BS4 simultaneously with the phase-
controlled subharmonic. The interferometer is a modification of the Mach-Zehnder type. After
proper alignment, the beam can be made to switch to either one of the detectors, depending on the
relative phase difference between the two beams, as either constructive or destructive interference
takes place.

1. CONCLUSION

The approach taken in this work indicates the possibility of building optical switching
components through Mach-Zehnder configuration. The early part of the experiments will focus on
the verification of the phase control mechanism proposed using configurations for bulk optics.
Subsequent phase of the work will be aimed at implementation of integrated optics based on
waveguides of cross sectional diameter of the order of the wavelength.

Many practical experimental details need to be probed. These include alignment with
submicron accuracy and control of phase jitter and amplitude noise within reasonable bounds.
Also, stable phase matching for degenerate parametric oscillation needs much investigation.

The proposed mechanism provides an alternative to the currently predominant techniques in
optical processing involving bistability and other mechanisms directly or indirectly related to the
change of the refractive index. The need for exploration of new types of logical elements remains
acute.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

I. Melde's experiment and steady state string oscillation with two possible phases.

2. Schematic of' the experimental setup for observation of' subharmonic wave phase-locking
mechanism and optical switching.
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APPLICATIONS OF HIGH-EFFICIENCY NONLINEAR CRYSTALS

FOR TUNABLE LASERS(O.19-4 MICRONS)
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ABSTRACT

Frequency conversion schemes including SHG, THG, SFM, DFM, OPO are
presented for tunable coherence sources ranging from UV to mid-IR.
The phase matching curves of BBO crystal used as SFM of dye lasers are
shown. The key parameters of OPO including cavity and crystal
lengths, mirror reflectivities, gain function and bandwidth are
analyzed. The OPO phase matching curves of BBO and KTP for various
pumping wavelengths are calculated and the effective nonlinear
coefficients are compared for various configuArations. Novel schemes
of rapid-tuning(wavelength steering) using tunable pumping sources in
OPO (such as dye-laser, Ti-sapphire laser and Alexandrite laser) are
explored via the phase matching curves of BBO crystal. Noncritical
phase matching conditions in diode-pumped system are calculated and
the potential applications for tunable diode-pumped lasers with
visible and mid-IR spectral ranges are presented.

I. INTRODUCTION II. TUNABLE LASER SOURCES

Recent technology of optical materials Applications
growth, both in laser materials and
nonlinear crystals, generates many new Coherence sources with spectral ranges
coherence sources with tunable spectral of XUV to IR cover a variety of application
regimes which are difficult or can not be areas including research, industry,
achieved by conventional lasers and medicine and military. Specific examples
materials.[l-12] In this paper we shall are: (1) laser sources in 3-5 and 8-12
review the recent progress and micron for military IR countermeasure; (2)
applications of new laser sources generated 1.4-2.5 micron for remote sensing in lidar
from new nonlinear crystals via various and DIAL fs r (3) 1.54 in forfrequency conversion techniques. For and DIAL systems; (3) 1.54 micron for
frequency up-conversion, these techniques eyesafe radiation used in tactical training
include second-harmonic generation(SHG), systems; (4) tunable visible sources (400-sudfeuecncy-harmong(SiMand anti-Stokes 700 nm) and UV sources (200-400 nm) for
sum-frequency-mixing(SFM) materials and optical processing,
in stimulated Raman scattering(SRS). biomedical studies and various military
On the other hand, for frequency down-
conversion, techniques shall include systems, (5) XUV (38-120 nm) sources for
optical parametric oscillation (OPO), photochemical and spectroscopy studies.
difference-frequency-mixing(DFM) and Stokes Frequency Conversion Schemes
in SRS.

The spectral regimes to be discussed In Fig. 1, we have shown the direct
in Section II shall include XUV (38-120 output spectra of various lasers without
nm),VUV (189-200 nm), UV(200-400 nm), using frequency conversions. We note that
visible (400-700 nm) and IR (1-8 micron)
generated from frequency conversion of most of the gas lasers (excimer, ionic andvarious lasers including solid-state metal vapor lasers) provide only discrete
lasers, fiber lasers, free-electron-lasers, spectra of radiation whereas free-electron
gas lasers, dye lasers and the newly- lasers, dye lasers, color-center lasers,
gas diode lasers and some of the newly
developed diode-lasers, developed solid-state lasers generate

In section III, we introduce the tunable sources. New lines generated from a
applications of BBO crystal for tunable UV He-Ne laser have been recently developed.

sources and another new crystal called They include the visible wavelengths of

lithium-borate(LBO). The key parameters 543, 594, 612 and 633 nm as well as 1152,

for OPO and the phase matching curves using 1523, 2396 and 3392 nm infrared

BBO and KTP crystal and the novel scheme of wavelengths.

rapid-tuning are shown in Section IV. In Frequency conversion techniques using
Section V, we explore the noncritical phase both Raman gas media and solid-state
matching crystals with applications to (crystals) provide not only many new
diode-pumped lasers. discrete laser lines but also spectral
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regimes with new tuning ranges. In Fig. 2,
we have shown UV and visible tuning ranges 0
generated from SHG, SFM, OPO and SRS in the 90
Nd:YAG laser and the YAG pumped Ti:sapphire %
lasers. We note that, except for some small -J %
spectral gaps, tunable sources covering the o
whole regimes from UV to visible (189-700 < SHG %
rm) may be achieved by achieved by these o
conversion schemes. 7-7

Fig. 3 shows the tuning ranges of 189- 018 NM IH •G
500 nm by using SFM of dye-lasers and the < 70
IR ranges of 1.3-6.4 micron by using DFM of

dye and Nd:YAG lasers. Also shown are the u
very wide tuning ranges of harmonics of <
free-electron lasers, 0.2-10 micron. The a SFM
new XUV radiations generated by SFM and
frequency-mixing in inner gases dye-lasercD
and harmonics of Nd:YAG and excimer lasersa
are shown in Fig 4. We note that a deep-UV P

source of 189 nm has been recently
developed by Lambda Physik Co. by SFM of 500
dye-laser outputs of 788 nm and 248.5 nm
(from doubling of 497 nm).

For new laser sources in the IR
regions, conversion techniques using DFM,
OPO and SRS are shown in Fig. 5 and 6.
Diode-lasers featuring the advantages of 190 200 210
compact, long-lived, stable and cost
effective are shown in Fig. 7, where new OUTPUT WAVELENGTH (NM)
sources in the UV and visible regions (308-
609 nm) generated by various schemes are Fig. 8 Tunable deep-UV sources generated
represented. Greater details of OPO using from SHG, THG and SFM in BBO(type II)
BBO and KTP will be discussed in Section where the phase matching angles are
III and the noncritical phase-matching shown vs. output wavelengths. For
crystals for diode-pumped lasers will be SFM case 248 nm is suming with output
discussed in Section IV. from a dye laser.

III. NEW CRYSTALS FOR UV SOURCES

The recently discovered beta-barium- rather high damage threshold, 25 GW/cm for
borate(BBO) crystal promises the unique SHG of 0.1 ns, 1064 nm YAG laser.[16]
applications for tunable UV sources by
frequency conversion of the dye-lasers. As IV. OPTICAL PARAMETRIC OSCILLATION USING
shown in Fig. 8, the phase matching angles BBO AND KTP CRYSTALS
of BBO (type I) indicate the cut-off
wavelengths, defined by the 90-degree phase Tunable coherence sources in the mid-
matching angle which results in deff = cos IR spectral regime (1.8-5 micron) may be
= 0, for SHG. THG and SFM. It is seen that achieved via: (A) tunable color center
a deep-UV source of 189 nm(limited by the lasers, (B) difference frequency
transparency range of BBO) may be achieved mixing(DFM), (C) optical parametric
by SFM of two dye-lasers at 789 nm and oscillation(OPO) and amplification(OPA),
248.5 nm (generated from SHG of 497 nm). and (D) stimulated Raman scattering(SRS).
For comparison,the shortest wavelengths may
be achieved by direct SHG and THG of dye- We shall now discuss the key issues of
laser are 204 nm and 195 nm, respectively, optical parametric oscillation(OPO) and the
Experimental results for the generation of tuning curves using BBO and KTP crystals.
189 nm and SHG of high-averate-power Frequency conversion technique using
copper-vapor laser (with 4% output of 255 OPO provides the unique tool for the
nm) have been reported.[13],(14] generation of tunable sources. To achieve

BBO crystal has also been used for the the mid-IR spectral regime of 1.8-5 microns
generation of high-order harmonics of a the pump beam wavelengths for the OPO
Nd:YAG laser, up to the fifth-harmonics process must be in the 1-2 microns range
with an output wavelength of 212 nm and which may be generated from several
conversion efficiency of 12%. (5] systems:
Furthermore, this 212 nm sources has also
been used as a pumping source for the (1) direct output (tunable) of Co:MgF2
third harmonic generation in argon gas with (1.5-2.3 um), Ni:MgF2 (1.62-1.8) lasers.
an output wavelength as short as 71 nm.[15] (2) direct output (fixed wavelength)

Another borate-family crystal called from Nd:YAG (1.064, 1.32 um), Nd:YAF
lithium borate(LBO) promises the generation (1.047, 1.053, 1.313), Nd:YAP(l.08, 1.34),
of deep-UV sources. This LBO crystal has Ho:YAG (2.06) and Er:YAG (2.94 um).
transparency range of 0.16-2.5 um and (3) OPO (tunable) in nonlinear

crystals using the output of (1) or (2) as
the pumping sources.
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Table 1-Nonlinear Crystals Transparent From 0.2-5 JAm[9]

lI t tI 1 I tI I ITransparency Phase-Matching Damage Theshol Roative Figure

0 0,5 1.0 2,0 3.0 4.0 5,0 10JM Material Range cnm) Range (Type) (GW/cn'. Of Merit (1)

KDP 200-1500 517-1500 I) 0.20 1.0

KDP 200-1500 732.1500 (11) 0.20 1.8

METAL VAPOR LASER CHEMICAL LASER D-CDA 270-1600 1034-1600 (I) 050 17

(325,442,510,578,628 NM) (2.6 - 4.U jum) Urea 2;..-C', ! 73Cr ' , ..D0 61

Urea 210-1400 600-1400 (11) 150 10.6

EXCIMER LASER (193,222,248,308,351 NM) 660 198-3300 4DO-3300(1) 5.00 260

CYE-LASER(315 - 1000 NM) cO2 LASER BB6 198-3300 526-3300 (1I) 500 15.0

-L R 10 ) LAP 220-1950 440-1950 (I) 10.00 40.0

LDiO3  300-5500 570-5500 (I) 0.50 500

4 SOLID-STATE LASER - rn-NA 500-2000 1000-2000 (I) 0.20 60.0

FIXED: RUBY, ND, ER, Ho DOPED YAG, YAP, YLF, BEL ETC MgO:LrNbO 3  400-5000 800-5000 (I) 0.05 105.0

TUNABLE : ALEXANDRITE, EMERALD, TI :SAPPHIRE, Co:fF 2 , GSGG KTP 350-4500 1000-2500 (11) 1.00 215.0

POM 414-2000 C30-2000 (1) 2.00 3500

DIODE-LASER MAP 472-2000 900-2000 (1h 3.00 16000

(750-860, 904, 1300-1600 NM) KNDO3  410-5000 640-1065 (11) 0.35 146011755 (21

COANP 480-2000 960-2000 - 4690.0

COLOR-CENTER LASER(O.
3 6 

- 3.99 ,uM) DAN 430-2000 860-2000 - 50900

Structure-

FIBRE RAMAN LASER (0.3 - 2.0 uM) modulated LiNbO3  400-5000 800-5000 0.05 2460N
2 

(31

FREE-ELECTRON LASER(0.
5 

- 10 UIM) (I) The relative figures of merit are based on the value of KDP in Type I phase-matc/ing
for SHG at 1.06 Am. All are at room temperature except D-CDA. MgO:LiNbO-, and KNbO 3.
where high-temperature noncritical phase-matching is employed. The aosolute value for

Fig. I Spectra of laser sources(O.2 - 10 Am) without using KDP is calculated in Reference 2 as 0.025 pmN.

frequency conversion techniques.
(2) For KNbO, crystal, room-temperature 900 phase-matching at 860 nm uses d32. while

pnase-matching at 986 nm uses d31. Numerically. d32 = 1.33xd31 = 20.4 :)m/V.

""A SHG Ti :SAPIRE SHG 0.33 - 0.45 AIM (3) Struclure-modulated LiNbO, is grown in quasi-phase-matching conditions, where N
532 NM 0.29 - 0.34 ) iS the number of periodic layers of the structure-grown crystal.

1064 NM -4S 0.4 - 0.5

1Table 2-Nonlinear Crystals Transparent From 0.5-20
1908 NM 1. ~ ~ 04 ,

Transparency Absorption Damage Threshold Relative Figure

Material Range (Am) lcm- I at 10.6 ,m) (MW/cm
2

) O Merit (1)

J.... -355 NMFM 0.23 - 0.26 AQGaS 2  0.5-13 0.090 15 1.0

0.5 - 0.7 CdSe 0.75-20 0.016 50 1.6

4KG 266 NMSFM 0.19 - 0.21 AgGaSe 2  0.71-18 0.050 12 6.3

TAS 1.26-17 0.040 16 6.5

CdGeAs 2  2.4-18 0.230 40 9.2

Fig. 2 Tunable new lasers in UV and visible(O.189-0.7 unt ZnGeP 2  0.74-12 0.900 3 14.0

generated from SPM and OPO in yAC-pumped sapphire. Te 3.8-32 0.960 45 270.0

0.2 -0.5 jim (1) The relative figure of merit is based on the value of114.0 pm/V for SHG at 10.6 Am

0.19- 0. JIMin AgGaS2

0,58 - 0.75 JIM

\ \ R 41. 3 - 2.5 pim

6 _N _1.8 - 6.4 pm 189 - 750 NM

-ELECTRON-LASE 1 BHGT~HG 0.2 -10.0 )jM XCIMER LASERSSH "HG, THG0 4F 38.5-120 NM

(193,222,248,308,351 NM) 48.3 - 351 NM

rig. 3 New I eer souroen in visible end infreted -vina SFH and

sFi in dye-laser, Nd:VAc avd free-elctron lasers. ND:oYAG KG 1KG 5HG

212 NM

TISAPMRE 0.65 - 0.95 JIm 1P 3 pIm DY-AE 5KHG G 11N

ND:YA 
_9 E 1.67- 5.5 -2200 

- 360 NM (IN AR)

SKG IJFM 1.34 -2.93
ALEXANDRITE LASER 0.7 - 0.8 JIM 1 - 3 pM Fig. 4 Xiuv sources generated from SPM and IC, of dye-l ers and!

IL 2 - 6 jiJm the harmonlis of Nd:YAC and excimer lauers.
2 - 6 JiM

jFL ~J 4 -8 jiM

Fig. 5 5)IM and OpO for new Ileer sources irith tuning runges of I - iuo.
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No: AG OPO ( IN LINb(ý SRS 750 860, 904, 1300-1600 NM

1.4 - 2.12 H 3.4 - 18 jM LASER-DIODE S9 0 ) 375-430 ,.

gM 452
2.36 - 5.5 JIM 650-800

- PO ,: B-0) - 3 ---- R U9 -9SE [

1.4 - 2.12 pM 781 NM.-- - Ho:TM:YLF 2060 NM ---- 41030 NM

797 - ER:YLF 1500, 2800-- + 750, 1400
SHG OPO ( IN BB0)- 1.04 - 12 jiM 791 -- - • ND:YLF 1047, 1053-- * 523, 526

0.8 - 2.0 )jM (112 , CH4) 808 --- • ND:YAP 1080, 1340-- - 540, 670

"( B0 0.58 - 6.4 FM 800 --- ND:GLASS 1053 -- -4 526THG OPO ( IN BB0)-.--ISRSj- .8 . it: : -1,75jjM (H2 , CH4 ) 809 --- • ND:YAG 946, 1064--* 473, 532 NM0.5-.75 m (H 1 CHJ) 

DIODE-PUMPED LASER I n g
Fig. .... ........... (, - ,, I SER- -DO (1047, 1080 4_s' . 437 - 479 NM

Rg .... htft in crystals and ga. dt rs pect vely. (750-860 NM) --------- 0- 9 308 - 332 NM

Fig. 7 IVt.S"e " 1d UV o1 (1 01 - 110 1) f1g:e%. ld from
Nonlinear crystals suitable for the SHC ndSf0ofdiodO-I.. d ddo-fompod-.

generation of tunable mid-IR sources (2-5
microns) as shown in Tables 1 and 2.
Crystals shown in Table I have very high Greater details are discussed as follows.
damage threshold ( up to 10 GW/cm ),
however, they are limited by the The OPO gain function is given by
transparency range of 0.2-5 microns. 2 2
Crystals in Table 2 have much wider IR g = [ U' - ( 9k/2) ], (2)
transparency ranges and higher figure of
merits (1,000-30,000 times of KDP), where the parametric gain constant is given
however, they are limited by the rather low by
damage thresholds (up to 45 MW/cm ). 2 8 2 2
Furthermore, growth technology for crystals r = 8E deff, (3)
shown in Table 2 are not as advanced as
that of those shown in Table 1. Crystals
(mainly in Table 1) for the generation of the effective d-coefficiency (deff)
2-4 microns sources via OPO/OPA processes depending upon the crystal symmetry and the
shall include BBO, KTP, MgO-doped lithium phase-matching angle (0).
niobate(LN), structure-modulated LN, For BBO (type I),
potassium niobate and organic crystals of
LAP, M-NA, POM, DAN and NPe. Furthermore, deff(esu) = 4.26 x 10-9 cosfj
thin film and/or wave-guide crystal such as
proton-exchanged lithium niobate may also For MgO:LiNbO3 (type I),
be the potential candidates. In using KTP
crystals, we shall note that the phase deff(esu) = 12 x 10-9 sine
matching angles are different for flux-
grown(Chinese crystal) and hydrothermally- For POM (type I),
grown (Airtron's Crystal) KTP.

We should also note that those deff(esu) = 23 x I0-9 sin (20)
semiconductor crystals shown in For KTP (type II),
Table 2 have very high FOM, 500-
5,000 times of KDP, h1owever, they are deff(esu) = (d24-d15) sin(26) sin (2+)
limited by rather low damage threshold and
usually can not be temperature tuned for +(d15 sin'p + d24 cos q ) sin&NPM operation. Considering the transmission
ranges of 0.4-5 um for KTP and where for KTP values of (dl5, d24) = (6.1,
KNbO3 and their possible NPM operation, 7.6) (pm/V), 1 (pm/V) = 2.4 xl0- (esu)
these two crystals may be as good as or
even better than the semiconductor Note that d36(of KDP)= 0.43 (pm/V) = 1.04 x
crystals for applications of OPO in 10-9 (esu).
mid-IR ranges.

Within the constant-pump approximationCRITICAL ISSUES OF OPO and for Gausian spatial and temporal
profiles of the pump beam, the E.T.(J) mayThe critical issues of OPO may be be expressed by

outlined as follows:

1) conversion efficiency and threshold power J = (2.25 T/gfL ) x
2) tunablility and beam steering
3) cavity design (L /2 TC) ln(P,/R) + 2,L + ln(2/ 4R )]
4) output beam quality
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where 3) High damage coating mirror should be
used for the OPO cavity, where the pump

L2 = L + (n-l)L beam must be focused above thre should
L3 = 1.023 Wp/ LL , for power density in the order of 200-300 MW/cm2

L3 = L err(0.886 L /Lw)

T = pulse duration
R = reflectance of the outcoupling mirror. 4) The beam quality of the pump beam is

eriti-al for OPO -fficiency.

Where LL 1 and L2 are the crystal Therefore in the two-stage OPO processes,
physical length, cavity length and optical the output from the first-stage OPO (1.8-

cavity length, respectively (with crystal 2.5 Aim) which reserves the good beam

refractive index n). Lw and L3 are the quality and provides the good pumping

walk-off length and the -ffective gain efficiency in the second-stage OPO with

length. output spectral ranges of 2.5-5 Aim.

The beam overlap function f=TW / v Tunable sources generated from OPO in BBO
and the gain function, for the phase-

matched case in eq. (2), is given by and KTP crystal C8,,7.1',2C]

2.=297.25 deff C /MW Tunable solid-state lasers in the mid-g2 /(nnnA,\) [cm /W IR spectral range (1.8-5micron) may be

generated from the direct output of , for
for units of deff in (pm/V), pump example, colour-center lasers (0.65-4
intensity in (MW/cm 2 ) and wavelength in micron), Co:MgF2 laser (1.5-2.3 micron),
microns. Ho-doped laser (about 2 micron) and

Er:doped laser(about 3 microns).
Based upon the above discussion the The phase matching curves at various

important issues for the system design are pumping wavelengths (0.532-1.8 microns) are
addressed as follows: calculated and the associate effective

monlinear coefficients are SHOWN IN fIGS.
1) E.T. may be reduced by shorter cavity 9-11. For BBO crystal, it is known that
(or optical) length, type I has alarger walk-off angle and is

less efficient that type II. As shown in
2) Longer crystal length (L), within the Fig. 9, we have defined the polarization
limit of L walk- off length (Lw ), directions for the pump, signal and idler
achieves smaller E.T. which is waves (in order) as follows:
insensitive to L , when L. is much longer
than L . Type I : (e,o,o]

Type IIA: [e,e,o]
3) Higher coupler reflectance (60-80 %) may IIB: [e,oe].
reduce the E.T.

For KTP we have defined:
4) Larger pump beam spot size shall reduce
the walk-off effects and thus reduce the Type I : [e2,el,el]
E.T. For crystals with low damage Type IIA: [e2,e2,el]
threshold longer confocal parameter, i.e., IIB: [e2,el,e2],
loose focusing , should be
considered. where el and e2 represent the slow(large

index) and fast(small index) directions of
the polarized waves, noting that nx< ny< n,

5) Possible direct coating on the OPO/OPA for KTP crystal.
crystals will be considered for the
purpose of low loss and system As shown in Fig.10, a type II KTP
compactness. For high efficiency crystals crystal is pumped by a Nd:YAG laser. Two
OPO cavity length in the order of one configurations are defined by the
cm may be achieved. polarization directions of the pump, signal

and the idler beam with wavelengths of
To optimize the output OPO efficiency, X 3,Xi,A 2, respectively. The polarization of

we propose the following issues: ( A, A32 , ) are in the axis of (x,z,x), in
order, for A and (z,x,x,) for B. We note

1) Far field should be used for better beam that B has a wider tuning ranges than that
quality and to avoid the possible "hot of A, however the effective d-coefficient

(deff) of B is smaller. Within the mid-IR
spot" of the pump beam. turing ranges, the values of deff of KTP

varing from 5.5 to 7.5 (pm/V) which are 2.4
2) Better beam coupling for higher SHG to 17.4 time of the d of KDP crystal.
conversion efficiency may be achieved by therefore the OPO gain of KTP at the
using cylindrical focal lens, where the degenerate point will be about 36 times of
pump beam is focused preferentially in the that of KDP
"insensitive" direction of the crystal.
In the case of type I BBO crystal, this
insensitive direction is in the
ordinary-ray direction.
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2.0 j I 2.0
FIGURE 9A 14 FIGURE 9B ([Q B)

I KTP
U A

61.6

IBBO, 10
z Iz

1I A) (11 B)

S1-.((II A)

0,8 0.8 " I B05 % 2 B)M

U I I I I

20 30 4 0 50 60 70 80 90 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

PKA!4%AT01ING ANGLE (DEGREE) PHASE-MATCHItIG ANGLE (DEGREE)

Fig. 9 Phase matching curves for BBO and
KTP type I and II and the 4.s
associated effective d-coefficients 3

where double-YAG (532 nm) is used 4.0 XpumpW 1.32
as the pumping source. I PTYPE 1f

3.0 A/

defflpm/V)

5 10 B 7 A

4.0 2.0 0,

50 60 70 80 9u 5 7 9

6 PHASE MATCHING ANGLE(degree) de (om/V

dfFig. 11 Same as Fig. 10 but for 1320 nm

3.0 
pumping source.

/ 
xpump 1.8 Jm

o~~ ' %um.) 1.064 Alm 0

pUmP= 4.0

KTP (TYPE I1) KTP (TYPE I)

20 A L•1 °=43.2°

# 3.5

/ i

1.0 I I 3.0 ,I I

50 60 70 80 90
58 59 60

e PHASE MATCHING ANOLE(deq-ee( e� PHASE MATCHING ANGLE(deqree)

Fig. 10 Same as Fig.9 but for KTP pumped by
1064 nm (YAG). Fig. 12 Type I KTP pumped by 1.8 um.
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C axis

3.C 1.5

B anis

A axis E

E
- 2.0

4-1.08

S0.86 ___

00.0

1.0 2.0 3.0__.0

Fig. 13 Noncritical phase matching of type r : -.
II KTP pumped by various wavelengths for
the polarization directions [c,a,c]. O-- 20.5• X• xr-I• • -----

PIAASE-KATCHING ANGLE (dea'-ees) X I -
As shown in Fig.ll,higher deff values,

6-8(pm/V), may be achieved when a 1.32
micron laser is used as the OPO pump Fig.14 Phase-atching angle curves for optical parametric
source. Tuning ranges near the degenerate oscillation(OPO) in BBO(type I) crystal for various pumping

wavelengths(in nm): (A) 600, (B) 625, (C) 650, (D) 700,

point of 2.4 - 2.8 microns may be (E) 775. (F) 025, (G) 875, (H) 925.
efficiently obtained with deff values of
about 50 times that of KDP.

Fig.12 Shows the OPO curve for a type 1.2
I KTP, where the type II KTP can not be
efficiently phase-matched. The deff values
in this case, at the degenerate point, is
about 0.6 (pm/V) which is rather low
compared with that of type II KTP pumped by ....
1.064 and 1.32 microns lasers. __:___

1.0 " :
The noncritical phase matching (NPM)

using KTP (type II) is shown in Fig.13. - XP 400NM
Mid-IR tuning range from the signal or the -: :!5i
idler beam may be achieved by various
pumping wavelengths. The polarization 355 NM
directions of the pump, signal and idler • U._
beam are in the C, A and A axis, _____

respectively. The important features of the :
NPM operation include:(1) Very wide .
angular, spectial and temperature -:
acceptance width may be achieved in < - - -
comparison with that of the critical 0,6
matching case. (2) Rapid-tuning (beam __-__--___-._-_

steering) may be achieved via the tunable
pumping sources (such as Ti:sapphere or
diode-lasers), in which angle-tuning is not
required. (3) Very high OPO gain may be
achieved in this NPM operation. 0.4

The alternative of the generation of 22 24 26 28 30 32 34

mid-IR tunable lasers is to use the PHASE-MATCHING ANGLE (DEGREE)
difference frequency generation(DFG), where
a laser in visible spectral regime is FIG,15 OPO PHASE-MATCHING ANGLES FOR TYPE I BBO
usually required. For example, tuning CRYSTAL AT VARIOUS PUMPS Xp,

ranges of 1 - 2.9 microns may be achieved
by DFG of a doubled-YAG--pumped Ti:sapphire
laser(0.65-1.1 microns) and the pump itself
(532 nm).
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V. NONCRITICAL PHASE MATCHING(NPM)

The advantages of frequency conversion 1.2
using the NPM condition include:(l) high
effective d-coeofficient, (2) largest
acceptance widths of angle, temperature and 1.1 A
spepctrum and (3) small walk-off.
Therefore crystals achieving NPM conditions
by temperature-tuning or other means
promise the efficient conversion of low- 1.0 PUMP BEAMS
power lasers such as diode lasers and
diode-pumped lasers. Crystals of KTP, • 0.9
potassium niobate(KN) and Mgo-doped 0 (ac-a) \A( bc-0)

lithium-niobate(LN) have been identified as
the best candidates for frequency SFM
conversion of diode-pumped lasers. 0.8

SHG of diode-pumped Nd:YAG using MgO- \ 1 1 1
doped LN crystals operated at high A A A
temperature(107-degree C) was reported.[l] 0.7 [ 1
KN crystal of A-cut (for SHG of diode-
lasers 830-860 nm) and of B-cut (for SHG of
1064 nm) have also been reported, fill, 0.6 x
where temperature-tuned NPM conditions are
achievable.

As shown in Fig. 16, we have 0.5
calculate the NPM conditions for SFM as
various polarization configurations. The
conf.(A) and (B) represent the polarization 0.4 1 . I * I , I I
directions of the three linearly polarized 0.9 1.0 1.i 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6
waves in the (bc-b) and (ac-a) axis,
respectively. Special case of these MIXING WAVELENGTH (MICRON)'I
curves, namely SFM of 809 nm (diode-pumping
wavelength or the absorption peak of Fig. 16 Noncritical phase matching using type
Nd:YAG) and 1064 nm (lasing wavelength) II KTP for two polarization configurations
with an output of 459 nm has been reported A:[b,c,b] and B:[a,c,a]. (see text).
recently. (21]
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Abstract

Forced mode locking of lasers by means of intracavity phase and loss modulation has been studied
extensively over the years. In addition lasers have been mode-locked by modulating the gain, such as in the
case of the synchronously pumped dye laser or the current modulated diode laser. In all of these cases, from
the coupled-mode point of view, thp modulation couples eacy mode to the adjacent modes above and below it in
frequency. A single sideband modulator can be constructed which, in essence, shifts the frequency of the
optical signal that passes through it. In the coupled mode point of view a mode could be coupled only to the
adjacent mode whose optical frequency is above (or below) it by the c/2L frequency. This paper reports the
results of a non-linear coupled-mode analysis of 2a single sideband intracavity modulated laser, using
techniques similar to that of McDuff and Harris. The analysis includes the effects of laser medium
saturation and mode pulling and determines the operating characteristics of the laser. The paper also
presents a technique whereby a loss modulator and phase modulator can be combined appropriately to produce
single-sideband-type mode coupling.

Introduction

Forced mode locking of lasers to produce short output pulses has been accomplished by either the use of
intracavity phase or loss modulation and has been studied extensively both theoretically and experimentally
over the years. From the coupled mode point of view, each laser axial mode is coupled to the adjacent modes
which are above and below it by the c/2L mode spacing frequency (assuming modulation at v = 27(c/2L)). By
the use of a single sideband modulator, however, which in essences shifts the frequency oT the optical signal
that passes through it, one would expect that mode coupling could be obtained in which an axial mode is
coupled only to the adjacent mode whose optical frequency is above (or below) it by the c/2L frequency. The
purpose of the theoretical study reported here was to determine if laser mode-locked pulsing would be
produced by the insertion of an intracavity single sideband modulator driven at the c/2L frequency and to
study the characteristics of the operation. Mode-locked pulsing was shown to occur. In addition, the work
showed that a particular combination of intracavity phase and loss modulators also could be used to produce
single sideband type mode coupling. Sin§le sideband coupled-mode equations analogous to the regular "double
sideband" equations of McDuff and Harris were obtained and solved by numerical integration.

Combination of Phase and Loss Modulators

Although in ihs course of the work a rotating-wave-plate single sideband modulator of the type described
by Buhrer, et al, was considered first, it is easier to present the theory by considering first the phase
and loss modulator combination discovered later in the work.

2 4In the papers by McDuff and Harris on loss modulation and by Harris and McDuff on phase modulation they
assumed respectively a loss modulator having loss per pass

a(t) = am(1 + cos Vmt) (1)

and a phase modulator having a single pass phase retardation

6(t) = 6M cos V t . (2)

The electric field in the cavity was then expanded as a sum of the normal mode eigenfunctions,

E(z,t) = IF (t) cos (vnt + (t)] Un()(3)

where U (z) = sin (n + n) nz/L. The E (t) and n (t) are the slowly time varying amplitude and phase of the
nth mode, v is its ?requency, L is the cavity length, and n is the number of spatial variations of some
central mode whose frequency is chosen to be closest to the center of the atomic fluorescence lines. The
resulting copled mode equations for loss modulation are shown 4 by McDuff and Arnous in another paper in these
proceedings. The coupled mode equations for phase modulation, assuming equation (2) above, are similar to
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the loss equations but have sine functions where the loss equations ha.e cosine and cosine functions where the
loss equations have sine. If both loss and phase modulators are present with a(t) and 6(t) as given above,
the cogpled mode equations include both the couplings from a(t) and 6(t) to both upper and lower adjacent
modes. If however the phase modulator produces a phase retardation 90' out of phase with the loss modulator,
i.e.,

6(t) = -6M sin v t (4)M m

and if the modulator drive signal amplitudes are chosen such that

6M = aM/2 , (5)

then the couplings from the (n-1)th mode to the nth mode cancel (by reversing the ac phase of either equation
(1) or equation (4) the couplings from the (n+l)th mode to the nth mode can be made to cancel).

The result is that one obtains "single rideband" mode coupling equations as follows:

ca
nAv + c -n) E = [E in 6)(n Ln n L n+IS (n+1 - On

c ICa ca
+ aF E L G En S E ss - (7)

En 2L an n- 2-L nn= L n - [En+iC(On+ - n

where
a = a = , (8)

ss C

ac aM/2 ,6c 
6

M (9)
5

and the terms Av, a , In' and G are defined by McDuff and Arnous. One notes that in equations (6) and (7)
that only the (n+)oh ode 0upled to the nth mode, as stated above.

Direct Single Sideband Electro-Optic Modulation

The original plan was to consider a direct single sideband modulator consisting of a birefringent crystal
acjig as a rotating wave plate, in combination with two quarter-wave plates placed one on either side of
it ' inside the laser cavity. If one assumes an optical signal input E eJ n to the quarterwave plate--cubic
elpctro~ptic crystal combination, multiplication of 5h9 appropriate Jones matrices shows that after a round
tr ? tnrough the "modulator" the output is given by

j(Un+vm)t Jvnt
x-component: - E sin, r/2 e - E cos

2 
F/2 e n (10)x x

J nt
y-component: - j Ex sin F sin J( mt) e (11)

The first tern of equation (10) corresponds to an optical signal shifted by the angular frequency x and equal
to san

2 
P/2 times the input. The second term in equation (10) corresponds to an optical signal at Whe

original aueular frequency v and equal to cos
2 

F/2 times the input. The orthogonally polarized component in
equation (11) represents energy lost from the input signal.

Siegman8 shows that a modulator with a voltage transmisbion given by

-Am(1+cos V mt)
tA(tW = e m - Cos V t (12)
AM m m m

gives loss modulated mode coupled equations (uhich can be shown to be similar to those of McDuff and Harris
2

if Am - ac). Furthermore, Siegman shnws that a phase modulator with transmission given by

j A cos t
tFM(t) = e m m - I + j A m cos Vmt (13)

gives phase modulated mode coupled equations (which 6dn be shown to be similar to those of Harris and McDuff
4

if A = 6 ). One can show that if

-j A sin v t

t FM(t) = e m m I - j Am sin vmt , (14)

and if the two modulators are placed in cascade, then an overall transmission
jvt

t I -A -A e m (15)
s6 m m
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is obtained, which gives single sideband coupled mode equations like equations (6) and (7).

Comparing equation (15) to equation (10), it is seen that

Am = sin2 r/2 (16)

- Am = cos
2 r/2 (17)

and thus, the single sideband coupling coefficient for the rotating waveplate electrooptic modulator is given
by

ass = sin2 r/2. (18)

To increase mode coupling, the electrooptically produced birefringence must be increased. At low a , which
is in fact the condition assumed in equations (12) - (17), one has approximately

a (r/2) 2  (19)ss

Solution of the Coupled Mode Equations

The coupled mode equations (6) and (7) for single sideband modulation were solved by a Runge-Kutta
numerical integration procedure. The method used was the select initial mode amplitudes and phases and laser
parameters and then permit the numerical integration to continue until a steady state solution had been
reached (with the En = 0 and the M = 0 or all n equal to a constant independent of n). From the mode
amplitudes and phases, the pulse intensity envelope was plotted versus vmt, since the laser's pulse
characteristics are the basic criteria by which mode-locked performance is evaluated. Both a homogeneously
broadened laser and an inhomogeneously laser were studied. A characteristic mode-locked-type output optical
pulse could be obtained with both types of lasers, although the operating characteristics were different from
the case of conventional "double sideband" coupling.

Results for Inhomogeneous Broadening

An argon laser was modeled as an example of an inhomogeneously broadened laser. A linewidth of 5 GHz was
assumed with an axial mode spacing c/2L = 71.6 MHz. A fractional single pass cavity loss of 10% was assumed,
meaning an = 0.10. The unsaturated line center power gain was assumed to be 12.8%, meaning Gn = 0.128 at
n = 0 and zero optical signal level. Figure I shows the resulting mode distribution at two values of
cross-coupling coefficient. As the cross coupling is increased, the mode spectrum is moved farther from line
center (n = 0 mode). The number of modes and mode amplitudes decrease as the distribution is moved toward the
wings of the gain curve where there is less net gain. Figures 2, 3, and 4 show the results of these changes
in the mode spectrum. As the cross-coupling ass is increased from zero, it first locks the modes together,
producing a pulse whose width depends primarily on the number of free running modes. As ass is increased
further, a better pulse is produced due to better mode phases. Then, continuing to increase a , a worse
pulse is produced due to the fewer and lower amplitude modes. A continuation in the increase a • willss

eventually extinguish the laser. The phase of the pulse relative to the modulator drive signal changes with
a •, as shown in Figure 2. At higher values of a s the pulse phase shift approaches zero, which means that
t~e pulse is passing through the loss modulator ar 5 its minimum loss time which is at v t = n (th's is like the
double sideband loss modulator case ). However, the pulse then is passing through themphase modulator at the
time that it has the greatest d6/dt, giving the greatest doppler frequency 4hift of the pulse. This is not
the situation that occurs with phase-modulator-produced or FM mode locking, because there the pulse passes
through the phase modulator at one of the peaks of 6(t), where d6/dt = 0. Furthermore, the shift of the mode
spectrum away from line center causes the medium dispersion to change the zero effective detuning of the
modulator. This causes the pulse phase shift to depend more strongly on modulator cross coupling than would
be the case with double sideband mode coupling. In fact, in the simulation it is possible to remove the
effect of dispersion completely by simply setting n = 0. This was done and the pulse phase shift remained
identically zero for all values of ass.

Results for Homogeneous Broadening

A Nd:YAG laser having a 3 GHz linewidth intracavity etalon was modeled. The assumed axial mode spacing
of 150 MHz then gave a ratio of mode spacing to linewidth of 0.05. Although this etalon had a smaller
bandwidth that what actually might be used in practice, it was difficult to obtain steady state computer
solutions with small values of the linewidth/mode-spacing ratio, and therefore this value was assumed. A
fractional single pass cavity loss of 10%, or a = 0.1, was assumed and a line center unsaturated single pass
power gain of 16% was assumed. Figure 5 shows ?he mode distributions for two values of ass. The shift of the
mode spectrum off to the side is noted as in the case of inhomogeneous broadening. However, here in the
idealized homoge. 'us case, the coupling is necessary in order to establish the mode spectrum (in the
idealized homogeneous case, only one mode would oscillate when a = 0). One also notes the relative symmetry
of the mode spectrum about a center mode. For an increase in a the discussion for the inhomogeneous case
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still applies, with the exception that here there is a larger range of a that causes an improvement before
the pulse performance deteriorates. The results are shown in Figures 6-9 Again the phase of the pulse
depends strongly upon the value of a , for the same reason as in the inhomogeneous laser. A computer run with

Jn = 0 gave zero pulse shift regardless of the value of cross-coupling as, as it did in the inhomogeneous
case.

Modulator Detuning

In both types of lasers the effects of detuning the modulator were studied. The inhomogeneous laser was
less affected by detuning in the negative directinn while the homogeneous laser was less a~fected by detuning
in the positive direction (the sign definitijn of Av used here is that of Harris & McDuff, that is, Av =
nc/L - v ). When the mode spectrum shifts to the side of line center, the slope of the dispersion curve aboutm
the new effective center of the mode distribution changes, hence changing the actual effective zero detuning.
The significance of the change is different for the two types of saturation. Large detuning also causes the
pulse the deteriorate in shape, similar to the situation with double sideband mode locking.

Conclusions

Single sideband coupling between modes in a laser can produce mode-locked pulsing but with
characteristics different from conventional double sideband phase or loss produced mode locking. The mode
spectrum is shifted off to one side of line-center as the mode locking occurs. In the homogeneous case, the
spectrum is still symmetrical and Gaussian-like, but in the inhomogeneous case, the spectrum becomes very
asymmetrical. In the homogeneous case, an increase in mode cross coupling can result in improved performance;
whereas, in the inhomogeneous case, a small coupling just large enough to lock the modes is preferable. This
is in contrast to the double sideband mode-locked 5a~e where an increase in cross coupling can result in
improved performance for both types of broadening. If the cross coupling is increased without limit, the
laser eventually is extinguished as in the case of double sideband coupling. The single sideband mode
coupling can be achieved Ibý at least two schemes. A direct single sideband modulator using a rotating
electro-optic wave plate ' can be used, or an appropriate combination of loss modulation and phase modulation
can be used to obtain single sideband coupling. The studies reported apply to either type of scheme used.
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Detuning Av = 0 and modulator cross coupling: * ss 0.015; * a =',0.006.
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Abstract

Forced mode locking of lasers can be accomplished by modulating the laser medium gain. In the case of

synchronously pumped mode-locked dye lasers this is accomplished by pumping with the optical coutput of
another mode-locked laser; whereas, in the case of the mode-locked diode laser, the pumping is accomplished by
varying the diode current at the mode-locking repetition rate. In the dye laser the pump intensity is a
repetition of short pulses rich in harmonies of the c/2L frequency; however, in the diode laser the pump
intensity may vary sinusoidally at the c/2L frequency. This paper presents the results of a non-linear 1
coupled-mode analysis of gain-modulated mode-locked lasers which is similar to that of McDuff and Harris for
loss-modulated mode-locked lasers. The analysis includes the effects of laser medium saturation and the
effects of the characteristics of the pumping signal, all from the coupled mode point of view. It is shown
that, due to saturation, a characteristic mode coupling occurs, irregardless of pump level, such that
integrated gain and loss over the oscillating spectrum are balanced, and that the pulse width therefore
depends upon the cavity loss. The effects of the pump pulse width are considered by including mode coupling
terms at multiples of the c/2L frequency.

Introduction

The production of mode-locked lasers by modulating the laser gain has received much attention. The
synchronously pumped mode locked dye laser provides a source which can be used to produce the shortest optical
pulses obtainable. The current-modulated diode laser is a possible source of an optical pulse train for use
in communications.

The cha 5 aweristics of the synchronously pumped mode locked dye laser have been studied by a number of
researchers, both experimentally and theoretically.* The effectiveness of certain techniques of
measurement of the dye laserlgutput pulses e.g., the two-photon fluorescence method of obtaining the pulse
width, have been questioned. To some extent the theoretical studies overcome the practical limitations of
experimental measurements, thereby permitting a more thorough analysis of a laser system. The conclusions
that hige been reached in theoretical studies, however, are not entirely consistent from one study to the
other. The authors of this paper perceived that the status of research in synchronously pumped mode-locked
dye lasers could be improved by further theoretical investigations using a model which promised to give an
extensive analysis of the performance under different operating conditions. The technique used wys1 jn
extension of the coupled mode analysis procedure that was developed and used by McDuff and Harris for the
study of loss-modulator and phase-modulator produced mode locking.

The Coupled Mode Model

The optical pulse from the mode-locked pump laser used in synchronous mode locking or the modulated drive
current of a mode-locked diode laser can be considered as a pump which modulates simultaneously both the gain
and the dispersion of the laser being mode locked. The modulation of disV9rsion, which in effect is the
modulation of phase, is similar to the case treated by Yarris and McDuff. The modulation of gain is similar
_o the modulation of loss treated by McDuff and Harris, the basic difference between gain and loss being the
sign of the parameter. Thus the combination of loss (or gain) modulation and phase modulation with the
appropriate modifications yields the model for the pump-modulated laser. The case of sinusoidal
modulation can be extended to the case where the modulation is performed by a gaussian pump pulse by treating
the gaussian pulse as a combination of several sinusoidal harmonic components, the frequency of the
fundamental being equal to the frequency spacing of the axial modes of the laser cavity.

* This is not meant to be an exhaustive list.
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The Basic Coupled-Mode Equations

The derivation of the required nonlinear 9i~erential equations follows closely the approach developed
for loss modulated and phase modulated lasers. ' The total cavity electric field is assumed to be made up

of a number of axial modes as given by

E(z,t) = E E (t) cos[Vnt + n (t)] Un(Z) , (1)
n nn n n

where E(z,t) is the total cavity electric field, E (t) and O (t) are the slowly time varying amplitude and
phase of the nth mode, V is the radian frequency of the nth mode, and Un (z) gives the spatial variation of
the nth mode. U (z) is given by

n

U (z) = sin(n + n) lTz/L (2)
n 0

where L is the length of the cavity and n is the number of spatial variations of some central mode which has0
been chosen to be the mode whose frequency is closest to the center of the atomic fluorescence lines. The
modulating drive signal affects the driving polarization of the nth mode. Here it varys the susceptibility of
the atomic medium whereas in loss and phase modulation it affects the susceptibility of the modulator. The
effects of the pump modulation can be included by assuming that the optical susceptibility is a time varying
quantity.

Sinusoidal Pump Modulation

First, consider sinusoidal modulation of the pump. Then we assume that the atomic susceptibility is

X(zt) = X(z)(i + cos V t) = [X'(z) - jx"(z)J(l + cos vt) (3)

Thus the atomic medium gain will depend upon the time-varying quantity

X"(z,t) = X"(z) (I + cos V t) (4)m

and the medium phase shift will depend upon

X'(z,t) = X'(z) cos V t , (5)m

where the constant part of the X'(z,t) hi Leen neglected since it only affects the mode spacing and the value
of "zero-detuning" of the modulator.

In order for the time variation of X' and X" to have a mode-coupling effect, the laser gain region has
to extend over loWy a small fraction of the cavity length, preferably near one end, as required of a phase or
loss modulator ' when they are used to produce mode locking.

The polarization driving the nth mode, resulting from the time variation of X", is given by
1 8

CE

P (t) = - -- g° E (t) sin[V t + 0 (t)]
n vL annr n n

cE
T-I K c[gn+l En+ cos(0 n+l- n) + gn-l En-1 cos(On - n-)] sin(V nt + 0 )

CE

S K [g E sin( 0n)- g En- sin(ýn - 0n-I)] cos(Vnt + 0) (6)
-76L c [n+i n+1 n+l-n nn1 n~ - n-E

whereas the polarization driving the nth mode, resulting from the time variation of X', is given by 1
8

C E

P (t) = - 0 Kc [dn+iEn 1 sin(•n+ - 0n) - dn~i Eni sin(4 - 0n-i)] sin(vnt + 0

cEn LRcInln+l s On] n n- - n -n-i1 n n

--j Kc [dn 1 En+l cos('n+l- On) + d Eni cos(on - n-l )I cos(V nt + 0 ) (7)

The total polarization driving the nth mode will be the sum of the terms in equations (6) and (7) and thus
will include loss-modulator type and phase-modulator type coupling terms.

In equations (6) and (7), g is the unsaturated gain coefficient of the nth mode (which varies with mode
number n according to the line sIape function), the constants K and K express the relative strengths of thea c 1

dc and fundamental components of the time varying pump, d expresses the medium dispersive effecL upon the nthn
mode and comes from the line shape of the atomic dispersion curve, and 6 is a saturation term (the saturating
gain is g /8). Homogeneous saturation is assumed and therefore 8 is not a function of n and carries no
subscript. The value of the saturation term 6 is given by

6 =1 + C -v E E~ g2 v 8
2 L n n gL(vn) - (8)
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which comes from the work of MeDu5, Scott, and Taboada'19 who extended the time domain saturation parameter

developed by Kuizenga and Siegman to the frequency domain. In equation (8) C is simply a saturation parameter
whose value is selected in the simulation ý? set a convenient scale for the optical field amplitude. gL(v ) is
the regular Lorentzian line shape function and ,vL is the Lorentzian linewidth .2When the polarization gYven
by equations (6) and (7) is incorporated into the Lamb self consistency equations for the cavity, the
mode-coupled differential equations result.

Non-Sinusoidal Pump Modulation

If the pumping time dependence is non sinusoidal, then the time dependence of X(z,t) will include higher
harmonics. This means that there will be non-zero values K 2 , K c3 , Kc4  ... due to these higher harmonics,
where in effect the K are the relative amplitudes of the spectral components of the pump envelope

ci

(synchronously pumped dye laser) or current waveshape (diode laser). Rather than write out the ?Wlarization
in the general case here, the complete coupled mode equations are presented for the general case

m

n En - I I c Kin+i En+i sin(On+i - n - g En-i sin(on- n-i)

-dn+i Enn+i cos(On+i - On) - dn-i ECni cos(on - n-i) (9)

E + E Kc gn - c cosuO + gc K E + E
n 2 nn - 2-L a - n = 2L-• i n+i n+i n+i - On n-i n-i n n-i

+ dn+i En+i sin(On+i - n) - dn-i En-i sin(pn - On-i)] (10)

Equations (9) and (10) are very similar to 2 5 he equations obtained when there is a combination of loss and
phase modulation in the same laser cavity. The difference here is that each mode is coupled not only to
adjacent modes but also simultaneously coupled directly to modes located multiples of c/2L away in frequency.
When the number of harmonics present in the pump is m, the nth mode is coupled individually to 2m of the modes
of the cavity, m modes lower in frequency and m modes higher in frequency.

17
The detuning term in equations (9), denoted by Av, is defined as

Av = nc/L - v (11)m

and gives the mismatch between the axial mode spacing frequency and the repetition rate of the pump (frequency
of the fundamental component of the time varying pump). Equation (11) may be compared with some of the time
domain definitions found in the literature. For example, if 6t is defined as the mismatch between the cavity
transit time of the mode-locked laser pulse td and the period of the pump tp as given by

then in terms of Av defined above, = td - tP 
(12)

6t = - 27 ( c/ (13)
V1  rc /Lm

Thus, negative detuning in the above coupled mode terminology corresponds to the case when the mode-locked
laser pulse cavity transit time is longer than the pump period.

Solution of the Coupled-Mode Equations

The coupled-mode differential equations were solved numerically using a Runge-Kutta numerical integration
procedure. The technique was to assume initial values of the mode amplitudes and phases and the laser
parameters and continue the integration until steady state was reached (all E = 0 and € =40 or equal to a
constant independent of n). The computer program uWd was a modification of Phat of Scopt which was
developed from the early work of Harris and McDuff. Due to the presence of a large number of modes and the
multiple couplings between modes, caused by the pulse nature of the pump, the solution of the equations can
require a lot of computer time. The availability of a Cray X-MP/24 super computer made it possible to do this
work.

Much of the initial work was done for the case of sinusoidal variation of the pump level. A computer run
requires considerably less time with only the pump fundamental spectral component present, since then coupling
is only to adjacent modes. The results were used to guide the pulsed-pump work and in fact predicted well many
of the trends noted in the pulsed-pump case. In addition, the sinusoidal pump variation study would apply
directly to the current modulated mode-locked diode laser.
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Results

In doing the numerical studies, typical parameters were used rather than attempting to model any specific
laser. A very important parameter in the synchronously pumped mode-locked dye laser is the mismatch between
the pump cavity length and the dye laser cavity length. Here this is expressed by the detuning parameter Av.
Figures 1-3 show the effects of the detuning upon the laser output pulse. The ranges encompassed by the
curves is that over which it was possible to obtain steady-state solutions. The phase shift is relative to
the point at which the pump peak occurs. It can be noted that there is a definite assymmetry about zero
detuning, with essentially only positive detunings (this corresponds to the mode-locked laser pulse transit
time being shorter than that of the pump period, i.e. t > td) giving steady state results. A change in the
pump peak intensity had little effect on the width or pease shift of the output pulse. This is because,
regardless of the pump level, the coupling terms saturate down to the point where overall gain equals overall
loss, giving coupling dependent on loss. As shown in Figure 4, however, the mode-locked pulse peak intensity
increased linearly with the pump pulse peak intensity. A similar behavior wjs noticed by Shank and his
co-workers during an experimental study of an intra-cavity pumped dye laser.' The mode-locked laser
extinguished when the pump peak intensity was reduced to 1.17 (arbitrary units). An improvement in the
mode-locked pulse is expected as the pump pulse width is made shorter and Figures 5 and 6 show behavior of
this nature. The importance of the cavity loss to the coupling mechanism, since the gain and hence the
coupling terms saturate according to the amount of loss, was explored. Figures 7 and 8 show the effects of
loss on pulse width and peak intensity for the sinusoidal modulation case. The pulse width decreases at
larger cavity loss because then larger coupling terms are present (to make gain equal to loss). As the loss
increases, of course, the pulse amplitude decreases as shown in Figure 8.

Conclusions

The coupled-mode approach to the analysis of gain-modulated lasers successfully describes many of the
experimentally observed resul14. One result is the observation of stable and unstable regions as the detuning
is varied. Catherall and New attributed this phenomenon to the presence of spontaneous emission noise in
the case of the synchronously pumped mode-locked dye laser. The coupled-mode model does not include the
effect of spontaneous emi-sqs~, b,,t vet produces the same result. The conclusion must be that the
instabilities are due to the inherent non-linear coupled-mode dynamics of the dye laser. The model could be
used to simulate a specific laser system. This could be either a synchronously pumped mode-locked laser or a
current-modulated diode laser.
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Abstract

Forced mode locking of lasers by means of intracavity phase and loss modu]atIon has been studied exten-
sively over the years. Analyses generally have followed the time domain approach in2which the optical pulse
in the cavity is followed through a complete round trip, or the coupled-mode approach in which the coupling
between the multiple axial modes is studied. Transient effects and pulse evolution have been ýtudied by the
linearized time domain approach. The nonlinear coupled-mode equations of McDuff and Harris were original-
ly used only to determine the steady-state mode-locked behavior. However, they are written in terms of the
time derivatives of the instantaneous mode amplitudes and phases and thus present a natural means of studying
the transient behavior of the mode-locked laser, including the nonlinearities present. This report presents
the results of such a non-linear study of the transients and stability of a mode-locked laser from the couplea
mode point of view. In general the mode-locked laser is more stable at greater modulator strengths. It is
less stable when the modulator is detuned. When the unsaturated excess gain is larger, the laser reaches
steady state faster. Generally the laser is more sensitive to perturbations of mode phases from the steady
state values than it is to perturbations of mode amplitudes. Furthermore, perturbations of mode phases have a
more deleterious effect upon the mode-locked pulse shape.

Introduction

Analyses of the pulse growth and stability of solutions in an actively mode-locked laser generally have
followed a linearizei time domain approach in which the optical signal in the cavity is followed through a
complete round trip. ' The nonlinear coupled-mode equations of McDuff and Harris were originally developed
only to determine the steady-state mode-locked behavior. However, they are written in terms of the time
derivatives of the instantaneous mode amplitudes and phases and thus present a natural means of studying the
transient behavior of the mode locked laser, including the nonlinearities present.

The Coupled-Mode Equations

2
The work reported herein uses the coupled mode equations in the form derived by McDuff and Harris . One

assumes the electromagnetic field inside the laser cavity to be expanded as a sum of the normal mode
eigenfunctions,

E(z,t) - Z En (t) cos [Vnt + On(t)0 U(z) , (1)

wher Un (z) = sin (n + n) wz/L. The E (t) and n(t) are the slowly time varying amplitude and phase of the
nth mode, v is its radian frequency, L is the cavity length, and n is the number of spatial variations of
some centra? mode whose frequency is chosen to be closest to the center of the atomic fluorescence line. The
coupled-mode equations of McDuff and Harris are

ca
Op - ~v +c E c [ ný o)-E i~ 2

n 2L n n 2L n+ s n+1 r. n-I sin(•n - ýn-i)] (2)

ca Ca
E + C C E (3 E) cn 2 n n - n n 2L - [En+ cos(on+ - @n) + n -n-I

In these equations Av is the detuning of the modulator drive frequency v from the axial mode spacing AQ, such
that Av = AQ - v . The additional round trip phase retardation seen by The nth mode as a result of the atomic
medium is written as ýj and the fractional single pass power gain of the nth mode as G . Both 0 and G
depend nonlinearly upon frequency and optical intensity, the actual fugc~ional dependence depending upon
whether honogeneous or inhomogeneous broadening (or a mixture) occurs. '- The quantity a is defined in terms
of the passive Qn of the nth mode as
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a = uL 1 (4)
n C O

and includes both dissipative and output coupling loss (mirror transmission). Since loss is small, a is
approximately equal to the fractional single-pass power loss of the nth mode, i.e.,

a
(e n + a ). (5)n

In typical cases a is independent of n.n

In equations (2) and (3) it was assumed that the expression for the attenuation of the loss modulator
perturbing element, per pass through the element, could be written

a(t) = aM(0 + cos ut) . (6)

Therefore, if the loss is small aM is approximately the average single pass fractional loss through the
perturbing element. If the modulator extends over a short distance in the axial, or z direction, and has no
significant spatial variation over its length in t at direction, the cross-coupling loss term a and self
coupling loss term a are given by the expressionsa

aM

a c (7)c T

a a 5 0 M (8)

In the case of homogeneous saturation of the atomic medium as considered here, the expressions for Gn and
Swere taken as

n

G T gL(n) (9)
n auL 2 Lm gL(vm)+ C A L m m 9

go0 ((n-uo) gL(vn) (10)

+n = C-A E2 E gLm m)

where C is a saturation constant, go is the unsaturated line-center power gain, and gL(vn) is the regular
Lorentzian line shape function ,

I AV L /2 (11)

(u - V)2 + L
0 2

Use of Coupled-Mode Equations

In previous work based on the coupled mode eguations (2) and (3) the goal had been simply to look for
steady state solutions which had the derivatives E equal to zero and ' equal either to zero or a constantn
independent of mode number, n. This was done by a Runge-Kutta numerical integration procedure. Here the
procedure was to study the condition of the laser (mode amplitudes and phases) as the numerical integration
proceeded from some set of initial conditions to a new set of conditions (maybe steady state or maybe not).
Since the normal mode expansion, equation (1), is an approximation that may not be accurate at conditions when
the laser oscillation is just barely building up from zero, only perturbations from an initial oscillation
condition were considered.

The condition of the laser oscillation was characterized by looking at the output optical intensity pulse
that would result. If the output signal of the laser is written

E(t) = E EnCOS[(o + nu )t + •n], (12)
n nc s 0Q m n

then the low passed portiog (or envelope) of E2 (t), such as would be obtained if the signal were incident on a
photodetector, is given by

W(t) Z E E n E En+sCS(su t + ns- •n) (13)
W 0 0 ns m + n

From this output pulse envelope the pulse width and the phase shift of the pulse relative to the modulator
were determined. With an assumed modulation phase as in equation (6), the pulse under ideal zero detuning
conditions has its peak at u t = 7 (lowest modulator loss).

m
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Classic Perturbation Procedure

An alternative procedure more of the nature of a classical stability study was also used. Ho8 linearized
the equations (2) and (3) to study the effect of noise perturbations due to spontaneous emission. Obviously
if numerical techniques are used linearization is not necessary.

In this alternate procedure, it is assumed that a steady state solution to equations (2) and (3) has been
reached with the corresponding values E and 0 obtained. Then, perturbations to the E and no are added.NO nO no n
Immediately after the perturbations are added, one has

E = E + AE (14)n no n

•n = 0no + A0n (15)

Substituting these relations into equations (2) and (3) and subtracting off the original steady state values,
one obtains equations for AE and A?n as follows:

n n
caAE c c c a•

nE =-2-- E + E- Gn[En+ AE]- - G E AE
n 2L n n 2L n no n 2L nono 2

ca
- -- E + AEn) c°S(n - + An Aon)

2L L no+l n+0 Co~no+1- Ono n+1 n

+ (Eno-I + AEn-I) cos(Ono -Ono- + A4n - 0

Eno+1 c°S(no+l - no) - Eno-l cos(Ono - Ono-l (16)

n 2Lc c

ca
c (E ++AE sin( + A

2L(E no +AE) no+ n+1 snno+l- Ono nn+- A~n

-(Eno-I + AEn-I) sin(Ono - Ono-i + ALn - (17)

+ 2L E n• Eno+l sin(Ono+i - 0no) - Eno-i sin(4no - 1no-7

In these equations the G indicates equation (9) with E + AE used, whereas G indicates equation (9) with
Eno used, and similarly ?or in and no using equation (yo). n no

In using equations (16) and (17), a steady state solution was obtained using equations (2) and (3), and
then perturbations AE and AO were assumed and equations (16) and (17) numerically integrated using a
Runge-Kutta procedure. The integration was continued until the AE and AOn decayed back to zero. This
approach is capable of handling only perturbations in mode amplitudes and places after steady state has been
reached with a given set of laser parameters. It is not capable of handling a sudden change in one of the
laser parameters, such as modulation strength, whereas the first procedure directly solving equations (2) and
(3) is.

Results

In doing the numerical work, constants were assumed approximately appropriate to a Nd:YAG laser with a
cavity length of I meter. The laser parameters were assumed to be a = 0.1, g = 0.16, and the linewidth 120
GHz. The saturition constant C in equations (9) and (10) was chosennto give convenient 7mode amplitudes and
then left constant for the rest of the work, since its only effect is to set the scale. The progression of
performance after a perturbation of the laser was expressed versus the number of round trips of the
mode-cocked pulse in the cavity. The pulse shape itself was plotted versus v t as noted above. The figures
that follow show some of the results obtained. m

In Figure I is shown the development of the pulse when the laser is allowed to reach steady state and
then the phase angles are increased by an amount AOn = n n/10. This was at zero detuning of the modulator and
with a = 0.6. The perturbation destroys the pulse shape but the laser recovers in r2000 cavity round trips.
A similar run with a = 1.2 gave a shorter recovery time of = 1200 round trips. Figure 2 shows the laser
recovery when the mo~e amplitudes are perturbed by 50%. The pulse shape is unaffected by such a perturbation
and the laser recovers much quicker. Again, a larger mode coupling a = 1.2 causes it to recover quicker.
Figure 3 shows the transition from one steady state condition with a = 0.1 to another condition with a =
0.088 (i.e. the cavity loss is suddenly decreased). The pulse grows rapidly to the new peak value in -n400
round trips (the final pulse also is more narrow, although it cannot be seen from the figure). Figure 4 shows
that changes in modulator detuning in either direction from zero detuning require similar times for the laser
to reach the new steady state. Figure 5 shows that when the modulator cross coupling is suddenly increased less
time is required for the laser to reach the new steady state than when the cross coupling is suddenly decreased.
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Figure 6 shows that when the laser cavity loss a Is changed, similar times are needed to reach the new steadyn
state both for an increase and a decrease in a . Similar runs at a higher modulator cross coupling required
less time to reach the new steady state. Figure 7 and 8 show a comparison of the results from the two
techniques, i.e. use of equations (2) and (3) and use of equations (16) and (17).

Conclusions

Two techniques have been shown for the study of the transient behavior of a mode-locked laser. In one of
them the evolution of the system from the perturbed initial conditions to the steady-state condition is
followed versus time. In the other technique, a classical stability study is performed in which the decay
with time of the perturbations is observed.

In general the mode-locked laser is more stable at higher cross coupling a . It is le~s stable when the
modulator is detuned. When the excess gain is larger (g - a is larger), the system reaches steady-state
faster. Generally, the system is more sensitive to perturbations of mode phases than it is to mode
amplitudes. Furthermore, perturbations of mode phases have a more deleterious effect on the mode-locked pulse
shape.

The two techniques that have been shown give very useful procedures for studying theoretically the
stability and transient behavior of mode-locked lasers, a problem that is extremely difficult to study
experimentally.
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Abstract

Recently developed theories and observed experimental results on multiwave mixing related beam
amplifications and phase conjugations are reviewed. In a highly nonlinear thin medium, the presence of the
diffracted beams from the pump-probe beams induced grating modifies considerably the energy coupling between
the pump and the probe beams, leading to substantial amplification of the latter. This enhanced probe beam
amplification effect, in conjunction with the retroreflected pump beam (or a strong beam counte-propagating to
the pump), gives rise to an increased phase conjugation reflection. Experimental results with the thermal and
orientational nonlinearities of liquid crystal and electronic nonlinearity in semiconductor are in good
agreement with the theoretical predictions.

Introduction

With the emergence of several highly nonlinear optical materials, the theory and practice of several
nonlinear optical processes have taken an every increasing number of variations, and provided new fundamental
insights and application potentials. Optical self-phase modulations, leading to self-limiting and pulse
shaping and compression applications, and optical wave mixings, leading to optical phase conjugation and self-
pumped phase conjugating oscillators are but a few salient examples.

In this paper, we will present some new theoretical and experimental results of optical wave mixings in
a highly nonlinear thin film. Specifically, we will focus our attention on the amplification and
phase-conjugated reflection of a probe beam, which occur when the probe beam is mixed with a strong pump beam
in a nonlinear medium (c.f., Figure la and lb). In Figure la, which we shall henceforth refer to as the
"forward wave mixing process" (FWMP), the pump and the probe beams create the initial grating, which then
scatter the pump or the probe into the various diffracted orders. New gratings among the beams are created
within the medium owing to these diffracted beams, which also produce various new energy coupling and exchange
mechanisms between the strong pump beam and all these other weaker beams. In Figure lb, which we shall refer
to as the "backward wave mixing process," (BWMP), an additional strong (reconstruction) beam is present, and
it scatters from all the gratings created in the FWMP into an "array" of backward propagating diffracted
beams, which also form new gratings with the reconstruction beam. For simplicity, we have shown only one
forward and one backward diffracted beam in Figure lb, which would have been the case if the probe beam is
extremely weak compared to the pump. A situation that exists when we are dealing with self-oscillations
originating from noise sources, for example.

Summary of Theories and Experiments

To fully understand these two processes, especially the exchanges of energies amongst the beams, a
detailed description of the medium's nonlinear optical response is necessary. This is because many of the
beams (e.g., the diffracted beam and the phase conjugated reflection) are created within the medium via the
nonlinear optical responses, and the growths of these beams from their entry planes to the exit planes are
governed by the spatially dependent nonlinear mechanism that couples all these electromagnetic waves together.

The nonlinear responses can take on perhaps the simplest form of a Kerr-like medium, where the couplings

amongst the various beam are due to a local intensity dependent refractive index n given by

n = no + n 2 E
2  

(1)

where no is the unperturbed refractive index, n 2 is the nonlinear coefficient, and E is the amplitude of the
total optical electric field (which contains several spatial frequency as well as temporal frequency

components). The nonlinear coefficient n2 can be real, or complex (i.e., n 2 = 1 n2 j ei¢), where ¢ is the phase

shift between the refractive index grating and the optical intensity grating.

This Kerr-like type of coupling, and the resulting probe beam amplification and growth and decay of all
the input and generated beams have been studied in detail (theoretically and experimentally) by our group.

1

In general, it is found that in a highly nonlinear thin medium, e.g., a lO0om thick nematic liquid crystal
film, substantial probe amplification can be achieved in FWMP via the scattering of the pump beam from the
pump-diffracted beam coupling. Figure 2 shows a typical dependence of the probe gain versus the pump
intensity, for a constant pump-probe beam ratio. The "saturation" effect at higher pump intensities is due to
the loss of the probe beam into other higher order diffracted beam directions.
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A se-ond form of nonlinearity, namely, thermal nonlinearity is slightly more complicated because of its
diffusive nature, i.e., the nonlinear response of the medium depends on the boundary conditions at various
planes in the medium. In general, therefore, the thermal diffusion problem is a three-dimensional one under
the steady state regime (e.g., when cw lasers are used). It can be reduced to a two-dimensional problem if
the beam is assumed to be very large along the dimension orthogonal to the grating wave vector. Nevertheless,
complete solutions of the coupled wave equations for the FWMP and the BWMP still require very tedious
self-consistent iterative numerical techniques, in order to properly account for the boundary condition (which
is usually a set of initial temperatures at the input and exit planes).

A complete solution of a simplified version of this process, taking into account only one diffracted
beam in the FWMP, is given in Reference 2. As we remarked earlier, this simplification is valid if the pump
to probe beam ratio is large (i.e., the probe beam is very weak) and so only one diffracted beam on the pump
side takes on an appreciable magnitude. In our theory, the medium is assumed to be thin, and the wave mixing
angle is small (i.e., large grating constants), so that phase mismatches among the pump, probe and diffracted
beams are negligible. For such a thin medium to produce an appreciable observable effect, it certainly must
posses a very high thermal refractive index gradient (dn/dT). In Reference 2, the extraordinarily large
thermal refractive index gradients of nematic liquid crystals near the phase transition temperature is
employed. Using a cw CO2 laser, a 100% probe gain is easily observed with a pump beam intensity on the order
of a few watts/cm

2 
(c.f., Figure 2). Figure 4 shows a typical "saturation" effect in the probe gain at high

intensity, which is experimentally determined to be caused by the loss of the probe beam into higher order
diffraction. By matching the thermal diffusion times with an appropriate laser pulse (a few tens of
milliseconds), an even larger probe amplification can be obtained. (Up to 2000% amplification has been

observed with pump pulse with a fpw watts in power (intensity on the order of 10 watts/ cm
2

.) (Reference 2)

Another form of optical nonlinearity, namely, electronic nonlinearity, has also been theoretically and
experimentally studied in the context of the FWMP and BWMP described above3. Specifically, the intensity
dependent change in refractive index caused by the creation of free carriers in silicon by nanosco-nd Nd:Yag
laser pulses and the resultant FWMP and BWMP are studied. Although the refractive index change can also be
expressed in the form An = n2 E

2
, the fact that several parameters responsible for n 2 (e.g., absorption

coefficient) are temperature-dependent, and the temperature is, in turn, dependent on many time dependent
parameters like electron-hole attenuations, recombinations, and the optical fields, contribute to complicate
the problem. Several coupled equations (one describing the temperature rise, one for the free carrier
concentration) and the coupled Maxwell wave equations for both the FWMP and BWMP have to be solved in a
self-consistent manner. A detailed theoretical and experimental study for the FWMP has been performed. In
general, the theory fits the experimental data very well. For example, it describes the dependence of the
probe gain on the pump-probe beam ratio, and the probe gain dependence on the pump intensity very well (c.f.,
Figures 5 and 6, respectively). Recently, we have also performed some preliminary studies of BWMP in the Si
sample. As plotted in Figure 5, solid circles, the phase conjugation reflectivity is shown to be dependent on
the pump to probe beam ratio as one would expect from the FWMP. The main limiting factor in the probe gain is
found to be due to the optical beam attenuation by the electron-hole plasma created by the laser pulse. Using
the best geometry (small crossing angle < 0.01 radian), one can observe up to about 20 in the probe beam

amplification.

Conclusions

We have quite conclusively demonstrated that under phase-matched conditions, when diffracted beams are
present, and when the pump to probe beam intensity ratio is high, a nonlinear medium can efficiently amplify a
weak probe (signal) beam. This effect is therefore observable in any highly nonlinear material. This process
can obviously be applied to image amplification, self-pumped ring oscillation, and wave mixing based processes
(e.g., phase-locked oscillations and self-pumped oscillations). More details of the FWMP and BWMP theories
for important nonlinear materials (e.g., semiconductors, liquid crystals, photorefractive materials) remain to
be worked out, and they are currently being studied concurrently with experiments. These theories, and
detailed experimental results, will be presented in longer articles elsewhere.
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Figure Captions

Fig. la Forward wave mixing geometry, with an incident pump and a probe beam, and four diffracted beams.

Fig. lb Backward wave mixing geometry, showing a forward propagating pump, probe and diffracted beam, and
a backward counterpropagating pump beam, phase conjugated reflection of the probe, and a
diffracted beam.

Fig. 2 Dependence of the probe gain on the pump intensity. Thickness of homeotropically nematic liquid
crystal film is 170um. Pump to probe beam ratio is 240:1 laser beam diameter is 2mm. Angle
between the optical electric field of the linearly polarized laser and the director axis is 220.

Crossing angle between the pump and the probe is 5 mrad. For other details, see Reference la.

Fig. 3 Dependence of the probe gain on the temperature. The liquid crystal used is l00um thick,
homeotropically aligned, and placed in a temperature cell. The pump to probe beam ratio is 175:1.
The crossing angle is 2.70. Pump power is about 3 watts. Beam diameter is 0.8 cm. The laser
optical electric field is perpendicular to the director axis (i.e., the ordinary refractive

index thermal gradient dn0/dT is used.

Fig. 4 Experimentally observed probe gain dependence on the pump intensity for the same geometry used in
getting Figure 3. Above a pump power of 1.5 watt, the value of the probe gain is recorded just
before the sample goes into the isotropic phase (when the probe gain drops to zero). Numerous
diffracted beams can be observed at pump intensity at this level.

Fig. 5 Circles: Dependence of the probe beam gain on the pump-probe beam ratio in our experiment with a
400um thick silicon wafer. Details see Reference 3.

Solid Circles: Dependence of the phase conjugated reflection of the probe beam on the pump-probe
beam ratio. (Vertical axis is scaled to coincide with the gain at high pump-probe beam ratio of
(i)). Solid line is a theoretical fit based on the theory of Reference lb.

Fig. 6 Dependence of the probe gain on the pump intensity showing saturation effect at high intensity.
Curve a shows our theoretical fit that accounts for the electro-hole plasma attenuation effect.
Curve b is a theory without accounting for the electron-hole plasma attenuation effect. For
details, see Reference 3.
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WAVEGUIDE GRATINGS AND OPTICAL DAMAGE IN LiNbO3 :Ti:Fe

P. Hertel, E. Kr~tzig and H. Pape

Fachbereich Physik der Universit~t
Barbarastra~e 7, D-4500 OsnabrUck, Fed.Rep.Germany

The photorefractive effect of Fe centers in titanium-indiffused planar waveguides is studied by holographic
methods. Gratings are formed by intersecting coherent guided beams and are monitored by measuring the diffrac-
tion efficiencies. Modes of different order and polarization probe the gratings at different depths for the
ordinary and extraordinary light-induced refractive index charge. The saturation values indicate that the total
Fe concentration depends only weakly on dgpth. This is supported by SIMS measurements. The rates of decay upon
homogeneous illuwination show that the Fe + concintration increases towards the waveguide surface by a factor
of about ten. Ti + ions stabilize iron in the Fe + state. A set of equations describing the photorefractive
effect in LiNbO 3 :Ti:Fe is presented.

I Introduction

LiNbOý is an artificially grown ferroelectric materiil with a number of outstanding properties. Infrared or
visibIe light propagates with very little absorption, and there are various means to impose refractive index
changes and thereby control the propagation of light.

The refractive indices of LiNbO3 can be modified permanently by indiffusion, outdiffusion, implantation,
and exchange of ions. In particular, linear or planar structures of increased refractive index are easy to
produce. Indiffusion of titanium ions today is the preferred method to fabricate low loss dielectric optical
waveguides [1].

The refractive indices of LiNbO3 also change as a consequence of mechanical strain. This effect gives rise
to interactions between acoustic waves and light, it is of interest to modern microwave technology.

An electric field likewise modifies the refractive indices of LiNbO3 . Most devices of integrated optics,
like switches, multiplexers, and modulators, are based on this effect.

An electric field may be applied externally, but it can also be an internal field. Such internal electric
fields are the result of photoinduced charge transport. Upon non-uniform illumination electrons are mobilized
and migrate to darker regions. The resulting space charge field generates an electric field which in turn in-
duces refractive index changes. This photorefractive effect allows to store volume phase holograms and gives
rise to wave mixing.

The photorefractive effect [2] in LiNbO3 has been studied extensively. Even undoped crystals contain tran-
sition metal impurities, such as iron, of a •ew ppm, and these centers are sources and traps for mobilized
electrons. Iron centers are either in the FeV+ or in the Fe5+ state [3]. Practically all absorption, for
visible light, is causid by Fe'+ centers (4]. Upon absorbing a photon the Fe2+ center decays with a certain
probability into an Fe + center and an electron which is ejected into the conduction band. The electron suffers
an instantaneous displacement along the crystallographic c-axis. The corres onding charge transport mechanism
is known as the photovoltaic effect [5]. Before being trapped by another Fe center the mobilized electron
performs a random walk (diffusion) with a systematic drift in an electric field (photoconductivity). Note that
the dark conductivity at room temperature is extremely small. An internal electric field decays, by conduction
in the dark, with a time constant of up to one year.

Here we discuss the photorefractive effect in titanium diffused planar waveguides. From the waveguide point
of view this effect is a nuisance, and it was therefore called 'optical damage'. Light-induced refractive in-
dex changes indeed may damage the proper functioning of waveguides as linear devices. On the other hand, holo-
graphic information storage or wave mixing in photorefractively sensitive waveguides are promising fields of
investigations.
We shall report on recent studies of the LiNbO3 :Ti:Fe system. It is known since long that the photorefractive
effect is more pronounced in titanium indiffused waveguides as compared with bulk material [6]. We will explain
why this is so: titanium ions stabilize iron impurities in the Fe 2 + state.

In chapter 2 we describe our measurements, in chapter 3 their interpretation. We finally present the equa-
tions which describe the LiNbO3 :Ti:Fe system in full generality, to our present knowledge.

2 Experiments

Our LiNbO3 substrates have been grown from the congruent melt. The correspondina composition was checked by
measuring the phase matching temperature for second harmonic generation (SHG) which depends markedly on the
Li:i;b rdtio. A secondary ion mass spectroscopy analysis (SIMS) indicated that Fe ions are the prevailing
transition metal impurities. The Fe concentration was additionally determined by electron spin resonance spec-
troscopy (ESR). The crystals ha• been annealed in a pure oxygen atmosphere in order to transfer the predominant
part of the Fe ions into the Fel÷ state. We found Fe concentrations which differed between 10 and 20 ppm from
sample to sample.

Titanium films of typically 100 nm thickness were deposited on our y-cut substrates hy vacuum electron gun
evaporation. The samples were wrapped in platinum foil, placed in a ceramic pipe and heated to temperatures
of I000°C for several hours in argon atmosphere, afterwards in oxygen atmosphere to allow for reoxidation,
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Fifteen planar waveguides have been made according to this procedure.
We measured the effective indices of guided transversal electric (TE) and transversal magnetic (TM) modes

by the well-known prism coupling method [7]. From these data the Ti-induced refractive index profiles can be
reconstructed such that the mode intensity distribution may be calculated.

The light-induced, or photorefractive index changes are determined by measuring the diffraction efficiency
of holographic gratings. Two intersecting coherent beams were coupled into the waveguide by a rutile prism and
out of it by a second prism (see Fig. 1). We use an argon ion laser at ý = 514 nm. The interaction length d is
7 mm, the angle 20 between the two beams is typically 0.1 rad. The TE- and TM modes of various orders were
excited by adjusting the coupling angle ix and selecting the appropriate light polarization.

The diffraction efficiency is determined by monitoring the grating with one incident beam and measuring the
intensities of both transmitted beams; it is defined as the ratio of the diffracted to the total transmitted
intensity. We did not monitor the grating formation process since such data are difficult to interpret. There
will be dynamical effects which must be taken into account. To correct for such effects a Jetailed knowledge
of the photorefractive behaviour of LiNb0 3 :Ti:Fe waveguides is required - properties which are to be studied.

We therefore measured the erasure of the refractive index pattern upon homogeneous illumination. The read-
out efficiency was monitored during homogeneous illuminatiun of the entire substrate with incoherent light of
'k = 514 nm. The saturation value as well as the decay rate of the holographic grating was determined for each

mode and for each polarization.

3 Interpretation

We will now describe the formation and decay of holographic gratings in LiNbO3 :Ti:Fe planar waveguides. The
full set of equations is discussed in the next chapter, here we present a simplified formulation. This is
quite sufficient for our purpose, namely to prove that the concentration of Fe 2 + centers increases towards the
waveguide surface. For a more complete discussion see [8] and [9].

We denote by y the depth below the waveguide surface. Modes propagating along the x-axis are either TE or
TM; they are labelled by the number of nodes, m = 0,1,..... We have mentioned above that propagation constants

were measured. By an improved inverse WKB-procedure [10] we reconstructed the Ti induced ordinary and extra-
ordinary refractive index profiles. A simple Runge-Kutta program then allows to calculate the mode field
distribution Em(y) for all modes and both polarizations. Note that the electric field is a z-component in the
TE case and (predominantly) a y-component in the TM case.

Off-axis modes are described bySimXCOS'O •i~mzsino

m mEm(x~yz) = Em(y) e e .(1)

For sufficiently small angles ) these are indeed solutions to the mode equation, for larger angles hybrid
modes must be considered. Note that both waves have identical, 0-independent propagation constants; phase
matching therefore is not critical.

Superimposing two such waves with equal amplitudes gives an intensity pattern

I(x,y,z) - En,(y)!2 (1+cosKmz). (2)

Km = 2.,m sin) is the grating vector.
Assume that an refractive index grating

•,n(x,y,z) = ýIn(y) cosKmz (3)

has -volved. Since we monitor this grating with only one beam a (constant) phase shift is irrelevant for what
follows. +

This grating will diffract a Em mode into a E. mode and vice versa with efficiency nm. Coupling between
modes of different order or different polarization is very weak because nf nhpse mismatch. For the diffraction
efficiency we calculate

"m sin (71 <Žn>m). (4)

The intensity averaged refractive index change

fdyE m(y) 2'n(y)"n> m (5)

has to be inserted into Kogelnik's [11] famous formula (4). Em(y) is from (1), n(y) from (3).
Since the grating vectors are small we may safely neglect diffusion. We may likewise neqlect dark conduc-

tivity. Saturation then is reached when the photovoltaic and the photocurrent balance each other. The photo-
voltaic current

Jpv Ic2 + (6)2+ 2

is proportional to the light intensity I and the concentration c of Fe centers. The photocurrent
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2+

c
Jph = JphE with 0ph I (7)

is proportional to the driving space charge field E, the light intensity, the number of electron sources and
inversely proportional to the number of traps, i.e. the concentrati n of Fe3 ÷ centers. It follows that the
saturation electric field does neither depend on intensity nor on c?+, but is directly proportional to c 3 +.
The saturation refractive index change, which is proportional to the space charge field, should likewise be
independent of c + and grow linearly with c3 +.

Now, the saturation diffraction efficiencies nm have been measured for all TE- and TM modes. (4) and (5)
allow to calculate <6n>m, the intensity averaged extraordinary or ordinary photorefractive index change, re-
spectively. Intensities refer to modes m = 0,1,..., they probe increasingly deeper regions of the waveguide.
We obtain saturation refractive index changes which only slightly depend on the mode label m. For a typical
waveguide which carries four TE and four TM modes we obtain saturation values <•n >sat . 5.9,5.2,5.2, and

4.9x10 5 and <non >at > 1.9,1.9,1.8, and 1.5x10 5 for m = 0...4, respectively.

From what has been said above we conclude that the concentration of Fe centers depends but weakly on the
depth below the waveguide surface. Our waveguides have been highly oxidized in order to minimize the number
of Fe2 + centers. Most Fe impurities are in the Fe 3+ state. Our saturation measurements therefore indicate that
the iron concentration does not vary appreciably with depth. This conclusion is supported by direct SIMS mea-
surements of the iron concentration profile. The enhanced optical damage in Ti indiffused waveguides is not
caused by an additional iron contamination.

Let us now discuss the decay of gratings upon homogeneous illumination. The space charge field will decay
with the local Maxwell time constant which, in our case, is proportional to the photoconductivity. For suffi-
ciently small erasure times we obtain

<ýn> (t) = <6n>sat 0 - t + ) (8)
m m E---o ph m 2+ 3+

The photoconductivity is proportional to the ratio c /c of electron source to trap concentration. The
latter varies only weakly with depth, therefore the decay rate is directly proportional to the intensity
averaged Fe 2÷ concentration.

In Fig. 2 we have plotted the averaged refractive index change - calculated from measured diffraction
efficiencies - as functions of the erasure time. It is evident that the low ord r mode gratings decay faster.
Since the low order modes propagate closer below the surface we conclude that X is higher there. In Fig. 3
the intensity averaged Fe2+ concentration is plotted vs. the intensity averaged penetration depth.

The Fe2 /Fe3+ concentration ratio cl se to the surface is roughly ten times higher than the bulk ratio
We conclude that, in the presence of Ti ions, even the strongest oxidation treatmegt cannot bring the Fe2+
concentration below a certain threshold. This threshold will be higher for higher Ti + concentration.

Our data, however, do not yet allow to establish a precise functional relationship between Fe'+ stabili-
zation and Ti concentration. The correct graph (y,c 2 (y)) will not, in general, pass through the points
(<y>m, C2 +>m). Rather different functions c 2 +(y) can reproduce the data in Fig. 3, within experimental errors.
Nevertheless, all fitting functions have in common that the Fe 2÷ concentration changes by a factor of about
ten over a distance which is of the order of the waveguide thickness.

4 Equations for the LiNbO3 :Ti:Fe System

Let us now write down the equations for dynamical holography in planar LiNbO3 :Ti:Fe waveguides. They are
adapted from [12] for our purpose. There is a reading and a writing part. We will use Einstein's summation
convention. By Ei we denote the components of the quasistatic electric field, by ei the light wave electric
field.

The permittivity tensor has three contributions:

bulk Ti +R E (9)'ik = 'ik ik ikj j"

The bulk permittivity is spatially constant, the titanium induced contribution is a function of depth only,
for planar waveguides. The next term describes the electrooptic effect: Rikj is related to Pockel's tensor.
The quasistatic electric field Ei depends on y because gratings are written by depth-dependent light intensi-
ties. In our case it will depend on z sinusoidally. Dynamic effects, however, may also cause a variation along
the propagation axis. There may be a fluctuating contribution to the bulk permittivity which can be dynamically
amplified (holographic scattering).

(9) has to be inserted into the wave equation for the light wave field ei.
The quasistatic electric field is generated by the total charge density

stik k with + '.ii i = 0. (10)

stsik are the static dielectric constants, Ji is the total electric charge current density. Let n be the density
of conduction band electrons. By

. = e(3 ÷ + 2'2+ - 6) e( 3+ - ) (11)

we describe that electrons are either bound or mobilized. Charge is transported by diffusion, drift, or the
photovoltaic effect, the latter being proportional to the density of Fe + centers:
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i = eDikkn + ph E + tikc eke (12)

For the diffusion constants we may safely insert Einstein's relation, and the photoconductivity is pro-
portional to the conduction band electron density:

k BT ph
Dik = e Wik ; 'k = e ik n. (13)

Sik is the mobility tensor, kB Boltzmann's constant, and T the temperature. The photovoltaic constants kj
do neither depend on the Fe2 + concentration nor on light intensity.

There is a balance equation for the conduction band electrons:

e n - Diii = e n* (14)

n* is the production rate per unit volume of conduction band electrons. Electrons are mobilized upon light
absorption by Fe + centers and trapped by Fe3+ centers:

n*AikC2elek . .2+ -* .3+ ~ (5n* = Ai +eiek- Bnc 3+ ; E2 = _*; c3 = n*. (15)

Having written down all th se equations for the photorefractive effect in LiNbO3 :Ti:Fe we may restate our
findings: the concentration cL+ in (12) and (15) depends strongly on depth. Its surface Xalue is roughly ten
times the bulk value. To establish a precise relationship between Ti concentration and cL+ was not yet possible,
but future experiments and calculations will certainly allow to do so.
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ABSTRACT

Four-wave mixing in the vicinity of sodium double is reported. The three level system
allows collinear phase-matching. The FWM is resonantly seeded and enhanced by photon
splitting process of the laser photons.

We report on the enhancement of collinear nodegenerated four-wave mixing (EWM) near the
sodium doublet. 1 This enhancement is related to another nonlinear effect obtained in
sodium: When an intense laser beam, blue detuned from the D2 line of sodium, propagates in
sodium vapor at densities >I0 1~cm- 3 a forward coherent emission at frequency 5 B to the
blue of the DP transition is observed - Fig.la. This emission is attributed by us to
photon splitting of the laser photon, w, involving the magnetic dipole 2 pj/- - 2p,12
transition and a Photon wB quasiresonah with 2 P 1/2 -

2 P, / 2 transition .2,

The collinear FWM occurs, when a second laser, w collinear with the first on- at wLj
is introduced, obeying 2wL1 = wL2 + W4, Fig. lb. This process is described by the suscepti-
bility (3 and the corresponding Cain is estimated by us on the order of 102 cm-1. It is
resonantly seeded and enhanced by the photon splitting process. Although collinear FWM

process is not possible in a two level system, the third level, 2 Pi /2 of the sodium atom,
relaxes the phase-matching requirements and collinear FWM becomps Pllowed.

First we describe brieflv the -oton splitting process. When a high-density (10 1 5 cm- 3 )

sodium vapor is illuminated b,.' intense pulsed dye laser detuned to the blue of L2 line,
saturation, self-focusing and self-trapping occur. The forward radiation contains, apart
from a conical broad band emission due to a Cherenkov-type process4, a stimulated emission
to the blue of DI line - Fig.2. No counterrart to the "blue peak" at WL/, necessary for
four-wave oixinr 7rocess is observed. The "blue peak" emission frequency is also independ-
ent on the laser detuning A. Thus nonlinear processes, such as stimulated electronics
Paman or four-wave mixing, which may occur in a three-level sstem, are excluded. Collision
induced processes are also excluded since no ioroperties of the "blue peak" depends on the
beiffer aas (Ar) pressure, in the range 2 - 20 torr. This stimulated emission is due to
laser photon splitting into two photons, quasiresonant with 31' 31/, - 3P11/ M. and 3PI12
IS1/1 El tr-nsition - Fig. . L;elf-focusing determines the frenuencv of the stimulated
emission to the blue of li transition. Self-lrapili.np is essential and cause gain on the
order of lP 2 cm-1 at w B. 2' This seeds and enhanpes the collinear FWM. In fact the measured
gain of the 7UN at ')B is on the order of ]04-1055 cmr-ras shown below.

The energy and momentum conservation laws in the t;arametric FWM pýroce.;>, for collinear
propavatin7 waves; are 7iven by

2
wj w -j + 6,

(1)

n(w ) = w3n(ý3) + wn(, )
here w,, ,,,.i are ýhe frequencies of the pumpinp laser, th' sýignal and the idler,
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respectively; n(w.) is the index of refraction at frequency wi" Fig. 4 shows several FWM
processes in a three-level atom.

In a two level system, for a finite laser detuning from transition A=wL-wG:L0, the system
of (1) has a solution only for the degenerate case, i.e., For the case where wL=( 3 =sW. The
situation is different when a third level, such as in the case of the doublet system of an
alakli metal, is introduced. Here the third level relaxes the ýhase matching requirements.
The FWM process is described by the nonlinear susceptib-lity x .
The corresponding gain of g of the exponentially growing coupled waves W3 and w4 in the
case of exact phase-matching (Ak = 0) and absence of losses is 5 :

g 2ir/c (L.J3w4 )5 X(3)IELI2, (2)

where EL is the amplitude of the pumping lasr field. For conditions typical for our experi-
ments, N = 5xlnl 5 cm- 3 , A=a-_w D 2 = 1Ocmt

I, I4-(n = 2cm- 1 , EL = 300esu (IL IOMw/em 2 ), we
obtain from ea. (2 and 3) x ')= It-6esu and g n ýxl02 cm- 1 . For comparison, a gain of
5x10 4 cm- 1 was calculated for a noncollinear FWM process observed in sodium for laser in-
tensities of -1 Gw/cm2.6

To perform the FWM experiment we used sodium vapor with a density of 10 1 5 -10 1 6 cm- 3 pro-
duced in a 20 cm long heat pipe. A Hansch-type pulsed dye iaser with a beam splitter after
the telescope and two gratings produced radiation at two independently tuned wavelengths.
Each spectral component had a bandwidth of 0.6 cm- 1 and peak power of 3-5 kW. The pulse
duration was 15 nsec. By blocking one of the gratings the laQer producedl10kW peak power
pulses at a single wavelength. The laser radiation was focused into the heat pipe. The
forward emitted radiation spectrum was measured by 1.2 cm- 1 resolution McPhearson 218
spectrometer. An on-axis aperture blocked the conical emission. The experiments were per-
formed with the laser blue detuned with respect to D2 transition, i.e. at conditions of
self-focusing. The laser intensity in the focal spot is estimated to be 10 MW/cm 2 .

When the exciting laser radiation mjL is blue detuned with respect to the D. transition,
a coherent stimulated forward emission is observed (Fig. la) as discussed above. When a
second laser line, wL2 (the signal, wj), collinear with the first one is introduced, a FWM
obeying 2 wýi = + o4 Occurs (Fig. Tb). Here an enhancement of the on-axis emission at5
B is obtained whin the frequency •L2 is such that the on-axis fourth photon • is re-

sonant with wB (Fig. lb). This enhancement is achieved in spite of the reduction of the
laser L1 intensity, which occurs due to gain competition by the laser L2 within a common
dye cell. For frequencies of laser L2 such that 4 = 

2 wL2 is different from wB the FWM is
not observed (Fig. ic), possibly due to a too small gain when FWM is acting alone. However,
by tuning the other laser, wL-, such that the condition W4=wB is restored, an enhancement
of emission (B (the frequency of which is practically constant, as mentioned above) is
obtained anew (Fig. Id). When the frequency of the laser L2 was tuned in the region of WB,

with the same conditions as those used to obtain the spectrum of Fig. la, no idler at
frequency w4 = 

2 wLh-wL2 is observed. However, this result may be due to high absorption of
the laser L2 radiation by the D1 transition, which mav render laser intensity to be too
small for a nonlinear process to occur.

The collinear FWM is observed only when the idler frequency (W4) .s within the spectral
bandwidth of the emission w8. We conclude that the enhancement is due to the existence of
a high gain at wB-

A more extensive description of the FWM process should be made by taking into account the
saturation of the index of refraction and the shift of the levels of the three level system
due to an ac Stark effect. However, for our experimental conditions (laser detuning As from
D2 line 10-13 cm- 1 and IL - 10W/cm2 ) the Stark shift 6 of the D2 transition levels is quite
small: 6+(2l'-A)/2 s 1cm- 1 . Here Q2'is the generalized Rabi frequency. The ac Stark effect
on the D1 line is, obviously, much smaller.

In conclusion, we have observed nondegenerate collinear FWM by a three-level system in
the vicinity of the sodium boublet. The third level provides the compensating dispersion
and relaxes the phase matching requirements for a collinear process. The F4M is selectively
enhanced by a high gain on the blue side of the Di transition. We hope, that the present
work will stimulate research on both nondegenerate FWM by a three-level system and its
relation tn the emission near the Di transition of sodium and other alkali atoms.
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Fig.1 Spectrograph trace of the on-axis forward emission. wB and wLf and wL. are marked
(see text). [Na] = 2.1015 cm 3 . The Ne 588.2nm line is for cadibration.
The jump to the left of D2  is a scale change of the recorder.
a) laser wLl is on and laser wL2 is off.

b) laser wL2 is on. wL2-wLi=wLi -wB. Enhancement of wB is seen.

c) the same as b), but wL2 has been moved to the red; no enhancement of wBis seen.

d) the same as c), but wLI has been shifted to reestablish wL2-wLI=wLI-wB and
enhancement of wB appears again.
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FiF. 4a-c Scnemes of nondegenerate parametric four wave mixing in a sodium atom.
wL, w3 and W4 are the laser, the signal and the idler frequencies,
respectively; a is the fine structure splitting and A - the laser detuning.

a) FW1.1 on two of the levels, 3 2 p3/2 and 3 2 pI/2

b) F¶JN when the third level, 3 2 Pi/2 is also involved.

c) Phase matchinF for a collinear FWM. sets the freruencv of W4 to the blue
of Di transition. Note the shift between the lowest virtual levels of
FiF. Ib and lc by an amount equal to the detuninF of w4 from the L
transition.
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Phase-conjugation using Nd:YAG-lasers

H.-J. Eichler, Chen Jun, K. Richter
Optisches Institut, Technische Universit~it, D-1000 Berlin 12

Abstract

Phase conjugation has been investigated with 15 ns pulsed Nd:YAG-lasers by degenerate
four-wave mixing in silicon and by stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) in acetone.
Reflectivities of 125% by four-wave mixing and 80% by SBS have been obtained. With
the phase conjugate SBS-mirror a laser has been built which compensates for phase
aberrations inside the laser resonator.

Phase conjugation is a process which transforms an incident optical wave into a counter-
propagating, reflected wave /I/. Mathematically in complex notation, the reversed wave
amplitude is described as the complex conjugate of the incident wave. In this paper two
nonlinear optical effects are described which produce conjuated waves, degenerate
four-wave mixing in silicon and stimulated backscattering in various liquids.

The phase-conjuated, reversed wave is useful to compensate phase aberrations in optical
systems which may be due to turbulence, vibration, heating etc. As an example for such
an application we aescribe a pulsed Nd:YAG-laser which is Q-switched by a stimulated
scattering cell replacing one resonator mirror.

1. Phase conjugation by four-wave mixing in silicon

A laser beam with 1.06 Lim wavelength and a duration fo 15 ns is split into three parts
(Fig. 1). The signal beam Esig and one of the pump beams Epl produce a spatially periodic
electron-hole density, which changes the refractive index, resulting in a phase grating
/2/. The second punip beam E, 2 is diffracted at the grating. The first-order diffracted
beam Eph is phase conjugated with respect to the signal wave. The reflectivity of this
phase conjugating arrangement PCM has been obtained by measuring the pulse energy ratio
of the signal and the reflected, phase conjugated beam.
In Fig. 1 the measured reflectivities are shown as a function of the average pump energy
density ,EpIEp2. The silicon sample is antireflection coated and has a thickness of 400pm.
The solid curves show the theoretical results calculated from grating theory /3/. Phase
conjugation can be demonstrated by placing an object with a phase aberration into the
signal beam. Unlike a normal mirror, the beam reflected from a PCM, regains the initial
profile after passing the phase distortion again.

2. Phase conjugation by stimulated scattering

Stimulated scattering starts from the spontaneous fluctuations of pressure (sound waves
in Brillouin scattering) or temperature (Rayleigh scattering) which can be expanded into
Fourier-components with all possible spatial periods and directions. The incident light
is diffracted or scattered by these elementary phase gratings. The intecfering incident
and scattered waves couple to the material and enhance the spontaneous fluctuations if
the incident wave is coherent and has sufficient power. The scattered intensity increases
and may become comparable with the incident intensity. The strongest enhancement of the
scattered intensity occurs for the largest interaction length and is observed in the
backward direction in our experiment. The backward wave appears to be phase conjugated
similarly as in four-wave mixing. However, stimulated scattering is more convenient since
no additional pump waves are required. On the other side, higher PCM reflectivities are
possible by four-wave mixing.

The measured reflectivity of a stimulated scattering PCM is shown in Fig. 2 for two liquids.
The results were obtained by focusing Nd:YAG-laser beams into liquid cells with 10 cm
length. In Table 1 the measured thresholds for stimulated backscattering in various
liquids are given. The scattering mechanism has not been investigated in detail. It is
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generally assumed, however, that stimulated Brillouin scattering dominates. Self-
focusing seems to be important.

3. Laser with phase conjugating mirror (PCM)

High average power Nd:YAG-lasers suffer from beam distortions due to thermal lensing in
the active material. It is hoped that the performance of such lasers can be improveu by
compensating internal phase distortions using a PCM. A pulsed Nd:YAG-laser (Fig. 3) has
been set up to investigate the properties of such a laser and some prelimenar- re!sults
have been obtained. A Nd:YAG-rod with 2 1/4" x 1/4" dimensions was pumped by a flashlamp.
Mirrors MI and M2 are plane and have reflectivities of 401 and 100%. Initially the cavity
with 60 cm length formed by these mirrors is very lossy due to the presence of the liquid
cells. The laser starts in normal mode operation. The standing wave in the cell excites
a reflecting grating stimulating efficient backward scattering. Since the reflectivity
of this PCM device increases with the incident beam intensity, the laser is Q-switched
/4/. A pulse with less than 10 ns duration and 130 mJ energy is emitted (Fig. 3). About
the same energy is obtained replacing the PCM by a R = 40% mirror.

Internal distortion elimination of such a laser was proved by insertion of an etched
glass plate into the cavity. Fig. 4 shows measured beam profiles of the laser with the
phase-conjugating SBS-mirror and for comparison also of a laser with conventional mirrors.
If we insert the scattering glass plate into the conventional resonator, the emitted laser
beam profile is strongly distorted and the output energy reduced. The beam becomes diver-
gent. In contrast, phase disturbances are eliminated in the laser with the
PCM. Insertion of the etched glass plate leads to reduction of the laser energy but the
nearly Gaussian beam profile is maini.;ined.
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Fig. 4 Laser Beam Profiles of th- c-nvcntic,,al lazcr a.iiU of the laser with Lhe phlase
cunjugating SBS-mirror

Table 1: Threshold of stimulated backscattering in various liquids

threshold CS 2  acetone heptane methanol water

GW/cm2  2.3 2.6 4.3 9 13

mJ 6 7 12 24 34
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STIMULATED SCATTERING OF RADIATION
WITH INCOMPLETE SPECKLE MODULATION

M.A.Beedle and R.J. Lysiak
Texas Christian University, Fort Worth, Texas 76129

A theoretical calculation of the stimulated scattering of a laser beam
composed of a gaussian component and a speckle part incident inside a
nonlinear cell when these two parts have equal waists is presented. The
intensity fraction of each component that is backscattered is dependant on the
corresponding incident intensity ratio. For high incident speckle ratio the
dependance is linear, however, at a ratio of .9 or lower the speckle
component predominates and three different domains are identified with vastly
different dependance of the output ratio to the input ratio. At low speckle
ratios, the speckle portion will be preferentially amplified by a factor of
900. This behavior is in accordance with previous experimental results dating
as back far as 1972. Also, a general discussion of the saturation power
required by a partially speckled beams is presented and recommendations for
optimum conjugation via SS are presented.

I. Introduction.

I. After B. Y. Zeldovich et al first discovered phase conjugation by
stimulated scattering [1] his results showed conjugation had much better
quality for fully speckled beams than for the scattering of the unperturbed
multimode intensity. It was since then understood that the scattering of
speckled fields was important to understand this behavior. Consider now the
following setup in which phase conjugation by SBS (Stimulated Brillouin
Scattering) is implemented. See figure 1. This setup in general, will involve
a combination of non-speckled, and speckled parts. For the purpose of many
applications this is convenient, whilL in some other cases this speckled
portion is undesirable noise. Our first discussion is a continuation of the
theoretical work exposed by Zeldovich in reference [2], where the SSRISM is
limited to a confocal system where the waists of the speckled and non-speckled
parts completely overlap. See figure 1. For this reason we prefer to only
outline the procedure of this first part, and concentrate in the discussion of
the results.

l 13()a03av",wiaw srn

"G[fgaaspW spY(Zoga)( I- ,)+2fsrag\w g'l z.l,•I

7-j. . -pical experimental setup for SSRISM.
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II. Theory

SSRISM (Stimulated Scattering of Radiation with Incomplete Speckle Modulation)
I is the Stimulated Scattering of a pump beam that is partially speckled.
This implies that in general the backscattered radiation will be also
partially speckled. SSRISM is of particular interest because this is the way
in which most Stimulated Scattering processes take place. In any application
or study of OPC (Optical Phase Conjugation) there will be some noise
involved, thus the beam will be in general a combination of speckled and
non-speckled portions. In the SVEA (Slowly Varying Envelope Approximation)
the equations describing SBS (Stimulated Brullouin Scattering) when we have
normal incident plane polarized plane waves and only backscattering is
considered are (pump depletion and other nonlinear terms are neglected):

aEI 21 a) + ~ z)=1 a) + V.L Ei(r,z) = 0
1z 2kI

1 b) O 2kV2 Eo(r,z) = I/2GIEi(r,z) 12 Eo(r,z)Fiz 2k0

Where EI and E0 are the pump and backscattered waves respectively.

Let the pump field consist of a constant plane wave and a speckle part:

2 a) E,(r,z) = Eiga+ Eisp(rz)

Assume that the backscattered wave is a spatial superposition of the conjugate
incident beam parts:

2 b) Eo(r,z) = ai(z)Eiga + a 2 (z)Eisp(rz)

where EIPW, and Eisp are the incident plane wave and speckled parts

respectively. Define the ratios of incident and backscattered speckled
intensity as:

3 a) (I I --_ - -< -_ IEIspI 2
>

I I,total lEIga 12 + (EIsp1
2>
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3 b) GO- Ios = <IE0 spI 2 >
Io,total JEOga1 2 +<1EOsp 

1
2)

Even though the backscattered wave has correlated and uncorrelated waves
with respect to the pump, we consider here correlated backscattered waves
with the pump of the kind of equation 2 b. In that case we obtain a system

of equations for the spatial coefficients a (z) and a2 (z) after we average

over the ensamble of speckle field in equations 1 a,b.

4 a) da = 1 GII( a + Ea
dz 2 1 2

4 b) da 2  1 GII( [!-(]a + [l+f]a

dz 2

When we solve for this coefficients and incorporate them back into
equations 1 a,b; we may obtain the backscattered speckle intensity ratio in
terms of the pump speckle ratio intensity, the gain coefficients and z.

1 with:5 a) 40 1 + K

5 b) KR--- [ + - R 2

5 c) R = -GIIz([ y,-1/2 ] = - 600-y 7+-1/2 ]
1+(

(The motivation for equating GIiz with 60/(l+() will be apparent shortly),

5 d) and, '± = 1/2 ±[ 1/(-3/4 ]1/2

Several plots of this function of the pump speckle intensity ratio to the
backscattered speckle intensity ratio are given below. Figures 2 show its
behavior over the entire range 0 < (I < 1, where we identify 3 domains:
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10-5 > ( , where the dependance is linear"

10-- < ( < 10-2, a high gain region; and

10-2 < ( < 1, an almost linear region where the output speckle
part is of the same order of magnitude of that
of the pump beam.

This is an interesting result, because enables one to determine the speckled
backscattered portion from the pump speckled ratio and the initial conditions.
Thus it can be used as a measure of the conjugation quality. When we analize

the limit t 4 0 ({ < 10-6), we find that the output speckle intensity ratio ý0

has an approximately linear behavior with respect to the pump speckle
intensity ratio tI. Namely:

6 ) ýO 900t,

This implies that for low incident speckle portions, the speckle part will be
amplified significantly. Recall that the Zeldovich's original experiments
showed that a speckled beam had much better conjugation than his undisturbed
multimode ruby laser. In the light of this discussion this can be understood
by assuming that his multimode beam had a little speckled portion. That is
the interacting multimodes had the same effect as a partially speckled beam
with small t,, therefore the backscattered speckled ratio, had to be

amplified. Since the speckled portions were not measured in these experiments
we cannot compare our theoretical results with them, and although we expect a
similar qualitative behavior, there may be some departure from these results
since the condition of overlapping waists for the speckeled and non-speckled
portions was not guaranteed.

We intend to do experiments at TCU to show if this behavior is as predicted
by the above discussion. We know the approximation of plane waves should be
valid at the focal region of a long focal lenght converging lens, and although
more general treatment should include focusing, pump depletion, self
focusing, as well as a more accurate accounting of the statistics, the general
experimental behavior should be very similar to the above discussion, as long
as the waists overlap completely.
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We direct now our interest towards the power requirements of SSRISM, in the
case of a confocal system like in figure 1. The calculation of the saturation
power requires the definition of the focused beams. We will assume a
gaussian envelope for the speckled beam, (i.e. a double gaussian).

7 a) Isp(r,z) = Iosp(wwsp/Wsp(z)) 2 exp[-2r 2/w 2 (z)]

7 b) Iga(rz) = Ioga(woga/wga(z)) 2 exp-2r 2 /W2 a(z)]

with:

= 9 f W
2 (Z) = w2  [ 1 + (zlz )2 z = sDWsp sp s osp 1sp) ] asp

Wga gaga Wa (Z) = Wga [ 1 + (z/z oga)2 ] Zga
aga

Where "wi", are the waists; "zi", are the waist lenghts; "fi" are the focal

lenghts, and "Oi" are the divergences of the speckled and unspeckled parts.

We also know that to atain saturation at the center of the beam, or the
minimum saturation power is (i.e. for higher power than that concentric
circles of the beam would also atain saturation):

8) GIi(max)dz = GII(O,z)dz - 30
Za za

We assume there is no correlation for the the speckled and unspeckled beams:

9) <EspEga> = 0 therefore II = Isp(r,z) + Iga(r,z).

.s'A~ 7"IRA ?'IO POWER VS. SPECKLED PORTION\
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The saturation then is given as a function of the experimental conditions and

the input speckled ratio after integration of equation 8:

10) P () - _30agaaspw awsp

G L fgaaspWspz(Zoga)(I-() + 2fspagaWgaZ(Osp)]

Where (zoi) is:

11) Z(zoi) = artan(zb/zi) - arctan(za/zni)

This expression above guarantees that the maximum intensity of the beam will
achieve saturation, to guarantee that that a region enclosed by a certain

radius (for example the radius that defines the 1/2, l/e, or the l/e2 points
from maximum intensity) achieves saturation, the above expression needs to be

multipied by the factors: 2, e, e2
.

To compare this result with experimental conditions let us assume typical
experimental conditions. Assume equal incident beam sizes for the gaussian
and speckled portions equal to 1cm., allow the gaussian mode to have a

diffraction limited divergence (-2xl0-rad.) and a 2 mrad. phase plate, let
the focal lenght of both beams equal to lm., also assume the nonlinear medium
is carbon disulfide pumped with ruby laser radiation i.e. G=.15 cm/MW in a
long cell (much greater than the diffraction lenghts of both components).
Then the saturation power is found as a function of the incident speckled
portion ý (see figure 3):

12) p0M = -.
i00(I-() + 2(

And for the extreme cases where (= 0,1 this yields:

P 0 (0) = 4 KW P 0 () = .2 MW

Although experi:..nts under controled conditions have not been done explicitly
this results are in the cid,-r of typical experimenatal values see for example
Mays and Lysiak [3] and, Kryzhanovskii [41 , ,:are should be taken to compare
these results with interacting cells of large dimensions). From a ,,-ictical
point of view, the operating points to achieve optimal conjugation, (i-.
maximum backscattered radiation with optimized quality) are implied above. If
one whishes to conjugate a signal with power less than that of what a fully
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Fig 4) Power requirements for partially speckled hcams.

speckled beam requires, one should be careful in choosing tne amount or
speckling required. In general to obtain maximum backscattered radiation one
should operate in the saturation region.
For low power signals it is convenient to conjugate an unspeckled beam since
they require less power to achieve saturation, however most sources of
radiation within that power range operate in a multimode condition, and there
are always sources of noise within the experimenatal setup, therefore implying
that the conjugation would be of less than desired quality according to the
above discussion of partially speckled beams, unless the beam is a completely
"clean" Gaussian mode. To do so one would use a spatial filter (therefore
decreasing even more the power). So unless one cleans the beam to a very high

degree and still has enough power to guarantee saturation it is inconvenient
to filter the speckle portions on a beam. In the event that the power is
greater than that of the saturation power of a a totally speckled beam, one
should speckle the beam completely, obtaining both highest quality ana
maximum backscattered radiation.
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RETROREFLECTIVE PSEUDO-PHASE CONJUGATOR

by Dr. Virgil V. Vaughn
President, LSI, Inc.

1900 Sparkman Drive
Huntsville, Alabama 35816

Ray Conrad and John Erlich
MICOM

Redstone Arsenal, Alabama 35898

Abstract

Improvement of the beam quality of the flashlamp pumped dye laser presents an important
problem for the Army. The effort addressed here consisted of the design and development of
retroreflectors for use as cavity mirrors in the subject dye laser. A retroreflector
array that was tested with the data presented here showed promise that a retroreflector
array could significantly improve the beam quality of the dye laser. Reflectivity better
than 90% is possible providing the possibility of a high cavity gain. Fabrication
techniques were developed that provided for high quality production at a reasonable cost.

I. 'ntroduction

Improvement of the beam quality is a critical issue for the flashlamp pumped dye lasers.
Conditions that result in index of refraction variations in the lasing medium inducr
optical phase front distortions that produce a degradation in beam quality. A methodology
that helps in removing phase front distortions will result in beam quality improvement.
Phase compensation is one such methodology that appears to have great promise in this
application.

Phase variations are exhibited as beam intensity fluctuations as well as beam spreading
and bending. Among other effects, they result from the interaction of laser dynamics
effects, laser cavity path ,edia conditions, operational mode of the laser, and wave-
length. Phase variations may be compensated for by use of adaptive optics techniques,
nonlinear phase conjugation or pseudo-phase conjugation[l]. Adaptive optics utilizes
segmented optics or deformable mirrors which require numerous actuators and/or optical
segments with a complex electronic control system. Nonlinear phase conjugation requires a
somewhat less complex electronic system than that of adaptive optics yet it still requires
the alignment of a number of electro-optic components. The method investigated here
requires only one optical component and essentially no alignment. In this effort we
examined a retroreflector used as a pseudo-phase conjugator.

The related effort included the design and development methodology of a retroreflector
pseudo-phase conjugator suitable for use in a flashlamp pumped dye laser. This included
examination of techniques for design and fabrication of an array of corner cube reflectors
as well as right circular cones. Additional laboratory experiments were performed with
Reflexite to determine its retroreflector characteristics as well as evaluate cavity
performance. Evaluation of retroreflector performance to improve beam quality has been
performed by several other investigators[2, 3, 4].

2. Types of Retroreflector.i

Work by other investigators have inclded retroreflectors assembled from glass prisms as
well as the commercially available material known as Reflexite[2, 3, 4, 51. Glass prisms
work well as a research device for suitable wave-lengths; however, this type of
retroreflector reQuires a considerable amount of effort for assembly. The related effort
at LSI, Inc. concentrated on types of retroreflectors which could be produced in large
quantities and at a cost comparable with that of a high quality laser cavity mirror. A
commercially available product produced by Reflexite Corporation is made in a variety of
forms which include imprinting an array of corner cubes in plastic with or without a
reflective overcoating. Samples of a electroless nickel strip of the material used in the
replication process for making Reflexite, with a rhodium reflective coating, obtained from
Mr. Ross Neilson of Reflexite Corporation were examined in terms of its suitability as a
retroreflector in a flashlamp pumped dye laser. The several problems with this taterial
included corner cube element size and low effective refle~tivity. Reflexite performed as a
diffraction limited retroreflector; however, at the wave-length of interest, the small
element size resulted in divergence due to diffraction which was approximately four times
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that of the dye lasers under consideration.
However, laboratory experiments showed
there was considerable improvement in the
dye laser beam energy distribution. The
rhodium coated Reflexite retrorcflector4 .provided by Reflexite Corporatioi, involved
two reflections. Therefore 1/3 of the
incident light was lost. Although they
appeared bright, the reflectivity of the
sides was low giving a total effective

_ _ _----- >-- reflectivity of the array of less than 20%.
This reduced the overall efficiency of the
cavity and produced a low intensity output

I liser beam. Consequently, an effort was/ initiated to design a retrorjflector that
was more suitable for use as a cavity

I # mirror in the iye laser which would be more
compatible with large scale production and
would have a comparable cost to that of a
high quality laser cavity mirrcr. Two
types Df retroreflectors were considered:

FI•-tJRE I an array of corner cubes and one of right
circular cones.

The Retroreflector Reverses the Spatial
Vectors But Does Not Reverse the Tine

3. Retroreflecto, Representatior.s

Retroreflective arrays perform approximate wave front reversal but do not reverse the
time. One can demonstrate[4, 5] that retroreflective arrays periorm a function that is
approximately equivalent to spatial phase conjugation. However, there is a significant
difference between retroreflection and phase conjugation; Figure 1 shows a ray trace of the
reflection of an incident spherical wave and illustrates one aspect of the difference.
Eachi segment of th- reflective wave in the subject Figure matches the tilt of the incident
wave; however, the center of these segments propagate with the time relationship of the
incident wave. The appearances are of a counter propagating wave equivalent to the
conjugate wave except for a phase factor. Barrett and Jacobs present theoretical arRument3
which describe this behavior[4]. A separate derivation of this effect is given by Vaughn
[5]. Another characteristic of retroreflection is that each of the segments expands
according to diffraction for that element's geometry, size, and wave-length. Since
retroreflection also occurs in nonlinear phase conjugation a similar effect should also be
present in that case. With this basic understanding of the characteristics of
retroreflectors, an effort to design a retroreflector for use in the flashlamp pumped dye
laser was initiated.

4. Factors Considered in the Retroreflector Design

Considerations included fabrication techniques as well as the development of design
specifications. A treatment of analysis methodology for the development design
requirements and specifications has been given by Zel'dovich[7]. The related treatment
included a similar approach with emlargement of the technique utilized as reported in this
paper. The analysis included residual beam spread resulting from lateral ray shift,
diffraction of elements, mismatch of the return wave on the second pass due to separation
of the retroreflector from the cavity, the out of plane angle for a right circular cone,
and tio side misalignment angle.

Definitions of the primpry variable used in this analysis are given in Figure 2. This
Figure shows that the angular mismatch of the return wave is a function of the wave front
tilt and the element's size. The return wave is segmented according to the array element
size and results in diffraction spread. The diffractiou angle results in a displacement of
the return wave on the second pass and an angular mismatch of the return wave with respect
to the incident wave at the cavity exit.

Treatment of the right circular cone required an additional consideration. Optical rays
whose plane of incidence include a diameter of the cone are retroreflected by a conical
reflector independent of the angle of incidence; however, rays which do not include a
diameter in the plane of incidence are reflected with a small misalignment angle. Finally,
the side misalignment angle due to manufacturing tolerances wrs determined so that the
array would be essentially diffraction limited by the element size.
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The equations which were developed to
analyze the retroreflector design are
summarized for convenience in Table 1.
They were programmed on a microcomputer and
analyses were performed to cover the range
of expected wave front tilt for the
flashlamp pumped dye laser. The results
are presented in Figures 3 through 7 and L
cover the wave front slope from 1.0 to 9.0
milliradians. The analyses demonstrated P
that diffraction and the lateral shift of f
the incident rays related to the array
element size dominate the results, and that
the retroreflector distance L and the out I
of plane angle make an insignificant M5

contribution for the optical wave-length R
and tilt angle ranges of interest. The
data shown in Tables 2 through 6 give the
residual wave front tilt as a function of
the array element size and show that for a|L
given uncorrected wave front tilt there is
a preferred element size. For the wave
front tilt expected in the dye laser, the FI(tJRE 2
best element size is predicted to be 3.0
mm. Factors Considered in the Retroreflector Design

Fabrication design techniques were
planned with Optics Electronics Corporation
(OEC) of Dallas, Texas utilizing their
highly developed diamond turning capability
and thick silicon film technology base. A
methodology was developed that included The total beam spread was represented by doe

cutting an array of equilateral triangular ae do e e fe - fe + do
pyramids into a copper substrate, w 2 3 4 5

depositing a thick silicon film, etching where
the copper substrate leaving a free de I the lateral shift due to the element size

standing silicon wafer of corner cube
array. A gold coating was applied as a doe - (dý 2d t element size
final measure to improve the reflectivity. dX

The issues that were to be resolved in this do s diffraction spread due to each retroreflective

complex procedure included chip removal and 2 element

edge sharpness of the copper substrate and 09 X/d

similar features of the replicated silicon 3
surfaces. The processes in either case do 3 displacement relative to the first pass path

passed tests with acceptable quality. X s optical wavelength

Several tests were performed in the ae L - [-d (see Figure 2.)

laboratory with the silicon wafer and with d dX

the electroless nickel corner cube array de z out of plane angle T of incident ray due to phase

obtained at the courtesy of Reflexite 4 front slope
Corporation. The results of these tests
are discussed in the following sections. out of plane ale

: tan-(tan2(,)/f2)

cos (A 5 : . (cos (R)-s In (13)5. Reflexite Tests and Characteristics 4 - -2/4(tan2(s )cos(2s)s(snn() - cos(B)s

-. 5(sin(28) + cos(2Bl)

Reflexite consists of a corner cube do :A- e
array that has been impressed into a number 4

of plastic materials. The element size of de5s side misalignment of retroreflector

Reflexite is .15 mm with 5 microradian side do :X/od % 30p radians for 2rr element size where

alignment error. Figure 8 shows a 5 for a right circular cone do 1 ta/2

photomicrograph of a section of Reflexite where 90 4 a : angle of cone
5
apex.

embossed on plastic with a reflective
coating. This material shows s'ightly TAB-E i
crushed apices; however, the degradation
due to this distortion of the individual F':tors considered in the Retroreflector Design

cells is negligible in comparison to
diffraction. Experiments at LSI, Inc.
showed that this material performed as a
diffraction limited retroreflector.
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Figure 9 shows the zig-zag flashlamp
pumped dye laser in which the Reflexite
sample was tested as a cavity mirror and

Diffraction Spread Figure 10 shows the laser output pulse. An

* Lateral Shift electroless nickel sample used in the

* Total Beam Spread fabrication of Reflexite was used as a

c; * Wavelength .•6 Micrometers cavity mirror; this sample had a rhodium

o Distance Between Amplifier 7 reflective coating when received fromSDsaneBten

and Retroreflector 5 cm Reflexite Corporation. As determined by
7 Duarte[7], it has less that 20%

attributed to this. First, the array
geometry allows only two reflection

Z'; 1processes so that 1/3 of the incident light
is lost; a second reason is that the low
reflectivity of the rhodium coating in a
two reflection process gave less than 50%
effective reflectivity resulting in the

,• /combined low reflectivity which reduced the
.7 cavity efficiency and the laser output.

x ~ ""•.w The rhodium coated retroreflector was

X "----. placed in the laser cavity as shown in
_ _ _ _ _ _Figure 11. The laser output with the

'.oo0 0.14 0.29 0.43 0.57 0.71 0.86 1.00 retroreflector in the cavity is shown in
ELEMENT SIZE (CM) Figure 12; this Figure shows that the

intensity is much smoother with the
F'I---JRi-E 7~ retroreflector than without. The

elongation of the beam intensity is
Assessment of the Effect of Element Size believed to be result of the beam walking

on Dye Laser Beam Quality with a Wave across the flat cavity mirror since this

Front Tilt of .009 Radians mirror was not adjusted after the
retroreflector was in place. Diffractive
spreading of the beam due to the element
size was sufficient to produce this effect.
The spreading was limited to the vertical

CONE RESIDUAL direction because of the two dimensional
ELEi LATER•AL DIF L UNCER- DIVER- BEAM character of the retroreflective array
SIZE SHIFT SPREAD TAINTY GENCE SPREAD geometry. These results demonstrate a(C)(RAD) (RAD) (RAD) (RAD) (RAD) gemty Ths rsusdmotaea
(CM) ............................... potential for improvement of the beam
70- 0018 .0030 -- 00013-.(0701 - 00336 quality of the flashlamp pumped dye laser

.08 .00036 .00150 00007 .00004701 .00197 using a retroreflector. However, as our
' 12.00054 .0 .00004 .00004701 .00163 analyses show the retroreflector must be

16 0072.0075 000 .0(70i.0055 abrcatd wih te crret araygeometry

.20 .00090 .00060 .00003 .00004701 .00157 and element size. The results of the

.24 .00108 .00050 .00002 .00004701 .00165 design and fabrication methodology to do
28 .00126 .00043 .00002 .00004701 .00M75 this is presented in the next section.
*32 00144 . 00038 .O0000 . O00004701 . 00188

.36 .00162 .00033 .00001 . 00004701 .00202

.40 .00180 .00030 .00001 .00004701 .00216 6. Fabrication and Design Results

.44 .00198 .00027 .00001 .00004701 .00231

.48 .00216 .00025 .00001 .00004701 .00247 A retroreflector design and fabrication

.52 .00234 .00023 .00001 .00004701 .00263 methodology was developed with OEC. This

.56 .00252 .00021 .00001 .00004701 .00279 consisted of the fabrication of a master

.60 .00270 .00020 .00001 .00004701 .00296 array of triangular pyramids on a copper

.64 .00288 .00019 .00001 .00004701 .00312 substrate using the highly developed

.68 .00306 .00018 .00001 .00004701 .00329 diamond turning capability of OEC;
.72 .00324 .00017 .000301 .00004D701 .00348-
.76 .00324 .00016 .00001 .00004701 .00363 replication of this array by depositing a.86 .00360 .00015 .0000, .00004701 .00380 thick silicon film that. once separated.0 .00378 .00014' .00001 .00004701 .00380 from the copper substrate, would stand.84 .00378 .000114 .00001 .O00004701 . 00398

.88 00396 .00014 00001 .00004701 .004,15 alone. Separation of the silicon wafer was
92 .00414 .00013 .00001 .00004701 .00432 obtained by etching. A gold coating was
96 .00432 .00012 .00001 .00004701 .00450 applied to improve the reflectivity of the

1.00 .00450 .00012 .00001 .00004701 .00467 array at the dye laser wave-length.

Technology issues resolved in this part
TBL.E3I_1E 5 of the effort included: edge sharpness of

element of the copper pyramids cut using

Assessmrent of the Effect of Element Size the diamond turning process; edge sharpness
on Dye Laser Beam Quality with a Wave of replicated elements of the silicon wafer

Front Tilt of .009 Radians after separation by the etching process.
The ability to apply a uniform gold coating
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Ref lexite Micrograph 200X Zig-Zag Flashiaffp Pumped Dye Laser

FP T GEJRE: 10 FIrR

Laser Output Pulse Fhodium Coated Retroreflector
in Laser Cavity
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FIGUJRE~ 12 
FIGUtRE~ 1 3

Laser output with the Edge View of Silicon Coated Copper Substrate

Retroreflector in the cavity

A A

FIGUR~i~E 141- F I (RE1 15

Edge View of Free Standing Silicon Corner Free Standing Silicon Array
Cube Array After Etching the Copper Substrate Compared with a Coin
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to the resultant small corner cube elements appeared to be satisfactory. The angles
between the sides of the array elements was not cut to give the proper angle. Additional
fabrication design methodology was developed to give the necessary side tolerances. This
methodology will be demonstrated in the next phase of the effort.

Figure 13 shows an edge view of the copper substrate before separation of the silicon
wafer. A view of the sharp edges replicated on the silicon wafer after separation from the
copper substrate is shown in Figure 14. The thin silicon wafer needs to be mounted to give
it additional strength. The final figure shows a front view of the free standing silicon
wafer before it was gold coated. The contours of the diamond cutting shows the obvious
improper side angles of the individual elements.

7. Summary

Tests with Reflexite show potential for use of a retroreflector as a cavity mirror.
Problems with this material are two fold: (I.) diffractive spread due to the small .15 mm
element size and (2.) the inherently low reflectivity. To overcome these problems, a
procedure has been developed for analyzing and fabricating retroreflectors suitable for use
as a cavity mirror in the flashlamp pumped dye laser. This procedure has been partially
proven and it is anticipated that the next effort will result in a high quality array that
can be produced in quantity at low cost.

Other methods may be used to produce retroreflectors at relatively low cost. An array
of right circular cones has been analyzed and fabrication methodologies have been examined.
It may be more cost effective to make an array of right circular cones that have optical
performance entirely equivalent to that of an array of corner cubes if the beam divergence
or out of plane angle is small. Angles as large as several degrees may be acceptable
depending on the element (i.e., cone) size. The design effort for the array of right
circular cones is being continued.
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Abstract

This is the first reported attempt at investigation of the sBs phenomena in mid IR
fibers using externally fed or laser self generated low frequency and microwave frequency
phonon waves as diagnostic probes of such processes. The observation of laser excited
phonon emissions in the mid IR fiber and direct modulation of CO2 laser pulse transmission
by externally imposed low frequency radiation is the first indication of the predicted low
sBs threshold in these fibers in the phonon rich mid IR spectral region. The prospect of
wide applications of the sBs process in optical switching, phase conjugation and ultimately
optical computing and possible deleterious effects in mid IR laser heterodyne spectroscopy,
sideband modulation and transmitted power limitation is discussed.

Introduction

The Brillouin process involves scattering of light by self excited acoustic phonons in a
material medium, as distinct from optical-phonon driven Raman scattering. Since the disper-
sion curve w(k) is virtually flat for optical phonons near the center of the Brillouin
zone, Raman scattering is isotropic and exhibits the same Stokes shift for all scattering
directions. On the other hand, the linear dispersion relation W= k.v , where vs is the
acoustic wave velocity, for acoustic phonons introduces an angular dependence to the scatt-
ered wave frequency and eliminates scattering in the forward direction. The back1 scattered
wave undergoes a frequency shift of the order of 30 Gliz for a visible pump wave , and in
the MHz and single digit GHz range for the 10.6't/m CO laser pump.

It has been predicted that at low pump power densiiies, the losses of an optical fiber
are determined by spontaneous Raman, Brillouin and Rayleigh scattering, absorption losses
in the core material, scattering at the core-cladding (or other) interface and mode conver-
sion from low loss trapped modes to high-loss cladding modes. At high pump power densities,
however, stimulated scattering processes emerge within the fiber and these are pump-power
dependent. Both backward Raman and Brillouin scattering will convert power in the forward
traveling, information carrying wave, thus severely limiting the information capacity of
fiber communication links.

The sBs threshold has been computed to be approximately two orders lower than the sRs
threshold in fibers. However, this only holds if the linewidth of the laser pump is suffi-
ciently narrow. The omnidirectional property of Raman scattering can be sustained by a much
broader pump linewidth because all component lines of the pump drive the same phonons.
Backward sBs require phase matching, and will thus tolerate only a pump frequency band
equal to the linewidth of gain for a single Stokes wave. Efficient sBs hence requires
narrowing the laser pump linewidth to about l00 MHz.

The experimentally observed low frequency emissions are confirmation of the dominance of
the sBs process over stimulated Raman scattering (sRs). The existence of the sBs threshold
is based on feedback theory on oscillation and thus has a finite value even for lossless
fibers. Theoretical prediction has been made 2 for a drastic redvction in the laser pump
throughput at approximately three times the initial pump threshold for the onset of backward
sBs. With predicted threshold powers for visible glass fibers in the range of 35 mW 3 in
the sBs case, and considerably lower in mid IR fibers, the effect of sBs on laser transmi-
ssion through a fiber at normal laser transmitter power levels is of great significance.

Status of sBs in Mid IR Fibers

Historically, polycrystalline KRS-S mid IR fibers were first reported in 1977. However,
these early fi2ers experienced progressive aging, had low power handling capability and were
inherently toxic. Although substantial improvements have been made, aging and toxicity are

still plaguing these fibers so that long haul, extremely low loss and nontoxic KRS-5 fibers
have yet to emerge to satisfy the needs of the military, communication and medical markets.

Despite these setbacks, predicted fiber losses theoretically as low as , 10-3 cm- ,
have prompted investigators to examine the possibility of nonlinear optical phenomena in

the mid IR. Some work has been reported at 10.6 pm wavelength in KRS-S , where nonlinear
back scattering was observed and identified to be sBs based with a hybrid, pulsed CO, laser
with a well tailored linewidth, pulsewidth and laser power level.

Current mid IR fibers being manufactured are of the silver halide type. Thus, Asahi is
producing AgCI fibers with loss below 0.2 dB/m, and Sumitomo has provided us with such a
fiber and the transmission guaranteed is 73.5% per meter at 10.6 Mm wavelength. Unfortunate-
ly, no commercial or development-stage KRS-5 fibers are available. The latter type of fibers
are preferred, since there is a wealth of numerical data available on KRS-5. The Sumitomo
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supplied data gave a lwavelengtt) -"" dependence of fiber loss, and is certainly encoura-
ging in view of the ultimate >-J dependence in the Rayleigh-Brillouin limit. Our intention
is to study the sBs phenomena using the silver halide fibers.

The tiansparency band of materials in the mid IR is bounded by the shortw;ave electronic
bandgap absorption tail, the longwave multiphonon absorption tail and Rayleigh-Brillouin
scattering S, with Brillouin scattering dominating around the 1()0Mm wavelengthl Prel iliiinair
calculation indicates linear or passive Brillouin scattering is a factor of 10(8 over the
other absorption mechanisms. We have thus concluded that the mid IR region of the spectrum
is highly phonon active. Hlence, once extrinsic absorption processes, such as point defects,
structural dislocations and grain boundaries and impurities are removed, the mid IR region
will be most transparent, and whatever scattering that occurs will be phonon dominant.

Laser induced stimulated Brillouin or Raman scattering has been extensively investigated
in the visible and near IR both in bulk materials and fibers - due to the abundance of
high power, narrow linewidth tunable lasers and reasonably low loss transparent materials
and fibers in this spectral region. However, as mentioned above, the visible spectral
region is not phonon dominant and is thus judged not to be optimum for the study of phonon
related stimulated scattering. On the other hand, by going to longer wavelengths, especial-
ly the mid IR, we have chosen an optimum Brillouin active region where low linear losses
are also predicted. These two factors contribute to sBs threshold being the lowest and the
process should be most easily observable. This prospect is further enhanced by guided
wave propagation in fibers, where the laser intensity times interaction length product is
107 that in bulk materials with focused laser beam in the visible. This factor will be
raised by several orders when 7 is increased by a factor of 20 going to the mid IR and
linear loss lowered by several orders. Thus, the usual megawatt sBs threshold in bulk
materials can conceivably be lowered to milliwatt threshold in mid IR fibers.

Phonons and Laser Transmission and Reflection in Mid IR Fibers

The technique employed by the authors of Ref. 4 for monitoring sBs using only the trans-
mitted and reflected laser pulse is judged not to be a definitive means of identifying sBs.
Our extensive experience in laser induced phonons in bulk material such as quartz by a ruby
laser convinced us that there is a more direct way of studying sBs generation in the mid
IR. A careful calculation was made using available data foi the sBs induced phonon spectra
of low and high frequency phonons in KRS-5. The low frequency phonon is very sensitive to
index of refraction variations of the material medium, while the high frequency phonon is
not 6 If the fibc, medium is dispersive, then the low frequency phonon frequency will
shirt with laser pump wavelength, thus facilitating phonon detection by external probes.

The first conclusive indication of CO2 laser induced phonon emission in the I meter
Sumitomo silver halide fiber was the observation of 2 MItz emission near the exit end of
the fiber as recorded in Fig. 1 on the spectrum analyzer. The multiple lines reflect random
frequency shifts of the laser pump, leading to corresponding frequency shifts in the phonon
emission. This encouraging result prompted us to resort to amplification by external means.

An experimental scheme was set up, in which the fiber was placed inside a microwave
waveguide that carried X band microwave radiation modulated by a 2 MHz signal. Thus, the
desired 2 MHz modulation was delivered to the fiber via the X band microwave carrier. The
reflected laser pulse was monitored, and the detected signals are shown in Fig. 2. The
oscillograms show the direct modulation of the reflected laser pulse by the 2 MHz signal.
This was apparently a rather broadband process, as seen in Fig. 3 with a 0.2 MHz modulation
signa I .

Installationof the fiber inside a microwave waveguide caused the transmitted laser pulse
to possess a preferred longer effective interaction length with the imposed low frequency
signal, and this is clearly borne out in Fig. 4. The transmitted laser pulse is seen to be
more effectively modulated by the low frequency signal. A direct comparison in Fig. 5 at
low and high modulation signal levels further demonstrates the more efficient interaction
in the forward or transmission direction.

It is, of course, natural to proceed to high frequency (GlIz) phonon effects on the fiber.
The experiment is still in progress, involving fabrication of the proper waveguide and the
acquisition of appropriate instrumentation.

Conclusions

There is no doubt that this first reported observation of phonon emission and direct low
frequency modulation in mid IR fibers has great physical significance. It not only confirms
the existence of sBs based phenomena in such phonon-active fibers, but also points to the
potential of application as fiber-optic devices for optical modulation, switching, phase
conjugation and the like.
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a.

Fig. 1 Laser induced 2 MHz phonon
detected by spectrum analyzer.

2 a - laser pulse modulated by
low power 2 MHz sine wave

b - laser pulse modulated by
high power 2 MHz sine wave

c l laser pulse modulated by
high power 2 MHz sawtooth
wave b.

C.

Fig. 2.
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a b.

Fig. 3.

a - 0.2 MHz sinewave modulation in
reflected laser pulse with
microwave carrier;

b - 0.2 MHz sawtooth wave modulation;
c - 0.2 MHz sqaure wave modulation

c.
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Fig. 4. a - Reflected laser pulse, b - transmitted laser pulse

Maximum 2 MHz sqaure wave modulation

',;. a - Reflected laser pulse with low power 2 MHz saw-tooth Vwave modulation;

a'- reflecteu ,--r pulse with hiqh power 2 MHz saw-tooth wive modul,'tion;

b - Transmitted laser pulse with low power ? MHz saw-tooth wave r'•odulation;

b'- transmitted laser pulse ,,.h high power 2 MHz saw-tooth waw' rodul,I• i-'o
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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we present the first demonstration of phase conjugation via Stimulated
Brillouin Scattering (SBS) witt i flashlamp-pumped dye laser. This was done using an osci-
llator/amplifier configuration j.id a high pressure methane gas cell as the SBS mirror. Dye
laser linewidths of 10 and 100 GHz were conjugated with SBS reflectivities of greater than
50%. Due to the reflection of SBS energy back into the laser system, a self-pumped phase
conjugate resonator (PCR) was formed. This cavity could prove useful in the attainment
of high energy, diffraction-limited, flashlamp-pumped dye laser systems, and is also con-
venient for the study of long pulse (>I Alsec) PCR's using SBS.

INTRODUCTION

Flashlamp-pumped dye lasers, on the whole, suffer from beam qualities that go from bad
to worse as the output energies are scaled from a few joules to tens of joules per pulse.
This degredation can be caused in a flowing dye media by such things as turbulence, optical

disturbances due to temperatur< gradients, and acoustic shock waves from flashlamps. Beam
qualities of 50 to 100 times diffraction limited are common and spatial filtering, with
significant energy loss, does not appear to be the best way to achieve a nearly diffraction-
limited beam.

In recent years, many types of lasers and optical systems have benefited from the use
of non-linear optical phase conjugation to compensate for optical inhomogeneities similar
to those found in flashlamp-pumped dye lasers. Of the various methods for achieving phase
conjugation, SBS seems to hold the most promise for use with flashlamp-pumped dye lasers.

In order to achieve SBS threshold, a combination of spectral linewidth, beam quality
(divergence), and power requirements must be met. The difficulty in obtaining these often
mutually exclusive requirements from a single laser cavity probably explains why SBS has
not been previously demonstrated with this type of laser. One possible solution to this
problem is an oscillator/single-pass amplifier configuration.

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The experimental setupwas as shown in Fig. I. The oscillator was a Phase-R Model 1400
coaxial flashlamp-pumped dye laser. It was configured with a 2 meter long cavity containing
3 tuning/polarizing prisms and 2 etalons. The oscillator output was then expanded to fill
a Candela LFDL-20 linear flashlamp-pumped dye laser. The laser output from this oscil-
lator/single-pass amplifier system was then focused into a high pressure methane gas cell.
One quarter-wave plate and two dielectric polarizing beamsplitters were used in combi-
nation to try to prevent the SBS return from the gas cell fr~n re-entering the laser system.
A pellicle beamsplitter was placed just before the focusing lens so that energy measurements
and bpam profiles could be taken of the incident and SBS returned beams.
Space was left between the beamsplitter and focusing lens for the occasional insertion of
an a' errator to test for the phase conjugation property of wavefront correction.

All experiments were peformed using Rhodamine 6G as the laser dye with wavelength opera-
tion of the oscillator set at 590nm. The 2 etalons were removable, thus allowing linewidths
of 10 GHz or 100GHz. Once the system was operational it was observed that the output
of the amplifier faithfully followed the linewidth and beam quality of the oscillator.

RESULTS

SBS was successfully demonstrated in the methane cell and reflectivity data (energy out
of cell vs energy into ce•i) was taken for various combinations of linewidth, focal length,
and gas pressure. A portion of this data is presented in Figs. 2 and 3. Fig. 2 shows 10
GHz and 100 GHz operation at a constant focal length and pressure while Fig. 3 shows opera-
tion witb two different focal lengtlis ac cot stant jinewidth and pressure.

Typical pulse wavefors taken sre shown in Figs. 4-8. Figs. 4 and 5, taken when the
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Fig.1. Oscillator/Amplifier configuration. The SBS experiment was
performed by observing the SBS output signal and comparing it with the
laser output signal. To investigate the phase conjugate ability of the SBS
return, an acid etched glass plate could be inserted (aberrator location) and
the SBS return could then be compared to the return obtained when the
lens/cell combination was replaced with an ordinary miror. The quarter
waveplate/polarizers combination was intended to prevent energy from re-
entering the laser system.
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Fig.4. Oscillator pulse. 100 nSec/Division. Fig.5. Oscillator/Single pass amplifier pulse.
100 nSec/Division.

"-"----: • .

Fig.7. SBS output waveform.

Fig.6. Laser output waveform with SBS cell. 200 nSec/Division.
200 nSec/Division.

Fig.8. Laser output waveform without SBS cell.
200 nSec/Division.

This is the same as Fig.5 except for time scale.
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SBS cell was absent from the setup, illustrate that the oscillator and amplifier pulse
shapes were identical. Figs. 6 and 7, taken off of the beamsplitter, show input and out-
put waveforms when the SBS cell was present and when the laser energy was well above the
SBS threshold. A comparison of Fig. 6 with Fig. 8 indicates that the presence of the
SBS cell caused the laser to continue to lase even after output from the oscillator had
stopped. A closer inspection of this continued, apparently mode-locked lasing action
(Fig. 9) revealed a period of 35 nsec which was the same as the 35 nsec round trip time
for light traveling between the 100% oscillator mirror and the SBS cell. The continued
lasing had two causes: first, the electrical inductance of the flashlamp circuit in the
amplifier caused the amplifier flashlamp pulse to be longer than that in the oscillator;
and second, laser energy from the SBS cell was getting back into the amplifier. The reason
that this small amount of energy fedback into the amplifier was possibly due to a slight
depolarization effect at some point. Thus, due to this feedback, a phase conjugate reso-
nator was formed. In Fig. 10 the phase conjugate ability to compensate double-passed
aberrations is displayed. The intensity profiles between the SBS mirror return and the
aberrated SBS mirror return show no difference other than shot-to-shot variation, while
the ordinary mirror return and aberrated ordinary mirror return are strikingly different.
Thu spot size difference between the ordinary mirror return and the SBS mirror returns
was due to the fact that the light beam incident on the mirror, SBS or ordinary, was
slightly divergent. This yielded a slightly divergent return beam for the ordinary mirror
and a slightly convergent return beam for the SBS mirror. Therefore, the SBS return beam
reached a focus somewhat in front of the camera position.

An appreciation of phase conjugation can be found in the realization of the fact that
when the SBS mirror is used, the phase plate aberrator is actually intracavity. A normal
laser cavity would never lase with the presence of such an aberration plate.

Jl ll l ll n I l l IIIII111 l111l 11 1ll IIlllisllIII lI llIII III llII

U 4I~4U- -Ordinary Mirror SBS Mirror- - - Return Return

II

Fig.9. Expanded view (20 nSec/Division) of Aberrated Ordinar SBS Mirror
the beginning of the "mode-locking" action. Mirror Return Return

*It19s A. I I I*.,11g.... . ..* b * 1-1* tp I * 1Ir* t.. ........

CONCLUS ION

Phase conjugation via SBS is possible with Fig. 10. Intensity contours taken with the CCD camera. The
flashlam-pumped dye lasers by using an ordinary mirror return differs from the SBS mirror in that the
oscillator/amplifier configuration. The ex- SBS cell and lens were replaced with an ordinary laser mirror.
pected bandwidth requirements for the SBS pro- The spot size difference is explained in the text. Both of the
cess were found to be much stricter than those aberrated returns show the effect of the insertion of an aberra-
observed in our laser oscillator. This was torplacedlinfrontofeachofthemirrors.
probably due to wavelength chirping in the
oscillator.

A phase-conjugate resonator can be constructed around a laser gain volume by using a
low energy, short pulse oscillator whose energy can be boosted above SBS threshold after
a single pass through the gain volume. It may be possible to extract a significant fraction
of the total available energy from a large gain volume in a nearly diffraction limited beam
by such a cavity utilizing a double-pass setup.

Further experiments are required in order to understand and assess the usefulness, if
any, of using this or a similar type of cavity on high energy flashlamp-pumped dye lasers,
as well as other types of high energy lasers, where significant beam quality improvements
can be attained via nonlinear optical phase conjugation.
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Abstract

The fundamental aspects of an autodyne detection laser transceiver concept are
presented. A comparison between autodyne theory and measurements is made for visible
wavelengths. The unique differences between heterodyne and autodyne transceiver
characteristics are examined.

Introduction

Coherent detection of optical radiation is a well understood procedure in which a weak
signal beam is mixed with a strong local oscillator beam on the surface of a photo-
detector. 1 , 2 The beat-frequency portion of the resulting photocurrent contains a
frequency down-translated replica of the signal field components that are copolarized and
spatially coherent with the local oscillator beam. In optical heterodyne detection, the
local oscillator frequency is offset from the signal frequency by an intermediate frequency
(IF), and the photocurrent beat appears at this IF. No frequency offset is employed in
optical homodyne detection, so that in this case the photocurrent beat is at baseband.
Because of the mixing gain enjoyed by both of these coherent detection techniques, they can
operate at the quantum noise limit (signal light shot noise limit) of sensitivity using
photodetectors without internal current multiplication. Part of the price of this
sensitivity is one of alignment tolerance; the local oscillator laser beam must closely
match the polarization and the spatial mode character of the signal beam, and their
frequency difference must be stable relative to the electrical bandwidth of the post-
photodetection processing.

Coherent detection is becoming the technique of choice for laser-transceiver sensors
because it permits the Doppler frequency shifts associated with target motion to be
measured with quantum-noise-limited sensitivity. In such systems, the stringent frequency
difference requirement of coherent detection can usually be met by employing a single
stable laser to supply both the transmitter and local oscillator beams. Even in single
laser systems, however, the spatial mode matching requirement is quite restrictive; from
Siegman antenna theorem', it follows that the received signal and local oscillator beams
must be aligned to well within the diffraction limit of the receiver optics.

In this paper we will examine the use of optical autodyne detection for laser-
transceiver sensors. Autodyne detection employs no local oscillator beam. It is a direct
detection scheme involving self-beating between the various frequency components of the
received signal beam. Autodyne detection involves the spectral analysis of the direct
detection photocurrent produced by the beating of photons received from a laser illuminated
target. Autodyne detection is capable of measuring the relative velocities between the
components of an optically unresolved multi-element target, because they give rise to a
Doppler-spread signal spectrum which is observable in direct detection. In other words,
the various frequency components of the received signal light mix together on the photo-
detector to produce a photocurrent containing a spectrum of beat frequencies related to the
relative velocity spectrum of the target complexes.

The following sections deal with the relative merits of autodyne detection as compared
with heterodyne detection, and experimental results from an autodyne transceiver. Section
II examines the relative merits of autodyne and heterodyne operation vis-a-vis their
respective requirements for optics quality, laser frequency stability and their respective
detection sensitivities. It is shown that autodyne operation greatly relaxes the stringent
optics quality and frequency stability requirements of heterodyne operation. Moreover,
autodyne operation can be as sensitive, if not more, as heterodyne detection at visible

*This work was sponsored by the Department of the Air Force.

"The views expressed are those of the authors and do not reflect the official policy or
position of the U.S. Government."
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wavelengths, because the former can make use of the internal current multiplication gain of
a photomultiplier tube (PMT) to balance the mixing gain that accrues to the latter.
Indeed, even at IR wavelengths, for which PMTs do not presently exist commercially',
autodyne sensitivity can approach that of heterodyne detection if due care is taken in
optimizing the photodetector/preamplifier in the autodyne transceiver'. Section III
presents experimental results obtained with a cw autodyne transceiver. Measurements of
relative target motion and mixing efficiency are reported for specular and diffuse targets
as functions of the diameter and optical quality of the receiver objective lens.

Autodyne Detection vs Heterodyne Detection

In the following comparison of autodyne and heterodyne detection we examine three
distinct measures: detection sensitivity; required optics quality or tolerance to phase
noiz: in 1-h receive channpl: and frequency resnlution in tcrms of lascr l1n, ztability.

Sensitivity

A measure of sensitivity for comparing heterodyne to autodyne is the Carrier-to-Noise
ratio (CNR). The CNR is the ratio of the squared signal strength to the squared noise
strength in the filtered photocurrent i(t). To be explicit, decompose the photocurrent,
i(t), as follows:

i(t) = i(t)light + i(t)noise (1)

where i(t)light represents the current generated by light-induced charge carrier
generation within the photodetector, and i(t)noise represents nonlight related internal
detector noise. Assume that the light current is due solely to the target return. Thus
the light current includes target-light shot-noise fluctuations as well as target-return
fluctuations arising from speckle; background light shot noise (if it is significant) can
be lumped into the noise current. The CNR can now be defined as

<T.A.C<i(t) light > s]2>t

CNR = - (2)
<T.A.[i(t)-<i(t) light>s ]2

where < >S denotes ensemble averaging over the shot noise, < >t denotes ensemble
averaging over target fluctuations, < > denotes ensemble averaging over shot-noise, target,
and internal-noise fluctuations, and T.A. denotes time averaging. Explicit calculations of
CNR for an autodyne transceiver for specular and diffuse targets has been carried out in
reference (6). From those calcultions we find that

CNR CNR ref CNRsig Cmix (3)RCNR 3NEP/hvCNRref + sig + o)2/B

where CNRref is the carrier-to-noise ratio associated with a sub-element of the target
which is designated reference (this could be a glint feature), CNRsig is the carrier-to-
noise ratio associated with the remainder of the target, emix is a mixing efficiency,_ n
is the detector quantum efficiency, NEP is the detector noise equivalent power (W/vHz), B
is the IF bandwidth, and hv, is the photon energy. The above CNR is valid for either a
diffuse (speckle) or glint (specular) target.

The CNR for a heterodyne receiver automatically achieves the quantum noise limit of
performance due to the local-oscillator mixing gain. Autodyne detection can also achieve
the quantum noise limit of performance which is obtained when the signal light shot noise
dominates the detectors internal noise and background photon noise. In particular, when

CNRref > (qNEP/hvo) 2 /B (4)
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then autodyne detection will achieve comparable values of CNR as heterodyne (signal-light-
shot noise limit). Thus to make a sensitive autodyne transceiver one should work with as
low NEP detectors as possible while a heterodyne transceiver may use detectors with
moderate values of NEP as long as the local oscillator shot noise can be made to dominate.
The condition expressed in (4) above can often be met as is shown next.

Let us first examine visible-wavelength autodyne operation with a PMT detector. The
internal current multiplication gain of the PMT is usually sufficient so that the prime
contributor to NEP is background-light shot noise, namely,

NEP = (hvoPB/n)I/
2  

, (5)
where

PB = NAARAXBR (6)

gives the received background power in terms of the background spectral radiance NA, the
objective area AR, the interference filter (wavelengths units) bandwidth AX, and the
receiver field of view 2R- It follows that condition (4) for target-light shot-noise-
limited autodyning is not unduly restrictive. For example, consider a 544 nm laser/PMT
receiver autodyne system with q=.2, NEP = 4 x 10-14 W/iH-z, and B = 1MHz. (This NEP
corresponds to PB = 1.nW collected by a 10 cm diameter objective in a I mrad half-cone
angle field of view through a 1 nm bandwidth interference filter from a daytime sky-
background spectral radiance; much lower values would apply at night. In this case we
require CNRref > 26.8 dB to satisfy Eq. (5), a number that may well be realized with a
glint feature. A more detailed comparison of heterodyne and autodyne sensitivities has
been made by Keyess, who has shown that generally for careful photodetector/preamplifier
designs, direct detection systems can have sensitivities comparable to heterodyne systems.

We have considered sensitivity of autodyne detection and compared it with that of
heterodyne detection. Now, we turn our attention to a comparison of the impact of optics
quality on the two detection schemes. We assume that in heterodyne detection the local
oscillator is injected after the objective. Degradations in the quality of the objective
optic, therefore, negatively impact the heterodyne mixing efficiency.

Optics Quality

We will compare the mixing efficiency of a bistatic autodyne transceiver with that of a
bistatic heterodyne transceiver in the following scenario. Suppose that both systems use
identical modest-size diffraction-limited transmitter optics to illuminate a particular
target and employ identical, considerably larger, receiver optics to make high spatial
resolution measurements of the Doppler-spread spectrum of that target. We shall assume
that the target lies in the far field of the receiver aperture, that both transceivers use
identical (large-diameter) focal-plane photodetectors, and that the heterodyne transceiver
introduces its local-oscillator beam after the objective optics. If both transceivers have
diffraction-limited receiver optics and the heterodyne transceiver uses a local-oscillator
beam (on its photodetector) that is matched to the Airy disk pattern, both transceivers
will achieve hign mixing efficiencies.

Now, suppose that their receiver optics are of poor quality, with an aberration-limited
focal spot size N (N>>I) times the diffraction limit. In this case, the heterodyne
transceiver's mixing efficiency will degrade by a factor of =1/N, whereas the autodyne-
transceivar'3 mixing efficiency will stay constant. The reason for this is that the phase
aberration in the autodyne receiver channel is common mode, whereas in the heterodyne
receiver channel the phase aberration affects the target return but not the local
oscillator beam resulting in a phase-front mismatch with concomitant reduction in mixing
efficiency.

Autodyne receivers can be constructed with arbitrary quality optics and are insensitive
to atmospheric turbulence (as long as the received energy falls on the detector). This
result has been experimentally verified as reported below. The obvious impact of being
able to use large light-bucket optics for autodyne receivers is the reduction in system
complexity and cost. We now turn our attention to the impact of laser frequency stability
on autodyne and heterodyne detection.

Frequency Resolution/Laser Frequency Stability

Suppose the transmitter laser in a heterodyne transceiver has random frequency fluctua-
tions with coherence time tf and long-term linewidth of, where 6 ftf>>I. Let a

portion of this laser beam be split off, acoustooptically frequency shifted, and used as
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the local oscillator beam in the receiver. For long dwell time operation the Doppler
frequency resolution of this sensor will be limited by the frequency fluctuations in the IF
signal. These fluctuations, for this single-laser system, are due to the decorrelation of
the laser frequency that occurs over the round-trip sensor-to-target propagation delay. In
particular, the frequency resolution is given by'

8of(L/ctf) 1 / 2 , when 2L/tf<<l and 2ofL/c>>1
fres - 2 5 / 20f, when 2L/ctf>>1 (7)

for a target at range L, where c is the speed of light. In the upper branch of Eq (7), the
propagation delay resolves the long-term linewidth but not the short-term linewidth. As a
result, the frequency fluctuations on the target-return are highly correlated with those on
the looal-oseillator beam giving Doppler-measurement frequency resolution appreciably
better than the long-term linewidth. When the lower branch of Eq. (7) applies, the
propagation delay resolves both the long-term linewidth and short-term linewidths. Here
the Doppler-measurement frequency resolution is worse than the long-term because the
propagation delay is long enough that the frequency fluctuations on the target-return beam
and those on the local-oscillator beam are uncorrelated.

Now consider autodyne operation, assuming the same laser frequency fluctuations. In
this case, the long dwell time frequency-fluctuation-limited Doppler-measurement resolution
becomes

8of(AL/ctf) 1 / 2 , when 2AL/tf<<1 and 2ofAL/c>>1
fres = (8)

25/20f, when 2L/ctf>>1 I

where AL is the target depth, i.e., the range separation between the reference and signal
components of the target. The interpretations of the two branches of Eq. (8) mimic those
of Eq. (7), except that in the autodyne case, the appropriate propagation delay between the
reference and signal frequency fluctuations is that associated with target depth rather
than target range. Equations (7) and (8) imply that autodyning is far less sensitive to
laser frequency fluctuations than is heterodyning. In particular, let us suppose that the
two transceivers use lasers with identical frequency-fluctuation characteristics and that
both operate in the regime where the short-term linewidth is unresolved. If L=1000AL, the
autodyne frequency resolution will be 30 times better than the heterodyne frequency
resolution. Alternatively, with L=1000AL, an autodyne transceiver can use a laser with 30
times worse short-term linewidth than that employed in a heterodyne transceiver, and yet
both systems will have the same frequency resolution. In the regime where the path delay
is sufficient to resolve the long term linewidth then the frequency resolution is given by
the lower branch in Eq. (7). However, for autodyne the target depth for a large class of
lasers and targets is not sufficient to resolve the long term linewidth so the upper branch
in Eq. (8) still applies.

Experiment

The results presented in this section are from a series of autodyne laser-transceiver
measurements made to verify the key physical aspects of the theory. The transceiver, whose
block diagram appears in Figure 1, was a cw bistatic system employing a 10-mW collimated
argon-ion laser transmitter operating on the 544 nm line and a direct-detection receiver
consisting of a nondiffraction limited 6.8 cm diameter, 50 cm focal length, biconvex
objective lens and a focal-plane photodetector. For most of the measurements, the detector
was a 0.2 mm2 area silicon photodiode; some measurements were made using a 1 cm diameter
silicon photodiode; some measurements were made using a 1 cm diameter silicon photocell.
In either case, the output of photodetector was directly applied to the 100 MO input
impedance of a 0-30 kHz preamplifier, whose output was recorded with an analog storage
oscilloscope a well as a digital oscilloscope capable of performing Fourier transforma-
tion. Throughout the measurements program, neutral-density filter attenuation of the
transmitter beam was employed, as necessary, to prevent saturation of the photodetector.

The target arrangement used in the autodyne measurements is shown in Figure 2. For most
of the measurements, a 50/50 beam splitter was employed to permit two target components
that were well separated to appear, insofar as the autodyne transceiver was concerned, as
though they were in close proximity. how frequency choppers (9 Hz and 18 Hz) were
employed, in most cases, to enable simple identification of the individual and mixing
contributions to the total photocurrent. The propagation distance between the laser
transceiver and the target arrangement was 100m.
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Figure 1. Block diagram of autodyne laser transceiver for experimental verification of
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram of glint/glint autodyne target with 50/50 beam splitter.
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Specular-Reference/Specular-Signal Measurements

To explore the behavior of specular-reference/specular signal autodyning, two 1 mm
diameter mirrors were employed as the reference and signal components in the Figure 2
target arrangement. At a 100 m target range, this mirror size is much smaller than the
16 mm transmitter spot diameter and unresolved by the 2 mm diffraction limit of the 6.8 cm
objective diameter. One mirror was mounted along the transmit/receive axis on a worm-
screw-driven linear translation stage set up to provide a sawtooth relative radial motion
between the two target-return components. The other mirror was mounted on a micrometer-
driven linear translation stage set up to vary the transverse separation between the two
target components. No effort was made to isolate the mirrors from acoustic vibrations.

The first measurement we made was to verify the expected frequency content of the
specular-reference/specular signal autodyne detection photocurrent. According to the basic
physics laid out in the previous section, the photocurrent obtained from the target
combination should contain a beat note at the Doppler shift associated with the relative
radial velocity between the two target components when both of these target elements are
illuminated, and both lie within the diffraction limit of the receiver objective lines.
When both mirrors were on-axis and the worm-screw drive was employed to introduce a
0.9 mm/s relative radial velocity, the photocurrent did show a clean Doppler note at the
expected 3.3 kHz frequency. With no radial velocity imposed by the worm-screw drive,
however, table vibrations led to an -2 kHz Doppler-spread bandwidth in the photocurrent.

Having verified the presence of the appropriate Doppler frequency beat in the photo-
current obtained with both mirrors on the transmit/receive axis, we next used the
transverse micrometer drive to measure the specular-reference/specular-signal mixing
efficiency achieved by our transceiver as a function of the angular offset between the two
target components. This measurement was accomplished by finding the average photocurrents,

Iref and Isig, generated by the reference and signal mirrors alone, and the average
peak-to-peak photocurrent Ip-p at the Doppler-shift frequency. These values were
readable from the storage oscilloscope display because of the different chopping
frequencies used in the two arms of our target arrangement. From these measurements,

S
mix is calculated via

s p-p (9)mix 41iref sig

The results we obtained with the full receiver aperture and with the receiver aperture
stopped down to a 1 cm diameter are shown in Figure 3. Because our 0.2 mm2 area photo-
detector was significantly bigger than the aberration-limited blur circle of our objective
lens, the mixing efficiency equals the squared magnitude of the overlap (correlation)
integral between the received reference and signal fields over the entrance aperture of the
objective lens. Thus, near-unit mixing efficiency should be obtained only well within the
diffraction limit of this entrance aperture. This behavior is confirmed by the full-
aperture date shown in Figure 3. In addition, the much broader mixing efficiency vs
angular offset pattern shown in Figure 3 for the stopped-down receiver aperture is
consistent with the antenna theorem view of autodyning.

There is an important aspect to these mixing efficiency curves that should be brought
out at this juncture. For heterodyne-detection laser transceivers, it is generally held
that diffraction-limited receiver optics should be employed. A principal reason is because
the local-oscillator beam is typically injected after the objective optics. As a result,
it becomes difficult to achieve good spatial-waveform matching on the photodetector between
the local oscillator and received signal beams if the objective optics are not diffraction-
limited. In other words, heterodyne transceivers usually need diffraction limited objec-
tive optics to approach near unity mixing efficiency. The unity, full aperture, on-axis
mixing efficiency shown in Figure 3 for a nondiffraction limited objective in autodyne
operation is thus a potentially valuable advantage of autodyne operation over heterodyne
operation in that large diffraction-limited optics is very costly. Physically, the
autodyne insensitivity to objective aberrations derives from the following considerations.
First, autodyne operation with a large detector, so that all the reference-plus-signal
light passing through the objective is collected, ensures that the mixing efficiency is the
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degree of spatial-wavefront matching between the reference and signal fields arriving at
the entrance aperture of the receiver. Second, this receiver aperture spatial-wavefront
matching will be quite good whenever the two target components lie well within a single
diffraction-limited field of view.

We put the insensitivity of autodyne operation to objective aberration to a severe test
by placing a plastic slide coated with clear grease immediately in front of our lens. The
composite optical quality of the slide and objective lens was so poor the 0.2 mm2 area
photodetector was smaller than the focal plane blur circle from a single-mirror reflector.
Thus, we switched to a 1 cm diameter photocell for these measurements to stay in the larget
detector limit. We found that the mixing efficiency behavior was virtually unaffected by
the presence of the severe objective aberrations in accord with the physical principles
stated in the previous paragraphs.

Specular-Reference/Diffuse-Signal Measurements

Having completed the specular-reference/specular signal measurements, we replaced one of
the mirrors in our target arrangement with a piece of reflective tape whose backscatter
cone angle was -35 mrad. This tape introduced a spatially resolved diffuse component into
our composite target. With this setup, we repeated the Doppler shift and mixing efficiency
measurments with the specular-reference mirror located on the transmit/receive axis. We
found that the photocurrent still contained a beat at the expected Doppler-shift
frequency. We also found that the on-axis mixing efficiency, was -0.5, in qualitative
agreement with the theoretical result6 that specular-reference/diffuse signal autodyne
efficiency is about half of that of the specular-reference/specular signal case.

Extended Rotating Cylinder Measurements

In the next series of measurements, a single multi-element target was simulated by
removing the beam splitter from the Figure 2 arrangement and using a 1 cm diameter cylinder
as the on-axis target. This cylinder was spun on a 1 rpm motor and canted to avoid
specular reflection from the transmitter to the receiver. Within the illuminated portion
of the cylinder the rotation produces a radial-velocity gradient which imparts a Doppler
frequency chirp to the reflected light. The autodyne photocurrent results from self-
beating between the various components of this Doppler-spread spectrum associated with
reflection originating from the same diffraction-limited field of view of the receiver
aperture. Thus, as the receiver aperture is masked down, with no changes in the
transmitter beam or the target rotation rate, we expect that the autodyne signal bandwidth
will increase because of the increased Doppler spread associated with the increased
diffraction-limited field of view of the reduced receiver aperture. In Figure 4 we present
plots of the photocurrent spectrum for three cases: no target rotation with full receiver
aperture; 1 rpm target rotation with full receiver aperture; and I rpm rotation with a 1 cm
diameter receiver aperture. The spectral structure seen in the absence of target rotation
is principally due to 60 and 120 Hz pickup in our instruments. The key thing to observe in
the Figure 4 data is the long spectral tail that exists in the 1cm aperture data that is
absent from the full aperture data.

There is one additional feature of the rotating cylinder measurements that should be
noted. The rotating cylinder measurements that we made were arranged so that none of the
light collected by the receiver came from specular reflection. Thus the Figure 4 data
verify that autodyning can be achieved in the diffuse-reference/diffuse-signal case.

Conclusion

In this initial assessment of autodyning vs heterodyning, it seems clear that autodyning
and heterodyning can both measure Doppler-spread target characteristics, autodyning is far
less sensitive to receiver optics quality and laser frequency stability than is hetero-
dyning, and autodyning can be as sensitive as heterodyning. Also since autodyne reception
is relatively insensitive to phase aberrations in the optics, this implies that it is also
relatively insensitive to atmospheric turbulence.

Additional experimentation is underway which will address the question of quantum
limited autoydne performance, i.e. how many photons per unit measurement interval are
required to resolve a Doppler beat note? We are also examining the question of wide field
of view optics and large detectors to explore for consequences on autodyning of aperture
averaging from diffuse reflectors.
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Abstract

A four-wavelength infrared (IR) DIAL system, developed by SRI for the V'.S. Army Chemical
Research, Development and Engineering Center (CRDEC), is described. TIhe I iidar detects
infrared absorbing vapor clouds using the D)IAL technique anu performs hotl. path-integrated
(column-content) and range-resolved measurements. The van-mointed lidar contains four

grating-tuned Tachisto 555-C (custom) TEA CO 2 lasers, with a nominal 1-.1 transmitted energy
at IOP(20) . The lasers are typically fired with a l0-;,s spacinv to freeze the atmosphere.
The IR receiver uses a 16-in. f/2.5 telescope and a liquid-nitrogen-cooled HgCdTe quadrant
detec or. 1he scanner allows pointing over a full hemisphere. Che o idar data system
features tw, DEC PDP-11/73 mi-rocomputers and a CAMAC data acquisition system for real-time
data collection, signal averaging, data analysis, color graphics display, and -torage on
magnetic tape. The lidar has demonstrated path-integrated measurement capability tL a
range of 9 km and range-resolved capability to 4.5 km. Table I presents the lidar
technical specifications. Figure 1 shows a photograph and system layout of the lidar.

Table I

GMBU TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Module Specification

Transmitter
Laser type CO TEA (Ta-nisto 555-G Custom)
Wavelengths (mm) 9.3 to 10.8
Energy/pulse (J on 10P20) 1.0
Pulse rate (Hz) 20 (max)
Beam divergence (mrad) 3.5 H, -.0 V
Modes availabl Multimode/single mode (TEM0 0 )
Pulsewidth (ns) 840
Beam area (mm x mr') 18 x 20

Receiver
Diameter (cm) 40 (16 in.)

Telescope type Dall-Kirkham F2.5
Detector Type LN2 -cooled photo-conducting (PC) HgCdTe

(1 x I mm) quadrant with 4 x Ge
immersion lens

Detectivitv (cmHzl/2/W) X 1010

FOV (mrad) 8 X 8

Bandwidth MHz) 2.5

Amplifier gains (dB) 12, 32, 66

Log amplifier 4 decade (oscilloscope display oily)

Data Acquisition

_i~ zation .MHz-hit) Dual/IO-12 linear, Transiac
Energy monitor detector Room temperature photovoltaic (PI'V-HgCdTe
Processor DEC LSI 11, 73
Recording (magnetic rape) 9 track, 2100 ft

Display Character data

Sisual scene Color vi leo

Aualysi, IsOcputer
Processor DEC ISI 11 *3
Hard Disk Winchester 1•( Mbv~e

Display RGB gr aphics
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FUTURE APPLICATIONS OF SOLID-STATE LASERS
FOR SPACE REMOTE SENSING

John W. Cox and Christopher L. Moore
NASA Langley Research Center

Hampton, VA 23665

Abstract

NASA's future plans include a polar-orbiting lidar platform to conduct remote sensing
investigations from space. A Shuttle flight experiment is currently being developed to
enhance the technology and formulate the design of this lidar system.

Introduction

NASA plans to develop a polar-orbiting remote sensing platform as part of its Space
Station program. The Earth Observation System (EOS) platform will include the Laser
Atmospheric Sounder an-d- Altimetry (LASA) lidar facility. 1  LASA will provide lo-ng-term
global measurements of aTrosols and clouds in the Earth's atmosphere. The Lidar In-Space
Technology Experiment (LITE) will demonstrate the first use of a lidar system in soace,
proving the technology required for future space-based lidar facilities such as LASA. 2

LITE is currently being developed at NASA for launch on the Space Shuttle in mid-1992.

Lidar has been utilized for remote sensing of the Earth's atmosphere since the early
seventies. A lidar system fires short pulses of laser energy into the atmosphere where it
is scattered by atmospheric particles and molecules. A telescope receiver collects the
backscattered laser light. By measuring the strength of the return signal and its time-of-
flight, a vertical distribution profile of atmospheric aerosols and other constituents can
be determined.

3

Early lidar systems were ground-based, and consequently could obtain aerosol profiles
above only a fixed site. Currently, lidar systems are flown in aircraft, allowing measure-
ments to be performed at remote locations and at a range of points along the flight path.
This approach limits observations to a small region of the atmosphere, however. In order
to map the distribution of atmospheric aerosols on a global scale, spaced-based lidar fa-
cilities are needed. 1

This paper will present an overview of both the LITE and LASA projects. Solid-state
lasers will be utilized first in these experiments because of their proven reliability in
terrestrial lidar systems. In addition, solid-state lasers can generate high-energy pulses
of light at multiple wavelengths. This capability enables a single laser system to perform
"a variety of scientific investigations.

LITE Instrument Overview4

The LITE experiment is currently being developed at NASA to demonstrate the first use of
"a lidar system in space for remote sensing of the atmosphere. LITE is designed to be a
modular experiment capable of multiple flights. It will serve as a test-bed for evolving
lidar technologies such as lasers, optical detectors, and lightweight telescopes. 2

The scientific objectives of LITE are to measure atmospheric aerosols and molecular
densities, and to determine the height of cloud tops and the planetary boundary layer. 5

The LITE instrument is nadir viewing, and will operate at a nominal altitude of 250 km.
Data will be acquired over the course of 30 orbits.

The mechanical configuration of the LITE instrument is shown in Figure 1. The major
components of LITE are a 1-Joule laser transmitter, and 1-meter diameter reflecting tele-
scope. The laser transmitter consists of a flashlamp-pumped Neodymium-YAG oscillator with
a fundamental wavelength of 1064 nm. Second and third harmonic generation is employed to
obtain wavelengths of 532 nm and 355 nm. The telescope receiver collects the backscattered
laser energy and converts the return signal into three channels of scientific data.

Alignment capability is provided by an actively controlled, steerable prism which main-
tains the laser beam parallel with the telescope axis. A 35 mm photographic camera is used
to record cloud cover and the ground track of the instrument. An engineering data system
acquires environmental data on the instrument during ascent and landing. The LITE
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Figure 1: LITE Instrument Configuration

instrument is mounted in a Spacelab pallet which is carried in the cargo bay of the Space
Shuttle Orbiter. Overall system weight, including the pallet, is approximately 2268 kg
(5000 ibs).

Laser Transmitter Module

The Laser Transmitter Module (LTM) is a pressurized canister which contains the laser
oscillator and its associTted optics and electronics. The layout of components on the
optical bench inside the canister is shown in Figure 2. Two iijdependent laser systems are
included in the LTM for redundancy. Only one laser system is operational at a given time
due to Shuttle power limitations.

The Q-switched, Neodymium-YAG oscillator generates a 180-mJ pulse of laser energy. The
fundamental wavelength of the oscillator is 1064 nm. The first amplifier boosts the pulse
energy to 500 mJ, and the second amplifier produces an output of 1200 mJ. The oscillator
and both amplifiers are excited by flashlamps.

After leaving the second amplifier, the laser beam is expanded and enters the first har-
monic generator. Here a CD*A doubler crystal partially converts the fundamental wavelength
to 532 nm. The remaining 1064 nm energy travels through the second harmonic generator
which contains a KD*P triplpr crystal. This crystal converts an additional portion of the

fundamental wavelength to 355 nm. All three wavelengths are emitted simultaneously. The
projected net energy per pulse is 400 mJ at 1064 nm, 400 mJ at 532 nm, and 150 mJ at
3q5 nm.

The pulse rate of the LTM is selectable to either one or ten pulses per second. The
width of each pulse is approximately 17 nanoseconds. The laser beam divergence is
1.5 milliradians.

The laser transmitter requires about 2.2 kW of electrical power during operation. Since
most of this input energy is lost as heat, the laser must be actively cooled. Ethylene
glycol circulates around the laser rods, and fans are used to cool the laser canister by
forced convection. Excess heat is dumped into the pallet cooling system through a heat
exchanger.

The LTM optical bench is supported on three internal kinematic mounts which isolate it
from deformations in the surrounding canister. The canister is in turn attached to the
experiment platform by three external kinematic mounts. The projected weight of the LTM is
227 kg (500 ibs).
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Telescope Assembly

The telescope assembly consists of the telescope, the forward light shade, the aft op-
tics housing, and the telescope support structure. Figure 3 illustrates the path traveled
by light as it is collected by the telescope and directed into the aft optics. The tele-
scope assembly weighs approximately 363 kg (800 lbs).

The telescope is a Cassegrainian-type reflector with a 38-inch diameter primary mirror.
The primary mirror is made from cast beryllium, and has an aluminum reflective surface.
The secondary mirror is made of fused quartz.

---- MAIN LIGHT BAFFLE

-TELESCOPE

OPTICAL BEC - L pPR STU UE

AFT OPTICS HOUSING

Figure 3: Telescope Assembly
Aft-Optics

The aft-optics, shown in Figure 4, contain the optical detection elements which receive
and separate the return signals. The optical components are mounted on an aluminum honey-
comb optical bench which is suspended below the primary mirror. The optical bench is
supported on three kinematic mounts which isolate it from deformations in the surrounding
housing. A series of mirrors, lenses, beam splitters, and filters separate the return
signal entering the telescope into three channels of scientific data.

The 532 nm and 355 nm spectral components of the signal are detected by photomultipliertubes. The 1064 nm channel is detected by an avalanche photodiode. A variable field stop
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mechanism can be commanded to change the field of view of the instrument for either daytime
or nighttime measurements. The field stop can also protect the instrument by blocking in-
coming light if the sun shines directly into the telescope. A microchannel-plate quadrant
detector is used to sense the alignment between the receiver axis and the laser beam with a
portion of the 532 nm signal.

J64 AP t
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OP'TtCAt BENCH

53.? QUAD

Figure 4: Aft Optis

Boresight Assembly

The boresight assembly is located near the exit of the laser transmitter module. The
horizontal laser beam which emerges from the LTM canister is directed into a vertical plane
by the boresight assembly. A right-angle prism reflects all three laser wavelengths by
total internal reflection. This eliminates the need for multiple coatings on the reflec-
tive surface.

Alignment capability is provided by actively controlling a steerable prism to maintain
the laser beam parallel with the telescope axis. A portion of the return signal entering
the telescope is diverted to a quadrant detector. This detector senses the degree to which
the telescope image spot is off-center. A computer generates position commands which are
sent to the two-axis gimbaled prism. The gimbaled prism steers the laser beam until the
telescope image spot is centered. The laser beam can be aligned to the receiver axis
within 0.05 milliradians using this system.

The boresight assembly is designed to passively maintain alignment in the power off con-
dition. It will initiate a search mode if a return signal is not detected. Total beam
adjustment range is 1 degree.

System Electronics

The system electronics consist of an instrument controller unit, a high-speed digitizer
unit, and an engineering data system. The instrument controller monitors and controls the
operation of the laser transmitter, the boresight assembly, and the aft optics detectors.
A programmable digital delay generator provides the range gate signal to activate the de-
tectors prior to signal return.

The high-speed digitizer unit contains an analog-to-digital converter and a buffer mem-
ory which allows data from the scientific detectors to be acquired and stored at a very
high rate. A high data rate tape recorder located on the aft flight deck of the Orbiter is
used for data storage. The digitizer also provides the interface to the Space Shuttle
Orbiter for uplink commands and downlink data transfer at a rate of 2 megabits per second.
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The engineering data system records housekeeping data from approximately 300 sensors on
the experiment during orbital operation. This data will be analyzed to verify functioning
of the instrument. The engineering data system will acquire information on temperature,
strain, pressure, and electrical power.

LASA Lidar Facility

NASA will provide the LASA lidar facility for the EOS remote-sensing polar platform.
The EOS platform may be launched as early as 1995 on a Titan IV rocket. Studies are pres-
ently underway to define concepts for this platform. The concept shown in Figure 5 repre-
sents a generic complement of experiments which includes a lidar facility attached to an
integral carrier. 6 The basic carrier will furnish power, data handling, thermal control,
and pointing control to the lidar facility.

HG GAIN ANTENNA

GPS ANTENNA-

SLASA FACILITY

CORE 
PLATFORM

SOLAR ARRAY
PROPULSION MODULE

Figure 5: EOS Polar Platform

The major scientific objectives for the LASA facility are to study the distribution of
atmospheric water vapor, to explore the role of aerosols and clouds in global climatic
change, and to gain understanding of the processes that influence the extent of the polar
ice cap. 1  Altimetry, backscattered lidar, and DIAL (Differential Absorption Lidar) tech-
niques will be extensively employed to accomplish these broad goals. A DIAL lidar system
compares the amount of energy backscattered at a particular absorption line wavelength to
that backscattered at an off-line reference wavelength. This technique can be used to map
the distribution of water vapor and other molecular species. 3

The LASA facility will provide a telescope, optical bench, data handling system, and all
interfaces to the polar platform. The lidar experiments are expected to provide the laser
system, detectors, back optics and specialized electronics since these subsystems are pe-
culiar to the experiment. In order to define the LASA facility, candidate experiments were
proposed by an atmospheric and lidar science panel. Most of the proposed experiments have
demonstrated aircraft flight performance, but none have any spaceflight certification. The
experiments span six different laser technologies and can generally be divided into two
categories--those using backscattered lidar and those using a DIAL technique. 7 The re-
quired telescope apertures for these experiments range from 0.1 to 2.0 meters. Electrical
power requirements vary from a few hundred watts to 2000 watts.

Table I lists the laser technology proposed by the science panel. Studies have been
made to assess the impact on the LASA facility. The studies considered available laser
technology and assumed the lasers to have outputs of 0.5 to 1.0 Joule per transmitted
wavelength. 7 Conservative engineering assessments relating to thermal issues, launch
environments, and requirements to package hardware in standard "orbital replacement units"
have resulted in the weights shown. These numbers are continuing to be refined as emerging
laser technologies are assessed.8 Weights are expected to be reduced significantly with
the advent of diode-pumped laser systems.
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The Plectrical power requirements for most of the lasers are substantial. Either duty
cycle operation or higher efficiency laser technology is required in order to operatý with-
in LASA facility power budgets. The inefficiency of these lasers also dictates the need
for substantial systems to dissipate heat. The availability of the more efficient diode
array pumping techniques not only saves electrical power, it also reduces thermal systems
requirements which yield significant facility weight savings.

TABLE I
LASER SYSTEMS OPTIONS

TECHNOLOGY WEIGHT (LBS) POWER (W)

Nd:YAG 3X Flashlamp 1050 2025
Diode 710 435

Alexandrite Flashlamp 1210 2000
Ti:Sapphire Diode 1005 1175
Excimer 2X 1670 1335
CO 2 Pulse 1675 980
CO 2 CW 903 1300
Baseline 500 <1700

The availability of a suitable solid-state, tunable laser offers the possibility of
having one laser system that meets most of the requirements of the proposed experiments.
The DIAL technique could be utilized by having one transmitted wavelength on a molecular
absorption line, and a second wavelength transmitted slightly off the absorption line. The
second wavelength could also be used for harmonic generation to provide multiple wave-
lengths that would satisfy the backscattered lidar techniques. The incorporation of a
short transmitted pulse capability would satisfy the altimetry portion of the experiment.

A laser meeting these requirements would have the characteristics in Table II.7

TABLE II
SUMMARY OF SOLID-STATE LASER PARAMETERS

Tuning range AOn - H 2 0, 02 absorption lines; :0.5 picometer
(XOff - XOn) 30-100 picometers; !2 picometer

Spectral purity 99% of energy :l picometer
Efficiency >3%
Energy per pulse 0.5-1.0 Joule
Repetition rate 10 Hertz
Pulse length <100 nanoseconds
Lifetime >108 shots
Harmonic generation fundamental doubled and tripled

A concept for the LASA facility is shown in Figure 6. The baseline telescope is a
1.25-meter Dall-Kirkham type instrument. The concept accommodates up to three experiment
modules. Each module is assumed to be a standard Orbital Replacement Unit (ORU) which can
be replaced by the Shuttle remote manipulator syst-em or astronaut extra-vehicular activity.
Optical ports will be used to permit steering of the received light signal to appropriate
experiment modules. A fluid coolant loop will provide thermal control for the modules.
Standard interfaces will be needed to permit future on-orbit change-out or addition of new
modules. Evolving laser technology and experiments will be accommodated by on-orbit addi-
tion or exchange of ORU's.
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Abstract

This paper discusses the design of a direct-detection differential absorption lidar
system capable of producing range-resolved vapor concentration plots of a 1000-m

2 
grid

with 20-m spatial resolution at 10-s intervals. The self-contained, modular, mobile
system features four tunable 4-J, 20-Hz, TEA CO 2 lasers; automatic rapid tuning of one
laser; unique plasma shutter pulse clippers to limit the pulse duration to 130 ns;
a 16-in. receiver telescope with full hemispherical scanner; and a large-capacity data
system based on a MicroVAX-Il. The system is housed in a specially designed vehicle
which features excellent environmental control and an on-board generator. The system
is capable of detection, quantification, and mapping of any chemical vapor clouds having
significant spectral structure in the 9 to 11-iim region. The system has a maximum
effective range of 5 km in the range-resolved mode and 20 km in the column-content mode.

System Design Goals

The design goals of the direct-detection differential absorption lidar system are:
(I) Self-contained, mobile operation.
(2) Column-content and range-resolved concentration measurement capability.
(3) Detection of any chemical vapor having significant spectral structure in the

9 to 11-ýim region.
(4) 0.02 mg/m

3 
sensitivity to SF 6 at 1 km.

(5) 3600 scan capability.
(6) Near-real-time concentration map o! 1000-m 2 

grid at 10-s intervals with 20-m
resolution.

System Specifications

The following is a partial list of specifications of the lidar transmitter and receiver:

Laser Transmitter

"* Lasers Four tunable, pulsed, TEA CO 2 lasers (Questek model 7240)
"* Pulse width Clipped with plasma shutters to 130 to 160 ns (FWHM)
"* Energy 1.2 J in gain-switched spike on 1OP(20)
"* Repetition rate 20 Hz
"* Wavelength 76 lines in the spectral region 9.2 to 10.8 wm
"* Beam divergence 4 mrad
"* Tuning Automatic tuning of one laser; manual tuning of three lasers

Peceiver

"* Telescope 16-in. Dall-Kirkham, f2.5
"* Field of view 5 mrad
"* Detector HgCdTe photovoltaic, liquid-nitrogen-cooled
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System Description

Vehicle and Associated Equiuýpment
The vehicle of the lidar system is a 31-ft Front Runner manufactured by Wolverine

Western (Figure 1). A floor plan of the vehicle is shown in Figure 2. A 30-kW Kohler
generator mounted in the rear of the van provides electrical power for self-sufficient
operation. The van engine and the generator engine use the same fuel supply. Hydraulic
jacks located at each corner of the vehicle provide for leveling and stability. The
vehicle includes a custom climate control system capable of temperature control to within
1
0
C to assure the best lidar system performance. This dual-purpose system also supplies

cooling water for the lidar package. Additional features include built-in operator
workstation and equipment racks, maintenance workspace, and storage. An electrical load
center allows monitoring of electrical power and easy switch over from shore power to
generator power.

Lidar Package
The lidar package includes four lasers with power supplies, plasma shutter pulse

clippers to eliminate the nitrogen tail of the laser pulses, transmit and receive optics,
built-in diagnostics, and the data acquisition and data processing subsystems. The scanner
is mounted directly on top of the lidar package. The only components not included as
integral parts of the lidar package are the laser cooler, the operator terminals, the
display monitors, and the tape drive.

Figure 3 shows the laser access end of the lidar package. All subsystem controls,
status indicators, and the data subsystem are located for easy operation and access.
Access to the laser-tuning gratings is gained by opening the laser access doors. Each
laser can be removed through these doors for maintenance. The laser electronic control
systems are accessible through these doors without removing the lasers. Displays of
laser pulse shape, energy, and wavelength are provided using digital readouts and a
digital oscilloscope. The detector is readily accessible from the side of the package.

Figure 4 shows the transmit and receive optics end of the lidar package. The output
beams of the four lasers are directed through four plasma shutter pulse clippers and are
combined by four beam-stacking mirrors. Most of the beam energy is directed upward to
the scanner, but a small fraction is directed to the beam diagnostic and monitoring system.
This consists of a spectrum analyzer for measuring the laser wavelength, an X-Y -rror
monitor for monitoring beam pointing, and the transmit power monitor. The received
backscatter signal is reflected from a large turning mirror into the telescope, which
focuses it onto the liquid-nitrogen-cooled detector. The transmit and receive optics are
protected by airtight enclosures but easily accessible for alginment and maintenance.

Data System
Except for operator terminals, displays, and the tape drive, the data acquisition

and data processing subsystems are housed within the lidar package. These are actually
two separate subsystems performing separate functions. The data acquisition subsystem
receives and records lidar data during each scan. At the end of each scan it sends the
data to the data processing subsystem for processing and display. The two subsystems
work in parallel for the greatest data throughput. While the data processing subsystem
is processing data from one scan and producing an output plot, the data acquisition
subsystem is recording data from the next scan.

The data acquisition subsystem consists of a CAMAC crate controller, a 40-MHz coherent
clock, a two-channel programmable gain amplifier, and three 40-lMHz, eight-bit digitizers.
One digitizer records the output energy and the waveform of the laser pulse for use in
diagnostics and concentration-estimation algorithms. The other two digitizers record the
lidar returns from the high-gain and low-gain channels of the programmable amplifier.
Using the two eight-bit digitizers with different gains achieves an effective digitization
capability of greater than 12 bits at 40 MHz. The digitizers have the capacity to store
all the data from one complete scan of the test grid (125 LOS with a range of 1920 m).

The heart of the data processing subsystem is a DEC MicroVAX-Il computer. While the
data acquisition subsystem is recording data on one scan, the data processing subsystem
is processing and displaying the data from the previous scan. (The DEC MicroVAX computer
used for data processing also controls the operation of the entire lidar system.) Near-
real-time data is displayed on a 19-in. color graphics monitor and a graphics printer. All
data are written to a tape drive for post-test analysis and long-term storage. Detailed
post-test analysis can also be performed by the MicroVAX computer.
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Abstract

This paper describes a compact CO 2 laser DIAL system for the selective detection of
natural gas. Using a novel frequency-mixing technique and nonlinear crystals, the sensor
operates in the primary 3-micron band where unique hydrocarbon absorption signatures exist.
By careful selection of mixing frenuencies, specific hydrocarbons can be selectively
detected or discriminated. In many applications, detecting a specific constituent of a
gas, effectively and unambiguously identifies the gas itself.

Background

Improved detection of natural gas leaks is of interest to the gas industry. At present,
gas survey trucks sample the air at the street surface. The air is then fed through a
flame ionization detector (FID) to deteut methane that may have leaded from a gas line
below the street. This method is relatively slow, because the truck can move only a few
miles per hour, and is limited in that it cannot make remote measurements of areas that are
inaccessible to the truck. Furthermore, the FID reacts to any hydrocarbon in the air,
resulting in a high false alarm rate.

SRI has developed a new systemfor the Gas Research Institute (GRI) to resolve these
problems by uqing laser remote sensing by differential absorption. Instead of detecting
methane (the main constituent of natural gas), the new system is designed to selectively
detect ethane, which is present in natural gas at levels ranging between 2.8 to 8.4%,l but
otherwise not part of the natural environment. This significantly reduces the false-alarm
problem.

Unfortunately, for the strong absorption of ethane centered at 3.4 microns, there is no
significant overlap of existing laser lines. This problem has been overcome by mixing CO 2
laser lines in nonlinear optical crystals to provide a significant number of new lines
around 3.4 microns from which wavelengths can be selected for detection of ethane without
interference of methane.

The laser remote sensor systew is designed for short-range detection from a van. The
sensor can look 50 m ahead of the vehicle while scanning across the street for leaks. The
scan pattern and a 10-Hz pulsed laser allow speeds of up to 30 miles per hour, thereby
greatly decreasing the time and expense r=nuired for surveying. A conceptual example of
gas leak detection in an urban area is shown in Figure 1.

System Description

The design and development details of this system were presented at the 1985 Optical
Society of America topical meeting on remote sensing of the atmosphere at Incline Village,
Nevada. 2  

Therefore, only a brief review of the design will be presenL d before describing
the system. The block diagram shown in Figure 2 illustrates the major components of the
system, which is based on the differential absorption lidar (DIAL) technique. The DIAL
technique uses two closely spaced laser wavelengths for vapor detection: a strongly
Absorbed line and a nonabsorbed or weakly absorbed line in the IR vapor spectrum of
interest. The two wavelengths are transmitted nearly simultaneously so that the laser
beams pass through the same atmospheric path and are reflected by the same target .-hile the
vehicle is moving. If the laser beams pass through a gas concentration, as illustrated in
Figure 2, the absorbed line signal will be received with much less intensity than the
nonabsorbed signal. The amount of difference in signal can be processed to determine the
concentration of gas over a given pathlengtL.

The basic DIAL principle is straightforward if the choice of wavelengths were unlimited;
however, as indicated above, sources of laser lines in the 3-micron hydrocarbon band are
very; limited. The approach used in the development of the GRI sensor is an SRI-patented
technique that mixes the outputs from two mini-TEA CO, lasers ia nonlinear optical crvstals
to produce radiation at th, selected wavelength in the 3.4-micron band. The frequencv
mixing is illustrated in Figu" 2 bv the top two lasers. The first laser outnut, ,"1, is
frenuency doubled in a AgGaSe 2 second-harmonic generation (SHC) cr)q al to produce 21.
This SHG signal is tien combined with the second laser output, w2, at the input to a
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AgGaSe, summing (SUM) crystal. The output of the S I! crvsta l, 2,.1 + "z, is the d ss,red

high-absorption line for the detect ion of ethane. The nona)sorh..d line is generatvd hy

straight frequency-tripling of the third laser output, '3, us ig; a Ag(;aSe2 Sit(; and a
Ag(;aSe-, SUM crystal. The two convcerted frenuencies, 2.1 + . and 3 ;, are then com ined
and transmitted as illustrated.

Figure 3 is a diagram of the nonlinear optics and beam-combining aseembl1V used inL th(
CRI sensor. the same nonlinear mixing and ham-combinin.i, functions described above apply

to this assembly. It should be noted, however, that beam com.,ining is accomplished using
polarization techniques, so a kne, ledge of tht, polarization states is required to fullv

understand the beam-combiniog and mixing operations. -he nonlinear assemblv is mounted

to a framework of six invor rods that also support the three mini-TEA lasers. This
transmitter package, plus the receiving telescope and receiver, is housed in one of three
modules, the sensor head module is shown in Figure 4. "Te other two modules are the
support rack, which contains the processing unit, laser interface unit, and laser high-
voltagL power supply, and the remo-e control and display module. A photograph of the
sensor head mounted on its scanning platform is shown in Figure 5. A dust-cover lid covers

the coaxial transmit and receiver aperture, which is the larger of the two apertures shown.

The smaller aperture is for a TV camera horesighted with the laser beam. Figure 6 is a
photograph of the entire GRI sensor system.

Since the GRI sensor is to be used in mobile operations the operator must have a
convenient real-time display. Figure 7 is an example of the GRI sensor operator display.
Tlhe TV display is boresighted so that the center of the display is aligned with the zone
being interrogated by the laser beam. At the bottom of thevideo display is a readout of
the processed concentration in ppm-m units. Th

4
s readout is updated at a slower raLe

(1 Hz) than the data being collected (10 Hz) so that the operator can read the display. A

bar graph on the right side of the display presents a color-coded display of tbe concentra-
tion that is apdat,,d at the sample rate. If the measured concentration is below the

operator-sct alarm threshold, the display will be in green. When a gas concentration is
detected that is above the threshold, an audio alarm is sounded and the bar graph indica-
tion above the threshold will be displayed in red. Range to target and time are also
displayea so that a VCR record can be made, which will relate the visual display to
digitially stored data.

Test and Evaluation

SRI is currently in the system evaluation phase of the program and performing calibra-
tion tests of the system. The diagram in Figure 8 shows two experiments designed to (1)
determine the detection limits of the system and (2) demonstrate the capability of the

sensor to discriminate between ethane and methane. Photographs of the actual tests being

performed are shown in Figures 9 and 10. An example of the methane discrimination test

data is shown in Figure 11, which is a strip-chart -vpe presentation of the time-sequence
test. With time running left to right, a calibrated gas mix consisting of 12% ethane and

882 methane was injected into the sample chamber at a specific flow rate for I second. The

sample chamber was then pumped out with a vacuum pump until the absorbed line signal level
returned to the level observed prior to the gas injection. At that time, the second
calibr -ed gas concentration (67 ethane/94% methane) was injected into the sample chamber

and tnen evacuated as was thle first injection. This same sequence was followed by a I%
,thane/997 methane gas mix and a pure (100%) methane gas injrction. The data shown in

Figure 11 for the absorbed line (2997 cm-
1

) clearly demonstrate the capability of the

selected laser line to detect ethane and discriminate to methane. Thý ref, rence line also
demonstrates the discrimination to methane, but it also indicates that there is some

absorption to etLane. This is due to a small absorption coefficient (4 atm - cm-
1

) on this
line. This will reduce the differential absorption coefficient between the two lines to
14 atm cm-I for D!AL. measu-ements, but otherwise will not affect operations.

The detection P ýnsitivity goal for ethane is 2.3 ppm-im. Assuming an ethane gas
concentration of Z.8 to 8.4 percent, this will correspond to a natural gas leak detection

sensitivity of approximately 25 to 80 ppm-m. This de.tection limit can he achieved,
assuming trie system noise levels are such that the measurement-limiting noise mechanism

is due to speckle noise in the reýceived signal.3 It should he mentioned that DIAL remote

detection measurement units (ppm-m) are, not directly comparable to FID measurements (ppm)
for many reasons. However, it has been estimated from earlier SRI investigations4 that a

DIAL. system sensitivity betwen 15 to 3(0 ppm-m will he required to provide similar
probability of detection statistics as the mob-1'e FID1). This observation was bas(ed on

comparison tests "tith simulated gas leaks between a mobile FID unit and the breadboard

system. The comparison does not take into consideration thie increased capabiilities of a

mobi le DIAL remote senor or other opý.rational modes of the system that can improve the

sensitivity (i.e., integration ; de). Tl,, currently observed sensitivit. of the CR1 sensor

is about a factor of ten iligher than the, desired goal (::: 35 ppm-m) . [his indicates that a

noise function in the system, rather than speckle, is currently limiting the sensitivity'.

This nrobIem is expýcted to be resol,,-.d in the near future.
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Summ., rv and Conclus ions

In summary, a compact CO) DIAL remote sensor system that uses frequency mixing with

nonlinear crystals has been developed for natural gas pipel ine leak detection. The s(nnor

has demonstrated its ability to selectively detect ethane, which is present in the

environment only in natural gas. This has the potential of greatly reducing the faIsv-
alarm problems caused by other hydrocarbons using today's H ID technology. In addition to

the reduced false-alarm rate, the remote sensor is much faster, can interrogate areas not
accessible to a mobile FID, and can be extended to many applications, including airborne

measurements.
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LOW-PRESSURE GAIN CELL LASER DETECTOR OPERATION
WITH A CO 2 TRANSVERSELY EXCITED ATMOSPHERIC (TEA) LASER

Jan E. van der Laan, Russell Warren, Johnny Jones
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333 Ravenswood Avenue, Menlo Park, California 94025

Abstract

Operation of a low-pressure CO gain cell is evaluated experimentally using an unmodified CO 2 mini TEA
laser. Optical gains as high as 100 were observed.

Background

Recent developments using a low-pressure gain cell as an optical amplifier in laser radar (lidar) receiver

applications have stimulated renewed interest in the technique. The concept of using an optical amplifier
in a receiver (as illustrated in Figure 1) is not new, but early work in this area was not encouraging. A
gain factor of only 2.5 observed in 1977 by Lotspeich

1 
employing a 72-cm-long gain cell did not justify the

added cost and complexity to lidar systems, so interest inthe technique declined.
In 1985, Pulse Systems, Inc. (PSI) introduced the LDP-30, a transversely excited low-pressure gain cell

amplifier, and advertised it as a laser detector preamplifier for range-finder and lidar applications.
Typical gains of the order of 1000 for pulse durations of 100 microseconds were reported

2 
for LDP-30

operating at 30 torr. A functional diagram of the LDP-30 is shown in Figure 2. The improvement in gain over
previous work is attributed to Lhe longer overall gain pathlength (280 cm) of the 7-pass 40-cm cell and the
uniform transverse discharge medium. In addition, the gains observed by PSI were achieved using a low-
pressure laser source in the evaluation which has a laser linewidth equal to the LDP-30 gain linewidth. The
earlier work was performed using a conventional multimode longitudinal-discharge laser, which has a laser
line width that is much broader than the gain cell gain linewidth. The implication of this latter fact is
that the power in the laser output that is outside the gain bandwidth (in the frequency domain) of the gain
cell is not amplified, although the gain measurements were made relative to the laser total spectral power
output.

Recent work by Chan and Bufton
3 

evaluated the LDP-30 using a modified CO2 TEA laser that utilized a low-
pressure gain cell inside the laser cavity. The purpose of the intra-cavity low-pressure cell was to match
the laser output linewidth to the LDP-30. The reason for limiting the TEA laser spectral linewidth is
discussed in more detail later in this paper. Gains in excess of 200 were observed using this hybrid C02 TEA
laser, including a factor of four optical insertion loss in the test setup.

The evaluation presented in this paper differs from the above studies in that a standard atmospheric-
pressure-broadened C0 2 TEA laser is used to characterize the low-pressure gain cell amplifier. The purpose
of this work was to determine what improvement, if any, can be achieved using a low-pressure gain cell
amplifier with an iirvn 4fled CO 2 TEA laser.

Evaluation

To understand the difference between our measurements and those conducted by other researchers, it is
necessary to review two characteristics of the low-pressure and atmospheric-pressure laser operation:
(1) the temporal gain distribution and (2) the gain bandwidth. Figure 3 is an example of the temporal gain
distribution of a low-pressure gain cell, which is similar to the gain distribution in a low-pressure laser.
Note that a significant gain (> 50%) extends over several hundred microseconds in time. This is very
desirable in receiver optical amplifier applications where it is now known at what time or range the signal
to be amplified will be received. On the other hand, in a laser application, this long gain period results
in a very long laser pulsewidth. The long pulsewidth of low-pressure lasers generally precludes its use in
many lidar applications, unless some means to limit the pulse width is employed. While several techniques
are available to reduce the pulse width, all add complexity to the system and reduce the output power.

The hybrid CO 2 TEA laser mentioned above is actually an example of one technique used to reduce the
pulsewidth. Operating at atmospheric pressure, the TEA laser has a very short temporal gain characteristic
which produces a pulsewidth of less than a few hundred nanoseconds. To help visualize this difference in
pulsewidtb, one can consider the width of the time marks shown in Figure 3 to be a fair representation of the
TEA laser pulsewidth. Unfortunately, for the laser case, the pressure effect that reduces the temporal gain
has -he opposite effect on the radiation bandwidth. This is illustrated in Figure 4, which shows the gain
banduidth difference between a 20-torr CO 2 plasma and a pressure-broadened TEA laser (760 torr) plasma.
Observing the gain bandwidth of the two gain mediums, it is not difficult to understand why a bandwidth-
limiting modification seems necessary to achieve high gains, since only the frequencies within the gain
bandwidth of the 20-torr curve will be amplified. In our investigation we operated the gain cell at a higher
pressure (80 torr) to increase the gain bandwidth so that a larger amount of the TEA laser spectrum would be
amplified. Figure 5 shows that the gain bandwidth is increased to about 500 MHz at 80 torr. This is still
only about 15% of the bandwidth of the TEA laser, which suggests that the net gain we should expect will
still be significantly lower than those reported previouslv, where efforts were made to match the linewidths
of the laser to the gain cell.
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Figure 6 is a functional diagram of the test configuration we used to characterize the gain cell
operation. First, a linearity test was made to verify that the measurements were being conducted in a
linear range of the amplifier. Results of this test are shown in Figure 7 which clearly indicates that,
for signal levels below 30 mJ, that linear operation is achieved.

The second test was designed to measure the temporal gain distribution of the gain cell. The measurement
was made by recording the relative gain as a function of laser firing time with respect to the firing time
of the gain cell. The results of this test are shown in Figure 8 which also shows the gain profile of the
20-torr amplifier for comparison. Again, the pressure effect on the temporal gain is clearly observed.

The third test was the gain measurement, which was conducted by first measuring the attenuated laser beam
through the gain cell with the gain cell off and then with the gain cell on. To achieve the highest gain,
the laser timing was delayed with respect to the gain cell firing so that the laser signal passed through
the cell at the peak of the gain cell temporal gain profile. Photographic results of one test are shown in
Figure 9, which clearly demonstrates the amplifier off/on conditions. The peak amplitude in this test
corresponded to an energy gain measurement of 200. This result was surprisingly higher than we had
anticipated based on the comparison between gain bandwidths discussed earlier.

To resolve this apparent anomaly, we performed an analysis of the laser configuration that provides the
most probable explanation for the high gains observed. The mini-TEA laser used in our test operates in the
TEMog mode, but the laser does support a number of axial modes. Axial mode beating during the laser pulse
will affect the distribution of spectral power over the TEA laser 3- to 4-GHz gain bandwidth. As a result
of this axial mode interaction, the spectral power is redistributed over the full gain envelope into a comb
of seven lines, each having a FWHM gain of approximately 50 MHz as illustrated in Figure 10. By adjusting
the TEA laser cavity length, the comb of laser lines can be shifted so that the peak axial mode is centered
on the gain cell bandwidth as shown. When aligned in this manner, the axial mode that lies within the gain
cell gain spectrum will be amplified the maximum amount achievable. However, since our gain reference is
based on total laser output (i.e., all modes), the net gain will be reduced by the percent of total energy
contained in the unamplified axial modes. Nevertheless, the net gain due to the axial mode redistribution
of spectral power is significantly higher than it would be if the spectral power were evenly distributed
under the atmospheric gain envelope. The gain measurements were made on the 10-micron R-22 laser transition.
Each laser line transition throughout the CO 2 laser spectrum will have a similar spectral line pccr
distribution centered around the transition center frequency.

It should also be noted that the high gains observed in our evaluations cannot be fully appreciated using
our current TEA laser system because of stability problems. Pulse-to-pulse frequency shifts of the axial
mode relative to the gain-cell center frequency result in fluctuations in the gain, which can be observed
in Figure 9 where 10 shots are overlayed. This gain fluctuation in our setup is currently the noise-limiting
mechanism rather than background or spontaneous emission noise. No attempt was made to stabilize our laser.

Summary

In summary, optical amplification gains as high as 300 were observed using a standard mini-TEA laser
source with a low-pressure gain cell optical amplifier. The high gains observed are attributed to the
reasonably good match in gain bandwidth between the low-pressure optical amplifier and axial modes of the
TEA laser. These results indicate that a standard CO2 mini-TEA laser configuration can be used with a low-
pressure optical amplifier in lidar applications if the axial modes can be stabilized.
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HIGH-SENSITIVITY REMOTE LASER SPECTROSCOPY USING BEHAVIOR OF NONLINEAR
OPTICAL SYSTEMS IN THE VICINITY OF CRITICAL POINTS

A. P. Godlevskii, E. P. Gordov, A. Z. Fazliev, A. I. Zhiliba, V. E. Zuev, P. P. Sharin
The Institute of Atmospheric Optics, Siberian Branch
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Abstract

The feasibility of enhancing the sensitivity of remote laser spectroscopy using a
double-frequency laser-reception lidar system or that based on a parametric oscillator is
discussed.

I. Introduction

Using a well-known peculiarity inherent in the behavior of nonlinear optical systems
in the vicinity of critical points, namely, the macroscopic effects caused by low external
perturbations, the feasibility of increasing the sensitivity of remote laser spectroscopy
has been studied.

To this end, the design features of a double-frequency laser-reception lidar system
have been examined. Then the laser field behavior under the near-threshold conditions on
the competing laser transition and their influence on the field dynamics during the recep-
tion of a lidar return at the fundamental frequency have been analyzed. In so doing, the
minimum detectable lidar return of the system has been estimated to decrease by a factor
of 10 to 100.

Based on the theoretical results, a CO 2 laser-reception gas analyzer operating at 4.3
and 10.6 Am has been developed and used for measuring the absorption coefficient along
real atmospheric paths. The experimental data obtained are presented.

The paper also discusses the problem of remote atmospheric sounding by means rf the
conventional DIAL technique using a parametric laser oscillator as a transceiver. -he
theoretical analysis shows that, for the parametric oscillation in the neighborhood of the
critical point, the field fluctuations are low, which provides enhanced sensitivity of
remote laser spectroscopy.

II. Double-Frequency Parametric Laser-Reception Lidar

The use of the lidar return laser-reyeption technique for remote atmospheric gas
analysis was proposed by Godlevsky et al. Theoretical and experimental studies of a
parametric laser-reception lidar (PLRL) designed for measuring the absorption coefficient
along atmospheric paths were reported in Ref. 2. The lidar system made use of the laser
radiation modulated by the oscillations of the output cavity mirror. The structure of the
resulting field produced by the intracavity wave mixing of the laser output with the
delayed lidar return provided information on the atmospheric absorption.

The feasibility of enhancing the sensitivity of remote gas analysis using a lidar
system based on a double-frequency laser is considered. The laser emits on two competing
transitions, which allows an operational regime to be chosen where the field in one if the
modes is near the critical point, e.g., near threshold. The mode coupling and high sensi-
tivity of th. subthreshold mode to external perturbations dramatically increase the
responsivity of the entire system. In what follows we present a preliminary theorctical
analysis of the las r-reception lidar, describe the experimental set-up including a double-
frequency CO 2 laseri employed both as a transmitter (W = 4.3 and 10.6 Am; the laser tran-
sitions R2 and P 2 ) and a detector, and discuss the results obtained from remote sensing
of the real atmosphere.

A. Theory

The laser operation on the transitions of the A-typt (see Fig. 1) has been analyzed
in terms of the conventional semiclassical laser theory. The adiabatic elimination of
the atomic variables and nonlinear term series expansion in the vicinity of the stationary
point lead to the following set of coupled equations for the field in the laser cavity.
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Fig. 1

1 aE , 2  + E 2  E +
1C at az , = EI, 2 {ai, 2 (IE'I 2 + IEjI 2) BI, 2 (IE+I 2 + IE2I 2)J (1)

Here x, and x 2 are the decay constants for the fields within the cavity at the frequencies
wi anj w2, respectively; and a;Bl, 2 are constants determined from the steady-state solu-
tion.

R•I••E+ Ro__ R
Ri Ei F R0 - R

A 0 L

Fig. 2

A schemat~c diagram of lidar sounding is shown in Fig. 2, where R. 1 2 are mirror
reflectivities; To is the output mirror transmission factor; 1 is the Is r cavity length;
L is the range, i.e., the distance from the natural retroreflector; e+ and e- are the
probing signal and laser return fields, respectively; a(t) describes the reciprocating
motion of the output mirror caused by its oscillations.

The field in the atmosphere satisfies Maxwell equations (the atmospheric absorption
is assumed to be linear):

a(2a(c t + -ý + G)e±(z,t) = 0 (2)c at -- az

As seen from Fig. 2, the boundary conditions relating the cavity field with that in the
atmosphere are as follows:

El ,2(-Q,t) = RIEI,2(-Q,t) (3)

E-(O,t) = RoE+(O,t) (4)

EW(a(t),t) = RoE+(a(t),t) + f'e-(a(t),t) (5)

e+(a(t),t) = TE+(a(t),t) + Re-(a(t),t) (6)

e-(L,t) = R2 e+(L,t) (7)

Equation (2) accounted for in Eq. (5) can be recast in a more manageable form at th! rest
point of the output mirror:

R2Te
2  + 2L (*

Ej(O,t) a (I + 2xla(t))[RoEt(0,t) + R2T2e-2 G LE+(Ot c 2H (5*)
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Equation (5*) is derived subject to the obvious condition i(t) << c.1 Eliminating from
Eq. (2) the space variables and passing to the real variables r and 4 for the field:
E = relo, yield a set of the nonlinear differential equations with the delay term:

CR1 (l-2xla(t)) 2xt)t+1a1 [4(t

Xl(t) + xXl(t) - 2 - Yl(t) = CXl(t)a+ Ya(t)]

+ B I[X2(t) + Y2(t)] } 
(8)

2cR 0 ( + 2xla(t)) 22L

Yl(t) + XlYl(t) - { +Xl(t)exp[i(O'(O,t) - 0l(O,t))] - R2T 12X (t - 2c

*exp~i(4't(O,t - 2L 0- (O,t))]) Y(1a[2t + y2t]+ BX()+ 2t

c

_ -cR 1  + + + (9)
X2 + x 2 X2 - Q Y2 = cX2 {a 2 (X Y) + B2 (X+ Y2 )

- -cR0  cY+ Y2X + + (9)
Y2 + x 2 Y2 - X2 = c+ Y) B2 (X + Y1 (9

1 +

( + at - ax 2 (xt) = 0 (10)

where

(1 + xi,2Q)c

XI, 2 (t) = r1, 2 (O,t) Y1 2 (t) = r1, 2 (-2,t) xi, 2 = x

Because of the cubic nonlinearity and delayed arguments involved, the set of Eqs. (8)-(10)
is intractable for analytic investigation. However, a preliminary analysis of Eqs. (6)-(8)
made under certain simplifying assumptions indicates that the lidar sensibility can be
increased by establishing the near-threshold conditions for the field E .It is the
behavior of the field at the frequency that reflects the lidar return changes caused by
the atmospheric absorption at the frequency wo The analytical estimation shows that the
threshold character of laser generation and tie nonlinear coupling between the fields El
and E2 within the laser cavity lead to a 10-100 fold decrease of the minimum detectable
lidar return of the system as compared to PLRL technique.

B. Experiment

The experimental program was aimed at the examination of the kinetic characteristics
of a CO 2 laser where a lidar return injected into the cavity initiated simultaneous laser
action on two competing transitions. The laser sensitivity (SNR) was also measured for a
single- and double-frequency operation.

\

2 R 2

(7!ý tý)
Fig. 3
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An optical scheme of the experimental lidar system is shown in Fig. 3.
The laser employs a standard sealed-off tube. The laser cavity configuration provides
simultaneous lasing at two wavelengths in the bands 000-1-1000, 00-02*0 within one vibra-
tional branch. The wavelength tuning is made by rotating the mirrors RI,R 2 around their
axes. Fine adjustment is affected by applying a voltage pulse to the electrodes of piezo-
electric transducers whereat the mirrors are mounted. CO2 laser radiation is passed
through the zero diffraction order of the grazing-incidence diffraction grating D 1, split
up by another grating D 2 set for the second diffraction order, and focused onto the photo-
detector 2 by means of GaAs semitransmitting plates. The lidar return backscattered by a
moving target is phase- and frequency-modulated due to the Doppler effect. NaCl, BaF 2
plates, rough metal surfaces, b:icks, trees, etc. were used as retroreflectors.

Figure 4 shows oscillograpa traces of the laser kinetics for a single-mode operation.
The injected frequency modulation is due to a uniform motion of the brick target (4 and
2 cm/s). A variable component is seen to appear in the laser kinetics curve at a frequency
of w = 2(KV)cos(kv), where k and v are the incident wave vector and the linear target
velocity, respectively.

-Oms/sc-2

0 5 MV/Scde
V: ,O(rM/S

-2 0rn /scCIL

foC mV/Scae

V L-cr/S

Fig. 4

For a double-wavelength operation on the transitions coupled through a common energy level,
any modulation in the laser kinetics at one of the frequencies would be manifested in the
kinetics of the other mode. Figure 5 illustrates laser kinetics oscillograms for the
lasing on two completing transitions. The phase of the injected signal is changed. It is
readily seen that the backscatter frequency is shifted relative to that of the reference
beam.

Fig. 5
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Figure 6 shows a spectrogram of the double-frequency laser kinetics on the transitions
R(30) 1n and P(30) 1 0 coupled via a common lower level. The two pronounced maxima corre-
spondl£o the frequencies due to the Doppler shift of the carrier light frequencies. The
signal in the low-frequency region of the trace is induced by laser noise.
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The variation of the laser sensitivity with the return intensity backscattered into
the laser cavity by the illuminated target was studied by means of BaF 2 and NaCl attenu-
ating plates with a known transmission.

Figure 7 depicts the photodetector variable component at the modulation frequency
(synchronous detection) as a function of the effective target reflectivity Rff propor-
tional to the lidar return intensity. This relationship is well approximatedby the
expression Kv-eff, where the proportionality factor K depending on the laser regime has
the largest value near the lasing threshold. Far below threshold, K shows an appreciable
decrease. In the case cf interest, K - 200. For the dual-frequency operation, the laser
sensitivity is strongly affected by the intensity ratio on the laser transitions. It is
found experimentally that the minimum detectable lidar return of the system is observed to
occur for the highest intensity ratio.

E kW)______II_

06

0 ,

0 1,0 20 3.0 40 rtO-3

Fig. 8

Figure 8 shows the effect of the optical depth r on the laser response normalized to
its maximum value for 7 = 0, Reff = 0.3. Curve 1 represents single-mode laser action on
the transition R(20)ln. Curve 2 illustrates double-wavelength laser operation on the com-
peting transitions R190)1 0 and P(20), for the intensity ratio IR(20) 1 0 /IP(20) 1 0 = 3.
Curve 3 depicts the same as in Curve 9 for IR(20) 1 0 /IP(20) 1 0 = 8.
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III. REMOTE GAS ANALYSIS BASED ON PARAMETRIC LASER OSCILLATIONS

The parametric laser oscillation meth d and t e relevant wav~length-tuning schemeswere put forward by Akhmanov and Khokhlov, Kroll, and Kingston. The remote sounding of

the atmospheric gas absorption proposed in this work is based on the use of parametric
laser oscillators (PLO) and DIAL technique. It can be summarized as follows. The pumping
laser output A 0 at a frequency wa enters PLO cavity (see Fig. 8). Due to the nonlinear
interaction between A30 and the fluctuating field within the nonlinear crystal, the pumping
wave is converted into the modes for which the wave synchronism relation

k3 = kI1 + k2()

is valid.
Under certain conditions to be discussed later there appear light waves at Wa and W 2 .

In the general case, coI and w2 can be taken to be arbitrary but they are to satisiy the .
relation wa = w, + w 2 . It is of practical interest to consider the situation where W3 is
tuned in tie centre of the absorption band, while wl or w2 falls at the absorption edge.
After the delay time t = 21 (1 is the distance from the probed volume) the return signal
reenters PLO, providing high immunity against incoherent background noise, i.e., PLO oper-
ates both as a light source and a narrow-band receiver. Simultaneous soundings can be
carried out at the three frequencies. The photodetector eventually measures the inten-
sities I', and 1 a2 (see Fig. 9). The minimum detectable echo for the experimental outputs
I(', and 11 2 will be shown to have the lowest value for the parametric laser oscillation
slightly above threshold.

pun~up Vi .terLD,
L, 

L A|L p

Fig. 9

The proposed method is described by the set of equations of the form

A1 = - 7 1 A1 - iGl[A3 (zot) + E3 ]A2 +

A2 = - 7 2 A2 - iG 2 [A 3 (zot) + E3 ]A* +E 2 ; (12)

A3 (zot) = A3 0 (t) - iG 3 AIA2 Z2/(2L)

The external fields E1 , 2 , 3 can be expressed in terms of the optical characteristics

of the atmospheric path and the parametric laser oscillator to yield:

E 1 - lR -e-2XlQ A1 ;
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E2 = /1 - R 2 e -2x2 A2 ; (13)

E3 = 03 e-2x3Q A3 (zo,t)

where Ak/ - Rk is the probing field; x is the attenuation coefficient along the atmo-

spheric path length 1; R is the target reflection coefficient.

Rearranging r.h.s. of Eq. (12) to rewrite the bifurcation and nonlinear terms in
explicit form gives

G G3Z2

1  ~0  1'2A;
A1 = (-71 + WI)AI - iGl(l + W3 )A3 0 A2 - 2L (1 + X3 ) A2 1 2A1

G G2 G3 z2

A2 = (-72 + X2 )A2 - iG2 (l + X3 )A 3 0 A1 - 2L (1 + A3 )IAIA 2

Xk = •k/l - R _ e 2XkQ ; k = 1,2,3 (14)

The formula for the threshold pumping value in the presence of the external signals
El, E2 , E3 reads

IAhr12 = (71 - Xi)( 7 2 - X2 )
(1 + X3 )GIG 2  

(15)

The return signal at a probing laser frequency reduces hard excitation threshold for
parametric oscillations. The quasi-stationary solution to the equation for the measured
intensities is of the form

72 - X2 G2G3 (l + X3 ) 2 1A3 012  [1 - Gi(l + X3 )I 2  (16)
2+1 + )3 GG 1 + )3  GIG32(1- X1)(1 + 2½71 _ A1 2 12) 1 (7_1 2 I

1~-ý)2 1 2(71-x) 2) 12

The equation for I, is derived upon substitution of the indices 2 4 1 in Eq. (10). The
minimum detectable return, say for 12, is estimated by finding the ratio A12/I2 from
Eq. (16). In doing so, .nly the cubic nonlinearity with respect to the intensity is taken
into account. As a result, A12 /I 2 has the form

AI 2  8 1 A
A12 (6-1) + X + 2X3) (17)

where 8 = 13/1Ihr , 13 > I1 hr

It follows from Eq. (17) that the parametric laser oscillation above threshojd is
most sensitive to the proposed sounding scheme. The resonance denominator (6-1)- is
responsible for the abrupt enhancement of the lidar sensitivity in this regime. The
detectable limit would be set by the pumping fluctuations, thermal and spontaneous emission
noises induced by the nonlinear crystal.

The available PLO's suggest that a value of (6-1) on the order of 10-3 is practical
without making any special provisions against the fluctuations. Moreover, the resonance
denominator can be made even smaller by using a nonlinear absorption cell to optimize the
pump field parameters.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

Research into the feasibility of enhancing the sensitivity of remote gas analysis has
been carried out. The theoretical investigation and experimental evidence show that
nonlinear optical systems offer good promise as low-power lidar return detectors. Their
high-sensitivity detection capability is of critical importance because weak echo signals
provide information on the laser beam attenuation by atmospheric gaseous 7onstituents.
Thus the nonlinear optical systems prove to be an excellent implementation of the general
concept of a measuring instrument.
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Abstract

This paper describes a laser complex emitting at six wavelengths simultaneously with a
mean power of about 1 W at each of them at PRF of 5 kHz and beam widths close to the

diffraction limit. The complex used copper-vapor lasers for pumping the dye-lasers and
also involves nonlinear crystal frequency converters.

Introduction

The investigations carried out at the Institute of Atmospheric Optics showed the per-

spective and possibility of making a combined lidar sensing station for monitoring the
atmosphere through its entire depth in the interests of weather and climate formation

studies.1 The station "KOLIS" based on a 2 m diameter mirror is under construction now.
It will allow us to measure simultaneously vertical profiles of humidity, temperature,
pressure, and aerosol microphysical parameters including high-altitude lidar-ratio

profiles.

In the multifrequency aerosol sounding method to be used, three or four sounding radia-

tion lines located at 80-100 nm intervals in the atmospheric transmission windows should
be available. Hence, the line width may be (10-40) A and the wavelength reproducibility

0
-1 A.

Experiments and Results

The differential absorption method requires two adjacent narrow lines with high stabil-

ity to be available and imposed rigorous demands to the spectral parameters of laser radi-
ation. The emission line width 'hould not exceed 0.01 cm- 1 , and the wavelength stability

should be better than 5 x 10-7. It should be noted that one line (588.0734 nm) must cor-
respond to the H2 0 molecule absorption line maximum, and the other one must be in the

absorption line wing of this molecule. Moreover, to provide the required restitution
accuracies of humidity and temperature profiles based on the data of lidar sounding, at
least, in the troposphere, the mean laser-radiation power should be higher than 1 W at a
pulse repetition rate not higher than 10 kHz. These requirements together with the demands

of narrow and stable angular apertures of all the laser beams are the basis of the lidar
transmitter developed. The requirements to the laser transmitter are summarized in Table I.
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Table I

Parameters of radiation Sensing Techniques

Multiwavelengths DIAL Raman

Mean power of laser
beam, W 1.0 1.0 > 10.0

Pulse repetition rate,
kHz 3-5 3-5 3-5

Pulse duration, ns 10-30 10-30 10-30

Beam divergence, mrad 0.5 0.5 0.5

Wavelength, nm X, = 510.6 X4  588.0734 X] = 510.6
X2 = 578.2 X5 594.2572X2 = 578.2
X3 = 654.0 X6 = 271.2

Spectral width, nm < 1.0 3.5 x 10-4

Wavelength reproducibility,
relative units 5 x 10-4 5 x 10-7

The most powerful and effective visible laser is a copper-vapor laser, which was chosen

as a radiation source in the yellow-green region for aerosol sounding, for sounding by the
Raman spectroscopy method and as a source for pumping dye-solution tunable lasers. To
increase its energy parameters, the copper-vapor laser operating in the master generator-

amplifier mode is used. The same mode is applied for increasing the energy parameters of

narrow-band dye lasers.

Table II gives some energy characteristics of laboratory models of the lasers operating

in both the generator and generator-amplifier modes with the use of different types of

excitation.

The output radiation power was measured with a telescopic activity (M = 14) for the

gas-discharge tubes (GDT) of 15 and 27 mm diameters. The mean radiation power with

0.2 mrad divergence for a gas-discharge tube of 15 mm diameter was 2.4 W and for GDT of
27 mm diameter it was 8.8 W. The fifth and sixth lines of Table II present the results of

testing two- and three-cascade laser systems. In the two-cascade system, an optical delay

of 6 m was used between the generator and the amplifier. In the three-cascade system, a
collimator for 34 mm expansion of the beam and a spatial selector in the form of diaphragm
were placed between the generator and the first amplifier. In this case the optical delay
was 4 m. The generator in the three-cascade system operated with a telescopic cavity, and

the total mean generation power given in Table II was the power in the beam with
diffraction divergence.

The generation pulse of the system "generator-amplifier" has the same shape that the

master generator and it was somewhat longer in duration. The maximum power of the system
was obtained at 20 ns delay of the generator excitation pulse with reference to the ampli-

fier excitation pulse. When a telescopic cavity with M = 14 was used, its radiation was

0.1-0.3 mrad. In our experiments, the generation duration varied from 20 ns to 50 ns.
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Table II

Inside
diameter U, I, PNe f, W, ZW,

N mm l, mm kW A torr kHz W W Note

1 15 560 5.5 0.34 400 5.80 3.8 Two thyratrons
- 1000/25

2 25 720 5.0 0.80 20 F.25 12.5 with water
cooling,

3 27 1000 5.5 0.63 37 7.70 15.5 plane-parallel
cavity

4 35 1000 5.5 0.77 70 6.67 17.0

5 35 1000 5.4 0.95 - 5.88 11.5 2 Generator
22.0

35 1000 5.2 0.57 - 5.88 14.5 Amplifier

6 15 560 4.0 0.35 300 6.25 1.5 Generator
35 1000 6.0 1.00 200 6.25 12.0 31.5 Amplifier
35 1000 6.0 0.70 200 6.25 14.0 Amplifier

The laser emitter generating at the wavelength W3 was constructed based on the

oxazine-17 dye laser with transverse excitation by a two-cascade copper-vapor laser. 2 The

generation spectrum was narrowed up to 0.07 nm using three intracavity Fabry-Perot etalons

constructed by the deposition method. At a mean pumping power of 30 W the dye-laser power,
without spectral selection, amounted to 9 W. The conversion efficiency of the system
"copper-vapor laser - dye laser", with spectral selection, was 15%. Photostability of dye
solution was tested in the 10 cm3 cell.

To transform copper-vapor laser generation to the ultraviolet range (X6 ), the KDP 2 x
2 x 4 cm crystal without forced cooling, was used (synchronism "ooe"). The efficiency of

conversion (Xl and X2 ) to the sum frequency (W6 ) reached 5% at the mean ultraviolet radia-

tion power 0.6 W. Variation of the basic radiation mean power in the 2 to 20 W range at

constant pulse power showed that the thermal effects did not limit the conversion

efficiency.

To obtain narrow-band radiation at the wavelengths X4 and W5 a three-cascade scheme of

a pumping laser and a four-cascade scheme of a rhodamine C-dye laser with quasi-
longitudinal pumping were used. The master generator of the dye laser was constructed

using two diffraction gratings with 600 lines/mm and 1200 lines/mm, one of which operated
in the grazing mode and the second one was mounted using a Littrow scheme. 3 The generation

spectrum width was 0.2 cm-1 . The master generator's radiation was transmitted through an

external Fabry-Perot interferometer with sharpness -30, which decreased the generator

spectrum width to the value smaller than 10- 2 cm- 1 , and was directed to a space filter

consisting of two confocal spherical mirrors with the diaphragm at their joint focus. The

space filter was used to increase the signal-to-noise ratio. Then the radiation was
amplified in a three-cascade amplifier. Each amplifying cell was a cell filled with dye,

which was mounted at a joint focal plane of the two spherical lenses. The amplifiers
pumping was quasi-longitudinal. The tests of such a system have shown that it meets the

requirements for the laser transmitter parameters (spectral width and mean generation

power). To obtain the required radiation reproducibility at W4 and X5, the scheme of

active stabilization, based on a wavelength meter 4 and a microcomputer, is under develop-
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ment now. The error signal between the required and real generation wavelength after the
computer processing is applied to the servodrive by the angular position of the external

Fabry-Perot interferometer determining spectral position of a generation line. In this

scheme, the error signal is processed with time interval of -1 s. The wavelength is
reproduced during the time between the cycles of error-signal processing due to passive

stabilization of the entire system. For this purpose, the entire laser system is mounted

on a heavy plate set on supports consisting of alternating layers of vibro-absorbing
materials with different amplitude-frequency characteristics.
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Abstract

As part of the HAVE LACE (Laser Airborne Communications Experiment) program, optical
scintillation data was collected and analyzed. The results of this analysis will be used
to examine the effects of scintillation on air-to-air laser communications performance.
The HAVE LACE terminals used direct detection of a pulsed diode laser. The random
variations in received signal strength, called scintillation, are caused by the time
varying index of refraction, due to atmospheric turbulence. The scintillation data that
was collected is compared to a model derived from turbulence theory in an effort to
validate these atmospheric turbulence models. This model can then be used to aid in the
design of air-to-air laser communication terminals that provide acceptable probability of
error performance.

Introduction

Successful design of an atmospheric laser communications terminal requires an
understanding of atmospheric turbulence induced scintillation of the optical signal.
Laser beam scintillation is small scale interference within the beam cross section due to
turbulence induced fluctuations of the refractive index of the atmosphere, causing
variations in the spatial power density at the receiver. The variations in the spatial
power density at the receiver manifest themselves as fades and surges of the detected
optical signal. By understanding the statistics and power spectrum of the fades and
surges communications terminals can be designed to achieve needed levels of performance
by employing optimized choices of increased link margin and error coding.

Extensive research has been done to characterize and model the effects of atmospheric
turbulence on terrestrial laser communications links. However, limited work has been
accomplished in collecting data for validating atmospheric scintillation models
associated with airborne laser communications links.

As part of the HAVE LACE (Laser Airborne Communications Experiment) program optical
scintillation data was collected and analyzed. The analysis will aid in the
determination of the degree of scintillation to be expected from the air-to-air
communications channel and the effects of scintillation on communications performance.
The HAVF LACE terminals use direct detection of pulsed laser ener-y, therefore, the
random variations in the received signal strength, can be used to evaluate the
atmospheric turbulence induced amplitude scintillations. The collected data has been
reduced and compared with a theoretical model for air-to-air communications links. The
objective of the analysis is to identify deviations in the collected data from
predictions based on current theory and to explain the results in terms of communications
performance.

HAVE LACE Overview

The Satellite Communications Group of the Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories
(AFWAL) at Wright-Patterson AFB OH managed the HAVE LACE program and conducted the flight
tests. In an effort to demonstrate the feasibility of air-to-air laser communications
AFWAL began the HAVE LACE program in 1983 under the sponsorship of the Headquarters Air
Force Systems Command, New Concept and Initiatives Office. The technology for laser
communications using small semiconductor laser diodes has been available for some time.
Optical acquisition and tracking systems have been developed in the past for a wide
variety of applications. Early in 1984, the Air Force established a contract with GTE
Government Systems of Mountain View CA, to develop two airborne laser communications
terminals and furnish these terminals t- the Air Force for a flight test program. These
terminals were not advanced development models but feasibility models using basically
"off-the-shelf" technology to quickly provide the Air Force with equipment for the HAVE
LACE demonstration and test program.

In order to demonstrate the feasibility of laser communications, flight tests were
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performed to analyze acquisition, tracking, communications, and scintillation, at
operationally significant ranges. The HAVE LACE program was divided into three major
areas: design and development of the laser terminals, modification of the testbed
aircraft and installation of the terminals, and system test including both ground and
flight testing. The two HAVE LACE terminals, furnished by GTE for use during the
program, consisted of a laser transceiver and an acquisition/tracking system. GTE
supported the aircraft modifications and terminal installation in two Air Force C-135
aircraft operated and maintained by the 4950th Test Wing. AFWAL conducted the flight
test of the terminals and evaluated their performance.

The terminals consisted of a laser transmitter powered by a 100 watt peak-power diode
array operating at the infrared wavelength of 904 nanometers, a quadrature receiver using
four avalanche photodiodes, a gimballed optical head with 11.3 cm diameter optics, and
associated controls. This equipment was installed in an equipment rack with the optical
head mounted in a two-axis gimbal at the rear of the rack. The entire system was placed
next to a side window in each of the aircraft.

System operation began with initialization of the acquisition process. Each operator
provided inputs to their terminal designating the most probable location for the
cooperating aircraft based on visual sighting, known flight paths, or other navigation
inputs. These inputs defined the center point for a 10 degree by 4 degree uncertainty
region. Both terminals started in the responder mode where the terminals slowly scanned
its uncertainty region. When an operator wanted to initiate the link, he switched his
terminal to the initiating mode and it rapidly scanned its uncertainty region until the
two fields of view were mutually aligned. The initiator's fast scan covered the entire
scan pattern in less time than it takes for the field of view of the slow scan of the
responder to pass across a point. Mutual alignment was thus assured, to within the error
allowed by the fields of view, within one scan of the responder. When the terminals were
mutually aligned, an optical signal was detected by each terminal and a small scan
pattern used to refine alignment. After accurate tracking was established, timing
synchronization began and either communications could be evaluated or scintillation data
collected.

To accurately measure the scintillation, a special mode of operation was added to the
terminals. In this mode of operation one terminal sends a steady stream of 80 nsec
pulses at 10 Kpps and the other terminal continuously receives these pulses and detects
the peak level of each pulse. Tracking at the transmitting terminal during these
measurements is accomplished using only gyro stabilization, however, measurements are
limited to 30 seconds so the tracking drift is minimized. The sampling of the
scintillaton provides information about fades and surges with frequencies up to about 5
KHz. The scintillation spectra is not expected to contain any components greater than
this. A demodulator using a peak level detector followed by a sample and hold allowed
the peak levels of the short pulses to be recorded on standard recording equipment. The
output of the scintillation demodulator simply tracks the fluctuations, thus requiring a
recording bandwidth of only 5 KHz. Flight profiles for these tests were carefully
controlled so that misalignment of the two systems did not induce fluctuations. Parallel
paths were maintained at constant altitude during all scintillation tests.

The HAVE LACE test program consisted of 16 flights from which 55 hours of test data
was collected. Scintillation data was collected on 6 of the test flights. Most of the
scintillation data was taken at altitudes around 30,000 feet and aircraft separations of
25 nautical miles. Air speeds during the scintillation runs usually varied between 350
to 400 knots.

Scintillation

Literature on the subject of line-of-sight optical propagation through turbulence is
extensive. However, the most important and influential theoretical development of the

Ttrk 1 ,2  3subject is that of V. I. Tatarski and L. A. Chernoff . The combination of their work

has been the foundation for most of the work that has followed. A collection of review

articles on the subject are available4 and provide a concise development of turbulence

theory.

Even with the extensive interest shown toward the theoretical development of this
subject, predictions of the effects of atmospheric turbulence on optical propagation can
be checked only by in situ measurements. The atmosphere is inhomogeneous and
statistically nonstationary which precludes the use of simple models in characterizing it
as a communications channel. Of interest to optical propagation research is the
variation of refractive index resulting from variation of the density of the air. The
air density depends on temperature and pressure. However, pressure fluctuations are
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rapidly dissipated and have negligible effects when compared to th t of the longer
lasting temperature variations.

Sunlight incident on the earth's surface is absorbed and, in turn, as the earth
re-emits this energy the surface air layer is heated. As the warmed surface layer air
becomes less dense it rises, mixing turbulentiy with cooler air. Therefore, the air
temperature varies randomly from point to point in the atmosphere (on the order of 0.1 -
1'C) and is a function of altitude and wind speed due to the turbulent mixing. These
turbulent eddies cause an ever changing index of refraction of the air. The variations,

which are typically on the order of 10- 6, result in small point-to-point differences4
While the refractive index variation is very small, in situations of practical interest a
laser beam propagates through a large number of these inhomogeneities. This initially
produces optical phase effects (leading to angle of arrival fluctuations or beam wander),
intensity fluctuations (scintillation), and beam broadening. It is the intensity
fluctuations of the communications signal which are of interest here.

The effect of atmospheric turbulence depends on the scale size of the turbulent eddies
which range from an inner scale of a few millimeters to several hundred meters or larger

for outer scale values5. These turbulent eddies may be envisioned as "lens" of air, each
with a characteristic refractive index, which focuses or defocuses the incident light
wave. The power spectral density of the turbulence may be regarded as a measure of the

7
relative abundance of the eddies" Kolmogorov initially established the form of the

power spectrum of the turbulence. Subsequently, the Kolmogorov spectrum has been
modified to what is known as the Von Karman spectrum which provides a more definitive
spectral shape, Figure 1. The form of the Von Karman spectrum is dependent on
the inner and outer scale sizes of the turbulent eddies and the refractive index

2 Where the inner scale is given by 1 = 2i/Km, the outer scaLestructure constant, C n . whro h ne cl sgvnb 0=2/m h ue ci
n 2

is given by Lo = 5.92/K° and Cn serves as a measure of the strength of the fluctuations.

The time required for light to propagate through these turbulent eddies is enly a
fraction of the "fluctuation time" for the random refrac ive index changes. Therefore,
the time dependence of the refractive index changes is often suppressed and attention
focused on spatial properties for the investigation of imaging properties. However, in
communications the temporal properties of the turbulence are of interest and Taylor's
"frozen turbulence" hypothesis is invoked. This hypothesis assumes that a given
realization of the random refractive index is "frozen" and drifts across the receiver
aperture with constant velocity determined by the local wind conditions. While the
communications signal experiences fades and surges due to scintillation it is the signal
fades which most limits the communications performance. Therefore, the frequency spectra
(duration and recurrence) and the depth (probability a fade sill exceed a threshold) of
the fading is important to characterize.

Understanding the fading characteristics allows the design engineer to achieve a level
of performance based on probability of error (P ) by either adding signal margin and
employing coding techniques or both. As more knowledge is gained about the statistical
nature of the optical communications channel optimum combinations of coding and link
margin can be used to achieve required communications perfocmance levels. In particular,
the long high altitude horizontal path atmospheric channel is least characterized.

Results provided by G. J. Morris8 involving horizontal high altitude airborne
scintillation measurements over short paths and the opportunity to take part in the HAVE
LACE program led to the motivation to perform the current work.

Discussion of Results

The depth of fadina due to scintillation can be directly related to the probability

that fades of a certain depth will occur. Tatarski'sI and all subsequent treatments of

this subject predict that the probability distribution of the logarithm of the intensity
is a normal distribution. This is a reasonable assumption since the propagation of light
through the many lens-like eddies can be viewed as propagation through a multiplicatival

9noisy channel. As previously reported , the HAVE LACE scintillation data was

log-normally distributed.

The frequency spectra of scintillations is related to both thc size of the turbulent
eddies and the rate at which they move across the receiver aperture. M4uch data has been
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analyzed for terrestrial scintillation and the frequencies have been found to range from
10

0.1 to 100 Hz . Scintilation at ground level results from laige turbulent eddies whose

rate of motion is due to wind speeds, thus low trequencies fluctuations are expected. At
altitude the turbulent eddies are much smaller and their rate of movement is, by the
"frozen turbulence" assumption, the result of aircraft airspeed.

1
Tatarski presented the first discussion of the temporal power spectral density.

.'quation (1) proviles an expression for the reciprocal of the time required for a
rJesnel-zone size disturbance to move across the line-of-sight,

f = V (1)
0 2TXo(2•irL) ½

where V is the ptpendicul- airspeed, L is the path length and f is related to the
4,

corner frequuncy of the spectrum, f •, by

f c - 1.43 (2)

f
0

For the HAVE LACE flights (1) and (2) yield corner frequencies between 475 and 600 Hz for
airspeeds of 300 to 350 knots. A representative frequency spectrum from our test flights
shows f to be approximately lO Hz (Figure 2). This frequency spectrum was obtained by
Fast Fourier Transforming (FFT) 0.4 seconds of scintillation data and then taking the
ensemble average of 74 such FFT's. The magnitude of tl.e ensemble average is used to
represent the power spectral density.

Using the flight parameters given in Figure 1 the theoretical corner frequencies as
given by (1) and (2) is 502 Hz. The factor of 5 difference in the observed corner
frequency led to further investigations into the theory of turbulence.

Yura 1 has extended Tatarski's weak turbulence perturbation theory using a multiple
scattering argument. His development accounts for the saturation phenomena associated
with the log amplitude variance and reduces to the results of Tatarski in the weak

turbulence oik•me. Yura12 obtained the shape o- the temporal power spectrum for

increasing values of amplitude ,ariance (Figure 3). The cffect of strong turbulence on
the frequency spectrum can be seen by the curves of Figure 3. Note from Figure 3 that
while the corner frequency shifts to lower frequencies with stronger turbulence the
extend of the spectral components increase.

The primary dizference between the Tatarski and Yura theories is the cevelopnicrt of a
filter function which is applied to the power spectrum of the turbulence, Figure 4. The

filter function is a r'-asure of the relative efficiency of a turbulent eddy of size YI

located at some arbitrary position in producing fluctuations at the receiver. It is
evident from Figure 4 that Yura's approach provices a filter function which behaves on
the average like Tatarski's linear theory function.

A computer model has been developed which incorporates the characteristics of the PAVE
LACE terminals and Yura's scintillation theory to generate theoretical temporal frequency
spectra for a comparison with the HAVE LACE data. This model piovides arGL.;ate curve
rits for the collecLed scintillation data within the hounds of the known input
parameters. AtmosrTheric data, which is used to define the true shape o4 the power
spectral density of the turbulence, %,. not available. Therefoie, the initial values for
1, L, 0a.d Cn wer.' chosen from reasonable estimates 8erived from previous work13

ajid then further refined until a g-cr dat- fit was accomplished. While the model
provided a good comparison with the data, Figure 1, this generally required employing C 212 n
values which were st-onger than, for instance, the Hufnagel model predicted.

2
However, valueF for 10, 1,' and Cn were always kept within reasonable bounds "or tht

conditions of Lhe flight.

Conc lusion

The HAVE LACE piogram provided a unique opportunity to perform hiqh i•ltitude
scintillation measurements over extended path leng.ths. While airborne tenting is by its
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dynamic nature very challenginq and difficult to perform, in situ measurements are
necessary if practical application of laser conmuyiicatic-q theory is to he accomplished.
The results presented here offer reasonably good agreement with theory. Further
analysis is in progress to more fully understand the implications of the Hufnagel C -

values and those provided from the temporal frequency comparisons. n
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Abstract

A novel general scheme to obtain bidimensional phased-array lasers by diffraction cou-
pling is proposed. Preliminary experiments have been performed on pulsed Nd:YAG laser to
demonstrate its feasibility.

1. Introduction

Stable resonators operating in TEMoo mode present a noticeable drawback due to the limit-
ed portion of active medium that can be fully exploited by the laser beam. In this work we
discuss a novel scheme, which should overcome this difficulty, based on the concept of in-
phase locking or several TEMoo modes within the laser active medium by means of diffraction,
which is somehow related to the recently developed phased-array semiconductor lasers'-'. Our
proposal concerns the design of a bidimensional plane mask containing suitably located holes
to be inserted into the laser resonator, near one mirror, in order to simulate a segmented
mirror. The mask should generate a monodimensional or two-dimensional beam array which, under
appropriate conditions for the hole locations, is phase-locked by diffraction. This technique
introduces a general concept in phased arrays valid for any kind of laser and in particular
represents an alternative approach to the phase-locking of CO 2 wave-guide lasers", ",. Pre-
liminary experiments performed on a pulsed Nd:YAG laser have demonstrated the feasibility of
our proposal.

2. Description of the Technique

The leading idea of using a mask can be understood with the help of Fig. 1, which shows
a mask with two holes placed inside an otherwise conventional resonator with an active me-
dium of suitable cross-section. The diameter of each hole is such that it can only allow
oscillation on the TEMoo mode. For simplicity, we first assume that both mirror radii are
much longer than the resonator length. Under these conditions, two distinct lobes (TEMoo-
-like modes) are expected to be emitted from the laser cavity, as shown in Fig. 1.

OUTPUT

"1 ACTIVE MEDIUM MASK 2

Fig. 1 - Schematic of a segmented-mirror laser resonator with a two-hole mask. Two
TEMoo -like modes are shown along with the diffracted wavelets of one mode
that couple to the field of the other mode.
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Depending upon the distance between the two holes, the two beams have been observed to be:
(i) unlocked, at large distance, (ii) locked in opposite phase (TEM,, -like mode) at suitably
small distance, and (iii) locked in phase, at an intermediate distance. In fact, if the dis-
tance between the two holes of the mask is too large, the lobes do not interact and their
phases are unlocked; if, however, the hole distance is sufficiently small, the diffracted
waves from one hole contribute to the field of the other lobe and the two lobes are expected
to lock each other. Indeed, for a suitable hole distance, the two lobes will lock 1800 out-
-of-phase, giving a TEM0 , mode of the cavity. The condition to be fulfilled in this case is
that the phase shift 60 between the diffracted wavelets of one lobe and the field of the
other lobe be equal to 7. To obtain in-phase locking between the two lobes, on the other
hand, we must require that the phase shift nT be equal to 2T. This picture is analogous to
that of supermodes in semiconductor laser arrays 8', 2 . Thus, depending upon the distance be-
tween the two holes, the configuration of Fig. 1 leads to two lobes that may be uncorrelated,
1800 out-of-phase correlated, or in-phase correlated.

The extension to a more general case becomes quite straightforward: a mask containing
more than two holes in a linear array, or a two-dimensional array can produce, under appro-
priate conditions, oscillation of many lobes all locked in phase. This would constitute a
generalization of the linear phased-array lasers to two dimensions and to any active medium.
The above intuitive concepts may give rise to a few critical remarks. In particular, when the
radii of the two mirrors are comparable to the resonator length, the two off-axis lobes (see
Fig. 1) cannot be considered as two TEMoo -like modes any longer. A more correct picture can
be obtaiend considering the integral equation of a resonator in which one mirror presents
zones of high reflectivity only in correspondence with the holes of the mask (segmented-mir-
ror resonators). We can expect that, under suitable conditions, the fundamental mode will be
constituted also in this case of in-phase lobes.

3. Experimental Results

The scheme previously outlined has been experimentally applied to a flash-pumped Nd:YAG
laser. The pump cavity housing a 3" long x 1/4" diameter rod, was of a reflective close-cou-
pled type to ensure highly uniform pump energy distribution within the rod. The stable 50 cm
long resonator was made of two 8 m radius of curvature concave mirrors, one of high reflec-
tivity and the other with 60% power reflectivity. The mask, containing holes of appropriate
shape and size, was placed close to the output mirror. Masks with two, three and four holes

CO C00
(a) (b)

0 00 0 0 0
(c) (d)

5 mm

Fig. 2 - Mask hole contours giving in-phase locking: (a) two-, (b) three-, and (c) tour-
-hole linear masks and (d) five-hole two-dimensional mask. The linear scale is
indicated at the bottom.
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disposed in linear arrays and five holes arranged in a two-dimensional pattern, whose shapes
are shown in Fig. 2, have been used. The holes were made by chemical etching on a 100 lim
thick tempered steel plate. Note that the holes are not circular and are of different size.
In fact, the best hole contour would probably correspond to the isointensity lines of the
actual mode profile of the segmented-mirror cavity. As a first approach, the hole contours
have been chosen to correspond to the isointensity profiles of the in-phase lobes of the
Hermite-Gaussian mode of a conventional spherical mirror resonator. An exact diffraction
theory calculation of the mode profile is however still in progress, in order to optimize
the mask patterns. As an example Figure 3(a) shows the experimental near and far-fields
obtained with a two-hole resonator designed for oscillation on a fundamental mode with two
lobes in phase. Figure 3(b) shows the corresponding theoretical results obtainea by numer-
ically solving the integral equation of the segmented mirror resonator.

(a)

- 1mm I 1 mrad

C(b)

-2 -1 0 1 2 -2 -1 0 2

mm mrad

Fig. 3 - Near (left) ana far-field (right) pattern of the phased output beam obtained
with a two-hole segmented mirror resonator: (a) experimental; (b) theoretical.
The dashed area in (b) represents the portion of the beam intercepted by the
mask.

In the case of a two-hole mask with a shape similar to mask (a) in Fig. 2, but with the
hole distance reduced by a factor % /V, the two lobes were 1800 out-of-phase, corresponding
to a TEMQ1 -like mooe. Finally, we have noted that, if the hole separation was increased by
a factor of about 1.8, the two lobes were completely uncorrelated. In this case, in fact,
the far-field pattern was the same as that observed when one or the two lobes was blocked at
the laser output. These results prove the validity of our scheme; the results obtained with
the three- and four-hole masks shown in Fig. 2 are simi±ar to those ot the two-hole mask;
in each case, using the optimum mask, good phase locking between the oscillating lobes has
been observed. The results obtained with the two-dimensional five-hole mask (d) of Fig. 2.
are shown in Fig. 4. To characterize the structure of the laser output beam, which is two-
-dimensional in this case, we have recorded the far rield intensity distributions as burn
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(a) (b)

Fig. 4 - Output beam from the five-hole, two-dimensional, segmented-mirror resonator:
(a) far-field burn pattern and (b) far-field profile taken along the horizontal
central line of the burn pattern; the horizontal scale in (b) is 0.54 mrad/div.

patterns on a photo-sensitive paper (see Fig. 4(a)). This technique provides only for a
qualitative picture of the phase locking effects, due to the non-linearity of the recording
process. A quantitative analysis of the far-field patterns along selected lines has been
performed by means of a linear photodetector array, and the results have shown that a rea-
sonably good phase-locking has been obtained also in this case (see Fig. 4(b)). This repre-
sents a demonstration of phase-locking between aifferent laser channels in two dimensions.
As a general comment on the results obtained with the four masks considered in Fig. 2 we can
say that, once the optimum masx was found, phase-locking was observed in a reliable way
every laser shot and for a pump input energy ranging from threshold to about 2 times above
threshold. The dimensions of the optimum mask are however quite critical, and changes by as
much as 5% would considerably affect the phase locking condition. In all cases, the result-
ing output energy was also quite low, namely a few tens of mJ, compared with about 360 mJ
obtained with the same laser operating at the same input energy (16 J; threshold energy 10 J)
without any mask inserted in the cavity. This is due to the fact that the total area of the
holes in each mask is only a fraction of the rod cross-section and to high losses introduced
by the mask (see Fig. 3(b)).

As a conclusion we can say that these results demonstrate, in principle, the possibility
to realize large fundamental mode by using resonators made with segmented, or more generally
modulated, reflectivity mirrors. They might also shed new light on the process of diffrac-
tion coupling of diode arrays.
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Abstract

Novel output couplers with gaussian and supergaussian reflectivity profiles are proposed.
An analysis of unstable resonators with supergaussian mirrors is presented. Application to
a pulsed Nd:YAG laser has produced diffraction limited output beams with energy up to 200 mJ.

1. Introduction

Unstable resonators with radially variable reflectivity mirrors (VRM) offer the advantage
of good mode discrimination, smooth output beam profile and large mode volumel- 4 . Although
these advantages have been known for many years, only a limited number of devices have been
experimentally demonstrated. The proposed practical solutions include: radially varying bi-
refringent filters', apoditic filters based on frustrated total internal reflection6 , di-
electric mirror with shaped layers 7 , radially variable Fabry-Perot interferometers 8 .

Mode analysis of unstable resonators with tapered reflectivity mirrors is usually
carried out assuming a gaussian shape of the reflectivity profile, which allows direct ap-
plication of the matrix formalism for gaussian beam propagation"". A gaussian curve has
long tails and, to prevent diffraction effects now coming from the rod aperture, the spot
size must be rather small. For better filling of the rod other shapes of reflectivity taper-
ing (linear, parabolic, etc.) have been proposed" -13. However, the analysis of these reso-
nators can only be carried out through machine solution of the mode integral equation, which
however does not provide simple design equations for the resonator.

In this paper we show the advantage of using supergaussian reflectivity profiles and we
consider the implementations of tapered reflectivity output couplers, based on thin tilm
evaporation techniques. Applying ray analysis to the study of unstable resonators with super-
gaussian mirrors, simple analytic solutions are found for the lowest order mode and the cor-
responding loss eigenvalue. Some design considerationsare also pointed out, such as: (i) spot
size of supergaussian reflectivity profile for low diffraction rings; (ii) resonator magnif-
ication for low mirror misalignment sensitivity; (ii) peak reflectivity value for optimum
output coupling and flat top output beam.

2. The Supergaussian Approach

The "superguassian" intensity reflectivity profiles is defined by the following analytical
form:

R(r) = R exp[- 2(r/w n ())
o m

where R is the intensity peak reflectivity, r the radial coordinate, wm is defined as the
mirror spot size, and n as the "order of supergaussianity". The choice of a such reflectiv-
ity profile provides: (i) simple analytical solution of the mode equation within the frame-
work of geometrical optics; (ii) simple equations for the design of the resonator param-
eters; (iii) cavity modes bell-shaped and flatter than a gaussian curve and therefore
no diffraction rings, with wide filling of the active medium; (iv) satisfactory fittings of
various reflectivity profiles of existing devices.
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For unstable resonators with supergaussian mirrors, geometrical optics provides for a
satisfactory approximation of mode profiles and losses, 1' . For a supergaussian reflectivity
shape of order n [see (1)J, the fundamental mode solation is simply a supergaussian beam

u (r) - exp[- (r/w.) , (2)o 1

where uo(r) is the amplitude of the beam incident on the supergaussian mirror and w. is its
spot size given by 1

w. = w (Mn _ 1 )1/n (3)a m

The round trip loss for the fundamental mode is

R
MY =(4)

The output beam profile uout(r) is obtained by multiplying the amplitudc of the beam in-
cident on the mirror by the mirror transmission:

u (r) = u (r)[l - R(r)1 2  (5)out o

As an example, Fig. l(a) shows the intensity profiles of the mode pattern on a supergauss-
ian mirror (Ro = 44%, n = 2.8) and of the transmitted beam, calculated by squaring the fields
given by (2) and (5), as a function of r/wm along with the reflectivity profile, for a given
resonator magnification. The cavity mode profile is supergaussian of the same order as that
of the mirror. This mode profile laying in between rectangular and gaussian shapes, should
combine the advantages of both protiles. The soft smoothing avoids building up of pronounced
diffraction rings typical of hard edge beam profiles. However, the large portion of the beam
at almost constant intensity allows for a wide filling of the active medium and consequently
for an efficient energy extraction. The output beam is no longer supergaussian and its shape
depends on Ro and M: a central dip appears in the output beam for values of Ro and M such
that Ro Mn > 1 (see Fig. 1(a)). The condition

1.2 , , 1.2 1.2 1.2
(a) (b)

n=28 'in n=28 lin
2M= 1 36

> Q8 - 0.8 > 0.8 0.8 >

I-(n Ln
U Z loutZ
W w Iii uJ

L Z U R Zw -- w-
c 0.4 0.4 X 0.4 -04

0 0 0 , , 0
-2 -1 0 1I -1.5 -1 -0.5 0 05 1 15

r /Wm r /Wm

Fig. 1 - Theoretical intensity profiles of the wave incident, Iin, on a supergaussian
reflectivity mirorr (order n = 2.8 and Ro = 544%) and of the trasmitted beam,
Iout, as a function of radial coordinate r normalized to the mirror spot size
Wm, for two resonator magnifications: (a) M = 2; (b) M = 1.36. The reflectivity
profile of the mirror, R, is also reported.
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R = l/Mn (6)
0

defines the so called maximally flat output beam. To satisfy Eq. (6) a reduction of either
Ro or M is required. Figure l(b) shows the theoretical intensity beam profiles obtained by
lowering the magnification down to M = 1.36; the output beam profiles appears maximally flat.

To design the resonator, the mode spot size should be optimized for a good balancing
between efficient filling of the gain medium and low beam perturbations caused by diffrac-
tion at the rod aperture. For an unstable confocal resonator with Gaussian mirror the best
trade-off has been demonstrated theoretically and experimentally'" to occur for a ratio of
mode intensity spot size (radius at l/e of the mode intensity) to rod radius between 0.4 and
0.7. This situation corresponds to an active material with an hard aperture that cuts the
intensity wings at 0.002-0.13 of the central intensity peak. This criterion has also been
assumed in our case as a basis to calculate the mirror spot size in a supergaussian resonator.
The peak reflectivity and the magnification must be chosen with consideration of the output
losses [Eq. (4)], the mode discrimination, which increases with M, the misalignment sensitiv-
ity"', and the output beam shape, which may have a central depression.

3. Practical Devices with Gaussian and Supergaussian Reflectivity Profiles

The main difficulty with tapered reflectivity output couplers is to fabricate, with
standard optical techniques, practical devices which can withstand high power (if needed),
and are not specific to a given laser. Up to now a few devices with radially variable re-
flectivity profiles have been experimentally demonstrated 5 - 8 .

The availability of devices whose parameters (spot size, peak reflectivity, index n) can
be tuned independently, is extremely important. To this purpose, thin film vacuum evapora-
tion techniques have been developed1 7 , that allow to fabricate multidielectric mirrors whose
reflectivity profile is entirely under control. These methods are essentially based on the
shadowing effect of fixed non-contact masks with a circular aperture, placed between the cru-
cible and the substrate. One of these techniques is fully described in Ref. [18]. The mirrors
consist of a glass substrate coated with an antireflection X/4 layer of magnesium fluoride
on which a second layer of cadmium telluride or zinc selenide is deposited. The thickness of
the second layer is X/4 at the center and slowly decreases to zero at the edge. Lastly, to
protect the mirror, very thin film of silicon dioxide has been deposited. As an example, the
reflectivity profile of two dielectric mirrors fabricated with our techniques are reported
in Fig. 2. Figure 2(a) shows a gaussian (n = 2) reflectivity profile with a spot size wm =
= 3.9 mm; Fig. 2(b) shows a supergaussian reflectivity profile with n = 2.8 and spot size
wm = 2.2 mm. A large variety of reflectivity profiles can be simply achieved which allow to
meet the design constraints of a large number of unstable resonators.

4. Experimental Results

The supergaussian mirror reported in Fig. 2(b) was used in an unstable resonator for
flash-pumped Nd:YAG laser. The pump cavity housing a 3 x 1/4 inch rod was a reflective close-
coupled type to provide for uniform pumping of the rod. To record the near- and far-field
intensity distributions of the laser output a linear array of 512 photodiodes spaced by 25
pm was used. In the experiments the supergaussian mirror was flat and the resonator magnifi-
cation was varied by changing the cavity length and the radius of curvature of the totally
reflecting rear mirror. The laser rod was placed close to the rear mirorr. To test the per-
formances of unstable resonators with supergaussian mirrors two resonator magnifications M
= 1.36 and M = 2 haje been considered; the first was obtained with a resonator 360 nm long
and a convex rear mirror of 15 m curvature radius, the second with a resonator of 375 mm
and a convex 3 m mirror. The choice of an high magnification privileges the mechanical sta-
bility with respect to the output energy, while the opposite happens for the lower magnifi-
cation.

Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the shape of typical near- and far-field patterns of the output
beam for M = 1.36. The near-field intensity distribution is quite uniform and almost flat
with a diameter at half maximum D = 5.4 mm, in satisfactory agreement with the theoretical
curve in Fig. l(b). The spot size of th, mirror, wm = 2.2 mm, determines the fundamental mode
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Fig. 2 - Reflectivity profiles of experimental VRM obained by thin film deposition tech-
niques (dots). The solid lines are fitting curves calculated assuming (a) a gauss-
ian reflectivity profile (n = 2, w - 3.9 mm, R 44%), (b) a supergaussian re-
flectivity profile (n = 2.8, wm = T.2 mm, R, =14%
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Fig. 3 - Near and far field intensity distributions of the beam coupled through the super-
gaussian mirror shown in Fig. 2(b) for two resonators magnifications: (a) and
(c) show the near fields for M = 1.36 and 2 respectively; (b) and (d) the corre-
sponding far-field.
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spot size in the resonator. At the rod position the mode is cut by the rod aperture at 0.15%
of the peak intensity which falls close to the lower limit established by the criterion re-
ported in section 2. From the far-field pattern a divergence angle ad (at half width at half
maximum) of 0.2 mrad is measured. The quantity Ded/, equal to 1.0, almost corresponds to
that of a diffraction limited beam, which for a rectangular profile turns out to be 0.6.

The shapes of typical near- and far-field intensity patterns are reporeted in Fig. 3(c)
and 3(d) for M = 2. According to the theoretical plot of Fig. l(a) the output beam shows a
central dip in the near-field and the diameter of the beam at half maximum (D = 6.8 mm) is
larger than that obtained at lower magnification. At this resonator magnification the mode
is cut by the rod aperture at 5.4% of the peak intensity, which falls within the criterion
considered in section 2. The divergence angle, ad = 0.12 mrad, is slighter smaller as a con-
sequence of a larger output beam and/or better mode. The sensitivity of the two resonators
to mirror misalignment has been tested by measuring the output energy as a function of the
mirror tilting angle. The value of the tilting angle that halves the output power is 0.25
mrad for M = 1.36 and 0.8 mrad for M = 2; therefore the high magnification resonator
is less sensitive to mirror misalignment.

Figure 4 shows the output-versus-input energy curves for the two resonator magnifications.
As expected the output energy is less for the higher magnification resonator, which however
shows an output beam closer to diffraction limit ana a lower sensiti\;ty to mirorr mis-
alignment.
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Fig. 4 - Laser output energy as a function of the electrical input energy to the lamp for
the two resonators (of magnification M) considered in Fig. 3.

As a conclusion, we have introduced the supergaussian mirrors as a new class of variable
reflectivity output couplers, and we have proposed a simple geometrical approach to analyze
and design resonators using this kind of mirrors. A supergaussian mirror of order n = 2.8
built by special vacuum deposition technique, has been successfully tested with a pulsed
Nd:YAG laser obtaining diffraction limited beams.
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Abstract

The Raman gain for a broadband laser is reduced from the monochromatic value when
the dispersion is small over a gain length for a low-Fresnel-number pump geometry for
most Raman transitions.

Summary

A computer code with two transverse dimensions in a focussed geometry is used to
predict the behavior of a Stokes seed generator. The presence of anti-Stokes radiation
affects both the threshold and the spatial profile of the Stokes light. The computer
program successfully predicts the experimental degree of gain suppression and the
features of the far-field Stokes spatial profile at atmospheric pressure. The gain
suppression factor for linearly polarized light in H2 is found to depend on the Fresnel
number of the focal geometry, the dispersion between the pump. Stokes and anti-Stokes.
the pump power, and wavelength. This calculation also shows that the primary
contribution to the Stokes is from approximately one-half the full Raman linewidth
off-resonance for a tightly-focussed pump. Physically this occurs because the plane-wave
gain is higher off-resonance since there is less parametric coupling of the Stokes and
anti-Stokes. Additionally, the pump spatial profile causes ray-bending when
off-resonance, resulting in a higher-gain configuration that that given on-resonance.

Introduction

The transmission of high-intensity light over long distances is altered by
properties of the propagation medium. In particular, air results in phase and amplitude
distortion of laser light. This distortion is caused by turbulence and various nonlinear
processes. At lower pressure, it is thought that only a few processes have a significant
effect because of the low density. Stimulated Raman scattering is expected to be the
primary interaction. However, to test these expectations and measure their effect
requires a difficult experiment. Hence, it is reasonable to pursue an alternative in
which related, tractable experiments are performed and then to extrapolate to the
pper atmosphere. Such an extrapolation should use analysis validated by the scaled-down
experiments.

An analysis of Raman scattering should include diffraction. Stokes- antistokes
coupling, dispersion, and laser polarization. There are numerous other aspects of Raman
scattering which may be included in a detailed analysis of the Raman interaction. These
effects are discussed in the next section. Those terms that are not important are
dropped after brief consideration.

The third section discusses the numerical procedures used in solving the simplified
equations. Economical. efficient routines are used to obtain accurate solutions with
reduced computational effort. These solutions are presented in the final section, along
with a discussion of the implications.

Equations of Motion

The general equations describing laser propagation in the atmosphere can be made
very complicated. However, experience has shown that in clean air there are only a few
major effects. Turbulence and laser-induced heating are two mechanisms which increase
the angular divergence of the beam. For propagation in the upper atmosphere where the
medium density is low, these effects may not be critical. Absorption is an effect which
reduces the beam intensity and can result in heating of the medium. However, absorption
is found to be insignificant at the higher altitudes.

Various complications to simple steady state stimulated Raman scattering arise in
particular cabes. Laser pulses of very short duration result in a material oscillation
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which is not in the steady-state regime. This may alter the gain behavior of the Raman
interaction. Behavior off-resonance may be important for strong Stokes antistokes
coupling. For high tluence and low medium density, population saturation may become
important. Also. inhomogeneous Doppler broadening may dominate over collisional
broadening at low densities. The nonlinear Kerr effect may also play a role in
increasing the angular divergence of the beam. and in causing scintillation. Speculation
regarding the importance of four-wave mixing between various Raman lines should be
addressed. With these introductory remarks, one may write out the general equations of
motion for a laser in the atmosphere, as follows.

Equation for propagation of laser:

2
A_ 71--j ) Am = Om[Q*A exp (i(k -m k M
Oz 2iMm in-I in-1 m

-Q Am+1 exp(i(k - k )z)]

"+ ik (A 3 p N n + 0 (O)p) A (1)
m g oL g In

S2 Am4 ikm~m .ZAl

"+ ik m6noT A - (m /2) Am

where

Am z mth field; m = 0 corresponds to pump. m 1
corresponds to Stokes

km = optical wavenumber of field Am

V = a 2 /ax 2 + a 2 /ay 2 . z is direction of
propagation

= gain constant such that 01 equals one-half the
Stokes intensity gain

Jm =optical frequency of field Am. u1 corresponds to
Stokes

Q amplitude of optical phonon; the phonon is an
off-diagonal density-matrix element

A g = difference in Gladstone-Dale constants between ground
state and Raman-ex-ited state

PO unperturbed gas density of ground state population

NL Loschmidt number

n fraction of population transferred from ground state to
excited state

g (0) Gladstone-Dale constant of unperturbed gas

p heating-induced perturbation of the density

Ym :Kerr constant for field Am

6noT turbulence-induced refractive-index variations

intensity-absorption coefficient of field Am
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Equation for evolution of Q and n:

a r
a--t D D Q j I'2 [ W 4_ A. A* l. exp( i(k -k )z)] ( 2n4n ) + F (2)

- r n 2Re(Q*(LA A,+ 1 exp( i(k. - kM)z) (3)
0oL I

where

Q amplitude of optical phonon

n population transferred to upper Raman level

F2 •phonon relaxation rate

Aw detuning from material resonance

ACDji Doppler shift for jth atom

no equilibrium population difference between ground state and
Raman excited state

F1 population relaxation rate

a gain constant

W1 Stokes optical frequency

h Planck's constant

NL Loschmidt number

Po unperturbed gas density of ground state population

ki optical wavenumber of field Ai

F noise source for phonon

Equation for heating:

aa 2 2 a . a 2P

a * 0  ax~ (V v at 0 ox IPC

(4)
(1_l) V2 h

P-- I

h = i 1Ai 2 
+ nhr P0 N (L)

where

V o  local wind speed in x-direction. transverse to direction of laser
propagation

Vs speed of sound

p heating- induced density perturbation

pW :unperturbed gas density

h heating rate

= absorption coefficient for field Ai

population relaxation rate

n population transferred to upper Raman level
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optical frequency corresponding to the energy difference of the
Raman shift

These equations are written for a reference frame moving with the laser pulse (the
so-called "retarded" frame). Since dispersion in the upper atmosphere is weak. we have
neglected differences in group velocities for the various fields Ai. We have also
neglected four-wave mixing terms which couple different Raman transitions: these
parametric processes are omitted in this paper.

The above equations are presently those modelled with the Avco Raman code. Each
physical process is characterized with a separate subroutine of high convergence order in
the dependent variables. These subroutines may be included to model the important
physical effects for a given situation. Despite each subroutine's high degree of
accuracy, care must be taken to obtain convergence of the overall program. The overall
program for the simplified, approximate equations may be much more straightforward than
that indicated above.

In order to simplify the above equations and to consider generic effects, the
transient phenomena are disregarded. The resulting steady- state equations represent the
propagation of most beams of interest. In addition, the Kerr effect, absorption, and
turbulence are ignored for the present calculations. The resulting steady state Raman
equations are as follows:

a V1i
az + 2ik ) Am = 1Wm [Q* A 1m- exp(ifkm-I km)Z)

- QAm+1 exp(i(kM1 - k )z)] (6)

Q [ j A. A1 exp[-i(k - k )z)]/(14i a./ r 2) (7)
j I I j+l j 7

These are the equations modelled and the results are a consequenrP of the effects
so described. The following section details the numerical techniques used in
computerizing the solution to these equations.

Numerical Procedure

Equations (6) and (7) shown above may be viewed as a simple set of ordinary
differential equations in which diffraction and nonlinear gain are the driving terms.
This is the basis for a split-operator technique which computes a contribution for
gain and diffraction and averages them together appropriately.

The diffraction operator contribution is performed in the usual way. by taking the
fields Am from the x-representation to the k representation using fast Fourier
transforms (FFT's). Then Am(k ) is multiplied by a complex phase factor
exp(ik 2 Az/2km) and the inverse transform is performed. These transforms may be
one-dimensional (I-D). circular, or two-dimensional (2-D). depending on the desired
propagation geometry. The l-D and 2-D rectilinear transforms are performed with the
usual FFT algorithms. The resulting diffraction operation is denoted below as D.
regardless of the propagation geometry.

The gain (i.e.. Raman conversion) operator, denoted by G, is also standard. A
fourth-order Runge Kutta-Simpson algorithm is used to integrate the equations (neglecting
diffraction) over the interval Az. An approximation is used to calculate kml-km
for greater numerical accuracy of the dispersion.

Our combined algorithm for gain and diffraction is:

A (Z + Iz) = i [DG + GD] AM (8)m 2m

This particular scheme is an improvement on the usual split- operator algorithm
me;it~onecd in Ref.] , since it may be shown that our scheme has an additional power of
Az in its order of convergence over the usual split-operator scheme.

In many of the cases of interest, particularly the laboratory experiments, the
beams propagate through a focus. We have therefore developed a version of the Raman code
which has full-forus capability. Our approach uses the Talanov lens transformation.
This approach gives a result that is exact within the paraxial approximation, up to the
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grid resolution. Denoting the lens transformation as T and the previous diffraction-gain

split-operator as P. one obtains the following expression for the numerical technique:

Am(Z+AZ) = TP Am(Z) (9)

This method gives reasonable results and seems to converge rapidly with decreasing
Az. even for strongly-focussed geometries.

With a description of the numerical method complete, the computational results will
now be described.

Results

Of primary interest is the gain suppression of linearly-polarized light. The gain
suppression factor as a result of Stokes-antistokes coupling is calculated by dividing
the resonant gain increment of circularly polarized light with that of the
gain-suppressed linearly-polarized light. The circularly polarized gain is multiplied by
two-thirds to account for the decreased gain of linearly polarized light far from phase
matching. Thus the following results show how thp gain is reduced by the effecL 0"
Stokes-anthL.kes coupling.

Figure I shows the gain-suppression factor as a function of the unsuppressed gain
go (defined here as 2/3 the resonant gain increment of circularly polarized light), for
a focussed geometry corresponding to a I-amagat N2 S(8) Raman experiment (laser
wavelength = 1050 nm: focal length = 15 m: beam diameter at tne cell entrance = 1 cm;
beam diameter at focus = 1 mm: Raman cell length = 30 m). Figure 1 gives the calculated
gain-suppression factor when the beat between the pump and Stokes is exactly on resonance
with the Raman transition. Far from phase-matching this would correspond to the Stokes
frequency of maximum gain. However, as may be seen frcm the figure. because of strong
Stokes-antistokes coupling in this geometry the gain at this frequency is reduced by
factors of seven to ten. As the frequency offset of the Stokes is varied, the gain is
seen to peak at roughly the frequency corresponding to that of Figure 2. Figure 2 shows
the gain at a Stokes frequency shifted to the blue by half the Raman linewidth. The
result is somewhat surprising: the gain is actually higher (less suppressed) than for the
resonant calculation. The off-resonant gain is only reduced by factors of two to three.
This frequency of peak gain may vary with the geometry as indicated in Ref. 1. It is
also worth noting that gain suppression by a factor of approximately 2 is indicated in
the N2 experiment. This is in notably good agreement with the prediction of a
gain-suppression factor of 2.3 at threshold, as shown in Figure 2, corresponding to
similiar conditions. The small difference may be a result of many different effects.
such as the exact spatial and temporal profile of the pump. The experimental beam is not
a diffraction-limited gaussian beam that is modelled in the calculation. Also the mode
structure of the pump laser is such that the beam cannot be considered monochromatic as
is done in the computation, since the mode spacing is much smaller than the Raman line-
width.

These results are similiar to those obtained for H2 vibrational Raman in Ref. I.
with approximately the same amount of gain reduction for comparable geometries (when the
phase-mismatching length is less that a gain length). The color of the Stokes light is
blue-shifted in both cases by roughly the same amount. Thus the computations appear to
give estimates of the gain suppression comparable to that of the experiment and that of
other authors.

It is also of interest to check the concurrence of the spatial profiles between the
experiment and the computation. This is indicated in Figures 3-6. Figure 3 shows the
Stokes intensity profile at the output window for various input intensities and a
resonant Stokes frequency. Figure 4 shows the same relationships at a frequency shifted
half a linewidth to the red. These results are of interest but are not directly
comparable to the experimental profile in which the appearance is determined by the
Stokes frequency of highest gain. Profiles corresponding (roughly) to the frequency of
highest gain are shown in Figure 5. Far-field intensity profiles for the same frequency
offset are shown in Figure 6. Several interesting features may be noted in these plots.
The intensity profiles of Figure 3 show that significant energy has moved outward from
the region containing the pump. This is undoubtedly because the Stokes- antistokes
coupling eliminates growth in the forward direction. The highest intensity also shows a
dramatically different profile compared to the other two plots. The intensity profiles
of Figure 4 show that the Stokes light is more concentrated at the red-shifted
frequencies compared to the profiles of Figures 3 and 5. This is a consequcnce of the
self-focussing at the red-shifted frequencies. Nonetheless the blue-shifted frequencies
for which profiles are shown in Figure 5 have the highest gain. This is in accord with
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the results of Ref. I at the Fresnel numbers present in the experiment. Also in
agreeýment with the result of Ret. I is the far-field intensity distribution which has a
hole in it as shown in Figure 6. in addition, the experimental data indicates a Stokes
far-field intensity which is spatially skewed with respect to the laser intensity
distribution in a way which suggests a similar hole. Thus the calculated transverse
profiles compare qualitatively with the experimental profiles and those of other authors.

In summary, the computational methods and approximations have resulted in
predictions which agree qualitatively with the experiment and with other publications.
Despite the partial agreement between theory and computation, several important features
of the Stokes output are not described by the calculation. One such feature is the
apparently random variation of the Raman threshold with pump laser energy for linearly
polarized light. Another important and unexplained feature is the distribution of energy
among the various Stokes lines. Hopefully a more complete analysis will be able to
predict su':h behavior.
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PROPAGATION OF A HIGH ENERGY UV LASER PULSE
THROUGH ABSORBING AEROSOLS

Shiow-Hwa Lin and Mary P. Thomas

Western Research Corporation
9555 Distribution Avenue

San Diego, California 92121

Abstract Experimental Setup

The effects of propagating a high energy The experimental system which was used in
collimated UV laser beam through an absorbing performing this study is shown in Figure 1.
cloud are presented. The absorption is A high energy e-beam pumped excimer laser
strong enough that the aerosols undergo system operated at a 308 nm output wavelength
explosive evaporation during the laser pulse. (XeCl) was used as the laser energy source.
Wavefront movements of a probing laser beam The laser pulse width was 0.9 As. The laser
due to the high energy laser beam absorption fluence delivered to the aerosol chamber was
and the cloud clearing phenomenon are - 3 J/cm2 with a beam aperture of approxi-
discussed. mately 10 cm2 . The aerosol chamber was a 15

cm dia, one meter long cylindrical pyrex
tube. Water droplets were generated by an
ultrasonic humidifier and fed to the chamber

Propagation of high energy laser beams through a flexible tubing. A small amount of
through the atmosphere is rather complicated, a strong UV absorber (cinnamate salt) was
The beams suffer not only from scattering and dissolved in the water to achieve the neces-
absorption by both atmospheric molecular sary absorption. The absorption character-
species and atmospheric aerosols, but also istics of the cinnamate salt solution are
more importantly from the nonlinear effects discussed in the next section.
associated with changes in the atmospheric

optics caused by these processes. 1' 2' 3  Cloud The diagnostic system consisted of a large
clearing phenomenon was suggested as a means aperture Mach-Zehnder interferometer combined
of increasing laser beam transmission by with a streak camera system for wavefront
dissipating the scattering aerosols into movement analysis, and additional standard
small, and thus less efficient, scatterers laser power and energy diagnostics. Trans-
through strong aerosol absorption. This mission through the cloud channel was moni-
phenomenon has been the subject of theo- tored continuously by a low power collinearly

retical investigations for many years. 4 propagating HeNe laser beam. This measure-
Experimental investigation of the cloud ment provided information about the cloud
clearing phenomenon in a laboratory simulated densities. Input and transmitted UV laser
environment from a low power CO2 laser beam energy were monitored to measure the total
was reported not long after the invention of extinction of the pulsed UV laser beam. This

the CO2 laser. 5  Experiments involving high was compared with the low power measurement
which in turn gave information on the cloud

flux lasers, however, have been limited to droplet sizes.

single droplet investigations so far. 6' 7

Results and Discussion
In this paper we report the results of an

experimental study on the interaction of a Figure 2 shows the comparison of the
collimated high energy UV laser pulse with a transmission of the laser beam at two

large volume absorbinq cloud in a laboratory different wavelengths, namely at 633 nm
environment. The laser beam extinction due (HeNe) and at 308 nn (XeCl) in the cloud.
to aerosol absorption was so strong that Figure 2a shows the comparison with a pure
given the laser fluence of the experiment the water only cloud. The total extinction in
aerosols were well into the explosive evapo- this case is due to Mie scattering by the
ration regime. We believe that this experi- cloud droplets since the absorption coef-
ment is the first of its kind to study the ficient of pure water at both wavelengths is
interaction of a large aperture pulsed high -3 -1
energy laser beam with a large volume very small (•abs. = 6 x 10 cm @ 308 nm and
,h orbing cloud which i- in the explosi, = 'A v 10-3 cm-I @ 633 nm). 8 The slope of this
evaporation regime. curve, which is the ratio of the Mie
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6 2 -6 2
scattering efficiency of the cloud droplets 10 W/cm ,AT = 220' C, a = 7.2 x 10 J/cm , r,
at these wavelengths, is found to be 0.8. =1 m and t = 0.15 Ps. Calculation
This implies that the average droplet size indicates that the aerosol absorption is
<ro> should be large compared to both wave- strong enough that the cloud is evaporating

lengths, that is, <ro> Ž 14m. Notice that explosively even during the laser pulse.
this measurement only sets the lower bound on
the average aerosol size, further measurement Figure 3 shows the wavefront movement of
is needed to establish the size distribution, the probing laser beam on a short time scale,

with the timing of the reference UV laser
Figure 2b shows the same measurement, but pulse shown at the left. The picture shows

for the UV absorbing cloud which contains the the time evolution of a horizontal slice of
cinnamate solution. Notice that the laser the fringe pattern from the Mach-Zehnder
fluence for this set of data was substan- interferometer. Time is running vertically
tially less than the available fluence. This downward. The total time span in this figure
is because at a high fluence level nonlinear is 5 4s. It can be seen from Figure 3 that
effects associated with explosive cloud during the short (several ps) time scale, the
evaporation occur during the laser pulse. wavefront movement is not very significant.
The cinnamate concentration of the solution The movement was linear with time during the
for the experiment was controlled at the 20 laser pulse. Total fringe movement incurred
g/liter level. We have performed a low power at the end of the laser pulse was consistent
absorption measurement on the cinnamate with what one would expect if the cloud
solution at very low concentration, indi- droplets in the laser beam path had evapo-
cating that at the 20 g/liter concentration rated completely. This wavefront movement is

level the absorption coefficient is 1840 cm-1 in contrast with the longer (500 ps) time

at 308 nm. The absorption coefficient of scale behavior as shown in Figure 4 which

cinnamate solution at 633 nm was negligibly shows a much more violent movement. After

small. The slope of Figure 2b which gives 100 ps which corresponds to the acoustic

the ratio of the total extinction efricien- transit time across the beam aperture, the

cies for the cinnamate cloud at these two fringe pattern becomes quiet again. At

wavelengths is 1.2. Since the asymptotic longer time sweeps (1 ms) of the same

limit of the total extinction efficiency of measurement, the pressure wave bouncing hack

aerosol particles is two, regardless of the from the chamber wall could be clearly seen.

absorption strength of the aerosol parti- The cloud clearing phenomenon registered
-1es, 9 tho addit-""-l Atter-,tion measured is an *--rr-ement in the low power probing
with the cinnamate cloud has to come from the beam transmission right after the high energy
background cinnamate vapor. UV laser beam application was achieved, as is

clearly shown in Figure 5. Figure 5a showsAn important time scale concerning pulsed ta h ieieo h iiiiyipo~
aerosol absorption and its subsequent that the risetime of the visibility improv:-

aeosl abopto ad it ubeuetment is • 100 ps. There is a lot of fine
explosiun is che time i t takes for the eti:500P. Tre saloofin

expos~r iath tme t aks fr hestructures in the signal after the cloud
aerosol droplets to rise in temperature to cl ri s snt sna after the due

OAT, (hee T,,is hecriicl tmpratreclearj-ng ,as set in. -his -ihtr I,( due to
0.8Tc (where Tc is the critical temperature heated vapor forced convection in and out of

of the bulk liquid), and to create a pressure the probing column. This movement might also
inside the expanding droplet greater than the carry the unheated droplets, which were

surface tension of the liquid. 1 At this originally outside of the probing path, into
time, the aerosol particles will undergo it in a turbulent fashion. Figure Sb shows
explosive evaporation. We can write an order that the cloud clearing which improves the
of magnitude estimate for the characteristic laser beam transmission can last for as long
time •,p as: as two seconds, after which the transmission

returns to the prelaser application level.

Otexr PC AT + 2 No experiments were performed to establish
Vro the scaling of the clearing time with other

variables. Figure 6 shows the visibility

where a is the absorption coefficient, I is improvement data from a collection of shots
the incident laser flux, -exp the explosive where the input laser fluences were between

P 2
evaporation time, p is the liquid density, Cv and 3 J/cm . The results show that at higher

cloud density the cloud clearing effect can
s room improve the beam transmission by as much as

the surface tension, and r. is the radius of threefold, while at lower cloud density the
droplet. For the case of interest in rhiq effect i• !o dramatic.

experiment we have: a = 1840 cm-1 , I = 3.3 x
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Conclusion 
.F. ~ I'r'

R e s u lt s f r o m a n e x p e r im e n t a l in v e s t ig a t io n x . *, Tww -. rf2 t10 u . r

of the interaction of a• collimated high h f h,
energy UV laser beam with a large volume o - ..- -.

absorbing cloud are presented. Measure.ments
of the cloud extinction characteristics
indicate that tne average size of the aercýol ......

droplets is probably greater than i wm. The (1) F.-. 2."bhrdt, ApFI . Opt., 15,
absorbing droplet has enough abscrptioi t- ýt 1 ,(176)

even during the laser pulse it undergo1es (2) W.i,. Wlh and F.P. Uirich, LnF P,-Im
explosive evaporation which results in Pro) pag~o in h he At -csphsF-h., e.W.
uniform, linear fringe movements durini the Strnhbehn Vd (Lprino.-r, Perlin, 1918)
laser pulse. Total fringe movement d urin g p.223

this period is consistent w ith that oxpe cte s (3) r .C Smi h ., 1,7' (1 .77)

from total evaporation of the cloud droplets. (4) S.L. Cllikier, Appl. Opt., 10,
This is followed by more violent fringe 644)1!71)
movements during the acoustic wave transit G5) G. . Mrllýney, W.H. Christ: nrenr n
time. At about this time, evidence for the D.A. Rirsel!, Appl. Phys. Letr., 1 •,
cloud clearing effect appears as an improve- 145(1'68)
ment in the probing laser beam transmission. (6) P. Kafalas and A.P. Ferdinand, Jr.,
The cloud clearing phenomenon lasts as long AppI. (pI., 12, 29(1973)
as two seconds after which the transmission (7) P. KIfalas and 1. Herrmann, Al.
returns to the prelaser application level. Opt., 12, 722(1973)

(8) G.M. Hale an-, M.R. Querry, Arprl.
Future experiments are planned to explore Opt., 12, 555 (1'73)

the scaling of the cloud clearing process and (2) C. Pohren and D. Huffman, Absorption
the detailed dynamics of the explosive evapo- and Scattering of t'ight by Small
ration associated with strong aerosol absorp- Particles(Wiley, New York, 1983)
tion of a high energy pulsed laser beam. (10) S.M. Chitanvis, J. App!. Phys., 62,

4387 (1987)
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IMAGE ANALYSIS FOR LASER-WRITTEN HARDCOPY

Rodney Shaw
Center for Imaging Science
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Abstract

As the number of applications grow for laser-written imagery, there is an
increasing interest in the manner of which the associated image quality may be
expressed, and especially in the way in which new image metrics may be required.
Experience shows however that existing metrics, developed in the past for more
conventional types of imagery, may be readily adapted to laser-written hardcopy,
with the benefits of allowing absolute comparisons. A further advantage of these
metrics is that, as for conventional imaging, they readily lend themselves to systems
modelling studies, aimed at identifying the mechanistic parameters, which control
and limit the final image quality.

A review is given of some of the recent work in this field, and examples are given
of the way in which the mechanisms of laser writers influence the associated image
quality metrics.

Introduction

As laser-written hardcopy becomes a common imaging output mode, the
problem is posed of expressing the quality associated with the image in a rigorous
and absolute manner. Especially, as laser-writers become more sophisticated,
growing importance is attached to the question of designing image quality into the
system. Although there is a natural tendency to develop new, technology-specific
image descriptors, experience shows that in fact it is more fruitful to look to the
wider world of imaging and borrow/adapt well-established imaging systems
evaluation methodologies.

It is the purpose of this paper to outline the nature and origins of existing image
descriptors, and to indicate how they may be successfully applied in the present
context.

Linear Systems Approach

The application of Fourier-based linear systems theory to optical and
photographic images has a long history, as summarized in reference 1. However the
majority of this work was carried out in the context of so-called continuous-tone
imagery, as in conventional photography. The problem is thus posed of adapting
this body of knowledge to cases where the image is scanned/sampled/screened, etc.,
or in other words takes on discrete characteristics, as in conventional halftones.

A landmark contribution was made in 1934 by Mertz & Gray 2 , who provided a
fundamental two-dimensional analysis of the role of the scanning aperture in
picture transmission in the context of television systems. Almost forty years later
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this work was extended by Robinson 3, who also developed a rigorous mathematical
approach to the analysis of a two-dimensional image screening process. More
recently Huck et al. 4 presented quantitative results on the magnitude of aliasing
and blurring as a function of random radiance fields typical for natural scenes, and
of spatial responses and sampling intervals typical for optical-mechanical scanners.

Information Theory Approach

The success of application of the Fourier-based linear systems approach to
images of a discrete nature leads naturally to the question of overall quality criteria
in these terms. An information-theory approach is then an obvious choice, and this
approach has yielded conspicuous successes in many branches of applied imaging.
Shannon's signal-to-noise based information theorems 5 were subsequently adapted
to two-dimensional spatial images, notably by Fellgett and Linfoot 6 in 1955.
Numerous extensions of this approach to discrete information storage 7 and
continuous recording 8 have followed.

In 1984 Fales et al. 9 specifically addressed the application of information theory
to the performance and design of line-scan and sensor-array imaging systems. They
investigated the practical design implications of the key systems components which
limit and determine signal and noise for line scan arrays. For example, they
considered the influence on signal transfer of the spatial lattice geometry (and
hence showed the advantages of a reg ular hexagonal array) andthe effects of
sampling and quantization noise on the overall noise spectrum.

The information theory approach thus offers practical solutions to systems
optimization of laser writers, and subsequent developments in this field would
seem promising. However for convenience the approach adopted here is based on
the closely-related concept of noise-equivalent input.

Noise-Equivalent Image Metrics

The development of noise-equivalent image metrics took place in the context of
quantum limited detectors, and fundamental contributions in the imaging field
were due to Rose 1O and Jones1 1, with a summary given in reference 12.

Under conditions where the input exposure in quantum-limited this approach is
naturally applicable, and is based on the quantized nature of the input radiation. In
other words, imaging is approached from a "particle" viewpoint, rather than the"wave" viewpoint oft inear systems theory. Even when there is no input exposure
criterion as such, the metric of noise-equivalent input, or noise-equivalent quanta
(NEQ) still provides a universal imaging metric. We may define the efficiency of
information transfer during imaging the detective quantum efficiency (DQE),
where

AQ 2 do

Q denotes exposure (input) quanta,
0 denotes output variable,

DOE thus compares input to output variances in like terms. Making use of the
Poisson nature of the exposure quanta,
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and in terms of the gain, g

The number of noise-equivalent quanta (NEQ) associated with the exposure Q is
then derived from the relationship

I)QE NE

and hence Q

NEQ= •-,
AO 2

The link with linear systems theory can be made by the generalized expression13

where W denotes the spatial frequency variable, and we are now concerned with
the spatial frequency components of signal gain and image noise. Further, when
these latter quantities are themselves functions of exposure level, we write

NEQ (Q,() = Q g2QW)

In terms of familiar photographic image metrics of gamma, MTF and Wiener
Spectrum, we can write for the gain

lo g 0e

g(qo)= 1) y(Q) MT, ,()

and for the output variance
ZPQ,•)= WS(Q,.)

and finally

01. 89 Y 2(Q) MTFI2(w)
NEQ (Qw)= WSQW

The imaging problem can then be reduced to optimization of DQE for detection
(image exposure/capture) and maintenance of captured NEQ through subsequent
image systems transfer through to output, or hardcopy.

Evaluating Halftones

Both the linear-systems approach and the noise-equivalent viewpoint have been
proved useful in the context of halftones. For example Kermisch and Roetling14
have calculated the Fourier spectrum of a halftone image as a function of the
original continuous-tone image and the halftone process. It has also been
demonstrated 15 how the signal-to-noise ratio of a halftone image may be
calculated in a way which leads to the determination of the number of NEQ's for a
halftone system. Following this latter approach, a more detailed noise analysis of
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electrophotographic halftones has shown how noise models may be developed for
quantized output images16,17,and especially how the Siedentopf relationship18 , an
image-particle model developed for continuous-tone photographic images, might
be applied to electrophotographic halftones. In its simplest form this states that the
low-frequency Wiener spectrum may be related to the number, N, and cross-section
area, a, of the image particles in a half-tone cell by

WS(Q,0) = 0.189 N, 2

This relationship allows the number of NEQ's recorded per half-tone cell to be
related to the characteristics of the imaging particles.

Evaluating Laser-Written Images

An extensive review of laser scanning for electronic printing is due to Urbach
et al.,19 with special emphasis on the role of systems parameters. Bestenreiner
et al. 20 have studied the visibility of raster lines and banding, enabling performance
standards to be set for polygon minor beam deflectors. Sullivan and Ray 2 ' have
considered the modification of the profile of the laser exposure beam from an
image quality viewpoint. Other relevant investigations include the relationship of
random and periodic noise in raster-written images 22 , an analysis of image noise
due to position errors2 3,24 .

The specific application of noise-equivalent metrics to laser-written images was
discussed by Shaw and Burns 25 , and recently Burns 26,27 has elaborated on this
approach. Figure 1 shows a calculation of the number of NEQ's per pixel as a
function of the number and size of the particles used to form the image. This
calculation was based on a laser-writer as the hardcopy device for the display of
detailed information from a medical radiograph 25.

Figure 2, due to Burns 2 7, shows a similar calculation over the complete spatial
frequency and exposure working space. The NEQ values calculated here include the
influence of laser and quantization noise as well as the particle size of the hardcopy
process. When expressed in this way the image quality can thus be compared in
absolute terms with any other type of imaging process, conventional or otherwise.

Future advances in the applications of these image metrics should allow a more
detailed understanding of the factors influencing laser-written image quality, with
especial benefits in systems design and optimization.
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Figure 1: Calculation of NEQ's per pixel as a function of diameter and number of
imaging particles.25
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Figure 2: NEQ for a printed image, including the effects of laser and quantization
noise.27
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IGNITION AND HIGH SPFEO PHOTOGRAPHY OF FNEPGvTTC MATERIALS WTTH A COPPFP VAPOR LASER

Larry R. Dosser, John W. Reed, Thomas C. rirmann, and Margaret A. Stark

Monsanto Research Corporation
Mound*

Miamisburg, Ohio 45342

Abstract

The reactions of energetic materials are rapid and often violent and require specialized
diagno.stics to study them. A method recently applied to this problem is laser illuminated
high speed photography with a copper vapor laser that can record up to 10,000 laser illumi-
nated imaqes per second. This type of laser photography has provided images that detail
the performance of a material or component in a manner never before possible. The copper
vapor laser can also be used for the ignition of energetic materials. Details of such
ignitions are readily observable, and the burn rate of the material can be determined
directly from the film. There are indications that information useful for the modeling of
energetic material reactions will become available as well. Recent results on several
materials, including Ti/2B, a pvrotechnic torch, and the explosi.-e hexanitrostilbene, are
presented.

Introduction

The evaluation of the properties of energetic materials, such as burn rate and ignition,
is of primary importance in understanding their reactions and how devices containing them
perform their function. One method "or recording such information is high speed photogra-
phy at rates of up to 20,000 images per second. When a copper vapor laser is synchronized
with the camera, laser illuminated images can be recorded that detail the performance of a
material and/or component in a manner never before possible. The copper vapor laser used
for these experiments had an average power of 30 watts and produced pulses at a rate of up
to 10 kHz. The 30 nanosecond pulse width of the laser essentially freezes all motion in
the burning material, thus providing stop-action pictures at a rate of up to 10,000 per
second. Each laser pulse has a peak power of 170,000 watts, which provides ample illumina-
tion for the high speed photography. Laser ignition of the energetic material is also a
very clean and measurable method of ignition, and the material can be ignited without other
devices, such as bridgewires or electric squibs, that interfere with the photography.
Several energetic materials have been studied with the copper vapor laser, and the results
are presented in this paper. These include the ignition and burn rate of Ti/?R, the illu-
mination of a functioning pyrotechnic torch, and the laser ignition of hiqh explosives.

Experimental

The experimental configuration used to record the high speed photographs of the ener-
getic materials is shown in Figure 1. Modifications to the optics in the area labeled
"Optics" are made depending on the experiment anA the information sought. During an
experiment, the camera drives the laser through a delay generator that is set to a pre-
determined delay depending on the camera speed. This ensures that when a laser pulse is at
Lhp experimental point, the camera shutter is open and the laser illuminated image is
recorded. The choice of camera lens, filters, speed, and f stop are dictated by the
experiment. The camera is a rotating prism camera that provides one trigger oulse per
frame. When an eight-sided prism is used in this camera, full frame images are recorded.
For this work a sixteen-sided prism was used, and two images were recorded per frame.
Since there is only one trigger pulse per frame, one of these images is illuminated with a
laser pulse, the other is not. This provides a direct comparison between laser and non-
laser illuminated images and clearly shows the usefulness of the laser "or this tvne of
photography.

Results

The configuration of the optics used for the laser ianition and burn rate studies of
Ti/2B is shown in Figure 2. The part of the beam used for ignition is focused tightly on
top of the pellet of Ti/2B. The pellet was 0.375 in. in diameter by 0.375 in. ionq. The
major part of the beam was compressed into a sheet with cylindrical optics and passed
across the top of the pellet to illuminate the gases and particulates produced in the
ignition. The laser sheet effectively illuminated a cross section of the ignition zone and

*Mound is operated by Monsanto Research Corporation for the IT. S. Department of F.nerqv
under Contract No. DE-AC04-76DP00053.
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Copper Vapor Loser Optics

Figure J - Experimental configuration.
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Figure 2 - Optics for laser ignition and burn rate of Ti/2B.
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allowed the examination oF the internal structure of this region. A small portion o" the
beam was used to illuminate the pellet of material. This allowed the determination of the
scale of the experiment recorded on film and nermitted the viewing of the material prior to
ignition. The tremendous self-illumination of the Ti/2R reaction recuired that the photoq-
raphy be done throuigh a 510-nm interference filter. The burn rate experiments were done at
a laser repetition rate of 3 kHz, and a photograph of a frame from the 16-mm film is shown
in Figure 3. It was found that the burn rates of different blends of materials, and the
manner in which these materials ignited, could readily be observed. The ignition, as well
as the turbulence created by the ignition, was clearly visible with the sheet lighting.
The burn rate of Ti/2B under these conditions varied from lq to 37 mm/s and correlated well
with burn rate data taken by other methods.

A second example using the copper vapor laser to study energetic material reactions was
the illumination of the flame from a pyrotechnic torch. The initial stages of iqnition and
burn were of primary importance to the proper functioning of this device. All of the beam
was used to sheet light the region directly above the center oF the torch. Part o" the
sheet was picked off with a right angle prism after it passed through the torch flame and
was then directed to illuminate the torch body. The torch body was metal and was Painted a
flat white to eliminate specular reflections. The torch was filmed at a laser repetition
rate of 8 kHz, and a frame of film from the initial part of the burn in shown in Figure 4.
The internal structure of the flame is clearly visible with the sheet lighting. Void
spaces can be seen as well as other structural features that shnw up from the laser illumi-
nated smoke and particulates.

A third example of this technique was to observe the laser interaction with a high
explosive up to the point of ignition. The entire beam, with an average power oF 30 watts
and a 6-kHz pulse repetition rate, was focused onto a small pellet of the explosive
hexanitrostilbene (HNS) For these experiments. There was enough scattered laser light from
the focused spot to illuminate the region above the pellet. Figures 5 and 6 show HNS lust
prior to ignition and just after ignition, respectively. The clouds of explosive vapor or
condensable decomposition products are clearly visible above the 9NS nellet in Figure 5.
Examination of the film shows pulses of such cloudn just prior to ignition. When the
pellet ignites, it burns with a flame that is above the surface of the pellet, as shown in
Figure 6.

Conclusion

The value of the copper vapor laser to illuminate and photograph the reactions of ener-
getic materials has been demonstrated. The laser has proved to be useful as an ignition
source for these materials by providing a very clean method of ignition. The structure of
the torch flame should be of particular interest to those who model sich reactions. For
the first time it is possible to observe the internal structure of the flame. It is also
possible to get some idea of the flame composition. Cold particles, for example, scatter
the laser light and appear green. Hot particles appear white or yellow in contrast. The
absence of scattered laser light indicates that pri.marilv hot gases are being produced b,
the reaction.

Laser illuminated high speed photography of energetic materials is still in its infancy.
As more progress is made in this area, it is felt that more will be learned about energetic
materials and their reactions.
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Figure 3 - Laser ignition of Ti/2B. Figure 4 - Pyrotechnic torch - left
image, laser sheet liqhted; right
image, self-illumination.

Figure 5 - HNS pellet prior to laser Fiqure 6 - HNS pellet just after laser

ignition. ignition (right image from self-
illumination).
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DESIGN OF A TWO-LENS GAUSSIAN BEAM WAIST TRANSFORMER

James E. Adams, Jr.
Photographic Research Laboratories - Photographics Products Group,

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, New York 14650

Abstract

The Gaussian-beam ray trace matrix equations are solved for the case of a two-lens

system. Five distinct sets of input parameters are considered and the corresponding solu-

tions derived and examined.

Introduction

The design of a laser optical system (at least for low power situations) is a simple

affair as first summarized by Kogelnik and Li. 1 Recently, the author was faced with the

question of how to reimage a Gaussian beam waist with as few elements as possible within

given packing constraints. Tolerances, as usual, were also a concern. It was a conclu-

sion of the author that for a large number of cases one given waist can be transformed

into another waist by the use of only two catalog lens, i.e. the solution can be forced to

consist of standard focal length lens.

ABCD Matrix Method

To review the premise of the ABCD matrix method is that the first order properties of

most any optical system can be represented in a 2 x 2 matrix. With this matrix, paraxial

rays may be "transferred" from the entry plane of the system to the exit plane. Figure 1

presents the nomenclature used in this paper.

-"V

- - Optucal

-"' System

2

Figure 1

u2 C D uI

Gaussian Beam Definitions

We now define the complex beam parameter, both generally in (2) and at a beam waist

in (3), and the Rayleigh length in (4). After this, we show how the complex beam parameter
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is "transferred" from the entrance plane to the exit plane of the system in (5). The
values for A, B, C and D come from the optical system's ABCD matrix.

1 1 (2)

q R 2

V2
q0 = J (3)

IC2
ZR = (4)

A q, + B
q2 = (5)

C qI + D

Gaussian Beam System Solution

It is a simple matter at this point to write a system of simultaneous equations that

will serve as the basis of all ot the subsequent mathematics in this paper. We assume

there is a Gaussian beam waist at both the entrance plane 1plane 1) and the exit plane
(plane 2). Equations (3), (4), and (5) are combined to obtain (6). This equation is then

decomposed into real and imaginary expressions in (7).

j ZR2 A + Bj ZR = (6)

j ZRI C + D

-c ZRI ZR2 = B
(7)

D ZR2 = A ZRl

ABCD Matrix for One-Lens System

As a quick review, the solution to the one-lens system is presented. There are many

textbooks that arrive at this solution in a number of approaches, for example, Gaskill. 2

We will use the approach of ABCD matrices, expanding upon it later when discussing the

two-lens system. Figure 2 shows the system layout and (8) is the corresponding ABCD
matrix.

Discussion

For convenience we have expressed in (9) the lens' focal length in terms of its

equivalent optical power, i.e., the reciprocal of the focal length. Also, we have defined

in (10) d to be the overall length of the system from entrance plane to exit plane. There

should be no confusion with this d and the D in the ABCD matrix.
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Taking the expression for A, B, C, and D from the ABCD matrix and substituting them

into our Gaussian beam waist system of simultaneous equations allows us to solve for the

lens optical power, (11) and (12), and distance from the input waist to the lens (13).

Note that there are two sets of solutions. These are discussed separately below.

T

Figure 2

d2 d
1 dl d2 (1 - -f /Yl\

Y2) f(8)
u2 Ul1

dl

1 (9)

f

d = di + d 2  
(10)

d (11)

ZRI ZR2 + dl (d - dl)

d (12)

(d - dl)ZRl - dl ZR2

dZRl ' /(dZRI) 2 + ZRl(ZRI - ZR2)[ZR2(ZRI - ZR2) - d2 1
ZRI - ZR2 (13)

Real Versus Virtual Waist Solutions

Real Waist Solution

The two types of solutions are physically represented in Figure 3. The top solution

takes the real input waist and creates a real output waist. The advantages of this setup

are 1) smaller packaging requirements, 2) direct accessibility to the output waist, and

3) smaller clear aperture requirements on the lens.
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Figure 3

Virtual Waist Solution

The bottom solution takes the real input waist and creates a virtual output waist.
Though it may look a bit strange, the main advantage to this setup is that it has been the
author's experience that the lens power tends to be weaker than in the real waist solution.
This generally carries with it the promise of looser tolerances.

ABCD Matrix for Two-Lens System

The problem with the one-lens solution is that there are no degrees of freedom left
over to handle the problems of space constraint and lens focal length availability. Adding
another lens (and the associated spacing) allows the designer to address these matters as
well.

Discussion

Tb1 two-lens system is shown in Figure 4 and its corresponding ABCD matrix elements
are given in (14). As in the one-lens case, the expressions for A, B, C and D will be
substituted into our set of simultaneous equations and solved for two variables. It is
understood that the remaining variables must be specified.

•" 1 "] ..... T

Figure 4
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A = 1 - d 2 0 1 - d 3 01 - d 3 02 + d 2 d 3 01 2

B = dl + d2 - dld2 01 + d3 - dld 30l1 - d 2 d 3 O2 - dld3 0 2 + dld2d3OlO2 (14)

C = -01 - 02 + d20102

D = 1 - dl 1~ - d 2 02 - d102 + dld20l02

Five Sets of Design Constraints

Five variable sets are presented below. In each case it is assumed that variables
not mentioned, e.g., beam waist size, overall length, wavelength, are known.

Given dl and d 2 , Calculate fl and f,

Discussion

By substituting the ABCD matrix values into our Gaussian beam simultaneous equations,
one can first solve for the power of the first lens, (15) and (16), and subsequently elim-
inate it to get a quadratic expression for the power of the second lens, (17) and (18).
The two solution types are illustrated in Figure 5 and generally represent whether a real
intermediate waist is formed or whether a virtual intermediate waist is formed.

Figure 5 shows that we have selected conjugates so that the final waist is real. We
could, of course, have also selected them so that it was virtual.

As one might expect, the powers of the lenses for the virtual intermediate waist solu-
tion are weaker and the tolerances are looser.

Special cases can add twists, however. If one solves the equations for the setup in
Figure 6, one finds two solutions with real intermediate waists in the same position, just
different sizes.

I ) W 3 W2I, ,,,,. .. R2= lb ,, .•E

WI~'R { 4 _ _ t-

Figure 5

Figure 6
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dl + d 2 + d3 + 02(-ZRIZR3 - dld 3 - d 2 d 3 )0i = -(15)
ZR1ZR3 + dl(d 2 + d 3 ) + 02d2(-ZRlZR3 - dld 3 )

ZRl - ZR3 + 02(ZR3 (dl + d 2 ) - ZRld 3 )0i = (16

ZRl(d 2 + d 3 ) - ZR 3 dl + 0 2 d 2 (ZR 3 dl - ZRld 3 )

a1022 + a202 + a 3 = 0 (17)

a, = -ZRld22(ZR32 + d 3
2 )

a 2 = 2ZRld2[ZR3 2 + d 3 (d 2 + d 3 )] (18)

a 3 = ZR3(ZRI2 + d 1
2 ) - ZRlI[ZR3 2 + (d 2 + d 3 ) 2 ]

Given dl and f 2 , Calculate d2 and f,

Discussion

With this set of constraints, there are four possible solutions. One begins by

solving for lens separation, (21) and (22), and then calculating the power of the first

lens using either (19) or (20). This solution set could be used to "test plate" the focal

length of'the second lens.

dI + d 2 + d 3 - (dl + d 2 )d 3 O2 - ZRlZR302 (19)
ZRIZR3(l - d 2 02 ) - dl(d 2 d 3 O2 - d 2 - d 3 )

ZRI(l - d3#2) - ZR3(l - d 2 0 2 - d102)
01 = (20)

ZR 3 dl(d 2 O2 - 1) - ZRl(d 2 d 3 O2 - d 2 - d 3 )

ald24 + a 2 d 2
3 + a 3 d 2

2 + a 4 d 2 + a 5 = 0 (21)

aJ = ZR102
2

a2 = 2 ZRI(dl - d)022

a3 = {ZRI(d - dl)[(d - dl)0 2 + 2] + ZRlZR302202 (22)

a4 = -2ZRI[(d - dl) 2 + ZR3]202

a 5 = ZRI[(d - dl) 2 + ZR3(ZR3 - ZRI)] - ZR 3 dl 2

Given dl and fl,' Calculate d2 and f2

Discussion

By specifying both di and fl, all one has done is transformed the input waist into an

intermediate waist and reduced the problem to a one-lens system solution. However, if one

*does not want to calculate the intermediate waist characteristics and solve the subsequent

one-lens solution, these equations, (23) through (26), can be used to calculate d 2 directly.
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(d - d- d 2 )(l - d0lI) - (dld 2 01 - dl - d 2 ) - ZRIZR31(
02 = (23)

ZRlZR3(l - d201 ) - (d - dI - d 2 )(dld 2 Ol - dl - d 2 )

ZR1[1 - d 2 0 1 - (d - dl - d 2 )0 1 ] - ZR3(l -dl)

2 =- (24)
ZR 3 (dld2 Ol - dl - d 2 ) ZRl(d - dl - d 2 )(d 2 0 1 - 1)

ald22 + a 2 d 2 + a 3 = 0 (25)

a, = ZRI - ZR3[ZRI2 12 + (l - dlol)2]

a 2 = 2[ZRl(dl + ZRlZR301 - d) + ZR 3 dl(dlOl - 1)] (26)

a 3 = Z~id(d - 2dl) + (ZRl - ZR 3 )(dl2 - ZRlZR3)

Given d 2 and fl, Calculate dI and f2

Discussion

This solution set is very similar to the case where dl and f, are given and d 2 and f2
are calculated. This variable combination is presented for the sake of completeness.

(d - dl - d 2 )(l - d0lI) - (dld2 01 - dI - d 2 ) - ZRlZR301

02 = (27)
ZRlZR3(l - d2 01 ) - (d - dl - d 2 )(dld 2 0 1 - dl - d 2 )

ZRI[l - d 2 0 1 - (d - dl - d 2 )01 - ZR3(l -dll)
02 = -(28)

ZR 3 (dlU2 01 - dl - d 2 ) - ZRl(d - dl - d 2 )(d 2 0 1 - i)

aldl2 + a 2 dI + a 3 = 0 (29)

a1 = ZRI - ZR3(l -d201)2

a 2  2[ZRI(d 2 + d) - ZR 3 d 2 (l - d 2 01 )] (30)

a 3  ZRI[(d - d 2 ) 2 
- ZRlZR3(l - d 2 01 ) 2 ] + ZR3(ZRlZR3 - d 2

2 )

Given f, and f 2 , Calculate dI and do

Discussion

If the focal lengths of the lenses have been chosen and fixed, this solution set can
be used to calculate the final positioning of the lenses. There is a possibility of four
solutions but experience shows that generally only two will be real. Additionally, it is
not necessarily true that one solution will involve a virtual intermediate waist and the
other involve a real waist. Figure 7 shows one case where both intermediate waists are
real.

This derivation begins by finding two expressions for dl, (31 through 34). (Note
that (33) defines the optical power for the total system.) Unlike the previous situations,
dl cannot be expressed as a simple linear equation in both cases. However, dl can still
be eliminated from these two expressions and a quartic in d 2 produced, (35) and (36).
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This is the most challenging of the systems to solve.

b l dl2 + b 2 dI + b3 = 0 (31)

b, f

b2= -dt + d 2 4 2 (2 - d2 01 ) (32)

b 3 = -ZRlZR3$ + d + d 2 0 2 (d 2 - d)

= *1 + 02 - 01 0 2 d 2  
(33)

= ZRl[(d - d 2 )$ - (1 - d 2 0 1 )] + ZR3(l - d 2 0 2 ) (34)
(ZR1 + ZR3)4

ald24 + a 2 d 2
3 + a 3 d 2

2 + a 4 d 2 + a 5 = 0 (35)

"ral = -012022ZRlZR3

a 2 = 2dOI 2 02 2 ZRlZR3

a 3 = 0102ZRIZR3[(2 - dol)(2 + d0 2 ) - 4dO2 - 0l02(ZRl + ZR3)2] (36)

a 4 = 20I02ZRlZR3f(ZRI + ZR3)2(01 + 02) + d[d(O1 + 02) - 2J}

a 5 = (ZRI - ZR3)2 - ZRlZR3{(Ol + 02)2 (ZRI + ZR3)2 - d[4(o 1 + 02) - d(Ol + 02)2]}

RI ZR31 "

z 25 P, = ZR3 =

f= I0 ff 2==

Figure 7

Afocal System Solution

Discussion

Gunter and De Young 3 explored the properties of a two-lens afocal Gaussian beam trans-
former. These results can be recreated from our ABCD matrix setup with only a little bit
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more math than their approach, (37) through (42). The important results are that 1) by
imposing the additional restraint of being afocal, the system cannot be forced to consist
of standard focal length lenses, (40), and 2) with an afocal setup, the position of the
output waist tracks linearly with the input waist position, (42), and the size of the
output waist is constant regardless of input waist position, (40).

To derive (40), (37) is generated from (7) and (14). In the limit as the system becomes
afocal, it becomes necessary that (39) holds so that (38) does not become undefined.

Equation (40) follows from (39). Equation (41) also comes from (7) and (14). 1mmediately

setting the system optical power to zero produces (42).

ZRl((d - d 2 )b - (1 - d 2 0l)] + ZR3(l - d202)
dl= (37)

(ZRI + ZR3)b

ZR3(l - d 2 0 2 ) - ZRl(l - d2 01 ) ZRl(d - d 2 )lim dI = lim + (38)

4Q0 4*0 (ZRl + ZR3)$ ZRI + ZR3

ZRI(l - d2 01 ) - ZR3(I - d 2 02 ) = 0 (39)

022
ZRI = ZR3 2 (40)

ZRIZR3$ - dl(l - d201 ) - d2
d 3  (1 - d202) (41)

1 1 2l /
d 3 . - 1 -d (42)

02 022 0
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ENGINEERING APPLICATIONS OF PULSEDI) LASER \ELOCIIEIIRY
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Abstract

This paper describes an optical technique for measuring the in-plane velocity components
over an extended region of a flow SIMULTANEOUSLY. The method of application to flows of
interest to the engineer is described with examples being taken from both aerodynamic and
hydrodynamic experiments performed in the laboratories of lleriot-Watt University.

Introduction

All common methods used to measure fluid velocity, to date, have been 'point' measuring
techniques. That is, they measure a velocity component at a particular position in the flow
averaged over a small volume. They may also provide a time history of the velocity
fluctuations at that point. The two most common instruments are the hot-wire and laser
doppler anemometer, the latter being a non-intrusive device. The major limitation of such
instruments is evident when simultaneous multi-point measurements of the flow are required.
The complexity and cost of such an experiment escalates rapidly. Further difficulties are
encountered if multi-component measurements at each point are required.

Pulsed L.ser Velocimetry (PLV) enables the measurement of two components of velocity at
man)' point- in a flow at the same instant. Early experiments were described by Grousson and
Mallik1 ai,' Dudderar and Simpkins 2 . The first experiment carried out in air was described
by Meynart in which he used a pulsed Ruby laser to investigate the velocity field in a low
Reynolds number jet. Lourenco and Whiffen5 reported the use of a mechanically chopped Argon
Laser.

Particle imace 'Velocimetry

The technique requires that a thin sheet of light illuminates the area of flow over which
velocity measurements are required. Seeding particles are introduced into the measurement
area such that the flow characteristics are unchanged. A camera is placed to collect the
light scattered at 900 by the seeding particles. If the light source is pulsed rapidly and
each pulse is short enough to 'freeze' the seeding particle in its flight, multiple images
of each seed travelling through the light sheet will be recorded. If the time between light
pulses is T, the camera optics magnification m, and the particle displacement at the image
plane di, the magnitude of velocity at that point in the flow is given by

di (1)

with the vector displacement of the seed particle giving the vector of the velocity.
Any point in the flow where a particle occurs, and is imaged, the fluid velocity can be

measured. There is, however, a 1800 ambiguity in the sense of the flow vector.
PIN thus requires that the region of the flow under investigation must be illuminated by

a light sheet with enough intensity such that the light scattered at 900 by seeding
particles is sufficient to expose the photographic film. Seeding with the correct
scattering characteristics and fluid dynamical properties must he introduced so as to cover
the region of interest. Once the film has been exposed and developed it must be analysed to
determine the particle displacements over the region of the negative.

In practice the light source is provided by a laser which can produce a high intensity
beam that is readily steered and shaped into the required sheet. The type of laser utilised
is dependent on the flow velocity and the optical properties of the flow under investigation.
Continuous wave lasers can be chopped mechanically to investigate flows with low maximum
velocity. The criterion relating maximum seed particle velocity to particle size and
optical magnification were discussed by Lourenco and Whiffen 3 . Pulsed lasers with pulse
durations of nano-seconds are capable of freezingI flows with velocities below 300m., Figure
1 shows the experimental arrangement by which a 10.J Ruby laser is steered and shaped for use
in the low speed wind tunnel at Ileriot-Watt University.

App 1ications

Aerodynamics
Work in this area has been carried out at both high and low magnifications, using a

variety of seeding particles.
Initially experiments were carried out in a small open-circuit wind tunnel positi oned in
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front of the output mirror of the laser. fhe tunnel working section was 70'1m high by (00iiimm
long. The width of the tunnel varied from 225mm at the inlet to 24011m at the downstircam
end. This c, mpeiisated for the blockage caused by the increasing boundary layer.

A smooth brass cylinder of length 230mm and diameter 1mm was placed centrally in the
working section. A 35mm camera was focussed on the arca behind the cviinder to record the
vortices being shed. Figure 2 illustrates typical vortex shedding from the cviinder. lhe
mean air speed was 3.4ms-l1, giving a Reynolds number for the flow ofi 2-07. i)uý to the small
scale of the experiment the camera magnification was high, approximately 1, providing a
viewing area of 24mm by 36mm. Due to the small area under view enough seeding was provided
by a DISA aerosol generator which produced oil droplets with diameters in the range 2-5
microns at a concentration of 10cc-

The pulsed light source was provided by a 10.1 Ruby laser, whose output b)eam had been
shaped into a sheet by a simple cylindrical/concave 1ens pair. At this magnification and
mean wind speed the pulse separation was 2OLs giving a particle displacement of 08 microns
at the mean wind speed. The laser pulse was chopped into two by a l'ockel cell. As can be
seen in Figure 2 , the flow contains regions of relatively high and low seeding density.
The seeding density may determine the method by which the particle displacements are
measured.

Figure 3 is a vector plot of the flow behind the cy'linder, in which the mean convection
velocity of the vortices, taken as 0.8SU0, has been subtracted.

The second experiment described was undertaken in the main closed-return tunnel which has
a working section of lm x 1m. In this case the output from the Ruby laser was transmitted
to the wind tunnel using the beam guidance/shaping optics depicted in Figure 1. At no time
was the beam focussed to a point as this would have resulted in ionisation of the air.

The experiment in this case was carried out at a magnification of 0.2 giving an area of
view of 180ram x 120mm. Figure 4 shows an image of the flow over an inclined flat plate,
the mean wind speed being in this case l ims-1.

The seeding density is seen to be essentially low, although of a more uniform nature than
seen in the vortex shedding plate, Figure 2. When making measurements over a larger area
the number of scattering centres must be greatly increased. Since the seed particles were
introduced in a volumetric manner, and could not be concentrated to fill only the two
dimensional sheet, the number of seeds required increased in proportion to volume rather
than area. In this particular case the seeds were water droplets of mean diameter 30
microns, produced by an atomiser, which were introduced upstream of the cylinder. The
number of scattering centres could have been increased by using twn or more spray heads.

In this case, the laser output has been chopped into four 25ns pulses producing four
images of each seed particle. Increasing the number of times each particle was imaged
enhanced the ease and accuracy with which the particle could be measured.

In all the experiments involving the Ruby laser Kodak Technical Pan type 2415 was used.
This film ;as ideal due to its high resolution, 400 lines per mm, coupled with its extended
red sensitivity which gave it greater 'speed', at the Ruby output wavelength of 694nm, than
other nominally faster films.
livdraulics

Studies have been carried out in a channel fitted with a programmable flap wave
generating system. Since the maximum velocities encountered under small amplitude water
waves are generally bevlow ms a much longer exposure time could be utilised before the
particle -mages began to blur. The output from a 15 watt Argon laser, chopped mechanically,
was found to provide enough illumination in this case. The attenuation/scittering
characteristics of water, which has an optical 'window' in the green region of the spectrum,
also meant that the multi-lIinc output from the Argon laser provided better penetration into
the water, than the 694nm output of the Ruby laser. the tilm used in this case was Ilford
tiPS, nominally 400 asa, and better suited to wavelengths in the green/blue region of the
spectrum. The exposure time was Ims with the time between exposures being 0.02ms.

Figure 5 shows a typical image taken under a small amplitude water wave. Since a CW
laser was used the number of particle images recorded was dependent on the time the camera
shutter was open. In this case five images were recorded. The seeding was provided by
a luminium particles with mean diameter 20 microns. A comparison between particle velocities
derived by the P[\' method with those calculated using linear wave theory was found to be
excellent.

Analy'sis

Iwo methods have F en found most useful in extracting the particle displacement
measurements from the exposed and developed negative.

ilhe first, most commonly used technique requires that a low, powered Ile-Ne laser beam be
passed through the negative at each successive point at which velocity information is
rcqui red. If correlated part i c Ie images are present at that spot an iinter fe rence pat tern
cons ist i ng of para 1 Ioe fringes appears, embedded in a diffraction halo. The halo is
produied by th, lodi'. 2.ual 1'cular parl iCe images. II- the fringes are viewed in the
Fourier Transform plane the displacement di, of the particles at the image plane is derived
fr om
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di = Xfl/L (2)

where X is the wave length of the interrogating beam
fl is the focal length of the transform lens
L is the perpendicular distance between the fringes.

The direction of particle movement is perpendicular to a line running along the fringcs.
Thus the magnitude of velocity at that point in the flow is, combining (1) and (2),

K I v = A*fl/mLT (3)

The fringe pattern was recorded using a video camera. The resulting output was digitised
and stored in a framestore, with a typical resolution of 256 x 256 pixels x 8 bits, and then
transferred to a computer, Figure 6. Several techniques exist to measure the fringe spacing
ranging from simple fringe compression and one-dimensional Fourier Transform to full two-
dimensional analysis of the image. The particular method used depends on the processing
power available, the number of points which need to be analysed and the quality of the
fringe pattern recorded.

Fringes produced from the original negatives were in general of poor quality. l1owever a
marked improvement was obtained by contact printing the original negative on to higher
contrast film (Pickering and HtalliwelI4). Increasing the number of times each particle was
imaged also improved the fringe sharpness, in the same manner as a grating produces sharper
fringes than a line pair, Figure 7.

Even with these enhancements the fringes still suffered from speckle noise. More
importantly the appearance of the fringes was altered by those effects which combined to
decorrelate the particle displacements and, hence, decrease the fringe visibility. These
included out of plane motion, leading to a loss/gain of particles between exposures and
turbulence, leading to a variation in the particle displacements in the area probed by the
interrogating laser.

When the seeding density was low, only two to three particle pairs in the spot covered by'
the laser probe beam, accidental correlations between unrelated particle images could occur,
see Figure 8, giving spurious fringes. For this reason fringe analysis was useful only when
higher seeding densities could be obtained.

The second method utilised direct microscopic analysis of the negative containing the
imaged flow to determine the seed displacements. This method was superior in the lower
seeding density' case. The dynamic velocity range of this system could be varied at analysis
time by changing the power of the objective lens attached to the video camera, unlike the
fringe method which fixed the dynamic range at the time of the experiment. Figure 9 shows a
typical image of a small region of flow, for a low seeding density case. Direct microscopic
analysis is currently under development and will be described elsewhere.

Summary

The technique of Pulsed Laser Velocimetry and its application to the investigation of
large scale fluid motion has been described. The different laser requirements for
aerodynamic and hydrodynamic studies led to the use of pulsed and continuous wave lasers.
In particular aerodynamic studies, having mean flow velocities above ims, required a pulsed
laser source to freeze the seed particle images whereas, for example, wave studies were
possible using a continuous wave laser. The characteristics of the flow material must he
considered in choosing a laser wavelength which has the best propagation characteristics
through the flow.

Two analysis methods combined to allow measurements in regions of flow which have
disparate seeding densities. The first, fringe analysis, was found to work when the seeding
density was high but to produce ambiguous results when only a few particle pairs were found
in the probe area of the laser. The second, microscopic analysis, worked very well at low
and medium seeding densities.
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Figure 5
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Figure 7
tfigh Quality PLV Fringes With Little Directional Ambiguity

Figure 8
Total Directional Ambiguity in Fringe Pattern
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Figure 9
Microscopic View of Particle Images Recorded on a Negativhe (Double IPlse)
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APPLICATION OF LASER LIGHT SCATTERING TO INTRACELLULAR STREAMING

David Pileri
Sr. Development Engineer
Eastman Kodak Company

800 Lee Road
Rochester NY 14650

Abstract

A Laser Doppler Microscope is developed, capable of acquiring data in both the time and frequency domains. The
freshwater algae Chara globularis is the specimen under study. Exposure of this cell to extracellular NaCI or EDTA elicits
oscillatory action potentials that presumably causes the oscillation of the intracellular streaming. Data is gathered at different
concentrations of each drug. Cytochalasin B effects are also monitored. The usefulness of using this approach to quantify
intracellular velocity profiles in real time is apparent.

I. Introduction
The Doppler effect has many instrumentation applications in the fields of science and engineering. Since the advent of

lasers, the measurement of optical Doppler shift to determine velocities has touched many technologies1 2. Engineers found
immediate application for this technique in measuring the fluid velocity in turbomachinery, flames, jet streams and other
propulsion media.34 Vibration studies are also complimented by this technology. Chemists and physicists have applied it to
study particle interactions in suspensions and emulsions.s s Health science professionals have used Doppler techniques to
measure blood flow, a diffusion constants, 7 and cell motility. a

The advantages of using this technology ;or velocity measurements are numerous. The instrumentation can measure flows
ranging from less than 10 fJm/sec up to Mach 8. Indeed, astronomers measure the expansion of the universe through the
optical Doppler shift of stars in units of percent of the speed of light. Because this method is also non-contact, parameters
can be measured accurately that would otherwise be impossible, even with the smallest (or strongest) of probes. Repetitive
measurements can easily be made in real time, rendering the dynamic properties of the medium in question available for
analysis. By carefully controlling the geometry of the optical setup, not only can the mean velocity be measured but the
resulting velocity distribution gives insight to the "turbulence" of the flow.

Particle size measurement is also possible, although extremely difficult to model in a biological system. Biological
velocimetry, specifically cytoplasmic streaming, will be the thrust of this paper. The specimen under study is the freshwater
algae Chara globularis. To view the internal cytoplasmic streaming of this cell, a microscope was outfitted with the necessary
optics and instrumentation to carry on laser Doppler velocimetry. Microcinematography studies have tracked velocities of
C-ira's streaming, but these observations are limited to visible particles whose velocity is examined over a known distance.
Tre volume of scattered light created by the laser Doppler microscope can be accurately controlled and located for a fast,
precise velocity measurement of submicroscopic particles. Besides the frequency domain, data will also be gathered in the
time domain. The resultant autocorrelation curves also give insight into the velocity distribution.

Correlation is a comparison process applied to periodic electrical signals. By using correlation techniques an engineer can
"* Detect a desired signal in the presence of noise or other signals
"* Recognize specific patterns within analog or digital signals
"* Measure time delays through various media including the human body, RF paths, electronic circuits and chemical

substrates.

The correlation between two functions is a measure of their similarity. This expressed mathematically as the correlation
between two functions a(t) and b(t).

+T
Cab (T) = ;im 1/(2T)f a(t) b (t +T) dt (1)

T-.- o -T

Where Cab = the correlation function between two signals a(t) and b(t) and Tr = the relative displacement between a(t) and
b(t). The signals can be a function of essentially any variable - - wavelength, frequency, time, etc. Thus if a(t) and b(t) are
considered to be functions of time, the correlation function Cab will be related to and plotted against the relative time delay
between the two signals.

For this application, the signals involved will be digitized. Here, the calculation of the correlation function is expressed as

Cab(nA t) = I a(t) b (t_-±n A t) n = 0, 1, 2,... (2)
t

These signals can only be displaced by some integral nuriber of the sampling interval, At. Thus, the displacement nAt is
equivalent to T in the previous equation.

The hardware used to gather these data employs a specific correlation scheme called autocorrelation. The autocorrelation
function assumes that a (t) and b (t) are identical.
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Intracellular partic!es undergoing Brownian motion and/or streaming give rise to a whole spectrum of Doppler shifted
frequencies. These shifted frequencies beat either with each other or with the carrier so as to produce a fluctuating photocur-
rent, the frequency composition of which corresponds to the beat frequencies in their various proportions. The non-periodic
bunching of signals seen in Chara's intracellular flow are fitted to single exponential decaying autocorrelation functions by the
digital autocorrelator.

Laser Doppler velocimeters use the Doppler shift of light scattered by moving particles to determine particle velocity and
thus find the fluid flow velocity. The general equation expressing the Doppler shift (id) in the frequency of the scattered light
as a function of the particle velo-ty (v) is

f /X e (3)

where fs = frequency of scattered light

fi = frequency of incident light
es andei = unit vectors of scattered and incident light

andk = frequency of incident light
The use of a monochromatic coherent light source such as a laser makes it possible to determine the values of fI and X; el

and es depend on the geometry of the system. The velocity component vx (see below) measured by the Laser Doppler
velocimeter will be in the plane formed byei and es and perpendicular to the line bisecting the angle formed by the two unit
vectors. In this particular setup,

ox= 500, 0 = 400, and X = 6.328 x 10-mm

Therefore A frequency = . COS O where K = (4Tr/k) sin (0/2) (4)
21r

f'~fs
s5 es

ei 0

V V
x

The cell I have chosen to study is the fresh water algae Chara globularis. The largest internodal cells are approximately 20
mm long and 1 mm in diameter. The cytoplasm flows back and forth the length of these cells in two channels that are wound
in a helical pattern at approximately 150 to the cell's longitudinal axis. The two opposing channels are separated by narrow
regions, called indifferent zones, in which no streaming occurs. The cytoplasm is contained in a narrow cylindrical annulus
surrounding the large, central vacuole. The outer cortex of the cell contains an array of chloroplasts except in the indifferent
zones. The streaming cytoplasm lies between the stationary cortex and the Tonoplast membrane which lies between the
vacuole and the cytoplasm. Bundles of microfilaments containing actin lie in the cytoplasm and are attached to the innermost
layer of the cortex. These actin filaments have been shown to support the movement of myosin coated spheres in vitro.,2
See the diagram below.

INDIFFERENT ZONE

CELL WALL
....._:_._.. J -- CYTOPLASM1VACENTRAL VACUOLE 11<V

SMICROFILAMENTS

CHLOROPLASTS

_ _c__ C_ PLASMA MEMBRANE
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II. Methods

Two experimental setups were constructed. The first was used to collect data in the time domain (Photon Correlation
Spectroscopy). The second presents data in the frequency domain (Laser Doppler Velocimetry).

Photon Correlation Spectroscopy Experimental Setup

! t IMAGE PLANE
SOBJECTIVE J

FIGURE 1. Photon Correlation Spectroscopy Experimental Setup.

Calibration of the instrument setup was confirmed by filling the cuvette with a solution of 0.525 gm diameter, polystyrene,
monodispersed latex spheres. The resulting normalized intensity autocorrelation function yielded a monotonically decaying
exponential curve consistent with that expected for Brownian motion.13

CHARA'S STREAMING
VELOCITY IS PERPENDICULAR
TO INCIDENT AND SCATTERED

INCIDENT LIGHT LIGHT

LASER

90P

SCATTERED LIGHT

PMT

FIGURE 2 Geometry of Photon correlation apparatus.

After a Chara cell was cut, it was allowed to stabilize in a cuvette filled with APW for approximately 20 minutes. Then the
cuvette was drained and refilled with various concentrations of NaCI or EDTA in APW. All solutions used were filtered through
a 0.22 gm filter. After a new concentration was added the cell's streaming was observed using white light illumination. When
the cell began to pulse (i.e. stream and stop streaming cyclically) the time pattern was recorded. Data was gathered for both
streaming and not-streaming at each concentration. Normalized intensity autocorrelation functions were output from the
digital autocorrelator at 100 and 2000 gisec time delays.
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Laser Doppler Velocimeter Experimental Setup

AMPLIFIER
APERTURE

SPECTRUM ANALYZER

S * CHARA IN MICROSCOPE SLIDE
HOLDING CHAMBERFOCUSING LENS -- /3A TERN

COLLIMATING LENS • EMISERROR

SALAS ILTE

NEUTRAL DENSITY FILTER

FIGURE 3. Laser doppler velocimeter apparatus.

A 25 mW HeNe neon laser, microscope objective, and spatial filter were again used as the light source. The filtered beam
was then attenuated to 0.030 mW by a neutral density filter and enlarged to an 8 mm diameter by a collimating lens. A
focusing lens then directed the beam into the cell through the beam steering mirror. The resulting 328 lim diameter Airy disk
can easily be oriented into position within the streaming cytoplasm. A trimmed internodal cell is placed into a microscope
slide holding chamber with a removable coverslip cover whose fluid contents can easily be changed. The chamber is held
horizontally on the stage of a microscope such that the incoming laser beam is at 500 to the cell's axis. The cell's axis in this
setup lies in the same plane that is formed by the incoming beam and the receiving optics (see Figure 4 for geometry). The
light collection optics consist of a 1ox microscope objective and a 1.5 mm diameter aperture in the focal plane of a photomul-
tiplier tube. The resulting scattering volume is 150 lam. For observation of the streaming and laser alignment a prism is
inserted before the PMT and all light is diverted to a viewing eyepiece. A white light illumination system is available for
streaming observation. Again, a variable high voltage supply powers the PMT. The PMT's output is amplified and fed into a
dynamic signal analyzer for processing. Again, all instrumentation is mounted on a vibration isolation table.

PMT

SCATTERED LIGHT

ci 40
50 CHARA'S STREAMING

INCIDENT LIGHT

LASER

FIGURE 4. Geometry of Laser Doppler velocimeter.
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Calibration of the instrument setup was accomplished by pumping a solution of polystyrene monodispersed latex micro-
spheres through a flattened glass microtube (with a 0.3 mm wall separation) at a known rate (see Figures 5, 6. 7 and 8). The
microscope objective was focused approximately in the cross-section center of the tube's flow. The resulting profile is
representative of a parabolic flow14 with a peak maximum at the Doppler shifted frequency correlating with the flow velocity
observed visually through the microscope. Another series of calibrations was done at 199 Jim/sec peak maximum observed
flow velocity (corresponding to a Doppler shifted frequency of 138 Hz). Both the 85 lgm/sec and 199 uim/sec observed flow
velocities agreed with the calculated velocities within 1%. This error is attributed to a limited ability to accurately track and
time particles in the flow during an observation.

Trimmed Chara cells were allowed to stabilize in APW for approximately 20 min. The chamber's fluid contents could then
be perfused with a new volume of NaCl, EDTA, or Cytochalasin B in APW (pH 7.3). Real time data was gathered, averaged
and mapped over time durations that included at least one stop-start cycle, depending on the frequency of pulsing. Linear
scaling, rms averaging, and Hann weighting were used as measurement parameters over a 100 Hz frequency range in the
spectrum analyzer. The offset mapping capability of the spectrum analyzer allows a graphic representation of the increase
and/or decrease in the Doppler shifted spectrum.

ANGE: -51 1ev STATUS PAUSED RAWEý -51 d8V STATUS: PAUSED
a STMO CAL 1 SGMIC-SSV FS 2a STORED CAL S2sRIC.a5V AS 25

-31 -12

10 10
a SB

/dtv • /nV

-|i -92

START 0 HZ SR 375 HZ STOP. too HZ START '0 "a S9 375 l' STOP 100 0Z
X 00HZ T- t . ev A 59 HZ V.-44.36 SOV

FIGURE 5. Calibration spectrum for polystyrene FIGURE 6. Calibration spectrum for poly-
spheres 0.166 lim diameter: 59 Hz peak corresponds streane sphers 0.525 gm/sec: 59 Hz peak
to 85 mtmsec observed peak maximum flow velocity, corresponds to 85 gm/sec observed peak

maximum flow velocity.

RANGE -S5 dSV STATUS PAUSED PAN" -51 13V STATUS PAUSED
A STORED CAL 97N1C.5yV FINS 25 A STORED CALMEST FPS 25

-31 -31

to to

/OiV OIV

-$11 -ItS
START 0 HZ 5 lZ stop to0 HZ START 0 H0 SR 375 M'z STOP: 100 HI

So 00 Na Y-00 1 5ev x 0 HS "I V -9 05 GeV

FIGURE 7. Calibration spectrum of 0.97 gim diameter FIGURE 8. Spectrum of calibration setup with
polystyrene spheres. 59 Hz peak corresponds to 85 gm polystyrene microspheres at zero flow veloc-
/sec observed peak maximum flow velocity. Ity.

Ill. Results

Photon Correlation Spectroscopy

Normalized intensity autocorrelation functions were recorded from the Chara cells using the previously mentioned experi-
mental setup. In all, ten sets of data were gathered from ten different cells exposed to NaCI or EDTA solutions at both 100
;isec and 2000 psec delay times (see Figure 9). Monotonically decaying autocorrelation functions resulted in all cases. The
time lapse between the cessation of streaming ranged from 2 min up to 15 min depending on the chemical concentration
and/or the individual properties of each cell.
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Individual channel level for cell in streaming condition
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X Individual channel level for cell for not-streamlng
- - Fitted not-streaming curve

FIGURE 9. Normalized autocorrelation functions of Chars in 50 mM NaCI in APW using 100 lasec delay time.

The normalized autocorrelation functions always yielded the same results. Data collected during times of streaming indi-
cated a faster decay rate than not-streaming regardless of the delay time, drug used (or its concentration), and individual cell
variability

Laser Doppler Velocimetry

Frequency spectra were recorded from streaming Chara cells using the setup described in "methods." Trimmed, stream-
ing cells were first allowed to stabilize in their holding chamber (Figure 10). The chamber could then be perfused with
increasing concentrations of NaCI or EDTA. Data was recorded and/or mapped during periods of streaming and not streaming
(Figures 11, 12, 13).

MlA/St: -11 MlV STArTW. PAtUSM SOAL -41 SOV, STATUS: PAUSED
.A' NAG PON: 5 . 3/3~l3 A: fro0q0 PM _5•S

U -, W UVP

/DIV /DIV

STOAbT. 0 042 ON4 375 0412 ~ STOP: tOO F4][ START:' • a 9", $875 SHE STOP. 100 MR•5r: .1 "1 VT Mr .7 U

FIGURE 10. Heterodyne spectrum of Chars streaming Figure 11. Spectrum of Chara streaming In 50
In APW, Center of doppler shifted peak ($2.6 Hz) cor- mM NaCI, in APW. 71 Hz corresponds to ob-

responds to 76 gJm/sec peak maximum streaming vel- served 102 ýLm/sec peak maximum streaming

ocity agreeing with observed velocity. velocity,
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FIGURE 12. Spectrum of Chars with streaming cyclically FIGURE 13. Spectral map taken at 30 second

stopped In 50 mM NaCI In APW. 60 Hz carrier Is pre- intervals of Chara streaming, stopping and

dominant, starting again in 50 mM NaCI In APW. pH 7.3

at room temperature. 60 Hz carrier is pre-
dominant at lower velocities.

Concentrations were increased until the cell died and streaming therefore stopped (Figure 14). A 60 Hz carrier was
predominant at weak signal levels or whenever the Doppler shifted spectrum moved to low frequencies.
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FIGURE 14. Specturm is taken from dead cells In 75 mM NaCI In APW.
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During each concentration run, the center of the Doppler shifted peak in the heterodyne spectrum that corresponds to the
maximum streaming velocity was recorded. Comparison of the velocity observed through the microscope showed correlation
within 1%. Minimum velocities at each concentration were also recorded Minimum velocities were 0 if the cell was pulsing.
these results are summarized in Table 1 and 2 below.

TABLE I
NaCI in APW

Concentrt., Maximum Average Velocity Minimum Averagp Velocity
(#cells) (#cells)

5 mM 76.5 gm/sec (3) 0 gm/sec (2)
7.5 mM 82.5 g m/sec (5) 0 gm/sec (2)

10 mM 86.1 gm/sec (5) 0 gm/sec (4)

25 mM 84.0 gm/sec (5) 0gm/sec (5)

50 mM 87.7gm/sec (5) 0gm/sec (4)

75 mM DEAD DEAD
TABLE 2

EDTA in APW

Concentration Maximum Average Velocity Minimum Average Velocity
(#cells) (#cells)

0.025 mM 88.1 gm/sec (5) 0 A m/sec (2)

0.050 mM 88.1 gm/sec (5) 0 gm/sec (4)

0.100 mM 89.8 gm/sec (5) 0 gm/sec (4)

0.25 mM 88.9 gm/sec (4) 0gm/sec (4)

0.50 mM 68.4 gm/sec (2) 0gm/sec (2)

1.0 mM DEAD DEAD

RANGE: -15 d8V STATUS: PAUSED RANGE: -51 day STATUS: PAUSED

A: NAG RNS: 10 6/23 A; STORED RHS:
500 300

. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : . . . . . . . . l i . . .

u~...........

50 30
usrin uVr.
/DIV /IVl

S. . . .i . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . . i . . . . .. . . . . .. . .. . . . ..

0 0V

START: 0 HZ OW: 375 .HZ STOP: 100 HZ $TART: 0 HZ ON: 375 .11z STOP: 100 HZ

X: 0 Hz Y: 261.4 .Vrn.

FIGURE 15. Spectrum taken from Chara stabilized FIGURE 16. Spectral map at 4 minute inter-
In APW prior to addition of Cytochalasin B. 62 Hz vals after the addition of Cytochalasin B.
frequency corresponds to observed peak maximum Gradual shift of doppler peak to a lower fre-
streaming velocity of 89 gm/sec. quency correlates with slowing of streaming

velocity.

RANGE: -51 daV STATUS: PAUSED RANGE: -51 dOV STATUS: PAUSED
R/23 A:STORED RNS: 5 10/23 A: STOED RPNS: 5

300 300

30 30UY No• uVPM"

/DIr /DIV

0 0

START: 0 HZ SN: 375 041 STOP: 100 HZ STAPT: 0 HZ OW: 3715 .1z STOP: 100 Hz

FIGURE 17. Spectrum taken 4 minutes after addition FIGURE 18. Spectrum taken 40 minutes after
of Cytochalasin B. 56 Hz doppler shifted peak corres- addition of Cytochalasin B. 42 Hz doppler
ponds to observed peak maximum streaming velocity shifted peak corresponds to observed peak
of aI gm/sec. maximum streaming velocity of 60 gm/sec.
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RANGE: -51 dBV STATUS: PAUSED

22/23 A: STROE0 RS: 5
300

uVr~m

uvr'.a
/olv

UV0

'START: 0 Hz OW: 375 NHz STOP. 100 HZ

FIGURE 19. Spectrum taken 88 minutes after the addition of Cytochalsin B. 30 Hz doppler shifted peak
corresponds to observed peak maximum streaming velocity of 43 Jim/sec.

Cytochalasin B at a concentration of 10 gig/ml in APW containing 1% dimethyl sulfoxide was also perfused into the chamber.
During a several hour period both the observed streaming rate and the Doppler shifted spectra were seen to gradually
decrease (Figures 15 and 16). Three representatives of the map shown in Figure 16 are presented separately at full scale for
clarily (Figures 17, 18, and 19).

IV. Discussion

The two previously described instrumentation schemes were devised to allow fast, accurate measurements of "spectral
changes" in cells under various physiological/environmental conditions. Building the instrumentation around a microscope
frame allows for easy manipulation of the specimen and for comfortable viewing using standard microscope optics and
illumination system. For the cell structure and streaming pattern that Chara exhibits, this is a distinct advantage because the
direction of the streaming cytoplasm can be positioned precisely with respect to the incident light without being concerned
with the angle between the streaming and the cell's longitudinal axis or the effects produced near the indifferent zones.
Another advantage of this non-invasive technique is that the intensity of the incident laser light is low enough to avoid Chara's
photoresponse.13

Data gathered using light scattering instrumentation such as this help to characterize Chara's cytoplasmic streaming.
Photon correlation spectroscopy results cutiistently show a difference in decay rate between the cell's cyclic streaming and
not-streaming induced by NaCI and EDTA. S'nce the streaming velocity was oriented perpendicular to the direction of the
incident light and the scattered light, these data represent small lateral motions of the scattering particles. Shape changes in
the autocorrelation functions noted during streaming are consistent with a bulk flow of cytoplasm. When streaming stops, all
subcellular scatterers apparently stop together. Brownian motion is probably the sole contributor to intracellular motion when
the cell is not-streaming. Other researchers,is 16 17 have worked with similar cells in the time domain, stopping the intracellular
streaming using electrical stimulation. Variations in the scattering angle and the axis of the streaming have been explored
with results consistent with those presented here.

Laser Doppler Velocimetry data also helps characterize Chara's intracellular flow by allowing the mean velocity to be
quantified. Velocity measurements obtained from fresh cells stabilized in APW agree with velocities recorded by other re-
searchers,ls 10 20 21 22 from similar cells under similar conditions using laser Doppler technique and photomicroscopy. These
cited velocities on resting cells range from 40 pm/sec to 100 pm/sec. The ability to create a spectral map collected at known
intervals allows a graphic representation ot a cell's response to a drug or environmental change over a specified timecourse.
Mustacich and Ware,13 19 have studied the temperature dependence of streaming in Nitella and have found that the stream-
ing velocity varies linearly with temperature from 50C up to 34oC, above which the cell irreversibly stops streaming. They have
also demonstrated that the low frequency portion of the spectrum is the result of amplitude modulation of the scattered light by
the array of chloroplasts in the cell. Their experiments with Nitella and low levels (1 lig/ml) of Cytochalasin B indicate that
the gradual slowing of the cytoplasmic streaming is microfilament related. These results are consistent with those presented
in this paper.

The ultimate goal of any research of this type on intracellular streaming is to gain information that helps to explain the
molecular mechanism for the generation of the motive force. The elicitation of spontaneous action potentials in Nitella was
demonstrated by Kishimoto- using various concentrations of NaCI, LiCI, EDTA, and ATP. The cause of the spontaneous
firing is theorized to be the removal of Ca++ from the outer surface of the Nitella membrane2,.

The role of Ca*+ in the cytoplasmic streaming of Chara is not yet understood. In skeletal muscle the Ca++ dependence of
contraction results from a conformational change of the troponin-tropomyosin complex bound to the cell's actin cables.
However, in these algal cells there is no known troponin-tropomyosin complex bound to the cell's actin cables. Recent work
by Vale, Szent-Gyorgyi, and Sheetz, has found that the movement of skeletal myosin coated beads on Nitella actin is Ca*+
independent in concentrations between10-9 and 10-4 M. However, if rabbit skeletal muscle troponin-tropomyosin is added,
then the movement of skeletal myosin coated beads is Ca++ dependent. The concentration of Ca++ required for half
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maximal activation of bead movement in the presence of troponin-tropomyosin is 10 piM which compares favorably with the
concentration required to half maximally activate ATP base by troponin-tropomyosin coated actin. They have therefore
demonstrated the reconstitution of Ca++ dependent motility with an actin-based regulation system. Because the troponin-
tropomyosin requires extensive controls with the actin filaments, these results suggest that Nitella actin is free to bind added
proteins. Simiiar work by Shimmen and Yano,26 using skeletal muscle tropomyosin confirms that Chara cells have their own
Ca++ control system. The presence of Calmodulin has been confirmed in Chara,27 although it assumed not to be involved in
the Ca++ induced cessation of streaming. The Ca++ sensitizing component is assumed to be present within the streaming
,ytoplasm. Actin oundies are thought not to boe tne site giving Ca+- sensitivity to streaming. The possibility of the assembly
of actin filaments being the source of cytoplasmic motility is also being investigated28.

The coupling of the action potential with the oscillation of streaming is confirmed by Barry,- - who elicits a transient action
potential through electrical stimulus. Barry varies the Ca-+ level of his APW between 0 to 0.5 mM in order to modify the
shape of the action potential. He experiences a time lag between the onset of the action potential and pressure/volume
changes when the cell is only partially stimulated electrically. This time lag is of particular interest because Kishimoto's-,
published action potential frequencies are an order of magnitude faster than my streaming periodicity. Barry concludes that
the changes he measures in pressure and volume are the incidental consequences of a change in membrane permeability
and do not necessarily imply an electro-kinetic mechanism for the action potential itself.

Other researchers,3, - theorize that the mechanism for the action potential is generated by iun pumping instead of ion
gradients. If the action potential is driven by this metabolic pump. then it is also possible that the streaming is supported by
this or another metabolic process.

Both my results and other unpublished results taken in our lab indicate that both high (1.0 mM) and low (0.0001 mM)
concentrations of extracellular Ca++ will cause Chara to pulse, with no pulsing seen at intermediate concentrations. The
calculated& levels of active Ca++ in my APW /EDTA solutions are

"* For 0.025 mM EDTA, 3.9 x W - M Ca'+

"* For 0.05 mM EDTA, 1.9 x 10-10 M Ca++

"* For 0.10 mM EDTA, 9.8 x 10-' M Ca++

"* For 0.25 mM EDTA, 3.9 x 10-1 M Ca++

"* For 0.50 mM EDTA, 1.9 x 10-" M Ca++

"* For 1.00 mM EDTA, 9.7 x 10-12 M Ca++

At an EDTA level of 0.025mM, it takes an order of magnitude increase in total Ca++ concentration (from .1mM to 1.0mM)
to increase the active Ca++ concentration by an order of magnitude (from 3.9 x 10-,0 M to 3.9 x 10-0 M). This pattern of
reacting only to "extreme" levels of Ca++ fits nicely into the scheme of a pump mechanism.

How does NaCl effect the action potential and streaming? Some researcher34, suggest that there is a Sodium-Calcium
exchange (sometimes referred to as Sodium-Calcium antagonism).

The instrumentation development discussed here resulted in a method to quantitatively measure intracellular flow. The actual
relationship between the oscillatory action potential and intracellular streaming is still not understood. How they are coupled
together-directly, indirectly, or through a time lag-would be interesting to study. The logical extension to this research is to
build a chamber in which a cell could have monitored its intracellular streaming measured via light scattering and its action
potential simultaneously. Varying environmental conditions and using various drugs and chemicals to couple and uncouple
these two events could provide information that would help to explain the molecular and physiological mechanisms of this
phenomena.
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Abstract

The kinetics of aggregation of colloidal silver particles as measured by surface-
enhanced Raman scattering and TEM images of the aggregates were analyzed in terms of a
fractal rate law and fractal structures. Transmission micrograph images of colloidal
silver particles that had been induced to aggregate by oxoanions, CrO4

2 -, W04
2 -, and P0 4

3 -
were obtained. Polymeric ions were also used to produce aggregates of varying size, in
which the oxoanions function as bridging ligands between silver particle surfaces. For a
series of photos with isopolytungstate on silver, the spatial dependence of the mass of
silver particles in a large, low density aggregate was analyzed as a fractal object. A
comparatively low fractal dimension, D = 1.51, was derived. Chains of silver particles on
the perimeter of some aggregates were also analyzed in terms of a fractal scaling and gave
D = 1.35. Surface-enhanced Raman (SER) spectra of chromate and phosphate on colloidal
silver were used to identify two types of adsorption sites: (1) oxoanions adsorbed in a
double-sided mode of coordination, bridging pairs of silver particles; (2) oxoanions
adsorbed in a single-sided mode on one silver particle surface. Data on the kinetics of
aggregation of colloidal silver particles as induced by NaHPO 4 showed linear, logarithmic
plots of SERS band intensity against time and gave different exponents, 0.82 and 0.64, in
the power law relationship, I - tS, for different SERS bands. Together with similarly
analyzed data for chromate and tungstate on silver a relationship between the reciprocal of
B and the type of aggregate structure and mode of adsorbate coordination is proposed.

Introduction

The particular brand of Raman scattering known as surface-enhanced Raman scattering1 ,2
(SERS) is now over ten years old. There are however still problems 3 in describing the
mechanism of enhancement of Raman intensities in the Mie scattering formalism for small
colloidal particles. The SERS enhancement (G) for an oscillating molecular dipole located
on a spherical particle (a << Xo) has been derived as

G = 1(1 + 2 go)(l + 2 g)12
no2_-_ n 2 -l

where go no2 + 2 n 2 - 1- Thus, G becomes large if either no 2 
- -2 or n 2 ÷ -2,

i.e., if no (refractive index at the incident wavelength) or n (refractive index at Raman-
shifted wavelength) approach F2i. For pure silver in water this occurs at about 382 nm.
The enhancements do not become infinite since even for pure silver in air the real part of
the refractive index does not assume a zero value at this resonance but attains a finite
minimum value.

Electrodynamic calculations, 4 , 5 for silver spheres have shown that the resonances
coinciding with the extinction band maxima of single spheres should also be observed in the
Raman scattering intensity from molecules on the surface of small silver spheres. This
however has not been realized. All of our experiments 6 - 9 with colloidal metal particles
have shown SERS intensity maxima that are displaced towards the red to coincide with maxima
due to multiplets of single particles in clusters. The implications of these results are
that (1) SERS enhancement for molecules on single isolated particles is much lower beyond
our detection limit (- 103 - 104 over normal Raman scattering intensity); (2) the
calculations are very sensitive to optical constants of silver that are used and comparison
with experiment results depends on purity of silver in the system (The colloidal silver
sols as prepared are hardly pure silver systems and no doubt the theoretical estimates must
be revised downward to compare experimental against theoretical results.); (3) there may be
some additional enhancement for molecules on the surface of particles in aggregates or
clusters of any size (starting with a doublet) that is not present for single isolated
particles and which gives the detectable SERS spectra.

Herein, we describe some of our recent results aimed at understanding more about the
enhancement mechanism for SERS and SERS-active sites. The system consists of colloidal
silver particles agd adsorbed oxoanions, either monomeric CrO4

2 -, W04
2 -, P0 4

3 - ions or
polymeric H2 WI2 0 4 0 -, isopolytungstate ions. Transmission electron micrographs of
aggregated sols were used for the analysis of their internal structure and determination of
their fractal dimensions. SERS spectra of aggregates, taken during their growth period,
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were used to analyze the kinetics of aggregation as induced by the oxoanions. Tile scaling
of SERS intensity with the time of aggreqation was also analyzed, and together with the
structural results their implications on the SERS mechanism were analyzed.

Results

Preparation and Transmission Electron Microscopy of Silver Particle Clusters

The primary Carey Lea silver sol 6 with adsorbed citrate, diluted 1000-fold to a silver
concentration of 0.002 g/L for TEM examination, consisted mainly of single silver particles
and a few small aggregates (doublets and triplets). These particles have a mean diameter
of 13 (±6.3)nm. When the primary sol diulted 10-fold with distilled water was treated with
an ion exchange resin (mixed bed: H+, -OH form) to remove sodium and citrate ions to a
conductivity of 4 imho cm- 1 approaching that of distilled water, some small aggregates
appeared within several hours after treatment. Aggregation increased thereafter until the
sol precipitated completely after a week. TEM photos of these aggregates showed that
neighboring siler particles were touching each other to form silver-silver contacts.
Partial or total coalescence of particles was sometimes observed. When an oxoanion such as
metatungstate H2 WI 2 0 4 0 6- was introduced immediately after removal of sodium citrate by ion
exchange, TEM examination of the aggregates that formed showed spaces between neighboring
particles that had no silver-silver surface contacts and no coalescence of particles was
observed.

Analysis of Aggregate Internal Structure

In a particularly favorable set of TEM photos snlown in Figure 1 we have analzed the
distribution of mass in the 2-dimensional projection. In this case no overlap of silver
particles occurred and thus a meaningful analysis could be performed. An enlargement of
the micrograph was made and then overlayed with a square lattice of 1 mm 3rid graph paper.
A hand-drawn image of this photo was then produced by assigning each 1 mm square with the
presence or absence of a Particle. Assuming each occupied square contained the same mass
of silver, the scaling of particle number (N) versus size (L) was obtained for a series of
nested squares of increasing size from a common chosen origin. This analysis1 0 would give
a power law dependence, N - LD for a fractal object of dimension, D. We found however that
the slope of this curve in Figure 2 varied with position and gave D = 2.02 in the middle,
D = 1.51 on the sides and D = 0.99 in the intermediate region. These results probably
reflected our choice of the origin near the center of the image.

Using a second grid method due to Schlomo Alexander, 1 1 a histogram was first formed for
the number of squares (p(ni)) of edge length, L, containing ni particles versus ni. The
second moment of this histogram (Ep(ni)ni /N, where N = normalizing factor, total number of
squares) was shown to scale as L for fractal objects and the method does not rely on a
choice of origin. A logarithmic plot of second moment/L 2 versus L gave a slope and thus
fractal dimension D = 1.51 in good agreement with the average value, 1.55, by the first
method.

Further, the inner and outer boundaries of a segment of the ribbon-like chain were
analyzed by determining the number of lengths, N(O), required to map the chain with a
variable yardstick of length, k, as measured out on a pair of dividers. A logarithmic plot
of N versus k gave fractal dimensions of 1.40 and 1.31 for the inside and outside
boundaries, respectively. These values are similar to D = 4/3 obtained for polymer chains
in dilute media and from computer simulations of the self-avoiding random walk on a
2-dimensional lattice.

Thus, fractal dimensions for aggregate structures of colloidal metal particles can span
the range, 1.8 to 1.3, depending on the type of structure (D = 1.8 for globular
clusters 1 1 , 1 2 ; D = 1.5 for less dense clusters; and D = 1.3 for linear chains).

Surface-Enhanced Raman Spectra of Oxoanions on Colloidal Silver

The evolution of SERS spectra of surface-adsorbed chromate and phosphate as a function
of time for growing clusters of silver particles was followed. A stretching mode,
vs(Cr-O), of chromate ion in solution at 850 cm- 1 is soon overshadowed by an intense
surface counterpart at 800 cm-], shown in Figure 3. Analysis 1 3 of the kinetics of
aggregation established a pseudo-first order rate law. Strictly, aggregation is a second
order ratc process; however, under certain conditions it can assume apparent first order
kinetics. In the present case the kinetics of aggregation takes on the kinetics of
adsorption at relatively high total adsorbate concentrations (>10-3b M). These concentra-
tions are much higher than the monolayer concentration of 10- M required to cover the
entire available surface.

Further, SERS spectra in Figures 4 and 5 taken for Cr0 4
2 - and P0 4 3- on colloidal silver
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show the presence of two sets of stretching and bending bands that might bh issoriat,,ed wit h
two species of adsorbed ions or the same specie's in di fferent silv er part iciý anvi renent.
For Cr0 4

2 -, these SERS bands occur at 800, 353 cm- 1 and 937, 588 crm- ; while,, fey l(e43-
they are found at 930, 410 cm- 1 and 1095, 575 cm-1 . The second set of bands is not asslsn-
able to the dimeric species, dichromate or pyrophosphate. Tt'- , w, i-awv assiqnkd tlam t-
tne two different adsorption sites that are apparent in the TEM microeraphs of the,
aggregated silver particles, i.e., single-sided or open-ended sites with no nearby ad]acent
particle and double-sided or bridging sites between adjacent silver particle surfaca,
respectively.

Scaling of SERS Band Intensity with Time

We have a!so found 1 3 a power law dependence of SERS intensity, I, on aggregation tim,
t, in intermediate time periods after an initial induction time when first order kinetics
set in and before the end-point at which larger aggregates begin to sedimentate out of the
suspension. Log-log plots 3 of I versus t for 3.5 x 10-3 M W04 2- on silver (slow
aggregation) gave a slope = S = .78 and for 5.0 x 10-3 M WO4

2 - on silver gave a slope
.56. Following single-sided (I920) and double-sided (1560) sites for P0 4 I- on silver gave
Svalues of 0.82 and 0.64, respectively, from Figure 6. It appears that the reciprocal of
the slope, E-1, can be correlated with the structure of the aggregates that are formed.

For growth of fractal aggregates it has been suggested 1 2 that the radius of gyration of
the aggregates, R tI/D. Our results suggest a scaling law for SERS intensity of the
form, I - R tI/6, so that only part of the total surface area (-R 2 ) is SERS active.
Thus, fast aggregation following v(W0 4

2 -) assigned to a dcuble-sided adsorption site gave
D = 1/.58 = 1.P, the diffusion limited aggregation value assumed for globular cluster
structures as previously shown for colloidal gold sols. In this limit, the particles do
not have the time to discriminate between various orientations for more favorable
collisions. Slow aggregation following v(W0 4

2 -) assigned to a double-sided site gave D =
1/.78 = 1.3, the value assumed by linear chains. Here, singlets colloiding with doublets
or higher order multiplets of particles prefer to add in an end-on fashion instead of side-
on to avoid higher coulombic repulsion from negatively-charged ions adsorbed on two or more
particles. Further, slow aggregation following \(PO4 -) in a double-sided site gave D =
1/.82 = 1.2 like the above value for W04

2 - on silver associated with linear chains but slow
aggregation following v(P0 4

3 -) of a single-sided site gave D = 1/.64 = 1.6. We interpret
this to show that the single-sided site has no orientational preference as in the double-
sided binding site which also mimics spatially the aggregate structure.

Mechanism of SERS Enhancments

SERS enhancements that we have previously determined 6 - 9 for molecules adsorbed on
colloidal silver and gold at various stages of aggregation fell in the 103 - 106 range. No
enhancement was observed with excitation into the single particle Mie resonances of silver
and gold at 400 and 520 nm, respectively. Recently revised electrodynamic calculations 1 4

-f small single spheres of silver using new data on optical constants of silver give lower
values (103 - 104) for the SERS enhancement than the _ 106 figure initially computed. Since
the silver sols that we have experimentally investigated by no means represent pure silver
in water, these ideal theoretical estimates almost certainly need to be revised downwards
for comparison with experimental results. The electrodynamic theory for two interacting
silver spheres has not been completely solved. Certainly, additional dipole-dipole coupl-
ing terms not present in an array of non-interacting single spheres will become important
so that to a first approximation the total SERS enhancement might be expressed as a product
of enhancements from adjacent interacting spheres,

Itotal Ii - Ij.

This would put the upper limit for SERS enhancements at 106 - 108 which is in agreement
with 106 or greater values that have been reported. Also, it might be expected that
globular clusters (D = 1.8) would show higher SERS enhancements than less dense cluster
(D 1.5) than, in turn, linear chain clusters (D = 1.3). This appears to be the case from
our data at identical aggregation times but there is no assurance that the comparison is
for the identical number of primary silver particles in the various aggregate forms.
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Figure 1. Transmission electron micrographs of silver particles aggregated by isopolytuog-

state (6 micromho em-1 silver sol and 1.0 x 10-3 M H2W120406-).
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Figure 2. Time dependence of chromate (5.0 x 10-3 M) on colloidal silver (A-F) and Raman

spectrum of chromate (5.0 x 10-5 M) in aqueous solution. Elapsed time (min): A, 5; B, 35;

C, 65; D, 125; E, 185; F, 1235.
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Figure 3. Internai tructure analysis of micrograph in Figure 1, top, left by nested

square-grid method.
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Figure 4. SERS spectra of chromate on colloidal silver. Experimental conditions:
excitation wavelength, 488.0 nm Ar+, photon counting-time interval, 0.10 s; spectral slit-
width, 7 cm-1 .

Conductivity Chromate Incident
of parent sol, conc laser power,
micromho cm- 1  M mW

A 34 1.0 x 10-4 60
B 34 3.0 x 10-5 60
C 34 1.0 x 10-5 60
D 34 3.0 x 10-6 55
E 6 3.0 x 10-6 65
F 4 3.0 x 10-6 65
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Figure 5. Raman spectra of phosphate species in solution and on colloidal silver.
Experimental conditions: excitation wavelength, 488.0 nm Ar+; spectral slitwidth, 7 cm-1 .

Species Photon counting
in aqueous Incident time interval,

medium Conc, M laser power, mW s

A Na 3 PO 4  0.50 300 .025
B Na 3 PO 4 , Ag sol 5.0 x 10-3 60 .050
C Na 3 PO 4 , Ag sol with PVP 5.0 x 10-3 60 .050
D Na 4 P 2 0 7  0.20 300 .025
E Na 2 HPO 4  0.20 60 0.10
F Na 2 HPO 4 , Ag sol 5.0 x 10-3 60 0.10
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Figure 6. Power law dependence of surface Raman band intensity, I, with time, t, for
aggregation of silver particles by 5.0 x 10- 3 M NaHPO 4. 1920 (Q), 1560 (LI).
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INTERACTION OF MONOCHROMATIC WAVES AND BODIES OF NONHOMOGENEOUS MORPHOLOGY

S.K. Salib
Photographic Research Laboratories - Photographic Products Group

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, NY 14650

Abstract

A theoretical model has been developed to calculate the interaction between bodies of
nonhomogeneous morphology and monochromatic radiation up to the microwave region. The
theory is applied to biological studies.

Introduction

There has been a growing need to study many practical applications for systems
containing nonhomogeneous bodies of multilayered structure. This has motivated us to
develop a theory capable of evaluating the interaction of bodies of such configuration
with nonionizing radiation. This paper deals with the development of an exact theory
which would make it possible to accurately account for the absorption and the scattering
of homochromatic plane polarized electromagnetic waves from arbitrary multilayered
spherically symmetric bodies. The presently desired functions are more general in nature
than those describing the simpler theory for the interaction of electromagnetic waves and
homogeneous spherically shaped bodies embedded in dielectric and isotropic materials. For
the development of such complex theory, it was necessary to follow the same basic steps
used to reach the conclusions for the less complex cases.

Since these theories, for the interaction of radiation and material, are applicable to
bodies whose dimensions are of the order of the wavelengths of the incident radiation, it
was possible to study the electromagnetic properties of single bodies as they interact
with radiations whose wavelengths range from submicrons to a few meters, depending upon
the dimensions of these bodies of interest.

The derived equations have also been used to predict the fields induced inside
multilayered bodies of different dimensions and electrical properties. Moreover, the
distribution of the absorbed energy inside the core material has been considered.
Consequently, the treatment of the nonuniform internal heating, which has in general been
confined to infinitely extended flat models, has been generalized to multilayered
spherical bodies.

As an application to the present theoretical investigation, the dose patterns produced
in the brain of a model of a human head have been evaluated, and the results for different
dimensions of the model will be presented.

Development of the Theory

Generally, the solution of any of these boundary-value problems starts with Maxwell's
equations representing the incident waves in spherical polar coordinates. With these
equations, the electric and the magnetic components of the incident wave can be expressed
as an infinite sum of spherical partial waves. Each of such partial waves is represented
by a combination of Bessel functions and Legendre polynomials. As the incident wave
encounters the concentric spherical layers, scattered electric and magnetic fields are
induced outside the spherical layers. These induced fields are also expressed as infinite
summations of spherical partial waves with unknown coefficients. To find the values of
such coefficients, we apply the boundary conditions for the electric and magnetic fields
at the surfaces of the outmost layers. Moreover, electric and magnetic fields are induced
inside each of the layers by the incident wave. These fields can, once more, be expressed
as infinite sums of spherical partial waves with other sets of unknown coefficients which
can also be determined by applying the proper boundary conditions at each of the
interfaces between the layers.

For homogeneous spherical bodies, there is only one set of boundary conditions to
satisfy. These boundary conditions call for the continuity of the tangential components
for the E and M fields at the boundary of the homogeneous sphere. These boundary
conditions are as follows:
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E= EO , (1)

E= EO , (2)

(aMs)' = (aM9 )° , (3)

(aMp)' = (aMO)o , (4)

where Me, Mo are related to the magnetic field He and HO by the relationship

M e = H e (5 )
m

and a similar relation for Me and H . Here, v is the frequency of the incident radiation,
g is the permeability of the medium, Wo is the wavelength of the incident radiation in
vacuum, and m is the complex index of refraction of the particle material:

m = n-i K (6)

where n is the real part of the index of refraction, while K is the imaginary part of the
index of refraction. Also, a is the Mie parameter defined by the relationship

2 ,fn o r( 
7

Wo

where no is the index of refraction of the surrounding medium, and r is the radius of the
particle.

Moreover, the superscripts i and o are for the regions inside and outside the particle,
respectively.

For a core-shell configuration which is sometimes called stratified body, we have to
satisfy two sets of boundary conditions. The first set of boundary conditions is for the
boundary at the interface between the shell and the surrounding medium, while the second
set of boundary conditions which has to be satisfied is that at the interface between the
core and the shell material.

The boundary conditions at the two interfaces are as follows:

IE shRl=r = =E c)Rl=r (8)

m2 1M Os}~ = mllM Odi} (10)

m2MOsh R,=r =~ m c IM0R 1=r (1

and

(EQ+E•} = {Eh sR 2 =r (12)

E +E Ei (13)

OM9+ER2 = m2AMshOR2=r (14)

SM,+MS R2=r m21M shsR2=r (15)
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where the subscripts c and sh correspond to the core and the shell regions, respectively,
while the superscripts s and i correspond to the scattered component of the field and the
component in the interior of the sphere, respectively. The component without any
superscripts other than direction is that representing the incident field.

One of the most important points that we have to consider for the core-shell case is
that concerning the solution in the intermediate region of the shell. The wave solution
in such a region can be represented in terms of both Jn and nn, since both functions are
well behaved so that a linear combination of both functions are also a solution. To solve
the more involved case of a core and two or more shells, one proceeds in the same manner
as in the less involved case, of a core and a single shell.

Also, in this case, we have to remember that in the inner and outer shells, the wave
solution is represented in terms of J and nn, since both functions are well behaved, as I
have mentioned earlier for the case o? a core and one shell. By applying the boundary
conditions of the three interfaces, three sets of equations can be formulated which give
rise to twelve simultaneous equations to be solved. The resulting equations are written
as follows:

mlgnh(m2 0) + mlhnn(m 2 0) - m2 KnOA(mlP) = 0 (16)

gnPn(m2g) + hnnn(m2g) - Knln(mlP) = 0 (17)

gn~n(m2v) + hnnn(m2v) + Cnln(m3v) - dnn(m3 v ) = 0 (18)

m3gn4,P(m2v) + m3 hnn(m 2v) - m2 CnO(m 3 ;) - m2 dnn(m 3v) = 0 (19)

CnA(m3 7) + dnnA(m 3 7) + m3anA(7) = m3 0(7) (20)

CnVpn(m37) + dnnn(m37) + a3tn(7) = On(7) (21)

InOA(m2O) + JnnA(m2g) - LnOA(ml) = 0 (22)

mlInkn(m2 P) + mlJnnn(m2P) - m2LnIn(ml0) = 0 (23)

m3In'kn(m2y) + m3Jnnn(m2 v) - m2en&n(m3v) - m2fnnn(m 3v) = 0 (24)

ln1P(m2v) + JnnA(m2v) - en'PA(m 3 v) - fnnA(m3v) = 0 (25)

enO(m37) + fnn;(m37) + bnW(7) = OA(7) (26)

enOA(m3O) + fnnA(m3V') + bnW(O) = A(W) (27)

In the above equations, the following notations have been used:

a = 2xr/W , 0 = 2vRI/X , v - 2vR2 /X , and 7 = 2vR3 /X

where R1 , R2 and R3 are the radii of the core, the first shell and the outer shell,
respectively. Also, r is the general distance parameter which is measured from the center
of the stratified particle. Moreover, imn, mi and m3 are the relative complex indices of
the core, the first shell and the outer sheli, respectively, relative to the surrounding
medium.

-,# by using the first six equations (16-21) and solving for an, the result of such
solution takes the simple form:

an = (28)

where the following notations have been used to allow us to write an in such compact form:
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[701,g = (mlnA(m 2 P)TYn(ml3) - m2 nn(m 2 0)OA(mlP)) (29)

[]nP = (mlO;(m 2 0)'?n(mlP) - m2 *n(m 2 P)n;(mlP)) (30)

[770'n,, = (m2 7?;(m 3 v)Pn(m2v) - m3 nn(m 3 v)O(m 2v)) (31)

= (m2 0;(m3 v)7?n(m 2 P) - m3 0n(m 3 P)nn(m2 P)) (32)

[7]' = (7(m37)On('Y) - m3tin(m 3 7)O(Y)) (33)

[4' = (O(m37)fln('Y) - m3 Pn(m 3 Y)7(7)) (34)

Similarly, by using the second six equations (22-27), the solution for bn takes the
form:

[ ]n , p( [001-.y[ ]"n, p-[On]",[nO]",y)-[ n ]•, ( [00] ",Y[ n ]",P-(041]",[o]",

bn = (35)

[21]i•,P = (m2 nA(m 2 P)On(ml'3) - mlnn(m 2 P)OA(mlP)) (36)

[O = (n 2 (m2))"n(mlj) - mln(m2 P)nA(mlP)) (37)

[770 = (m3 i(m 3v)4n(m2 ) - m2 nn(m 3 P)OA(m 2 P)) (38)

]P= (m3 0;(m3 v)nn(m2 v) - m2 0n(m3 P)nA(m2 P)) (39)

[ ,,= (m3 •n(m 3 7)On(7) - in(m 3 7)On(7)) (40)

[ nI, = (m30;(m3 7)mn(7) - On(mV37) ?A(7)) (41)

Only these two coefficients, an and bn, out of a total of twelve unknown distribution
coefficients, are necessary to describe the interaction between the incident wave and the
stratified sphere as a unit.

To find the internal distribution for the induced electric field in every part of the
multilayered spherical model, one should have a full knowledge of the components of the
induced electric field inside each and every layer of the multilayer sphere. The
components of the induced electric field in the outside shell, the intermediate shell, and
also the core are written in the following equations:

0 •nma) •nma)
Ersho E (-i)n+l(2n+l) )Cn + dn --3 sin0 in coso (42)

n=l (m3 a) 2  (m3a) 2

I I

a) n(m3 a)n(m3a)
EOsho = (_i)n+1 (2n+l) ICn -- " + dn TnI rn

n=l n(n+l) (m3 a) (m3 a)

(43)

+ (-i nen + fn 7(m3a) [rn]cos0

(m3a) + n (m3)8
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Eh Ca (-i)f+l (2n+l) O'n(m3a) d 7n~ m

n1n(n-il) (m3a) (m3a)

(44)

Vln(m3a) f 7n(m3a) sn+ (-i) en) (m3a) + ~n (ma ~sn] t

Ershi 1 (-i)f+l _(2n+l) [Ign 4'n(m2a) + h n 77n(m 2a) I inorn cosO] (45)

n=l n(n+1) (m2a)2 (M 2 a)
2

c._ _ _ _ __ + h
E Ohi E (-i.)fl+l (2n+l) [In Pn(m 3a)+ n7nmaIn

n=l n(n+l) (m2a) (m2a)

(46)

+ (-) ln Vn(m2a) + n7n(m2a) Ig~1 s
+ (i) i~ (m2a) (m~a) 1nCS

E OD (-*n+l (2n+l) Okn(m 3a) 7n(3a

n=1 n(n+l) (m2a) (m2a)

(47)

+ (-i II n(in2a) + 'In(m2a) 7nsn
n (m2a) n" (in-2a) I

Er = -i)n+1 (2n+l) )Kn~ a 2 )sino r C0So (48)

n=1 (m 1a)2

E 0c= (-i)n~l (2n+l) [t Kn 4in(mla) rn+ (-i) Ln Onl) nl coso (49)
n=1 n(n+l) (mla) Tn(mla)n

Ec= -in+l (2n+l) [)Kn Onl 7 in1 + (-i) Ln On Tn)] COSo (50)
0 -In(n+l) (mla) la

Now, to find the explicit form of the solution for the three components of the electric
field inside the core, for example, one should find the values of the partial coefficients
Kn and Ln, just as we have previously done to find the values of an and bn. To find the
solution of Kn in terms of known parameters, we will use equations 16-21. As for the
solution of Ln, we use equations 22-27. The solutions to these partial coefficients are
written in an abbreviated form as follows:

kn = 'nP{m 3 t,'(7) (m2?7n(m 2v)h&71Jn,(7v)I - mn(2)O~,7)

- Zn7 (m2iin(m2P)(4iil~n,(7P)" + m3?1A(m2iP)[1I?1n,(,7)I))]

- ((10J;,0 Im3WA7)(in2On(m2v)(1t]n,(7,)w - m30;A(m2 P)1On~n,(7 ,))

- tn7 (m2VPn(m2v)1Oni~n,(7,)" + m30;f(m2P)1OnJn,(, 7 )))J (51)
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-mlm2m3[•]tn,7[On]n,(Pp)'[On]n,(pp)'I

Ln = ['0 11 n,p {U(7) (m3 nn(m2v)h0n]n,(
7 p), - m3'lf(m2P)[1n]n,( 7v))

- m3tn(7) (m3nn(m2P)[14i]n,( 7T)- + m2Yý(m2P)[•]n,(,7))}]

- [[n]•,p {-(y)(m3 'nl(m2v)[•]nl,( 7 •), -,))

- m3tn(7) (m34n(m2P)[h]n,( 7 P)- + m2V(m2 P)[1n]n,(),)})1] (52)

The partial coefficients Kn and L have been written in abbreviated form besides some
new ones which are defined in the foylowing manner:

[t]n,7 = On(7) (7) = O (7)n7) (53)

[0]n,(Pp)= On(m3y) nA(m 3vKO) - VA(m3P)nn(m 3 P) (54)

[0]n = ,(in(m2g) nA(m 2 0) - n(m2 P)nn(m2 P) (55)

[= 4n(m37) nA(m 3 p) - 0(m3P)nn(m37) (56)

[fln = 4 n(m 3 7) nA(m 3v) - 0(m3P)nn(m37) (57)

and similar abbreviations for similar brackets.

It should be noted that since the partial coefficients K and L_ are evaluated in terms
of the values representing the geometry (the radii of all tie layers involved) and also
the properties of the different layers (the conductivity and the complex indices of
refraction of each layer) in the different parts of the model, we expect a change in the
distribution of the internal field in the core area as a result of a change in the
morphology of the outer layers.

Numerical Evaluations

The scattering and the absorption efficiency factors for homogeneous spherical particle
as a function of the particle diameter for various values of the complex index of
refraction are shown in Figures 1-6. The results of our calculations show that for a
relatively small value of the real part of the index, 1.2 for example, and when the
extinction index k is about 0.1 or higher, the scattering efficiency factor lacks the
multiple peaks behavior due to the strong damping. On the other hand, for small k values
the oscillatory structure becomes apparent, and it shifts toward the larger particles.
Also, as K increases, the scattering efficiency becomes very small, while the absorption
efficiency rises quickly with almost no ripple structure as shown in the figures.
However, increasing the real part of the index enhances the ripple structure for the
scattering efficiency along with the increase in the primary and the secondary peak values
and a shift in the location of such peaks toward the smaller particles.

Since the derived equations are general in their form, it is possible to evaluate the
interaction between the incident wave from a laser beam and particles of sizes comparable
to the wavelength of the incident beam or the interaction between microwaves and particles
or bodies of dimensions in the centimeter and meter range, as long as the dielectric
properties of the core and the shells materials are known in each and every region of the
spectrum in which they are being investigated. For example, consider the geometry in
Figure 7 to be a subcutaneous fat core while the shell is the layer representing skin.
Figure 8 illustrates the total absorption as a function of the core diameter for a
frequency of 433.2 MHz. It is obvious from the figures that at such low frequency, the
absorption increases as the shell thickness increases. Such results should not come as a
surprise to us, especially that the extinction index k for the skin layer is very high at
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Fig. 1 The absorption efficiency factor as a function of the particle size,
for n = 1.2, while the extinction index, k, assumes the three values
shown above.
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Fig. 2 The scattering efficiency factor as a function of the particle size,
for n = 1.2, while the extinction index, k, assumes the three values
shown above.
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Fig. 3 The absorption efficiency factor as a function of the particle size,
for n = 1.6, while the extinction index, k, assumes the three values
shown above.
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Fig. 4 The scattering efficiency factor as a function of the particle size,
for n = 1.6, while the extinction index, k, assumes the three values
shown above.
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Fig. 5 The absorption efficiency factor as a function of the particle size,
for n = 1.8, while the extinction index, k, assumes the three values
shown above.
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Fig. 6 The scattering efficiency factor as a function of the particle size,
for n = 1.8, while the extinction index, k, assumes the three values
shown above.
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Fig. 7 Representation of a core-shell body in the form of two concentric
spheres.
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Fig. 8 The absorption efficiency factor for a fat core and a skin shell
as a function of core dianter and shell thickness, at a wave
frequency of 433.2 MHz.

such frequency (k = 2.78) in comparison to the corresponding value for the fat layer (K =
0.328). This value is usually a measure for the absorption characteristics of the
material considered.
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Also, one should realize that the diameter of the core is small relative to the
wavelength of the incident radiation (at such frequency X = 69.25 cm), and that the
presence of the skin shell increases the diameter value and moves it toward the size of a
more efficient absorber. Moreover, due to the small diameter-to-wavelength ratio, coupled
with the high k value, the resulting scattering efficiency is expected to be relatively
small. This would, in time, lead to higher absorption efficiency, especially by
introducing a more efficient absorber, like the skin, on the outside. 0, the other hand,
by examining the comparable results in Figure 9, at a frequency of 3,000 MHz (X = 10 cm),
we find ourselves confronted with a more complex situation. This is mainly because we are
in a region where the diameter of the core is of the order of the wavelength of the
incident radiation. In such a case, since the extinction index k for the skin is about 10
times that for the fate, the presence of the skin enhances the absorption only when the
core diameter is less than 6.0 cm. It is also worth mentioning that as the skin thickness
increases, the primary peak for the absorption efficiency factor moves toward a smaller
core diameter as seen in the figure. This is because in the case of a small core
diameter, as the skin thickness increases, the volume ratio of skin-to-fat increases much
faster than for the larger core diameter. Consequently, the resulting core-shell
combination becomes much richer with a more efficient absorber which leads to a
significant increase in the absorption efficiency of the resulting body.
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1.6

1.4 \ // / "."~~ 0 C~

.2

z.0I
02 4 6 8 10

Core diorr Cm

Fig. 9 The absorption efficiency factor for a fat core and a skin shell
as a function of core diameter and shell thickness, at a wave
frequency of 3000.0 MHz.

From the results concerning these cases, it is safe to state that the skin acts as a
radiation collector for small size cores and as a shield for the larger size cores only
for the high frequency radiation. For low frequency radiation, it enhances the absorption
regardless of the core size. As for the intermediate frequency radiation, the presence of
the skin contributes both ways, as we can deduce from the results in Figures 10 and 11.
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Fig. 10 The absorption efficiency factor for a fat core and a skin shell
as a function of core diameter and shell thickness, at a wave
frequency of 915.0 MHz.
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Fig. 11 The absorption efficiency factor for a fat core and a skin shell
as a function of core diameter and shell thickness, at a wave
frequency of 2450.0 MHz.
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absorption cross-section for different brain sizes, CSF layer thickness, and also for
different overall head sizes. In Figures 12, 13 and 14, we have plotted the absorption
cross-section as a function of frequency for different brain and outer shells dimensions.
By comparing these results, we conclude that the location as well as the absolute value of
the primary absorption peak changes as the head morphology changes. This simple result
demonstrates the importance of the geometry of the layers considered in the model as
necessary input for predicting the total absorption of the model head.
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Fig. 12 The total absorption for a three-layer model head with a brain
radius of 5.0 cm, a CSF layer 0.4 cm thick and a bone-and-fat
layer 0.6 cm thick, as a function of frequency.
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Fig. 13 The total absorption for a three-layer model head with a brain
radius of 6.5 cm, a CSF layer 0.4 cm thick and a bone-and-fat
layer 0.6 cm thick, as a function of frequency.
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Fig. 14 The absorption cross-section in a three-layer model head as a
function of frequency.
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Fig. 15 The distribution of the normalized induced field inside the core
(brain) of a three-layer model head, for a core diameter of 12.0 cm
and an overall head diameter of 14.0 cm.
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When dealing with biological specimens, it is of great importance to have a full
knowledge of how the induced fields, and, consequently, the internal heating are
distributed. Using the distribution coefficients describing the distribution of the
induced field in the core region, we can now evaluate the uniform internal distribution of
the induced electric field in the core, which is the brain for the model head. In
Figures 15 and 16, we present the results of our calculations for the normalized value of
the induced field inside the two geometries described in the figures for a frequency of
915.0 MHz which is known to be of practical importance as a diathermy frequency.
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Fig. 16 The distribution of the normalized induced field inside the core
(brain) of a three-layer model head, for a core diameter of 14.0 cm
and an overall head diameter of 15.0 cm.

In conclusion, we can evaluate the energy absorbed by a three-layer spherical body and
also the internal distribution of the induced field using a closed-form solution. Also,
the outside dimensions of a three-layer model have more effect on the outcome of the
absorption cross-section than does the core size. As for the model head considered in the
present investigation, the maximum absorption is obviously between 570 and 4,000 MHz, a
fact which has been confirmed experimentally.
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Digital Disk Sub-systems for Real-time Image Processing

Ranjit Mulgaonkar

Recognition Concepts Inc. Incline Village, Nevada.

Todays computer industry is constantly introducing faster and faster processors in the market. Al-
though these processors can process the data at a very high speed, the overall performance of the sys-
tem can be limited if the data storage devices are unable to keep up with the processor I/O
requirements. In many computer applications very large amounts of data are needed to be stored,
retrieved and, processed at high speeds. Digital disk sub-systems provide the high performance and
high capacity that the traditional storage devices are unable to provide.

The disk sub-systems are particularly important in the image processing applications because of the
video-rlte or real-time acquisition, processing and, display requirements. These real-time operations
must be complemented by real-time storage and retrieval of image data. For a video-rate or real-time
(3() frames/sec) transfer of a 512 X 512 pixel images with 8-bits per pixel transfer rates of greater than
7,864,320 bytes/seconds have to be achieved. For the same size image with 16-bits per pixel this trans-
fer rate requirement doubles. Many image processing applications require acquisition and storage of
very large size or large number of images. A 10K X 10K LANDSAT image with 4 bands of 8-bits/pixel
each takes up 100 Mbytes of disk space while a 1 minute image sequence of 512 X 512 X 8-bit images
takes up 471 Mbytes.

Dedicated
Processors i 1

______Storage /

STDevices

Other CPU Devices

Users

S Networked
DevicesSLz

Figure 1: Traditional imaging system

In many applications display and processing of very large images is desirable. The only way to display
these very large images in real-time is to virtually roam over the data within a displayed window. Vir-
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tual roam will also enable the virtual processing of such large images. These special transfer speed,
processing, and storage requirements are encouraging the Image Processing industry to design disk
sub-systems that are much faster in speed and larger in disk space than the traditional storage devices.
The digital disk sub-systems can also be used as a virtual Random Access Memory (RAM) or a digi-
tal VCR. These disk sub-systems can be connected to the image processors by a high speed image
data bus for high speed image data transfe:s. The entire disk sub-system is controlled by a host which
communicates to the sub-system through the host bus. Other elements that may be controlled by the
host that can access the disk sub-systems are a Digital Image Processor, High Resolution Display Sta-
tions, or an Array Processor. The digital disk sub-system along with an Image Processor can also be
used to acquire 16 bits/pixel color images (YIQ) at real-time.

HIGH SPEED BUS (IMAGE DATA) VisiNET

L !.I DASPLAY WORKS TATI j [W =I I • B REAL-TIME DISK

qm HOST COMPUTER

j HOST BUS (CONTROL)

EInlf l o o

USER DISK TAPE PRINTER NETWORK

Figure 2 : Imaging network with a dedicated high speed bus

Early attempts to design high speed disk sub-systems resulted in parallel transfer disks (PTD). Many
of these systems used multiple read/write heads and were very sensitive to physical damage. The time
required to replace these disks was large. These disks always lacked in performance and reliability.
The sustained transfer speed were significantly less than burst speed. The read/write heads had to go
through a large amount of movement making the system suseptible to head crash. The second genera-
tion designs use standard winchester technology disks. These disks have a high MTBF (Mean Time
Between Failure) and time required to replace a disk is minimal. There are many different possible
designs of the disk sub-system. The disk sub-system design described in this paper is implemented by
Recognition Concepts Inc. for their TRAPIX 5500 Image Processor series. This particular disk sub-
system (VisiSTORE) consists of a specialized master disk controller that controls multiple of stand-
ard disk controllers and hard disks of winchester technology.

The disk sub-system has five components:

1) High speed image data bus: This data path is used to move the image data to and from the disk
sub-system and the user device. Examples of the user devices are image processors, high resolution
display workstations, array processors etc. The data path should be fast and wide enough to handle
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the real-time data transfer. VisiS'rORE transfers image data via a dedicated bus (VisiNET) at a rate
of up to 20 Mbytes/second.. The host processor is only used for the control and all the data transfers
are done using this bus.

2) Host bus for control: This data path is used to send commands from a host computer to the disk
sub-system and receive the status back. The host can also control various other processing units that
access the disk sub-system through this data path.

3) Master controller: This device controls the entire disk sub-system and performs the following func-
tions:

(a) Interfaces between the disk sub-system and the host computer using the host bus (2).

(b) Coordinates data transfers between the high speed image data bus (1) and remainder of the disk
sub-system.

(c) Provides local data buffers that are used as FIFO's (queues) for the data being transferred be-
tween the high speed image data bus (1) and remainder of the disk sub-system. These data buffers
are useful in synchronizing the multiple disks running asynchronously. These buffers also smooth out
any momentary differences between the transfer rates of the high speed data bus and the disk con-
trollers.

Control Disk controller #S Control
VisiNET! Image bus - iDs

Disk controller # 2
Data buffers Disk # 2 additional

'disks

Host Slave Disk controller #3

Hbus: Host Dk # 3
disk

busitraecontroller • ,,• •
interface

interface Disk controller # 4

i, J : iDisk # 4

Master controller Slave controllers Multiple disks

Figure 3: Block diagram of VisiSTORE
4) Slave Disk Controllers: The master controller drives many slave disk controllers. Each of these
slave disk controllers controls one or many standard winchester technology hard disks. One of the
slave disk controllers keeps track of the status of all the other slave disk controllers and reports the
status to the master controller. The slave disk controllers perform functions like formatting, read,
write, head movement, status gathering etc.
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5) llard disks: The slave disk controllers drive these disks. The number of disks being controlled by
each of the slave controllers depends upon the technique used to store the data on the disk. There
are two ways to store the incoming data on the disks:

(a) Each incoming byte/pixel is stored on the next available disk. If one of the disks fails, the image
stored on the disk loses the resolution, but no one image frame is lost.

(b) Each frame of an incoming image sequence is stored on the next available disk. In this case if one
of the disks fails, than every N'th frame from a sequence is lost. However for the individual frames
the resolution is preserved.

The method used for storing the images depends mainly upon the application. Real-time simulation
would prefer the first approach in order to save the entire sequence even though it may be a lower
resolution while medical imaging applications would prefer the second approach in order to main-
tain the resolution for each image frame. VisiSTORE can store up to 25 Gigabytes of image data that
can be stored/retrieved at a rate of up to 18.6 Mbytes/sec (sustained) with random access to any image
frame at 60 Msecs.

These disk sub-systems are mainly used as a peripheral device in a image processing system. The
desirable features of a system with an image processor and a disk sub-system would be real-time image
sequence acquisitioi,, high speed processing using a pipeline image processor and a array processor,
high speed storage of the acquired and/or processed image sequence on the disk sub-system, real-
time retrieval and display of the image sequence from the disk sub-system, retrieval and display of
images at a variable rate. The system should be able to perform basic file manipulation functions. The
use of a disk sub-system along with an Digital Image Processor will enable Virtual Roam and Vir-
tual Processing of large images stored on the disk. The disk sub-system also provides a random ac-
cess to any of the frames stored on the system at a constant time (Typically 60 Msec).

The high speed data bus between the disk sub-system and various other devices has evolved into an
open architecture that allows many new devices to be a part of the high speed network. VisiNET is
one such example of high speed network made by Recognition Concepts Inc. The disk sub-system
VisiSTORE along with the TRAPIX 5500 image processor and the Virtual Image Processing Software
(VIP) manufactured by the Recognition Concepts Inc. provides a complete image processing system
with a real-time disk sub-system. Additional components like high resolution display work station
TRAPIX-PLUS (1024 X 1024 ), MARS array processor manufactured by Numerix Corporation,
VisiVISION High Resolution Display workstations (2048 X 1536) based on Univision Technologies
Inc. VDC-800 board or VisiTEK high resolution display workstations based on TEKTRONIX Digi-
tal Display Device can access data from the disk sub-systemn via the high speed network VisiNET in
a multi-user mode. VLDS (Very Large Data Storage) recorder manufactured by lloneywell has been
also interfaced to the VisiNET and used to backup digital data from the VisiSTORE.

Applications: Some of the important image processing application areas that require these types of
disk sub-systems are (1) Defense Applications, (2) Medical Applications, (3) Industrial Applications,
(4) Broadcasting and (5) Research and Development.
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(1) Defense Applications: Success of many of the defense applications depends upon the speed of
processing. For example applications like reconnaissance and simulation need real-time acquisition,
processing and, replay. The images acquired may be a flying object like a plane or a missile or images
acquired from an infra-red camera of moving or stationary objects. Real-time replay of stored and
processed data is very desirable for flight simulation or at the test range. The disk sub-system can also
be used to store images acquired at greater than 30 frames/sec. by acquiring smaller image size than
512 X 512 pixels and packing the images in 512 X 512 chunks with the help of an Image Processor.
The disk sub-system can be used as security systems for airport, reactors etc. along with other security
devices.

(2) Medical Applications: Many of the medical procedures need a high speed acquisition and replay
of images. Images need to be acquired, processed and replayed in real-time for the digital subtrac-
tion angiography. 3-D reconstruction of organs can be done by combining large numbers of previously
stored 2-D images on the disk sub-system (CAT scan, MRI, cell biology). Nuclear Medicine,
Ultrasonic Imaging, Thermal Imaging and many other fields of medicine can use the disk sub-system
for high speed storage. The disk sub-system can also be used to store/retrieve patient's medical records
(X-rays, Ultrasonic, thermal images etc.) in digital form and can be viewed on ultra high resolution
display workstations (Figure 4).

VisiNET HIGH SPEED BUS (IMAGE DATA)
V'siTEK

2048 X 2048 X 8 bit display

TKV INTERFACE

BOARD ITrackball forSF .... n Te C "n1

Ito interactive control
VisiNET

VisiTEKVisiSTORE "•

12-bit radiographs 2048 X 2048 X 8 bit display

HOST BUS (CONTROL)

ACRNEMA 
Host Computer

Figure 4: Example of medical PACS system

(3) Industrial Applications: SEM and TEM applications require storage and processing of large im-
ages. These large images can be roamed around in real-time by using the disk sub-system. Remote
sensing, seismic research and mapping applications can use the ability of large image acquisition,
storage, processing and virtual roam. Non-destructive testing (NDT) and Machine Vision applica-
tions can also use the high speed and large storage capacity of the disk sub-system.
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(4) Broadcasting: Specialized disk sub-systems can be used as a digital VCR. Images can be processed
for measurements, movements etc. using the image processor at a high speed and replayed at various
speeds.

(5) Research and Development: The disk sub-system can be used for all types of R&D when a fast
and large data storage medium is needed. If the disk sub-system is a node of network of several proces-
sors then it can be used to continuously acquire/display images for a long time while other nodes con-
tinue processing and analysis.

Conclusion: The Real-time digital disk sub-system represents a new trend in the image processing
technology. The real-time digital disk sub-system VisiSTORE and high speed network VisiNET offer
open architecture that is encouraging manufactures to interface imaging peripherals to the VisiNET.
As more mature disk sub-systems arrive in the market, many new applications will find the disk sub-
systems useful.

Ranjit Mulgaonkar is the Product Manager for Recognition Concepts Inc. (RCI). RCI is located in
Incline Village Nevada and manufactures Image Processing Systcms (I lardware and Software). Some
of the key products of RCI are the TRAPIX 5500 Image Processor, TRAPIX-PLUS and VisiSTATION
High Resolution Display Workstations, VisiNET High Speed Network and VisiSTORE Digital Disk
sub-system.
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NEAR SPECULAR LIGHT SCATTER MEASUREMENTS

John C. Stover
Toomay, Mathis & Associates, Inc.

P. 0. Box 3118
Bozeman, MT 59715
(406) 586-7684

Reduction of near specular scatter from optics has become an
increasingly important issue. Near specular scatter is particularlU
troublesome in systems where high resolution imaging is required.
Modern space and aircraft optics often have to meet these tUpe of
requirements in the visible, the infrared or both. Unfortunately, a
standard scatter specification is not readily available. In fact, until
recently, scatter measurements closer than one or two degrees from
specular were difficult or impossible to obtain. This application note
presents near specular data taken on one of TMA's Complete Angle Scatter
Instruments (CASI) and suggests that BRDF measurements are a viable means
of specifying low scatter optics.

The CASI system utilizes variable detector apertures and a double
scan technique (with and without sample) to measure near specular
scatter. t lomplete review of this instrument is now available in the
literature l as well as seXeral papers describing results obtained with
the system [2, 3, 4 5, 

6 J. The system presents scatter data as the

bidirectional scatter distribution fu ction (BSDF). This type of format
has been used for several years LV, 71 , and is becoming a standard. When
integrated with the users requirements it allows the generation of a
measurable (and repeatable) specification. BSDF may be expressed in
terms of the incident power Pi, the detected scatter power Ps, the
detector aperture solid angle ws and the aperture angular position (from
sample normal) 0s.

Ps
BSDF =

Pi wS Cos 9S

BSDF is usually plotted in degrees from specular although other formats
exist. The terms BRDF and BTDF designate reflective and transmissive
sample respectively.

Several examples of BSDF data taken at 10.6 microns are shown in
Figures 1-5 for various infrared materials. Figures 1 and 2 show the
BTDF from GaAs and Ge windows plotted against logo. In each case the
sample data is compared to the focused beam profile and scatter produced
from the instrument alone (without the sample in place). Instrument beam
profile and scatter is referred to as instrument signature. Separation
of sample scatter from the signature depends on both the sample and the
instrument but usually occurs below 10 at 10.6 microns and below .10 in
the visible. Figure 3 shows the same GaAs and Ge windows in comparison
on a linear 6 scale. A set of six ZnSe windows were also measured at
10.6 microns. In Figure 4, the high and low scatter samples of this set
are compared. The sample variation was less than one order of magnitude
over most of the range of the measurement. The lowest scatter ZnSe
window is compared to the instrument signature in Figure 5 on a logo
scale. For all the samples examined, Ge and GaAs are the better low
scatter windows over the entire range of 0.

Samples which are low scatter at high angle are not necessarily low
scatter near specular. Figure 6 presents data from two spherical mirrors
with identical dimensions (10 cm diameter and 50 cm focal length). The
cheaper of these mirrors ($300) was purchased off the shelf from a large
optical supplier. The S1700 mirror was purchased as a special order from
a vendor using a proprietary low scatter production technique. Although
the expensive mirror is clearly low scatter at high angles (more than an
order better) it is higher scatter in the .2 to 2 degree region near
specular. This particular case was unsettling, since the reuirement for
this component was for a mirror with low scatter near specular. Although
the instrument signature is not shown in Figure 6, it separates from both
mirrors well below .1' from specular.
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Obvious problems exist in ordering and specifying low scatter optics.
It is difficult for manufacturers to respond to specifications that they
cannot measure, and it has not always been clear what -;pecifications
should be used. Ieasurement services and systems are now available to
provide near specular scatter data. Thc use of a 13SDF limit, which
measured scatter cannot exceed, can solve the specification issue. For
example, the specification for the near specular mirror could have been
BRDF not to exceed 10l- sr- 1 over .3 to 1.0 degrees from specular at .653
microns. A ring laser gyro mirror might be specified as BRDF not to
exceed 10-6 qr-l in the back rcatter direction of -90 degrees from
specular. The values of required BSDF, in critical regions, can be
generated form the system designers requirements. Such a specification
system makes a lot more sense than measuring rms roughness (by whatever
means) when scattered light is the real issue.
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BIDIRECTIONAL OPTICAL TRANSMISSION SYSTEM EXPERIMENT

WITH WDM DEVICES

R. C. Menendez, K. P. Chung and T.R. Hsing

Bell Communications Research
Morristown, New Jersey

ABSTRACT

Experimental results on a bidirectional optical communications system for
economic configurations for local loops are presented. The transmission rate
through a single-mode fiber in one direction is 140 M bits/sec and much
slower in the opposite direction. Inexpensive WDM couplers are used for
multiplexing and demultiplexing of light signals from LED sources.

Bit error rates for various configurations and signal levels are measured.
Further, impacts of reflections and near-end cross talk on the transmission
quality are reported.

There has been considerable interest recently in the application of LEDs with single-mode (SM)
fiber in subscriber distribution. LEDs offer adequate performance and cost and reliability
advantages over laser diodes. Similarly, there is interest in moving from two-fiber transmission to
single-fiber bidirectional transmission, where the primary advantages would again be economic and
operational. The economic advantage of eliminating one fiber per link must be weighed against the
added cost of the couplers and possible reduced performance due to near-end crosstalk (NEXT).
NEXT occurs when a portion of the optical signal from the local transmitter is reflected from some
fiber discontinuity (e.g., a connector) and this undesired echo interferes with the desired signal
from the remote transmitter.

Approaches utilizing one wavelength to transmit in both directions and directional couplers have
been described and analyzed [1-3]. This approach introduces a minimum of 6 dB of additional loss
in the link (a substantial portion of the LED/SM loss budget). NEXT problems were addressed by
using fusion splices to eliminate backreflections [1] or electrical echo cancellation in the receiver [2].
An alternative which introduces less loss and mitigates NEXT is transmitting two wavelengths and
relying on the isolation afforded by wavelength division multiplexer (WDM) devices. Good
performance has been obtained [41 using high-isolation couplers employing dichroic filters that
attenuate the echoed signal by 30 dB or more before it reaches the receiver. However, the expense
of these high-quality couplers limits their applicability in loop distribution. Fused biconical taper
(FBT) WDM directional couplers offer a potentially attractive compromise between these two
approaches; relatively low excess loss and cost with reduced isolation. Because of the broad
spectrum associated with an LED source, the isolation afforded by these devices can be only 10-15
dB.

The goal of this experiment was to determine the power penalty (receiver sensitivity impairment)
introduced from fixed levels of backreflection when FBT couplers are used with LED transmitters.
The experimental configuration is depicted in Figure 1. A 140 Mb/s NRZ PRBS signal from the
remote transmitter is preferentially directed to an APD receiver by a 1.3/1.5 WDM-FBT coupler
and passed to a BER test set for performance monitoring. The interfering source (LED2, a 1.3 pm
source) was modulated by a 140 Mb/s square-wave generator. NEXT is significant here because
the interfering source launches roughly 10 dB more power than the desired source. The
interference signal was coupled to the trunk by the FBT coupler, and a portion of this signal was
reflected back toward the coupler by a variable backreflector (VBR). The contributions of other
sources of reflection were small. The optical power of the desired signal and interfering signal at
the receiver are independently adjustable by the optical attenuator and VBR, respectively. The
VBR monitor port taps off a fraction of the two signals propagating toward the receiver, and a
high-isolation WDM coupler was used to split the two wavelengths for measurement of the two
optical power levels.

Figure 2 shows the BER performance versus the received optical power level of the desired signal
for flive different values of the reflection coefficient of the VBR. Curve A corresponds to the case of
no reflected power. Curves B-E refer to reflected power levels of -34.6, -32.6, -20.6, and -28.6 dBm,
which correspond to reflection coefficients of -12.9, -10.9, -7.9, and -6.9 dB ( 5, 8, 16, and 20 %),
respectively. For this worlt-case configuration of sources, these curves indicate that the reflection
penalty at a BER of 10 is about 1.0 dB for a reflection of -7.9 db (18 %). Well-designed
connectors provide a reflection of -20 dB or less, but in the worst case, the power reflection arising
from an air gap at a connector can be as high as -6.7 dB (20%) [51 although a more typical
maximum is -8 dH (16%). These results indicate that despite the modest isolation introduced by
the broad LED spectra, this class of WDM couplers is adequate to maintain small reflection
penalties (< I dB) for even a worst-case reflection.
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Figure 1. The experimental configuration showing the fused biconical taper (FBT) coupler, the
variable backreflector (VBR), and the power monitoring arrangement.

Figure 2. Experimental bit-error rate versus received optical power curves for a range of reflection
coefficients.
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Abstract

The classical model for the origin of non-linear optical properties is described as a
basis for understanding the onset of coherent backscatter. A method utilized for
increasing the coherent backscatter in novel fiber applications is discussed from a
practical and theoretical point of view. Experimental data on the control of coherent
non-linear backscatter in a fiber optic system is presented, along with a measurement of
the Stokes frequency at 1.32 microns wavelength.
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Introduction

Forward and backward scattering of light is fundamental to the process of light
propagation. Both types of scattering are intimately related as evidenced by the Ewald-
Oseen Extinction Theorem, which gives insight into the well known forward propagation
direction of light in a medium (1). However, in certain applications the backward
scattering can grow due to a coherent interaction of the light with the medium, resulting
in a non-linear build up of backward scattered light (2).

The performance of the current generations of long haul optical systems is not impeded
by the non-linear interaction between the optical field and the waveguide material,
because of the low power density and broad spectral distribution. Future systems,
however, are expected to use sources with both high power levels (20-50 mw) and
narrow spectral distribution. These two features will become important in coherent
optical systems where spectral widths in the megahertz range are required to obtain the
high performance expected (3). Data on the non-linear backscatter (Brillouin scatter) due
to lattice vibration excited by a coherent Nd:YAG laser beam at 1.3 microns wavelength is
presented. An intergrated LiNbO3 optical modulator allows the coherent backscatter
to be controlled (4).

Coherent backscatter can reach nearly 100% in the case of distributed fiber gratings.
However, the mechanism of light induced refractive index change is not clear from the
published work. A description of the origin of optical effects in fiber must be
generalised in order to account for coherent backscatter and, if possible, photo-
refraction.

The classical model and coherent backscatter

According to classical theory, light scattering arises from oscillations in charge and
current distributions in matter induced by the incident electromagnetic wave. The
precise picture for the interaction of light with a medium requires the language of
quantum mechanical perturbation theory (5). However, the essential physics of optical
phenomenon including non-linear effects can be qualitatively understood on the basis of
the simple classical model. Here a dynamic system consisting of charge located in a
potential energy binding curve is used. In the case of a crystal lattice the curvature
of the energy curve is directly related to the elastic constants. Its magnitude is a
function of the total energy. Similarly, since the elastic behaviour of electrons governs
the dispersion of the scattered light, i.e. its amplitude and phase, the bonding of the
electrons affects optical properties. The propagation behavour of light in a medium is
usually described using the phenomenological constant called the susceptibility. However
the microscopic origin of susceptibility is revealed under conditions where the structure
of the medium impresses its own dynamics on the optical process. This is the case with
stimulated Brillouin scattering. Here the build up of backscatter starts with the random
occurrence of lattice vibrations (phonons) which fall within the frequency range of the
coherent source. This sets up a travelling wave interaction which results in the
increased backscattering. Because the phonon is travelling at the velocity of sound the
scattered wave is down shifted in frequency. This down shifted wave is known as
the Stokes wave. The amount of frequen-y shift is proportional to the sound velocity of
the appropriate propagating stress wave and therefore contains information about the
elastic constant and structural origin of the scattering process.

In a waveguide the existence of core and cladding material boundary can produce
frequency components which can be interpreted on the basis of the material composition.
Like the elasticity, the acoustic velocity is a function of the total energy of the
system. It is interesting to speculate on the possibility of producing structural
transitions within a fiber core analogous to order/disorder transitions found in single
crystals(7).

As the forward and backward optical waves mix via the non-linear susceptibility, the
excitation of pho-.ons at the difference frequency causes an exponential gain of light
propagating in the backward direction. This latter feature follows from the wave-vector
matching condition. However, the phonons have a finite lifetime due to viscous damping. It
follows that, if the laser field is to build up a strong acoustic wave,the coherence
time for the laser must be longer than the phonon lifetime; alternatively, the bandwidth
of the laser line must be less than the spontaneous bandwidth of the phonons. At a
wavelength of 1.3 microns this is 23 MHz, and implies that the laser must operate on a
single longitudinal mode. On the other hand, if the phase of the laser is interrupted the
acoustic wave is unable to build up. Thus modulating the phase of the laser provides a
method for contolling the build up of the backscattered wave (8).
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Fiber Gratings

Laser coherence time is also important in the fabrication process of fiber gratings.
It is known that certain types of fiber can exhibit light induced changes in their
optical properties(9). In particular, the photo-induced refractive index modulation
results in an increased amount of backreflected light. A resonant filter with an extremely
small bandwidth (200 MHz) is therefore 'fabricated' by the presence of the optical field.
In practice the filter typically consists of a 1-m strand of Ge-doped-core fused-silica
clad fiber with a NA = 0.2 and core diameter 2 micrometers. To condition the fiber to
provide strong backreflection at a given wavelength (usually one of the lines from
the argon ion laser) it is first exposed for about a minute to coherent contradirectional
beams, until a periodic structure is formed in the core; the periodic structure results in
an increase in backreflection of the fibre to a value many times that of the Fresnel
reflection (4%) from the input face of the fiber.

The increased backreflection can be thought of as a special case of Brillouin
scattering where the phase velocity is ?ero. As in the case of Brillouin scattering, the
periodic dielectric perturbation is related to the wavelength of the light inducing the
perturbation. By contrast to photo-elastic coupling, however, photo-induced refractive
index perturbations are after a time rendered permanent. A clue to the origin
of this effect might be inferred from the Hellman-Feynman Theorem (10) where it is shown
that the dynamic properties of the electrons, determined by quantum mechanics, are
mirrored in the electrostatics which govern the forces on the nuclei in the solid. Thus
electronic processes, including laser field modified processes, in theory , 'write' on the
structure of the solid. However, a 'rachet' effect would have to be postulated in order to
account for the permanent nature of the structural change. It is not yet known how such a
rachet effect might proceed but it seems likely that Quantum Size Effects (QSEs) may offer
insight into photo -refractive mechanisms involving photons in the range 1-2 eV (11).

Suppression of Stimulated Brillouin Scattering using phase modulation

Experimental work was carried out using a Nd:YAG solid state laser (Quantronix 114) set
up as described by Cotter (12) and operating in a single longitudinal mode at 1.32
microns. The laser output was approximately 320 mW, but, owing to losses in launching,
modulator and coupler, the power available for launching into the test fibre (L = 12900m,
0.47db/km) was approximately 30 mW. The modulator (constructed by M.Grant at STL,
England) was a LiNbO3 integrated optics device with an insertion loss of 6dB, 500MHZ
bandwidth. For the work reported biphase (0 and 180 deg.) modulation was used. The
details of the experimental configuration are shown in Fig. 1. The laser linewidth was
measured using a scanning Fabry-Perot interferometer and found to be 3MHZ. On the basis
of this measurement Pcrit = 11.75 mW for Lorentzian spectral densities at 1.3 microns; in
reasonable agreement with the measured threshold. Fig. 2 shows the spectrum of the
backscattered measurement along with the effect of the phase modulation. The modulating
signal consisted 140 Mbit/s data sequences, which is an important rate for the trunk
network and the corresponding bit interval was less than the phonon lifetime. The control
of the onset of the effect is clearly demonstrated. For the dynamic range of the
experimental work there was a linear relationship between input and output indicating the
suppression of the Stokes backscatter. It is noted that the Stokes' frequency off-set
is approximately 12 GHz.

Within the envelope of the Stokes spectrum, the intensity of the signal is modulated.
This seems to indicate that the build-up of stimulated light is occurring in bursts.
Temporal structure on the laser output, due to relaxation oscillations, accounts for this.
The period of the oscillations is found to be long enough for the Stokes wave to build up.
Active stabilisation of the laser has been achieved with an intra-cavity acousto-optic
modulator, however, the population of the resultant cavity precluded the requisite
elements for simultaneously single moding it.
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Fig. 3 The far end of a single mode fiber after heating by self-absorption
initiated by contact with carbonaceous material: Propagating
power was about 1W.

Fiber nonlinearity due to damage

In general, fiber based experiments allow the trade-off between laser power and
interaction length. Thus the comparatively low CW threshold power required to induce
coherent backscatter is partly due to the long interaction length down the fiber. This
would suggest that power induced effects like self-focussing are less likely in fiber and
the interaction is rather well defined. However, under CW conditions, the intensity of the
light propagating in the fiber core may cause a catastrophic drop in the transmitted light
due to as yet unknown form of damage mechanism. In particular cases, the far end of the
fiber becomes highly absorbing and reaches incandescent temperatures. Provided an
initiation effect takes place, classical inverse-bremsstralung may explain this phenomenon.

Conclusions

Coherent backscatter has been described in terms of its classical origin. Techniques
for its control have been discussed and the opportunities that exist for studying light
matter interaction have also been indicated. It is clear that laser technology is
progressing along with fiber optics to the point where new ways of studying non-linearity
are available. Apart from the transmission of data, fiber might provide an environment for
light matter interaction studies. An understanding of coherent backscatter promises to
offer improved system performance for applications such as distributed sensors for safe
industrial metrology. Coherent Linear, who manufacture a versatile distance measuring
interferometer, are presently developing prototypes which exploit these new opportunities.

I am very pleased to acknowledge the directors of Coherent Linear U.K., for permission
to present this paper. Coherent Linear is a subsidiary of Coherent's Component Group
(USA).
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Summary

The realisation of short high speed optical links for Telecommunications applications
imposes considerable demands on the electro-optic devices. This paper examines the system
requirements based upon LED/Laser transmitters and PIN/APD receivers in particular
highlighting targets for future device development.

1 Introduction

Optical fibre is continuing Lo penetrate all areas of the Telecommunications network and
is currently being studied as a:, alternative to coaxial cable for installation within
buildings ( 1,2,31 . The use of optical fibre as a transmission medium over short lengths,
(< 1Km), presents a number of areas for consideration;

a) System economics,
b) Network architecture,
c) Device requirements.

To allow interconnection of the in-building networks to inter-city and local loop
networks the system must be capable of operating over a wide range of data rates, upto
Gbit/s. This imposes a large variation in performance requirements for the transmitter and
receiver devices.

This paper examines the requirements for high speed short haul optical links and considers

the suitability of currently available optical devices for this application.

2 Interconnection System Requirements

In-building networks will have varying requirements specific to their function, however
it is possible to produce a set of network independant requirements pertinent to the
electro-optic devices.

Table 1: System Requirements

Parameter Value Comments
Data Rate upto Gbit/s The current trend in ontical communications

towards high speed systems indicates the
need for in-building systems to be capable
of interconnecting with Gbit/s sytems.

Length upto 1Km In-building links will typically be hundreds
of metres in length, however to allow for
inter-building connections systems will be

___ _designed to operate over 1Km.
Device small Small devices reduce costs and ease
Size

installation.
Cost low A low cost is required to ensure optical

interconnections are a viable alternative to
coaxial cable even at low data rates.

A single solution for all architectures and interconnections is desirable since the
benefits of a single system can be realised;

"* Lower cost
"* Ease of interconnection
"* Ease of maintenance/replacement
* Ease of network reconfiquration
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However, because of the wide range of data rates a single system will result in an
"over-engineered" system operating at low data rates (e.g. 2Mbit/s). Therefore it may
prove cost effective to consider more than one soluti'ut according to the data rate.

An optical interconnect consists of three parts; the transmitter, 1-he receiver and the
fibre, each part has a variety of options and can be investigated separately. However, it
is necessary to retain an overall view of the system as it may be possible to offset one
part against another. For example a highly sensitive receiver would not be used with a
high launch power transmitter.

3 The Transmitter

Electro-optic device requirements for the transmitter as dictated by the general
requirements of the system are presented below;

i) The transmitter must be capable of modulation at data rates upto Gbit/s.
ii) Launch power is not critical due to short operating distances.
iii) The transmitter should be small with a low parts count to achieve low cost.

There are three possible options for the design of the transmitter; Datalink modules,

LEDs and Lasers. The relative merits of each are discussed in the following sub-sections.

3.1 Datalink Modules

Commercially available datalink modules consist of a small, (3 x 2 x 1.5cm) dual-in-line
package housing the drive electronics and optical device, (transmitter or receiver),
requiring a power supply, data in/out and fibre connections. Typical datalink parameters
are presented in Table 2.

Table 2: General Datalink Parameters

Module Input Output Internal Source/ Fibre Maximum
Retiming Detector Rate

Mbit/s

Transmitter Binary Binary N/A LED mm 280
electrical optical

Receiver Binary Binary Available PIN sm*/mm 280
optical electrical at

< 50Mbit/s_

*mm - multimode

sm - singlemode

The main drawbacks with datalinks are; limited speed of operation, clock recovery is not
widely available and multimode fibre must be used with over 90% of devices.

3.2 LEDs

Currently there are two types of LED available; Edge-emitting diodes (ELEcs) and
surface-emitting diodes (SLEDs).

ELEDs can be divided into two sub-groups; the low current devices and the superluminescent
diodes, (SELEDs) 141. SELEDs are high power devices capable of coupling 160lw (-8dBm) into
singlemode fibre, (power coupled into multimode fibre would typically be 10-15dB greater).
They need drive currents in excess of 100mA and require some form of temperature control to
stabilise the power output, which can vary by upto IdB/10°C. As a result of such large
drive currents SELEDs have a shorter lifetime than would normally be expected for LEDs,
device lifetime decreases approximately as the square of the operating current density 141.
Low current ELEDs typically couple 6"w (-22dBm) into singlemode fibre, while SLEDs typically
couple 1.5•w (-28dBm) into sin jlemode fibre. Both low current ELEDs and SLEDs can operate
over the temperature range -40 C to +85'C without cooling or power output stabilisation
circuitry, thus making the associated electronics both simple and inexpensive.

3.2.1 Improving LED performance

LEDs typically operate upto 280Mbit/s although system operating at speeds upto iGbit/s
have been reported in the laboratory 151. These devices are specially fabricated for higher
sneed and are heavily zinc doped to reduce minority carrier lifetime, however they are not
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currently commercially available. Special drive circuits using techniques such as "current
peaking" and equalisation can be used to improve LED performance to data rates of upto
565Mbit/s I 61. High speed integrated LED drives are now becoming available whi-h are
capable of providing a lGbit/s drive signal.

3.3 Lasers

Semiconductor lasers can currently be grouped under two headings;

* Low cost - designed for inter-office and local loop applications,
* Long span - designed for high launch power and high speed.

Low cost lasers are achievable by one of two methods; either a low cost package is used,
such as a receptacle type with no thermoelectric cooler or the laser is designed/selected
for a low power output [7]. Lasers in these packages are capable of modulation at very
high bit rates, in excess of 1Gbit/s, with typical power launched into singlemode fibre of
100,w (-1OdBm).

Conventional high performance 1300nm lasers are available for operation upto 1.7Gbit/s
and specially packaged lasers can be obtained capable of modulation at 2.4Gbit/s. Drive
circuits for these very high data rates are currently being developed.

4 The Receiver

The basic requirements of a receiver as dictated by the general system reouireme-ts arc
give below:-

i) Link lengths will be less than 1Km therefore a high receiver sensitivity is not
required.

ii) A wide dynamic range is important to allow for variations in path loss and launch
powers.

iii) Devices must be capable of operation at data rates up to Gbit/s.
iv) A low parts count is desirable to keep costs down achieve high reliability and small

size.

The receiver front end can be configured in one of three ways:- (i) High impedance
(ii) Low impedance (iii) Transimpedance. Comparisons of front end noise performance,
equalisation circuitry and dynamic range is shown in table 3. Both APDs and PINs are
available for operation upto 2.4Gbit/s.

Table 3: Comparison of Receiver Front Ends

Front End Noise performance Equalisation Typical
PIN APD required dynamic

range*
High impedance Very Very Yes -20dB

good good
Low impedance Poor Good No -20dB
Transimpedance Good Very No >20dB

good I _II

* Dynamic range figures are dependant upon characteristics of individual receivers and the
type of line code used.

A comparison of PINs and APDs is presented in Table 4 below.

Table 4: Comparison of PINs and APDs

APD PIN
Associated Large reverse bias voltages Single power supply.
Circuitry

(> 40V) required for avalanche Hybrid modules are
breakdown. Hence the need for available that contain
dc-dc converters, front end amplifiers.
Temperature control. No temperature control.

Noise Good with all types of Good except with a low
Performance

front end impedance front end.
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Tables 3 and 4 indicate that the PIN transimpedance receiver is the optimum solution for
an in building optical interconnect since it offers a wide dynamic range ( 20dB) coupled
with simple control and bias circuits.

5 Fibre and Wavelength

Four fibre types can be considered for this application and a review of their properties
is given below.

Multimode Step Index - This fibre is modal dispersion limited and has a typical bandwidth
of 6-25MHz.Km.

Multimode Graded Index - Large bandwidth typically IGHz.Km. Operation at 850nm using
LEDs is not viable at 140Mbit/s due to chromatic dispersion. Large spectral widths of
LEDs, typically 150nm results in a pulse broadening of - 7ns over 500m, while at 1300nm
the pulse broadening would be ý 0.3ns. Coupled power levels > -10dBm are possible due to
the large core size, (>50km).

Singlemode - Very large bandwidth, no dispersion at 1300nm over the required distances.
Low power coupled into fibre by LEDs, (typically < -20dBm), due to small core size, (- 9,,m).

Plastic Fibr, - Attenuation is typically 800dB/Km making it unsuitable for this
application.

6 Summary of Possibhl Systems

In the near future the majority of in-building interconnections will operate at data
rates between 2Mbit/s and 280Mbit/s, this is based on the current British Telecom hierachy
and a lB2B line code which is currently considered suitable for in-building systems [3,8].
Therefore it would be more cost effective to design two systems;

a) Designed for operation upto 280Mbit/s using low cost devices that will meet the
requirements of the majority of in-building links.

b) Designed for operation in the Gbit/s range to ensure total coverage of all in-building
links.

However, if requirements indicate that a significant number of interconnections opertLe
at 2Mbit/s, it would be possible to design a third system to meet this requirement using
extremely cheap devices, e.g $5 LEDs, thereby reducing interconnection costs further.

Possible system specifications are presented in table 5.

Table 5: System Component Breakdown

(a) (b)
transmitter Low cost laser/LEDt High speed laser
)ata Rate 280Mbit/s upto Gbit/s
Launch Power -lOdBm/-20dBm -3dBm
"ribre singlemode slnglemode
Receiver PIN transimpedance PIN transimpedanceSensitivity -32dBm -24dBm*

ynamic Pange >20dB >20dB

÷ Low cost lasers are now comparable in price to LEDs designed for high speed operation.
* This is an estimated sensitivity.

7 Conclusions and Future Requirements

Short high speed optical links can readily be implemented using existing electro-optic
devices. However, in order to achieve cost effective in-building networks it is necessary
for two, or more, systems to be designed according to the data rate requirements.

The transmitter and receiver for both systems require the use of discrete components and
it is at this level that developments can be made in future devices. Advances in hybrid
transmitters and receivers have resulted in modular devices such as datalinks becoming
available, however fully integrated chips for transceivers are desirable. Such chips would
incorporate the laser and iL's associated drive circuitry and the receiver together with
it's front end amplifier. The integrated circuit could be housed in a small package
requiring optical and electrical inputs/outputs and the necessary power :1nnpi~s, 'ivLn
ease of installation and operation. -7--d sq;- • •'wL wu improved reliability.
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THE PERFORMANCE OF LOW COST 1300 nm SEMICONDUCTOR LASERS

L Bickers, P K ffitch and P Huff
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Summa-l

This paper describes the characterisation of four low cost 1300 nm semiconductor laser
designs developed for interoffice telecommunication applications. Measured electrical and
optical parameters are compared to the required performance specification both before and
after 2000 hrs of life test. Two of the designs were found to suffer from gross failure
mechanisms, whilst two met the specification in all respects.

1 Introduction

Semiconductor laser technology now provides a standard range of products for a wide
variety of applications, from devices used in compact disk players (- 800 nm wavelength),
to very reliable components for undersea optical systems with 20 year lifetimes [I ]. In
parallel with advances in semiconductor lasers, improvements in optical fibre over the last
decade have resulted in many telecom companies operating large optical fibre long-line
networks. It is also recognised that optical fibre transmission can compete with alternative
solutions in the interoffice and local loop environments provided that the cost of the
electro-optics and fibre is economic [2]. Due to the short distances of interoffice links
(< 30 km), there is an ability to relax the transmitter and receiver device specification,

enabling a simplification of device design. By considering the packages and production
prouesses of 1300 rm lasers it is possible to identify areas where a relaxed specification
will produce a cost reduction. As an example, a reduction in fibre pigtail output power
from -3 dBm to -10 dBm (for a given drive current) allows for ease of fibre-laser alignment.

This paper describes a specification for low cost 1300 nm lasers, followed by a
description of four packages designed to meet the specification. Tests results are
presented on a batch of each design, including electro-optic performance and measurements
from a 2000 hr life test.

2 Specification

The low cost 1300 nm laser specification is shown in table 1 below, it can be seen that

six parameters are specified, together with three other requirements.

PARAMETER SYMBOL RATING UNITS

OPERATING TEMPERATURE Tc -5 to 65 °C
FIBRE OUTPUT POWER Pf 0.1 mW
RISE TIME tr • 3 nS
FALL TIME if < 3 nS
WAVELENGTH XP 1270 to 1330 nm
RELIABILITY @ 65oC MTTF > 105 hours

MONOMODE FIBRE (9/125am) PIGTAIL

INTEGRAL REAR-FACET MONITOR PHOTODIODE

COST TARGET 4 US $450

TABLE 1 SPECIFICA11UN

The operating temperature is specified for an equipment rack inside a building, this
coupled with the low output power requirement leads to a package design which does not
require thermoelectric cooling. Rise and fall times give a maximum bit rate > 160 Mbit/s
to encompass both European and North American standard digital line rates, below 160 Mbit/s.
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3 Package Designs

Four designs were evaluated as shown in Fig I (a-d).

Three included a lens to focus the laser output into the fibre core, which was
terminated in an FC connector end while the other design uses a lensed fibre held by a
welded strap.

The cylinder designs employ hermetically sealed sub-modules which housed the laser -nd
photodetector. A mixture of soft solder and spot welding was used to position the submodule
with respect to the cylinder, design type C also contains three grub screws to hold the rod
lens and FC connector end.

Dual in line type A consists of a 6 pin package containing electro-optic components
together with a rod lens, held by epoxy to the fibre mounting. Type B used an integral
package design containing all the elements for alignment and fixing.

"A summary description is given in table 2 below.

DESIGN LASER TECHNOLOGY PACKAGE TYPE

A BURIED HETEROSTRUCTURE (BH) DUAL IN LINE

B DOUBLE CHANNEL - PLANAR
BURIED HETEROSTRUCTURE (DC-PBH) DUAL IN LINE

C BURIED CRESCENT (BC) CYLINDRICAL

D BURIED HETEROSTRUCTURE (BH) CYLINDRICAL

TABLE 2 PACKAGE DESIGN SUMMARY

4 Electro-optic Performance

"A series of electro-optic measurements were carried out as follows:-

Light current characteristics

Voltage at threshold

Forward resistance

Rise and Fall times

Spectral characteristics

Fig 2 gives examples of the light current characteristics which show the differences of
slope efficiency and temperature performance for each design. The overall results are
summarised in table 3 below.

RISE/FALL THRESHOLD FIBRE OUTPUT EFFICIENCY FORWARD
DESIGN TIMES nS CURRENT mA IF=ITH+2 0mA mW/mA RESISTANCE

AT 250C $iW OHMS

A < 1 27 232 0.01 4.6

B < 1 40 154 0.01 5.6

C < 1 10 563 0.025 7.0

D ý 1 16 446 0.02 5.0

TABLE 3 TYPICAL ELECTRO-OPTIC RESULTS SUMMARY

Fig 3 shows the typical variation of threshold current against temperature for each
design, the BC device has the lowest threshold (< 20 mA at 600C), while the BH types lie in
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the range 30-40 mA and the OC-PBII is the highest at 90 mA. Althe)uqh threshold current was
not specified the effect on device thermal performance has to be taken into consideration
and therefore a high threshold current is undesirable.

Fig 4 gives examples of the output optical spectra under C;W conditions, each of the
designs was found to operate within the specified wavelength range.

5 Reliability Evaluation

The objective of this evaluation was to identify any gross failure mechanisms which would
occur with the laser or package design. Samples of each type of module were operated under
CW conditions with a fibre output power of 200•w, this value was maintained during the test
by adjusting the laser bias current to maintain a constant photodetector monitor power.

Failure mechanisms which are therma.ly accelerated have a characteristic activation
energy Ea such that the time to failure 't' at a test temperature TK is given by the
Arrhenius equation

ln(t) = A + Ea
kT

where K is Boltzmanns constant
A is a constant

Due to the relatively low maximum Vackage operating temperatures it was only possible to
carry out tests at one temperature 65 C (normally activation energies are deduced from two
or more test temperatures). In addition the short life test time of 2000 hrs only allows
gross failure mechanisms to be deduced. A summary of the results is shown in table 4 below.

DESIGN SAMPLE CONDITIONS DURATION GROSS COMMENTS
SIZE HOURS FAILURES

A 4 200gw:65 *C 1000 0 None

B 3 200gw:65°C 2000 3 Excessive bias
current increase
due to laser

I 150g.w:65 *Ct 24 1 degradations

C 4 200gw:65 *C 2000 3 Fibre coupling
failure and laser
degradations

D 4 200gw:65 *C 2000 0 None

t unable to obtain 200MW output

TABLE 4 SUMMARY OF RELIABILITY RESULTS

It can be seen from table 4 that one device in design group B failed after only 24 hrs
while the other three also suffered gross failures. Group C also had three failures, due
to fibre coupling failure.

Worst case lifetime predictions are shown in fig 5, where the "end of life" is defined
by a 50% increase in laser threshold current. As indicated in fig 5 designs B anJ C show
predicted lifetimes of 103 and 10 4 hours respectively while A and 1) indicate ` 10 hours,
(all at 65'C package temperature).

The gross failures identified in design type B were found to be due to laser degradation
in the DC-PBtt laser, the package was found to be satisfactory and it is expected that a
change in laser structure would provide a suitable design solution. Design type C suffered
gross failures in the fibre coupling mechanism, this could be attributed to movement caused
by either the grub screws, soft solder, spot weldinq or a combined effect.
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6 Conclusions

Four designs of low cost 1300 nm semiconductor lasers have been evaluated, these
preliminary investigations indicate that two o.€ the designs (B and C) suffer f[-om gross
failures associated with either the laser chip or ?ibre coupling. Two package desiqns (A
and D) were found to meet the specification in every respect. It is therefore concluded
that a significant cost reduction in 1300 nm lasers can be achieved, whilst still meeting
the requirements of interoffice and local loop transmission systems.
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SELF-PROPELLED SELF-FOCUSING DAMAGE IN OPTICAL FIBRES
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Abstract

Self-focusing damage has been observed at optical power densities of 3MW cm-x (equivalent to - 0.5 watt) in
single-mode silica optical fibres. This thermally driven phenomenon is self-propelled and has the effect of
modifying the core of kilometer lengths of fibre. This paper reports on an experimental investigation into the
nature and characteristics of the damage process which is accompanied by a blue-white plasma-ike emission.
Measurements performed on three different types of optical fibre have shown that the process is energy-density
dependent. The damage results in the formation of regular cavities in the core of the waveguide, with
dimensions of the order of a few wavelengths. These cavities have been shown to contain oxygen, being a
chemical by-product of the damage. Further it is also demonstrated that the optical attenuation of the fibre
increases rapidly, above 1050 C. This is possibly due to an increase in conductivity of glass, which results in an
increase in X( ) due to plasma formation. The plasma-like emission has a small temporal modulation
corresponding to the formation of the cavities. Finally, it is demonstrated qualitatively with the use of a mode-
locked laser that the temporal response of this thermally induced nonlinearity is in the sub-nanosecond regime.
This damage process may have serious consequences for wide range of nonlinear-waveguiding devices and other
fibre-based power delivery systems. Other materials for optical devices may well have damage power thresholds
in the milliwatt region.

Introduction

The high damage threshold of single-mode silica fibre (> 10 GW cm 2 I11) has allowed the use of optical fibres for
several nonlinear effects such as Raman amplification I'l, soliton generation 121, ultrafast optical gates 131 and
second harmonic generation N41. The first experimental observation of self-focusing in multimode fibres using
high-peak power pico-second pulses 161 has been reported, but no damage to the fibre was observed. Small-scale
filament formation in dielectrics due to electronic self-trapping 161 and self-focusing damage in bulk laser
materials I1' is well known. Self-focusing effects in liquids with a saturable nonlinear refractive index have also
been studied using computer simulations 1"l. Optical damage mechanisms involve stimulated Brilluion scattering
I') or, dielectric breakdown at high field strengths 191 using Q-switched and mode-locked lasers. Damage to
optical fibres usually occurs at the launch end, where there is a finite probablity of encountering contamination
which then absorbs the laser energy causing the end to melt, or through intense stimulated scattering processes 11,
the end fractures. Optical damage of fibres is of great concern to designers of power delivery systems in
medicine and industry, and of high bit-rate non-linear devices. Power delivery systems, too, generally suffer end
damage, and ca;e needs to be taken in the safe design and operation of the fibre cables 1101.
This paper presents measurements on what appears to be a new damage phenomenon in guided-wave optics
which we call Self-Propelled Self-Focusing (SPSF) the observation of which was reported recently ll1.12l. Optical
power of about I watt average (10 MW cm- 2 ) in a single mode silica fibre is adequate to initiate and sustain a
damage process which is accompanied by intense blue-white plasma-like emission and which propagates towards
the source with devasting results for the fibre. More recently, this type of damage has been noted in fibres using
Q-switched pulses of 150 ns at a repetition rate of I kHz and with an average power of only 0.2 watts. This
process may have similarities to the degradation effects which causes catastrophic facet damage in semiconductor
lasers 1I31, however, only melting of the laser material has been observed.

Optical Damage

Optical damage is initiated by launching about I watt of CW laser power into a single-mode fibre and simply
heating a small section to its melting point, by using a fusion jointing machine, for example. Alternatively, the
output end can be brought into contact with an absorbing surfacr, such as paint, metal or plastics. Some paints
and metals work better than others. The contact causes local heating and initiates the damage process. Figure I
shows the end of a fibre after the fusion-arc is struck. The spherical end of the fibre due to surface tension on
melting is foliowed by a large drop shaped cavity. Successively smaller cavities are formed as a result of the
temperature gradient, until after some distance, the damage stabilises to a more or less periodic restructuring of
the core throughout the length of the fibre, and is shown in Figure 9. The photograph sh(,,vs damage very similar
to that seen in self-focusing in bulk materials and a possible mechanism based on nonlinear absorption 1121 has
been proposed whereby the melting of the glass increases the localised absorption and third-order nonlinearity,
X(3). It is well known that the conductivity of glasses increases with temeprature 141 which, probably results in
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Figure 1. Fibre end after fusion-arc is struck. The fibre melts
to form the spherical end before damage process begins. The

hollow cavities are the result of the damage.

plasma absorption. The detailed absorption mechanism is not understood, but measurements were performed to
investigate the change in transmission characteristics of the fibre, which will be discussed later.

The shape of the damaged cavities is dependent on the state of the fibre. For example, with some of the cladding
removed, as in a D-shaped fibre, the cavities are shaped more like arrow heads as shown in Figure 2. Heat
diffusion must, therefore, govern the formation of the shape of the cavities.

~o

Figure 2. Periodic restructuring of the fibre core after damage
for a fibre in which the cladding has been removed nearly exposing
the core, as in a D-shaped fibre. Heat diffusion does have an effect

on the shape of the cavity.

There is evidence to suggest that GeO, and SiO,, are formed as a result of the damage process, with oxygen being
liberated in the cavity. Subsequently heating a section of fibre locally causes the damage centres to coalesce
forming a capillary as shown in Figure 3. The sudden expansion on heating of the cavities indicates that they are
probably under some pressure.

Figure 3. Expansion on he .Jing a section of damaged fibre causes the
cavities in the core to join, forming the capillary.

Micro-probe Raman studies were undertaken to detect the gases and identify the presence of sub-oxides. Initial
results have shown that the cavities contain molecular oxygen at roughly 4 atmospheres pressure. The Raman
spectra is shown in Figure 4 in which the characteristic vibrational band of oxygen at 1555 cm-' is clearly
resolved. The pressure was estimated by comparing the area under the curve with the spectra of atmospheric
oxygen.

Measurements

A cw mode-locked Nd:YAG and an Argon laser were used to investigate the velocity of propagation of the
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Figure 4. Raman spectra of gas in 4 um cavity formed by the damage,

showing a peak of oxygen at 1555 cm-'.
damage process. The output of the laser was launched into a single-mode fibre using an optimised arrangement
which enabled the continuous variation of both the numerical aperture and spot-size. An efficient launch into
different types of single-mode fibre was thus possible. An optical attenuator comprising a A /2 plate and
polariser was used to select the launched power. The fibre was held in a silica V-groove in order to minimise
thermal drift due to local heating of the of the fibre holder. The output was monitored by a power meter before
each measurement. Two small area RCA silicon photodiodes with integrated fibre apertures, were placed one
metre apart close to the output end of the fibre, which was stretched between them. The outputs of the
photodiodes were used as triggers to start/stop an interval counter.
Three fibres A, B & C were used to compare propagation characteristics. The details of the fibres are shown in
Table 1. The index profile, the core-cladding index difference, An, and the core radius were chosen to be
different. These parameters determine the mode-field width of the optical power launched into the fibre at the
laser wavelength. Several measurements were made with a Nd:YAG laser operating at 1.064 um, both cw and
mode-locked at average power levels varying between 0.7 to 2.4 watts. With an Argon laser operating at 514 nm
measurements were made on fibre B for cw operation of powers ranging between 0.5 to 2.25 watts.

TABLE I: data on fibres

Fibre Profile Peak delta-n Core diameter Spot size at 1.064 Mm

A step 4 x 10 -3 8.05 Mm 6.04 Mm

B triangle 5.48 x 10 -3 5.40 Am 4.86 MAm

C triangle 8 x 10 -3 5.40 pm 3.94 Pm

For the measurements reported in this paper, the process was initiated in two ways. An arc-fusion jointing
machine was used to generate a high temperature at the output end of the fibre which was simultaneously
carrying the laser power, or self-started by the heat generated on contacting the output end of the fibre with a
painted or metalised surface. At 1.064 Am the initiation of the process was obvious, since an intense blue-white
localised filament was seen propagating towards the launch end in the fibre. At 514 rim, the phenomenon is
masked by the intense scattered visible laser radiation which, too, propagates backwards. However, the plasma-
like emission is visible through the Argon line-blocking safety glasses. The start/stop trigger pulses are detected
by the photodiodes as a result of the scattered radiation for both wavelengths.

Experimental Results
a. Damage Propagation:

In all over 70 measurements were performed and averaged. The data plotted in Figure 5 shows the velocity
of propagation for each fibre with respect to output optical power, showing the linear relationship with different
slopes. However, when the data is plotted with respect to power-density in the core, as shown in Figure 6, there
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Figure 5. Velocity of damage propagation as a function of power
in core for three fibres, A, B & C. There is a linear dependence
on the input power, but it varies for each fibre and wavehength.

is a linear relationship with respect to the average power density in the core. The slopes in this case are virtually
identical. The conclusion drawn is that the energy density required to cause the phenomenon is approximately
constant for all the fibres. The slope is about 5 x 10- 2 m J- 1.
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Figure 6. Velocity of damage propagation as a function of power-density in core for three fibres,
A, B & C. Thresholds are indicated by a, b & c respectively. Note the near identical
slopes for all measurements. It is thus concluded that the energy density required is

constant for the damage process in silica fibres.

Based on the length of a damage centre of 5 pm and a nett absorption of 5% of the source power, the absorption
coefficient, cg, is calculated to be around 100 cm-'. The change in absorption as reflected by, a, indicates that
the absorption is unlikely to be due to colour centre formation '51, since the absorption levels are far too large. It
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is believed to be in part due to avalanche ionisation 121 or increase in the conductivity of silica at elevated
temperatures t'41. Since the heat flow model is complex, a simple heat absorption calculation was performed to
estimate the temperature rise, using the measured data presented here and, published data on the temperature
dependence of the specific heat of silica and, allowing for the fusion energy for the formation of the sub oxides
of germanium and silicon 1I. This is around 2500 *C. However, a dynamic thermal-diffusion model using a
finite element technique is being attempted to analyse the problem numerically, and will be reported elsewhere.
Thresholds for sustaining the process were measured by reducing the input power until the damage propagation
ceased. The thresholds are a function of the heat-diffusion time-constants which are inversely proportional to the
square of the mode-field-width ["I'. Thus different thresholds for each fibre are expected. The accurate
measurement of thresholds was difficult, owing to the coarse movement on the attenuator. However, the power
density below which the damage was unable to propagate is indicated in Figure 6 for each fibre. The minimum
level was about 3.2 MW cm-' corresponding to a minimum power of about 0.7 watts CW for fibre B.

The data for 514 nm is also shown in Figure 6. The presence of higher-order modes at the shorter wavelengtl-
makes normalisation difficult. The scatter in the data is the result of estimated field-widths used for calculatin,
power-density. Again, the slope is identical to the YAG measurements, indicating similar functional behaviour.
The threshold was in excellent agreement with the 1.064 um measurement data for fibre A.

b. Nonlinear Absorption."

The mechanism involved in causing this phenomenon was thought to be related to increased absorption with
temperature. Experiments were undertaken to measure the change in the throughput of a single-mode fibre,
while the fibre was heated in a furnace. A one metre length of fibre was heated up to a temeprature of 1100 'C,
while monitoring the output power. The launched power at 1.064 pm was delibrately kept low so that increasing
absorption with temperature would not cause erroneous results through optical heating. Figure 7 shows the
attenuation as a function of temperature. There is a sharp increase in the loss around 1050 *C. Within 50
degrees, the attenuation increases by nearly 2000 dB km-1 (- 4.6 x 10-1 cm-'). At slightly elevated
temperatures this seemingly exponential rise in attenuation would cause the power in the guided mode to be
absorbed strongly over a very short length. It is thought that there is a corresponding increase in the third-order
nonlinearity which causes self-focusing.

SINGLEMODE FIBRE ABSORPTION

1800- 50 "C

- 1600 /
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S1200
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P 600-
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0 L *. o-

20 900 1000 1100 1200

TEMPERATURE, " C
Figure 7. The absorption in single-mode fibre as a function of temperature. There is a dramatic

increase above 1050 'C probably as a result of the increase in the conductivity of glass.

c. Periodic Emission.:

Another experiment was performed on fibre B to detect the periodic formation of the damage centres. It was
postulated that the plasma-like emission must have a modulation which would be a function of the rate of
formation of the cavities. The fibre was inserted into an aluminium housing through a fine-bore capillary, so that
it passed in front of a photo-multiplier tube (PMT), and out again through another similar capillary. The
aluminium housing thus formed a light-tight enclosure for the PMT. With the power launched into the fibre, the
damage was started just beyond the exit capillary of the housing. The output of the PMT was displayed on a 125
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MI-lz transient digitising oscilloscope, which recorded the data as the damage swept across the face of the PMT.
Filters were inserted in front of the fibre to adjust the light level incident on the PMT to ensure linearity of the
output.
Several attempts were made to capture the modulation. The measurements proved to be temperamental, but the
structure on the output did correllate with the damage centres. Figure 8 shows the transient digitising
oscilloscope output, ' -h unexpanded and in a smaller time window. The modulation of the light emission can be
seen on a backgrou, cf ambient emission, but with a small modulation-depth. This is not unsurprising; it is
likely that the Iynan-.- temperature variation remains small since the emission temperature is dominanted by
heat diffusion, which would tend to reduce the fluctuations.
The temp )ral se" tjin ýtween the centres as determined from measurements made on propagation velocity
was approx~matei. - , s i,,,cwn in the inset) for the power launched into the fibre. The measured modulation in
the plasma-like emission also had a period of 33.3 ps, in good agreement with the periodicity of the damage
centres. T ~ __11

s k4-0- ZERO
' , . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . .. LEV EL

- - --- - - - . .

Figure 8. Data on unexpanded and expanded scale recorded on transient
digitiser showing periodicity in emission of light during formation of
cavities. Also shown in the inset is the region of the fibre from where

the emission was captured. The cavity separation is about 33 Ps.

d. Temporal Effects:

Mode-locking has little effect on the velocity of damage propagation for all three fibres, but does alter the shape
of the damage centres slightly. It is difficult to assess accurately the relationship between their shape, the optical
pulse-widths, and the average power. But it is related to the thermal-diffusion time-constants and probably low
frequency statistical fluctuations in the optical power density and local, but periodic, variations in the waveguide.
It is possible to observe qualitatively the variation in the formation of the cavities with respect to the input power
conditions. Figure 9a shows the type of cavitities which are formed, separated by 14.8 pmn when the input power
is 2 watts CW for fibre A. The cavities are large drop shaped with a rounded front end. They have however, a
sharp truncated tail end. The sharp boundary at the tail end is a type of feature observed in all samples
examined so fir. For 190 ps (FWHM) mode-locked pulses, the cavities are larger in diameter, albeit shorter in
length (Figure 9b). Finally, for 100 ps mode-locked pulses, the cavities become bell like with a longer pointed
front end but with a smaller average diameter (Figure 9c). These observations show that the effect is sensitive to
the temporal characteristics of the input optical power, down to the narrowest pulses of 100 ps FWHM used in
our experiments. It is concluded that the nonlinearity is likely to have a fast response, possibily in the
picosecond region.

Discussion

These observations raise serious questions as to the operational safety and testing of optical guided-wave devices
and power-delivery systems. The average power density in the fibre was about 10 MW cm- 2. Consequently, it
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Figure 9. Temporal dependence of cavity formation. 'a' is data for
cw power, 'b' for 190 ps and 'c' for 100 ps FWHM pulses. All data is

for 2 watts average. The sensitivity of the cavity shape indicates
that the effective nonlinearity has a sub-nanosecond response time.

puts a very low limit to the average power density in single-mode guided-wave devices, above which they will be
potentially at risk of destruction. For low melting point device materials, the limit is likely to be even lower.
The mechanism is also likely to be manifest in other waveguide structures such as those used in integrated-optics,
and especially prone will be power delivery systems.
This phenomenon does, however, allow the investigation of laser damage processes in different materials in a
'controlled' manner. It would also allow damage invegtigation of specific materials by their introduction in the
core of waveguides. Sandwiching thin slivers of new materials between the ends of optical fibres during the
damage process may allow assessment of their suitability for optical devices.
Many fibre based applications areas using high average powers are susceptible to catastrophic damage. A type of
optical-device structure using the evanescent field interaction with overlays of metals or non-inear materials,
such as the fibre half-coupler block [I'S must be used with care with high average powers to ensure its integrity.
The fast growing field of fibre-lasers I161 is another area where there could be a potential hazard, since the pump
and cavity powers used can be high. Future fibre-lasers may well generate high powers, and thus be susceptible
to such damage.

A more fundamental question arises on the origins of the absorption mechanism. The absorption is estimated to
be modest. The present estimate suggests only a fraction of the optical power (5%) is being absorbed. If this
were to change, for example, by the introduction of dopants or by the use of other device materials then the
threshold can potentially be in the milliwatt region, causing concern for .,'Iny device users.

Conclusion

In conclusion, observations on the damage to optical fibres due to self-propelled self-focusing show that long
lengths can be rendered useless as a result of this process. Measurements on the velocity of damage propagation
in optical fibres shows a linear dependence on power-density, with a threshold of around 3 MW cm 2 . Optical
fibres and guided-wave components using average powers of 0.5 watt will thus be potentially at risk of failure.
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SOLVATION AND TWISTED INTRAMOLECULAR CHARGE TRANSFER IN AMINOPHENYL SULPHONES
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Abstract

The dynamics of solvation in several polar solvents are studied by measuring the time resolved Stokes shift of the emis-
sion of the excited TICT state of 4,4'-dimethylaminophenyl sulphone. In addition to the experimental measurements, results
from molecular dynamics simulation techniques are presented. The observed solvation dynamics cannot be accounted for
by theories which model the solvent as a dielectric continuum. The experimental and simulation results clearly demonstrate
the importance of molecular aspects of the solvation process.

Introduction

Interest in the molecular motions associated with chemical reactions in solution has prompted an effort to understand
the dynamics of solvation. The effect of macroscopic solvent parameters (i.e. viscosity, polarity) on chemical dynamics has
been extensively studied for many decades.' Correlations between rate constants and many such solvent variables have
been reported. 2-4 These studies indicate that to some extent, solvent effects on chemical reactions can be accounted for by
the changes the solvent induces in the potential energy barrier and free energy of reaction.

In recent years, these issues have received considerable theoretical5-12 and experimental'3-1 5 attention. Advances in
statistical mechanics have resulted in new treatments for equilibrium solvation which take into account moiecular details of

the solvent. 16.17 However, for nonequilibrium processes, the solvent is generally described as a dielectric continuum.18 ,19 In
this treatment the solvent is modeled as a structureless fluid with a frequency dependent dielectric constant, E(Ci), which is
usually expressed in the Debye form, equation (1).

+E((0)) = e0.+ (1)
1+iCOTD

In the above expression, E_ and &, are the high frequency and zero frequency dielectric constants, respectively; TD is the
Debye relaxation time. Most solvents have a more complex dielectric response than given in equation (1). In the case of the
normal alcohols, E(co) is generally expressed as a sum of three regions of Debye-like behavior.20 '21

E:1°--j1 %-£2- E0- E 3- (2)
l+i(OTDI l+ioytD2  1+iWTD3

The three Debye relaxation times are commonly associated with the following molecular motions:20 hydrogen bonding
dynamics in molecular aggregates, TDo, monomer rotation, r02 and rotation of the terminal C-OH group, To3 . In addition to
the Debye time, a second relaxation time, the longitudinal relaxation time, or constant charge relaxation time, 'EL, is commonly
used to gauge dynamical solvent effects. The functional form for tL varies slightly depending on the nature of the perturbation

and the value used for e- (n2 or E1 );15,22 for the case of a point charge, 'CL is related to 'CD by TL = T-- 'D.' 8"2 2 2 6 In polar sol-

vents Eo,;oEc and thus 'EL-CED. There have been several recent discussions of the importance of "TL as a gauge of solvent
dynamics. In particular, Kosower and coworkers' 5 have reported that the intramolecular charge transfer rates of several
molecules are well correlated with cL-1.

In this paper, nonequilibrium solvent relaxation processes are monitored by examining the time dependence of the emis-
sion spectrum of a dissolved probe molecule. In general excitation to an excited electronic state results in a change in the
permanent dipole moment (magnitude and/or direction) of a molecule. The Franck-Condon principle assures that the forma-
tion of the excited state will occur on a time scale much faster than any nuclear rearrangement of the environment. As a
result, the excited state species will be formed out of equilibrium with its surroundings. With increasing time, the solvent
restructures, responding to the demands of the new charge distribution. This results in a lowering of the energy of the
excited state, and is revealed by a red shift (or Stokes shift) in the emission spectrum.

"NSF Presidential Young Investigator
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Studies on the time dependent Stokes shift have been reported for several molecules in a variety of polar solvents. 27- 36

In addition to states populated by direct excitation, solvation dynamics have been probed using emission from excited states
populated by rapid intramolecular electron transfer 28' 37 and proton transfer 38 reactions.

The following correlation function is used to quantify the time dependent properties of the emission spectrum.36, 39.40

C(t) = v(t)-v(o) (3)
v(O)-v(,o)

In the above expression, v(t), v(O), v(-) are the emission maxima at time t, zero and infinity, respectively. Thus, C(t) is a
function that is 1 at time t=O and decays to 0 as t--o-. The time-dependent behavior of C(t) provides a means of examining
the relaxation of the surrounding environment on a microscopic level.

In this paper, we examine the dynamics of solvation by monitoring the time dependent Stokes shift of the emission from
the twisted intramolecular charge transfer (TICT) state of dimethyl aminophenyl sulphone (DMAPS). 27,28 The photophysics
(and structure) of this class of molecules are shown in Scheme 1.

Twisted Intramolecular
Local Excited Charge Transfer State

State (LE)

0 00~ 00

XN • / N ,"%v •,N/ intro-0

I I l~~ molecular -4
hvf electron

DMAPS 2_ Ii transfer1'eeto 'i (4OO-600 rim)
(320-370 nm) Ih I ( 0 -6 0 m

Scheme 1

Theoretical Models Connecting C(t) and Solvent Relaxation

The simplest theoretical model for understanding the underlying solvent dynamics which cause the evolution of the
emission spectrum would be to consider a dipole in a spherical cavity embedded in a dielectric continuum. 39' 40 If the fre-
quency dependent dielectric constant e(wo) is expressed as in equation (1), it has been shown that C(t) decays exponentially
with a time constant of the longitudinal relaxation time of the solvent, .tL More detailed dielectric continuum treatments by
Madden and Kivelson18 show that for solvents characterized by an E(0) of the form given in equation (1) the relaxation
should be biexponential, with time constants of 'CL and 'tD. Relaxation at some single intermediate time has been discussed
by Nee and Zwanzig. 4 1 All of these models attribute the relaxation of the solvent polarization to rotational motion. In sol-
vents which are characterized by slow orientational relaxation, the dominant mechanism for solvent equilibration could
involve translational motion of the solvent dipoles. This phenomenon has been termed polarization diffusion. Theoretical
work by van der Zwan and Hynes predicts that this relaxation mechanism will dominate when the ratio D'rD/R2 > 1.28,42,43 In
this expression D and R are the self diffusion constant of the solvent and the cavity radius of the dipole, respectively. In this
case, C(t) is predicted to be nonexponential and relaxes to 1/e of its initial value on a time scale much faster than 'TL.

In addition, molecular theories7,9,1 0,44 and molecular dynamics studies 32,45,46' 57 of solvation have been reported. For
medium size molecules, one expects that the majority of the relaxation takes place in the first few solvent shells. Thus, the
molecular nature of the nearby solvent shells must be considered. The contribution of a range of relaxation times between
TL and resulting from the molecular nature of the solvent was first proposed by Onsager in discussing solvation of a
charge. 4 Near the charge, the solvent dipole would need to rotate, a time similar to rO. With increasing distance, the contin-
uum model would become applicable and the time scale for relaxation of the polarization would approach "tL. Modeling the
solvent as a nonequilibrium distribution of dipoles Calef and Wolynes were able to demonstrate that the time scale for solva-
tion around a charge depended on the distance from the charge. 7 Nearby, a time similar to tE was found. With increasing
distance tS-4r*L. The average relaxation time (which would correspond to the experimentally observed dynamics) was
nonexponential and had a 1/e decay time between 'EL and ED but closer to 'CL. Loring and Mukamel have also examined
charge solvation. 9 Expressions for calculating the solvent response are presented and results similar to the Calef and
Wolynes treatment are found. Friedrich and Kivelson recently examined the effect of both a stationary and moving ion on the
time dependent polarization of a dipolar solvent.44 This work also demonstrates that the relaxation dynamics are dependent
on geometric properties of the solvent molecules.

Wolynes has recently examined nonequilibrium solvent dynamics of an ion in a polar solvent.10 Solvation was found to
occur on a range of time scales. However, to a good approximation, the results could be summarized by introducing a
second relaxation time, 'CG, in addition to 'EL, which takes into account the cavity radius of the ion, rc and the diameter of the
solvent molecule, Ds.
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1 1 ±+/2(rdDs)(Eo+3)"TG -tD 1+'/2(rc/Ds)(Ec+3) (4)

The importance of "rG to the observed solvation dynamics depends on the polarity of the solvent and the ratio of the volume
of the ion to the solvent molecule. For rDs 3. 1, 'CG is similar to TL. However, for rc < Ds, TG becomes comparable to 'Co. In
addition, if the solvent is weakly polar, TG will also be close to TD. Even though this treatment focuses on charge solvation,
the general physical conclusions should apply to the dynamics explored through C(t).

Experimental

A frequency doubled CW:Nd+3:YAG laser is used to synchronously pump a rhodamine-6G dye laser. At 600 nm, an
output power of 100 mW is obtained. Autocorrelation using a noncollinear optical arrangement indicates a pulse width of
approximately 1.0 ps (FWHM).

The dye laser output is amplified using a three stage longitudinally pumped pulsed dye amplifier. The driver is a
nanosecond Nd÷3 :YAG laser, providing 130 mJ at 532 nm at a repetition rate of 20 Hz. Rhodamine-640 in methanol is used
as the amplifying medium. Saturable absorber jets of crystal violet in ethylene glycol are used to isolate the stages of the
amplifier. The output pulse is approximately 1 ps (FWHM), 1-2 mJ/pulse, ± 10% pulse-pulse fluctuation, at a repetition rate
of 20 Hz. The pulse energy to amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) is better than 100:1.

The output of the amplifier is frequency doubled using a 0.2 cm angle tuned KDP doubler. A weak reflection of the
remaining red light is focused onto an FND-1 00 photodiode, the output of which triggers the streak camera. Both the UV and
remaining red beam are sent down optical delays of approximately 30 ft. This is made necessary by the internal delay in the
streak camera. The UV is passed through a polarizer and focused onto the sample. The cell is masked so that emission
over a 0.2 cm region is imaged onto the detector. The red light travels a slightly shorter delay than the UV and is used as a
timing marker for signal averaging (prepulse). Fluorescence is collected 900 from excitation. The light is collimated and
passed through a second polarizer which can be oriented parallel, perpendicular, or at magic angle with respect the the exci-
tation light. The light is then focused on the input slit of a Hamamatsu C979 streak camera. Quartz input optics are used to
record emission from 300 to 340 nm. The streak camera output is recorded by a Reticon detector connected to a high speed
parallel computer interface. The data is transferred to an LSI-1 1/23+ computer system via a parallel DMA interface.

In order to control the sample temperature, a brass flow cell is used. This cell was connected to a closed cycle recircu-
lator. The temperature of the cell could be varied over the range from -70 to +400C. The sample temperature was monitored
by a thermocouple and was stable to ± 0.20C.

4,4'-Dimenthylaminophenyl sulphone was synthesized by refluxing 4,4'-diaminophenyl sulphone with methyl phosphate
in ethylene glycol for about 72 hours. The product was purified by repeated recrystallization from dioxane. The purified cry-
stals were characterized using NMR spectroscopy and found to be the desired material. All solvents were dried over molec-
ular sieves and checked for background fluorescence. Samples were purged with nitrogen and sealed with parafilm.

Static fluorescence spectra were recorded using a 1/4 meter monochrometer coupled to a Reticon detector. Corrected
spectra for several samples were recorded on a SPEX fluorolog. Comparison of the spectra enabled us to determine the
correction factors for the monochrometer-Reticon system. Data analysis was carried out on a Sun 3/110 computer system
using nonlinear least squares analysis programs.

Time Dependent Stokes Shift Measurements

In Figure 1, time dependent emission spectra at several times after excitation for DMAPS in ethanol at -200C are shown.
The experimental details used to obtain these spectra are described in references 27 and 28. As can be seen in Figure 1,
the emission spectrum shifts to decreasing energy with increasing time after excitation; the total shift is on the order of 40
nm. Static fluorescence data indicate that excitation to the TICT state of this molecule results in a large change in direction
(= 900) and magnitude (= 10 D) of the permanent dipole moment. 47 From these data, v(t) is extracted (insert in Figure 1). To
generate C(t), v(0) and v(oo) need to be determined. Due to the finite time resolution v(0) is extremely difficult to measure.
Some recent subpicosecond studies34 sueaest that even on such a short time scale, a fast component of the response may
be missed resulting in a misassignment of v(0). On the other hand, v(oo) can be determined in an analogous manner as v(t).
In Figure 2, In[C(t)] is plotted for DMAPS in ethanol at -20°C. For comparison, -t/TL is plotted (the continuum prediction), as
well as -t/tD. It is clear that the function C(t) falls between curves corresponding to the two limiting relaxation times. In order
to determine the solvation time, C(t) is fit to a single exponential function. The resulting times are compared to dielectric
relaxation times in Table 1.

To a good approximation, c(w) for ethanol at -200C is well characterized by equation 1.21 The TO reflects the dynamics
of hydrogen bonding (ethanol at -200C is > 90% hydrogen bonded.) 48 However, it could be argued that monomer relaxation
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or even the fastest dielectric dispersion region in the alcohols (C-OH rotation) should be included in the response. 36' 39 Both
of these motions occur cn a faster time scale than the making and breaking of hydrogen bonds. Contributions from these
regions of the E(o)) response should result in an acceleration of the solvation from that calculated using just the longest time
constant of the dielectric function. This would result in further disagreement between theory and experiment. For the case of
two regions of Debye dispersion, Bagchi et al. have derived an expression for C(t) within the continuum model. 39 In this
case, C(t) is a sum of two exponentials, weighted by a function of the dielectric constants associated with the two regions of
dispersion. Studies of Coumarin 153 in propanol clearly show that the solvent dynamics are not adequately described by
such a model3. For the solvents examined here, the free monomer concentration is small. Thus the contribution to C(t) is
negligible.

In the above discussion, we have implied that the response in entirely accounted for by solvent motion. However, during
the relaxation process, the probe molecules are also undergoing rotational diffusion, resulting in a time dependent orientation
of the probe dipole. This has been treated theoretically by Bagchi et al.39 For DMAPS, the rotational diffusion times are
much longer than the measured solvation times. 55 In a related study by Maroncelli and Fleming on the solvation of Coumarin
153, evidence of solvation dynamics were suggested by fast components in the rotational anisotropy. 33 The time scale of
this fast component was found to correlate with the solvation times derived from C(t). This result suggests that there was an
initial torque on the molecule, in which the new direction of the dipole moment on the solute tried to realign with the solvation
structure that was present around the ground state molecule. In general, the large difference in solvation and rotational diffu-
sion times suDports the conclusion that the dominant contribution to the relaxation measured is solvent motion.

-t/TO

-1

-0 C(t) Figure 2: C(t) is plotted as a func-

"-2 tion of time for Ethanol at -20'C. For
-t/Tt comparison, decays with time constants

-J CL (the continuum theory prediction)
and 'tD are shown.
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Temperature (K) T, (psec) I tL (psec) L rD (psec) ce
Ethanol

273 43 60 337 26.0 4.65

263 64 72 456 29.8 4.74

253 113 96 632 31.4 4.85

243 200 132 899 33.8 4.97

233 356 185 1319 36.2 5.10

223 420 270 2001 38.7 5.24

Methanol

213 197 81 609 56.4 7.51
223 106 56 414 52.7 7.19
233 67 41 290 49.2 6.91

Ethylene Glycol

298 f 100 j 90 1 778 34.6

Table 1: Comparison of the solvation times of DMAPS, ts, longitudinal relaxation
time of the solvent, CL, the Debye time, tD, and the static dielectric constant Eo, in

ethanol solution.

Molecular Dynamics Simulations

Further insight into the molecular details of solvation can be revealed by computer simulation. We have used molecular
dynamics (MD) to examine the time scale for the relaxation of TIP4P water to an instantaneous change in the dipole moment
of a solvated Lennard-Jones (U) spherc 5 The solute is modeled by a pair of equal and opposite charges embedded in an
infinitely massive Lennard-Jones (U) sphere centered at the midpoint between the charges. The solute-solvent interaction is
given by:

sites qiQj A B
V = I• -- + [ý Rt R6 (5)

iJ r R R6

where q, refers to charges on the solute, Qj to the TIP4P charges on the water molecules and rij is the corresponding site-

site distance. The distance R is measured between the U center on the TIP4P oxygen and the U center on the solute. The
parameters A and B are chosen to be 4.668 106kcalA 12 /mole and 2.229 103kcalA6/mole, respectively. This leads to an
effective solute diameter of approximately 3.6 AO, which is a fair model of the experimental system. 2733-35 The charge
separation on the solute was fixed at 1 A0. All changes in the dipole moment of the solute are carried out by changing
instantaneously the charge on the sites.

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were performed in the NVE ensemble with the Verlet algorithm,4 9 SHAKE 50 a

cubic primary box and periodic boundary conditions. All interactions were truncated by a spherical cut off at 8.5 A0 , and a
switching function was used between 8.1 and 8.5 A0 to change the potentials and forces smoothly to zero at the cutoff.5 1 No

periodic images of the solute were included. The center of mass of the solute was fixed at the origin of the simulation brx,
and the dipolar axis was fixed along the z-axis throughout the simulations.

After equilibration the simulation was run for an additional 60 ps and configurations were recorded every 0.6 ps. These
configurations provide input for the two numerical experiments. For the first experiment, the dipole moment of the solute was
changed instantaneously to -4 D, thus pointing the new dipole along the negative z-axis. The system was then propagated
for a further 5.4 ps without any velocity rescaling. This generated independent dynamical trajectories from each of 60 initial
configuration. In the second experiment, this procedure was repeated using the same initial configurations but the dipole
moment of the solute was reassigned to be 12 D along the positive z-axis with no change of direction.

In order to quantify the time dependence of solvent response to the change in the sudden solute dipole moment, the fol-

lowing correlation function was examined:

d(t) = <Msol(t).Lj> (6)

In the above expression, M,,o(t) is the total vector dipole moment -f the solvent and mULJ is the unit vector along the dipole

moment of the solute. Thus, 4(t) is a measure of the time dependent projection of the total solvent dipole moment on the

solute. Changes in this projection reflect rotational restructuring of the surrounding medium. In a general sense, these

dynamics are a molecular measurement of the rotational motions of the solvent which contribute to the experimental correla-

tion function C(t) measured in the time resolved Stokes shift experiments. It is important to stress that the above function

does not measure the entire polarization response. Translational diffusion with no rotation can contribute to the equilibration
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process.44'52 Motions of this type are not measured by $(t). However, as mentioned above, dielectric continuum treatments
of solvent relaxation of the type studied in this paper focus on relaxation by solvent rotational motion.

In Figure 3, 4D(t) for the 4D to 12D jump and the 4D to -4D flip are shown. T=0 corresponds to the time when the magni-
tude and/or direction of the dipole is changed. The dynamics of tD(t) reflect the rotatic ial restructuring process. The lie time
of the relaxation for the 4D to 12D and 4D to -4D measurements is 0.5 and 0.6 ps, respectively. Due to the large fluctua-
tions in (P(t), it is difficult to determine whether the two cases show different total relaxatior. times or if the relaxation can be
accurately described by an exponential function. Dielectric continuum models of solvation predict that the dynamics of r~laxa-
tion should be the same for both a change in the magnitude and the direction of the solute dipole, with 1D(t) decaying
exponentially with a time constant of tL. For TIP4P water, TL has a value of 0.18 ps.53

,
54 which is considerably faster than

the time revealed by the relaxation data in Figure 3. However, in agreement with the experimental studies on nonequilibrium
solvatiorn, 'he relaxation time is between TL and to. The result that it takes longer for the solvent to equilibrate than predicted
by dielectric continuum models indicates the importance of understanding the underlying molecular motion associated with
the solvation process.

In Figure 4, we have plotted Iog('r,/tL) as a function of the log (vo). Both experimental and simulation data are plotted.
The behavior shown in Figure 4 is consistent with the previous observation of Maroncelli and Fleming for Coumarin 153 in
polar liquids. As can be seen, the solvation data calculated from the molecular dynamics simulation follows the trend exhi-
bited by the experimental data. This is an encouraging sign that the m, ,mcular riotions revealed by the simulation study may
provide detailed insight into the molecular aspects of solvation.

2
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Conclusions

From experimental and molecular dynamics simulations of solvation, four general conclusions can be drawn.
1. The time scale for solvation generally falls between 'CL and to. In all cases reported, it is closer to EL than oD.
2. The relaxation dynamics as determined by C(t) are nonexponential.
3. With increasing values of the static dielectric constant, E, the solvation time and solvent longitudinal relaxation time

become more dissimilar. Not only is this true in comparing the variety of solvents examined but is also observed in
a single solvent as a function of temperature where E increases with decreasing temperature.

4. In several solvents where DtD/a 2 > 1, the observed solvation times are longer than EL, in contrast to the prediction of
polarization diffusion theory.
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SCIENTIFIC ASPECTS OF THE UKAFA
LASER ISOTOPE SEPARATION PROGRAMME

D J H Wort
Harwell Laboratory

United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority
Oxfordshire

OXl1 ORA
Great Britain

Abstract

Ouite apart from the high power laser banks required to operate an Atomic Route Laser
Enrichment plant, lasers play an important role in the supporting basic physics research.
In the first place, it is necessary to determine various uranium atomic parameters, of which
isotope shift is the most obvious, for each of the levels in a multistep process, and the
strengths of the optical transitions between them. For the last autoionising step it is
necessary first of all to find suitable levels, none being listed in the open literature,
and then to measure the all important autoionising transition cross-sections. Secondly,
laser diagnostics are used to characterise the stream of vapour issuing from the evaporator:
parameters such as streaming velocity, kinetic and excitation temperature and degree of
thermal ionisation are relevant. Thirdly, the laser may be used as a plasma diagnostic tool
analysing ion motion in the extractor system, where subtle plasma physics processes operate.
This paper surveys some of the measurements, the methods used and results obtained, thereby
illustrating the application of lasers to what might be called the Laser Application par
excellence.

Introduction

Research into the basic physics underlying the laser enrichment of uranium to levels
adequate for civil nuclear reactors began at the Harwell Laboratories of the United Kingdom
Atomic Energy Authority in 1974. About five years ago scientific feasibility was
convincingly demonstrated, and a collaborative programme was devised to include Harwell
(basic physics), Culham Laboratory (UKAEA) (primarily laser development) and British Nuclear
Fuels plc (all commercial aspects including the design, construction and operation of a
production plant). The primary aim of the joint programme is to ascertain the economic
competitiveness of the process in the UK context: the competition being the highly
successful centrifuges used at present.

Details of this programme remain restricted largely for commercial reasons. It is
therefore not permissible (nor appropriate for this conference) to discuss BNF's work, and
the work at Culham will eventually be described by one of their staff. Rather, this paper
is confined to a largely historical review of the work at Harwell, funded by the Underlying
Research Programme, with the main emphasis being placed on the role played by diagnostic
lasers and the type of experiments and results obtained.

Basic Considerations

The fundamentals of the 3-colour process leading to ionisation of the uranium atom are
by now too well known to bear repetition. For basic research at Harwell we have installed a
small and entirely conventional MOPA Copper Vapour Laser array, (Fig 1) giving some 200
Watts output at 6KHz pulse repetition frequency (green only). This array drives a set of
three dye amplifier chains, who.e configuration is variable but with a design centred on imJ
pulse energy (ie 6 Watts) tuned output per chain (Fig 2). The master colour sources at the
moment are three CW ring dye lasers : this is obviously an inefficient use of CVL power but
has the merit of great scientific flexibility and ease of use.

In passing, a short experimental programme has established routes for a 2-colour
process, using excimer-pumped dye laser oscillators. Attractive though this process is, it
is felt that technological considerations still favour the 3-colour route, although the
credibility gap is gradually narrowing, primarily because of excimer laser development: dye
degradation remains a problem.

We should again emphasise the purely research aspect of the Harwell work; obviously the
experimental plant being installed at BNF is considerably more powerful.
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Returning to the use of lasers to establish basic parameters, we recognise three main

fields of activity:

1. Individual Atomic parameters

2. The behaviour of streaming vapour

3. The behaviour of ions in an extractor

These fields will be discussed individually; where possible, emphasis has been placed
on the laser aspect, although in reality the primary interest lies elsewhere. We make no
excuse for allowing our enthusiasm for atomic physics to show occasionally.

Atomic Parameters

The 3-colour process involves 3 transitions, and therefore the selection of 3 excited
states : the last one has to be ionising.

The first excited state, at about 2eV, can be chosen from one or other of the published
level lists. It must obviously have an isotope shift, and it must have the correct J-value
to be coupled both to the uranium ground state and the first excited state, which at 620cm- 1

is almost inevitably going to be present in the vapour stream to an extent making its
extraction worthwhile. The strength of the coupling is also a useful parameter to know.

One of the more interesting features is the hyperfine splitting displayed by the
transition in 235U (the nuclear spin of 7/2 gives rise in effect to octets). The total
hyperfine width must be covered by the exciting laser, but at the same time excitation of
238U must be avoided : not necessarily because iL may spoil selectivity, but also to avoid a
waste of photons. Ideally all selectivity is derived from the first step. Two examples of
a useful and a useless transition are shown, (Fig 3) both being the result of fluorescence
excitation of 235-enriched uranium vapour using a scanning CW laser. The vapour source used
was a sputter lamp, (Fig 4) which is now our standard spectroscopic source, though at
various times we have used a tubular furnace, a small point source electron beam evaporator
and, inevitably, an atomic beam furnace using uranium rhenide as a non-corrosive uranium
source. The hyperfine structure revealed by the laser scan was analysed using an
interactive computer programme, and the two controlling parameters (the Casimir A and B
coefficients) deduced for several levels : this type of information is required when
attempting to match 3-photon experiment to theory.

Rather as a side-issue, the effect of a magnetic field on the transitions has received
some attention. In any practical uranium evaporator, a magnetic field will be present to
control the electron-beam heat source. With laser fluorescence, the usual Zeeman effect is
readily observed, and the less usual Paschen-Goudsmit effect on hyperfine structure gives a
useful check on the validity of the structure interpretation (Fig 5).

For the second excited state, at 4ev, the choice is not so obvious. The list of levels
given by Miron et al is comprehensive, at least for levels of interest, but the transition
strengths from the chosen 2eV levels required to be measured. We used the
branching-ratio-and-lifetime method, using both CW and pulsed lasers at various times to
measure branching ratios, and either pulsed laser excitation or time delayed ionisation to
measure lifetimes : the latter method (using pulsed lasprs) is both experimentally easier
and more accurate, and an example of the type of result obtained is shown (Fig 6).

The isotope shift of the 4eV level, which in an enrichment plant is a bonus, is
relatively easily measured using CW fluorescence excitation with two lasers : absolute
positions can be determined using a wavemeter calibrated against an iodine cell, or
relative positions by simply relying on the calibrated frequency shift on the laser control
panel! Absolute positions are of course required to determine the laser frequencies needed
for a separation plant.

Just as with the 2eV level, the 4ev levels show hyperfine structure. Indeed, a double
fluorescence experiment with CW lasers, one scanning and one fixed (which gives essentially
doppler-free fluorescence) yields mind-bogglingly complicated results (Fig 7). One can
obtain four such sets of results, all equally useless, by scanning either laser and by using
parallel or opposed beams. A much more immediately appealing picture is obtained by a
raster scan technique, in which both lasers are scanned, one rapidly and one slowly, and the
fluorescence displayed as bright-up on an oscilloscope whose horizontal and vertical scans
are matched to the two lasers (Fig 8). Even better would be a mock 3-D computer display :
we were not sufficiently familiar with thiý technique when these experiments were performed
several years ago. Again the 4eV level hyprfine parameters can be deduced and used in a
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sufficiently all-embracing theory.

The third step, to a level at 6eV which ionises, was quite literally a step into the
unknown. No information had been published on the position or access of levels which were
either auto-ionising, or which could be induced to ionise by, say, the imposition of an
electric field. we sought these levels using three pulsed lasers and an atomic beam, the
first two lasers being injection locked (and single moded) by two CW lasers, each in turn
actively locked to fluorescence from a uranium sputter lamp (Fig 9). All three pulsed
lasers were driven by a single copper vapour laser. Pulsed lasers were required in this
search partly to give a good chance of further excitation from the short lived 2 and 4eV
levels (lifetimes - ilOnsec) and partly because the cross-section for excitation to levels
above the continuum (auto-ionising levels) was expected to be small. Continuous scanning of
the third laser, with the first tw- l Lc~c• Lo chosen ataniu-" tr.'7itir-n, immpdiatel,
yielded copious ionisation : a short length of a typical auto-ionisation spectrum is shown
(Fig 10).

The auto ionising cross-section, which may well be the critical parameter determining
the commercial viability of the process, was measured using a fairly conventional saturation
technique (Fig 11), and has since been confirmed absolutely using vapour at known density,
and known laser energies, by measuriTg i~n current. Some levels turn out to have quite high
cross-sections, in the region of 10- cm . The lifetimes of these levels may be measured
indirectly by measuring their spectral width : for this we used a scanning CW ring laser,
pulse amplified, to ensure that the bandwidth of the laser was negligible, and the measured
lifetimes ranged up to a few hundred picoseconds (and down to indefinitely small values).
The accuracy of the pulse-amplified CW laser permits investigation of various exotica such
as the Stark effect and coupling via parity-forbidden transitions, etc, which are not
particularly relevant to this conference.

The Vapour Stream

The evaporation of uranium by electron beam heating of a melt contained in a cooled
crucible has been universally adopted, not least because of the alkahest properties of
uranium. There is an evident requirement to know such parameters of this stream as
velocity, temperature etc, and lasers were used extensively in this investigation. The
values for these parameters depend both on the starting conditions (electron beam power,
etc), and on the geometry, being different for point-source and line-source evaporators.

The vapour streaming velocity has been measured by a very simple double pass CW beam,
the light being directed downwards through the upwardly streaming vapour to a mirror, which
reflects it upwards again. Observation of fluorescence as the laser is scanned yields the
vapour velocity as the separation between the two doppler-shifted fluorescence peaks, and
also a quantity which can be identified as a ýinetic _emperature from the width of the peaks
(Fig 12). The velocities measured, around I0 cm sec , are rather higher than elementary
considerations would indicate due to the good transfer between internal energy of the atom
(metastable states) and translational energy. Similar methods measure the line-of-sight
temperature in a linear evaporator.

The excitation temperature of the vapour, a measure of the internal energy, was
obtained by measuring the relative populations of various excited states, either by
absorption of a CW beam or by pulsed laser fluorescence. The temperature is quite low,
typically in the 1-2000°C range (compared with the 3000+ temperature of the source), again
indicating good a internal-external energy transfer.

In passing, the source temperature is sufficient to give appreciable thermal
ionisation, and in some sources the ion velocity, kinetic and excitation temperatures have
been measured in a manner similar to the atomic parameters.

The Ion Extractor

For very low densities, eg an atomic beam, elementary electrostatic collection is
adequate, and we show an illustration of what we term the spectroscopiq selectivity obtained
in such an apparatus (Fig 13). However, at production densities (> 10 2 atoms 238 cm- ) the
ion extraction becomes a plasma process, whose complexity depends on the method used.
Pulsed lasers have been used to study time-resolved local ion motion by doppler-shifted
fluorescence : the basic principles are not sufficiently different from the atomic stream
measurements to warrant separate description. In many circumstances the laser measurements
are largely an aid to the interpretation of electrical diagnostic methods.
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Conclusions

The dividing line between physics and technology in the Laser Enrichment process is
shadowy. It is, therefore, difficult to say in which of these fields laser methods have
made the most impact. Nevertheless, it remains true to say that without the use of lasers
to establish a range of basic parameters, the development of an enrichment process would be
at the very least extremely difficult. As it is, the effectiveness of the methods is shown
in Figure 14, which displays the energy-resolved alpha spectra from two sample plates,
briefly exposed on one collector plate in a small evaporator. One example was taken without
lasers running, and shows the 238U, 235U, 234U alpha peaks in natural uranium. The other
shows the effect of laser irradiation : the enrichment in 235T1 is about 9-fold, more than
adequate for any present or future civil nuclear power programme. We conclude that the
information given by laser diagnostic methods is both accurate and adequate.

'WO

1. Part of the CVL array.

3. 235U Hyperfine structure.

2. Dye amplifiers in operation.
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Abstract

The infrared laser predissociation spectrum of the weakly bound molecular complex
OC--HF is obtained in the region of the v, (H--F stretching) fundamental vibrational mode.
Rovibrational analysis of the v, fundamental yields values of 0.104 2510(20) cm- 2 and
2.90(3) x 10-7 cm- 1 , respectively, for the excited state (1000000) molecular constants B,
and D0' Predissociative lifetimes for unoerturbed rotational levels of this excited state
are de~ermined to be 0.9 ± 0.1 ns, and are found to exhibit no measurable J-dependence for
P< 21. Observation of low J transitions in the associated hot band v, + vs - V5 allow the
un-ambiguous -labelling of this band and the determination of ground (000001i) and excited
(1000011) state rotational constants.

Introduction

In the last two years, the infrared spectra of a number of weakly bound complexes
between hydrogen fluoride and rare gas atoms or diatomic molecules have been observed in
supersonic molecular beam experiments.1-' 0 Two methods have been used for these studies;
one, applied by Miller and coworkers, involves the bolometric detection of predissociation
in an expansion from an axially symmetric nozzle source.'- 6 The other technique, which was
developed by Lovejoy, Schuder, and Nesbitt, takes advantage of the larger absortion path-
length and greater beam intensity possible in an expansion from a pulsed slit nozzle by
detecting direct absorption of infrared laser radiation by complex molecules in the super-
sonic beam. 7 - 1 0 Both methods allowed the rovibrational structure of the v, (H--F stretching)
fundamental mode to be resolved for the complexes, and, in the spectra obtained by Nesbitt
and coworkers, combination and hot bands were also observed and analyzed. From these
analyses of rotational structure in vibrationally excited complexes, information on the
potential energy surface away from the global minimum can be acquired. The sub-Doppler
nature of the spectra also permit the lifetime of the predissociating states to be accur-
ately determined.

The infrared spectrum of the complex OC--HF in the region of the v, fundamental and
associated hot bands had been observed a few years ago using a sequential mode hop tuned
color center laser and a low pressure, low temperature gas phase mixture of CO and HF in a
White cell'', but the instrumental linewidth of the laser and pressure broadening contributed
largely to the 900-1500 MHz FWHM linewidth of the observed transitions. Only the V,

fundamental was resolved sufficiently for analysis, and the lack of pressure broadening
parameters precluded more than a lower limit estimate for the excited state lifetime.
In the present work we have used the suoersonic molecular beam technique with bolometric
detection of predissociation to reinvestigate the v, fundamental in OC--HF, with the
objective of obtaining more precise molecular constants and accurate excited state life-
times. The v, + V5 - V 5 hot band, which is severely overlapped with the R branch of the
v, fundamental in the gas phase spectrum, is resolved in the supersonic beam soectrum.
Unambiguous J-labelling of this hot band allows the ground and excited state molecular
constants to be determined. In addition, the linewidths of the v, fundamental transitions
are examined for any evidence of J-dependence in the oredissociative lifetimes of the
excited states. The results of this work will be compared to the recently published
results of Jucks and Miller for the same complex. 6

Experimental

The color center laser and components necessary for continuously computer-controlled
scanning and monitoring the output have been described previously.' 2  In this work the KCI:
Li crystal of the laser is pumped with the 647.1 nm line of a Kr+ laser. Output powers of
the color center laser are of the order of 10-12 mW, and the single mode linewidth is
estimated to be <3 MHz. Relative and absolute freouency determinations are made by
s-multaneously r'cording the transmission spectra of a 3 rHz and a temperature controlled
150 MHz marker etalon, and a reference cell containing low pressure water vapor. Water
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lines in the region of the v, fundamental of OC--HF require that the entirety of the
infrared beam path be under vacuum.

A supersonic jet is produced by expanding a mixture of HF (0.7,) and CO (52ý) in helium
through the 35 ,i-diam pinhole of the room temperature nozzle. The molecular beam is then
formed by placing a 250 j-diam skimmer 10 mm downstream of the pinhole. The laser output
is mechanicelly chopped at 100 Hz and initially intersects the molecular beam 7.0 cm down-
stream of the pinhole. Two flat mirrors ther multipass the infrared beam across the
molecular beam 7.0 cm downstream of the pinhole. Two flat mirrors then multipass the
infrared beam across the molecular beam a total of 27 times. The Ge:Ga bolometer, operated
below the k point of liquid helium, is positioned 52.5 cm from the pinhole. When the
modulated infrared radiation is tuned to a transition to a predissociating level in
a molecular complex, the resultant reduction in molecular beam momentum flux is detected
by the bolometer.

Results and Discussion

Figure I shows the R(13) transition observed in the v, fundamental spectrum. Transi-
tion frequencies are determined by reference to the water line at 3843.50529 cm-1,1 3 and
are listed for all observed v, lines in Table 1. A number of these lines are split into
components of varying intensity and width. In their supersonic beam study of this band6,
Jucks and Miller reported perturbations in some of the low J transitions (J a for their
spectrum was 5). Here, where J = 13, the S/N of the low J transitions i Insufficient
to observe the sharp, weak sideH~ds those authors described, but additional perturbations
can be seen for higher J transitions not observable in the colder spectrum.

The unperturbed transition frequencies were fit to the 5-parameter energy expression
for a zo- transition,

E(v) = vo + B'J'(J'+I) - D'j 2(jI+I)2 - B"J"(J"+I) - D"jl'2 (J"+1) 2  
, (i)

with the ground state constants B" and 0" constrained to the microwave valuestL, of
0.102 2007 cm- 1  and 3.255 x 10-' cm- 1 , reqpectively. The results of this fit are given in
Table 2. Good agreement is found for the frequency separations between individual
transitions in this work and that of Jucks and Miller, except for the separation between
R(8)a and R(9). The tabulated data in their study indicates a separation of 0.2495 cm- 1 ,
while measurements for three scans obtained on different days gave values for us of 0.2439,
0.2449, and 0.2444 cm- 1 . This discrepency produces a relative shift with respect to our
data in the transition frequencies of lines R(9) through R(12), which was the highest J
transition Jucks and Miller observed, and probably accounts for the difference in mole-
cular constants obtained from these two beam experiments (Table 2).

The measured predissociative line broadening we have observed agrees well with the
value of 190 1 10 MHz FWHM given by Jucks and Miller. We have measure this linewidth
for all unperturbed transitions of sufficiently high intensity (d' - 21), and have found
no evidence of any increase in FWHM with increasing rotational energy.

Figure 2 shows the R(14) transition of the v, fundamental, and close to it a very
weak transition attributed to the P(10) line of the hot band v, + v51 _ 1. This hot
band, which was assigned but not analyzed in the previous gas phase study, 1 1 was not
reported in the work of Jucks and Miller. Both the ground (0000011) and excited state
(10000011) of the complex have a single quantum of energy in the doubly degenerate mode
V5

1
. The lowest J transitions are observable in this band, allowing for an unambiquous

J-labelling of the band in the absence of microwave data for the (0000011) state. The
S/N of the transitions is very low, and hence 1-type doubling is not discernable. From
a fit of this hot band data, the rotational constants are determined and are given in
Table 3. The relatively high uncertainty in the values obtained reflect the low S/N,
and the fit to unresolved 1-doublets.

Further investigation of this region of the OC--HF spectrum will be undertaken in a
subsequent analysis.' 5  The hot bands ,)1+ v51 - V1 + V5 2-\ ,2 and 1)1 +v 3 -v 3  are of
particular interest and hence a gas phase study will be an important complement to this
molecular beam work.
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Table 1. Observed transitions in the vI fundamental spectrum.

The transitions marked by an asterisk were observed to be
the perturbed by Jucks and Miller. The most intense
component of a perturbed transition is labelled with a
superscript a.

transition observed frequency (cm-1)

P(14) 3841.54b0
P(13) 3841.6979
P(12) 3841.8534
P(11) 3842.0114

*P jo)a 3842.1743
*P(9)a 3842.3390

P(8 ,b 3842.4995
P(8)a 3842.5194
P(7) 3842.6886
P(6) 3842.8682
P(5) 3842.0517
P(4) 3843.2397
P(3) 3844.4312
P(2) 3843.6269
P(1) 3843.8280
R(0) 3844.2404
R(1) 3844.4531
R(2) 3844.6691
R(3) 3844.8906
R(4) 3845.1149
R(5) 3845.3444
R(6)a 3845.5650
R(6)b 3845.5846

*R(7)a 3845.8138
R(8)a 3846.0556
R(9) 3846.2997
R(10) 3846.5492
R(I 1) 3846.8022
R(12) 3847.0604
R(13) 3847.3234
R(14) 3847.5877
R(15) 3847.8581
R(16) 3848.1320
R(17)c 3848.3996
R(17)b 3848.4024
R(17)a 3848.4111
R(18)b 3848.6879
R(18)a 3848.6916
R(19) 3848.9772
R(20) 3849.2672
R(21) 3849.5613
R(22) 3849.8604
R(24) 3850.4690
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Table 2. The molecular constants for the vi (1000000) (1000000) band.

The constants marked with an asterisk for the results of ref. 6 were constrained
to the corresponding values obtained in ref. 11. The constants marked with an
asterisk in the present work are constrained to the microwave values of ref. 14.

ref. 11 ref. 6 ref. 14 present work

Vo/cm- 1  3844.0294(50) 3844,0278 3844.0320(2)

B"icm-1 0.102 148(14) 0.102 148* 0.102 2007 0.102 2007*

Dj"/cm-1 xl 0-7 3.8(1.8) 3.8* 3.255 3.255*

B'/cm-1 0.104 196(14) 0.104208 0.104 2510(20)

Dj'/cm-1 x 10-7 3.6(1.8) 3.6* 2.90(3)

Table 3. The molecular constants obtained for the vi + v5 - v5 (1000011) (0000011)
band.

Vo/cm-1 3849.4441(17)

B"/cm-1 0.103 34(25)

B'/cm- 1 0.105 28(22)
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R(13)

Fig. 1: The R(1 3) transition of the vI fundamental spectrum.
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hb P(1O)

R(14)

Fig. 2: The R(14) transition of the vi fundamental spectrum, and
the vI + v51 - v5 1 hot band transition P(I 0).
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BROADBAND MODULATORS FOR SPECTROSCOPY
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Abstract

Broadbanding of single sideband (SSB) electro-optic modulators is achieved by the use of
multisection dual sweep configurations. The large bandwidths suggest the application of
tunable laser sources for high-resolution and nonlinear spectroscopy in solids, gases and
plasmas. Resonance transitions in semiconductors; vibrational and rotational levels,
including Raman and multiphoton transitions in gases can be explored. Tunable sources,
optically pumped in molecular gases or mixed in second and third order nonlinear crystals
can provide radiation over a wide band of frequencies in the IR and FIR regions, CW or
pulsed, from about 1pm to the millimeter region. Diagnostics for cyclotron absorption and
emission in fusion plasmas can be used in high field Tokamaks to measure electron tempera-
tures. More importantly, the broadband modulator now makes it feasible to use a sensitive
4-photon coherent scattering technique (CARS) with IR and FIR lasers for measuring the
temperature of alpha particles and ion species in a fusion plasma under ignition
conditions.

Introduction

Single sideband (SSB) modulators have been demonstrated as useful techniques for modu-
lating laser beams efficiently. 2 Such modulators have been primarily developed for radar
and communications. The need for broadbanding these devices has motivated the development
of new schemes to achieve this objective. Consequently, we have demonstrated theoretically
that broadbanding is accomplished by the use of multisection modulators for identical and
staggered-tuned configurations. 3  In addition, a new technique of tandem dual arrangement
of a SSB modulator4 further enhances the broadband capabilities of electro-optic modu-
lators The purpose of this paper is to discuss the application of the broadband modulator
to the development of tunable laser sources and their use for a variety of high resolution
and non-linear spectroscopic experiments in solids, gases, and plasmas.

In order to understand the method of broadbanding, it is instructive to review the
principle of single sideband (SSB) modulation of a laser beam. It was first suggested by
Buhrer, Baird, and Conwell' that SSB modulation can be achieved with an electro-optic
crystal with circularly polarized light traveling along a 3-fold axis. Simultaneously a
circularly polarized electric field at microwave frequencies in a traveling wavegude is
applied to the crystal. Such a configuration is shown in Fig. la in which the laser and
microwave fields are rotating in the same sense. The frequencies add, and the resultant
laser beam emerges with the sum frequency, which is the SSB, circularly polarized in the
opposite sense. In this case, we use a CdTe crystal oriented axially along the [111]
direction, with the sides cut along [iTo] and the [117J directions as shown in Fig. lb.
When the microwave field is fed in quadrature in time and space, the field is circularly
polarized at the center of the waveguide designated by the black dot representing the size
of the laser beam. This arrangement has been demonstrated by Carter and Haus 2 as an effi-
cient scheme for converting the frequency of a CO 2 laser at 1O.611m to the SSB at phase
match, when the crystal is sufficiently long and the microwave power is relatively high.
The condition for phase matching is given by the equations:

AP -(la)

This work was sponsored by the Department of the Navy for SDIO.
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where W, , 2 , and , are the SSB, the laser and the microwave frequencies respectively
and satisfy the relations w, = W 2 + F-E = 7.2 and c = 10.4 are the optical and
microwave dielectric constants, which differ due to the polar character of CdTe. For f

16GHz, Eq. (1) determines the value of a = 5.2mm, the dimension of the microwave guide.

The theory of modulating the laser beam has been solved by the use of coupled mode
equations for non-linear mixing. The results are clearly presented in Yariv and Yeh 3 and
are expressed in their notation as follows:

-1,(L) _ksi2 sL2
R, -(O) - s sin sL (2a)

F= n3iE.I 1.5A(P (2b)

SVK2,+ 82 AP / 2 (2c)

where I,(L) is the intensity of the SSB and 12(0) that of the input laser beam, K is the
clamped electro-optic coefficient in terms of n, the refractive index, 7 the effective
electro-optic coefficient along the [111] axis and E. the peak amplitude of the microwave
field, where 6 is the phase mismatch coefficient and L the length of the crystal. The
result of Eq. (2) is plotted in Fig. 2 as the conversion efficiency, which for L = 30.8cm,
P = 10kW microwave power yields 100% conversion on phase match, i.e. 6 = 0. However,
when the frequency is varied and 6 / 0, at 15.3GHz and 16.7GHz the SSB vanishes due to the
phase mismatch between the beat optical wavelength and the microwaves. To overcome this
limitation, we have devised the two schemes of multisection and dual arrangement of modu-
lators to broadband such devices.

Broadband Modulator

To broadband the modulator, we propose to cut the crystal in sections each with its own
microwave housing as indicated in Fig. 3a. The purpose of this is to correct the phase of
the microwave fed into each section in order to compensate for the phase mismatch. Since
the system is dispersive, the phase correction also has to vary accordingly as the frequen-
cy is tuned. In order to solve this problem, we have developed a formal theory in which we
solve the couple mode equations for each section and incorporate the phase correction in
the off-diagonal components of the transfer matrix which represents the solution. Then to
obtain the overall output, we multiply the matrices representing the crystal sections and
maximize the output by varying the phase parameters. The formal solution reduces to a
compact form for the general case and is given by4

R~=sin 2 sin -x
• = f2 (3a)

where

K.
X=-L sin s.L.

S. (3b)

and j 6 jLj, and s, are independent parameters for each section which can be
staggered tuned, i.e. 6i / 6i represent different values of length and microwave
power. For identical sections, the above expression reduces to a Chebyshev form given by

RN= sin2 {Nsin -' X} (4a)

X= $ sin sL
9(4b)
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and the phase correction between sections is given by p where

= 2 tan -1{_~5s tan sL}2 an-' - (5)

The results of the analysis for the multiple sections have been carried out numerically and
are given in graphic form in Fig. 4. The graphs show that for a desired efficiency the
bandwidth increases with the number of sections. For example_, the 3dB level for a single
section is 0.6GHz whereas for six sections it is 6GHz, an order of magnitude increase. In
addition, we have shown analytically and numerically that the phase correction has negative
dispersion with frequency. This can be achieved with a ferrite phase shifter or an
appropriate negative dispersion microwave circuit. The alternative, as shown in Fig. 3b,
is to use multiple TWT's connected with suitable lengths of coaxial cable, whose dispersive
delay compensates for the net positive phase delay between the front end of each crystal
section as calculated from theory.

To further improve the broadband characteristics of the modulators, we can place two
of them in tamden as shown in Fig. 5; the first, which is in itself an efficient broadband
device (can be multiple section), adds the laser and microwave frequencies, including the
chirp. The second, which accepts the output of the first, subtracts the frequencies.
However, the first is driven by a waveform in which the chirp is positively swept; whereas,
the second is swept with the lower sideband and negatively chirped. The net result of the
polarization arrangement shown in Fig. 5 is that the output of the dual tandem modulator is
the recovery of the original laser base band frequency which is swept with twice the chirp
bandwith. Although there is a slight sacrifice overall in efficiency, the characteristics
of the broadband curves of Fig. 4 indicate that effectively we have doubled the bandwidth
of the modulator. The advantage is that it can achieve this with microwave components,
whose bandwidth may also be limited. This particular dual arrangement of modulators
becomes even more attractive at shorter wavelengths', where solid state laser amplifiers
have the bandwidth to accommodate the broadband tuning.

Tunable Sources

During the 1970's great interest was shown for the development of tunable sources.
One of the applications was isotope separation which instigated a great need for tunable
sources in the infrared. In particular, the TEA C02 laser was a favorite source for multi-
photon dissociation of molecular gases." This required high power pulsed sources, which
could be tuned. Usually a grating was used to obtain step tunable lines of the P and R
branch transitions. The broadband microwave modulator described in this paper can now
provide the fine tuning with efficient conversion to provide resonant pumping of a parti-
cular molecule for non-linearly induced multiphoton transitions. In addition, two such
tunable TEA CO 2 lasers can be mixed efficiently in a third order non-linear crystal such as
Ge7 to extend the tunable range of the CO2 laser to the shorter and longer wavelengths in
the 8pm and 121im ranges. Thus, linear and non-linear spectroscopy can be achieved with
such tunable sources in this region of the far-infrared (FIR). With the use of efficient
doubling crystals such as TAS', we can double these frequencies into the 4 to 6um region,
with fine tuning electronically by the use of the modulators, since the bandwidth of the
doubling process can accommodate the modulator tuning without reorienting the birefringent
crystal.

Another region of the electromagnetic spectrum that would benefit from the use of the
broadband modulator is the submillimeter region. During the previous decade, Aggarwal and
Lax 8 and coworkers developed non-collinear techniques for optical mixing of two CO. lasers
in GaAs to generate -4000 discrete frequencies which spanned the region from 70Pm to well
into the millimeter region, about two decades. The results of their experiments 9 are shown
in Figure 6 with about 100 representative lines and some of the CO2 laser transitions uti-
lized to obtain them. In order to tune these transitions, the gratings of the CO. lasers
were driven to peak at each transition, simultaneously a mirror was driven by a cam
arrangement to adjust the angle between the two beams to the desired phase match angle to
an accuracy less than 0.10. The experiments achieved relatively higher efficiencies by the
use of large crystals with folded geometries' 0 to produce ~10kW pulses at 1000m and a
microwatt CW, still preserving the coherence of the input lasers. With further improve-
ments and use of microprocessors this arrangement together with the electro-optic modu-
lators, the entire frequency range can be covered automatically, overcoming the limitation
of discrete tuning. Such a facility can readily replace the FEL at Santa Barbara'' with
superior performance and much lower funding and space requirements. This system can be
readily tuned within seconds; whereas, in the FEL one has to adjust the beam energy and the
wiggler separation, which takes orders of magnitude longer. The microwave TWT drivers can
also drive other modulators using solid-state lasers and others lasers to cover the near
and FIR regions spanning wavelengths from <1pm well into the millimeter region.
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Spectroscopic Applications

The availability of tunable sources over a wide region of the spectrum is needed to
study a variety of resonance phenomena such as cyclotron resonance, spin resonance and
impurity transitions in solids, such as semiconductors. In the submillimeter region, these
have been studied using Fourier transform spectrometers and fixed frequency molecular
lasers with tunable magnetic fields. When the linewidths are broad, the calibration of the
magnetic field or that of the Fourier spectrometer is adequate. However, if the line is
relatively narrow, a broadband modulator, whose tunable microwave frequency is more
precisely known, would then provide the desired high resolution. Sometimes it is mcre
convenient to fix the magnetic field near the resonance and tune the frequency. For both
linear and non-linear studies in solids this alternative is desirable.

Another application where a tunable source in the submillimeter region is useful is the
study of Raman transitions' in molecular gases and their application for tunable Raman
lasers. For example, Raman transitions have been studied in such molecules as "2 CHF.
These have been pumped by a CO2 TEA laser, exciting transitions between vibrational levels
as indicated in Fig. 7 where the selection rules for a dipole transition Av=+1, AJ=+I,-I,
for R and P transitions respectively. The far infrared induced transition is between
rotational states J and J-1. These transitions can be resonant if the excitation energy of
the CO 2 laser is coincident with that of the molecule irradiated. In general, this is not
the case since the incident photon energy is not equal to the energy separation between the
lower and the upper levels. It is then assumed that a virtual transition takes place as
indicated by the dotted line. Then a photon is emitted between the virtual level and the
nearest lower rotational level. This is the Raman process. Thus, if one tunes the pump
laser such as the CO, laser, one also obtains tunable radiation in the far infrared
(submillimeter) region. This has been done by using grating tuning and exciting different
J transitions, giving a number of selected values of 6p or energy offset. A more system-
atic way of achieving the objective of tuning was to construct a high pressure multi-atmos-
phere TEA laser, which can be tuned continuously by a grating. An alternative which is now
available is to use the broadband multisection modulator to tune a commerical atmospheric
laser. The amplitude characteristics and the frequency identification of the exciting
radiation are superior. Once such a source exists, the study of tunable Raman transition
such as those indicated in Fig. 7 for a double Raman process can be more precisely carried
out. The correlation between theory and experiment for the tuning as indicated in Fig. 8,
and the relative contribution of the two competing transitions can be quantitively
examined.

Plasma Diagnostics

The use of lasers for plasma diagnostics in the submillimeter region has been demon-
strated in fusion plasmas of Tokamaks. Cyclotron emission" 2 and absorption"' have been
used to measure the temperature of the electrons as a function of position. The technique
has involved optically pumped lasers in which different gases were used for a few selected
frequencies. The combination of a tunable C0 2 laser pumping a Raman-tuned or preferably a
resonantly tuned laser in a few selected gases would provide a more versatile source for
such diagnostics. The broadband tuning would make a greater number of frequencies availa-
ble for a given molecular gas.

Perhaps the most significant plasma diagnostic technique that would benefit from the
broadband tunable source would be the measurement of ion and alpha particle temperatures in
an ignition fusion plasma. It has been demonstrated that ion temperatures in a Tokamak can
be measured by Thomson scattering using high power submillimeter lasers.'' The signal-to-
noise ratios in these experiments for a variety of reasons were barely marginal. However,
they can be enhanced by orders of magnitude by using a coherent four wave scattering (CARS)
proposed by Praddaude, Scudder, and Lax"5 in 1979. With the use of the broadband modulator
pumping a Raman-tuned submillimeter laser, the technique is now feasible. For alpha
particles, this would require 10-20GHz tuning to determine the spectral characteristics of
the energetic ions. With two sets of lasers, which are mixed in the plasma to provide the
coherent density fluctuations, this is achievable. The scheme for scattering is shown in
Fig. 9, in which two intense laser beams focussed to a 1cm' volume within a Tokamak, would
be scattered in a coherent fashion in a nearly forward direction. Alternatively, a third
laser beam at right angle would be scattered by the fluctuations induced by the first two
lasers. The scattered signal, which has the frequency w, = 2w,-W2 or W4 = w,+(Ww- 2 ) is
detected by a heterodyne technique. The enhancement in scattering is due to a resonance in
which W 1-W2 represents the difference of the two tunable exciting lasers corresponding to
the Doppler shift spread of the various ion species. Furthermore, unlike Thomson scat-
tering, which is spontaneous and spread over a 41T steradian solid angle, the coherent
scattering is confined to a small solid angle of the order 10-' steradians. When these
effects are incorporated into the theory, it has been shown that the relative efficiency of
the CARS scattering at about 300Pm would be of the order of 10', four orders of magnitude
larger than that of the Thomson scattering
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Conclusions

In this paper we have described two techniques of broadbanding the frequency modulation
of lasers. The achievable bandwidth is about 10GHz for CO2 lasers and even greater for
shorter wavelength lasers. The techniques involve multisection modulator structures with a
dual counter frequency modulation tandem arrangement. Such modulators are being developed
for radar and communication applications. The spin-off for basic science in the realm of
spectroscopy has been illustrated for solids, gases, and plasmas. In particular, resonance
phenomena in solids and Raman spectroscopy in molecular gases were elaborated. Non-linear
phenomena such as multiphoton excitation, saturation effects and non-linear tunable
spectroscopic techniques were not discussed. Nevertheless, there are many such phenomena
that would benefit from the use of tunable high-power laser sources. Plasma diagnostics
involving cyclotron resonance and scattering in fusion plasmas are illustrative examples.
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Fig. 1(a) SSB CdTe modulator showing circular polarization of laser beams (small
squares) and microwave polarization (large squares) (after Ref. 2).
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Fig. 1(b) Crystal orientation in square microwave waveguide (after Ref. 2).
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Fig. 2 Conversion efficiency of single section SSB CdTe modulator,
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Fig. 3(a) Multisection modulator showing microwave phase corrections ýba' ýcb, and *dc between sections.

wI, w2, and w are SSB, laser microwave frequencies, respectively. (b) Multi-TWT drive with

Oa, Ob, and €c, which are the phase corrections of the successive sections (after Ref. 3).
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Fig. 5 Dual broadband SSB modulator with double sideband counter swept frequencies to
yield the original laser frequency fL and twice the sweep frequency (after Ref.4).
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A 1,2 FLUORINE MIGRATIONý IN THE MULTIPHOTON ISOMERIZATION OF TETRAFLUOROCYCLOPROPENE
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ABSTRACT

The infrared multiphoton excitation of tetrafluorocyclopropene(TFCP) leads to the
unexpected formation of the tetrafluoroallene(TFA) and tetrafluoropropyne(TFP) isomers and
not the elimination of CF2 as has been reported for the decomposition of
hexafluorocyclopropane. The ratio of TFP to TFA is independent of fluence and pressure;
no other products are formed. The conversion per pulse increases markedly with an
increase in initial TFCP pressure but decreases as the pressure of the products or a
buffer gas increases. In every case, the isomerization reaction did not consume more than
about 50% of the initial TFCP. The apparent intramolecular 1,2-fluorine migration
required to form the products is discussed in terms of both unimolecular and bimolecular
processes. The observed distribution of products and the lack of fragmentation do not
support a unimolecular process after the initial excitation. However, the high conversion
at low fluences and the pressure dependence are indicators that a bimolecular process may
be the dominant path.

INTRODUCTION

The mechanism for the thermal or infrared multiple-photon excitation of cyclic
fluoroalkanes is typically different from that for the unfluorinated analog. For example,
propene is the sole product from the thermolysis of cyclopropane (CP) while the thermal
decomposition of perfluorocyclopropane (FCP) lyads to tetrafluoroethene; no
perfluoropropene is formed. It has been shown via isotopic substitution that the
mechanism for CP isomerization is

ring opening 1,2 H migration
CP ----------- > .CH 2 CH 2 CH 2 .---------------- > CH 3 CH=CH 2  (1)

while for FCP the decomposition mechanism2 is

ring opening C-C bond rupture
FCP ---------- > .CF 2 CF 2 CF 2 . - ---------------- > :CF 2 + CF 2 =CF 2 (2)

The .rrhenius parameters 3 for CP and FCP are A= 10 15 2 sec- 1 , Ea= 65.5 kcal/mole and A=101 5

sec •, Ea= 4 3 kcal/mole, respectively. The ring opening of CP which is 54.8 kcal/mole
endothermic has a critical energy of 64.1 kcal/mole to form the trimethylene diradical
intermediate; the trimethylene can either reform the ring with a critical energy of 9.3
kcal/mole or undergo a 1,2 H migration with a critical energy of 10.7 kcal/mole. For FCP
the critical energy for ring opening is -18.6 kcal/mole while the C-C bond cleavage is 23
kcal/mole; presumably this second step is lower than that for the potentially competitive
1,2 fluorine migration.

From the above analogies it was expected that tetrafluorocyclopropene (TFCP) would
react by one of the following two mechanisms:

ring opening 1,2 F migration
TFCP ------------ > .CF 2 CF=CF. ---------------- > CF 3 C•CF (3a)

---------------- > CF 2 =C=CF 2  (3b)

C-C bond rupture
--------------- > :CF 2 + FCECF (4)

combination
CF 2 + CF2 -------------- > CF 2 =CF 2

However it has been reported 4 ' 5 that the thermal decomposition of TFCP produces dimers and
higher oligomers of TFCP. We have studied the infrared multiple-photon decomposition
(IRMPD) of TFCP and find the products [tetrafluoroallene (TFA) and tetrafluoropropyne
(TFP)J resulting from path 3 instead of tetrafluoroethene (from the combination of two
:CF2) and difluoroethyne from path 4. Thus contrary to the FCP reaction it would appear
tha the apparent fluorine atom migration in the TFCP system has a lower critical energy
than that for the C-C bond rupture. Contrary to what is predicted for a simple
unimolecular process, our IRMPD results do show a dependence for the conversion per
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initial laser pulse on fluence and TFCP pressure while the product ratio is indepencent of

these experimental parameters.

EXPERIMENTAL

TFCP was prepare by the method of Sargeant and Krespan 5 ; 1,2-
dichlorotetrafluorocjclopropane (DCTFCP) was prepared from the reaction of 1,2-
dichlorodifluoroethene with hexafluoropropylene oxide and the DCTFCP was dechlorinated to
yield TFCP. This sample had been stored for five years at room temperature without
detectable (<0.1%) reaction.

A Tachisto 215G Co laser tuned to thi P(34) line of the 0001-1001 band (931 cm- 1 ) or
the R(28) of the 00°003200 band (1083 cm- ) was used as the excitation source; these lines
overlap with the symmetric C-F stretcp on the CF=CF group (929 cmF ) and the asymmetric C-
F stretch on the CF 2 group (1093 cm-')'. ThE specific laser line was identified by an
Optical Engineering model 16A CO laser spectrum analyzer while the pulse energy was
monitored with a Gen-Tec model E -500 joulemeter. Most experiments were conducted with
the unfocused laser beam; for other experiments a 1.5" diameter AR coated germanium lens
with a 6" focal length was placed 2.5" and 3.5" from the center of the reaction cell.
This amplified the fluence by factors of approximately 1.9 and 2.6, respectively.

Semiquantitative thermal reactions of TFCP were performed with a 0.15 L pyrex reactor.
The tubular reactor was filled with 8 torr of TFCP and immersed into a heat bath at 250 C.
After a specified time the gas was expanded into the IFMP') reactor and analyzed using the
same procedure as described below for the laser excitation experiments.

Infrared spectra were obtained using an IBM Model 98 FTIR instrument at 1 cm- 1

resolution. The gas cells (10 cm long, 2.1 cm i.d. or 2.54 cm long, 2.54 cm i.d.) were
fitted with NaCl windows. The pressure of TFCP in the cells was measured using a MKS
Baratron (#22BHS) 100 torr capacitance manometer and/or infrared absorption intensities.
The spectrum of the products was obtained by subtracting the spectrum of TFCP from that of
the mixture of products and TFCP; band areas were obtained using Simpson's rule with a
flat baseline drawn between the limits indicated below.

RESULTS

Except for weak bands due to a DCTFCP impurity t~e infrared spectrum of a 4 tort sample
of TFCP is in agreement with that reported by Craig . The spectrum of the products
obtained after the %p~ctrum of the remaining TFCP has been subtracted is almost entirely
due to TFA and TFP.'' 0

The ratio of the area o• a TFP band (integration limits 2395 to 2295 cm- 1 ) to that of a
TFA band (2100 to 1975 cm-f) was used to monitor the product distribution; this ratio is
not equal to the actual product yield ratio. For initial TFCP pressures ranging from 0.4
to 8.5 torr, fluences from 0.8 to 2 J, and perceiit conversions from 1 to 50%, the ratio of
areas for the 25 experiments remained constant at 0.206 +/- 0.009 independent of the laser
frequency used.

The amounts of TFA and TFP formed were directly proportional to the loss of TFCP. In
several cases, the total pressure was also determined as a function of percent conversion
and varied from an initial pressure of 7.60 tort to 7.54 torr after 80 pulses (0.8
J/pulse) which resulted in a 26% conversion.

The conversion per pulse increased markedly with an increase in initial TFCP pressure
but decreased as the pressure of the products (i.e. % reaction) increased. With unfocused
radiation and an initial TFCP pressure of 0.2 tort there was no change in the spectrum
after 1100 pulses, whereas with an initial pressure of 8 torr, 29% of the TFCP was
converted to TFA and TFP after a single 2 J pulse. Based on the area of the burn pattern
on thermal paper, the first laser pulses corresponds to about 100% conversion of the TFCP
in the irradiated volume. Similar behavior was observed for all cases studied, i.e.,
initial pressures ranging from 0.4 to 8.5 torr. The initial extent of reaction increases
markedly with pressure; a 20 fold increase in pressure (0.4 to 8.0 torr) produces a factor
of 100 in the initial conversion per pulse. No quantitative studies of the reaction at
higher pressures were performed, but the conversion at 8.5 tori was lower than that at 8.0
tort.

With an initial pressure of 2 torr, 128 pulses of unfocused radiation resulted in 13%
conversion, but the same irradiation of a sample containing 1.5 torr of TFCP and 6.6 torr
of argon produced no change ir the TFCP spectrum. In every case, the apparent
isomerifation reaction di' not consume more than ab~at 50% of the initial IjFCP using the
931 cm-7 laser line; conversions up to 60% were observed when the 1083 cm- line was used.
For example, 100 pulses of unfocused irradiation for an initial TFCP pressure of 8.1 tort
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r-sulted in 40% of the TFCP isomerized to TFA and TFP; 1000 additional pulses resulted in
a total of 50% loss of TFCP, but there was also a 4% loss of TFA and a 10% loss of TFF
relative to the amounts present after 100 pulses. After isomerization 42% of the TFCP in
a simple with an initialopres ure of 8.j torr, the CO2 laser frequency was changed to 1039
cm- (P28 line of the 000 1-200 band) where TFA has a strong absorption band but TFCP does
not. After 66 pulses (1.3 J each), no changes were observed in the infrared spectrum of
the sample.

When the intensity of the incident beam was reducea by 50%, no dissociation of an 8.1
tc- sample was observed after 32 pulses. A 30% reduction in beam intensity resulted in
on- 2% conversion after 32 pulses as compared to a 50% conversion with no beam
attenuation (2 J/pulse). However the ratio of TFP to TFA formed by the irradiation was
independent of fluence and intensity.

Our preliminary studiIs on the thermal decompositior of TFCP at 250 C and 8 torr have
confirmed earlier reports that a high molecular weight product is formed; no TFA or TFP
was observed. When a mixture of TFCP, TFA and TFP (formed by irradiating 8 torr of TFCP)
was heated to 250 C both TFA and TFP uniformly disappeared while only a small amount of
TFCP disappeared. Under similar conditions pure TFP did not react.

DISCUSSION

The dependence of the isomerization yield per laser pulse on the pressure of TFCP, the
products, and/or a buffer gas (argon) suggests that the process is collision-assisted.
The very high canversion per pulse at higher pressures and the inhibi-iýrn of the reaction
by argon or the products of the reaction would seem to rule out rotational relaxation or
pressure broadening of the absorption line as sources of the observed pressure dependence.
Intermolecular V-V or V-T/R transfer as a result of collisions of excited TFCP with cold
TFCP, TFA or TFP, or a buffer gas would be expected to cause a decrease in conversion per
pulse with increasing pressure, '1 but energy pooling to reach a dissociation channel as
a result of ye collision of two molecules at an intermediate level of excitation is a
possibility.

The experimentally determined -xothermicity of 2 the TFC? to TFA or TFP reaction is not
known but recent quantum mechanical calculations estimate TFP as being -4 kcal/mole more
stable than TFA and -21 kcal/mole more stable than TFCP; similar calculations show propyne
to be 3 kcal/mole more stable than allene while experiments give a difference of only 1
+/- 0.8 kcal/mole. Thus the TFA and TFP should be chemically activated with 21 kcal/mole
in excess of the activation energy for TFA/TFP formation; this excess energy should result
in greater fragmentation of the products as the pressure is decreased. The observation of
const 4 t pressure with 26% reaction indicates that the number of moles of reactants is the
same ds products and fragmentation is not important.

It has been demonstrated that the RRKM statistical model f(cr unimolecular reactions
adequately describes the experimental observations for IRMPD . For this model the
microscopic rate constant 4 .;reases with increasing internal energy. The average internal
energy of reacting molecules ( <E>r ) is determined by the energy level where the pumping
rate and unimolecular reaction rate are competitive; increasing thle laser intensity
(fluence) will ncrease <E>r. For competitive intramolecular reactions the ratio of
product yields for the competitive paths is a function of the difference in critical
energies and the structures (vibrational frequency patterns) for the respective ftivated
complexes. The energy dependence of tnis ratio has been used to determine <E>r. The
observed insensitivity of the area ratic to fluence or pressure indicates that either the
process is not unimolecular or that both unimolecular proce7ses have nearly identical
critical energies and structures for t1_ activated complex.

An energy pooling collision to yield one molecule with sufficiert energy for ring
opening might be invoked as an excitation mechanism; this would satisfy the observed
pressure dependence. However the constraints required for the siople 'one step'
unimolccular step cited above would still be required.

Another possible pathway which satisfies the pressure dependence would involve the
collisior of two TFCP molecules (either one or both supplying sufficient energy for
reaction)- during thr collision a fluorine atom from each molecule is transferred to the
other. The vibrational energy content in either TFCP molecule would be less than the
threshold required to form the biradical but sufficient to promote the transfer. The
TFA/TFP area ratio would be invariant with fluence ai.A pressure; however the rate constant
would show an energy dependence. This pathway would accotnt for the difference between
collisions of TFCP with argon, TFA, TFP and TFCP; the first three partners would remove
the required vibrational energy from TFCP. Thus, as reacdion proceeds the initial
excitatio. is collisionally transferrd to TFA and TFP insteaj of being directed to the
reaction coordinate as is the case for ollision with TFCP. At this time there is not
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ufficient evidence to preclude this pathway, in fact the high conversion at low fluences
nd the pressure dependence are indicators that this may be the dominant path. If this is
he preferred path then the product yield ratio would be 1:1. As shown below there will
e a substantial decrease in entropy for the formation of the activated complex.

CF 2  CF2

F-C C-F F-.C=C F2 C=C=CF 2
+ ------ >------> tF - -> +

F-C CF2  'C-CF 2  FCsC-CF 3

CF CF

le are in the process of measuring absolute absorption coefficients for TFP and TFA so
hat the constant relating the product and area ratios can be determined.

The thermal studies at 250 C and the stability of TFC at room temperature can be used
_o detrmine limits on the activation energy if a unimolecular reaction with an A factor
)f 1015 secl is assumed; the lower limit is 36 kcal/mole while the upper limit is 45
:cal/mole. The thermal reaction of the mixture indicates that TFA and TFP are reactive
intermediates at 250 C and relatively stable at room temperature.

slow fast
TFCP ----- > TFA + TFC ----- > products

thus laser excitation can be used to promote reactions with high critical energies in a
ow temperature environment so that consecutive reactions with smaller critical energies
4ill be quenched. TFA and TFP appear to react stoichimetrically to produce some of the
;ame products as the thermolysis of TFCP. Since the thermolysis of TFP does not produce
.'A or the products resulting from the thermolysis of the TFCP-TFP-TFA mixture, it appears

Scooperative process is involved. We plan to perform the thermolysis of neat TFA and
'FA-TFP mixtures to determine this cooperative mechanism for the thermolysis.

Recently INDO calculatioi for 1,2 fluorine migrations in fluoro substituted ethyl
"-adicals have been reported . The calculated critical energy is 8.3 kcal/mole compared
_o 22.0 kcal/,nole for a simil.ir 1,2 H migration. Due to the formation of the pi bond in
:he production of TFP or TFA, we expect that the critical energy for the biradical will be
-educed so that the critical energy for isomerization would be less than 26 kcal/mole.
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LASER-INDUCED IONIZATION SPECTROMETRY: ALTERNATE ATOM RESERVOIRS

Robert B. Green and Michael D. Seltzer
Chemistry Division, Research Department

Naval Weapons Center, China Lake, California 93555-6001

Abstlagl

Premixed flames have been commonly used to atomize samples for laser-induced ionization spectrometry.
Detection limits have been excellent but the intrinsic sensitivity of the laser-based methods has been compromised
when analyzing real samples. A total consumption flame and several energetic plasmas have been investigated as
atom reservoirs for laser-enhanced ionization (LEI) and direct laser ionization (DLI) spectrometry. Ionization from
a laser-excited state proceeds by collisions in LEI and absorption of photons in DLI. Laser-enhanced ionization
occurs in a flame whenever a laser is tuned to an atomic transition. Whether or not photoionization (i.e., DLI) will
supplement the LEI signal depends on the collisional properties of the atom reservoir and the difference between the
energy required to reach the ionization potential and the energy of the photoionizing beam. The total consumption
flame, active nitrogen, and argon plasmas each have advantages in terms of sample throughput, background, and
interferences. The results of LEI and DLI measurements will be used to characterize and compare these atom
reservoirs for laser-induced ionization spectrometry.

Laser-induced ionization spectrometry may be viewed as a family of techniques (see Figure 1). Laser-enhanced
ionization involves thermal or collisional ionization from an excited state that is populated by single-step or
stepwise laser excitation. I In DLI, sometimes referred to as dual laser ionization, 2 the final step is laser
photoionization. The DLI excitation schemes are similar to those used for resonance ionization spectroscopy (RIS),
the distinction being the atom reservoir. Resonance ionization spectroscopy is performed in low pressure atom
reservoirs, such as the source of a mass spectrometer. Laser-enhanced ionization and DLI are implemented in
atmospheric-pressure plasmas, typically a flame supported by a premix burner. Laser-enhanced ionization and DLI
may be viewed as complementary techniques. The former is more well developed but much of the research applies
equally well to DLI. Multiphoton ionization (MPI) may also occur in flames but is not useful for trace metal
determination. Multiphoton ionization can proceed by the simultaneous absorption of three or more photons of the
same wavelength via bound or virtual states. A background signal may result from the MPI of added or native
species in the flame, particularly at high incident laser powers. The noise carried by this additive signal can limit
minimum detectable concentrations of analytes.

'M +
M*

M*

M

LEI DLI (RIS) MPI

FIGURE 1. Laser-induced ionization schemes: LEI, DLI, and MPI.

Laser-enhanced ionization or DLI may be detected with biase,. igh voltage electrodes inserted in or near the atom
reservoir. The increased current in the atom reservoir due to laser excitation is collected, preamplified, and filtered
before introduction to a boxcar signal averager. A photodiode which monitors the laser output assures that the
signal is sampled only during the laser pulse.
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The premix burner has been the most frequently used atom reservoir. The premix burner has been the atom
reservoir of choice for optically-detected spectrometry, such as atomic absorption, because it produces a stable,
laminar flow flame with well-defined concentration zones. Slot burner heads provide long pathlengths which
increase the signal collected. The high optical quality of the premixed flame results from mixing the fuel, oxidant,
and nebulized sample solution in a chamber prior to combustion. The large sample droplets condense in the
premixing chamber and return to waste via a drain. The choice of fuel and oxidant is limited to combinations that
yield flames with lower burning velocities. This avoids explosive flashbacks in the premixing chamber.

The electrode configurations that have been used for laser-enhanced ionization fall into two categories: external
and immersed. Either approach will produce excellent detection limits for analytes dissolved in pure, aqueous
solutions. Sample matrices containing IA or lA elements which have high ion fractions in typical analytical flames
produce severe electrical interferences when external electrodes are used. This has been attributed to the formation
of a space charge at the cathode.

The origin of electrical interferences may be understood by considering space charge formation at an electrode.
In a flame, positive ions, electrons, and neutral species exist in the bulk phase. If the region near a negative
electrode inserted in the flame is examined, several zones may be distinguished. Between the bulk phase and the
electrode surface, there is a transition region where charged species separate. Near the electrode surface, cations
predominate. As the concentration of cations in the flame is increased, the signal collecting field withdraws to the
cathode surface. If the laser beam is outside the collecting field, none of the ions produced by laser enhancement
will be sensed. When the electrodes are located outside the flame, there is no opportunity to position the laser
beam within the collecting field at high ion concentrations in the flame. With immersed electrodes, the laser beam
can be positioned near the cathode surface even when the ion concentration in the flame is high and the signal
collection region is severely compressed. Using immersed electrodes it is possible to collect 100% of the analyte
signal in the presence of sodium concentrations up to 3000 gg/mL in an air-acetylene flame. 3

The periodic table in Figure 2 indicates the elements that have been determined by LEI spectrometry according to
the type of flame used. (Those elements which are shown as "not determined" by LEI spectrometry have not been
reported but they are amenable to flame spectrometry.) Most detection limits that have been reported were
determined in the air-acetylene flame. A nitrous oxide-acetylene flame has been used for more refractory elements.
It is important to recognize that although the use of an immersed electrode has mitigated electrical interferences
from easily-ionized species in air-acetylene flames, the hotter nitrous oxide-acetylene flame has not yielded to this
solution.

4

ea Cr IneloNiCuI G A

FLAME: AIR-ACETYLENE E PROPANE-BUTANE-AIR --
NITROUS OXIDE-ACETYLENE • NOT DETERMINED
AIR-HYDROGEN M

FIGURE 2. Periodic table showing types of flames used as atom reservoirs for
laher-enhanced ionization spectrometry.
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Res ult•s nn Discussion

The limits of detection for laser-enhanced ionization in premixed flames, compiled and reported in Reference 5,
establish the technique as competitive with other high sensitivity analytical methods, such as inductively-coupled
plasma emission spectrometry. One component of laser-enhanced ionization spectrometry that might be improved is
the atom reservoir. The search for alternate atom reservoirs was driven by the following goals: (1) increasing the
analyte residence time in the laser beam, (2) increasing the quantity of analyte in the laser-excited volume, (3)
reducing analyte consumption, and (4) further redu.ction or elimination of electrical interferences. Realistically, it
should be recognized that some. of these goals may be mutually exclusive.

TotalCon sumption Flames

One approach to increasing signal is to increase the number of atoms that can be interrogated by the laser beam.
This can be accomplished by substituting a total consumption burner for the premixed burner which has been
commonly used for LEI spectrometry. In the total consumption burner, the fuel, oxidant, and nebulized sample are
not mixed until they exit the burner nozzle. Although 100% of the sample enters the flame, all of it is not available
for laser excitation. Large droplets of sample pass through the flame without evaporation. Light scattering from
these droplets is the main reason that total consumption burners are no longer used as atom reservoirs for optically-
detected spectrometry. Since an electrical current is measured directly in LEI spectrometry, light scattering causes
no detection problems. Even though a portion of the sample is lost to LEI, the overall increase in sample
throughput over the premixed burner which rejects 95% of the aspirated sample led to a net improvement in limits
of detection for the elements studied. 6  An additional benefit of using the total consumption burner is the
availability of oxygen-based flames without the threat of explosive flashback.

Laser-enhanced ionization spectrometry with a total consumption burner has some disadvantages as well. When
compared with the premixed burner, the laser pathlength for the total consumption burner is reduced because the
flame has a circular cross-section. Because the flame is very turbulent, the concentration gradient is diffuse and the
zone of highest concentration is not well defined. The high sample throughput, the central advantage of the total
consumption burner, leads to two problems: MPI background and the earlier onset of electrical interferences. The
origin of the background is the MPI of flame species produced by the aspiration of water, the primary solvent for
this work. The largely featureless MPI background occurs only at high incident laser powers. Since the MPI
background signal was additive, it was possible to subtract it, but the random noise carried by the MPI remained.
The strategy to obtain the best detection limits was to increase the laser power until MPI was observed. Then the
laser power was reduced slightly below the MPI level and the detection limits were determined in the absence of
MPI noise. The appearance of MPI background is also possible with a premix burner; the difference is that most of
the solvent is eliminated by condensation before it reaches the flame. The earlier onset of electrical interferences
due to easily-ionized species with the total consumption burner is also a symptom of the "100%" sample
introduction into the flame. The actual flame concentration (or density) of ions when signal suppression occurs is
probably the same for both burners. The difference is that this flame concentration occurs at much lower solution
concentrations of the interferent when using a total consumption burner. It is the absolute flame concentration of
interferent that determines the level of LEI signal suppression not the ratio of interferent to analyte. 7

Sampe_.Desovatiion

Sample desolvation prior to introduction was one approach to attacking the deficiencies of the total consumption
burner. Sample desolvation has long been used in atomic spectrometry but the reported sample transport
efficiencies for available techniques were low. Less than complete sample transport negates the value of using a
total consumption burner.

A successful approach involved using a graphite furnace to desolvate the sample prior to introduction into the
total consumption burner. 8 The liquid sample was deposited in the graphite tube, the water was driven off in a
drying cycle, and the sample was atomized into a flowing stream of argon. The gas-phase sample was carried into
the aspiration tube of the burner. A water vapor generator was connected in the gas line from the furnace for
comparison of the introduction of dry and wet samples into the total consumption burner. Wet samples could not be
introduced directly from the furnace because spattering would cause sample loss making the results equivocal.
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The advantages of sample desolvation are illustrated in Figure 3. Five trials are shown. In the three trials where

the manganese sample was desolvated, sharp signal peaks result. The MPI background yields a DC signal offset

for the two trials with solvated samples. The increased noise carried by the signal is obvious. The reduction of

peak amplitudes in the solvated trials is probably due to the cooling of the flame by water vapor introduction,

thereby reducing the analyte atom fraction.

BEENAKKER
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FIGURE 3. Comparison of signals for desol- FIGURE 4. Schematic diagram of instru-
vated and solvated Mn samples. The arrows mentation for laser-induced ionization
indicate signals for the solvated samples. spectrometry in a microwave-induced plasma.
samples.

In summary, sample desolvation with the total consumption burner provides many advan-ages that are applicable
to laser-induced ionization spectrometry. 8  Higher laser powers can be effectively used to saturate atomic
transitions. It is also possible to condense the total consumption flame by introducing it into a Vycor tube. The
exciting laser beam may then be directed down the length of the flame and longer pathlength electrodes may be
used. Flame condensation and pathlength extension can be applied to the total consumption flame without sample
desolvation but the increased MPI noise nullifies any improvements in signal. Finally, intrinsic flame temperatures
are maintained by the removal of aqueous solvents. All of these advantages lead to order-of-magnitude
improvements in detection limits for laser-enhanced ionization spectrometry using total consumption burners with
sample desolvation. 8

EfnergelfiPIlms__

Recently, microwave-induced plasmas have been investigated as atom reservoirs for laser-induceu .jniza!ion.
The apparatus is shown in Figure 4. The gas for plasma formation is directed through the sample introduction
device. Several sample introduction devices have been used: an AC microarc, ultrasonic nebulization with solvent
stripping, and a graphite furnace. The sample vapor is then carried through the microwave cavity where the plasma

is generated. All of this research has involved atmospheric pressure plasmas. The plasma is conducted beyond the
microwave cavity with a quartz tube. Signal collection and processing are similar to the approach used in flames.

The first plasma to be investigated was active nitrogen. 9 Active nitrogen has interesting energetic properties and
is capable of efficiently producing excited metal atoms and ions on collision with ground state species. The metal
emission in sub-atmospheric pressure sources has been detected photoelectrically for analytical determinations. 10
The active nitrogen in the present work was generated by adding molecular nitrogen to an argon flow in about a I-
to-10 ratio. Microwave powers in the range from 50 to 150 W were used.

Both LEI and DLI experiments were run to evaluate the collisional properties of active nitrogen. The excitation
schemes for indium are shown in Figure 5. Laser-enhanced ionization occurs in a plasma whenever a laser is tuned
to an atomic transition. For otherwise identical experiments, the enhancement of the DLI signal over LEI depends
on the collisional environment of the plasma and how well the energy of the photon matches the energy required for
photoionization. In this case, the energy overshoot was 0.34 V.
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FIGURE 5. LEI vs. DLI for indium. FIGURE 6. LEI and active nitrogen dependence
on nitrogen flow rate.

A detection limit for DLI of indium was estimated to be 20 pg. The DLI signal was a factor of two larger than the
LEI signal. Since the energy overshoot was relatively small for the photoionizing wavelength, the collisional
properties of active nitrogen were judged to be good although perhaps not comparable to an air-acetylene flame.

During the optimization of the laser-induced ionization processes, some interesting signal behavior was noted.
Figure 6 illustrates the results of experiments in which the LEI signal was monitored while increasing the nitrogen
flow rate. As expected, the active nitrogen concentration (broken line) increased as the nitrogen flow rate was
increased. The decrease in LEI signal was not expected. It was first speculated that the laser excitation prior to the
signal collection region could be significantly depleting the ground state atom population. On further
consideration, it seemed unlikely that a major signal suppression was caused by a relatively minor loss of atoms.
Experiments in which atomic fluorescence was meabured for identical concentrations of lead in both the pure argon
plasma and the active nitrogen plasma (i.e., nitrogen in argon) gave essentially identical limits of detection. This
suggested that quenching of the excited state analyte played a very minor role in the signal suppression observed at
high nitrogen flows. Current vs. applied voltage curves (slope = I/R) for air-acetylene flames (sodium-seeded and
unseeded) were compared with similar curves for active nitrogen and pure argon plasmas. The behavior of the
sodium-seeded flame and active nitrogen plasma was very similar, suggesting that the signal suppression observed
as the nitrogen flow rate was increased was due to the formation of a space charge at the electrodes. This was
somewhat surprising because the currents in the active nitrogen plasma were up to two orders-of-magnitude lower
than currents measured in the air-acetylene flame.

Investigations of laser-induced argon plasmas have also been initiated. Preliminary results suggested that space
charge formation in argon was minimal. The laser-induced ionization background was low and featureless in the
wavelength region of interest. (The active nitrogen laser-induced ionization spectrum has been characterized from
279 to 285 nm.I1 ) Because of the low background, manganese has been detected at the tens of picogram levels.
No suppression of the manganese signal was observed in signal recovery experiments using sodium as an
interferent over a two order-of-magnitude concentration range. Electrical breakdown occurs at a lower applied
voltage in argon than active nirrogen meaning that signal collection voltages will be limited.

The total consumption burner has been demonstrated as a viable atom reservoir for laser-induced ionization
spectrometry but further research must be undertaken before these results can be translated into practice. Energetic
plasmas present some interesting possibilities. Because of its good collisional properties and long lifetime, active
nitrogen plasmas may be incorporated into an interferent removal scheme. 12 Easily-ionized species could be
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removed with biased electrodes prior to laser-induced ionization. Preliminary experiments with microwave-induced
argon plasmas have suggested that it may be an attractive alternative to flames because of its low background and
the apparent absence to electrical interferences.
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Abstract

The repetitive breakdown spark from a Nd:YAG laser was used to generate analytically useful emission spectra of cadmium,
lead, and zinc in aerosols. The system consisted of a laser operated at a pulse rate of I0Hz with an energy of IOOmJ per pulse and a
pulse width of approximately 15ns, and samples were generated in aerosol form using a nebulizer-heat chamber arrangement. The
detection apparatus consisted of a monochromator, photomultiplier tube, and boxcar averager. The latter provided both
amplification, averaging, and time resolution. The performance of the system for laser-induced, breakdown spectrometry (LIBS)
will be described. The analytical performance characteristics of detection limit and linearity for cadmium, lead and zinc as well as
theeffect of the chemical form, perturbations and temperature of the plasma will be further presented.

Introduction

Discharge phenomena can be categorized into three distinct groups based on the frequency of the electric field that generated
the discharge; low frequency region associated with low frequency constant, pulsed and oscillating fields, radio frequency region
which is a broad region with an average frequency of about 1 MHz, and a microwave region associated with super high frequency fields
in the GHz range. The development of the laser moved the study of gas discharges into the optical region and the first observation of
breakdown using optical frequencies was reported in 1963.

There are two generally accepted breakdown mechanisms for optical discharges. The first is a semi-classical description
which is applicable to atmospheric pressures. In this case the electric field associated with the incident laser radiation imparts an
oscillatory motion to a "seed" electron. The electron subsequently acquires energy by absorbing photons through an
inversebremsstrahlung process in collisions with atoms, and becomes energetic enough to ionize an atom. Thus a second electron is
produced and the process repeats itself, now with two electrons, so that a cascade ionization develops.

The second mechanism is purely quantum mechanical and dominates at low pressure. In this case the electron is ionized as a
result of a multiphoton phoelectric zffect, in which several photois wre si•mrlaaec,.-sly at'sc,;•,d by an at:,. The probability of the
photo-ionization of a gas by a single photon with a wavelength in the optical region is very small. This is because of the large
difference between the energy of such a photon and the ionization potentials of gases. For example, the fundamental photon energy of a
neodymium laser is 1.17 eV while the ionization energy of molecular nitrogen is 15.57 eV. It therefore requires a simultaneous
absorption of 16 photons by a nitrogen molecule before a ground state electron can be raised into the ionization region. Thus, the
probability of a multiphoton absorption is usually negligible; however, with the high irradiances created by focussing laser
radiation of sufficient energy, this probability becomes large and multiphoton absorption can take place.

A medium will experience dielectric breakdown whenever it is subjected to an electric field whose strength exceeds its
dielectric strength (Figure 1). In LIBS the electric field is associated with the laser radiation. The theoretical spot size generated
by focussing laser radiation is given by

2f•.
d- do (1)

where f is the focal length of the lens, ?. is the wavelength of the radiation and, do is the beam diameter of the laser. However, the
actual spot size is believed to be much greater than the value given by equation 1, largely because of aberrations caused by the
focussing lens. To gain some measure of the spot size, it was noted that breakdown was not initiated if the laser energy fell below 60
mJ. Using this observation and the dielectric strength of air, the intensity (I)of a 60 mJ laser focussed by a 3-cm focal length lens
was calculated to be 2.6 x 10 1 0 W/m 2 .
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Figure 1: Dielectric breakdown using laser radiation.

This intensity corresponds to an area of 3 x 10-4 m2 . Using this value for the area, the electric field generated by a 15 ns, 100 mJ

pulse focussed by a 3-cm lens was approximated using the equation:

E = 2tqgc 2  ------ (2)

where TI is the power density (I/c), g the permitivity of free space, and c is the speed of light. The value of E was 4 x 104 V/cm,

which is greater than the dielectric strength of air (3 x 104 V/cm). The laser-induced plasma was found to be stable provided that

the laser energy did not fall below a value of roughly 60 mJ, the approximate breakdown threshold of air at 665 torr -- Las Cruces

air pressure -- using a Nd:YAG laser and a 3-cm focal length lens.
In the formation and development of the laser plasma, a gas which is normally transparent to low intensity radiation is

transformed into a highly opaque plasma in a time on the order of a nanosecond. This transformation takes place in four stages. The

first stage is initiation, in which ionization begins as a result of multiphoton absorption or an inverse bremstrahlung effect.

An amplification of the number of electron-ion pairs is then produced in the second stage via a process called electron

avalanche ionization. The development of this process depends on two mechanisms. The first is an increase in energy by the electron

due to the applied field. The second is a loss of energy by the electron. This loss may result from collisions with atoms or ions or

from the process of electron diffusion, in which the electron escapes from the region of the applied field. Therefore the rate at which

the electron will gain energy is an interplay between these two mechanisms. If these energy losses can be overcome and if an

appreciable level of ionization can be reached within the duration of the laser pulse, breakdown will take place when an electron

density of approximately 1016 cm- 3 is reached.

The third stage is called growth. This stage involves the expansion of the plasma in the direction of the laser as a result of an

increased opacity of the plasma. For a laser energy in the 100 mJ range, this growth is on the order of 3mm; however, expansions

of several meters have been reported using giant pulsed lasers.
The fourth and final stage is extinction, which lasts much longer than the laser pulse. It is within this stage that atomic

emission takes place, along with diffusion and electron recombination.

Experemntnal

Apparatus

Laser. A four level pulsed neodynium (Nd) laser, with lasing occurring in the 4 F3/2 to 4 111/2 transition level of the Nd
ions in a yittrium aluminum garnet (YAG) matrix. The energy output was about 100 mJ per pulse, with a pulse width of 15ns, a

beam width of 5mm between the e-2 points and a beam divergence of 2mrad. At peak performance, the laser output fluctuated by
roughly 5 percent from shot to shot but had no noticeable effect on the emission from the plasma. Fluctuations of 10mJ or more did
affect emission and a significant reduction of the signal occurred when the laser power fell below 60mJ.

Aerosol Generator. Wet aerosols were generated using a standard stainless steel pneumatic nebulizer capable of uptake rates
of 1-8 mLimin., and a carrier gas of air at a line pressure of 60 psi. The performance of the nebulizer was stable and did not vary
± 3% over a period of several days. An impactor device was added in order to reduce the variation in particle size and obstruct
larger particles (> 10 microns). A dry or desolvated aerosol was obtained by passing the wet aerosol through a heat chamber.

Excitation. The aerosol (wet or dry) entered a six-armed cross cell which had windows placed on it. This cell contained the
plasma and was useful in reducing the noise due to the hydrodynamic shock waves caused by the plasma. The power density was

estimated to be about 1010 W/cm 2 which was sufficient for reproducible plasma formation.
Detection. The detection apparatus is shown in Figure 2 consisting of quartz focusing

lens, monochromator, photomultiplier tube, boxcar averager, oscilloscope and chart recorder.
Emission from the plasma was collected by lens 2 and imaged on the entrance slit of the monochromator. The lens was

positioned so that a unit magnification of the plasma was obtained at the entrance slit. The monochromator was a 0.5 m Ebert mount
with scanning capabilities from 2100 to 10,000 A. The detector was uv-visible photomultiplier tube (pint) with a spectral
response from 2000 to 7000 A. Signals from the pmt were monitored using the boxcar's gated integrator and analog processor. The
purpose of the integrator was two-fold. First this unit was used to extract small signals from the extremely noisy pmt output. In
effect this suppressed random fluctuations in the pmt output and enhanced the signals from the plasma. Second the integrator
provided a coincidence circuit so that time-resolved studies could be done. The integrator was triggered by an external pulse from
the laser power supply, and allowed a window of variable width to be superimposed on the pmt signal at a specific delay time.

The analog processor functioned as a second-stage amplifier and was used to increase the gain on the pmt output. A
modification of the apparatus involved the inability to maximize the sensitivity of the system because of noise in the system. This
noise was believed to be caused by random fluctuation in the signal from the plasma. However, the amplitude of the noise increased
over a period of a few weeks, until detection of even large concentrations of metals could not be performed. Closer examination
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Figure 2: Detection System for LIBS
revealed that the noise was electrical and caused by a gradual deterioration of the pulse used to trigger the boxcar. The boxcar's gated
integrator requires an external trigger pulse with an amplitude of 0.5 to 2 volts, and a rise time shorter than 1 As. If these
specifications were not met an excessive jitter of the gate resulted causing the integrator to sample the input signal at different
delay times, producing excessive noise (Figure 3). The coincide' e circuit was improved by replacing the external trigger from the
laser power supply with a fast photodiode which sensed the onset of the plasma. The amplitude of the pulse was proportional to the
light incident on the diode and its rise time was less than 1 pis. Placing the photodiode near the top of the spark cell, just above the
focusing lens, generated a pulse which was sufficient to trigger the boxcar reliably.

Figure 3: Excessive gate jitter caused by a faulty external trigger.

Thus the boxcar was triggered using the emission from the plasma, lessening the uncertainty in the delay time. The rate generated by
this circuit exhibited negligible jitter when viewed on the oscilloscope and decreased the noise by a factor of 10. Previous results of
LIBS is given in reference 1-6.

Results and Discussions

Plasma Temperature. Measurement of the plasma temperature using the two-line Boltzmann method consisted of obtaining
accurate intensity ratios of the emission of the neutral 2802 A and 4057A lead lines. This was done by scanning over the line four
times and taking an average of the measurements. This average was then corrected for the spectral response of the system and the
temperature was determined from equation 3. For example, substituting the values for the Einstein coefficients and the statistical
weights for PB I 2802 A and Pb I 4057 A and solving for T in equation 3, one gets

T= 1.44 11042
In (6.0712/11) (3)

Therefore, a ratio of 12/11 = 2 yields an approximate temperature of 6400 K. The uncertainly in the measurement of T was
determined using differential error analysis, considering T as a function of A1, A2 and 12/11.

The excitation temperature was determined for delay times from 20 to 40 lis to 5150 K at 40 gs and are shown in Table and
Figure 4.

Table 1J: Temperature of the LIB plasma.

Delayi./ L.1I Temperature (KI uncertainty

20 1.9 6500 1000
25 2.3 6000 800
30 3.0 5500 700
35 3.5 5200 600
40 3.6 5150 600
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Figure 4: Temperature of the LIB plasma

Interferences. In any analytical technique, potential interferences must be determined, understood and corrected in order to
obtain accuracy of the analytical measurement.

To provide some measure of the effects on the LIB plasma, the intensity of the 4057 A lead line was recorded with no sodium
present in the plasma at five different delay times, and compared to the signals obtained from this line when a concentration of
sodium equivalent to approximately 780 ppm was present. The effects ranged from significant to negligible and are shown in Tables
2-4 and Figure 5.

The intensity of the background signal was lowered by approximately 30 percent at each delay time when sodium was present
in the plasma. Contrastingly the signal fluctuated dramatically frol-, 20 to 40 Ais.

Table 2: Lead signal with no sodium present in plasma

Delay fus) Intensity (V) Bkd V os V

20 0.35 0.58 0.0096
25 0.53 0.37 0.018
30 0.64 0.26 0.030
35 0.47 0.19 0.030
40 0.47 0.16 0.0058

Table 3: Lead emission with sodium present in plasma

Delay (us Intensity MBkg (I

20 0.63 0.36 0.003
25 0.75 0.25 0.024
30 0.65 0.17 0.037
35 0.65 0.14 0.038
40 0.55 0.11 0.012

Table 4: Emission enhancement

Delay (us) Percent Increase Uncertainty
in Intensity

20 80 5.0
25 41 6.6
30 4.8 9.8
35 38 12.0
40 17 2.9
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Figure 5: Emission enhancement due to sodium.

The effect of the matrix in which the analyte was dissolved was also examined briefly. In this study the emission from
moderate solutions (300 ppm) of lead in acetate, chloride, and nitrate matrices were recorded, and the signal (absolute lead
signal/adjacent background) was found to be constant to within 10 percent. A similar study was done for cadmium in nitrate and
chloride matrices. The signal from the chloride matrix was 27 percent larger than that from the nitrate matrix.

Analytical Performance Characteristics. The results for cadmium, lead and zinc are detailed elsewhere. In general,
calibration curves showed linearity a low concentration, extending over one to two orders of magnitude above the detection limit and
curvature or saturation at higher concentrations. Signals from the dry aerosol were, on average about 30% percent great than those
from the corresponding wet aerosol. Detection limits were in the low jgg/g (mg/m 3 ) level. The detection limits, threshold limit
value time weighted average (TLV-TWA) of the American Conference Governmental Industrial Hygienist (ACGIH), inductively
coupled plasma and direct current plasma emission detection limits for cadmium, lead and zinc are shown in Table 57,

Table !5. LIBS, TLV-TWA, ICP and DCP detection limits for cadmium, lead and zinc in aerosols.

Element Wavelength LIBS TLV-TWA ICP DCP
nm m1.L1ma3 mg/m3 mLg/m3 nQ/m

Cadmium 288.8 0.21 0.15 0.0013 0.00015
Law 405.7 0.019 0.05 0.00013 0.00044
Zinc 213.9 0.24 5.0 0.07 0.000033

The LIBS detection limits are lower than the TLV-TWA values for lead and zinc and comparable to lead. The IlP and
DCP are 2 to 4 orders of magnitude laser then the LIBS but cannot be used to directly determine these metals in air (aerosols).

Conclusion

LIBS can be used to monitor cadmium and zinc directly aerosols at useful levels. The detection limit for lead was high than the
TLV-TWA limit for lead. The absence of electrodes eliminates a source of sample calmination. The major disadvantage in the cost of
the laser.
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SAMPLE INTRODUCTION USING LASER ABLATION FOR

ATOMIC ABSORPTION AND PLASMA EMISSION SPECTROMETRY

Joseph Sneddon
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Abstract

The use of a laser for sample introduction of solid samples for metal determination in atomic spectroscopy will be discussed.
The mechanism of ablation and parameters which effect the process will be further discussed. The results of the application of laser
ablation for flame atomic absorption spectrometry, graphite furnace atomic absorption spectrometry, plasma emission spectrom-
etry, and inductively coupled plasma-mass spectrometry will be presented. The design and development of a laser ablation-direct
current argon plasma emission system will be presented. Results from this system including analytical performance characteris-
tics, optimization of experimental factors and analysis of samples will be presented. Matrix effects due to real samples are a
problem which will be discussed and results from various halide matrices presented. Methods to overcome these matrix effects
including chemical and standard addition will be discussed. Finally, the relative merits of laser ablation used in atomic spectroscopy
will be presented including disadvantages/advantages.

Introduction

The interaction of energy and matter produces three closely related analytical techniques, atomic absorption (AAS), atomic
emission (AES), and atomic fluorescence spectrometry (AFS). These atomic spectroscopic techniques have become widely used and
accepted for minor, trace, and ultra-trace metal determination in a wide variety of complex samples due to a number of interrelated
factors including low detection limits, high sensitivity, high selectivity, low precision, a wide range (-70) of metals can be deter-
mined, ease of operation, widespread availability, modest cost per sample after initial cost of instrumentation, relative freedom
from interferences and acceptable accuracy. State-of-the-art atomic spectroscopic instrumentation has become highly developed
with high resolution monochrcmators eliminating almost all spectral overlap except in cases of near overlap, background correction
devices such as continuum source, Zeeman and Smith-Hieftje eliminating molecular absorption and light scattering, leading to
improved analytical accuracy, detectors with low dark current and linear response, efficient atom reservoirs, sophisticated
electronics, and a high degree of automation. Despite all these developments, the major limitation appears to be the sample intro-
duction process which is used to present the sample in a suitable form. It has been referred to as the "Achilles' heel" of atomic
spectroscopy by Browner and Boorn1 wf., also state that in the atomic spectroscopic measurement, the analysis can only be as good as
the sample introduction. Approaches to sample introduction have been reviewed by Browncr and Boorn1 and Sneddon 2 who concluded
that the type of system will depend on a number of variables including the physical state of 'he sample (solid, liquid, gas or
mixture), level of analyte to be determined, amount of sample available, required accuracy and precision, an( available atomic
spectroscopic technique. Sample introduction techniques can be divided into two general areas, direct and hybrid, and are
summarized in Fig. 1. The operation, relative merits and application of these sample introduction techniques are discussed
elsewhere.

2

AtomIsati-onExcitattlo At omlzat IonE xcitatIon

Sample Introduction Sample Introduction

Elecurrent PI-meAblet on~ae

Sample Intlodoctofl Sample Introduction

Other Di~Spreckiet r pr

Figure 1. Direct and Hybrid Sample Introduction Techniques.
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The technique of laser ablation (vaporization) for sample introduction of small amounts of material was recognized after the
invention of the ruby laser in the early 1960's, where its chief advantages are the ability to handle microgram masses of conducting
and non-condu'cting material, ability to investigate surfaces and hetergeneites in solids, and efficient vaporization. The technique has
been applied to AAS, AES, and AFS, 3 and the atom reservoirs used (or potentially usable) are shown in Fig. 2. In t~i, paper, laser
ablation for sample introduction will be limited to AAS and AES with plasmas.

Sample
Introduction

Atom

Figure 2. Atomic Spectroscopic Techniques and Atom Reservoirs Used for Sample Introduction with Laser Ablation.

Parameters Affecting the Ablati -n Process

When laser light is focused and absorbed by the surface of a solid sample, n ,ariety of phenomena can occur including surface
heating, ablation (vaporization), dissociation, phase changes, and excitation. A sample model has been proposed by Klocke 4 who
postulated that a portion of the light is transformed into heat energy when light flux is incident on the surface of a solid sample. The
energy level of the electrons on the surrounding surface is raised and transferred to the surrounding surface by electron impact, and
the electron erupts at a high velocity, leaving a crater on the surface of the solid sample. Laser parameters of wavelength, pulse rate
(repetition rate) and irradiance and sample type (surface) will affect the ablation process.

(1 ) Laser Wavelength

Bingham and Salter 5 compared CO 2 laser (wavelength of 10.6 lam), ruby (wavelenqth 694 nm), and Nd: YAG (wavelength
1064 nm) as sources for ion production in mass spectrometry using a steel standard and concluded that the shorter the wavelength
the more material ablated and eubsequently the higher the sensitivity.

(2) Laser Pulse Rate and Duration

In general, the higher the pulse rate, the lower the precision and higher the sensitivity. The lower precision is attributed to
reduced sample inhomogeneities and the higher sensitivity due to more material being ablated. 6 "10

(3) Laser Irradiance

Many solid samples can be vaporized at irradiances in the raiige 104 to 109 W/cm2. Carr and Horlick1 1 found a 0-switched
pulse generated 25 Vg of material whereas a normal mode pulse produced 500 pg of material. In general, the highest pulse radiance
should be used to minimize the dependence on surface or sample type.

(4) Samole Type and Surface.

The density of a powdered sample or hardness of a solid sample such as a steel sample will affect the emission or absorption
signal when using a low power laser. Using a power of 100 mJ per pulse the effect of density of various copper8 and manganese 12. 1 3

compounds with a constant mass of copper or manganese is shown in Fig. 3. This was shown to be similar when copper is in very
hard allow steel -- d powder. 12

Laser Ablation Atomic Absorotion Spectrometry

Sample introduction using laser ablation has been used in atomic absorption spectrometry with a flame 14>16 and
electrothermal atomizer. 17-20 Detection limits for the flame were in the ng range for Fe, Na, Cd, Cu, and Zn and precisions around
10%.14 Using the electrothermal atomizer, Al, Cr, Cu, Fe, Mn, Mo, Ni, and V were determined in brasses, cr3rbon sleels, alloys and
Al alloys with prer'ision in the 2.1 to 10% range, and detection limits from 1.9 ppm for Fe in brass In 32 ppm for Cu in Al alloy. 2 0
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VA, 1985), pp 508-515 and references cited within this paper.
14. M. Kotaka, S. Sato and K. Shimokoshi, J. Fluorine Chem. 37, 387 (1987).
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Laser Ablation Atomic Emission Soectrometry

Sample introduction using laser ablation has been used in atomic emission spectrometry using the inductively coupled
-ma, t 

1,21.22 direct current plasma,
7
"'0.

t 2 
and microwave induced plasma.

23
"
25 

A more recent use of laser ablation has been
ictively coupled plasma-mass spectrometry.

2
6-

2 7 
In this case the ICP is used as an ion source in mass spectrometry. Detection

s for As, Sb, Te, Ag, Mn, Cd, Pb, and Bi were in the 0.04 to 0.6 4g/g range with precision and accuracy of +-5%.27

Laser Ablation-Direct Current Aroon Plasma Emission Soectrometry

Recent work from this laboratory has shown the potential of laser ablation-direct current argon plasma emission spectrom-
for metal analysis in solid and powdered samples.

7
t°0,12,13 Detection limits were in the pg/g range for metals investigated,*isions typically under 10%, long linear dynamic range and acceptable accuracy obtained via standard additions. However, a

*tem was noted that different copper
t 0 

and manganese
t 2 

compounds with the same concentration of analyte gave different signals
calibration curves could only be used if the matrix of unknown samples and standards were similar.

The effect of increasing concentration of various sodium halides on a constant concentration of 1000 pg/g of copper (as
.er (11) chloride) is shown in Fig. 4.

There is no significant deviation in the emission signal when the sodium halide concentration is less than the copper concen-
on. However, as the concentration of sodiuim halide increases over the concentration of copper, a depression in the copper
ssion signal occurs, and at 100x concentration of sodium halide to copper, a reduction of 50-70% occurred (depending on sodium
de). A larger concentration of sodium halide would not produce a pellet due to lack of cellulose which prevented binding, but it is
:onable to assume that the greater the ratio of sodium halide to copper, the greater the magnitude of the depression. An examina-

of the results of Fig. 4 show that the magnitude of the depression increases Nal > NaF > NaCI > NaBr and approximately correlates
t he trend in density of the sodium halides but not the boiling points. It is probable that the pellet with the highest density (Nal)

ses the lowest emission intensity and the pellet with the lowest density (NaF) causes the highest emission intensity. In all cases,
.re the density of the pellet is increased, a depression will occur-the magnitude depending on the ratio of analyte to the matrix.

The effect of different sodium halides on the emission intensity of manganese metal, manganese dioxide, and manganese sulfate
shown in Table 1.

Table 1

Effect of Different Sodium Halides on Emission Intensity from
Different Manganese CompoundsA

SMa.lrix Rlelative Emission Intensity

Mn Cellulose 1.30
Mir Cellulose . NaCI 1.1 8
Mn Cellulose + Nal 1.21
MnO 2  Cellulose 4.02
MnO 2  Cellulose + NaCI 3.69
MnO 2  Cellulose + NaBr 3.73
MnO 2  Cellulose + Nal 3.73
MnSO 4  Cellulose 1.52
MnSO4 Cellulose + NaCI 1.32
MnSO 4  Cellulose + Nat 1.33

manganese concentration of 1240 pg gt and sodium halide concentration of 1000 jig gt.
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In all c3ses, the introduction of sodium halide concentration reduced the relative emission intensity of the particular

manganese compound by 8-13%, depending on the halide and manganese compound. While different sodium halides had slightly

different effects, the relative magnitudes were not considered sufficient to support the hypothesis that the density of the matrix

effects the mission intensity.

z 4
z
0 3.

S 2- Na-
W0 - NaBr-

> XI NaF

* - NaCi

• jiO 1 2 3 ,4 5ILU 0 2 3
I" CONCENTRATION OF SODIUM HALIDE9Pg g

(Joqarithmic sca1e)

Figure 4. Effect of Increasing Mass of Sodium Halides on Copper Emission Intensity of 324.7 nm.

Conclusion

The work from this laboratory and others have shown the potential of laser ablation of solid and powdered samples for sample
introduction to an atomic spectroscopic atom reservoir for quantitative metal analysis. Some potential interferences due to a matrix
can occur but may be overcome using the method of standard additions. Despite the work on this area, little is known on the mecha-
nism of laser ablation. The potential cost and reliability of the laser can be a problem. Nevertheless, it is the opinion of the author
that laser ablation for sample introduction in atomic spectroscopy will continue to grow and perhaps, in the not-too-distant future, a
commercial system may be available.
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Abstract

An "ab initio" theory of Stimulated Rotational Raman Scattering which includes pump and
population depletion, degeneracy effects, stokes and antistokes to all orders, multirotational lines,
polarization effects, multiphoton processes, distributed spontaneous emission, and time dependence,
is described. The theory has been derived specifically for diatomic molecule, but is readily modified
to polyatomic molecules provided that the appropriate transformation coefficients are used in the
Wigner-Eckart theorem. The theoretical values of the small signal gain for N2, obtained from the
theory, agree well with the experimental values.

A numerical code based on the above mentioned theory has been written which has the
complete (x,y,z,t) dependence. Preliminary results of the code indicate that the Raman small signal
gain, G (cm/Tw), is a decreasing function of the pump intensity, for sufficiently large power levels
(A.C. Stark effect).

The stokes-antistokes suppression effects for a plane wave has been recovered. It is shown,
however, that the inclusion of diffraction severely limits the effectiveness of this suppression
mechanism.

Due to the complex nature of the governing equations the code contains an artificial intel-
ligcnce (A.I.) subroutine which generates a Fortran output describing the complete set of coupled
differential equations for the electric fields and polarizations once the user specifies the number of
rotational lines and stokes-antistokes fields that are to be included.

Theory

In this section we shall briefly describe the "ab initio" theory for stimulated rotational Raman
scattering (SRRS). The basic elements and fundamental steps will be given without much of the
intervening algebra. A future publication will give a more in depth description of the theory.

The approach followed here is similar to the one used in (. The state of the molecule is
represented by the state vector > ;

S> ZCnew"ln> (1)
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where C. is the time dependent probability amplitude of the state n and W. is the corresponding
energy. For simplicity of notation, we assume that the molecule is completely characterized by one
quantum number. This assumption will be relaxed later on. The energy levels of interest for the
Raman process in N2 are shown below:

tV : = : :" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..: : : :

Upper

Levels -V = 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .- a g

Lower XIZ-• r= 0
Level ---

For the remainder of the paper, the convention to indicate lower (upper) energy levels with lower
(upper) case subscripts will be used. Following (1.2) we shall expand the probability amplitudes in a
series,

c = c(°) +c + M .... , (2)

with CQ0) > > CO) > > ..., and similarly for the upper case subscript C,.

Before proceeding with the derivation of the equation of motion of the C,. 's, the expressions
for the Raman (two photon) polarizability will be given.

The standard definition of the polarizability is

= Z�Cd . Ce e'w-', (3)

where the summations extend over both the lower and upper levels. 4. is the dipole moment
matrix element between the m"h and nfh energy levels, and W,,,, = W,, - W, . Assuming that the
molecule is infrared inactive (d,. = d,. = 0), the polarizability may be written as:

S= m. C'c,, CN e'iW' + c.c., (4)

mN

where the summation over m (N) extends only over the lower (upper) energy levels.

Substituting (2) into (4), we obtain
= c c.) d.mN + C.C.. (5)

mN

The equations of motion for the C°) 's are obtained from the Schrodinger equation for
[ ,> and using of the Adiabatic Following Approximation (AFA). The Schrodinger equation is

(H. + H•)lo > = ihI- I > ,(6)
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where H. is the unperturbed Hamiltonian, and H, is the interaction Hamiltonian. With the usual
procedure we obtain the equation for the probability amplitude Ck

ihc = - ZC.e'wXt'tdh(,feQf¶-rf) + c.c.) , (7)

where the summation over f extends to all the optical fields of frequency 04f, wave vector I4, and
complex amplitude E,. z is the direction of propagation. Using the AFA, we obtain the C2O as
function of the CI9) from Eq. 7, then substituting Cjf) back again in Eq. 7, we obtain the following
equation of motion for the C°) :

dCk1°) i 2:dk 1, x

S= -25-/,v.• dkt. c
dt h 2 yf

I E+e 
p + 4'+(ky). +Ef f o (p ( Nnf

0f S; ei{(k- k)z + #'2(knfjDt} (8a)E[ qI(Nnf) +
* e4(-'+ k)z + 'z(k"fj)*}

(P 2 (Nnf ) +

F f2( nlA )

where the 4,'s and (p's are defined as:

SI (k nfj) = w., - ((o, + 0f),
0'2(knfJ5 = Wn% - ((to. - L),)
* 3 (knf]i = Wk. + (o:f- (t)j, (8b)
*4(knf) -= Wk. + (coy, + a),

(pI(Nnj] = WN. -- f

(P2(NnJ) = WN. - (.0!

In the expressions for P only the product

,.-- o) c(O0. (9a)

is required; this is, of course, the standard density matrix element. The equation of motion for
p,,. , or alternatively, for

r.. = p e - ,(9b)

where c is the speed of light in vacuum, will be obtained from Eq. 8a following the procedure
of (1. From inspection of Eq. 8a, it is clear that only the second and third terms in the [ ]
contribute significantly to the growth of C0), because for appropriate combinations of
k, n, fi, and f, 4'2 and 13 may vanish and stationary terms are obtained. Alternatively, no combi-
nations of k, n, f, and f may null 0,r and 0, . As usual, we assumed that there are no resonances
between the pump fields and the molecular transitions. That is, the 9, and p2 will not vanish.
Under these conditions, Eq. 8a may be rewritten as:
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ci = H, C( (10a)

dtn n

where

I Ed,,. dkN En + f C; eiWkýZI+ E;+.f Ef eiWk,,zlc (10b)S- h Nf r9) -(N-k, (P- 2 (NMj

where the subscript kn +f stands for Wk, + waf. This notation will be used for the remainder of
the paper. In deriving the expression for HL, , we used the conditions

0 2(knff) = i 3(knfJ) = 0. (10c)

HL plays the role of an "effective Handltonian" for the equation of motion of the Cr) . Effective
Hamiltonians are encountered in many physical problems and are usually empirically derived; in this
case, a rigorous derivation was possible. It can be shown that He is Hermitian. In general though,
"effective Hamiltonians" may not be Hermitian because they do not represent observables.

We now explicitly describe the quantum state of the molecule by the rotational quantum
number m and the magnetic quantum number /. The corresponding equation of motion of the
density matrix elements r is obtained with the help of Eqs. 10a,b;

drrn • £ ". q+gqq X
dt = h2 "uiINmz~'zmqqnt

fNfqq"

I-(Nmf) e (-q'm'+f e-m +V2 (Nmf e(q+. e(-y (11a)-I' q+q'f 4q"
m--] Ntnp rmpmp . i -

where, for a diatomic molecule

q'q (NlldIV) (mildalN) < -q - 1, q' IN, • -q>YN.'my - Vý W + 4 -+ 1 < 1,Am -q-+ 1,qiN Mm - > (I Ib)

< N, 1ý, -q,1, q, pm,/ >,

where:
< > are the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients,
(II ) are the reduced matrix element,

(NA91V) = d(N~ln.Ui),
n. is a unit vector,

d is related to the polarizability anisotropy (y) of the molecule.

E,/ is the phasor of the optical fields of frequency cw = W,., - W, + cof. e(,) is the qlh component
of the electric field vector in spherical coordinates which characterizes the optical field polarization,
and Fr,,Pim is the relaxation rate.

The wave equation in the paraxial approximation is:
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2LE 2ikf(-f + I ' + 4tkf2PftO) =- (2
VIf f\az +C ?t ~ -,(2

where

I' - _,qq' e qq~ '(~K'f+in

p It (I--i (-qyl e(-qVl+mnKwny . rnu. -q-q-,u'm.' I g(Ktc f +4 ran)

+ Z -- (13)

-- n;nMYK,, rrnim -q-ql 'tp2(Knf + nm)

"+ Spontaneous Emission Term.

Dispersion effects are neglected in the above expression. The system of Eqs. 11 - 13 is numerically
integrated.

The Computer Model

The method of integration of Eqs. 11 - 13 will not be discussed here. It suffices to say that
the time dependence and diffraction effects are treated in a mathematically consistent way. The split
algorithm method and the method of characteristics are used to reduce the system of ordinary and
partial differential Eqs. 11 - 13 to a system of ordinary differential equations only. These equations
are then integrated by standard techniques.

In view of the complexity of Eqs. 11 - 13 for the case of numerous rotational levels and
stokes-antistokes fields, an A.I. routine has been written which generates the Fortran code for these
equation. The user needs only specify the rotational lines and stokes-antistokes to be considered.

The numerical code has been used to compute the small signal gain (G) for N2. The N2
polarizability anisotropy is obtained from 'ab initio" calculations (3) to be y = 7xl0-Ccm3 . The
relaxation rates for the off diagonal elements have been found in (4). From the above theory, we
calculated G = 2.25 cm/Tw for the J = 8 line for linearly polarized pump and stokes fields. This
result compares with the experimental value of 2.5 cm/Tw for air at sea level. The agreement
appears to be quite satisfactory in view of the fact that our calculations do not contain any adjust-
able parameters.

Preliminary Numerical Results

The code has been run to study the propagation from space of anr HEL beam focused on a
target in the atmosphere. In Fig. 1 we present the growth of the stokes energy as function of the
altitude in the absence of diffractive effects. The calculations are initiated from spontaneous
emission noise; pump and stokes fields only are present. The results show that as the pump energy
is increased from 5 kJ to 35 Ud the altitude at which pump depletion is reached increases. A further
increase in energy in the pulse from 35 to 100 kJ then brings a decrease in the pump depletion
altitude. This result may be interpreted as due to the AC Stark effect which broadens the Raman
gain line and decreases the peak gain (5). Fig. 2 presents the field amplitude of the pump and stokes
fields as function of time at z= 46 km for the 100 kJ pulse. The diffraction effects, for the case
of pump and stokes only, are shown in Figs. 3 - 4. A Gaussian beam is launched from 60 km and
deplcts at approximately 46 km; the beam is focused at z = 0 km. The energy fluxes of the pump
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and stokes are shown in Figs. 3a and 3b. The asymmetric profiles of the pump and stokes reflect
the randomness of the spontaneous emission seed. In Figs. 4a and 4b a snapshot in time of the
pump and stokes phases are given. The stokes phase is completely random at 60 kim, but acquires
the distinct parabolic shape by z = 46 km.

In the absence of dispersion it is well known (6) that when both stokes and antistokes are
present in a collinear plane wave geometry a nearly complete suppression of the stokes gain takes
place. The code has been run under these conditions and the results are shown in Fig. 5. As
expected, the stokes Raman gain is strongly suppressed. These results are similar to the ones
reported in (1). In the presence of diffraction, however, the suppression effect is strongly reduced
as shown in Fig. 6. Observe that the growth rate of the stokes and antistokes is nearly equal to the
growth rate of the stokes only in the absence of diffractive effects, as can be seen by comparing the
results of Figs. 6 and 1. The energy flux of the stokes and antistokes as function of the transverse
position at different altitudes is shown in Fig. 7. Observe that at higher altitudes stokes-antistokes
suppression is evident at r = 0, and at lower altitudes the effect is smeared out by diffraction effects.

Summary & Conclusion

An "ab initio" theory for SRRS has been presented which is based on the density matrix
approach. This theory properly treats the field polarization effects, is time dependent, and includes
an arbitrary number of stokes and antistokes fields.

Preliminary results from a numerical code based on the theory have been presented. The
small signal gain for the J = 8 of N2 as calculated from the code is in very good agreement with the
experimental value. It has also been shown that in the presence of diffraction the suppression of
the stokes gain for the case of stokes and anti-stokes fields in a collinear geometry is significantly
reduced relative to the case of no diffraction.

The theory presented can be readily extended to the case of polyatomnic molecules by using
the appropiate transformation coefficients in the Wigner-Eckart Theorem.

A more detailed presentation of the theory and results will be given in a future paper.
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Abstract

A multiplex coherent anti-Stokes Raman spectroscopy system (CARS) to measure the temperature and snecies
concentration in a combustion environment is described. The nine parameter fittinq program is used to compare
the observed CO2  spectra with computer simulated spectra. These measurements are performed in a
methane/oxygen diffusion flame.

Introduction

Coherent anti-Stokes Raman spectroscopy (CARS) is one of the best line-of-sight techniques available for
combustion diagnostics. The directional property of the CARS signal provides remote detection without much
attenuation. Due to its nonlinear effect, it is produced at the focal point which qives the snatial resolu-
tion. The simultaneous recording of the broad region of spectra with multinlex CARS nrovides the temnoral
resolution.

CARS has been used to measure the temperature and species concentration 1,7,8 of the combustion media.
The thermometry is usually done with N2 CARS and sometimes with 02, H2 0, and Hg CARS. The CO? CADS snectra
has not been explored in detail due to non-availability of its precise spectrosconic data. 'lore refined data
is coming in the literature. 9 '10 The C02 CARS1" has been used to measure the temnerature of the combustor.
CO2 CARS studies have been started to explore its full potential usinq the best available snectrosconic data.
In this present paper it will be demonstrated that CO2 CARS can be used to measure the concentration of Cog

Various problems associated with modeling the spectra will be highlighted.

Theoretical Considerations

The general expression for the anti-Stokes spyitral density in terms of the spectral density lineshapes of
the pump and Stokes laser beams can be expressed

1 4( -4) -f XCARS1 I1(wI) 12( w2) 13( w3)6( wl+ w3-w2- w4 ) d wI d w 2 d w 3 (1)

where the 11 (wl), 13('3), and I1(w2 ) are the pump lasers and Stokes laser spectral density functions which

depend on angular frequencies ann XCARS is the third order susceptibility.

-CARS X Xnr + 1/2 Xr(Wl-_2) + 1/2 xr(t3-u2)

If the line overlap is small, Xr(wl-`2) can be expressed1 1

N j. 6.i
Xr(W i-w2) = K E

where N is the number density of the Raman active molecule, Apj is the population difference between uoner ann
lower vibrational states, aj is the polarizability matrix element, and -j is the pressure-broadened linewidth
(HWHM).

The CO2 CARS measurements require the comparison between experimental data and theoretical spectra. The
CO2 CARS spectra has to be modeled carefully. CO2 is a linear triatomic molecule. It is characterized hv
vibrational quantum numbers )I, v2, v3 of the fundamental vibrational mode and a vibrational angular momentum
quantum number X2. The accidental degeneracy, \I = 2 '02, results in the Fermi resonant effect in which the
vibrational states of these two modes are mixed together. This causes a perturbation of the vibrational
energy levels and rotational constants which must be considered in the theoretical calclation of CO? CARS
spectra. The numerical simulation of the CO2 CARS spectra has been discussed in detail.1 1 The denolariza-
tion of the CO2 spontaneous Raman spectrum is relatively small. Therefore, the 0-branch transitions are
more important than other branch transitions. The calculations in this paper include only 0-branch hands.
Nineteen Q-,ranch bands have been observed for high temperature CO? CARS soectra in the snectral ranne I175 -
1455 cm- 1 . In order to 1npdel C02 CARS in this spectral ranqe, the experimental enerqv level narameters
given by Rothman and Young were employed for these bands. The influence of 9-tyne douhling on the rota-
tional constants was taken into account for CO2 . The eigenvalue and eiqenvector of the nerturbed Hamiltonimn
matrix for each set of Fermi resonant states were solved. The perturled eiqenvector was used to calculate the
perturbed polarlidability matrix element following Hall's treatment. The Raman linewidths for rOn were
approximated by

yj = 0.05 (300/T) 0 . 7 5  (1)
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It has been found that the rotational lines for the O-branches of CO2 are closely soaced and this results
in appreciable line overlap. The pressure narrowing effect is important even at 1 atm pressure in C02. An
analytical approac, to this effect has been derived by Hall based on Gordon's extended diffusion theory of
rotational motion. The expression for xr(wl-2) for all Q-branches becomes

( a 2Ap. +iE yjp.N (W l+i ( .Xr((•1-w2)= (m-Z2)Ij J(-l+2ij

(4)

Due to the difficulty in deriving the analytical expression for CO2  CARS intensity, the

XCARS1 2 = IXnr+Xr(Wl-w2)l2 approximation was used in Eq. (1). The anti-Stokes spectral density for the

broadband stokes laser with Gaussian laser profile then becomes approximately 1'

S [-(w4-2wI,+w2) 2 flXnr+Xr(w1_w2)! 2 1i(W3-(W1-'2)) d(wl-w 2))44(AW 2/12hn2)-2-- )

The C02 CARS spectra was computed using Eq. (5). Figure I shots the variation of the soectra as a function
of concentration of CO2 in N2 . Spectra of four concentrations (3, 5, 10, 20%) were comouted at 16n0 K. These
spectra were convoluted with the spectrometer instrument function. It is evident that the shape of the spectra
is sensitive to concentration and it may be used for C02 concentration measurement.

Experimental Details

The CARS system used in these measurements is shown in Figure 2 and is a modified form of the one described
in Ref. 17. It has a frequency doubled Nd-YAG laser (Quanta-Ray, DCR-2A). The residual IR beam is frequency
doubled again and is used to pump the oscillator of the broad band dye laser. Thirty percent of the qreen beam
pumps the amplifier of the dye laser. The same dye cell is used as oscillator and amplifier. The amplified
dye laser output is expanded 4 times and kept parallel to the optics table. The green beam is expanded 1.5
times and divided equally into two beams. Both green beams are arranged parallel to the dye laser beam. These
three beams are focused into the diagnostics test region. The CARS signal generated in the focal volume is
separated from the lasers using a beam block and narrow band pass filter. A qlass slide is used as beam
divider to send a part of the CARS signal to a IP28 photomultiplier tube (PMT). An interference filter from
Ditric Optics (15-2027) is mounted in front of the PMT. The output from the PMT is connected to a Tektronics
(475A) oscilloscope. The CARS signal is focused on the entrance slit of a 0.75 m Soex spectroqraoh equinoed
with 1800 X/mm grating. The EG & G PARC 1254E Silicon Intensified Detector (SIT) records the siqnal at the
exit slit of the spectrograph. This signal is stored in 1215 microcomputer dedicated for recording and ana-
lyzing data from the 1254.

A typical dye solution mixture of 1.72 x 10-4 M Rh 6G and 4.4 x 10-5 1I Rh6 1n is used to monitor Cn% CARS
spectra. It gives a dye laser peak at 579.5 nm and a FWHM of 7 nm in the Present dye laser cavity. The con-
centrations of the dyes in the solution are changed to shift the peak of the dye laser. This Provides the
suitable dye profile to monitor the various regions of the CO2 spectra and also to monitor C0,, H? and 09 CARS
spectra simultaneously. The dye profile is recorded with a 0.75 m Soex monochromator interfaced with a Cr9
computer drive and a Hewlett Packard 7045A x-y recorder.

The diffusion flame burner used in the present measurement is shown in Figure 3. It has been fabricated
with an aluminum block 100 mm x 65 mm x 50 mm. It has three inlets for CH4 , N2 and 09 qases. A stainless
steel rectangular box, 100 mm x 52 mm x 16 mm open at top and bottom, is placed on the Al-block. A
100 mm x 50 mm x I mm stainless steel plate divides the steel box into two equal oarts. One Part is connected
with the CH4 inlet and the other part with 0 inlet. There are 34 fine holes around the stainless box, 5 mm
apart, in the Al-block. These holes and steel box are covered with another stainless steel box 130 mm x 65 mm
x 30 mm. Nitrogen gas is passed between the stainless steel boxes through the holes to keep the flame vertical
and to cool the inside box. This burner is connected with a gas handling system, as in Ref. 18, which provides
the various stoichiometric CH4/0 2 flames. It is mounted on an x-y-z translator which is attached with a
stepper motor. The stepper motor power supply is controlled with a Tandy model 102 portable comouter19 inter-
faced with Elexor Associates interface box. This provides the facility to monitor the various regions of the
flame.

Results and Discussions

The flow rates of methane and oxygen are adjusted to get the flame to stoichiometrv 0.85 (fuel rich). CnO

CARS spectra were recorded on the Optical Multichannel Analyzer (OMA), as shown in Figure 4, at a distance of
2 mm from the center of the CH4 /0 2 flame towards the CH4 side. The heiqht of the focused laser beams are 7 mm
from the burner. The dye laser peak was 575.6 nm with PWHM 7 nm. The spectrum is intearated tin to lOn scans
at the monochromator central position of 496 nm. It shows the various bands formed due to the P rmi resonance
of symetric stretch (vi) and bending stretch () 2 ). The various bands are assiqned in Piqure 4. The band at
1447 cm- 1 has two C02 bands and an H2 pure rotational line S(5). The band protression at 198r cm 1- was
recorded to compare with bands at 1388 cm- 1 . It is clear in Figure 4 that the intense feature at 1447 cm- is
not due to CO2 . The CO2 CARS spectrum is superimposed on the non-resonant background.
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Figure 5(a) shows the fit of the model spectra with experimental spectra recorded at the orevious con-
ditions. The dye laser peak was 579.5 nm and the spectrum was averaqed up to 200 scans. The nine narameter
fitting program was used to compare the observed spectra with the library of computer simulated spectra. The
modeling of H2 has not yet been included in the program. The observed spectrum is in reasonably good agreement
with model spectra. It gives a temperature of 868 K and a CO2 concentration of 4.1%. CARS spectrum recorded
at I mm from the center of the flame toward the 02 side is shown in Figure 5(b). The spectrum is sliqhtlv noor
in signal-to-noise ratio due to averaging only 50 pulses. Fitting of this spectrum with a comouter simulated
spectrum gives a temperature 1648.6 K and a CO? concentration of 11.3%. The fit of this spectrum is not as
good as the previous spectrum, especially in the lower frequency winq of the bands. The shape of the hand at
1448 cm" 1 is completely different from the shape of the computed band. It might be due to the position of COp
bands and also due to the superposition of the H2 S(5) line. The interference of the H2  rotational line and
the linewidth of CO2 at higher temperatures might be possible reasons for the bad fit at higher temperatures.
The spectra have also been recorded at various points across the flame at a height of 7 mm. The colder snectra
were better matched with computed spectra than the hotter spectra. The observed results can he qualitativelv
summarized as follows. The concentration of H2 increases as one moves away from the center towards the CH4
side up to 4 mm and then decreases. In the same way the CO2 concentration increases uo to 3 mm. The variation
in concentration across the flame may be partly due to temperature variation and to 'nixinq of fuel and oxi-
dizer. The spectra containing 02, H2 and CO2 has also been recorded simultaneously with the anorooriate dve
laser. To get the quantitative picture, the CO2 CARS spectra will be recorded in a quartz cell olaced in a
furnace at different temperatures. The concentrations of CO2 and H2 will be chanqed in the gas mixture. These
experiments will provide enough information to calibrate the CO2 CARS soectra for concentration measurements.
The work is also continued to get better fits of the spectra at higher temperatures usinn more refinpd
spectroscopic data.

2 0

Conclusions

The CO2 model spectra is sensitive to the CO2 concentration and can be used for CO2 concentration measure-
ments in combustion media. This preliminary study of CO2 CARS shows th.t the computer modeling gives a hetter
fit for spectra at lower temperatures. Further refined spectroscopic data is needed to model the soectr% at
higher temperatures. The simultaneous recording of 02, H2 and CO2 CARS spectra will give concentrations of
these species. This will provide information about the various combustion processes in the test media.
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INTERACTION INDUCED LIGHT SCATTERING (IILS) FROM THE v 2 MODE OF CO 2 IN CO 2 -N 2 SUPERCRITICAL MIXTURES

A. Hacura* and F.G. Baglin

Department of Chemistry, University of Nevada, Reno, Nevada 89557

Pure CO 2 and CO 2 -N mixtures at various densities have been examined by Raman light scattering. In

conjunction with molecular dynamic studies, a more complete understanding of microscopic dynamical
properties of simple liquids is sought.

*Permanent address: Instytut Fizyki, Uniwersytet Slaski, ul. Uniwersytecka 4, 40-007 Katowice, Poland

INTRODUCTION

During the last ten years interaction induced Raman light scattering of simple fluids (liquid state or
highly compressed gases) has been subject of several theoretical (1-5) and experimental (6-10)
investigations. Interaction inducei dipole forbidden Raman signals arise from electrical interactions
between molecules which distort the isolated molecules point group symmetry. This distortion switches on
higher order multipole electrical interaction terms. This mechanism involves translation motions of one
distorted molecule relative to another and gives rise to "forbidden" signal of large width. The width is
related to the duration of interaction and is clearly dominated by a very fast process. In this paper we
present experimental results for CO2 and C02 -N2 mixtures at various gaseous densities which allows more
accurate spectral moments and interaction induced correlation times to be obtained from the TT CO
signal. We have measured both isotropic and anisotropic spectra for the mode V 2 and compared the
depolarization ratios at high densities for pure CO2 and the 1:3 CO2-N2 mixture.

EXPERIMENTAL

The beam of an argon-ion laser (Spectra-Physics 2020, 1W at 514.5 nm) was focused on a single window of
a three window high-pressure cell containing the gas to be studied. The 90 scattering was analyzed with a
oonventional Raman double monochromator (Instruments SA-1000) and detected with a nine stage photomultiplier
associated with a photon counter. The temperature was monitored with a thermocouple, it could be controlled
to + 0.5 0 C. The carbon dioxide gas was Linde Precission Aquarator grade (99.9% CO2 , 7 ppm 02, 10 ppm
hydrocarbons) and the nitrogen, from Alphagas Corp., has minimum purity of 99.998%. To eliminate dust, the
cell was purged before experiment with -upercritical CO2 which passed through three filterI of 50, 15 and 5
im mesh. The slits were set at 4.0 cm for the v 2 interaction induced signal and 0.5 cm for the v and

2 2 allowed signals of CO2 ; both settings were considerably less than the signal width observed (<10%4 and
deconvolution of the instrumental function from the spectra was therefore unnecessary.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We have measured the Raman intensity I(() from the weak N)2 7 signal of pure carbon dioxide at 500C and
for the gas mixtures CO2 :N2 at several densities. Each experimeni was repeated at least fifty times and
then aver:,'ed. The normalized second spectral moments A2 were calculated

2
2M = (I ) d 2 d2I (,.)I d•

with Boltzman corrections IB(1)=1/2 (1 + exp(-h,".VkT)) which is significant for such a broad line.
Table I shows the density dependence of the second spectral moment and interaction induced correlation

times T CM(t) dt, where C(t) is an experimental time correlation function calculated for the \2 CO
2 2

signal. the measured total relative intensity data are displayed in Fig. 1, 2 and 3. The intensity for the

Table 1. Interaction Induced Data from C0 2 's v2 iu signal at 50°C

Pure (D2 C02 :N2 (I:I) O02 :N2 (1:3)

corr. nor. 2nd. number corr. nor. 2nd. number corr. nor. 2nd number

time spectral density time spectral density time spectral density
(fsec) moment I/c0

3  (fsec) moment 1/can
3  (fsec) moment 1/cm

3

84.7 6.46 E3 16.6 E21 65.5 7.60 E3 17.0 E21 78.9 5.86 E3 17.0 E21

66.7 28.03 E3 15.2 E21 67.4 7.25 E3 15.7 E21 71.3 3.98 E3 15.7 E21

56.5 26.06 E3 13.8 E21 65.9 7.96 E3 13.3 E21 61.5 7.02 E3 13.3 E21

6 6 .0 3 . 9 2 E 3 1 2 . 0 E 2 1 - - - ---.. . . . ..

86.7 3.99 E3 9.2 E21 70.7 6.49 E3 10.4 E21 72.0 6.44 E3 10.4 E21

84.2 0.09 E3 5.3 E21 74.3 7.16 E3 6.6 E21 59.0 5.58 E3 6.6 E21

82.1 0.01 E3 4.3 E21 83.2 4.23 E3 3.3 E21 ---. ...
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Fig.1. Intensity of Raman signals from pure [02 'Forbiden' U2
and from "allowed" 2u2 arid ul as Function of density at 50]°C.
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Fig.2. Same as Fig.1, but for L02-N2 mole ratio 1:1 iiisture
also at a temperature of 50[C.
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Fig.3. Same as Fig.1, but for C02-N2 mole ratio 1:3 mixture
also at a temperature of' 50jC.
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Fig.5. Depolarization ratio of wz signal for C02-Nz <1:3) mixture.
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V1 and the 2 v2 signals increases almost lineary while the intensity for the 2 signals increase
quadratically and then gradually decreases at higher densities for pure C02 and mixtures. Measurements of
the depolarization ratio, R(w,))=I v(,J)/IW(w) for pure CO2 and the CO2 :N 2 =1:3 mixture at 500C (for number
density 15 E21/ccm was done and, as can be seen in Figures 1 4 and 5, shows a striking difference in behaviors
as a function of energy from0 (the signal center 675 an0

We may summarize our measurements of the v2 spectra of CO 2 and of CO 2 :N2 over a large pressure range as
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foll-ows:
(i) a clear spectral broadening with accompanying short correlation times at a density of about 13 E21

molecules/can.
(ii) a spectral narrowing at densities above 13 E21 molecules/ccm in pure CO2 only.
(iii) different depolarization ratio behavior in pure CO2 and CO-:N2 mixtures.

The first two effects above may arise from several possible alternatives. We mention two here.
Firstly, a three-body like spectral cancellation effect (II) seen only in the pure CO i.e. the intensity
qrows steadily as a function of number density squared until a density near 13 E21 monecules/ccm is reached.
At that poinq three body cancellation eliminates the prominent high frequency spectral shoulder (located
some 330 cm above w ). Secondly, we may not be seeing a shoulder on the V2 signal, but rather a dip in
the spectral intensity due to exact cancellation of the component correlation functions (12) that make-up
the total, observed, correlation function at very short times i.e. high frequency. At the present time
either of these two possibilities is plausible depending upon one's point of view. The MD calculations on
these system should help to resolve this issue.

The markedly different depolarization ratio behavior as a function of energy from i, reveals a
distinct difference in the local fields about a CO2 molecule in pure CO2 or a nitrogen mxture. Thus, it
would seem that the CO tends to cluster together, much as a gas does in the vicinity of the critical point.
Calculations by Amos ei al. (13) have, on the basis of only two interacting CO2 particles, shown a
depolarization ratio near 0.29. In the 1:3 CO2:N2 mixtures we find, at w 0, a ratio of 0.32, which is well
within experimental error. Further, studies are currently under way to understand if there is a close
connection between the first two points above with this final point.
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ABSTPACT

Data acquired in experiments employing laser excitation demonstrate that the state distributions of
highly excited barium atoms are drastically altered by collisions. Initially produced PyrdherP ns or nd
eigenstates are rapidly mixed with nearly degenerate n'9.' states. Mor initially produced states that may
be viewed as admixtures of Rydberg and doubly excited independent electron eipenstates, collisions convert
the distribution to one with nearly pure (but state-mixed) Rydberg character. nroadening of the
absorption profiles of the highly excited states was also observed. In addition, we also report
preliminary findings of experiments designed to stidy Penning ionization in collisions involvinp highly
excited atoms, in this case excited Pa colliding with proind state sodium.

Introduction

Over the past decade or more, many properties of Rydberg atoms hnve been studied) both theoretically
and experimentally. While much of the experimental work has been performed using "one electron"
alkali-metal atoms, the two-electron alkaline-earth atoms 2 have also received considerable attention.
Most previous studies have been directed toward elucidation of the intrinsic pronerties of these atoms.
In contrast, the work reported here was initiated to study collisionn] effects on the Pvdherp states of
barium, a two-electron atom with high-lying enemry levels readily accessible with available lasers.

It has been shown that the various states that result from a nominal 5dTd electronic confimiration of'
atomic barium serve as perturbing states that alter the regularity of the Pydberg series.? For principal
quantum numbers n above 20, the only significant perturber- is the one designated •d7d 102 which perturbs
the J=2 Rydher, levels in the vicinity of n=26. The fact that the eigenstates have varying relative
Pyydberg-valence state compositions in the vicinity of the perturber has important consequences with
respect to the effects of collisions on these states. In this paper we report and discuss data that
illustrate some of these effects.

Just as f-r the alkalis 4 we expect collisional state changing, primarily nr-n'V'. Indeed, we find
this to be the case, but, not unexpectedly, only for the Pydberg component of the excited state
wavefimction. kq a consequence, we find that a collection of barium atoms which has been laser excited to
a perturbed level with a substantial 5d7d fraction is rapidly converted, by collisions with other barium.
atoms, to a collection with a distribution over many nearly degenerate vydberg states and essentially no
5d7d character.

In addition to state changing we also report our observation that the excitation profiles of the
hig'hly excited states broaden dramatically with increasing excited atom density, an effect that we deduce
to be the result of quasistatic interaction between highly excited atoms during the laser excitation. 5

While this report deals mainly with the effects of collisions with barium atoms on the initially produced
hig.hly excited bariium atoms we also report preliminary resuilts of a reactive process, Penning ionization,
involving hig.hly excited bariun and ground state sodium. The dual character, P . dberg and valence state of
the perturbed levels offers the opportunity to contrast the reactivities of these two, vastly different,
types of states. cnr early results show that Penning ionization with reactant Rydberg reactant states is
orders of magnitude greater than that for perturbed levels.

The experiments were performed using a new apparatus employinp a well-collimated beam of harium atoms
and to grazing incidence dye lasers plunped by a single Vd:vAG laser. The collinear linearly polairized
laser beams, one green and the other blue, intersected the atomic beam producing highly excited barium
atoms, Pa*, in two steps. The atom density V in the beam wa• varied over the approximate range l0•-l0]
cm- 3 as estimated from the oven temperature and vapor pressure curves. For the Penning ionization
experiments a second atomic beam oven was installed, thus providing crossed Pa and Na beams.

Two methods for detecting highly excited atoms were emoployed. At relatively low H, ~!2 P-I5 l(T co-,
field ionization with a pre.,s, delay time, ?nn ns to 24s, produced Ba+ which were then detected with a CuPe
particle multiplier. At the higer densities field inni- atior could not be used ~ecause of electrical
breakdownr of the vapor. The Pydberg states of interest in these experiments are however photoionize' by
room temperature blacklbody radiation. The resulting Ila+ were detectable, thus allowing this method to be
used over the entire range of atom densities. Only the PRPI results will he discussed here.

*Permanent address: TFA', 5 isn, Italy.

**Permanent address: T niv-r'ssiv of Pisa, Tt1ly.
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The laser benn intensities were I k-/c, 2 and 2 kWco? (maxnimum) respectively for -hp cr-or and blql
lasers. At these levels the Preen resonance transition wns saturated, hu+ the blue transition to the
highly excited states was not. The intensity of the hlue laser beam was reduced when necessnry viing
neutral density filters. The bandwidth of the preen Inser bear wan nbnut O.R cm-'. Por mos+ of the
experiments the bandwidth of the blue laser war also n.,q cm-I. or expt-riments renuirino oarerul
comparison of absorption profiles, a reflection grating ws (used to derrense the bandwidth to ).0 ,-l1

Pesults and Piscussion

We examine the effects of heavy, body collisions on the excited state populations by comraring pP?[
spectra acquired at, different values on T. As 2 is increased the d-state si;,nal is observed to increase
with resnect to the s-state signal. This result is attributed to collisional state mixing which has the
effect of lenghtening the excited state-lifetime. In other words, increasing T causes the initially

prepared d (and s) states to he collisionally distributed over the comolete 2-state mnnifold. lncreaqinp
the I-value increases the radiative lifetime, allowing a larger fraction of initially prepared d-states to
be observed. The effect enhances the d-to-s-state signal ratio because the d-state lifetimes are shorter
than the s-state lifetimes. For the J=? states around n=26 with substantial perturber (Sd7d) fraction,
this collisional stat e mixing converts such states to a distribution of states with essentially no
perturber contribution.

Althouph these data supgest that the state-changino collisions that cause lifetime len.thening are
between the highly excited barium atoms ?a** and ground state, 6p1 P or SdiD barium atoms additional
exTperiments were undertaken to investigate the possible effects of TPa**-Ra** collisions. !Frst, at fixed
atom density U we varied the blue laser power density from mnximum to n.1 maximum and finally to n.0)2
maximum, acquirinp BPPI spectra at each laser power density. 'he three srectra were identical.

9ince the excited atom density was varied by a. factor of SQ in these constant N experiments, we infer
that Pa**-Rq** collisions do not produce lifetime lenFthenina. We next reduced I biT a factor of ý0 while
keeping the laser power density of the blue beam at maxyimu. This effectively reduces both !** and ii by a
factor of 50. The resulting PPPI spectrum, exhibited increased s to d ratios, indicative of a tendency
toward collision-free conditions. This clearly establishes PRa as the major state-changinp (lifetime
lernpthening) collision partner.

It was also observed that L- P was increased, the absorption profiles broaden. In order to assign
the source of this brondenino we performed additional experiments using a narrow ban,3 (P.? cm-l) blue
laser. Ptates in the vicinity of' n=:I were prepared with TT** -~lOI om: and , -In 12 cs-. The linewidths
were measured, and the blue laser power was decrensed progressively to O.1, the oriinal level. N was
kent constant. ks the laser power was decreatsed, the linewidths decreased from about (.P cm.- to about
0. cm-I.

In a second set of experiments, [** was kept constant, as measured by the FTPT signal, by increaring
the blue power while decreasing TT. The linewidths remained constant. Thus, the broadening is independent
of ', hut does depend on K**. These observations clenrly show that the observed broadening meohanism is
probably not collisional, but rath[er a quasistatic Rydherg-Pydberr interaction via the transition-dipol9
coupling matrix elements.

5

In addition to the Pa-%q experiments we have also bef-irl a series of experiments designed to compare
the reaotivities o•' yvdberg states and valenne states. 7xcited barium atoms are ieanl reactants for this
cu1rnose because the highly perturbed states may he considered to have both types of chaIrn+er.
tirthermore, as wis shown in our tim-ta experiments, we can to some degpree control the relative
PycberF,-to-valence state ratio by adjusting N and N**.

<bir first results-{ have heen ohtained Por Penning ioni 7ation of Na>) hy Pa**h that is

pa•* ± 'Ta ÷ ita 4 'Tq+ +e 4l-

because the ionizat ion pntential of Prnund state barium atoms is abonu P.07 e\( higher fhnn tbt onc <nP )
Ba* states, having enerTr higiher than that of the sure ydhvr}ero (ld state may oause Pennin, icnisaiqon.
At nearly the some energy is the highly perturbed 5d'dilPn state so that contrst be+w-en thýe two +.rw,ý- of
states is mossible.

The experiments irre perecrmed usinp the surime fpparatus 5oiie n so thant a ther-•n bear 0 r s,-

atoms intersects the Pn beanm ani the two laser hena s. %rr in wwe keoe the green lacer' hanm w-'c, esg, 0 •'j e
at the Pa resonanne line and sc.n the bllue laýsr hen wr,,olengi- toward the blue. q+ nnA 1-t wyre"
distingni shed from each other byv timp of fli c t .l a+ ions win e firsit observed 'scao nag itir i blue) when
Pa ( tslsd) w.a laser-oxcited. 'Tri was nI-olrerx'el at wavelengths o)trh than thosn orresrndinc t,,
production onf Pi**. TIotable bf its n c-ý.q,-npe honwevr was -ar n' n , ".;,,n V'-rt, r,-tilr, ' . w!('
formed. As the wnvelength was further scanned, that is toward 0ig1 ,er Ta s'atoo, i-hi ,t T i- i

{*• wavecngt+hs dropred] nf, fa linr oq n•ro at- aloit n• 1•.



These preliminary data su4gest that the Penninp process is much more efficient if the excited
electron is remote from the TBa+ core. This implies that the "size" of the atom, the extent of the
electron cloud, is important. More detailed data are currently beinp acquired and a lpngthy report ir
contemplated.
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Abstract. The atomic ionization process by a laser field in which an electron absorbs more
photons than the minimum required to go into the continuum is considered. Within the
S-matrix formalism a treatment is developed for the Multiphoton Multichannel Ionization of
hydrogen atom by a strong laser field of arbitrary polarization. The effect of the laser
field on the final state electrons is treated in a non perturbative way and the coulomb
interaction is taken in account as well. Photoelectron energy spectra are calculated for
selected values of intensity and arbitrary polarization, comparing two models of the
radiation: a purely coherent field and a multimode field of vanishing bandwidth. Good
qualitative agreement with known experimental results is generally obtained.

1. Introduction

The growing availability of powerful lasers and the existence of increasingly
sophisticated spectroscopical tecniques has permitted in recent years the study of new
phenomena in the field of laser-atom interactions. One of the processes that has attracted
in recent years a wide interest, both experimental and theoretical, is the Multichannel
Multiphoton Ionization (M/MPI) of atoms1 . This is essentially an ionization process of an
atom by a laser field in which the electrons, thanks to the high field intensities
involved, can absorb from the laser more photons than the minimum required to go into the
continuum; in the scattering theory language, we can say that many ionization channels,
corresponding to the various numbers of photons absorbed, are simultaneously open.

In the early experiments on multiphoton ionization, only the total ions yield was
generally measured, and little or no attention was payed to the electron signals. That
attitude may be understood considering that at that time the experiments were performed
with (relatively) low intensity lasers, when actually only one single channel was expected
to be open. In a successive generation of ionization experiments with more intense lasers
than before, in which attention was payed to the energy distribution of the ejected
electrons, new and completely unexpected patterns were discovered, concerning
photoelectron spectra. A peculiar feature of many measurements was that the photoelectron
spectra could not be accounted for by any treatment based on perturbation theory in its
lowest order. It was new with respect to the situation concerning instead the
understanding of the single channel multiphoton ionization. Perhaps the most peculiar new
information is: a) photoelectron spectra show well defined peaks, corresponding to the
various numbers of photons absorbed by the electrons to arrive in the continuum; the peaks
turn out to be separated by approximately the energy of one laser field photon; b) at low

intensities (with the specific values depending on the atom involved), the processes with
a low number of absorbed photons are the most probable; increasing the intensity,
processes with higher photon multiplicity begin to appear and, for high enough
intensities, become the dominant ones; c) in some experiments, a progressive disappearance
of the lowest energy electrons is found by increasing the field intensity; d) in other
experiments, on the contrary, only a relative decrease of the lower energy peaks with
respect to the higher ones was found; e) the spectra exhibit a strong dependence on the
laser polarization, with the largest effects brought about by circular polarization.

On the theoretical side, several models have been devised in the effort to explain
the new features of M/MP,2- 3 , the main aim being to work out new treatments able to
describe the highly nonlinear interaction process occurring between an atom and a strong
radiation field. In this paper we present a theoretical approach of the multiphoton
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multichannel ionization of the hydrogen atom, based on the S-matrix theory. As the
properties of strong radiation fields are expected to be very important for the
understanding of many measurements, in the effort to make flexible this first theoretical
model as far as the radiation properties are concerned, we consider a field of arbitrary
polarization, assumed: a) to be purely coherent, and b) to undergo phase and amplitude
fluctuations (chaotic field). The choice of the hydrogen atom as a target is dictated not
only by its paradigmatic role in the theoretical atomic physics, but also by the
circumstance that recently measurements on hydrogen too have been performed 4 , and the
prospects are open for more experiments in the near future.

Generally speaking, there are at least two points that deserve particular attention
in any theoretical description of the M/MPI process: 1) the choice of the final state of
the bound-free transition, in which the ejected electron is simultaneously interacting
with the strong radiation field and the coulomb potential of the residual ion, and 2) the
model assumed to describe the electromagnetic field. First, a correct description of the
final electron state requires the solution of the Schroedinger equation for the motion in
the presence of the laser field and of the coulomb interaction, which is not known; this
solutions reduces to the Volkov states in the absence of the static field and to coulomb
waves in the absence of the laser. Different approximate treatments have been proposed2 - 3 ,
each justified by physical considerations on the problem at hand. Having in mind a far
nonresonant bound-free transition occurring in a strong field, we will approximate the
final electron state as a Volkov state in which the spatial plane wave part is replaced by
the field-free coulomb wave 5 . This choice amounts here to describe the process as a
one-step multiphoton absorption, with no account for intermediate resonances, which are
expected here to be irrelevant. It may be shown that this wavefunction is just a first
term of an iterative solution, and neglects at all the atomic spectrum, which will be of
particular importance for low energy of the ejected electron and for resonant or near
resonant laser wavelengths. Second, the experimental results are very sensitive to the
properties of the laser radiation; pulse duration, number of modes involved and their
statistics, spectrum bandwidth, spatial inhomogeneities and beam focussing are likely to
deeply modify the measurements; to take to some extent into account the properties of the
lasers actually used in the experiments we consider here as a laser model a multimode
field, having a very large number of uncorrelated modes and a vanishing bandwidth (chaotic
field); in this way, the fluctuations arc included by simply averaging the coherent field
results over the intensity distribution; this simple model appears to lead to a closer
qualitative agreement with the experimental results and is probably partially
representative also of other field incoherences.

2. The theoretical model

According to the usual rules, the transition rate per unit time in the S-matrix
formalism is given by

w = -fd 3p/(2li) 3 { ISf1. 2 /lim __Tdt. (2.1)

where, in the electric field gauge

Sfi = (ii)- 1  J-t <I fI eE(t). r 1i > (2.2)

In the above expressions, p is the final kinetic momentum, E(t) the laser electric field
(taken in dipole approximation), i;. the initial state (the ground state) and Y f the finalif
continuum state in the presence of both the radiation field and the coulomb potential.

We write the vector potential of the field as

A(t) = A a('t) (2.3)

a(a) = ( !exp(-i<•) + c.c. )/2 (2.4)

E being the complex polarization vector, given by

= u cosV•/2) + i u sin V/2) (2.5)
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where & is the so-called retardation angle and uj is the unitary vector in the
j-direction. When ý equals 900, the polarization is circular, while fore = 0' and 180' the
polarization is linear, respectively along the x- and y-axis. For arbitrary values of •,
the vector ý describes an elliptically polarized radiation field.

From the expressions (2.3) and (2.4), the electric field is obtained as

E(t) = Ee(wt) (2.6)

e(a) = (iý exp(-ict) + c.c. )/2 (2.7)

As the initial state of the transition we take the hydrogen ground state

*i(r,t) = (fa3)-I/2 exp(-r/a.) exp(iIot/ý) (2.8)

ao being the Bohr radius and Io the ionization energy (-13.6 eV).
According to the discussion of the Sec. 1, the final state is taken in the form of a

Volkov-Coulomb wave

Tf(rt) = exp{ -i/(2mh) J1 ( Ak + eA(T)/c )2 dT + ieA(t).r/Kc }q)k(r) (2.9)

where 1 k is the coulomb incoming wavefunction with asymptotic momentum p = 1k and is
given by-

)k(r) = exp(nv/2) (l+i\)exp(ik.r)F(-i' , 1, -i(kr+k.r)) (2.10)

Fix) and F(a,b,x) being respectively the gamma and the confluent hypergeometric functions
and

= (kao)-I (2.11)

We remark that in the wavefunction (2.9) attention is paid to the gauge consistence:
the A(t).r part in the exponential ensures in fact the wavefunction be physically
meaningful in the electric field gauge, consistently with the S-matrix element (2.2) and
with the fact that only in this gauge the hamiltonian is the energy operator. If one drops
out the A(t).r part in the exponential, the final formulas are greatly simplified;
however, at expenses of loosing the physical meaning of the S-matrix as transition element
between energy eigenstates; besides it has been shown to yield significant underestimates
of the correct results 6 .

We can now proceed to derive the explicit expressions for the transition rate; as in
most experiments one records photoelectron energy spectra along a fixed direction
(usually, the field polarization for the linear case or in some direction in the
polarization plane for the circular one), we give the doubly differential rate, i.e. the
transition rate per solid angle and energy units; it is found as a sum over the
energeticaijy allowed multiphoton channels 3 and is given by

d 2 w/ddF = Z0(d 2 w/dridF)s (2.12)
s=0

where

(d 2 w/dd ) s=C(k) (I/Ia) Mn°+s 2 + - (2.13)

C(k) = (e2/hao)(2 4 / 3 )(2'T"kao)(l - exp(-2-'))-I (2.14)

I is the laser intensity, Ia- -3.51 1016 w/cm2 is the atomic unit of intensity; E = p 2 /2m
is the electron kinetic energy, while

s = (n. + s) i - Io, (2.15)

with n. the minimum number of photons required to ionize the atom, given by

n = [Io/Vi• + 1 (2.16)
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[x] denoting the integer part of x; in eq. (2.15) s is the number of photons absorbed
above the minimum and will be used below to label the final continuum state of an electron
having absorbed n +s photons. In the expression (2.13), A plays the role of a shift of the
ionization threshold and is given by

A = e 2 E2 /4mw 2 = 27e 2 I/mcw2  (2.1/)

i.e., is the average over a field period of the oscillatory energy of an electron in a
plane wave field. As may be seen from eq. (2.13), A fixes the energy of the ejected
electron at the value E = E - A and is able to completely close the s-th ionization.s
channel when the intensity is such that A = cs; this result may be taken as the
explanation of the sudden peak disappearance observed experimentally 7 ; as we shall see in
the following, this result, within the present theoretical treatment, is peculiar of the
assumed coherence of the field.

The values of E roughly give the position of the peaks in the photoelectron energy
spectra, though if it must be remarked that the actual position will be strongly dependent
on the properties of the laser radiation, mainly of the pulse duration and of the space
inhomogeneities. We shall not consider such problems here, and label the final state only
with reference to the number of photons absorbed by the electron to arrive into the
various channels.

The basic ingredient of eq.(2.13) is the quantity Mn, that we have calculated by
performing the closed form integration of the dipole matrix element of the bound-free
transition and using the properties of the Bessel functions involved 3 ; it is found as

Mn = - fB(k, kG, a) fn(a) da (2.18)

fn(a) exp[i(na - pcosý-sin2a -X.a(a))] (2.19)

p = n/2hw , = eEok/mu2 , k G = eEoe(a)/kw (2.20)

and

B(k, iG, a) = (T/S)i'4 \ -iv)T- 3 aa(c0). { kG [(T/S)(2-ikao) + (2.21)

+ (T/S) 2 (l+iv)(l-ikao)/(l-iv) - (v+2i)/v ] + k [(T/S)(l-ika.) - (v+2i)/v I

T = 1 + a 2 (k + kG) 2 
, S = a~k2 + (l-ikao) 2  (2.22)

For circular polarization ( ,= 900), the term containing p in the exponential (2.19)
disappears as well as the term proportional to kG inside the parenthesis in (2.21).

Up to this point, all the results have been derived for a purely coherent field; as
remarked above, any actual experiment is always performed by means of radiation fields
having some source of noise. For the case of a fluctuating field of vanishing bandwidth,
the average may be accomplished taking into account the fact that the correlation time of
the fluctuations is very large, so that each elementary atomic act occurs at a fixed,
stochastically determined value; thus, the average becomes just a weighted mean of the
result found in the presence of a coherent field; the distribution of the electric field,
in the case of a chaotic statistics, is gaussian, which, in terms of the threshold shift,
is given by

P(A) = <A 1>- exp(-A/<AP>) (2.23)

The doubly differential ionization rate to the (s+l)-th continuum state in the case
of a chaotic field is then

S22<(d2widr~dý )s> = J- (d 2w/dn&d•) P(A d',= (2.24)
0 s

= C(k )(ý -s ) P(c - ý ) M (k , k G )12/"S 5 no÷ -- a

where
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= ie 2  2 =-2 =2 2(Aa = 2e2I a/mcw k = eE~e(a)/w , E. = 4m2 (V -E)/e (2.25)

The mean differential transition rate is then obtained integrating eq.(2.24) over the
energies allowed by (2.24), i.e.

<(dw/do) > = _ Is <d 2w/d~dE) > dc (2.26)
s 0 s

The eq.s (2.13) and (2.26) express the rates respectively for the coherent and the
chaotic field case; as reported in the next Section, they have been numerically computed
for elliptically polarized light, and we will show that they correctly predict, from a
qualitative point of view, several of the features exhibited by the measurements.

3. Calculations and comments

The quantities that are more commonly measured in experiments on M/MPI are:
a) The angular distributions of photoelectrons of different multiphoton channels at a
fixed laser intensity. They are measured detecting electrons at various values of the
angle between the electron momentum and the polarization vector when this is linear, and
detecting electrons at various angles in the polarization plane for arbitrary
polarization 8 ; obviously the angular distributions are uniform in the polarization plane
in the circular case; as any the angular distribution, they are a very important test of
the theoretical models.
b) The total populations (integrated over ejection angles) of different channels versus
the laser intensity; they are a good test of the validity of perturbation theory
treatments because at low intensity the slope of the curves in a log-log scale must be
proportional to the total number of photons absorbed.
c) Photoelectron energy spectra along a fixed direction at different laser polarizations
and intensities; they show the most peculiar feature of the process: the peak inversion
with increasing intensity and the strong dependence on the polarization.

Here we restrict ourselves to reporting results referring to c) only; results for
other items, obtained by us within the same theoretical model may be found
elsewhere 3 ,9-10.

In Fig. 1 we show photoelectron spectra along the x axis direction at various
polarizations (defined by the retardation angle & ) and for two models of the laser
radiation: purely coherent on the left and chaotic on the right side; these results
reproduce qualitatively well the experimental findings on the role of the polarization,
showing that the maximum peak suppression occurs in the case of circular polarization; the
normalization of these curves is as follows: for the coherent case the first non vanishing
rate is taken to be 1 (in this laser model suppression is absolute being linked with the
energy conservation conditions); at the concerned laser intensity this term is the sixth;
for the chaotic case we take as 1 the rate with s equal to zero.

In Fig. 2 we show photoelectron spectra along the x axis direction for two
representative laser intensities in linear and circular polarization for the case of a
chaotic field; this figure shows the role of intensity in increasing the peak suppression
and shifting the maximum of spectrum towards channels with larger numbers of above
threshold photons; it also shows the role of polarization at fixed laser intensity.
Normalization of curves is according to figure 1.

In conclusion, we have considered the Multiphoton Multichannel Ionization of hydrogen
atom by a laser field of arbitrary polarization. Within the S-matrix theory we have
developed an essentially non-perturbative treatment of the process considering it as a
one-step multiphoton transition without intermediate resonances. Performing calculations
for selected values of intensity and polarization and improving the description of the
radiation with the consideration of a multimode field of vanishing bandwidth, we have
shown that our treatment is able to predict some of the most peculiar features of
experimental results.
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ABSTRACT We have studied the energy-pooling collisions in laser excited Na-K and Na-Rb
vapor mixtures. The Na-K experiment has given quantitative results for the cross

sections and also results on the influence of a foreign buffer gas. The Na-Rb experiment
stows interesting molecule formation and work is in progress to determine cross section
values.

Introduction

In the last few years the resonant excitation of an alkali vapor has been widely studied.
Depending upon the conditions of the vapor (pressure, temperature, cell size, etc.) and
upon the characteristics of the laser (pulsed or c.w., single mode or broadband, weak or
strong power density) different processes occur; examples of such events are multiphoton
ionization, Penning ionization, superelastic collisions and other kinds of ion and molecule

formation. Then the laser is operating at low power density ( w 1-10 V/cm2 ) and the atomic

density is relatively low ( * 10 11 - 10 13 /mn 3 ), the most important processes are the
energy pooling collisions and the associative ionization. In the first process two excited
alkali atoms in a np state collide and the energy is transferred from one atom to the other
leading the first atom to the ground state ns and the second one to a more excited state;
this process is effective for levels which differ for a few kT from the sum energy 2xE(np).
In the associative ionization process the collision of two excited atoms leads to the
formation of a molecular ion. The overall reaction scheme may be written as

-- > A(nS) + B(m'L) * AE

A(nP) + B(mP) --- > B(mS) + A(n'L) * AE' (1)

->AB-f + e- * AE'I

Since the first observation of the energy pooling effect [1], homonuclear collisions
(with A=B) have been mainly studied. Only recently [2) the interest has been extended to
heteronuclear collisions (with A*B). In this paper we will deal about energy pooling
collisions in Na+K and Na+Rb mixtures. The levels of interest are shown in figure 1, in
respect to the energy defect. The two alkali species are excited with two dye lasers. The
interest about this kind of collisions comes from the information they give about the
interatomic potentials at medium and large ranges; the experimental cross sections of such a
process have been compared with theoretical calculations [3] and an agreement between them
can be considered as a good test for the quantum calculations of the interatomic potentials.
In the case of heteronuclear collisions the information about the interatomic potentials are
even more interesting because these curves are less known. Besides that a large number of
quasi resonant levels are involved into the heteronuclear collisions; a summary of that
levels in the various alkali species has been given [2]. Moreover this kind of collisions
allows the production of an appreciable population on levels which have forbidden
transitions with the ground state. The influence of a buffer gas in the collision muy be
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investigated [4]; as its presence enhances three body collisions it modifies the stationary
populations of the levels. With the experimental technique used in our experiment, we are
able to separate the contribution of the heteronuclear collisions from that of the
homonuclear ones and, in presence of a buffer gas, it is also possible to discriminate the
contribution of the three body collisions involving one buffer gas atom.

In the following sections the rate equations for the heteronuclear energy pooling
collisions are applied to our experiment on a mixture of Na and K atoms- Preliminary
results on a running experiment in a mixture of Na and Rb are also reported.

Rate Equations

The rate equations in the stationary case describing process (1) may be written as

Ni Z Aij=KiN4)N4) (2)
jfi

the indexes i and j are couples of quantum numbers describing the levels, Ai1  is the

spontaneous emission coefficient in the transition i-j, Ki=< Ci v> with 0i the cross

section of the process and v the mean interatomic velocity and Nnp(A), )•Q(2 ) are the laser
excited atomic densities. As the intensity of a line coming from a transition i-j can be
expressed as

Iij = V-(tijhb)i] Ni Aij (3)

where V is the fluorescence volume, (Xij is a factor taking into account the efficiency of

the apparatus and Oil is the frequency of the transition i-j, it follows that

Iij Ai1
=i 4n j (4)

--V (Xlj Ail NN(A)N (B)](
"np mp

Ye want to stress out the fact that the above equations are valid if the detected signal
is due only to the heteronuclear energy pooling collisions, and therefore it is of
particular importance to discriminate and to eliminate any fluorescence coming from
secondary processes. This can be done by adopting a special procedure described in the
following section. In general it is very difficult to have the absolute values of the
excited Nnp(A) and Nmp(B), however we can measure the intensities of the fluorescence lines

related to the atomic densities via eq.( 3 ) where Aij must be substituted by (¶np)-l,the
effective lifetime of the np-level; in fact in presence of high densities of excited atoms,
the radiation trapping modifies the spontaneous decay rate of the level, which must be
measured from the experiment.

Experimental apparatus and Drocedure

The general sketch of the experimental apparatus is shown in fig. 2.
The vapor is contained in a cell heated at the temperature necessary to have typically an
atomic density of 10 11 _1013 /,M3.
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Fig. 1 Scheme of the energy levels involved in energy pooling collisions in Na-K and
Na-Rb mixtures. The levels are plotted in respect to their energy defect from
the center of the sum energy A(npi) + B(mp1 ) vith ij = 112,3/2.
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More care must be taken in the experiments dealing with mixtures in order to have comparable
densities of the two species: assuming the Raoult law to be valid, it follows that the ratio
between the vapor pressures in a mixture of two species A and B is proportional to the
respective molar fractions of the two species. Following Nesmeyanov data [5] on vapor
pressures of alkali atoms, the ratio PA/PB 1 1 corresponds to an amalgam prepared with 5% K
and 95% Na in the case of Na plus K experiment and 2% Rb and 98% Na in the case of Na plus
Rb experiment.

To better control the fluorescence volume and to reduce the radiation trapping effect,the
standard cylindrical cells have been substituted by capillary ones ( 2umm) prepared
following a special procedure described elsewhere [6]

The two atomic species are excited by two c.w. dye lasers tuned to the D2 resonance lines
of the alkalis.Ve used a single mode Rodhamine 66 dye laser pumped by an Ar+ laser for

sodium (A, =589rm) and a multimode Oxazine 750 Perchlorate pumped by a Kr+ ion laser for

potassium ( A. =766nm) and rubidium (k =780rxm).
The output powers are of the order of iOOmV;the beams are focussed to have laser

intensities of the order of 1-10 V/cm2 .
The beams are superimposed at the entrance of the cell;the fluorescence coming from the

cell is collected at right angles and focussed on an optical fiber connected to the
detection system. A Im focal length Jobin-Yvon HR 1000 monochromator and a Hamamatsu R955
photomultiplier have been used for the visible region (300-850 nm). A 1/3 m focal length
Jarrel-Ash monochromator and a PbS detector have been used to explore the infrared region
(1-2.5pm).

As we said in the previous section, we must eliminate the contribution to the
fluorescence coming from different processes, and mainly from the homonuclear energy pooling
collisions always present in the experiment.

At this aim,we adopted an intermodulation technique consisting in the modulation of the

two beams at different frequencies 91 and 02. At the same time the output of the

photomultiplier is sent to a lock-in amplifier driven at the sun frequency 01 + S2- In
this way we are able to detect signals coming only from the interaction of the species
modulated at the frequency Qi with the other modulated at the frequency S22 . This method
has shown to be very sensitive as the fluorescence signal disappears when any one of the two
laser is off even if a strong fluorescence is still visible in the cell.

The measure of the rate coefficients Ki for heteronuclear collisions has been made as
related to the known rate coefficient K5S for the homonuclear reaction

Na(3p) + Na(3p) ---- > Na(Ss) + Na(3s) (5)

p 15S-3 Ai4

K5S = 2 (6)
S5s-1 hO)5s-l Aij N3p2

where 1 is a level populated through the decay from the 5s level. In particular we found to
be convenient to use the 5s-3p transition of sodium at 616nm.
For this reason, and to calibrate the apparatus, we need to measure the intensity of a
transition from the 5s level of sodium with the same method. To this purpose we split the
yellow beam into two components modulated at the frequencies 01 and 02 and we detected

the signal from the desired level. Subsequently we replaced the S 2 yellow beam with the red
one resonant with the second alkali species, and we detected the fluorescence from the
levels populated by the heteronucletr collisions.
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To measure the lifetime of the excited levels we sent two pulsed dye lasers resonant with
the fixed transitions and we analyzed the exponential decay of the fluorescence on the
screen of a fast storage oscilloscope

Ki are related to K5S of sodium by the volume independent expression

Ki (-5s-3P A5 S-3P j - Ai 65-3p Ij N3 p2

K5S Cil I A 5S I Al oi I5S3P N(A )N(B)

1 * SS np mp

According to the experimental procedure described previously N3p 2 and Nnp(A)Nmp(B) may be

better written as

N = [N3dQ, [N3dg,

(8)

N(A) N(B) IN (A) A N(B)
np mp I np j1 I M 2

where the subscripts 91 and Q2 indicate that the populations are modulated at these

frequencies. In this way we can simplify the equation if we choose one of the atomic

species, say A to be sodium modulated at the i 1 frequency. Eventually the equation results

Ki (X5S-3p ____-m A5_-3p J -3P 1(05S-3P (amp-ms 1 3P-3S

KSS - Oij (X3P-3S 2: A5S, 1  Aij *Tmp 6)ij (J3P-3S 'mp-msJQ 2

1 v 5S

where all the quantities are known or experimentally determinated.

Results

i) Na-K

Ve performed a first experiment on a mixture of sodium and potassium to study the exit
channels of the reaction

Na(3P)+ K (4P) ----. > Na(nl) + K(4S) , AE
(10)

K(mj) + Na(3S) i AE

The observed transitions are listed in table 1 along with the energy of the levels and the
cross sections [7]. The measurements were performed at T=240 0C with laser intensity of
about 8Omn on the red laser and 50m0 on the yellow laser. The effective lifetimes of the 3p

level of sodium and of the 4p level of potassium resulted to be 13p =176 - 20ns and T4p =

287 * 30ns respectively. The obtained cross sections do not exhibit remarkable differences
with those obtained for the homonuclear reactionis.
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An experiment was also performed in a cell containing sodium, potasslum and 10 Torr of Ne
as buffer gas. New features appeared in the spectra under intermodulated technique, shoving
some additional lines of sodium cominq from more excited levels and in opposition of phase
This results from the population modification induced by the buffer gas through a three body
collision of the type

Na(3P) + K(4S) + M ---- > Na(3S) + K(4P) + M : AE (11)

where N indicates a buffer gas atom. A pure two body collision alkali atom/buffer gas atom
can not change the frequency modulation and therefore does not affect the intermodulation
spectrum. The effect of process (13) on the contrary is to couple atoms modulated at two
different frequencies. States populated from energy transfer collisions involving these
atoms are then present in the intermodulated spectrum. The signal of the fluorescence lines
also indicates if the collision is responsible for a population or depopulation process, as
it is clear from the spectrum reported in figure 3

Our model explains the differences observed in the spectra obtained without and with
buffer gas. Moreover, by the comparison of relative fluorescence intensities in the two
cases we have evaluate [4] the first lover limit for the three body rate coefficient of
process (13) to be . 10-27 cm6 s-I.

ii) Na - Rb

The same method is applied to study an amalgam of sodium and rubidium.
As one can see from the scheme of Na and Rb (fig.1),this combination of alkali atoms

gives a larger set of quasi resonant energy-pooling levels; besides that,the larger fine
structure of the excited level of rubidium can carry new interesting informations about this
kind of collisions following a DI or a D2 excitation. In our preliminary experiment, we used
one laser line at a time, exciting first the D2 line of sodium (laser 1) and then the D2
line of rubidiun (laser 2); phase sensitive detection was used both in the infrared and in
the visible part of the spectrum as in the Na-K experiment. Four different spectra for a
cell temperature of 200 °C are shown in fig.4-5; a low pass filter at 850mn was used when we
recorded the infrared spectra. Fluorescence occurs from many other levels different from the
first excited one; with laser 2 on, a first interesting result is that fluorescence comes
not only from the more resonant homonuclear energy-pooling 5D of rubidium, as in a previous
experiment with a rubidium beam [8], but also from 7S,6D and 8S levels. In the spectra it is
also clear a large molecular fluorescence coming from known states of NaRb (B-X band in the
visible) and Rb2 (A-X band in the infrared), the energy-pooling processes can be effective
in populating such molecular states. Using laser 1 to excite sodium, a large population also
builds in the 5P levels of rubidium; that allows us to see fluorescence from the 8p level of
rubidium populated by the heteronuclear process

Na(3P) + Rb(5P) -- > Na(3S) + Rb(8P) + AE (12)

with AE = - 50cm- 1 . In fig.6 the 8P-5S fluorescence line of rubidium at 335nm is shown
next to the 4P-3S line of sodium at 331nm. An experiment with the intermodulation technique
as in the the Na-K amalgam is in progress to determine the cross section of the 8P level and
also of other less resonant levels.

Conclusions

Ve report experiments on heteronuclear energy pooling in two different mixtures of alkali
atoms. In the Na-K we have determined cross sections for several levels populated by this
kind of collision between excited atoms and the influence of a buffer gas and consequently
of three body collisions were studied. Ve also report preliminary results on a experiment in
a Na-Rb mixture which is in progress.
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400 500 600 700 860 X(nm)

Fig. 3 Fluorescence spectrum of the Na-K mixture in presence of a buffer gas;
the lines in opposition of phase come from a depopulating mechanisms.

4a)

1.0 1.4 1.8 2.2 •(,,m) 660 760 86o (nm)

4b)(L) 850 )))

1.0 1.4 1.8 2.2 A 600 700 8 A (n

Fig. 4 Infrared spectra of the N&-lb mixture Fig 5 Visible spectra of the Na-Rb mixture
with D2 excitation of sodium (4a) and with D2 excitation of sodium (Sa) and
D2 excitation of Rb (4b). D_ excitation of Rb (Sb).
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Fig. 6 Fluorescence line 8p-5s of rubidiumn
at 335m~ next to fluorescence line
4p-3s of sodium at 330m.

331 335 A~nm)

TABLE 1. Heteronuclear energy pooling levels and cross sections in the Na-K mixture

Itom Level Energy level Detected transition iL(rur) OXIO15

(cml) ( cm2)

Na 3D 29172 3D-3P112,3 /2  818-820 1.4 & 0.7

4P 30266-30272 4P112,3 /2-3S 330

K 6P 28999-29007 6P112,312 4S 345

5D 30185 5D3 /2 ,5/2-4Pl/2 ,3/2 581-583 1.9 ;L 1.0

7S 30274 73-4PI/2,3/2 58-580 0.9 ± 0.5
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ON RESONANTLY ENHANCED TWO-PHOTON TRANSITIONS IN POTASSIUM
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Abstract

We report the observation of the two-photon parity forbidden .ransitions 4
2

S+n
2

p of

atomic potassiur in resonantly enhanced multiphoton ionization (RMPI) spectra of a
potassium vapor-argon gas mixture. The RMPI spectra were investigated over the
temperature range of 150 to 240*C and the absorption to the 

2
P Rydberg levels was observed

only for temperatures above 190°C where the atom densities are greater than 8 x 10
1 3

cm- 3
.

The characteristics of the forbidden spectra demonstrate that long range interactions
between potassium atoms must be involved.

Introduction

Laser-assisted or laser-induced collision processes have been the subject of a number of
investigations in atomic and molecular physics in recent yearsi. In these processes,
photon absorption occurs during a binary heavy-body collision. The final states of
heavy-body collision products are usually inaccessible by the direct absorption laser
photons or by the heavy-body collision alone. It is the simultaneous interaction of the
two collision reactants and the photon or photons that allows the final product states to
be accessed.

Laser-assisted collisional absorptions involving Rydberg states have permitted
forbidden atomic absorption to occur in atomic sodium 2

. Here we report the observation of
two-photon parity forbidden transitions to Rydberg states of atomic potassium, K**,
arising from the ground 4s 

2
S state of potassium in a potassium vapor-argon gas mixture 3

.
We attribute the two-photor forbidden transitions to Rydberg nP states to the absorption
of two photons during a self-k-mixing collision. These transitions were observed in
resonantly-enhanced multiphoton ionization (RMPI) experiments4-6.

Experimental

A schematic of the simple experimental apparatus is illustrated in Fig. 1. A
cylindrical Pyrex cell of 25 mm diameter and 60 mm length contains a few Torr of argon and
potassium at its saturated vapor pressure. The cells are constructed with two parallel
1 mm diameter tungsten wire electrodes separated by 10 mm. Several cells, all with the
same construction geometry but with argon pressures varying from 1 to 10 Torr at room
temperature were used. Potassium metal containing approximately 0.05% residual sodium
impurity was distilled into the side finger of the cell. This reservoir of potassium is
held at slightly lower temperatures than the body of the cell to prevent condensation on
the cell windows. The cell is operated inside an oven at fixed temperatures ranging from
150'C to 230*C corresponding to atomic densities of -1013 to 4 x 1014 cm- 3 .

A Molectron DL300 tunable dye laser pumped by a nitrogen laser produced light with a
pulse duration of 5 ns, linewidth -1.5 cm-

1
, and at a repetition rate of 10 Hz. The light

is focussed between the two electrodes along the axis to a minimum spot radius of -40 pm.
The dye laser covered wavelengths ranging from 5000 to 7300A and pulse energies ranged
between 40 and 250 pJ. The corresponding power densities used in the experiments varied
from 160 MWcm- 2 

to 1 GWcm-
2 

at the minimum beam waist. The laser intensity is attenuated,
when needed, with calibrated neutral density filters and the light is made 100% linearly
polarized with an external Glan prism. When circular polarization is required, the
linearly polarized light is passed through a Soleil-Babinet compensator which has been
adjusted to perform as a quarter-wave plate.

Resonant absorption was detected through the collection of the free eLtctrons and ions
created by the laser-induced photoionization. The negative voltage applied to the cathode
varied from 2 to 150 volts; thus the performance of the ionization detection varied from
ion chamber collection to amplification through gas multiplication. After collection by
the anode the current was passed through a preamplifier, monitored on an oscilloscope,
processed by a PAR model 160 boxcir integrator, and displayed on a chart recorder. A
typical spectrum in shown in Figure 2.
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The two-photon RMPI signals are due to the process

K(4s 2 S) + 2?1w -- K** + i -- K+ + e- (I)

- K** + collision -- K+ + e-.

Under all experimental conditions studied the allowed series where K** is (n+2) 2 S or n 2 D
for 4<4n32 are well d-eloped. At temperatures above 190*C corresponding to K vapour
densities above (8)IC Jcm- 3 the series, forbidden by the Laporte rule, where K** iL n 2 p for
n 13<n<20, is developed.

The ratio of the intensity of the "forbidden" 2 p signals to that of the allowed 2D
signals varies quadratically with potassium density. It is independent of the argon
density. For K densities of 4xl01 4cm- 3 the 19 2 p line intensity is observed to be about 15%
of the neighboring 2D lines.

The observed line widths of both the 2 P and 2 D signals are the same - about 4 cm-i. The
intrinsic widths are not measured as they are less than or of the order of twice the laser
line width.

The power dependence of the "forbidden" signals is not accurately determined since the
dynamic range available is small due to their relative weakness. However the "forbidden"
signals appear to have the same dependence on laser power as the allowed transitions.

At sufficiently high densities the two photon transition leading to 2D, 2 S and the
"forbidden" 2 p states are all seen if the laser light is linear polarized. With circularly
polarized light, excitation to the 2S levels is not observed and excitation to both the 2D
at the 2p levels is somewhat enhanced.

Conclusions

In order to fix some orders of magnitude we calculate various quantities for a potassium
density of (4)101 4 cm- 3 where the ratio of the "forbidden" 18 2 p line intensity to that of
the 182D line is 0.17. The semi-classical radius of the wavefunction for the 18 2 p state is
342A. The average distance between potassium atoms is 840A. The probability of finding
two potassium atoms within 342A or less of each other is 0.067, and within 466A or less is
0.17. Clearly the interaction responsible for the appearance of the 2 p line must be long
range.

The most obvious possible long range interaction is that due to electric fields, a Stark
effect. Stark effects due the applied fields are not responsible. The forbidden lines are
not seen at potassium densities below (8)101 3 cm- 3 even for fields approaching 100 volt/cm.
Moreover at higher density the lines persist for fields below 2 volts/cm.

Possiul- Stark mixing by mircofields produced by a laser induced plasma was also
investigated. We calculate that the required ion density to produce the observed forbidden
lines would require more than 10% ionization in the focal volume, even when off resonance.
We find this difficult to reconcile with our observations. Moreover microfields large
enough to give observable signals at n = 15 would lead to widths and strengths for the
forbidden P lines above n = 22 at least an order of magnitude larger than that observed;
and strong Stark F state signals would be produced contrary to observation. We conclude
microfield Stark effects are also not significant.

We attribute the observed effects to quasi-molecule formation. In the presence of a
second atom the spherical symmetry of the atom is modified so that only a cylindrical
symmetry is present. Moreover the atomic separation is much less than the wavelength of
the laser light. Hence the L quantum number is not conserved. The problem is to find an
i.'teraction that is sufficiently long ranged and of sufficient strength. The Rydberg
eiectron is only loosely bound to the K+ core and has a de Broglie wavelength considerably
greater than the radius of a ground state potassium atom. The Rydberg electron can
interact strongly, scatter off such an atom with a delta function interaction, the Fermi
constant potential, and change its state 7 , 8 . Such an interaction can be strong and has a
range equal to that of the radius of the Rydberg atom; for n = 18 that range is 342A which
is marginally smaller than that required - about 466A. Of course this interaction is
effective only for atoms whose wavefunction overlap.
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For atoms whose separation is sufficiently large that their wavefunctions do not overlap
the strongest interaction is

V = V + V X + u.Q 2 + ti 2 Q1 +
D Q r3 r4

The first interaction potential V., the dipole-dipole interaction leads to cross sections
of the order 109A2 for resonant collisions between Rydberg-Rydberg atoms with n = 20(ref.9).
Although the symmetry of this interaction precludes an explanation of our "forbidden" P
signals, it may explain the much larger effects observed on the enhancement of the S levels
which we have also observed but are not described here. The dipole-quadrupole interaction
V has the correct symmetry to explain our observations on the appearance of the"?orbidden" P lines. We outline schematically the process where the ground quasi-molecular
state IS> IS> is excited coherently by two photon-dipole allowed transitions to virtual
excited states IS> b*>, IS> IS*>, and IP*> IP*> and then because of the dipole quadrupole
interaction VQ to the "forbidden" state IS> IP>. ie.

IS> IS> 2 photons P*> p*> + IS> 10*> + iS> Is*> !&_÷ Is> IP>

The relative contributions of the Fermi contact and the dipole-quadrupole interactions,
both long range, are now being studied.

GLAN-RS0 LARIZER CATHODE"
Sl ~VOLTAGE I

DYE VPOURFig. 1 Schematic diagram of the photo-
S ioniztion experiment. WhenERMOCOUPLE circularly polarized light isMETER i required, A Soleil-Babinet

K METAL- compensator (not shown) is used
N2 FURNACE -PREAMPLIFIER after the Glan-prism polarizer.

SCILLSCOPEINTEGRATOR

SCHART

RECORDER

18 2 S 16'0

190o Fig. 2 Portion of a potassium resonant

Zi Is multiphoton ionization spectra
taken a T=232*C and with a

2.. 17 ^collection voltage of 10 volts." 20 19 1 The laser power density was

I800 MWcm-2. The strong line
signal near 17 272 cm-n is due to
sodium impurity.
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Abstract

A new effect, Energy Pooling Ionization (EPI), is proposed. Tt gives rise to atomic ions through a colli-
sion between atoms transferred to their first excited state by 2sonant laser light. The atomic systems that
may produce this effect are indicated and the first preliminar) results obtained in In reported.

Introduction

Laser assisted collisions represent a vast class of processes where an atomic transition take place only in
the simultaneous presence of a laser field and a collision. These processes have been the subject c€ C large
number of both theoretical and experimental studies since the first work of Gudzenko and Yakovlenko().
They may be divided into two groups:

a) Collisions assisted by a laser field non resonant with any atomic transition.
b) Collisions assisted by a laser field resonant with an atomic transition.

We want to study a new effect, the Energy Pooling Ionization (EPI) which produces atomic ions via the colli-
sion of two atoms excited by resonant laser light. As it is often very difficult to make a selective trigge-
ring of only one process, it may be useful, before introducing the new effect, a brief review of these pro-
cesses pointing out the relevant parameters for which they are predominant. This will help us in the determi-

nation of the experimental conditions and in the choice of the atomic species.
An extensive review of the most recent results can be found in references (2) and (3).
Processes belonging to group a) may be further classified into two categories. The first one is schemati-

cally represented by the reaction:

Ali> + Bli> + hv -e Alf> + Bli> (1)

where li> represents the initial state for both atoms A and B, If> represents the final state of atom A and v
is the frequency of the laser photon. This reaction is referred to as "Optical Collision"( 4

). It is charac-
terized by the fact that one atom does not change its initial state; it only plays the role of perturbing the
potential curves of atom A during the collision so that the latter can absorb the photon hv

The second class is schematically represented by the reaction:

All> + Bli> + hL, - A If> + BIf> (2)

where li> and v have the same meaning as before and If> is the final state for both atoms A and B. Reaction
(2) is referred to as "Radiative Collision"(1

) or LICET - Laser Induced Collisional Excitation Transfer( 5
)-.

It is characterized by the fact that both atoms change their initial state. Transition (2) can be imagined as
a process in which the atom A makes a transition at a frequency corresponding to the sum of the energies
supplied by the collision and the laser field. It may also be viewed as atransition induced by the laser
photon in the quasi-molecule AB which is present during the interection between the atoms.

Reactions (1) and (2) need very high photon fluxes and relatively high atomic densities. These effects,
moreover, strongly depends on the laser frequency.

In processes of group b) the role of the laser is to prepare the colliding atoms in a well defined excited
state. The two most important parameters are the laser power density WL and the atomic density N. The predo-
minance of one or the other of these parameters gives rise to several different reactions which are briefly
reviewed and which may be simultaneously present in a particular experiment. The atoms most widely studied
are the alkalis and a review of the results of these experiments is given in references (2), (6) and (7).
The processes leading to highly excited levels are the "energy pooling collisions"

A* + A* A** + A (3)
and the "associative ionization"

A* + A* A+ + e- (4)
2

followed by dissociative recombination or radiative recombination

+ + e- A** + A (5)A2

A+ + e- A* +Nh (6)2 2~

The cross section for process (3) have been measured by monitoring the fluorescence from the highly excited
levels and values up to 10-15 cm2 

have been obtained( 8
-

1 1 
in good agreement with the theoretical calcula-

tion( 1 0
). Several alkali atoms and alkali mixtures have been studied starting with Na in the pioneering work

on the bubJect( 1 2
). They include besides Na, K(

1 3
), Cs( 1 4

), Rb( 1 5
), Na-K( 1 1

,
1 6

) and Na-Rb(1
7

). These processes
do not need very high laser power densities as well as high atomic densities. Therefore they cannot be easily
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eliminated by simply chosing suitable experimental conditions.
Besides the ionization induced by multiphoton absorption(18)

A + nhu - A+ + e- (7)

other processes lead to the ionization. They are widely discussed in ref.(7). They include, besides the
associative ionization (4), the "Penning Ionization"

A* + B + hv - A + B+ + e- (8)

and the ionization by collision with "hot" electrons e*

A* + e* P A+ + e- (9)

A* + e* - A** + e- (10)

where e* are produced by superelastic collisions

A* + e- A + e* (1)

Energy Pooling Ionization

This new process is represented by the reaction

A* + A* o A+ + A + e- ± E (12)

where A* indicates an atom in the first excited level and AE is the quantity

AE = I2E(A*) - Ei1 (13)

Ei being the ionization energy. In the collision between the two excited atoms, one of them transfers its
energy to the other and goes back to the ground state while the latter sums up an energy greater than the
ionization limit and is ionized (fig. la).

a) _ b)
J11M A/M V Z/6Y jil AW Z/4 9 d Z/ýk //Z

W Ww W

< p323, 4 p31 4 932p

Figure 1. a) Schematic representation of the EPI process.
b) Schematic representation of the excitation of Rydberg levels [reaction (16) in the text].

It is evident that the requirement to get this effect is

E(A*) t 1/2 Ei . (14)

To get the process unaffected by secondary effects it is essential that the level resonant with the laser
photon is the first excited one.

The interest in this process comes from the fact that it makes possible the transition of atoms from bound
states to continuum through collisions. Besides it allows the study of how the cross section of this transi-
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tion depends on the energy defect AE defined in (13). It also gives the opportunity to get informations on
the quasi-molecular states of the colliding partners and to produce an atomic population in the Rydberg levels
of the atomic system.

TABLE 1: Relevant parameters of Ga, In and TI for the EPI process.

SFine structure of First Energy of the 1 Ionization AE1 2
Ground the ground state excited first ex. level Potential

Atom level T(P 3 /2 ) cm-I (eV) level eV eV cm-
1  

cm-I n(Ryd.)

Ga 4P 200 s. 826.2 (0.10) 5S 3.07 6.00 1189.6 363.4 =
1/2

In 5P 10 s. 2212.6 (0.27) 6S 3.02 5.79 2075.7 -137.0 30
1/2

Ti 6P1/2 0.23 s. 7792.7 (0.97) 7S 3.28 6.11 3688.3 -4104.4 6tl0

Table 1. T = mean lifetime of the ground state P 3 / 2 sublevel; AEl = difference between twice the energy of
the first excited level and the ionization potential [reaction (15)]; 3E 2 = AEl minus the fine
structure energy of the ground state [reaction (16)] ; n(Ryd.) = Rydberg state reached from the atom
according to reaction (16). Data from reference (19).

EPI can he detected by monitoring:

i) the fluorescence coming from high lying levels populated by recombination processes,
ii) electrons and/or ions.
In case i) the use of a collision cell is to be preferred while in case ii) an atomic beam is to be used.

An atomic system suitable for EPI has to fulfill the condition (14). Those which answer this requisite
are In, T1 and Ga.

50 LP 
LP J

50 
!.iSI.R-

kT
T=13001K

30

5S 7Sl

'.4.

-:

100

6p,

Ga In TI

Figure 2. Simplified diagrams of the energy of the atomic levels of Ga, In and TI. The value of the energy kT
is also indicated in scale.
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These elements present other motives of interest. Their ground state is a P level with a fine structure
energy depending on the particular atom. Therefore we expect that the collisions of two excited atoms have
two possible exit channels schematically represented in fig.1 and described by the reactions

A*[(n+I)Sl/ 2 ] + A*[(n+I)S1 / 2].--o., A[nPi/ 2] + A+ + e- + -AE (15)

A1(n+1)Si/ 2] + A*[(n+L)Sj, 2].-. A[nP 3 / 2] + A** + AE 2 . (16)

Reaction (16) indicates the excitation of Rydberg levels (fig.ib). This reaction, as results from table I

is not possible for Ga as AE 2 is always positive. In fig.2 a simplified diagram of the energy levels for the

three atoms is shown.
We report in the following the very first preliminary results.

Experimental apparatus and preliminary results

In order to see this effect we started to work in a cell where high atomic densities are easily reached

and it is also possible to add some buffer gas which plays the role of the third body in the collision process
Ga, In and Tl have very low vapour pressure(

2
0), so to achieve the same densities typical of analogous

experiments in alkalis (1012 - 1014 cm-
3

) it is necessary to work at very high temperatures as results from

fig.3 where the densities of the three elements are plotted versus temperature.

to

to .4

Z
zA

A *TI
÷ In

to AGa

S0 g0oo 1200 ;oo T

Figure 3. Densities of Ga, In and TI plotted versus temperature. Data from reference (2n).

TI seems to be the easiest to handle with when temperature is concerned, but it is more difficult to get
the laser wavelenght resonant with the fundamental transition. For this reason we decided to start with In

whose fundamental resonance ( A= 4102 A ) is achievable with the dye DPS. The useful temperature range goes
from 800 to 1000 *C. At these temperatures In gets extremely reactive which creates difficulties in finding a

suitable cell. As the HPO (heat pipe oven), more complicated in building, does not solve the prob],m at least

for T>, 900 *C(
2 1

), to observe the effect and to get the preliminary results we used a quartz cell. For T<800'C
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the cell contamination proceeds very slowly. Fot T> 900%C the contamination is so fast that the cell has to

be changed after one day as an opaque layer covers its internal walls.

a) b)

4820 4730 4820 4t30

Figure 4. Portions of the spectrum detected at T = 900°C, Alaser = 4102 A in a cell with In and 15 torr of
Ne as buffer gas. a) Cell with clean walls; b) Cell with walls contaminated by In after about one

day of work. The amplification in b) is decreased a factor of 5 with respect to a).

This layer not only reduces the transparency of the cell but, worse than that, gives rise to strong lines
in the detected spectrum as shown in fig.4.

CARl MO N

DYE -LASER M
L BS F OVEN

Figure 5. Experimental set-up.
C = Quartz cell; M = Mirror; MON = Monochromator; P = PFotomultiplier; CR = Chart recorder;

T = Reference trigger; L = Converging lens; F - Neutral density filters.

Fig.5 shows a block diagram of the experimental set-up. A pulsed grazing incident dye laser (pumped by a

commercial N2 laser) - pulse duration 5 ns FWHM, maximum peak power = 15 KW, repetition rate 10 Hz - is focu-

sed inside the cell kept in an oven whose temperature is controlled and may be raised up to 1200 'C.
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The fluorescence reflected by mirror M, dispersed by a 0.32 m focal length monochromator, is collected bv a
photomultiplier. The signal is analyzed by a box-car integrator and recorded by a chart recorder. The box-car
is triggered by the laser pulse itself.

Both processes (15) and (16) can be detected by monitoring the fluorescence of tile vapour irradiated by
resonant light, even if they cannot be distinguished in these conditions. At low temperature only the lines
corresponding to the 5Pl/2 - 6SI/ 2 (4102 A) and 5P 3 /2 - 6SI/ 2 (4511 A) transitions show uip and no other
line appears. This excludes the presence of a high rate multiphoton ionization. When the temperature is
increased and the atomic density gets high enough other lines appear in the spectrum.

Due to the short lifetime of the cell we analyzed only the short portion of the spectrum where some lines
of the P series should appear. In this region we observed the lines corresponding to the transitions
6S w 11P (4880 A), 6S IOP (5022 A) and 6S - 9P (5260 A) drawn in fig.2, while the transition
6S - 12P (4790 A), for example, is absent.

10A

Jo i

4882 4511

A(A) i (A)

Figure 6. Signals corresponding to the transitions 6S - lip and 6S--40-5P 3 /2 respectively monitored in a
cell with In and 15 torr of Ne as buffer gas at T = 950 C, A

1
laser = 4102 A. The 6S -ml1P line

is amplified 400 times and only 3% of the 6S e 5P 3 / 2 light is collected.

In fig.6 the lines corresponding to the transitions 6S - lIP and 6S o 5P3/2 are reported in order to
compare the relative intensities. Their ratio results to be 7.15xlO- 5 

which is a reasonable value for colli-
sional processes(12). Even at high temperature the P series resonances disappear if the laser is slightly
detuned from resonance. Up to now it was not possible to make accurate measurements of the dependence of the
signal intensity on the laser intensity and the atomic density. These measurements are essential to give an
undoubtable interpretation of the experiment. For the moment we can say that these signals are not due to
multiphoton processes but to collisional ones and we presume that the latter are the ones we described before.
On the other hand even with the mentioned measurements, there remain some puzzling aspects in the experiment
such as, for example, the absence of the 6S - 12P line as the 12P level is very close to the 11? level.
Other collisional processes, unknown at the moment, cannot be excluded. For istance nothing is known about the
molecules of these elements and they could play a role in the collision. It is also evident that a final
interpretation cannot leave out the analysis of the entire spectrum.

In conclusoftn ;¢c havc shown that the reported preliminary re!3ults come from collisional procebses which we
presume are the ones described in the text. To give a definite interpretation of the experiment we are trying
to solve the problem of the short lifetime of the cell which is now too short to allow the analysis of the
entire spectrum under the same experimental conditions.
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Abstract

The light mechanical forces acting on vapors are discussed and the most recent experimental results are
presented. Two effects are considered: the resonance radiation pressure (RRP) and the light induced drift (LID).
In both cases important sodium vapor density variations have been observed. The influence of broad band laser
excitation(lamp-laser) and of the atomic interaction with the cell walls have been analyzed.

Introduction

Light exerts forces on atoms which are able to modify their motion. These forces can be succesfully
exploited by using lasers that, due to the high achievable intensities, can deflect or cool down an atomic
beam, as well as compress a vapor inside a cell. The experiments on the mechanical action of liqht (MAL) have
been until now performed mostlv on atomic beams, while verv few of them have been done on vapors.

There are essentiallv two kinds of mechanical actions that liqht can usefully exert on vapors: the first
is the resonance radiation Pressure (RRP); the second is the liqht induced drift (LID) effect. Both of then can
modify the equilibrium vapor density and eventually confine and compress the vapor in a part of the cell.

RRP is a well known effect due to the transfer of the photon momentum hv/c to the atom during the
absorption-enission process, where h=Planck's constant, c=velocitv of light and v laser frequency. If r is
the lifetime of the excited level the force acting on the atom is F= hv/cT at the saturation. RRP pushes the
atoms along the direction of the light propagation as it is schematically shown in fig. la for a single mode
laser excitation. The arrow indicates the laser beam direction and the dots represent the atoms. RRP is
maximum when the laser is perfectly on resonance inside the Doppler linewidth A 0 ""

RRP was demonstrated for the first time in 1933 by O.Frish(1), who was able to deflect a sodium atomic beam
by using a resonance lamp. The advent of lasers made this kind of experiments easier by qettinq possible the
deceleration and the cooling of atomic beams (2). RRP -n vapors instead was not demonstrated until the very
recent experiment performed by J.H.Xu and L.Moi(3).

LID is an effect proposed only' few
v~rs aoo by Gel nukhanov and Shalactin

(a (4)and observe 5ýor the first time bv
Antsygin et al. . It is due to the

RRP Laser- combined actions of resonant laser
excitation and collision with a buffer

Vt=Vo V gas. Both the difference between the
diffusion coefficients of the ground

(b and excited state atoms and the
velocity selective laser excitation

Laser_ I__-___ produce an asymmetry in the Maxwellian
Lsrdistribution of the atomic velocities

vL<Vo V and then a macroscopic flux of atoms

LID inside the cell. As a consequence LID,
i(C differently from RRP, can both pull and

push the atoms depending on the laser
Laser detuning( see fig. lb and Ic ) and it

Laser~ •is maximum when the laser is slightly
Capillary cell ,i1>,o v out of resonance.

RRP and LID are selective, through
Fig. 1 - Schematic representation of the RRP and LID effects the resonant laser excitation, with

on vapors respect to the atomic species, it is
therefore evident their importance to
study isotopic separation as well as

chemical reaction dynamics.
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Experiments and results

In this paper the experiments performed on RRP and LID effects are described with special attention to the
phencmena produced by multimode dye lasers having particular geametry and c-aracteristics (ILap-laser) (6).

At least two inmortant points must be considered when a MAL experiment is runned on a vapor: the first is
represented by the collisions with the cell walls; the second by. Dopler broadeninq of the absorption line.

When an atom hits the wall it remains for a qiven time Ta at the surface, where Ta depends on the
adsorption energy Ea as

Ta = To exp( Ea/KT ) (1)

with To = 10 -13 s. This fact has two nmin consequences: the first is that for large Ta values an atanic
layer is formed at the internal surface of the cell and this layer has to be removed to have any vapor
density variation; the second one is that, in any case, the diffusion of the vapor is slowed down as a result
of the many cullisions with the cell walls urnlergone by the atoms in the diffusion process. The last effect
is enhanced by the snall transversal Iiittnsions of the cell that have to match the laser beam diameter.
Typical Ea values are in the 1 - 1.5 cv ranrge for alkalis confined in a glass cell and the relative Ta is
10 -3 s. y adopting a special coatinq, obtained from a hother dymetil polisilossane solution, Ta becomes
10 -1 s. The coating reduces the formation of the surface atomic layer and it nets neolioible the
contribution of the wall friction to the diffusion time.

The Do)nieer hrrv1de(-inr lowers the effective coupling] of a single made laser with the vapor(see insert in
fig. 2) and this has non n(eligible consequ]ences. For example the force acting on the vapor in the RRP effect

depends on the number of atoms
instantaneously interacting with the
laser, and in LID the mentioned

L=0.5-15m-' asynmetry in the Maxwellian velocity
- -- -- -- distribution is a function of the

DY LM S velocity groups involved in the
eLASER, excitation process. Therefore it is

Do profie very important to control the
Chopper prof fraction of excited atoms. To that

lS BS - -•jv•n purpose we have adopted a multimode
laser having a long cavity in order to

I close up the frequency separation A11M
I between the longitudinal modes andL j V eventually to reduce it to a value that

is smaller than the hanngenecus
linewidth of the absorbing line(8).

OF In fig. 2 the general scheme of the

Trann dz experimental apparatus used in both
Amplofer Transient digitizer H Z experiences is reported. Tw;o different

C-------------------------dye lasers have been used in order to
check the highest efficiency of the
broad band excitation: an actively
stabilized single mode dye laser and a

F'tJ. 2 - Sketch of the experimental appratus; multimode dye laser whose cavity length
FP= Fabr'., Perot. Interferometer; L can be varied between .5 and 15 m,
R(C ieference cell; PM= nhotrmultinlier; to aAIM= 300 MHz and a Avm: 10 Mlz
OF-- ortical fiber; C= car)illarv cell; L- lens; correspond respectively. The sodium
%I=- ,-rro)r: BSý bIea splitter. The insert vapor is confined in a capillary cell
sh(ws the cY)upliri between thle laser ari vapor ((I) .2cm) which has a length of about

15 cn in the LID experiments and 50 cm
in the RRP experisents. In the first

case the cell is fi Il•d with few torr of Neon, while in the secornd one it is permanently connected to an ion
pimp in order to hakve a von, low backgiround das pressure. The cell is made by following a particular
procedure described elsewhere (9) . The fiuorescence is cuii ccL txi aL i igh.- anqlIe by means of an optical fiber
which -a-n be mr)vedl aloncl z. At our experimiental cornitions, the fluorescence intensity Iris proportional to
the vapor ders ity n an 3 n/n = -A I/I.

i) Resonance• Radiation Pressure: When a varior is illtuninated by a resonant laser it is su•-ruttecd to a
force r' which, in stationar- cornlitions. irrlifies the vawrx-r density t)rofile alone the canillary as

n(z) = noexo)(Fz/KT) (2)

where no is the euilibrrin density aid z is the ex)sition inside the cc]]. For a twe level atoi F is qiven
by (3)

F (h/'•t) (1,/Is)/(0+ILs/lsA Veff / (2Ct -AVD) (3)
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for a single mode excitation and by ( ) /V 2

F = 2Ž (h,' I/I - lvff e ( vJ V 4"n (1+In/Is) %JT -J VD

for a multimode laser excitation, where ,: laser wavelength, I., - saturation power density, In = intensity of
each laser mode, JJ ( 1 + IL / s ) effective linewidth of the absorption line, 1 n: naturl-' at [c
linewidth. The given F is calculated for laser absorption. negligiblc over all the cell length. I' is in
general lower due to the Doppler shift of the excited ators which are pushed out of resonance by, ti., lase,,,
unless a lamp laser is usedN().

-in
n

4=• - -LASER

3

2
b

a

a,
b ~LASER-t===ij

0 10 20 30 40 50 z(cm)

Fic. 3 - Relative vapor density variation calculated as function of z for single mode excitation ( curves a
and a' ); multimroda excitation from a standard dye laser ( L = .5m ) (curves b and b'); Multimodu
excitation from a lamp laser ( L = 10 m ) ( curves c and c'

In fig. 3 the iJn/n versus z has been calculated for three different laser configurations and for both
possible laser direction, as it is shown in the inserts. The calculations are made for IL = 2.5 W/(r3,,? At
z = 50 cmn it is located the sodium reservoir, therefore no density variations are there possible and the
capillary is filled or empted depending on the laser direction. In fig. 4 examples of fluorescence signals,
obtained for the two possible directions of the laser ( see inserts in the figure ), are shown. At time t

IF ====c (a)- (b) = -.,- (C)

3

_ L_
0 200 400 t(ms) 0 200 400 t(mS) 0 260 400 t(ms)

T t
Laser on Laser off

Fig. 4 - Fluorescence signals as function of time in presence of RRP; a) WL = 30 min, zO 15 cm,
T = 190 °C; b) WL = 40 inW, z0 = 25 cm, T = 160°C; c) laser out of resonance
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the laser is switched on and the fluorescence reaches its value determined by the local varor density, then
it starts decreasing ( fig. 4a ) or increasing ( fig. 4b ) urKner the radiation pressure. In fig. 4c the out
of resonance signal is reported to allow a quantitative evaluation of the absolute density variation n. The
maximum i n / n value measured in the preliminary experiment has been of the order of 703. A plot of J n / n
versus z is shown in fig. 5. It is evident the rrudification of the density profile produced hy the RPP
effect.

'n- -. LASER
60 0 O

0

40 0 0
0

0

20-

A
C 111', j',I

z(cm)
A

-20
A A A

-40 A LASER---== ]
-40

Fig. 5 - Plot of J n / n as function of z: A). T ý 190 °C, WL= 30 roW, L = 10 m; o). T 160 °C,
WL= 40 r W, L 5 m

(11i) Light Induced Drift: This effect has been widely studied both theoretically(10) and experimentally

We have put particular attention to the LID dependence on the atcr-wall interaction and we have sthiwn

IF

'F

(a
Fig. 6 - Fluorescence signals as

(C function of time in
presence of LID: a)

uncoated cell, single
mode excitation;
b) uncoated cell, broad

0 4 8 t(s) band excitation;
0 200 400 t(ms) c) coated cell, single

mode excitation;
IF d) coated cell, broad

FIF band excitation

(b (d

0 30 60 toms) t r
t t
Laser on Laser on

that the used silane coating speeds up the effect(7) by allowing the study of the MID stationar-Y states for
given laser intensity and frcquency( 1 2 ).
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Preliminary results have been obtained on the analysis of the laser bandwidth on the drift velocity Vdr
These results show that, by using the broad band dye laser described above, it is possible to increase Vdr
This can be understood by adopting an heuristic description for Vdr ftlat is given by

D -D
Vdr Dgq v 1 (5)

where De and Dg are the diffusion coefficient for the excited and ground state atoms respectively, 71 is the
fraction of excited atoms and vL is the mean laser selected atom velocity. 'r depends on the laser bandwidth
as discussed above for RRP effect. W14ile in RRP the laser bandwidth J VL can be larger than the Doppler
linewidth, in LID, owing to its dispeirsive behaviour, can not be as large as the Doppler profile because
the net effect would be zero. Therefore by increasing J VL , vdr reaches a mn4imum and then decreases again.
This has been demonstrated for very hiqh laser fields by Gel'rmukhanov et al. (13. In this case it is the
Dower broadeninq that increases the fraction of atoms interactinq with the laser by inducing a vdr increasing
until the selective excitation is lost and vdr decreases again.

In fig. 6 the signals produced by single mode and broad band laser excitations are reported both for
uncoated and coated cells. These signals show the fluorescence variations obtainec0 when the laser, suitable
detuned, is switched on. The fluorescence increases up to the value determined by the equilibrium vapor
density, then it decreases as the LID pushes the atoms away from the observation region. The transient time
is proportional to the drift velocity, for given vapor density, laser intensity and detuning. The larger
bandwidth speeds up the effect both in the coated and uncoated cells and in the second case the effect is
even more spactacular. Further measurements are in progress to give a quantitative evaluation of vdr in all
these cases.

Conclusions

We have presented rc'ent results on vapor MAL experiments which show a deep nmxdification of the
equilibrium density. The RRP is less effective than the LID as photon momenta are exchanged instead of atcmic
mcmenta, but it gives the possibility of performing a different kind of experiments like, for example, the
laser cooling of a vapor. LID can be very effective in the isotopic separatioin and in the analysis of
chemical equilibrium in vapor phase.
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Abstract:
A review of dye lasers and the conditions that exist for good performance is made. The

aspects of different dye laser types is discussed. The methods for determining dye lifetime

are compared. The necessity for developing and using some standards for reporting new dyes

and the methods of testing is requested for all persons involved in their development.
1.0 Early Observations

1.1 In The Beginning
Dr. Peter Sorokin began the use of organic dye material in liquid form as a laser source

in 1967. While I was at General Laser Corporation, we developed the sealed coaxial flash-

lamp and as a result, the first commercially available dye laser. Figure 1 is a copy of the
first dye laser advertisement placed in Laser Focus the winter of 1969. Figure 2 puts all
together the basic concepts of what a dye laser is, how it is made, and what it does. The
energy level diagram on the left with the broad S1 emission band is superimposed on top of

the fluorescence band underneath the pictorial layout of a dye laser.
As the grating is rotated, the lasing output spectrum will change because the gain will

shift to that wavelength which diffracts back through the dye cuvette to the output

reflector. This will only occur over that part of the fluorescence spectrum in which the
gain exceeds the dyes reabsorption.

The right graph shows the difference in spectral output when a flat reflector replaces

the grating. Instead of the output linewidth being 7A with the grating (or other dispersive
device), it becomes broadened to about 40A (3.8nm) because of the relative broad gain vs
wavelength existing in the excited signlet state.

An interesting thing about dye lasers is that any dye will not lase at the same wave-
length if it is excited or pumped by two different methods.

The following gives an expression how the losses in the cavity are related to the

reflectivity and transmission of the reflectors. The emitted wavelength is also a function
of not only the losses that exist, but also on the dye cell length and concentration.
L = Cavity Losses
X = Dye Cell Length

S= Dye Concentration
R = Mirror Reflectivities
T = Window Transmissions
L = 1/2 Lr (Ri, R2T, T2)

Changes in wavelength estimated by

A good reference book on dye lasers is "Topics in Applied Physics Dye Lasers", Volume 1,

Edited by F.P. Schafer. From that book Figure 3 shows the effect on lasing wavelength as
the concentration is changed.

As the concentration is increased, the output shifts to the red. Figure 4 shows the
effect by changing the length of the cell. So if you do a report that says that I have a
half centimeter cell, expect a different wavelength if somebody else reports using a one
centimeter cell.
1.2 Pump Methods

Lets look at the different methods of pumping in order to get everyone on the same ground.

Figure 5 says ruby laser but you can substitute nitrogen laser, or Nd:Yag laser as the
source for transverse laser pumping of the little dye cell. This is one method of making a

dye laser, that is a laser pumped dye laser. Figure 5 also gives you a dramatic picture of
what a CW dye laser looks like using an Argon or Kryton ion laser as the pump source.

This is from some of the early work that Ben Shavely at Kodak published. To some extent,

this shows you why the flashlamp pumped dye laser is being used for high power work. Much
more volume of dye can be excited with a flashlamp system, so therefore more output is
obtained.

Figure 6 presents lasing output spectra from dye lasers pumped by the different methods.
Pick any dye and notice how different they behave in lasing wavelength and relative output

in each of the different systems.

One of the interesting things about the coaxial flashlamp is that it can pump dyes into
the near UV.

I hope it is obvious that when data is presented, the method of pumping, the length of
the cell or model of laser used must also be given.
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2.0 Flashlamp Importance
Figure 7 shows the coaxial flashlamp. It differs from the linear flashlamp by the fact

that the dye flows down the center of the coax. The linear flashlamp requires a reflector
to get the light out of the linear flashlamp into the dye cell. The coax can be designed to
get the maximum pumping efficiency into the dye cell. It has a different loss mechanism and
different gain mechanism than any other excitation source. So if you are using a coax, you
are going to get different performance numbers than if you use a linear, which is different
from the Nd:Yag. Most important is that flashlamps can pump large volumes of dye, producing
large energy pulses.

Figure 8 shows what a coax can do. This is one of the systems we developed for the Air
Force quite a few years ago. This lamp produced 1.66% efficiency with Rhodamine 590 dye,
at i/3us pulsewidth and less than 10ons risetime. The lamp was run at a killowat average
power. The lamp proved to be very durable. It is an all metal to quartz seal coaxial flash-
lamp. The impressive thing about it is that we are getting 1.6% efficiency out of it.

The signature of the pulse out of the coax is a little bit different than some of the
other systems (Figure 9). The coax typically has a very, very sharp rise. 50% of the
risetime can be less than 20ns, so it really has pumped the dye hard. This pulse is a 3
Joule output pulse. It is about 1/2 microsecond pulsewidth, full width at half maximum.
Its efficiency is probably in the order of about 1.1 to 1.2%. When Aaron Fletcher tested
new dyes, he found some interesting correlations between dyes and this picture of the pulse.
Differences from this norm may indicate what is happening with a particular dye.

Aaron Fletcher at the Naval Weapons Center, China Lake has probably been the fellow that
has published more information on dye testing. He has done more testing than I think anyone
else in the world. He has done an excellent job. Figure 10 presents a couple of things
that Aaron has tried to get across to people. The degradation of the dyes can occur in
several different ways. The left curve is what actually happens with a coax. I do not know
what will happen with a linear. Aaron did a lot of his work with a coax but what is
interesting, is the harder you pump the dye, the longer is its half life.

Aaron found that in order to measure the half life accurately it must be tested on an
input energy level much above what is required for lasing threshold. Some data by others
will not agree with Fletcher's. In most cases, they were not pumping sufficiently hign
enough above lasing threshold.

Figure 11 and 12 show the effect of dye efficiency and lasing threshold on repetition
rate. This says that you must be real careful about how you make the measurement. Lasing
thresholds will change, the rate of degradation will change depending upon how hard you are
pumping them and how fast. Consistency is very necessary.

What was needed was an absorber with a lower cut off wavelength in order to maintain good
life but not suffer efficiency (i)* suggested trying caffeine. He used caffeine in Biology
as a tremendous UV absorbent. Figure 13 shows how the variation of its concentration
effects its absorption. When you get into the order of about 1 gram per liter of caffeine,
the optical density was measured to be about 9 and 10 below 3000A.

Caffeine was mixed into the cooling water of the triax (Figure 14). With it, efficiency
was maintained as well as lifetime improvement. Caffeine prevented the break down of the
alcohol solvents.

Figure 15 shows the results which were dramatic. The results indicate that flashlamp
radiation below 3000A is breaking down the alcohols which greatly limits dye lifetime.
Either a change in solvents, or a dye molecule not sensitive to these breakdown products is
necessary to eliminate the need for this UV filter.

3.0 Testing Methods and Problems
The problem with measuring dye lifetime is horrendous. Aaron determined what he called

the theoretical limit. He looked at it mathametically and generated some equations and said
if you plot the data like figure 16 and from that calculate various constants, you can come
up with numbers for the theoretical limit like 2 megajoules/liter or 4 megajoules/liter.
This procedure is not trivial and is very time consuming if done correctly. There are so
many variables that are changing; e.g., for different solvents, temperatures of the dyes,
lasing efficiency, reflector alignment, that you really have to be a laser person to do
this.

Figure 17 gives you an idea what some of Aaron's data looked like. All the numbers
point to the FOM column of table 4 or what he calls the dyes figure of merit. FOM is
obtained by measuring the dyes slope efficiency and multiplying it by some corrected life-
time. The problem is how can we compare this information with someone else's? It is very
difficult unless the other person followed the exact same procedures.

Tn table 4 of figure 17 notice that when he used argon cover gas, typically he got much
longer lifetime. He makes a statement that most Coumarin dyes have longer lifetime under
argon. But there is a couple of Coumarin dyes where this is not true. For c8F and Coumarin
153, he gets longer lifetime with air. He explains this by saying the relative energy
differences between the singlet and triplet states are different for those two dyes. So
many different dyes have been tested that it seems that you can find some dyes tested on
some laser which will help draw just about any conclusion you want.
(i)* The Use of Caffeine as a Liquid Filter in Coaxial Flashlamp Pumped Dye Lasers;
John Calkins, Ed Colley, John Hazle, Optics Communications, Volume 42, no. 4, July 1982
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Figure 18 is some of Aaron's latest data before he retired. The numbers are really
starting to look impressive. The data was taken using a coaxial flashlamp. You should note
that the Argon cover gas in Ethanol is the winner. But look at all the data he had to take.

We have to determine an easy method for testing and standardizing the lifetime recording
of new dyes. Table 1 of figure 18 on the right is data from Schimitschek & Hammond. They
took the relative number of laser shots to the 50% decline. That is all they did. They
did not determine K numbers and C numbers, figure of merits but said, let's just pump it
and see what happens. They had close agreement on relative lifetimes with Aaron for a
common test, ClH and C2H. Aaron would not agree that this would produce the correct life-
time number.

But we have to start somewhere. Once you establish specific operating condicions, then
comparisons can be made relative to one used as a base. To do absolute numbers, you are
going to have to take data similar to what Aaron did.

One of the interesting things that we did was to watch how the dyes degrade. From figure
19, the laser produces a certain energy called Eo at some charging voltage. If the lamp is
flashed at that constant level, then there will be some number of shots when the output
drops to Eo/2 which is called the half life. But if we instead start at Eo/2, and maintain
that output, then four times as many shots can be put on the dye. This is accomplished by
increasing the input energy until the voltage level reaches a value that is close to the
operational limit.

Ben Shafer reported way back in the early 1970's that the specral output can be shifted
by changing its P.H. Figure 20 shows a dye which is the most dramatic shift I have seen to
date. It was developed by Joel Kauffman. There are various things you can do to dyes and
if the P.H. is not the same, you can possibly get different results.

Figure 21 is from Paron's latest publication (2)**. This data shows what happens to the
lasing efficiency if the temperature difference between the cooling water and the dye in the
triax system is not correct. What is interesting is the significant change which can be
made for only several tenths of a degree difference. The effect is very solvent dependent.
Thus if you are going to do a lifetime measurement using the triax system, please make sure
the temperatures are held constant. A temperature change can easily make any degradation
data complete nonsense.

It is interesting to note that the dye was stopped in his "figure 6".
He kept the water flowing, but he stopped the dye. You notice that as the temperature

of that inner tube approaches the optimum, the output reaches a maximum. This has nothing
to do with the dye flush factor or index gradients or anything like that. So like I said
earlier, you can make one rule of thumb with dyes, and I can show you something that will
not follow.

When using a coaxial flashlamp, you can have a problem. The problem is that you tend to
get a shock wave off the side of the tube during the pulse and some localized heating.
Figure 22 shows how the index charges during the pulse. Figure 23 shows the effect of the
shock wave as it propagates through the dye cell. So, if you test with too long a pulse,
you can start getting other effects that are going to effect your efficiency.

4.0 Flashlamp Spectrum
Most papers talk about flashlamps in terms of its equivalent black body temperature. It

is one method of trying to compare sources that are used to pump lasing materials.
Figure 24 is an uncalibrated optical multichannel analyser (OMO) spectrum of the flash-

lamp output. The OMA was checked by its sensitivity vs wavelength changes which makes a
true calibration somewhat complicated.

By changing the center wavelength of the OMA, the output vs wavelength from different
sources can be compared. The effective calibration overlapped on this spectrum would have
the intensity at 4000A increased by 2X and that at 3500A increased by 4X.

What can be said is that the UV output is not increasing for shorter wavelengths as has
been reported for linear flashlamps. We can only speculate the reasons, and say that the
coax we use at about 10KA/cm 2 discharge current does not look like a black body, but is
strictly a xenon discharge.

Reasons why we do not see the large UV can be possible because the inner tube has
evidence of reaching very high (2000 degrees C) temperatures over a very thin layer during
the discharge. Hot fused silica absorbs longer than notrmal wavelengths.

A possible other factor is that vapor fused silica (3)1 produces emission spectra in the
near UV that may have been misread as xenon emission. These lines can be very intense and
may have lead to the conclusion about high black body temperatures.

Another interesting observation is that coaxial lamps can pump UV dyes directly to 3300A.
Even though efficiency is poor, enough UV is emitted which will successfully pump the dye.
I am not aware of any linear flashlamp being able to pump UV dyes. If al] the UV emission
(2)** Improving the Output and Lifetime of Flashlamp=Pumped Dye Lasers; Aaron N. Fletcher,
Dan E. Bliss, Michael E. ?ietrak, Naval Weapons Center
(3)-1- Persistent Enhanced UV Radiation from Double-Pulsed Flashlamps; H.W. Gandy, A.C. Kolb,

W.H. Lupton and J.F. Weller; Applied Physics Letters, Vol. 4, Number 1, Jan. 1, 1964
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does exist, I cannot see why some lasing should not be possible, even if the pulse risetime
is a fa or of 2 slower.

This leads to a different conclusion about the importance of separating the absorption
and emission curves as much as possible. The dyes absorption maxima near the peak emission
of its source is best for pumping efficiency. Reducing self absorption at the lasing wave-
length is best for lasing as well as overall efficiency.

5.0 Standardization of Testing
I have discussed most of the variables that occur with dyes and the dye laser in general.

But figure 25 emphasizes something that I may not have stressed earlier. This is work that
was done by Aaron Fletcher. When you do some measurements of the dye and you are using it
in a laser, take a picture of the output. Use a photodiode and beam splitter so that you
can see what is happening. Most of these pictures have linear type backs to the pulse.
This seems to indicate triplet quenching. Different dyes react differently to the same
excitation pulse. But it is very important to use all the information you can obtain to
help understand the chemistry.

The manufacturer should tell the customer what an approximate lifetime is going to be for
each dye. But any dye lases with enough efficiency to do the experiment at a specified
wavelength. This efficiency is what we call D#. It is related to what the laser will
produce using Rhodamine 590 which has a D# of 1. From figure 26, if the customer wants to
use Rhodamine 640 in any laser, he can epect about 40% more intensity. For any given
wavelength, a dye can be chosen that has the greatest efficiency. Because it is referenced
to R590, the customer can approximate the lasers output at that point.

When you make your measurements and try to understand a new dye, you have got to come up
with certain basic numbers. If we do not have those numbers, then comparisons cannot be
made. You have to have the excitation wavelength. Initially, if you are going to excite
the dye with a flashlamp or Nd:Yag or whatever, it is best not to have any tuning element
in the cavity. Then the natural output wavelength is what we call Lamda Zero. This is
where the dye will lase naturally with flat-flat reflectors when pumped in a specific
manner. If the output reflector is about 95%, then some relative new but poor dyes may
reach lasing threshold.

We want to know the efficiency. I always say relative to R590 - why? Because anyone
that has a laser knows what that laser does with R590. R590 is the basic dye. It is a
little more efficient than 6G and in any case people know what their laser does with that
dye. You must also specify the solvent. We like to specify the solvent that gives the
greatest efficiency. Some customers do not give a hoot about lifetime. They may just make
5 shots a week but they want the most photons they can get. So when we give them a D#, we
like to specify the solvent that gives the best output. You may find that one dye lases
very well in Methanol and in Ethanol it is 20% less efficient.

The lifetime rating for a new dye is the most difficult. Initially, an acceptable method
would be to note the number of shots at a specified energy level that it took to reduce the
output intensity to 50% when using one liter of dye.

When many dyes must be tested, we typically measure the amount of degradation that has
occurred after 200 shots at 50 joules input energy per shot for 200ml of solution. This
number helps sort out the week materials quickly.

As a summary, let me suggest the necessary information for a dye report.

"o excitation - flashlamp or whatever means used
"o Lamda Zero - wavelength of output with flat-flat reflectors
"o D# - relative efficiency to Rhodamine 590 - this means you must test R590

in the laser periodically
"o Solvent and Concentration - which gives the best D#
"o Lifetime - expressed as kilojoules per liter when pumped at some level above

lasing threshold (suggest 4X)
- the solvent for best lifetime
- any cover gas
- if UV filtered or not
- the tuning range at 4X above threshold

For naming new dyes, there must be a basic methodology. I suggest:
1. New Identifier: related to some basic structure of the dye (Rhodamine etc.)
2. Wavelength: generally Lamda Zero when flashlamp excited
3. Modifications: using the -lphabet for different modifications
Some examples: Coumarin 487

Oligo 381B
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For a sample dye report, try the following:
Dye Report

Name Rhodamine 590
Excitation FL. Coax - 10mm bore

6mm triax
quartz

D# 1.1
Concentration 8xl0- 5 M, Methanol

595nm (flat-flat
Tunable 570 - 625nm @ 4X
Lifetime 1OOKJ/liter @ 4X Ethanol, caffeine argon, D# @ 0.9

A general test procedure is shown in figure 27.
The dyes are first screened by measuring lasing threshold (Vth) and their lasing wave-

length (n.).
Then, their performance is compared to existing dyes. A low threshold indicates a good

dye. The threshold is changed by changing the reflectivity of the output (Ro). Then the
output energy Eo is compared to Rhodamine 590 to determine its realive efficiency (D#).

The test is complete when tunability (A)) and approximate half life (til/2) are measured.
The half life with caffeine as a UV filter ?l/2cf is important if the dye may be placed

on the general market.
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NEW EFFICIENT UV LASER DYES THROUGH MOLECULAR ENGINEERING

Hans C(1sten and Monika Rinke

Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe, Institut fMir Radiochemie,
7500 Karlsruhe, Postfach 3640, Federal Republic of rermany

Abstract

New UV laser dyes with improved lasing properties (conversion efficiency, tuning range, photochemical stability) superior
to those previously available are obtained through molecular engineering. Sterically hindered and rinq-bridged P-
quaterphenyls exhibit laser dye emission in the 345 - 393 nm range with conversion efficiencies (slope efficiency) up to
20 % and with a low lasing threshold when pumped with an excimer laser operating on XeCI or KrF. Ring-bridging of p-
quaterphenyl on adjacent rings by methylene, oxygen, and ethylene bridges causes a considerable decrease of the
conversion efficiency in the order given, while the photochemical stability in dioxane increases with the same order of
ring-bridging. From the photophysical parameters (fluorescence quantum yield and fluorescence decay time) of a potential
laser dye the conversion efficiency can be predicted using the calculated cross-section of stimulated emission. The effect
of the oxazolyl group on p-oligophenylenes reveals that terminally flanked oxazolyl groups reduce the laser performance of
the p-oligophenylenes. When, however, the two oxazolyl groups are directly annellated to an aromatic ring, as in case of
the benzo-bisoxazoles, a new class of efficient and photostable IJV laser dyes is obtained.

Introduction

The concept of an ideal laser dye with all deactivation processes and attack mechanisms on the laser dye during its
operation taken into account has been published recently 1 . This hypothetical laser dye consists of a lasing dye moiety in the
center encircled by one or two donor dyes covalently bound to it in order to increase the pump light absorption. In addition,
a triplet quercher, a singlet oxygen quencher and a radical scavenger for the radicals produced photochemically from the
solvents are chemically linked to the laser dye. Though several approaches towards an ideal laser dye have been made 2 , 3
its realization through skilled molecular engineering by organic chemists might remain a dream. Severe limitations on its
realization are problems of solubility of the large molecule and, of course, costs of the synthesis.

DONOR • -

TRIPLETLAE DY

QUUENCHER

Figure 1 Scheme of an ideal laser dyel.

More realistic improvements in the development of new and better laser dyes can he achieved through molecular
engineering at a lower level. On the basis of spectroscopic and photophysical properties of a potential laser dye whose
parent compound is known to show stimulated emission, improved laser dyes can be predicted. Consequently, the
improvements of known laser dyes with spectroscopic and photophysical properties taken into account goes far beyond the
principle of laser dye selection by trial and error.

In this paper we summarize our results on the laser performance of new tunable I J)N laser dyes of the class of substituted
and ring-brid2 ed p-quaterphenyls which have been preselected on account of their spectroscopic and photophysical
properties4 -9
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Results and Discussion

To reach the threshold for stimulated emission of a laser dye in solution the wavelength dependent gain coefficient a for
the light amplification must be optimized,

ct (A) N1 Oe(A ) - No a°( A)- Nla a(A )- N 3aa(A) (,)

stimulated reabsorption S1 - Sn T1 - Tn
emission absorption absorption

or, in other words, the loss processes such as reabsorption, S]-Sn absorption and TI-Tn absorption, must be minimized 7 ' 8.
Once stimulated emission has started, a new loss term comprising all quenching reactions through photochemical
degradation products has to be taken into account in Eq. 1. All cross-sections of the loss processes as well as the cross-
section of stimulated emission are determined by spectroscopic and photophysical properties of the laser dye. Thus, the
cross-section of stimulated emission, a e' is essentially determined by

Se = const Of / T f, (2)

the quotient of the fluorescence quantum yield, Of, and the fluorescence decay time, T f, of the laser dye in question.
Thus, the organic molecule in question should have a high fluorescence quantum yield and a short fluorescence decay time
in order to show stimulated emission. The pump threshold, in turn, is controlled by the reciprocal fluorescence quantum
yield.

All these gain and loss processes are controlled and determined by the chemical structure and the geometry of the laser
dye.

Sterically hindered and ring-bridged p-quaterphenyls

Among the p-oligophenylenes, the spectroscopic and photophysical properties of the p-quaterphenyls meet best the
requirements for a good UV laser dye such as

- matching of the absorption spectrum with the emission of the most common excimer lasers operating on XerI
(308 nm) or KrF (248 nm),

- high molar absorption coefficients at the wavelength of the excimer pump laser 4 - 6 ,

- broad spectral region of fluorescence and high fluorescence quantum yield 4 , 5,

- short fluorescence decay time4 , 5,

- large Stokes' shift,

- little overlap of the fluorescence and triplet absorption spectral regions4 ý 5,

- photochemical stability,

- necessary solubility better than 10-3 M,

- ease of synthetic procedure.

In addition to excimer laser pumping, ring-bridged p-quaterphenyls have been suggested for flash-lamp pumping 9 . The p-
quaterphenyl parent compound shows stimulated emission in the near UV range under flash-lamp excitation' 0 and in an
XeCI pumped dye laser 1 1 ' 12. The low solubility, however, precludes its general use as a laser dye. The more soluble
derivative 4, 4 "-bis-(2-butyloctyloxy)-p-quaterphenyl, generally known as RiBuO, has the disadvantage of a tenfold lower
photochemical stability1 1 .

Tuning range and conversion efficiency

Higher pump light absorption of the common excimer laser emissions by a p-quaterphenyl can be achieved by molecular
engineering. Figure 2 shows the influence of substitution by methyl groups and of rinq-bridqing on the absorption spectra of
p-quaterphenyls.

A detailed study on the effect of substitution and ring-bridging in p-quaterphenyls on the spectroscopic and photophysical
properties can be found in the work of taerlman" 3 . In qeneral, ring-bridging of p-quaterphenyls shiftes the pump light
absorption towards the wavelength of the XeCI excimer laser emission, methyl groups causing steric hindrance towards
that of the KrF excimer laser emission. The same effect of substitution and rinq-bridqinq can be observed in the tuning
ranges of the p-quaterphenyls (see Figs. 3 and 4).
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Wavelength I nm

250 300 350 ,00

Absorption Fluorescence

CH3 H3/

113C CH3

KrF XetI

40000 36000 32000 28000 246000
Wavenumber Icm-1

Figure 2 Absorption and fluorescence spectra of 3,3"'-dimethyl-p-quaterphenyl, 2,2'"-dimethyl-p-quaterphenyl and 2,7-
di-m-tolylfluorene in dioxane at room temperature.

Generally, steric hindrance through methyl substitution in p-quaterphenyl produces shorter UV laser dye emission and lower
conversion efficiencies. Contrary to methyl substituents, methoxy substituents do not show this hypsochromic effect of the
tuning range (see Fig. 3). Ring-bridging of p-quaterphenyl generally gives rise to longer wavelength tuning ranges in
comparison to sterically hindered p-quaterphen yIs. The conversion efficiency of the ring-bridged p-quaterphenyls decreases
in the order of CH 2 > n > CH 2 -CH 2 bridging.

Some remark should be added on the conversion efficiency and the tuning range of a laser dye. Both parameters depend on
the dye laser system as well as on the mode of dye laser operation. Generally, dye laser performance measured in the
narrow-band emission mode of the dye laser 1 4 , 15 gives rise to smaller tuning ranges and lower conversion efficiencies of a
laser dye compared to a dye laser operating in the broad-band mode' 6 , 17. Figure 5 shows this effect for the conversion
efficiency of [ 2,2'] bifluorenyl in dioxane. The conversion efficiency is given as a quantum efficiency derived from the
slope of a plot of the dye laser output energy vs. the pump energy (slope efficiency) 1 8 . The conversion efficiency measured
in the broad-band mode is always higher compared to the narrow-band mode1 9 . It is understandable that laser dye suppliers
tend to report the conversion efficiency measured in the broad-band mode. However, for use in spectroscopy or analytical
research the data measured in narrow-band mode are more meaningful.

A comparison of the laser performance of the ring-bridged and the sterically hindered p-quaterphenyls reveals that ring-
bridged compounds tend to show smaller tuning ranges. Ring-bridging of p-quaterphenyl gives rise to smaller tuning ranges
due to smaller Stokes' shifts of the more planar molecules as compared to sterically hindered p-quaterphenyls. Due to the
smaller Stokes' shift, at the concentration used in a dye laser (N 10-3 M), the tuning range is curtailed on the high energy
side of the fluorescence spectrum 5 .
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Figure 3 Tuning ranges vs. conversion efficiencies of sterically hindered p-quaterphenyls in dioxane and ethanol
(XeCI excimer laser pumping)4 .
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Figure 5 Slope efficiency of [ 2,2'] -bifluorenyl in dioxane (Xe(l. excimer laser pumping) for different operation modes of
the dye laser.

Table 1 summarizes the effect of methyl substitution and ring-bridginq on the fluorescence properties and laser
performance of the p-quaterphenyls.

Table I

Fluorescence parameter and laser conversion efficiency of rinq-bridqed and sterically hindered p-quaterphenyls in dioxane

Fluorescence Fluorescence Conversion
quantum yield efficiency

xk~ax [ nm Of( [%] 7110/0]

&- ' 369 78 13

S367 77 15

S354 71 6
b -d-4 354 71 6

353 76 4.5

W 299 6 -
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With decreasing planarity of the p-quaterphenyl derivative the fluorescence is blue shifted and the fluorescence quantum
yield decreases. Parallel to the decrease of the fluorescence quantum yield also the conversion efficiency of the laser dye
decreases.

As was indicated in Eq. 2, the cross-section of stimulated emission of a potential laser dye is determined by the
phntnnhysical propertie- nf the laser dye. In Fig. 6 the slope efficiencies of three dnouble ri-,-hridned p-quqterphenyls Are
shown together with the photophysical properties of these compounds.

2,0

E/
o 1,5

Z 0
LU

W 

011

S0,5

5,0 10,0 15,0 20,0
PUMP LASER ENERGY/mJ

OF T OE Efficiency
[n sec] [10"1 6 cm 2 ] [%]

0.80 0.86 2.72 16.6
0.75 0.90 2.41 11.2
0.59 1.00 1.77 3.1

Figure 6 Slope efficiency of [ 2,2'] bifluorenyl, [ 3,3'] bidibenzofuranyl and 9,10,9',10'-tetrahydro [ 2,2'] hiphenanthryl in
dioxane and their photophysical properties.

The photophysical data given in Fig. 6 show that the conversion efficiency, derived from the slope efficiency, is
proportional to the cross-section of stimulated emissiono E of the laser dye. As, in turn, aE is connected via Eq. 2 with the
fluorescence quantum yield, Of, and the fluorescence decay time, T, the conversion efficiency of a potential laser dye can
be estimated from these photophysical properties. It has been shown that this relation holds for a sizeable number of
substituted and ring-bridged p-quaterphenyls 5 .

Photochemical stability

For high-power operation of dye lasers the photochemical stability of the laser dye is as important as the conversion
efficiency and the tuning range are. In particular for long-term irradiation experiments with high photon fluxes of the pump
laser, the stability of the laser dye can be the determining factor in the choice of a laser dye. The photochemical stability
of a laser dye depends on the solvent 1 ' as well as on the photon energy of the pump laser 2 0 . It was observed for the
sterically hindered and ring-bridt-ed p-quaterphenyls that the photochemical stability is approximately by a factor 10 to 20
better in dioxane than in ethanol 5 , 6 As Figure 7 indicates, an exponential decay of the dye laser energy is observed with
the increase in absorbed energy of the pump laser.

The photochemical stability was measured under comparative conditions, e. q. the concentration of the laser dye was such
that at least 99 % of the pump laser light was absorbed in the transversely pumped dye laser cuvette. From the exponential
decay curves in Fig. 7 a half-life energy EI/2 can he calculated which is the total amount of the absorbed pump laser
energy per liter of laser dye solution when the output energy of the dye laser has dropped to 50 % of its initial value. With
the known concentration of the laser dye and the photon energy of the excimer laser used, the El/ 2 value can be expressed
in a physically more meaningful lifetime as the number of photons absorbed per laser dye molecule when the output energy
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of the dye laser has dropped to half of its initial energy output. A comprehensive investigation of visible ant i'\ laser dye
stabilities under excimer laser pumping has been published by Antonov and Hohla 2 1 .
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Figure 7 Photochemical deqrad~tion of suhstituted and ring-bridged p-quaterphenyls in dioxane as a function of the total
absorbed XeCI pump lase' energy.

Figure 7 reveals that the photochemical stability of the ring-bridged p-quaterphenyls increases in the order of the bridge

CH 2 < 0 < CH 2 -CH 2. Mono ring-bridged p-quaterphenyls are more photostable than double bridged compounds which are,
in turn, more stable than triple bridged p-quaterphenyls. It is interesting to note that the most photostable laser dyes of the
ring-bridged p-quaterphenyls exhibit the lowest conversion efficiency? (see also Fig. 6). In other words, the higher the
conversion efficiency is the lower is the photochemical stability of the ring-bridged p-quaterphenyl. The mono ethylene-
bridged p-quaterphenyls such as 2,7-diphenyl-9,10-dihydrophenanthrene are among the most stable photochemical laser
dyes. Up to a total pump energy absorbed of 50 000 Joule per liter no photochemical degradation was noticeable. Methyl
substitution of p-quaterphenyl results in much more stable laser dyes than methoxy substitution in the same position4 .

Laser performance of oxazolyl substituted p-oligophenylenes

New aspects of laser dyes in molecular engineering can be derived by attaching oxazolyl groups to a known laser dye. It is
well known that the oxazolyl group has a considerable chromophoric effect on the fluorescence of aromatic molecules
because it enhances the fluorescence quantum yield without affecting the rate of non-radiative deactivation of the excited
singlet state2 2 . This fluorophoric effect of the oxazolyl group had been used in industrial fluorescers such as optical
brighteners and organic scintillators long before laser dyes were discovered. We have synthesized p-oligophenylenes with
two terminal oxazolyl groups as chromophores and a class of molecules, the benzo-bisoxazoles, in which two oxazolyl
fluorophores are directly annellated to one aromatic ring. The benzo-hisoxazoles represent two classes of isomeric
molecules of C2h and C2v symmetries.

I R R
R R

R' R 2 h.0.

0=0-3
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The photophysical pro erties such as fluorescence quantum yield and fluorescence decay time indicated that thpen
compounds should lase?3, 24. Roth classes of oxazoles, the w,w'-bis-oxazolyl-(2)-p-oliqophenylenes and the 2,(,-diphenyl-
benzo-bisoxazoles, show fluorescence quantum yields between 0.70 and 0.80 with fluorescence decay times well under one
nanosecond 2 3 , 24. Fig. 8 shows the chromophoric effect of the terminal oxazolyl groups in 4,4'-his-L 4,5-diphenyloxazolyl-
(2)] -biphenyl (n = 2) which shiftes the absorption and the fluorescence spectrum towards longer wavelengths. Compared to
the p-oligophenylenes 4 , 5, 25 the triplet absorption is also strongly shlfted to lonqer wavelengths. A strnnn oPnrqy
separaLion between the singlet and triplet absorption bands is desirable in order to promote stimulated emission in a
potential laser dye. This effect in regard to lasing has been extensively discussed by Pavlopoulos 2 6 , 27.
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Figure 8 Singlet absorption, fluorescence, laser emission and triplet absorption spectra of 4,4'-bis[ 4,5-diphenyl-oxazolyl-

(2)] biphenyl (n = 2) in dioxane at room temperature.

In Table 2 the laser performance data have been summarized of the substituted benzo-bisoxazoles and the w,w'-bis-
oxazolyl-(2)-p-oligophenylenes.

Table 2

Laser performance of substituted 2,6-diphenyl-benzo-hisoxazoles (C'2h and 72v) and w,w'-bis-oxazolyl-(2)-p-oligophenylenes
(n = 0 - 3) in dioxane under XeCI excimer excitation

R' R Tuning range Slope efficiency Photostahility
[nm] [%] Half-hifeenerqy Mean lifetime

] 04 J/I] [ photons / molecule]

C2h

C(CH 3 ) 3  H 381 - 393 14.1 303 7880
CH 3  CH 3  367 - 397 12.3 96 3800

C 2 v

C(CH 3 ) 3  H 371 - 384 5.1 57 1 522

CH 3  CH 3  359 - 383 7.8 7 228

n =0 409- 421 3.0n 2.3 1
n = 1 423 - 435 4.6 1).4 12
n = 2 421 - 438 R.6 r).4
n = 3 419 - 435 7.3 0.,5
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The conversion efficiency increases with the number of phenyl rihgs between the terminal oxazolyl groups. In the class of
the isomeric benzo-bisoxazoles the symmetrical benzo-bisoxazoles are much better laser dyes than the unsymmetrical
ones. Furthermore, the photochemical stability of the symmetrical benzo-bisoxazoles is much larger than that of the
unsymmetrical benzo-bisoxazoles 2 4 . This has been attributed to a much smaller overlap of the triplet absorption with the
fluorescence spectrum in case of the symmetrical henzo-bisoxazoles2 4 .

Molecular engineering consisting in the introduction of steric hindrance in the parent benzo-bisoxazoles leads to a broader
tuning range (see Fig. 9) due to R larger Stokes' shift. Introducing bulky methyl groups in the ortho, ortho' positions of the
2,6 positioned phenyl rings results in an unstructured absorption and less structured fluorescence spectrum and, hence, a
broader tuning range.
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Figure 9 Singlet absorption, fluorescence spectra and tuning ranges of 2,6-di(4-tert.butylphenyl)-'enzo[ 1.2d:
4.5d'] bisoxazole and 2,6-dimesityl-benzo-[ 1.2d; 4.5d'] bisoxazole in dioxane (Xerl excimer laser pumping)2

Furthermore, through molecular engineering the absorptic-) maximum of the lower benzo-bisoxazole in Figure 9 can be
shifted towards the 308 nm emission wavelength of the XeCI pumping laser and the solubility of this laser dye is increased
due to the six methyl groups. The fluorescence quantum yield and the fluorescence decay time have been entered in Fig. 9.
Due to a longer fluorescence decay time of the sterically hindered 2,6-dimesityl-benzo-bisoxazole this dye has a slightly
lower conversion efficiency and a lower photoohemical stability 2 4 . While the photochemical stability of the w,w'-bis-
oxazolyl-(2)-p-oligophenylenes is poor 2 3 , the benzo-bisoxazoles with photochemical lifetimes on the order of thousands of
absorbed photons per molecule are very ihotostable I JV laser dyes2 4 . While th'e photophysical properties of the isomeric
benzo-bis-oxazoles are almost identical differences can be noticed in their laser performance data 24 . This demonstrates
that besides the geometry the symmetry of a molecule can also have a large effect on the lasing properties of a potential
laser dye.
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SYNTHESIS OF NEW COUMARIN LASER DYES BASED ON 1,1,7,7-

TETRAMETHYL-8-HYDROXYJULOLIDINE

Chin H. Chen* and John L. Fox

Corporate Research Laboratories
Eastman Kodak Company

Rochester, New York 14650, U.S.A.

Abstract

Synthesis of l,l,7,7-tetramethyl-8-hydroxyjulolidine and new coumarin dyes derived
therefrom is described. The new synthesis offers advantages in ease of workup, purification
and large scale preparation. These r(w dyes have similar spectral properties as those of
the old coumarins. Tested by excimer laser, Coumarin 102T exhibits slightly better lasinq
efficiency than C-102.

Coumarins are the most widely used organic laser dyes for the blue-green renion of the
visible spectrum. Eastman Kodak Company manufactures and markets a laroe number of coumarin
derivatives. Among which, the most interesting from the standpoint of quantum fluorescence
efficiency and bathochromic spectral shifts are the 7-julolidylcoumarins as shown in the
general structure 1.

R,

The synthesis of these julolidylcoumarins is depicted in Scheme 1. The most critical
step in the entire synthesis is the preparation of 8-hydroxyjulolidine which was formed in
about30% yield by reluxing m-anisidine with excess l-bromo-3-chloropropane.1 In large
scale preparation, the results were not always reproducible, thus, making the subsequent
purification difficult. The major byproduct from this reaction has been identified to be
the 8-methoxyjulolidine which apparently was not readily demethylated under the reaction
condition. Examination of the mechanism under which the desired product is formed suggests
that the bisalkylation and subsequent cyclization are probably favored by basic or near
neutral condition, while the demethylation to eliminate CH3 X is favored under strong acidic
condition. Therefore, it is difficult to optimize the reaction condition to favor the
formation of 8-hydroxyjulolidine exclusively since the reaction turns gradually more acidic
as more HBr and HCI evolve as reaction progresses.

Attempts to react m-aminophenol with l-bromo-3-chloropropane directly failed to give any
desired product, presumably, due to complications from competitive O-alkylation.

In search of a suitable substitute of 8-hydroxyjulolidine (2) so that the laser dyes
derived from it would have similar and hopefully, better lasing characteristics as those
of the original julolidylcoumarins, we have designed the l,l,7,7-tetramethyl-8-hydroxy-
julolidine depicted in 5 based on the following considerations: (1), To reduce the cost
of large-scale preparation, it is desirable to start with m-aminophenol which is about five
times cheaper than m-anisidine; (2), To facilitate the cyclization process during the
synthesis of the julolidine ring, a better electrophile is required. Based o0 our previous
work involving the ring closure of tetramethyl- 5H,9H-quino[3,2,l-de]acridine in acidic
mediums, tetramethyl derivative would provide a more stable carbonium ion which is expected
to enhance the electrophilic cyclization under acidic conditions; (3), To substitute the
l,l,7,7-benzylic hydrogens with methyl groups may enhance the photo stability of the julo-
lidylcoumarin dyes as benzylic positions are often susceptible to oxidation; (4[, Molecular
orbital calculations of Coumarin 102 vs Coumarin 102T using a MOPAC AM1 program5 show only
a slight increase of the LUMO level from -0.424 eV (C-102) to -0.404 eV (C-102T) while the
HOMO level remains the same at about -8.165 eV. Most HOMO and LUMO coefficients as well as
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Scheme 1. Synthesis of Julolidylcoumarins
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certain key bond angles and bond lengths in the ground states of both Coumarin 102 and 102T
are similar. The major perturbation in the geometry of the new molecule lies in the bond
angle of the gem-dimethyl substituted carbon near C-5 which is reduced to 83.4' in Coumarin
102T, while the other tertiary substituted carbon is tetrahedral which is around 110.7'.
This distortion which apparently is due to the steric compression between the qem-dimethyl's
and the peri-hydrogen at C-5 may contribute to further riaidize the julolidine rinq system.

The synthesis of l,l,7,7-tetramethyl-8-hydroxyjulolidine is outlined in Scheme 2.

The preparation of N,N-bis(allyl)-m-hydroxyaniline (3) as the HC1 salt proceed in 44%
yield. While the yield is relatively low, the material is readily isolated in pure form by
precipitation from DMF with water and an isopropyl ether wash. The subsequent cyclization
in methane sulfonic acid proceeds smoothly in 67% yield and is isolated in pure form by
precipitation from the acid with water.

In order to facilitate the synthesis of the salicylaldehyde derivative which is needed for
the subsequent coumarin dye synthesis, the aminium salt 4 needs to be deprotonated in a
separate step which is effected in a two-phase, ethyl acetate/aqueous sodium hydroxide
system in 942, yield. The final Vilsmeier reaction to introduce the formyl group proceeds
in 86% yield. Considering the ease of isolation and purification involved in each -f the
intermediates, this synthesis is highly conducive to large-scale preparation. Overall
yield of 8-hydroxy-tetramethyljulolidine from m-aminophenol is 289.
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Scheme 2. Synthesis of 8-Hydroxy-tetramethyljulolidine
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The corresponding tetramethyljulclidylcoumarin derivatives are prepared similarly as
depicted in Scheme 1. Their code names, absorption maxima, extinction coefficients,
excitation and fluorescence maxima (all measured in EtON) as well as the corresponding
fluorescence quantum efficiencies are compared in Table 1. For comparison purposes, the
same code names are used for both julolidylcoumarins with identical substituents R1 and
R2 , except that the tetramethyl derivatives will bear a suffix T. As in the unsub-
stituted case, Coumarin 343T was prepareH fiom Meldrum's acid.

In general, the tetramethyljulolidylcoumarins have similar (in certain cases, they are
slightly better) fluorescence quantum efficiency as the old julolidylcoumarins. The dyes
derived from 8-hydroxytetramethyljulolidine are slightly more soluble in both polar and
non-polar solvents. This solubility difference may find applications where hiqh s,',Aubility
is desirable, such as EtOH in which most lasing performance data are measured.
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Table I. Comparison of Spectral Properties Between Tetramethyljulolidyl
and (Judolidyl)coumarins

Abs Excit FA
Code R1 RX2 max (nm) C*xlO 4  Amax (nm) Amax (nm) 71

C-102T H Me 388 2.14 452 464 0.60
(102) 388 2.19 452 464 0.58

C-338T C0 2Bu-t H 432 4.24 432 476 0.79
(338) 432 4.28 432 476 0.78

C-314T C02 ET H 434 4,54 430 476 0,79
(314) 434 4.50 43C 486 0.78

C-343T C02H H 442 3.30 426 476 0.52
(343) 445 3,77 426 476 0.50

C-334T COMe H 450 4.60 452 494 0.84
(334) 450 4.51 452 494 0.85

C-337T CN H 442 4.18 444 486 0.80
(337) 442 4.33 444 486 0.83

C-153T H CF3 420 1.96 430 532 0.50
(153) 422 1.97 430 532 0.48

*C - Extinction coefficient
- Fluorescence Quantum Yield

The lasing characteristics of these new tetramethyljulolidylcoumarins under excimer
laser (XeCl) excitation gt 308 nm 4 and certain improved lifetime results under flashlamp
pumped lasing condition); will be published elsewhere 6 . In these lasing measurements, a
significant effort was devoted to ensure that dye lasing characteristics were assessed
under identical experimental conditions. 6 Narrow-linewidth performance of C-lC2T was
assessed using the multiple-prism Littrow oscillators developed by Duarte and Piper. 7 ,9

Here, 5% conversion efficiency was obtained at a linewidth ca. 1 GHz at FWHM.
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DYE CHROMOPHORES: TO LASE OR NOT TO LASE

James H. Bentley
U.S. Army Missile Command

Directed Energy Directorate
Redstone Arsenal, AL 35898-5245

Abstract

Lasing dyes form a gain medium possessing nanosecond fluorescence lifetimes, a large
homogeneous nature, and extreme tunability. Low electrical efficiency, exacerbated by
facile intersystem crossing, places strong constraints on the organic structures used for
dye lasers.

Introduction

When dyes were first observed to lase, one of the first things done was to thumb through
the chemical catalogs for dyes to see which could be made to lase. There were lots of dyes
available. Euphoria soon turned to disillusionment, followed rapidly by panic and punish-
ment of the innocent who were brash enough to predict great, huge, and wonderful varities
of lasing dyes for laser scientists. We are now in the formative stages of a definition of
the problem, with which we are having quite a struggle.

During the disillusionment phase we discovered that the great majority of clothes dyes
don't lase; and many more that did lase didn't do it very well. Somewhere in the disillu-
sionment or panic phases we discovered that the triplet state is absolutely ubiquitous.
That is if we kept the laser pulse going long enough, the triplet state population would
grow to the point that triplet absorption losses were terrible no matter the dye. Now this
is not to say that laser pulses cannot be stretched to many microseconds. They can, with
the use of low kst dyes and triplet state "quenchers", but at greatly reduced lasing levels
generally.

Background

A typical molecular energy state diagram, Fig. 1, shows the time scale of the photophys-
ical interaction of organic molecules with electromagnetic radiation. The times of excita-
tion and deexcitation are generally typical, although certain times, such as the singlet/
triplet or triplet/singlet intersystem crossing lifetimes, may vary considerably. These
lifetimes correlate to their respective rate constants kst and kts.

The fastest time is a photonic absorption, which corresponds to the time it takes a
photon traveling at the speed of light in the medium to traverse the spacial extent of a

I |typical dye molecule. If one assumes that a
I j photon of a well defined wavelength is perhaps
s Ti a couple of wavelengths long, then it
| | takes a photon traveling at a velocity of say
| I 2 X 1018 Angstroms per second about 10-15 sec-
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ten Angstroms is the order of the dipole size for a typical laser dye molecule.
The slowest times are the intersystem crossing times, in which case an electron must

perform a spin flip, a zeroth order forbidden transition. These times vary enormously from
10-8 seconds to perhaps 30 seconds of natural lifetime. The single interaction, which for
the most part, determines these lifetimes is a magnetic vector field couple, occurring in
such a fashion so that a torque may be applied to the electron through its magnetic spin
vector. This event requires a magnetic field varying spatially (or temporally) in the order
of the size of the electron's own spin magnetic field.

Whether deexcitation occurs via fluorescence ( 10-9 sec) or phosphorescence ( 10-3 sec)
there exists plenty of time for nuclear molecular motion to occur. This means that excited
state dye molecules may change their physical shapes reatly, considering that nuclear
motion single events are in the order of 10-13 to 10-72seconds. This also allows time for
solvent molecule re-orientation corresponding to dye molecule shape changes, implying that
solvent indeed may be important to laser dye performance. This phenomenon is, of course,
already well known.

Analysis

To truly define the problem of laser dyes, one needs to establish a successful model of
a dye structure based, of necessity, on the proper meshing of quantum mechanics (QM) and
observed data. Observed data alone is useful but inadequate. QM alone is impossible. Even
a poor predictive model can point directions for the synthetic organic chemist. This can be
of great aid considering the time and effort synthesis often takes. Any model should con-
sider the desired characteristics listed in Fig. 2.

A partial list of specific structural contributors to the above requirements are found
in Figures 3 and 4. These restrictions are obviously not separately independent, the aster-
ished items being exemplary.

One can choose to build a rigid, extended chromophore and expect considerable self-
absorption for a laser frequency toward the intense part of the fluorescence spectrum. Or

one can choose to incorporate rotation within

* KETONIC CARBONYL- JRIP•EIJLORfA//ON part of the chromophore, and accept the
reduced extinction coefficient that results.

* BENZYLIC PROTONS- LAS/I YOA'/D/ZFD This is seen in Figure 5.
This method will generally yield a nice

* POOR nI ORBITAL OVERLAP--O / large Stokes shift and one will often observe
*o EREEROTAIION-/OII' C a "natural" laser line (broad band resonator)

somewhere close to the fluorescence maximum,
* N-- U" EXCITATION- JR/P1F71ORRA/A1/OV as indicated in Fig. 6.

The largest pulse energy dyes are of the
*0 RESTRICIEDROTATION-/OWVSJOK/9SS//f[ uormer, rigid chromophore type, in which

-NOz GROUPS - 1JR1/PZL[/ORkfAJ/OA advantage is taken of the homogeneous nature
of laser dyes to "drain energy", so to speak,
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laser line located typically far out on the long wavelength skirt of the fluorescence curve.
One would like to predict that advantage could be taken of both extremes of structure so
that a small amount of rotational freedom within a chromophore could increase the Stokes
shift, while the large part of the chromophore was rigid with the corresponding large
extinction coefficient. Such an ideal structure, coupled with the right auxochromes could
yield an efficient, high energy dye.

Now some mention of the concept of homo-
geneous lasers must be made since the concept

4 yM1PPMcMs is extremely important relative to how much

sIOKESSHIII-T: laser line enei:gy one can expect to extract
NINA. from a given laser system. As illustrated in

Fig. 7, if a laser system is truly perfectly
ABSORPTION [LUORLSC[ NCE homogeneous, then it has only one possible

upper laser level (ULL) and the probabilities
for spontaneous radiative deexcitation to any
of a myriad of possible lower laser levels
(LLL) are equivalent. This means that all
the metastable pump energy "stored" in the
lasing moiety is located in one quantum state

Y (ULL) and that, if the system will lase at
all, this total amount of energy can be lased
out of the gain medium in one "line" that has

is never as clean as the ideal, of course.
S IOI T one can think of several ways to tune a

?0 N11A, laser, such as intracavity Fabry-Perot

etalons, wavelength selective mirrors, prism
SR 640 assemblies, reflective refraction gratings, or

combinations of each of these. One can spec-
ifically choose a laser line (and thus a LLL)
or allow a spectrally unbiased optical system
to choose its own line at which to establish
maximum positive gain for stimulated emission.

ABSORPTION F-fUORESCENCE The latter case will result, in the case of
dye lasers, in a laser line of say, 25-35
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Angstroms FWHM, demonstrating that while the dye laser is not a naturally perfect homogen-
eous laser, it nevertheles is a good approximation.

Another way of viewing this phenomenon is that for a perfectly homogeneous laser, all the
possible ULL energy can be lased out of the system at any wavelength, under the fluorescence
curve, that also has a system optical gain greater than one.

This is demonstrated nicely by Rhodamine 6G and Sulforhodamine 640 in Fig. 8. The fact
that superior dye laser action is obtained from these dyes from the long wavelength skirt of
the fluorescence curve is an indication of a well developed homogeneous nature to dye
lasers. This is perhaps very fortunate for dye laser users since the self-absorption of
singlet state manifolds for greatly rigidized structures is evidently quite large under most
of the fluorescence curve.

It is one thing for a synthetic organic chemist (our molecular architect) to consider
ways to provide molecules with high extinction coefficients and large fluorescent efficien-
cies; it is another matter to selectively shape a fluorescence curve to order.

Things may not be hopeless however, in that certain work by George Bird (Rutgers Univer-
sity) indicates the possibility of enhancing the long wavelength skirt of the long wave-
length peak of the fluorescence curve, while sacrificing the peak's maximum fluorescence
intensity. 6 If this "red enhancement" can be done without shifting singlet absorption
along also, lasing might be improved considerably for chromophores with rigid structures and
the corresponding high extinction coefficients.

Conclusions

Triplet state absorption is extremely important to laser dye performance; so much so,
that a dye with an extinction coefficient of only about 6000 can be made to lase, when
triplet absorption is apparently not a problem. 7 While it is evident that certain struc-
tural moieties and certain functional groups are quite efficient in generating triplet
states in dye molecules, it is not evident that all auxochromes do not generate triplets at
some rate or other. Neither is it apparent that any laser dye molecule can be made "triplet
proof", so to speak, so that efficient lasing is terminated solely by means of thermal
considerations. The difficulty does lie in the lack of adequate modeling. Inadequate
modeling in turn lies not only in the predictive problems for any particular series of dye
structures such as simple paraphenylenes, but in the fact that lasing moieties such as bi-
manes 7 exist at all. Who would have predicted a laser from a bimane type structure? And
how many different molecular organic structures are there that might lase, which structures
might be as different from the bimanes as the bimanes are different from oxazoles?

Any theory which hopes to treat new and better dyes must be able to deal with greatly
disparate molecular structures; and any model which hopes to predict new individual struc-
tures must be able to deal effectively with the manner in which dye structures delocalize
and stabilize electron density. 8 To use an analogy, it appears that a good laser dye should
be able to resonate with electromagnetic energy in the same manner as a bell or tuning fork
resonates with mechanical energy. Can we learn something from the bell analogy and are our
molecular architects up to the task of assembling such structures? This investigator feels
that the greatest gain for future laser dyes will come with considerably rigid, (but not
totally rigid) chromophores, with highly charge-dispersed push-pull mechanisms, 8 in a
lasing system that enhances the natural homogeneous nature of the dye fluorophore.

Such requirements may be applied to conventional or new and unusual structures, utilizing
perhaps new and unusual atomic elements. The illuminating factor, ultimately, will always
be how the electrons arrange over the changing molecular shape.
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TWO-PHOTON LASER PHOTOCHEMISTRY OF A COUMARIN LASER DYE

Robert J. von Trebra, Robert P. Mahoney, and Tad H. Koch
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Abstract: Irradiation of 7-dimethylamino-4-methylcoumarin in aerobic ethanol
solution with the partially focused output of a xenon chloride excimer
laser at 308 nm resulted in the formation of yellow oligomeric material
derived from the ethanol solvent. The efficiency of formation of the
yellow material was dependent on the intensity of the excimer laser
excitation. The oligomers are proposed to interfere with dye stimulated
emission, and their formation is proposed to be initiated by sequential
two-photon dye absorption followed by energy transfer to solvent.
DABCO, 1,4-diazabicyclo[2.2.2]octane, suppressed the formation of
oligomers and,consequently, is useful for prolonging the lifetime of
coumarin and other dyes in excimer, nitrogen, and Nd:YAG laser pumped
dye lasers.

Aminocoumarin dyes such as 7-dimethylamino-4-methylcoumarin (1, Coumarin 311) and
7-diethylamino-4-methylcoumarin (2, Coumarin 460) have been used extensively in dye lasers
to produce tuneable light in the blue green region. A shortcoming of this class of dyes
has been photoreactivity leading to the production of material absorbing at the fluores-
cence wavelength of the dye and consequently, interfering with stimulated emission. A
phntoproduct absorbing in the region of 460 nm .-hich was identified earlier by Winters and
co-workers from irradiation of Coumarin 460 is 7-diethylamino-4-carboxycoumarin (3).1 Our
investigations and those of others have revealed several photochemical processes of the
aminocoumarins which destroy the dyes. 2 - 5 These are formation of dye radicals in bimole-
cular processes and reaction of the dye radicals, dye triplet sensitization of singlet
oxygen formation and subsequent dye oxidation by singlet oxygen, and reaction of dye
excited states with triplet oxygen. Possibly the formation of 3 results from the latter
process. None of these processes accounts forthe rapid formation of photoproducts absorb-
ing the region of 460 nm from XeCl excimer laser pumping of aerobic solutions of amino-
coumarin dye in dye lasers.

We have recently observed that the efficiency of formation of products which inter-
fere with stimulated emission from XeCl excimer laser excitation is a function of the
degree of focusing of the XeCl excitation beam. 6 Higher optical density was achieved with
more focusing. Chromatographic separation of the higher molecular weight products from
irradiation of an aerobic, 5 x 10-3 M, ethanol solution of Coumarin 311 afforded recovered
coumarin in high yield, a small quantity of solvent adduct (7-N-(2-hydroxypropyl)-N-
methylamino-4-methylcoumarin), and a yellow oil. Gaseous products, predominantly hydrogen
and butane, were also formed as well as acetaldehyde. Spectroscopic and combustion analy-
ses of the yellow oil indicated that it resulted from oxidative oligomerization of the
solvent. Analogous results were obtained when Coumarin 311 was similarly irradiated in
aerobic methanol. With benzene as the solvent, a black insoluble benzene polymer was
rapidly formed.

The yellow oil from partially focused XeCl excimer laser excitation of the amino-
coumarin laser dyes in ethanol or methanol solvent absorbs in the region of 460 nm. Since
this is the predominant material formed absorbing in this region, we have proposed that
the mixture of oxidized solvent oligomers is the material which interferes with stimulated
emission in excimer laser pumped coumarin dye lasers.

The dye sensitized solvent oligomerization bears some resemblance to the photochemis-
try observed from vacuum UV excitation of the respective solvents. 7 - 1 0 Consequently, we
have proposed that the photochemistry in the dye laser results from upper dye excited state
sensitization of the solvent followed by solvent C-H and C-O bond homolyses. 6 Oligomers
result from radical combination reactions and subsequent radical oxidations. The upper dye
state is probably a triplet state resulting from absorption of a second photon by the first
triplet state or energy transfer from a first excited dye singlet state to a first excited
dye triplet state. The difference in the solvent photochemistry from that upon vacuum UV
excitation possibly stems from the proposed difference in solvent excited state multi-
plicity, the concentration of radicals produced, and the presence of oxygen. Energy trans-
fer from an upper triplet state of triphenylene to solvent has been implicated in the forma-
tion of a triphenylene solvent adduct. II
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Earlier we noted that DABCO, 1,4-diazabicyclo[2.2.2]octane, could be used to extend
the useful lifetime of a variety of laser dyes in several types of dye lasers, especially
excimer, nitrogen and Nd:YAG pumped dye lasers. 1 2 Its presence in aerobic solutions of
the dyes inhibited formation of products absorbing at the fluorescence wavelengths of the
dyes. We have now observed that DABCO inhibits the formation of the yellow solvent oli-
gomers possibly by serving as an electron transfer triplet quencher and as a free radical
scavenger.

Acknowledgment: The authors acknowledge the U. S. Army Research Office (contracts num-
bers DAAG-29-85-K-0014 and DAAL-87-K-0053) for financial support.
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Effects of Detergents, Viscosity Modifiers, and Temperature
Differential on the Output of Certain Laser Dyes

R. F. Kubin, A. N. Fletcher, M. C. Pietrak, and D. E. Bliss
Chemistry Division, Research Department

Naval Weapons Center, China Lake, California 93555-6001

Abstract

The effects of environment can significantly affect the performance of laser dyes. The addition of viscosity
modifiers and detergents and control of the coolant-dye solution temperature differential (delta) of flashlamp
pumped dyes all have individual effects which are not totally independent of one another. Several viscosity
modifiers were investigated with the goals of increasing the temperature differential range (FWHM) and reducing
the optical distortion effects of thermal transients on a dye solution when lased in a static condition. At an
established viscosity range, all viscosity modifiers reduced the lasing output. This effect was investigated by
measurement of the fluorescence quantum yield of rhodamine 6G in various concentrations of the viscosity modifier
Klucel H in a water-alcohol solvent. The quantum yield appeared to go through a maximum and fall sharply as the
concentration of Klucel H was increased. Sodium dodecylsulfate added to water solutions of certain pyridinium
oxazole salts was found to increase the lasing output by factors of two to greater than ten. Operating at the
optimum temperature differential between coolant and dye solution can improve the output by factors of two to five.
We note a synergistic effect on rhodamine 6G using both a detergent and viLicosity modifier to increase the
temperature differential range to 1. IC.

Introduction

For a number of years this laboratory has been engaged in the study of factors that affect the output and
lifetime of flashlamp pumped dye laser:,. 1 '8 This work continues our efforts to develop long lifetime, high output
dye laser systems that can be field qualified. The effects of three parameters on several pyridinium oxazole salts
and rhodamine 6G have been investigated with two goals in mind: (1) to find the optimum system among some very
good dyes we have recently evaluated;1 9 and (2) to find conditions that would broaden the temperature differential
range of a dye, where the temperature differential is defined as the coolant temperature minus the dye solution
temperature in a flowing dye laser system. We have looked at the effects of poly(ethylene ox.ide),
poly(vinylpyrrolidone), and several cellulosic viscosity modifiers. In general, increased viscosity reduced the
lasing output. We chose three detergents, all well-known, that have been reported to increase the lasing output of
certain organic dyes. 20 These three, ammonyx LO, triton X-100, and sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS), are quite
different chemically and one might reasonably predict the outcome when they are added to organic dyes that are
themselves salts. Only SDS gave significant increases in output but not in all cases. We also wish to emphasize,
in flowing dye systems, that the coolant dye temperature differential is an important experimental parameter and
needs to be determined for each dye system. We have now observed a temperature differential range in excess of
+l.0 0 C. With the dye systems studied, we have observed no negative deltas. The coolant is always warmer for
maximum output.

Experimental

Our dye laser system is a Phase R DLIOY laser head in a triaxial configuration. The cavity has a 100%
reflector wide band rear mirror and for these tests used a 50% output coupler. Temperatures of coolant and dye
solution can be controlled to 0.01°C as previously described. 17 Quantum yield measurements were made using a
Spex F 222 fluorometer. For the latter measurement, the dye solution absorbance was !5 0.014 resulting in dye
concentrations in the 10-7 M range. Concentrations of dyes in the dye laser were 2 x 10-4 M. Viscosities were
measured using a Brookfield digital readout viscometer.

Viscosity Effects

We chose a viscosity range of I to 5 poise to minimize the effects of thermal flux on the dye solution. For
the viscosity studies, the laser was fired under two conditions, dye static and both dye and coolant static. In order
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to avoid absorption effects as much as possible, we set a limit of < 1% by weight viscosity modifier. We also
required that the viscosity modifier be shear stable and pseudo plastic. Of the eleven viscosity modifiers evaluated,
five were chosen for study. These were Klucel H [a (hydroxypropyl cellulose)], hydroxyethyl cellulose methocel
A (a hydroxymethyl-co-hydroxypropyl cellulose), polyox [poly(ethylene oxide)l, and poly(vinylpyrrolidone). All
but polyox met our criteria. Polyox, a shear sensitive polymer, was chosen to study the effect of shear stability.
The first three listed form essentially a homologous series. In the viscosity range chosen, all modifiers reduced the
lasing output compared to the same dye-solvent system without modifier. As the concentration of viscosity
modifier is increased, the temperature differential range does increase but the increase at best can only be described
as modest. Figures 1 and 2 show the effect of Klucel H on rhodamine 6G.
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FIGUREI. RH590 Cl + 0.5% Klucel H in FIGURE 2. RH590 CI + 0.3% Klucel H in
EtOH/H 2 0, Coolant Varied, 35 J Input, Max EtOH/H20, Coolant Varied, 35 J Input, Max
Output = 32.45 mJ. Output = 40.93 mJ.

In order to more fully investigate the reduced lasing output, we determined the fluorescence quantum yield of
rhodamine 6G in various concentrations of Klucel H. Klucel H was chosen because it had the least effect of the
modifiers studied on the lasing output. Table I gives the results of these measurements. The last two entries in the
table are our measured quantum yields for the pure solvents. It would appear that there is a broad maximum
peaking at about 0.3% Klucel H; however, it should be recognized that all the reported quantum yields in the range
0 to 0.4% Klucel H are within the experimental error of one another. At concentrations greater than 0.4%
Klucel H, there is a definite fall off in the quantum yield. Unfortunately, it took 0.5% Klucel H to achieve a
viscosity in our desired range. Again, comparison of Figures 1 and 2 show that upon lowering the Kiucel H
concentration to 0.3% the output increased by 25%. Because these experiments are quite time consuming we have
not as yet tried a still lower concentration of Klucel H to see if the output falls.

TABLE 1. Fluorescence Quantum Yields Of Rhodamine 6G
Perchlorate In EtOH/H 20 + Klucel H.

% Klucel H Q %Klucel H Q

0.0 0.86 0.5 0.81
0.1 0.87 0.7 0.76
0.2 0.89 1.0 0.58
0.3 0.90 EtOH 0.95
0.4 0.89 H20 0.82

Detergent Effects

It has been known for some time that in highly polar solvents (essentially water) that certain detergents can
increase the lasing output of particular dye classes. The detergent effect is ascribed to the breakup of dye dimers.
trimers, etc., that form in highly polar solvents due to micelle formation of the detergent where a dye molecule
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becomes associated with a micelle. Depending upon the hydrophobic, hydrophilic, and/or ionic properties of both
dye and detergent micelle, the dye molecule can be inside or outside of the micelle. Each micelle, as a rule of
thumb, may have 25 to 50 molecules of detergent. However, Chang and Kaler 2 1 determined the molecular weight
of the SDS micelle in water and deuterium oxide. From their restits the number of SDS molecules per micelle in
water is about 100. We investigated the effect of SDS on rhodamine 6G from mole ratios of less than 10:1 to
600:1. Initially, as SDS is added to rhodamine 6G, the solution turns purple and lasing is quenched. A plot of
output versus SDS mole ratio shows an initial sharp \drop in output followed by significant increases in output up
to a mole ratio of about 100:1. With increase in the mole ratio, the curve reaches a maximum in output then
gradually decreases by less than 10% at mole ratios exceeding 600:1. The value, 1.2% SDS, was chosen as being
well into the plateau and corresponds to a mole ratio of about 400:1.

Figure 3 shows the structure of the five dyes tested. The nomenclature follows our recent paper. 19 Ox 12
had the highest output (and short lifetime) of any pyridinium oxazole dye we have tested to date. Ox 15 has a
reduced output but a lifetime rivaling that of Ox 2. Ox 26 was not reported previously. 19 This dye was made and
tested because of some evidence that alkyl substitution in the 4 position on the oxazole ring while reducing lifetime
would increase output. Under our present test conditions, Ox 26 was poorer in both lifetime and output than Ox 2
(unsubstituted in the 4 position on the oxazole ring), which is the longest lived moderate output dye we have tested.
Table 2 gives the lasing parameters of three of the pyridinium oxazole dyes tested plus some baseline data for
comparison. For those not familiar with these constants, Table 3 gives some actual output energies for several
energy inj t values. It can be seen that SDS increases the output of these dye systems by factors of 2 to >10. Ox
4 and Ox 15 are not included in these tables because, somewhat surprisingly, SDS had no effect on these two dyes.
Again the effect of SDS on the value of the FWHM of the temperature differential range can only be described as
modest, increasing somewhat as SDS is added.

TABLE 2. Lasing Data With SDS In Water.
DYE 1000 K* t, J I/C, Mi/I FOM, kJ/l

Ox 2 -air 2.02 24.9 1,203.0 2,430.0
Ox 2 - argon 2.72 23.8 2,008.0 5,461.0
Ox 12 - air 2.39 20.8 19.68 47.0
Ox 12- argon 2.82 17.1 44.40 125.2
Ox 26 - air 1.40 24.2 172.9 242.0
Ox 26- argon 2.27 23.5 685.3 1,555.0
Ox 2- argon- no SDS 1.64 33.9
Ox 12- argon -no SDS 1.2 43.2 143.0 172.0
Ox 26 - argon - no SDS 0.472 48.9
RHO 6G - air - no SDS 1.05 28.2 .

*K is the slope efficiency, t is the lasing threshold, I/C is the lifetime, FOM

is the figure of merit.

TABLE 3. Comparison Of Lasing Outputs, ml.

Input, J

SYSTEM 40 45 50 55

Ox 2/H20/air 2.7 6.0 10.6 15.4 20.1
Ox 2/H 20/SDS/air 29.2 37.9 48.1 ...
Ox 2/H20/Ar 10.1 18.2 25.7 36.9 44.6
Ox 2/H20/SDS/Ar 40.4 54.6 ... ......

Ox 12/H20/Ar ... 2.7 8.4 13.6 19.2
Ox 12/H20/SDS/Ar 40.3 ...... ...

(35 J)
Ox 26/1t20/air ... ... 0.5 2.8 5.1
Ox 26/H120/SDS/air 19.8 25.5 32.8 39.6 45.4
Ox 26/H20/Ar 3.5 •. 2.5
Ox 26/H20/SDS/Ar 35.6 49.9 ... ...
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The other two detergents are non-ionic or strongly basic and one might predict they should have no effect on
the pyridinium oxazole salts tested. This was essentially true for triton X-100. In the case of ammonyx LO (lauryl
dimethylamine oxide) quenching or reduced output was observed which may be a pH effect because the pH of
ammonyx LO is high (-11).

We first reported our results on this parameter in a paper presented at Lasers '85.17 At that time we
observed values of A = + 0.2'C. We have now observed values of A >I.00 C. Drake and Morse 2 2 first reported
an analysis of a coaxial flashlamp pumped dye laser cavity and predicted a value of A = 0.0. Since that analysis,
some papers have set the limits of A = + 0.050C. 23 ,24 We find that A is an experimental parameter of the particular
dye, solvent-coolant system and must be determined for each case. If one operates within the FWHM range, the
output can be from two to five times higher than values outside this range. Also, we note that on the dye systems
that we have thus far tested the value of A has always been positive, i.e., the "coolant" is always warmer than the
dye - which makes sense theoretically. 22 In Figure 4 we present an interesting result. We had tested rhodamine 6G
in the poly(hydroxyethyl cellulose) and found that its output was greatly reduced. At this point we added SDS to
see if the output could be improved. The output was restored to that of rhodamine 6G with just SDS. The
viscosity was reduced by a factor of about five. However, there was a synergistic effect in that range of delta
(FWHM value) increased from about a third of a degree to 1. IC, the largest value so far observed. Also, delta
itself increased to over I°C. At present we have no explanation for this effect of both viscosity modifier and
detergent. Increasing the value of delta reduces the criticality of the coolant - dye solution temperature control.

(D ~0.8 ;CKO V-44, F -C", 0.8 •
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FIGURE 3. Dye Structures Investigated. FIGURE 4. RH590 CI + 0.5% QP-100 mH +
1.2% SDS in H20, Coolant Varied, 35J Input, Max
Output = 32.87 mJ.
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THE FREE ELECTRON LASER MEDICAL PROGRAM
B. L. Aronoff, M.D.
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ABSTRACT

For over three years, sporatic meetings about medical applications of the Free Electron
laser have occurred. These culminated at a meeting at Los Alamos on February 1, 1984. At
that time, more formal discussions were started as to possible medical applications.
These have produced many theories and lines of research. At Baylor, we plan to work with
the school of engineering of Southern Methodist University. They will do the material
science and assist us in medical application. It seems that a wide variety of lasers will
be available. We plan to explore the various "windows" in the electro magnetic spectrum
to endeavor to destroy cancer in tissue at a depth beneath the skin. Newer fibers will
assist in delivery of laser energy into remote parts of the body. These lasers should be
more powerful and allow new interactions with tissue and probably better and deeper pene-
tration when sensitizing dyes have been used. New combinations of lasers seems feasible
for parenchymal tumors. New vistas will be explored in our endeavor to cure cancer.
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I would like to discuss with you for the next few minutes what is going on with Free
Electron laser in medicine and what we project for the future. As you all know, none of us
have available in our institutions, a Free Electron laser. The one that most of the peo le
that I'll +elk about today have been using is the one at Stanford under John Madey, which
has been operational for many months. It lids been used primarily in the range of about
2.9 microns, which is one of the ideal wavelenghts for its use in medical practice. Now,
actually, the whole program involves more than just medicine. It involves biophysics, DNA
cellular molecular research, materials science and, of course, medicine.

A short history of how this program came about would seem important. Back in 1982, when
the second meeting of American Society of Lasers in Medicine and Surgery was to be held at
Hilton Head, Leon Goldman called several people and invited us to meet with John Madey and
Kent Sokoloff. Now, you know that you can't go to Hilton Head and not plan golf, just as
you can't come out here and not ski. So, I went out early in the morning with my wife and
we played golf and I returned in time to see John Madey. I did have a nice talk .ith Kent
Sokoloff and in the next two years, there have been many visits between Dr. Madey and our
group. These were very productive. In February, 1984, we received a phone call asking us
to go to Los Alamos with a group to talk about the medical applications of the Free Elec-
tron laser. It was an interesting meeting because at first, they invited us to come early
in the week and then told us that we could only come for one day because we did not have
security clearance. After a brief discussion with the powers that be the evening before
our performance, we let them know that we had secrets also that we did not want to jepe: -
dize in our institution and things became smooth after that. The meeting, actually was
very productive. In April, 1984, the same year, we got another phone call inviting us .o
go with the group to Washington, D.C. to see what we could do as far as legislation for the
medical applications of the Free Electron laser. The first meeting was with the Adminis-
trative Assistant of the Senate Armed qervices Committee, where we each presented our
little dog and pony show. It was well received. In fact, this fellow said that he would
write a check if he were able to do it. At any rate, he was very helpful. He had arranged
meetings with several other people that he thought .aere important and over the next few
months, many trips were made to Washington with many visits to various congressmen or their
assistants, and, finally, we were fortunate to get into the Pentagon, where a personal
friend was the Secretary of the Combined Chiefs of Staff. He arranged some very important
meetings. By November, we knew that there would be a line item in the Department of
Defense bill for ten million dollars a year for a period of five years. originally, this
was supposed to be a consortion of people to carry on related research in the program.
Somehow or other, this got waylaid. At any rate, there was a final appropriation and we
were fortunate enough to be in the group. The whole idea that we were trying to stimulate
wa- that there would be centers, geographically distributed, so that when these programs
were set up, there would be a free access by accredited people to do the research. For
example, if a program was set up at Baylor in Dallas, this would serve the southwest. At
any rate, things wer going along and, finally, the various universities and hospitals were
into the program, and, again, we were part of it.

There are several different types of Free Electron lasers. There is the linac at Stan-
ford, number one, which is the one that Dr. Madey has. There is another surer conducting
radio frequency linac at Stanford. There is the Van DeGraff generator of 6 MEV at Univer-
sity of California at Santa Barbara. There is a Racetrack Microtron at the National Bureau
of Standards, and, of course, Vanderbilt hopes to soon have a clone of Dr. Madey's laser.
The original group included Baylor University Medical Center in Dallas, the Massachusetts
General Ho-pital in Boston, Northwestern University in Chicago, the Univ-'sity of Utah at
Salt Lake City, Stanford and the Lederman General Hospital in California. These institu-
tions are still in the program and it is interesting that there are several programs of
interest going on at each one. For example, Massachusetts General Hospital is wor-ki-.g on
the fragmentation of gallstones and kidney stones, femtosecond optical ranging, photo-
dynamic therapy using two photon processes, tissue ablation mechanisms on the cornea and
the lens and skin grafts and burn therapy, spectroscopic diagnosis techniques and laser
angioplasty. All of these are being treated with modalities that we hope tD obtain when
the Iree Electron laser is available. Now at Baylor University 'Iedical Center in Dallas,
we are working in two great areas. One is in the basic research, wl' -n includes the
cellular level, the tissue level and the molecular level. In addition, we are working on
infectious diseases, paracites, fungi, bacteria and, hopefully, on AIDS. W- nave been
working wi-h a lot of oiganic dyes, and at the moment, are working wito about ten of these.
We have models for micro -. iermal damacie ard DNA integrity. Now this has allowed us to qgt
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together a group of scientists in the basic level that are working on the various compo-
nents of cells. At the tissue level, there is also thermal modeling, particularly in the
mid IR. This would include the 2.9, which is now available at Stanford, but also on the
Hydrogen Fluoride laser. It has been used primarily in skin, muscle and liver and allows
us to understand both micro thermal damage and damage to the various tissues. We have also
been working on ablation mechanisms, using histology to find out about destruction of cells
and, recently, we have working with dye uptake and specificity. ',Je have had a very impor-
tant work that we have been doing on animals that will have importance for bone marrow
transfusions and we find that we can destroy the tumor cells in the bone marrow after the
bone marrow has been harvested. Up to ninety-nine percent of tumor is destroyed and less
than fifteen percent of the stimulating cells of the bone marrow. This has been tried in
leukemia, lymphoma and some of the other diseases in which bone marrow is stored. The
patient gets intensive chemotherapy or irradiation and then the bone marrow is returned to
the patient. Now, our clinical work has been going en for fourteen years, starting with
the CO 2 laser and, finally, into some ef the other lasers. We have, been doing liver resec-
tions with the CO2 laser, putting on the T. Y. Lins clamp when we are doing right hepatic
lobectomies or trisegmentectomies. We are able to take out large areas of liver with a
minimal loss of blood. This has led us into other projects, which I will describe a little
bit later on where we combine lasers to see if we could do any better by combining. We
first combined the CO' and the Argon and it worked pretty good, but we didn't feel that it
was good enough to use clinically and used it only in animals. The Free Electron laser
promises us that in the future, we will have the availability of more than one wavelength
simultaneous and, certainly, the CO 2 with the YAG or with the Argon or with other wave-
lengths that will certainly come up in the future, are very promising.

Another field that we have worked in extensively is in the Photodynamic Therapy and I
would just like to mention two cases. One of the big problems we have with Photodynamic
Therapy is the amount of penetration. We were presented with a lady that previously had
had her lesion of her alveolus excised and within just a few months, showed up as a consult
with two lesions in her palate. When the lesion was fluoresced, it showed at least five
distinct lesions so we treated her rather vigorously, giving her 100 joules of energy per
centimeter squared and the lesion faded out. I wish that this was the whole story. She
has developed other lesions and has had to have further treatment. Another patient came
along that had previously had a cancer of the larynx and came in with a new cancer fourteen
years later on the posterior third of the tongue. Being he was in poor health, being
eighty-four years of age and a cardiac, we elected to try irradiation. The irradiation was
like giving him Vigoro because the tumor grew rather rapidly. Wc then gave him hematopor-
phyrin and, again, I used 100 joules per centimeter squared to the lesion. To our amaze-
ment, this lesion which was five centimeters thick and over five centimeters in diameter,
began to necrose by the next day. The following week it showed extensive change, and the
whole area of tumor, which was treated the second time, necrosed. Unfortunately, after he
went home, about a week later, he had a heart attack and died.

Another project we are dealing with is the use of the Trimedyne laser in vascular
occlusive disease. This is a new application of material that we saw at the meeting of the
International Laser Society in Dallas in 1977. David Auth presented the combination of an
Argon laser with a plastic blade to get hemostasis while he in surgery. Certainly, this is
a very exciting field. At the moment, it is only being used in extremities clinically, but
our projects are going on to try to use it in the coronary vessels.

Now, I would like tt go over some of the other areas that have been doing work. The
grr,"p at Salt Lake City has been going ou, to Stanford and has been able to fracture pig-
mented and cholesterol gallstones, and feel that there is definitely a tie in with the
!-acturing or removal of plaques, as well as these stones. They have also been working on
two photon therapy and photodynamic therapy. Recently, I know that Dr. Strait and others
have been out doing bone cutting with the laser with success. Now all of these clinical
proorams that are being done with the Free Electron laser at Stanford, are being done under
a certain handicap because the beam, at the moment, is a, one spot and the subject has to
he moved. Seccuidly, the flexible delivery system to carry the beam has not been installed
as yet.

Now, one of the areas of research that is going on in many institutions, not only those
which are affiliated with the Free Electron laser, but around the world, has been the hunt
for new dyes for Photodynamic Therapy. Some of the ones that have been interesting to us
are Merocyanine and Carbocyanine. But there are many others that have been used, including
the rhodamins, particulary Rhodamin 1,2,3, which will be reported on later in this meeting
and then the work that has been done with Pheophorbidea, which has been used both with the
Not:YAG laser for excitation and for hyperthermia. there is a lot of other work being done
on new dyes that are felt to be confidential and I could not securt, the names of all these:
dyes.

There are obviously some characteristics of the Free Electron laser which makes it
attractive for research. The broad wavelength selection seems to he availab Ic from the
Free Electron laser. Ft is tunable through the spectrum and has high peak eower with short
duration pulses and high average power. These combino to get rid of some problrems that we,
have with some of our conventional lasers. Now, at the momcnt, tliere are two frequontly
used lasers. The first one is the one at Stanford. ft is in the near infra-red at around
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2.9 - 3.1 microns. Also at U.C. Santa Barbara, they are using a laser at ]00 microns.
Both of them hope that in the near future, they will have much broader work in the infra-
red and the potential in the entire spectrum all the way down to the ultraviolet is pre-
dicted. Exactly the extent on either ond is certain]ly not known. There is some very
interesting work going on in China on tumor therapy by the stimulation of the immune system
with ultraviolet lasers. This is to be discussed at our meeting in Dallas in April and it
seems to me to have some very exciting possibilities.

While the challenge seems to be that if we can get much higher powers with our laser,
that more therapeutic measures could be achieved and with other wavelengths, we can cer-
tainly find out certain characteristics that we don't know about at the moment. One of the
projects that we are very interested in is the wave bands where tile normal tissues, such as
the skin, muscle and bone, will be traversed by the laser beam and it will hone in on an
area that has been given a chromophore. Now this is not too far out when one considers
that we are able to use the Argon laser going through normal tissue and also, the fact that
we can get a little depth, not a whole lot, with hematoporphyrin with the destruction of
tumor cells. So, to simply summarize what the project has been, we're working in the
medical part, but all of our programs have chemistry, biology, physics and material
sciences.

So far, there have been aggressive attacks into peripheral vessels with minimal attacks
on coronary vessels percutaneous. Now we all know that Choy, Isner, Abella and others
have done a lot of work on coronaries, but the percutaneous application of lasers into the
coronary vessels is still in the near future. One of the areas that we told about when we
first became involved in the Free Electron laser was PET imaging and certainly, this is a
field of great interest to the people in various fields of medicine and surgery. We are
looking to see that developed with rapidity once the laser is available. Now, just to
review for a moment, some of the lasers. The original linear acceleiator uut at Stanford
was 300 meters long and would take a pretty good size room to house this apparatus. The
second, at Santa Barbara, the entire accelerator was fifty feet high. We were privileged
to see the workings at Los Alamos and these fill a large building. Lastly, there are the
prototypes that were developed at Stanford. Certainly, there have been considerable
changes. They are using a 43 MEV linear accelerator and we all hope that in the near
future, these will be in our institutions. I want to thank you for the privilege of the
floor.

Summary

I. One laser with extensive wavelength possibilities.
2. Higher power wavelength - question more efficient.
3. Ability to secure multiple simultaneous wavelengths.
4. Advantage of high peak short impulses to avert thermal damage.
5. PET imaging.

To date, the main effect has been to stimulate research in universities and private insti-
tutions, more cooperation between M.D's and Ph.D.'s and taking a problem and finding a
solution rather than trying to find some use for a new technique. Hopefully, a cure for
the three dread diseases, cancer, heart disease and strokes, plus benefit gains in AIDS
and Alzheimer's Disease.
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Abstract

For years, the development of effective methods for control of scar tissue has been the dream of many scientists around the world.
Excessive deposition of collagen is a characteristic feature of cutaneous diseases with dermal fibrosis, such as keloids and hypertrophic
scars, and no effective treatment is available for these conditions. Previous observations",2 have suggested that the Nd:YAG laser may
offer a novel mode of treatment for these diseases. In recent years, photodynamic therapy with lasers has regained popularity,
specifically since the introduction of hematoporphyrin derivatives and Rhodamine- 123 as chemosensitizing agents for the treatment of
superficial malignancies. The search for a fluorochrome-specific for the Nd:YAG laser (near infrared, 1060 nm), has led us to
investigate the potentials of Kodak Q-switch II Nd:YAG dye (absorption maxima at 1051 nm) as a new chemosensitizing agent on
normal human fibroblast cultures. The results suggest that cells sensitized to Q-switch II dye are more sensitive to the effects of the
Nd:YAG laser as compared to the effects of the laser alone. Significant suppression of DNA synthesis was observed at physiological
temperatures as low as 28-34 'C, with cell death at 36 'C. This new technique of cell targetting with Q-switch II dye and specific
Nd:YAG laser treatment may offer real advantages for the treatment of keloids of hypertrophic scars.

Materials and Methods

Nd:YAG O-Switch II Dye

Eastman Q-switch II (Fig. 1) 8-(5-[2,4-Bis(4-pentyloxyphenyl)-6,7-dihydro-5H-1-benzopyran-8-yl]-2,4-pentadienycidene)-2,4
bis(4-pentyloxyphenyl)-5,6,7,8-tetrahydro- 1 -benzopyrilium Perchlorate is a pyrilium salt shown effective as an automatic Q-spoiler for
Nd-glass lasers. It is a black crystalline solid with a molecular weight of 1079.75. The solvent of choice has been 1,2-dichloroethane,
in which the dye is photochemically stable and has an excited state lifetime of 9.1x1O-12 seconds. This dye has an absorption maxima at
1051 nm (Fig. 2) and it is rapidly bleached by UV and blue radiation.

Experimental Design of the Laser and Method of Dosimetry

The laser used in our experiments was a commercially available LS 880 Nd:YAG-C02 surgical laser system from Cooper
LaserSonic Incorporation (Marlboro, Massachusetts). The Nd:YAG laser (Neodymium: Yttrium Aluminum Garnet) is a multimode,
CW (continuous wave) laser, with a wavelength of 1060 nm (invisible, near infrared) and a maximum power output of 100 watts. The
Nd:YAG laser beam is delivered either through an articulating arm or an optical fiber. The beam scan technique' was used to measure
the spatial profile of the laser beam; this profile is complex1 and does not assume the Gaussian distribution. The laser output passes
through an aperture (slit) in a direction perpendicular to the direction of the beam propagation, and the light transmitted through the
aperture is sensed by a detector. The measured beam profile, as registered by the chart recorder, is used to determine the peak intensity
(watts/cm 2), as well as the spot diameter at full width half maximum (FWHM), lI/e and 1/e2, respectively at 50%, 37% and 14% of the
calculated intensity (Table 1). Numerical integration is used to analyze the measured beam profile to obtain the peak intensity using the
formula:

Po=lo I2ntr Fc(r) dr.

where P0 is the power in watts, Fc(r), the spatial distribution taken from the chart recorder and normalized to unity, and Io, the peak
intensity axis of the beam in watts per square centimeter. A Simpson rule integration formula is used to evaluate this equation to obtain
the peak intensity 1o in each experiment. The Nd:YAG laser is outfitted with a time shutter to control the duration of exposure
accurately. A thermopile power meter (model 210, Coherent, Palo Alto, California) is used to measure the average power transmitted
through the fiber optic of the laser. The distance from the output to the target at 10.5 cm. as well as then angle of incidence (90 degrees)
were measured and kept constant. Ten beam spatial profiles were recorded using the beam scanner. Analysis of these beams revealed a
calculated spot diameter of 0.380 ± 0.008 cm. at FWHM, 0.457 ± 0.0 cm. at l/e and 0.6324 ± 0.007 cm. at l/e 2. The calculated spot
surface at l/e 2 (S=-trFc(r)dr) was 0.154 ± 0.005 cm 2. The peak intensity in watts per square centimeter was 64.94 ± 4.1 w/cm 2 and
kept constant. The time of exposure is varied to obtain different energy levels (Table 1). The largest spot diameter at l/e 2 was
calibrated to 7% smaller than the diameter of the fibroblast culture wells, thus avoiding the interference of energy density between the
vertical walls of the culture wells.

Using Beer's law (I1=o e- Yt), we calculated the energy density absorbed by the Hank's medium, the culture plate and the
fibroblasts (Table 1). By extrapolation, it appeared that 48% of the energy density incident was absorbed by the fibroblasts, while 52%
was absorbed by the Hank's solution and culture plate.
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Fig. 2. Spectrum of absorption of Q-Switch UI dye.

Normal Human Fibroblast cultures

Two normal human fibroblast cell lines, designated Micro II and B, were established in culture, respectively from a foreskin
specimen (fetal fibroblast, rapidly dividing cells) and from a normal skin biopsy taken from an adult male at the time of surgical excision
of a melanoma (primary adult fibroblast, slowly dividing cells).

Cells were cultivated at 37 'C in Roswell Park Memorial Institute tissue culture medium (RPMI) (model 1640, Irvine Scientific,
Santa Ana, California), supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum (Irvine Scientific), 2 mM L-glutamine solution (GIBCO, Chagrin
Falls, Ohio), 20 mM N-2-Hydroxyethylpiperazine-N-2-Ethanesulfonic acid (Hepes) buffer, pH-7.4 and 50 ug per milliliter of
Gentamycin (Whitaker M.A. Bioproducts). The cells were plated in 75 cm 2 tissue culture flasks (Falcon 3024, Becton Dickinson
Labware, Oxnard, California) and the medium was changed at three day intervals. Prior to laser treatment, the cells were removed by
trypsinization and counted with a standard hemocytometer. Normal fibroblast cells (5x 104 cells/0.I ml) were plated in one out of
every fourth well of a 96-well culture plate (Model 3595, Costar Company, Cambridge, Massachusetts). This technique of cell
plating was necessary to avoid interference of laser energy between the adjacent wells. The diameter of each well was 6.5 mm; for
this reason we calibrated the laser beam diameter and surface at l/e 2 to be 7% smaller than the culture wells utilized. The cells were
allowed to attach and incubate for 24 hours prior to laser treatment.

0-Switch II Dye Uptake

Q-switch II solid salt was obtained from Eastman Kodak Organic Chemicals (Rochester, New York). The solvent of choice has
been 1,2-dichloroethane, however, because of its known hepato and cytotoxic effects, we used DMSO (Dimethyl Sulfoxide, 100%) as
our solvent to obtain a stock solution with a concentration of I mg/mn. This dye solution appears to be stable in DMSO, as well as in
distilled water and standard culture medium, without changes in its absorption curve as measured with a standard Carrie 20
spectrophotometer (Fig. 2). Further dye dilutions to 0.1 ug/ml were made in our standard culture medium mentioned above.

Prior to laser treatment, the culture medium in each plated well of the test group was replaced with 0.1 ml of this Q-switch II
solution and incubated for one hour. Exposure to this dye was terminated by aspiration of the supernatant and washing of the cells
twice with 0.1 ml of standard culture medium to remove excess Q-switch II not incorporated by the normal human fibroblast cells.
After washing the cells, 0.1 ml of new culture medium was added to each well and incubated at 37 'C. This fresh medium was
transparent, containing Hank's balanced salt solution (Microbiological Associates, Bethesda, Maryland) supplemented with 20 mM
Hepes buffer solution (pH-7.4), 50 ug/ml of Streptomycin sulfate (GIBCO), and 2.5 ug/ml of Amphotericin B (GIBCO) without
phenol red pH indicator. The culture medium in each plated well of the control groups (untreated, and treated with the Nd:YAG laser
alone) was also replaced with this new medium prior to treatment. The step was necessary because previous experi nents 2 indicated that
most of the laser energy is absorbed by the phenol red of the st. Idard culture medium. Confluency of the fibroblast cells was checked
prior to laser treatment with a standard phase microscope and plates were used when cells covered 80-90% of each well. After laser
treatment, the fibroblast cells were restored in the standard RPMI medium and incubated at 37 OC.
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Determination of the Cell Viability

The cell viability was determined by the Trypan Blue exclusion test at six and 24 hours post-laser treatment. Incorporation of
Trypan Blue in the cells indicated cell death. Percentage of viability was determined in control and laser treated fibroblast cells.

Determination of DNA Synthesis by [3H1-Thymidine Incorporation

Untreated controls as well as laser treated fibroblasts (test group sensitized to Q-switch II dye, control group treated with the laser
alone) were incubated at 37 *C for six and 24 hours post-treatment and then tested for Thymidine uptake. At each time point, 5 itCi of
tritiated Thymidine (specific activity 2.0 Ci/mmol; New England Nuclear, Boston, Massachusetts) was added to each well and the plates
were incubated for an additional 24 hours. Incorporation of Thymidine was terminated by aspiration of the supernatant from each well
followed by trypsinization of the cells from each well and transfer to 15 ml centrifuge tubes (Beral Scientific, Arlita, California).
Pelleted cells were resuspended in 1 ml of Phosphate Buffered Saline (PBS) solution, xl concentration, without calcium or magnesium
(GIBCO Laboratories, Grand Island, New York) and heated at 90 'C in a water bath (Precision Company) for 30 minutes. The volume
of each tube was increased to 8 ml with PBS and the tubes were centrifuged for 15 minutes at 2400 RPM (900 xg) is a centrifuge
(Model TJ6; Beckman Instruments, Irvine, California). The supernatant were aspirated, the pellets washed with 3 ml of PBS (Grand
Island) and then recentrifuged for 10 minutes. The supernatant were aspirated, 30 ug of 1% human serum albumin (Cutter Biological,
Berkeley, California) and 5 ml of 10% iced TrichloroAcetic acid (Fisher Scientific Company, Fair Lawn, New Jersey) were added to
each tube, and then cooled to below 4 'C for one hour. The TCA precipitate were collected by centrifugation for 10 minutes and the
pellets washed again with 3 ml of 5% iced TrichloroAcetic acid. The tubes were recentrifuged for an additional 10 minutes and TCA
precipitates from the pellets were dissolved overnight in 0.3 ml of 0.075N KOH. The hydrolysates were then transferred to standard
scintillation vials (Beckman Instruments) containing 5 ml of Optifluor (United Technologies, Packard, Illinois) and after one hour,
radioactivity in each vial -w'as mcasured in a scintillation counter (LS 230; Beckman Instruments, Irvine, California). The results are
expressed in CPM/well (Table 2).

Measurement of the Thermal Effects of the Laser Beam

The temperature in each well was measured prior to laser treatment (TO) and immediately after laser exposure (Tmax) by immersion
of a microprobe, MT 23/8, connected to a thermometer, BAT-12 (with fast reading, super-accuracy, 0.1% of reading, + 1 digit;
Sensortek Instruments, Clifton, New Jersey). The microprobe was immersed in the center of the Hank's medium of each well prior to
and immediately after laser exposure. The thermal profile was recorded until the temperature in the treated well returned to the 20 °C
ambient temperature (Tables I and 11).

Statistical Method

The data were stored and analyzed with the computer software, SYSTAT, available at the Biostatistics Microcomputer Laboratory of
the UCLA Health Science Computer Facility. Descriptive statistics, Scheffe's test for multiple comparisons and correlation test were
performed by an independent evaluator from this department.

Results

In this study, we have examined the changes occuring in cell viability and DNA synthesis of two normal human fibroblast cell lines
sensitized with Q-switch II dye as a result of Nd:YAG laser treatment at various energy densities and thermal levels. Using an accurate
and reproducible method of dosimetry of laser energy and measurement of thermal changes in the medium prior and immediately post-
laser treatment (To, Tmax), our data demonstrates that there is a significant linear correlation (p<0.001) between those two parameters as
we previously demonstrated. 3,4,5 Therefore in the future, computers can be used to facilitate calculations so that one can quickly
correlate total tissue dosage or thermal changes with immediate biological responses.

The viability of the test group fibroblasts sensitized with Q-switch II dye, as estimated by the Trypan Blue exclusion test at six and
24 hours post-laser treatment, was not affected at energy density and temperatures equal or lower than 950 J/cm 2 or 34 'C as compared
with untreated cells. Above 1100 J/cm 2 or 36 'C, the cells were stained with Trypan Blue, indicating nonviability. However, the
viability of the control group cells treated with the laser alone, was affected at higher energy density and temperature levels of 2000
J/cm 2 or 42 'C. Below this energy level, the viability was not affected as compared with untreated cells at six and 24 hours post-
treatment. It indicates that fibroblast are more "sensitive" to the Nd:YAG laser treatment when first exposed to a nontoxic dose of Q-
switch II dye. Cell killing was observed at temperatures equal or higher than 36 'C as compared to 42 'C when treated with the laser
alone (p<0.001) (Table 2, Figs. 3,4).

To evaluate the possible changes in cell duplication, fibroblast cultures sensitized with Q-switch II dye (test group) and control
fibroblasts were incubated with [3 H1-Thymidine after exposure to the Nd:YAG laser, and the uptake of Thymidine was measured at six
and 24 hours post-treatment (Table 2, Figs. 3,4). For the test group (cells+Q-switch+laser) at energy levels between 314-950 J/cm 2

and corresponding temperatures between 28-34 'C, a significant inhibition of Thymidine uptake (p<0.001) was noted both at six and 24
hours post-treatment (Table 2, Figs. 3,4). As mentioned above, cell viability as shown by the Trypan Blue exclusion test, was not
affected at those energy densities and temperature ranges. At energy levels and temperatures equal to or higher than 1100 J/cm 2 (36 °C
or above), Thymidine uptake for the test group was markedly suppressed both at six and 24 hours post-treatment (p<0.001). This
effect was accompanied by nonviability of the fibroblast cells, as demonstrated by the Trypan Blue exclusion test (Table 2, Figs. 3,4).

For the control group (cells+laser), significant inhibition of DNA synthesis was noted at higher energy densities and temperatures of
1700 J/cm 2 or 40 'C, both at six and 24 hours post-treatment as compared with untreated cells (Table 2, Figs. 3,4). As mentioned
above, cell viability was not affected at those energy densities and temperature ranges. At energy levels and temperatures equal to or
higher than 2000 J/cm 2 (42 'C or above), Thymidine uptake for the control group (cells + laser) was markedly suppressed and was
accompanied by nonviability of the fibroblasts, both at six and 24 hours post-treatment (Table 2, Figs. 3,4).

Discussion

In this study, we have demonstrated that Q-switch I1 dye at nontoxic doses (0.1 ug/ml for one hour) to normal fibroblast cultures
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enhances significantly the cytotoxic and cytostatic effects of the Nd: YAG laser at physiological temperatures as low as 28-36 'C.
Both stimulatory and inhibitory effects of different laser wavelengths on cell duplication have previously been reported.6- 12

However, many of the previous studies are difficult to interpret since information concerning the laser dosimetry is lacking. A primary
emphasis of this study was to develop an accurate and reproducible method of delivery of energy densities and precise control of
thermal changes in the fibroblast cultures. This technique' utilized is simple and reliable, based on laser beam geometry, dosimetry and
temperatures as previously described.

Kodak Q-switch II is a new chemical with an absorption maxima at 1051 nm designed to be used as a Nd:YAG dye laser. The
search for a fluorochrome-specific for the Nd:YAG laser has led our laboratory to test the effects of this dye on fibroblast cultures. In a
previous study,' 3 two normal fibroblast cell lines were tested for sensitivity to various levels of this dye in-vitro. These cells were
exposed to Q-switch II dye at concentrations of 0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, 50 and 100 ug/ml for one and 24 hours. Cell viability was assessed
by the Trypan Blue exclusion test. Cell duplication and DNA synthesis were measured by the incorporation of 3H-Thymidine at six and
24 hours post-exposure to Q-switch II dye. At concentrations up to 10 ug/ml, both cell lines test lines tested showed no changes in cell
viability. However, at concentrations equal to or higher than 50 ug/ml, more than 40% of the fibroblasts incorporated Trypan Blue after
24 hours of exposure to this dye, indicating significant cell killing. At concentrations between 0.01 to 10 ug/mil, an immediate and
delayed significant stimulation of DNA synthesis was noted even after one hour of exposure to Q-switch II dye for both cell lines
tested. However, at concentrations equal to or higher than 50 ug/ml, DNA synthesis was not statistically different than untreated
control cells, but cell viability was affected for more than 40% of the treated cells after 24 hours of exposure to this dye. The results
indicate that Q-switch II dye is nontoxic to normal human fibroblast cultures and showed a significant biostimulative effect on cell
duplication at concentrations equal to or lower than 10 ug/mI. Therefore, in this present study, the concentration of 0.1 ug/ml was
chosen as the "chemosensitizing" dose for the fibroblast cultures.

The effects of the Nd:YAG laser was more significant when fibroblast cultures were first "sensitized" to Q-switch II dye than when
treated with the laser alone. Significant suppression of DNA synthesis was accompanied by non-viability of the fibroblast cultures at
physiological temperatures as low as 36 'C and a corresponding energy density equal to or higher than 1100 J/cm 2 (Figs. 3,4).
However, when fibroblast cultures were exposed to the Nd:YAG laser alone, similar cytotoxic effects were observed at temperatures of
42 'C or higher and corresponding energy densities equal to or higher than 2000 J/cm 2 (Figs. 3,4). It clearly indicates that Q-switch II
sensitization enhances the cytotoxic effects of the Nd:YAG laser at non-thermal levels of energies on normal human fibroblast cultures.

In addition, a markedly delayed markedly reduced Thynmidine incorporation which reflects lower DNA synthesis was observed at
physiological temperatures as low as 28-34 'C (314-950 J/cm 2) in fibroblast cultures sensitized to Q-switch H1 dye and exposed to the
Nd:YAG laser (Figs. 3,4). The cells remained viable at these energy levels and temperature ranges as demonstrated by the Trypan Blue
exclusion test. Similar effects of the Nd:YAG laser on fibroblast cultures NOT sensitized with Q-switch 11 dye were observed at higher
temperature ranges of 40 0C (1700 J/cm 2) as previously demonstrated. 2 The non-thermal range of effects of the Nd: YAG laser
manifests itself at significantly reduced temperature ranges when cells are first sensitized with Q-switch II dye. This phenomenon
demonstrates the advantages of photodynamic therapy with lasers which consists of the administration of a non-toxic chemosensitizing
agent to cells (Q-switch II dye with a specific absorption maxima at 1051 nrm), which is then activated using a carefully calibrated,
monochromatic Nd:YAG laser at 1060 nm. Molecular mechanisms related to the specificity of binding or to the cellular site of action Q-
switch 11 dye are still unknown. However, the cytotoxic effects observed at concentrations equal to or higher than 50 ug/mI suggest a
direct uptake by cells of this dye and appears to be dose related. Furthermore, the unexpected biostimulative effects of cell duplication
observed at concentrations equal to or lower than 10 ug/ml may suggest an intracellular target site of action.

Mitochondria and/or nuclei are potential targets for Q-switch It dye. It may stimulate cell duplication either by enhancing the
energy-supplying metabolic processes of mitochondria and/or by alteration of the cell cycle time, or both. The cytotoxic and cytotoxic

effects of the Nd:YAG laser on fibroblast cultures sensitized to Q-switch 11 dyes at these physiological temperatures (28-36 'C)
reinforce the concept of an intracellular site of action. "Activation" of the Q-switch 11 dye with the Nd:YAG laser may destroy or inhibit
chains of metabolic processes in mitochondria which might result in the loss of capacity of division of the cells.

Eastman Q-switch II salt was shown to be effective as an automatic Q-spoiler for Nd:YAG dye laser. Its effects as a potential
chemotoxic versus chemosensitizing agent on living cells have never been tested. However, the results of this study show surprising
and promising future applications for this dye in-vitro13 as well as in-vivo.

1,2-dichloroethane has been the solvent of choice for the Q-switch II crystal, however, its hepatotoxic as well as cytotoxic effects
in-vivo are well known. Therefore, we successfully attempted to dissolve this black crystalline solid in DMSO, which is used as a non-
toxic in-vivo solvent for various compounds. Furthermore, this dye solution remains stable in distilled water and in regular culture
medium, with a measured absorption maxima at 1051 nm (Fig. 2). Further research is currently in progress, trying to determine the
intracellular target of this dye and its mechanism of action.

Photodynamic the apy has regained popularity in recent years, specifically since the introduction of lasers and fluorochromes as
HPD and more rece .dy Rhodamine-1233 ,4,5 for the treatment of superficial malignancies. Q-switch 11 dye may become an extremely
efficacious photochemosensitizing agent for the treatment of keloids or hypertrophic scars, or connective tissue diseases, with the low-
energy Nd:YAG laser.

Conclusion

Kodak Q-switch II dye has recently proven to be an effective biostimulative agent on normal human fibroblast cultures. The
potential for this dye as a new chemosensitizing agent for the treatment of connective tissue diseases and wound healing with the
Nd:YAG laser was examined. Two normal fibroblast cell lines were first sensitized to a non-toxic dose of Q-switch Ii dye (0.1 ug/ml
for one hour), then subjected to treatment with a Neodymium:YAG laser at 1060 nm with varying levels of energy and temperatures
determined by a reproducible method of dosimetry. The results indicate that Q-switch II dye at non-toxic doses of 0. 1 ug/ml enhances
the cytotoxic effects of the Nd:YAG laser at reduced temperatures as low as 36 °C. Furthermore, at physiological temperature ranges as
low as 28-34 'C, significant inhibition of DNA synthesis or cell duplication was demonstrated while cell viability was not affected.
Similar results were not observed when fibroblast cultures were treated with the laser alone. These observations suggest that Q-switch
11 dye is an effective chemosensitizing agent for the Nd:YAG laser and could potentially be used to reduce collagen deposition in
conditions such as keloids and hypertrophic scars.
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Abstract

The purpose of this study was to determine if the pulsed CO2 laser could be used on the
cornea with minimal thermal damage to the surrounding tissue. Human eye bank corneas were
ablated and examined utilizing scanning and transmission electron microscopic techniques.
The authors report no indication of coagulated protein or thermal damage to the bottom or
side walls of ablations receiving three pulses to the same site. The linear ablations
created sharp cleavage planes through the tissue, though the incisions were relatively
jagged when compared to diamond knite incisions. Our preliminary work is promising,
further investigation is needed to determine if the pulsed CO2 laser can be used for precise
surgical techniques on the cornea.

Introduction

The use of lasers for ophthalmic surgery has been successful in treating a variety of
disorders. The suitability of a laser for a particular site of action depends upon
properties of both the tissue and the laser, i.e. it is necessary for the laser wavelength
to be absorbed at an absorption peak contained within the tissue. The principles of laser
action dictate its feasibility for particular surgical techniques on the cornea. The
properties of corneal surface surgery restrict the laser to wavelengths based on one of two
principles: chemical or thermal interaction.

Absorption of ultraviolet energy results in chemical interaction that physically
destroys intramolecular bondý. 2 Preliminary results utilizing the eximer laser for corneal
surgery have been promising , however, numerous disadvantages have been encountered.
If the laser is to be commercially available, issues of high cost, low lifetime and
possibility of mutagenesis must be addressed.

Thermal interaction relies upon water content to determine the effect produced by the
CO2 laser. The intracellular and extracellular water undergoes an abrupt phase change,
creating steam and vaporizing the tissue. The dispersed energy can be absorbed by the
tissue adjacent to the ablation, resulting in coagulation and carbonization of the
remaining tissue. However, reducing the exposure time can minimize the thermal effect.

The features of the pulsed CO2 laser that make it particularly suitable for corneal
surgery are: 1) CO2 laser energy is strongly absorbed by water molecuIes; and 2) the
thermal relaxation time for water at the 10.6 am wavelength is 200 psec . Since the cornea
is composed of 78% water , the corneal endothelium as well as other portions of the eye are
protected from thermal damage from transmitted energy delivered with short exposure times.
The thermal relaxation time of biological tissue is different from that of water, however,
with a pulse width shorter than 200 Xisec, it should be possible to vaporize tissue
without creating thermal damage to adjacent areas . A large amount of poweý will need to
be delivered during the short pulse duration, creating high power densities . The poor
hemostatic ability of the laser utilized in this fashion may be of concern in other
tissues, but in an avascular tissue like the cornea, this is not relevant.

The purpose of the study was to evaluate the effect of the pulsed CO laser in corneal2
tissue. We wished to determine if the laser could be used on corneal tissue with minimal
damage to the adjacent stromal tissue. Ultimately, we question whether the laser will
overcome complications encountered with the use of hand-held diamond knives during corneal
surgery.
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Methods and Materials

The CO laser in this study was a high order mode system in which a small pinhole iris
was used to deliver a single mode of the beam (Figure l). Although the laser had a maximum
output of 3 joules, it typically delivered 25 mjoules of power. The pulse delivered had a
150 nsec duration; the pulse clipper switched off at peak power and removed the nitrogen
tail of the CO2 pulse. The condenser divided the beam in half and the beam splitter
removed another 50%. A helium-neon laser was used in conjunction with the CO2 laser to
ensure precise focusing of both lasers. A zinc selenide lens (0.5 inch focal length)
focused the laser on the cornea placed onto a motor-mike driven translation stage (Oriel,
2.5 um stepping accuracy).

Figure 1. The schematic represents the CO? delivery system used in the study. The action
of the condenser and beam splitter (BS) resulted in a 50% reduction of the beam
at each location. The helium-neon (HeNe) laser was used to focus the beam
through the 0.5 inch focal length zinc selenide lens.

Seven human eye bank corneas stored at 4 - 8 °C in K-Sol for 2 to 10 days (x =5.4 days)
were used in the study. Two corneal buttons (5 mm diameter) were removed per cornea and
were ablated with the CO• laser or incised with a diamond knife. To determine if the
motion of the stage created any additional tissue disturbance, two types of laser ablations
were made: incisional and single site. Following ablation, the button was bisected and
both halves were placed into 2.5% glutaraldehyde in 0.2 M sodium cacodylate buffer. The
specimens designated for transmission electron microscopy were subsequently sectioned for
proper orientation during processing, post-fixed in 1% OsO4 in 0.2 M sodium cacodylate,
dehydrated in a series of increasing strengths of alcohol, infiltrated with a propylene
oxide:Spurr mixture and embedded in Spurr resin. The ultra-thin sections were stained with
lead citrate and uranyl acetate before viewing with a Jeol JEM-100 CXII microscope. The
scanning electron microscopic specimens were removed from glutaraldehyde, dehydrated in a
series of increasing strengths of alcohol, and critical point dried under a constant flow
rate system. A gold-palladium element was used to sputter coat the specimens, they were
mounted on aluminum stubs and were viewed with an International Scientific Instruments OS
130 microscope operated at 5 kV.
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Results

The incisions and ablations in the tissue demonstrated several important findings. When
comparing laser ablations of the cornea (Figure 2) to diamond knife incisions (Figure 3),
scanning electron microscopy indicated a sharp cleavage plane through the tissue in both
cases. The laser ablations resulted in a relatively jagged incision, which led us to
perform single site ablations which removed the influence of the translation stage and
allowed assessment of the uneven appearance of the incision, discriminating between
movement of the stage or configuration of the beam. The smooth appearance of the walls of
single site ablations (Figure 4) indicated the significant role the translation stage
played in producing an uneven appearance.

71

t. ,-. ".

Figure 2. Compared to the diamond knife Figure 3. This micrograph of an incision made
incision, the linear ablation created by by a diamond knife demonstrates a sharply
the pulsed CO2 laser created a relatively defined linear cut through the tissue. Note:
jagged incision (X 600). the abnormal disrupted appear.nce of the

epithelium is characteristic of changes that
occur to corneal tissue during long-term
storage in eye banking media (X 600).
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Figure 4. Scanning electron microscopy demonstrated a single site ablation in a human eye
bank cornea that received three pulses with the pulsed CO2 laser. Note the
smooth sides of the ablation (X 1000).

Figure 5. A diamond knife incision created an irregular uneven lamellar pattern in the
stroma of this human eye bank cornea as represented in this transmission
electron micrograph (X .%00).
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The incision made by a diamond knife had an irre(cular appearance (Figure 5). Presumably,
the different angles and tensions of each lamellar layer of stroma resulted in an uneven
surface along the wall of the incision. The side walls of the laser ablation appeared much
smoother than the diamond knife incision (Figure 6). There was no inidcation of thermal
damage to the bottom or side walls of an ablation that received three pulses to the same
site.

Figure 6. This transmission electron
micrograph clearly demonstrates a lack

the side wallof the human eye bank
cornea that received three pulses to
the site. Note: the presence of
intrastromal edema is noL unusual tor
a cornea during long-term storace in
eye banking media (X 19200).

Discussion

We have demonstrated our goal to minimize thermal damage to areas adjacent to an
ablation created by a CO2 laser utilizing scanning and transmission electron microscopic
techniques. This objective was predicted on the ability to deliver a CO2 laser pulse of
correct duration such that tissue could be vaporized without allowing excess energy to
dissipate into surrounding tissue. Our observations have demonstrated several points. The
translation stage played an important role in producing an uneven appearance to the
inciuion and when this factor was eliminated, the walls of the ablation appeared smooth.
The need for a stable translation stage has been illustrated. Additionally, the uneven
appearance of the wall of the diamond knife incision was possibly created by the knife
encountering the lamellar layers at different tensions and angles. However, the laser did
not create an irregular appearance to the bottom or the sides of the ablation, but had
created a smooth surface instead.

Laser corneal surgery involved in similar investigations hIs 2 utilized the eximer la~er.
Although this v0o k has demonstrated clean, prec is( al-lations , there are numerous
disadvantages associated with the eximer. The os ler Iaser at i-es similar technolo eq to
the CO laser, but the corrosive halogens used in the eximur cause reliabilitity problems not
encountered with the CO 2 laser. The' corrosiv', iqasos used in the ex inr reqai re special
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mixing stations not needed by the CO 2 laser 1-nd these corrosive gases greatly diminish the
shelf life of the eximer as well as cause degradation of the electrodes and optics of the
laser system. The gases used in the CO laser, CO He and N., do not inhihit shelf life of
the laser nor do they present the aame safety2 hazards that ha2ogens do in the eximer s,'stem.

Absorption of the ultraviolet energy -f the tximer laser creates a chemical interaction
that physically breaks intramolecular bonds. Because most organic molecules strongly absorb
in the ultraviolet range, the hazards of biological complications by DNA damage from
ultraviolet lasers remain a significant question. The clinical acceptance of the eximer
laser will .equire an evaluation of the importance of ultraviolet-induced carcLnogenesis and
mutagenesis. The CO2 laser emit- a wavelength of 10.6 pm which results in thermal inter-
action only.

In conclusion, the CO laser, initially developed for military application, offers a
safe, highly reliable, field-proven and cost-effective alternative +o the eximer laser. our
preliminary work is promis-ng, however, more work will be needed in the areas of wound
healing and repair, stability of incisions and control of the delivery system. However, the
effort will be well-spent if these obstacles are overcome.
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Abstract
Hitherto, traditional methods of skin cancer treatment such as liquid nitrogen, skin

graft and cobalt therapy have resulted in regrowth of skin cancers or disfigurement. A
laser optic fiber system and method of treatment was developed for application on an out-
patient basis, to skin cancers. Skin cancers, such as Basal Cell Cancers (B.C.C.'s) and
Squamous Cell Cancers (S.C.C.'s), ranging from early stages to widely invasive (6xlOcm)
lesions, and early primary melanomas, were treated. Results of the long-term, 9 year study
showed that even very large lesions did not require skin grafts. Epithelial elements grew
beneath a firm crust and formed new pink skin when the crusts fell off, leaving little
residual mark (small scars were left if lesions were deeply invasive). Although some
malignant lesions (approx. 10%) required 2 treatments close together, there was no
recurrence after 9 years for several thousand cases of skin cancers. It is concluded that
this optic fiber system is an important tool for eradicating a disfiguring and potentially
fatal disease.

Introduction

Australia, especially Queensland, is the skin cancer capital of the world. It is closely
followed by parts of California and Texas.

Australia has a population of 15.5 million people. Around 1500 deaths occur every year
from skin cancer, and over one hundred and fifty thousand people are treated very year for
skin cancer'. Skin cancer is responsible for over 7,500 deaths in the USA per year2.

Hitherto, traditional methods of treatment of advanced skin cancers such as
liquid nitrogen, skin graft and cobalt therapy have resulted in either regrowth or
disfigurement as is shown in fig. 1. This patient developed a Basal Cell Cancer of

fig. 1: Disfigurement of patient following
skin flap excision for B.C.C. of lower
eyelid. Despite further subsequent
excision; liquid nitrogen and CO2 laser
treatment, there is regrowth of B.C.C.'s
along suture line.

his lower right eyelid 20 years ago, for which he was treated by excision and a skin flap.
This resulted in loss of a tear duct and a permanent weeping ectropion of his lower eyelid.
The B.C.C.'s recurred along the suture line and he was treated with a skin graft; liquid
nitrogen; then with a pulsed CO, laser. But the B.C.C.'s returned.

Even treatments of early skin cancers such as liquid nitrog•en, diathermy, excision, Ileave
residual marks and have a high incidence of regrot.Lh.
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Fig 2: This electron micrograph shows the sharp borders of the crater caused by the pulsed
Neodymium laser with little thermal damage to the surrounding tissue (in this case cardiac
muscle). Fig 3: The electron micrograph of the CW argon laser crater shows a large area
of thermal damage on the surface. Fig 4: Depicts a deep shaft with smaller zones of
thermal damage with lasing by the COd laser compared to Fig 5. Fig 5: Shows a shallow
crater and relatively thick zones of thermal damage with the argon laser. Fig 6: In all
three CW lasers, four zones of thermal damage are seen (1) explosive evaporation (2)
vaporisation (charring) (3) conduction (4) "shock" or acoustic waves. Fig 7: The crests
of the acoustic waves may be seen in this slide of Ci, lasing of heart muscle taken Lv
ci nema to3 rahy.
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The following presentation is the result of a 9 year clinical study of laser removal of
over seven thousand skin cancers.

Method
In 1976, with the view of developing a laser optic fiber system which I could apply to

both my cardiac research and to a variety of skin lesions, I compared three main types of
laser: C0 2 , Nd-Yag, and argon 3.

The absorption coefficient a of the three different lasers CO 2 , Nd and Argon, has been
found to be 200, 20, and 45 per cm respectively4' 5' 6 .

Using this coefficient in energy density calculations, and by experiments, I was able to
come to the following conclusions:

With respect to continuous wave lasers, (i) for the CO 2 laser, most of the laser energy
is used in vaporisation of tissue; (ii) for the Nd laser, a lot of the energy is used in
scattering in tissue; (iii) for the Argon laser, most of the energy is absorbed by tissue
pigments such as hemoglobin and melanin.

Hence, (a) much more laser energy is requirea to produce the same volume of vaporization
(ie hole in tissue) with the argon laser than with the CO 2 or Nd lasers; (b) greater
destruction to the tissue surrounding the crater walls occurred with the Argon laser than
with the Nd or CO 2 lasers.

With respect to pulsed lasers: (1) a normal pulsed Nd laser produced much less damage
to the walls of the tissue crater than any of the CW lasers: argon, Nd, C0 2 , with the same
energy density. (2) There was also much less surface damage with the pulsed Nd laser than
with the CW lasers utilising the same energy density. This is shown in figs. 2 to 7.

However, the argon laser produces an additional acoustic wave owing to its absorption by
melanin. Melanosomes act as heat sinks and also give out shock waves.

Figure 8 shows the optical density curve for melanin 7 , the main source of heat absorption
in the skin.

2.4

zazo

1t6

P 12 fig. 8: Optical Density curve forS0.488 melanin 7 shows marked absorption in
S0.8 U.V. and blue argon (488nm) wavelengths,

with much less absorption in yellow, red
and infra red wavelengths.

W 04
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Absorption spectrum of (squid) melanin in a KBr pellet.

(Adapted from M. L. Wolbarsht et al., July 1981)

It shows that there is marked absorption by melanin in the UV to blue range of wave-
lengths, reducing markedly in the yellow, red and infra red wavelengths.

Hence the CW argon laser with its blue wavelengths results in maximum laser absorption
by the tissue (compared for example with lasers with red or infra red wavelengths).

Treatment and Results
After experimenting with human volunteers since 1974, I developed (in 1978) an argon

laser optic fiber system for the treatment of a variety of skin lesions.
My breakthrough with skin cancers came when a patient with xeroderma pigmentosum

presented, and I was able to study the results of my numerous treatments on him over a nine
year period.

Xeroderma pigmentosum is a genetic condition characterised by development of multiple
skin cancers of all histological types, throughout life from adolesence onwards.

Laser treatment of xeroderma pigmentosum is shown in figs 9 to 1].
Laser treatment of various basal cell cancers and squamous cell cancers are shown in

figs 12 to 15.
Different energies and energy densities were applied to different ltsions dependinq upon

lesion history, size, type and extent of invasion. Lv ,-r excision biopsies wre priormed.
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Laser treatment of Xeroderma Pigmentosum. Fi 9a: Shows keratinised bleeding squamous
cell cancers on the head of this patient with xeroderma pigmentosum. b: One of the
lesions has just been lased. C: Three years after laser treatment, there is no residual
mark. Fig 10a: Shows a rapidly growing proliferative/bleeding squamous cell cancer which
had grown in a month. b: No mark was left 3 months after lasing (there has been no
recurrence in 5 years). Fig lia: Sqf, ws the patient's hands with nyperkeratoses and
squamous cell cancers. b,c: The ha:,iŽ. seven years after laser treatment - no residual
mark remains but a new squamous (cel I cancer has grown on one hand in a diffferent position.
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Laser treatment of various Basal cell and Squamous cell cancers. Fig 12a: Depicts a
patient who has let an ulcerating SCC penetrate the skin of his neck. b: 1 week after
lasing. Note a wide boundary of 5 to 8 mm was excised outside the visible margins of the
lesion. c: Three weeks after lasing the lesion has healed leaving a small indented scar
which occurred due to cancer penetration of the full thickness of the skin of the neck.
Fig 13a: A B.C.C. is present in the outer edge of the eye (note the presence of other early
B.C.C.'s). b: The same patient during lasing. c: 4 weeks later, virtually no visible
mark remains. Fig 14a: An S.C.C. before lasing. b: During lasing. c_: 3 weeks after lasing.
Fig 15a: Depicts an invasive S.C.C. of the middle finger before lasing. induration is
present but the lesion was mobile. b: During lasing. c: 4 w-ks after lasinq. A dull pink
mark remains. It has now faded to leave a barely perceptible scar.
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I, vý, 19b
Laser treatment of pimented skin lesions. Fig 16a: Depicts a Hutchinsons freckle which hasrecently grown and become darker in some areas. D: The same lesion immediately after treat-
ment. Fig 17a: This thirteen year old girl had a-nodular melanoma on her stomach which hadrecently become elevated, darker and larger. b: 2 weeks after laser treatment, the lesion
is healing well.
Laser treatment of difficult cases. Fig 18a: This figure reveals a recurrent multifocaidiffuse B.C.C. on the patient's arm during laser treatment. There are other skin cancerspresent. They had all been treated previously by other means such as excision by scalpel.
b: Shows a very large skin cancer be inq tr,ýated on the same patient's back. Fig 19a: Thispatient many years ago had half his right ear removed due to a skin cancer. I lased a large,squamous cell skin cancer off the Iceft half of his bottom Iip. b: 0 months later after on,
treatment only, there was little perc-fptibl]- res-idual mairk on his lip.
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Laser treatment of pigmented skin lesions is shown in figs 16 and 17.

Difficult Cases
Fig 18a and b shows another patient with xeroderma pigmentosum who only recently

presented to me.
Unfortunately this gentleman has had over 5000 treatments since he was 14 years old in-

cluding a craniotomy for a histiocytoma. He is a barrister in his forties and is disfigured
facially. This is quite a aifficult problem to treat by any method, at this late stage,
and will require a lot of lasing. It is preferable to advise all cases of xeroderma
pigmentosum at an early age to move to a shady climate such as England if they are to
enjoy a reasonable quality of life.

Conversely, several cases of squamous cell cancers on lips (figs 19a, b) and eyelids
have been treated and responded by healing very well.

Results of the long-term, 9 year study showed that although some malignant lesions
(approx. 10%) required 2 treatments close together, there was no recurrence after 9 years
for several thousand cases of skin cancers.

Conclusions
In conclusion, with respect to tumor treatment: this laser optic fiber system and

method of treatment appears to selectively destroy rapidly growing abnormal cells and to
spare normal epithelial elements.

In this way, a large lased area which would appear to be a third degree burn does not
leave a residual ulcer and does not require a skin graft.

Patients were found to present earlier for treatment of skin cancers (especially
melanomas) if they knew the treatment was relatively inexpensive, simple, quick and on an
outpatient basis under local anaesthetic. It is concluded that this laser optic fiber
system is an important tool for eradicating a disfiguring and potentially fatal disease.
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Abstract

In this study the histology of C02 laser weld closures produced by two instruments of
differing design were compared. Laser welding was also compared to conventional suture
closure. Twelve New Zealand white rabbits were randomly assigned to one of two groups.
Two full thickness incisions were made through the anterior aspect of the tongue in each
animal. One incisioi was closed with focal welds using a different laser instrument for
each group. The other incision was closed with interrupted sutures. Three animals in
each group were sacrificed immediately and three were allowed to heal for eight days.
Macroscopic and microscopic examination of the incision sites revealed no difference be-
tween the results obtained with either laser. In contrast, suture closure resulted in a
longer healing time, a greater foreign body reaction in the involved tissue; it also
necessitated a longer period of time to complete the repair.

Introduction

In this study the use of a Sharplan 1040 C02 surgical laser system was compared to a
Bioquantum 7600 C02 microsurgical laser for tongue incision closure by laser welding. A
comparison was also made between laser closure and conventional suture closure.

Increased clinical use of lasers has created a need for surgical training in the
mechanics of handling the instruments and in the appropriate modification of existing
procedures to incorporate the use of lasers. Since both of the lasers in this study are
used for physician training in our institution, it is important to determine whether
inherent design features of the particular laser or inexperience of the operator account
for specific problems whenever they arise.

Therefore, we designed a surgical protocol that could be used with each of the lasers
independently to determine whether similar results could be achieved with each in the hands
of a single experienced operator. Although demonstration of equivalent results for this
procedure may not extend to more complex applications where one laser may be more suitable
than the other, the study does provide for an experience with each instrument which
improves our ability to evaluate both laser and operator performances. Future studies are
planned to examine other clinical procedures by applying a standard protocol while varying
the type of laser instrument used.
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Materials and Methods

Lasers

Both lasers operate at 1060 nm infrared in a gaussian mode. The Sharplan laser is con-
tinuously adjustable between 2 and 40 watts and 100 and 2,500 milliwatts. The beam is
delivered through a spring balanced articulated arm which was coupled to an operating
microscope and a manually controlled micromanipulator. The Bioquantum laser is continu-
ously adjustable between 50 and 4,000 milliwatts. The beam is delivered through an
adjustable optic coupled to an operating microscope and a manually controlled micromanipu-
lator which has a variable gain setting that permits a range of sensitivities in the
control of the joy stick.

The impact size of the focused beam at 250 milliwatts was determined by a modification
of the method of Kiang and Lang1 . To find the correct focus isolated lines of single laser
burn spots were made at different focus adjustments near the damage threshold of thermally
sensitive paper. Impact size was evaluated microscopically because the visual focus does
not necessarily coincide with the focus of the laser beam. Both systems were used with a
400 mm focal length lens.

The impact diameter of ýhe focused Sharplan laser was measured at 0.42 mm with a cross-
sectional area of 0.075 cm using 250 milliwatt power m asured at the target plane with a
Diamond Ophier power meter. The irradiance was 340W/cm5 and the energy fluence 170 joules/
cm2 with an exposure time of 0.5 seconds for each weld. The impact diameter of the focused
Bioquantum laser was measured at 0.3 mm with a cross-sectional area of 0.71 cm2 using 250
milliwatt power measured at the target plane. The irradience was 354 W/cm and the energy
fluence 177 joules/cm2 with an exposure time of 0.5 seconds for each weld.

Animals

Twelve New Zealand white rabbits weighing between 3 and 3.5 kg were randomly assigned
to one of two groups. Group I was treated with the Sharplan laser and Group II with the
Bioquantum laser; all other aspects of the protocol were identical for both groups.
Operative procedures were performed under sodium pentabarbital anesthesia (30 mg/kg i.v.).
Post operative analgesia and antibiotic therapy were administered to prevent pain and
infection.

Surgical Procedure

The tongue was fully extended, immobilized and supported along the full length of the
inferior surface. Two two-centimeter full-thickness incisions were made on each tongue
anterior to the v-shaped solcus and to the right and left of the medial line. The edges
of the left incisions were approximated and the incision closed with interrupted 6-0
absorbable sutures. Laser welds were performed on the right incisions by approximating
the edges and then delivering focal welds at three sites; the most proximal and the most
distal extensions of the incision and a site midway in-between. All welds were delivered
at 250 mW for 0.5 seconds. Three animals in each group were sacrificed immediately follow-
ing the surgical procedure; the remaining three animals in each group were sacrificed on
the eighth day post surgery by intracardiac injection of a saturated MgCl2 solution. The
wound area was excised and prepared for histological examination using conventional
techniques.

Results

Figure 1 shows the sites of the fresh welds produced by each laser. The initial effect
with either laser was a flattening of the partially keratinized epithelium and a sealing
of the side walls of the incision that occurred concurrently with hemostasis of the area.
There was also some sloughing of cells and a loss of cellular detail in the uppermost
layers. Penetration for both lasers appears to average approximately five-cell layers
deep. Macroscopically, there was a faint zone of white discoloration following application
of the laser; no charring was observed.

Figure 2 shows the sites of the healed welds on the eighth day post operative. There
was minimal inflammatory response. The incision edges were directly opposed, and the
collagen bridging made it difficult to measure any gap between the incision walls in
either group. A small circumscribed area of epithelial cell thinning was noted in both
groups in the impact area of the tissue.

Figure 3 shows the acute trauma due to suture placement. The average distance across
the cleft between the walls of the incision is 0.9 mm, and the walls were not as closely
aligned as with the laser welds. Higher magnification reveals the qrossly hypoxic appear-
ance of the tissue circumscribed by the suture.

Figure 4 shows the Luture sites on the eighth day post operative. The suture trauma is
only partially resolved. The channel is still open and contains remnants of suture
material; it is also surrounded by fibroblasts and the adjacent tissue contains numerous
polymorphonuclear granulocytes; other changes consistent with an active inflammatory
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reaction were evident.

Discussion

The tissue changes produced by both lasers were equivalent. Each produced accelerated
healing, minimal trauma, and reactive changes as opposed to conventional suturing. There
were some differences in the ease of handling the laser beam because of different designs
in the manually controlled micromanipulators. Differences were also found in the impact
size which may become significant at higher energies, in procedures requiring finer
control of the beam, and for procedures requiring uniform lasing of large areas. Never-
theless, the results obtained in the range of energy studied and with the type of tissue
and procedure used, were satisfactory and similar.

Suture closure was found to be less satisfactory because of the increased trauma to the
tissue, greater inflammatory response, delayed healing, and decreased precision in align-
ment of the incision walls.

References
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FIGURE 1. Site of fresh welds: Sharplan laser (left), Bioquantum laser (right). Epi-
thelial cell flattening with sloughing of cells was evident. (Original
magnification 125X).
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FIGURE 2. Site of healed welds: Sharplan
laser (left, above), Bioquantum
laser (right, above). Epithelial
cell thinning (arrows) was noted
in the impact area (original
magnification 125X).
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Abstract

Courses of instruction and research on the medical uses of lasers require adequate
models. Undoubtedly, a wide variety of models are conceivable. In this report, several
models that are satisfactorily used in the "hands-on" laser course offered by the Institute
of Applied Laser Surgery and Philadelphia College of Osteopathic Medicine are described.
Each has been demonstrated to be adequate for the respective specialties instruction in
course. Others are in the process of development.

Introduction

Adequate training is a prerequisite to the efficacious use of lasers in medicine. With
this in mind, laser courses offered jointly by the Institute of Applied Laser Surgery and
the Philadelphia College of Osteopathic Medicine have provided intense "hands-on" experien-
ces using animal models. Most of the models successfully used in the courses will be de-
scribed in this report.

Procedures

All of the models are prepared on animals (dogs, rabbits, pigs) while in the surgical
plane of anesthesia. The anesthetic most widely used is intravenous pentobarbitol, 30 mg/
kg; the ear veins of the rabbit and pig are readily accessible for infusion; the antecubital
vein is used in the dog. In the case of the piqs, a preanesthetic cocktail consisting of
Ketamine (22 mg/kg) and Promazine (1.1 mg/kg) is injected intramuscularly (gluteal muscle).
Maintenance of anesthetic level is accomplished via anesthetic administration through in-
dwelling catheters PRN. Upon completion of the "hands-on" laboratory, cardiac arrest is
induced in the animals by administration of a large bolus of MgCl2 intravenously. The
carcasses are subsequently cremated. In cases where the animal models are used for re-
search, the anesthetic procedures are the same as above. All surgical procedures are per-
formed aseptically, and the animals are allowed to recover for further study, if necessary.

All housing and surgical procedures are in strict compliance with the NIH "Guidelines
for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals": (revised, 1985).

Bladder Neoplasm Simulation.

This model (30 kg -nale dog) is provided for the urology trainees . The model is nre-
pared in two stages and is graphically illustrate(] in figures 1 and 2. In the first stage,
the bladder is exposed via a midline abdominal incision. A ½ inch incision is made through
the trigone muscle. A strip of rectus muscle is separated and an end of the muscle is
entered through the trigone incision and sutured to the bladder floor. At this time, a
segment of ilium is "tacked" onto the serosal site of the bladder and will provide an
opportunity for the trainee to observe anv damaqe to the underlying structures when higher

power densities are used.
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SiT&ed "t Cystoscope

FIGURE 1. BLADDER MODEL WITH CYSTOSCOPE IN PLACE

-Van Burern Sound
Urethra

FIGURE 2. PERINEAL URETHROTOMY

In the second stage, the animal is prepared for cystoscopy. The dog's urethra has an
acute curvature which prevents urethral cystoscopy. To circumvent this limitation, a peri-
neal urethrotomy is performed. It is helpful to locate and expose the urethra if a 10 F
catheter is passed through the urethra into the bladder. The exposed urethra is entered
via a vertical incision and the edges are sutured to adjacent structures. A Van Buren
sound is used to dilate the ureLhra before inserting the cystoscope and accompanying laser
probe. With the cystoscope in place, the simulated neoplasm can be visualized and the
lasing techniques can be initiated. The male dog also presents the prostate as an addition-
al lasing site.

Tracheal Obstruction.
This model is provided for the bronchopulmonary trainees2. The model is diagrammed in

figure 3. The trachea is exposed via a midline incision. An inferiorly based pedicle
from a split strap muscle is entered into the lumen of the trachea through a tracheostomy
incision between two rings.
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trap Muscle

FIGURE 3. TRACHEAL OBSTRUCTION

End to End Anastomoses.

The feasibility of end to end anastomosing (i.e. blood vessels, tendons, veins, bowel,
fallopian tubes, vas deferens, ureters, etc.) can be readily demonstrated in a mal models 3

The structures to be anastomosed may be approximated with two stay sutures placed opposite
to each other; a 7-0 suture stent may also be passed through the lumen. Following welding,
patency of the lumen can be demonstrated by infusing a radio opaque dye through the lumen
of the structure and visualization under fluoroscopy as seen in figure 4.

Holding Suture

S tent

Weld Radio-O aque Dye

FIGURE 4. END TO END ANASTOMOSIS
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Tattoo, Nevi, Hemangiomas.

In this model (figure 5) , a tattooing instrument is used to introduce india ink inti r-
demally to simulate tattoos, port wine nevi, and hemangiomas. Rabbit abdomen and Lacks
present satisfactory surfaces for preparing the model and for ablation by lasers.

Tattooing Instrument

Shaved Skin

FIGURE 5. TATTOO

Also, the ear veins in the rabbit can serve as models for superficial varicoses and
spider angiomata.

Other Possible Models.

Nephrectomy, partial hepatectomy, cervical conization and other models can be designed
for instruction and/or research into the use of lasers in medicine.
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Abstract

In this report, we show that arterlovenous side-to-side anastomosis of 3mm-5mm pig
femoral vessels con readily be accomplished with a computer controlled 1.319 um, Nd:AG
laser system and standardized operative technique, At Orlando Regional Medical Center
Laser Research and Demonstration Center we have greatly simplified laser tissue fusion and
have successfully overcome many of the problems which have plaqued laser tissue fusion in
the post. Parameters which heretofore were left to the control of the surgeon are now
automatically controlled by the computer, leaving the surgeon free to concentrate on
principles of good operative technique. The technique Is soae, fast and reproducible,
Also, since the parameters are so well controlled, tissue bonding is maximized and tissue
dIstruction is left to a minimum. We have had no Incidence of pseudoaneurysm formation or
anastomosic leaks. We feel that this system and operative technique is feasible for
controlled clinical trials creating radiocephalic AV fistulas for purposes of renal
dialysis. Once proven in human AV fistula trials, we foresee further clinical applications
such as closure of femoral, carotid, and deep abdominal arteriotomies as well as
anastomoses of various vascular outogenous grafts.

Introduction

In the post, the field of laser tissue fusion has been fraught with confusing results.
Successful laser tissue fusion is dependent upon fine control of several variables
including laser type, specific laser parameters, and operative technique, Several
different types of lasers (argon, carbon dioxide, Nd:YAG) and operative techniques have
been used for loser tissue fusion. Since the operative technique and loser parameters have
not been standardized, it has been difficult to obtain reproducible results, either by the
same experimenter, or from one experimenter to the next. Therefore, some type of standard-
ization in the field of loser tissue fusion in order to insure more reliable results.

Loser tissue fusion is hypothesized to be made possible by the controlled heating and
denaturation of tissue protein, resulting In a tissue bond formed by the protein coagulum.
As tissue is heated, it goes through four sequential changes: heating; coagulation;
evaporation; carbonization. Heating past 100 degrees centigrade results in evaporation of
cellular water with subsequent charring and destruction of tissue. Therefore, for
successful loser tissue fusion, it Is essential to halt these tissue changes at the
coagulation stage. In order to do this, several parameters have to be simultaneously
controlled; loser type (argon, carbon dioxide, Nd:YAG), wave length, beam geometry, (which
differs with laser type), exposure time, spot size, power level, At the Orlando Regional
Medical Center Laser Research and Demonstration Laboratory we have successfully
standardized these parameters through the development of a software driven 1.319 Nd:YAG
laser system. By combining a computer controlled laser system with a standardized operative
technique, we have greatly simplified laser tissue fusion and hove overcome many of the
problems which have plagued laser tissue fusion. As previously reported, we have
standardized our methods through extensive animal studies In the rat. In this report, we
show that arterlovenous side-to-side anastomosis of 3.0 to 5.0 mm. pig femoral vessels can
readily be accomplished with our system and that our methods are feasible for human studies
with potential applicability to the creation of arterlovenous fistulas for renal dialysis.

Materials

Our system consists of a specially modified Nd:YAG Laser operating at a wave length of
1,319 um, This totally programmable loser system is interfaced with an AT 80286
microprocessor, Critical data (e.g., exposure time, spot size, power level) is encoded on
o floppy disk with hard disk backup that is accessed by the loser microprocessor system,
The surgeon selects the appropriate tissue type (e.g. 3mm artery), and the microprocessor
then automaticallyodjusts the loser parameters for ideal tissue fusion. The loser benm is
delivered tn the operative field through 400 um, f~ber-optlc flE w,,ioh is connected to a
specially designed hand piece which con be manipulated In much the same fashion and ease as
an electrocoutery. This maximizes operative flexibility and limits technical interference
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with surgical procedures, The hand piece is fitted with an adjustable distance guide
designed to keep the tip of the fiber-optic fiber a given distance from the tissue to be
welded. Since the laser beam is cone-shaped, as the length of the distance guide is
Increased, the spot size at the tissue level is also increased and the energy transfer for
a given volume of tissue is decreased.

We hove chosen the Nd:YAG laser because it seems to be the ideal system for laser tissue
fusion. C02 lasers are sevwrelv limited by water and argon lasers are severely limited by
blood due to their absorption spectra. YAG laser beams are not absorbed well by either
blood or by water and therefore are more practical for clinical laser tissue fusion since
they are effective in wet, bloody or dry operative fields. The 1.319 Nd:YAG is much more
effective in bloody fields than the 1.06 Nd:YAG and is therefore the wave length of choice.
The relative penetration in blood for the argon, 1.06 Nd:YAG, and 1,319 Nd:YAG is shown
below (Fig, 1).

Relative Penetration In Blood

Argon .. ........... 1.0
1.06 Nd:YAG ..... .... 4.,2
1.32 Nd:YAG ......... 11.3

Fig. 1. Relative penetration in blood for argon,
1.06 Nd:YAG, 1.32 Nd:YAG Losers.

Methods

After adequate ketamine and nembutal anesthesia is obtained, the pig is placed in the
supine position on the operating table and the femoral artery and vein exposed, Bulldog
clamps are then placed on the artery and vein for proximal and distal control of the
vessels. Heparinization is not necessary due to the very short clamp time needed, Small
longitudinal openings are then made with a #11 scalpel blade in the artery and vein for a
side-to-side anastomosis. It is essential that the arteriotomy and venotomy be clean-cut
In that ragged edges are extremely difficult to approximate and may result in an
anastomotic leak. Once the arteriotomy and venotomy have been completed, three #8-0
cardiovascular prolene stay sutures are placed in the posterior wall in order to
approximate the vessel edges for loser tissue fusion, One stitch is placed at each end of
the anastomosis and one in the center of the back wall. Once the walls are carefully
approximated, the loser is used to sequentially spot weld the posterior wall of the
annstomosis. It is essential that the distance guide keeps the tip of the laser fiber a
constant distance from the tissue to be fused in order to assure consistent energy transfer
at the tissue level and adequate tissue fusion without charring of the tissue. Once the
osterior wall has been fused, a stay suture is the. used to approximate the anterior wall,
he anterior portion of the anastomosis is then completed with the laser, in the some

fashion as the posterior wall. With the arteriovenous fistula completed, the distal vessel
clamps are released and allowed to back bleed and the anastomosis inspected for leaks, The
proximal clamps are then released and a thrill in the fistula is noted.

Results

At the time of this report, we hove attempted seven arteriovenous anastomoses of pig
femoral vessels. The vessels ranged from 3-5mm. in diameter and the pigs weighed from 150-
180 pounds. Of the seven attempts, six procedures were successful with the immediate
potency verified by a palpable thrill. There were no anostomotic leaks noted, All six of
the successful AV fistulas were patent at the time the animals were sacrificed and there
has been no evidence of pseudo-aneurism formation, Histologic studies show full thickness
bonding at the anastomotic site with minimal tissue reaction as distinguished from the
foreign body reaction seen with standard suture technique, Our first attempt at AV
anastomosis with this technique and system was unsuccessful and this failure is attributed
to difficulty in obtaining adequate anesthesia resulting in poor tissue approximation
during the procedure, The anesthetic problems were readily resolved and as a result all
subsequent procedures were technically simplified and were successful, The results of our
studies are summarized ',: Tubie 1.
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Table 1

Summary of Results of A-V Anastomosis in Pig
3-5 mm Femoral Vessels Using 1,319 Nd:YAG Lasers

Attempts Post Op Time Potency

1 0Days No
1 0 Days Yes
1 ' Days Yes
1 3 Weeks Yes
1 3 Months Yes
1 1 Year Yes

Summarv

We have shown that laser tissue fusion side-to-side arteriovenous onastomosis can
readily be accomplished in 3-5mm pig femoral vessels with our computer controlled 1.319
Nd:YAG laser system. This system offers many advantages over those previously reported for
use in laser tissue fusion, The parameters which heretofore were left to the control of
the surgeon are now automatically controlled by the system, leaving the surgeon free to
concentrate on principles of good surgical technique, The technique is fast, safe and
reproducible, Also, since the parameters are well controlled, tissue bonding is maximized
while tissue damage is left to a minimum. In contrast to C02 and oaron systems, the 1,32
um. Nd:YAG permits tissue welding in relatively wet or bloody fields. Based upon these
findings and previously reported animal studies performed at the Orlando Regional Laser
Research and Demonstration Center we feel that the system and technique is feasible for use
in controlled clinical trials creating radiocephalic AV fistulas for purposes of renal
dialysis. Once proven in human AV fistula trials, we foresee further clinical applications
such as closure of femoral, carotid, and deep abdominal arteriotomies as well as
anastomoses of various vascular autogenous grafts.
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ARGON LASER VASCULAR WELDING: THERMAL AND THROMBOGENIC ASPECTS

George E. Kopchok, Rodney A. White, M.D., Roy Fujitani, M.D., t:uoftrev H. White, M.D., Jerry Vlasak, M.D.,
Leon Daykhovsky, M.D.*, Warren S. Grundfest, M.D.*

Division of Vascular Surgery, Harbor-UCLA Medical Center, 1000 West Carson Street, Torrance, CA 90509,
(213) 533 2704 and the Department of Surgery and Division of Cardiology, Cedars-Sinai Medical Center, Los
Angeles, CA.

ABSTRACT

The thermal 7.. -ties and thrombogenicity of Argon laser assisted vascular repair (LAVR) and sutured
vascular repair (SVR) was studied in canine arteries. Two sequential 1 cm length incisions were made in
each artery, separated by a 4cm length of intact vessel. One was repaired by SVR using contlunlous 6-0
prolene and the other by LAVR from the adventitial surface. An AGA 782 digital thermographic camera and
computer with spatial and thermal resolution of +0.2mm and +0.2°C was used to continually record and analyze
the LAVR. LAVR was performed using an HGM arnon laser with a 300 micron optic fiber, 0.5 watt power, 0.066
cm

2 
spot size, 150 seconds exposure, 1100J/cm energy fluence. Continuous irrigation (I drop/second) of

room temperature saline was used to cool the Ilased tissue. Autologus Indium-lll oxine labelled platelets
were injected intravenously immediately after completion of all vascular repairs. The segments of LAVR and
SVR and an equivalent segment of reference vessel were harvested 48 hours after injection and radioactivity
was determined with a gamma counter. Anastomotic platelet aiherence index (APAI) was calculated as the
ratio of LAVR or SVR: reference vessel emissions.

Thermal measurements revealed a temperature increase to its maximum, then an instantaneous return to a
baseline of 360 with each drop of saline. The maximum temperature recorded was 48.8°C, the mean maximum was
45.1 + 2.7 0 C (n=20). There was a significant difference (p<0.01) in the APAI for the SVA (161 + 76)
compared to the LAVA (93 + 41). The results suggest that the temperature increase did not have a
detrimental effect on hemodynamic integrity or thrombogenicity. The lower platelet uptake on the LAVR
compared to SVR may have a favorable effect on early vascular patency.

INTRODUCTION

The use of lasers to weld vascular tissue and form sutureless anastomosis has great potential. Numerous
advantages have been described for welded anastomosis including lack of the foreign body reaction normally
associated with sutures.

1
-

2  
This study was undertaken to test the hypothesis that the laser-induced

increase in vessel wall temperature does not increase platelet adhesion to vascular repair. We measured the
thermal properties of argon laser assisted vascular welding in conjunction with the early adhesion of
platelets to the regions 3f vascular repair during the first 48 hours. Since platelets play a fundamental
role in thrombus formation it is believed that decreased platelet adhesion will have a beneficial effect on
early vascular patency.

3

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Canine femoral (n=16) and carotid (n=16) arteries were isolated by standard surgical technique.
Anticoagulation was induced with intravenous heparin (100 units/kg) and the proximal and distal portions of
the artery were clamped. Two Lcm longitudinal incisions in the vessel wall were made separated by 4 cm
One incision (SVR) was closed using a continuous 6-0 prolene suture. The second incision (LAVR) was
prepared for welding by placing a 6-0 prolene suture at each apex and at the midpoint, dividing the incision
into two 5mm segments. Argon laser welding was accomplished with a 300 micron fiber held 1cm from the
vessel edges, producing a spot size area of 0.066 cm

2
. An HGM* Argon laser was used at 0.50 watts power, 75

seconds exposure (15 pulses of 5 seconds separated by 0.2 seconds) and 570 J/cm
2 

energy fluence for each 5mm
segment. The laser energy was moved back and forth along the anastomotic edge at a rate of approximately
1cm/sec. Cooling of the fusion site was accomplished by a low volume stream of saline at room temperature
(Idrop/sec, ~3ml/min). Position of the welded and sutured anastomosis was randomized.

Thermal images were recorded continuously with an AGA*** thermal camera which was positioned and focused
15cm from the vessel surface. Temperature calibration was achieved through the instruments built-in
clamping and temperature compensating system which utilizes a liquid nitrogen cooled indium antimonide
photon detector and has a spectral response of 3.5 to 5.6 microns. A focal distance of 15cm, in conjunction
with 1.8mm aperture and 70 lens, resulted in a thermal and spatial resolution of +0.2c° and +0.2mm
respectively. Baseline temperat-res were recorded before and after the welding process. The recorded
thermal images were analyzed with the AGA thermovision computer and results detailed in a color coded
temperature profile.

Platelet labelling studies were accomplished according to the method described by Hawker et.al. Indium
111 exine*** was used to label the autologous canine .latelets. This technique results in fast uptake, high
labelling efficiency and a short (67 hour) half life. One hour prior to each operation, 25cc of venous
blood was drawn into a syringe containing 3.0cc of sterile acid citrate. After meticulous separation and

* HGM Medical Laser Systems, Salt Lake City, Utah

** Agema Infrared Systems, Secaucus, New Jersey
*** Amersham Corp, Arlington Heights, IL
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washing, the platelets were labelled with approx imate ly 706uC i of Ind ium- I Il ox ine and iricuhated at 38'•C for
one minute. The labelled platelets were re-infused intravenously at tihe complet ion of each surgical
procedure. in 48 hours the dogs were reanesthetised and the vessels excised. Three 1cm length samples were
taken from each artery; the sutured repair, tire welded repair and a lcm contnrol segjernt taken from normal
vessel between the two. The radioactivity emitted from each specimen was determined with a gamma well
counter (Searle Analytic, Inc.) using a wide field of view with a medium energy collimator and two 20%
symetric windows around the 173 and 247 KeV 0-photopeaks of Indium-Ill. All counts were corrected for
background activity and isotope decay. An anastomotic platelet adherence index (APAI) was calculated for
each specimen by determining the ratio of platelet adherence to the sutured or laser-treated vessel compared
to the platelet adherence to the control segment.

All animals used in the study received humane care in compliance with the "Principles of l.aboratory
Animal Care" formulated by the National Society of Medical Research and the "Guide for the Care of
Laboratory Animals" prepared by the National Academy of Sciences and published by the National Institute of
Health (NIH publication #80-23, revised 1978).

Results

All vessels were patent, hemostatic with no signs of postoperative complications. The temperatures
incurred while argon laser welding were similar to previous experiments.5 The temperature increased
rapidly but returned to baseline (-36°C) uith each drop of saline. Saline controlled the maximum
temperature and the duration of thermal exposure. The maximum temperature attained in this study was
48.8°C, the mean maximum was 45.1 + 2.7°C (n=20).

The mean APAI at 48 hours for SVA was 161 + 76. This was significantly different from the mean of 93 +
41 for LAVA (p<0.01).

Discussion

Laser assisted vascular welding may be a useful adjunct to vascular surgery. Argon, C0 2 and Nd:YAG
lasers have all been used to create hemostatic welds in medium size vessels. One of the major advantages of
a laser welded anastomosis compared to suture repair appears to be the lack of suture acting as a foreign
body. In a previous study, we observed an intimal hyperplastic response in sutured repairs which was not
present after laser repair of identical canine arterial-venous fistulas at 8 weeks.2 The laser repairs had
minimal inflammatory reaction and more normal appearing collagen and elastin fiber orientation. It appears
that argon laser sealing delays or inhibits the intimal hyperplastic response. Ashworth et al found
similar results using the C0 2 laser to weld end-to-end canine carotid arteries. 6 

They found foreign-body
gianiL •l1s invested the sutured repairs at 2,4 and 6 weeks. The welded repairs showed no sign of intimal
hyperplasia except at the stay suture site. As their technical skills improved the time required for laser
repair was one third that needed for sutured repair.

Platelet adhesion appears to play a major role in early thrombosis and thrombogenic complications in
vascular repair.

3  
When an injured vessel is exposed to blood, platelets adhere rapidly and undergo

morphologic and biochemical changes which result in the release of platelet aggregation factors. The
intensity of this reaction depends upon the reactivity of the injured vacular surface with platelets, the
amount of blood exposed to the injury and platelet suppression and accumulation factors. In the present
study, we found that despite the rise in temperature caused by argon laser induced fusion there was less
platelet aggregation in comparison to sutured repair. The decrease in platelet adherence may be closely
associated with the lack of a foreign body response to suture, although the laser energy itself or the
welding mechanism may have some inhibitory factors not yet identified. Abergel et al described an ability
to selectively suppress or stimulate collagen production by fibroblasts using the Nd:YAG Laser. 7  

At high
powers they found the laser to have a inhibitory effect on collagen production while at low powers a
stimulatory effect was observed.

The mechanism of argon laser fusion appears to be collagen to collagen bonding. The argon laser causes
the collagen to denature or unwind, and cooling the fusion site before it coagulates causes the collagen to
renature (recoil) and form a physiochemical bond of crosslinkages.8 The thermal findings in this study
support this hypothesis since welding temperatures were in the range at which collagen denatures (Tm=
40-60 0

C) and the maximum temperature of 48.81C is well below the temperature at which protein coagulation
occurs (-700C).

9
-ll

In summary, in this study the increased temperature induced by Argon laser fusion did not have a
detrimental effect on early platelet adhesion compared to control repairs, and indeed there was
significantly less platelet adhesion to the laser repair site. This decrease in adhesion appears to be due
to the lack of a foreign body in the blood stream although it is unclear what role the welding mechanism and
laser exposure may play in the process.

Conclusion

We conclude that argon laser-assisted welding of canine vessels occurs at. temperatures below 50'C and may
exhibit, numerous advantages over conventional suture repair. The temperature increase induced by laser
fusion has no detrimental effect on early platelet adherence. In fact, the lack of a foreign body stimulus
afforded with laser welds appears to significantly lower platelet accumulation when compared to suture
repairs. Further studies are needed to delineate the thermal, photochemical and foreign body factors
involved.
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The practice of Dentistry is changing at a most rapid pace. Since the advent of
bonding (the process of fusing composite resin to enamel via acid etching) the day-in
day-out dental treatment in most practices is quite different than that of just ten years
ago. Additionally, the decay rate in young individuals is fifty percent less than it was
twenty years ago. Furthermore, more sophisticated instrumentation is being developed for
diagnosis and, even now, lasers are becoming available.

Twenty years ago, numerous investigators tried unsuccessfully to utilize lasers in
performing dental procedures. This was because either the power densities were too high
in magnitude or the units themselves were too large to be practical.

Today, however, the picture is quite different. Ever since Einstein discovered the
concept of stimulated emission in 1917 researchers have continued to explore functional
applications for this energy. Currently, technology and computer knowledge bring lasers
into a position which shows them to be cost effective for the dental profession. The main
types of lasers currently used in dentistry are C02, Argon, and YAG. The C02 has been
demonstrated effective in caries detection and in soft tissue treatment such as
gingivectomies and frenectomies. The Argon has demonstrated utility in soft tissue work
targeting blood vessels. The YAG laser has functioned well for endodontic therapy for
sterilizing canal walls.

In order for the practicing dentist to feel justified in purchsing new equipment he/she
must be able to offset the cost of overhead by the generation of fees. This paper reviews
the various applications of lasers ia dentistry that make them practical instruments for
the future.

One of the main benefits of the C02 laser in dentistry is its effect upon soft tissue.
This ranges from a photophysical effect which is immediate, evidenced by either vapori-
zation (ex. excision) or thermal (ex. dehydrated tissue), to a host response which is
delayed and evidenced by necrosis or edema.

These soft tissue effects have been clinically applied by the dental profession in
treating vascular tumors such as hemangiomas of the tongue and lips. Usually these types
of tumors involve serious bleeding and sequela which have been shown to be diminished
greatly by the coagulation effects of the laser. Without the benefit of coagulation, such
surgeries would be difficult to manage and could cause life-threatening situations.

The current position of lasers in dentistry is predicated upon its history. The
following review of past dental laser applications is summarzed.

In 1972, Stern (1) showed that a laser may be beneficial for inhibiting dental caries
formation. He used a superpulsed C02 laser on human enamel and found that it caused the
enamel to be more resistent to caries. It appeared that the laser energy modified the
enamel by increasing the concentration of the inorganic component of the outer enamel
surface by vaporizing off some of the organic component. This resulted in recrystali-
zation which could be seen under magnification.

In 1985, Sundstrom (2) from Sweden, used the laser to diagnose the dental caries by
observing a luminescent reflection off of the enamel surface. Rebrov and Zelenov (3) in
1983, from Russia, showed successfully how lasers could be used to weld metal structures
of clasps on removable partial dentures.

In 1984, a Japanese study (4) informed us that the laser induced chemical changes in
the bonding state of hydroxyapatite which theoretically would help to decrease decay
potential. Also, during this same year Melcer (5), in France, reported on treating decay
with a C02 laser, and Leiberman (6) in Israel was fusing composite resin to lased enamel.
Leiberman found that composites fused in this manner were as tightly bound to the tooth as
composites which were acid-etched bonded. This suggested that using the laser would
decrease bonding time from three minutes to no more than fifteen seconds.

A year later, Antonson and Benedetto (7) reported at the Annual International
Association of Dental Research Meeting that lasers can be used to diagnose enamel fissural
caries. The technique uses a C02 laser which, when used at about 2 watts of power,
targets higher organic areas in the outer layer of the enamel. These zones are areas
where acidogenic bacteria have demineralized a portion of the enamel leaving a more
organic zone. The laser photovaporizes the moisture present and carbonizes the areas with
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higher organic concentrations. On the tooth surface these areas appear black. This
allows the dentist to easily detect carious from healthy areas. Without the laser, the
dentist has to rely upon an explorer (small dental instrument) to probe "soft" areas.
Where it "sticks" the diagnosis is made. This technique h,'s several probloms; one of
which is that the diagno,;is is dependent upon the diameter of the explorer tine. This
dulls ands becomes thicker with usage, thus changing the criteria of the diagnosis. Also,
the outer surface of the tooth has many grooves and fissures whose parallel walls allow
for the explorer to frictionally lock thus giving a false diagnosis. Another problem with
explorer diagnosis is that it can notentially cause small chipping in the pits or fissures
that was not present initially. The laser makes the process more objective, and at the
same time, allows the dental profession a true diagnosi.- of demineralized tootlm structure.

Also in 1985, Stewart (8) successfully attached hydroxyapatite to a tooth to act as a
pit and fissure sealant, and Myers (9) showeu a laser could debride incipient caries.
Currently, more ani more reports are surfacing describing other dental applications for
lasers.

Until recently lasers were about the size of a small compact car, with exotic current
and external coolant requirements. Today lasers are available which are about the size of
a small typewriter, portable, self-cooled and use normal 115 volt current. For example,
Pfizer Laser Systems, Irvine, Cnýlifornia, has a contraangle delivery system and allows
dentists an easy transition from holding a traditional dental handpiece. It permits a C02
beam to be easily targeted to almost any area in the mouth. No longer is laser delivery
an obstacle for dentistry, on the contrary, it is becoming a convenient modality. At a
time when there is a high concern for preve-iting di 3ease transmission in the dental
environment (AIDS, Hepatitis, herpes, etc.) the laser is beneficial since no instrument
contact occurs.

Initially, our fiist experiences using a laser involved using extracted teeth for
determining dental caries. Next, thawed pig jaws provided early soft tissue surgery
practice for performing gingivectomies, frenectomies and gingival sulcus deepening. Th-
pig jaw is a very accurate laboratory model since its gingival tissues are abT~ndnt and
quite similar to human gingiva. Additionally, they are easy to procure and inexpensive.

After much practice in the laboratory learning all of the laser's safety features,
interlocks, and adjustments, the next step was to initiate treatment for patients. At
first the authors were more skeptical than the patients. The patients were very receptive
and sought out the laser technology. It is interesting to note that the "new" and the
"sophisticated" lends itself to marketing parameters. After a short patient introduction
to the laser, and after securing an informed consent, small fibromatous lesions were
vaporized under local anesthesia. These were removed efficiently without any negative
seauelae. Patients were very impressed with its result. Upon recall questioning,
patients noted no post-operative discomfort. Healing was excellent. On the contrary,
scalpel blade removal of these small lesions normally would be accompanied by continued
bleeding and some discomfort. The laser experience was quite positive.

Ps we look to the future, some of tae possible dental laser applications may include:
1) Sterilization of instruments
2) Periodontal surgery, frenectomy
3) Sulcus deepening
4) Fusion of porcelain to enamel in vivo
5) Polymerization of composites
6) Transillumination
7) Melting of marginal enamel adjacent to margin defects
8) Modification of surface enamel to close enamel defects
9) Splitting teeth by melting/fusing

10) Cavity preparation, caries removal and tooth structure sterilization
11) Dentin densensitization
12) Endodontics
13) Removing -he smear layer
14) Diagnoses
15) Osteotomy
16) Removal of root tips
17) Heating of gutta percha
18) Apicoectomies
19) Hemostasis
20) welding of non-precious alloys

As more dental laser applications are made known to the dental profession, ono area of
concern needs to be addressed. This involves laser safety standards for dental appli-
cations. A protocol needs to be developed and internationally distributed alerting dental
personnel of laser safety. So far the dental profession has not addressed this issue. In
the advent of other new portable C02 lasers of moderate cost, the, forward thinkinq
practitioner will be considering this new technolcgy.
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Abstract

The current method of detection of tooth decay (caries) is highly subjective and can
yield as much as a 40% error in caries detection. Laser diagnostics reveal an objective
method for the determination of caries.

Introduction

Normal saliva contains numerous types of bacteria of which some of the most predominant
are cocci and filamentus. Bacteria such as streptococcus or lactobacillus combine with
food substrate in the presence of food nutrients in the saliva to form caries (tooth
decay). The primary areas where caries first develops are in the pits and fissures on the
occlusal surfaces of teeth. Dentists routinely diagnose caries by looking intaorally with
a mirror and an explorer at the visible surfaces of teeth. This is a small working area
in which good visualization is needed.

The current method of caries detection is performed by employing an explorer. The
limiting characteristics of caries determination by explorer are: A) Explorers come in
different sizes. Caries determinations are therefore limited by the thickness of the tine
and by the shape of the walls of the groove being investigated. There may be caries at
the bottom of a groove, but if the tine is physically prevented from reaching this point
due to the narrowness of the walls of the groove, then the caries will go undetected. B)
Explorers are initially sharp and become dull with use and age. This can make them as
much as 50% less accurate. C) Caries detection by explorer is subjective. Recent studies
(I) have shown that there can be as much as a 40% error in caries determination by

explorer. One of the charges of the International Symposium on Criteria for Placement and
Replacement of Restorations which recently occured was to find more accurate and reliable
methodologies for caries detection. D) A tactile judgement is required. Occlusal fissure
caries, as defined in Sturdevant's text (2), is best detected when an explorer tine placed
into a pit or fissure provides "tug-back" or resistance to removal. According to criteria
defined by the U.S. Public Health Service (3), signs of decay are: a) a softening at the
base of the pit or fissure; b) an opacity surrounding the pit or fissure indicating
undermining or demineralization of the enamel, and c) softened enamel that may be flaked
away by the explorer. According to Gilmoie (4), the diagnosis for occlusal caries is
evident if, when the explorer is placed into grooves and pits, soft areas are found and
are accompanied by chalky enamel or staining, or if the tooth structure cannot support the
weight of the explorer. Deep pits, parallel grooves, "Y" junctures can cause a mechanical
lock which yields the same sensation as caries. E) A final point for consternation is
that an eight dollar instrument is used for the diagnosis of treatment which has
hundred(s) dollar implications.

Materials and Methods
Apparatus.

A brand new AM Flex #23 (American Dental) explorer was used for the determination of
caries by explorer. A Pfizer Laser Systems* portable C02 laser with contraangle delivery
was used for the determination of caries by laser.
Procedures.

This study included seventy recently extracted teeth which were kept in a solution of
water and thymol crystals to maintain hydration and to prevent further bacterialization.
6X mappinas were made of the occlusal surface of each tooth. The teeth were then sub-
jected to caries detection by explorer. The extent and locations of caries of each tooth
were marked on the appropriate 6X map. These teeth were the-i subjected to the C02 laser
at 4 watts of power and 18 pulses per second. The extent and locations of caries by laser
determination were also noted on the appropriate 6X map. The agreement and discrepancies
between laser and explorer were then compared.
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Results

A tooth subjected to low power C02 • energy would retain its natural coloration
except at points of demineralization. These points were determined to be caries by virtue
of the carbonized residue which remained when exposed to photovaporization by the C02
laser. rhese black carbonized area-, which were objectively vetiiiable, suggested the
location of caries. There was a 70% agreement in th' data. This means that, 70% of the
time, where the explorer said there was caries, the laser determination agreed and where
the explorer said there was no caries, the laser determination agreed that there was no
caries. Conversely, 30% of the time there was disagreement. Moreover, 8% of the time,
the laser found caries that was missed by the explorer. More importantly, 22% of the
time, the laser found areas to be non-carious which were determined to be carious by
explorer.

Discussion

The determination of caries by C02 laser appears to have several advantages. First and
foremost, it is objective, verifiable, and replicable. This will permit the operator to
physically demonstrate to his/her patient the desired treatment plan. This will serve to
improve patient satisfaction and confidence. Additionally, the third party payers would
greatly appreciate objective evidence that a particular restoration was needed. A
photograph of the carious lesion can be placed in the patient's file for future reference
and a copy can be sent to the third party payer. Second, the laser method is more rapid
than the mechanical method (explorer). This will save the operator's valuable time.
Third, it suggests a more conservative treatment plan. The laser, finding caries less
often than the mechanical method, will result in more natural tooth structure remaining
and less restorations being performed by 14% (the difference between 8% and 22%).

Summary

The current method of dental examination and detection of tooth decay (caries) consists
of "feeling" the tooth with a metal dental instrument (called an "explorer") with a thin,
curved, sharply pointed tine. This method is highly subjective and operator dependent.
Recent studies have shown that there is as much as a 40% error in the detection of caries.
A multitude of factors are involved: clincial experience, search strategy, quality of
sensitive touch of the practitioner's hand, financial need, the philosophy of the
institution where the practitioner was trained, diameter and condition of the explorer
tine, and the topography of the tooth. Non-carious deep pits, parallel grooves, or
Y-shaped junctures can all give the subjective sensation of being carious.

A C02 laser was used to evaluate seventy human teeth for the presence of occlusal
fissure caries to determine if laser technology might be more objective than conventional
explorer diagnosis. After explorer diagnosis, 6X mappings of each tooth were made with
carious zones indicated. Next, the teeth were lased, and where black zones were found
indicating caries, these were compared to the carious zones found earlier by the explorer.
There was only a 70% agreement between methodologies. The laser seemed to be more
conservative in diagnosis than the explorer.

The use of a new method of objective caries determination by laser yields a consistent,
more operator independent system of caries detection. In this double-blind study each of
seventy t, were cxamined by explorer and by laser and independently examined for
caries. The results show a high degree of inconsistency between laser and explorer
determined sites of caries. This correlates with the aforementioned 40% error.
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Abstract

Carbon Dioxide (C02) lasers have been used in soft tissue surgery in several sites
of the body with significant success. This technique has certain advantages over
conventional surgical approaches vis a' vis hemostasis, enhanced microsurgical
capability, and a reduction in postoperative pain and inflammation. One problem in
laser surgery is that tissue is routinely vaporized leaving no biopsy specimen, or if
incisional techniques are employed, the heat generated by the laser can produce
unacceptable artifacts or tissue destruction. Using a C02 laser with a high power
density achieved by laser pulse, we are able to obtain excellent specimens with minimal
tissue damage or specimen artifact while still preserving the benefits of laser
surgery.

Introduction

Lasers have become increasingly valuable tools in surgery (1). Several types of
lasers are in use, matching the specific characteristics of each laser type to the
particular surgical need. Currently available lasers include: ruby, argon, neodynium-
YAG, tuned dye, and, of course, the C02. Various lasers have various advantages,
including ability to penetrate tissue, compatibility with fiberoptics, and selectivity
of destruction. Though the C02 laser has none of these capabilities, it has certain
characteristics suited to soft tissue surgery. It is capable of being focused into a
small spot with maximal energy absorption producing tissue vaporization with minimal
effect on adjacent tissue. This allows for precise removal of soft tissue with minimal
inflammation. Also, the laser beam can produce hemostasis under certain conditions.

Laser surgery has been extensively used in various organs. Opthomology has made
extensive use of lasers, utilizing the ability to penetrate tissue and perform internal
alterations with minimal damage. Gynecology and otolaryngology have made extensive use
of the laser. Gastroenterology, using fiberoptic devices, has begun to utilize the
laser more extensively, along with many other fields of medicine. Laser surgery in the
oral cavity offers the advantage of ease of approach and accessibility (2).

The principle of C02 laser surgery is that a maximum power density for a minimum
duration minimizes the spread of heat to adjacent tissue (3). Though heat spread is
sometimes useful, as in control of bleeding, minimizing the spread of heat will
minimi7e damage to adiacent tissue. The less damage there is to adjacent tissue, the
less inflammation, postoperative pain and delay of healing. When a biopsy is taken,
peripheral damage occurs symmetrically to the tissue next to the excision and to the
excised site. The quality of the biopsy, therefore, generally reflects the peripheral
damage. Lasers are expected to create heat artifact damage and fulgeration similar to
electro-surgery, but more limited because of their superior control. Using a C02 laser
at a high power density and small spot size along with spiked pulse mode and very short
pulses should minimize the amount of tissue biopsy artifact and the amount of
postoperative difficulty.

Methods

Fifteen patients have had surgery for various conditions involving soft tissue
lesions of the oral cavity. The lesions have included: hemangiomas of the lips and
buccal mucosa; leukoplakic lesions of the buccal mucosa and tongue; epuli; papillary
hyperplasia; and periodontal pyogenic granuloma. These have been performed on an out-
patient basis under local anesthesia on non-medically compromised patients. The
lesions were excised with a C02 laser, Cooper Model 870. The power was varied between
5 and 20 watts using either a repeat spiked pulse beam at 2 KHz and 0.1 msec. or a
continuous beam. Surgeries wer- either performed using a handpiece with a focusing
guide tip, or through a Zeiss OMI-I operating microscope.
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Two general approaches were employed for tissue removal: ablation of the entire
lesion, or excision of the lesion with the laser with retraction of the specimen.
Ablation of the whole lesion generally was performed unless one of the following
conditions existed: histological examination of the tissue was required; there was an
operative reason not to cut the lesion itself (e.g., bleeding from the hemangiomas);
or the bulk of the lesion would have necessitated excessive laser application and could
be performed with less trauma and operating time by the latter method (e.g., transverse
incision across the stalk of a pedunculated epulis) . All tissues excised were fixed
and evaluated for pathology and tissue damage produced by the laser.

Results
All the surgeries have been performed to the satisfaction of both patient and

doctor. No operative complications have occurred. The patients have all tolerated the
procedure well and found it minimally stressful. Bleeding has been almost entirely pre-
vented with either the continuous or pulsed modes. The technique for excision of the
hemangiomas has been to excise the lesion by attempting to cut under the lesion through
normal tissue and expose the feeder vessels. Once these are exposed, they are clamped,
coagulated by slowly heating the vessels themselves with unfocused laser energy (not
the clamp), and then released without recourse to vessel ligation. The clamp was used
to prevent dissipation of heat by the flowing blood. In two cases the excision site
was left open to granulate in, and in the other case the excision was sutured closed.
In one instance, the hemangioma itself was perforated by the laser beam, and this
produced some bleeding in the operating field. This bleeding was slowed by pressure
application and cauterized with a diffuse laser beam. No other significant bleeding
was noted in any of the surgeries, in spite of the fact that some of these areas are
extremely vascular and prone to bleeding. As an example of the potential bleeding
problems in these fields, we had difficulty containing the bleeding around the sitp of
injection of the local anesthesia in one case, but no bleeding from the surgery.

There have been no significant post-operative complications from the laser surg-
eries, nor significant post-operative pain. Most of the patients refused post-operat-
ive analgesia. Two patients received a single dose of 750 mg aspirin. One patient had
no post-operative discomfort for two days after surgery, and then developed an infect-
ion because of self-inflicted post-operative trauma (the patient bit the buccal mucosa
while still under local anesthesia) and had to use analgesia. There was no post-
operative bleeding even though almost all the sites were left open and no vessels were
ligated. In the case of the periodontal surgery, no protective packing was employed
(usually needed to reduce post-operative sensitivity).

The histological findings showed little damage to excised specimens. All specimens
were adequate for pathological diagnosis, except for a few notable limited border areas
produced by certain beam protocols where about 0.1 mm of fulguration artifact
interfered with pathological assessment. The quality of the specimens can be seen in
the five figures. Note the well preserved cellular structures including glands
(Figures 3 & 4), muscles (Figure 2), blood vessels (Figures 1,2,4 & 5), etc. Figure 1
and 2 are 25 and 40 power views respectively of a cavernous hemangioma excised with a 7
watt pulsed beam. Note the thin darkened border in Figure 1 which represents tissue
coagulation from fulguration. This border represents less than 0.1 mm of tissue
damage. This tissue is loose and low in collagen content. In Figure 2, a higher
power view of this same tissue, note that the fulguration is only one or two cells
thick, and note that the muscles within about 0.1 mm of the incision are well preserved
and there histology. can be reliably determined. Figure 3 is a 100 power view of a
periodontal abscess excised with a 15 watt pulsed beam. The incision is perfectly
clear and sharp with no sign at all of fulguration or tissue coagulation. The
infammatory cells can be seen clearly in the center of the field and the epidermis is
well defined. These figures show incisions with very little damage and maintenance of
clear cellular morphology. These sections are adequate for pathological evaluation.

Figures 4 and 5 are 25 and 100 power views from an epulis excised by a 7 watt
continuous beam. Two major differences exist between this sample and the two
previously shown. One is that the former was cut with a continuous beam with a
constant energy output as opposed to an intermittant beam with the "superpulsed" or
spiked energy output. Also, this tissue has a higher collagen content than the
hemangioma or even the peridontal abscess. The section in Figure 4 shows a cut
downward from the keratinized epithelium, through a very fibrotic area, into and across
a looser section of tissue including a minor salivary gland and many blood vessels.
Nute the very heavy area of fulguration at the site of incision through the epidermis,
and the significant fulguration even through the less dense basilar portion of the
incision. Note that the minor salivary gland right near the site of the incision is
preserved, but that the cellular definition around the incision through the keratinized
epithelium is vague and distorted. Figure 5 shows this area at higher power. The
fulguration artifact is about Imm thick here, and if this area included the margin of a
malignancy, this would not be adequate as a biopsy sample.
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Figure 1 Figure 2 Figure 3
Figure 1. Cavernous hemangioma excised with a 7 watt pulsed beam, 25 power
view. The thin darkened border represents tissue coagulation from
fulguration, less than 0.1 mm thick. This tissue is loose and low in
collagen content. There is very little tissue damage shown on this biopsy.
The biopsy surface represents the mirror image of the healing surface of the
incision left in the patient. This tissue, therefore, shows very little
operative trauma, and the prediction that there should be little post-
operative pain was fulfilled.

Figure 2. A 40 power view of the same incision. This shows that the
fulguration or tissue damage was only one or two cells thick. The histology
of the section is very well preserved as demonstrated hy lack of damage to
the muscles within about 0.1 mm of the incision. This is a very
satisfactory histological specimen.

Figure 3. A periodontal abcess excised with a 15 watt pulsed beam, 100
power. The incision is perfectly clear and sharp with no sign at all of
fulguration artifact coagulation. The infammatory cells can be seen clearly
in the center of the field and the epidermis is well defined.

Discussion
This report demonstrates that a spike pulse surgical C02 laser can effectively be

used for biopsy without destroying the sample, and also that this laser produces a
minimum amount of trauma to surrounding tissue. The advantage of the spike pulse laser
is that a maximum energy is delivered in a minimum time promoting maximal tissue
vaporization with minimum heat conduction (3). The tissee at the target exceeds 100
degrees centigrade so any additional energy goes into tissue vaporization and removal
of heat from the surgical site. Since the spike delivers energy only for a very short
time, less than 100 microseconds, at many times the average power density (about 100
watts in this trial), there is little time for heat to spread to neighboring tissue.
This prevents damage to adjacent tissue and prevents the release of chemical mediators
of inflammation. Biopsy samples demonstrate the paucity of peripheral damage inflicted
on excised tissue and indicate their ability to be read by pathologists. They also can
serve as measures of the damage done to the surgical site, since incision leaves two
symmetrical faces, the excised face and the remaining surface. This report does not
definitively establish whether spike pulse laser is less damaginq or destructive than
flat wave delivery because direct comparison on the same tissue usinq both identical
peak and mean energies (i.e., in two separate studies) were not preformed. This study
does, however, demonstrate that lasers can be effective in biopsy technique.
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Figure 4 Figure 5

Figure 4. An epulus excised by a 7 watt continuous beam, 25 power. Two
major differences exist between this sample and the two previously shown:
this was cut with a continuous beam with a constant energy output as opposed
to an intermitant beam with the "superpulsed" or spiked energy output; and,
this tissue has a much higher collagen content than the hemangioma or even
the peridontal abscess. This shows a cut downward from the keratinized
epithelium, through a very fibrotic area, into and across a looser section
of tissue including a minor salivary gland and many blood vessels. Note the
very heavy area of fulguration at the site of incision through the
epidermis, and the significant fulguratico even through the less dense
basilar portion of the incision. Note that the minor salivary gland right
near the site of the incision has its remains well preserved, but that the
cellular definition around the incision through the keratinized epithelium
is vague and distorted.

Figure 5. A 100 power view of the same lesion. The fulguration artifact is
about 1mmn thick here, and if this area included the margin of a malignancy,
this would not be adequate as a biopsy sample.

The patient response to laser surgery has been excellent. Patients tolerate the
procedure well with little stress, possibly because they have no perception of the
surgery because of the lack of pressure sensation. These procedures have been done
under local anesthesia. The patients have reported no sensation whatsoever during the
procedure. There is almost no postoperative pain from this procedure or other more
extensive procedures. The most postoperative analgesic used by patients to date is one
dose of 750 mg aspirin. It has been suggested that the laser may somehow desensitize
surrounding nerve endings, but no definitive evidence has as yet been shown for this.
The pain free postoperative course may be due instead to the lack of chemical signals
for inflammation which would normally sensitize the nerves and make them hyper-
reactive. The amount of post-operative discomf.ort is consistent with the minimal
histological damage done to the incision site (assessed by the opposing face of the
biopsy sample) , so possibly no additional rationale is required to explain the
excellent post-operative course.

This report shows that carbon dioxide lasers currently can fulfill a clinical role
in soft tissue out-patient oral surgery and yield satisfactory biopsy samples when
required. The extent of the role, a controlled comparison with other techniques, the
use in hard tissue, and the use of other lasers with specific properties, all require a
great deal of study, but the laser can routinely be employed today for certain oral
surgical procedures.
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Abstract case when the Ar' laser is operating in the ('P\I regime,
we are able to generate extremely short Ar' pulses (< 67

We have studied passive mode-locking of the Ar' psec) [8], and to show the detailed Ar' pulse shape. In this

laser using the saturable absorber R6G in f:ur different talk, we also show the pulsewidth dependence on cavity

regimes, as follows: when the Ar' laser operates in the length mismatch, wavelength, and intracavity bandwidth

colliding pulse mode-locking (CPIM) configuration (i) with for each of the four cases outlined above [9].

and (ii) without double mode-locking (DMI1) incorporated
and also when the Ar+ laser operates in the "conven- Experimental Set up
tional" configuration (iii) with and (iv) without double
mode-locking incorporated. A detailed investigation of The schematic of our system is shown in Figure 1.
the Ar+ and dye laser pulses from the double mode-locked Both ends of a Spectra-Physics model 171 Ar+ laser cavity
Ar'-dye laser system has been made using correlation were extended, new mirrors MI, M2, M3, and M4 were
measurements. A direct display of a 67 psec Ar ' pulse positioned in such a way so as to include the dye jet
shape is measured. In addition, we review a technique of stresm inside the Ar' cavity. MI was mounted on a linear
generating highly synchronous simultaneous pulse trains translation stage for fine adjustment of the cavity length,
at three wavelengths, two of which are continuously tun- and was either positioned as shown so that the dye jet
able over a moderate range, which we call triple mode- was in the center of the cavity (cases C and D), or posi-
locking, tioned close to mirror M2, in which case the system was

Introduction not operating in the CPM regime (cases A and B). The
Brewster prism shown in this figure maintains operation of

Passive mode-locking of Ar+ laser has been recently the Ar+ laser at 5145 AX and also directs the dye laser
reported [1-71. In those systems, R6G (a (lye normally beam to travel in its own cavity. M5 was a 7% Ar+ out-
used as a gain medium in the Ar+-pumped dye laser sys- put coupler with R=oo. MI-M4 were coated for 4500-7500
tem) is inserted into the Ar' laser cavity as a saturable A in order to accommodate both the Ar+ and dye
absorber to lock the Ar+ modes passively. The mode- wavelengths, and M6 was a flat high reflector used to re-
locked Ar+ pulses in turn intra-cavity pump the R6G direct the dye laser beam. Various single-plate quartz
laser synchronously to generate short dye laser pulses birefringent filters of different thickness were positioned at
[1,2,5-71. However, either incompletely mode-locked dye Brewster angle, permitting dye laser operation with
laser pulses were reported [2,5], or no detailed characteris- different bandwidths. Wavelength tuning was achieved by
tics of the dye laser pulses were given [1,6,7]. Some rotation of the intracavity crystal. The flat dye laser out-
researchers [3,4,6,7] elaborated more extensively on the put coupler had a transmission of 2-4%, and was also
characteristics of the Ar+ laser pulses, including arranging mounted on a linear translation stage, such that the dye
the Ar' laser to operate in the CPM regime [4,6]. Their laser cavity length could be adjusted. The high-reflector
results showed relatively broad pulsewidths [3,4,7], as focusing mirrors M2 and M3 had R=5 cm. The saturable
compared to those from an actively mode-locked Ar+ sys- absorber was a jet of R6G in ethylene glycol, and the jet
tem. In [6], a combination of double and colliding pulse nozzi, was a modified Coherent Radiation model with its
mode-locking (DCPM) of the Ar+ and dye lasers was pro- thickness reduced to about 100 pim.
posed, but only oscillographs having nsec resolution were The dye laser pulse durations were monitored by a
reported. rapid-scan autocorrelator, and were precisely measured by

In this talk, we present a system with an improved slow-scan autocorrelation using KDP. The Ar' pulses
resonator design, while still using R6G as a saturable were monitored by an electronic detection system, consist-
absorber, which allows for the flexibility to work in four ing of a high speed photodiode, a sampling scope, and
different regimes. (A) The Ar+ laser is in the "conven- various accessories. The impulse response of the electronic
tional" configuration and the saturable absorber is losing detection system was 75 psec FWHM, characterized using
(DML)[1,2,5,7[; (B) The Ar' laser is in the "conventional" the impulse-like psec dye laser pulses. The Ar' pulse
configuration without DMIL (3,4]; (C) The Ar' laser is in durations were also measured by an alternative technique
the CPM configuration without DML 141, (D) The Ar' based on frequency up-conversion [10]. The Ar' and dye
laser is in the CPM configuration with DML [6]. The Ar' laser beams were collinear and mixed in a 3mm thick
and dye laser pulses in each case are fully characterized. IKDP crystal. By angle-tuning the crystal, the up-
using a combination of correlation measurements and a converted signal could be detected when both pulses over-
fast photodiode. The measurements show both stable lapped and interacted in the crystal. The uv signal is pro-
transform-limited Ar' pulse trains and completely mode- portional to the product of the instantaneous power of the
locked dye laser pulse trains with psec duration. In the Ar' and dye laser pulses. Therefore, the Ar' pulse shape
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is depicted by recording the up-converted signal as a fune(- the (lye jet was in the center of the Ar' laser cvity, i...

tion of the delay between the Ar' and impulse-like dy(' the Ar' laser operated in tle (C'N reginie 111 (eases C

laser pulses. and D). The advantages are threefold. Firstly, the two

counterpro pagating Ar' pulses saturate t he absorber nimore
Experimental Results effectively, and the standing wave field of the overlapping

pulses further reduce the loss in the strongly saturated
To examine cases A and 11, we chose a system very regions of the absorber, allowing for higher output cou-

similar to that shown in Figure 1, but with mirror Mi pling of the Ar' laser. Secondly, only one Ar' pulse

positioned very close to M2. We used R6C as the satur- saturates the Ar' plasma tube gain at any given tine anol

able absorber because of its high cross section at the 5115 gain competition is minimal since the pulse inter-arrival

A Ar+ line. With only ethylene glycol in the jet stream, time in the Ar+ gain medium is equal. This helps to max-

the (extended cavity) Ar* output was ew, as expected. As imize and equalize the pulse amplitudes. increasing stabil-

we added and increased the R6G concentration, the Ar' ity. Thirdly, reduction of the Ar' pulse duration is

laser output became modulated, as monitored by our tier- expected over comparable single-pulse lasers 1121.

tronic detection system, and the threshold level of the Ar' We started again with only ethylene glycol in the jet

laser excitation current increased. When the FK, concen- stream, and added the R6G gradually until tile (lye laser

tration increased further, the dye laser also reached thres- reached threshold. The repetition rate of the At* pulse

hold, and the Ar4 laser pulses were well mode-locked, train was monitored to ascertain that the Ar' laser was,

Similar to conventional synchronous pumping, tile cavity indeed, operating in the CPM regime, since two pulses per
lengths of both Art and dye lasers had to be matched to round-trip were then expected. The behavior of the col-

generate the shortest pulses. The effects of cavity length liding pulse mode-locked Ar' laser without double mode-

detuning were determined experimentally, as shown for locking was first examined (case C), by blocking the dye

case A in Figure 2. AL (--Ldy, - LAr) = 0 indicates the laser beam. Figure 3 shows the Ar' pulsewidth depen-

position where we obtained the optimum Art pulses. With dence on ALCpM, the length difference between the two

minor deviation from AL= 0, both the Ar 4 and dye laser arms L, (MI to jet) and L2 (jet to M5). AL(.pM = 0

pulses could adjust themselves either forward or backward corresponds to the position where the dye jet was located

slightly in time, to conserve their pulse shapes at each exactly in the center of the Ar' laser cavity' and where the

cavity round-trip. When AL was increased (AL > 0), the optimum Ar' pulses were obtained. The 130 psec FWf\M
stimulated emission of R6G occurred too late to help shor- Ar+ pulsewidth actually corresponds to 105 psec after

ten the Ar+ pulses effectively. As AL decreased (AL < 0), deconvolution, due to the finite response time (75 psec) of

the dye laser pulses were forced to arrive at the dye jet the detection system. This is the minimum pulsewidth we

too early. The stimulated emission of R6G at the leading found for case C. These properties were quite comparable

edge of the Ar 4 pulses, in this case, perturbed the double to those previously reported in [A], where their Ar' pil-

mode-locking mechanism, causing instability of the Ar+ sewidth was determined only by correlation measure-
laser. This helps explain the asymmetry of the curve in ments. As shown in the inset oscillographs, the side lobe
Figure 2, which shows more tolerance for AL > 0, in the after the main Ar4 pulse and the long secondary tail (due
sense that a larger cavity length mismatch is permitted to the slow recovery of the R6G saturable absorber) were

before pulse instability sets in, compared to AL < 0. clearly detected by our electronic detection system,

We found that it was not uncommon to have incom- whereas correlation measurements had difficulty resolving

pletely mode-locked dye laser pulses in this non-CPM these features [I].

regime, as reported elsewhere [2,51. The dye laser was tun- We then unblocked the (lye laser beam, obtaining
able from 5660 A to 5920 A , when AL 0, with a spec- double mode-locking (case D). With precise matching of
tral bandwidth in the vicinity of I A , determined by both the lengths of the Ar4 and dye laser cavities, tile side lobe

the Brewster prism and the thickness of the birefringent and the secondary tail of the Ar' pulse were eliminated.

filter plate. When the dye laser beam was obstructed DNIL also helped to further shorten the Ar s pwlsewidth.
(case B), the Ar 4 laser operated in a purely "conven- in addition to providing a tunable dye laser pulse train
tional" passive mode-locking regime, where the RT(;tioal"pasivemod-lokin reime whre ileR6G with psee duration. "]he lasing bandwidth of the dlye laser
relaxation time (•-•- 6 nsec) was not short enough to induce wt scdrto.' elsn adit fte(y ae

was varied by inserting single-plate quartz birefringent
good mode-locking, and an Ar+ laser pulse train of only filters of different, thicknesses. The tuning range of the dye

nsec duration was obtained. Another disadvantage of the laser was about 20M A in the vicinity of 5800 A (the
above configuration was that the short distance between emission peak of ROG in ethylene glycol at this relatively
the dye jet and the end mirror N1 (lid not allow R6G low concentration). The dye laser had an average output
Pnough time to recover its absorbing ability prior to

encountering the reflecting Ar' pulse from MI. Sunimariz- power of 20-3th mW and a peak power of g75 W.

ing thus far, in cases A and B, the Ar 4 laser operated in repending on the operating wavelength. When weth 'covetina''pasie o~e-ocin rgie.Wih r replaced the 5.46 nun thick single-plate quart z
tile "conventional" passive mode-locking regime. WVith or birefringent filter by an 1.36mm thick one, the dye laser
without DML, this system was inferior to those systems pulses had amplitude substructure ue to the excess

using the traditional synchronous mode-locking arrange- asndwidth, which indicates the phases of all the modes

ment. within this broadened Insing bandwidth were not locked

We improved the system by moving the end mirror together. The Ar' pulses were characterized by cross-

Mi further away from M2, and positioning it such that correlating them with the 5 psec dye laser pulses, a tech-
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nique described in section Ii. Figure 4 shows not only the top of Figure 7, a net gain region for the d (ye laser pulses
Ar' pulsewidth but also the detailed pulse shap- with (occurring twice pcir cavity 'v round-trip in our standing-
psee resolution. These Ar' pulsewidths are among the wave conliguration) results when the saturated gain,
shortest reported from any tnodle-loeked Ar' laser system. C(iY"(T) (dash-dot curve), exceeds its linear loss. L[Y, (solidI
active or passive. Tihe Ar' pulse shape was slightly asvmn- curve).
metric, with a sharper leading edge ( : 30.6 psec) and a Generation of picosecondI pulse trains at two tunable
longer trailing edge (; 36.A psec). each separately litting dye wavelengths by sync(hronours pitU pint has been
a Gaussian pulse shape. reported previously [15,16]. In [15,] a niode-locked Ar'

The spectral bandwidth of tile Ar' laser was 6-7 (;f!z laser was used to synchronously piunp two separate dye
[13], corresponding to a tinrc-hand width product < 0.5, lasers, and generated synchronized picosecond pulse trainss

which shows the Ar' pulses were also transforni-liniited. at two independently tunable wavelengths. Another tech-
"Thie Ar' laser had an average output power (if 90-120 in\\V nique utilizes internal synchronous pumpihg. where a cWi
and a peak power of ; 20 W. depending upon tire Ar' Ar' laser is used to pump a double mode-locked cw dye

excitation current. Additional Ar' excitation current was laser system [16], and dual-wavelength pulse trains of'
available, so it was possible to use higher Ar' laser output picosecond duration are obtained from the same cavity.
couplers, yielding larger output powers. The system per- The latter configuration was shown to have better sun-

formance as a function of either AL (a•- 'dye - LAr,) or chronism between the two pulse trains [17]. In our present

ALCpM (= L (Mil to jet) - L, (jet to %1S)) wa:s deter- system, by adding a lasing dye as the saturable absorber

mined experimentally. The dependence of the Ar' and for the R6G laser, the Ar' pulses would be synchronously

dye laser pulsewidths on AL, when ALiM= 0, is shown pumping a double mode-locked dye laser internally. thus

in Figure 5, where we plot the Ar- and dye laser puil- generating three synchronized pulse trains from our sys-

sewidths, AtArM and Atdv,, respectively, as a function of tern, two of which arise from the dye hacr cavity and are
AL. AL, = 0 corresponds to the position where both lhe tunable over a moderate range. It should provide even

Ar4 and dye laser pulses were optimized simultaneousl better results than that previously reported [18], where
As shown dyeFlaser5,ptheses optimizdasesimultaneouly. the Ar 4 laser was not operating in the CPM regime.

Assonin Figure .5, th r and dye laser pulsewidthis
remain relatively constant over a mismatch range of about
2000 lran. Figure 6 shows the dependence of these puil-
sewidths on ALCPM, when AL = 0. Note that, by incor-

porating both CPM and double mode-locking, our system Studies of passive mode-locking of the Ar' laser by
was very insensitive to cavity length mismatch, as evi- the saturable absorber R6G in four different regimes hals
denced by the greptly extended "stable region" shown in been presented. Our system outperformed similar pas-
Figuies 5 and 6, as compared to Figures 2 and 3. sively mode-locked systems (1-71, especially in the case

where the Ar+ laser was in the CPM regime with double
Discussion mode-locking incorporated. It provides somewhat broader

To generate mode-locked Ar' and dye laser pulses, dye laser pulses, compared to those from traditional syn-
negative gain is necessary before and after the propaga- chronous mode-locking systems. However, it eliminates the
tion pulse, in order to establish a stable region of net gain use of sophisticated and expensive equipment needed to
within the pulse duration. In Figure 7, we consider the generate the Ar+ pumping pulses actively. Detailed inves-
pulse shortening mechanism qualitatively [14]. We con- ligation of both the Ar' and dye laser pulses was under-

sider here the situation with AL=0. The saturated gain taken, using correlation/photodiode measurement tech-
(GA'r) experienced by the Ar' laser pulse (solid curve) niques. An actual determnination of the Ar' pulse shape
remains essentially constant as the pulse (dashed curve) with psec resolution was made. High repetition rate (•
travels back and forth in the standing-wave cavity. This 65 MHz) synchronous Ar+ and dye laser pulse trains were
is due to the relatively long Ar4 relaxation time, when reported. It is the first system to generate bandwidth-
compared to the cavity round-trip time. The Ar+ pulse limited Ar4  and dye laser pulses simultaneoursly.
shaping is, thus, primarily due to the nonlinear saturation Parametric studies have shied light on some of the funda-
of the R6G absorber, LAH(r), represented by the (dash-dot mental mechanisms involved in the generation of Ar' and
curve. As shown at tile bottom of Figure 7, this estab- (lye laser pulses. They also indicate tile system was rela-
lishes a region of net gain for the Ar+ pulse. Hence, the tively insensitive to cavity length misnmatch.
net pre-pulse gain for the Ar' pulse maintains negative
values (tlre to the presence of R6G, which introduces high Acknowledgments
nonlinear loss at low laser intensities. Tlre net gain after
the Ar' pulse is also negative due to tire stimulated deple Much of this work is a review of research described in
tion of the S, state of !6G(; at thre beginning of t lie trailing tlie Phi.D. dissertaion of Dr. Yu-lin Wang of Johns Hlop-
e(lge, of the Ar' pulse, which not only causes a rapid res- kins University, in collaboration with the author. Tire
toration of tile loss (LAr'(T)) for the Ar' pulse (leading to research support of the National Science Foundation is
compression of the trailing edge), but also provides syn- most gratefully ackniowbulged.
chronous I?6(; laser pulses. For the dye laser pulses, tire
R6G jet (the gain medium for the dye laser) is intra-
cavity pumped by tile short Ar' pulses. As shown at tire
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Abstract

The design, performance, and characteristics of a mode-locked laser with effective cavity
length for 5 to 21 meters is described. The pulse to pulse spacing of the pulse train is
adjustable from about 35 to 140ns. The pulse duration was measured to be approximately 10ps
for the early pulses in the train.

Introduction

Solid state modr 1 Jocked lasers have been used for many years for investigating nonlinear
optical phenomena. In a conventional mode-locked laser the cavity lenKh3 Fanges from 1
to 2 meters due to available limited space and mechanical stability. The pulse
separation in such a conventional mode-locked laser is between 5 to 10 nanoseconds. For
certain situations it would be desirable to have an ultra-long pulse spacing for
applications such as ranging and remote sensing to mention a few. To produce such a pulse
train requires either an ultra-long cavity or folding of a cavity.

This paper reports on a mode-locked laser design with an effective cavity length from 5
to 21 meters with overall length of 1.7 meters. The performance and characteristics of the
laser such as parameters of energy, number of pulses, length of train and stability of the
cavity is presented.

Experimental Arrangement

A schematic diagram of the compact design is shown in fig. 1. A Korad K-1 laser head
equipped with (7 1/2" x 3/8") Brewster angle cut neodymium doped silicate rod and saturable
absorber cell is located between several mirrors making up the cavity. The overall
geometrical length of the laser is under 1.7 meters. The cavlty contains a rear mirror (M4)
with a radius of curvature of 1.5 meters, three spherical optical path extender mirrors
(M1 to M3) each with a radius of curvature of one meter, and an output mirror (M ). The
rear mirror and optical path extender mirrors were all coated for 100% reflectivity %t 1.06
um. The output mirror (M0) was coated for 65% reflectivity. The mode-locked dye cell was
filled with Kodak #9860 dye dissolved in 1,2-Dichloroethane with transmission set at 70%.

The pulse train length and spacing was measured using an ultrafast Hamamatsu (CI083) pin
diode coupled to a Tektronix 519 oscilloscope. The pulse duration was measured with a
Hamamatsu C979X streak camera coupled to a video analyzer. The pulse train energy for each
cavity length was measured using a Laser Precision Energy meter (RK-3230). Shot to shot
stability of the laser appeared to be excellent for all cavity spacings.

The three optical path extender mirrors, (M1 to M13) were placed between the back mirror
(M4 )and the dye cell. This provided a means of varying the optical path length of the
cavity without changing its geometrical length. The distance between the mirrors was as
follows; M0 to M1 was set at 1.7 meters, M1 to M2 and M2 to M13 was set at 1 meter each and
M13 to M4 was set at 1.65 meters.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the variable cavity length Nd:glass mode-locked laser.

By adjusting mirror m3. the cavity length can be changed in 4 meter steps corresponding
to approximately 13ns per step. The travel time for a pulse through the beam path extender
section for N reflections off the central mirror M2 is:

T= (2N+2) L/c (1)

where L is the distance between mirrors M -M and M -M The path length was measured from
the pulse trains shown in Fig. 2 to be approximat 5.25, 9.25, 13.25, 17.25, and 21.25
meters. Figure 2 shows the oscilloscope traces of the pulse train for various number of
reflections (N) in the path extender section fo- 1, 3, 5, and 7 dots. Each dot represents
4, 8. 12 and 16 path-letigths.

(a)

(b)

(d)

Figure 2. Oscilloscope traces of retouched photographs of mode-locked pulses emitted from
the variable cavity length laser for each selectable spacing of (a) 5.25 meters,
(b) 9.25 meters, (c) 13.25 meters, and (d) 17.25 meters.

Pulse to pulse spacings can easily be selected in steps of 13.2ns with the realignment
of only one mirror (H 3 ), no other mirror is required to be realigned. For longer pulse
separations this design can be scaled. With this cavity design we achieved a long optical
path length in a short geometrical length (1.7m) thereby minimizing environment and
mechanical effects providing a very stable configuration.
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Laser thresholds, pulse to pulse time spacing, and pulse energies with respect. to the
number of passes through the path extender mirrors and the effoctive opticdl path length
are summarized in table 1. The duration of a pulse early in the train is 10.5ps.

TABLE 1: ILASER CHARACTERISTICS FOR MULTIPLE PASSES

PASSES Effective IThreshold TPulse Separation 'Energy7

IN PATH Cavity length Distance

(N=) (meter) (XV) T (ns) (mJ)

One 5.25 3.2 35 1 571
T__ __ __ __ _ --- --- -- -i- _ _

Three 9.25 3.8 61 1562

Five 13.25 4.1 88 550
Seven 17.25 4.4 114 541

Nine 21.25 4.7 140 375

For various passes through the path extender section of the cavity the threshold energy
increased slightly from 3.2kV to 4.7kV while the output energy remained fairly constant at
about 550mj with the exception of nine passes (N=9). For N=9 passes one of the reflections
ran off the edge of the central mirror (M2 ) resulting in a decrease in energy at the
output.

The pulse train length was found to be extremely stable and long on the order of 5us.
This was attributed to the high stability of the cavity and the long pulse separation which
we believe allows the lasing medium ample time to recover between successive passes of the
optical pulse. In this case, the oscillator appears as an amplifier to the optical pulse
which in turn is overcoming additional loses in the cavity due to multiple reflections off
of each mirror. This may be viewed in essence as a "steady state" amplifier.

In summary, the overall size of the new laser design is 1.7 meters long by 0.3 meters
wide. The pulse to pulse spacing is variable from approximately 35ns to 140ns. Train
length was on the order of 5us with about 100 pulses. The pulse duration of early pulses
was measured to be 10.5ps. The stability diagram for the cavity was calculated using the
matrix method. The physical size, stability and the elimination of devices external to the
cavity are clear advantages over the standard two mirror cavity designs. Applications may
include dynamical remote sensing and ranging of objects through the modulation of the pulse
train.

This work is supported by Hamamatsu Photonics K.K.
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Abst rict

A design for a di foerent ia mde icous to-opt ic hct e rodone Iase r interlcrometer is presented. I he
principle theoretical advantage if this i'ltL, rterometer is that it automatically cancels unwanted modulation
interference noise general I present separate ly in each the re ference beam and frequency shifted beam of
the acousto-optic modulator. I)isadvantaages include I) a more complex interterumeter design including the
need for two photodetectors and 2) the output signal has a more complex form. An application of this
design would be r2al time monitoriný and analysis ot surface displacements with potential sensitivity on
the Angstrom scale.

Introduct ion

The heterodyne mode of signlI detection refers to a techniqu, whereby the signal field to be measured is
combined with a local oscillator reference field of slightly different frequency. The combined lfield is
then detected with an appropriate photodetector. A review of this technique is readily available.

The attractive feature of heterodvnc detection is that one can in principle achieve a signal to noise
ratio approaching the quantum limit. This is accomplished by increasing the local oscillator reference
field strength, until the shot noise due to the local oscillator current dominates over any other noise
contributions. However, there are instances where one prefers the signal strength and local oscillator
field strength to be approximately equal. A case in point is the microinterferometer applications of
Scott, Huber, and Sands. These microinterferometers are driven by a frequency stabilized HeNe laser with
and acousto-optic (A-0) modulator to produce two beams, one shifted by a frequency fAO equal to the RF
driving freque- y of the A-0 modulator. A typical value for f is 40 MHz.

AO)

Minimum detectable signal levels are hampered in these interferometers by the reality that the two beams
produced by the A-O modulator are not pure single sine waves but, rather, the reference beam and frequency
shifted beam each have a small amount of 40 MHz beat signal interference "pollution" perhaps due to
scatterigg of a fraction of the shifted signal back into the reference beam (2nd vice versa) within the A-O
crystal. The presence of this beat signal in each of the two beams seriously hampers the ability to
achieve theoretical minimum detectable signal levels.

Therefore, this paper proposes a differential mode microinterferometer design that overcomes this and
other noise generation problems associated with interferometers employing techniques with approximately
equal signal and reference field levels.

Interferormeter Design

Figure I shows the design of an interferometer where al 1 noise common to both beams is in principle
greatly reduced. The frequency stabilize, polarized laser beam is split into two beams shifted in
frequency by the A-0 modulator frequency f AO Each of these beams is then split into two beams of equal
intensity using beam splitting cubes. We now have four beams (labeled 1,2,3, and 4) at our disposal, two
of which are shifted by the A-l modulator. Unmodulated reference beam (02) is combined with modulated beam
(#]) that is frequency shifted by f AO and intercepted by photodetector #1. This superimposed beam is our
new reference but car ries the unwanted beat frequency "po ILit ion" present in beams I and 2. The other
unmodulated beam (0f4) is reflected from a sample surfai i'id recombined with the other modulated beam ( i3).
This superimposed beam now carries phase variation in!ii ,,t ion from displacements in the sample surface as
well as the unwanre'h ';"a.t frequency "po llit ion". By r-versing the polarity on one of the photodetector
outputs and adding to the other photodetector output the phase variation due to sample displacements can be

extracted. Note that with zero input phase shift due to null displacement at the sample detection location

there is (in principle) zero output signal. Hence, we have a differential mode of signal detection.

*
Patent Pending
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Analysis of Interferometer Output

Assume that the photodetectors are AC coupled so that only the time varying portion of the fields are
detected. Photodetector #I1 will then have an output voltage given by

yl = Alsin(wOt + Osin(w•t*•d + Csjn(W)t+S2 J

where the first term on the right represents the (intentional) beat frequency due to the recombination of
beams I and 3. The second term on the right represents the unwanted fAO beat noise due to beam I and
likewise the third term represents the fAO beat noise due to beam 2.

Likewise, photodetector #t2 will have an output voltage given by

Y2 = A2sin(wt+¢D) + Bsin(c5t+83) + Csin(wt+84 +¢D) (2)

where the first term on the right represents the desired beat frequency and includes the time dependent
phase shift '?= •(t) (3)

due to surface displacements at the sample site. The second term on the right represents the unwanted f
beat noise due to beam 3 and likewise the third term represents the fAO beat noise due to beam 4. TOO

phase shifts AO4, 2 6,6 (4)

1' 2 3, 4

take into account optical path length differences for the respective beat noises upon arrival at the
respective photodetector.

When these voltage signals are combined after reversing polarity on the photodetector output #1 one
obtains

Y=Y2-Y1

A2S;n(W.+¢P) + Bsm(ot+83) - Csln(wt+&4,¢$) - A 1sn((t) - Bsin((t•t+8d - Csi(•e+8ý (5)

The amplitudes AI and A2 can be controlled prior to r~ception by the photodetectors such that

A1 = A2 z A (6)

Solving for the phase signal yields

()sir-1 - 8Sirn(t+A3) + Asin(wt) + Bsin(wt +8) + Csit((7+) 2)- (7;

If the modulation frequency f is on the order of 40 MHz, then the corresponding beat wavelength is onAO
the order of 7.5 meters. Then phase differences for the beat noises present will be nearly equal. Using
this approximation we may set

6I ý: 13c6420 (8)

Then the information we desire is given by

(t) = sin1( + sin(wt)) - Wt (9)

This result, although a bit cumbersome can be readily handled with an FM demodulator, waveform digitizer
and computer.
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Summa ry

The interferometer discussed in this report is appropriate for real time monitoring or analysis ot
surface displacements. Interrogation of mechanical properties of complex materials such ;Is ceraTic
composites with surface resolution on the order of I micron is an application of particular interest.
However applications of the basic design can be quite diverse. This interhromeLer design is presently
being investigated by the author. Preliminary results suggest that further development is appropriate.
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A NEW OPTICAL METHOD FOR MEASURING SMALL AIGLE POTATIONS.

Pan SHI and Erik STIJNS

Vrije Universiteit Brussel, ALNA-T!

Pleinlaan 2, B-1050 Brussel, Belgium

Abstract

The measurement of rotations is an old mechanical problem ; different methods have been
worked out. Often optical methods are used, as e.g. in shaft encoders, or Moire techniques.
More recently laser- and fibregyros were developed.

In this paper we describe an alternative approach. We build a M1ichelson interferometer,
in which one of the mirrors (or both of them) are replaced by cornercubes which are fixed
to the rotating table ; the optical pathlength depends on the angular position of the table.
Rotating that table changes the pathlength, so the interference fringes shift ; this is mea-
sured by a counter. With this set-up it is possible to measure angular positions with an
accuracy of 10-4 degree. By incorporating an up-down counter the apparatus is insensitive
to vibrations. roreover it worked well even if the distance between rotating table and the
instrument is up to 4 meter.

1. Introduction

Although the reasurement of rotations is a mechanical problem, optical methods are often
used, as e.g. in optical shaft encoders or Moir( pattern techniques. We present here a
method which uses only off-the-shelf lasers and optics, and which gives nevertheless satis-
factory results as concerns sensitivity, easy of use, and insensitivity to parasitic vibra-tions.

2. Basic set-up

The basic idea consists in using a Michelson interferometer, in which one of the two mir-
rors is replaced by a black box. This black box has the two following properties:
a) it reflects the light beam back on itself.
b) the box can rotate around a vertical axis : when rotating, the optical pathlength in the

box is a linear function of the angle of rotation.

Because of property (a) an interference pattern is formed at the screen : property (b)
implies that the interference pattern shifts during the rotation of the black box. By mea-
suring that shift one can, after calibration, calculate the rotation.

3. The right-angle prism as a retroreflector

The black box is realised by using a right-angle prism, as shown in figure 1. The laser
ray is sent, via a beamsplitter, to that prism : the reflected beam is parallel to the inco-
ming ray : it is then reflected on a fixed perpendicular mirror Vl2. Consequently, that ray
follows exactly the same way back to the interferometer. This is also true when the prism

* Permanent address : Department of Physics
Dalian Institute of Technology
Dalian, P.R. China
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Figure 1 Experimental set-up with a single prism.

is rotated, but then the optical pathlength changes, and the interference pattern shifts.
In order to calculate that shift, consider figure 2. The light beam enters the prism in
point Do ; the (vertical) axis of rotation is situated in point 0. By geometrical arguments
one can show that, after rotating over an angle 0, the change of the optical path is given
by

0AP = V7 an(cosQ - 1) + (V7 a - 26 + 2y tg 7) sinG (1)

with n sin a= sin 0.
For small rotations this reduced to

A (/ a - 26)0 + (y - a) 0 2  (2)
V7 n

This formula shows that it is possible to improve the linearity by chnosinn

y a (3)
/7 n

Only third-order deviations from linearity remain, and they are negligible fhr small rota-
tions.

C Co

107

A B

Figure 2 :Path of the light ray before and after
rotation of the prism :the axis of rotation is dis-
plased in the x- and y-directions.
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4. The balanced set-up.

An improvement of the previous set-up was suggested by G.D. Chapman , and is shown in
figure 3. The light beam of the second arm is also send to the rotating table, where it is
reflected by a second right-angle prism. Because of the symmetry, both the linearity and
the sensitivity are greatly increased. If we take two equal prisms, with sides a and dis-
tance between them equal to 1, the change of the optical pathlength can be shwon to be

AP = 2(V7 a + 1)sinO (4)

It turns out that the actual position of the axis of rotation has no importance : one always
finds the same formula. Because formula (4) depends only on the sT-e of the annle and not,
as formula (1) does, on other trigeometrical functions, the linearity of (4) for sr'll
angles is better than the linearity of (1). Moreover this symmetrical set-up can increase
the sensitivity by more than an order of magnitude : it suffices therefore to take 1 large
enough.

ROTATING TABLE

: + ,

M1
M3

[ L-A SE-RI
BS M2

Figure 3 : Basic set-up with two prisms.

5. Experimental verification.

The set-up of figure 3 was realised and formula (4) was checked (figure 4). Two identi-
cal right-angle prism,, with sides a = 30 mm, were fixed on a perspex base the distance
between thern was adjusted at 1 = 48.2 mm, in order to obtain 104 pulses per degree of rota-
tion. A He-Ne laser was used as lioht source, and a lens diverqes the beam a little bit.
The shift of the interference pattern was measured with a photodiode. Each time the pattern

ROTATING ----------------- I
TABLE ;&/11 1

I /n '+ I

FIXED L-------------------J1
TABLE

S,';
----------------------- ---------- 47Z [

I LASER /"l~.A
L BS •T M 2

LB

LOGIC _JUP-DOWN1
+ AMP ICOUNTERI

Figure 4 Actual set-up of the experiment.
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shifts over one fringe, the diode sees a pulse, which is amplified and send to an electronic
counter. The number of pulses N is related to the change in optical path -1P by

N = 2AP/X (5)

In the actual set-up two photodiodes were used, positioned very close to each other (fioure
5). Both signals werW-end, after amplification, to a logical controller. Poth photodiodes
see the same number of pulses, but because they are a little bit seoarated, there ic a srall
phaseshift between the two signals. The sign of that phaseshift depends on the direction of
movement of the fringe pattern, and consequently on the direction of rotation. The lonical
controller now gives each of the pulses a plus or minus sign, dependino on the direction of
movement. Those pulses, together with their sions, are send to an up-down counter, which
counts the algebraic sum of the numbers. This set-up reduced the spurious pulses generated
by vibrations. Indeed, vibrations around equilibrium nive as much Plus pulses as minus pul-
ses, and consequently no net result is measured at the counter. So only real rotations are
measured and vibrations are neglected. The experimental results are shown in finure 6. Fach
experimental point is the average of 20 measurements the relative standard deviation G/N
ranges between 0.05 % and 0.2 %.

W-2AP/k I t4,82 cm

3000

PRE- v PRE-20O
AMVI AMP ic~

LOGICAL up. . ..
CONTROLLER COUNTER 0 1 2 3 4 5 e"

Figure 5 : Actual set-up of the Figure 6 : Experimental points as corrpa-
measuring head. red to the theoretical curve.

6. Conclusions.

Measuring small angle rotations with a set-up with two right-anqle prisms is a simple and
accurate method. It has a good linearity : the sensitivity goes down to 10-4 degree - 2X10-3
mrad per fringe, and it is insensitive to vibrations. It is less sensitive, but 'asier to
align and easier to use then the set-up of reference 2, and cheaper then the instrument of
reference 3.
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ABSTRACT

Laser-excited optical filter concepts in which blue shift or red shift photons are presented. We
explore theoretically the potential performance of both laser-excited optical filter concepts.

Quantum-limited, wide field-of-view, narrow-bandwidth, atomic resonance optical filters with fast temporal responses
are needed as receivers for blue-green underwater optical communications, remote sensing, and laser radar. The atomic
Rb vapor laser-excited optical filters (LEOFs) are, in principle, electrically tunable, with narrow bandwidth (0.001 nm), a
wide field-of-view (2 x steradians), and high quantum efficiency. LEOFs offer simultaneously the resolution of a Fabry-
Perot interferometer and an ideal field of view. Thus, these devices are ideally suited for extracting weak narrow bandwidth
signals buried in strong nonresonant background radiation.

Narrow bandwidth operation of an atomic vapor LEOF was first demonstrated by Gelbwachs et al.,1 Marling et aL,2

and more recently by Chung et aL3 ,4 Shay and Chung5 have presented a theoretical model for the blue-shifting LEOF.
LEOFs are atomic resonance optical filters that use photon absorption from the first excited state of an atom to a higher
lying level as the signal transition. To achieve efficient and selective excitation of the Rb(5p) atoms, a narrow bandwidth
laser is used as the pump source. Fortunately, LEOFs do not require a high-power pump laser; on the contrary, reliable,

efficient, low-power semiconductor lasers have been used to pump LEOFs.4,5 The ability of LEOFs to be pumped by diode
lasers demonstrates the practicality of these optical filters.

The filtering process consists of the following four steps. First, limit the background noise spectrum with an optical
bandpass filter. The most important function of this bandpass filter is to prevent any violet (for the blue-shifting LEOF) or red

(for the red-shifting LEOF) noise photons from entering the LEOF cell. The second step consists of frequency upshifting the
narrow bandwidth signal photons outside the residual background noise spectrum into a very low noise region of the
spectrum (the violet or infrared region of the spectrum) by using a Rb LEOF cell. Third, the translated photons are isolated
from the residual background noise by an optical filter that blocks the unshifted radiation and transmits only the shifted
radiation. In the final step, the shifted signal photons are detected by the photodetector, while the background white noise
is effectively rejected by the long wavelength stop filter. The net result of "sandwiching" the Rb LEOF cell between the
optical prefilter and the optical low-pass filter is that the gnlj, incident light that is detected by the PMT is the light that has
been shifted through the quantum absorption process in the Rb LEOF.

The physics of the narrow bandwidth frequency shifting process in the Rb LEOF is illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2 for the
blue-shifting and red-shifting LEOFs, respectively. In both filters, the ground state Rb atoms are excited to the Rb(5p) state
by the absorption of diode laser photons. The frequency shifting occurs when the signal photons are absorbed on the

Rb(5p2P1/ 2 to 10S2S/2) at 532.4 nm. When the Rb(1 Os) atoms are produced, they will, in the absence of significant
collisional deactivation, radiatively decay to the np levels (where 6 < n < 9) by emitting infrared photons. At this point, the

operation of the two filter concepts differ. For the red-shifting LEOF, the infrared photons emitted on the Rb(1Os -4 np)

transitions are the shifted photons. For the blue-shifting LEOF, the infrared photons emitted on those transitions are
ignored and the subsequent emission of frequency translated (violet) photons on the Rb(np to 5s) transitions. These
frequency shifted infrared or violet photons are proportional to the number of signal photons absorbed and are typically
wavelength shifted to the red (blue) by more than 800 nm (100 nm). Because of this large spectral shift, simple color glass
filters can effectively discriminate between shifted signal photons and unshifted noise photons. Rb LEOFs are based upon
an atomic absorption process that is intrinsically isotropic and narrow bandwidth, and hence, LEOFs are inherently wide
field-of-view (±900) and, in the absence of collisional broadening, have Doppler-broadened linewidths (-Ghz). The
response time of this 532.4-nm filter is determined predominantly by the radiative lifetime of the Rb(10s) level, which has
been calculated6 to be 471 ns.
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two dominant processes for the blue shifting
LEOF when 532-nm photons are absorbed in
an actively pumped Rb. The numbers in the Fig. 2. A partial energy diagram of Rb indicating the
parenthesis correspond to the quantum important transitions for the red-shifting LEOF
efficiency of emission of that photon per signal when 532.4-nm photons are absorbed.
photon absorbed.

The intrinsic quantum efficiency is defined as the number of infrared (violet) photons emitted per blue-green photon
absorbed. In the absence of collisional deactivation of the Rb levels of interest, the intrinsic quantum efficiency for the red-
shifting LEOF is simply the branching ratio for the Rb(10s to 6p) transition. For the blue-shifting LEOF, there is more than
one violet transition of interest; in addition, the quantum efficiency is the product of a two-step process. Therefore, the
intrinsic quantum efficiency for each of the violet np to 5s transitions can be calculated simply from the products of the
branching ratios of the Rb(10s to np) and the respective Rb(np to 5s) transitions for (6 ! n _ 9).6 The total blue-shifting
LEOF quantum efficiency (16%) is obtained by adding the quantum efficiency of these transitions.

For both filters, the ideal cell quantum efficiency (IQE) can only be achieved when (1) every signal photon incident
upon the Rb cell is absorbed, (2) every violet photon emitted by a Rb atom escapes from the cell, and (3) collisional
deactivation of the excited Rb atoms is negligible compared to radiative decay. In a practical system, these assumptions
may not be strictly valid. In general, improved filter sensitivity and/or reduced filter pump power requires designs
approaching those limits. Both the red- and blue-shifting LEOFs will have finite signal photon absorption and will violate
some of the assumptions used in the quantum efficiency calculations as the ground state density, n~s, is increased.

For the red-shifting LEOF, collisional deactivation of the Rb(1 Os) level causes a reduction in quantum efficiency.
Assuming that the collisional deactivation of Rb(10s) occurs predominantly via collisions with Rb(5s) atoms, we can
estimate the reduction in the quantum efficiency due to collisional quenching of the Rb(10s) atoms. The collisional
quenching rates for the Rb(1 Os) atoms have not yet been measured. Therefore, I have calculated a quenching cross
section for Rb(1 Os) atoms colliding with Rb(5s) atoms of 4.9 10-13 cm2 , using the formula presented by Hugon et al.,7

which agrees with experimental measurements for high-lying Rb levels. Using this collision cross section, the quantum
efficiency will be decreased by 10% (-0.46 db) and by 50% (-3 db) for n5s equal to 1.11 1012 cm-3 and 9.61 1013 cm-3 ,
respectively. Those vapor densities occur at the modest cell temperatures of 113 and 1520C respectively.
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For blue-shifting LEOFs, there are two mechanisms that can lead to reduced quantum efficiency, the quenching that

occurs for the red-shifting LEOF and for large diameter cells self-absorption of the frequency shifted photons. This latter

mechanism is unique to the blue-shifted filter because for this filter the frequency shifted photons are emitted on four

resonance transitions, as the Rb ground state atom density times cell radius product is increased the fraction of the

frequency shifted photons that escape from the cell decreases. There are four violet resonance transitions and the cell

transmission for each transition has been calculatod on a computer. From these calculations, the escape probability of

violet photons from the cell is decreased by 10% (-46 db) and 50% (-3 db), when nss equals 4.06 1012 cm-2 and 3.77 1013

cm-2, respectively. 5 For small diameter cells (r - 1 cm), the operating Rb(5s) densities exceed the densities for the -0.46 db

and -3 db points for collisional quenching given in the previous paragraph, therefore collisional quenching is dominant for

small diameter cells. However, for large diameter cells the quantum efficiency will be limited by the escape probability of

violet photon-. For example, a cylindrical blue-shifting Rb LEOF cell of 314 cm2 aperture has -0.46 db and 3 db points

when n5s equals 4.06 1011 cm-3 and 3.77 1012 cm-3 , respectively. Those vapor densities correspond to operating

temperatures of 65 and 960C, respectively.

Assuming that the signal photon bandwidth is much less than the absorption linewidth, then Beers law Eq. (1), can be

utilized to calculate an accurate transmission probability, P(40), for the signal photons, as in

PQ(•o = exp [-nsp Y(Xo) d 1 (1)

where, nsp is the density of Rb(5p) atoms, o(Xo) is the absorption cross section for the signal photons, and d is the average

distance traveled by the signal photons in the Rb cell. However, the shortest distance that a signal photon can travel and

escape from the cell is twice the cell length, namely 2L, because all the Rb cell walls, except for the entrance window, are

highly reflecting at the signal wavelength. 5 Hence, replacing d by 2L guarantees that the probability of absorption of signal

photons will always be greater than or equal to P(Xo). Because the Rb(5p) level is populated by the absorption of pump

laser radiation, the required laser pump power is set by defining the specific value of the transmission probability P(Xo) for

signal photons through the Rb cell. Thus, P(AO) is a design parameter for the Rb LEOF.

Next, we need to evaluate the laser pump power required for our Rb LEOF. In our simplified model for a Rb LEOF, we

make the following assumptions: (1) radiative loss processes are the dominant decay processes for Rb(5p) atoms; (2) the

Rb cell walls have a fixed reflectivity Rp at the pump laser wavelength Xp; and (3) the Rb(5p) population is uniformly excited

in the cell. Under those conditions, all of which are valid for the millitorr gas pressures of a Rb LEOF, we only need to

replace the Rb pump photons that escape from the cell volume. Then, the laser pump power required for a LEOF is given

in Eq. (2), as in

PL = (1 -Rp) n5p Lirr2 hvp Aeff (2)

where, Lir2 is the cell volume, hvp is the energy of the pump laser photons, and Aeff is the Einstein's coefficient for the
resonance-trapped pumped photons in the Rb cell. For a Doppler-broadened atomic transition and a long cylindrical cell,

Holstein and Biebermans-1O obtained Eq. (3), for Aeff, as in

Aeff = 1.6 x Arad (3)

o( X.p nssr n: Info(X ) n 5sr}j '2

where Arad is the Einstein A coefficient for X.p photons. Note, that Eq. (2) shows that the Aeff is inversely proportional to n5sr,

so increasing n5sr decreases Aeff. The equation for the laser pump power required per unit area can be calculated by
using Eqs. (1), (2), and (3) yielding

PL i1 -R Rphv PAad x 1.6 [-ln{ P(Xd)](4
-2 2= 4. (4)

~tr 0(XPn 5 sr[2t In (a(Y Q n5 ,rk~11I]c~

On the right-hand side of Eq. (4), there are only three variables that we can change. P(0,) which is a design point for

the filter, RP the reflectivity of the cell walls at the pump wavelength (which you want as high as possible), and n5sr, the

product of the Rb(5s) density and cell radius. In practice, P(X0 ) and Rp are fixed and only nssr can be varied to reduce the

required pump power. Therefore, the higher nssr the lower the pump power required.
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The pump power required can be calculated from Eq. (4), given Arad, n5sr, Rp, and the pump and signal transition
absorption cross sections. For our example calculations, we will assume that Rp = 0.96 and P(Xo) = 0.1. For small diameter
cells ( r = 1 cm) both the red and blue shifting filter are limited by quenching of the Rb(1 Os) atoms therefore the ground-state
atom density is limited to 1.12 1012 cm-3 (-0.46 db point) or 9.51 1013 cm-3 (-3db point). These vapor densities
correspond to 113 and 1520C, respectively. From Eq. (4), the required pump powers per square centimeter of cell aperture
are 622 mW/cm2 and 4.3 mW/cm2, respectively, for a cell with 1 cm radius. For a 10-cm radius cell, the red-shifted filter is
still limited by quenching of the Rb(10s) atoms from Eq. (4). We have calculated required pump powers of 3.4 mW/cm 2 and
0.36 mW/cm2 for the -0.46 db and -3 db operating points. For a 10-cm radius blue-shifting filter, the optical density of the
self-absorption of the resonance transitions limits n5sr; then from Eq. (4), we calculate 125 mW/cm2 and 10.8 mW/cm 2 for
the 3 db points of this filter. These ground-state atom densities correspond to temperatures of 66 and 96 0C, respectively.

The response time of both filter concepts are predominantly determined by the radiative lifetime of the Rb(1 Os) level.
The quantum efficiency is determined by the Doppler width of the signal transition and hence is almost identical for both
filter concepts (-1 GHz). The quantum efficiency of the red-shifted filter is slightly higher (21%) than the quantum efficiency
of the blue-shifted filter (16%). The laser pump power required for filter concepts is the same for small cell diameters
(-1 cm or less). While for large diameter cells (20 cm ), the required pump power decreases with cell aperture for the red-
shifting filter and stays constant for the blue shifting filter. The operating temperature for large diameter cells is consider-
ably lower for the blue-shifting concept. The main advantage of the blue-shifting filter is that sensitive low noise photo-
multiplier tubes can be used to detect the shifted photons whereas, the red-shifting filter must use photodiodes that do not
have the internal gain of a photomultiplier.

In summary, the red- and blue-shifting LEOF concepts have been compared. We find that the largest difference
between the two concepts is due to the different scaling of pump power per square centimeter of aperture with ce!l radius
for large diameter cells. The processes limiting the quantum efficiency of both of these filters have been discussed. The
blue shifting LEOF reaches a constant pump power per square centimeter of aperture large diameter cells, while the red-
shifting LEOF sees a reduction in required pump power per unit area as the cell radius is increased. In applications where
the ultimate in system sensitivity is required, the blue-shifting concept will be superior. In applications that have strong
background noise and also require large apertures, the red-shifted filter requires lower pump power.
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Abstract

A Rubidium narrow bandwidth optical filter is being investigated as a device for detecting weak narrow ba.idwidth radia-
tion. In our configuration, the optical filter is actively pumped (or laser excited, i.e., LEOF). This configuratior has a major in-
herent advantage over a passive optical filter, namely, wavelength versatility. One possible limitation to the Rb LEOF is due
to an intrinsic noise 6ource caused by the energy pooling of Rb 5p atoms which are produced by the pump laser. This pro-
cess, i.e.,

Rb (5p) + Rb (5p) -4 Rb (5d) + [Rb (5s)] -ý Rb (6p)

produces Rb atoms in the 6p state which subsequently emit radiation within the bandwidth of the detection channf-,
(420-323 nm). Hence, this constitutes a noise process since photons are produced at the detector in the absence of narrow
bandwidth "signal" radiation. Herein, we present preliminary results on kinetic studies of the energy pooling process with the
ultimate goal of quantifying the process (rate constant determination) and thus assessing its implications.

Introduction

Narrow bandwidth optical filters are being investigated Ins d&.ices for detecting weak, narrow bandwidth radiation.
These filters can effectively reject both strong continuum radiation and strong narrow bandwidth radiation such as laser light.
Potential applications of these filters can be found in laser communications, laser radar, and remote sensing. We have cho-
sen to investigate the characteristics of an actively pumped (laser-excited) optical filter (LEOF) using Rb as the atomic medi-
um.

The filtering process is a consequence of several steps. First, the incident signal radi-tion (what you want to detect)

along with the background radiation is transmitted through a bandpass filter limiting the transmitted frequency range to 1(1) ±
A) where 1(-u) is the frequency of the signal laser and ± Au are the CL, Off points of the bandpass filter. The main purpose of

the bandpass filter is to eliminate any violet backqround photons from entering the Rb cell. I(u ± Au) is then allowed to tra-

verse a heated cell containing Rb vapor in which t;ie 5s -+ 5p transition has been pumped by a diode laser (see Fig. 1). The

signal laser is set to frequency match one of the 5p -* ns transitions. The prepared ns level subsequently decays to the np
levels which, in turn, fluoresce to the ground state. The photons emitted from the np state are in the 420- to 323-nm wave-
length range. This fluorescence is then passed through a long wavelength stop filter and allowed to impinge upon a photo-
detector. Thus, the only light hitting the photodetector is resultant from the initial signal laser frequency. The bandwidth is
limited by the Doppler width of the atomic Rb absorption lines.

We are particularly concerned with the fundamental noise processes in the Rb LEOF. Noise in a LEOF arises from any
process that produces photons at the detector when there is no signal present, Intrinsic noise produced in the Rb filter could
limit the sensitivity of these devices. Therefore, it is important to identify and measure these processes. In the Rb LEOF, the
intrinsic noise processes are collision-induced noise and blackbody noise. It has been shown that blackbody noise may be

taken as negligible.
1

The following reactions are of interest

Rb (5P 312) + Rb (5P312) -* Rb (5d) + Rb (5s) (1)

Rb (5d) -• Rb (6p) + hu 1  (2)
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Rb (6p) --- Rb (5s) + h-042 0 nm (3)

In the energy pooling process (1) Rb (5d) atoms are produced which subsequently decay to the Rb (6p) or Rb (5p) lev-
els. The fraction of the decay which occurs to the Rb (6p) level contributes to the intrinsic noise of the LEOF filter since
about half of the filters quantum efficiency is produced by photons at 420 nm. We are interested, therefore, in measuring the
rate constant for Reaction (1). A'though there i3 one meabJrement of the rate constant which has been reported in the litera-

ture, 2 we feel that this result ii potenti3lly high in error as the result is dependent upon a theoretical ionization cross section.
It should be noted that these experiments are very difficult and the results obtained by the authors in Reference 2 represent
a very significant contribution to the understanding of the energy pooling processes in Rb.

Experimental

The experiment consists of pumping a heated Pyrex cell (80 - 2500C, 10 cm in length) containing Rb metal in a counter-

propagating fashion using a diode laser (Hitachi 7802E) and an Ar+ pumped cw ring dye laser (Coherent 699). The frequen-

cy stabilized diode laser3 produces photons at 780.244 ± 0.005 nm, which pump one of the hyperfine components of the

5s -+ 5p transition. The )P3/2 level is then pumped by the ring dye laser to a higher excited state (e.g., the 5d level). Fluo-

rescence from excited states is then collected at a right angle relative to the laser beams either through a monochromator or
through an interference filter, detected by a photomultiplier tube. and electronically processed.

Re'rults and Discussion

Our initial objective was to obtain information on the energy pooling process. The energy pooling process for which the
energy defect is the smallest is

Rh (5 P3/2) + Rb (5P3/2 ) + 70 cm-1 --) Rb (5d) + Rb (5s) (4)

We have chosen to quantify this o'ocess initially as a worst case scenario. In actual practice, one would choose to pump the
5P3/2 state (795 nm) as the energy defect for the reaction

Rb (5p,/ 2) + Rb(5pl/ 2) + 545 cm- 1 -+ Rb (5d) + Rb (5s) (5)

is much greater than for Reaction (4). The laser diode, operating at 10 MW is used to excite the 5P3/2 state. Evidence for

the energy oooling process is observed at operational temperatures of T 2! 390 K. This evidence is in the form of fluores-
cence that originates from higher (than 5p) excited state levels. The following transitions have been observed

Rb (5d3/2 ) -- Rb (5p,/ 2 ) (762.1 nm) (6)

Rb (5d3/2) - Rb (5P3/2 ) (776.2 nm) (7)

Rb (5d5/2) -- Rb (5P3/2) (776.0 nm) (8)

Rb (6P3/2 ) -4 Rb (5S1/2) (420.3 nm) (9)

Rb (6p,/2) -* Rb (5S112) (421.7 nm) (10)

In agreement with a previous study,2 we found no evidence for fluorescence from any levels lying at higher energy than

the 5d level. The energy defects for these levels are apparently too great (>670 cm"1 ). Observations of fluorescence from
levels originating below the 5d level (e.g., 6p) is assumed to arise from a radiation cascading process (from 5d) and not an

energy pooling process as the energy defect is probably too great. 4

A ,cording to Reaction (1), the density of the 5d level varies as Rb [5P 3 1 1].2 Below (Fig. 2), we have plotted the pressure

(number density) as a function of square root of the observed signal intensity (fluorescence from the 6p level to the 5s level,
i.e., 421nm) for the case in which only the diode laser is used (to excite the 5P3/2 level). We have also plotted (Fig. 3) the

square root of the signal intensity vs the 780 nm laser intensity at a given temperature (pressure). In each case a straight
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line is observed, as expected from the kinetics of the system. Thus, we have further evidence of the observation of the ener-

gy pooling process.

Our next objective is to determine the rate coefficient for Reaction (1) to a high degree of accuracy. This will be accom-
plished using a ring dye laser (described in the experimental section) operating at 776.0 nm to pump the 5P312 level. The flu-

orescence resulting from the 5d level (or 6p) will be monitored as a function of the dye laser being on/off. This measure-
ment, along with a number density measurement of the 5P3/2 level and assorted laser parameters will yield the rate constant

for Reaction (1).

Summary

We have commenced our st udy of the intrinsic noise processes in Rb vapor. The main contributor to this noise process
is the collisional energy pooling reaction described by Equation (1). We have observed evidence for the energy pooling pro-
cess. The pooling mechanism is shown to follow the expected kinetics. We arf, in the process of determining, to a high de-
gree of accuracy, the collisional cross section (rate constant) for this process. This work was supported by the Naval
Oceans System Center.
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Abstract

In time-correlated single photon counting using deconvolution techniques the time reso-
lution is determined by short-term instrumental response, temporal shifts and reproducibi-
lity. Pitfalls were traced and detection limits examined using ultrashort luminescence
decays (5-10 ps).

Introduction

In picosecond luminescence experiments using synchronously pumped cw lasers and time
correlated photon counting the temporal resolution is limited by the detection system. The
excitation pulse width can be less than some picoseconds, but due to transit time jitter
in the detection photomultiplier the width of the instrumental response is at least 47
ps 1 . We used the tech-nique to study biological materials 2 and applied deconvolution tech-
niques to recover the decay time constants accurately 3 . When measuring rapidly decaying
fluorescence (5-10 ps) it appears that not only the short term time resolution is impor-
tant, but also reproducibility and long term temporal shifts influence the results.
Transit time instabilities of components in the set-up (versus temperature, operating
voltage, etc.) turned out to be important parameters.

Materials and methods

Three different pseudoazulenes, derivatives of 1,2-5,6 dibenzooxalene (DBO, systematic
name benzo/b/indeno/1,2-e/piran) were purified as described previously4 . N-hexane (Merck,
fluorescence grade) was used to prepare solutions with a concentration corresponding to
0.2 OD at 300 nm. Pseudoazulenes do not exhibit any detectable emission arising from the
S1-S0 transition, but from the S2-SO transition the fluorescence quantum yield is in the
order of 10-3 to 10-4. From the high polarisation of emission in low viscosity solutions5

an estimate can be made for the fluorescence decay time (less than 0.1 ns). We used the
pseudoazulenes CH3 -DBO (1), Phe-DBO (2) and CHNOH-DBO (3)6, see figure 1. The quantum
counter p-bis[2-(5-phenyloxazolyl)]benzene (POPOP), see (4) of figure 1, was purchased

4

00 0

CHNOH

FIg.1 Chemical structures of CH3 -DBO (1), Phe-DBO (2), CHNOH-DBO (3) and POPOP (4).
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from Eastman Kodak (scintillation grade) and dissolved in ethanol (Merck, fluorescence
grade), concentration corresponding to an OD of about 0.1 at 300 nm. Cis-parinaric acid
was purchased from Molecular Probes and used as a 2 MM solution in water.

In figure 2 a block diagram of the experimental set-up is shown. The time scale was
calibrated using an Ortec 462 time calibrator, resulting in an overall accuracy of 0.1 %.
The excitation is provided by the frequency doubled output of a synchronously pumped cw
dye laser, resulting in pulses of some picoseconds duration at 300 nm wavelength. An
electrooptic modulator set-up is used to reduce the rate of excitation pulses to 598 kHz 7 .

Fluorescence is detected at 90* with respect to the excitation direction and inter-
ference filters are used for scatter rejection. A sheet type polarizer in the fluorescence
light path can be rotated in parallel or perpendicular position or, depending on experi-
mental requirements, set under magic angle with respect to the direction of excitation
polarisation. With neutral density filters the exciting beam is attenuated to have a maxi-
mum photon rate of 30 kHz 3 .

Reproducibility and temporal shifts

The width of the instrumental response (about 140 ps full width at half maximum, FWHM)
is much wider than the decay times of the pseudoazulenes to be investigated. Therefore a
deconvolution procedure is used. In figure 3 graphs are presented of the instrumental
response at different wavelengths. It can be observed that in addition to a shift in time
there is a variance in shape. These are mainly effects from the photomultiplier. The use
of a proximity focussed type microchannel plate photomultiplier would minimize but not
eliminate the wavelength dependency of properties1 . Therefore for deconvolution we use the
reference or mimic method 3 . In that case the instrumental response is deconvoluted from a
known (single) exponential fluorescence decay, recorded at the same wavelength as the
unknown sample.

With the controls of the set-up fixed, the reproducibility of the time scale is much
better than the mentioned accuracy. By determining (sub)nanosecond decay times of quantum
counters the measurement has an accuracy sufficient to predict the sample temperature far
within 1 *C. In particular when measuring picosecond decay times, the reproducibility may
dramaticaly decrease when static or dynamic temporal shifts occur.

Static temporal shifts

With a time to amplitude converter (TAC) and analogue to digital converter (ADC) the
time span between exciting light pulse and fluorescence photon is repeatedly measured, the
data being gathered in the multichannel analyzer. When placing an optical filter in the
exciting laser beam or the fluorescence light path, the time of arrival of a fluorescence
photon will be delayed due to the difference in speed of light in air and in the filter.
The delay will be about 1 ps per mm substrate, if an index of refraction of the filter
material of about 1.4 is assumed.

When such shifts occur between measuring cycle of known and unknown fluorescence decay,
an artificial short component will be found by the deconvolution procedure. This is
another reason to measure unknown and reference sample at the same detection wavelength.
The adjustment of the energy of excitation pulses is performed with a variable neutral
density filter with metallic coating or by exchanging neutral density filters with
metallic coating and equal thickness. In case of scanning a detection monochromator, not
only a temporal broadening 8 but also a shift may be introduced when the axis of rotation
is not in the plane of the grating. In principle all these static shifts can be corrected
for when their exact values are known.

Dynamic temporal shifts

More complications arise when there is a steady temporal drift because of ambient tem-
perature changes. This drift is mainly originated by transit time variations versus tem-
perature in discriminators, coaxial cables etc. Coaxial cables (509) are used as delay
lines (-20 cm/ns) for positioning start and stop signals in the TAC time window. The tem-
perature dependence of the transit time of a 100 ns delay line (RG 58 C/U) was measured to
be -20 ps/IC.

The transit time instability of discriminators is determined by a complex of mecha-
nisms, showing positive and negative coefficients. Therefore the temperature gradients
induced by temperature variations have relatively much influence. One source of transit
time drift is the threshold instability versus temperature, essentially not compensated by
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the constant fraction mechanism. In modern discriminators (Ortec 934, Tennelec TC454) this
instability is less than 100 pV/OC and then a slope of the leading edge of 500 mV/ns
results in a timing instability of 200 fs/°C.

From older discriminators (Ortec 436 and 463) the threshold instability is less than
500 pV/°C, leading to a contribution to transit time instability of 1 ps/°C. It becomes
worse when discriminating with the Ortec 436, 100 MHz discriminator, the shelve slope of
the 38 MHz sinusoidal reference signal from the mode-locker driver (0.5 Vpp slope 70
mV/ns at the zero crossing, resulting transit time instability 7 ps/°C) to have a timing
signal for the modulator driver. In that case the signal must be amplified first 8 .

The propagation delay instability for modern discriminators is specified by the manu-
facturer (Ortec 934; <15 ps/*C and Tennelec TC454; <10 ps/IC), indicating that threshold
instability effects are relatively negligible. The overall transit time instability versus
temperature of some discriminators was measured, using a negative fast pulse at the input,
slope 500 mV/ns, amplitude 800 mV (Ortec 436; +8 ps/*C and Canberra 1428A; +10 ps/*C). The
temperature instability of the TAC (Ortec 457) is specified to be <±10 ps/*C and measured
to be -2 ps/*C at the 50 ns range. The dependency of the photomultiplier transit time to
the high voltage was measured to be -0.4 ps/V for the Hamamatsu R 1645 U/01. With a high
voltage instability of 0.2 V/6C at 3400 V (Bertan 205A-ION), a transit time instability of
80 fs/°C can be awaited.

These results show that for picosecond accuracy the ambient temperature should be far
within 1 OC. Timing instability can be minimized by choosing components in such a way that
the signs of temperature dependence coefficients of the transit time are the same in start
and stop arm of the set-up.

Data analysis

Data were fitted to (single or multi-) exponential decay laws in an iteration process 3 ,
minimizing the weighted sum of squared residuals (reduced X2 ). Analysis could be performed
with a's and T's of reference and unknown compound fixed or as iteration variables. The
relatively long decay time of the quantum counter POPOP is exactly known.

Results

In figure 3 not the pure instrumental responses at different wavelengths are presented,
but only at the excitation wavelength 300 nm. The graphs corresponding to 363 and 402 nm
are fluorescence "decays" of CH3 -DBO. From that fact mome important conclusions can be
drawn. The first conclusion is that the fluorescence decay time must be very short,
possibly some picoseconds, because at 300 nm the FWHM of the response is broader than at
363 and 402 nm. A 100 ps fluorescence decay time (detected at 363 or 402 nm) would already
give a substantial broadening of the 140 ps FWHM pulse profile. In this case the
broadening is less than the wavelength effects at the cathode region of the photo-
multiplierl, giving broadening at shorter wavelengths.

The second conclusion is that the shift of the fluorescence peak to later points of
time is also smaller than shift due to wavelength effects in the PMT. These effects make
the peak shift to earlier points of time at longer wavelengths in this case. The effects
were fully reproducible and care was taken that the experimental conditions were iden-
tical. For instance with changing filters (300, 363 and 402 nm) a negligible shift (less
than 500 fs) was introduced and the photon rate was 3' kHz in all cases 9 .

Then data sets were analyzed using a data set of POPOP and one of the pseudoazulenes,
all measured at the same wavelength, 402 nm. With fluorescence lifetimes of both compounds
as free iteration variables chi-square was optimized. The relatively long decay time of
POPOP was recovered with high precision: 1294 ± 2 ps at 20 *C. However,.the lifetime of
the pseudoazulene was found to yield a negative value, for CH3 -DBO: -7 ps ± 2 ps. That
artificial value was found because the analysis program was forced to use single exponen-
tial decay laws for both compounds.

The negative value of the lifetime indicates that the rapid decay of the pseudoazulene
competes with another rapid process from POPOP, most likely the internal conversion from
excited vibronic states to the emitting S1 state. The rate constant of such radiationless
transitions is estimated to be in the THz range, yielding a time constant of a few picose-
conds. Then a biexponential decay law was used for the POPOP fluorescence. When all para-
meters were free iteration variables, the deconvolution program could not find a unique
solution in this case. From the expression for the convoluted fluorescence decay with the
reference method 3 it is clear that when reference and unknown decay time have to close
values, no solution will be found by the program. So calculations were carried out with
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decay time constants fixed. In figure 4 examples of analysis are given for two values of
CH3 -DBO (for POPOP: aj=-l, a 2 =l, T1=1294 ps and T2 =5 ps). When the lifetime of CH3 -DBO is
varied systematicaly, a clear minimum can be found in the characteristic of reduced X2 as
a function of the time constant of the pseudoazulene fluorescence (see figure 5). The T-
value of the fast component of the POPOP fluorescence decay did influence the point of
minimum x 2 but deviations were within reproducibility error.

By repeating the measurements and analyzing many datasets it becomes clear that the
reproducibility is poor. And only when reference and unknown sample are recorded in a
period of some minutes there is a chance for reasonable reproducibility. So now one
measurement always consists of recording reference, unknown and again reference data as
close in time as possible. Most times the two blocks of reference data are averaged
(added) before analysis 3 . Despite of all these provisions it was not possible to give an
accurate value for the fluorescence lifetimes of the pseudoazulenes. Only a range of
values can be given and the reason is temporal drift during the measurements. For CH3 -DBO
the fluorescence lifetime was found to be between 1 and 10 ps, for Phe-DBO between 1 and 6
ps, for CHNOH-DBO between 1 and 11 ps.

As can be deduced from figure 2 there are many components in the stop arm compared to
the start arm of the set-up. It should be better to have a more direct stop signal, for
instance from a photodiode excited by the laser pulses. But mainly because of the about 1
% conversion efficiency of the ADA crystal it was chosen to use all laser power for sample
excitation purposes. We have planned to use in future a 300 nm transparent crystal
polarizer behind the doubling crystal to separate the perpendicular polarized UV light
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from the parallel polarized orange light. In that case the orange light can be used to
trigger the (then much shorter) stop arm.

In order to illustrate the use of pseudoazulenes as reference compounds in experimental
data of a biological sample, the fluorescence decay analysis of the natural fatty acid
cis-parinaric acid is presented. The fatty acid in water probably forms micellar struc-
tures leading to extremely rapid fluorescence decay owing to a self-quenching mechanism.
Using CH3 -DBO as reference compound for fluorescence at 422 nm it was possible to preci-
sely determine the main fluorescence lifetime component (a = 0.993, T = 83 ± 3 ps) of cis-
parinaric acid in water (see figure 6).

Conclusion

With the set-up as described fluorescence lifetimes can be measured on a picosecond
timescale with s.ngle photon sensitivity. Transit time instability of components in start
and stop arm as a function of temperature is the limiting factor for reproducibility and
accuracy. The use of the pseudoazulenes as reference (or mimic) compound gives the possi-
bility for analysis of picosecond decay processes with an accuracy that has not been shown
before.
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Abstract

The evolution of the excimer laser from a research tool in the 1970's to tne
industrial models of the 1980's has opened up numerous applications in semiconductor
manufacturing, materials processing, and biological and medical research. Present
production-capable, computer-controlled excimer systems with handling equipment
enabling efficient automation can now operate for up to 50 million shots before
undergoing scheduled maintenance, with fluences remaining within +10% in most
cases. Thus, although many uses for the excimer laser are still research-oriented,
production applications are rapidly emerging.

Introduction

Excimer lasers offer several key advantages as energy sources:

9 First, they can provide deep-ultraviolet radiation at relatively high
average power. Early UV lasers, such as double or triple harmonic Nd:YAG
and ion lasers, had output power of less than one watt. Excimers, at
similar wavelengths, deliver up to 50 watts: energy levels consistent
with the production throughput rates needed for many processes (1) (2).

* Excimers have been shown to be essentially speckle-free, unlike earlier
lasers operating in the ultraviolet spectrum. Speckle, an interference
effect caused by high spatial coherence, causes localized excursions in
the beam intensity profile which can result, for example, in non-uniform
images in the photoresist used during semiconductor lithography.
Excimers have rela tively low spatial coherence, and are therefore
essentially free of speckle.

* Excimers, as sources of deep ultraviolet radiation, are much more
efficient than alternative light sources. The mercury arc lamp, with
strong G-line, H-line and I-line peaks, falls off dramatically in the far
ultraviolet region, just where the excimer begins. While mercury vapor
and mercury halide lamps may have high conversion efficiencies (~50%),
their high infrared content requires considerable output filtering. The
excimer lasers on the other hand, produce essentially monochromatic
radiation without the requirement of filtering.

The application of excimer lasers for microelectronic fabrication processes is
particularly promising. The continued reduction of VLSI circuit geometries, together
with increasingly higher levels of circuit integration create a demand for new
circuit fabrication technologies. One of limitations of current IC fabrication
technology is the use of high temperature processing. High temperatures distort
silicon wafers, causing a loss of alignment control and resulting in a significant
reduction in device yield. Excimer laser technology at very short ultra-violet
wavelengths offers the possibility of low temperature processing, including the
follo',ing major applications: Photoresist exposure, photoresist ablation over
alignment marks, annealing, doping, and etching. In addition, applications in IC
packaging, circuit personalization and fiber optics appear as very promising new
applications for excimer laser technology in the electronics industry.
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The most significant advantage of the excimer laser as a light source in VLSI
processing is the range of short wavelengths available, below those used today for
advanced optical microlithography (3) (4). This translates directly into better
resolution. Argon Fluoride, for example, offers a 193nm wavelength at power levels
exceeding those 3f the mercury lamp at G, H and I lines. Resist normally exposed in
200 mill seconds with mercury vapor sources can be exposed in 10-20 nanoseconds using
an exci.ner laser with an output power of 200 mJ/pulse, operatin'J at any of the
principal excimer wavelengths; depending on the design of the oljtical imaging
system, however, several pulses may be required, bringing the exposure time inzo the
range of 50-100 milliseconds at a repetition rate of 200 Hz.

Ablation

Several years after the invention of the excimer laser, a lig'it absorption
phenomenon termed "ablative photodecomposition" or "photoablation" was discovered
(5). This phenomenon occurs when pulsed ultraviolet radiation is absorbed on the
surface of an organic solid; the high energy of UV photons is intensely absorbed by
the polymer molecules, resulting in excitation within the molecules.

This energetic absorption results in bond breaking when the incoming UV energy
exceeds the molecular bonding energy. The noint at which such bond breaking occurs
is termed the "ablation threshold". The ablation thresholds for a number of
materials are given in the following table (6):

ABLATION THRESHOLDS FOR 193NM EXCIMER LASER
PULSE ENERGY (MJ/CM2)

PHOTOLYTIC:
Nitrocellulose ...... ............ .. Less than 20
Novolak-Based Photoresist ...... 30
Polycarbonate ..... ............ 40
Polyimide ....... .............. 45

PYROLYTIC:
Polysilicon ....... ............. .. 100
Silicon Nitride ..... ........... 195
Spin on-Glass ..... ............ 200
Silicon Dioxide ... ........... 350
Silicon .... ............... Greater than

1000

The principal advantage of phutoablation is the low thermal component of this
process at low fluence levels. This property avoids undesirable melting or
carbonization of organic molecules, a problem thpt often exists when visible or
infrared laser radiation is used.

Organic polymer molecules consist of chains of smaller molecular units called
monomers. A typical polymer chain will contain in the range of 1000-100,000 atoms of
carbon, hydrogen, oxygen and nitrogen. These molecules absorb 95% of the incident
energy at 193nm, and undergo a radiative lifetime (excited state) of about 0.1
nanosecond duration. The bond breaking lifetime is estimated to be in the 1-10
picosecond range (7). The depth of the absorption is less than 3000 angstroms,
typically about 2000 angstroms, depending upon the particular polymer type, the
fluence, and the area being exposed.

In photoablation reactions, the polymer molecules undergo bond scission, with
excess energy remaining in the fragments in the form of thermal and kinetic energy.
The rapid expansion created by this excitation and bond cleavage gives rise to the
ejection of ablation products, gases and often small particles; the material
transport time is estimated at about 10 microseconds. The accompanying fluorescence
of ejected material often causes a plume of luminescence that can be readily
observed. A scavenging nozzle designed to capture the by-products of ablative
photodecomposition may be used to remove debris which can be a result of
photoablation (8). Figure 1 shows the amount of material removed as a function of
fluence for 3 excimer wavelengths. The target was polyimide.
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Photolithography

The patterning of lighE-sensitive polymers for integrated circuit manufacturing
requires extremely high imaging resolution (better than 0.5um) and short exposure
time. This resolution is essential in improving device packing density. In the
short space of 10 years, the memory chip is evolving toward a 16 megabit device.
Chip density is driven mainly by resolution capability. Short exposure times are
required since imaging equipment is very capital intensive and only one wafer at a
time can be processed.

In photolithography, radiation sensitive resists are patterned by sending light
through a chrome-on-glass mask containing the IC pattern. The aerial image is
transferred as a latent image in the photoresist, and the wafer is then developed,
etched and selec-ively doped with ions. The excim-r laser potentially offers both
high resolution and extremely short exposure time for this crucial application.

Initial exposures made at 193nm show image resolution down to 0.4 microns in a
one micron thick layer of positive photoresist. Figure 2 shows a high resolution
test pattern imaged with a single pulse at 193nm.

Alignment Mark Ablation

Polymer ablation is also applicable in IC manufacturing for removing photoresist
over the alignment marks on wafers prior to the patterning step, in order to avoid
partial obscuration of the marks by the resist. Avoiding such obscuratio.l of the
alignment marks improves the overlay registration accuracy of the exposure system, in
turn increasing the yield during device production. More importantly, it also
permits the development of even higher resolution chip designs. Since IC devices now
require up to 20 individual masking steps, overlay registration, the precise
alignment of the curr-nt layer with those tha. lie under it, has become as important
as resolution.

Initial tests have shown that overlay can be improved from 0.3um (3 sigma)
using die-by-die alignment with resist left above the marks to as little as 0.05um,
by first removing the resist with pulses of excimer laser light at 193nm. The
typical beam fluence used to ablate the alignment marks is 500 mj, an average of 15
pulses being sufficient to remove most layers of resist without damage to the
underlying mark. (8)

Fiber Optic Communications

Optical fiber communications is another rapidly growing field in which the
excimer laser is beginning to play an important role. Excimer laser micromachining
of optical fibers can be used to create "tap" locations at which light signals can be
extracted through the sidc of the fiber. The feasibility of welding optical fibers
by means of a small number of excimer laser pulses has also been demonstrated.

These micromachining and fusing experiments were performed using a Leitz-IMS XLR-
100 system at 193 nanometers within a fluence range of 5-12 J/cm2, at various pulse
repetition rates and with a computer controlled aperture shaping the beam in areas
ranging from 10 to 140 microns on a side. The system is shown in Figures 3A and 3B,
while the results of one such experiment are depicted in Figure 4.

Circuit Personalization and Rerair

Patterning of gold for electronic conductors and interconnects is a key
manufacturing process usually requiring multiple process steps. Gold on a hybrid
circuit device can be structured in a single, "dry" step using the energetic photons
from an excimer laser exposure system. The SEM photo shown in Figure 5 illustrates
th2 resolution and edge acuity possible with photo-thermal ablation at 248 nanometers
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(Krypton Fluoride). Photo-thermal reactions use thermal effects of photons rather
than ablative photodecomposition for material removal.

Figure 5 shows a square hole made in a gold film by shaping the excimer laser beam
with a computer controlled, multi-bladed aperture. A fluence of approximately
12J/cm2 was used at a repetition rate of up to 200 Hz. Typical applications for this
capability are integrated circuit personalization (link cutting) and removal of short
circuits to repair interconnect patterns.

Integrated Circuit Packaging

VLSI devices with more than one or two hundred connections create a demand for
new IC packages. In order to interconnect today's advanced integrated circuits, a
new strategy involving the use of alternating layers of a di-electric material and a
metallic conductor is emerging.

Frequently, the combination of choice is a thick (3-15um) dielectric layer of

polyimide, together with a copper conductive layer. The excimer laser is used to

create a series of openings or vias in the dielectric material, permitting electrical
access to the conductor. Copper conductors can also be cleanly cut with the excimer.
Figure 6 illustrates the sharp side walls in a copper conductor and the surrounding
polyimide obtained by utilizing an excimer laser at a wavelength of 193 na and a
fluence of approximately 12 Joules/cm2.

Biomedical Research

Because of the relatively minor thermal contribution in the action of the
excimer laser as compared with the larger effect of ablative photodecomposition, such
a system is an ideal tool for incising delicate specimens without significant thermal
or structural damage. This property is of great advantage in genetic and biological

research, permitting fine sectioning of living tissue with a minimum of collateral
damage to the surrounding tissues.

Figure 7A is a SEM photograph of a human red blood cell, showing a cut
performed by means of a finely focused excimer laser exposure at a wavelength of
193nm. A sharp, clean, high resolution cut is observed. Similarly, Figure 7B shows
0.3 micron punctures made in the cell membrane using a submicron beam size.

Summary and Conclusions

This paper has touched upon some promising new applications for excimer lasers
in the fields of electronics manufacturing, fiber optic communications, and
biomedical research. In most cases, results demonstrating the applicability of
excimers to these fields have been presented.

Excimer laser light pulses at wavelengths of 193nm and 248nm have been used
experimentally to improve alignment accuracy for wafer exposure systems; to
micromachine fiber components for fiber optic networks; to incise cells for
biological research; and to form submicron-resolution images for advaniced integrated
circuit fabrication.

Future generations of excimer laser systems will address as yet unforeseen
production applications which are the outgrowth of current research. In the
semiconductor manufacturing field alone, laser-assisted etching, deposition, doping
and direct lithography are all techniques that show potential for significantly
improving production efficiency and allowing products of vastly greater
sophistication to be created. Today's excimer laser systems have reached a level of
maturity which permits the groundwork to be laid for such future progress.
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FIGURE 1: MATERIAL (POLYIMIDE) REMOVED FIGURE 2: RESOLUTION PATTERN IMAGED WITH
PER PULSE AS A FUNCTION OF FLUENCE SINGLE PULSE AT 193NM
(SOURCE: R. SRINIVASAN, IBM)

XLR-100 OPTICS

XLO- 1O0

FIGURE 3A: OPTICAL PATHS OF THE FIGURE 3B: XLR-1O0 EXCIMER LASER IMAGING

XLR -100 SYSTEM

FIGURE 4: OPTICAL FIBER ABLATED AT 193NM FIGURE 5: HYBRID CIRCUIT GOLD ABLATED AT
(SOURCE LEITZ-IMS CO.) 248NM WITH THE XLR-100 (SOURCE: LEITZ-IMS CO.)

FIGURE 6: POLYIMIDE LAYER (50um THICK)
ABLATED OVER COPPER
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FIGURE 7A: HUMAN BLOOD CELL CUT AT FIGURE 7B: HUMAN BLOOD CELL PUNCTURED
I93NM (SOURCE: LEITZ-IMS CO.) AT 193NM (SOURCE: LFITZ-IMS CO.)
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P. H. Wojciechowski
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Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, NY 14650

F. J. Duarte
Photographic Research Laboratories - Photographic Products Group
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Abstract

Excimer laser ablation is used to investigate the adhesion of thin metal films vacuum

deposited onto various substrates of both organic and inorganic materials. Correlation

is established between the threshold energy required for laser-initiated film failure and

conventional adhesion test results.

Introduction

Thin films (< 1 mm) of metals, dielectrics, and insulators are deposited on a broad

range of organic and inorganic substrate materials and are used throughout the world in

virtually all technology areas. The characteristics of these films (e.g., their physical

and chemical properties, structure and morphology, and ultimate performance) all depend

inter alia on film-to-substrate adhesion. Indeed, "adhesion" is central to thin-film

technology and yet is one of its most elusive parameters.

Traditional techniques used to quantify film-to-substrate adhesion (such as peel, pull
and scratch tests) are actually engineering tests of thin-film durability in a particular

fracture mode and, although they yield reasonably reproducible, quantitative results in a

relatively short time, there is considerable question about their accuracy and interpretat-

ion as tests of "adhesion". Clearly, advancing the state-of-the-art of adhesion research

requires (i) continued development of a deeper, more fundamental understanding of adhesion

phenomena and current measurement methods, and (ii) discovery and demonstration of new

techniques that focus on adhesion at the film/substrate interface rather than on dura-

bility of the bulk film.

Reported here is a method that uses laser-initiated ablation of thin films to determine

a threshold value of film attachment to the substrate. Before we describe the technique

and its results, we present a brief background of adhesion and its associated key factors.

Adhesion Background

Can one really measure adhesion? If so, how? If not, why not, and what is measured

instead? The answers to these questions rely, obviously, on a definition of adhesion.

MittalI defines two types of adhesion: basic and practical. We define basic adhesion as
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that which is theoretically determinable from first principles. One of the fundamental

building blocks of basic adhesion is the work by van der Waals' 2 in 1873 to explain inter-

molecular attraction. By 1930, it was realized that three different effects contributed

to the overall van der Waals' attractive potential energy U: for apolar atoms, the quantum

mechanical or London 3 effect (1930), given by

UL - -[hvlv 2 /(v 1 + v2 )]ala 2 /r 6  (1)

(where h is Planck's constant, vi are the characteristic atomic frequencies, ai are the

polarizabilities, and r is the atomic separation); for interaction of permanent dipole

moments, the molecular orientation or Keesom4 effect (1920), given by

UK - -[(9 1 - 2 ) 2 /r 6 ](l/kT) (2)

(where Ai are the molecular dipole moments and k is the Boltzmann constant); and for the

polarizing action induced by one molecule on another, the Debye 5 effect (1920), given by

UD -(ali 2
2 + a 2 9 1

2 )/r 6 . (3)

All three contributions of the van der Waals' attraction potential fall off inversely

as the sixth power of the atomic separation and are therefore effective over very short

range. However, when integrated over the material volume, the force per unit area between

adhering plates behaves as

F - A/R 3  (4)

where A is referred to as the Hamaker6 constant, and R is the interaction distance of
molecular arrays that make up the plates. Another approach to basic adhesion is the

thermodynamic point-of-view in which the concepts of surface energy, contact angle, and

wettability are considered. 7

On the other hand, we define practical adhesion8 (also referred to as experimental

adhesion or bond strength) as "the force required to remove the coating from the

substrate". Practical adhesion is a function of (i) basic adhesion, and (ii) all other

factors where "all other factors" may include such items as the internal and external

stresses acting on the system, the nature of the adhesion testing method, the chemical

environment, aging and corrosion phenomena, etc. Furthermore, it is argued9 that when

two substances (A & B) are in adhesive contact with each other, the actual locus of

failure may be in any of five different regions: (i) the bulk phase of substance A, (ii)

the region of substance A influenced by the presence of substance B, (iii) the interface,

which may be either sharp or diffuse on a molecular scale, (iv) the region of substance B

influenced by the presence of substance A, and (v) the bulk phase of substance B.

Obviously, chemical analysis by electron spectroscopy (ESCA) is of significant importance

in determining the locus of failure and should be used in most situations when testing

adhesion.

Indeed, practical factors such as these may exert much stronger influences over film

adhesion than those of a more basic nature. Consequently, it is reasonable to advise the

researcher new to the study of adhesion not to be "too pure", at least initially, about

this broadly interdisciplinary art, but rather to be ever mindful of the specific end use

of the system under study.
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Several criteria are important to us in the development of adhesion testing and

measurement methods. The test should (i) be quick, (ii) be reproducible, (iii) yield a

quantitative result, (iv) address the problem, (v) have a reasonable chance of being

modelled mechanistically, and (vi) be nonintrusive. Intrusive tests are those in which

additional loading is imposed on the system being tested. For example, certain tests may

require the use of epoxy cured at elevated temperatures. The application of epoxy can

"load" the system (i) chemically (trace chemicals can migrate to the interface), (ii)

thermally (cure conditions can physically alter the system constituents and their bond

strength), and (iii) mechanically (addition of another layer, at the very least,

increases the system stiffness). Such intrusions can severely influence adhesion test

results.

Nonintrusive methods 1 0 include both (i) static tests such as strain-induced failure

and blister tests, and (ii) dynamic tests such as ultracentrafuge, ultrasonic, and forced

vibrational 1 1 techniques. Another type of nonintrusive adhesion test involves the use of

directed energy. In the work reported here we refer specifically to laser energy.

Laser Ablation of Thin Metal Films: Qualitative Description

The use of directed laser energy to investigate adhesion at the film/substrate

interface was inspired by the work of Vossen. 1 2 In his tests a small, isolated dot of

thin film material was detached from the substrate by impinging the laser beam (the size

of which was significantly larger than the dot size) onto the back side of the substrate.

Threshold values of laser energy density required to accomplish this detachment were

correlated with thin film adhesion. In our experiments we measure the threshold laser

energy density at which visible mechanical failure of the thin metal film occurs when the

beam is directed at the front side of the film. The basic physical assumption is that

the minimum laser energy density required to induce damage on a particular metal film

depends on the physical characteristics of the film and on its bonding to the substrate.

A brief description of the events associated with failure can be utilized to describe

the effect. First we consider the use of high laser energy density. Here, the incident

energy density is sufficiently high to create a bright plasma emitting in the blue.

That is, the incident laser energy is sufficient to vaporize the film and excite the

resulting atomic population so that spontaneous photon emission occurs. In this case

metal is totally ejected from the surface of the substrate.

By contrast, at threshold damage, the pattern of failure is associated with the

deformed and fractured metal film physically removed from the substrate but still bonded,

at the boundary, to the non-irradiated metal. In this instance, photon emission was

not readily observed. Using high speed photography it was determined that the events

described above take place at a time scale < 200 us.

For films used here (for example, silver) reflection properties are very poor (- 7%)

at the wavelength of the XeCl laser (B2 14 - X2 E+ transition, at W = 308 nm). Using a
12 k

simple analysis it can be shown that most of the non-reflected energy is absorbed in the

first 100 nm of the film thickness (typically - 700 nm).

The mechanism we propose is that following the laser energy absorption at the upper

layers of the film, a recoil compressive shock wave propagates through the remaining

metal toward the film-substrate interface. There, part of the shock wave energy is
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reflected back through the metal, and part is transmitted into the substrate. A closely

following rarefaction wave is also reflected at the interface. This creates a region of

strong tensile stress at the interface that acts to pull the metal from the surface. If

this stress is greater than the sum of the stresses acting to bond the film to the

substrate, film failure occurs. Thermal stresses may also contribute to failure.

However, the speed of the thermal wave is considered to be much less than that of the

mechanical shock wave and its associated expansion wave.

Using a simple energy approach, the conditions for threshold failure can be stated as

N n
EB-X > f • EA,i + Z EA-M,i + AE (5)

i~l i=l

where EB-x is the energy provided by the XeCl laser, EA,i is the individual atomic

binding energy, EA-M,i is the energy binding the atoms of the film to the molecules of

the substrate at the interface, and AE is an energy defect resulting from losses during

the energy-matter interaction at the upper layers of the film (this may include metal

vaporization and photon excitation). N is the total number of atoms and f is the

fraction of atoms that actually separate from each other. Also, n is the number of atoms

that play a significant role in bonding at the interface (n << N).

Following the wave description given above, the threshold energy can be written in

terms of

EB-X - AE , X f[4 0 (x,y,z,t)] 2 at + ET (6)

for the event involving the initial recoil compressive wave, where ET is the fraction of

the energy related to the thermal process. Here, q' 0(x,y,z,t) represents a three-

dimensional wave assumed to obey the usual wave equation behavior, and x is a constant
involving physical parameters necessary to convert intensity to power. Subsequently, the

wave interaction can be described as

r

[4 0 (x,t,z,t) ] 2  - A, [ - 4sm(x,y,z,t) ]2 (7)
m=l

where 4Mm(X,y,z,t) represents an mth three-dimensional wave participating in the process

involving reflection and rarefaction waves responsible for separating the metal film from

the substrate, and AI is an intensity loss due to propagation. Notice that this equation

implies an interference of the various waves involved in the metal film failure

mechanism.

An obvious consequenc, of this rudimentary description is that increasing N (the total

number of atoms) should increase the energetic requirements for damage. Thus, testing

between different films should be lone for similar thicknesses. Also, removal of

impurities affecting the binding energies via radiation and/or chemical processes should

be encouraged.

At this stage it is too early to quantify this description. However, it is clear that

this type of laser measurement may provide a direct connection with fundamental

parameters used in the physical descriptions of adhesion described previously in

this paper.
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Experimental Details

Several different film/substrate combinations were used in our experiments. Thin

films of Ag, Au, Ni, Cr, Co-Cr, Ni-Fe, as well as several metal oxides were deposited.

Substrate materials included both organic [e.g., polyimide and poly(ethylene

terephthalate) (PET)] and inorganic (e.g., ULE glass) types. Film thicknesses ranged

from 50 to 700 nm. Polymeric substrate thicknesses ranged from 12.7 Mm (0.0005 inches)

to 178 pm (0.007 inches). Substrate pretreatment included conventional wash techniques,

glow-discharge pre-etch, ion-beam pre-etch, or no treatment at all. The films were

deposited by evaporation and sputtering. In the systems using organic web, a

glow-discharge post treatment was sometimes used.

A 'eCl excimer laser was used to irradiate the coatings under test. The 20-ns, 308-nm

wavelength pulse from the laser has a measured output energy of approximately 50 mJ. The

laser beam is focused by a 30-cm focal-length lens. The energy density impinging on the

test sample is varied by moving the sample along the optical axis, between the lens and

the focal plane. Threshold values for film failure are recorded as distance from the

lens and then converted into energy density values.

Laser threshold failure results were compared with the results of other, more

conventional, tests. For example, in the case of Ag deposited on PET by e-beam

evaporation, the system must survive an extremely caustic bleach step in the

post-deposition production process. Survivability of the Ag film is known to be a

function of its adhesion to the PET as measured qualitatively by a tape test. Thus, both

the bleach and the tape tests are compared against the results of the laser ablation

test.

Two other tests were used whenever appropriate: the direct pull test and the

dynamically loaded scratch test. For the pull test, we used the Sebastian II Adherence

Tester manufactured by the Quad Group. It uses studs epoxy-bonded directly to the film.

The tensile force required to pull the stud (and hence the film) from the substrate in

the direction normal to the interface is measured and recorded. Both rigid and flexible

substrates can be tested. Epoxy-coated backer plates are supplied for the flexible

substrates. For the scratch test an LSRH (Laboratoire Suisse de Recherches Horlogeres)

Revetest Automatic scratch tester was used. It continuously increases the stylus load on

the thin film over a 10-mm scratch length. An acoustic emission (AE) sensor is attached

for detecting the onset of coating delamination. This tester works best for brittle

films on rigid substrates.

Results

A summary of the laser ablation adhesion tests is given in Table I, where we present

the results for a representative sampling of three different systems. For the Ag/PET

system, the pre- and post-treatments were done by an Ar/0 2 glow discharge. Approximately

700 am of Ag was deposited by e-beam evaporation onto a moving Kodak Estar base web of

178-pm (0.007 inch) thickness. The "(S)" corresponds to an organic "subbing" layer that

is applied to the PET surface to improve wettability. For the Cr and Ag on ULE glass

systems, ion pre-etch and ion-assisted depositions were accomplished using a 3-cm Kaufman-

type ion source, and the 100-nm thick films were deposited from filament sources. The

glass substrates were 3.86-cm (1.52-inch) diameter x 0.63-cm (¼-inch) thick ULE roundels.
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Table I Results Summary

I Laser
I Threshold
I Energy

Sample I Deposited I I Ion Bconbardment I Adhesion Test I Density
No. I Met'1 1 Substrate I pre simul. post I Method Result I Method Result I (mj/crm2 )

I Ag i PEr(U) i x x I KCI bl (No Ag I Tape Test No 1 424
1 1 I Removed) I Failure 1

2 1 Ag i PET(S) x x 1 (809WAg I Failure 1 303
i I I I Removed) 1

3 1 Ag I PET (S) I x x ..... 303

4 1 Ag I PET (S) I X (lOl Ag I No 1 333
Removed) I Failure I

5 1 Cr I ULE Glass I I Seb II 10.4*kpsi I (Scratch (Edge Left 192
1 1 1 1 Test w/ at 2N)

6 1 Cr I I x 1 10.5 1 200-jAn (Glass 1 237
1 1 1 1 Dianond Substrate 1

7 1 Cr I x x " 10.4 1 Stylus) Fractured 1 251
First) I

8 i Ag I ULEGlass I I Seb II O.OT I (Scratch (a) 1 84
S1 1 1Test w/

9 1 Ag I x 1 0.3 1 800-iAn (b) 1 158
S1 1 1 1 Stainless I

10 1 Ag I x x 0.0 1 Steel (c) 1 132
1 Stylus)

Epoxy failure occurs - 10.5 kpsi (72.4 MPa) pull stress
Adhesion was so poor that bonded stud fell off before pull test

(a) Total removal of wide track at 2.4 N
(b) Total removal of narrow track at 6.8 N
(c) Some thinning of wide track at 8-10 N

Correlation Discussion

Ag on Poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET)

Excellent correlation is observed with the Ag/PET system laser tests. Sample #1
survived the bleach adhesion test very well. Virtually no silver was removed by a
vigorous rub test in the bleach bath. The laser energy density for threshold failure of
this sample was 424 mJ/cm2 . This corresponds to a position approximately 9 cm from the
focal plane. For samples #2 and #3, the bleach bath resulted in catastrophic peeling of
over 80% of the Ag film from the PET, and the corresponding energy density for threshold
damage was 303 mJ/cm2 (about 12 cm from the focal plane). In between, at 333 mJ/cm2

laser energy density, the film survived the bleach test without the rub, but when rubbing
was applied during submersion, the film underwent partial failure.

Cr on ULE Glass

For the Cr/ULE glass samples, all pull tests exhibited strengths that exceeded 71.7
MPa (10.4 Kpsi), which is the upper limit of this test (epoxy failure occurs at about 70
to 73 MPa). Thus, we had to rely on the scratch test for comparative information. The
first Cr sample (#5) did not delaminate directly in the stylus track, but some lifting of
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the film occurred along the track edge starting at a load of 2 N using a 200-mm diameter
diamond stylus. The AE signature for this sample showed a drastic increase in acoustic
activity as the load increased from 3 to 5 N. This could be attributed to the formation
of tensile cracks in the coating which are seen at loads very much lower than those
expected for substrate cracking. Tensile cracks are formed behind the stylus alcr•g zones
of maximum tensile stress. The laser energy density for this test was 192 mJ/cm2 .

Scratch test results for the next two Cr samples (#6 and #7) showed no film damage
(with the 200-jm diamond stylus) for either sample prior to substrate failure. Increased
adhesion due to the pre-etch removal of hydrocarbons is the probable reason for this.
Adhesive forces are greater than the stylus-induced forces. The AE signatures for each
of the samples are almost identical and show a smooth, gradual rise from 2 to 9 N,
achieving a maximum of about only one-third of the maximum for sample #5. These AE
signatures correspond to the failure of the glass substrate, and not the film. The laser
threshold energy densities for these samples were 237 and 251 mJ/cm2, respectively.
Thus, we again observe excellent correlation of the laser ablation test with conventional
tests. In addition, for the laser ablation test, we see (i) an increased range above the
pull-test limit, and (ii) an apparently finer distinction between two cases where the
scratch test was unable to cause fiit, failure.

Ag on ULE Glass

For the Ag/ULE glass samples, all pull tests again failed to provide adhesion
information, but for reasons opposite those of the Cr/ULE glass system. For Ag samples
#8 and #10, the epoxy-bonded stud/silver literally fell off of the substrate before it
could be loaded into the pull tester. Sample #9 held together long enough to obtain a
reading of 2067 kPa (300 psi). The wide difference in results between Cr and Ag ought to
be expected. The adherence of metal films on oxide substrates is related to the free
energy of oxide formation (AFf). As free energy values become more negative, adhesion
due to chemical bonding increases. The AFf values for Ag and Cr are -0.112 and -10.9
eV/atom, respectively.

Thus, again we had to rely on the scratch tester for quantitative comparative
information. With the 200-jm stylus, material removal occurred for all silver samples at
an initial load of 1 N, which is the minimum load that can be applied. Using an 800-jm
stainless steel stylus, a marked difference in the adhesion between the Ag samples could
be observed. Post-scratch examination of the three Ag samples using both optical and
scanning electron microscopy showed the following:

The silver film on the untreated sample (#8) was completely and cleanly removed across
a substantial width of the stylus track. The corresponding threshold laser energy for
this sample was 83.9 mJ/cm2 . At the same loading condition (approximately 8.8 N), the Ag
film on the pre-etched glass sample (#9) was again cleanly removed, but the track of
removal was less than half that of sample #8. Threshold laser energy for this sample
(the only sample with a nonzero pull test result) was 158 mJ/cm2 . In contrast with the
other two Ag samples, scratch results for the combined pre-etch and IAD Ag sample (#10)
showed a very ductile, or thinning out, behavior of the metal over a track width somewhat
wider than the untreated Ag sample (#8). Material removal was comparable with that of
sample #9 but was smeared out over a significantly larger area. The corresponding thres-
hold energy density is 132 mJ/cm2 . Again, the laser test appears to give useful correla-
tive results where other tests cannot because of insufficient sensitivity.
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Conclusions

Excimer laser energy is used to provide rapid, highly reproducible, quantitative

information on the adherence of vacuum-deposited thin metal films grown on inorganic and

organic substrates. Film-failure threshold energy delivered by the laser beam is

observed to correlate with the degree of adhesion (as determined by alternate

conventional techniques). The higher the degree of adhesion, the larger is the value of

laser energy density required to initiate threshold failure of the thin film. The test

is nonintrusive in that (i) extra thermal, chemical, or adhesive preparations are not

required prior to performing the test, and (ii) no mechanical contact, loading, or

pre-stressing of the film/substrate system occurs. Any or all of these effects may alter

or obscure the test results. In addition, adhesion measurement by laser ablation

provides differential information in cases where conventional tests fail. This is due to

an increase in both the sensitivity and the range of adhesion measurements of a given

system.
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ABSTRACT

A out.ting machine using a 50 watts Carbon Dioxide laser is presented. The machine
was devel loped for the textile industry under the Portuguese Research Program "ROBLAS",
erivolving r lrdustries, Textile Universities and a Gouvernment ResearCh Center.

The laser, translation mechanisms and interface were develloped and build for the
machine, tt.ally controlled through a Personal Computer.

I NTROIIJCT ION

T'rhe machine presented on this paper is one of the results of a portuguese
reasea'ch and devell[opment program named "ROBLAS".

The program was financed by the ministry of industry and has been executed by a
group of researchers from:

INETI - National Laboratory for industrial. Technology and Engineering
UIRT University (of Covilha
EID - A private research and devellopment company on electronics.
EFACEC - A private company devoted to the production of laser technology and

eq).ipment, for textile industry

The pro. ject of the "Laser Cutting Machine for Textile Industry" has involved four
diferent areas:

Optics and Lasers
Elect.runics arid Robotics
Mechanics
",ro f twa r,

The. marchine it.self may be described as a table plotter without pen and with a
I asrr.

There are four subsystems in the machine:
The laser
The translation table and structure
The interface
The soflware for the personal computer

THE LASER

The C:0 laser used in the machine is a continuos wave, slow axial flow laser,
emitting or, ouiltput. power level of 5(' w.

Ti. distan(re between the electrodes of the discharge tube is of 1. 10 m arid its
inter,, bore is of 14 mm. The discharge tube is made of two glans walls, two
ele" i, an entrance and exit gas aperture. Water is used for coolig the discharge
whirl cir!ulating between the walls.

At both terminals, metalic. supports are cemented at. the external wall to receie
through o - rings the metalic supports of the totally refiector mirror.

The cýooiing r-irc-uit, has a radiator cooled by circulating air, a water pump and
tubbi ng.
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The laser mixture used is: 1W(% C'2 . lot N2. 8o)% lie. the e tmttutt (itt the ga
circui try are the vacuum rotary pump, tie.r, bottle of gaseous mixtuAjre:, tih- presso re
re.gi I ator and the needle valve.

The power supply, 3 Kw. :W Kv is used for dischargft bretakdow, ( the jischarge
current is Limited by two time.s boo KNj resistors).

Ti. laser beam is, emitt~ed with a diameter of /.t mm with a divergence of 17,5
mrad.

THE Th:ANSIAT I()N TABILE AND STRUCTURE

The laser beam is translated to the cuitting point. thro,lugh a XY meian]sm ;shich
a lows a total corking area of I , 6 x 1 meter. to c-over this area a d,,,uble- i×7ed rail
5, mo•untted on each of the shorter sides of the machine. A longer rail ,-onects the t.w,)
carri ages and is moved a long the shorter side of the table :y movement) . Carriag,- -)
thFe rail ,ontains the. objective lens and aspiration shoe (x movemeýnt).

Movements are produced on step motors. 1,5 degree stop, , 1 ur n of hinary, and
transmited to the carriages through a timming beit. To prevent a twist if effecýt or the
y axis, its movemenu is transmited by two belts, none on each rail, both with the same
spind]rd .

Reduction of the transmission is made in such a way r.hat a resolution of 0),4 mm
is obtained.

Tn order to optimize space the laser system and powe-r supply are totally
installed under the top of the table. [,aser tu.blle is at an ri .asy to reach r-iCsi ti on in
ordlr to fac-i litate the all igment procedures. The laser beam is deviatted through four
mi rr,ors before reaching the lens with a for ý. of 50 mm creating a focus of tenth of a
mi 1 i mite r, under a depth of focus of 1 mm.

Carriage and .optical system

T[HE K N'TERF'AC-E

The mach i tre is contro l led f room a persona I computer througi, the pa ra l I

i nt erface
The trite_. face. .stepper drives, laser drive and logic power supply .•'te houlsd in a

rcok wi th at L the interconnectio)ns between tinit.s.. The mI-,IhFrlia r mnm pirates a
,'itirr c~t,:,r ftr diret.ji ,.nnc-tion from the P.C.

':he i rit. rf ace i s des igned to ma tc••i the st and- rd cent. ro n i-s p,,r r 1 1- t ie,! 4 phasI
,ini, .lar stepping motor drives, ;'AAOll2'I.

The or.tr,,'nio's prot.,: o1 has rno formal speciifi catiort hul t. te .ti riig dl g'rams, are

The e i ght., 1 i ris ,f 4 la t . ont. ro l aro t- u ed i ri the fi lw i rig waly: two, sots •if three
II nes am sed to, cont ro-l the two '-tepper mot,'rsr iaieittr In.tit ) t1.1- las.,r (,1 /

laser ',ff status.
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THE SOFTlWARE

The mxy system written in turbo Pascal, was developed as a sett of separate
programs using common utility routines and library files. They were then compiled as a
coct of modul Ies directed by a menu driven command inte rpreter. Memory requirements
were min imized by placing each modul, (included file) in a separate overlay, with the
interpreter and mriitir iri the main program.

The modui es available in the program are listed in the t.,,p i- evel menu. Each
SmoduLe is a cessed by typing the higt lighted letter and generally responds with

requests for necessary parameters or even file names.
Editohr menu allows the devel lopment of data filea which cYints.ina an analoge mode1

,f tie desi red design arid st.res the pictures as geometric data attributes, and
relationships. (in the otheýr hauil, it's possible to add alphanumeric text.

Each pi, tiire corresponds to a data structure that contains most of the

informatior. Most ciommon structures are possible to be used in order to create the
forrs+, o,-, be drawn. Text characters may be introduced at any time and are represented as
a series of line segments. Special attributes such as speed laser on / laser off may
be defined at. this point.

tilt. iities are special database acess - routines particulary designeded for
applications. They are associated with the positioning, scaling, rtating, skewing and
.opying of pictores. Utilities include a set of several filters that have been

develloped to adapt files from diferent CAD systems to data files possible to be used
at, this machine.

Once, a data file has been finished it. is possible to run that file in the
machine, using the processing facilities. These, include a positioning: capability
Ihrough a manual mode by pressing cursor keys. Run mode, is used to cut a form
accordingly with the data file in use.

Special attributes may be changed at. any time to improve efficiency of the
machine

APPLIcAT iONS

The machine is now beeing used for testing its cutting capabilities at the
industry

•ood r:ulsts are beeing obtained since the usual cards are easily cut by machine
at, a c•nveni ent speed.

However this machine does'nt fulfils all the needs of the industry since a
plotiter is al lways necessary.

That is why a table plotter, based on the work made with this machine, was
l evel I1 pel.

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

The machine presents a maximum working speed of 70 mi'imiters per second for a
no-Iminal speed of 50 mm/s Any value smaller than that may be selected in a continuos
wav.

The total working area is 1,6 meter for 1 meter. Overall area repeatibiliy is
better than I mi I imet!er. The resolution associated with a single step of the motor is

The machine has overall dimensions of 2 m for 1,4 m and 1 meter height.
P,-)wer r-orI,n1ption is 10 amps over 220 volts, single phase.

The weight. f the machine is 3CC kg.

HnrIueb:d as built-in equipment arvl:
The COU laser -.--- 50 watts
Hip-h volt~age -;upply 3•0 KM 3Kw
Va cnuum system

Closed watter co! led system
Sýmoke exhaust system
Peam delivery acessories
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The prototype of the Laser Cutting machine

FUTURE WORK

The prototype presented here is finished and beeing industrialized by EFACEC.
A similar product, a table plotter, is now beeing comercialized.
The next objectiv of "ROBLAS" is to develop a machine with a double function:

Plotter and laser cutter.
It is estimated that such a machine will be much more adapted to industrial needs

instead of using two machines one plotter and one laser cutter.
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HIGH THICKNESS LASER CUTTING

G. MANASSERO
Fiat Research Center

Strada Torino 50 - 10043 ORBASSANO (TO) - Italy

- ABSTRACT - Since 1981, at the FIAT Research Center (*)
in the frame of a research program promoted
from the European Community on the

To verify laser technology benefits for decommissioning of nuclear installations ,
dismantling nuclear power plants, are conducted experimental cutting and
experimental tests have been performed using drilling tests on different materials with
CO2 high power lasers for cutting metals and high thicknesses /I/.
concrete. 3elow are presented some of the significant

results of this research.
A preliminary study was carried out to verify
the possibility of propagating and
controlling high power beams at long distance 2 - EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
from commercial sources.

Experimental tests were carried on with two
I - INTRODUCTION different high power CO laser systems. One

of these utilizes a 15 kW AVCO HPL source
A high number of nuclear power plants with an annular beam configuration and a
already installed in the industrialized Casseorain focalizing optical system f/7.
countries will involve, in the next The cutting station has two linear and one
future, the need for their dismantling . rotating axes controlled by a CNC. This also
During operation some structures of the keeps under control the laser beam power.
plants and some components of considerable
dimensions will become partially Fio. I shows the mechanical apparatus
radioactive or contaminated, utilized in the cutting and welding station

for the handling of samples to be cutted.
The feasible studies on dismantling are, The processing zone is limited by a metallic
as a consequence, based on the cutting of container, with a transparent window in
different types of materials, from order to prevent the cutting products to
stainless steel to reinforced concrete, diffuse in the surrounding area.
into blocks of small dimensions. This in With appropriate measurement instruments,
order to be better transportable in the particulate emission was analyzed for
decontamination and final storage zones. granuloretry and chemical composition.
During this dismantling phase it is often
necessary to work at a safety distance The second system consisted of a 5 kW
both for radiactivity or presence of Spectra Physics laser source and a work
products resulted from the cutting process station with only a linear and a rotating
(particulate, smoke and vapours). table. The cutting station which utilizes

water cooled copper mirrors for beam
For the solution of the problem several propagation and directing and a focalizing
techniques nay be used among which, for ZnSe lens system with protection and
instance, the mechanical or arch saw, the assistance nozzles
thermal lance, the oxyacetilenic flame,
the explosive materials and finally the
high power focalized laser beam.
The capacity of the last operative
instrument to work at long distance from
the source and to generate a limited
quantity of drosses has activated the hope
for its real utilization and, as a (*) Research supported by FIAT Components
consequence, it was carried out this and Plants for Energy and Industry.
feasibility study.
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One of the objective of the research was situation. The lens permits to work axially
to verify the utilization of the laser with the beam direction and have a better
beam at long distance from the source and, uniformity and depth of focus but is more
mainly, to have a uniform process result delicate and exDensive than parabolic cupper
in a large working area. This requires a or other highly reflecting n'etallic mirrors
laser beam as more as possible collimated for the infrared radiation.
in the selected range of distances between in both situations it is necessary to work
5 and 30m from the source. with appropriate protection of the final

ontic from narticulate produced by the
By knowing the laser beam parameters as cutting process.

the multimode coefficient, the diameter
and position of the waist, obtained by a During the process optimization it was also
theoretical and experimental procedure in evaluated the effect of varying the
the case of welding and cutting cavity assistance nozzle type and the flow rate for
/2/, it was possibile, with a mathematical different gases. Tubular metallic nozzles
model, to calculate the characteristics of single and twin (with internal diameter
the corrective mirrors and of the laser between 0.5 and 1.5 mm) and coaxial nozzle
beam along the optical path /3/. (with variable aperture) were tested.

The tests have shown that better results,
The optical system used is shown in Fig. concerning the cutting depth, are obtained
2. The laser beam, after a first using the tubular nozzles. The presence of
reflection on mirror MIl goes on mirrors M2 coaxial flow and a laminar flow between the
and N3 which establish the collimator focalizing optics and the sample give an
system (the curvature values are, additional protection against spatters and
respectively, -3600 mm and 5500 mm). smoke.
When the mirror i!4 intercept the beam the

focal plane position obtained is at 5 m The oxygen gas permits to obtain better
far from the output window of the source results concerning the maximum obtainable
and, therefore, we are working at the cutting depth, for mild steel, but the
lowier limit of the selected operating advantages in comparison with others gases

area. On the other way the laser beam is decrease with stainless steel and there are
directed by the plane mirrors M5, M16, M7, almost no differences for concrete.

MO8 and M 9 and, after a path of 30 m,
reaches the working plane.

3 - RESULTS OF CUTTING TESTS
In Fig. 3 the experimental realization is
shown. The radiation is confined in The results of exoerimental tests have been
metallic tubes both for protection and obtained after an optimization fase of the
controlling of the gas flow uniformity in different parameters concerning the cutting
the inside in order to prevent for thermal and drilling processes. In particular, in
effects along the beam path. addition to the focal lenght and gas type

variation, the following factors were
Having a flexible focalizing mechanical considered
system it was possible to utilize the
appropriate focal lenght for each nozzles position as regard to laser beam
thickness to be cutted and sample;
In our specific problem it was found that
it is better to use a 10 inches focal focal position as regards the upper
lenght for thicknesses between 5 and 15 mm surface of the sample;
and 20 inches for the range between 15 and
40 mm /3/. flow rate of assistance gas.

The focalizing optical element could also The dimensions of the utilized samples for
be a water cooled metallic parabolic cutting were 200 x 200x 200 mm and 150 x 150
mirror with or without high reflecting x 150 mm for concrete blocks and circular or
surface coatings. The selection between rectangular plates 15, 30, 40 and 45 mm
reflective or transmissive optical element thick of steel Fe42C and AISI 304.
depends of the particular operating
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3.1 - Concrete cutting The mean depth from repeated cuts at varius

powers and speeds are reported. As shown the
In Tab. 1 are reported some results on laser S.P. is more efficient than the AVCO
concrete cutting, obtained with the AVCO one. This difference can be explained with
laser, utilizing a tubular nozzle with an different characteristics of the beam energy
internal diameter of 1.5 mm. This was distribution which are very important for

positioned with an angle of 15 and at 5 cutting processes. In fact, with the new
mm from the upper surface of the sample to fast axial flow laser sources having an
be cutted. The best position for the focal oscillation cavity mode nearly TEFIoo, it is
plane resulted at 5 mm inside the possible to increase the cutting speeds
material. The oxygen was utilized with 700 without changing the others parameters.
KPa pressure and 5000 1/h flow rate. Anyway, with our laser sources, it was

possible to cut more than 100 mm thickness
The data show that it is possible to cut of steel. The cutting quality was not taken

concrete at a mean depth of 160 mm using a into account because has no importance for
beam power of 10 kW at the speed of 0.01 dismantling processes.
ni/min. The repeatibility of depth cut

value is about 10%. The maximum depth In the case of Fe42C steel isothermal
increases when the concrete is steel reactions help the cutting process but has a
reinforced due to the exothermal reaction different behavior, compared with the

between oxygen and iron at high stainless steel AISI 304, on the particulate

temperatures. emitted. The cutting products quantity

produced and the particulate analysis aren't
Fia. 4 shows a typical laser cut on treated in this paper but, probably, it will

concrete. As the depth increases the be the result in this field of studies to

cutting kerf become large due to the focal establish if the laser cutting is
o1ane position very close the upper competitive compared with more traditional
surface. This set-up cannot be modified thermal cutting processes.
because it is necessary to have at the
surface, expecially for concrete , high In Tab. 3 are summarized the results for the

oower density in nrder to begin the AISI 304 steel cutting; the operation
melting and vaporization phenomena typical conditions are the same as those for Fe42C.
of the cutting processes. From the data analysis appears that the

cutting efficiency is lower, as compared to
Laser cutting is more easy when can be the mild steel, of about 20% on the cut
completed at once in order to facilitate depth; the difference between the two
fume and particulate expulsion below. The utilized sources remain.
risk of damaging focalizing optical
elements is also lower. In the Fig. 5 are shown some samples 15 mm

thick after cutting with a laser power of
3.2 - Metals cutting 4.1 kW (S.P. source) and 0.3-0.5 m/min of

speed.
Laser cuttino tests on metals have been
carried out, mainly, on two materials

largely used in the nuclear power plants : 4 - CONCLUSIONS
the mild steel Fe42C and the stainless

steel AISI 304. Several high thickness laser cutting tests
The nozzles used are the same as those for have been carried out on metallic and
the concrete but the oxygen pressure was concrete materials. The results demonstrate
highier (300 KPa) and the focal plane was the feasibility of the process and that it
placed inside the material at a distance is possible to cut thicknesses higher than
equal to 1/3 of the sample thickness. 100 mm of carbon steel at a power of 10 kW.

These values are valid if associated with
In Tab. 2 are surm arized the most the specific laser sources utilized in this

significative cutting results using either research and might be improved with beams
the AVCO or the Spectra Physics source . having an energy distribution more close to

the fundamental mode.
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With a beam propagation mathematical model
which needed few characteristics of the
used beam, some radiation properties were
evaluated, in a working range between 5
and 30 m from the source. Computed
parameter were beam diameter, collimation
and focalizing degree of the beam.

The evaluation of the cutting particulate,
expecially for lower granulometry, will
establish if laser could be competitive as
regard to the traditional thermal cutting
processes.

Among problems still to be solved we could
mention the optics behaviour in presence
of smoke and radioactive particulate, the
remote control of the focalizing head and
the visualization of the process in real
time.
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SINGLE OZZLE INTERNAL DIAMETER 1.5 MM* SINGLE NOZZLE INTERNA DIAMETER 1.5 mm
O P OXYGEN PRESSURE 800 RP&

OXYGEN PRESSURE : 700 IPa * POSITION FOCAL PLANE -1/3 OF SAMPLE THICKNESS
I FROM THE UPPER SURFACE

POSITION OF FOCAL PLANE -5 mM FROM THE UPPER
SURFACE

DIMENSION O THE SAMPLES Ph Sample Laser
SA 200x20x200 AND thickness source

150x150x150 mm (kW) (s/min) (mm) (mmy

P v h
(kW) (sm/iin) (imm) 5 0.2 31 214 40 AVCO

5 0.02 78 ___5

7.5 0.2 35 4 40

10 0.01 160 23
i10 0.2 40 40

10 0.02 94 14
5 0.4 21 7 40

10 0.03 84 ±6
7.5 0.4 19 4 40

10 0.04 81 , 8
I10 0.41 24 6 40

10 0.05 64±5 5

5 i 0.6 15 1 I 40

I0 0.06 60±9 9

7.5 I 0.6 16 1 40

TAB. 1 - LASER CUTTING ON CONCRETE WITH AVCO HPL SOURCE 4.1 . 1 5 15 15 S.P. 975

I

4.1 0.25 30 30 S.P. 975

• SINGLE NOZZLE INTERNAL DIAMETER 1.5 mm

* OXYGEN PRESSURE 800 KPa
* POSITION FOCAL PLANE 1 -1/3 OF SAMPLE THICKNESS FROM THE TAB. 2 LASER CUTTING ON MILD STEEL Fe42C AVCO HPL

UPPER SURFACE AND SPECTRA PHYSICS 975 SOURCES

P 'I I h I Sample I Laser I
thickness source

(kW, (m/min) (amm) (mm)

5 0.2 23 t 5 45 AVCO

5 0.27" 19 ± 4 l 45

5 0.52 12 ± 1 45

7.5 1 0.2 1 31 7 45

7.5 0.27 21 ± 4 45

7.5 0.41 16 ± 2 45

7.5 0.52 15 ± 1i 45

1 10 0.2 35 5 1 45

I

1 o I 0.41 1 24 1 I 1 45

II I

4.1 I 0.4S 15 i 15 i S.P. 975

4.1 I 0.2 30 I 30 I S.P. 975 1

TAB. 3 - LASER CUTTING ON AISI 304 STEEL WITH AVCO HPL
AND SPECTRA PHYSICS 975 SOURCES
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FIG. 1 - ROTATING APPARATUS FOR SAMPLES HANDLING AND
CUTTING PRODUCTS COLLECTOR

LI 

X

FIG. 2 - OPTICAL SYSTEM USED FOR STUDYING LASER BEAM

PROPAGAT ION
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FIG. 3 -EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP OF THE OPTICAL SYSTEM
SHOWED IN FIG. 2

FIG. 4 -EXAMPLE OF LASER CUTTING ON
A CONCRETE BLOCK (200x200x200mrn)
AT 10 kW AND 0.02 rn/min.
(AVCO HPL SOURCE)

1 1

FIG.3 - XPEIMENAL ET-U OFTHE PTIAL SSTE

SHOWED N FIG15



FIG. 5 - Fe42C MILD STEEL AND AISI 304 STEEL CUTS ON PLATES

15 mm THICK WITH 4.1 kW BEAM POWER AND 0.3-0.5 m/min
CUTTING SPEED (LASER SPECTRA PHYSICS MOD. 975)
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LITILIZIRNG LASERS IN TELEVISION

Louis Libin
N C - TV

30 Rockefeller Plaza
hew York, NY 10112

:Zoorl 13 00W

A ý STill ACT

This paper %jill introduce the laser to broadcasters and
provide so'ie applications to thie television production and
jroadcast field. The applications will include laser cable
markinq , talent aliowment, Iighting effects, optical
recording an d high speed video recording using a pulsed
laser for synchronized illunination.

Since the laser %tas first developed !y Theodore :;aiiian at Bell Laboratories in 1930
b- Flashing a lawp in the vicinity of a rod of synthetic ruby, the application of lasers
to t,:levision broadcasting has been less than coherent and barely perceptible. However,
:hen ccnsideringv the laser's high intensity, purity of color, excellent focusing
p:'cperties, and tenporal coherence coupled with the short pulse duration, lasers are
6 ýstined to have a dramatic impact on television. Lasers have the potential to improve
iiajirg, lighting, and effects including 3-D reception. Lasers will be used as unique
solutions to problewis that are funda!iental in nature to the broadcast industry.

L,;s rs are beconii n, i;ior e commonpl ace in television broadcast facilities today.
Historically, television broadcasters use tihe latest technology, and lasers, being the
latest technology can provide both elegant and trivial solutions to riany cormonplace
m1ro: 1 eijs.

In a large television netork as in any large comounications plant, there are many
thousands of cables. Cables are normally nurmbered with a 2 digit alphanumeric prefix
followed by an arbitrary 5-dinit nuwrber. This information is printed on both ends of
any size cable, 'ihether 4 feet or 300 feet long. In an emergency, a considerable aalount
of titie can be wasted by not knowinr the cables purpose, destination and circuit. Bar
code tecinology, usinrm laser scanning can deliver on-the-spot alphanui)eric information.
Direct contact \,ith th,2 code is not required. A n inexpensive lHe-Ne or semiconductor
injection laser is usually used and has the advantage of small size and far-field beam
pattern in the single transverse plane mode.

A new developn:ent, Laser Harking is now being considered for easy identification.
3ar coding the cables provides a wiealth of information, but laser marking the cables
will allow for the easy identification, by either laser barcoding or alpha-numeric
"iark ings.

As the cable is fed through a high-speed mechanism, the laser beam, expanded,
'?ounces off tuning rirrors through the X and Y- axis galvonoietric deflecting mirrors,
throuJ, focusing lens onto the r;;ark field or the cable to be marked.
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THE BEAM PATH OF AN IMAGE MASK PULSE-LASER CABL.E MARKER

The characters, alphanumeric o r bar code are forned by successive overlapping
spots. The process is a clean process, leaving no hazardous debris. There are no inks
or similar expense i tems required, therefore this i s not a labor intensive process.
This process is now being tested for cable marking and appears promising.

The design of complex lighting sets in large studios is miade easier by utilizing two
or three He-Ne lasers and observing the illuminated fields.

The beam is .iodulated through a series of prismiatic and focusing lenses, desioned to
spread t'e beam in a gaussian manner, with the highest intensity in the center. The
laser is mounted on the main fresnels and is used for precise aiming.

The studio to be calibrated is darkened, only one person is needed on the set; thus
a substantial cost savings is introduced. lie have tested this procedure for the set-up
of news and entertainment shows using Red and Green lasers, and have shown that the cost
of studio set-up can be significantly reduced. Using the inverse square rule, it can be
shown that prismatic lenses can be used, along with a Keplerian collimantor (an
assembly of 2 convex mirrors) and focusing lense from a distance of more than 50 feet
without significant divergence or fading.

@0,

THE DESIGN OF COMPLEX LIGHTING SETS IS MADE EASIER BY USING HE-NE LASERS
AND OBSERVING THE ILLUMINATED GAUSSIAN INTENSITY FIELDS ONJ THE SUBJECT.

The oath of each of the lenses can be equated by performing a beam expansion ratio
and beam expansion index using summation calculus.

As the cost of fiber-optics Ieight gu ides decrease, it may become feasibe to
permanently mount on the fresnel dight source a fiber-optic cable with a focusing lens
assembly to be able to quickly set up studio lighting using one switching laser.
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The sa!ne beari, projected through a colliiiater, can bc ised to align the -1lent to
thV exact, pr-prograwiraed autoiwiatic caiiera locations. A line is projected, crossino with
another onto the anCicr person. The beail collination is perForrice upstrea,1 of the
c vliilrical lens and bect.isplitter (for crosshair generation).

FOR RLPETITIVE NEWS SHOWS, LASER GENERATED
CROSSED- LINE PATTERNS rAN BE USED

TO ALIGN THE TALENT

he-l,. lasers are used for the riechanical calibration of precise electro-meclanical
tape transport recsanis:ls. A 1-e-de laser, •oupled to a convex rwirror, whose surface
raflects the tape head :iec-lanisi-i to be alinne . till deliver a magnified scale on a wall
or scren ,,it:: i :iuch ireator precision thea can be measured -,echanically. Wle use a
field lens for a ;iuch tighter focus.

THE MECHANICAL CALIBRATION OF THE BROADCAST VIDEO TAPt. HEAD USING A
RE-NE LASER FOR SCALE MAGNIFICATION.

TAPE/HEAD SEPARATION < IMICRON HEAD/GUIDE DIFFERENCE OF > I 33pýWILL GIVE TIME BASE DIFFERENCES.

FOR EXAMPLE AN ASPERITY OF 10 p IN CAN RESULT IN A SIGNAL LOSS OF
5S Ddb DUE TO TAPE/HEAD SEPARATION

FROM. SPACING LOSS (db - 54 6 dA/T.

In one of Wi• experiiints, we used a hLrliu,i-IIeon laser to calibrate the video heads
on a 3/4 inch tape iiachmine. High-Sopeed videography techniques were used to capt+,re the
oiovinr video head uiechanisni for later study.

LASER--3ASD[' FIGER-OPTIC SYSTEWIS

f, fiLenr-optic nIcLt(rk running at speeds over 500 ilh/s is currently being tested. In
0''! ition, c; tiulds of video Y!.ndwiith com-pression cre being developed for ilulLiple video

c'hflr Y neor Fii.er tr-nsi.issior.

i rcJi• c(:st qui -lity video, au io an -lata are rout ine ly carr ied throuih 1 asPr-Iased
r-i •h-r u ptic systc is uore than 120 K,: (75 riles) wIithout repeaters. These FLi systet-s are

o ular ari are used! as sn,)rt an-1 l•ig '%aveleogtni (84nmw, 1300Jin ) for short distances
-tni a o Ion(, ,:avelEws t!i (l Oo , 155' ni ) sin-ole node, lasers For long distances ( 75

, ]-s ), :ith,)ut repeaters.

Ti, systonýs ill J's- to(.3y exCeer tile ,os t str inte_;nt -oroa-ca s t quality EIA
Lrinsý:iss ion st -ndi- rd, ti e . S-2 50; for short haul. l ith thie i i ii ent introduction of
o '. val n c,".;

T.l vi iuti trars,lissi ("1 anrdl - displIy systoeIs fib)er optics is haein7 corsidc-re,! as one
t ;;e est vi-1)1, 1c -et Ids of 'o:le Jelivury of oiinher definition television systelis.
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Six channels of video oiay be transmitted throucl fiher optic systems using one
sinm le-mode cable. Three pairs of Iwo high quality video signals would be ,ultiplexed
and inserted in a wavelength division multiplexer, operating in the 800-ni, 1300-nm and
1500-nm band. Excess loss ratios are less than 0.5 dB. The passband width in the
multiplexer is wider than the oscillating wavelength deviation in the laser source, and
the rejection-band attenuation is 1 arce enough to reduce signal degradation due to
optical interchannel crosstalk. Laboratory experiments in closely spaced wavelength
riultiplexin., have already achieved over 10 separate high speed signals from single
frequency la-z . rs spacer! 1 .3-n,: apart. Current technology holds laser operation to ten
ginabits/sec'nil, while detectors are generally lirilted to a higher order of magnitude.
T1e unlir:ited bancw idth capabilities of single-mode fibers will rapidly develop when
optical switches and device integration progresses. When this occurs, TeraLit/second
optica l corimunicat ion .ay becorie a reality. Experiments with signals requiring
Žroadcast typf banPJ'idths continue and may prove to be a very profitable venture for
comuiunication companies.

TIIROUGH THE AIR LASFO MODULATION

In newsgathering environments television crews occasionally need studio to
Transmlitter Links and wireless access away frorm the newsgathet rng trucks. 1licrowave
channels are usually used, however in busy urban areas it is becorling increasingly
difficult to secure and tm-iporarily license a microwave channel. As a result, employing
Si:dulzted laser through the air is becoriing increasingly common.

Even in an optically con.jested area, there are large amounts of transmission space.
Fur e>, :ple, under optirnal circumstances a system using only 1% of the center frequency
of 3000-A 1 i ot, could transmit 5 x 1012 Hz or 50,000 digital television channels of
1720 ri;z each. FCC authorization for optical video transmission is not required,
jo\,ever, the laser cannot he rated higher than Class II.

Seiriconductor lasers are being used with Ficcess. If a digital systeim is used, then
response time on thle order of ten nanoseconds is needed to carry digital modulation.

OPTICAL PROCESSINIG AND RECORDING

Optical computers process information encoded in light beams. Digital optical
coiiputers utilize non-lir>-r or bi-stable optical mater*Ils in a waanner siriilar to the
,se of the transistor .. , en electronic computer. Another .ype of optical computer, the
analon optbcal coiynter, applies the abi'4ty of a lens to perform a fourier transform
and conval Zion to perform advanced mathematics such as matrix-riatrix multiplication in
linear algi:bra.

Coiiiercially available, eraseable optical disk drives, are being developed now. One
i,) conc-rn is that optical raisk standards are still in a state of flux. Data fnrmats,
track pitch and other parameters are nowhere near resolution. A 3-11byte/second multiple
'•ead optical disk drive has been developed and tested.

9rogress is being iiade in using a single laser beam to perform a verifying "read"

action while writing data. The data is scanned ýs a verifyinj action during the last
tens of nanoseconds of each laser pulse width. The pulse duration is typically 50 ns.
by detecting any shift in the reflected DC level of a disk that is tracking data, tihe
reflection of the reading beam, can be used to flag the presence of already written
dta. In this way, by sensing previously written regions on the fly, 'he data-transfer
rate will be sped up. Obviously the ultimate goal for broadcasters is the ability to
record, edi• , rnd rianipulate video information optically. This is one area r¢he"" ,any
experiments ere being done.

i.;AC?0 BIT-PAu

Staule I ser cavities, such as the He-Nie or Puby lasers, produce a beam wiith a
caussian bearm distribution and expansion. spot size of tihe beam will expand by 2
",1hen it has propagated a distance DO fror. D=O. In the far field the beam expands as
if it we-c a spherical wave of limited angular extent and originating at D=O. Angle 0
is t:e angular divergence of the beam i given ly:

G= ANGULAR DIVERGENCE
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The Macro bit-pad is a large "interactive" grid with viewer control via hand-held
He-Ne or Ruby low powered laser. (See Figure 1). The video is "chroma keyed onto the
grid, which is a detector array covered by a polarizing sheet. The laser beam aims and
when a trigger is pressed, a modulated signal is sent to only one segment of the
detector array. Because the video is chroma keyed onto the detector array, high
resolution graphics may appear as the final output.

The chroma key is a method of inserting one video signal into a background video.
For example, when the weatherman is pointing to his video weather map, the screen that
he's pointing to is actually a blank, flat, blue screen. A saturated flat blue is
normally used, since blue is complementary or opposite in phase to human flesh tones.
Thus, the chromance, or chroma key will create a hole in the final picture wherever blue
occurs in the studio-camera signal.

Since the key is formed strictly from the studio camera, the background scene, or in
our case the many different screens we might want to interact with, may contain any
color.

This resulting equation tells us that from a distance of 30 feet, a He-le with a
beam diameter of 0.48 and - beam divergence of 1.7 mRAD will provide enough collimated
light power to focus on a detector array with an area of 9 square inches. Thus, a laser
with reasonably small cavity length can be used with normal anqular divergence and its
output on the detector matrix will be decodeable.

DEiEcTOR" f

REFLEc 
TOR

FRESNEL LEN POLARIZER

MACRO BIT-PAD SINGLE ELEMENT

Each Fresnel lens is covered by a one-way polarizing sheet to inhibit reflective
scanning and focus incoming laser light on detector. The effects of hand stability will
be attenuated by the somewhat large matrix element size. In the future if stability can
be resolved the He-Ne or ruby laser can directly "Write" orito a large array with pixel
resolution. Looking ahead, high powered visible beams may oe used for added effect.
There are many uses to the Macro-bit Pad. At present weather maps and election coverage
appear to be the iacro-bit pad's most promising primary users.

C

BT-PAD MATRIX
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HOLOGRAPHY

Holography seems to be a technology designed for television. A hologram is the
recording and displaying of optical information. A photograph produces an image by
reflection, wahereas a holograril utilizes the principal of diffraction. Photographs record
and display only intensity and color, but holograms record and display the complex
amplitude of an optical wavefront that includes the entirety of information, intensity,
color, and phase. The storage of all of the optical information gives rise to a large
number of new possibilities that include the production of three-dimensional imaging -
the iiost striking feature of holograms. The importance of the three-dimensional imaging
is overshadowed by the extremely efficient recording capability. This extremely
efficient, high density recording process stores tens of megabytes with a reference
wave. Accessing this data for non-visual use (computers, random data storage) is being
studied.

In 1972, RCA developed a holography based video tape machine, but the project was
dropped in favor of a magnetic recording system. The system, called Holotape was a
method of recording color programs on a special tape for later playback. The luminance
and chroriinance signals were converted to a pair of images that were recorded on
photoresist-coated plastic tape in holographic form. The two major disadvantages of
this system were coherent light readout and very expensive recording costs. The
difficulties of forming good irmages with coherent light were severe, therefore hologram
redundancy was used and producing the embossing master was a very complex process.

In one of the scenarios presently being studied, the transmitted signal consists of
a time domain multiplexed (TD04) NTSC video signal and two control signals, one
displaying phase and the other encompassing the additional optical and visual
information. The two control signals are translated into laser modulated optical beams
and is integrated with the NTSC display.

HIGH SPEED VIDEO RECORDING USING LASER LIGHT FOR ILLUIIINATION

One of the inherent "problems" with the human eye is the lag or persistence of an
inage for approximately 1/10 second. The lag, coupled with the image integration
performed by the brain, masks a large amount of the visual information available. The
hunan eye cannot resolve r:iotion that occurs in less than 1/4 second. This is where
high-speed videography works well. An important advantage of slow-motion in video is
t?}e ability to :ianipulate tine. Ile sna!ke time appear normal by recording the images at
the sam? rate at which we intend to play them back. If we wish to slow tine down, we
inerely record at a rate faster than it will be played back.

Pulsed high repetition laser light sources, such as the Argon or copper vapor laser
(CU) are used as a strobe light source for high-speed video systerms. The lasers have
repetition rates of 4.6kHz and produce pulses of visible laser light with energy levels
of 3-8 iiJ.

Because of the coherent nature of laser light, source-to-subject distances of tens
of meters are possible with negligible loss of illumination. The coherence factor also
allows sirple manipulation of field size inexpensive lenses. The copper vapor laser has
performed well with the Eastman Kodak, Spin-Physics, SP-2000, capable of up to 12,000
pictures per second (P/S) on a split-screen basis. The system is monochrowe, redium
resolution and can record 2,000 F/S full field. Obviously events involving humans
cannot be illuioinated by lasers.

Extreiely high-speed events however, can be shown in great detail. Projectiles such
as bullets or balls can be played back detailing spin and spin rate and can be useful in
'ei.ionstrating sportinn events, science prograis and promos and as a special effects
device. Us in n available optical recordino techniques, one coul only imiagine the
,,uality of high-speed video attainable.

One reverse application, applying a video graphiics system to analyze lasers is
Hresently in use. UJsin1 two-dimensional CCD arrays, las 2r heani profiles can niv he
3nalyzed. Before this, laser bean profiles were analyzed aiming the laser at
photo-sensitive paper and I ook inil at the burn patterns. The video graphics systeii
creates a pseudo-color representation of the intensity Jistribution for th, full bFam.
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CARBON ISOTOPES PRODUCTION BY THE COMBINED METHOD OF IR MULTIPHOTON DISSOCIATION
OF DIFLUOROCHLOROMETHANE MOLECULES AND LOW-TEMPERATURE RECTIFICATION OF CARBON MONOXIDE

V. Ju. Baranov, A. B. Bakhtadze, V. M. Vetsko, A. G. Kudziev, G. A. Tevzadze
I. V. Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy, Moscow, U.S.S.R.

Abstract

The production of carbon isotopes by IR multiphoton dissociation and low temperature

rectification of CO is discussed.

Introduction

Production of carbon isotopes is nowadays performed by the countercurrent reversible

process of low-temperature carbon monoxide rectification. Production yield scale of

individual plants is of the order of several kilograms of carbon-13, enriched up to -90%,

per year. 1 Energy expenditure e to perform this process is basically connected with

gas-liquid phase transition at the sites of phase reversal and is proportional to the gas

flow Lp circulating in the plant, 2

P(xp - xF) (i)

p xF(l - xF)(aP - 1)

where ap is the elementary separation factor during rectification. As follows from
Eq. (1), when the values of the product flow P and the desired isotope concentration xp in
it are fixed, the energy expenditure decreases with the increase of the desired isotope

concentration in the feed flow xF (Fig. 1). Due to this, the major part of energy
expenditure is in the zone of the initial enrichment from the level of the natural (1%) up

to the medium (20-30%) concentration of the desired isotope. If energy expenditure e - 30
keY/atom 13C for (1-90%) concentration range, then for (30-90%) concentration range this
value will be about 30 times less, -1 keY/atom 13C. Due to this to optimize the process

of carbon isotopes production, it is recommended to use a more effective method than that
of the low-temperature carbon monoxide rectification at the initial step of carbon-13
isotope enrichment.

Selective Multiphoton Dissociation

As an example of such method this paper discusses the method of isotope selective
multiphoton dissociation of molecules. 3 The experimental data study showed, 4 - 6 that

during the MPD of carbon containing molecules selectivities of the elemental separation

step an are attainable, which substantially exceed the separation degree necessary to
receive the desired isotope concentration of about xp - 20-30%, then for the initial

enrichment step, it is advantageous to analyze the possibility of MPD of molecules in
separating laser reactor (SLR) with multiplication of the degree of the desired isotope

depletion Q.7 This scheme of SLR with the closed-loop gas circulation, containing the
zone of laser beam irradiation, is the most simple for technical realization (Fig. 2).
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Let us perform a comparative analysis of the parameters of the separating laser reactor

and rectifying plant (RP). Gas flows, circulating in SLR and RP may be determined from

L A -P 3A / 0y ( I Q ) X F 
( 2 )

L p 
0 

Pp2 (a 
0 .)xF

where 0 y - dissociation yield of the ioD process, n A, t p - product flows in SLR and RP

respectively, calculated in terms of the pure desired isotope. It is obvious, that if py

> (ap - 1)/(1 - Q), then LA < L ep. or low-temperature carrn monoxide rectification ap ~

1.007, therefore when Q a 0.5 (a relatively high degree of the desired isotope depletion),

then even with low desired isotope dissociation yield, oy t 
10-2, the gas flow in SLR Must

be lower than that in RP for identical P values. Expressions for the product flows of the

desired isotope in SLR and RP may be presented as
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P1

PA - - fQSAhy(l - Q)Xp
kTA (3)

P kTp PpSp(ap - l)xF

where PA, Pp, TA, Tp - pressures and temperatures of the working media in SLR and RP, Pp,

Sp - linear gas velocity and cross-section area of the separating columns in RP, f - laser
pulse frequency, Q and SA - linear dimension along the LA flow and cross-section area of
the laser irradiated zone, K - Boltzmann constant (Fig. 3). Let us study now expression
(3). The (ap - 1) parameter determines the desired isotope portion, which may be removed
from Lp gas flow in RP as a product flow Pp'oy(l-Q) parameter, exceeding (ap - 1) when

f3y > 10- 2 (Q - 0.5), as it was mentioned above, may be used as an analog for the above
paraii.eter. Linear gas flow velocity in RP is about 1 m/s. Linear velocity of the gas
circulation through the laser irradiated zone into the SLR zone, VA = f'Q (Fig. 3), and
when - 5 cm and f 102 - 103 cps [Ref. 3] it may exceed the v.p value for more than one

order of magnitude.

Laser irradiation zone

C0 2 -laser

Diagram of the separating laser unit, included in the
closed loop gas circulation line

Fig.3

Keeping in mind the above estimation let us compare the values of the specific
product flows P/S to determine the basic MPD parameters, such as dissociation yield 1y of
the desired isotope and resonance gas pressure PA, which make the laser method more
effective than that of the low-temperature carbon monoxide rectification. PA/SA and
Pp/Sp parameters characterize the desired isotope product flows, which may be obtained per
unit cross-section in SLR and RP. When P p - 500 Torr, T p 80 K, a p - 1.007, Vp - 0.5 m/s
we have for RP Pp/S p 4.4-6 g 1 3 C/cm2 s. Figure 4 shows dependencies of Py(PA), from which
it follows that to provide PA/SA greater than Pp/Sp the resonance gas pressure must be
about PA - 100 Torr. When, for example, 0 y - 5x10-2, then the specific production value
in SLR will be of about one order of magnitude higher than that in RP. It should be
mentioned that values of about 0 y < 0.1 are realistic values for the desired isotope

dissociation yield.
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To provide the necessary regime in MPD the molecule of difluorochloromethane was

chosen, which belongs to the group of smaller molecules characterized by the relatively

high quasicontinuum boundary level and thus by the extended discrete network of vibrationa-

l levels. The molecules of this group are probably the most perspective for highly selec-

tive MPD of molecules.

The initial series of the experiments was performed using a CO2-1aser with the

following pulse specifications. The duration of the front pulse peak at its half-height

was -80 ns, and at its base -250 ns; the pulse contained ~50% of energy; pulse tailing

duration was -1 ps. On the basis of the experimental data analysis we may note that

dissociation yield and dissociation selectivity are weakly dependent on the buffer gas

pressure (Fig. 5), but much more dependent on the proper resonance gas pressure (Fig. 6).

Dissociation selectivity is high enough, a _ 103, for the resonance gas pressure of

interest, PA - 100 Tort; however, dissociation yield is low, 0 y ~ 10-3. Threshold fluence

for MPD is independent of the laser radiation frequency but is determined by the PA

resonance gas pressure (Fig. 7). Threshold fluence value increased with the resonance gas

pressure rise.

Experimental data made it possible to presume that vibration-vibrational exchange

has predominating influence on the multiphoton excitation and dissociation of the

difluorochloromethane molecule. The qualitative model of the process was simulated, tased

on the fact that the main features of the process are connected with radiation excitation

and vibration-vibrational exchange concurrence. In these conditions the resulting excita-

tion rate may be expressed as
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where I -laser field intensity; G -effective excitation cross-section; Kv- -

vibrational exchange rate constant. To describe the distribution of molecules among the

vibrational states in quasicontinuunt we can use the relation8

Nn q(P) wnexp(-wr) (5)
n n!

Pý= 20 Torr
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where q(v) - frequency factor, considering spectral dependence of the portion of molecules,
excited into quasicontinuum; n - level number; 7 - laser pulse duration. Finding that

dissociation threshold is reached at such wr mean vibrational excitation level, at which
the velocity of the dissociation level population rise is the highest with wT rise, we can
obtain a simple threshold fluence estimate, above which an effective MPD molecule evolves
at given P and T values.

I

Qn [Kv - vPT + nD - VnD] (6)

where nD - dissociation level (for difluorochloromethane molecule, nD = 18). Using
experimental values of the threshold fluence we may receive the following constants: G ~
7.5x10- 1 9 cm2 , Kv-v v 6.5x10 6 Torr-ls-I. The analysis of (6), allowing for G and Kv_v
data shows that when the above values of laser irradiation duration, I - 250 ns, and laser
irradiation fluence, * - 4 J'cm- 2 are used, dissociation yield of the desired isotope must

be negligible, when PA - 100 Torr. In the meantime it follows from (6), that if laser
pulse duration is shortened, dissociation threshold may remain at the same or lower level
with the rise of the resonance gas pressure. Threshold fluence measurement for PA ~
100 Torr gives the admissible value On = 1 J'cm- 2 , if pulse duration is shortened down to

T - 20 ns.

Experiments performed with C0 2 -laser radiation with 20 ns pulse duration confirmed

the above qualitative considerations. Optimal results were obtained for resonance gas
pressure PA - 60 Torr, when the desired isotope dissociation yield was 0 y ~ 4x10- 2 and
isotope concentration in the product x p 30%, and specific energy expenditures e - 4
keV/atoml3C. Here specific product yield for SLR was 5-times higher than that for RP.

Thus the combined method of carbon isotope production, consisting of high resonance

gas pressure MPD method at the initial step of enrichment and low-temperature rectification
method at the final step, provided substantial decrease of total energy expenditures and
simultaneous increase of the desired isotope specific product yield. It follows from the

above study that specific product yield increased 5-fold for the combined separation method
compared to the low-temperature rectification method: from 4x10- 6 g 1 3C/cm2 s up to 2x10-5

g 13 c/cm2s, and total energy expenditures decreased from 30 down to 5 keV/atoml3C.
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THERMOCHEMICAL EFFECT OF THE CONTINUOUS WAVE AND HIGH-REPETITION RATE LASERS ON METALS

V. Yu. Baranov, N. A. Zheleznov, F. K. Kosyrev, D. D. Malyuta, V. S. Mezhevov,
A. V. Rodin, and A. Yu. Sebrant

I. V. Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy, Moscow, USSR

Abstract

Thermochemical effects in CW and high pulse repetition frequency lasers are discussed.

Introduction

There is at present a growing interest in the problem of hardening the surface layers

of steels and alloys by changing their chemical composition in order to improve the proper-
ties of these materials.

1

The most promising method for hardening the working surfaces of industrial products is

thermochemical treatment of materials since it provides essential increase in hardness
thus enhancing resistance of the material to mechanical wear. 2

It is known that in the material treatment practice the most used is carburization of
the surface layers of the low-carbon steels. The carburizing operation is carried out in
practice at T = 750-1100C. 3 Carburization of the surface layers of workpieces to a
desired depth takes a long time (several hours). Attempts to speed up this operation
increasing the temperature or the concentration of the carbon-containing gas in the

furnace atmosphere do not give the desired result since increase in the temperature
results in intense production of soot which prevents carbon from penetrating deep into the
bulk of a material. Use of the gas glow discharge in the medium of ethanol, acetone or
propane-butane mixture vapors is also unsuccessful since significant soot formation

prevents maintaining a stable glow discharge. 4 , 5

However it is noted in Ref. 6 that the time of carburizing 12 KNZA steel in the glow

discharge is reduced at T = I100-1300*C.

Of primary interest are investigations of the characteristics and features of the pro-

cess of saturating the near-surface layers of low-carbon steels with carbon or nitrogen

due to low-threshold laser-induced plasma, the so-called laser plasma treatment, described
in Refs. 7 and 8. In these works carburization of the surface layers of low-carbon steels

is accomplished on account of products of carbon-containing medium decomposition and carbon

diffusion into the surface layers under the action of laser radiation upon the target. In

Ref. 7 the plasma was formed by a high-repetition-rate CO2 laser with pulse duration of

0.5-5.0 ps and the samples were irradiated in a chamber with the carbon-containing gas
pressure not exceeding the atmospheric one. Using this method the surface layers of low-

carbon steels can be carburized to 5% C concentration to a depth of some ten microns. In

Ref. 8 the pulse duration was several milliseconds and carburization of the surface layers

of the materials was reached due to a single pulse from the gaseous medium with a pressure

of several dozens of atmospheres.
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Lately at the I. V. Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy continuous wave lasers with an
average power of some kilowatts and high-repetition-rate CO2 lasers with pulse repetition

frequencies up to 103 Hz and peak powers exceeding 106 W have been developed. This

enabled investigations of thermochemical treatment of the metal and alloy surfaces by
laser radiation to be performed within a wide range of laser parameters.

High-Repetition-Rate Mode

The experiments were carried out on a high-repetition-rate laser Svertchok (Fig. 1)

with the following parameters:

Pulse energy 1-2 J (multimode)
Radiation pulse duration 0.5-100 us.
Pulse frequency up to 1 kHz
Average power up to 1 kW.

Fig. 1 View of a high-repetition-rate CO2 laser "Svertchok".

The optical scheme of the experiment is shown in Fig. 2. The laser radiation was direc-

ted to the interaction chamber through a focusing lens. A part of the radiation was split-

ted to calorimeter K and photodetector. A sample to be treated was fixed on two-coordinate

electrically-driven translator 7. The chamber was evacuated to about 1 Pa and then filled

with the gas up to the desired pressure. Diagnostics of the plasma plume was accomplished

by a quartz spectrograph ISP which recorded the time integrated spectrum of the plasma

with a spatial resolution of about 0.1 mm along the incident laser beam axis. To obtain

spectrograms with time resolution a spectral adapter SR (of SP-78 type) was used together
with a streak-cameras SK (of FER-7 type). High-speed cameras SK FER-7 and VFU-l were also

used for taking streak pictures of the plasma plume development and high-speed photography

at a frequency of 5 x 105 frames/s. In some experiments the plasma plume transparency for

the laser radiation was measured using the second photodetector and sample average heating

was studied by means of thermocouples caulked into the sample microscope M installed on

the chamber made it possible to control visually the process with respect to the quality
of the surface obtained without removing the sample out of the chamber.
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Fig. 2 Optical scheme of the experiment.

In the experiments metals Fe, W, Nb, Cr, Ta, Mo, and others were used. In all cases,

layers with increased concentrations of carbon, nitrogen were obtained. The most detailed
experiments have been carried out for the iron-carbon system which was the most convenient

one for metal testing investigations.

Since the duration of the CO 2 laser pulse does not exceed 100 ps the concentration of
the dopant from the plasma formed on the melt during a single pulse is small, therefore

tens and even hundreds of pulses are needed to obtain high concentrations. This results

in that the zones with noticeable concentration of the alloying element have very uniform
distribution of this element across the zone. However, a slight increase of the concen-

tration is observed near the surface.

Irradiation of samples by means of the high-repetition-rate laser is performed in the

scanning mode, selection of the pulse frequency and the scanning rate provides the desired

number of pulses to a single point.

AT

-15!!

100

50

I I I

t, min 12 9

Fig. 3 Signal from the thermocouple caulked into the sample. The sample motion
velocity is 0.9 mm/s, the average beam power is 200 W.
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The high-repetition-rate mode of treatment leads to a peculiar thermal regime of the

layer treated. Figure 3 presents the signal from the thermocouple caulked into the sample

treated at a depth of 0.7 mm below the surface irradiated. There are no sharp peaks on

the plot, showing melting occurring in the thin surface layer. The average heating in-

creases with increase in the average power and in the deep-melt mode may amount to hun-

dreds of degrees, which leads to change in the phase composition of the alloying layer

compared with the layer which was only subject to rapid quenching after a single pulse.
Investigations of the dependence of the laser-induced plasma parameters on the gas pres-

sure and composition showed that, first, the temperature behind the laser-supported deto-

nation wave front remains high enough (corresponding to an ionization degree of about 1)

for several (3-4) us, i.e., the melt can contact the alloying element ions (ion concen-

tration is >1017 cm- 3 ), not only during the pulse peak but also after bleaching the plasma
(Fig. 4). The alloying element ion concentration, therefore, can be controlled by addi-

tion of a buffer gas. The presence of buffer gas prevents the undesirable increase of the

threshold of plasma formation and plasma transparency with the gas pressure reduction.

/

I //,'

/ \.•

2 1 t,JIs

Fig. 4 Time dependence of the surface breakdown plasma transparence for different
nitrogen pressures. Pulse energy is 1.5J, diameter of spot on the sample is
0.7 mm, and the material-tantalum pressures (kPA): 1-97; 2-48; 3-34; 4-17.

Therefore, alloying of the metal from the gas using the high-repetition-rate CO2 lasers

is a very flexible process.

Note that in some cases a gaseous medium surrounding the sample can be created by evap-

oration of the substance set into the beam reflected from the sample. In this case vacuum

is maintained in the interaction chamber, which provides transportation of the jet of

evaporated substance vapors to the melt on the sample. In the experiment with graphite

pellets set into the reflected beam from the iron being melted in vacuum by the high-

repetition-rate laser radiation, high-carbon steels have been obtained, close to those

produced in propane.
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Fig. 5 Photographs of steel microsections after treatment in propane.

Figure 5 shows the photographs of microsections of the steel treated in propane at 25-
50 MPa, the radiation energy density in the sample plane was 90 to 130 J/cm2 , taking into
account that a part of the incident energy was absorbed in the gas. The number of pulses
to the point was 50. The X-ray analysis showed that the lower boundary of the average
carbon concentration in the layer irradiated was about 2%.

Continuous Wave Mode

In our opinion, the method under consideration opens significant prospects when using
the continuous wave laser radiation. First, because the iron in liquid state dissolves
easily the carbon in any of its modifications such as soot, graphite, cementite, etc.,
and, second, in the continuous wave laser-irradiation of the surface the time when the
metal is in the melted state can be easily varied changing the diameter of the laser-heated
spot and the velocity of the beam motion over the material surface (as well as the laser
beam power). At the same time, the above considerations permit one to hope for obtaining
high efficiency of this method when a high carbon concentration at a significant depth of
the layer to be carburized (more than 1 mm) is reached.

In the present, we have investigated the features of the process of carburizing the
surface layer of low-carbon steels in the carbon-containing gas medium in continuous wave
irradiation with a 1 kW CO2 laser of LT-l type. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 6.

The LTI is the first Soviet industrial laser unit with a power of 5 kW. The laser head
is smaller in comparison with any foreign units and the controlled multisection electrode
system has no equal in the world practice. New designs have been copyrighted and patented
in Great Britain, USA, France, FRG, Japan, DDR, etc.I0-12

The options of the LTI units (LTl-2, LTI-3, LTI-3 m, LTI-5, 2LTI-3 m, etc.) differ in
their systems of working gas mixture blowing, power supply, cooling, control and regula-
tion of working parameters, arrangement of components; they work within a wide range of
the working gas mixture parameters (composition, velocity, pressure), current and voltage
ir the continuous wave and high-repetition-rate modes.
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Fig. 6 Schematic view of LT-1
1 - discharge chamber; 2 - optical resonator; 3 - heat exchanger; 4 - blower;
5 - power supply.

In the experiments, 4 mm thick ARMCO-iron plates, previously rolled and cleaned from
scale, were used as low-carbon steel samples. The samples were irradiated on a 5 kW LT-l
continuous wave unit in the jet of carbon-containing gas supplied to the zone of the CO 2

laser radiation interaction with the target. Propane was chosen as the carbon-containing

gas, as well as its mixtures with such inert gases as Ar, He, N2 , etc. The samples were
moved at a velocity of 1-100 mm/s and the laser output power reached 3.5 kW. The laser

radiation was focused with a KCl lens with a focal distance of FO = 200-400 mm.

The structures of the paths treated were analyzed using the X-ray diffraction methods
by means of a DRON-3x-ray diffractometer and URS-160 unit with a RKD camera, and optical

metallography methods. The structures of the microsections were observed after their chem-
ical etching in the 4% solution of strong nitric acid in ethanol. The microhardness of

the samples obtained were measured by a PMT-3 microhardness meter at a load of 100 g. The

measurement results were treated statistically.

Figure 7 shows a macrosection of the irradiated sample. The given path has been

obtained in the following treatment mode: laser radiation power P = 1.5 kW, beam velocity
V = 10 mm/s. The maximum depth of treatment reaches 0.3 mm. Changing the working regime

it is possible to obtain paths with a width up to 10 mm and depth up to a few millimeters.

Fig. 7 Photograph of a macrosection of the path irradiated by a high-repetition-rate
of CO2 laser.
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Carbon concentration and microhardness of the treated zone can be varied by choosing

the parameters of laser interaction with the surface of a low-carbon steel.

Figure 8 shows the microsection structure obtained in the pure propane atmosphere with

a pressure of 1.1 atm. at the limiting treatment parameters: velocity of the beam motion

over the substrate V = 1 mm/s, laser power P = 3 kW.

Fig. 8 Photograph of the treatment zone microstructure, 5%C.

The treatment zone is hypereutectic pig iron with a carbon concentration of about 5% C.

In Fig. 8 plates of primary cementite in the ledeburite matrix, whose dimensions up to

100-150 pm are clearly seen. With reduction of the time of the radiation-target inter-
action (e.g., with increase in the velocity Af beam motion over the substrate), the dimen-
sion of the primary cementite plates decrease noticeably.

When the beam motion velocity is increased, or the carbon-containing medium is diluted

with inert gas, the carbon concentration in the zone of the radiation-target interaction

is subsequently 7% C, 1.5% C, 0.5% C, and lower. Figure 9 is the photograph of a section
with a carbon concentration of about 1.5% C. In this case, the carburization depth reached

is 1 mm at a treatment rate of about 2 cm2 /s. The maximum carburization depth in the
alloyed layers obtained with our equipment is as high as 4 mm.

Fig. 9 Photograph of the treatment zone microstructure, 1.5%C.
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In all the carburization conditions microhardness in the treatment zone is higher than

6500 MPa and sometimes reaches 10000 MPa and higher values. High microhardness values

appear to be due to hardening processes occurring in carbon saturation of melted metal as

well as due to a high-concentration of the fine-dispersed carburization component in the

treatment zone structure.

In all the microsections examined a white nonetchable zone between the treatment zone

and the bulk metal was observed, which had a well-marked boundary both with the treatment

zone and the base metal of the substrate. The microhardness in this white zone correspond

to that of the layer carburized. Onset of this zone is likely to be connected with carbon

diffusion from the melts to the solid.

The X-ray diffraction analysis revealed presence of ferrite and cementite having lac-

tices with the practically constant parameters in the interaction zone for most treatment

conditions. In the regimes with the average velocities of beam motion and in dilution of

the carbon-containing medium with helium significant amounts of residual austenite were

found in the structure components. When the carbon concentration was higher than 1% split-

ting of martencite duplet was not observed.

It must be noted that in the melted pool intense convective stirring of the liquid

metal occurs, that results in a relative equalization of the carbon concentration to a

depth of a few millimeters, which permits the above process to be developed with a high

capability. At the same time under some treatment conditions, unstable behavior of carbon

concentrations was observed along the line of the beam-substrate interaction, the

nticrohardness in the zone treated remaining practically the same. Also, it should be

pointed out that, in treatment of the surface some deterioration in its condition takes

place, similar to that occurring in welding (weld reinforcement). In optimal choice of

the carburization parameters a minimum reinforcement of the treatment zone (less than

0.1 mm), can be obtained. In some cases, pores were observed on the path surfaces.

Thermochemical and heat treatment of materials using the high-repetition-rate CO2 lasers

permits alloying layers as thin as about 100 pm with controlled amount of alloying element

to be obtained.

Use of the continuous wave radiation permits saturation of low carbon steel surface

layers to a depth of several millimeters in the carbon-containing gaseous medium to be

performed.

By varying the parameters of the above mentioned process (radiation power, laser spot

diameter, velocity of beam motion over the substrate, gas medium composition), the carbon

concentration in the layers treated can be easily changed, with the microhardness of irra-

diated zones reaching high values in all the cases.
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OVERVIEW OF THE SDI PROGRAM
IN SHORT WAVELENGTH CHEMICAL LASERS

C. R. Jones
Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

Abstract

Advanced chemical lasers promise to be effective space-based weapons against responsive threats. In this program,
we are developing both CW and pulsed concepts for achieving this goal. Certain approaches may also be appropriate as
ground-based weapons and fusion drivers.

I. Introduction

Space-based lasers (SBL) continue to be viable candidates for follow-on SDI architectures. Within this category, on!y
spaced-based chemical lasers (SBCL) and space-based free-electron lasers (SBFEL) are being seriously considered at
this time. Engineering maturity of SBCL, resulting from very active development programs over the past 15 years, has
thrust this candidate into a leading directed energy weapon (DEW) role in a Milestone II architecture. Other DEW candi-
dates, including ground-based FEL, neutral particle beams, ground-based excimers, and SBFEL, rely upon less mature
technology and may be available in future architectures. Additionally, there is a lingering, ever-growing concern that
sufficiently intense beams from GBLs cannot be propagated through the atmosphere to perform ballistic missile defense
missions.

Current planning for SBCL includes capability growth of these lasers to address responsiveness of the threat. This
performance enhancement primarily translates to laser brightness increase, although advances in device weight and
expendable weight are obviously important goals as well.

The baseline SBCL concept incorporates the current Alpha hydrogen fluoride (HF) chemical laser operating at wave-
lengths near 2.7 gm. Growth in brightness can accrue from larger beam output apertures, from phasing separate aper-
tures, and from lasing wavelength reductions. In this latter category, the nearest-term possibility is the operation on first-
overtone transitions within the HF molecule at wavelengths near 1.3 lim. Another possibility, also in this wavelength
range, is use of a chemical oxygen-iodine laser (COIL), a device requiring further development for effective space-based
use.

There appear to be substantial gains to be made in reducing the wavelength even further. The SDI program charged
with accomplishing this goal is the short-wavelength chemical laser (SWCL) program. In this basic research effort, we are
attempting to develop viable chemical lasers operating in the visible and near-visible wavelength range. This paper

overviews the SDIO SWCL program.

II. Status of Chemical Laser Technologa

Most existing chemical lasers are based upon hydrogen-halide (HX) molecules operating on low-lying, single-
quantum vibrational transitions within the electronic ground state of the HX product molecule. The most powerful and
useful laser within this category is the HF laser, whose primary reaction step is the "cold" reaction,

F + H2 -4 HF(v) + H (1)

This fast reaction effectively partitions its exoergicity of 35 kcal/mole into HF(v = 1, 2, and 3). The F-atoms for the above
reaction are efficiently produced in a precombustor upstream of the supersonic mixing region for Reaction (1) by reacting
D2 with (excess) F 2 . Three important attributes of the HF laser are the low-mass reactants, reactant availability, and
relative simplicity of the kinetics. Favorable fundamentals have driven this laser weapon candidate to a significant

engineering maturity. A companion paper1 describes this status.
COIL, discovered in 1978, is the only chemical laser operating on an electronic transition. In this laser, an energy-

storage molecule is generated chemically and then collisionally transfers its energy to the lasing species. The robust
energy-storage molecule is created in a solution reaction between gas-phase C12 and liquid H20 2 . After being formed

with near-unity efficiency, the 02* (singlet delta at -1 eV ) diffuses through the liquid and flows in the gas phase to a
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mixing region where 12 is injected into the 02 and diluent. The molecular iodine is first dissociated in collisions with 02

after which collisional energy transfer occurs in the fast, near-resonant

02*+1--02+1* . (2)

The excited atomic iodine is the upper level of the well-characterized and favorable 1.3-jim laser transition.
In addition to its operating wavelength being half that of the HF laser, a very positive feature of COIL is the achievable

single-line output spectrum. This property will allow more efficient and simpler multiple-aperture systems. A major draw-
back to COIL, especially for space deployments, is the cumbersome 2-phase O2* generator.

III. Early SWCL ADoroaches

Serious efforts directed toward the development of visible-wavelength chemical lasers began in the early 1970s. The
emphasis at this time was on identifying chemical reactions of sufficient energy release that electronically excited states in
the product species would be energetically allowed. Metal-oxidizer gas-phase reactions dominated the picture. 3 By
today's standards, our view was quite primitive, due in large part to the paucity of literature at that time on the Participation
of electronic states in chemical reactions. At any rate, the generic reaction types were

M+RO--MO*+R , (3)

and

M+RX--*MX*+R (4)

Many of the flames resulting from these very energetic reactions were observed to be very bright, and in several
cases, large yields of visible photons were measured. Unfortunately, these photons generally originated from a large
number of states. Only modest specificity into electronically excited states was suggested in any of these early studies.

These results are not surprising in that a statistical distribution over product states should be expected in the absence
of selection rules. The conservation of electronic spin is thought to be a "good" rule. Reactions (3) and (4) in most cases
had no selection rules operating in their favor because the several energetically allowed states, including the ground
states, were of the same symmetry. The precondition for the selective production of a specific excited state is that this
state must differ in symmetry from the other energetically allowed states. This state will, therefore, be metastable. If it is
strongly metastable, i.e., different spin from the ground state, then it is probably characterized by a radiative lifetime too
long for a good upper laser level. This excited species, therefore, would be useful as a storage species, similar to 02* in
COIL. For these reasons, it is now widely accepted that the direct chemical production of a good lasing species is
unlikely, except in special circumstances.

TV. Later SWCL Aooroaches

Beginning in the late 1970s, there were several small efforts in SWCL research. Most of these had turned away from
the earlier metal-oxidizer approaches to basically non-metal reactions for which spin-selection rules predicted favorable
state specificity. There have been measurements on a few gas-phase chemical reactions showing quite specific produc-
tion of an excited state. These reactions are shown in Table 1.

Table I

Excited State

Reaction Enera. Yield Ref.

H + NF2 -4 NF(a) + HF 1.4 eV 0.90 4

N+N 3 -- N2 (A)+N 2  6.1 >0.20 5

O + CN - N( 2 D) + CO 2.4 0.85 6
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These reactions, along with the one producing 02* in COIL, provide positive support for the challenge of SWCL develop-
ment. However, we must accept the fact that our attempts to increase the excitation energy of the excited species beyond
the current 1 eV in the only existing chemically pimped electronic-transition laser lead to greater challenges. It can be
argued that COIL is a somewhat special case, primarily having to do with the especially robust character of 02*. which, in
turn, is due in large part to the low excitation energy of this species.

V. Current SWCL Program

A. General ApDroach
The SDIO SWCL program, which began in 1985, attempts to build upon the status prevailing at that time in order to

develop a viable laser concept in a timely manner. We are seeking approaches offering high mass efficiency, near-uv or
visible wavelength, simple reaction schemes, minimal electrical power requirements, and suitable reactants. The key
guidelines are listed in Table 11. The ambitious fuel efficiency goal of 1 MJ/kg is for an undiluted stoichiornetric flow of the
reacting species required in the laser concept.

Table II. Guidelines for Key SWCL Parameters

Parameter Requirement Motivation

"* Laser Wavelength X = uv - visible Brightness
"* Transition Energy E = 2 - 4 eV Direct
"* Radiative Lifetime tR - 10 Is Mixing

"* Power in Flow 8 >_ 100 W/cm 2  Volume
"* Fuel Efficiency Y _ 1 MJ/kg Weight
"* Reactant Mass mr < 300 amu Weight

We envision a supersonic continuous-wave (CW) laser configuration similar to that for the HF laser. A simplified
version is shown in Fig. 1, in which the flow is supersonic in the region of the laser axis by virtue of the nozzle expansion.
The large excitation energies carried by the electronically excited states offer very high power density possibilities in the
flow, which enables relatively compact systems. Using conservative assumptions, Table III shows the expected powers
in flows of various excited-state densities through a 10 x 100-cm nozzle exit plane. If moderate densities of a few torr of
excited states can be realized, significant SWCL payoffs in system volume and weight can be expected.

COMBUSTIONCHAMBER

GAS LASE

FLOW AXIS

REACTANT
MANIFOLD

Fig. 1. Schematic of Simplified Supersonic Flow Nozzle for Chemical Lasers
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Table 1I1. Power Contained in Excited Flow Through Supersonic Nozzle Exit Plane

V = 300 m/sec
H = 10cm
L = 100 cm

hi) = 2 eV

Density Power

1017 cm- 3  1000 kW
1016 100
1015 10

The critical technical issues associated with the development of scalable SWCLs are shown in Table IV. Basically,
these issues are related to the chemical production of a specific electronically excited state and maintaining it at usable
densities over a period of time sufficient to use it. For example, it is undesirable for the excited state to radiate spontane-
ously at a much faster rate than the reagents can be mixed in the flow.

Table IV. Identified Critical Issues in SWCL Development

"* Specific state production
"* Species proliferation in flow
"* Maintenance of high state densities
"* Availability of reactants
"* Reactant flow densities
"* Radiative lifetime/mixing time
"* Higher excited states have more loss channels
"* Metastable transfer branching
"* Existence of suitable acceptor/laser species

There are four basic approaches to SWCL development being pursued at this time:

1. direct chemical production of laser species,
2. indirect or storage species/transfer,
3. energy pooling of lower-energy species, and
4. pulsed, premixed schemes.

The first approach, as stated earlier, is expected to be effective only in special circumstances. The second case is pre-
ferred because very specific production of excited states can be realized. These states are sufficiently metastable that
their energy must be collisionally transferred to be useful. A subset of this approach is the use of energy pooling, which is
attractive because lower-energy species are apparently easier to generate and maintain at high densities. For example,
pooling of NF(a) and 1* is sufficiently energetic to produce NF(b), which in transition to NF(X) emits green photons.
Finally, premixed schemes, by definition, obviate reagent mixing, one of the major SWCL issues. We imagine in this case
that a chain reaction will be initiated in an energetic mixture, producing a pulse of excited states and pulsed lasing.
Table V shows generic reactions for these four approaches. Lasing species are underlined.
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Table V. Generic SWCL Reactions

"• Direct

A + BC- A* +C

"* Indirect
A +BC AB +CM
CM+XY-- C +XY*

"• Energy Pooling

A* + B* - *

"* Pulsed
hup + ABC - Chain Reaction

-* AB*

B. Specific Conceots
Throughout the SDI SWCL program, approximately 15 concepts have been examined. Since space does not permit

discussion of each of these, a few specific reaction systems will be overviewed. Further detail can be found in the open
literature.

1. Direct chemical Droductions of laser soecies. The 0 + N3 reaction represents one of several concepts based upon
azide chemistry. Many azide reactions appear to be favorable SWCL candidates, based upon the energetic nature of the
N3 radical and the angular momentum constraints that may operate in specific reactions. As discussed earlier, a high
degree of specificity is not expected in reactions creating states that are optically connected to the ground state. How-
ever, if the energetics of the reaction and the product are such that only a very few product states are energetically
possible, then a statistical distribution over the product states may be sufficient for efficient laser operation. The 0 + N3
reaction falls in this category because only the X, A, and B doublet states of NO are allowed on energetic grounds. One
might expect a -ubstan!al fr•,-1;'n of the producte to appear in NO(A) and NO(B). A significant yield of NO(A) has been
measured. 7 Other factors that make the NO "--band laser candidate attractive are its successful lasing in direct optical
pumping, 8 low-mass reactants, and availability of the basic reagents. The rate coefficient for 0 + N3 -4 NO + N2 has been
measured to be 1 x 10-11 cm3 sec-1, and measurements are underway to quantify the yield. 7 Experiments directed toward
pulsed production of the reactants in a laser cell are in progress and are expected to lead to a demonstration of a pulsed,
chemically driven NO(A -4 X) laser.7

2. Storage species/collisional transfer. Chemical production of metastable species hps becn, shown to occur with
high specificity in a few instances. The generation of metastable nitrogen molecules by means of the azide reactions
N + N3 or N3 + N3 is believed to be moderately specific. One specific use of this energy is through the reaction sequence

N3 + N3 --+ N2(A) + 2N2 , (5)

N2 (A) + NO -ý N2 (X) + NO(A) (6)

NO(A) + hUL -ý NO(X) + 2 h'iL (7)

In the case of CW operation the azide radical would be produced by

F+HN3 -- N3 +HF (8)

Again, the reagents are lightweight and appear to be readily obtainable. Pulsed demonstration of these kinetic steps is
currently being pursued.
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3. Energy pooling of lower-energy species. This approach is a subset of the one above but is important enough to be
highlighted. High densities of species having excitation energies greater than -2 eV are difficult because of the greater

number of collisional loss channels for higher states. This limitation on the generation of 3-4 eV species can be circum-

vented by pooling the energy of two long-lived, low-energy excited states.
We are examining the efficient production of NF(b) by means of:

H+NF2 -NF(a)+HF , (9)

NF(a) + HF(v) -4 NF(b) + HF(v- 2) (10)

NF(b) + huEL -4 NF(X) + 2 hu)L (11)

It is possible that this reaction scheme, suggested and researched earlier by Herbelin and Cohen9 can be effective in

existing HF chemical laser devices, such as Alpha.
4. Pulsed, premixed reaction schemes. In order to circumvent the problem of slow fluid mixing, we are addressing the

approach of initiating a chain reaction in an energetic mixture of reagents. The initiation energy, either optical or elec-

trical, should be small compared with the chemical energy release in order that the laser system and fuel weight be
acceptably low.

A hybrid chemical/excimer laser concept10 is being examined and has the following azide-based kinetic scheme

occurring in premixed XeF 2 /HN 3 /diluent:

hu i + XeF 2 --> Xe + 2F (12)

F+HN3 --)HF+N 3 , (13)

N3 + N3 --> N2 * + 2N 2  (14)

N2 *+XeF 2 - N2 +XeF(B)+F , (15)

XeF(B) + hilL -4 XeF(X) + 2hilL (16)

The chain reaction sequence is initiated by photolysis of XeF 2 . This exciting concept will possibly combine the best

features of chemical and excimer lasers. We expect that other reaction schemes within this hybrid category are also
possible.

One other example of a pulsed SWCL candidate is one in which the lasing specie is the lead atom.11 The reaction

scheme is initiated by detonating solid lead azide, after which lasing would occur in the gas-phase expansion zone:

det. (17)
Pb(N3 )2 -_ Pb + 2N3 ,

N3 + N3 - N2 * + 2N2  
(18)

N2* + Pb • Pb* + N2  
(19)

Pb* + hE' -+Pb + 2hloL 
(20)

Again, the pump energy is generated by internal chemistry, but in this case, the required pump power density is reduced

by virtue of the lasing specie being atomic.
A number of research groups from universities, industry, and a national laboratory have contributed to this program.

Since all projects could not be specifically mentioned, the past and curren t participants are listed below:
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Ben-Gurior L..,.versity
Herculen, Inc.
Los Alamos National Laboratory
McDonnell Douglas Research Laboratory
Physical Sciences, Inc.
Rice University
Rocketdyne Division of Rockwell
Rockwell Science Center

Spectra Technologies, Inc.
SRI International
University of Denver
University of South Florida
University of Southern California

VI, Cooclusions

A short-wavelength chemical laser is the Holy Grail1 2 of high-performance, high-power lasers. We expect to take a
large step in this quest within the next year through our current demonstration projects. A better understanding of SWCL

operation and scaling relations should be the immediate outcome from this part of the SWCL program. Meanwhile, the

basic research efforts will continue to germinate and nurture new concepts.
The primary impetus for pursuing this challenge is currently the large payoff expected for the high-brightness, space-

laser weapon application. Other SDI missions may also be appropriate. Among these is a space-based illuminator or

ground-based weapon. In this latter application, the higher efficiency that may be possible using internal chemistry in

pulsed uv or visible laser concepts would be a large step in an SDI ground-based excimer laser improvement program.

Finally, and also because of greater possible electrical efficiencies and the consequent reduced cost, pulsed SWCL

concepts may one day be appropriate for advanced inertial confinement fusion drivers.
I would like to give a great deal of credit to the many fine researchers who have participated in this SDI research

program. This program is sponsored by SDIO/T/IS and SDIO/T/DE and is managed by the Los Alamos National

Laboratory.
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Advances in Laser Technology for Strategic Defense

J. H. Hammond, Neil Griff, R. L. Gullickson, B. J. Pierce, E. W. Pogue
Strategic Defense Initiative Organization, Washington, D. C.

Summary

Advances in laser and optics technology have enhanced the prospects for directed energy applications in strategic defense. We will
describe progress in developing high brightness chemical, excimer, and free electron lasers and their associated beam control elements.

Chemical lasers represent our most mature high brightness laser technology. The ability of such systems to operate continuously
at high power in the mid infrared (3.8 microns) with good beam quality has been demonstrated by the "MIRACL' chemical laser located
at the White Sands Missile Range. MIRACL has now been successfully integrated with a 1.5 meter beam director and local loop adaptive
optical systeni for improved beam quality. The Alpha HF chemical laser system is now being assembled. It will demonstrate the ability
of a chemical :aser system designed for space operation to operate at high power with good beam quality at 2.7 microns. The ability
to improve beam quality through phase conjugation using stimualated Brillouin scattering has been demonstrated for pulsed chemical
lasers, with substantial recent experimental evidence that continuous operation is possible.

Excimer lasers represent our most mature short wavelength laser candidate. We have demonstrated single pulse technology with
pulse energies greater than a kilojoule and excellent beam quality using a Raman amplifier technique. The ability to operate the pulsed
power technology for high power excimers was recently demonstrated at 100 Hz. These elements - high average power, excellent beam
quality using Raman amplifiers - will be demonstrated by teh EMRLD device operating with XeF at a (Raman shifted) wavelength of 411 nm.

Free electron lasers represent a promising technology for ground and space applications. High current devices driven by induction
linear accelerators have demonstrated extremely high efficiencies operating as amplifiers at microwave wavelenghts. Recently, operation
of these devices has been extended to 10.6 microns using the 50 MeV Advanced Test Accelerator. Two radiofrequency linear accelerator
driven FELs have recently lased at 0.5 microns using respectively the superconducting accelerator (in a double pass recirculation mode)
at Stanford and the new 120 MeV device at Boeing.

Chemical Laser Technolog [1l

Figure 1: Several characteristics of the HF chemical laser make Ra"t Stot"1e and
it ideally suited to ooeration in space. The device converts chemical Supply
energy directly to laser energy, so no external source of power is
required. The large vacuum pumps required on the ground to exhaust i d .
the reactants while maintaining a low pressure in the reaction and
lasing zone are replaced by the vacuum of space. The simple gain
generator permitted by these attributes improves reliability.

The upper lasing level is an excited vibrational state of the HF
molecule. Atomic fluorine is produced by the combusion of NF3 with
deuterium, seeded with atomic fluorine to initiate the process. The

atomic fluorine produced by the combusion process reacts with
hydrogen in a supersonic flow field. The combination of excited state

lifetime and flow velocity provides an annular gain region several
cm thick.

Key technologies for space-based HF chemical lasers will be
validated with the Alpha I laser, a multi-megawatt device now being -- ,
integrated and tested by TRW. The gain generator and optics are
cylindrical, not linear, a geometry which is more convenient for The Alpha HF Chemical Laser Device
launch and operation in space, and which simplifies scaling to higher Figure 1
powers.

Figure 2: The two meter long cylindrical gain generator is shown here. It uses large (in comparison to the fine scale mixing nozzle
used in the Mid Infrared Chemical Laser [MIRACLI) hypersonic wedge nozzle technology. I(11 The use of these large nozzles is made possi-
ble by the low pressure exhaust conditions natural for space laser operation. The gain generator consists of 27 rings 1.1 m in diameter
and 7.5 cm long. The nozzle rings are formed of extruded aluminum fc- affordability and ease of construction.

Figure 3: The optics for the cylindrical resonator design were produced at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory on a machine
designed specifically for that purpose - the Large Optics Diamond Turning Machine (LODTM). LODTM can machine metal optics with
cylindrical symmetry with diameters up to 1.5 m with a surface figure precision of lambda over 100. The high extraction decentered
annular ring resonator produces uniform loading on optical surfaces and reduces sensitivity to aberrations.

Figure 4: The large test facility required to reproduce the vacuum pumping capabilities of space is shown here. The steam ejectors
must maintain a few Torr of vacuum for many seconds of device operation.
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Large Optics Diamond Turning Machine
Figure 3

Alpha Gain Generator
Figure 2

Alpha Facility
Figure 4

Figure 5: In order to study some of the issues regarding extension of the pusled data to the CW regime, experiments were also carried
out using the Chroma laser at KMS Fusion. Pulses were stretched to durations well beyond the decay time of the phonon scattering
grating in the conjugating medium, high-pressure xenon (Chroma produced 170j, 150 usec pulses qt 1.06 microns). This figure shows
that excellent conjugation fidelity was maintained throughout the pulse.

Figure 6: The use of a flowing conjugation medium is essential to use of SBS with very high power CW beams, so the effects of
relative motion between the wavefront and the conjugating medium were studied by sweeping the Chroma beam across a stationary
SBS cell. The results confirm the concept for relative velocities of lOs of meters per second.

'Y' ~ ~ ~ llt 1* li[ilf' l!-

The Apache Long Pulse Experiments Results of the Long Pulse Experiments

Figure 5 Figure 6
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Figure 7: SDIO is also investigating chemical lasers operating at shorter wavelengths. Figure 7 shows one example of such a concept.
A light pulse triggers a chemical reaction in XeF2 which produces atomic fluorine. In a five step reaction, an electronicaliv excited nitrogen
molecule transfers energy through collisions with XeF, a well studied excimer laser molecule. This approach provides short wavelength,
high energy density, high fuel efficiency, with little initiation energy.

Figure 8: Spectra Technology has demonstrated the production of excited XeF by the optically initiated chemical reaction. They have
confirmed the reactant stability of the premixed gases, and measured the chemiluminescence from several excited states of XeF as a
function of time. However, this system has not yet operated with a resonator.

"o,•C ,,. RESULTS:
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* CHEMICAL CHAIN-REACTION SCHEME REGUIRES LITTLE INITIATION ENERGY

Chemical-Excimer Laser Concept Chemical-Excimer Laser Status
Figure 7 Figure 8

Figure 9: Large optics is a critical technology for high energy
lasers. The LAMP m'rror, built by ITEK, is 4 m in diameter with active
control. The mirror consists of seven segments of 17 mm thick ultra
low expansion glass mounted on a graphite epoxy substate. Each
segment can be independently positioned to control vibration. Fine
figure actuators on each segment compensate for thermal distor-
tion. All seven segments are now in position on the LAMP mirror. 1'
Closed loop control of the figure of the mirror segments has now
been demonstrated using a low power helium neon laser in an
interferometric configuration. The next step is to demonstrate
segment phasing. /

Large Active Mirror Program
Figure 9

Figure 10 summarizes the advances in space based chemical P ,reion Roining; Fuel EfiiehnIt Coupled Resonators
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The Excimer Laser

The discharge excimer laser is a candidate for SDI applications as a reference source (beacon) for atmospheric compensation, UV
ladars, illuminators for imaging space objects, designators for homing kinetic kill vehicles, optical guiding of electron beams, oscillators
for FELs, and as a coherent source for Raman scattering experiments.

In the discharge excimer laser, x-rays preionize a gas consisting of rare gas halide molecules, producing a plasma. A high voltage
discharge is sustained in the plasma, resulting in the excitation of the laser medium by electron collisions. The current state-of-the-art
in discharge excimers is represented by the Highlight laser at Northrup. It has produced 100 j/pulse at 100 Hz. A four pulse burst has
operated at up to 2 kHz rates. The beam quality is better than 2XDL.

Phase conjugation through nonlinear optics is already being used routinely in a discharge excimer laser. H. Komine at Northrup uses
a static SF6 cell at 10 atmospheres to compensate for thermal distortions in the gain medium 12). The amplifier produces 1 J per pulse
and operates at 2 Hz. With phase conjugation, the amplified beam quality improves from 2.4 to 1.4 with approximately three times more
energy in the far field spot.

Figure 11: The electron beam pumped excimer laser represents
SDlO s most mature short wavelength high power laser candidate.
The state-of-the-art of our excimer technology is typified by the
EMRLD excimer laser now being constructed by AVCO at the White
Sands Missile Range. EMRLD consists of a closed flow loop master
oscillator, open loop power amplifier, and Raman amplifier. EMRLD
produces 100 pulses per second and operates with XeF at the Raman
shifted wavelength of 41 1 nm.

EMRLD
Figure 11

The Raman amplifier configuration offers the advantage of combining the high beam quality of the master oscillator with the high
power of the low beam quality amplifier. The high Fresnel number of the excimer laser configuration also facilitates adaptive optics for
atmospheric compensation. The adaptive optical components can be installed after the master oscillator where the power levels are still
low, The imposed phase on the wavefront is then amplified with a minimum of distortion.

Figure 12: The ability to perform phase conjugation using adap-
tive optics in a Raman look-through configuration has been recently
demonstrated by AVCO and MIT Lincoln Lab. Using the Scale-Up
excimer laser operating with XeF and producing 170 j per pulse,
the 69 channel deformable mirror built by MIT Lincoln Lab was used
to improve the beam brightness by a factor of 30. 13)

The EMRLD master oscillator is now being assembled. First light
is expected in January, 1988. A megavolt gas blown spark gas
switch was demonstrated at 100 Hz as a part of the EMRLD pro-
gram. The ability of the MO to operate with high beam quality has
also been confirmed. The Raman Beam Quality design verification
test showed the ability of the Raman amplification process to com-
bine the favorable beam quality of the master oscillator with the high
power of the amplifier. The transient refractive index test unit
examined the modification of the refractive index of the laser unit
as a function of gain. The kinetics data base experiment examined
the effect of different gas mixtures upon the laser gain and beam
quality. Raman Look-Through Demonstrated

Figure 12
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Free Electron Laser Technology 14, 51
INSTRUMENTED TErT

VHI)CLEThe Ground Based Free Electron Laser Experiment, shown in RELAY

,figure 13, will demonstrate the major land based elements of a " N

ground based lase, system. These elements include the laser device, \
beam control system, and atmospheric propagation capability. After
demonstrating high power operation with high beam quality in the %
early 90's, this system will be used with a space relay mirror for
a high power relay demonstration. Near term experiments will ATMOSPHERIC

demonstrate relay mirror technology for low power lasers in the Relay TURBULENCE

Mirror Experiment (RME), to be deployed into a 400+ km orbit in
1988. RME will demonstrate the tracking of two ground based argon APERTURE

ion laser beams and the relay to a ground target of a pulsed Nd:YAG SHARING

laser. ELEMENT TELESCOPE

ED DEFORMAOLE
FREE ELECTRON LASER MIRROR

WAVERRONT CONJUGATE
WAVEY RONT

SESR RECONSTRUCTOR

BEAM CONTROL WIASAPTIVE OPTICS

Ground Based Free Electron Laser Experiment
Figure 13

Figure 14 shows the parallel approaches for the ground based free electron laser program. The radio frequency linac approach offers
a pulse format of closely spaced micropulses. This pulse format may offer atmospheric propagation advantages with lower losses to stimulated
Raman scattering from rotational levels in nitrogen molecules. High efficiency is possible using energy recovery. Both oscillator and master
oscillator power amplifier configurations should be possible. In two separate experiments at Stanford, with TRW Ifigure 1 5a]; and at Boeing
(figure 15b], RF FELs have lased at 0.5 microns. The light weight accelerator cavities of the RF FEL also make this device promising
as a space based laser. The use of superconducting cavities offers the promise of very compact accelerators with high current capability
for space.

Parallel FEL Approaches
Figure 14

Radiofrequency Linac FEL at Boeing TRW/Stanford Superconducting FEL Achieves Visible Lasing
Figure 15a Figure 1 b
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The other approach is the high current induction linac. This pro-
duces longer pulses with a lower repetition rate. The high current
(several kiloamps) possible with this approach lends itself to master 5"
oscillator power amplifier (MOPA) configurations. Induction linacs
have produced extremely high efficiencies at cm wavelengths and
have demonstrated high gain at wavelengths ranging from 9 mm
to 10.6 microns. Figure 15c shows the 50 MeV Advanced Test
Accelerator at LLNL used with currents of up to 2 kA for FEL
experiments.

Advanced Test Accelerator Induction Linac
Figure 1 5c

The goals of the current induction linac "Paladin" experiment, using ATA with wiggler lengths of up to 25 m, are to extend the
high efficiency operation to the 10.6 micron wavelength and to demonstrate that refractive and gain guiding effects in intense electron
beams can guide the amplified electromagnetic wave to reduce diffractive spreading in long wiggers. Preliminary results at LLNL suggest
that gain guiding does occur in induction linac FELs as demonstrated earlier at Stanford (with a low current rf device) and at Columbia
(using a low voltage diode machine.) [6]

Technology advanced have brought induction and RF linac operating characteristics closer together. The development of magnetic
modulator technology to replace gas blown spark gas switches has allowed operation at higher repetition rate. Figure 16 shows a technology
developed at LANL for FEL injectors which allows RF linacs to operate with higher current [5]. A doubled Nd:YAG laser causes photoemis-
sion of a high current electron pulse from a cathode, This bunch is accelerated to MV potential in a single step, reducing emittance growth.
With this approach, not every micropulse is filled with electrons. This results in higher peak currents allowing high gain and operation
in a MOPA configuration.

Figure 17 summarizes progress in ground based laser development.
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Figure 16 Figure 17

Conclusions

Substantial progress has occurred in high power laser development. For chemical lasers, the ability to perform phase conjugation
using nonlinear optics techniques may have a profound effect on the ability to phase together laser devices and may permit significant
relaxation of optical tolerances.

Nonlinear optics has also been important for excimer lasers. The demonstration of pahse preservation using the Raman look-through
technique for an adaptive optical 3,ystem has confirmed one of the main advantages of the excimer as a ground based laser candidate
- the ability to perform atmospheric compensation on the low power oscillator.

All of our major FEL candidates have taken important steps toward demonstrating feasibility. Two different types of RIF FELs have
lased near 0.5 microns. The induction finac approach has demonstrated gain at 10.6 microns with a 15 m wiggler and verified code predictions.
Several experiments have demonstrated gain guiding.

By the next International Conference on Lasers in 1988 several major SDIO high power laser facilities - Alpha and EMRLD -- should
have produced first light and provided substantial operating experience.
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"PANEL DISCUSSION"

MATURITY OF LASER TECHNOLOGY FOR STATEGIC DEFENSE
DECEMBER 9, 1987, HARVEY'S RESORT HOTEL, LAKE TAHOE, NEVADA

Prof. Sproull:

We are blessed with a group of distinguished speakers this afternoon to discuss "The
Maturity of Laser Technology for Strategic Defense". Now maturity is a value-latent word.
It is pejorative at bcth ends. Mature implies closed-ended, not going anywhere. Immature
implies brash, incompetent, and not able to perform as required. I guess the only positive
way to come out would be something like rapidly maturing, sti]l open-ended, but not
overstating achievement.

Well, we shall see whether we come out at one end or the other or in the middle.
Strategic defense is probably the most challenging mission of our generation. It demands the
utmost from the development of a host of technologies. Laser technology is obviously
prominent among them. Indeed it was the spectacular development of lasers that was
primarily responsible for bringing strategic defense forward from the back burner position
it occupied in the 1960's. The most eloquent reasons for revisiting strategic defense after
20 years were the achievements in laser technoloqy. Now, whenever science and engineering
have invaded extreme regions, fascinating new science has been learned and discoveries have
been made. Ultra high temperatures, ultra low temperatures, ultra high power densities,
ultra high electric or magnetic fields, ultra short times - any of these extreme regions has
developed a host of new sciences and new discoveries. A little different kind of extreme is
the extreme limit of accuracies, of gyros and accelerometers permitting an accuracy of
inertial navigation that was unimaginable a generation ago. Another somewhat different kind
of extreme is the extreme complexity of battle management and command control and
communication when millions of objects are involved. So we can expect technologies to be
challenged to the limit and we can expect discoveries and the development of new science and
technology.

The laser technology related to strategic defense partakes of this stimulation by
extremes. The most obvious and publicized rule is the boost and post boost intercept
involving ultra powerful beams focused and agilely steered over distances like ten thousand
kilometers. But lasers probably enter in vital roles in the discrimination and
communication roles as well. These may be even more important in the near terms and are
also highly stressing challenges to the technology.

Now to turn to our first speaker. I ask for your indulgence in a slight change in order
to group the second, third and fourth talks together. I'd like to turn first then to Dr.
Leon Goldman. Since the program was written he has changed affiliations. He is now with
the Naval Hospital in San Diego, an expert in the use of lasers and various applications
especially cancer phototherapy. Dr. Goldman.

Dr. Goldman:

My excuse, as a refractory gerontologist, and the least mature and the least inforiied on
this Maturity of Laser Technology for Strategic Defense discussion, is that in laser
medicine and laser surgery we view, what you all now call the mysterious photon, as a
diagnostic and treatment modality. This very long sentence does not show our increasing
impatience to go beyond our current faithful laser systems and to advance to other systems
in order to deliver better health care. Nowhere in the present or in the immediate future
at home or abroad is there an extensive, detailed, hopefully basic laser research as in SDI.
For some time, before my departure to the Navy, I had condemned academia for their neglect
of basic laser research in their public desire for uninformed and definitely unstudied
politically biased polemics. Further, as laser experts, we should study in detail anything
related to the defense of our country. We should read in detail and critically, not just
quote from, the tough job of the APS report of Kumar Patel and Nicholas Ploembergen and
their associates. If it is possible we should plan to do bench work, not just library work,
in the laboratory of SDI. For me, there is no SDI funding obligation, quite the contrary.
With our experience from the Laser Laboratory for the Columbia C astronaut flight of January
12-18, 1986, a proposal was submitted to SDI for laser safety in space. In common with many
of our laser proposals since 1961, this one on laser safety, was promptly rejected. Thus, I

am here without any prejudice at all of any sort. (Laughter)

Our concerns for laser systems relate to the deployment of the new laser systems of SDI,
to the laser medical research laboratory - and with due regard to our present economic
environment - to the ambulatory surgical center, and the hospital operatinq rooms. If you
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are not aware, laser surgery, when indicated, emphasizes medical cost savings through more
out-patient facilities. To us, then, the spin-offs of laser SDI are:

1. New Laser Systems - excimer, chemical, FEL, and x-ray;
systems, whether ground or space based, all have definite
biomedical applications especially from the so-called
small laser systems group of SDI

2. Super Computers
3. SDI communications and information handling technologies
4. Optics research, especially in adaptive lenses and fiber

optics systems
5. The philosophy of cross fertilization which SDI endorses;

this means physicists and engineers working actively with
biologists and physicians

Also, in laser biomedicine, we definitely do not believe in the Chatham-Gulch Law that "New
Lasers Never Work".

Now, what about the specific laser systems of SDI? In spite of SDI's interest in high
output systems and not in 193 nm excimers, basic SDI research for excimers will help in the
development of higher outputs, fiber optics, optical phase conjugation applications and
perhaps even more about the concerns of mutagenesis and carcinogenesis which are very
important, especially to the Food and Drug Administration in the U.S.A. Apparently, these
concerns are not important to eye patients in Paris and also not to the military and to
industry. With the new progress in excimer lasers shattering kidney and gall bladder
stones, called the lithotrypsy, basic research will help considerably in this area. TEA,
superpulsed and Q-switched CO2 lasers and also Er:YAG, even with its very fragile zirconium
fluoride fibers, are .ýow considered as "safer" rivals to excimer lasers in medicine.

It is time for laser medicine and surgery to become interested in the highly efficient
chemical lasers of SDI. Not so much the powerful Alpha Project, but for safer instruments
where a portable eye irrigator will not have to be placed next to the laser. So, the iodine
is considered as again, a "safer rival" to the HF laser; it is portable and self contained;
there not rapidly weakening chemicals as with many dyes, and good controls are to be
considered. Also, shorter wavelength research and even harmonic generation are to be
considered. Since there has been so much effective progress in the physics of chemical
lasers in the past 18 months, consequently, and hopefully, there will be help also for the
biomedical phase.

The recent increase in the biomedical R & D of FEL is very encouraging to our FEL
committee of the American Society of Laser Medicine and Surgery of many years ago. We did
dream of tuning all the way from microwaves to x-ray. The biomedical research with
Straight, under the directions of Maday at Stanford, the detailed biomedical plans at
Dallas, especially for PDT (photodynamic therapy) and the program at Vanderbilt all point to
great dreams in the future for FEL, again primarily from the developments in SDI. Noted
medical centers in the U.S.A., now there are at least five, will have operating units to
determine whether a high output single precise tunable laser installation will answer all
the needs from diagnostic phases, like PDT, to treatment facilities all from our dream of a
single biomedical laser instrument. SDI already has demonstrated microwaves from FEL. Now
we await new additional wavelengths from FEL besides IR. With the help and repeated
annoyances to Dennis Matthews of Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, we have seen possible
biomedical applications of their famed laboratory x-ray, other than x-ray holography.

Certainly, at present we can not speculate, in contrast to others, quite foolishly, that
the laser x-ray is not ready to do away with the hospital x-ray division. With tissue
cultures, with fresh slices of human tissues and our cooperative veterinary patients, we
would suggest laboratory x-ray laser spin-off research in:

1. Cancer
2. Mutagenesis
3. Immunology
4. Photosynthesis
5. Isotope developmeit in vivo
6. Micro x-ray diffraction studies in vivo

The problem is, "Can the cost of the x-ray laser individual impacts justi= 1 • can:.r.
research at the cellular level at present?"

Super computers will have a definite role in the very rapid information gathering
material, not only in the medical center, but also for the distant provision of medical
care. Also, with precisions and rapidity, this will include computer programming for laser
diagnostic and laser surgical procedures. Now, what does this laser movement in SDI, from
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physics in the laboratory to the engineering world mean? It has been said that "the
engineer cao do for $1 which any damn fool can do for $2."

The greatest diagnostic medical instrument we have today is MRI (Magnetic Resonance
Imagery). There are no x-ray concerns here, only powerful magnetic fields. We would like
to have lasers make the imagery of MRI holographic. We would like laser spectroscopy
determine the function of organs in MRI, the diagnostic of cancer according to Alfano, and
the spread of cancer. We would like to have MRI show movement and with precision, which
parts of the heart have adequate blood flow and which do not. We would like optical phase
conjugation to be used in cancer diagnosis for early detection, even at microscopic level.
Optical phase conjugation can be used for precise eye surgery as Stewart has suggested.

Now the unborn child can have examinations done with safety, under MRI. If instruments,
called fetoscopes can be used inside the carrying mother for diagnosis and treatment, then
laser fiberoptics can also be so used with much more precision and more efficient uses. Can
we use lasers at chromosome level, as Berns has shown us to do biomedical engineering
surgery for abnormal defects at chromosome level? That is possible.

Now, the laser engineers can, with SDI, help with the development of instruments going
into cavities called endoscopes. These are for the lung, gastro-intestinal tract, the
bladder, the gall bladder, the heart and blood vessels. With the new developments,
including optical phase conjugation, there can be improvements even for the famed endoscope
of MIT with its 19 optical fiber computer programmed heart for blood vessel diagnosis and
treatment. This is the immediate great challenge for the need of man and the development
for the medical laser market for the immediate future.

We need special laser diagnostic centers for the new area of laser non-surgical
d�s c- ,,vn m-4i-il treatment. This so-called "pure" laser medicine includes basic
laser photobiography, Doppler circulation studies, immunology, exogenous chromophores for
diagnosis and treatment beyond the ordinary endogenous chromophores that the body has.
Endogenous chromophores are pigments which the body has, such as her'in of the red cells and
melanin of skin color. It is the endogenous chromophotes which make for specific local
reactions with lasers 400-700 nm.

New instruments with new photons, again for diagnosis and treatment, make for the
deliverance of better medical care. We can do this now in the real world, especially with
the help of SDI. We in medicine can do this for the entire real world so that the have-not
non-participants of SDI R & D in Europe and Asia do not feel that the U.S.A. and its allies
have the only exclusive use of the evident spin-offs from SDI, for the good of man. We feel
also that this interest in the biomedical applications from SDI is not premature or
foolishly over enthusiastic. Again and again for the deliverance of better medical are we
need more and more of those fabulous photons. (Applause).

Prof. Sproull:

Thank you very much. As I mentioned before, we will defer questions and comments until
all the speakers have made their presentations. The next three speakers are, to a certain
extent, a set, and we'll start with Jack Hammond whom you heard this morning. He is a
physicist directing the Directed Energy Program at SDIO.

Dr. Hammond:

Thank you. Well, since we are a set, I'll try to keep my mark somewhat to a minimum
here, the subject being "The Maturity of Laser Technology for Strategic Defense". First, I
would like very much to say, and it is one of my major points, that this is a complicated
issue - it's clearly one which we're constantly confronted with in the conduct of the SDI
program. It is also one which I think is deserving of a very vigorous and informed public
debate and one which I think deserves a bit of work on the debaters because it is a
complicated issue. It's complicated because you have to understand several things. First,
you have to understand which technologies we have in our set of tools to work with for SDI
applications. You have to understand what their status is, both in terms of the physics
reality, as well as how far they've been engineered. You have to understand clearly what
you're trying to do and it's not just necessarily one mission that you're trying.

You're trying to do a range of missions. And finally, you have to understand what
remains to be done in terms of new physics, and for the more mature system, what is required
to be done in terms of engineering - h_.; long that engineering will take or how long is it
projected to take. Considering these elements, let's at least look at the first two and
say,"What do we have as candidates?" and "What is their status?".

I think this type of meeting is a very excellent example of the increasing ability to
get that sort of information for forming opinions. The extent to which we're able to talk
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about the status of the technology in the open, without running into classification has been
helped a lot by the fact that we have tried to formulate very precise classification quides
to encourage publication as long as it does not violate national security interests. We've
tried to cooperate within SDI with organizations, such as the APS, who have done a very
excellent job in identifying what issues do exist. We may take issue with them or matiu'ity
and some of the specifics with the numbers but at least there is a very good compendium for
looking at what exists and what some of the issues are.

Let me now turn to the second issue; I'll come back to the technologies we have in hand
and what I think the status is. And certainly the status will be addressed by the next two
speakers following me. But let me turn for a minute to the issue of what are we trying to
do with lasers and what, in fact, SDI is trying to do, and to summarize very quickly what
has been debated quite a bit in the press and elsewhere. Over the last six months or so,
the DOD has been involved in a defense acquisition board review of the SDI program. The
upshot of all of that is we have looked very carefully at several aspects of what SDI can do
and what tools we need to do it. We've identified a phase I system architecture with
candidate sub-elements and we've looked at follow-on systems that could be used as the
threat grows. And when I say threat I mean that in a very detailed sense.

We have really looked at what is the current threat, the slower boosters which tend to
give kinetic energy weapons longer times to do their job with their finite fly out times.
We have also looked at how soon that threat may give way to faster busing and faster burn
boosters - what the implications of mobile types of boosters might be - and we have tried to
look at how that threat evolves and how the technologies which we can apply to addressing
that responsive threat need to evolve. And there is understanding among the threat
community and DOD in general, as to the need for looking both at near term technologies such
as kinetic energy and far term technologies such as lasers. And looking at not only that
but how lasers and some of the advanced technologies at say lower power levels play in the
early phases, in the Phase I type of architecture. We have not made any decision to deploy
any system. We have made a decision to accelerate certain of the sub-elements into a
demonstration validation phase.

Well, at any rate, that's merely to say that we have looked at where lasers may play and
we've looked at that with a considerable amount of detail. Let me just speak about what we
have in the laser world and how might it play against those missions. As time progresses,
there is a role in the fairly near term for illumination lasers, laser radars for
discrimination - those types of technologies that I mentioned briefly this morning. And
many of the technologies that you heard discussed in specific papers here play in those
early phases. And there's not much engineering required for many of those systems. But, it
is basically an engineering issue and those systems come along fiist. In terms of the
follow-on systems, that is, the speed of light weapons systems, such as my office works on,
we again have a range of technologies available ranging from chemical lasers, which in many
ways are more mature. I think those will be addressed by Dr. Miller. I'll throw up a
couple of slides since we're on video tape here and at least get the machine set up with
these slides.

The lamp mirror is now complete. I unfortunately don't have the slide with me on my
person at this time with all of the segments in place. But it is typical of the types of
technologies being worked on for space based chemical lasers, that is a technology which has
been under the development since the early to mid 70's and can furnish throug'h the use of
mirror technology - adaptive mirror technology such as this - which we pretty much have in
hand and are able to scale up to brightness levels for initial application - that is to
augment say for example, kinetic energy weapons systems. We're able to scale this optics
technology - technology like that under development with the Alpha Laser program - annular
resonator configurations for chemical lasers as quickly as any of the other technologies
that we have in hand for high power applications.

I hesitate to say at the other end of the scale - lest they think that it's putting Dr.
Briggs in a precarious position - and I even used an RF accelerator to typify the FEL. He
claims that's at the other end of the scale. He works on another type of accelerator called
induction Linacs. But here you can see sort of the state of the art in free electron
lasers. This gives you more power on the ground and you don't have problems with space
expendable fuels for the lasers. The mirrors are in space - the lasers aren't. This sort of
laser looks more like a laboratory device. It is not a high average power device. It's
looking at physics issues. So that's at the other end of the development scale. So to very
quickly end up my points, I want say that maturity is a complicated issue - it's one in
which we encourage an informed public debate and it is not one that one can very quickly
summarize. Thank you.

Prof. Sproull:

Thank you very much. We are very pleased and fortunate to have Joseph Miller from TRW
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here.

Dr. Miller:

Hi. Without arguing exactly what maturity means, in my opinion, the high energy laser
technology is far more mature at this point and time than is generally perceived by the
general public or even the technical community at large. In my opinion, we're building on a
base of experience that's over twenty years old at this point and time. The first very high
power lasers really came on line in the 1960's, those were the carbon dioxide gas dynamic
lasers and electrical lasers. And although we're not working with that kind of laser now,
we have used a great deal of the experience based on what was developed at that point and
time.

Those lasers taught us how to build combusters and diffusers, fluid systems. The firit
cool high-power mirrors were developed on those lasers and are essentially the same as those
in use today. The optical resonator configurations which would give us good saturations,
good extraction efficiency, good mode control and high beam quality were developed on those
lasers and are essentially very similar to what we are using today. Also, the alignment
systems, the isolation of gas from optical systems, the development of computer models of
wave optics phenomenology that are required in the high-power lasers -nd the diagnostics
associated with high-power lasers were developed in the 1960's.

So, quite a legacy was established in the late 60's and early 70's that was borrowed
directly as we entered the development of chemical lasers. The chemical lasers have gone
essentially from 100KW scale lasers to megawatt scale lasers during the 1970's. The first
large chemical laser came on line in 1973 and by 1980 we were operating with megawatt scale
lasers, and these high power lasers have extensive test experience.

We have studied the propagation of the beams, the retention of beam quality, the
acquisition of tracking and alignment of the beams on targets, the effects on those targets,
and, of course, the technologies of the lasers have advanced. Higher power densities,
higher efficiencies, more practical reactants, more practical hardwares systems have been
developed . By the 80's, we are now operating reliably and consistently, at MW power
levels, we are addressing light weight high efficiency space laser configurations, adaptive
optics and techniques to provide very fine beam quality. And high powers, are coming on
line and being applied to high power lasers themselves. The lamp mirror that Jack showed
you is a very large optic whose figure is controlled to a very small fraction of the
wavelength of the light that we have to operate within an adaptive optic sense. The
wavefront sensing and actuation of those surfaces of the Alpha laser which will be coming on
line in a few months is a embodiment of a very high power, high efficiency space laser
configuration.

The work that we're doing in the 1980's, is literally a third generation of these
devices and, in my opinion, our high power excimer lasers and the high power free electron
lasers that will be coming next, will build on, and are building on that experience base as
well as their own experience in high voltage, high power systems and in very large
accelerators. In addition, there are some advanced technologies coming on which have been
the subject of a good part of this meeting involving non-linear optical processes,
stimulated Raman scattering, stimulated Brillouin scattering and the phase conjugation
properties associated with them. The background in hardware and the expertise in high power
lasers are not only issues of physics, they are issues of engineering. We have for these
high power lasers engineering design criteria fabrication techniques .... Jack showed early
today the diamond turning machines and some of the optical components and I discussed some
of that yesterday... the assembly procedures. We moved out of the physics world and into
the engineering world.

The extrapolations of what is required for near term strategic defense initiative
applications are: The laser power has to go up by another factor something less than a
factor of ten, the projecting optics have to get larger, a few times larger, ... the point
is that the work, that we have done to this point in time and with these experiments that
are coming in line, literally established the engineering design criteria for those systems.
It is misleading, my opinion, to characterize what's required as a very large leap, factors
of tens in laser powers and factors of tens in optics, and lets square that because the
brightness goes up with the square, and so we're only a hundredth or thousandth of the way
there. That really is a very misleading way to characterize the state of technology at this
time. We really are able to design the near terms systems in many respects right now. In
addition, as we look at this growth to the robust systems of the future, we really have to
look at some of the advanced technologies. In particular, these non linear optics and phase
conjugation technologies are very important because the physics within the last year or two
have been established to really show that you can use these technologies to go to very much
higher powers, very much larger projecting optic systems by synthesizing modules and by
doing it in a way that's inexpensive and reliable.
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The phase conjugation technologies let you build this high power hardware at much more
comfortable engineering tolerances. It lets you build things faster and make them a lot
less expensive. They eliminate a lot of high precision equipment involving stabilization
systems, wavefront sensing, deformable mirrors, and they lead to very practical systems.
So, in my opinion, people who paint the high energy laser technology as very risky, very
immature and extremely difficult, who are not really able to extend to the SDI mission and
who have good technical backgrounds, are actually performing a serious disservice to the
community at large. Thank you.

Prof. Sproull:

Thank you very much. Next is Dr. Briggs from Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory.

Dr. Briggs:

I think one of the first things that came over me was that somehow I had a feeling of
unease about this word maturity and the chairman oi this session in fact even spoke a little
bit about that at the outset. And so I grab my dictionary and start looking at what
maturity means and, of course, one of the first definitions that you have is the attainment
of a final and desired state. I think that's what most of us sort of sense we have in mind
as far as the title of this session is concerned. How close are we to that final state?
But of course, not surprisingly, there are other definitions in the dictionary. And one of
them is reaching a set limit of time.

You all have savings bonds and you know that maturity sometimes is ten years and you've
done it. And those who have children know that by the time they get to eighteen years old
they're called mature. Sometimes they are and sometimes they aren't. So really, we have to
be a little careful and I guess, after reading the dictionary, that sort of left me
understanding why I had a little unease. Hanging around long enough is not the real
criteria for maturity. The real question that we're addressing, of course is,"What are the
chances that a given technology can meet the requirements?" and "How long will it take to
develop, how much money of course will it take to develop?". That's the real question. That
one isn't simple either. The real requirements in general terms: I think the APS study came
out with a reasonable guideline there as far as laser devices and laser systems are
concerned. How long is always a question of how hard you work.

So I always have a great deal of difficulty with that because I think there are too many
examples in this country that are often quoted, that once we make up our mind we want to do
something and in general have more than a vague notion of how to go about it, we can do it
in an amazingly short period of time. So it is often a question of the national priority,
whether the objective is viewed as sound enough. And I think that the debate over SDI in
large part revolves around that in my opinion, which is the political question. Do we want
to do this badly enough? I think time scales can often be heavily influenced by how hard
you work at it. So those are a few sort of broader comments. I'm now going to get narrow
just to be specific as far as the technical audience here is concerned and talk a little bit
about the FEL amplifier which is about the only laser I know a whole lot about. I'm
actually a refugee from plasma physics and accelerator physics. I don't get to too many
laser conferences.

The basic point that I would like to make in talking about this example is that you have
to understand the development of the technology that you're trying to develop well enough,
and what that developmcnt plan is before you know how close you are to developing it. It
may sound like an obvious statement, but let me take this particular example and talk a
little bit about it. It has been talked about here at the conference in enough depth so you
can hopefully get some piece of the message as to where we are in the development plan. We
need laser requirements - I'm thinking here of ground base lasers considerably in excess of
ten megawatts, fairly short wave lengths and fairly good beam quality of course. In the
opinion of those of us who have been working on this technology, we feel we have a very good
chance of meeting these requirements.

The FEL correctly has been viewed as a potential breakthrough in technology on very
fundamental grounds - its not a question of sort of the latest idea that's slightly better
because of some details here and there. It's a totally different kind of way to go at it.
It involves radiation from electrons in vacuum. You don't have a laser media except the
electron beam itself of course. Lo in awful lot of the problems that limit power density,
the problems that basically limit power density in real lasers, are absent here.

You can have very high gains as in klystrons, which have 70-80 db gain in the microwave
regime, and people often say that FEL is an extension of sort of microwave kind of
technology into the visible spectrum, which I think is a rretty accurate description. And
you can get very high conversion efficiencies, of course that's for SDI. I guess that
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What I'd like to explain to you is laser propulsion, how it is supposed to work, fnd se of
the very earliest results of a program (that is being conducted under Jack, my next door
neighbor nere) which has just started to examine the feasibility of laser propulsion. Th,.n
I will give you some estimates. Of course, estimates come a dime a dozen. I will give you
some estimates of why I think there's a chance that it really can compete with other wayu of
launching stuff into orbit.

I can exhibit to you an example of laser propulsion very easily and the first view gra[.h
shows something being propelled by a laser. It's a (lust particle and you hit it with a
strong pulsed laser and you notice two things, both of which are important. One, the
particle is propelled away from the laser, but not only that, the propulsion occurs at
various angles. It is not along the laser bear but it angies to the laser beam. Now, this
is most of the fundamental physics, so the rest is down hill. Of course, the mechanism of
this propulsion is very simple. You evaporate stuff from a dust particle. This produces a
jet and that propels. Of course, the velocities that you can achieve in this way are much
larger than can be achieved with chemical rocketry. As you know, the kinds of pressures
that are produced are not just enough to bust this dust particle. The kin-ds of pressures
that can be produced in this way are the largest pressures that we know how to produce,
hundreds of billions of atmospheres. In laser fusion experiments they get up to those kinCs
of pressures. So you can produce the forces, etc. There is no question about the Newtonian
kinds of physics in this business.

The next viewgraph shows the energy to orbit, and the orbital velocities - G times the
radius of the earth square root of that, and so that cooaes out to 4 kilowatt hours per
pound. As you'll see, this process has no prayer of approaching a hundred percent
efficiency. As a matter of fact, what we're shooting for in this feasibility program will
amount to about 2 percent efficiency. S.) that, instead of a four kilowatt hours, it's two
hundred kilowatt hours per pound. That still isn't a lot in cost. Now, let me next show
you how. When you do something like this, there's a tendency to add bells and whistles. I
want to say I favor an extreme attempt, which Freeman Dyson has referred to as dogmat ic, to
keep it simple. And that's this four P principle, we don't have aboard except the payload
propellant which will evaporate and photons, nothing else. Now, I don't believe we will
maintain that orthodoxy all the way to getting stuff in orbit, but we'll try. The next
slide shows how you go about getting propulsion from a laser pulse.

A is a metering pulse which evaporates propellant P for half a microsecond or so. You
then allow the gas to expand until it reacnes the density that you want. Then, you follow
that with a strong pulse, sufficient to ignite a laser supportive detonation wave, which
will heat the gas typically to temperatures on the order of ten thousand Kelvin. Notice
that these are above chemical temperatures, so you can get specific impulses which are much
higher than you can get out of chemical rockets. Then, the plasma absorbs the beam by a
process, an ancient process known as inverse Bremsstrahlunq, and creates a laser supported
detonation wave which is the main heating element. That is followed by the gas expanding
over a period of microseconds, three to ten microseconds typically. Then, the exhaust
dissipates and we repeat this about a hundred times a second. Now, may I have the next one
Charlie? This shows a vehicle which so far does not violate the four P principle.

It starts out consistent of propellant and payload and the propellant is - you can think
of ice. Ice is a pretty good propellant. We will want to add two kinds of things to it.
You need more structural strength than ice has unless it's very cold and you need easily
ionizable materials, so that you can produce laser supported detonation waves at low
temperatures. Or you need this beautiful invention that Dennis Reilly made, where you imbed
in the propellant, tiny antennas, which will ignite the laser supported detonation wave.
That is a beautiful thing which apparently works very well. Notice that you can get thrust
at an angle to the direction which you need to get angular momentum about the laser. And
That was exhibited in the dust particle experiment. In this design, you need sixty deurees,
which is a large angle. But then you can get the following trajectory, which is shown in
the next slide. You don't need this sixty degrees, which I don't quite like, if you use a
sphere and you make the trajectory a little trickier. That is shown in the next Viewgraph.

What we do here, is, we use a sphere. The size of the sphere is proportional to the
mass left and it goes up to nine hundred kilometers and out into orbit. Unfortunately, I
don't have the time to do more than just one thing. To say, if you analyze this process,
presuming that we will be successful in getting about 40 percent of the laser energy
intr thrust, then this process can become very competitive with rockets, as Ion- as you use
the system more than about three percent of the time. Its costs will go down below that of
rockets. And its launching capabilities are very large, enought that a ten Megawatt laser
is capable of doing about 35 shuttle launches very year, in mass, into orbit. I think that
would have an impact on SDI architecture and that impact is still fully to be assessed.
Thank you.

Prof. Sproull:
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We turn next to Kumar Patel, who, as all of you know, is a distinguished contributor to
laser physics and technology. I think one of the reasons he is here today is, also, he was
the Co-Chairman of the APS study on directed energy weapons.

Dr. Patel:

Thank you. I would like to very briefly discuss some of the aspects of the APS report
as they deal with only the laser technology. One of the things that I think I should point
out and I think it has been lost in translation many times is that the report has already
been published in "Reviews of Modern Physics" and anybody who cares to read it, will find
out that the report in no place says something will not work, that in no place it says that
SDI should not be followed. What it really says is that if directed energy weapons are
going to be useful in strategic defense, there are certain requirements and those
requirements are laid out and then those are compared with where various technologies stand.
We should also remember that SDI means different things to different people -shooting down
an enemy satellite is in fact a part of SDI but it is a very small part of it. The
requirement of power or technical expertise is considerably less than going after a boost
phase defense. What the APS report does, is it plots out a scenario where directed energy
weapons are, in fact, significant contributors to an overall defense of the type that was
initially envisioned as the SDI to be, not a partial defense, but a total defense.

If you back off from that requirement, you can come up with a host of low requirements
and, hence, a low amount of improvements, which may be necessary. But that is getting lost
in the noise, where o'tpn the requirements are changed and arguments are made that what the
report is saying is wr g. What I intend to do is very briefly review. Most of you,
probably, have seen or heard about this report many times, so I am not going to bore you
with the gory details. But what this report does, is describe the physics, science, and
engineering of various laser and other directed energy weapons technologies which include
particle beams. For the purposes of the present discussion, I will talk only about lasers,
beam control, and delivery. Also, I will talk something sbout the beam materials
interaction because that tells us how much energy is needed for destroying an object and,
perhaps, I will say something about acquisition tracking, only because it is a very integral
part of SDI. Lasers and other directed energy weapons have a very important role to play in
the acquisition tracking and discrimination.

This rather busy slide tells us where various technologies are important - I talk about
boost phase and mid course in terms of the flight of a missile and the re-entry vehicles.
The various issues are detection, acquisition, tracking, discrimination and destruction.
One of the things you'll find out is that laser technology plays an important role in almost
all phases of SDI. The only place where it does not play any significant role is in
detection of a launch, probably because the amount of energy that is given out by a chemical
rocket is so large, that, it can be detected without any help from anything else. But the
key point is that lasers have an important role to play in almost all phases of strategic
defense. Now, lets look at the question of what lasers do Lhat deliver lethal energies at
thousands of kilometers at about the velocity of light.

For kill applications, the high value targets are the boosters and the post booster
vehicles, because, for the destruction of one of these, it gives you roughly ten to one
advantage in terms of the targets you have killed. Of course, for the re-entry vehicles and
in the mid-course, the kill application is very important. In the mid-course, the
interactive discrimination and the interactive radar play a very important role. Here
lasers of various types can have a significant role. Now, what is needed - the top part that
you don't see. What it says is that for the boost phase application, you need sufficient
power or energy to kill the ballistic missiles or kill the post-boost vehicle. You need
sufficient beam quality pointing accuracy and agility to deliver lethal power over long
distances in the engagement time.

The present engagement time is in the order of ten minutes, which can be shortened and
will be shortened, as one faces the responsive threat, but I will not get into that. For
lasers, you need opvical systems for transmitting beams from a source to the target, the
various kinds of -:1escopes or what have you. Of course, you need accurate detection and
location of the booster and plume. I'll say a word or two about that because some sort of
interactive radar, whether it is laser or microwave, will play an important role. In the
mid course you need power to kill and you need sufficient retargeting and the ability to be
able to address various targets. Also, you need a mechanism for discriminating between the
reentry vehicles and the decoys. Now, the various types of lasers are chemical lasers,
excimer lasers, free-electron lasers and x-ray lasers - I'm not going to say anything about
the details of these lasers - you heard something about that in the earlier talks - what I'm
only going to point out here is that the American Physical Society did Jr, fact look at
various lasers - looked at their physics, science, and engineering and came to some
conclusions about where the various technologies stand.
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Before I go to that, let me just point out that a laser destroys a target by either
melting, using CW lasers or impulse loading with pulse lasers of the type that Dr.
Kantrowitz just mentioned, which create tremendous pressures by surface ablation. That is
one way of destroying a target. Thý amount of energy you need for destroying a target: for
a soft target you need about lKJ/CM , typical booster ten I0KJ, hardened targets under 108's
KJ in approximate numbers for just looking at what we are going to be doing. Starting from
that, you can, assuming that you have a diffraction limited beam for a given mirror size and
a given distance in terms of range, figure out how much power will have to be delivered to
the target for killing the target. This is for 2.8 microns assuming no losses anywhere.
One of the things that you see, is making the mirror larger does, in fact, reduce the amount
of energy that is needed.

One can make mirrors arbitrarily or unreasonably large to reduce the requirements on the
laser. If you're a ground based laser, such as the excimer laser or the free electron
laser, you still need optics in space. As was mentioned earlier, you need two sets of
optics: one is a relay mirror and the second is a mission mirror as shown there. You have
the uplink and the downlink. The uplink has not necessarily a problem but a complication
that arises from wave front destruction as the light propagates through the atmosphere. On
the downlink, you can have a potential problem of SRS if you try to reach targets too far in
the atmosphere. Some of these issues are listed here for chemical lasers. The issues are
space based, and large optics because of long wavelengths. Free electron lasers and excimer
lasers are ground based, but you need space optics multiple ground sites and so on.

These are some of the issues that are to be addressed. Just talking about the power of
the laser is not enough. Many other things have to be addressed and they are not
necessarily sequential issues, but issues that have to be addressed. Nobody ever multiplies
diificulties in each of these issues and says everything becomes ten times difficult. The
point is that each one of the technologies has its own problems. On this slide, I list, in
a rough order of magnitude, how much improvement is necessary for various lasers to be able
to do the kind of job that is required in SDI and the order of magnitude improvement goes
from one to many, depending upon which specific technique you talk about. There are
supporting technologies, phase correction, multiple aperature telescopes, aberration
corrections, and so on.

One of the things you'll notice, is that mirror coatings have reached a point where we
have the kind of mirrors that you need for handling the very large powers that will be
required. Cetting away from lasers and talking something about supporting technologies, one
of things you need regardless of what you use for destroying a target - you've got to find
the target - you've got to track the missile - you've got to have precision tracking and in
the mid-course you need some sort of interactive discrimination. As far as detecting the
launch, it's fairly easy. The plume emission is very large, I mentioned, very bright, and
to miss is impossible. The problem is not so much that you can identify a launch, the
question is how you find the target in a plume. The plume tends have to be enormously large
compared to the target that you are trying to find and, what you need there, is some sort of
interactive discrimination, using lasers or some other technique. I will just give you a
couple of insights from a recent DSB Task Force report.

These conclusions are also found in the APS report. It says precision tracking is
uncertain at the present time, implying that a substantial amount of work has to be done.
The same is true about discrimination. There are serious questions about discrimination
between the RV and anything other than the most simplest kinds of decoys.

Finally, we talk about survivdbility. The DSB task force talked about the space based
kinetic energy vehicles and the APS report talks about other space based systems. One of
the key points is that these are, in fact, very vulnerable to attack from ground based
lasers during the peacetime and I think that is something that one has to worry about. What
I've given you here is a very brief outline of what the report says - again, I repeat, it
doesn't say something will or will not work - it does not say why SDI should or should not
be pursued - what it says, in as an objective way, as possible, is that there are a number
of issues which need to be addressed and whether we address them or not, is going to be
determined by our desire to get to a defense that we need. Thank you very much.

Prof. Sproull:

Thank you Dr. Patel. Dr. Seka works at the University of Rochester on laser fusion on
the interactions between intense pulses of laser ligiht and plasmas.

Dr. Seka:

Thank you very much. I suppose I'm somewhat of an outsider, being from laser fusion,
and not being involved in any direct SDI projects at all. As such I represent, perhaps,
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more the university point of view than anybody else. I would like to talk a little bit
about some aspects of the SDI program, as I see it. Then on some of the more technical
problems that I see, and, finally, address some of the problems that are outside purely
technical ones. Most of the technical problems have already been addressed both here and
during the last several days. The essential part, of course, is that lasers in various
synchronizations are going to play an important role in any kind of SDI program, beginning
in a boost phase, post-boost phase and mid course phase. There are lidars, laser radars,
directed energy weapons and some other things that I feel are important.

To start, although I'm not a particular fan or enthusiast of SDI, I certainly am not an
opponent to doing relevant research. But having listened the last two and a half days to
SDI talks, I was struck by the incredible optimism of the progress that was relayed to this
audience. Yesterday gave me the impression that there wasn't much left beyond development
of deployment decisions. This morning, fortunately, some of this was mitigated a little
bit. Coming from the laser fusion, as I do, whenever you hear the drums of success roll
real loudly, you have a good measure of skepticism. You ask yourself an immediate question.
What is happening in Washington? Is it perhaps budget time or something like it? So I would
like to ignore some of this euphoria about the success and start from an outsider's
viewpoint of the way I see SDI and the great problems involved in it. First and foremost,
how are you going to track targets of meter dimensions over thousands of kilometers
distance, which relates to a better than .01 microradiant tracking accuracy - typically 30
nanoradians?

Now, that is a very tall order for anybody who works in a laboratory with a rather
advanced laser, where ten times that kind of precision is somewhat difficult to come by.
Of course, one has to discriminate between decoys and targets. In reading the APS report
rather carefully, I noticed that there wasn't an awful lot said about it. So I proceeded to
just look at what you do with a laser to detect the kind of motions that you could impart on
a decoy with another somewhat more powerful laser. In the APS report that is given as a
typical number of ten centimeters per second change in velocity. Now, if you were to just
use a simple interferometer for heterodyne detection, you could certainly do that with a
laser, but you would have to have a band width well below a megahertz band over millisecond
periods of time. Those are certainly, again, very tall orders because you still need
kilowatt powers and, as Kumar just told me, you also would need thousands of platforms in
order to do this job. So, that is pretty much ruled out.

So you wonder. How do you do it? Since it is obviously not in the open literature, the
various problems associated with atmospheric propagation of the laser beam have been
discussed a number of times already, and it sounds like turbulence is reasonably in hand. I
don't think thermal blooming is nearly as clear. I'd like to point out somewhat later that
there may be some problems when you have real beams, high power beams, that are actually
aberration corrected in the far field. I was extremely impressed with the report of mirror
phasing using phase conjugation actually inside the laser, on the ground. Now that looks
like a very good way of doing it and I think that will work very well for the ground based
mirrors. I'm wondering whether anything like that can actually be applied to the mirrors up
in space the first relay mirror being typically in a geo-stationary orbit at 40,000
kilometers, which is less than a half a second time of flight for photons. I don't know
whether any phase conjugation technique is going to work for that.

Now, I'd like to go from the sublime of the expectations of SDI lasers and SDI optics to
the ridiculous. Namely, what you have in a large laser facility as we have at our
university, i.e, a multi-kilojoule multi-terawatt facility in the infrared, as well, as the
ultraviolet. If you show the first viewgraph you can see what this looks like. It is not a
very small facility. It is used for laser fusion experiments and this is it. You're
looking at the output during an actual shot where we convert the infrared in the nonlinear
crystals to the ultraviolet with high efficiency and then illuminate our targets, evaporate
them and use the rocket motion, that we talked earlier,to actually compress them. Now, what
are some of the problems that we encounter? This laser is not a stand-alone laser. It
requires careful attention at all times. It is not a hands off laser. It has a lot of
maintenance time and maintenance cost involved in keeping this laser going, but it does
operate several times a week, as often as we can, with the limited manpower we have.

The performance characteristics of this laser are not really bad and in the next picture
you can see what a typical beam actually looks like. What you do see here actually is a
phase front diagnostic of it where we have done interferometry on the laser beam. We have
imposed high frequency background field fringes, we have gotten into the Fourier transform
plane and cut off the side lobes of the Fourier transform plane - this is shown in the lower
left - while the two side lobes contain all the information about the phase. If you
separate one of those side lobes, and transform it back, you obtain a phase front -a
detailed phase front with an accuracy of about lambda over fifty and that can still be
improved. What you see is that we have a laser beam with a fairly good phase front of
maximum distortion of one wave in infrared but corresponding to a roughly two to three times
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the diffraction limited spot. Now you go into the ultraviolet as we do and that immediately
transforms into 6 to 9 times the diffraction limit. Then you're ir great trouble.

As you can see in the next image on the left side there's actually a calculated image
using the phase information that you just saw in an actual near field distribution which is
extremely uniform and you see a fairly benign looking far field in the infrared. In the
ultraviolet it is totally broken up. Now that is not actually a far field, it is an
intermediate field, this is where we typically use the laser on target. Put this is a
realistic thing that may actually be obtained in the lower atmosphere when you make phase
front corrections for turbulence. In the near field, the lower atmosphere you will have
very high intensity perturbations and you may find yourself with intensities that may go
beyond Raman limits or may be very difficult to deal with thermal blooming. Now putting
these together, I am quite convinced given the progress that has been reported as such that
the basic requirements for SDI laser and optics will probably be met before too long. I
have no doubt about that.

But when you look at this in the context of the actual numbers required, namely, many
tens of laser stations, three times as many ground telescopes and all of them working for
extended periods of time in a coalescent mode and then all of the sudden being readied for
working in full operation. It is extremely difficult for me to see how that can work. Now,
from the viewpoint of somebody who does not work in the SDI office or with any SDI projects
it seems like the reports in the press indicate a rather strong stress on near-term goals
for SDI, which certainly has a lot of prestige in the public, and for political purposes.
As a cynic, I would say that maximizes the political and corporate profits but perhaps has
some problems. One of the problems that I see is that it maximizes the effort in the
industrial sector and somewhat minimizes the effort in the university sector which, after
all, is tasked with producing the necessary future generations of scientists, and that is a
real concern. We do have to have enough people who do get their degrees and will be able to
produce effectively early next century.

Finally, another concern which, again, is somewhat off is that if we did succeed in the
near term through some kind of crash program in putting a moderately effective shield into
the sky will it be there to protect the viable economy and a worthwhile standard of living?
That is a real concern. Thank you.

Prof. Sproull:

Thank you very much. The next speaker obviously needs no introduction but I might point
out that I think it was William Sears or Arthur Kantrowitz who many years ago said that you
didn't have to speculate on whether the martians had landed on earth or not - of course they
had landed and the proof was that an outrageously competent group of people all emanated
from Hungary at about the same time - von Karman, Von Neumann, Wigner and Edward Teller
among others. My pleasure to introduce Dr. Teller...

Dr. Teller:

Thank you for your kind words. Actually when von Karman leaked the secret information
about Mars, he added that the most important member of the group was Zsa Zsa
Gabor.(Laughter).

I am very happy to be here. Right now I did not come all the way from mars, but from
another very strange place, Washington, D.C. Yesterday, the treaty on Intermediate-Range
Nuclear Force (INF) was signed. Verification raises a difficult question concerning any
treaty, between an open society and a closed society. Therefore, such treaties are of
necessity unequal. But the treaty that was just signed would eliminate 400 missiles
carrying 1,200 separate atomic explosives. There is a reasonably good chance that most of
them will be eliminated. Such a treaty, even if it is not perfect, can still be very
useful.

The situation with the Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI) is similar. It is wrong to
postulate that SDI won't work unless it works completely. It is wrong to postulate that
arms reduction won't work unless it work completely. Arms reduction together with SDI has
an incomparably better chance because the danger due to incomplete verification is
decreased. Similarly, SDI together with arms reduction will be easier because the expected
attack will be on a smaller scale.

A second introductory point I would like to make is about secrecy. We know that the
Soviets have not only gone ahead with SDI, as Gorbachev has now stated; but we also know
that they have vastly outspent us on lasers. We know that they are deploying laser
installations. Unfortunately, we do not publish what we know. We, in turn, have made a
great deal of progress in X-ray lasers. We also have remarkable results in laser fusion
(not connected with SDI). Unfortunately, these results are secret and I cannot report on
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them to you.

We should all work together in demanding openness in long-term scientific research.
Secrecy in science does not work. Withholding information does more damage to us than to our
competitors. Even in technical matters applied to defense, secrecy is of limited value; in
many cases, it merely forces our opponents to spend a little more effort on espionage. We
should try to bring about a more realistic and a more liberal policy on secrecy.

In discussing the use of lasers in defense and cooperation within the scientific
community, I must mention the thorough study of the American Physical Society. One can be
pessimistic about the use of lasers in SDI, but I am much more optimistic than the APS study
appears to be. This is no reason for me to object to the study. It would have been,
however, highly welcome if the study had contained more positive suggestions. Doubts in
success would be far more welcome if they should be accompanied by novel ideas from the
intelligent participants.

I want to start my objective discussion with the statement that lasers can do anything;
therefore, they can also be used for SDI.

We now have a fresh competitor: High Temperature Superconductors. These also can do
anything; therefore, I claim that lasers and high temperature superconductivity can
accomplish everything,(Laughter) ... hopefully including applications to SDI. I would now
like to describe to you a simple experiment using a novel superconductor which also involves
lasers.

One of my friends, Dick More, and I have written a paper which is available for your
inspection. Its title is "On the Chemistry of Superconductivity." We assume the main
arguments of the Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer (ECS) theory to be correct. But the distances
over which the relevant interactions extend are shorter and the energies greater than in the
BCS theory. We first consider the ceramic material studied in Zurich -- lanthanum-copper-
oxide. A Perovskite (CuO 2 ) layer is sandwiched between two neighboring monoxide LaO layers.
A relatively small number of electrons are responsible for the superconductivity. These
electrons have orbits which are superpositions of Bloch wavefuntions with a high probability
amplitude in the two monoxide layers and a small probability amplitude in the intervening
Perovskite layer. The quasi-momentum values, or k-values, in one superposition must be the
same. Only low k-values will be occupied. The appropriate wave functions for these
electrons have relatively low probability amplitudes in the Perovskite planes, but high
probability amplitudes in the two monoxide planes. (At a later stage, all electron wave
functions in these triple sandwiches have to be superposed.)

In the Perovskite planes, the electrons are near the top of the energy band and behave
like positrons, but in the monoxide planes, they are near the bottom of the energy band and
behave like holes or electrons. Hybridization of the wavefunctions in the neighboring
layers is found to reduce the group velocity of the carriers, and this increases the
strength of the interaction between the electrons and the slow-moving oxygen ions. This
interaction leads to electron pairing at practically all temperatures and to ordering of the
pairs below the transition temperature (Tc ).

In Texas, a ceramic with a much higher transition temperature was found:
yttrium-barium-copper-oxygen. In this compound, electrons in a single monoxide layer (CuO)
interact with two Perovskite layers (CuO 2 ). In this case, the interacting layers are second
neighbors, with barium oxide layers intervening. Otherwise, the situation is similar. The
probability amplitudes are high in the monoxide layer and low in the Perovskite layers. And
the motion is similar to that of electrons in the monoxide layer but similar to positrons in
the Perovskite layers. The velocities are high in the Perovskite layers and low in the
monoxide layer. The cancellation of velocities between the two types of layers may well he
more complete in this more corplex compound giving rise to an even higher value of the
transition temperature (Tc ).

I imagine that there may be a special kind of interaction in this complex yttrium
compound that could give rise to peculiar optical phenomena. A vibration of oxygen ions of
the barium oxide layer perpendicular to the x-y planes should change the coupling between
the Perovskite and monoxide layers and thereby may have a sensitive influence on the group
velocities. The maximum effect would be obtained if oxygens from the barium oxide layer
approach the copper monoxide layer in a symmetric fashion and if they also recede frorm it
symmetrically. This will change the mix in the hybridized superposition for the monoxide
and Perovskite layers. For a given k-value, the group velocity of the electrons will
change. If we consider a current carrying state in the x-y layer, the momentum values in
the x-y layer will not change but the current will change as the oxygen ions vibrate. Thus,
the current will be modulated and will radiate. At the same time, the current will have an
effect on the position of the oxygen ions.
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2
The Hamiltonian has a term proportional to the square of the current 1 divided by the

effective mass of the electrons. If a change of the oxygen positions influences the mix of
the wavefunctions in the neighboring layers, the group velocity and the effective mass will
change as well2 The result is a change in the equilibrium position of the oxygen ions
depending on I . Indeed it is even possible to obtain a current in the lowest energy state
as postulated by Bloch many decades ago, though this current-carrying state will have equal
energy values for opposite directions of the current.

One proposed experiment would be to excite the oxygen vibration with the help of two
laser beams with a frequency difference equal to the frequency of the oxygen vibration. The
coupling is the same as in the Raman effect. The result will be that the two original laser
beams will give rise to an infrared radiation whose frequency is the difference of the laser
frequencies. The polarization will be parallel to the current and the intensity
proportional to the square of the current. A similar experiment would use the yttrium
compound in a magnetic field. Due to the Meissner effect, there will be electric currents
on the surface of the superconducting particles. Excitation of the copper vibrdtions will
cause the emission of radiation. In order to enhance the effect, small particles or thin
superconducting layers should be used.

The experiments proposed here are, of course, based on a string of hypotheses. A
positive result would provide a remarkable insight into the mechanism of high temperature
superconductivity. The results may be important in optics and may even have interesting
practical consequences including applications to SDI.

Prof. Sproull:

Thank you. Before opening up the session to all of us in the room to questions or
comments, I'd like to give priority to the members of the table first. Could I call for
that please? Anyone wish to take advantage of the opportunity?

Dr. Hammond:

I might quickly go through the points to indicate some of the work that is ongoing, to
address the issues raised by Dr. Seka. First of all, the issue of tracking to one meter
over a thousand kilometers is indeed the class of job which we have to do. I showed in my
presentation this morning, a system - I think Dr. Seka mentioned it - it's very hard to get
down to a few microradians in the laboratory, and having tried that, I understand. I showed
a device, called the rapid retargeting precision pointing system, which is, in fact, a
laboratory device mounted on one of the largest seismic masses in the U.S., which seeks to
get at the accuracies necessary. I also pointed out this morning to a space experiment, the
star lab experiment.

We have gone to space to get very long distances to show precision pointing. I can't
discuss the exact ranges which we achieved, but I do point out that the skylight beam
director and the ALL beam director were generically few microradian class types of devices -
maybe somewhat greater again, I can't discuss exact numbers - but we are addressing those
sorts of precisions. With the discrimination of targets, it was pointed out that realizing
velocity changes of ten centimeters per second was difficult. I certainly agree with that
and it does impose very severe band width constraints on radars. I personally favor larger
delta V's if you want to do discrimination in that manner. Unfortunately, I tend to be
somewhat of an advocate of my old office of kinetic energy for those types of
applications. There are ways of looking at ten centimeters per second, there are also ways
of perhaps producing higher delta V's. With the turbulence issue - I'm glad you conceded
that turbulence correction, linear corrections, are easy - we still have a ways to go there.

The thermal blooming issue and the interaction with turbulence is, in fact, one of the
key issues that we're looking at right now. We are looking at it computationally and we are
looking very hard, for ways to quickly resolve the issue of thermal blooming instabilities.
I will point out that we see some instabilities that tend very quickly to go to the same
scale size as the mesh that you happen to be working on, so we have to sort out a few things
in that area, and I understand that is an issue. With regard to mirrors in space - the
issue of how one phases or controls the figure on mirrors in space - we are looking at
techniques such as grazing incidence interfrerometry for phasing such mirrors as well as
lasers in the general vicinity, for using some of the non linear techniques that we talked
about. I think that the last issue was basically the question of how does one produce
lasers with very good beam qualities. I think several papers here have dealt with issues
such as Raman beam clean up methods and other non linear techniques for cleaning up beam
quality, which are being addressed.

Finally, I would point out, with respect to his comment regarding industry versus
university and near versus far term, that those are the tough trades that one has to make in
the SDI business. However, I do point out that a number of the presentations in this
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conference of very innovative techniques funded by SDIO, did come from the university
environment.

Prof. Sproull:

Thank you. Any other comments from the table?

Lets then open it up for the floor. I'd like to ask you two things. One is, if you
have a question, try to state it as loud as you can but try to address one member at the
table and then, I'll ask that member at the table to rephrase the question because you do
not have microphones out there and the tape recording may not be able to hear you. If you
can't identify a particular member of the table, just ask your question anyway, and I will
try to do my best. I will warn you in advance that it's a low pass filter and it might not
come through very well. If you have a comment, all I can suggest, is that you just speak up
because we won't be able to translate that. So, with those introductory suggestions, we're
open for discussion from the floor.

QUESTION:

Note: This question was related to laser propulsion and why solar energy appears to be
ignored in the SDI program.

Dr. Kantrowitz:

I find the question a little confusing because, while laser propulsion was first
suggested at about the time of the energy embargo, that is simply a coincidence and they had
nothing to do with each other.

Prof. Sproull:

But could you address the second part of the question, which was solar energy?

Dr. Kantrowitz:

I could give you an example of where it might be useful. If you make a very light
decoy, such as is frequently proposed, it is worth noticing that even the pressure exerted
by sunlight, which is very small, is enough to produce a measurable change in the ephemeris
of a very light decoy. That is a conceivable method of discrimination, but it is, perhaps,
superceded by other more positive ways.

Dr. Teller:

For missiles or for satellites?

Dr. Kantrowitz:

Even for decoys that just come along with an RV, solar pressure makes a difference of
meters in the trajectory of a very light decoy, so that is a conceivable discrimination.
This type of issue is not alone in a number of adventurous directions, which we now ignore
at very great peril.

Dr. Lax:

A very important part of the SDI effort is in laser radars, and yet the APS report did
not address that question. Would you comment?

Dr. Patel:

We do talk about laser radars in our report, in terms of what they are capable of doing,
where they are needed, and the requirements of lasers to be used for radars in terms of the
improvement that is required in the known or presently practiced laser technology. We don't
go into the same sort of great detail as we go through regarding physics of other lasers,
but we do, in fact, discuss this. In the talks, we don't talk about it because there are,
primarily, other kinds of things to talk about. I missed my turn earlier to comment on
other participants talks. I wish to apologize for not having spoken up at that time, but I
do want to respond to one comment Dr. Teller made regarding APS, as well as academics not
providing constructive suggestions.

I think that is just plain nonsense. The APS report is neither positive, neither
optimistic nor pessimistic. It is about as objective a report as can be made. In fact, if
one briefs through the report, we do point out possible directions in which potentials for
progress lie. In academia, I am not a university person, so I really do not have a speaker
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voice, but I will say that our skeptics, in fact, have made and will continue to make, very
important contributions to SDI and SDI related efforts. I think that's a charge, which is
not justified, that people in academia would not contribute to the SDI effort.

Dr. Teller:

I hope that whenever I write a report, and I hope not to write many, that it will be
most optimistic and pessimistic. Objective reports do not exist. I am asking, and I
continue to ask, fr more contributions, and I am trying to compare the present process with
something I have seen in the second World War, which at that time was very different. ;e
had our critics and we had our optimist, who believed that it was done when it was not done,
and we made our mistakes. I do not want particularly to criticize, but I do believe that
most of the suggestions on SDI came from relatively narrow sources in the last four years,
and I think that if I could be disproved in a very formal manner, particularly in the next
year, it would be a great advantage.

QUESTION:

Who are those narrow sources?

Dr. Teller:

The narrow sources have been some industrial laboratories and some government
laboratories. There has been, for instance, from the two weapons laboratories - Los Alamos
and Livermore - a really great effort. It was based on the Standford effort, originally on
the FEL, and that is obviously a great contribution, which I am happy to acknowledge. Let
me add, that in accelerator physics, there are now contributions from which a lot will
probably come out. I hope that will be a very thorough way to make my objections
irrelevant.

COMMENT:

I would like to agree with Dr. Teller in a negative way. That these people, these
narrow sources, were trained by skeptics at the universities.

Dr. Teller:

I am not against the university.

COMMENT:

I found the APS report to be the only reasonably credible thing on SDI. I thin% Dr.
Patel did a heroic effort, and to continue to hear these criticisms bothers me. I think it
was an outstanding effort and I applaud him for it. (Applause)

Dr. Patel:

Thank you for the small number of supporters we have.

QUESTION:

Well, I have a quesion which might get a bit nasty for Dr. Patel. (Laughter). Dr. Patel
stated here, and I think he also stated it to Physics Today, that the APS report nowhere
says that SDI won't work. Am I wrong with that?

Dr. Patel:

... That is correct.

QUESTION:

... Right, and yet a couple of weeks after the report was published, there were a number
of politicians on TV and all, except one, stated that the APS report concluded that SDI
won't work. Whaý do you think about those misrepresentations?

Dr. Patel:

... This is a free society and people are free to interpret things that they hear the way
they want. The things that make news are not facts..(Laughter)..things that make news are,
ho- facts are twisted to fit one persons or another persons political heart or some other
view. The alternative is not acceptable, namely not to make facts available. So, I neither
feel good nor bad about somebody using or misusing the report.
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I think, in a free society we have to exercise our own judgement in deciding whether
somebody has twisted something, twisted a given piece of information or not. I think that
in all our little ways, we try to correct the misinformation that spreads around. I have
been interpreted many times by newspapers, and I very clearly state that if you want to find
out more of what is in the report, read the report. Do not look at excerpts of what's in
there, because people will twist it the way they want it.

Dr. Miller:

I think it was a heroic effort. I think the details of the report are, in fact, a very
good source of information on how various technologies work, and wh, t the issues with them
are. I think the APS has earned a little bit of criticism itself within the APS, as an
institution, for two reasons: There ace conclusions within the report, which I find, are
not supported by the data in the report. The second reason is, when you start talking about
the time required to develop various technologies, there really isn't much meat in the
report that substantiates the time scale that is projected, and, that is subjective and
judgmental. The report says some things that are not supported in detail. I think, also,
that some of the press releases from the APS, which accompanied the report, do have a
negative bent to them, and are different to the details in the report itself. Finally, I
think that some confusion revolves around these points.

Dr. Patel:

Let me comment on the second aspect, which has to do with press releases. The study
group was not, and is not, responsible for press releases. The specific press release that
is being discussed has to do with the Council Resolution. The Council Resolution is the
only one that went beyond the contents of the report. I invite you to read the council
resolution in detail. I am getting very upset about people throwing the Council Resolution
in my face. If anybody has read the Council Resolution, and not too many people have - I
submit that less than one percent of the people have read what the Council Resolution said -
it repeated some of the conclusions of the report, and then, explicitly says, "The council
goes beyond what is said in the report and this is what it is." Now, that clearly defines a
demarcation line. I think that the study group is not responsible for what goes on there.

So, I think that the criticism is really not valid. I think that people are free to use
that as their needs or what have you. The question about time scale, is probably, the one
aspect that a lot of judgement went in. The study group did have 16 or 17 members. The
decade or so of the time scale that is required there, doesn't apply to any specific
technology, but time required to assess the use of directed energy weapons in a fll fledged
SDI applications. It is an evaluation which was supported unanimously, by 17 people from
both inside, as well as, outside of the SDI. It suddenly is not two years and it is not 50
years, which I think most people, if not all people, will agree. It argues that there is
still substantial body of work to be done and that better be done, before one jumps into it
with both feet.

Dr. gantrowitz:

Do you associate yourself with the position with the second part, that went beyond the
report? Or do you, as I believe Nicholas Bloembergen has done, disassociate yourself from
them?

Dr. Patel:

I believe there is a letter in "Physics Today", on record, with my name attached to it,
which says, "That the study group," I think that there are 15 signatures; we could not
reach two people who are in Europe - "which consists of 15 people, do in fact disassociate
themselves from the second half of the Council Resolution." The study group made no effort
to study those areas and we cannot make any more intelligent conclusions about that, than
anybody else.

Dr. Lax:

I just want to make one comment, since some of this touches the political aspects. The
decision to do SDI is a political one, and in a democracy, once a decision is made clear,
it's important for a good scientist to paticipate, to keep it honest; otherwise, it is not
going to work. As Dr. Teller said, many of us have worked in the military aspect of science
and kept it vibrant and dynamic, and I think, effective, by working in the system, as well,
as criticizing within the system, and by contributing.

Prof. Sproull:
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Everyone hear that? It's a comment, I guess, rather than a question.

Dr. Teller:

Another comment.. (Laughter) . I have tried, and then again tried, to be moderate in my
criticism of the APS report, and, also, moderate in whatever praise I have for the APS
report. There is no question that a number of people, a prime number of people, have
worked, and that's good. That they have agreed, I don't think that is terribly important.
To have various views would have been as useful, if they are new, if they're original and if
they are illuminating. I do not want to try to push for making it look better or making it
look worse... You worked diligently. You looked. You were given classified information,
which is very important, particularly because relatively few people have it. The main
reason I talk now, again, is to reiterate one of my requests and to direct it at the APS
and, very particularly, at the panel members.

One of our grave misfortunes is secrecy. I know that you have not been given all the
facts, but most probably what you have not been given, is not essential. I don't want to
have the illusion that in this complex system all secrets have been released

They should have been, and I don't think that they have been, and that is certainly,
most certainly, not your fault. But, I believe, having seen more than, much more than the
physics community has seen, you could now do a very great service to speak to the effort to
get everything that you have seen, out into the open. I think it is important for
understanding, important for further progress. I don't think that we're differing on that
and it is something that you could do.

Dr. Patel:

Just a small comment, not an exception, but a comment. I hope in Dr. Teller's remark,
there is none of the strident view that is often held, that is... "If you knew what I know
now, you wouldn't say what you're saying"... Dr. Teller, I think your suggestion about the
lack of usefulness of secrecy is well taken and I think that we should all work towards
reducing it as much as we can.

Dr. Teller:

My comment was that we have, and I think it is terrible, we have black projects which
even you have not been taught to. The point is, that I have been in some of these projects
and I find that one of the troubles is that so few people know about it -that true judgement
on it is impossible. And I think that we should all do something to get things out on the
table and on that, at least, we should fully agree.

Prof. Sproull:

I think that everyone in the room will agree on that. A lot of people working on black
projects don't even know what the black programs are all about. (Laughter)

QUESTIONS:

I notice quite a lack of mention of cost in the panel discussion, except for Dr.
Kantrowitz's discussion about a proposal that I didn't think was currently being considered.
I happened to be talking to someone during the break, who suggested that as long as it
doesn't defy any physical principles any of these ideas or concepts should be possible, if
you just put enough time or manpower toward them. I would address to Dr. Teller and to Dr.
Hammond, the question of what is the current status of the cost effectiveness for the cost
consideration opposed to the technological aspects?

Dr. Hammond:

I think your question was,"What is the current status of examining the cost associated
with the various systems for SDI." I mentioned a process within the Pentagon reviewing a
Phase I and follow-on architecture for SDI. As you might expect, we have a bit more
capability of estimating cost for things like rocketry and things we have more experience in
producing. That was looked at in quite a bit of detail for the Phase I systems, but we also
worked very hard to estimate, even knowing there was quite a bit of uncertainty in what the
cost might be with the laser candidates that I talked about here earlier.

It is a very complex issue, not one that can be discussed here, but we are not out of
the ball park in terms of cost associated with laser systems, vis-a-vis, other SDI
alternatives. Those costs are reasonable in terms of cost exchannp ratio and the usual
measures of cost effectiveness, and we are already looking at that problem for lasers."
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NOTE: Some 20-30 minutes of questions and comments have been
deleted due to space constraints.

Prof. Sproull:

These last few comments have smoked me out. I wasn't going to give a speech
but,..(Laughter)..if you'll pardon the chairman from getting into the fray... First of all,
let me say that this was a remarkably patient audience and a remarkably varied program. I
don't know how much progress we have made here in assessing the maturity of laser technology
in SDI, but the people at the table have demonstrated to you the remarkable richness and
openendedness of the program. Talks like Dr. Goldman's, Dr. Kantrowitz's and Dr. Teller's
show that we may be just beginning the infancy of some possible programs in SDI. What I
really want to say is that I am terribly disturbed about the future of SDI (in its present
format).

I suspect it will not last another 12 to 18 months. It is a political problem and an
economical problem. It is uncertain whether it will survive the next election in a
substantial way. Now that may not be so bad. In fact, if you change its name and it
becomes a research program, a 6.1 or 6.2 type of thing, that may be the best thing that may
come out. But, there are some big casualties that might happen with that. One, would be
the type of expensive experiment. For example, looking at a plume agairst the earth's
background, which is a difficult and expensive experiment, and was not really done, or done
at all well, under the earlier setup, where you did not have central management under SDIO.
You had the Army and DARPA as semi-independent players. Another casualty would be that the
program would go back to just developing ingredients of a ballistic missile defense and a
strategic defense, more generally, the way DARPA and the army were doing it, until the
President's speech in March of 1983.

That would be unfortunate, because it would not allow work on the systems aspect, which
is terribly important. Another aspect, namely, the battle management and command control
and communications, those elements are desperately important in our strategic defense and
were not being attacked when there was not central management. So, it would be a touch and
go business, if under a different name, the program could be kept going. And I hope it can,
as a more research oriented, long term program, with no hurry at all, unless the Soviet
developments in defense, which are very considerable and formidable, become even more
considerable and more formidable. I am not objecting to what the SDIO has done in the last
few months. I think they needed to show that one should set up a conceptual system and show
how it could evolve and get the support of the joint chiefs and so on. I think that
exercise has been a very useful one, and it has been misinterpreted as being early
deployment.

The combination of such a program and drastic reduction on warheads, down to the level
of 300 to 500 for each of the major players, would make it a world that would be far safr
and satisfactory than the world now. It would be especially more satisfactory to nations,
such as France, England, Germany, Australia, even Canada, who are our friends, but we pay
very little attention to them. A defense uppermost world, I think, could be attained in the
21st century in this way, and it would be a safer and more satisfactory world.

There is even a community now developing on how to make that transition in a stable way,
a community that hadn't raised its' head above the grass until quite recently. (It has
people from organizations like Oakridge, Rand, and AT&T Labs). They are beginning to look
at the interesting questions, on how you make the transition from a stable offense dominated
to a stable defense dominated world, without going through a unstable intermediate position.
The thing that has worried me the most, is that the natural friends, it seems to me, are the
arms control community and the SDI community. Somehow or other they have been polarized to
be enemies, especially on campuses, and on most campuses, the whole argument has been
carried out at the bumper sticker level, which I find a disgrace. For my favorite
institution, namely, the university, the role of the university should be to raise the level
of discourse and not to lower the level of discourse. And the natural friends should be the
arms control community and SDI. Instead, they have become a confrontation of confrontation
politics.

So, I see a very promising future for the combination of drastic reduction of warheads,
coupled with an SDI program. A totally nuclear disarmed world would be, according to most
writers, a terrible dangerous world, partly because of the cheating threshold. But mostly
because, although you can destroy nuclear weapons, you cannot destroy the caracity to make
nuclear weapons and lots of countries could make weapons faster in their closed society than
we could develop them, if nuclear weapons had been abolished completely, for say, a couple
of decades. There's a lot more to the argument than that. This is a poor and
one-dimensional representation of the argument that says that a total nuclear world would be
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a dangerous world; nevertheless, I Lelieve it.

So, I see a most promising future, in which laser technoloqy will play a central and
vital part. I think that all of us, who are interested in the lascr, should take pride in
that. I am sorry for the speech. I never intended to make it in the first place. (?pplause)

Now, additional questions and comments or is it your pleasure that we should adjourn?...
Seerms to be a certain amount of enthusiasm for adjournment... Thank you very
much .... (Applause).
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